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Walsh Blower

Dry Kiln
Our latest improved Blower Kiln assures

Uniform Drying. It is designed for

maximum efficiency and service.

Recent installations made in mills of

Dominion Creosoting and Lumber Ltd.,

Marpole and Allberni Pacific Lumber
Co. Ltd., Port Alberni, B. C. BLOWER KILN FAN

SUBMIT YOUR DRYING PROBLEMS TO:

Walsh Construction Co.
HEADER COMPLETE FOR BLOWER KILN GRANVILLE ISLAND Limited VANCOUVER, B. C.

P.M S
99

The Superlative in RUBBER

TRANSMISSION BELTING

H SUCTION AND DISCHARGE FOR WATER,
O S 6 STEAM, AIR, FIRE PROTECTION, ETC.

Packing

Valves

"REDSTONE" & CLOTH INSERTION
SHEET BLUVIC AND "SUN" SPIRAL

- GASKETS, SPRINGS

BAND SAW BANDS, ETC.

y" RUBBER GOODS FOR ALL MECHANICAL PURPOSES

GUTTA PERCHA & RUBBER, LTD.
564 YATES ST., VICTORIA 526 BEATTY ST., VANCOUVER

VANCOUVER JANUARY, 1923
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NORWAY PINE WHITE PINE

WRITE YOUR NEXT ORDER FOR

SHEVLIN PINE

Shevlin-Clarke Company^ Limited

LOG M«»R Bl&lSItBtO Fort Frances, Ontario 0& HARK atCIST[RCO

ENGELMANN

Daily Capacity

100,000 Feet

LUMBER

Stock 10,000,000 Feet

We manufacture both Eastern

and Western Standard up

to 12 inches wide and

20 feet long.

UNIFORM GRADES GUARANTEED

SPRUCE
(Air Dried)

Mountain Lumber
Manufacturers

or

Western Pine Grades

The Spruce Supply^^

WHITE

Superior

Manufacture

LATH

Stock 2,000,000 pieces

Specialties

Shelving, Drop Siding,

Flooring and Ceiling

Resawn Boards

U. G. G. SAWMILLS LTD.
QUALITY HUTTON, B. C. SERVICE
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STERLING
QUALITY

»

Made in Canada

Tools and Machine Knives are known the

world over. They are famous for their

workmanship, temper and edge-holding

qualities.

They appeal to production managers and

superintendents because they are the

cheapest in the long run.

We would like to send you our 264-page

catalog descriptive of our complete line of

Saws, Saw Tools, Atkins-Coleman Feed

Rollers and Machine Knives. Just write

the nearest point below and say send cat-

alog of

"A PERFECT SAW FOR EVERY PURPOSE'

E. C. ATKINS & CO.
Established 1857. The Sterling Qualify Saw People

Canadian Factory Branch House

HAMILTON, ONT. VANCOUVER, B. C,

Home Office and Factory

Indianapolis, U.S.A.
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MOUNTAIN
LUMBER

Careful Grading

Prompt Shipment

Perfect Manufacture

FIR, CEDAR,
PINE

We are specially well

equipped to handle

Mixed Car Orders

EDGEWOOD LUMBER CO., LTD. CASTLEGAR, B.C.

Associated Timber Exporters

of British Columbia, Ltd.

SALES MEDIUM
for

EXPORT OUTPUT
of

LUMBER MILLS
of

BRITISH COLUMBIA

Principal Product

Douglas Fir
AND

Pacific Hemlock

Main Office

909 METROPOLITAN BUILDING

VANCOUVER, B.C. CANADA

BLOEDEL, STEWART & WELCH
CORPORATION, LIMITED

HEAD OFFICE
1501 STANDARD BANK BUILDING

VANCOUVER, B.C.

SEATTLE OFFICE

742 HENRY BUILDING

OPERATIONS

MYRTLE POINT. B. C.

UNION BAY, B. C.

BRITISH COLUMBIA TIMBER

LOGGERS OF

CEDAR FIR HEMLOCK

V. HYDE BAKER President. C. BURGESS, Sec.-Treas. C. D. McNAB, Manager.

Baker Lumber Company, Limited
WALDO, - B.C.

PINE — LARCH
Lumber

J Lath, Mouldings— Quality Unexcelled

• OVR SPECIALTY

QUALITY High Grade Pine service
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WE HAVE AND WANT YOU TO KNOW WE HAVE

FAMOUS COWICHAN TIMBER
FROM THE FOREST HEART OF VANCOUVER ISLAND

FIR AND HEMLOCK LOGS—QUALITY IN EVERY FOOT

Phone Sey. 1545

JAMES LOGGING COMPANY, LIMITED
H. Cr. JAMES, MANAGING SIBECTOB

508 Bank of Nova Scotia Bldg., Vancouver, B.C.

CEDAR FIR SPRUCE PINE
Any of the above for immediate shipment in straight or assorted cars from extra dry stock. This is all good buying and properly manufactured.

^DAMS RIVER LUMBER COMPANY, LTD. CHASE, B. C.

Sure Service Prompt Shipment

Planing Mill

Modern Machinery
and

Drying Facilities

Douglas Fir
Our Specialty—Mixed Cars Retail Trade

Modern Mill

Band Saw Equipment
throughout

Capacity 80,000, 9 hrs.

Eburne Sawmills Limited Marpole, B. C.

Canadian Government
Merchant Marine Limited

Monthly Freight Service to

Australia and New Zealand

Regular Sailings to India, Japan and China

Limited Passenger Accommodation All Routes

For rates and information apply to

B. C. KEELEY, General Agent

C. N. R. Depot Vancouver, B. C.

WIRE ROPE

For LUMBERMEN, ENGINEERS and

CONTRACTORS
We have the Right Rope for every purpose"
We solicit your enquiries. Write for our catalogue.

Stock carried in Montreal by J. H. HANSON CO. LTD ,
Agent

Canada Wire & Iron Goods Co., Hamilton
Stock carried in Edmonton and Calgary

N. F. Judah, McLeod Building, Edmonton, Agent
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WESTERN LUMBER
COAST AND MOUNTAIN

IMMEDIATE ATTENTION GIVEN ENQUIRIES FOR
STRAIGHT OR MIXED CARS

CANMORE STEAM COAL
PROMPT SHIPMENT

BIRNIE LUMBER & COAL COMPANY, LTD
WHOLESALE CALGARY, CANADA

Full Details of Material

Requirements on New
Construction

Can be used through MacLean Reports. A

verified advance information service in your

morning mail, containing all the information

necessary to the intelligent solicitation of cur-

rent and future business.

WRITE FOR SAMPLE REPORTS

MACLEAN BUILDING REPORTS Limited

325 Main Street

Winnipeg, Man.
106 Winch BIdg.
Vancouver, B. C.

Poles

Piling

Logs

Fir

Cedar

Hemlock

Cedar Telegraph Poles, Cedar Foundation

Piling, any Length

CapilanoTimber Co. Limited
Head Office at Booming Ground, Pemberton Avenue

and P.G.E. Tracks, North Vancouver, B.C.

Phone No. Van. 306 and 307

WHITE CEDAR FENCE POSTS
Spruce, Tamarack

Cedar Piling

We can furnish anything that you require in green cut,

live peeled, White Cedar Posts. We ship from the Rainy

River District of Ontario and Minnesota with yards at

the following points:

RAINY RIVER) fBEAUDETTE
SLEEMANS \ Ontario Minn. \ ROOSEVELT
PINEWOOD J I WILLIAMS

Cedar Posts,

Poles, Ties

Let us quote you delivered prices—F,0,B. cars any railway station in Canada

T. M. PARTRIDGE LUMBER CO., LTD.
Sales Office: MINNEAPOLIS, MINN. Main Office: RAINY RIVER, ONT.
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Fir - - Western Hemlock

Flooring

Ceiling

Siding

Finish

Timbers up
to 90 feet

Besides operat-

ing a 100,000 feet

capacity we pos-

sess a modernly
equipped planing

mill and door fac-

tory, latter with
capacity of 200

doors per day.

Shiplap

Siding

Dimension

Boards

Robertson & Hackett Sawmills Ltd.
Est. 1888 Office and Mills, False Creek, Vancouver, B. C.

President: H. W. HUNTER.

Treasurer: T. A. HUNTER.
Vice-President: F. G. FOX

Secretary: C. K. HUNTER.

Campbell River Lumber Co.
UMITED

White Rock, B. C.

Capacity of Sawmill, 150,000 feet per day.

Capacity of Shingle Mill, 200,000 Shingles per day.

"Our Manufacture is handled by experts and a trial order will con-

vince you that we deliver LUMBER OF THE BETTER KIND."

MIXED CARS OF COAST LUMBER OUR
PROMINENT SPECIALTY

Sales Office:

706 McArthur Bldg., Winnipeg
R. J. CRAWFORD, Manager.

Red Cedar
Shingles

and

Bevel
Siding

QUICK SHIPMENTS

Westminster Mill
Company

NEW WESTMINSTER, B. C.

SIDNEV MII.LS, LIMITED, SIDNEY, B.C.

Manufacturers and Shippers of FIR, SPRUCE, CEDAR AND HEMLOCK LUMBER
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If in the market for Spruce, do not forget that

Golden Spruce
stands out supreme among Mountain Woods.

We are still manufacturing upon the basis of the old Mountain Grading

Rules and maintaining our REPUTATION for GRADES and SER-

VICE.

We also manufacture FIR and CEDAR. The quality of our FIR

DIMENSION is well known. We have a considerable quantity of one

inch

NO. 1 COMMON CEDAR
This we can strongly recommend, as it is a SMALL-KNOTTED type and

makes excellent Boards and Shiplap. It also has the added advantage

of being CHEAPER than other woods, and we confidently believe a trial

car will make you a permanent user.

No. 1 Spruce, Fir and Cedar Lath

All our stock is run through planing mill at time of shipment, so always

reaches you bright, clean and newly milled.

Send your Enquiries to

Columbia River Lumber Co., Ltd. Golden, B.C.
Affiliated with and Represented Jointly by Salesmen of

Canadian Western Lumber Co., Ltd., Fraser Mills, B.C.

Eastern Sales Office—TORONTO—L. D. Barclay, and E. C. Parsons

MANITOBA SASKATCHEWAN
Hugh Cameron and D. T. McDowall Chas. R. Skene
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Crow's Nest Pass Lumber Company
Manufacturers of

LIMITED

Soft Pine Finish and Shelving^ Mountain Fir and Larch^

Dimension and Timbers^ Ceiling, Siding, Floorings,

Moulding, Lath and Piling

Saw Mill, Planing Mill and Head Office at WARDNER, B.C.

CLIFFORD M. FENNOCK, Vice-President and Manager, WARDNER, B. C.

Head Office: Moody Block, Victoria, B. C. Mills at: Genoa Bay, B. C.

Manufacturers of

British Columbia Lumber
^^g^^j Kiln Dried Flooring, Ceiling and Finish
A_

OUR SPECIALTY: FIR CROSS ARMS

We have at present 9 million feet of mixed yard stock, in good condition, ready to ship. WIRE AT OUR EXPENSE

ABBOTSFORD LUMBER, MINING & DEVELOPMENT CO.
President, J. O. Trethewey. Vice-Pres., S. D. Trethewey. Secy, and Sales Manager, J. A. McGowan. LIMITED

MANUFACTURERS OF DOUGLAS FIR,

HEMLOCK AND CEDAR LUMBER
Timber, Dimension, Flooring, Ceiling, Siding, Inside and Exterior Finish, Mouldings,

Lath and Cedar Shingles. Grades Unexcelled.

Mills at Abbotsford, B. C. Prairie Representatives: Cuddy-Nelson Lumber Co., Calgary, Saskatoon and Winnipeg.

Specialty: Timbers and Heavy Dimension. Prompt Shipments.

COMPACT
WITH WHICH IS INCORPORATED JAS. F. MORRIS CO.

We specialize in printing

for the Lumber and

Shingle Trades.

Our representative will gladly call at any time to

give you samples and prices on any or all of your
printing work.

SEYMOUR

382S
426 Homer Street Vancouver, B. C. ASK FOR SERVICE DEPT.
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The Rat Portage Lumber Co., Limited, Vancouver

WE SPECIALIZE IN 1/4

SCANT SIZED DIMEN-

SION, ALSO DIMEN-

SION AND BOARDS IN

THE ROUGH.

Manufacturers of

DOUGLAS FIR, SPRUCE AND HEMLOCK
FLOORING, CEILING, SIDING, INTERIOR AND EXTERIOR

FINISH OF ALL KINDS INCLUDING MOULDINGS

Rough Kiln Dried and Green Clear Fir in All Sizes

Boards, Shiplap and Dimension

ROUGH TIMBERS UP TO 90 FEET LONG

m

Canadian Paget Sound Lumber Company, Ltd.
VICTORIA, B. C.

Increased Capacity to

175,000,000 Feet Daily

Enables us to Give a

Still Better Service

Special Attention to

Manufacture and

Grading. Our Motto:

"Quality First"

Specializing in Mixed Carloads of

CLEAR FIR
Representatives

:

CUDDY & NELSON, Calgary

CHAPMAN LUMBER CO., Winnipeg

SPRUCE HEMLOCK FINISH

Send in Your Enquiries

Maple Ridge Lumber Co., Ltd.

FIR TIMBERS
OUR SPECIALTY

Quick Cutting Orders
CP.R. Main Line-

Maple Ridge Lumber Co.
PORT HANEY, B.C. Limited

McLaren Lumber Company
BLAIRMORE, Alta.

Manufacturers of superior grades of

Spruce Lumber

Dealers in all kinds of Mining Timbers,

Corral and Fence Poles, etc.

Our Specialty : QUALITY and SERVICE"
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CANADA PERMANENT
PROTECTION AND SERVICE

Dominion-wide
Organization

Sixty-Seven Years'
Successful Experience

CANADA PERMANENT MORTGAGE
CORPORATION

Paid Up Capital and Reserves $14,250,000

ESTABLISHED 1855

HEAD OFFICE: TORONTO
Under the same Directorate and Management

THE CANADA PERMANENT TRUST
COMPANY

Paid Up Capital and Reserve $1,140,000

ESTABLISHED 1914

Our experience and organizjition, with our reliability and strength, ensure
safety and efficiency in the administration or management of Estates

or Investments.

Specialists in all branches of Trust Company Service. Enquiries

Solicited.

B. C. BRANCH
GEO. I. IiEG-ATE, Manager C. H. WAHREN, Estates Manager

CANADA PERMANENT BUILDING
432 RICHARDS ST. VANCOUVER

SAFETY DEPOSIT BOXES FOR RENT

It Will PayYou

TO C&RBY

Timberland

S4S Dimension
AND

Yard Timbers

The Best in the West

THE

Timberland Lumber Co.
NEW WESTMINSTER, B. C.

Non-freezings non-souring milk

You can have fresh milk in camp—without any freezing, souring or

spoiling troubles—by using Canadian Milk Products Powdered Milk.

It comes to you in convenient sized drums and remains fresh and pure

for months.

It neither loses its original flavor nor is any ingredient added to

change its taste. It is simply pure cow's milk—either whole or skimmed,

as you may order— with the water withdrawn. You simply put the

water back and you have fresh milk.

wjw i I
> m* MILKSTOCK—Order from

-sTo«.K
yourjobber or directfrom us.

TRUMILK—Order direct

from us.

TRUMILK
Powdered whole
milk — in 4 5
and 90 lb. drums.
Order direct
from us.

KLIM
(Hotel size)

Powdered skimmed
milk—in 10 lb. cans.

Order from your
jobber.

MILKSTOCK
Powdered skimmed
milk — in 50 and 100
lb. drums. Order from
your jobber or direct

from us.

Samples and literature gladly sent on request.

CANADIAN MILK PRODUCTS LIMITED
347 ADELAIDE ST. W., TORONTO, ONT.

319 Craig Street, W.
Montreal, Que.

428 Main Street

Winnipeg, Man.

British Columbia Distributors: Kirkland & Rose, 130 Water Street, Vancouver
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MEMBER MILLS
Alberta Xinmber Co., Zitd.

Dominioii Creosotingr & Iibr. Iitd.

Bobertson & Hadcett Sawmills
I.td.

SSOCIATED/
^

MILLS I la

LIMITED

MEMBER MILLS
Eburne Sawmills Zitd.

Iiadner Iiumber Iitd.

Timberland Iiumber Co., I^td.

DOUGLAS FIR WESTERN HEMLOCK

YOU HAVE THE COMBINED SERVICE OF
SIX COAST MILLS BEHIND YOUR RE-
QUIREMENTS FOR B. C. LUMBER. THAT
MEANS SOMETHING TO YOU AT THIS
TIME, WHEN BROKEN STOCKS ARE IN

EVIDENCE.

Agsocieied /\ills
Limited

Vancouver

Roy R. Pointer, Edmonton, Alta.

McFarland Lumber Co., Calgary, Alta.

BRITISH COLUMBIA

REPRESENTATIVES

:

McFarland Lumber Co., Winnipeg, Man.
A. C. Raymond, Saskatoon, Sask.

THURSTON-FLAVELLE LIMITED
Office and Mills Port Moody, B.C.

Our Specialty

RED CEDAR
CLEAR "A"

BEVEL SIDING

EXTRA XXX
SHINGLES

FOR PART CAR SHIPMENTS STOCKS OF SIDING CARRIED AT:

Winnipeg, c/o The Empire Sash & Door Company, Ltd.

Saskatoon, c/o Security Lumber Company, Limited.

Edmonton, c/o The Atlas Lumber Company, Limited.

Calgary, c/o Revelstoke Sawmill Company, Limited.

Swift Current, c/o Revelstoke Sawmill Company, Limited.

Regina, c/o Security Lumber Company, Limited.

Moose Jaw, c/o Security Lumber Company, Limited.

Dauphin, Man., c/o J. J. Crowe Co., Limited.

Prairie Representative, J. 0. THORPE, King George Hotel, Saskatoon, Sask.



THE PIONEER INDEPENDENT LUMBER JOURNAL

1903 ern urn
Recognized Authority for Nineteen Years"

Member Audit Bureau of Circulations

Published Monthly at Vancouver

p. T. CARRE, EDITOR

VANCOUVER

W. B. Sell, 302 Travellers' Building',

Wlnnlpegr.

25 Charlotte Street, Toronto.

Board of Trade Bldsf., Montreal.

Chlcagro—14 W. Washington St.

Wew Tork—296 Broadway, Phone : Worth 248.

London, Eng.—3 Regent Street, S.W.

P. T. Carre, Manager, 106 Winch BIdg.,

Vancouver.

Publishers also of

Western Canada Coal Review.

Commvrcial & Retail Merchants' Review.

Western Canada Contractor.

MacLean Building Reports.

WINNIPEG

Snbscriptlon Price: $2 per year In advance;
TTnited States and foreign countries, 92-50 per
year. Single copies, 20c.

Address all communications, and make
cheques, drafts, P.O. and express orders pay-
able to the Western Iiumberman.

Advertisements, to insure Insertion in the
issue of any month, should reach the office of

publication not later than the fifth of the
month

UNIFORM QUALITY
LUMBER

DOUGLAS FIR HEMLOCK
SPRUCE CEDAR

Our Modern Mill is Situated in the

Heart of the "Green Timber," One of

the Finest Stands in British Columbia

WRITE US YOUR ENQIHRIES

Telegrams: NEW WESTMINSTER. B. C.

The King'Farris Lumber Co. Ltd.
Mill : KINGS, B. C. Office : NEWTON, B. C.
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The BRITISH COLUMBIA MILLS TIMBER & TRADING CO,

LATH

PICKETS

MOULDINGS

SHINGLES

SPARS AND

LONG TIMBERS

Furnished on Short

Notice

OUR GRADE AND MANUFACTURE UNSURPASSED
Exclusive Sales Agents for Manitoba, Saskatchewan and Alberta:

H. S. GALBRAITH COMPANY, LIMITED

706 ELECTRIC RAILWAY CHAMBERS

(ESTABLISHED 1865)

Rough and Dressed

FIR

CEDAR

SPRUCE

HEMLOCK

LUMBER

Fir Finish a Specialty

WINNIPEG, MAN.

Our Air Dried Western Pine

and Larch Has No Superior

Among Mountain Woods

Our facilities for manufacturing, coupled with care in grading,

assures our customers the utmost satisfaction. We carry com-

plete stocks of DIMENSION, SIDING, CEILING and FINISH,

and can make immediate shipment in straight or mixed cars,

THE OTIS STAPLES LUMBER CO., LTD.
WYCLIFFE, B. C.

Sale* Agents: McDONALD LUMBER CO., UNION BANK BLDG., WINNIPEG
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Sixth Annual Red Cedar Shingle Congress
Problems of Shingle Manufacturers Discussed at Congress Held in Seattle on Decem-

ber 7th and 8th—The Need of Definite Co-operation in the Industry Vividly
Portrayed—Many Prominent Speakers Were on the Program—Peter B.

Kyne and A. J. Russell told of California Shingle Fight.

- Two hundred and fifty shingle manufacturers from Wash-
ington, Oregon and British Cokimbia gathered at the Hotel

Washington, Seattle, on December 7 and 8, to attend the Sixth

Annual Red Cedar Shingle Congress. The programme, which

was an excellent one, was in the hands of R. S. Whiting, secre-

tary of the Shingle Branch of the West Coast Lumbermen's
Association.

Wider publicity, better manufacture, improved marketing

and a truer sense of co-operation were the keynotes of the various

addresses given before the congress. A vivid realization of the

necessity of close harmony was apparent to all and the conven-

tion developed this truth throughout the two days' session.

(2) Shape of tooth and gullet and amount of hook. Width
of swedge. Depth of throat and width of throat.

(3) Where should tension come?

(4) What degree of tension is best?

(5) Is high speed better than low speed?

(6) What degree of lead should go in a shingle machine
and care of machine?

(7) What causes washboard or wavy shingles?

(8) Will best results be obtained with saw having 5-inch

hole, or with 14-inch hole fitted tocollar with large flange?

(9) Should saws be ground tapering to point, or be straight

ground yg-inch back from point or deeper?

J. A. Edpecumbe, of Edgecumbe-
Newham Co., of Vancouver, B. C,
who presided over the Friday

Morning Session.

Fred H. Lamar, Secretary of

British Columbia Shingle Manu-
facturers' Association.

Peter B. Kyne, of "Cappy Ricks" fame, was on hand and.

in conjunction with A. J. Russell of the Sante Fe Lumber Com-

pany of San Francisco, told of the California fight waged there

recently in which both took such a prominent part. Mr. Russell

passed out a few pertinent facts to the convention delegates in

connection with the future of the shingle industry.

The congress opened on Thursday morning with a meeting

for the filers, which was presided over by R. W. Neighbor of

E. C. Atkins & Co. The following subjects were presented for

discussion :

(1) Importance of fitting or tensioning shingle saws.

(10) Is electric driven mill easier to file for than steam

mill?

(11) How much dish should a 2C)-inch shingle saw collar

have ?

(12) What difference in tension should be given 42-inch

.saw for cutting lO-inch and 24-inch shingles?

(13) How should a 36-inch clipjier saw be hammered and
fitted to run the be.st at standard speed 16 to 1800 revolutions?

(14) What is proper speed for spiral tooth cut-off saw?

Fred Monte, shingle saw-filing exjiert, as.sociated with the

.Shingle Branch, was present during the discussions and was re-

peatedly appealed to for advice on some intricate problem.
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Thursday Afternoon Session

The congress was opened in the afternoon with Major
Everett E. G. Griggs presiding. Major E. J. Brown of Seattle

extended the welcome of the city to the convention, remarking

that he felt quite at home with the members of the shingle in-

dustry as he had once been a shingle weaver back in Michigan

in the days of James A. Garfield.

E. T. Allen, forest economist, Western Forest and Conser-

vation Association, Portland, Ore., presented a paper on forestry

problems that were affecting the industry. He said :

"The forestry problem as it relates directly to the red cedar

shingle industry is pretty simple either way you look at it. If the

problem you have in mind is how a supply of shingle cedar may
practically be maintained forever, the answer is that it will not

be. If your question is not that at all, but is whether the industry

is likely to be placed in difficulties by forestry requirements, the

answer is just the same. It will not be. You are manufacturing

a vanishing material and the foresters are going to let it vanish

without bothering you much. For some twenty-five years I have

heard about hard luck in the shingle mdustry, so I am glad to

bring you this comfort. Unique among lumbermen, you are to

be allowed to die in peace.

"There is supposed to be somewhere between 25 and 30

billion feet of standing, and less than five billion of dead, red

cedar. About five-sixths of this is west of the Cascades ; the

rest largely in the vicinity of the Idaho panhandle. Nobody
knows how much of this is shingle cedar or how long it will last.

It is being cut relatively faster than the other chief northwestern

species because it not only comes in with them but is reached

out for, in advance of regular logging, by pole and bolt opera-

tions.

"As near as I can judge, both from my own knowledge of

the situation and from inquiry of public foresters who have in

mind what they think the public should require of lumbermen in

order to keep up continuous forest production, the proportion of

this remaining supply will furnish clears and shingle material

is about all that this country will ever see unless a little is grown
in public forests regardless of cost or profit.

"The two chief reasons for this are that it takes too long

to produce clear cedar for this to be profitable as a grown crop

and that cedar so seldom occurs in pure stands that it will almost

always be a by-product of a stand of other dominating species

which will determine the treatment of the crop and the time of

harvest.

"Cedar grows slower than fir or hemlock. Under favor-

able conditions, on the moist, deep soil it likes best, or in the

poorer situations where it does well if rainfall is heavy, it may
for the first 50 years add annually i/4 inch in diameter and over

11/^ feet in height. Under as good conditions fir will add full

one-third inch in diameter and over two feet in height. iHem-
lock will be in between. Roughly, we may expect well-situated

cedar to be 15 or 16 inches in diameter at 60 years and 85 or

90 feet high; at 75 years perhaps 18 inches in diameter and 100
feet high; at 100 years, probably 22 inches and 112 feet. Fir
at 100 years, in the same situation, might average less diameter,
being less tapering, but would probably be 150 to 180 feet high.

Nor is this all. The cedar, because it stands more shade,

is much slow-er to shed its lower branches and bury the knots
with clear lumber. You see fairly clear, small cedar under
heavy, mature stands, but the conditions are quite different in

second-growth stands. To let these grow long enough to produce
clear cedar would be too expensive to be practicable. Always,
where forestry is practiced, the pressure is for as short a rota-
tion as possible, in order to make a turnover and to avoid the
pyramiding of carrying costs. This means, because cedar seldom
comes in pure but is usually the lesser part of a mixture of
species, that the rotation will probably be calculated to harvest
the faster-growing, faster-clearing species, like fir, that con-
stitute the majority. The cedar minority will be regarded as a
by-product only, that does not warrant a slower, more expensive
policy for the whole.

"Another reason for this attitude among foresters is that
roofing substitutes for the cedar shingle, which compete strong-
ly even under present conditions, make it neither necessary nor

financially promising, for roofing purposes at least, to carry a new
cedar crop to the age that produces clears. Again, some special-

purpose trees, like white pine, are both fast growing and in the

habit of arranging their branches in whorls quite a distance

apart. This gives a good proportion of short but clear shop be-

tween the whorls at quite an early age. Cedar does not promise
this. To complete the count against it as a tree worth great

effort to reproduce, one of its special values—namely decay-

resistance and use in the ground—can be substituted for by
chemical treatment of easier-grown species.

"So, valuable as is the supply of clear cedar that nature

grew for us when time and money was not an object, the foresters

do not seem to think it a species sufficiently adapted to the artifi-

cial conditions of crop and market hereafter to be worth much
special effort under ordinary conditions. Of course there may
be exceptions to this rule, where very promising and fairly pure
stands of young cedar come in easily. The chances are that

such exceptions will not be numerous enough to warrant much
advance planning. The best cedar ground is pretty likely to be
agricultural land anyway. We must also bear in mind that

the aspect of existing mature forests may be a little deceiving in

appearance to indicate natural cedar ground.

"Three rather distinct types of cedar growth will be familiar

to you as I mention them. One is a varying proportion of cedar

in a main and mixed forest stand. This stand may be any sort

of mixture from nearly pure cedar to a heavy majority of other

species, but is evidently all about the same age, having started

after some bygone fire. If there is any fir in it, it certainly did
so start.

"Another type of cedar is a sort of lower story beneath the

main stand, considerably younger. This, because cedar stands

shade, began to come in after the original stand got fairly old

and open. Such a lower story often contains considerable hem-
lock, for the same reasons. And it may be composed of trees of
almost any age, ranging down to recent seedlings, except that

the oldest will be some 75 to 100 years younger than the main
stand because the latter had to open up fairly well before any-
thing could start beneath it.

"The third type is w^hat you see where that just mentioned
has survived the original stand under which it once started and
which, since no fire came again to repeat the cycle, died of old

age and fell. The original fir and hemlock, having compara-
tively short life, has disappeared except for rotting stumps and
logs. What was once a lower story under it has now become
the main stand with its own under-story of a shade enduring
trees like cedar and hemlock. And here is the point : This stand
you now see contains all the first lower story cedar, now old and
dominant, and also all the cedar which was the same age as the

dead and gone fir and hemlock. Since cedar may live to be 1,000
years old, it did not die with its original neighbors. Thus by a
process of survival in the absence of fire, you find nearly pure
cedar where fir once grew and probably will grow again after
logging and fire give it the conditions it likes.

"It is fairly obvious that the forest crop of the future will

repeat neither of the two types last described. It will not be al-

lowed to become old enough. Thus cedar in the future forest

will as a rule be confined to that which starts after logging,

under conditions favorable to fir, and will form a proportion
determined by accidents of seed supply, severity of fire after

logging, dry summer weather when very young (which it does
not stand as well as fir), and like factors. It will be a some-
what diminished proportion of cedar compared to the original
proportion. Little of it will ever be allowed to reach the age
for clears. It will, however, keep a place where rather knotty
cedar can be used, and for posts and poles. It will probably have
another peculiar value because posts and poles can be marketed
earlier than the other species and thus afford a little money to
meet carrying costs. This may sometimes result in thinning the
cedar all out for this purpose and leaving little or none to make
saw timber.

"A good deal of what I have said is prophecy only and I

cannot guarantee the exact extent to which it will prove accurate.
It is said to be more scientific than to be exact concerning any-
thing of which man cannot possibly have positive knowledge.
But I have given you the reasons and believe that, at present at
least, they are similarly the opinion of the foresters outside the
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industry who may be expected to influence public opinion and

any possible regulatory legislation. As I said at first, they do not

now indicate any disturbance of logging practice with cedar re-

production as a special aim. In this connection you need rather

to consider what is likely to be advocated to assure fir repro-

duction, with cedar regarded mainly as incidental only.

"One aspect of this situation is somewhat interesting from
the other angle of speculating as to the future cedar supply.

When accepted forest policy does provide for perpetuating any
particular supply, the stored virgin stand that is held too long

must meet this competition and because of carrying costs can

seldom do so profitably, if the competing new crop is large

enough, except upon a basis of superior quality. In other words,

the value of low grades in stored timber is eventually fixed by
the cost of growing a new crop to compete with it, because the

new crop will supply low grades.

"These factors as involved in the cedar situation are rather

pecuhar. On the one hand, the most familiar values in clear are

threatened by the competition of substitutes, which is an argu-

ment against their great speculative advance. On the other hand,

if I have prophesied correctly, they are less threatened than in

the case of other local species by the competition of any new
crop. This is an argument for their advance. You can do

your own balancing, but personally I doubt whether much of our

clear cedar will last long enough to be greatly affected by
theoretical forestry influences. More likely its value and its life

will be governed by the progress of logging other species with

which it is brought out. Theoretically it will pay to hold back

clear cedar for an increase based on its certain disappearance

;

practically it will have to come out and the quantity brought out

will govern the price. Again the by-product idea.

"Now, as to how cedar may be affected by possible solu-

tions of the forestry problem with respect to the more dominating

species in which foresters and public will be more interested.

The situation will be a little different in Idaho where white pine

and other local species are likely to be the main thing in mind, but

I assume you are thinking about the region west of the Cascades.

Here they will be after fir mostly, with both hemlock and cedar

incidentals that will not as a rule affect the policy to an extent

we need to consider.

Logging Practice Good

"Fprtunately there is hardly a region in the United States

where current logging practice coincides so closely with what

foresters recommend as ideal. It is correct in general principle

and requires only a little refinement to fill the bill commpletely

—hardly any more than some operators already practice. The
requirements are clean-cutting insjtead of any attempt at selective

logging; getting the fullest germination and safety of new growth

from seed already stored in the ground, and continued protection

of the crop thus started. Broadcast slash burning is good

forestry, for it does not destroy the stored fir seed, and does

reduce both fire hazard and the seedlings of less desirable species

—that is if it is not postponed long enough to let the stored fir

seed sprout.

"As additional precaution some leaving of seed trees is

recommended, in order to restock the ground if by accident it

does get burned after the stored seed sprouts, but to a large ex-

tent these are supplied anyway by inferior trees the logger does

not want and by trees on the -sides if the slashings are not too

large. About the most radical thing the forester asks of us is

that we leave no unburned slashings in the spring to increase the

risk of destroying this stored reproduction, and that we cut snags

so that spring burnings will not smoulder to start up fires again

afer the surface dries out more and the seeds are sprouted.

"The zealous forester argues that since we already make
nine-tenths of the effort required, in our ordinary practice and

in our general production systems, we ought to do these things

that make the other tenth without complaint, that it would pay

us in money to do it. and that the cost of doing it is so small

that we could make our customers pay without noticing it. He
says we give them much greater price fluctuations with less

excuse, and without turning a hair. Furthermore, he thinks that

if we don't adopt this idea ourselves the public should make us

do it in order to perpetuate its resources and for our own good

as an industry. I'm inclined to think most of us will do this be-

fore long, without being compelled, and maybe then we'll also

want to compel the other fellow ; but I also think that if the cost

does prove troublesome the beneficiary public should 'be com-
pelled to help pay it."

L. L. Brown Spoke.

Lorne L. Brown, British Columbia lumber commissioner for

Eastern Canada, spoke on the use of the red cedar shingle in

Canada, emphasizing the need of educating architects to the use

of the heavier shingle, where they had been using a 6-2 shingle

for roofing purposes. Mr. Brown also mentioned that the Cana-
dian Government would sooon start to make elaborate tests

of different roofing materials, as to inflammability. This would,
he said, place certain patent roofing materials outside the cate-

gory of non-inflammable articles. He emphasized the need of

making better shingles, of a wider advertising campaign, ex-

hibits of stained shingles and close co-operation of all branches of

the shingle industry.

O. M. Ash of the United States Steel Products Company of

Portland, outlined the experiments his company were making
on the copper-bearing steel nail which, they believed, would solve

the problem of a suitable shingle nail.

The relative position of the wholesaler was discussed by
Lloyd Hillman of the Lloyd Hillman Lumber Company of

Seattle. The wholesaler who was conducting his business on a

sound and business basis was helping to carry the burden of the

manufacturer, by opening up new markets, by securing better

terms for his product and bringing his business more to a cash

basis.

Peter B. Kyne Relates Early Experiences.

Peter B. Kyne delighted the audience with several amusing
experiences he had during his early days in the lumber business

He said that he had been drawn very close to the shingle manu-
facturers throvigh the part he played in the recent California

election. Mr. Kyne was thanked for the services he had given

the shingle industry and was presented with a handsome humidor
by the association.

Water Shipment of Shingles

In discussing the water shipment of shingles, Paul R. Smith
of the M. R. Smith Lumber & Shingle Company, Seattle, stated

that there was a steady increase in shipments to the eastern coast.

In presenting some figures, Mr. Smith stated that the shipments
during 1921 amounted to 241,000,000 and that the total for 1922
would probably reach the 500,000,000 mark.

Other Speakers

- Don H. Clark, secretary of the "Rite Grade" Association,

spoke on the question of establishing warehouses at certain east-

ern points near distributing points where shingles might be
stored. He mentioned such places as Minnesota Transfer,

Omaha, Denver, Kansas City, Fort Worth, Springfield, Chicago,

Toledo, Richmond, and Roanoke.

"The Future Production of Shingles as Affected by the Log
Supply" was discussed by H. L. Gary of the New England Manu-
facturing Company, of Everett, Wash. It was his belief that

the figures given by the Forest Service in 1920, namely 34,000,-

000,000 feet, represented approximately the amount of red cedar

in the United States. The supply in British Columbia, at the

present rate of cut, 2,400,000,000 annually, would last one hun-
dred years, while that of the United States, with a cut of seven
billion shingles annually, would last forty years.

Friday Morning Session

J. A. Edgecumbe of the Edgecumbe-Newham Company,
Vancouver, presided over the Friday morning session. He spoke

on the need of close co-operation of every shingle manufacturer
in fighting the patent roofing interests, and stated that British

Columbia mills were ready to join in any movement 100 per cent,

strong.

J. S. Williams, previously secretary of the association, spoke
on the question of stained shingles. Mr. Williams is now with
the Williams Stained Shingle Company of Vancouver, Wash.

He first spoke of the great strides which had been made in

the industry in the past six years in grades and marketing. He
said if any progress was to be made in the fight against the sub-

I
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stitutes it would be necessary to adopt offensive as well as de-

fensive tactics.

The color appeal, he said, was one of the strongest arguments

of the asphalt shingle manufacturer, one which was practically

irresistable, and accounted for 90 per cent, of the sales of the

product.

There were four reasons why shingles should be stained

:

An aid to durability, prevents softening, has antiseptic value,

reduces fire hazard.

Three methods of applying the stain were pointed out

:

By the hand brush after the shingle was in place
;
by dipping

prior to putting in place, and commercial staining by machinery.

The fault of brush staining was that it treated only the sur-

face of the shingle and did not prevent moisture from getting

beneath it and doing damage. The second method was not clean,

and workmen objected to laying shingles stained on the job unless

receiving more money for doing so.

Shingle stains, he said, were of three kinds : Good, fair and
poor. Three carriers were used for the pigments, benzine,

Holden oil, and coal tar creosote, the latter of which was the

superior.

"The life of a stained shingle, he said, depended on the

quality of the shingle and the stain.

During a recent trip east, he said, he had seen a roof of

white pine shingles which had been in place 125 years, and had
seen a number of red cedar roofs which were laid twenty years

ago and looked as though they had been down only two or three

years.

Long Island was the best user of shingles, 90 per cent, of the

roofs and 50 per cent, of the side walls being shingles. Con-
necticut was almost as good as Long Island but New Jersey was
"spotted" in the use of the shingle and the substitute.

The most cheering thing he has discovered, while on the trip,

w-as the fact that a small town near Reading, Pa., had an ordi-

nance forbidding the use of the asbestos shingle, but allowing
wooden ones.

F. A. Hofheins, president of the Transfer Stained Shingle

Company of North Tonawanda, N. Y., further discussed the

matter of stained shingles, followed by J. J. Starks of the Starks
Manufacturing Company of Kansas City, who has placed a

machine on the market which stains shingles at the mill in

bunches.

Other Prominent Speakers

Jack Dionne of the Gulf Coast Lumberman amused the

audience with a number of his negro stories. Fred Lamar of the

British Coluqjbia Shingle Manufacturers' Association spoke on
the vertical grain shmgle that was being manufactured in

British Columbia, stating that this province was manufacturing
two and a quarter billion shingles annually, 95 per Cent, of which
were vertical grain.

The other speakers were Don H. Clark, secretary-manager
ot the "Rite (jrade" Association of Seattle, Harry Ferguson of
the Mutual Timber Mills ; Arthur Bevan, assistant secretary of
the association ; Tom Shields, manager of the Seattle branch of
the Simonds Manufacturing Company.

A. J. Russell of the Santa Fe Lumber Company, San Fran-
cisco, made a strong appeal to the manufacturers to raise a lib-

eral sum to combat anti-shingle legislation, and also told of the
California election, in which he took such a prominent part.

Dale Croft of the Royal Shingle Company, Whites, Wash.,
spoke of "A United Industry," emphasizing the importance of
raising a large sum of money for future advertising purposes.
R. S. Whiting, secretary of the association, gave an excellent
address on "Publicity and Propaganda," in which he reviewed
the budget under which it was jjroposed to raise $70,000 by a
two-cent assessment to which British Columbia would con-
tribute its total.

OflFicers Elected

The following officers were elected for the ensuing year:

President—E. E. Case, Case Shingle Company, Raymond,
Wash.

Secretary-Treasurer—Paul R. Smith, M. R. Smith Lumber
& Shingle Company, Seattle, Wash.

Trustees—George A. Bergstrom, Pacific Timber Company,
Everett, Wash. ; Dale Craft, Royal Shingle Company, Whites,
Wash. ; C. E. Hill, Bucoda Shingle Company, Bucoda, Wash. ; A.
H. Landrum, St. Paul & Tacoma Lumber Company, Tacoma,
Wash. ; S. B. Johns, Jr., Snoqualmie Lumber Company, Sno-
qualmie Falls, Wash.; J. H. Prentice, Bellingham, Wash.; J.
Schwartz, Crescent Shingle Company, Kelso, Wash.; L. G. Ham-
bargar. Red Cedar Shingle Company, Aberdeen, Wash.

A Hoo-Hoo concatenation was held Thursday evening at

the Washington Hotel, and a banquet at the Butler Cafe, where a

high-class entertainment was provided.

The Whistle Boy

"Hellow, there, Buddy, you are some man,"
Caulked boots and coat of tan.

Muscles strong, staged overalls.

Giving the woodsmen their whistle calls.

"I've got to go, sir." "Well, wish you joy !"

Oh, once again to be a Whistle Boy.

(The wire whistle)

With eyes alert, hands on the wire,

At the hooktender's signal he as])ires

To blow the whistle. Oh! that joyful thrill

As the log comes crunching down the hill,

That is Life itself for, moiion's joy

To every clever Whistle Boy.

(The electric whistle)

"Gosh," have to lag up here, just like a dum'
Then ; when they're ready, with your thumb
You push the button that sends the spark
Which works in daylight or in dark
Still, the whistle gives the thrill and joy

Of being but a Whistle Boy."

(The up-to-date Boy)
Upon the top of a felled tree's stump
He sits, with shoulders rounded in a hump.
"Hey there!" "Aw g'wan, keep still,

Can't yuh give me t'.me to roll a pill."

Some difference, now, but where's the joy

Once known to every whistle boy.

(By telephone)

With receivers tensioned to the ear

The Whistle Boy orders the Engineer,

To "Easy," "Steady," "Go Ahead," "Back," "Slow."

But the Engineer just wants to know.
Who's running this? Now where's the joy

,In being a clever Whistle Bo}'?

(By Radio)

All things must change as on we go.

So the Hooktender signals by radio.

But, the Woodsmen kick, and kick they will

Because there is not the whistle thrill.

Why should logging lose it's joy.

For every clever Whistle Boy ?

"Hello there. Buddy ! with your coat of tan.

Pulling whistle, eh? Just like a man."

"No Mister, don't never hear a toot.

They send me down to take the boat.

Gol darn that radio, dere's no joy

If you's wanting to be a Whistle Boy."
R. H. Chestnut,

1304 Lakewood Drive, Vancouver, B. C. December, 1922.
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TRACTOR FINDING FAVOR AMONG LOGGERS
I iitcrc.stiiuj Conif^arisoiis of Horse and I'raclor Skiddiii;/

Holt Tractor Operated by Howland and Waltz, Kaslo, B.C.

Will the "caterpillar" type tractor find general use in the

logging camps of British Columbia in the near future? It

would seem that considerable interest is being displayed by

many operations throughout the province in this class of equip-

ment although very few have been installed. In the states of

Washington and Oregon, the tractor is fast becoming a stan-

dard piece of equipment in logging operations, through its abil-

ity to operate over rough ground and in otherwise inaccessible

places.

A few "caterpillar" tractors have been installed in the

Ulterior of British Columbia and are operating to advantage.

Recent improvements on this machine have provided for mini-

mum difficulty in winter when snow has to be contended with.

With the unusual demands for traction which are encountered in

winter work, manufacturers of "caterpillar" tractors have pro-

vided special ice and snow tracks which are suitable for every

conditidn, road, load, or grade. These tracks comprise track

shoes or links with cut-out section, enabling the teeth of the

drive sprocket to force out excess snow or ice, thus eHminating

any tendency of the track to "ball-up" or pack with snow. This

important feature has recently been incorporated in the Holt

"Caterpillar" tractor and has^ overcome former difficulties in

snow and ice operations.

Costs seem to be the first thought in the installation of a

tractor. Along this line a very valuable paper was given re-

cently by James W. Girard, logging engineer, U. S. Forest Ser-

vice, Missoula, Wis., at the last Pacific Coast Logging Congress.

In this pai)er Mr. Girard thoroughly covered the cost of tractor

ojieration, based on actual experience. General comparisons of

tractor and horse skidding were covered in Mr. Girard's paper,

which was as follows

:

Tractor and Horse Skidding Compared.

Log transportation, including the various stages and methods

of transportation, is the most imi^ortant phase of logging. More
money is spent on that operation than on any other branch of

logging.

Caterpillar tractor skidding is condemned by some operat-

ors and highly recommended by others.

No one can say that any method of skidding is best with-

out qualifying that statement by setting forth the factors which

favor that particular method of .skidding.

The feasibility of tractor .skidding is determined by a con-

sideration of many factors just the same as the feasibility of any

other kind of skidding is determined.

The percentage of slope, surface conditions, windfalls, size

of timber and distance to be skidded are. the man factors to

consider in determining the most feasible method of log trans-

portation from stump to chute, flume or railroad.

The costs and comparisons presented later in this paper are

based upon detailed output studies, conducted over a period of

several monlhs and involving thousands of .skidding trips. This

is the most scientific way of which I have any knowledge to de-

termine the most feasible method of skidding ; the distance

which it is practicable to skid logs by various methods and the

comparative cost per M. In order to arrive at reliable figures

showing the difference in the cost per M between horse and
tractor skidding, it is necessary to study several operations and

include a wide range of conditions. On one operation there

might be a first-class tractor operator, but teams and teamsters

might be below the average. On the next operation the reverse

might be true. For these reasons it is necessary to study a large

number of operations, embracing a wide range of conditions and
conducted over a sufficiently long period of time to include all

seasons of the year.

Results Show Fair Average.

As alreadv indicated, various branches of logging have been

covered by detailed output studies. During the past two years

such studies have been made of skidding with a track-laying

tractor. This data has been collected for a number of such

tractors at several of the operations over the Inland Empire
where the skidding has been done directly from the stump and
without the use of auxiliary equipment. The results as shown
by these studies arc therefore believed to represent a fair aver-

age difference in output which is caused by the personal ele-

ment, condition f)f machine, quality of gas used and various other

indeterminate factors.

The results of these studies have been compiled into curve

form showing gross scale output for a tractor per hour over

various distances, working over certain specific surface and topo-

graphic conditions, in timber of various sizes and under condi-

tions encountered during summer and winter .sea.sons.

The primary purpose in collecting data by this method, and

of compiling it in this form, is that a ])ermanent basis is thus

established from which may be computed the cost per thousand

feet under various wage rates, hours per day which may be work-

ed and for stands containing any amount of cull. A common
basis is also established on which a comparison of the cost may
be made with that of skidding by other equipment and methods.

The curves showing the gross output per iiour are not

given in this paper because it is very difficult to reproduce them
in a re])rint sufficiently clear to readily read the results. The
tables given showing the output per hour for horses and tractor

skidding were taken from the curves.

Limited Number of Conditions Included.

So far only a limited number of the various condit ons

under which tractors are now being used for log transportation
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in this region have been included in the output studies.

The tables showing the diflference in output per hour and
cost per thousand between tractor and horse skidding were taken

from studies that were made under as nearly the same operat-

ing conditions for team and tractor as could be found.

The tractors included in the output studies were all of sim-

ilar type, weight, speed and rated hauling capacity. The
amount of gas used varied from about 28 to 45 gallons per

day, depending, of course, on temperature, slope, length of haul,

nature of soil, condition of machine and a number of more or

less tangible factors. About 41/^ gallons per hour, or 36 gal-

lons per eight-hour day, represents the average used during the

period of the studies. There are a number of operators that

figure about 30 gallons of gas, two gallons oil, and one pound of
grease per eight-hour day for a 10-ton tractor.

The standard unit crew of organization upon which the

output given in the table of comparison is based, is the driver,

chaser or helper, and choker setter for the tractor skidding
;
team,

teamster and one-half chainer or dogger for the horse skidding.

The time lost by the tractors amounted to 5 per cent, of the

total ; that lost by the earns was negligible.

In order that we may arrive at a comparison in outpui per

hour and cost per thousand between tractor and horse skidding,

the cost per eight-hour day and the cost per hour for the skid-

ding organization for each method of skidding must be deter-

mined. The current cost of these unit organizations for any
particular period is not considered as reliable as are the, averages
taken over a period of several years. The average daily and
hourly costs given are based on five-year averages as near as

could be determined. The skidding done by the tractor was in

full tree lengths and that done by horses was in short logs. The
cost of felling and bucking, swamping, landing men, and land-

ing construction are not included. There would be very little

difference in the sawing costs for the two methods. The cost

of felling under the conditions upon which the studies were
based would be about 50 cents per thousand and the cost of
bucking on the landing would be about 50 cents per thousand.
The cost of felling and bucking into short logs would be about
$1.10 to $1.20 per thousand.

The cost of swamping for the tractor is somewhat less than

swamping for the teams. The swampers averaged 7 thousand
per day for the tractor and 6 thousand per day for the team
skidding. The following tables show the cost per eight-hour day
and the cost per hour for the skidding organizations.

Tractor Costs.
Per Day

Depreciation and interest $13.50

Gas, oil and grease 13.70

Maintenance 10.60

Wages of driver, chaser and choker setter .... 14.40

Team and teamster on landing 9.40

Total $61.60
Cost per hour, eight-hour day, $7.70.

The depreciation on tractor is figured on 200 operating days
per year, a tractor valuation of $6,700, and a three-year life with
no residual value. Interest is figured at 6 per cent, on the
average annual profit-bearing investment.

The depreciation and interest on teams is based on a value
of $500 per team, and a five-year life of 200 operating days
per year or a total of 1000 operating days. Interest is at the
same rate as used for the tractor.

The cost of team and teamster is based on average wages
for teamster and 40 pounds of oats and 60 pounds of hay per
day per team. This also takes care of non-effective days such
as Sundays,* bad weather, etc. The cost is based on 24 effective

days per month and includes barn care, shoes and nails, medicine,
veterinary services and the normal amount of idle teams, which
is about 10 per cent.

These costs are based on five-year averages. The oats and
hay include a charge of one-half cent per pound for freight and
handling costs from place of purchase to delivery at camp. The
same rate of handling charges is figured on the gas for tractor.

The tractor skidding was on 15 to 30 per cent, slope and the

team skidding was on 30 to 50 per cent, slope classification.

The tractor skidding averaged slightly less than 30 per cent,

and the team skidding averaged slightly more than 30 per cent.

Therefore the skidding conditions as far as slope and surface
conditions were concerned, were practically the same.

The table shows the gross output per hour for the tractor

and horse skidding organizations for different sized timber and
different distances. It also shows the cost per thousand, based
on the hourly cost, as shown by the preceding tables.

If the results given in the table for skidding full tree lengths

were expressed by curves showing the difference in cost per
thousand for the different distances and the different sized tim-

ber, the curves would cross at about 300 feet for the 3 to 5 and
the 6 to 8 logs per thousand classes, and at about 400 feet for

the 9 to 12 log class. In other words, it would be cheaper on
this particular slope to use horses for a distance of 300 to 400
feet and use the tractor for greater distances. The saving by
using the tractor for distances exceeding 400 feet in the larger
sized timber ranges from 25 cents per thousand for 600 feet to

85 cents per thousand for 2000 feet.

The advantages of tractor skidding over horse skidding
is very material in good sized timber and increases very rapidly
as the skidding distance becomes greater. This is shown very
clearly in the table of comparisons.

The figures are based on skidding in a larch-Douglas
fir type. The surface was generally smooth and firm ; windfall
light, brush heavy in places; data collected during months of
August and September. Tractor skidding was done in double
log lengths ; horse skidding in short log lengths. One team was
used with the tractor skidding to bunch the small logs.

The swamping output per man was practically the same in

both cases, but the sawing and landing costs were less for the
tractor than the team skidding.

The following table shows the output per hour and the cost per thousand feet for tractor and horse skidding operating under
different conditions and in different type.

Slope 0-15%. Logs Per M 9 to 12
Skidding distance in feet

200

400 600 800 1000 1200
Output per hour—tractor 7.1M 5.4M 4.2M 3.6M 3.2M 2.9M
Output per hour—team...- 1.3 800 ft. 620 ft. 540 ft. 460 ft. 420 ft.

Cost per M—tractor

$1.08

$1.42 $1.83 $2.14 $2.40 $2.65
Cost per M—team

1.08

1.75 -2.26 .2.60 3.04 3.33
Difference in cost per M

0.00

0.33 0.43 0.56 0.64 0.78

Team Costs.
Per Day

Depreciation and interest $0.60
Teamster, oats, hay, barn, care, shoes, nails, etc. 8.80
One-half chainer or dogger 2.00

Total $11.40
Cost per hour, $1.42.

Rounded off to $1.40 per hour.

The same daily and hourly costs have been used in both
tables. The same skidding organizations were used in each case.

The difference in output per hour and the difference in

cost per thousand would be much greater in timber running 3 to

5 and 6 to 8 logs per thousand than in the timber running 9 to

12 logs per thousand. The advantages of the tractor over the

team would be much greater in large than in small timber. In
timber running 13 to 20 logs per thousand it would be cheaper
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Holt Tractor Operating in Snow in Interior of B.C.

to use horses on flat ground up to a maximum distance of from
400 to 600 feet.

Different Methods of Tractor Skidding.

The studies which we have made of track-laying tractor

operations include skidding full tree lengths, skidding double log

lengths, skidding short logs and dray hauling. Diflferent oper-

ators have different ideas concerning the most feasible method
of tractor skidding.

The difference in output and cost per thousand between
tractor and horse skidding for the different methods employed
does not bring out or represent the full advantages of the tractor

over the teams. In order to show the total difference in cost

of operation it would be necessary to consider all costs from
stump to f.o.b. the logging cars. If tractors are used in con-

nection with horses the amount of railroad which it will be

necessary to construct will be much less than for straight horse

skidding.

The amount of railroad which should be constructed, or

the distance apart that the spurs should be constructed can be

definitely determined, provided that there is a reliable estimate

of the timber and the cost of railroad construction can be

closelj' determined.

The skidding distance that gives a skidding cost which,

when added to the cost of railroad construction results in the

lowest total cost per thousand for both skidding and railroad

construction, shows the distance apart that the railroad spurs

should be.

Conclusions.

It is our opinion that the track-laying tractor has come
into the logging game to stay. A much wider range of use will

be developed within the next few years. There are many log-

ging chances in the Inland Empire where a tractor is unques-

tionably the machine to use for skidding. Under certain condi-

tions it is considerably cheaper to log with a tractor than with

horses or donkeys.

The employment of detailed output studies such as we have
used, has made possible many comparisons on a concrete basis

which could not be made on the basis of data available from
any other method. By the use of this information it is pos-

sible to bring out not only the advantage of certain equipment
under given conditions, but what use and organization with such
equipme"nt will secure best results. Further, it has clearly

demonstrated the advantage of using various combinations of
equipment, and also the best co-ordination within such combina-
tions.

A brief discussion of the actual application of tractor

equipment and organization to conditions most frequently met
in logging in this region will assist in bringing out more clearly

the point just made.

On level ground or on slopes up to about 30 per cent., with

large timber, a tractor skidding double length logs over all dis-

tances, with one team bunching the scattered or small logs, is

shown to be the best organization. Where the timber is small

or of average size, skid with teams back to a distance of about
200 or 300 feet in either double length or short logs, depending
on the loading method used. If the maximum skidding dis-

tance is not over 1200 feet, skid with tractor in double length

logs ; if over this distance, skid tree lengths, bunching with one
team as above.

On sloper of 30 to 45 per cent, where the timber is large,

teams can best be used back to a distance of 200 to 500 feet,

skidding logs which they can handle in either short or double

length logs, leaving those which are too large for the tractor.

Bunch with teams and skid with tractor in double lengths if

the maximum distance is not over 120 feet. If over this dis-

tance, bring in the entire tree lengths and buck into short or

double length logs as may be required.

On this slope, where the timber is of average size or small,

do all skidding with teams back to a distance of 600 to 800 feet.

Bring down the remaining timber by bunching with teams and
skidding with tractor the entire tree lengths.

On slopes of from 45 to 79 per cent, it is doubtful whether
there is an}' equipment which can be satisfactorily substituted

for horses.

The question of whether a body of timber to be moved un-

der the conditions just given can best be skidded in short,

double length or tree length pieces, and what lengths can be

handled most advantageously over certain distances, involves a

consideration of the landing chance available, the amount of tim-

ber tributary to each skidway and to the loading device and saw-
mill equipment which is to be used.

One of the distinct advantages in the use of the tractor

is in the reduced sawing and loading costs which may be se-

cured, providing the loading and sawmill equipment make this

possible. Where the mill is equipped to handle double length

logs and steam loaders can be used, this is undoubtedly the

length of piece to skid, except where the combination of steep

slopes, small timber and long skidding distances make the skid-

ding of the entire tree the most suitable method.

This advantage in skidding double length logs is of course
defeated unless loading is done with steam and the bucking
done at the mill. If it is necessary to buck the logs into short
lengths before loading, the additional cost of bucking by hand,
of constructing costly landings and of maintaining a landing
team and teamster has not been eliminated. Where this ex-
pense cannot be avoided it will, of course, much more often be
found advisable to skid the entire tree lengths, except in the
case of level ground, large timber and short skidding distance.

The bucking of trees on the landing is the occasion of con-
siderale lost time to both tractor and the bucking crews. While
the skidding distance is short the tractor must frequently wait
for the saw crews to clear the landing. Over the larger dis-
tances the reverse is true.

On favorable slopes where skidways can be constructed at

a nominal cost and over which logs can be handled with aver-
age facility, such additional labor as is required in their con-
struction and in tailing down, bucking and loading the logs is

often more than offset by the increased skidding output which
is made possible through the skidding of tree length pieces.

In conclusion, it may be said that the most feasible method
to use under a given set of conditions is to quite an extent
a matter of experience and judgment, but is believed to be
be a matter of determining the facts and acting accordingly, still

admitting that the former are indispensable.
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"THE TRAVELLING WHOLESALE LUMBER SALESMAN"
By Hugh R. Patriarche

Much has been written about the retail salesman, but apparently

very little with respect to the travelling salesman in the wholesale

lumber, or rather forest products line of endeavor.

These men are the actual producers for the firms which they

represent, and their ability, experience, tact and popularity with the

trade upon which they call, reflects strongly for or against the house

which employs them.

Many "courses" in salesmanship are of¥ered by correspondence

schools, and there is no question that, when written and taught by men
of actual experience, who "know" lumber, they are beneficial. But in

addition to knowledge acquired in this manner, a lumber salesman

should also have had experience in the bush, mill and yard. He should

be capable of grading any car, and determining whe'.her or not the stock

sold has been delivered as invoiced.

He should thoroughly understand all products of mills shipping

into the territory which he covers, and be able to discuss intelligently

with his patrons the relative values of the different woods, their finished

sizes, and to compare the delivered prices.

It is much easier to sell the product of a large manufacturing or-

ganization, such as one of our Coast tidewater mills, than it is to

handle a broker's business, where stocks are offered which originate

from various sources, and often comprise all kinds of forest products,

from the northern spruce, B. C. Mountains and coast mills. In addition

to the multiplicity of freight rates, shipping weights, and varying stan-

dards of finishing, he should have at least some knowledge of the re-

quirements of the building trade with respect to the different woods
involved, and be able to explain their relative values.

Many brokerage houses handle not only the soft woods of local

manufacture, but also the southern hardwoods, and eastern flooring;

and also purchase stocks of poles, piling, and fence posts, all of which

are sold through their travelling representatives on delivered prices.

An error in computing a delivered price may result in a decided loss or

at best the unpleasant necessity of pointing out the error to the pur-

chaser and asking him to accept the corrected price.

Accuracy is, therefore, an essential factor in holding the goodwill

of the trade. An error in specifications, whether chargeable to the sales-

man or to the purchaser is a fruitful source of lost business when
undiscovered until shipment has been made, and a careful salesman will

spend some time studying the orders which he has taken, and become
reasonably certain that the specifications as they appear are exactly in

accord with the requirements of his purchaser.

It is frequently asserted that a salesman is born and not made.

A man must have certain qualities or traits of character or he will

never rise above the mediocre average performer. And having these, he

must also acquire, through actual experience, the knowledge mentioned.

Without the inherent qualities necessary for successful salesmanship,

no amount of experience will bring the best results, and the most com-
plete system of instruction cannot make a salesman when these funda-

mentals are lacking.

The first of these is JUDGMENT. Without well balanced judg-

ment a man's selling will be spasmodic, and much business will have to

be declined by the head office, causing dissatisfaction to the customer
and the loss of future sales and goodwill.

Judgment in selling covers all items of sale; suitability of product,

possibility of delivery in the time required, credits, and the cost value

of the stock sold. In many instances a salesman is called upon to meet
a price below his authorized figures. He should know whether or not

his firm is in position to meet the competition and either decline or

accept the order. A declined offer leaves no ill feeling, but an ac-

cepted order afterwards declined by the head office is not only liable

to cause at least temporary dis.satisfaction but may even result in actual

loss to the purchaser.

To break the monotony of this discussion let us consider the record
of Jimmy Wood, the only son of William J., a la Fables in Slang.

William J. Wood was a lumberman and swore by all the gods that

every son of his must follow the bush. Now William J. was a little

bit ambiguous in this declaration, as he did not distinctly specify what
part of the bush his sons were to follow. He was also unduly optimistic

in stating ALL his sons, for Fate had decreed that only one chip should
be chipped from the old block.

When Jimmy appeared a short time after, he gladdened the heart

of the lumberman by exhibiting a strong, healthy little body. In fact

Jimmy tried hard to exhibit most of his body all of the time.

He quickly learned the meaning and power of perseverance, and
vv'hen mother, a few months later, decided that the novelty and romance
of the free lunch counter was becoming a little frayed at the edges, and
thought to reduce her working day to an eight-hour shift by offering

the only son of a noble race an occasional diet of canned goods, Jimmy
objected so strenuously and so perseveringly that a compromise had to

be effected. Mother eventually agreed to a ten-hour day, with quarter

time at twelve five a.m.

Things being thus amicably settled, Jimmy continued to deal only

in the home product, thereby insuring complete consumption of the do-

mestic output, which showed good business judgment on the part of

Jimmy.

The lumber business has many distinct branches, and as William

J. had not outlined just what part of the game his sons were to follow,

the aforesaid gods rang in a joker on him. They ordained that while

Jimmy would follow the bush, he would do so mostly from a distance.

At a very early age this wonder child developed an uncanny desire

to move everything movable, and as he grew and grew his parents began
to realize that any article not nailed to the floor or locked in the barn
would be turned into coin of the realm if little wonder could get his

hooks on it.

Values cut no ice with Jimmy, as long as he made a sale he was
content. Selling was his religion. He thought sales, dreamed sales

and even in his little players endeavored to make bargains with the

angels, and was much disappointed at his failure to receive due con-

firmations.

With his pockets full of jack knives, marbles and other stocks,

acquired in dubious ways, he would hit the school playgrounds on the

jump, full of energy, enthusiasm and kindly aggressiveness, and the

boy who could prevent him from prying loose his ready coin was a

phenomenon.

This ability appealed to his daddy, who saw in it evidence of a

brilliant future and decided that Jimmy would prove a shining light in

the capacity of a Business Manager, and might even earn his own living

before reaching middle age if he could be induced to stay in the

lumber game.

Knowing that youthful impressions are strongest, and that experi-

ence is the best teacher, he persuaded a poor broker with a large heart

and seventeen hardworking children, to send Jimmy as camp clerk to a

small logging operation in which he was interested.

So our hero, at the age of eighteen, togged out in all the old man
considered necessary, and a few decorations of his own imagining, fell

off the train at Siwasliville, and was taken in tow by the Camp Fore-
man. As the camp was a little matter of ten miles or so from the

station and going was slow, Jimmy beguiled the time by persuading the

foreman to pledge most of his earnings for the following ten years to

purchase stock in the broker's business.

The foreman explained to Jimmy that the former clerk had fallen

down because he was absolutely useless as a salesman, and instead of

disposing of the company's stock, was generally found to have annexed
the surplus goods of what had been a would-be purchaser, to the pur-

chaser's own price and terms. Jimmy made up his mind right then and
there not to let anything human get past without a struggle.

The poor Bo Hunks, who had formerly looked upon the Van as a
place of amusement and spent their spare time joll3ang the Clerk, within

a month of the new man's arrival, could not be persuaded to go within

a hundred yards of the place, and were often detected returning from
the village store ten miles away with a plug of tobacco and a happy
smile, knowing that the next thirty days of joyful labor would result in

some of the long green instead of paid Van bills only.

But these were simple souls who imagined that a salesman of

Jimmy's type would be content to warm the stool in the Van office and
watch business slide by.

As the mountain no longer came to Mahomet, Mahomet went to

the mountain, and thereafter the Van and its stores travelled the bush
in the person of our hero, until the men made up their minds that all
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buys and no pay made Jack a dull boy—and wandered on to the next

camp.

So the camp foreman decided to have a heart to ' heart talk with

his treasure, and in one hour and thirty minutes retired, the proud pos-

sessor of the balance of the unsold Van goods, properly charged to his

personal account, regardless of the preceding deal in high finance, and
said accounts duly acknowledged.

Having no other stock on hand, Jimmy then sold the camp fore-

man to a rival concern at a higher salary and willed headquarters for

instructions. NOW WHAT WAS THE MATTER WITH JIMMY?

Yes, Jimmy was a salesman, but a salesman without JUDGMENT,
and such a man will cause his firm more grief to the square inch than

the tin can on the dog's tail and that's not speaking lightly. A large

percentage of such sales do not "stick," and a larger percentage carry

more ill than good will and are not conducive to a steady future

business. For the man who has been "talked into" buying something

he does not want feels humiliated, and wounded pride calls for much
compensation.

Nevertheless, Jimmy had what all successful salesmen must have,

that which is born and not made ; an optimistic, enthusiastic, persever-

ing disposition and a strong personality. Without these four inherent

qualities no man can become more than an average success on the

selling end, no matter how many courses he may take in salesmanship.

With them, and integrity and originality, the former governing the

latter, and the energy of perfect health and decent living, he can build

a record that will bring him much reward.

We sometimes hear of the lazy life of a travelling salesman. I

have been a travelling salesman and can truly state that if a man studies

his stock, and prices, works steadily and conscientiously, and covers his

territory without waste of either time or money, the hours of real labor

which he will put in each day would cause a revolution in a dock
wallopers' vmion. There is no more active life than the road, and
where a man covers large territory, especially in the North West, the

inconveniences of day and night travel and poor accommodation, the

necessity of always keeping a clear head, in spite of lack of sleep and
excessive fatigue, and of showing a customer only courtesy and a

pleasant exterior, is a great training in self-control.

There are many men who sell better during their first year than

any succeeding year, because in their first interviews they expose all

they have to offer, run themselves out as it were, and are unable to

continues the pace. Give me the man whose business holds steadily

year after year, whose patrons are also his friends, and whose person-

ality is vivid enough to bring his firm to mind when the goods he handles

are matters of thought or discussion.

Quiet geniality is an asset, but boisterousness is not. Confidence

must be established and maintained. Few business men place much
confidence in the "funny" man who "blows" in and blows out.

The clown pulls down a fair salary, but gets little respect or con-

sideration. His part is freqviently to demonstrate the superficiality of

his ability when compared to that of the real actors.

Forest products run into money quickly. To make a success of a

selling end which may show sales of one or two car loads as a net

result for a week of hard work and sleepless nights, and a turnover of

more than a hundred thousand dollars for the following day, also re-

quires balance. The man who solicits the big contract sales must
have education and experience to enable him to meet such large buyers

on an equal footing.

There are many men on the road as lumber salesmen who have
never, in several years of steady travel, been able to close a really large

order. Their returns show steady business, but seldom over five cars to

any one customer. Such men are successful salesmen, but should be

confined to calling upon the smaller business industries.

It is my contention that a man who can prove by actual returns

that he has the ability and creates the confidence necessary to handle

big business should be assigned only such territory, regardless of whe-
ther or not his operations cover in part or wholly the districts travelled

by small town men.

Confidence of customers is of very great importance, but the good-

will of the head office is not to be overlooked. It is a wise man who
endeavors with all his heart and soul to retain the failh of the "Boss,"

and also the friendliness of all his staff.

Team work can not exist without mutual liking, and no institution,

and especially no sales end, can reach the much sought Acme of Effi-

I ciency, which means profit to the Firm, without it.

TIE CUTTING IS REAL INDUSTRY
Considerable lumbering is under way between Buckley Valley

points, and Prince George, as well as be'.ween Prince Rupert and the

Valley. In addition to the tie camps operated by Mr. Olaf Hanson,
there is considerable work starting under Mr. G. H. Fisk, of the

Northern Forest Products, Ldt. His company has started a big camj)

five miles south of Giscome. Tie camps are also in full swing at Shelly,

where H. Brawn is taking out 60,000; at Foreman, where Martin Caine

is working on a 40,000 order, and at Wempkin and at Willow River.

Much activity is noticeable in the Creston vicinity during these

winter months, as tie-cutting contracts have been placed with local

woodsmen at satisfactory prices. Prices last year did not come high

enough and there was little doing there.

British Columbia Lumber Commissioner's
Report

Building permits in Toronto reached $33,349,00 for the first

eleven months of 1922, an increase of $11,751,244 over last year.

Building authorities in Eastern Canada are confident that the build-

ing of moderately priced houses will resume activity in the spring.

Retail stocks are low and the outlook for next year's business is btight.

This does not mean, however, that that market will consume any more
of our common lumber than last year. The low price of Ontario,

Quebec and Michigan commons shut us out of a large portion of this

business, due to our excessive freight rate. However, it is anticipated

that Ontario will present a rapidly growing market for British Colum-
bia clears.

In the reconstruction of a large country club house near Toronto,
Royals shingles are to be used for. side walls, Douglas fir flooring and
Western hemlock for trim.

A new school for the Toronto separate school board is being design-

ed using Douglas fir joists and interior trim.

Two new schools at Humber Bay, Ontario, to cost $100,000, will

have Douglas fir joists and edge grain Douglas fir interior trim.

The Toronto city architect is specifying Douglas fir for the struc-

tural work and new bleachers for Stanley Park.

The Canadian National Railways have finished two of their ob-
servation cars for the mountain division in British Columbia cedar,
finished mahogany.

Ellis & Ellis, architects, of Toronto, have specified Douglas fir

for trim and joists for the first unit of a school at Port Credit, Ontario,
to cost $33,000. They are also specifying British Columbia woods for

floors, trim, etc., in a large residence in Oakville.

An example of the success with which B. C. woods are meeting in

Eastern Canada is contained in the fact that the firm of Sproat and
Rolph, prominent architects of Toronto, have specified red cedar in the
Memorial Hall now building at Ridley College, St. Catherines. This
firm had previously used red cedar very effectively in the Tudor ceiling

of the music room of Hart House at Toronto University, with such
favorable results that they are now using it again in the Memorial
Hall noted above. The cedar is left in the natural without stain or
finish and soon mellows down to a restful pleasing effect of refinement
and taste.

One thousand samples of British Columbia shingles are being sent

out to architects, builders and retail lumbermen in Ontario. These sam-
ples are stained tile red, brown and moss green and have stickers

affixed stating the proper exposures for roofs and sidewalls with cov-

ering capacity for various exposures together with important directions

for laying.

The Bureau of Statistics, Ottawa, reports that importations of

"pitch pine" for the past three years are as follows

:

1920—29,456,000 F.B.M. costing $1,455,3<S0

1921—36,933,000 F.B.M. costing 1,181,388
1922—22,133,000 F.B.M. costing 736,628

These figures are for twelve months ending in October in each vear.

During the past three weeks 121 people have visited the British

Columbia exhibit in Toronto, including a large number of architects

and builders.

Fire Followed Long Hollow Root
How forest fire travels underground through long distances in dry

weather has been revealed near the summer home of Magistrate H. O.
Alexander, at Gambler Island, B. C. where fire broke out 100 feet away
from the edge of the burning area.

Digging up the ground and tracing the course of the fire it was
shown that the fire had traveled through a long hollow root which made
a natural flue for the flames to pass through.
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Vancouver Island Mills Want Elevator
By Bruce Hutchison, Staff Correspondent

Plans for establishing a grain elevator on the Ogden Point

Piers, in Victoria, are of vital inlerest to the lumber industry of

Vancouver Island. Island lumbermen are solidly behind the pro-

ject, which, if realized, would revolutionize lumber shiy^ping con-

ditions for the Island mills.

Briefly, the grain elevator scheme, about which the City

Council is now negotiating with the F"ederal Government, involves

the bringing of grain by car ferry from the mainland to Victoria

for loading on grain ships, and the use of the unloaded cars for

carrying lumber back to the mainland and then to eastern Cana-

dian and American rail markets.

J. O. Cameron, President of the Cameron and Genoa Bay
Lumber Companies, described the lumber industry's interest in

the scheme at a recent businessmen's conference which discuss-

ed the project in full. "Under present conditions," said Mr.

Cameron, "the lumber mills are faced with a shortage of cars

every year because of the absorption of rolling stock in carrying

east the wheat from the prairies. If the railroads found it

good business to ship the wheat to the coast and to Victoria,

there would obviously be a great many empty cars available for

loading lumber for eastern points. This year the Vancouver
Island lumber mills were severely handicapped just at a time

when demand for lumber in the east was strongest. We could

not get sufficient cars simply because they were being used else-

where in carrying wheat. Grain elevators here would give a

benefit that would work both ways—to the farmer by providing

a cheaper method of distribution, and to the lumberman in

search of delivery."

If a grain elevator is built in Victoria large numbers of

grain-carrying ships, of course, will come to Victoria to load

and empty freight cars, having brought grain from the Main-
land, will be ready at the Ogden Point docks for loading lumber.
A lumber assemply plant would be established on the Ogden
Point piers, immediately following the construction of an ele-

vator, lumbermen believe. This would be an enormous assist-

ance to Island lumber interests. Such a plant not only would
supply loads for empty grain cars, but also for steamers that

could berth at Ogden Point.

The scheme which the city of Victoria has put up to the
federal government provides that the government and the city

share equally the cost of a $700,000 grain elevator to be built

on the Ogden Point Piers. The city would be willing to go
ahead with the scheme immediately if the federal government
agreed to it so that the elevalor might be put into use with
the movement of the fall grain crop.

The idea of shipping grain from Ogden Point and loading
lumber on cars there will appeal to the federal government and
to the management of the Canadian National railways because
the Piers, which cost $5,000,000, have been lying idle for years.
The project now under consideration would make them revenue-
producing, besides aiding the movement of grain and lumber,

it is explained. For this reason lumbermen hope that the

government will look with favor on the scheme.

As this is written, businessmen of Victoria and members of

the city council are preparing to meet Sir Henry Thornton.

President of the Canadian National Railways, when he arrives

here soon, and impress upon his the value of the elevator project.

American Wholesalers Visit Island
A party of wholesale lumber salesmen arrived in Victoria

recently from eastern American cities and told Island lumber-
men that they expected the present strong demand for lumber
to continue. The party included S. A. Hurlbut, of Syracuse,
N.Y., C. P. Gary, of Detroit, W. H. Althrums, of East Orange,
N.J., and E. R. Sagord, jr., of Potsdam, N.Y.

The party made a thorough investigation of lumber condi-

tions in the west, particularly in British Columbia. They were
much impressed by the size and operations of the industry.

Mr. Saxord, who- is sales manager of the A. Sherman
Lumber Company, at Potsdam, said that he expected that there

would be a large movement of western pine to the Atlantic

seaboard early this year on account of the building programme
contemplated by eastern cities. The continued movement of

enormous quantities of lumber from the west to the eastern

States, he thought, would continue to reflect itself in the con-

inued activity in the lumber industry of British Columbia, as

well as the western States.

All the visitors paid a high tribute to the lumber resources

of Vancouver Island, which, they said, were well known all over
the continent.

Increased Production for 1922
The production of Vancouver Island sawmills for 1922

amounted to about 330,000,000 feet, according to preliminary

figures prepared by leading lumber companies. This is an in-

crease of about 50,000,000 feet over the production of 192L

According to these preliminary figures, the Victoria Lum-
ber and Manufacturing Company, of Chemainus, with its out-

put of 42,000,000 feet, leads all the Island mills. The Can-

adian Puget Soimd Lumber and Timber Company's production

of 32,000,000 feet comes next. The two Cameron mills, that

of the Cameron Lumber Company, of Victoria, and the Genoa
Bay Lumber Company, at Genoa Bay, are next with 25,000,000

and 24,000,000 feet respectively. The Straits Lumber Com-
pany, of Nanoose, produced approximately 24,000,000 feet. The
Alberni-Pacific Lumber Company, of Alberni, increased its out-

put to 23,00,000 feet and Sidney Mills' output reached 22,000,000

feet, also a considerable increase.

Forest Fire Problem
Drastic measures proposed by Hon. T. D. Pattullo, Minister

of Lands, to cut down the danger of forest fires were flatly re-

jected by the Legislature just before it ended its last session.

Mr. Pattullo's amendments provided that no one could smoke in

the woods during the forest fire season, and that any person

seen smoking in the woods just before a fire outbreak shall be

considered as guilty of causing the fire.

Members of the house who use tobacco declared that these

regulations would work a hardship on many harmless people.

Mr. Pattullo, backed by Premier Oliver, fought strenuously fot

the new regulations, but a majority of both the Liberal and
Conservative parties was against the changes in the law proposed

by the Minister of Lands.

Mr. Pattullo said that his proposals had the support of the

lumber industry which _ wanted to protect the forests to the

limit and he pointed to the enormous loss caused by forest fires

last summer. Large numbers of fires, he said, had been due to

carelessness on the part of smokers.

Mr. Pattullo brought up his proposals a second time, but

he could not get sufficient support to carry them.
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The Cowichan Bay Railway
The new Cowichan Bay Railway, i-f it is built to link up

Cowichan Lake forests with tide-water at Cowichan Bay, will

tap 2,000,000,000 feet of timber, according to figures laid before

the Provincial Department of Lands by promoters of the rail-

way scheme. Of this timber 1,000,000,000 feet has been cruised

and there is about an equal amount uncruised, the Lands Depart-

ment has been told.

Between 400 and 500 acres along a short line of 2% miles

is covered by the application of the Railway Company for a land

grant for terminal purposes at Cowichan Bay. This grant

would cut of( very little, if any, access of the public to Cowichan
Bay, government officials state. No subsidy except that of

land has been asked for by the railway promoters. A small

part of the foreshore area applied for already has been re-

served to the public under an order-in-council in 1909. The
Government has received a large petition from the residents of

Cowichan Bay district against the application for the foreshore.

The Government has no information why the new railway's

water terminus should not be established on the north shore of

Cowichan Bay.

The Government has been told that the railway promoters
are endeavoi"ing to purchase some seventy acres of the Indian

reserve near Cowichan Bay for townsite purposes. As the Gov-
ernment understands the railway scheme, to some extent the

section of the Island which would be tapped by the new line

already is tributary to the Canadian National Railways and the

new line would possibly compete with the Esquimalt and Na-
naimo Railway.

Island Paragraphs
While it realizes the desirability of preserving the mag-

nificent timber that lines the main highways of Vancouver
Island, the Provincial Government is faced with serious diffi-

culties in attempting to preserve it, Hon. T. D. Pattulli, Minister

of Lands, explained in a speech recently. "We had this ques-

tion up and we realize the importance of protecting these forest

giants," Mr. Pattullo said. "There are three objections, how-
ever. The timber is held privately and we would have to pay

high prices for it. Many of the trees are getting old and de-

cayed and will have to be cut or they will fall soon. If a nar-

row strip of trees were left along the highway they would not

stand long but would be devasted by winds. To keep trees

along our highways we will have to carry out a policy of re-

planting."

Details of the contract between the Department of Finance

and the Ryan-Mclntosh Timber Company Ltd., of Victoria, for

timber-cruising equalization covering crown-granted timber lim-

its were made public recently by Hon. John Hart, Minister of

Finance. The total cost of the work is estimated at $265,000.

Of this $169,725.16 has already been paid on account, Mr. Hart

stated.

The Genoa Loging Company's camp now operating in the

North Arm of Cowichan Lake, will move its camp to the west-

ern end of the Lake in the near future. The Genoa Logging

Company is part of the Cameron Lumber Company's organiza-

tion and cuts logs for the company's mill at Victoria, and the

Genoa Bay Lumber Company's mill at Genoa Bay. There is a

rich stand of timber at the western end of the lake where a

camp is to commence operations soon.

The Cameron Lumber Company, of Victoria, is cutting

250,000 feet of lumber now for the automobile ferry which is

being built at Yarrows, Ltd., outside Victoria, for the Canadian

Pacific Railway, which will operate the vessel between Vancou-
ver Island and an American point to accommodate automobile

traffic next summer. The Cameron Company also is cutting

several carloads of lumber for use in the building of a boat

which the Northern Trading Company is building on the Mac-
kenzie River for trading in the northern wilds.

A site for the new sawmill to be erected at Port Alberni,

Vancouver Island, by C. J. V. Spratt, well known Victoria

businessman and lumber manufacturer, has been surveyed. The
site lies on the Esquimalt and Nanaimo Railway land grant

from Dry Creek, running north, including about 700 feet of

water frontage. On either side of the track there is a con-

siderable area of land which can be used for lumber yards,

buildings and other equipment. It is planned to commence con-

struction of the mill shortly, Mr. Spratt announces. He says

that the new mill will have a large capacity, but explains that

he is not in a position now to make any more detailed announce-

ment about his plans.

Many Vancouver Island logging camps were forced to close

in December and to remain inactive during the first days of

January by heavy snow storms and frost.

Timber limits at Nootka Sound, Vancouver Island, in which
the John Stinson Estate held a half interest, have been ordered
by the courts sold to M. S. Logan for $25,000. Application for

the sale of the timber limits was made by a representative of

the estate's administrators. Mr. Stinson's beneficiary is h'is

father, Robert Stinson. Mr. Logan owned the other half in-

terest in the timber.

Members of the Ohio Retail Lumber Dealers' Association
will arrive on Vancouver Island shortly in the course of a tour

through the West, and will be entertained during their visit by
Island lumbermen and the Victoria Chamber of Commerce.
The party will come to the Island from Seattle and, after in-

specting some of the Island mills and logging camps, will re-

turn to the United States. After visiting Portland, Eureka,
San Francisco and Mercer the party will go to Yosemite Na-
tional Park, Los Angeles, the Grand Canyon, Pueblo, Denver
City, Kansas City and Chicago.

M. A. Grainger, managing director of the Timber Indus-
tries Council of British Columbia, who has left for England in

connection with the organization of the Timber Investigation

and Management Company Ltd., took a prominent part at the

last session of the Provincial Legislature in the fight for meas-
ures which will help the timber industry. He also helped to

oppose such measures as the eight-hour day law whicli, he said,

would put a number of sawmills out of business. Mr. Grain-
ger was formerly Chief Forester under T. D. Pattullo, Minister
of Lands.

Spruce timber from Queen Charlotte Islands will be ship-

ped in large quantities for manufacture in Puget Sound saw-
mills shortly, according to advices that have reached shipping
companies in Victoria. Several sailing schooners, owned by
Henry G. Seaborn, of Seattle, have been chartered to carry
spruce from Buckley Bay and the first vessel is on her way
to the Queen Charlottes to load as this is written.

The spruce, it is understood, will be shipped in squares
after being sawn by the Buckley-Tremaine Lumber Company at

its Buckley Bay mills. The squares will be re-sawed at Seattle
or Los Angeles before being shipped by water to New York.
The Buckley-Tremaine Company has a mill at Los Angeles and
is building another plant on Lake Union, Seattle.

All the 10,000,000 feet of spruce which is to be shipped un-
der the present arrangement from the Queen Charlotte Islands

to the United States will go to New York via the Panama Canal.

Officials of the Forest Branch of the Lands Department
will carry out a general survey of the timber resources trib-

utary to the Pacific Great Eastern Railway this year, accord-

ing to an announcement made by Hon. T. D. Pattullo, Minister

of Lands. This survey will be made by the government as part

of its efforts to find out exactly what resources the P. G. E. can
depend upon in endeavoring to make its operations pay. It is

the government's purpose to develop all resources possible along
the P. G. E. so as to produce traffic for the line.
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MORE "PEP"—LESS "PIP"
Says President Button, of W.R.L.A.

President Wm. P. Dutton, of W.R.L.A.

"I haven't much patience with people who preach a doctrine

of despair. We who are doing business here in the prairie

west have heard a considerable amount of "despair" talk from

those who have found that it is easier to drift into debt than it is

to fight their way out again. A lot of these people are begin-

ning to pity themselves, and self-pity is about the last stage of

final and absolute defeat. Perhaps what we. need today is first,

sane optimism, second, sober thinking, and third, hard work and
economy. ^r. :

This country has its problems, but how infinitesimal they are

as compared to problems in Russia, Austria, Germany, Italy,

France, and old England. Let us stop "grousing" for a while,

and thank God we live in the new world. Can we expect to

feel no tremor when a cataclysm has shaken the foundations of

the old world civilization? Our Western prairies yielded boun-
tiful harvests—reflect for a moment on the situation had the

misfortune of widespread crop failures been the farmers' lot.

An adjustment of prices to values has been slow in coming,

but it is on its way. If so—then believe it, talk it and act it.

That is "sane optimism."

As for sober thinking—there is a heap of crazy thinking

going on somewhere. A lot of people want the State to do for

them what they haven't the manliness to do for themselves. Let

us have a little less whining about our "rights" and a little

more realization of our "obligations," a little less wishing for

"more," and a little more contentment with "less." This is a

pioneer country—let us regard it as such. If a farmer is not

getting along, perhaps a little self-examination might not be out

of place. We in the business world might well use our heads

in figuring out just how many of us are economically unnecessary

a5 part of the machinery of distribution in this sparsely settled

country. Is the field of distribution over-expanded? If so, then
the inflexible economic law may now be simply eliminating the

over-supply. If you have extended unwise credits do not blame
the country—consider whether you should not blame yourself for

continuing in a business which has a turn-over .so small that

you gave away your merchandise so as to make the turn-over
larger. That's what I mean by "sober thinking."

"Hard work and economy" go hand in hand. There are a
lot of what the i)sychologisl calls "half-fools" all over the world,
who tell us that we can lift ourselves l)y our own boot straps

—that we can work for four hours a day and loaf the rest of
the time, and still have more of the good things of life. And
there are a lot more "half-fools" who believe it. Those are the

fellows who want the other fellow to recognize their "rights,"

and to have the state protect them from the results of their own
flabbiness. As I have said—this is a pioneer country. The
true pioneer is prepared to meet and conquer by the force of

his will and his right arm. Men who have not this pioneer spirit

are out of place in this new land. Western Canada demands
courageous hearts, and the will to work—no others need apply.

"Bill" Moore (whom you do not know) says, "What we need
in this country is less wrist watches and more alarm clocks."

Think it over and buy a few alarm clocks for your friends

—

and^ maybe keep one for yourself.

Be a sane optimist—think, work and save—no man nor
nation ever won a battle by lying down."

Shipments Completed During November,
1922

Loaded at Vancouver, B. C.

Alabama Maru 19,859 Japan
Arizona Maru 155,929 Japan
City of Vancouver " 764,650 Australia

Gyokoh Maru 273,501 Japan
Hakata Maru 189,927 Japan
Canadian Highlander 575,896 Australia

Howick Hall 237,366 United Kingdom
Narenta 80,395 United Kingdom
Niagara 30,566 Suva, Fiji

Ocean Prince 41,286 United Kingdom
Canadian Skirmisher 1,095,038 Australia

Steel Engineer 212,572 United Kingdom
Virginian 203,447 United Kingdom

3,880,432

Loaded at Fraser Mills, B. C.

City of Vancouver 1,785,399 Australia

Canadian Skirmisher 711,282 Australia

2,496,681

Loaded at Chemainus, B. C.

Canadian Highlander 763,449 Australia

Canadian Skirmisher 554,222 Australia

Canadian Winner 502,959 China

1,810,630

Loaded at Genoa Bay, B. C.

Schooner Lottie Bennett : 469,436 New Zealand

Schooner Lottie Bennett 226,907 Suva, Fiji

696,343

Loaded at Nanoose Bay, B. C.

Canadian Winner 1,413,610 Japan

Canadian Winner 523,568

1,937,178

SUMMARY

Australia : - 6,239,936

Japan 2,052,826

United Kingdom - 775,066

China 1,026,527

New Zealand ..: 469,436

Fiji - - -- 257,473

10,821,264
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POWER PLANT EFFICIENCY IN THE SAW MILL
Editor's Note—The followimj is the fourth of a series of Articles on "Power Plant Efficiency in the Sawmill,"

by A. M. Smith, Chief Engineer, Vancouver Lumber Company Limited.

Another point in the sawmill boiler plant that requires con-
sideration is the practice of erecting steel or iron smoke stacks,
especially along the waterfront, where salt water floated logs are
being cut. Here the average life of a steel stack is about four
years and inside six months after its erection it is due for its peri-

odical painting, and in most cases needs repairing within the
first year. At the end of ten years it will have cost considerably
more than a brick or concrete chimney of the same capacity, and
where an induced draft fan with cinder separator and short stub
stack is used, the oil, packing, and repairs to engine, fan, and
casing will pay the difiference in initial cost in, from 5 to 6 years,
moreover, shutdowns are liable to, and do happen, owing to
breakdowns of fan or fan engine, on the other hand, no such
shutdowns can happen owing to failure of a brick or concrete
chimney, unless some extraordinary circumstances topple it over.

An induced draft, or forced draft system is all right on ship-

board, where, unstable conditions prevent the erection of a stack
of sufificient height to give the necessary draft, but it has no
place in a stationary plant, where there is nothing to prevent a
chimney of sufficient height being erected, the objectoin that

natural draft is too much afi'ected by weather conditions, when
investigated, usually turns out to be lack of height, if the
chimney is built in the first place to give the required draft at

the most adverse weather conditions, then when favourable con-
ditions are present the draft can be regulated by the dampers..

Where the available supply of timber will only last a short
term of years a steel stack may be allright, but where a mill is

to be a permanent industry then a brick or concrete chimney is

the most economical answer to the draft question.

Before proceeding to the discussion of prime movers and
their auxiliaries, it might be as well to recount two instances

that have lately come to the writer's attention, of the importance
of having instruments to record tht performances of the different

parts of the plant, and keeping an accurate log of the delays and
shutdowns with their respective causes.

In a paper mill in the Province, considerable time and monev
w as lost owing to shortage of steam at critical times, the engineer

on the job claiming that he was getting all the steam possible

from his equipment, and the $uper, who was a practical paper-

maker, maintaining that, if the proper men were in charge of

the boiler plant, all the steam necessary could be produced with-

out trouble. The Manager, who had a fairly high opinion of

both men, was at a loss to whom to attribute the greater know-
ledge, and the difference of opinion was causing bad blood all

round, so much so that it became necessary to make some move
in the matter, either replace the Engineer and his staff, as the

Super insisted was what should be done, or recommend to his

directorate further equipment as the Engineer claimed was
necessary.

Just at this time a well-known engineering authority paid

a visit to the mill, and the manager mentioned his quandry and
asked the visitor to take a look over the steam plant and give him
the benefit of his opinion. After taking a look around and noting

that conditions were above the average, the visitor was of the

opinion that the boilers were working at high efficiency, probably

doing as well as could be done, but suggested to friend Manager
that he install a "Venturi" or flow meter to measure the evapor-

ation, then run a test to determine accurately what the boilers

were doing.

Friend Manager did not take very kindly to this suggestion,

his engineer having asked for this previously, as he was of the

cpinion that these kind of things were only toys for the engineer

to play with, however, he was finally persuaded to have one
installed, a series of tests carried out, and the results submitted

to various authorities, who pronounced the performance exceed-

ingly good. The necessary new equipment was installed to bring

the steam production up to the requirements, and the next

balance sheet showing that it would have been profitable to have

made the change a considerable time earlier.

A heart to heart talk by the Manager with the Engineer and
the Papermaker, in which each was advised to stick to his own
end of the business and to cease thinking that each knew the

others business better than he did himself, better relations were
established and the efficiency of the whole plant raised a notch

or two.

In the other case a sawmill had been acquired by a firm with

head offices in a distant city, and in the second year of operation

the daily cut had fallen considerably below the first year's

records, as had also the gross receipts. The Superintendent in his

reports to headquarters had laid most of the blame for this at

the door of the steam plant. The Engineer being of the usual

quiet and reticent sort had said nothing, his reticence was per-

haps due to the fact that he never had been asked his opinion

until one day the General Manager, on one of his periodical

visits, stopped and had a few minutes chat with him. What was

View of Vancouver Lumber Company's Mill Showing New Smoke
Stack Recently Erected.

said then had evidently impressed the General Manager, for

shortly afterwards the Engineer was called in the office to listen

in on a conversation between the Superintendent and the general

Manager as to the cause of the poor showing for the season. The
Engineer was a little surprised w^hen the Superintendent stated

that a large amount of time had been lost owing to power
plant trouble, and asked time to go to the engine room for a log

book that he had, in which all the stops had been recorded. When
the General Manager had seen this he sent for the sawfiler, and
the sawyer, and millwright. Enough of the log book was gone
over to make sure that the record was reasonably accurate.

The firm was saved an outlay of several thousand dollars,

and within a month a new Superintendent was on the job and the

mill given an overhaul, and some practices that had been con-

sidered good policy previously, abandoned ; and within a few
weeks the mill was producing its full quota, and the engineer
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gained the full confidence of the management, which went a

long way toward making the job worth while.

A daily log, consistently kept, with oil, waste, lamps and

other supplies entered, enables the Engineer to keep tab on those

things and to check up on any unusual consumption, or any inno-

vation designed to save on these stores.

The thermal efficiency of the very best steam engine or

turbine only amounts to 20 or 25 per cent. ; that is only 20 or 25

per cent, of the heat of the steam supplied at the throttle of the

engine is secured at the flywheel with which to do work at the

machines, the remaining 75 or 80 per cent, being lost up to the

exhaust pipe, yet in spite of this we have many plants running

along without a feed water heater, and in most sawmills there is

sufficient exhaust steam from the steam machines in the mill,

niggers, kickers, loaders, etc., to heat the feed water to as high a

temperature as the feed pumps can handle.

The writer operated a 400-horsepower slide valve engine for

some time where the valve face had four grooves clear across the

valve face one-quarter inch wide and one-eighth inch deep, and in

this case the mill would slow down to half speed 30 per cent, of

the time, owing to lack of power. The management would not

hear of shutting down long enough to have this repaired, as this

would have necessitated closing for about a week; yet far more
time than this was lost in the seven months that the mill season

lasted.

The loss due to leakage is an important one, even though the

fuel question does not enter, as any wastage of steam entails the

consumption of more water, and more wear and tear on the rest

uf the plant. These losses occur principally through wear in the

cylinders and valves, and this is where the engine indicator shows
its usefulness, it being the most convenient method of checking

up. If cards are taken ofif at regular periods, and the water con-

sumption checked up with the horsepower developed, any wear
will be noticed, and when this becomes excessive, arrangements

made to re-bore the cylinders or valves, if a four-valve engine,

or the face planed, if a slide valve engine is used.

In some types of balanced valve engines in which springs

are used to hold the valve to the face, the springs become worn
or weakened and allow the steam to pass across from the steam

port to the exhaust. Much loss of power and wastage of steam

have been known to occur due to this cause. This fault can be

easily overlooked, as the springs may appear to have sufficient

tention when under steam, as the pressure on the two sides of

the valve is not constant throughout the stroke.

On some of the cheaper makes of engines the clearances

are excessive and a large loss of steam is due to this defect, as

the steam filling the clearances is exhausted at the end of every

stroke without performing any work.

Wants Amendment in Lien Act

An Amendment to the Workmen's Lien for Wages Act was
introduced by J. W. deB. Farris, K.C., in the B. C. legislature

recently.

The amendment states that the lien is not to apply on manu-
factured lumber in the possession of any person who has pur-

chased same in the ordinary course of business and shall abso-

lutely cease to exist in respect for manufactured lumber after

same has been sold in the ordinary course of business by the

person manufacturing same. .

It also states that no purchaser of manufactured lumber in

the ordinary course of business shall be required to know or

inquire whether any wages remain unpaid in respect of same or

require the production of a payroll or wages sheets of any per-

son performing any labor or service in connection therewith or

in connection with the logs and lumber from which the same
has been manufactured.

Forestrv' is not a question mainly for lumbermen. It is not
even a question mainly for foresters. Because no one can get

along without the forest, it is a question for every one of us.

Our future supply of forest products is by far the greatest and
most puzzling economic prO|blem now before the people of

Canada.

PARAGRAPHS
Lome L. Brown, British Columbia lumber commissioner for

Eastern Canada, left Vancouver early in January to continue the

work his department has been carrying on in Toronto.

Among the recent incorporations is the Heriot Bay Log-
ging Co., Ltd., $10,000.

The new mill of the Bevan Lumber Co., situated near
Courtenay, with a capacity of 80,000 feet per day, will soon be
in operation.

In submitting figures to the Vancouver City Council cover-
ing fire losses during 1922, which aggregated $368,005, Fire
Chief Carlisle pointed out that these losses would have been
materially less had watchmen in two lumber mills notified the
department instead of first endeavoring vainly to fight the blaze.

He stated that it was thirty minutes or more in some cases
before the department was notified, and damage in two fires

alone totalled $248,259.

Announcement of the removal from East Kootenay of the

Cranbrook Sawmills Company, operated by J. E. Myers and J.
F. Campbell, near Fort Steele for the past several years, was
made recently. This firm has taken out new timber leases near
Prince George, and will move their plant to the new site. The
mill will have a capacity of 25,000 feet per day.

E. W. Whittington, of Moore-Whittington Lumber Co.,

Victoria, was recently elected a director of the Western Planing
Mill and Woodworking Congress for British Columbia.

J. H. McDonald and R. L. Cliff, of the B. C. Manufactur-
ing Co., New Westminster, are expected to return from Aus-
tralia around the end of January.

Substantial additions and alterations are being made at the
Thurston-Flavelle mill, Port Moody, B.C., to allow for installa-

tions of plant extensions, which will increase the capacity about
25 per cent. The old roof has been torn off and replaced by a
new one, the mill widened 24 feet and correspondingly height-
ened. A double cutting resaw is being installed, also a double
edger and two trimmers.

The ratepayers of Summerland, B. C, gave approval re-

cently to a Box Factory by-law, whereby the Summerland Lum-
ber Co., Ltd., will remove their plant from Mineola to the new
site. The mill will be erected at Myren Camp..

The Regina Sash & Door Co., Ltd., of Regina, Sask., re-

cently erected a new warehouse. This building is of solid brick,

100 X 60 feet, one storey high, concrete foundations and floor,

and is a nucleus of a plant 270 feet in length, which will be
the future manufacturing plant and offices of the company. In
addition to the present machinery, all modern appliances will

eventually be installed to take care of the rapid extension of the

business.

The new quarter of a million dollar plant of the Westminster
Paper Mills, Ltd., is in operation. The company will specialize

on rough grades of tissue, used in wrapping, towelling, etc.

About fifty men will be employed when the mill is operating to

full capacity.

Work has commenced on the old site of the Brunette saw-
mill. New Westminster, B. C, in connection with the erection

of the new sawmill which will have a capacity of 150,000 feet

per day. Foundations are being laid for the kilns and power
house. The mill will be 90 feet in width and 410 feet in length.

Mr. LePage, of the LePage Lumber Co., Ltd., Winnipeg,
wholesale lumber dealers, spent a few days in Vancouver re-

cently in the interest of his business.
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THE ARGENTINE MARKET FOR DOUGLAS FIR
By Trade Commissioner B. S. Wchh

Up to the year 1912, the words "Douglas Fir" and "Oregon
l)!ne" were practically unknown in the Argentine. Englishmen
and North Americans engaged in the lumber trade, of course,
know of the timber and its qualities, but the resident Argentine
lumberman hardly knew of its existence. Prior to 1912, a large
contractor in Buenos Aires engaged, among other activities, in

contracting- for the fitting of steamers for carrying mules to

South Africa (during the South African war) and cattle to

Europe, had purchased Douglas fir for this purpose by cable,

and from an exporter personally unknown to him, comparative
prices being the one and only consideration. On one occasion
this contractor, owing to the sudden publication of a quarantine
decree, found himself with a cargo or two of Douglas fir on his

hands ; in order to dispose of it he began a propaganda and dis-

tributed the lumber locally under the name of Oregon pine. This
lumber was evidently of a very low grade, and he himself describ-
ed it as having been shipped green and having arrived spongy.
Thus, in the year 1912, Oregon pine had already acquired a bad
name in this market. In passing, it may be mentioned that at

about the same time an Australian contractor secured a contract
for the building of a packing house near Buenos Aires, and hav-
ing used Douglas fir for similar purposes with satisfactory re-

sults in Australia, he insisted upon using it in Buenos Aires.

Six months after being installed in the freezing chambers it had
to be taken out and replaced with hardwood.

From 1912 to 1920, very little was heard of Douglas fir in

this market. In the latter year, the representative of a San
Francisco lumber export house visited the contractor above re-

ferred to, and took up with him the question of the marketing
of Douglas fir here. This visiting representative, being a prac-
tical lumberman, convinced those he came in contact with that

the bad results given by Douglas fir on previous occasions were
due to the fact that it had been used for purposes for which
the particular grade (common) was unsuitable. He contended
that Douglas fir, bought from reliable houses or from a lumber
export association, would be properly seasoned if purchased as

such and that, properly seasoned, Douglas fir was as suitable for

this market and this climate as any that was being imported.

About this time, an application for the registration of the words
"Douglas fir" as a trade mark was made in the Argentine, but
the registration was successfully opposed by the Trade Com-
missioner here. During the stay of this visiting representative,

the contractor referred to above, who is now acting as a timber
importer, brought down several cargoes of Douglas fir, but the

financial results, according to his own statement, were unsatis-

factory.

In 1921, a representative of a Vancouver exporter of Doug-
las fir visited the market, but was unable to do any business as

none of the cargo-lot importers would entertain his terms, which
were letter of credit. The length of this gentleman's stay did not

permit of any extensive propaganda work or investigation.

Later in the year, a representative of a New York and San
Francisco lumber export house visited this market and stayed

for a period of several months with a local firm whom he had
selected to act as agents. This man was a born lumberman,
with practical experience ranging from logging camps and mills

to export financing. In addition to the first fine importers, he

called on the lumber yards, lumber distributors, etc., and made
demonstrations to them, challenging their opinions, and finally

succeeding in convincing many of them that they knew nothing

about Douglas fir, which he proved to be equal, if not superior,

to pitch pine for general utility purposes in this country. Dur-
ing his calls on distributors, this lumberman discovered that the

distributors themselves had practically no expert knowledge of

lumber and its most suitable uses. On one occasion he .succeed-

ed in selling selected Douglas fir to distributors as a kind of

spruce, allowing them to distribute it as such, and later revealed

to them his practical method of convincing them that neither

they nor their clients had any objection to good Douglas fir, ex-

cept that arising from prejudice against its name. As pitch

pine began to increase in price about this period, and on account
largely of the exceedingly practical methods employed by this

man, the feeling in regard to Douglas fir began to be more fav-

ourable. During his stay, or shortly after his departure, the
firm acting as his agents sold one complete cargo lot to Bahia
Blanca.

It shquld be mentioned that, during the years 1912 to 1920,

considerable propaganda work was done by the Trade Commis-
sioner in Buenos Aires in conjunction with the Forestry Branch
of British Columbia with (as then appeared) absolutely negative
results, and that up to the time of the arrival of the expert from
New York, neither the lumber importers, the wholesalers, nor
the smaller men and consumers could be persuaded to manifest
any interest in the question of importing Douglas fir.

Present Position

It is recognized that the annual cut of Longleaf pine is at

present much in excess of the annual growth, and that within a

few years it will not be possible to maintain a regular supply at

reasonable prices. Even now, a considerable cjuantity of the in-

ferior Shortleaf pine and Loblolly is reported to be included in

shipments, and the difficulty in distinguishing between these and
the genuine Longleaf pine increases the probability of this form
of substitution being carried on to a greater extent in the

future. On the other hand, the consumption of Douglas fir

has not yet approached the annual rate of growth, and its abun-

dance on the Pacific Coast of Canada renders any form of sub-

stitution unnecessary. Thus, as time goes on, it will be neces-

sary to find a substitute for Longleaf pine in all markets to

v/hich this lumber is at present shipped, and the physical char-

acteristics of Douglar fir eminently fit it to form this substitute.

The only question is whether Canada will take advantage of the

opportunity and organize in advance of the demand, so as to be
prepared for action at a suitable time.

Specifications.

Orders are usually placed by Argentine importers of Doug-
las fir on the basis of standard specifications, each importer
having his own detailed specifications covering various quanti-

ties, usually for orders of 1,200,000, 800,000, 600,000, 400.-

000, and 200,000 ft. b.m. These specifications are filed in ad-

vance with all exporting houses from whom quotations are likely

to be invited, a five-letter cable word being supplied for each

specification. When the importer wishes to purchase timber in

accordance with his standard specifications, he merely cables the

corresponding code word, and another code word representing

the price is cabled in reply. This avoids the expense of long

cables and delay in com])'ling complicated schedules of require-

ments, and facilitates business at both ends.

Methods of Education to Use of Douglas Fir.

The difficulties of introducing Douglas fir into the Argen-
tine on a permanent basis might be overcome by a process of

education similar to that adopted by the New York and San
Francisco exporters previously referred to. The time is fast

approaching when propaganda may be expected to accomplish

the desired result, and it is suggested that Pacific Coast mills

consider the desirability of making the necessary arrangements.

Fairly competent experts in the uses of Douglas fir may be

found in the Argentine, who could carry on the work com-
menced by the expert from Canada. One of these has already

offered his services for the purpose of calling on importers and
purchasers of Douglas fir ; for going into the yard where it is

piled to explain in detail the precautions to be taken ; for visit-

ing woodworking establishments and assisting with advice, etc.

His idea would be to follow a cargo of Douglas fir from its

arrival at the dockside to its final finished state, assisting with
advice and suggestions and making propaganda wherever pos-
sible.
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HISTORY OF RED CEDAR SHINGLE INDUSTRY
From "Rite-Grader"

Western Red Cedar (Thuja plicata) is the material from
Vidiich over 85 per cent, of the wooden shingles used in the

United States are manufactured. As this timber grows in com-
mercial quantity only on the Pacific Slope of the Cascade Moun-
tains, the Red Cedar shingle industry is confined to the north-

western part of the State of Oregon and the western portions

of the State of Washington and the Province of British Colum-

bia. There are also stands of commercial character in Western
Montana, Eastern Washington and Northern Idaho, but this

timber is used chiefly for poles, posts and purposes other than

shingles. The wood of Western Red Cedar is soft, straight-

grained, free from pitch and extremely durable. These quali-

ties render it the most valuable wood in the United States for

shingles. On the Pacific Slope the trees grow to a large size,

mature trees averaging from three to eight feet in diame'.er and
150 to 200 feet in height. Maximum diameters are around 20
feet and maximum heights approximate 250 feet.

Shingles of Western Red Cedar were first produced in the

Pacific Northwest in split and shaved form by superannuated

employees of the Hudsons Bay Company as a rrieans of liveli-

hood when no longer fit for trapping. These shingles were ac-

cepted at the company's stores in exchange for supplies and pro-

visions at $5.00 per thousand. They were packed in large bun-

dles of 1,000 each and were often shipped to California or around

South America to the Atlantic Coast. The first Cedar shingles

for commercial purposes were manufactured in the early thir-

ties. About the year 1845 shaved shingles began to be manu-

factured in quantity along the Columbia River and in the Puget

Sound region. Many of these were consumed locally and quan-

tities were shipped by water coastwise to California points. How-
ever, the shingle industry really did not begin to develop until

the Northern Pacific reached the Coast in 1885. When the Great

Northern crossed the mountains and made its terminal in Seattle,

Washington, the business grew by leaps and bounds until in the

year 1909 over nine billion shingles were produced. Normal
production at the present time (1923) is considerably less than

that figure ; in fact, production figures of Oregon and Washing-

ton show a steady decline in the output of Red Cedar shingles

which is illustrated by the fact that in the period from 1909 to

1912 the production decreased from 9,173 million to 8,267 mil-

lion; in 1915 the production was 6,649 million, and in 1918 only

4,470 million were cut. In 1919 an increase in cut was caused

by the post-war building demand, and the production was 6,615

million. In 1920 it dropped to 5,135 million and recovered

slightly in 1921 to 5,736 million. iHowever, the tendency is to-

ward smaller cut as cedar becomes scarce and less accessible.

It is instructive to recall that the shingle cut of Washington has

been decreasing slowly for the past ten years ; that that of Ore-

gon has not changed materially for several years, and that the

shingle cut of British Columbia has increased from three-quarters

of a billion in 1908 to two and a half billions in 1918.

Returning to early history and development, we find that

shaved shingles were soon replaced by sawed shingles, the block

shingle machine having entered the Puget Sound region through

Canada. In 1889 there were operating from 40 to 50 shingle

mills in the states of Oregon and Washington. In those days

only the thin shingles were made, those measuring six butts to

two inches, and only the choicest trees were used. The quality

of the timber was very good, but the shingles were not as well

manufactured as today.

One of the most serious difificukies to contend with was the

poor class of machines available. Expert labor in this occupa-

tion was scarce ; a good saw filer was hard to find. It takes the

very best saw filer to make a perfect shingle, as it is much harder

to obtain a smooth surface with cedar than it is with some of

the harder Eastern woods. The saw used for this purpose

must have a high temper and high speed. The few shingle ma-

chines used in the State of Washington were mostly hand ma-
chines, which were made in Grand Rapids, Michigan. At first

the single blocks were used. The next step was the double

block, and finally a ten-block machine. For many years manu-
facturers experimented with all of these machines, but now they

are nearly all discarded in favor of the upright machine.

Raw material at that time was very cheap, and unskilled

labor was plentiful. Shingles were sold as low as 90c per M.
F.O.B. cars. The market was rather limited at the beginning

until the consiimer discovered the good quality of our Red Cedar
for roofing purposes. Early in 1889 the North Pacific Consoli-

dated Shingle Company was organized. This was the first united

effort of manufacturers to advance their mutual interests and
introduce their product in territory foreign to the point of pro-

duction. In 1889 the consolidation of mills shipped about ten

million shingles into territory east of Colorado, while practically

none went into the Dakotas and Minnesota, now large markets.

The industry developed rapidly until in the following year,

1890, Northwest shingle mills placed over 100,000,000 shingles

in the Eastern markets. In 1892 a rapid increase in production

took place and the industry enjoyed great prosperity. In this

year about 200 mills were in operation in Western Washington.
Banks were very willing to loan to shingle mill operators and
scores of mills were started by lawyers, doctors and men in other

professions. These mills produced a great quantity of shingles

without regard to quality or grade, and prices slumped sharply.

This created such a bad condition in the shingle industry that

supply houses were forced to take "shingle scrip" in payment of

bills. In order to get rid of these shingles the supply houses sold

them in the East at a reduced price-. Manufacturers had to

meet these figures and further price cutting occurred. The fol-

lowing year, that of the general panic in the United States, caus-

ed a great slump in prices, the average price dropping from $1.75

to $1.25 per thousand. In 1894 prices ranged as low as $1.00

to $1.05 per thousand for Stars and $1.25 for Clears. During
the three following years the industry continued to suffer serious

market conditions and the price of Stars ranged from 85 to 90

cents at the mills. Clears ranged from $1.05 to $1.15 per thou-

sand. During the summer af 1897 Stars advanced to $1.10 and

Clears to $1.25. During the ten years following, prices ad-

vanced gradually until in 1907 Stars averaged $2.39 and Clears

$2.67.

Prior to the advent of the Red Cedar shingle in Eastern

markets the shingles used were cypress, eastern white pine and
eastern white cedar. In the spring of 1895 the manufacturers
of white pine shingles, located chiefly in the Lake States, found
their yards gorged with white pine shingles on account of the

popularity of Red Cedar shingles which were being introduced

into the Middle Western and Eastern territory. In order to fight

this invasion they asked the railroads to cancel all joint traffic

agreements regarding shingles and add the sum of the two local

rates to points east of the Missouri River. They also decided

to boycott the Red Cedar shingles or to give it a bad name by
stocking the poorest Red Cedar culls obtainable in competition

with the first grades of Eastern shingles. White pine shingles

were very quickly crowded off the market, however, and cypress

shingles having already lost their strong competitive status, the

eastern white cedar remained the only real rival of Western Red
Cedar.

At this time, 1895, shingle mills were fairly well distribu'.ed

over Oregon, Washington and British Columbia. Ballard, a sub-

urb of Seattle, was the largest shingle manufacturing center on
the Pacific Coast. No. 1 Cedar logs were quoted at $6.00 per M.
and merchantable Cedar logs at $5.00 per M. This contrasts

sharply with the prices of $40.00 and $45.00 received for Cedar
logs in the early months of 1920, and even with the present

prices (January, 1923) of $22.00.

Western Red Cedar shingles are now shipped to every state

in the Union. Of all the states Minnesota is the largest pur-
chaser of Washington shingles; California of Oregon shingles.
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The Middle States—Illinois, Missouri, Iowa and Nebraska—re-

present a large market. A large per cent, of the total sales are

made to the Southern States, Texas being the largest purchaser

of this group, Oklahoma second and Georgia third.

Shingle mills in the Red Cedar region are scattered from
the slope of the Cascade Mountains to the Coast, a large num-
ber being located on tidewater and having the advantage of cargo

shipment as well as movement by rail. The number of mills at

the present time is close to 400 with an average daily capacity

of 180 M when operating. A certain proportion are inoperative

except in favorable phases of the shingle and log market.

The iarge majority of shingles move into the consuming re-

gion of the United States by rail, although California takes a

considerable quantity by cargo shipment, and a small foreign

trade has developed. Within the last three years a very re-

spectable cargo business to the East Coast and to Gulf ports has

been developed. Statistics on this movement are not sufficiently

accurate to quote. Rail shipments are practically all kiln dried

at the mill to reduce shipping costs, while cargo shipments are

mostly "green" or undried.

The sale of patent roofing and asbestos shingles has of late

years cut in on the use of Red Cedar shingles for roofing, but
the added popularity of shingles for siding purposes, especially

on the "bungalow" style of home, has enabled shingle manu-
facturers to find a market for their entire production.

As long as there is a supply of Red Cedar in the Northwest,
Red Cedar shingles will be used, as they are readily adaptable
to numerous styles of building architecture and have a firm place
in the heart of the American building public.

Unfortunately Western Red Cedar is a slow-growing tree,

hence does not lend itself to reforestation. However, the pre-
sent commercial stands will last for thirty-five to forty years, so
that there is no immediate necessity of turning to a substitute
or imitation roofing material.

TEN COMMANDMENTS FOR THE FOREMAN
OR THE MAN WHO HANDLES MEN

2.

made.

3.

both.

Be an optimist. Confidence is infectious.

Make few promises. Keep every promise

Every question has two sides. Always hear

Put each where he can do4. Study your men
his best work.

5. Never show discouragement,
will never die.

A stout heart

6. Don't hold spite. Correct when necessary,
but forgive afterward.

7. Notice good work as well as bad. Give
both credit and blame justly.

8. Be fair. A foreman often has to act as
judge, and therefore must be just.

9. Control yourself. Anger is too valuable to
use except on special occasions.

10. Take your full share of the blame. Shar-
ing both blame and praise with workers is a big
part of the secret of managing men.

Change of Address
Announcement is received from Manlev Chew, sole manu-

facturer of the well known Ten Test Solid Fibre Board with
factory at Penetang, Ont., that henceforth the address of his
head office will be over the Bank of Hamilton, Midland, Ont.

Mr. Chew requests that all communications be addressed
to him at the new location.

Extracts from Annual Report District

Forester, Cranbrook, B.C

FOREST PRODUCTS SCALED
IN CRANBROOK FOREST

DISTRICT

Jan. 1, 1922, to Dec. 31, 1922.

Douglas Fir 26,436,534

Red Cedar 1,515,878

Spruce 25,830,814

Hemlock 19,363

Balsam 2,600,848

Yellow Pine 11,491,221

White Pine 7,921,314

Jack Pine 9,484,505

Larch 31,865,804

Cottonwood 271,337

Birch 7,572

Species Not Given 1,484,260

118,929,450

Licenced Scalers ....112,411,253

Unlicenced Scalers .. 5,033,937

Returns 1,404,266

TIMBER SALES

Jan. 1, 1922 to Dec. 31, 1922

Total Number, 38

Fir 1,426,920

Tamarac 2,362,221

Yellow Pine 250,870

Spruce 123,949

Cedar 25,000

Balsam 19,780

Total Est. Ft. B.M 4,908,740

Fence Posts 160 cords

Mine Props 900 cords

Cordwood 2,950 cords

Cogwood 300 cords

Railway Ties 17,029 cords

118,929,450

Poles and piles, 258,647 lineal

feet. Mine props., 12,376.4 cords.

Cordwood, 2,306 cords. Fence
posts, 7,556.3 cords. Mine ties,

64 cords. R.R. ties, 1,019,919

cords.

PRE-EMPTION INSPECTIONS

Cranbrook Forest District, 1922

No. of Inspections 108

Acreage Under Cultivation. .23

5

Crown Grants Applied for. ... 8

Value of Improve-

ments $51,920.00

Mills in Cranbrook District
Capacity 40M and Over.

Adolph Lumber Co
Baker Lumber Co
C.N.P. Lumber Company ...

*East Kootenay Lumber Co.

Otis Staples Lumber Co
*Elk Valley Lumber Co
Ross-Saskatoon Lumber Co.

C.P.R., Yahk
C.P.R., Bull River

White Spruce Lbr. Co
B.C. Spruce Mills

* White Sulphur Lbr. Co

Baynes Lake 60,000

Waldo 80,000

Wardner 150,000

Jatfray 60,000

Wycliffe 110,000

Fernie 60,000

Waldo 75,000

Yahk 70,000

Bull River 60,000

Fernie 60,000

Wattsburg 160,000

White Sulphur 60,000

Over 20M. and Under 40M.

Canyon City Lbr. Co Creston 30,000

J. B. Winlaw Duck Creek 30,000

*Rock Creek Lbr. Co Crow's Nest 25,000

Lovering Lumber Co Wasa 25,000

Cranbrook Saw Mills Fort Steele 25,000

Jewell Lumber Co Caithness 25,000

A. McDonald & Co Galloway 25,000

*Bentley Lumber Co. Rushmere 25,000

Kitchener Lumber Co Kitchener 25,000

Paulson-Mason Ltd McConnell 25,000

20M. and Under

Parkin & Mark Wattsburg 15,000

Leask & Boyter Wasa 20,000

Cranbrook Sash & Door Co Kitchener 20,000
M. Wigen Wynndel 15,000

*F. M. Smith Dorr 15,000
Nolan Lumber Co Flagstone 20,000
Jewell Lumber Co Fort Steele 15,000
E. Mallandains Creston 10,000
C.N.P. Coal Co .: , Michel 20,000
International Lbr. Co Mission Creek 20,000

*Soldiers' Settlement Board Creston 15,000
Thos. Alton Galena 10,000

*0. A. Abbey Flagstone 10,000

Mills marked * did not operate in 1922
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U. S. LUMBER INDUSTRY REPORTS GOOD YEAR
Various Lumber Association Reports

The production of both hard and softwood himber in the

United States for the year 1922 is placed by the National Lum-
ber Manufacturers' Association at approximately 32,000,000,000

board feet, as compared with the estimated output of 25,026,-

000,000 for 1921, and 33,798,800,000 feet for 1920, according

to official statistics. While 1922 did not come up to the 1920

level, which marks the high point of production in recent years,

it is considered to have been a creditable and satisfactory achieve-

ment in view of the extraordinary depression of the industry

in 1921.

"The indvisiry as a whole," says Wilson Compton, Secretary

and Manager of the Association, "is in an exceedingly favor-

able economic condition. Since November, 1921, outside of the

customary mid-winter drop in lumber shipments, there was until

August of this year a steady reduction of stocks on hand, al-

though production was heavy; and shipments, although substan-

tially greater than production, fell continuously behind the vol-

ume of new business. Throughout the year the I'ate of accum-
ulation of unfilled orders varied from fotir per cent, to fifteen

per cent, of the current production. Since July irregularity and
shortage of transportation have resulted in current shipments

constantly falling below production. The result for this period

was an extraordinary depletion of stocks at mills favored by
transportation and a large accumulation at some unable to secure

adequate transportation service ; and production has been con-

stantly in excess of shipments. Employment has been virtually

on a full time basis at somewhat increased pay, and the returns

to mill owners have been satisfactory though happily unaccom-
panied by runaway market of price inflation at the mills. There
is no present indication that the lumber situation next year will

not be as good as in 1922 ; on the other hand, there are many
indications that it will be as good or better ; and so far as fund-

amental conditions of supply and demand are concerned, good
for a number of years to come."

The executives of the regional associations federated in the

National Lumber Manufacturers' Association support Mr.
Compton's view, with statements regarding the lumber industry

in their respective territory.

J. E. Rhodes, secretary and manager of the Southern Pine
Association, says: "1922 has proved an unusually favorable year

for the Southern pine industry, according to statistics and in-

formation gathered by our association, and manufacturers of

Southern pine generally view the business outlook for the coming
year with optimism. There was an unprecedented demand for

Southern pine during the year from the construction industry

largely for home building. The- beginning of 1923 finds the

Southern pine manufacturers generally with unusually large files

of orders on hand, partly the result of transportation diffi-

culties snice the middle of 1922 and partly because of the heavy
demand that has been evidenced throughout the year.

"During 1922 the seven principal Southern pine states em-
ployed 175,000 persons in the lumber industry and the payroll

aggregated about $175,000,000. There was an advance over

1921 of about 15 per cent, in the wages of common labor, while

skilled labor was virtually unchanged. The total production of

Southern pine lumber for 1922 is probably a billion feet more
than for 1921, being approximately 12 billion feet or more.
There is every indication at present that the remarkable de-

mand for lumber noted during 1922 will continue with but
little if any abatement through the coming year."

Robert B. Allen, secretary of the West Coast Lumbermen's
Association, Seattle, telegraphs that 1922 broke all previous rec-

ords of lumber production in the Pacific northwest, the amount
being estimated at 8,715,763,00 feet. Mr. Allen's statement in

full follows

:

"All previovis records of lumber production in the Pacific

Northwest were broken by the 1922 output, estimated at 8,715,-

763,000 feet by West Coast Lumbermen's Association. These
figures apply only to the territory west of the Cascade Mountains
in Oregon and Washington, which constitutes the territory cov-

ered by the West Coast Association and which includes ninety

per cent, of the lumber production of Washington and 79 per

cent, of the production of Oregon. The previous high cut

record for the Douglas fir region was in 1920, when western

Oregon and western Washington produced 7,578,925,000 feet.

This same region in 1922 shows a production increase of fifteen

per cent, over 1920. The 1922 lumber output exceeds that of

the depressed year of 1921 by 58 per cent. New business book-
ed by the mills of the West Coast Lumbermen's Association
during 1922 was 44 per cent, greater than in 1921 and 42 per

cent, greater than in 1920. Shipments in 1922 were 45 per cent,

greater than in 1921 and 21 per cent, greater than in 1920.

Stocks unsold in the hands of West Coast mills at the close of
of 1922 are reported very light in quantity and in poor assort-

ment as to lengths and sizes, a very different condition from that

which prevailed at the close of 1920, when the previous year of

record production found the mills with over two billion feet of
unsold stock an hand. Mills generally consider 1923 prospects
encouraging."

W, A. EUinger, secretary of the Northern Pine Manufac-
turers' Association, Minneapolis, wires as follows

:

"Total production of Northern pine lumber this year ap-

proximately 532,000,000 compared with 483,000,000 in 1920 and

409,000,000 last year. Total shipments this year approximate

581,000,000 compared with 601,000,000 two years ago and only

333,000,000 last year. Indications now are that shipments will

exceed production this year by 50,000,000 feet Our mills will

therefore start the new year with smaller stocks than a year ago.

Stocks are also badly broken and with only a few mills sawing in

winter there is little chance to replenish before spring demand
arrives. Hence, position of Northern pine strong and our mem-
bers are highly optimistic for the coming year."

"The present position of the lumber industry in Michigan,"

telegraphs J. G. Knox, of Cadillac, secretary of the Michigan

Hardwood Manufacturers' Association, "is the best in years.

Stocks are light, with a small amount of dry stock in upper

grades in shipping condition. The present demand is good and
there has been more building than for several years. The vol-

ume of 1922 business would have been greater but for lack of

shipping facilities due to car shortage. Considerable business is

in sight for 1923, which it is believed, will be as good as 1923."

E. C. Harrell, Jacksonville, Fla., secretary of the Georgia-

Florida Sawmill Association, telegraphs

:

"Sawmills in this territory are entering a new year with

less stock on hand and with a more satisfactory order file than

at any previous time. Orders are holding up during the holiday

season beyond expectations. Great building activity in the near-

by states, particularly Florida, and the demand from the cotton

mill and coal mine sections of the Carolinas and Virginias, in- <

creasing at a remarkable rate. This is exactly the opposite of

the situation of one year ago."

John M. Gibbs, secretary-treasurer of the North Carolina

Pine Association, Norfolk, Va., wires

:

"The manufacturers of North Carolina i)ine will close the

year with full order file
;
prices are stationary or upward in

trend ; mill stocks are below normal and broken. The reverse

was true in 1920, and while prices were higher then than now,
production costs were also much higher. The year 1921 closed

with decided inactivity, which prevailed until March of year.

It seems assured that current needs will tax production for the
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next two months, which will be curtailed by weather conditions.

If embargoes are out of the way by early spring and the rail-

roads are able to handle lumber shipments promptly and no labor

disturbances arise, 1923 will surpass all other years."

C. Stowell Smith, secretary of the California White & Sugar

Pine Manufacturers' Association, San Francisco, says : "Produc-

tion of our mills will exceed last year's by probably 30 per

cent. Inventories are generally normal for this season, but far

below normal as compared to increased production, and the

heavy stock carried over from last year, showing heavy ship-

ments. Orders are the heaviest known, whereas at the be-

ginning of the year they were probably the lowest in history.

Prices have remained remarkably constant."

R. F. Hammatt, secretary of the California Redwood Asso-

ciation, San Francisco, says : "The close of 1922 finds the Red-

wood industry in a very healthy condition. Production and
sales were about balanced, both being above normal and con-

siderably in excess of 1920 and 1921. The demand was good
during the entire year and well distributed throughout Califor-

nia, the east and the export trade. The demand for December
has been imusually heavy and indications point toward a ban-

ner year for 1923."

Continued Activity Predicted for 1923

As a contribution to the general discussion of whether the

present revival of prosperity is merely a spurt of "secondary in-

flation" soon to be followed by a long period of business lethargy

and unemployment, or the beginning of a true period of business

activity, the National Lumber Manufacturers' Association made
public a digest of a statement made on request by Charles S.

Keith, of Kansas City, one of the largest lumber operators and
business men of the South and the Pacific Coast, and a recog-

nized authority on industrial economic conditions. Mr. Keith

is confident that construction on a large scale will continue for

a number of years and that the lumber industry will continue at

the present level of activity for the next five years, with the im-

plication that the whole country and all commerce and industry

will be very active, with an abundance of employment.

"I think that perhaps apartment building constructiton has

reached its limit for the time being," says Mr. Keith, "but there

is a demand for buildings which may not represent as many
dollars as the apartments, but will involve a large demand for

lumber, and call for steadily employed construction labor. I

refer to the nation-wide tendency back to the small house on the

part of flat-dwellers. For a time there will not be much factory

building, as the country was overbuilt in this respect during the

war. If there should be a decline in building in the cities, I am
satisfied that so far as lumber is concerned the industrial con-

sumption and the demand from agricultural districts will more
than absorb *ny reduction in housing construction. Incidentally,

I notice that 139,000 railway freight cars have been contracted

for this year, which is, I think, the largest number since 1907.

Speaking broadly, my opinion is that the building situation has
not been scratched. Even if my conclusion in this respect is in

error, the changing conditions of the lumber industry are such
that, it will be taxed to the utmost on the whole to meet the de-

mands that will be placed upon it. I refer to the declining lumber
mill capacity and production of the South, owing to the pro-

gressive depletion of the timber supply of that section. The de-

cline of production there from now on will doubtless proceed
faster for some time than the expansion of capacity and produc-
tion in the West.

"A canvass of the Southern pine-producing territory was
made by the Southern Pine Association in 1919, covering 5,401

mills with an annual capacity of 16 billion feet. The apparent
rate of depletion of timber revealed by this canvass, if realized

in actual practice during the last four years, means that the

annual lumber production capacity has been reduced approxi-
mately 6,250.000,000 feet in the South. Furthermore, the out-
look, as shown by that survey, is that the lumber production of
the South will decline 4,850,000,000 feet more in the next five

years. Already the effect of the construction of the Southern

lumber supply is reflected in the fulj operating time of the West
Coast mills this year, together with a reduction of their stocks

to the lowest point in seventeen years.

"On the other hand there has been but little increase in

the productive capacity of the Pacific Coast since before the

war. Its future increase will necessarily be slow compared with

the inevitable decline of production in the South, and nothing

like as rapid as the. expansion of production in the South in the

latter nineties as the iNorthern and Eastern lumber supplies fell

off.

"The costs of opening up timber stands on the West Coast

are enormously greater than in the South, and the climatic con-

ditions, distance from markets, etc., are such that whereas an

investment of $9.90 per thousand feet of production, on the basis

of twenty-five years of operations, sufficed at the time of the

depletion of the timber of the North and the early rapid de-

velopmen of the industry in the South, it takes over $100 per

thousand feet of annual production capacity to capitalize a

typical lumbering enterprise on the Pacific Coast. This capital

will be gathered slowly, and probably only after a number of

years of profitable business without extensive enlargements.

"Again, it is to be remarked that at the same time the

South's lumber production is decreasing its home consumption

of lumber is increasing, due to agricultural and manufacturing
growth. In five years, if the depletion of the timber supply pro-

ceeds as is inferable from the analysis mentioned above, it is not

at all im])robable that the great bulk of the softwood lumber pro-

duced in the South will be consumed in the territory south of the

Ohio, Missouri and Potomac rivers, making practictally all of

the territory north of those rivers and east of the Rocky Moun-
tains dependent for its lumber requirements on the West Coast
mills.

Purchasing Agent of Link Belt Company Dead
The Link-Belt Company announces with great sorrow the

sudden and untimely death of Mr. Fred A. Marsh, the general

purchasing agent of the company, at his home, 6496 Greenwood
Ave., Chicago, on the evening of December 11th, 1922, at the

age of 52 years.

Mr. Marsh was a member of the Link-Belt organization for

over 33 years ; was one of the organizers of the Purchasing

Agents Association of Chicago, and served ably as the first

President ; has been for some years a director in the National

Association of Purchasing Agents ; and will be remembered by
his large circle of business acquaintances as a particularly well

informed man in his line, of sterling character, absolutely im-

partial in his treatment of sellers, buying on merit, and an honor
to the important business profession of purchasing agent.

Publish New Book of Small House
Plans

LeMaistre & Armstrong, of the Public Drafting Office, 301

Fashion Craft Block, Winnipeg, have published a new- book

of house plans which is now ready for distribution.

The book is a handsome speciinen of the printer's art, and
is profusely illustrated. It contains 20 plans of small houses all

of modern up-to-date design.

The plans wei^e carefully selected and are economical and
convenient with a range wide enough to appeal to most require-

ments and tastes, while the materials shown in the designs can

be changed to suit individual ideas.

Hon. T. D. Pattullo, Minister of Lands, announced recently

that he intended to send a party of forest experts to the Anyox
district to ascertain what damage has been done to timber there

by smelter fumes from the Granby mine. It is said that a con-

siderable area of timber has been destroyed in this way and
M r. Pattullo is anxious to ascertain exactly what the loss is.



The Lumber Retailers of Western Canada

Welcome to the Coast

m\t ^ilmt Call

7, Douglas Fir, in Silent Stand,

A Forest King of Western Land,

The years past gone have seen my hirth,

The years since come have proved my worth,

I stand in Nature's garden—tall

To answer to a Nation's Call.

I, Cedar King, of rocky Coast,

A thousand years of age I boast,

I scorn Man's wish to imitate,

On Nature's gift to God's estate,

On them I frown and stand aloof,

And prove myself a Nation's roof.

1, Ilemljpch, strong and straight of grain,

'Tis said I've yet to gain my fame,

Unhnorvn to man, for years I've stood,

Unheralded, an "unknown wood"

;

While Fir and Cedar still hold sway,

A King of Woods I'll he some day.

This heritage that Nature gave.

Oh! guard us well, your treasure save.

We are your wealth and do unfold

A boundless storage still untold,

Conserve us now, ne'er rue the day.

When timber wealth has passed away.

—"PEETEECEE"



WESTERN LUMBER RETAILERS

VISIT OUR MILL
AND SEE

CHIEF» LUMBER IN COURSE
OF MANUFACTUREBRAND

VANCOUVER LUMBER CO., Ltd

CONNAUGHT BRIDGE

A WELCOME AWAITS YOU

COME AND SEE HOW SHINGLES ARE MADE

BERNARD TIMBER & LOGGING CO.,

Eburne« B. C<

FIVE MILES FROM VANCOUVER BY AUTOMOBILE
OR INTERURBAN

YOU ARE WELCOME

DOMINION CREOSOTING & LUMBER, Ltd.

DOMINION MILLS, B. C.

Mill Located Seven Miles South of Vancouver

SPECIALIZING IN

Rail Shipments, Yard, Factory, Industrial Stocks

XXX—XXXXX CLEARS AND STARS

"Rite Grade"
INSPECTED

ShuU Lumber& Shingle Co.^ Ltd.

NEW WESTMINSTER, B.C.

ALBERTA LUi

EXTEND A CORD'IA

WESTERN LU^

WHEN IN VANCOUVl

790 6th

TO TH.

The Western I

i

YOUR TRIP TO VANCOUVER WIlA

VISIT 0

B.C. FIR & Q
COR. LAUREL S':

COME UP AND SEE US CUT THE B.

EXl
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)7 BE COMPLETE UNLESS YOU

MILL

)AR CO., LTD.
WD SIXTH AVENUE

OGS. A HEARTY INVITATION IS

)ED

w TIMBERLAND S4S DIMENSION

AND YARD TIMBERS

The Timberland Lumber Company, Ltd.

NEW WESTMINSTER, B. C.

RAT PORTAGE LUMBER

CO. LTD.

EXTENDS TO

THE WESTERN RETAIL

LUMBERMEN

A CORDIAL INVITATION TO

VISIT THEIR MILL WHEN IN

VANCOUVER

EBURNE SAWMILLS

Umited

WILL WELCOME A VISIT FROM

THE

WESTERN LUMBER

RETAILERS

When in Vancouver
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Practical Business"
Slogan of W.R.L.A. 32nd Annual Convention

Programme of the 32nd Annual Convention
"Practical Business" will be the slogan of the Western Retail Lumberme)i's Association Convention, which
zvill he held at the Fort Garry Hotel, Winnipeg, January 24, 25 and 26. The program is well up to stan-

dard, including strong speakers and snappy entertainment.

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 24th, 1923.

Opening Convention. Address: Premier John Bracken,
of Winnipeg, Man.
Minutes of the 31st Annual Convention.
President's Address: W. P. Button, Winnipeg, Gen-

eral Manager of the Dutton-Wall Lumber Company.
Secretary's Report and Financial Statement: Secre-

tary-Treasurer Fred W. Ritter.

Convention Luncheon: Ballroom, Seventh Floor. Tick-
ets can be purchased at door for f 1.25 each. Com-
munity singing led by members of Kivi^anis Club.

Address by R. E. Saberson, General Sales Manager,
Thompson Yards, Inc., of Minneapolis. Subject:
"The New Era in Retailing."

Address by Rev. E. Leslie Pidgeon, D.D., of Winnipeg,
Man. Subject "The Foot Rule."
Committee's report on the adoption of a Code of

Ethics.
Annual Business Meeting of the Retail Lumbermen's

Mutual Fire. Insurance Company in main Conven-
tion Hall.

Visiting of "all Convention exhibits.
Adjournment first session.
Special Theatre Party, Orpheum Theatre, Fort Street.

THURSDAY, JANUARY 25th, 1923.

Address by B. L. Martin, Service Manager of the
Public Press Ltd. Subject: "The Power of Organized
Selling."

Committee's Report on Suggested Advertising
Activities.

Committee's Report on New Mountain Grading Rules
by the Chairman, R. Skov, of the Skov Lumber Com-
pany, High River, Alta. Committee: Mr. Steacy,
of the Stacey Lumber Company, Lethbridge, Alta.,
Mr. Manning, of the Revelstoke Sawmill Co., Cal-
gary, Alta.

Convention Luncheon: Ballroom, Seventh Floor. Com-
munity singing led by members of Kiwanis Club.

Address by Ben. R. Vardaman, of Chicago, Educational
Director of Retail Merchants' Institute. Subject:
"Meeting Today's Competition."

Address by Geo. R. Pratt, Fuel Engineer for the Gov-
ernment of the Province of Alberta.' Subject: "How
to Burn Soft Coal."

Committee's Report on advisability of Coal Section in

connection with Association.

Annual Shareholders' Meeting of the Retail Lumber-
men's Purchasing Agency, Mezzanine Room.

Round Table Conferences in Main Convention Hall of
Creditmen, Salesmanagers, Superintendents and Ac-
countants. Chairman of Salesmanagers and Super-
intendents, Gordon Konantz, of the North American
Lumber & Supply Company. Chairman of Credit-
men, Roy Roberts, of the Monarch Lumber Com-
pany. Chairman of Accountants, Hunt, of the
Rogers Lumber Yards, Ltd.

"Firing Line Men" Estimating Contest in Ballroom,
Seventh Floor. Prizes will be awarded, 1st, upon
Accuracy; 2nd, upon Speed.
First Prize, donated by the Winnipeg Paint & Glass
Co. Second Prize: $15.00, donated by ''The Prairie
Lumberman."

Adjournment second day session.

Big Annual Lumbermen's Ball, Seventh Floor.

FRIDAY, JANUARY 26th, 1923.

Election of Officers. Other business.

Reorts of Convention Committees.

Chairmen's Reports on Round Table Conferences.

Convention Luncheon: Ballroom.

Address by Ben R. Vardaman, of Chicago, Educational
Director of Retail Merchants' Institute. Subject:
"Business Building Co-operation at Home."

Report of Past Year's Silo activity and suggestions for

'

future. Discussion led by Donald Konantz, of the
North American Lumber & Supply Company.

Suggestions for other Association activities.

Any Unfinished Business.
Adjournment of 32nd Annual Convention.
Meeting of New Board of Directors, Brown Room,

Second Floor.

Entertainment at the Coast
The coast lumber manufacturers and zvholesalers are planning an extensive program of

entertainment for the prairie retailers when they reach the coast on February 5th. On the first

day a joint meeting will be held for the purpose of discussing problems affecting both branches
of the industry.

The retailers will be taken to the mill and logging limits of the King-Farris Lumber Com-
pany, near New Westminster, where a lun'cheon will be served. From there the party will he
taken to the Canadian Western Lumber Company's mill.

The British Columbia Lumber and Shingle Manufacturers' Association will entertain the
retailers at a banquet and the B. C . Wholesale Lumber and Shingle Association will tender a
theatre party.

38
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THE SIGNIFICANCE OF LUMBER STANDARDIZATION
By Wilson Compton, Secretary-Manager of the National Lumber Manufacturers' Association

Although the phrase "lumber standardization" has been used
so frequently in and out of the trade during the past year that

it is almost worn threadbare, it is, nevertheless, a fact that there

is no other one subject before the lumber industry that is of so

much importance to it, both internally and externally. The
realization of standardization and the things that pertain to it

mean substantial gains for all connected with the lumber in-

dustry and the use of lumber and tends to solidify the industry in

public esteem and as a beneficent factor in the economic life of

the country.

Standardization in the lumber industry does not mean merely

the attainment of uniformity of production and practice in cer-

tain respects. It means the elimination of certain preventable

wastes; convenient uses of lumber; reduction of costs to the

consumer—indirectly if not directly—larger and more stable

profits for the manufacturer and distributor and the conservation

of what I believe to be the most important raw material in the

nation's store house. A programme, of effort that hopes to ac-

complish these things or even a part of them deserves attention

and support from the industiy simply as a business proposal with -

out taking into consideration the favorable reactions that are like-

ly to affect the public service relations of the industry.

According to the United States census reports the capital in-

vested in timber, logging, sawmills, planing mills, distributing

yards, wood-using industries of all kinds and fabrications of

wood materials, is no less than $12,000,000,000. Engineers who
have been conducting investigations into simplified manufactur-

ing practice tell us that in certain other groups of American in-

dustries it is probable that simplification and standardization will

result in a saving of as much as 25 per cent. If this ratio holds

good of the lumber-making and wood-using industries group, the

annual value of whose production is nearly $4,000,000,000, the

possible total saving is in the neighborhood of $1,000,000,000. It

is probable that as the lumber industry proper becomes more

stable and as more efficient methods of distribution and better

adjustments of consumers are attained, the ultimate saving in

lumber manufacture may amount to $300,000,000 or $400,000,000

—possibly more. There is involved in the present standardiza-

tion programme, according to Secretary of Commerce Hoovei

,

an annual saving of a quarter of a billion dollars. This saving

is calculated by including the features of greater uniformity and

grading, closer adaptation of lumber grades to consumers' :-e-

quirements, standardization of stock, sizes and patterns, and the

organization of inspection and such other services as ma}^ be

necessary to effect the general observance of grades and sizes.

It is a matter of simple mathematics to calculate the benefits

that will flow from standardization of stock lumber sizes. It

should tend to enlarge mill output and lower costs. If it is united

with reasonable provision for the inclusion of factory stock and

yard lumber items (omitting finish), of a certain proportion of

short lengths and odd lengths, it will make the marketable mill

output in the east and south 12 to, 18 per cent, and in the west

from 8 to 12 per cent, larger than at present. This by itself i';

equivalent to a saving of approximately 3,000,000,000 feet of

merchantable timber annually. In terms of raw material conser-

vation this means the prolongation of the life of the standing

timber supply by 10 per cent.

The costs of lumber distribution should be substantially re-

duced through size standardization. The lumber retailers in

these parts of the country that consume more than three-fourths

of the lumber buy their stocks from two or more competing

regions and kinds of wood. An increasing proportion of lumber
consumption is supplied competitively by different regions and
different species. The larger part of the country today purchases

its lumber from northern, southern and western sources at will.

Under these circumstances maximum economy in retail distri-

bution requires that sizes of competing lumber shall be stan-

dardized. As whatever promotes the retail trade is also helpful
to manufacturing, it is important to note that nearly three
fourths of the lumber production goes to the consumer through
retail yards. In a broad way of speaking it is the retailer rather

than the manufacturer who is the point of contact between the

lumber industry and the public. Now, when the consumer finds

that he can use lumber with greater convenience, less waste and
lower cost, the retailer will naturally sell lumber rather than
substitute building materials. When the retailer disposes of

an increased volume of lumber he creates more demand for the

output of the sawmill. The lumber manufacturer, therefore, is

interested in standardization all the way from the stump to the

consumer. He is as much interested in greater uniformity in

grading and inspection rules as the retailer or consumer. It is

obvious that the present wide diversities in grading and inspec-

tion rules for lumber, of whatever species, available for the same
uses in the same markets is confusing and, therefore, injurious

to the entire industry.

The question then arises as to what should be the guiding

principle for grading and inspection. It seems to me that, since

it is a well accepted fact in practice in the industry that the con-

sumers' requirements should be met wherever practicable, lum-
ber grades should be determined by comparing the consumers'
dsires with the limitations of the conditions of production. That
is, generally speaking, the grades and inspection should be as

near to the consumers' requirements as economical production
makes possible.

If we have basic rules for grading, different species of

lumber competing in the same market will do, so equally and
fairly ; and there will be more definite assurance to the consumer
that he gets the quality of lumber for which he pays. Fair and
equal competition is desired by all lumbermen, but it cannot

be achieved wiihout a common acceptation of definite standards

of quality applying to all species of lumber offered in the same
market for the same uses. With definite standards of sizes,

grades and units of quality established in general acceptance by
producers, distributors and consumers, a great constructive step

will have been taken toward the realization of fair competition,

market stability and forest conservation. This goal requires for

its realization greater uniformity in the methods of applying

grade rules through association inspection service, grade marking
of lumber by the manufacturer and the attachment of tally cards

to carload shipments.

Much is to be said in favor of standardization and its im-

plications on the side of the public relations of the industry.

Whenever the public concludes that an industry is not efficiently

or honestly conducted, or that it is exploiting the public, it is

tempted to turn to the disciplining or regulation of that industry

by statute or otherwise. This tendency is especially noticeable in

regard to industries that are based upon the development of

natural resources which were at one time largely in public own-
ership and are being constantly depleted. It is, therefore, neces-

sary for every American industry, in its own enlightened self-

interest as well as to best serve the interests of national economy,

to cultivate the ideal of honest and efficient self-government in

industry. In no industry is this of greater importance tlian in

lumber.

The standardization movement means in practical results

the correcting by the industry itself of those defects, inefficien-

cies, vvastes and irregularities that would, if continued, invite and
perhaps make inevitable government control with its implications

of inefficiency and destruction of individual enterprise. It it too

much, then, to say that from the .standpoint of lumber manu-
factures, standardization is not only a most important trade ex-

tension project, appealing directly to the dividend motive, but
also the greatest undertaking in the history of the industry for

the safeguarding of private control and the promotion of public

esteem and confidence?
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Association Offers $2,000 in Prizes

Washington, January 5.—In conformity with its pohcy of

practical accompUshment in the ehmination of waste and the

greater utihzation of the products of the forest, the National
Lumber Manufacturers' Association has again offered a series

of prizes which will be awarded to those who contrive the best

method, the newest machine or device, which, in practical appli-

cation, will result in an appreciable saving of labor, time, material

or expense in the lumber manufacturing industry. Heretofore,

a single prize of $1,000 was offered each year to the successful

contestant. At the present time the National Lumber Manufac-
turers' Association is offering prizes amounting to $2,000, which
will be di\"ided as follows :

First Prize $1,000
Second Prize 500
Three Prizes of , — 100
Four Prizes of 50

The following are the conditions of the award

:

1. The Award Committee will be the sole judge as to the

eligibility of all suggestions submitted in this competition.

2. The comparative value and practical merit of all sug-

gestions or material submitted will be judged by the actual com-
mercial gain to be obtained and will be determined by the Award
Committee of lumber manufacturers to be chosen from the

membership of the National Lumber Manufacturers' Association.

3. All suggestions or material must be submitted to the

Technical and Research Department of the National Lumber
Manufacturers' Association, International Building, Washing-
ton, D. C.

4. After the prize is awarded the National Lumber Manu-
facturers' Association reserves the right to publish at its dis-

cretion, sketches, designs or illustrative and descriptive matter
covering any suggestions or material submitted, the benefits un-

der patents to be retained by the contestant.

5. If the competition develops suggestions or material that

will fulfill these requirements, award will be made in 1923 al the

21st annual convention of the National Lumber Manufacturers'
Association.

The entire purpose of this contest is to create within and
v/ithout the industry inventive interest which will result in prac-

tical' conservation of forest products and reduction of costs in

manufacture and such results are, of course, equally in the in-

terest of sound public policy. Heretofore there has been marked
stimulation among the employees of sawmills and practical lum-
bermen in studying methods of production and manufacture, and
many ideas and devices have been developed. Although the

contest is not limited to those directly identified with the lum-
ber industry, naturally the greatest interest has been developed
among these technically informed men.

The award of $1,000 offered in 1922 was won by William
H. Mason of Laurel, Mississippi, for the development of a
method for the extraction of pitch and its by-products from
pine, the process being installed in connection with the dry kiln

of a lumber manufacturing plant. The process was installed and
commercially operated with success at the plant of the Wausau
Southern Lumber Company, of Laurel, Mississippi, and also at

the plant of the Marathon Company, at Laurel. Mr. Mason de-
monstrated that results obtained at the Wausau plant show that
a mill cutting 50,000,000 fee of longleaf yellow pine annually
will obtain 30,000 gallons of pure turpentine, worth 65 cents a
gallon, total $19,500 9,000 gallons of pine oil, 90 cents a gallon,
total $8,100; and 360 tons of resin, worth $30 a ton, $10,800.
In addition, the reduction in the weight of the lumber saves
$9,000 in freight charges, and the improvement in the quality
of the lumber that goes through the process increases its market
value by $14,400. The total revenues from the installation of
the process thus amount to $81,800. The annual cost of oper-
ating is placed at $7,200, and the total cost of the equipment is

$21,900. The improvement in the quality of lumber going
through this process is due to the fact that it materially reduces
checking and warping and causes the lumber to take and hold
paint better than untreated lumber, because the remaining resins
in the wood are less liable to run when exposed to heat.

Owing to changing economic conditions, such as growing

scarcity of certain forest products, and the increasing demand
and higher prices, it is becoming feasible to utilize certain by-

products of wood that would not have been possible a few years

ago. Also, for the same reasons, the elimination or reduction

of waste incidental to the process of manufacture, becomes in-

creasingly important. Roughly speaking, a sawmill concerned

only with obtaining merchantable lumber from a log, can utilize

only about 25 or 30 per cent, of the entire tree as it stands in

the forest. This leaves a very wide margin for the develop-

ment of by-product utilization, now that the prices of forest

products begin to attain such a point and the market becomes
wide enough to make it profitable to recover them.

The National Lumber Manufacturers' Asosciation welcomes

all persons of an inventive mind to compete for these prizes,

which in all probability will be offered each year for some time

to come. To those unfamiliar with manufacturing processes or

desiring specific information, the technical department of the

association located in Washington, will be glad to answer all

inquiries. This is distinctly a movement for general public

benefit in the development of methods and processes that flow

from these competitions, because any additional uses of forest

material that is now wasted will have an obvious tendency to

moderate lumber prices. An analogy may be found in the meat
packing industry where, owing to the practically perfect utiliza-

tion of the whole of the raw material, the packers are able to

dispose of meat proper for a profit margin to themselves of

scarcely more than a cent a pound. There have even been times,

in fact, when the packing industry earned its way on the by-

products and disposed of the meat at a loss. It is evident, of

course, that where the product of an industry amounts to only

25 or 40 per cent, of the raw material, that product must carry

a relatively higher price than it would if the manufacturers de-

rived returns from by-products without increased operating ex-

pense in proportion.

East Kootenay Lumber Statistics

Norman Moore, District Forester in the Cranbrook District,

in making his annual report to the Department of Lands, gives

the following figures of timber production in the East Koot-
enays

:

TIMBER CUT IN CRANBBOOK FOREST DISTRICT
Jan. 1, 1922, to Dec. 31, 1922.

Description of Lands

1887 58,964,675

93,718

CP. Prior to April 7th, 1887

C.G. SulDsequent to April 8,

Pre-Emptions
Timber Licences 54,403,554

Timber Sales 4,969,674

Indian Reservations 57,000

Trespass on Vacant Crown Lands 463,613

Cut on Vacant Crown Land 34,216

Dominion Railway Belt
Montana Lands 435,274

Timber Leases
Hand Logger Licences
Free Use

o

120,120

106,117

32,410

Ah o

U CM

16

14,838.7

184

6,039

1,240

120

832,545

2,843

157,433

26,598

500

Total 119,421,835

Converted Total 163,795,037

258,647 22,437.7 1,019,919

Value of Lumber Industry, Cranbrook Forest District, $4,092,548.68.

MATERIAIi EXPORTED TO OTHER FROVINCES AND THE UNITED
STATES FROM THE CRANBROOK FOREST DISTRICT

From Jan. 1st, 1922, to Dec. 31st, 1922.

Materials Volume Value
Ry. Ties 962,605 423,546.20

U. S. Canada
423.546.20

Mine Props 3,656

Fence Posts 7,001

Piles and Poles i.: 205,975

Cordwood 1,147

Mine Ties 48

Saw Logs 1,753,441

Pulpwood 354,801

Total

28,334.00

45,506.50

22,657.25

6,308.50

456.00

21,918.00

6,031.60

554,758.05 16,206.60 538,551.45

10,175.00

6,031,60

28,334.00

45,506.50

12,482.25

6,308.50

456.00

21,918.00
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Mr. Retail Lumber Dealer! Do You Know
How to Sell Your Product at Fair Profit?

Ever since Pythagorus, the Greek philosopher, expounded
our system of mathematics, men have deUvered convincing ar-

guments by the use of cold, hard figures. Some people like

the phrase "figures never lie"; but figures do lie if used in-

correctly. Many business failures, especially among retailers,

when analysed, are found to be the result of insufficient know-
ledge in arriving at a correct selling price. Not a few men have
worked diligently and thought they were making a profit and
lc.ter found that their figuring had netted them a loss. This kind

of figuring is not the result of lack of acquaintance with the

practical end of the business, but not knowing how to figure all

items to secure a fair net profit.

Eliminate All Guesswork

Perhaps the man who gets into the worst hole is the one who
guesses or says he "ought" to make so much by marking his pro-

duct at a hit or miss price Supposing a man bought a car of

oak flooring at $155.00 per M. If he didn't make a practice of

doing his calculating on a sure basis when he sold a thousand feet

of flooring, his figuring to arrive at a selling price woukl be

something like this

:

Cost of Material $155.00

Profit {10% on Cost) 15.50

Total $170.50

He would now mark his commodity at say $205 tnd trust to

luck that the difference ($34.50) would more than cover the

overhead and perhaps he might make a little more than his 10%
net profit. How the correct method of calculating worked, was
this:

Cost of Material $155.00

Overhead (20%, $170.50) 51.00

Total - - $206.00

It is clear that he is selling his oak flooring for a dollar less

than it cost him, although he is convinced he is making, at least,

a 10% profit. Of course, not many dealers are doing business

this way, but there are some depending on making their bread

and butter by such hopeless guessing.

Another instance where figures are juggled badly is when a

man knows his cost of doing business but does not know,
clearly, how to use his knowledge. He finds at the end of the

year, or whenever he analyses his books, that his expenses

amounted to 20% of his sales. On the strength of this know-
ledge he figures something like this

:

Cost of Material ; $155.00

Expense (20% of Cost) 31.00

Profit (10% of Cost) 15.50

Total $201.50

In this case this is how the true figures tell what happened

:

Cost of Material $155.00

Expense (20% of Sales) 40.20

Total Cost ..$192.20
'

The net profit is therefore $6.30 or 3.1% of the selling price

which is a noticeable difference fnjm 10%; of cost, the anlici])ated

profits.

Two Different Bases of Figuring

The difference between actual and anticipated profits, de-

veloped in the above illustrations, are due entirely to the fact

that two dilTerent basis have been used in arriving at the selling

price. In the first instance the percentage of expenses of 20%
was reached by using the sales at selling prices. In the second

instance this percentage was applied to the sales at cost prices.

This is the error too often made by business men. Suppose the

cost of a given article or commidity is $1 and the merchant

wishes to add a margin of 33 l/3'/o to the selling price, how
v/ould he figure it? Adding 33 1/3% to the cost will not give

the desired result because: 33 1/3% of $1.00 equals 33 1/3%.

$1 plus 33 1/3* equals $1,33 1/3 or selHng price. 33 1/3 cents

divided by $1,33 1/3 equals 25%. Hence, instead of earning

33 1/% on the selling price, as he had planned, the business

man would actually earn 25% only, because different basis of

calculation were used.

The following figures give the equivalent percentages to be

applied to cost prices in order to secure a given margin of

profit on selling prices.

Desired per cent. Desired per cent. Selling prices Cost prices

on selling prices Corresponding cost ( Continncd

)

(Continned)

25 .333 35 .538

26 .351 36 .563

27 .370 37 .587

28 .390 38 .613

29 .410 39 .639

30 .430 40 .666

31 .450 41 .695

32 .471 42 .724

33 .493
•

43 .754

34 .515 44 .786

45 .818

In order to avoid confusing the two bases of figuring some-

thing should be taken that represents 100%, that is the selling

price. When one endeavors to take any part of it and call it

100% he encounters trouble. It is well then, to represent all

parts going to make up the selling price as lOOths of this 100%.

. Going back to the example of putting a price on the oak

flooring the different percentages making up the sales price

should be worked out in this manner:

Cost of Material $155.00 70% of Selling Price

Expenses 44.29 20% of Selling Price

Profit 22.14 10% of Selling Price

Selling Price $221.43 100% of Selling Price

To arrive at the selling price, each i)art of it must be re-

presented by a percentage shown above. If a 10% profit of

sales is desired and it is known that commercial burden or over-

head takes 20% of .sales, one has, therefore, accounted for

30% of the 100%. The cost of material ($155.00) must then

represent the remaining 70%.

The rule for obtaining the selling price whether the figures

are in cents or in millions is this: Divide the cost by the per-

centage it represents. The answer will be the selHng ])ricc,

100

($155.00 bv equals $221.43)—the .selling price.)
^70

After the selling price is determined it is easy to figure how-

much profit is made by the use of the percentages.

The various accountants employed in the British Columbia
lumber industry held a banquet at the Grosvenor Hotel, Van-
couver, on December 29th, with about thirty present, including
several .sawmill accountants from the Island.

I.
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The Blacksmith's Tools in Camp and Mill
Mounting the Anvil—Three Cutting Tools—Flatters and Set Hammers—Fullers and Swages—Punches

and Tongs—What They are Made of—How They Are Tempered and How Kept in Condition

Every official around a camp or mill should know some-

thing about blacksmithing, for much of the successful operation

of same depends on the prompt and efficient performance of

this department.

The best anvils are made with a wrought-iron or soft-steel

body and a face of tool steel about % in. thick. The horn

and table are not so faced, however, and they are said conse-

quently to be "dead." They do not wear nearly as well as they

would if they were faced with tool steel. The size of the anvil

is not rated by its dimensions, as being so many inches long or

Nvide, but by its weight, and this weight is marked on the face

of the anvil in three numbers. The first records the weight

in even hundredweights, the second the excess in weight in

quarter hundredweights over the nearest lower even figure and
last the excessive weight in pounds over the nearest lower even
figure for quarter hundredweights. The usual weight of an

anvil for shop use is between 100 and 150 lb. The pritchel and
hardie holes are used to hold tools in place and also serve for

the making of bends.

Three cutting tools are commonly used about the forge and

anvil. The "hot chisel" is used for cutting hot metal. As
shown in the view, the tool is held by the smith and the helper

strikes the tool with the sledge. When cutting hot metal the

chisel should be dipped in water after receiving several blows

from the sledge. This is done to prevent the cutting edge of the

tool from becoming heated to such a degree that all the temper
will be drawn from it and the chisel become so soft that the

edge will bend over. Under ordinary treatment the hot chisel

does not hold its temper and this is why it should never be used
on cold work.

For Heavy Cutting Dip Cold Chisel in Oil.

The cold chisel is used in the same manner as the hot

chisel, but the cutting edge is of a thicker cross-section. It is

designed so that heavy blows from the sledge can be delivered

without injury to the cutting edge. Compare the two chisels.

It will be noted how much shorter and thicker the cold chisel

The anvil is mounted on a solid wooden block, preferably

of oak, hedge (Osage orange) or ash. It should be cut square

on each end and should be about 20 in. long. The anvil should
be at such a height that a man standing erect and doubling the

knuckles of his hand could just touch the face. It should be
set 5 ft. from the centre of the forge and directly in front of
the fire and the floor should "be well leveled before the block
is placed in position. A piece of 1/4x1 l/4-in. soft steel is. se-

cured and bent around the waist of the anvil as shown in the

illustration. After this steel has been shaped to the outline of
the anvil a V4"in. hole is drilled in each end to receive the hold-
ing-down spike.

The anvil should be placed in the centre of the block, and
the strap should be spiked to the block. Though one of the
simplest methods for securing the anvil it is one of the best.

A wooden block is the best mounting for an anvil, as it gives
the necessary cushion for the solid mass of steel. It helps to
liven up the tool and makes it much easier to work on. The
anvil should be placed so that the horn is to the left of the
operator.

is on the cutting end. In using this tool in cutting heavy sec-

tions the edge should be dipped in oil, which will assist in keep-

ing the edges keen.

The hardie is set in the anvil by inserting its stem in the

square hardie hole. It should fit the hole loosely enough so that

it will not stick or wedge tight. It is used for light cutting

and for trimming hot or cold work. The hardie for hot work
is drawn out to a thin edge, but that which is used for cold work
is much thicker. The edges are designed somewhat like those

of hot and cold chisels, respectively.

When cutting stock a deep cut should be made around the

material. The stock is then placed on the edge of the anvil.

A few blows with the hammer will then break the stock. It

will be understood that the material in this operation is worked
cold.

The hardie, it will be noted, is a one-man tool, but though
it has this advantage over a hot or cold chisel it has the dis-

advantage that it cannot be used for large work. All three
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FIG. 3—HOT CHISEL FIG. 4—COLD CHISEL
The hot chisel should not be used on cold work for it does not
retain its temper and its edge will bend over. The cold chisel
is shorter and thicker than the hot chisel on its cutting end.
As a rule it is tempered harder also.

PIG. 6—FLATTER FIG. 7—SET HAMMER
The flatter and set hammer permit the making of bends

without leaving hammer marks on the stock thus forsed. The
material should be worked at a dull red heat and the tool dipped
in water before use.

cutting tools are formed from 0.7 to 0.8 per cent, carbon steel.

The temper should be drawn to a light straw color. When
the cutting edges become worn or blunted they can be ground

or redressed and tempered. The spoke of an old buggy wheel

makes excellent material for the handles of all forging tools

that are to be made of wood.

In forging work many tools are needed if a job is to be

properly finished. The flatter and set hammer are used for

practically the same purposes—smoothing and flattening work.

By using these tools when the material to be forged is at a

dull red heat and dipping the tool in water before it is applied

to the work, all the rough scale can be removed from the sur-

face, thus leaving a smooth, finished appearance. When mak-
ing a stock-gate hinge a right-angled bend is made. It is good
practice in this instance to use a flatter instead of a hand ham-
mer. A more even bend can be made and the surface of the

stock will not be made uneven by hammer marks. Flatters for

general work have a face from 2 to 3-in. square. The edges of

the face are slightly rounded, and because of that provision the

tool will leave no marks on the work.

When an offset of the thickness of the stock is desired a

piece of the latter is placed on the anvil, and the strap iron is

laid over this piece as shown. The work thus offset is then

forged into shape by the aid of the set hammer and sledge.

The set hammer is useful also when squaring up right-angled

bends. These hammers are made with faces from 2 to 2%
inches square.

The top and bottom fullers and top and bottom swages are

made in pairs. The bottom parts of these tools are designed to

fit in the hardie hole and the tops are provided with handles.

The forging blow is delivered by a sledge, the tools being held

in a stationary position. Fullers and swages are both sized by
the curved edges. A fuller with a curved edge of radius

would be termed a 1-in. fuller, as the curved edge would be the

same shape as one-half of a 1-in. bar.

The fuller is made in several sizes. The top and bottom
fullers are used for forming depressions or shoulders on oppo-
side sides of materials. They will also be found useful when
drawing out metal between shoulders or projections. 'The top
fuller is sometimes used singly in making scarfs for welds,
forming grooves, smoothing fillets or forming shoulders on only
one side of the forging.

The swage is used for rounding up work or forging round
shapes to a smaller size. When forging stock to a circular sec-

tion the swages are conveniently used for smoothing up after

the stock has been drawn to about the correct size. After weld-
ing a rod the swages are used to smooth up the weld.

When Tool Mushrooms it Should be Redressed.

If an extra-smooth job is desired the top swage can be
dipped in water occasionally. The operation is known as

"swaging." These tools are not tempered and the best grades
of them are made from drop forgings out of 0.8 to 0.9 per
cent, carbon steel. After these tools have been in severe service

the head of the tool mushrooms, and chips of steel may fly when
the tool receives a' blow from the sledge. This can be avoided

by redressing the head of the tool. To redress these tools, re-

move the handles and work the steel at a cherry-red heat. After
the operation is complete, permit the head of the tool to cool

slowly by placing it in ashes.

The small repair shop uses two methods of punching holes

in hot metals—the hand punch and one of a heavier type. This

latter punch is provided with a handle and driven by a sledge.

The hand punch is made from octagonal or round tool steel

and is about 8-in. long. The end is forged to a taper and is

made of the same shape but a little smaller than the hole to be

punched.

When punching, the hole is started by laying the work flat

on the anvil and driving the punch about two-thirds through it.

The work is then turned over and the punching is continued from
the other side. The hole can be located easily by the bulge in

the metal caused by the punching already accomplished. When
ihe punch is driven through, the work is held directly over the

round hole. If the hole is punched in this manner it is left

clean and to size.

When punching thick stock, after the punch is started the

tool is removed and the hole filled with powdered coal. This pre-

vents the punch fi^om wedging. Tools of this kind are tem-
pered and they should never be left in the heated work any
length of time, as the end will become soft and will enlarge
in the hole, which makes it nearly impossible to withdraw it.

This enlargement is called "upsetting." The size of these tools

is determined by the size of the hole which the punch will make.

When an irregular shape is to be forged, it is necessary to

take a pair of hollow-bit tongs and heat the jaws to a bright red.

The jaws of the tongs are then forged to fit the i)iece of stock

which is to be held. Sometimes the rivet in the tongs tightens

up in this opcpration. This may be relieved by first cooling the

tongs and then delivering several blows with the head of the
hammer on the head of the rivet, which is held over the hardie
hole on the anvil.

In holding stock it is important that the tong jaw fit through-
out its entire length. This type of tong is used to hold round
sock as well as square. In holding the larger sizes of stock a
link can be slipped over the handles. This will relieve the
workman from the work of gripping the tongs tightly and allow
him more freedom in handling the material.

When welding a head on the end of a rod to make a bolt,

the stock is held in the hollow-bit tongs. The tong jaws should
fit down on the stock snugly so as to ensure easy handling of
the piece while it is being forged. To make a special bolt, first

cut the stock, fit on the blank nut and then weld the nut and rod
together. After this operation is complete, cut the thread and
the bolt is complete. Using the proper tongs for a welding job
of this kind makes the operation much easier and insures a
better weld.

The link tong is an essential when welding chain links. It
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is made in such a manner that its jaws can be heated and fitted

to the hnk that is to be welded, for only a well fitting tong will

hold the link securely. When heating the link to a welding heat,

hold it in the fire with a small rod until that heat is reached.

The link tongs should be used only to remove the piece from the

fire when the weld is to be made and during the making of the

weld, for if they are used during the entire heating operations

they will be heated to such a degree that they will not hold

the link. This, however, applies only to smaller sizes of tongs.

In bending a short piece of steel to make a wagon-bed brace

the stock is held while being heated and forged with the flat-

jawed tongs. These tongs are made in various sizes to hold

diflferent thicknesses of stock. In using tongs the handles should

be far enough apart only to permit the smith to grip the handles

wiihout unnecessary reach. When the tong jaws are not suffi-

cientlv offsetted and so are too close together for the stock to be

securely held the handles are so far apart that it is impossible

to hold them with one hand. This can be adjusted by placing

the tong handles on the horn of the anvil as close to the rivet

as is permissible and bending the handles to the centre until the

proper distance is obtained.

When forging, a short piece of stock it should be securely

held if the best results are to be obtained. The box tongs are

found useful in many repair jobs, as they are designed to hold

square or round stock so that it will not slip when being forged.

It is important always that tongs should have and maintain a

firm hold on the material forged.

Shipments Completed During the Month
of December, 1922.

Loaded at Vancouver, B. C.

Ft. B.M.

S.S. Achilles -- 100,282 China
" Achilles - 301,762 Japan
" Africa Maru 409,850 Japan
" Birmingham City 305,942 United Kingdom
" City of Victoria 1,022,832 United Kingdom
" Edmore - ^ - 125,989 Japan
" Empress of Canada — 150,578 China
" Euryplus - -- 115,146 United Kingdom
" Indiana -- --- 75,463 United Kingdom
" Indiana 50,718 Spain
" Canadian Inventor — . 200,149 Japan
" Katuna - 74,629 United Kingdom
" Koshun Maru -.. 17,865 Japan
" Makura 34,156 Suva, Fiji

" Manilla Maru - 100,434 Japan
" Protesilaus 180,896 Japan
" Protesilaus 50,072 China
" Toyooka Maru 334,876 Japan
" Waimarino 197,475 New Zealand

3,849,114

Loaded at Genoa Bay, B. C.

S.S. City of Victoria 1,416,054 United Kingdom
" West Cahokia 1,054,328 Australia

2,470,382

Loaded at Chemainus, B. C.

S.S. Canadian Inventor , 1,055,698
" Canadian Inventor 1,008,880

Japan
China

2,064,578

SUMMARY
Ft BM

United Kingdom 3,010,066

Japan 2,727,519

Australia 1,054,328

China 1,309,812

New Zealand 197,475

Spain 50,718

Fiji Islands 34,156

Lumbermens' Educational Classes

The Lumbermens' Educational Class, which was started a

few months ago, is finding interest among the various depart-

ment heads of Vaneoviver sawmills and shingle mills. This
class meets every other week in the Board Room of the B. C.

Lumber and Shingle Manufacturers' Association, and is well at-

tended. A speaker is provided at each meeting to talk on a sub-

ject of general interest, .after which a general discussion is held.

T. G. Baird, Superintendent of the Vancouver Lumber
Company, Limited, spoke recently to the class on "Filling Or-
ders." He emphasized the importance of co-operation between
the planer, yard foreman and shipper. There were many points

n: connection with the filling of orders that should be given

consideration, such as the laying out of the day's work, in con-

junction with the available car supply, speeding up delivery and
preventing congestion. Mr. Baird spoke of the system of pro-

viding copies of orders on hand to all those concerned, which
meant more efficiency, though the fact that those working in the

shipping department were conversant with the movements and
progress of the order.

On account of so many different standards of lumber being

required by various markets, it was his opinion that the carry-

ing of rough stock and cutting to order had its advantage.

Mr. Baird also spoke on the question of "Running Blanks"
of the required education of the boom-man to the log value, and
the systematic loading of difl:erent lengths in diflferent p!les on
a truck.

Among those recently attending the Lumbermens' Educa-
tional Class have been : J. S. Atterbury, B. C. Timber & Trading
Co. ; T. C. Baird, Vancouver Lbr. Co. ; A. E. Beaulieu, B. C.

Lbr. & Shingle Mfrs.' Assn.; H. Beesley, Vancouver Lbr. Co.;

J. A. Birkenhead, S. M. Brundage, Knight Burphoe, Vancouver
Lbr. Co. ; R. C. Beswetherick, Eburne Saw Mills ; A. Banham,
Eburne Saw Mills; T. G. Barber, Restmore Mfg. Co.; W. L.
Buckall, Restmore Mfg. Co.; Colin C. Campbell, Vancouver Lbr.

Co. ; Chas. Carnsew, Roy F. Likely Co.
; J. R. Cosgrove, Van-

couver Lbr. Co.; Russell Craig, Vancouver Lbr. Co.; S. M.
Connolly, Eburne Saw Mills ; C. N. Effinger, B. C. Fir & Cedar;
R. L. Fraser, Vancouver Lbr. Co. ; Allan Gaugh, Alberta Lbr.

Co.
; Jack P. Gilbert, Vancouver Lbr. Co. ; C. Gould, Dominion

Creosoting & Lbr. Ltd.
;
Reg. F. Graves, Vancouver Lbr. Co. ; W.

Grayell, Robertson & Hackett Sawmills Ltd. ; W. E. Gilbert,

Robertson & Hackett Sawmills Ltd. ; W. H. Graham, Eburne
Saw Mills ; S. H. Hart, Vancouver Lbr. Co. ; Tom Holmes,
Canadian Western Lbr. Co.

; J. E. Landcui, Alberta Lbr. Co.

;

Frank Menzies, False Creek Lbr. Co. ; C. J. O'Neil, B. C. Tim-
ber & Trading Co. ; Geo. Robinson, Vancouver Lbr. Co. ; G. L.

Read, Eburne Saw Mills Ltd. ; Earl Sanders, Vancouver Lbr.
Co.; B. N. Smith, Van. Lbn Co.; C. J. Shwf, Robertson &
Hackett ; W. Thomas, Eburne Saw Mills, H. Thomas, Eburne
Saw Mills

; Jack Vigurs, Van. Lbr. Co.
; Jess Wright, Van. Lbr.

Co. ; R. A. Wood, Robertson & Hackett.

8,384,074

Extend Trade in B. C. Forest Products

L. C. Walker, of the Forest Products Market Extension
Bureau, of Vancouver, B. C, is spending some time in Eastern
Canada in the interests of trade extension and developing open-
ings for Coast products particularly in fir and hemlock.

Mr. Walker was formerly sales manager of the Whalen
Pulp & Paper Co. and previous to that was with the Dominion
Creosoting & Lumber Ltd., of Vancouver. The work of Mr.
Walker will be largely conducted from the office of the B. C.

Lumber Commissioner, 51 Yonge St., Toronto. He is visiting

all the railway car shops in Ontario and the eastern provinces
1o learn their requirements and other data relating to contracts
for decking, sheeting, lining, framing and heavy sills.

Mr. Walker is also endeavoring to procure standard specifica-

tions in connection with materials that the railways may need
for rolling equipment so that western forest products may come
in on a fair competitive basis with woods that have been used
for a number of years. Mr. Walker will spend some time in

Montreal and other eastern cities.
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The British Columbia Market
It cannot be said that there is any great advance in ship-

ments of British Cohimbia lumber and shingles at this time, yet

there is a tone of optimism prevailing among all branches of the

industry based on the general belief that the next few months
will see an increased volume of forest products go from this

province. In this connection it is expected that the United

States will be one of the biggest consumers, as is evidenced by a

steady demand at the present time from across the line.

While there may be many fundamental reasons for optim-

ism at this time, there is still a veil of uncertainty prevailing

due to the unsettled conditions in Europe. With the countries

of the East in a state of turmoil, it is hardly wise to base cer-

tain claims for a wave of prosperity. Until aff-airs in Europe
have straightened themselves, permanent progress is, to say the

least, inidefinfj^e. The majority of lumber man,ufacture>i-s( in

British Columbia believe that any rush of orders from the United
States for lumber will be limited to a few months, while others

are of the opinion that there will be little change in the already

existing demand.

The prairies continue to be out of the market, with little

promise of any business developing from this field for some
months. A certain amount of spring buying will be done, it is

expected, but nothing more than the general sorting of stock and
the filling of depleted lines. The retailers continue to spend the

bulk of their time on collections and what business is being done

is on a cash basis.

Eastern Canadian business remains about normal with a

fair demand for uppers. Douglas Fir timbers are being ship-

ped to the industrial centres. This market, with the co-operation

of the Lumber Commissioner's office in Toronto, and with the

trade extension work carried on by the Timber Industries Coun-
cil gives fair promise of an outlet for a considerable volume of

British Columbia lumber and shingles. Many manufacturers

are of the opinion that the eastern retailer and the lumber-con-

suming factories of the east are not as yet sufficiently familiar

with western grading rules and with the many qualities of

Douglas, Fir. This disadvantage is gradually being taken care

of and western forest products are now becoming more firmly

cemented in favor with the eastern buyer.

Rail shipments to United .States during the past month have

shown a steady increase. American wholesalers continue to

look to British Columbia for large quantities of dimension and
car material. With many of the mills closing down for annual

repairs, these orders have been hard to fill. The eastern cities

are reported to have large building programmes and stocks

are said to be very low in retail yards. Should this information

be true, United States will undoubtedly continue to require a

large quantity of west coast products.

Shipments to the Atlantic Seaboard maintain the interest

of the manufacturer, who is finding a ready market there with

prices averaging from $18 to $20, and in some instances as

high as $22. Hemlock quotations to Atlantic seaboard run from

$1.00 to $2.00 le-ss.

Australia continues to take a large volume of lumber, head-

ing the list for foreign shipments of British Columbia fir. One
full steamer cargo of merchantable was recently shipped to

Cape Town, South Africa, the chief specifications being 3x9.
Japan appears to be in the market for both large and baby

squares, but not willing to pay present prices, which are $2.50

under what tide-water mills are asking. The latter find it more
profitable to take on the orders for car material, which are com-
ing in from the United States, than to accept the business

offered by the Japanese buyer.

China continues to send in many enquiries, but is doing

ver>^ little buying, the high prices, as in the case of Japan keep-

ing her out of the market.

The United Kingdom is buying in small parcel shipments

of merchantable. Freight rates recently stiffened to 100 shil-

lings, which does not enable the British Columbia mills to meet

the Baltic competition. The same holds good of enquiries for

ties.

The mills are fully booked on export orders to the first of

March, and with every indication of a continued volume of

this business showing. Some figures recently compiled show
that British Columbia export shipments totalled over 125,000,000

feet for 1922 as compared with 93,000,000 for 1921. The total

foreign shipments from all sources will, of course, be much in

access of this.

The demand for Red Cedar shingles has dropped off of late

due undoubtedly to dealers taking inventory at the end of the

year, with no desire to increase their stocks until this had been

accomplished. The shingle mills are all operating with no appar-

ent surplus of stocks on hand.

After a temporary shut-down of from three to four weeks,

the logging operators have again opened their camps. Reports

would indicate that there is no surplus of logs in the water.

Nail Holding Qualities of Wood Investigated

To the many thousands of tests which the Forest Products

Laboratories of Canada have made at McGill University, Mon-
treal, to determine the strength and other characters of Can-
adian woods has been added a series of tests on the ability of

these woods to take and hold nails. It was felt that the results

of such tests should have considerable significance for a num-
ber of manufacturers as the use of nails is not confined to the

making of crates and packing cases but is the practice in certain

departments of nearly every lumber-using industry.

The material used for these tests is part of that obtained for

the making of strength tests. This fact will enable the results

of nailing tests to be compared with those of other tests for

strength, hardness, etc., on the same material. The pieces used
for nailing tests are 41/2 inches thick. The nails used are three

inch wire nails of good Canadian manufacture.
The driving and pulling are done on a 30,000 pound Olsen

Universal Testing Machine provided with special attachments
for this work.

Thirty nails or more are driven by a special device into each

piece of wood to be tested. The nails are properly spaced and
driven at a uniform speed to a depth of two inches by the ma-
chine which registers the force required to drive each nail. In
the case of wood in the 'green' condition half of the nails are

pulled out on the same day as they are driven and the piece is

put away to season. When air-dry, the rest of the nails are

pulled out. The force required to draw the nails from green
wood can, therefore, be compared with that required after the
same wood is air-dry. Driving and pulling tests are also made
on wood which is .seasoned before driving.

The work of testing all the commercial woods of Canada
in respect to their nailing qualities will thus progress at the same
si)eed as the strength tests and in a few months a number of
interesting results should be available. The work can hardly be
accelerated for seasoning takes time, but if results of import-
ance appear in the course of the work they will be published.
It is thought that the results may have some influence on the
.selection of woods for certain purposes.

The nail-factor has not been overlooked at the Laboratories
for although a single type of nail is used for tests in which dif-

ferent woods are to be compared as regards their nail-holding
qualities yet it is recognized that the type of nail which should
be used in the industries is of considerable importance. A series

of tests has been begun on the driving and holding characters
of different types of nails, plain, cement coated, barbed, etc. The
behavior of these various types when used in certain commonly
used woods is therefore being revealed by tests similar to those
already described.

I
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Some Types of Present Day Lumbermen
j\Ianv a man is wondering why his organization does not

function to belter advantage; why the results, from a productive

standpoint, are not greater and the spirit of co-operation more

in evidence. Such a one is often the "boss" of the establishment

and wants everybody to know it. He evidences a glowing satis-

faction in the knowledge that he is "the man" and the others are

"merelv working for him." Probably better results would be

achieved if such a consequential, standoffish individual describ-

ed himself as "one of the men" and let it be known that the

others were working with him.

It is easy to lead but difficult to drive. To inspire loyalty

and devotion on the part of employees is a factor that counts

materially on the high road to success. It is perhaps the fault

of a great many so-called employers that they take themselves

too seriously and have not the saving grace of humor or relax-

ation.

There are lumbermen today who are too busy to attend con-

ventions and hear practical, helpful addresses delivered by pro-

gressive fellow-members of the business. They have no time

to be present at district meetings and confer with associates of

the industry from other towns. A man highly respected in the

trade passes out and there are lumbermen who cannot possibly

spare an hour or two to attend the last solemn rites. They are

chasing something, perhaps the elusive, almighty dollar. They
are always behind in their work, always overstocked, always

busy catching up with deliveries, scoring themselves for not

keeping their promises, apologizing for balks or breaks, excusing

delays in jobs and generally wishing that something would hap-

pen so that they could catch up with things generally.

This is another type of lumberman that is frequently encoun-

tered, and it might be added that he is too busy to talk to trav-

ellers, chat with a visiting member of the trade or devote part

of his time to public service, ^e must keep going and going.

He proceeds along a narrow groove, working overtime and never

getting very far ahead.

Then there is yet another stamp of lumberman. He is the

chap that is always putting something over on the other fellow,

who boasts that he does not place all his cards on the table at

once or that he has something up his .sleeve. He might be liken-

ed to a gunman. He talks with abandon about firing and hiring

or about making a killing or getting the drop on someone. He
arrogates to himself the superior virtue that he is able to brow-

beat his employees or certain customers, and can put the "fear of

the Lord" in them. By this he really means the fear of himself.

Such a human may be able to awe or drive certain people and
to engender fear, which might better be termed hatred, resent-

ment or indignation. He never stimulates others to fresh or

unitd effort, encourages teamwork or gets the co-operative re-

sults of the members of a plant working with one purpose and
one aim.

There are other types whom a traveller, a customer or an

employee readily recognizes. There are too many classes to de-

scribe in detail. There is the fussy, nervous retailer, th pro-

verbial kicker, the eternal knocker, the suspicious individual who
always imagines that someone is trying to put something over

on him or that his competitors are ready to steal away his good
name or stab him in the back. Others are jealous of the pro-

gress made by fellows in a similar line and are inclined to be

satirical or contemptuous, derisive or denunciatory.

The ideal man in the trade is he who seeks to put into prac-

tice in his everyday transactions the principles of the Golden
Rule, and to consider others as he desires to be considered.

The Effects of Good Lighting
A factory illumination authority has said that a factory

whose lighting equipment has not been relamped within the past

five years, is obsolete. In connection with lighting, the factory

manager must consider three things; the window illumination,

the electric units for artificial lighting and the factory decora-
tion. The effects of good lighting, of bright and cheery sur-

roundings in the work room includes

:

1. Better working conditions,

2. Increased production,

3. Greater accuracy in workmanship.
4. Less spoilage,

5. Reduced bills for lighting,

6. Neatness and sanitation of plant.

7. Less eye-strain,

8. Reduction of accidents,

9. Improved morale among employees,
0. Reduction in labor turnover.

If one neglects one of the three essentials, the chance of
securing all the ten resultants are greatly reduced.

Can Sawdust Be Used as a Fuel?

To a thoughtful man the sight of one of those large incin-

erators which are the most prominent feature of so many Can-
adian lumber mills invariably conveys the impression of wilful

waste. The fact that much more than a million tons of saw-
dust are destroyed in such appliances every year is surely some-
thing to think about. But what else can be done with it? Fifty
uses might be named but none of them would account for more
than the smallest fraction of the whole amount of sawdust pro-

duced.

The most important raw material of industry is fuel, and it

is as fuel that sawdust may become useful. The problems con-

nected with the utilization of sawdust as fuel are somewhat sim-

ilar to those presented b}^ the use of lignite and for this reason

the Forest Products Laboratories of Canada of the Department
of the Interior are watching with interest the work of the De-
partment of Mines in the hope that it may -throw some light

upon the problem of the use of sawdust in briquette form.
The present time, when fuel is so hard to get, would seem a

propitious opportunity for such research and the Laboratories
are anxious to be able to give an encouraging reply to the oft

repeated enquiry—How can we utilize our sawdust?

An optimist is one who makes the best of it when he gets

the worst of it.

No man can stand still in accomplishment. He either goes

forward or backward.

Men do a lot of things if they need the money—some of them
will even go out and work for it.

SHOWING THE AMOUNT OF TIMBER IN BOARD FEET SCALED IN BRITISH COLUMBIA
DURING THE MONTH OF NOVEMBER, 1922.

Douglas Fir

Cranbrook 4,965,088

Prince George ..- 31,041

Williams Lake .... 120,232

Kamloops 6,399,886

Xelson 1,183,579

Vernon 769,160

Total Interior ....13,468,986

Pr. Rupert 1,419,960

Vancouver 74,527,066

Total Coast 75,947,026

Total for B. C. 89,416,012

Yellow White Jack

Red Cedar Spruce Hemlock Balsam Pine Pine Pine

1,054,548

114,473

120,000

475,716

48,959

67,584

5,041

70,000

815,957 283,835 417,221

3,680,039

2,164,343

1,650,218

2,114,692793,851 1,998

3,104,683

3,920,6405,844,382 1,813,696 793,851 142,625 4,048,745 419,219

3,053,592

31,233,343

34,286,935

40,131,317

6,059,209

2,638,346

8,697,555

10,511,251

3,189,940

21,220,735

24,410,675

25,204,526

1,073,985

520,187

1,594,172

1,736,797

981,651

981,651

4,902,291 4,048,745 419,219

TOTAL ALL SPECIES 181,562,441 Ft. B.M.

Larch

1,440,043

559,436

78,750

2,078,229

2,914,297

2,914,297

4,992,526

Cotton-

wood

44,025

24,266

68,291

68,291

Other

Species

105,250

105,250

853

25,363

26,216

131,466
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AMONG PRAIRIE WHOLESALERS

While price quotations to prairie trade during the past sev-

eral weeks have been a little ,less than those which obtained at

mid-season, a slight strengthening is now becoming noticeable.

The lower trend of prices during the latter part of the year

was due to the desire of the retailers to go through the winter
with stocks reduced to a minimum. This coupled with the

slackening demand from Eastern Canada and the embargo which
was placed on Canadian Railway equipment entering the United
States were the factors which slightly reduced the rail trade
orders.

The price situation during the past few days has revealed

considerable strength ; the embargo on railway equipment to the

United States has been lifted-; more interest is being shown in

West Coast lumber by the trade of Eastern Canada. All these

factors, together with the fact that yard stocks are extremely
low, seem bound to create considerable buying from now on.

The American trade is taking the initiative in placing or-

ders for spring requireme^its, which has eliminated a few soft

spots in the market during the past several weeks.

The American railroads are buying heavily, many of their

orders areaching British Columbia mills.

Cargo business is in fair demand and the Atlantic sea-

board business shows indications at present of a heavier demand
from that section for West Coast lumber than was even ex-

perienced during 1922.

Those in the trade who make a careful survey of all the

markets in which there is a demand for West Coast lumber
are of a lirm opinion that prices from now on will show some
advance over present quotations. Stocks at the mills are below
normal, and in most cases are not well assorted, especially is

this true of upper grades.

The larger buyers are aware of this situation which indi-

cates that they will not delay the placing, of orders for such

stock as they will require for early spring business.

A Different View.

A well known prairie lumberman throws a different view

on the subject of prices. He had been confidently expecting a

continuation of the heavy building in the United States and East-

ern Canada, and with it some strengthening in lumber prices as

a result. However, a recent Babson report, which he received,

was to the effect that owing to the heavy building of the past

year in the United States much of the housing shortage has been

relieved and it predicts less building in the 1923 season.

In anticipation of the continued heavy demand for lumber

in the United States for the coming, season, production had been

considerably increased in all the Western Canada camps. If the

expected demand from the United States does not eventuate the

market will be well enough supplied with lumber to more than

fill the badly depleted stocks of the whole country, and instead

of a stiiTening in prices next .spring, our informant points out

that there may even be a slight softening.

This may be so, but there are many who will be inclined

to disagree with this opinion. Building is still going ahead in

the United States, where there is every inducement lent the

home-builder in the way of loans on easy terms. From all the

market centres come reports that the price tendency is upward
at present.

Spring Placing Not Yet Developed.

Apart from the slight stiffening in prices, the general situ-

ation of the country has not changed materially during recent

weeks. There is ]>ractically no demand for immediate con-

sumption. Wholesalers are plainring for the coming sea.son.

But, even though buying on the Prairies has not yet de-

veloped, and though dealers are inclined to hold off for the

present, due to the uncertainty of future trade and because

they are carrying a heavy load of unpaid accounts, there are,

in. most localities farmers and others who have sufficient means
to enable them to make improvements and even invest in new
buildings where necessary.

In all probability there is much more money in the country

than has yet appeared on the surface. Many farmers, as well

as liquidating a considerable portion of their debts to the finan-

cial institutions, banks, mortgage companies and implement

firms, have heeded the talk of curtailed credits and taken the

precaution to salt away some ready cash, in order to keep their

purchasing power as strong as possible. This means that much
of the buying in the future will be for cash. Furthermore, the

farmers as a whole, have now a much better financial standing

with banks with proportionately increased buying powers.

The prairie wholesalers are not marking time. They are

giving the retailer full information regarding the trend of the

market. A rising market is always a sales stimulant.

Cut Announced in Dues on Dry Timber
With a view to encouraging larger operations in the bush

and providing employment for more men, the Dominion govern-

ment has reduced in the three prairie provinces for this winter

the dues on dry timber, A. F. Crowe, federal government timber

agent in Winnipeg, announced recently.

The dues on dry timber cut under government permit have

been reduced from 75 cents a cord to 25 cents a cord, Mr. Crowe
stated, and the dues on lumber cut from dry timber on permit

berths have been reduced from $3 to $2.50 per 1,000 feet b.m.

The Inductions have been vmder consideration for some
time, and are the result of many applications from settlers and
the public at large. Mr. Crowe said he was satisfied the tarifif

cuts would have the effect of considerably increasing the output

of lumber and cordwood this winter, and that the clearance on dry

timber would benefit the government, the settlers and the public

alike. The danger of forest fires would be lessened to a certain

extent also.

Mr. Crowe pointed out that no i^eduction had been made in

the government rate on green timber.

Much Lumber Is Being Cut at

Whitecourt
Three Mills Operating Close to Northern Town — They

Will Employ Many Men.
Three mills are now working in the vicinity of Whitecourt,

and as a result of their operations about eight million feet of

lumber will be shipped into Edmonton from the north.

On the north side of the Athabasca river the Western Con-
s'.ruction company have a large mill turning out lumber under
the management of Jas. Miller. At the present time about 80
men are being employed, but it is expected that the servics of

about one hundred and fifty will be required later. Two mills

arc in operation by Mr. Miller, one a stationary outfit and the

other portable, both being operated at the same location. Five
million or more feet of lumber will be cut here from green tim-

ber, all of which will be shipped out to Edmonton.

Thirteen miles up stream from the junction of Macleod
and Athabasca rivers, T. Stewart is putting in a portable mill op-

erated by a steam tractor which will employ about a dozen
men. About half a million feet of logs has already been cut,

with still more trees to come down. I'-ight miles from the mouth
of the Macleod, J. .Simmons is putting in another portable mill

of much the same description as the foregoing; tliis will em-
l)loy fifteen men and will turn out about two million feet of
lumber, while yet another portable mill is to establish itself in

the Whitecourt vicinity this winter.
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Save the Foresf -The Nations Call

EDITOR'S NOTE: The following is the second installment of an article by Mr. Fred Brown, of Shevlin-Clarke Company,

Limited, Fort Frances, Ont., oji Causes, Protection and Preventative Measures of Forest Fires in Canada.

It might be well to enumerate the main features of a good forest

fire law.

1. Fire Wardens. Wardens should be nominated and well paid

by the province. They should be efficiently controlled by a superior

provincial organization, and should have small well defined beats (geo-

graphical units rather than political units). Wardens should prevent

rather than extinguish forest fires. Fire observatories, fire finders, fire

telephones, air and seaplanes should be at their disposal, all manned
with an efficient personal during the fire season, aturally fire wardens
must be physically capable to stand the frightful strain which the battle

against a forest fire involves. They must be properly trained and must
command absolute respect within the communities composing their beat.

There must not be any political bias connected with their work. The
best man is just good enough for the position of warden. The future

of Canada is at stake.

2. Helpers. The warden and his stafif must be authorized to

demand and enforce assistance from every able-bodied male within their

beat, against a wage so low that it will not form an inducement for

incumbarism on the side of malcreants seeking a remunerative job, and
again a wage so high that it will form an actual remuneration for ser-

vice actually rendered. Also the warden must have authority to re-

quisition wagons, automobiles, food, axes, spades and hoes and any
implement whatsoever within his beat which in his discretion might be

needed to prevent or to stop a forest fire.

3. Observation. Whoever observes a forest fire small or large

must be required by the law to immediately notify the nearest warden
or a member of his staff. Telephone messages and telegrams concern-

ing fires should receive prompt treatment by the telephone and tele-

graph companies.

4. Use of Fires. The law must regulate the use of hunters'

fires, fishermens' and campers' fires. More especially the duties of forest

guides must be regulated in detail. Proper licenses for guides form the

basis of the system which the warden is called upon to supervise. Also,

campers, hunters and others should have, and must have, a permit for

which a fee of a couple of dollars should be imposed, such fee to be used
in the improvement and maintenance of fire fighting appliances (motor-

cycles, etc.)

We are all familiar with the laws and regulations in force concern-

ing the settler and his activities in burning slashing and debris. We all

know also the laws and regulations governing the running of trains

during the dry season in wooded areas, the keeping free from inflam-

mable matter the right of way, the patrolling of the right of way after

passing of passenger and freight trains, the regulations concerning the

spark arresters and screening of ash pans, etc. But one thing is most
essential and that is the electrification of all railroads. We only have
started to use Hydro electricity. Take for instance, the Columbia
river, its cascades and falls are capable of developing three and a half

million horse power and its present development is less than half a

million horsepower.

5. Tobacco. Many fires are caused by sparks from smoking
pipes or by cigars and cigarettes and matches thrown away in the

woods. A ranger, not long ago, lighted while walking one mile, a

doen cigarettes and threw them away after a few puf¥s. Out of the

dozen, 9 started fires, of course to be immediately extinguished by the

party following the ranger. It only was an experiment and it proved
the danger lurking in a live cigarette or cigar butt. During a dry
season, by due proclamation through the public press, any smoking in

the woods might be placed under the ban of the law. The use of to-

bacco pipes, unless covered by metal lids, might be generally prohibited.

The best law is of no use unless there is a police staff created for

its strict enforcement. The law itself can be cheaply made, its exe-
cution however, involves in a woodland country and in the case of
forest fire laws, a heavy expense. Who shall be called upon to shoulder

the burden? Shall the province alone pay from its war depleted trea-

sury? Shall the burden rest essentially on counties or parishes, the

backwoods sections requiring aid the worst are also the poorest sec-

tion, or shall the burden rest on the owners of woodland alone? When
the main hindrance to protective efficiency lies in the vmremunerative-

ness of forestry under the prevailing system of unlimited competition

among the producers of wood and timber. Also is it not true that one

and the same legal provision neither applicable nor enforceable in pro-

vinces as large as Quebec, Nova Scotia, Ontario and British Columbia,

in all county or parishes alike ? And if this is so is it not preferable for

the provincial legislature to merely enact the main frame of a forest fire

law, leaving to its minor political units the regulations of certain details

within that main frame of the law.

Punishments.

Draconic law fails to be in a democratic country a good law^ be-

cause no jury will enforce it. Nevertheless, when the' whole future of

Canada is at stake, the law must be severe. No fine is sufficiently high

to atone for maliciousness carelessness. Imprisonment alone forms an
adequate punishment in such cases. Malice and intention are hard to

prove, the accused always enjoying the benefit of the doubt. Yet when
the public prosecution succeeds in proving its case, the law must not

permit the jury to impose a mere fine.

When it comes to fires originating from carelessness or when a

citizen has failed to comply with the duties imposed upon him by the

law (e.g., when an observer of a fire fails to notify the authorities) the

prosecuting attorney has, the experience of the courts will prove, inv ari-

ably a hard and thankless task on his hands. There is only one remedy
—an unusual remedy—the presumption of guilt must rest against the

e;ccused. The accused must be held to prove his innocence rather than

that the prosecutor is had to prove negligence. Unusual conditions re-

quire, when the welfare of the whole country is at stake, unusual
measures. It is not ours, a forester's, task to find the proper ways and
means to a desired end. Let the legal profession solve the problem of

constitutionality for the enactments demanded by the forester.

Lumber Precincts to Which a Given Law Should Apply.

The economic conditions prevailing in the various sections of the

Canadian Empire are so diversified, owing to differences in settlement,

in climate, character of soil, in transportation facilities and so on, that

confronting that diversity, a uniform forest law seems scarcely appli-

cable to all considered parts of the Empire.

Before considering the problem of uniformity of forest laws, let

us ask ourselves, however, whether or not, as the matter now stands, it is

not better to confine our discussion to such sections of the Empire as

are naturally and economically predestined for permanent forestry. Why
it might be asked should we scatter our efforts over precincts eventually

not so predestined? Why waste money? Why attempt the impossible,

yet the unnecessary? And why should we, in Canada, repeat the grave
mistake made by forest propaganda in the U. S. A., the mistake of

attempting too much and of obtaining too little, the mistake of advocat-
ing one and the same system of forestry for all sections and for all

conditions of all lands alike?

Contrawise, there are certain counties and sections of counties so

situated and so favored by nature that farming and stock-raising will

not rank within them any forestry of the future.

To us it seems as if the provincial legislature should in forest laws
to be enacted, designate and describe the counties and in their judgment,
the sections of counties which are predestined for forestry. A county
should be designated as a forestry county if to all appearances of today,

more than 30 per cent, of its surface will be left unclaimed within the
next 30 years for farming or pasturage ; and further, if the wood prod-
uctive capacity of the land not thus claimed exceeds one-quarter per
cord per acre per year. Farmer, forester and geologist must com-
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bine to transfer theoretical lines of a defination onto the concrete con-

fines of a map, to be legalized by the provincial authorities.

If we can not well protect all the provinces from fire, let us well

protect all its forestry counties and concessions and all its forestry par-

ishes. Dift'erentiation secures efficiency—conglomeration invites failure.

Even at that, there are such gigantic differences in the condition and in

the development of the forestry counties within one and the same pro-

vince that the forest fire law should be as already hinted, in its main
body a "frame law." Within this frame, the various forestry counties

might be left to elect, at their discretion, a more intricate and more
expensive, or less intricate and less expensive alternative, concerning the

organization of the fire service. The criminal law, of course, must be

alike for all sections of the land whatever their forestal character may be.

Why this undecidedness ? Why this leeway left for the individual

forest county? Will it not increase the difficulties at provincial head-

quarters ?

Certainly so, yet when the forestry county is called upon to pay a

])art of the fire expense incurred within it, as we propose first to do,

it seems wise and democratic to allow it a certain latitude or choice. The
cheaper system might be tried first and should it be found wanting,

might be converted into the more expensive system. Also the owners
of large holdings within a county might see their way clear toward de-

fraying, voluntarily, the dift'erence between the large medium and small

expense bills, so that the forestry country as such need not pay more
than the legal minimum. Finally, co-operation between provincial and
county authorities is essential. This co-operation will be the closer if

the responsibilities are well balanced between province and county.

How Should the Expense be Met?

The province should pay all expenses incurred by its forest de-

partment at the seat of the provincial government. The expenses in-

curred within various forestry counties should be shared equally

between province, county and woodland owners, each of these three

contributors paying one-third of the total required. Naturally, this

expense will be light in some years and heavy in others. It might be
well to create equalization funds, into which flows in favorable years,

the excess pay and on which the staff might draw in years of danger of

droughts and of conflagrations. The equalization fund should be ad-

ministered by the treasurer of the forestry county and should be con-

trolled by the provincial authorities under rules and regulations pre-

scribed by them.

It is to be expected that resistance to the three partition proposed
v>'ill come, essentially from the counties or districts. Yes, unless the

county is in a sense half responsible for the negligence of her citizens

in the matter of forest fires, what interest can she be expected to have
as a county in the welfare of the forests of the whole county? Forest
protection is a provincial matter, a county matter, and a matter of

concern to the owner. The three party partition of expense and of

responsibility is not only wise, nay, it is essential for success.

The Provincial Share of the Expense.

How shall the province obtain the funds required for its share in

the expense incurred?

There are the crown lands and the revenue derived from them
must, in the first instance, serve our purpose. Also there is the embargo
on pulpwood cut from crown lands, the receipts of which, unfortunately,

flows into the central Dominion treasury at Ottawa, while they ought
to revert to the province from which the wood is derived. A new
law is required to alter this evident injustice.

Using the so-called Copper-bill, fathered by Gifford Pinchot and now
before the U. S. Senate for a precoursor, the province might be au-

thorized to levy a fee of 5 cents payable by the owner of the land, from
every cord of wood, and full wood included, and from every 1,000 feet

of timber cut within its boundaries. We do not advocate this scheme.
On the other hand, the collection of the fees will meet, to be just, with
enormous difficulties. On the other hand, the forest owner who is

apt to be within a forestry country, among the chief tax-payers, would
defray, in that case, much more than his nominal third of the fire

expenses.

As in the U. S. A. under the Weeks law, so might the Dominion
assist from its treasury, the province adopting an efficient forest fire

law. Every forester should advocate this course, which has led to

admirable results South of the international boundary. The forestry

problem is a Canadian problem more than it is a provincial problem.

Finally, there is the plan proposed by the Hon. Frank J. D. Barn-

1^ jum/of Annapolis Royal, Nova Scotia, which intends to secure, among
* other advantages, a considerable revenue for the Dominion (and

through it for the Provinces) by levying an embargo of $10.00 from all

pulpwood, regardless of original ownership, crossing the international

boundary from North to South. In this case, forest revenue can be

obtained, to all appearances, by the province at the least possible ex-

pen'se. Collection is easy. Control is easy.

Further advantages of an embargo are primarily of an educational

character. The d'scussion of the merits of an embargo can not fail to

draw public attention to an actually appalling situation. This advan-

tage remains even if the legislature should fail to make an appropriate

enactment. The destruction of wood, unlimited today, will be checked;

the owner of a freehold hoping and waiting for the embargo to be

laised or to be lowered, will postpone his cutting operations.

An embargo is, as stated, an easy means to raise money for the

development of Canadian forestry, and the protection of the forests.

An embargo protects the Canadian industries and the labor em-

ployed in them. Canada has used about 3,000,000 cords of pulp wood
annually. Last year export figures show L500,000 cords or just

enough to supply half of our present manufacturing capacity for one

year. What this means in wages, for homes, new towns, railroads, etc.,

must be left to the imagination and to the good sense of the reader.

This same 1,500,000 cords sold over the line for about $15,000,000 would
represent, if manufactured in Canada, according to the grade and
quality of paper manufactured, a money circulation of from $90,000,000

to $112,000,000. Is it worth while to levy an export tax or is it better

policy to let American buyers come over here and buy thousands of acres

at a price from $20 to $30 per acre and cut these over, shipping the

wood across the line, leaving for us a tremendous fire hazard, which,

in ninety-nine cases out of a hundred leaves us not the slightest chance

for a second growth. This surely resembles the parable of "selling

one's birthright for a mess of pottage." The export figures available

to date show that Japan took during the first three months of 1922 from
the state of Washington 119,000,000 feet and 54,000,000 feet from
Oregon. B. C. exported during the same period 71,660,541 feet, as

compared with 29,802,735 feet during the corresponding period in the

preceding year, an increase of $41,857,600. Japan was the largest buyer.

Between the ravages of fire, wind, bugs and the axe, Canada will soon

be out of the woods.

Naturally, the Canadian pulp and paper industry will, when its

financial position is improved, increase its activity in forest conservation.

An embargo is of international importance. Its very discussion, on
both sides of the international boundary, will make it clear to the two
great governments of Canada and the U. S. A. that neither of them can

solve the forestry problem without the co-operation of the other. The
forestry problem is an international problem. The sooner the friends

of forestry awaken to this truism, the quicker will come the day for

Canadian forestry.

From what funds shall the province defray its one-third share of

the expense, together with its expenses at headquarters of an efficient

forest fire service? Our answer is this: If and inasmuch as the

receipts from crown timber and from the present embargo on pulp-

wood obtained from limits does not cover the expense, if and inasmuch
as the Dominion can not be induced to offer financial aid to the pro-

vincial expense must be met by the general taxes imposed. To these

taxes, it might be said in parenthesis, the owner of woodlands contribute

on a large scale. The province might also issue to all who enter its

forests for the purpose of camping, fishing, hunting, etc., a permit at a

nominal fee of $2.00 per head. This seems advisable to first of all keep

a check on who enters the woods, and secondly it would increase the

funds for fire fighting equipment to a considerable amount. For per-

manent improvements such as roads, fire observatories, fire telephones,

airdromes, etc., a forestry loan, redeemable in ten years, might be used.

The County's Share of Expense.

We have stated already that in our opinion the forestry county must

be held to defray one-third of the fire expenses. We have given our
reasons forcing us to adopt that view and we have spoken of an equaliza-

tion fund as a means to equalize the burden devolving on the county.

How can the funds be rai.sed by the forestry county? There is but

one means ; the provincial law must authorize the forestry county to

levy on all property within the county a special forest fire tax. In

undeveloped counties the tax will weigh heavily on the owners of wood-
land, be it cut over or intact. Yet, if there is any truth in the Henry
George idea of taxation—this very tax will cause the owner to see to

it that his lands are kept in production.

The Owner's Share of the Expense.

In the first pages of the present article, we have dilated on the

duties of the owner, with particular reference to the necessity arising

for him to educate his fellow citizens. It is up to the owner to see to

it that the fire menace is reduced and that the expense for fire pre-

vention and for fire fighting is kept at a minimum. In the city it is

natural for the owner of a house to do his utmost toward the pre-

caution of a house fire. The city dweller cannot leave the defense of

his property solely to the fire brigade. So it is in the woods.
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Let Buyer and Seller Discuss Things

If there were more conferences between buyer and seller, if each

could discuss the market situation and outlook more frequently, and

freely exchange views, there would be a better feeling prevailing in the

lumber trade at the present time and th atmosphere would be cleared

of much doubt, suspicion and misleading information.

The force and timeliness of this observation is brought home in an

incident which occurred recently in Detroit. A Canadian wholesale

lumber dealer, who specializes in hardwood, dropped into the office of

a large manufacturing concern and asked if "Mr. T." was in? He
handed the girl at the inquiry desk his card and intimated that he-

would like to see the head of the firm on whom he had never called

p.reviously. The wholesaler was informed by the young lady, who
read his card with considerable interest, that "Mr. T." was not buying

anv lumber at present and that the firm was not in the market. The
caller politely requested her to take the little piece of paste board to her

chief. She came back with the information that "Mr. T." said it was
no use seeing the visitor as he was not buying any lumber just now.

The lumber representative was persistent and requested the lady to take

his card back and tell Mr. T. that he was not there to seU lumber but

would like to have a few minutes' chat with him on the present situation

and outlook. Somewhat reluctantly the head of the firm came out

of his ofi^ice and met the caller at the counter who explained that he

was in Detroit on a visit and that he felt if he could get the viewpoint

of some of the leading consumers, he would know exactly how matters

stood at the present time and were shaping for the future. He then

went on to explain that by seller and buyer each holding aloof and
never coming in contact with one another during this particular period,

nothing was being gained. Each was moving in his own little sphere

of activity with no opportunity of learning the other fellow's view-

point, understanding his difficulties or appreciating the situation in whch
he is placed, "and," continued the Canadian, if you never consult us as

to what is doing, the stocks on hand, the prices, conditions of industry

existing today, the feeling regarding the future, etc., and we never come
in to interview you and find out how things are shaping in your line,

whether wages have been cut, whether demand is increasing etc., we
would never be in a position to satisfy your demand or come together

on a mutual basis." "Now," concluded the man from Ontario, "I am
not here to sell you anything at all as I stated in my message, but would
like to give you a few pointers and to get a few if at all possible."

"Come in," said "Mr. T." "I want to have a real chat with you."

The two entered his sanctum and for nearly an hour engaged in helpful,

instructive conversation. Each was able to give the other some informa-

tion on how the hardwood lumber situation is at present, both in On-
tario and Michigan, how matters looked for the fall, the stand of labor,

the attitude of the buyer, etc.

Finally Mr. T. declared, "I have learned a great deal from you,

Mr. , and am very glad that you called. I believe that I have

made some mistakes in the past as there are now nine mill-on feet of

hardwood lumber in my yard and I am loaded up to the hilt. I have

been confining my buying to two firms and, perhaps this is a mistaken

policy."

"I believe it is," replied his caller, "as if you had seen some
others and carefully studied the situation you might not be stocked

up so heavily as you are, on a decling market. If you will permit me
to say it, I am of the opinion that you have got hold of some mis-

leading data and that the firms, with which you have been dealing

exclusively, have given you what is colloquially known, as "bunk." Had
you seen more people connected with the lumber line from different

partss of the country, you might be in a different position than you are

.
today," he added.

"I quite agree with you," responded the manufacturer, and hence-

forth intend to see every representative who may call at this oflfice. I

am not in the market to buy, but I can, at least, learn something from
what he tells me and, perhaps, I may give him some information of in-

terest. This policy of mine has in the past been a mistake. I intend to

distribute my purchase:, a little more widely and get a little more closely

acquainted with trend of prices and production in the future, than in

the past. Your talk has opened my eyes and broadened my vision. I

thank you most heartily for driving home a few facts," he concluded as

he shook hands with his caller who departed, each feeling that they

had had a heart-to-heart confab which might, with the resumption of

industrial activity, lead to satisfactory business relations at no distant

date.

Will cut two or three times
as long on hardwood or hard

work. The Simonds Welded High
Speed Steel Knife is a new knife

made by a new process and successful
in every respect. It is a cutting edge of

High Speed Steel Welded to a soft backing.
When we say "Welded" we mean just that

—

not brazed as has heretofore been the method
in making Carbon Steel Knives. This knife prom-

ises to be a big money and time saver for knife users.
There is no change in machines required to run this

knife. Simonds Welded High Speed Steel Knife will
hold its cutting-edge and will last from three to five times

longer than the ordinary Carbon Steel Thick Knife.
Investigate this Knife. Write us today.

Simonds Canada Saw Co. Limited
ST. JOHN, N. B. MONTREAL, QUE. VANCOUVER, B. C.
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Conditions at Prairie Yards

LAST fall proved to be a disappointing one to most retail

lumber dealers of Western Canada. In man)' cases the

volume of business done was below the average and col-

lections were as bad and often worse.

When every indication pointed to a good crop earlier in the

season hopes rose high for a heavy volume of fall business, but

though the crop materialized the business didn't. The long open

fall gave farmers such a splendid opportunity to continue work-
ing on the land that all thought of building was forgotten, and
only such repairs and buildings that were entirely necessary were
constructed.

Realizing this to be the case early in the season dealers de-

cided to turn their attention to the raking in of accounts. Here,

again, a blank was drawn. Though exceptionally large quan-

tities of wheat were shipped from the prairies to the head of

the lakes, somehow the expected appearance of ready cash did

not materialize. What money did come into the west was ap-

parently divided between the preferred creditors, banks, imple-

ment firms and mortgage companies and the retailers, general,

lumber and coal, etc., were left out in the cold.

Opinions of Various Dealers.

"There is nothing wrong with the lumber busines," states

Mr. E. V. Williams, vice-president and general manager of

Barclay and O'Hara, Limited, lumber and coal dealers of Bran-

don, Manitoba, "the only detriment to business being the scarcity

of money and the general unsettled state of the country, we
might say the world in general." Mr. Williams also gives the

following complete summary of local conditions in his part of the

country : "The fall conditions in western Manitoba have not been
at all encouraging. In the first place, the financial stringency

owing principally to the poor crops during the past six years,

and the price of produce and grain at the present time, have been
a heavy drag on the farmer. Collections in general as far as

the retail merchant is concerned, have been practically nil, the

financial institutions, banks, and implement dealers having had
the first call and there was nothing left for the second call.

In the second place, the long, open fall has not been in

the best interests of the building trade, as the farmers who
were financially well enough fixed to build would do nothing

until their fall plowing was done, so the poor lumber dealer

gets it coming and going. Stocks, owing to market conditions,

are not heavy, in fact merchants have not been buying unless

compelled to do so.

"The fall business, taking it as a whole, has been a lot

lighter than in former years, in fact there has been very little

doing in new buildings, a little lumber having been moved for

absolutely necessary repairs. Not a' very encouraging situation,

but with another good crop the prospects will be brighter as the

farmers need considerable improvements and repairs as soon as

they can get the money to go on with the work. If the banks
loosen up a little and the prospects for next year's crop are

encouraging there should be a great improvement in condi-

tions."

The above seems to size up conditions throughout the west

quite accurately, also, judging from the reports of dealers from
all over the prairie provinces, most of whom state that the vol-

ume of business last fall was below the average, while collec-

tions were poor too.

Factors Contributing to Depression.

Several factors are pointed out as contributing to the de-

pressed conditions in the lumber business in the west. The
unfavorable relation between the prices the farmers obtain for

their produce and their costs of living and production
;
high

taxes
;
high cost of materials and labor, giving the general im-

pression that it costs too much to build. Nearly all dealers

point back to the period of prosperity just a few years ago, when

expensive habits were cultivated and money was spent too freely,

particularly in the ])urchase of cars. They all agree that there

was too much credit granted.

Although his volume of business done last year was less

than in 1920 and 1921, Mr. C. J. Roseborough, of Grenfell, Sas-

katchewan, writes in a fairly cheerful manner. His collec-

tions were better than last year. "As far as I am personally

concerned," he states, "business is good and collections are fair.

The last two years has put heavy liabilities on the farmers which
this crop will not be able to liquidate. With careful financing

and keeping down expenditure things will come out all right."

A Stabilized Market Will Eliminate Hand-to-Mouth
Buying.

A member of a Saskatchewan lumber company, which con-

trols a line of retail yards states that the volume of business
with his company in 1922 was greater than in either 1920 or
1921 and that collections were also improved. He believes that

the continual change of prices hampers their business more than
anything else at present. He says: "If the market once becomes
stabilized and the customer can reasonably feel that he will not
be losing by making his plans and purchasing a few weeks' or a
few months before he actually requires it then our business will

become more normal, instead of the hand-to-mouth which we
have been getting for the past two years."

Alberta Dealers Will Curtail Credit.

Only such credit as is absolutely necessary to make the
operation of business possible will be granted during the com-
ing year. Lumber dealers from all three prairie provinces are
practically unanimous in reaching this verdict. The Alberta
dealers are even more decided on this question than the dealers
of their two sister provinces.

An Edmonton dealer finds his volume of business has been
about the same as in 1921, but states "our collections have been
far better in 1922 than in any previous years because we have
exercised more care in selling our material."

exercised more care in selling our material." His firm has no
interition of extending credit in the new year either, he 'states.

A correspondent, whose firm does a large retail lumber
business through Central Alberta, tells us that his firm's sales

were smaller in 1922 than during the preceding three years.
Collections showed a decrease also over the same period. This
firm will grant absolutely no credit next season. He believes
that a rigid cash policy will be adopted by all other dealers in

the district also. "For twenty years preceding last year credit
has been freely granted in this district," he stated, ".so much
so that all business men have had to call a halt, until at least a
large portion of the accounts have been liquidated."

A retail lumber dealer from Southern Alberta finds volume
of sales to be the lowest by a large margin since 1917-191S, and
collections the same way. He states most emphatically that
there will be no credit granted in his district, where, he says:
"Farming prospects are the poorest yet owing to the excep-
tionally dry fall. The only hope for next year is a bumper croj),

bringing a fair cash trade in the fall. Owing to the poverty in'

Europe following the war, and consequent lack of competition
among wheat buyers, which prevents wheat rising to normal
level; heavy taxation; freak legislation in Alberta affecting the
lumber business, credit is a suicidal policy. Credit will be neces-
sary to re-open the dry areas and some of the wet ones also, but
lines of credit cannot be expected from lumber (or any other)
merchants."

Prices Strengthening.

Though price quotations to the prairie retailers during the
fall were a little below those which obtained at mid-season, the
market is gradually strengthening, and most lumber authorities

I
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advise the early placing of orders for such stock as will be

thought necessary to meet spring requirements anyway. Plac-

ing orders at this season of the year ensures prompt service and

the shipping of requirements with the minimum of delay.

Babson Says Best Is Yet to Come

All around us the lumber business has been excellent, East-

ern Canada, the United States, and the West Coast. There is

much comfort to be derived from Roger W. Babson's discus-

sion of the industrial revival. He reviews the situation of the

immediate past, the present, and then goes on to predict better

things for the future. He finds the business world is divided

into four big divisions and that the business depression traces

its regular course through this industrial fabric. First there is

the raw materials group, second the transportation group, third

the manufacturing group, and fourth the distributing group,

headed by the wholesale houses, mail order firms, chain stores,

and final!}' the retail establishments.

Depression gots through all these groups in the order nam-
ed. Now the first three groups have recovered. He then says

:

"But the final stage it still before us. We have yet to wit-

ness full resumption among the rank and file of the retailers

who constitute the final group of the big four, the trading

group.

"Therefore, I estimate that improvement is not yet general

and that the best is yet to come, when all the big four groups
shall participate in prosperity. If you are a retailer, don't get

discouraged if your sales seem to lag behind general business

This is merely the working out of economic laws. Your turn

will come—and he who laughs last sometimes laughs best."

Simonds Saw Company Essay Contest

Actuated by a desire to advance the study, and more gen-

eral appreciation of economics, Alvan T. Simonds, President of

the Simonds Saw Company, of Fitchburg, Mass., and Chicago,

111., proposes an essay contest open to pupils of high schools and
normal schools in the United States and Canada. Mr. Simonds
offers two prizes of $1,000 and $500 for the best essays written

by students on the subject: "The Lack of Economic Intelligence

and some of the Injuries it has Caused Individual and General
Welfare in the United States since 1860."

Mr. Simonds hopes this contest will interest many in the

study of economics, who might otherwise pass it by. He also

expects it will aid in creating a public sentiment that will result

in the practical study of the subject in secondary schools as

part oT the training of every teacher. By way of suggestion,
the donor of the prizes points to the fact that unemployment,
hard times and business failures are economic disorders, which
like the diseases of the human body can be avoided by greater
economic intelligence. The essays which Mr. Simonds anti-

cipates should deal with facts of this kind as well as explain con-
crete examples of injury to individual or general welfare, due
to lack of economic intelligence. The readiness of many to

accept economic fallacies and to act upon them is another phase
of the subject writers may dwell upon.

As a foundation from which the essays may be constructed
Mr. Simonds suggests that facts and examples which bear on the
subject should come from the history of the United States since
1860 with special emphasis upon the present.

Rules governing the contest have been prepared, and per-
sons interested may obtain copies of them by addressing the
Simonds Economic Prize Contest, 470 Main Street, Fitchburg
Mass.

Mr. Robert Gibson Recovering from Recent Illness

From his old home in Ireland, where he has gone to re-

cuperate after his recent serious operation, Mr. Robert Gibson,
president of Gibson's Limited, .and managing director of the
Britannia Wire Rope Co., Ltd., sends to his many friends and
business associates on the Pacific Coast his deep appreciation of
the many messages and expressions of good will conveyed to
him at this time.

"Bob" has had a "rough passage" but is bravely weathering
the storm, and hopes to be back again with the old crowd soon.

Pacific Coast Shippers' Association

Arbitration Cases

Western Mill, Plaintiff

vs.

Western Wholesaler, Defendant

Question : Is Plaintiff entitled to reimbursement from De-
fendant for cost of re-inspection together with reduction on
account of grade, together with discount, amounting to $61.20
on account of stock not being held intact?

Facts : On November 14th, 1919, Defendant ordered from
Plaintii¥ one car of No. 1 Common Hemlock Shiplap, 6 to 20'.

On March 14th, the Plaintiff made shipment to Defendant and
immediately upon arrival Defendant's customer made complaint

as to the grade, and Plaintiff arranged P.L.I. B. inspection. How-
ever, customer could not hold stock intact as requested and
Defendant therefore called off the inspection on July 28th, but
inspection had already beefi made showing that the remaining
stock, which was held intact, namely about 66 2/3 per cent, of

the car, contained approximately 5 per cent. No. 2 Common.
The inspection charges amounted to $27.04. Defendant was
compelled to allow to its customer $31.80 on account of the No.
2 Common and in remitting to Plaintiff it deducted $2.36 dis-

count, or a total of $61.20.

Opinion : We find inasmuch as there was no agreement on
the part of the Defendant to hold the stock intact for official

re-inspection that the mere fact that Plaintifif requested the

stock to be held intact does not have any binding force or effect

inasmuch as the portion of the shipment had been used before
Plaintiff's communication making this demand had reached De-
fendant. As the portion re-inspected shows that more than 5

per cent, of the shipment was off-grade, Plaintiff must pay in-

spection charges and the allowance Defendant was forced to

make to its customer.

As the original breach of corvtract was Plaintiff's and
ci.used Defendant holding payment until the loss was conclusive-
ly established, we hold Defendant is entitled to its discount.

Plaintiff, therefore, shall recover nothing in its complaint.

Question : Who should file claim for loss and damage
against Carrier on account of improper delivery of shipment,
due to transferring en route by carriers?

Facts: July 9th, 1920, Plaintiff ordered from Defendant
one car XXXXX No. 1 B. C. Shingles to be shipped to its cus-

tomer. Defendant thereupon shipped car 231068, which was
diverted by the .Plaintiff to comply with order which it received

from the customer. However, the car delivered by the Railroad

Company was car 9306, which contained shingles so grossly at

variance from the original order that all partieis hereto admit
same were not the shingles nor the car originally shipped by the

Defendant. Negotiations for offers and settlement followed, but
Plaintiff, Defendant and consignee differ as to who should file

claim against the railroad company for damages. Apparently
the railroad company was at fault and must pay loss to who-
ever makes claim for the same.

Opinion : The question to be detei'mined in order to reach

a solution of this controversy, is, when did the title of the

shipment pass from the Defendant to the Plaintiff? The an-

swer to this question is shown in the contract between the par-

ties, together with the method of handling the shipping docu-
ments. The shipment, according to the files, was sold at a cer-

tain price, f.o.b. mill, therefore immediately upon endorsement
to Plaintiff of the bill of lading, title to the shipment passed to

the Plaintiff and it assumed all risks incident to transit. The
Plaintiff should, therefore, file its claim for loss against the

carrier. However, as the Defendant has in this instant pro-

tected the claim, it shall diligently prosecute same for Plaintiff.

One of the largest sawmills in the world is said to be that

of the Great Southern Lumber Company at Bogalusa, La. This
company is also the pioneer in the south in the reforestation of
cut-over lands. It is now lumbering and replanting its exten-
sive timber lands in such a way as to insure continuous operation
of its mills.
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Ross & Howard Iron Works Co., Ltd.

Iron & Brass

Founders

Blacksmiths

Boilermakers

Bolts and Nuts, Sleigh Shoeing, Smokestacks, Bridge Rods, Logging and Lumber Trucks, Shafting,

Transmission, Etc., Marine, Logging and Sawmill Machinery, Structural Steel.

Foot Woodland Drive VANCOUVER, B.C. Telephone: Highland 106

ii

THE IDEAL DUST COLLECTING SYSTEM

ensures fresh air and health to the operator, a reduced fire risk

and satisfaction and economy to the manufacturer. Let us ex-

plain the system fully to you.

We Specialize in

PltANINQ MII.Ii EXHAUSTERS
SHINGIiE MII>I> EXHAUSTERS
BI.OW PIPE WORK, Alili KINDS
HEAVY T/ai.1. ORDERS
OIIiY WASTE CANS
MII.I. SMOKESTACKS
EXHAUST HEADS

JOHN K. MILLER CO. Limited
Manufacturers in SHEET METAL

580 Sixth Avenue West
Engineers & Contractors

VANCOUVER, B.C.

Shingle and Heading Saws

backed by DISSTON reputation

V\T HY not buy everything you can when you purchase Shingle
and Heading Saws?

Saws that fit your needs, of course. Saws that do their work,
naturally. But more—install DISSTON Shingle and Heading
Saws. Disston Shingle and Heading Saws are made by Disston-
trained saw-makers specializing in their work. These Saws are of
the famous Disston-made Steel that is expressly prepared for Shin-
gle Saws—toughened and tempered by special processes.

Eighty-two years of saw-making experience of the Disston or-

ganization are back of Disston Shingle and Heading Saws.

Buy this Reputation when you buy your Saws. You can buy it

in no other saw but Disston.
MADE OF FAMOUS

DISSTON
STEEL Henry Disston & Sons, Ltd.

Toronto, Canada.

Branch; Vancouver, B. C.
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BRITISH COLUMBIA

Current Lumber Market Review
The following direct quotations on important British Coumbia Lumber and Shingle items represent

approximately prevailing prices F.O.B. mill in carload lots in this market. These prices, of course, are not

universal and merely indicate the prevailing trend and the basis on which orders have been negotiated.

Flooring

1x4 No. 1 E.G $58.00

1x4 No. 3 E.G 40.00

1x3 No. 2 & Btr .._ 61.00

1x3 No. 3 - - 43.00

1x4 No. 2 & Btr. S.G _ 40.00

1x6 No. 2 & Btr. S.G 40.00

Stepping

No. 2 & Btr. E.G $74.25

No. 2 & Btr. E.G 64.25

Finish

lx8-10-in. No. 2 & Btr $56.00

Casg. and Base 65.00

Ceiling

3^x4 No. 2 & Btr $40.00

5/8x4 No. 2 & Btr 33.00

%x4No.2&Btr.,iiem 33.00

5/8x4 No. 3 - 27.00

1x4 No. 2 & Btr 40.00

1x4 No. 2 & Btr., Hem 40.00

1x4 No. 3 35.00

1x6 No. 2 & Btr 40.00

Partition

1x4 No. 2 & Btr $43.00

Drop Siding

1x6 No. 2 & Btr $40.00

1x6 No. 3 37.00

Boards and Shiplap

1x6 SIS No. 1 $16.50

1x6 D. & M 19.00

lx8-10-in. SIS 19.00

lxl2-in 20.00

lx8-10-in. SIS, No. 2 .". 13.00

Dimensions S. & E.

2x4, 12-14, No. 1 .

'

$20.00

2x4, 12-14, 14-in 22.00

2x4, 16 22.00

2x4, 18 23.00

2x4, 18, lA-in 25.00

2x4, 20 23.00

2x6-8, 22-24 24.00

2x6-8, 22-24, l^-in 26.00

2x6-8, 26/32 26.00

2x4 R/L, l^, No. 2 15.00

2x6-8 R/L, l^ 14.00

Shelving

1x4 to 12-in. 6 ft. to 18 ft.

Fir , $26.00

Cedar 46.00

Spruce 46.00

Hemlock 36.00

Resawn Boards

In 8, 10 and 12-in. widths. About %-in. thick.

(Surface measure)

Fir $10.25

Planks and Small Timbers

4x4, 12/16, S4S $19.50

4x4, 12/16, Rgh 18.00

3x10-12, 12/16, S4S 20.00

3x10-12, 12/16, Rgh 19.00

Timbers, 32 Ft. and Under

6x6/8x10, S4S $21.00

0x6/8x10 Rgh 20.00

Lath

Fir ......$ 5.00

Cedar Siding

V2x4, Cir $40.00

1/2x6, Cir. A 42.00

Red Cedar Shingles

XXX $3.65

XXXXX ; 4.20

Eurekas 5.00

Perfections 5.30

Logs

Fir $11.00, $17.00, 25.00

Cedar .....$13.00, $23.00, $35.00

Shingle Cedar $18.00, $21.00

Hemlock $11.00, $23.00

Spruce : $13.00, $19.00, $27.00

I.
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TYPE A 4

PLANER- MATCHER

A High Speed Machine for High Grade work or surfacing, floor-

ing, bead and "V" ceiling, drop siding, etc., at speeds up to 200

feet per minute.

Through the use of our Quick Lowering Device, it is the work of

an instant to drop the bottom head and use the matcher for

single surfacing. Feed rolls are driven by roller bearing chains;

this method saves power and reduces upkeep expense materially.

Should you be considering a Matcher, it will be profitable for

you to investigate this machine. Booklet which covers our com-

plete line of Planers and Matchers, illustrates and outlines this

machine fully. Copy will be gladly sent you upon request.

PB.yatesMachineCoMd.
HAMILTON, ONTARIO

Western Rcprcsciitatk'c

V. C. YOUNG
716 DOMINION BLDG. VANCOUVER, B.C.
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Second Hand Positions

Machinery & Wanted
Equipment L><lassinea section Help Wanted
Wanted & Business

For Sale Chances

The

Peter Hay Knife Co.
GALT, ONTARIO Limited

MACHINE KNIVES

w of Every
Description for
Paper Cutting,
Bark and Rag
Knives, Shear

Blades
Send for Price

List

MACHINERY
Second-hand and New Ma-
chinery bought and sold.

B. C. Equipment Co., Ltd.
602 Hastingrs W. VANCOTTVEB, B.C.

BELTING FOR SALE
We have a large quantity of Second-
Hand Rubber and Leather Belting in
all sizes and plys up to 24 inches in
width, which we can sell at interest-
ing prices. Send us your requirements.

N. SMITH
138 York St. Toronto, Ont.

We Manufacture

BALE-TIES
For

BALING
PULP

Also other Wire Products

The Laidlaw Bale-Tie Co., Ltd.
Office and Works: Hamilton, Canada

Use a Classified Advertise-

ment in Western

Lumberman

If yon want to sell yonr tinsiness.

If yon want to sell some equip-
ment.

If yon want a partner.

If yon want an employee.

If yon want to buy a business.

If you want to buy some equip-
ment.

If you want to make a trade of

any kind.

If you want some second-hand
equipment.

If yon want a job—or position.

fubi.ishz:b's kotice
Advertisements other than "Employment Wanted" or "Employees Wanted"

will be inserted in this department at the rate of 25 cents per agate line (14 agate
linos make one inch). $2.80 per inch, each insertion, payable in advance. When
four or more consecutive insertions of the same advertisement are ordered a dis-
count of 25 per cent, will be allowed.

Advertisements of "Wanted Employment" will be inserted at the rate of one
cent a word, net. Cash must accompany order. If Western lumberman boK
number is used, enclose ten cents extra for postage in forwarding replies. mini-
mum charge 25 cents.

Advertisements of "Wanted Employees" will be inserted at the rate of two
cents a word, net. Cash must accompany the order. Minimum charge 50 cents.

Advertisements must be received not later than the 10th of each month to
insure insertion in the subsequent issue.

EZFEKIEITCED SAI^ESMAN
With good connections, would like to be-
come associated with some reliable
coast mill, on straight commission
basis. Box 630, Western Lumberman.

1-3

SITUATION WANTED
Married man, five years' experience

retail lumber business, also logging ex-
perience, seeks permanent position.
Capable taking charge small business.
Accept any position with chance ad-
vancement. A. W. Fotheringham, 3807
Victoria Drive, Vancouver. 1-1

WANTED COMMISSION I^UMBEB
BVYEB

By large and reputable wholesale and
retail concern, specializing in Railroad
and Car Material. Must be acquainted
with reputable British Columbia mills
and furnish references. Box 30, West-
ern Lumberman. 1-1

EMFi;OYMENT WANTED
as Retail Lumber Yard Manager. Have
good experience. English. Seventeen
years in Canada as carpenter and
lumber salesman. Married. Box 631,
Western Lumberman. 1-1

LOGGING RAILWAY
EQUIPMENT
FOR SALE

1—50 ton Lima Geared Locomotive,
standard gauge.

24 Russell Log Cars standard gauge.
1 Marion Log Loader.

900 tons of 52 and 56 pound Relaying
Rail with fastenings.

100 tons of 16 and 20 pound Relaying
Rail with fastenings.

Available for prompt shipment.

John J. Gartshore,
58 Front St. West, Toronto

DB. BEIiIi'S
Veterinary Wonder Bemedies

50,000 one dollar (Jl.OO) bottles Free
to horsemen who give the Wonder a
fair trial. Guaranteed for Colic, In-
flammation of the Lungs, Bowels,
Kidneys, Fevers, Distemper, etc. Send
25c for Mailing Package, etc. Agents
wanted. Write your address plainly.
DR. BELL, V.S., Kingston, Ontario.

The Effects of Good Lighting

A factory illumination author-

ity has said that a factory whose
lighting equipment has not been re-

lamped within the past five years,

is obsolete. In connection with

lighting, the factory manager must

consider three things : the window
illumination, the electric units for

artificial lighting and the factory

decoration. The effects of good

lighting, of bright and cheery sur-

roundings in the work room in-

cludes :

1. Better working conditions.

2. Increased production.

3. Greater accuracy in work-

manship.

4. Less spoilage.

5. Reduced bills for lighting.

6. Neatness and Sanitation of

plant.

7. Less eye-strain.

8. Reduction of accidents.

9. Improved morale among em-

ployees.

10. Reduction in labor turnover.

If one neglects one of the three

essentials, the chance of securing

all the ten resultants, are greatly

reduced.

CANADIAN MACHINERY
& SALVAGE CO., LTD.

PHONE: FAIR. 3873

All kinds Transmitting Machinery, Sprockets, Pulleys, Boxes,

Collars, Sheaves, Wire Rope, and Belting. Overhauled in our
Machine Shop, and in first-class condition.

AIR AND STORAGE TANKS, ALL SIZES
—8-in. X 15-in. 4-side Cowan Planer,
—No. 108 Berlin Planer,—24-in. X 6-in. Clark Planer,—6-in. X 48-in. Long Edger,

•6-in. X 4-in. x 6-in. Monetor Duplex
Pump,
pair Twins, Watrous, 13x14.
pair Twins, Watrous, 16x18.
-30-inch Egan Circular Re-saw.

1600 Block, Main Street.

1—Power Feed McGregor & Gourlay
Rip Saw

1—6x24 Pony Planer.
1—10-in. x 16-in. Atlas Engine,
1—Horizontal Resaw,
1—Schaake Lathe Mill Stripper

Bolter,
1—Log Haul,
1—No. 4 Long-Alstatter Punch

Shears.

Vancouver, B.C.

and

and

CLARK & LYFORD
FOREST ENGINEERS, LTD.

Judson F. Clark P. L. Lyford

J. E. Tucker

920-25 Vancouver Blk. Vancouver, B.C.

Center G. Hemeon Geo. E. Chaffee

C. G. Hemeon & Co.
Ship Chandlery Naval Stores
Deck, Engine and Steward's Stores
Manila & Wire Rope, Paints & Oils

I.OGGING SUFFUES
Phone 311 Cordova St. W.

Sey. 329 Vancouver, B.C.

Ryan, Mcintosh

Timber Co., Ltd.

TIMBER BROKERS, CRUISERS,
SURVEYORS AND VALUATORS.

CONSULTING ENGINEERS.

701-704 Belmont House

VICTORIA, B.C.

W. B. Ryan R. W. Hibberson, F.E.

W. L. Mcintosh McC. P. Blair. C.E.

A. B. PRACNA
MIZ.Z. ABCHITECT AND ENGIITEEB

610-612 Thompson Building

SEATTLE
Designer of the Plants for;

Canyon Lumber Company, Everett,
Wash.; Canadian Western Lumber
Company, Ltd., Fraser Mills, B. C.

;

British Canadian Lumber Corp., Ltd.,
New Westminster, B.C.; Columbia
River Lumber Co., Ltd., Golden, B.C.;
Stimson Mill Co., Seattle, Wash ;

Weyerhaeuser Lumber Co., Everett,
Wash, (capacity 450,000 feet in 10
hours), and others.
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Star Machinery Co.

SEATTLE, WASH.

AIB COMFRESSOBS
1—6x6 Fairbanks Morse No. 603 Hori-

zontal Belt Driven.
1—10x10 Laidlaw Dunn Belt Driven
1—.8x8 Ingersoll Sargeant steam driven
1—14x12 Ingersoll Ran Class E. R. 1

Belt Driven
1—12x12 Sullivan belt driven
1—12x14 Ingersoll steam driven
1—10x10x10 Steam driven, Laidlaw

Dunn.
BKICX MACHINERY

1—60"xl6' Tube Mill, manufactured bv
Anderson Foundry & Machine Co.

2—White 4 die Brick Press No. 75
50—38x68 Steel top brick trucks.
1—Hand Brick Press.
3—Turn tables.

BAND SAWS
1—36" Crescent Band Saw.
1—54" McDonough Band Besaw.
1—42" Fay & Egan vertical band force

feed rip saw.
1—60" Connell & Dengler Band Resaw.
1—48" Yates Band Saw.
1—60" Diamond Horizontal band re-

saw.
1—48" Fay & Egan band saw.
1

—

12" McDonough vertical band resaw.

CANITING MACHINESY
1—Seattle Astoria Sanitary can double

seaming machine.
1—Modern Can Clinching Machine.
1—Seeley Bros. Can Lacquering Ma-

chine
3—3-car Cannery Retorts.

SAWMIXI. EDGERS
1—4x48 3-saw Munn edger.
1—4x32 3-saw Tower' edger.
1—4x38 Kentucky 4-saw edger.
1—4x39 3-saw American.
1—4x42 3-saw Dixie edger.
1—4x40 3-saw Union edger.
1—8x68 Power friction lift edger.
1—10x72 Allis-Chalmers L. H. 5-saw

edger.
1-^8x60 Rogers 4-saw edger.
i—8x60 Waterous 6-saw edger.

MOTORS
1—10 h.p. 220-V 2-P 1800 R.P.M., St.

Louis.
X—71/2 h.p. 220-V 2-P 17 40 R.P.M. West-

inghouse.
1—50 h.p. 440-V. 2-P. 720 R.P.M. Fair-

1—^71/2 h.p. 220-V 3-P 1140 R.P.M. Wag-
ner.

1—20 h.p. 220-V 3-P 1150 R.P.M. Allis

1—10 h.p. 220-V 3-P 1800 R.P.M., St.

Louis.
1—50 h.p. 440-V 3P 1800 R.P.M. West-

inghouse.
1—150 h.p. 3-P 440-V 870 R.P.M. West-

inghouse.

FZIiIITG ROOM EQUIPMENT
i—10x12 Covel saw stretcher.
.
—"Sterling" McCormick shingle saw

grinder.
1—Hanchett L. H. Band saw Sharpener

No. 205.
1—6x36x3 Brazing- Clamps.
1—No. 133L Covel Automatic band saw

sharpener.
1—No. 90-R Covel Automatic saw

gummer.
1—No. 35 Covel Automatic saw gum-

mer.
1—No. 362 Covel Automatic saw sharp-

ener.
1—No. 26R Covel saw sharpener.

MINING MACHINERY
1—No. 4 Allis Chalmers Gyratory ore

crusher.
1—8x10 Giant jaw rock crusher.
1—1-sack Hardinge Ball Mill
1—No. 3 Dodge Rock Crusher.
1—8x9 Vulcan Iron Works jaw

crusher.
1—7x10 Northwestern Jaw Crusher.
1—Denver Fire Bur Grinder.
1—Ingersoll Air Drill.
1—Sturtevant Rotary Crusher.

Star Machinery Co.

Seattle Wash.
Shop and Yards
207 Horton St.

Office & Salesroom
1735 1st Ave. S.

FOR SALE
Tenders for:

Saw Mill Plant.
Donkey Engine, Cable and Blocks.
Stock of Iiumber.
Standing- Timber.

Sealed Separate Tenders for the
above-mentioned articles endorsed
"Tenders for Purchase of Saw Mill,
etc.," will be received by the under-
signed up to 12 o'clock "noon on the
29th day of January, 1923:

Sa-w Mill Plant
Capacity 20,000 feet per 10-hour day,

and including:

Engines— 1 Southwark 12 x 14 com-
plete centre crank, Pickering governor.
1, 9 X 12 HS and C class A Heavy Duty
horizontal steam engine with side
crank 48 x 12 Fly Wheel, belted gov-
ernor with automatic stop.

Wheland 3 Block carriage with heavy
friction feed. 2, 15-16 saw arbour.
Wheland 3 saw edger complete. Cut

off saw frame and arbour. Set of Trim-
mers home made.

Boiler—66 x 18 Murray Iron Works
return lubular 100 lb. pressure, com-
plete with twin safety valves, whistle,
water column steam gauge, injector.
Set in brick with Dutch oven front.

Pump—Fairbanks-Morse duplex 4%
x3x4.

Planer & Matcher—Cowan No. 249,
34x6 to match, l%xl6 complete with
jointer heads, matcher heads with ex-
panding shimer and flooring heads with
regular equipment with 14x18 tight
and loose pulleys. Blower and pipe for
removing shavings from planer.

Carriers—To carry sawdust from
main saw and edger to Dutch oven.
Heavy endless chain to carry away
slabs and refuse.

Main Drive shaft 3-7/16.

Donkey Eng-ine
10x12 Washington Iron Works com-

plete with valves, whistles, lubricator,
etc., and about a mile of main line and
haulback; also a few heavy blocks.

Stock of Iiiunber in Yard.
Approximately 500,000 feet board

measure. Good assortment.

Timber I^icences

Numbers 7146 & 7149, containing ap-
proximately ten million feet good mer-
chantable timber.

TERMS: Cash or Cash with deferred
payments satisfactory to Land Settle-
ment Board may be arranged. Cheque
equal in amount to 5 per cent, of bid
must accompany each Tender.
The above Plant, Timber, etc., is

situated at Camp Lister, near Creston,
B.C., and can be viewed at any time
on application to Captain A. H. Row-
berry, Land Settlement Board, Camp
Lister, B.C.

Highest or any Tender not necessar-
ily accepted.

JAMES FATERSON,
Purchasing Agent,
Parliament Buildings,

VICTORIA, B. C.

Land Settlement Board,
Victoria, B. C.
December 12th, 1922.

Need .of Proper Accounting
System

Many men are running a busi-

ness today at a loss, and one of

the chief contributing causes is

the lack of a proper accounting

system. It is Uie little leaks which
sa]) the vitality and undermine the

strength of any concern, and these

insidious wastes go on from day
to day without those in charge giv-

ing heed or trying in any way to

remedy ihem.

There is a lamentable lack of in-

formation on the cost of doing

business and what re])resents over-

head; how turnover should be fig-

ured ; what constitutes a margin of

])rofit ; are delivery costs too high

;

what proportion of the total ex-

pense of a lumber business should

the planing mill bear, etc. Very
few retailers know or give much

attention to these important de-

tails. They are often ready to

take a job on which they lose

money just because Mr. Blank up
the street will do it for so and so.

They infer if Blank can do it and
live, they are in a much better

jiosition financially than he is and
should be able to stand the gafif.

As has been frequently said,

there is too much guestsimating

and not enough estimating. What
is needed is getting down to basic

facts. The time has come when a

yardman or a planing mill man
must have accurate knowledge of

every item of expense entering in-

to the cost of doing business.

There is so much evidence in

every line at present that quality

and service generally win and there

are no long prices today on which
to make a nice clean-up in profits,

as was the case a few years ago.

The public is too well acquainted

with lumber values and the only

way to make money in this era is

frequency of turnJover. Success
depends on doing a large business

at a comparatively small profit.

The National Wholesale Lum-
ber Dealers' Association of the

United States has appointed a

Cost Accounting Committee which
will keep up its work until an

easy, adequate and practical sys-

tem of cost accounting is discov-

ered which will be suitable for al!

kinds of lumber yards, big and lit-

tle. Retailers are beginning to

realize that the man, who gets fur-

thest ahead today in the race for

expansion and wealth is he who
has his af¥airs at all times well in

hand. The lumber merchant, who
gives definite, progressive thought
to his own also give others the

benefit of his own experience.

The function of an accounting
system, of course, has nothing to

do with prices or the margin of

profit. It deals only with the ac-

tual cost of buying, storing and
selling the various lines that are

carried in stock. When the day
arrives so that the average retail-

er will know exactly what a thing

costs him and can fix a price that

will net a fair profit, it will seem
as if a new period of prosperity

was close at hand.

Forestry is not a question main-
ly for lumbermen. It is not even
a question mainly for foresters.

Because no one can get along with-

out the forest, it is a question for

every one of us. Our future sup-

i;ly of forest products is by far

the greatest and most puzzling
economic problem now before the

people of Canada.
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Esubiuhed 1841 jj,e Mercantile Agency Branch**

R. G. DUN & CO.
Head Office : 290 Broadway • • New York

"For the Promotion and Protection of Trade"

CANADIAN BRANCHES
Offices in Western Provinces:

BRITISH COLUMBIA ALBERTA
Vancouver Victoria Calgary Edmonton Lethbridge

SASKATCHEWAN
Moose Jaw Regina Saskatoon

EASTERN OFFICES
Winnipeg, Man. Fort William, Ont. Halifax London Ottawa

St. John Hamilton Montreal Quebec Toronto

Collection Dept., Vancouver OfficeSlO Hastings Street West

J. B. Giffen, Dist. Mgr.
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WASHINGTON SIMPLEX YARDER

The Washington Simplex is easier to operate, has less vibration

and less cost of upkeep than any other type of Yarder.

The Washington Iron Works originated the

Simplex Yarder.

The Washington Simplex, by reason of its long

stroke, efficient valve movement, and steam

economy, has almost the variation in speed and
power of a Two-Speed Yarder.

WashingtoiiL Ii^on Works
SEATTLE, U. S. A.

AGENTS: VANCOTTVEB MACHINEBV DEPOT I.TD., VANCOUVEB, B.C.

WASHINCTON
ENCINESt

)
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York Ice Machines The Best Built

When mechanical refrigeration will

save it? Many logging camps are

economizing by this means.

A York Ice Machine will solve your

problem. It will provide you with a

constant low temperature and ice the

year round. Let our representative

tell you more about this.

Canadian Ice Machine Co., Ltd.

1158 Homer Street, Vancouver

Winnipeg TORONTO Montreal

Submit Your Pump Problems to Us

The advice of our skilled engineering staff is always

at your service.

We will welcome an opportunity to discuss with you any special

conditions which prevail at your plant, and look forward to num-
bering YOUR ORGANIZATION among our satisfied customers.

IT PAYS TO GET ACQUAINTED WITH
SMART-TURNER PUMPS

The Smart-Turner Machine Company
Limited

Hamilton - Canada
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An^lepmnj)foir S^&n^th:

At^eyhotmd^fei* Speed!

WHEN you see a Ross Carrier darting

about a yard, you are first impress-

ed with its marvelous agility—the rapid-

ity with which it does its work.

Then when you observe the ease with

which it lifts from 2 to 4 thousand feet

of lumber and carries it away, you real-

ize its enormous strength.

These are the factors which make this

machine invaluable in mills or yards
where large quantities of lumber must
be handled quickly.

Ross Carriers are built to handle units

piled as wide as 42 inches. For wider
requirem.ents special gauges are now
available.

If you are not utilizing the speed and
power of one of these time and money
savers, write at once for full information
about them.

GASOLINE OR ELECTRIC

Distributors

:

MURRY JACOBS COMPANY
69 Columbia St. Seattle, U.S.A.

Murry Jacobs Co., Seattle, U.S.A.

Please send full details about Ross Carriers.

We are especially interested in:

( ) Gasoline

( ) Electric.

Name

Are You Using
Perfection Brand

AETNA SAWS
Made from the best JESSOP STEEL

Made in Vancouver ,

INSERTED TOOTH HEAD SAWS
SHINGLE SAWS

KNEE BOLTER SAWS
INSERTED TOOTH CUT-OFF SAWS

Honest and skilled workmanship by practical saw-

makers of long experience. All work guaranteed.

REPAIRING in all its branches. Cutting down, re-toothing,

grinding, hammering and remilling all kinds of inserted tooth

saws. Burnt saws retempered.

AETNA SAW WORKS Ltd.
JOHN T. WHEATMAN, Manager

Granville Island VANCOUVER, B. C.

Address
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GOODHUE'S
LEATHER
BELTING

GOODHUE Special Planer Belting.

GOODHUE Extra Quality Leather Belting.

GOODHUE Acme Waterproof Leather Belting.

GILT EDGE ROUND Leather Belting,

Round LEATHER BELTING

ROUND LEATHER BELTING on spools made from choicest

Centre stock, firm and solid, thoroughly stretched, well rounded,
full size.

Put up on spools containing 100 to 500 feet.

Stock sizes H-in., S/16-in., %-in. and -in.

Sole B. C. Agents

Fleck Bros. Ltd.
Mill and Mine Supplies

110 Alexander St., Vancouver, B. C.

Phones Seymour 4592, 4593, 4594

5^AeQlffAt Lath,
/or allMo
^uclclu ^ ^

PERFECT"
EXPANDED METAL

"D OTH the better class dwellings as
well as large office and indns-

trial buildings are improved in du-
rability by the use of metal lath for
all plastered walls.

Walls plastered on metal lath are
crack-proof and vermin-proof, and
are also an effective fire-stop.

Metal lath has been in use for over
30 years. It is no experiment, but a
proved economy.

We also manufacture Steelcrete,

Metal Floor Tile, Metal Roofing and
Siding, Rib Fabric, Metal Culverts,

etc.

Write for Lath Booklet "W.L."

C%; PEDLAR PEOPLE^^^^
E.STABUSHEO IS6I

80 Iiombard St., Winnipeg:, Man.
Executive Offices: Oshawa, Ont.

Factories: Oshawa, Ont., and Montreal, Que.

EDMONTON
608 Teller Bldgr.

CAZ.QABY
17 Union Bank BIder.

VANCOTTVBB
318 Homer St.

EVERYTHING IN SHEET METAL
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Made in B.C.

WE ARE MANUFACTURING A SUPERIOR

LINE OF CORDAGE THAT HAS THE STAMP
OF APPROVAL OF ALL USERS.

Let us quote you on

Tow Line Rope (all sizes)

Lath Yarn (Tarred and Untarred)

CANADA WESTERN CORDAGE CO.
LIMITED

New Westminster, B.C.

Selling Agents

Metropolitan Bldg. Vancouver, B.C.

A FORDSON

T

will Reduce your Maintenance

HE "Fordson" Tractor is the result of ex-
tensive trials and experiments on the part of
the builders to furnish a machine that will

stand up under hard use.

In developing the "Fordson" Tractor the
aim has been to produce a machine which
will be low in first cost, reliable and above
all—efficient.

The design and construction of the "Ford-
son" is such that simplicity of operation, use
of Coal Oil for fuel, and easy accessibility of
all parts are dominating features.

The motor is of substantial design and is

capable of delivering its full power continu-
ously.

The motor, transmission, and rear axle are
assembled together, forming one rigid unit,

which, combined with the three-point sus-
pension relieves these parts of all strain.

Special attention is called to the air wash-
er where all dirt, dust, etc., is removed before
the air reaches the carburetor thus adding
long life to the motor by reducing wear in

the cylinders.

SEND FOR LITERATURE

Westminster Iron Works
66 Tenth Street New Westminster, B.C.

BUY SUPPLIES MADE IN B. C.

We Build

Logging Engines Logging Cars
WE SPECIALISE IN REPAIRING
ALL KINDS OF MACHINERY

Locomotives Engines Boilers

USE V.E.W. STEEL CASTINGS
If they are not V. E. W. Castings they are not B. C. Product, as we are the

only plant in B. C. producing Steel Castings. Mild, Chrome, Nickel,

Carbon, Manganese or any Special Steel Castings Made to Order.

Vancouver Engineering Works, Limited
519 6th AVE. WEST Phone Fairmont 240 VANCOUVER, B. C.
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THE

J. C. McLaren BeltingCo.
Limited

Manufacturers

of

Reliable

Belting

QUALITY

Never Varies

64 Years in the

Market and

STILL

WE LEAD

Write for our
treatise on

"A Study of Various

Types of Belting"

Head Office

and Factory: Beaumont Ave., MONTREAL
Please note the initials of tliis Company

PUT YOUR PROBLEM UP
TO US

We are specialists in building locomotives.

We build all types and sizes, also all kinds of

repair parts for locomotives and tenders.

Our experience puts us in a position to give

you expert advice as to what particular type

and size of locomotive is best suited to your

needs.

Put your locomotive problem up to us

MONTREAL LOCOMOTIVE WORKS, LTD.
DOMINION EXPRESS BUILDING

MONTREAL, CANADA

DEPENDABLE

POWER
EQUIPMENT

The boiler room of the Imperial Oil Co. at Dartmouth, N. S.,

equipped with 8 Double Drum G. & McC. Co. Sectional Water
Tube Boilers.

In addition to the Dartmouth plant we have sup-

plied the Imperial Oil Co. with Water Tube Boilers

for their Sarnia and Regina refineries. Repeat
orders such as these are not given unless the orig-

inal installation has thoroughly demonstrated its

efficiency in every particular.

G. & McC. Co. Sectional Water Tube Boilers pro-
vide positive and rapid circulation, increased
steaming capacity and maximum overload allow-
ance.

WE BUILD
Horizontal & Vertical Steam Engines, Return
Tubular & Water Tube Boilers, Steam Turbines,
Heaters, Tanks, Pumps & Condensers. Ask for
our catalog, plans, etc., if interested.

The Goldie & McCulloch Co.
LIMITED

GALT ONT. - CANADA
Western Branch: 248 McDermot Ave., Winnipeg, Man.

B. C. Agents :—Robt. Hamilton & Co., Vancouver, B. C.
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"Gorilla"
Ropes
are

Tough
and

Strong

The
Logging

SupplyHouse
of

British

Columbia

GIBSON'S LIMITED
1 Alexander Street,

VANCOUVER CANADA

HALL GAS DONKEY
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

$1,900.00 F.O.B. Works

Terms—Half Cash, balance three and six months at 8

per cent.

Cash Price, $1,700.00 F.O.B. Works
These Prices include Sales Tax

Our Donkeys have made good with Twenty-five B. C. Operators who can testify to their eflFiciency and economy.

Sims Martin Company
INTERNAL COMBUSTION LOGGING MACHINERY

Phone Douglas 2742 1221-1225 Alberni St. Vancouver, B. C.
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EQUIPMENT FOR THE LOGGER

Vancouver Machinery Depot Ltd.
1155 SIXTH AVENUE WEST, VANCOUVER, B. C.

The New Marion Gasoline Electric Shovel

for LOGGING RAILROAD CONSTRUCTION
You incur neither expense nor obligation to let us give you fullest information.

It will pay you to investigate this Remarkable Shovel

VANCOUVER MACHINERY DEPOT, LIMITED
1155 Sixth Avenue West Vancouver, B. C.

Representing Marion Steam Shovel Co., Marion Ohio.
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66Shay" Geared Locomotives
The "Shay" Locomotive has for

years been rendering maximum Ser-
vice to British Columbia logging oper-
ators. They have found its lines of
sturdy construction insure all year
round efficiency.

THEY DELIVER THE GOODS"

YOUR NEXT LOCOMOTIVE-'^SHAY'
Hofius Steel and Equipment Company

Seattle, Wash.HOFIUS-FERRIS EQUIPMENT CO
Spokane, Wash.

STEWART BROS. CO.
Portland, Ore.

VANCOUVER

Representatives for Western British Columbia

Tyee Machinery Company, Ltd.
BRITISH COLUMBIA
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l i n k-b e lt
Chains

VERYmodern facility is employed^ by our skilled chain makers to

produce Link-Belt quality chains.

To the user this means long life, durabil-

ity (freedom from annoying breakdowns,) in

his chains—whether in elevating, conveying
or power transmission. That is why many
experienced users always specify Link-Belt
Chains.

And remember this:—The wheels play an equally im-
portant part in the satisfactory operation of every chain
drive— every elevator or conveyor. Therefore, money paid
for well fitting sprocket wheels yields large returns. Link-
Belt Sprockets are made to fit Link-Belt Chains.

Canadian
Link-Belt Company, Limited

Toronto Wellingrton and Peter Streets.
Montreal 10 Gauvin Iiane
Vancouver, B. C A. B. Williams MacMnery Co,, of Vancouver, Ltd.
Vancouver, B. C. Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co. Ltd.
Portland Xiink-Belt Northwest Co., 101 Pirst Street
Seattle Link-Belt Northwest Co., 820 1st Avenue South
San Francisco Link-Belt Pacific Co., 168 2nd Street

CRANE-
250

CRANE
Cast Iron — Cast Steel — Brass — Ferrosteel

Flanged Fittings

CBiANE
125

for low pressure, standard, extra heavy, hydraulic, superheated steam
and extreme hydraulic pressures, ranging in size from 1-inch to

sixty-inch, and for working pressures from 50 to 3,000 pounds.

Manufacturers of Valves, Fittings and Piping Equipment and

Distributors of Pipe, Plumbing and Heating Supplies.

Branches and Warehouses:
HALIFAX, OTTAWA, TORONTO,
HAMILTON, LONDON, WINNIPEG.
REGINA, CALGARY, VANCOUVER.

Sales Offices:

ST.JOHN,NB.,QUEBEC,SHERBROOKE
EDMONTON, VICTORIA,
SYDNEY, AUSTRALIA.

CRANE
LIMITED

HEAD OFF ICE &. SHOW ROOMS
386 BEAVER HALL SQUARE

MONTREAL
Works

1280 ST. PATRICK ST.
MONTREAL

CRANE-BENNETT
LIMITED

Head Office and Warehouse:
LONDON, ENGLAND.

Sales Offices:

BIRMINGHAM, CARDIFF,
GLASGOW, LEEDS, MANCHESTER.
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CLIMAX
EXTRAS

piiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiim^

and

SATISFACTORY
SERVICE

CLIMAX

GEAR
GREASE

IS THE BEST AND
CHEAPEST

Try it and Know for

Yourself

Ask for Sample
FREE

We are Pacific Coast
Agents for the

LOCO
ELECTRIC
HEADLIGHT

and

OKADEE
BLOW-OFF VALVES

MIDVALE
TOOL STEEL

Recent Sales
of

CLIMAX

LOCOMOTIVES
on the

Pacific Coast
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^^

1—55-ton to Deep River Logging Co., Deep River, Wash. 1—70-ton

1—60-ton to Holmes Eureka Lbr. Co., Eureka, Calif. 1—70-ton

1—60-ton to Buckley Logging Co., Buckley, Wash. 1—70-ton

1—60-ton to Holmes Eureka Lbr. Co., Eureka, Calif. 1—80-ton

1—70-ton to Buckley Logging Co., Buckley, Wash. 1—80-ton

1—70-ton to P. S. Saw Mills & Shingle Co., Concrete, Wash. 1—80-ton

1—70-ton to McCoy Loggie Timber Co., Deming, Wash. 1—80-ton

1—70-ton to Snow Creek Logging Co., Blyn, Wash. 1—80-ton

1—70-ton to Preston Mill Co., Preston, Wash. 1—80-ton

1. 70-ton to Victora Lumber & Mfg. Co., Chemainus, B.C. 1—80-ton

1—70-ton to Rat Portage Lbr. Co., Vancouver. B.C. 1—80-ton

1—73-ton to San Joaquin & Eastern Ry., Auberry, Cal. 1—80-ton

1—70-ton to Humbird Lbr. Co., Sand Point, Idaho. 1—80-ton

1—70-ton to San Joaquin & Eastern R. R., Auberry, Calif. 1—80-ton

1—70-ton to San Joaquin & Eastern R. R., Auberry, Calif. 1—85-ton
1—85-ton to Parker Bell Lumber Co., Pilch

to Mutual Lumber Co., Bucoda, Wash,
to White Star Lumber Co., Whites, Wash,
to Deer Park Lumber Co., Deer Park, Wash,
to Webb Logging & Lbr. Co., Duckabush, Wash,
to Samish Bay Logging Co., Blanchard, Wash,
to Pacific Lumber Co., Scotia, Calif,

to Simpson Logging Co., Shelton, Wash,
to Simpson Logging Co., Shelton, Wash,
to demons Logging Co., Montesano, Wash,
to Chinn Timber Co., Maple Falls, Wash,
to Clemons Logging Co., Melbourne, Wash,
to A. F. Coats Logging Co., Tillamook, Ore.
to Discovery Bay Loggng Co., Seattle, Wash,
to The Whitney Company, Portland, Ore.
to Pacific States Lumber Co., Tacoma, Wash,
uck, Wash.

JUST SOLD AN 80-TON TO NICOLA PINE MILLS, LTD., MERRITT, B. C.

CLIMAX LOCOMOTIVE CO.
PACIFIC COAST BRANCH OF CLIMAX MFG. CO., CORRY, PA.

623 Western Ave., SEATTLE, WASH. Phone Elliott 4876 D. M. MILLER, Manager

Vancouver Machinery Depot, Ltd., Vancouver, B. C. F. B. Mallory Company, Portland, Ore.

E. S. Sullivan Co., Can Francisco, Calif.

Circular Saws of Superior

Quality and Finish

for Every Purpose

R. HOE & CO.
NEW YORK

AMERICA'S OLDEST SAW MANUFACTURERS
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Ceiinp Supplies

The CLARKE and STUART Company, Limited

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

STATIONERS : PRINTERS : BOOKBINDERS

550 SEYMOUR STREET.

MAIL ORDERS GIVEN SPECIAL ATTENTION

PHONE: SEYMOUR 3 VANCOUVER, B. C.

Established 1904

Dimond Special

STEEL
FOR

Logging Camps
and Saw Mills

We can furnish testimonials from leading

lumber firms who have adopted the use of

our steel exclusively. «

Neumeyer & Dimond
82 Beaver Street NEW YORK

Box Printing and Stencil

Inks and Rollers

INKS IN ALL COLORS
AND PERMANENT

ROLLERS
"Hercules" Brand

are Unequalled

THIS PUBLICATION PRINTED
WITH OUR INKS

THE

Columbia Printing Ink

and Roller Company
Manufacturers

1063 Hamilton St. Vancouver, B.C.

IT WILL PAY YOU TO STOCK YOUR
LUMBER CAMPS WITH JOHNSON'S
FAMOUS VETERINARY REMEDIES

Johnson's Horse Liniment, No. 1, pints.
Per dozen $10.00

Johnson's Horse Colic Remedy, pints,

(4 doses); per doz 15.03
Johnson's Veterinary Healing Ointment

(Gall Cure)
4-oz tins; per doz 4.00

' 2-!b. tins; per doz 24.00
Johnson's Concentrated Condition

Powders; per doz 6.00

"Kreoline" Disinfectant and Antiseptic
Wash: per gal. tin 1-90

Johnson's Antiseptic Dusting Powder

—

per doz 8.00

Johnson's Purging Balls; per doz 4.00

OBDIIBS MAIIi PBOMPTIiY
ATTENDED TO.

A. H. JOHNSON Wholesale Druggist

COLLINGWOOD - - ONTARIO

Brass and Aluminum
Trade Checks

Steel Log Stamps, Stencils

Automatic Counters for

Counting Logs

Get Quotations from

W. W. Wilcox Manufacturing Co.
564-572 W. Randolph St. Est. 1872. Clilcago

Complete Catalogue Sent on Application

"The Pink "LoggingTools& Handles
MADE IN CANADA

Headquarters for British Empire for all Lumbering Tools. In every lum-

ber camp in Canada you'll find Pink's Famous Lumbering Tools. They are

the favorites there and have won the esteem of all woodsmen through

their superior merit. They are world-renowned and are extensively used

in Australia, New Zealand and other countries where the lumbering indus-

try thrives.

EXPORTERS TO EUROPE
We export the same good quality of lumbering tools that have made
Pink's Tools a by-word in the matter of good tools in all Canadian lumber
camps. Enquiries cordially solicited.

Thomas Pink Company, Limited
PEMBROKE, ONT., CANADA
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BAND
MILLS

These Mills are complete

in every respect. All ad-

justments can be easily,

quickly and positively

made.

Steam Cylinder to oper-

ate upper guide, with ad-

justable valve action,

Dake Engine for handl-

ing upper wheel, most

conveniently adjustable,

Saw Guides that swing on

the centre line of the saw.

Quick opening Lower

Guide, Non-Breakable

Upper Guide, sensitive,

floating tension.

The Mill that is Complete in

Every Detail --Ask for Bulletin

The £• Long Manufacturing Co., Limited

^"^^^^ Canada
Germans, Limited ^S^^^^^^y ^' ^' Williams Machinery Co. Ltd., Vancouver

Calgary & Edmonton ^^^^p^ r Williams Machinery Co. of Winnipeg Ltd.
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Why 255 Waterous Band Mills

Have Been Purchased

The successful operation of any Band mill depends primarily on the design and construc-
tion of the guides.

After several years of experience based on the observation of the behavior of the saw
under all conditions, we came to the conclusion that the guides must not only be absolutely
rigid, but must be made to swing about the exact center of the saw.

The upper guide is arranged for single and double cutting, is adjustable both vertically

and horizontally, is fitted with quick opening device, and is water cooled and non-breakable.
It swings about the exact center of the saw blade.

This latter feature successfully overcomes any tendency for the saw to cut into or out of
the log. and allows the change in the direction of the saw blade on either edge of the saw
to be easily and quickly made. In accomplishing this our upper guide has the further advan-
tage that it does not drag the saw out of line, as in other forms, but simply twists it about the
center of the blade. At the same time the exceptionally rigid construction of the guide pro-
per, and the weight and strength of the supporting arm and the vertical slide, keep the saw
always in a straight line and permit the mill to cut to capacity and to turn out perfect lumber
without difficulty.

MOLSON'S BANK BUILDING, VANCOUVER, B. C. WINNIPEG, MAN.
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UNION-l^ill^a^' MADE

They Left Out the Pants!

In the December issue of the Western Lumberman
we had a nice description about Twin Bute Shirts.

But they left out the part about Twin Bute Pants.

TWIN BUTE Pants for Loggers are wet-proof,

tear-proof and almost wear-proof. They're

good. Made of heavy khaki drill, double-seat

and double-knee, with seams double-stitched.

They surely stand the test of hard work.

Well made, and comfortable.

Jas. Thomson & Sons^ Ltd.

Manufacturers of Good Clothes for Loggers.

VANCOUVER, B. C.

It Beautifies Every Interior

Write for

Samples

and
Information

HERE are six widths—from 16 ins.

to 42 ins., either 60 ins. or 66 ins.
long—in Lamatco Veneer Wall-
board—a size for every use. It can
be nailed over old cracked plaster,
shiplap or V-joint, or direct to stud-
ding. Three thicknesses—1-8 in.,

3-16 in., or 1-4 in.—take care of
any kind of job. It may be finished
with any commercial paint, enamel
or kalsomine, or in beautiful natural
grain panelling. The best natural
grain effects are produced by any
one of the many Lamatco finishes
specially formulated to give you
perfect results at the lowest pos-
sible cost.

amatco
3PLy COTTOMWOOD VEAIEER PAMELS)

Head Office and Factory

Laminated Materials Co. Ltd.

Cost Per Foot of Rope or

COST PER 1000 FT. OF LOGS?
TRY IT OUT WITH

CRADOCK'S DOUBLE SALMON STRAND
LOGGING ROPES

Geo. Cradock & Co., (B.C.) Ltd.
PHONE: SEY. 1456

VANCOUVER, B. C.

GEO. S. FEXTAFIECE, MANAGING DIBECTOB

175 CORDOVA ST. W.

NEW WESTMINSTER, B.C.

Branches

—

PORTLAND, ORE.
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

CHICAGO, ILL.

Duncan Lumber Co., Ltd.
Manufacturers and Wholesalers

VANCOUVER - BRITISH COLUMBIA



Representing the Manufacturing, Wholesale and Retail Inter,

British Columbia. Alberta, Saskatchewan and Manitoba.

TWENTIETH YEAR FEBRUARY—VANCOUVER—1923 NUMBER TWO

HEAPS
AND SONS, LTD.

SHINGLES
Metropolitan Bldg. VANCOUVER, B. C.

LET US ESTIMATE ON YOUR

Dry Kiln Equipment
"A Guaranteed Job at the Lowest Possible Cost"

Our latest design Turntable for handling Lumber and Shingles can

be adjusted to any angle.

Walsh Construction Co. Ltd.

GRANVILLE ISAND, VANCOUVER, B. C.

RMS The Superlative in RUBBER

TRANSMISSION BELTING

SUCTION AND DISCHARGE FOR WATER,
O S 6 STEAM, AIR, FIRE PROTECTION, ETC.

"REDSTONE" & CLOTH INSERTION
SHEET BLUVIC AND "SUN" SPIRAL

GASKETS, SPRINGS

BAND SAW BANDS, ETC.

RUBBER GOODS FOR ALL MECHANICAL PURPOSES

GUTTA PERCHA & RUBBER, LTD.
564 YATES ST., VICTORIA 526 BEATTY ST., VANCOUVER
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NORWAY PINE WHITE PINE

WRITE YOUR NEXT ORDER FOR

SHEVUN PINE

LOG MABH aimsttaiD

Shevlin-Clarke Company, Limited

Fort Frances, Ontario IOC HABH RtCISTEReO

ENGELMANN

Daily Capacity

100,000 Feet

LUMBER

Stock 10,000,000 Feet

We manufacture both Eastern

and Western Standard up

to 12 inches wide and

20 feet long.

UNIFORM GRADES GUARANTEED

SPRUCE
(Air Dried)

Mountain Lumber
Manufacturers

or

Western Pine Grades

The Spruce Supply99

WHITE

Superior

Manufacture

LATH

Stock 2,000,000 pieces

Specialties

Shelving, Drop Siding,

Flooring and Ceiling

Resawn Boards

U. G. G. SAWMILLS LTD.
HUTTON, B. C.QUALITY SERVICE
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STERLING
QUALITY

Made in Canada
AS DEMAND CONTINUES TO INCREASE

IT WILL NOT BENEFIT YOU--

unless your mill is equipped with the right

kind of Saws, Saw Tools and Machine
Knives.

Now, there is only ONE BEST brand to

buy : it bears the name

ATKINS
Specify your Saws, Saw Tools and Ma-
chine Knives by name. Say "Atkins."

Costs no more in the beginning and saves

you money in the long run.

Leading manufacturers of Saws, Saw Tools and
Machine Knives; also Atkins-Coleman Feed Rollers.

Use Aerolite and Ferrolite Wheels for your saw
gumming and knife grinding. Increase your belt

efficiency by using Cantol Belt Wax.

E. C. ATKINS & CO.
Established 1857.

Canadian Factory

The Sterling Qualily Saw People

Branch House

HAMILTON, ONT. VANCOUVER, B. C.

Home Office and Factory

y Indianapolis, U.S.A.
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MOUNTAIN
LUMBER

Careful Grading

Prompt Shipment

Perfect Manufacture

FIR, CEDAR,
PINE

We are specially well

equipped to handle

Mixed Car Orders

EDGEWOOD LUMBER CO., LTD. CASTLEGAR, B.C.

Associated Timber Exporters

of British Columbia, Ltd.

SALES MEDIUM
for

EXPORT OUTPUT
of

LUMBER MILLS
of

BRITISH COLUMBIA

Principal Product

Douglas Fir
AND

Pacific Hemlock

Main Office

909 METROPOLITAN BUILDING

VANCOUVER, B.C. CANADA

BLOEDEL, STEWART & WELCH
CORPORATION, LIMITED

HEAD OFFICE

1501 STANDARD BANK BUILDING
VANCOUVER. B.C.

SEATTLE OFFICE
742 HENRY BUILDING

OPERATIONS

MYRTLE POINT. B. C.

UNION BAY. B. C.

BRITISH COLUMBIA TIMBER

LOGGERS OF

CEDAR FIR HEMLOCK

V. HYDE BAKER President. C. BURGESS, Sec.-Treas. C. D. McNAB, Manager.

Baker Lumber Company^ Limited
WALDO, B.C.

PINE — LARCH
LumberJ Lathy Mouldings— Quality Unexcelled

OUR SPECIALTY

QUALITY High Grade Pine service
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WE HAVE AND WANT YOU TO KNOW WE HAVE

FAMOUS COWICHAN TIMBER
FROM THE FOREST HEART OF VANCOUVER ISLAND

FIR AND HEMLOCK LOGS—QUALITY IN EVERY FOOT

JAMES LOGGING COMPANY, LIMITED

Phone Sey. 1545

H. G. JAMES, MANAGING- DIRECTOR

508 Bank of Nova Scotia Bldg., Vancouver, B.C.

CEDAR FIR SPRUCE PINE
Any of the above for immediate shipment in straight or assorted cars from extra dry stock. This is all good buying and properly manufactured.

A.DAMS RIVER LUMBER COMPANY, LTD. CHASE, B. C.

Sure Service Prompt Shipment

Planing Mill

Modern Machinery
and

Drying Facilities

Douglas Fir
Our Specialty—Mixed Cars Retail Trade

Modern Mill

Band Saw Equipment
throughout

Capacity 80,000, 9 hrs.

Eburne Sawmills Limited Marpole, B. C.

Canadian Government
Merchant Marine Limited

Monthly Freight Service to

Australia and New Zealand

Regular Sailings to India, Japan and China

Limited Passenger Accommodation All Routes

For rates and information apply to

B. C. KEELEY, General Agent

C. N. R. Depot Vancouver, B. C.

WIRE ROPE

For LUMBERMEN, ENGINEERS and

CONTRACTORS
"We have the Right Rope for every purpose

We solicit your enquiries. Write for our catalogue.

Stock carried in Montreal by J. H. HANSON CO. LTD.. Agent

Canada Wire & Iron Goods Co., Hamilton
Stock carried in Edmonton and Calgary

N. F. Judah, McLeod Building, Edmonton, Agent
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WESTERN LUMBER
COAST AND MOUNTAIN

IMMEDIATE ATTENTION GIVEN ENQUIRIES FOR
STRAIGHT OR MIXED CARS

CANMORE STEAM COAL
PROMPT SHIPMENT

BIRNIE LUMBER & COAL COMPANY, LTD.
WHOLESALE - CALGARY, CANADA

You Should Know
as much about contemplated projects as your competitor

does. Keep fully informed by means of the verified

news of

Building and Engineering

contracts obtainable through the use of MacLean Build-

ing Reports. These reports give you real, worthwhile

information at small expense, enabling your salesmen to

concentrate on "hve" prospects. We are serving hun-

dreds of the more aggressive houses every year—why
not you ?

WRITE FOR FULL INFORMATION

MACLEAN BUILDING REPORTS Limited

325 Main Street

Winnipeg, Man.
106 Winch Bldg.
Vancouver, B. C.

Poles

Piling

Logs

Fir

Cedar

Hemlock

Cedar Telegraph Poles, Cedar Foundation

Piling, any Length

CapilanoTimber Co. Limited
Head Office at Booming Ground, Pemberton Avenue

and P.G.E. Tracks, North Vancouver, B.C.

Phone No. Van. 306 and 307

WHITE CEDAR FENCE POSTS
Spruce, Tamarack

Cedar Piling

We can furnish anything that you require in green cut,

live peeled, White Cedar Posts. We ship from the Rainy

River District of Ontario and Minnesota with yards at

the following points:

RAINY RIVER) fBEAUDETTE
SLEEMANS } Ontario Minn. \ ROOSEVELT
PINEWOOD J I WILLIAMS

Cedar Posts^

Poles, Ties

Let us quote you delivered prices—F.O.B. cars any railway station in Canada

T. M. PARTRIDGE LUMBER CO., LTD.
Sales Office: MINNEAPOLIS, MINN. Main Office: RAINY RIVER, ONT.
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President: H. W. HUNTER.

Treasurer: T. A. HUNTEB.
Vice-President: F. G-. FOX

Secretary; C. K. HUNTER.

Campbell River Lumber Co.
XiIKITED

White Rock, B. C.

Capacity of Sawmill, 150,000 feet per day.

Capacity of Shingle Mill, 200,000 Shingles per day.

"Our Manufacture is handled by experts and a trial order will con-

vince you that we deliver LUMBER OF THE BETTER KIND."

MIXED CARS OF COAST LUMBER OUR
PROMINENT SPECIALTY

Sales Office:

706 McArthur Bldg., Winnipeg
B. J. CRAWFORD, Manager.

Fir - - Western Hemlock

Flooring

Ceiling

Siding

Finish

Timbers up
to 90 feet

Besides operat-

ing a 100,000 feet

capacity we pos-

sess a modernly
equipped planing

mill and door fac-

tory, latter with
capacity of 200

doors per day.

Shiplap

Siding

Dimension

Boards

Robertson & Hackett Sawmills Ltd.
Est. 1888 Office and Mills, False Creek, Vancouver, B. C.

Red Cedar
Shingles

and

Bevel
Siding

QUICK SHIPMENTS

Westminster Mill
Company

NEW WESTMINSTER, B. C.

SIDNEY MILLS, LIMITED, Sidney, B.C

Manufacturers and Shippers of FIR, SPRUCE, CEDAR AND HEMLOCK LUMBER
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If in the market for Spruce, do not forget that

Golden Spruce
stands out supreme among Mountain Woods.

We are still manufacturing upon the basis of the old Mountain Grading

Rules and maintaining our REPUTATION for GRADES and SER-

VICE.

We also manufacture FIR and CEDAR. The quality of our FIR

DIMENSION is well known. We have a considerable quantity of one

inch

NO. 1 COMMON CEDAR
This we can strongly recommend, as it is a SMALL-KNOTTED type and

makes excellent Boards and Shiplap. It also has the added advantage

of being CHEAPER than other woods, and we confidently believe a trial

car will make you a permanent user.

No. 1 Spruce, Fir and Cedar Lath

All our stock is run through planing mill at time of shipment, so always

reaches you bright, clean and newly milled.

Send your Elnquiries to

Columbia River Lumber Co., Ltd. Golden, B.C.
Affiliated with and Represented Jointly by Salesmen of

.

Canadian Western Lumber Co., Ltd., Fraser Mills, B.C.

Eastern Sales Office—TORONTO—L. D. Barclay, and E. C. Parsons

MANITOBA SASKATCHEWAN
Hugh Cameron and D. T. McDowall Chas. R. Skene
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Crow's Nest Pass Lumber Company
Manufacturers of

LIMITED

Soft Pine Finish and Shelving^ Mountain Fir and Larch,

Dimension and Timbers^ Coiling, Siding, Floorings,

Moulding, Lath and Piling

Saw Mill, Planing Mill and Head Office at WARDNER, B.C.

CLIFFORD M. PENNOCK, Vice-President and Manager, WARDNER, B. C.

Head Office: Moody Block, Victoria, B. C. Mills at: Genoa Bay, B. C.

Manufacturers of

British Columbia Lumber
Kiln Dried Flooring, Ceiling and Finish

OUR SPECIALTY: FIR CROSS ARMS

We have at present 9 million feet of mixed yard stock, in good condition, ready to ship. WIRE AT OUR EXPENSE

ABBOTSFORD LUMBER, MINING & DEVELOPMENT CO.
President, J. O. Trethewey. Vice-Pres., S. D. Trethewey. Secy, and Sales Manager, J. A. McGowan. LIMITED

MANUFACTURERS OF DOUGLAS FIR,

HEMLOCK AND CEDAR LUMBER
Timber, Dimension, Flooring, Ceiling, Siding, Inside and Exterior Finish, Mouldings,

Lath and Cedar Shingles. Grades Unexcelled.

Mills at Abbotsford, B. C. Prairie Representatives: Cuddy-Nelson Lumber Co., Calgary, Saskatoon and Winnipeg.

Specialty: Timbers and Heavy Dimension. Prompt Shipments.

COMPAI>rJ ?s ^^nmrrmj
WITH WHICH IS INCORPORATED JAS. F. MORRIS CO.

Our representative will gladly call at any time to

give you samples and prices on any or all of your
printing work.

426 Homer Street Vancouver, B. C.

We specialize in printing

for the Lumber and

Shingle Trades.

SEYMOUR

"-PJ

ASK FOR SERVICE DEPT.
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The Rat Portage Lumber Co., Limited, Vancouver
Manufacturers of

WE SPECIALIZE IN 1/4

SCANT SIZED DIMEN-

SION, ALSO DIMEN-

SION AND BOARDS IN

THE ROUGH.

DOUGLAS FIR, SPRUCE AND HEMLOCK
FLOORING, CEILING, SIDING, INTERIOR AND EXTERIOR

FINISH OF ALL KINDS INCLUDING MOULDINGS

Rough Kiln Dried and Green Clear Fir in All Sizes

Boards, Shiplap and Dimension

ROUGH TIMBERS UP TO 90 FEET LONG

HALL GAS DONKEY
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

$1,900.00 F.O.B. Works

Terms—Half Cash, balance three and six months at

per cent.

Cash Price, $1,700.00 F.O.B. Works
These Prices include Sales Tax

Our Donkeys have made good with Twenty-five B. C. Operators who can testify to their efficiency and economy.

Sims Martin Company
INTERNAL COMBUSTION LOGGING MACHINERY

Phone Douglas 2742 1221-1225 Alberni St. Vancouver, B. C.

Maple Ridge Lumber Co., Ltd>

FIR TIMBERS
OUR SPECIALTY

Quick Cutting Orders
C'P.R. Main Line-

Maple Ridge Lumber Co.
PORT HANEY, B.C. Limited

McLaren Lumber Company
BLAIRMORE, Alta.

Manufacturers of superior grades of

Spruce Lumber

Dealers in all kinds of Mining Timbers,

Corral and Fence Poles, etc.

Our Specialty: QUALITY and SERVICE*'
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CANADA PERMANENT
PROTECTION AND SERVICE

Dominion-wide
Organization

Sixty-Seven Years'
Successful Experience

CANADA PERMANENT MORTGAGE
CORPORATION

Paid Up Capital and Reserves $14,250,000

ESTABLISHED 1855

HEAD OFFICE: TORONTO
Under the same Directorate and Management

THE CANADA PERMANENT TRUST
COMPANY

Paid Up Capital and Reserve $1,140,000

ESTABLISHED 1914

Our experience and organiz9,tion, with our reliability and strength, ensure
safety and efficiency in the administration or management of Estates

or Investments.

Specialists in all branches of Trust Company Service.

Solicited.

Enquiries

-B. C. BRANCH
QUO. I. LEGATE, Manager C. H. WAKREir, Estates Manager

CANADA PERMANENT BUILDING
432 RICHARDS ST. VANCOUVE^

SAFETY DEPOSIT BOXES FOR RENT

ItWaiPayYou

TO CARBY

Timberland

S4S Dimension
AND

Yard Timbers

The Best in the West

THE

Timberland Lumber Co.
NEW WESTMINSTER, B. C.

You need haul only 10% to 15% by weight

of the milk you use in camp

ON THE haul from the railroad to camp you'll appreciate

the fact that Canadian Milk Products Powdered Milk

weighs only a fraction of its equivalent in liquid or prepared

milk. In fact it weighs but 10% to 15% of fresh liquid milk

—

for it is fresh milk with all the water, which constitutes over

85% in weight, taken out.

You'll appreciate Canadian Milk Products Powdered Milk

a lot more when you use it in camp. It won't freeze or sour,

is easy to store and convenient to handle. And you drink it

or cook with it exactly as you would fresh liquid milk.

Samples and information gladly sent on request.

iTRlJMIUiJ,

TRUMILK
Powdered whole
milk. Packed in 45
and 90 lb. drums.
Order direct from
us.

KLIM
(Hotel size)

Powdered skimmed
milk. InlOlb. caos.

Order from your
jobber.

MILKSTOCK
Powdered skimmed
milk. Packed in 50and
100 lb. drums. Order
from your jobber or
direct from us.

'ATO.

MILKSTOCK

—

Order from yourjobber or direct from us.

TRUMILK—Order direct from us.

CANADIAN MILK PRODUCTS LIMITED
347 ADELAIDE ST. W., TORONTO, ONT.

319 Craig Street, W. 428 Main Street
Montreal, Que. Winnipeg, Man.

British Columbia Distributors: Kirkland & Ros.., 130 Water Street, Vancouver

I
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MEMBER MILLS
Alberta Iiiiiuber Co., Iitd.

Dominion Creosotingr & Iibr. Iitd.

Bobertson 8c Hackett Sawmills
I>td.

MEMBER MILLS
Ebume Sawmills I^td.

Iiadner Iiumber Iitd.

Timberland I^nmber Co., Xitd.

DOUGLAS FIR WESTERN HEMLOCK

YOU HAVE THE COMBINED SERVICE OF
SIX COAST MILLS BEHIND YOUR RE-
QUIREMENTS FOR B. C. LUMBER. THAT
MEANS SOMETHING TO YOU AT THIS
TIME, WHEN BROKEN STOCKS ARE IN
EVIDENCE.

Associsied /\ills
Limited

Vancouver BRITISH COLUMBIA

REPRESENTATIVES

:

Roy R. Pointer, Edmonton, Alta.

McFarland Lumber Co., Calgary, Alta.

McFarland Lumber Co., Winnipeg, Man.
A. C. Raymond, Saskatoon, Sask.

THURSTON-FLAVELLE LIMITED
Office and Mills Port Moody, B.C.

Our Specialty

RED CEDAR
CLEAR "A"

BEVEL SIDING

EXTRA XXX
SHINGLES

FOR PART CAR SHIPMENTS STOCKS OF SIDING CARRIED AT:—
Winnipeg, c/o The Empire Sash & Door Company, Ltd.

Saskatoon, c/o Security Lumber Company, Limited.

Edmonton, c/o The Atlas Lumber Company, Limited.

Calgary, c/o Revelstoke Sawmill Company, Limited.

Swift Current, c/o Revelstoke Sawmill Company, Limited.

Regina, c/o Security Lumber Company, Limited.

Moose Jaw, c/o Security Lumber Company, Limited.

Dauphin, Man., c/o J. J. Crowe Co., Limited.

Prairie Representative, J. O. THORPE, King George Hotel, Saskatoon, Sask.

II



THE PIONEER INDEPENDENT LUMBER JOURNAL

1903 1923

Member Audit Bureau of Circulations

Published Monthly at Vancouver

p. T. CARRE, EDITOR

VANCOUVER

W. R. Kell, 302 Travellers' BnildlneTi

Winnipeg'.

25 Charlotte Street, Toronto.

Board of Trade Bids'., Montreal.

Chlcagro—14 W. Washinrton St.

New Tork—296 Broadway, Phone: Worth 248.

Xiondon, Eng.—3 Regent Street, S.W.

P. T. Carre, Manager, 106 Winch BIdg.,

Vancouver.

Publishers also of

Western Canada Coal Review.

Commercial & Retail Merchants' Review.

Western Canada Contractor.

MacLean Building Reports.

WINNIPEG

Subscription Price: $2 per year in advance;
United States and foreign conntrles, 92.50 per
year. Single copies, 20c.

Address all conminnlcations, and make
cheques, drafts, P.O. and express orders pay-
able to the Western Iiumberman.

Advertisements, to insure Insertion in the
issue of any month, should reach the office of
publication not later than the fifth of the
month

UNIFORM QUALITY
LUMBER

DOUGLAS FIR

SPRUCE

HEMLOCK
CEDAR

Our Modern Mill is Situated in the

Heart of the "Green Timber," One of

the Finest Stands in British Columbia

WRITE US YOUR ENQUIRIES

Telegrams: NEW WESTMINSTER. B.C.

The King'Farris Lumber Co. Ltd.
Mill : KINGS, B. C. Office: NEWTON, B. C.
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The BRITISH COLUMBIA MILLS TIMBER & TRADING CO.
(ESTABLISHED 1865)

LATH

PICKETS

MOULDINGS

SHINGLES

SPARS AND

LONG TIMBERS

Furnished on Short

Notice

OUR GRADE AND MANUFACTURE UNSURPASSED
Exclusive Sales Agents for Manitoba, Saskatchewan and Alberta:

H. S. GALBRAITH COMPANY, LIMITED

706 ELECTRIC RAILWAY CHAMBERS WINNIPEG, MAN.

Our Air Dried Western Pine

and Larch Has No Superior

Among Mountain Woods

Our facilities for manufacturing, coupled with care in grading,

assures our customers the utmost satisfaction. We carry com-

plete stocks of DIMENSION, SIDING, CEILING and FINISH,

and can make immediate shipment in straight or mixed cars,

THE OTIS STAPLES LUMBER CO., LTD.
WYCLIFFE, B. C.

Sales Agents: McDONALD LUMBER CO., UNION BANK BLDG., WINNIPEG
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WESTERN RETAIL LUMBERMEN'S ASSOCIATION HOLDS

32ndTractical Business' Convention
Winnipeg, January 24, 25, 26

Delegates W.R.L.A. 32nd Annual Convention

Once again the big annual event to which all retail lumber-
men of Western Canacla look so eagerly each year has come and
passed. The 32nd Grand Annual Convention of the Western
Ketail Lumbermen's Association, held January 24, 25 and 26, in

the Fort Garry Hotel, Winnipeg, lived right up to all advance
notices, and the splendid reputation built up by the annual events

of former years was further enhanced as a result.

Considering the hard year through which the western retail

lumbermen passed during 1922, it must have been highly gra-

tifying to the" officials of the association when about 400 mem-
bers turned up, behind broad grins, to attend the convention,

approximately the same number as attended last year.

One of the features of the convention was the president's

address, William P. Dutton, who was, by the way, unanimously
returned to office for the ensuing year, was not only accorded

hearty congratulations by the members individually, but a resolu-

tion to that effect was passed by the members collectively.

Probably the most outstanding point in Mr. Button's pre-

sidential address, and one which was later embodied in a reso-

lution presented to the members in session and passed unan-

imously, was his vigorous condemnation of the basis on which
court costs and sheriff's fees are levied.

The slogan adopted for this convention was "Practical

Business," and without a doubt that is exactly what the 1923 con-

vention of the W. R. L. A. proved to be—a practical business

convention.

It was not featured by highly inspiring speeches, prompting
the members to prolonged outbursts of hysterical a])i)lause, but

rather each session was dignified by the earnest attention which
those present paid to the business on hand, and the efficiency and
despatch with which each item was dealt.

Right here it would not be amiss to extend the heartiest con-

gratulation to secretary Fred Ritter, to whom great credit is due

for the smoothness which characterised the movement of the

convention from the start of the opening sess on to the adovu'n-

ment of the final session on Friday afternoon, January 26.

With his characteristic energy and vigor (probably gained
as playing-manager of the Regina grid-iron squad) he kept those
present on their toes all the time, and there was a hundred per
cent, attendance at practically every session. It takes a live sec-

retary to stage a live convention, and with an association com-
posed of a bunch of live-wires, led by an enthusiastic and popu-
lar president, such as the W.R.L.A. have in "Bill" Dutton, an
exceptionally valuable convention for those who attended was
bound to result—and it did.

Premier Bracken Opens Convention

The convention was ofificially opened on Wednesday morn-
ing, January 24, by Hon. John Bracken, Premier of iManitoba,
who extended to the delegates a warm welcome. Referring
briefly to present conditions in the West, the i)remier struck a
note of optimism. While this was no time in which to rock the
boat through pessimism, neither was it a time for blind optim-
ism. The west was passing through a testing period.

The Premier stated that he .saw more reason for constructive
work which would put the west on a permanent basis than ever
before. People were now meeting business jiroblems squarely
in the face, and were, as a result, building up a more solid
foundation. This was the time for city and countrv, business
men and farmers, to all pull together, he declared in conclusion.
His remarks drew hearty api)lause from his audience, and in
reply President Dutton assured the premier that the Western
Retail Lumbermen's Association was friendly towards farmers
as a class and towards farmer governments.

Before leaving, the Premier struck a friendly note when he
referred to the president as his "friend Bill," and remarked how
some fifteen years ago he had taught Fred Ritter the Canadian
style of rugby.

15
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President's Address

As already mentioned, the president's address was one of

the features of the convention. His masterly and accurate re-

view of conditions in Western Canada as they are today, elicited

a great deal of favorable comment from all who heard it and

when the committee appointed to deal with the presidential ad-

dress submitted its report on the last day of the convention, it

presented a resolutiori which contained the hearty congratula-

tions of the delegates to President Dutton, on the excellency of

his address, which was passed unanimously.

(Editor's Note: President Button's Address appears on

another page of this issue.)

Secretary's Annual Report

Secretary Fred Ritter stated that he was gratified to be able

to submit a report of the past year's activities of the Associa-

tion, which he was sure would be satisfactory, and an auditor's

report which showed the association to be in the best financial

position of its whole career.

Financial Report

"It will be observed from our auditors' report that we have

at the present time a surplus of $16,685.02, with current assets

amounting to $9,241,85 in addition to our being able to show
bills payable amounting to only $32.84.

Building Department

"Our building department, while maybe not being as active

as in previous years, has, nevertheless, had a very successful and
m_ost encouraging year. I say successful, because notwithstand-

ing the business conditions which prevailed in our line of busi-

ness during th past year, this department is able financially to

show a most satisfactory report.

"Last year, after following our usual custom of crediting

the revenue from our Training Course and other activities to

this department, we still showed a deficit of $1,715.33. This

year, after our crediting this department with revenue derived

from these same activities and after pricing the inventory of these

activities credited to this department about 50 per cent, lower

than a year ago, we show a deficit of only $1,163.03.

"I say it has been an encouraging year because we now have
more members making use of our building department than ever

before and we are further inclined to believe that the day is

not far distant when we will be able to boast of supplying this

service to 100 per cent, of our membership. I make this latter

statement because after keeping very closely in touch with this

department during my connection with the Association, and
after making a survey of what other Associations are doing in

this work, I am thoroughly convinced that our service to our

WM. P. DUTTON

Re-elected President W.R.L.A.

FRED
Secretary

"This financial position of ours has not been made pos-

sible by any lack of activities on our part, but can be credited

to a very large extent to our following the general poUcy adopted

by all institutions during the past year—that of reducing our

over-head to the minimum, practising the strictest economy and
coupling these up with more intensive and earnest work on the

part of our staf¥.

Membership Falling Off.

"Our membership has suffered considerably, due primarily

to the closing up or the amalgamation of a number of yards.

The result has been that our membership has been reduced by
nearly one hundred, leaving us at the present time with a total

merbership of 1176, which total includes 35 new members en-

listed during the past year. We can reasonably expect further

cancellations from amalgamations and the closing up of still

more yards this year, and I want to take this opportunity of so-

liciting every member's most earnest co-operation in assisting

us to secure new members. If there are any dealers in your
town or district who you know are not already members, we
would appreciate your letting us know, in order that we may at

once get busy and endeavor to have them take out membership.

R. SKOV

Vice-President W.R.L.A.

RITTER
W.R.L.A.

members in this department is the most complete, efificient and
economical of any.

"During the past year this department prepared 392 spe-

cial plans and bills of material in addition to which we filled

orders totalling 417 Standard Plans from the Association's Plan
Books and 120 blue prints of our special Crib Silo.

"This department has, also, just completed a loose-leaf

binder entitled, 'Bungalows of Comfort,' which consists of 20
dif¥erent designs of 4, 5 and 6-room bungalows. The working
drawings, bills of material, small scale plans and perspectives

have all been prepared and we believe we have in this new ac-

tivity developed one of the best features we have ever offered

our members. This new binder will be on display at our exhibit

booth and I sincerely hope that every member will make it a

point of inspecting it.

Silo Campaign

"It required a lot of work and surplus efifort to enable us h.

finally launch our Silo Campaign, but we finally enlisted enough
members to warrant our going ahead with our first co-operative

advertising venture, and I believe that I can safely state without
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fear of contradiction that the Silo idea has been firmly sold in

the majority of districts in Western Canada. Credit for this,

accomplishment must be given to a very large extent to our
members who got behind us in this campaign and by their co-

operative determined spirit made it possible for us to circularize

nearly 15,000 farmers with our specially prepared Silo literature.

"In my opinion the co-operative system of advertising handl-

ed through the Association is the most forceful, efficient and
economical method that you could possibly employ, and I cannot
refrain from expressing my very deep regret that we have been
unable to get 100 per cent, of our members to contribute their

share to this powerful form of advertising and which is most
necessary before we can successfully launch campaigns of this

nature.

"I hope that at this Convention this subject will be thor-

oughly discussed for the purpose of formulating some plan of

carrying this idea out, backed up by 100 per cent, of our mem-
bers, because the scheme is only efficient and equitable on a

basis of 100 per cent, co-operation.

Legislative Matters

"I wish to make particular reference to our Saskatchewan
Legislative Committee, who, under the chairmanship of Mr.
Walter Thorn, of Moose Jaw, have done some very valuable

work for our members.
The Saskatchewan Legislative Committee has interviewed

A. K. LEITCH

Past President Mountain Lumber-
men's Lumber Association

"Your executive have, also, had considerable correspond-

ence with the chairman of the Soldier Settlement Board of Ot-

tawa, in addition to holding several conferences with the local

Board, for the purpose of trying to bring about a more satisfac-

tory basis of settlement on accounts owing to our members by
settlers who have abandoned the land leaving the improvements

not fully paid for. In cases of this kind, the Board have totally

ignored our claims, their action being justified to a certain ex-

tent from the fact that the Act would not permit them to do

otherwise. They have, however, agreed to deal with each indi-

vidual case of this kind on its merits, provided full particulars are

submitted to them and while not promising settlement, they have

assured us that they will co-operate to their fullest power in

having our claims satisfied.

"We have, also, filed application with the chairman of the

Manitoba Workmen's Compensation Act, asking for a reduc-

tion in the amount now being assessed the retail lumbermen,
the outcome of which should be known at an early date.

"Your executive also sent in to the Hon. Mackenzie King

a very strong protest against the Stamp Tax on receipts being

put into operation as proposed in particular reference to Counter

Sale Books. As you are no doubt aware, this objection has now
been overcome by the new regulations sent out the first of the

year, full particulars of which were published.

F. E. SINE
Calgary, Alta.

THEO. A. SPARKS

Past President W.R.L.A.

the officials of the government who have the proposed Work-
men's Compensation Act under consideration, for the purpose

of having the retail lumber dealers eliminated from coming
under this Act, if same is put into operation. Our committee

report that they have every reason to believe that our request

wil be granted in the event olf this Act being put into effect in

the province.

"The taxation situation in the small towns and villages has

also been dealt with by this committee and it is expected that a

more equitable basis of taxation will be arrived at in the near

future.

"The conference in Regina called by Premier Dunning to

deal with the farmers present financial difficulties was attended

by a committee from the Association who assured the Premier

that the retail lumbermen would co-operate with the govern-

ment as far as possible during the present situation.

"A similar conference was called in Manitoba by Premier

Bracken, the Association being represented by President Dutton

and the Secretary, assurance being given to the Premier that the

retail lumbermen would -co-operate with them provided the

farmers of this province who were in financial difficulties would

play the game fair with their creditors.

General Activities

"During the past year your Association has prepared for

its members a number of small activities such as: Uniform
Property Statements, Prospect Charts, Small Sales Illustrated

Folders, Silo Illustrated Letterheads, Silo Posters, Movie Slides,

a Series of Small Envelope Inserts, a New Four-page Illustrated

Letterhead, Hardwood Flooring Envelope Inserts, and various

other activities for individual members.

"We have, also, been called upon by members to prepare

series of sales letters and series of advertisements for local

newspapers, besides our having prepared articles for use in local

new.spapers during our Silo Campaign. Where these various

services have been taken advantage of, we feel sure they have
proven profitable to our members. We, furthermore, want you
to remember at any time that you may want to put on a special

selling campaign in your district, we will take pleasure in offer-

ing suggestions and ideas which may be of some help in making
it more effective.

Training Course

"Our Training Course continues to prove very popular both

in Canada and the United States, which statement is borne out

by our having sold 113 courses during the past year, over 50
per cent, of the subscriptions having come from the United
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States. Although there have been a number of similar courses

put on the market during the past year, I am of the opinion that

we still have the most practicable and least expensive lumber-

men's training course in circulation. To bear out this state-

ment, only very recently we received a letter from the assistant-

registrar of the American Extension University of Los An-
geles, California, in which he staled that he happened to see our

course in the office of a lumber company and after carefully

looking it over he was convinced that our course was superior

to anything of its kind that he has seen. I think you will agree

that this is a mighty fine testimonial from a man who is engaged

in work that demands his familiarizing himself with all kinds of

educational work.

"In conclusion, I just wish to make acknowledgment to the

members of our Board of Directors and our Executive Commit-

tee of the Association for their hearty co-operation during the

year. You are above all greatly indebted to President Dutton,

who not only has given much time and thought to the Asso-

ciation aflfairs, but by his over-abundant supply of enthusiasm

has been a wonderful stimulant to myself in my desire to better

serve our members. Many individual members have, also,

whole-heartedly co-operated in our Association work ; to them,

a; well as the membership at large and also to the loyal and
efficient staff, acknowledgment is hereby made."

R. E. Saberson, general sales manager, Thompson Yards,

Inc., Minneapolis, addressed the members on the subject, "The
New Era in Retailing," at the noonday luncheon. The luncheon

was enlivened by community singing led by members of the

Kiwanis Club.

AFTERNOON SESSION

Dr. Pidgeon Urges Adoption of Code of Ethics.

With the purpose in view of providing concre.e principles

of business methods which shall serve as a guide and aid to the

maintenance of correct business standards, the members of the

Association adopted a declaration of business principles which
will be known as the "W.R.L.A. Code of Ethics."

A most appropriate address preceded the presentation of

the "Code of Ethics" to the gathering, which created just the

atmosphere required for such an important undertaking, when
Rev. E. Leslie Pidgeon, D.D., of Winnipeg, a past president of

the International Association of Rotary Clubs, addressed the

members present on the subject, "The Foot Rule."

He first pointed out the necessity of the foot rule, or some
definite standard of measure, to lumber dealers in the course of

their business.

If there were no definite standard of measure then each
dealer would have to rely on his own judgment. Without
doubt no two men would judge alike. In fact the probability

is, said Dr. Pidgeon, that any one man's judgment would differ

from time to time, according to his mood. Furthermore, he
stated, keen desire might color judgment, even without the

person realizing that this was the desire. The point is, one man
could not from day to day, give the same keen, unbiased judg-
ment in measuring his lumber without a definite standard or
measure, and if he could, personal standards of judgment would
differ anyway. Therefore, before very long the industry as a

whole would be looked at askance by the buying public when it

found that varying lengths of lumber were being dealt out for

what was meant to be a given length.

And the principle of the foot rule in the physical sense also

applies to the business 'iit the moral sense. Unquestionably
every man's moral judgment differs to some extent, and where
the moral judgment of an individual might be so poor as to

cause his customers to regard him with suspicion, there would be
a great danger that this would rebound discreditably on the
industry as a whole and weaken the prestige of all the lumber
dealers in the eyes of the public.

Therefore, some recognized definite ethical standard, or
code of ethics was most necessary for any such association of
business men as the W.R.L.A., urged the speaker.

As the foot rule must be established by a number of clear
thinking men giving their unbiased judgment at their best mo-
ment, so must a code of ethics be formed, stated Dr. Pidgeon.

Truth is First Essential.

The first essential feature in a code of ethics, or any definite

standard of measure, is truth. Truth, stated the speaker, is

harmony with eternal fact.

The chief element in truth is unity. Our interests lie to-

gether and not apart, stated the speaker. If a person's actions

are to be so guided that they are in constant harmony with the

universe in which we live, then all action must recognize the

unity and general interests of humanity.

Remember, said the speaker, that there are two men and
two sides to every bargain, which must benefit the man on each

side, otherwise it will not benefit either.- One may gain tem-

porary benefit only because he is violating the laws of

humanity.
Efficiency and service in a business should not stop at

merely giving a good article at a good price. Its every action

should be so guided that the high standard of the industry as a

whole is being maintained.

Every business should recognize its responsibility to the

community, as well as to the industry as a whole. It should be

realized that there may be young men and young women within

each business who are having their characters made or marred,
according to the atmosphere which surrounds the business. It

is, today, necessary to emphasize human brotherhood. . It is

essential that no man has a right to use another man merely
for his own purpose or benefit. One personality should never be

overlooked to gratify another man's amb'tion. In his daily toil

every man should be given the opportunity of living a good life,

the speaker declared.

The trouble with the world today is that our intellectual ad-

vancement has run away from our moral consciousness.

Through the means of the radio, the telegraph and the tele-

phone, etc., the whole world has been made a neighborhood.
What happens in Constantinople in the morning is known all

over North America before evening. Nations are practicallv all

commercially related. But the unfortunate people of the world
have not yet adjusted moral consciousness to the acceptance of

brotherhood, which science has made a physical fact.

Science Made World a Neighborhood.
The advance of science has brought the people of the world

together, moral consciousness must now bring them into that

practical unity which recognizes the fact that humanity is a bro-

therhood, in which no individual can perform any action below
the moral standard, or it will reflect back on himself.

If a code of ethics is to be of any value it must be written

down and placed where it can be read at all times. It must be
thoroughly known and understood and applied continually in

every action.

The Doctor feared, he said, that the tendency of the people
today was to cheer every form of ideal life presented to them
which appeals, and then go out and immediately forget them.

That is why New Year resolutions are always held up as

jokes. They are never looked after in practice. No man has
ever been made better by a resolution except when he has woven
it into his moral being and actually put it into continual action.

When every man embodies his highest conception of right

into action as a whole then will that ideal state of living be an
established fact, he said, in conclusion.

^ ^

Following Dr. Pidgeon's address, which was received with

'

great enthusiasm, William P. Dutton presented the code of ethics

for the consideration of the members present, which was ad-
opted unanimously. Mr. Dutton was chairman of a committee
which had been appointed at the recent semi-annual meeting to

formulate a code of ethics, and the ode adopted at this session

was the result of the committee's work.

This is believed to be the first real code of ethics ever formu-
lated and adopted by any retail lumbermen's association in North
America, a fact of which the members of the W.R.L.A. and its

officials are justly proud.

THE THEATRE PARTY
The first day of the convention concluded with a special

theatre party at the Orpheum Theatre, where the delegates en-

joyed an excellent vaudeville show.
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Thursday, January 25th.

"The Power of Organized Selling"

B. L. Martin, of Winnipeg, opened the way for a discussion

of co-operative advertising led by Gordon Konantz, of Winnipeg.

Mr. Martin declared that the four great potentialities in or-

ganized selling to the individual dealer's business were

:

( ) That organized selling through the association can be

a power for economy.

(2) Organized selling through the association helps the

dealer to maintain the position of the lumber industry in the face

of selling efforts of competitors in other lines.

(3) Organized selling is a factor which helps the dealer

sell along the right -lines.

Furthermore, the speaker stated, the best brains of each

individual business are brought to bear upon the solution of the

problem common to all, as in the case of the association.

He declared that among the strongest competitors of the

retailers are the luxury concerns, who apply large appropria-

tions, much larger than the individual dealer can meet, in ad-

vertising their products in the local dealer's own markets.

He instanced the case of a large automobile concern which
credits farmers' purchases during 1922 as being the chief factor

in its jump from seventh to second place in the sales of all cars

and to first place in sales of fully equipped modern cars.

Much attention will be given the matter of selling women,
stated the speaker. Farm women will be told they should have
their own cars because when the farm has only one car it is

usually in use on the business of the farm, just when the wife

or daughter needs to go to town or to a meeting or church or to

make calls. Similar presentations to women in general will

be made in the magazines. Special messages have been pre-

pared for "The Girl in Business," and the wife who is "Mar-
ooned During the Day."

"The luxury industries have achieved their success through

the employment of persistent, desire-creating selling methods
and the manner in which they have appealed to that strange trait

in humanity which finds it possible to afiford a luxury when it

cannot pay for a necessity."

"A similar success," declared Mr. Martin, "can be accom-
plished by means of organized selling through your association,

at a considerably less expenditure of money than is now required

on the part of the luxury industries. This rs true because, as

lumbermen, operating yards in your own district, you are able

to compile a direct mailing list of your prospects with all the

persuasive powers which organized selling efforts will give you

:

you are able to follow up the power of organized advertising and
selling with your personal efforts and you are merely required

to spend a fraction. of the cost which it would cost yon to put

across a successful campaign as an individual."

Keep Position in Local Market

"Organized selling is a force which will enable you to keep

your position in the market," said the speaker. In explanation,

he stated that during slack times, when the people of a dealer's

district could not afiford to buy, was the time to put over a well

organized distribution of desire-creating literature. He warned
his audience that such methods were employed by the powerful

luxury industry competitors. Their theory was to sow during

the slack time and reap when the time for sales became oppor-

tune. In other words they centred all their efforts in creating the

desire to buy their products in the minds of their prospects and

then when the time was ripe they would be right there to close

the deal.

If the dealers would use such methods they would, at least,

maintain their position in the minds of their prospects until such

a time as sales might be made.
"Organized selling through your association enables you to

sell along established lines," said Mr. Martin.

He suggested that the personal attitude of the dealer towards

the product he has for sale should not be in terms of the raw ma-
terial but in the finished product ; he should be able to paint

mental pictures of the finished house or barn for his prospect.

The best way, he said, would be to lead the prospect into a house

or barn actually completed and show him its strong points.' That
was usually impossible. But the power of organ'zed selling

would come to his aid in that respect by supplying the dealer with

colored pictures of the home or barn, showing attractively plan-

ned and finished interiors in a manner that will register a mind

impression on the prospect that will overcome all the attempts

of the luxury industries or of the ready-cut mail-order house

agencies, to divert it.

"Organized selling draws your customer towards you," he

stated. Organized selling is the force that will establish a

bridge between the lumber dealer and the lumber buyer which

he will be willing to cross and meet you half way.

Co-operative advertising will already have attracted his at-

tention, created within him desire. The price argument will not

be the final deciding factor in the sale.

In conclusion Mr. Martin stated : "Whether you have one

yard or one hundred you will derive the same advantage. There

is nothing unfair about the power of organized selling. If you

have a hundred yards you will profit by one hundred times the

duplication of the power, if you have one yard you will receive

the benefit of the power applied to your own territory. But the

greatest result of all will be in the fact that organized selling

will key up the eificiency, interest, and enthusiasm of every

yard manager in the business. You will give better service to

your prospects and do yourself more justice than ever before.

That is the big thing about the power of associated advertising

and selling. It starts a keen competitive interest. The best man
wins as he should, the entire service of your industry is improved
to your profit and to the customer's advantage."

Mr. Martin received a splendid ovation at the conclusion of

his remarks, which undoubtedly had placed his audience in mos*

receptive mood for the reception of the suggestions of the com-
mittee on advertising activities.

Committee's Report on Co-operative Advertising.

Gordon Konantz, of Winnipeg, gave the committee's re-

port. He stated that the members of the committee were unani-

mously in favor of co-operative advertising.

While it was considered too late to put on a home-building

campaign this year, the committee wished to obtain the feeling

of those present in order that if the members as a whole were
in favor of the proposition, steps might be taken to launch the

campaign in 1924.

All preparations for the campaign would have to be com-
pleled during the months of November and December, as

January was the only logical time to commence circulating the

campaign literature. This would consist of a booklet containing

attractive illustrations of various types of homes of pracacal

use and comfort to the farmers and people of the towns and
cities of Western Canada. This would be followed by three

weekly letters, written on desire-creating lines, direct ng the

thoughts of the prospect towards the local dealer.

During the past year 500 members had already signified

their intention of co-operating in this campaign. However it

was the object of the coinmittee to enlist 900 members in the

movement. The cost of this literature would then be quite

small, amounting to a per capita cost of about three dollars for

the booklet and the three letters.

In the short discussion which followed it was evident that

the members present were not only favorable to the scheme, but

enthusiastic, and the scheme was unanimously approved.

Report of Committee on Grading Rules.

Dissatisfaction created among prairie lumber dealers by the

new grading rules had resulted in the appointment, at the semi-

annual meeting of directors in Calgary last July, shor'.ly after the

new grading rules had been put into effect by the Mountain
Manufacturers' Association, of a committee to investigate the

matter. This committee, headed by R. .Skov, of High River,

Alberta, and consisting of E. Stacey, Lethbridge, and F. Man-
ning, Calgary, was to report its findings at the convention and,

if possible, offer suggestions that would bring the matter to a

satisfactory mutual adjustment between the retail dealers and
the manufacturers.

Mr. Skov, in presenting the committee's report, stated that

the committee made these recommendations in a spirit of co-

operation, knowing fully that the mills had their troubles as

well as the retailer, but it was of the opinion that the manu-
facturers would see the viewpoint of the retailers and that better

results would be obtained if they could remedy the causes men-
tioned as causing the disssatisfaction.

Mr. Skov stated that three principal causes had been found
resulting in the complaints among the dealers. He stated these

to the audience and in the discussion which followed a delega-
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tion from the Mountain Lumber Manufacturers' Association

helped considerably to clear the existing misunderstandings. This

delegation consisted of H. Burns, McLaren Lumber Co., Blair-

more. B. C. L R. Poole, of Nelson, B. C, secretary of the

M.L.M.A., W. L. Lammers, Chase, B. C, A. K. Leitch, past

president, M.L.M.A., of Jaffray. B. C, and Mr. Tobin, official

inspector, Western Pine Association, Seattle.

Following Mr. Skov's report, Mr. Leitch took the platform

with Mr. Skov, who presented each of the three complaints in

turn, and Mr. Leitch answered them. This cleared up matters

considerably, and further help was added on the last day of the

convention when Mr. Tobin gave a demonstration of grading to

the edification of his audience. The delegates from the Manu-

facturers individually, and through their spokesman, Mr.

Leitch, showed every desire to co-operate in every way with the

retailers, and the better understanding which now exists between

the members of the two associations is another outstanding,

practical and visible proof of the good done by this convention.

Instead of giving Mr. Skov's report in full, we are giving

each complaint in turn, accompanied by Mr. Leitch's answer.

"First: That this change was not put into effect by all

the Mountain mills. Some of the larger mills and many of the

smaller mills continuing to use the old grading rules, also the

Coast mills likewise, which makes it impracticable for the re-

tailers to keep a uniform grade of stock in their yards, unless

they do all their buying either with the mills selling on the old

grade, or the mills selling on the new grading rules, as there is

too much difference in the grades to mix them promiscuously

in the yard, and to overcome this difficulty would recommend
that the Mountain Manufacturers' Association endeavour to

have all of the mills in their association and the mills on the

coast, market particularly common boards, shiplap and dimen-

sion on the new grading rules."

In reply Mr. Leitch stated: "All members of the Moun-
tain Manufacturers' Association, with one exception, are using

the new rules for this year's cut, but most of them had a lot

of stock on hand which had been cut and graded under the old

grade system. As soon as all the old stock has been shipped,

retailers will be receiving lumber cut and graded under the new
rules."

"Second: Your Committee finds that there is a general

and pronounced dissatisfaction among the retailers on account of

what practically amounts to the abolition of the old shelving

grades and nothing to take its place. This we find is a matter

that has caused great inconvenience among the dealers. Shelving

being the grade of finish most invariably used for exterior fin-

ish and the old grade of shelving had so established itself for

this purpose among the building trade, that the dealers find it

impossible to substitute any lower grade, such as the new grade

of No. 1 common Western Pine, which is higher in price to

the dealer and he is obliged to sell as a substitute for shelving,

the D grade of finish, which is Hsted at a still higher price.

"We would suggest that the spread between No. 1 and No.
2 Western Pine grade be lessened. The old grading rules al-

lowed shelving to be bought on Column No. 1 at $58.00 for

12-in. stock. Under the new grading rules No. 1 common
Western Pine in the same width costs $65 per thousand, and
while it may be possible that some mills may at some time ship

a grade of No. 1 common Western Pine that is as good as the

old shelving grade, nevertheless, it is a fact that under the new
rules the mills are allowed to ship a quality in this grade that

would not have been acceptable in the old grade of shelving.

The grading rules under this item are altogether too liberal in

the matter of defects for oiitside finish. Take example No. 2

in the grading rules, piece of 1x12—16 ft. with 22 small red

knots and one horn knot, or example No. 4, with 12 black knots.

If a dealer wants a better grade for outside finish purposes, he
must buy D grade of finish, which costs delivered Column 1,

$73 per thousand, and coinsequently would have to be sold at a

much higher price than the old grade of shelving."

Mr. Leitch : "The grade of shelving under that name is a

misnomer. It included too wide a variety of grades and meant
that if the lower grade in that shelving was good enough for

the purpose, that there was a lot of lumber too good for the

purpose being used. As the majority of shelving was used as a

cheap finish, our new grade of No. 1 common would substitute

for this purpose, giving a grade good enough for the purpose and
more uniform."

"Third : There appears to be a great difference in opinion

regarding what is actually meant by the note in the price list of

$5 per thousand for resawing and the note in the discount sheet

says $2 per thousand for resawing. Some manufacturers charge

one price and some another, and as this work appears to be

done, when shipping to Ontario and American markets at a

much less price even than the $2 charge, your Committee are of

the opinion that if this is taken up with the manufacturers, that

they will arrange to reduce the cost of resawing and also send out

some explicit instructions to the mills, showing what is the

correct charge.

Mr. Leitch : "Our prices under the new grading rules are

established by outside influences and markets to where we are

shipping the majority of this stuff. There is a slight misunder-
standing in connection with re-sawing, and in the case of a

charge of $5 a thousand a buyer received the finished grade,

which he bought. In the cost of $2 a thousand for se-sawing
the buyer got the product of the strip, which was resawn and
in a great many cases there was a considerable fall down in

grade on account of re-sawing. We understood that there had
been some misunderstanding regarding these changes, but we are

putting them in a little different manner in the price list and
hope it will overcome existing misunderstanding.

Fourth : Your committee further recommends that in view
of the changes brought about by the new grading rules in the

grades of shiplap and other manufactured inch lumber, no mil!

be allowed to ship such manufactured lumber in a green or un-
seasoned condition and that if a mill does make such shipment,

said shipment shall be subject to re-grading.

Mr. Leitch : "It was generally understood that if a man
was buying finished lumber he was entitled to receive seasoned

lumber and any mill with regard for its reputation would not

ship green, manufactured lumber. If they did, and it resulted

in lowering the grade when dried out, then this was a matter

of adjustment between buyer and seller. We would be glad to

recommend to the M.L.M.A. that it considers puttnig a note in

the price list stating that these prices were based on reasonably

well-seasoned lumber.

In conclusion of his report Mr. Skov stated that these re-

commendations were made in a spirit of co-operation, the com-
mittee recognizing fully that the mills had their troubles as well

as the retailer.

At the luncheon which followed the morning session Ben
R. Vardaman, educational director of the Retail Merchants' In-

stitute, Chicago, addressed the gathering on the subject "Meet-
ing Today's Competition," in which he said a dealer simply could

not afford to relinquish his position as a leader in his com-
munity.

Selling Alberta Coal

The afternoon session opened with an address by G. R.

Pratt, fuel engineer for the government of Alberta, who has
charge of the government's publicity office in Winnipeg.

Mr. Pratt gave a most enlightening address in the interests

of Alberta coals, and demonstrated, with the aid of lantern

slides, the correct way to burn these coals in furnaces.

He briefly reviewed the efforts made by the Alberta "Coal
Truths" office in Winnipeg in the interest of the Alberta prod-

ucts.

Until recent years Winnipeg citizens had used exclusively

the hard coal, or anthracite, imported from the United States.

This fuel was a well known standard product and required little

attention. It was favored by the coal dealer as it required little

selling effort to dispose of it.

During, and after the war period, supplies of this kind of

coal were curtailed and what was considered in Winnipeg as a

new product was substituted.

"Soft coal," as this product was called, was featured by
newspapers, associations, municipal authorities and individuals

as being dangerous to life and prosperity, impossible for good
service and most costly, which must be endured just so long as

conditions demanded.
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Immediately following its arrival and first use of the Al-
berta product it fell into disfavor and became the subject of

heavy criticism. This was entirely due to the fact that the

consumers had no idea how to burn this coal, and applied the

same methods that they used in burning anthraci'.e. Coal deal-

ers lent no co-operation at all.

The Alberta Government realizing that here was a potential

market for its coal product, which it was in danger of losing

through the lack of knowledge of how to use it on the part of

the Manitoba consumers, instituted an educational campaign
which resulted in the establishment of the "Coal Truths" office

in Winnipeg, in charge of the speaker.

"Today this handicap has been overcome to a large extent

by the circulation of educational propaganda and practical de-

monstrations and almost 90 per cent, of the Winnipeg market
has been obtained and it has also been established in most of

the users' minds that this class of coal is more suitable for their

purpose than the hard coal, which they previously used," de-

clared Mr. Pratt.

"Individually the dealers have lent full co-operation since the

campaign was started, often at an apparent personal loss.

"The Western Canada Fuel Association, and its official

organ, the Western Canada Coal Review, have been the main
factor which made it possible to accomplish the results which
we have to show. To them is due the credit for the results,"

said the speaker.

"The net result is that by making efforts to build a business

for tomorrow, a business has been built for today."

Never Refer to Soft Coal.

The speaker then tended some constructive advice to the

lumbermen, declaring that lumber in the building season and coal

in the winter season should be a good combination.

"To those of you who are in the coal business and sell coal

as soft coal, I advise you to get out before you lose out. If you

are selling coal, sell "so-and-so" coal from "so-and-so" mine.

You can then provide the service which goes with the coal. There

are probably a dozen districts and the coal from each district

differs from each of the other districts in characteristics and
requires different service. There are also dozens of mines in

some of the districts, some of which differ from others in the

standard of preparation and sizing.

"Get to know one coal properly so that you can hand the

knowledge to your customers, and stay with that one. The dis-

trict that it comes from is im.material as service can be obtained

w ith coal from any district, providing that you supply the right

methods.

"Don't select a certain coal and then buy from some other

mine which assures you that it is just the same, until you have

the proper advice on it, and don't expect to keep your coal

custom, nor your lumber custom, if you are always on the

lookout for cars of coal at bargain prices.

"When you want advice on coal, let us give it to you.

That is our business, but don't ask us which is the best coal.

All coal is the best if handled right. Make your selection ac-

cording to the desire of the d' strict. We will then advise you

of our records of its heat values and the methods which are

required to be used by the purchaser in order to obtain this

heaf value. You can then make your final selection according

to the offers which you have.

"If circumstances require you to change the kind of coal

which you have been handling, advise your customer so that

he may apply the required change in methods of burning."

The above remarks preceded a most valuable and practical

illustrated lecture on how to use Alberta coal. The lantern

slides illustrated the correct types of furnaces lo use and the

proper way to fire them.

In conslusion Mr. Pratt stated that copies of the book-

lets and pamphlets which he had described were at the free

disposal of any dealer who wished to distribute them among
his customers.

Mr. Pratt was accorded some highly complimentary remarks

from President Dutton for his valuable talk, and received well-

merited applause from his audience.

Coal Section to be Formed.

With but little discuss'on the members ado])ted a resolution

leading to the establishment in the immediate future of a coal

section. The committee's report on the advisability of a coal

section was presented by T. Sparks, the chairman, who stated

that the comm ttee believed such a .section could be added to the

Association's present activities at a minimum cost, as machinery
already existed which could be adapted to the purpose. There
was no idea of competing with the activities of any existing

coal organization, he stated, and on behalf of the committee he

moved the resolution mentioned above.

Gordon Konantz, of Winnipeg, was the only member to

cause any discussion on this project. He asked Mr. .Sparks

what this section could do, which the existing coal dealers' asso-

ciation was not doing. To this Mr. Sparks replied to the effect

that it would do nothing but simply provided the services of the

coal section to members at a minimum cost.

For the remainder of the session the members divided up

for round table conferences. At this time were also held the

annual shareholders' meeting of the Retail Lumbermen's Pur-

chasing Agency, and the "Firing Line Men" estimating contest.

This latter was an innovation in the W.R.L.A. convention,

although it has been tried with great success in the United

States. W. M. Norton, of the Beaver Lumber Co. Ltd., Regina,

was the winner of the first prize, a medicine cabinet donated

by the Winnipeg Paint and Glass Co., and D. R. Mcintosh, of the

Beaver Lumber Co. Ltd., Assiniboia, Sask., captured the second

[irize of $15, donated by the "Prairie Lumberman."

A successful day was fittingly concluded by the lumber-

men's big annual event of the year—The Ball. This was a mag-
nificent affair and the officials of the Association outd d them-

selves in their efforts to entertain the members and their many
guests. In the words of the poet : "A pleasant time was had
by all."

FRIDAY, JANUARY 26.

The big feature of the third and last day's convention i)ro-

ceedings was the election of offices. This resulted in William

P. Dutton, of Winnipeg, and R. Sko\, of High River, Alberta,

being returned to office by acclamation, amid the hearty and

[prolonged applause of the members present.

The following directors were also unanimously elected

:

Manitoba, Donald Konantz, Winnipeg; A. J. Smith, Erik.s-

dale ; R. Roberts, Winnipeg; Saskatchewan, George Fuller, Sas-

katoon; George Barr, Shaunavon
;
George Car.son, Moose Jaw;

Alberta, D. Sutherland, Camrose ; E. W. Stacey, Medicine Hat

;

George Bokwer, Ponoka.

Speaking to the members following the announcement of his

return to office, Mr. Dutton declared he fully appreciated the

honor in such a position. He really believed in fresh blood for

the officers and directors each year, he stated, but would do his

utmost to fulfill his duties faithfully.

The association was his first love, he declared.

He pointed to the keen interest taken in the round-table

conference as an evidence that the delegates did not come to the

convention for fun, but for work.

That the members did not attend the convention for selfish

purposes alone was plainly apparent from the remarks made
and the resolutions passed by the members, all of which clearly

indicated that the chief motive of all concerned was to find out

how to do business be.ter in the mutual interest of consumer
and lumberman.

Resolutions

Several important resolutions were passed, Mr. .Sparks,

chairman of the resolutions committee, presenting them to the

convention.

The first resolution was to the effect that the Association

was strongly opposed to the raising of revenue by stamp tax on
receipts and cheques. This was passed after an amendment to

the original motion, which contained a rider to the effect that the

sales tax be increased instead. However, this clause was de-

leted by the amendment, the members feeling that they should

not go on record as being in favor of the sales tax.
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Another resolution passed unanimously to the accompani-

ment of heartv applause, embodied the thanks of the convention

to Dr. Leslie' Pidgeon. for his splendid address, the members

of the Kiwanis Club, who led the singing at the three luncheons,

to R. E. Saberson for his excellent address, and to the Thomp-

son Yards Inc., of Minneapolis, for allowing Mr. Saberson to be

present.

"\\'hereas the retail lumbermen of Western Canada are de-

sirous of assisting in every possible way the farmers in financial

difficulty from being forced to abandon his vocation;

"Therefore, be it resolved that this association commend the

actions of the respective provincial governments for instituting

methods for providing amicable arrangements for handling such

cases rather than through arbitrary legislation which would tend

tc be taken advantage of by undeserving cases, and that a qopy

of this resolution be sent to the respective governments."

The above resolution was defeated by a unanimous vote

after some discussion. A. B. Estlin, Melita, Man., led the dis-

cussion which defeated this resolution. He declared emphatic-

ally that all this talk of helping farmers was doing more harm
than good. It was weakening the farmers' morale. Creditors

should continually emphasize to the farmers that their "promise

to pay" should be sacredly adhered to, and not create the inclina-

tion on the part of the farmers to lean on others. His state-

ments drew considerable applause.

"Whereas the present scale of legal fees in connection with

court actions constitutes a heavy burden on udgment debtors,

"Therefore, be it resolved that strong representation be made
to provincial authorities for reduction of such scales.

The above resolution was passed unanimously with little

discussion, as Mr. Dutton had already covered this subject most

thoroughly in the course of his presidential address, when he had

suggested that a resolution to this effect might well be adopted at

this convention.

Another resolution carried after some little discussion,

placed the convention on record as viewing with alarm the in-

timation in the press that Hudson's Bay railway might be aban-

doned.

The resolution in text is as follows

:

"Whereas the Western Lumbermen in convention assembled

view with alarm the intimation in the press that the Hudson's
Bay railway be abandoned after the expenditure of millions

;

"Therefore, be it resolved that in their opinion the whole
question should be carefully gone into from a broad rather than

a sectional, business standpoint before action is taken in view
of the fact that any reduction in the cost of transportation of

western grain is of vital importance to the whole of Canada and
that a copy of the resolution be handed to the press and the fed-

eral government."

Reports from Coference Groups

H. Steinthorsen, chairman of the creditmen's group in the

round table conferences, presented the report of the doings of

that group. This group, he stated, endorsed the action of the

United Grain Growers of Saskatchewan, in their efforts for the

proposed amendment of the Mechanics Lien Act. It is recom-
mended that the rate of 5 per cent, interest is too low. The
creditmen favored 10 per cent., but considered 8 per cent, as

a reasonable rate. It was pointed out that nowhere in the west
could money be obtained for 5 per cent., while 8 per cent, was
the usual rate charged by banks and some loan companies. For
this reason the group failed to see why the debtor should be
given the advantage of such a low rate of interest. The old
question of interest on school lands was referred to when own-
ers, realizing that the rate of 5 per cent, interest charged by the

government could not be obtained elsewhere on borrowed money,
made no attempt whatever to pay the government.

This group also discussed the question of bad accounts. It

was mentioned that a certain fire insurance company was also
insuring bad accounts, and it was thought that possibly if the
association approached this company a club rate for members
might be obtained.

Credits

The possibility of placing credits on a higher plane formed

an important feature of this group's discussion. The idea ex-

pressed by the group was to make the customer feel that he was
being given a special concession when he obtained credit. No
tag has ever been placed on the man who has been getting

away with his debts by making assignments under the bank-

ruptcy act, and then setting up in business, or establishing him-

self on a farm in some other part of the country, using the

cash which he managed to salt away before he entered bank-

ruptcy proceedings for the purpose of avoiding payment of his

debts.

A resolution was passed that a committee be appointed to

approach and co-operate with the Winnipeg branch of the Re-

tail Merchants' Association and other western business interests

with a view of preparing a list of all debtors that have made
assignments or have gone through the bankruptcy courts and
have left the district without proper provision for the payment
of their accounts and that such a list be prepared and supplied

to all association members for use in their local yards.

One-Price-for-All Policy Endorsed

The report of the conference of sales managers and su-

perintendents was tendered b}- Gordf)n Konantz. This group

had endorsed the one-price-for-all policy as expressed in the

code of ethics. No doubt that was one method that would put

the retail lumber industry on a higher basis and raise the plans

of salesmanship he stated.

Discussing this point President Dutton desired that it be

made clear that this policy was meant to be used between the

dealer and his customers and did not mean that there should

be a standard price between dealers.

Furthermore, stated Mr. Dutton, this policy does not abol-

ish the sliding scale, whereby varying percentages of discount

are given according to the volume of an order. It meant,

though, that every customer is given his discount under the

same sliding scale.

Report on Silo Activities

As Donald Konantz. who was slated to give the report on

last year's silo activities, was not in the country, Mr. Dutton
covered this report. Mr. Dvitton stated that J. H. Evans, Mani-
toba deputy minister of agriculture, had told him that the asso-

ciation members had been able to do more towards selling the

silo idea among farmers than his department had been able to

do in all the years they had talked about it. Farmers had ac-

cepted the idea that ensilage was the salvation of the livestock

question.

In connection with silos, Mr. Dutton announced that a com-
pany was being formed for the purpose of helping farmers

financially when they were good risks. He exlained that

mone}' would be advanced to farmers for the build'ng of silos,

and feeders furnished them in the fall.

It was possible, he said, that a company doing business along

this line might do more for Western Canada than all the volun-

tary and philanthropic efforts anyone could put forth. It

would give the farmer a chance of buying stock, paying a reas-

onable amount of interest and marketing his s'.ock, and if such

were the case he was right behind such a company.

This report was the last item of business attended to by
the convention and was followed by the motion to adjourn.

At noon that day Ben R. Vardaman, of Chicago, had ad-

dressed the luncheon on "Business Building Co-operation at

Home," and after the lunch the members were given a grading
exhibition by Mr. Tobin, of Seattle. This exhibition came in

for a considerable amount of favorable comment, and President

Dutton expressed the hope that such exhibitions might become
a regular feature of future conventions.

Convention Exhibits.

Among the interesting exhibits on display in the convention

chamber ante-room was that of the Dutton-Wall Lumber Co.

Ltd. This included a model silo and barn.

The Winnipeg Brick and Tile Co. Ltd., showed some var-

ieties of their "Made-in-Winnipeg" bricks and tiles. Paints

and Varnishes featured the Lowe Brothers' exhibit, which also

included a variety of E. C. Simmons "Keen Kutter" cutlery.
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The Canadian Roofing Manufacturing Co. Ltd., and the

Canadian Insulation Co. Ltd. each shared a booth in which
Sealofelt Insuration material was the feature.

Balsam Wool, a flexible building insulation and sound dead-
ener, nown as "Woolen Underwear for Homes," was on ex-

hibit by Turnbull and McManus Ltd., of Winnipeg, distrib-

utors for Western Canada.

Lamatco, "The Universal Wallboard," 2)-p\y Cottonwood
veneer panels, manufactured by the Laminated Materials Co.,

Ltd., of New Westminster, B. C, formed an attractive exhibit.

Beaver Board came in for its share of publicity under the

direction of Mr. Lythcoe, 406 Canada Building, Winnipeg,
through the distribution of booklets and novelty key rings.

The various building materials handled by Walter Belyea

& Co., of Winnipeg, were conspicuously displayed, and the Can-
adian Cedar and Lumber Co. Ltd., exhibited fencing materials.

Variety was added to the exhibition in the display of nov-

elty calendar advertising in the booth of the Robert Shelton

Advertising Co.

The products of the British Columbia Spruce Mills showed
specimens of their products and SIS Roofs Tarvia, and Var-
nishes were on display by The Barrett Co. Ltd.

Products of the Canadian Wall Board Co. and the Universal

Insulator featured the Marshall-Wells' exhibit.

Prominent Wholesale Lumberman Dies

p. D. Gordon, Sr., of the wholesale lumber firm of Mason,
Gordon & Co., Limited, Montreal, died on January 16th in the

Royal Victoria Hospital, where he underwent two surgical opera-

tions. Mr. Gordon, who had not been enjoying good health for

some time, was in his sixty- fourth year.

The Late P. D. Gordon

Mr. Gordon was prominent not only in lumber, but in

Masonic circles, and was one of the seven directors who looked

after the erection of the Shrine hosj)i'.als for crippled children

on the continent. He was one of the first to negotiate the sale

of British Columbia forest products in the East, the first mill to

sell in Ontario or Quebec being the British Columbia Mills,

Timber & Trading Co., of Vancouver. The firm are not only

the pioneers in this market but also one of the earliest manufac-

turers on the Pacific Coast.

Mr. Gordon's first personal connection with the British Co-

lumbia wood products trade was in 1895, when he made an ar-

rangement with the B. C. Mills, Timber & Trading Company to

dispose of their goods in Eastern Ontario on commission. In a

special article contributed to the "Canada Lumberman" in No-

vember, 1918, Mr. Gordon said: "Without a doubt it was very

uphill work for a long time, many prejudices having to be over-

come, as both white pine and red pine timber and lumber in

Ontario were cheap, so that the lowest prices offered by the

British Columbia mills were the strongest inducements we had to

offer, as well as being able to supply the larger sized timbers at

very low figures. I find, on looking up our records, our first

sale was on August 29th, 1895, consisting of 56,000 feet clear

B. C. cedar. The first sale of timber was on October 12th, 1895,

45,068 feet, and the first sale of fir finish was on January 2nd,

1896, for one car of beaded sheathing."

•Mr. Gordon continued his very pleasant relations on a com-
mission basis with the British Columbia Mills, Timber & Trading
Company until the fall of 1904, when the demand for timber par-

ticularly had increased so much that the firm could no longer un-

dertake to supply the requirements, and Mason, Gordon & Co.

were forced to go into the open market buying wherever they

could. The friendly relations, however, with the firm have con-

tinued up to the present day.

In 1900 Mr. Gordon entered into partnership with Mr. Wil-
liam T. Mason, under the name of Mason, Gordon & Co. They
specialized in B. C. wood products, yellow pine and hardwoods.
The company continued to represent the British Columbia Mills,

Timber & Trading Company for fir finish in the province of

Quebec and the Maritime Provinces, a relation which has lasted

until the present day. The trade in western woods developed
in a striking way with Mr. Gordon and Mr. Mason playing a

conspicuous part in that expansion. In 1905 offices were opened
in Vancouver which are now under the management of Mr.
Hubert C. Gordon, the late Mr. Gordon's eldest son.

Mr. Gordon was a likeable man. He held some decided
opinions on trade and other matters, but he was able to adduce
some strong reasons for the faith that was in him. He frowned
upon anything that savored of the unfair in business methods,
and, to use the words of an acquaintance, was a "clean man." A
believer in the trade association idea, he took a full share in the
work of the Canadian Lumbermen's Association and in the Mont-
real Lumber Association. He was vice-president of the latter

body in 1914, 1915, 1916 and 1917, and president in 1918 and
1919; for two years he was vice-president of the committee of
management of the Transportation Bureau of the Montreal Board
of Trade and president in 1921.

Apart from business, his chief activity was in connection
with Freemasonry, being member of a number of lodges in Can-
ada and the United States, and holding high offices in the order.
He took a particular interest in the work of the Shriners, and
was chairman of the Laws Committee of the Imperial Council
of the Mystic Shrine ; he also held other positions in the order.

Mr. Gordon is survived by a widow, two sons and four
daughters. Messages of regret from all over Canada have been
received by the family. At the weekly luncheon of the Montreal
Wholesale Lumber Dealers' Association on January 17th, on the
m.otion of Mr. Filion, seconded by Mr. Fenton, it was unani-
mously decided to send a message of sympathy with Mrs. Gordon
and her family, and to lay a wreath on the grave.

Lumber Cut in Ontario was Smaller

According to gures compiled by the Department of Lands
and Forests, for Ontario, the total timber cut in the i)rovince up
until the close of the seal year ending October 31, 1922, was
much lighter than in 1921. During the period of 1922 over
309,000,000 board feet of lumber was taken from the forests of
the province in addition to 289,113 cords of pul])wood.

The area covered by timber o])erators under licence from
Department at the end of the seal year was 17,289 square miles.

The quantities and variety of t'mber taken out is as follows:

Pine saw logs, 242.832,684 board feet; other logs, 57,311,922

board feet. -Boom and dimension logs taken out are as follows:

Pine, 4,721,666 board feet; other logs, 2,266,461 board feet; pulp-

wood, 289,113 cords; railway ties, 1,755,419; cedar posls, 56,525.

Excepting the pulpwood, 309,234,790 board feet of timber

were taken from the forest wealth of the province.

A decrease in the number of square miles under operation

by timber men is noticed over last year. In 1921, 19,855 square
miles were under cut, against the 17,289 miles of this year.

The cut of 1921 was much higher than this year, when in

1921, 408,873,408 board feet were taken out of the forests.
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EFFECT OF GROWTH ON STRENGTH OF SOFTWOODS
By J. D. Hale and M. J. Brophy '

'

Dominion Forestry Branch Forest Products Laboratories of Canada, Montreal.

Fig. 3 Transverse sections of

Douglas fir (magnified) slow,

medium and fast growth.

Everyone, who has used an axe, knows the layered struc-

ture of wood. From the beginning of its life as a seedling until

its vital activity ceases, a tree increases the girth of its trunk,

branches and roots every year by covering its previously-formed

wood with a new layer. In the wood of Canadian trees, the

successive layers are distinctly visible on a transversely-cut log

as a series of concentric rings. As each ring represents the

amount of wood added during a year's growth the layers are

-commonly termed "annual rings." (See Fig. 1.)

Wood is composed of cells which are chiefly fibres. The
fibres vary in length from about one millimetre to six or even

eight milLmetres. This length may be from twenty-five on one
hundred and fifty times the diameter of the fibres. Wood-
hbres are hollow tube-like structures with ends which are closed

and more or less blunt. Packed close together with their long

axes parallel to the axis of the trunk or branch whose wood they

compose, the fibres and other wood-cells, by the combination of

their own properties, determine the properties of wood.

If wood-cells were all of uniform dimension, wood-structure
would appear homogeneous and the different annual layers

would not be distinguished from each other. The seasoned
changes in northern latitudes, however, exert a marked effect

upon the cell growth, an effect manifested by a decrease in size

of those wood-cells which are formed near the latter half of the

growing season.

In the springtime growth is fast and the fibres which are
formed at this time have a large diameter, but, as has been noted,
the fibres formed later in the season (during the summer) are
of smaller diameter and have thicker walls. The wood formed
in summer being composed of thick-walled fibres with compara-
tively small cavities, is denser and harder than the wood formed
at the beginning of the growth period. As during the winter the
tree is dormant and no additional growth takes place the suc-
cessive annual layers are sharply defined by the contrast in tex-
ture and color of hard summerwood of a previous ring which
abuts the softer springwood of the subsequent year's growth.

Rate of Growth Shown by Width of Annual Rings

Only softwoods will be discussed in this paper. Softwood;-
form the bulk of Canadian forests and include all the needle

-

leafed trees usually spoken of as "evergreens" or conifers. Their
structure is simpler than that of hardwoods and for this reason
they are best discussed separately. The annual rings of this

group are often more strikingly divided into springwood and
summerwood than is the case with hardwoods and, therefore, the
softwoods offer more favorable material for studies in growth-
rate.

It is obvious that a tree, which continually forms wide an-

nual rings, will increase its volume more rapidly than one which
adds only narrow layers. Wood with wide rings is therefore,

spoken of as fast-growth material and that with narrow rings is

said to be slow growing. Fig. 2 shows samples taken from
Douglas fir timbers having different rates of growth. The end
section of the 1 1/2 inch board, which was taken from the centre

of a tree, shows fast growth while the section of a 3 inch by 3

inch tie shows narrower annual rings denoting much slower
growth. The summerwood shows clearly in both as dark
bands defining each annual layer. The scale, which reads in

inches, gives some idea of the actual proportions.

It is commonly believed that slow-growth softwoods are

strongest and for certain purposes specifications require that

there shall be not less than six rings per inch. The illustration

(Fig. 2) will serve to show that there is not only a greater num-
ber of bands of summerwood per inch in the slow growth
specimen but also that the total amount of summerwood (usually

expressed as per cent, of total wood) is greater in the slowly
grown than in the fast grown wood.

Fig. 3 shows photographs at a magnification of 25 dia-

meters of thin transverse sections of Douglas fir with various
growth-rates. The section with wide rings shows a relatively

smaller amount of summerwood than the section with rings of

0'2 1 '212 213 24 25 '26 '2

Fig. 2—Douglas fir with different rates of growth.
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medium width. The wood of medium growth, as well as pos-
sessing more numerous bands of summerwood, has a greater per
cent, of its area occupied by summerwood than the fast-growth
section. The section with narrowest rings, however, although
its summerwood bands are the most numerous of the three, has
the least total area of summer-wood.

It is a general rule for those softwoods which possess heavy
summerwood that fast-growth timber has only a small per cent,

of summerwood, medium-growth timber the maximum amount
and very slow growing timber an amount which is less than the
maximum achieved by medium growth.

Summerwood Gives Strength to Timber

The importance of summerwood in softwoods may be bet-

ter appreciated if it is realised that the bands of thick-walled
fibres add much more weight and strength to the timber than
the relatively thin-walled fibres of the springwood. Fig. 4 de-
monstrates the effect of summerwood-content upon the weight of
the timber. The specific gravity of a shipment of representative
Douglas fir (Pseudotsuga mucronata) from the Pacific Coast is

plotted graphically against the growth-rate (rings per inch.)

The curve shows what the photographs demonstrated,
namely, that Douglas fir of medium growth-rate, with the great-
est proportion of summerwood, is heaviest; and that extremely
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Fig. 4 Relation of specific gravity to rate of growth in

Douglas Fir.

fast or slow-growth timber, having less summerwood, is conse-

quently ligh'.er. The tests whose results are embodied in these

curves, were made by the Division of Timber Tests at the Forest

Products Laboratories of Canada, Montreal, in the course of

their work of testing Canadian timbers.

It has long been recognized that the strength of wood is

approximately proportional to its weight. Fig. 5 shows another

curve for Douglas fir with "maximum crushing strength" sub-

stituted for "specific gravity." The strength curve for Douglas
fir here follows the same proportional variations as the specific

gravity curve. Both curves have their maximum at the same rate

of growth.

Besides the curve for Douglas fir there are others for red

pine and spruce respectively. These curves are from the results

of tests on eastern species, red or Norway pine, white spruce,

red spruce and black spruce. The specific gravity curves for

pine and spruce have been omitted, but they correspond to the

curve for strength just as in the case of Douglas fir. The

figures of maximum crushing strength are for compression par-

allel to the grain and read in pounds per square inch.

Anatomy of Spruce and Fir

In connection with these curves it will be well to consider

the anatomy of spruce in comparison with that of Douglas fir.

Fig. 6 shows transverse ends of spruce and Douglas fir timbers.

The general appearance of the two woods shows clearly that the

summer-wood of spruce is much less strongly marked than is

the case in Douglas fir whose broad bands of summerwood
sharply acceutnate the annual rings.

In Fig. 7 are represented three transverse sections of spruce

magnified 25 diameters, demonstrating fast, medium and slow-

growth. The fast-growth section has least summerwood, the

medium-growth specimen has more and the slow-growth piece

has most of all. The condition is in keeping with the strength-

curve for spruce which increases somewhat with decreasing

growth-rate as far as the curve has been plotted.

The general rule can be stated that softwoods with broad
bands of summerwood, whose transition from springwood is

abrupt, have an optimum growth-rate for the production of

strong timber which is faster than the optimum rate for soft-

woods whose summerwood is inconspicuous. The point on the

curve for spruce at which the maximum crushing strength would

Fig. 6—End grain of spruce (upper) and Douglas fir (lower)
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Fig. 5—Relation of the strength of wood to rate of growth.

decline, has not been reached. Red pine, however, a species

whose summerwood content is intermediate between spruce and
Douglas fir, has its gratest maximum crushing strength at a rate

of growth intermediate between the optimum for Douglas fir

and the optimum rate for spruce just as would be expected in

accordance with the general rule.

Summary of Interesting Investigation

The results of investigating the structure and mechanical

properties of wood at the Forest Products Laboratories of Can-
ada indicate that the growth-rate has a very' great effect on the

]yhysical properties of timber. It is probable that differences

in weight of wood from various parts of the tree are due chiefly

to differences in growth-rate. From the discussion of rate of

growth in softwoods we may draw the following conclusions

:

(1) The strength of timber is approximately proportional to

its density.

(2) The density of timber (and therefore its strength) de-

pends, to a great extent, upon the rate of growth of the

tree which produces it.

(3) There is an o])timum growth-rate for the jiroduction of

the best quality.

(4) The optimum growth-rate may be quite different in dif-

ferent softwood species.

(5) Softwoods, such as Douglas fir, larch, and certain hard
pines, which have a high proportion of hard summer-
wood, have an optimum rate of growth which is more
rapid than the optimum rale for such woods as spruce,

balsam, fir and white pine, which have less consi)icuous

summerwood.
(6) The falling-off in strength due to very slow growth is

less than the reduction due to very rapid growth.
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THE WESTERN RETAIL LUMBERMEN'S ASSOCIATION
44

Cobe of Ctticsi

General declaration:

FIRST: We affirm our belief that the most efficient, eco-

nomical and satisfactory method of distribution of building ma-
terials is through the agency of the local retail establishment.

SECOND: We accept the fundamental doctrine that the only
legitimate basis of profit is as a reward for service performed and
that no business transaction justifies such profit except it be one
of mutual gain to all the parties concerned.

THIRD: We recognize the interdependence of one on the

other of all those engaged in the business of manufacturing and
distributing building materials, and that proper business standards

can be maintained only by a sincere acceptance of .such standards
by the individual members of the industry.

FOURTH: As a means of education, inspiration and legitimate

co-operation, we commend the Western Retail Lumbermen's Asso-
ciation and urge all those engaged in the business of retailing build-

itig materials for profit through retail establishments to join with us

in our endeavor to improve our service to the consumer and to

equitably solve the problems arising between us and those with
whom we have business dealings.

DECLARATIONS AS AFFECTING OUR RELATIONSHIP WITH
THOSE FROM WHOM WE BUY

FIRST: We recognize the mutual dependence existing between
ourselves and the manufacturers, jobbers, and wholesalers of pro-

ducts in which we deal and we extend to them and ask from them
the co-operation, goodwill and personal friendliness which is the

necessary basis of mutual understanding.

SECOND: We receive travelling representatives and salesmen
courteously, realizing that through them their firms are seeking a
reciprocal goodwill and mutual benefit.

THIRD: The time of salesmen is not to be needlessly wasted
in having and completing interviews, although it is not discourteous

to refuse to see salesmen who desire to present subjects of no im-

mediate interest to the buyer.

FOURTH: Trust and honesty is to be observed in all inter-

views. No misleading statements are to be made to secure lower

prices, nor are prices of competitive firms to be shown each other.

FIFTH: The seller who quotes the lower price, other consid-

erations of quality and service being equal, deserves the business;

it is not to be given to his competitor at the same figure.

SIXTH: In order to avoid misunderstandings, purchasers
shall require a written copy of all terms, conditions and specifica-

tions of a sale.

SEVENTH: An order once placed and accepted is not subject

to cancellation, except for a change in circumstances, and in no
case because of a decline in prices or the opportunity to buy more
cheaply.

It is thoroughly ethical to cancel orders not shipped within a
specified or reasonable time, but once shipped, without previous can-

cellation, such orders shall be accepted.

NINTH: The terms of sale under which a purchase is made
are part of the contract and discount should not be taken after

discount date.

TENTH: Unwarranted claims for shortages and off grades
should be carefully guarded against and no requirements shall be
placed upon local managers which will tempt them to protect them-
selves against shortages or deterioration of grades by filing ques-
tionable claims on shipments.

ELEVENTH: Arbitrary adjustment of bills of claims for any
cause whatever without notice, is unethical.

TWELFTH: It is wrong to seek to obtain redress in adjust-
ment of claims by threat to discontinue business relations.

THIRTEENTH: Warranted claims shall be filed as speedily
as possible after receipt of the shipment and upon authorization
from the shipper, the merchandise should be unloaded and protected,
pending adjustment.

FOURTEENTH: Overages in shipments shall be reported by
us and our representatives with the same fidelity as is exhibited in

reporting shortages.

FIFTEENTH: Adjustments of claims shall be fair and
equitable and no advantage be taken of the fact that re-loading and
re-shipment is expensive and places the shipper at a disadvantage.

SIXTEENTH: Purchasing agents shall not accept any gratuity,
commission, allowance or any indirect profit in connection with
any purchase, and a breach of this provision shall constitute grounds

' for instant dismissal.

SEVENTEENTH: We and our representatives assume the
obligation to know the various grades of lumber manufactured in

the producing centres from which we buy.

EIGHTEENTH: We realize the fallibility of all human beings
(including ourselves) and discountenance the questioning of motives
only when there is no alternative.

NINETEENTH: As a necessary factor in the maintenance of
ethical business standards with those from whom we buy, we will

make a conscious effort to accord business preference to those who
maintain such standards as against those who manifestly ignore them.

DECLARATIONS AFFECTING OUR RELATIONS WITH THOSE
TO WHOM WE SELL

Members of this Association shall create con-
fidence with the purchasing public by deserving
it. The object of rules of conduct under this

section is to make satisfied customers.

FIRST: We believe in the principle of one price to all and our
endeavor is to establish and maintain this principle in the retail
business in which we are engaged.

SECOND: We recognize the plain obligation to sell our merchandise
at a price which is based upon a reasonable profit only, after paying
a proper cost of carrying on our business.

THIRD: Realizing that a duplication of a service already in
being is an added economic expense which must ultimately be borne
by the consumer, we aim to refrain from such duplication so long
as there is no benefit resulting to any others than ourselves.

FOURTH: To properly qualify us for the service devolving
upon us as retail lumber dealers, we recognize the obligation:

—

(a) To maintain a stock of merchandise adequate to
serve the demands and needs of the community.

(b) To insist that those of us and those employees who
deal directly with the consumer shall qualify for the
necessary tasks of accurate estimating and pricing, of
giving advice on ordinary construction problems and the
specifying of the most suitable materials, grades and sizes,
considering true economy and the purpose to be served.

FIFTH: We realize the necessity of the extension of legiti-

mate credit based upon proper business principles. In meeting the
grave moral responsibility which such a necessity places upon us,
we recognize the obligation:

(a) To take pains to see that the terms of sale, discount
and time of payment be definitely understood between us
and our customer in order to avoid all future misunder-
standings and to insure so far as possible an observance
of the terms, all deliveries of material shall be acknow-
ledged in writing.

(b) To give such legitimate credit as may be necessary
but to refrain from granting a credit which, though en-
suring a profitable sale, is manifestly an unwise burden
to be assumed by the customer.

(c) To a fair consideration of all circumstances as
affecting the financial condition of the customer by reason
of crop disappointments and other contingencies beyond
his control in the further extension of a past due in-

debtedness, but to consider, also, the ill effects on debtors
and business in general of laxness in the meeting of obli-
gations and the keeping of promises.

(d) To see that the customer understands the basis of
lien security as an aid to the extension of credit so that
he may recognize the justification of using the lien privi-
lege for the purpose for which it was intended.

(e) To resort to lien foreclosure only (first) when all

other means of collection have failed and the debtor shows
no sincere desire to meet his obligation; or (second) when
the lien security is being seriously threatened by accumu-
lating arrears of taxes, interest on prior encumbrances or
otherwise.

(f) To avoid misunderstandings and controversies over
interest charges on past accounts by educating the cus-
tomer on the principles and justifications of interest and
further to make such customer aware of interest charges as
they are made so that he may not be taken by surprise
when final settlement is made.

SIXTH: Any wilful misrepresentation of market conditions to
justify prices charged, is unethical.

SEVENTH: Advertisements which are false or which do not
conform to business integrity are unethical.
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DECLARATION AFFECTING THE RELATIONSHIP
BETWEEN OURSELVES

FIRST: We recognize the interdependence of one on the other
and that the industry as a whole is capable of maintaining proper
standards of business principles only by a sincere acceptance of
such standards by its individual members.

SECOND: As one of the necessary bases of the proper conduct
of our business, we recognize the necessity of knowing the costs of
doing business and to know such costs accurately is a plain obliga-
tion.

THIRD: We recognize the personal, business and ethical right
of absolute independence in the matter of prices and without ques-
tioning that right, we declare unequivocally in favor of a one-
price-to-all policy as opposed to the primitive, unfair, and discrim-
inatory method of "bargaining." Nothing so shakes the confidence
of the public as the knowledge that only through haggling and bar-
gaining can it be assured of obtaining the lowest (and presumably
the fairest) prices; nothing is so unfair to the unsuspicious and
trusting customer; nothing is so damning to the effort to establish
confidence and goodwill and to carry along business legitimately and
honestly and on a plane of fair dealing with equal advantage to all.

With this conviction firmly fixed, we again declare our allegiance to
the principle of one price to all and declare the following practices
to be not in accordance with such policy, and to be not in the public
interest, disruptive to legitimate business, and unethical; namely:

(a) To make false or disparaging statements, either
written or oral, or circulate harmful rumors respecting a
competitor, his selling-prices or his business, financial or
personal standing.

(b) To solicit the cancellation of, or accept business
previously placed with a competitor, but to consider such
order as a closed incident.

(c) To make special prices to recognized customers of
a competitior for the purpose of creating a goodwill which
should be properly cultivated through friendly interest,

service and other legitimate means.

(d) To make special price inducements in distant trade
territories with the object of attracting business from
the local dealer by a price which has no basis except that

of piracy.

(e) To undermine the one-price-to-all principle by en-
deavoring to leave the price open on competitive business
in order to have the last opportunity to make the sale

by meeting or cutting below other competitive prices, thus
weakening the confidence of the buyer and promoting the
bargaining method of purchase and sale.

(f) To take advantage of the subterfuge of what are
known as "special stocks" to make price concessions con-|

trary to the one-price principle.

(g) To make use of the round-about method of un-
warranted price concessions by violating any other estab-

lished custms of the trade.

(h) To follow a consistent policy of establishing a sell-

ing price on no other basis than that of such selling price

being below that of a competitor.

NOTE: All of the above are objectionable as being obstructive
to the one-price-to-all principle and they are not to be interpreted

as restricting the privilege of each individual to carry on his busi-

ness as he sees fit so long as he is consistent in an established policy

and treats the public impartially and without variance.

FOURTH: We unequivocally condemn any practice which has
as its end the forcing out of business of a competitor by means
of unwarranted prices, although this does not mean that retaliatory

measures shall be condemned when used in self-defense.

FIFTH: Without attempting to limit justifiable competition,

we declare outselves opposed to the establishment of new distributing

agencies when the field is already adequately filled.

SIXTH: We dispute the doctrine that competition in business

precludes personal friendships and we declare that good-fellowship

between competitors is the only sure basis of that confidence which
is essential to the proper conduct of competitive business in the

interests of the customer, the public and the individual themselves.

SEVENTH: Hiring or attempting to hire employees, is un-

ethical. This rule does not inhibit negotiations with anyone who on
his own initiative is seeking other employment.

DECLARATION AFFECTING OUR RELATIONSHIP WITH
THE PUBLIC AT LARGE

FIRST: We recognize that our existence as business men
and as individuals is justified only by the extent to which we can

be of service to the public or to those dependent upon us.

SECOND: We accept the manifest duty of all citizens to take

an active interest in all matters that affect the welfare of the com-
munity and to join and support local civic, community and com-
mercial associations which has this as their objective.

THIRD: As decent and law-abiding citizens, we declare our-

selves, persona'ly, bound by the laws of the land and our endeavor

shall be to aid in the enforcement of such laws.

FOURTH: We declare it to be improper to engage in any

movement which is contrary to law and the public welfare.

FIFTH: We recognize the obligation to maintain slightly and
attractive places of business, clean, weedless and properly kept.

SIXTH: It is our duty to disseminate information regarding
our business and to refute untrue, unfair or exaggerated statements
which are intended to mislead the public and misrepresent the busi-
ness in which we are engaged.

SEVENTH: It shall be our duty to inform ourselves regarding
proposed legislation affecting the public and our business as related
each to the other and to take such action as may protect the public
against the passage of ill-advised legislation inimical to the public
interest.

GENERAL CONCLUDING POWERS

FIRST: Members of this Association shall at all times seek
to elevate the standards of our business by practicing the ethical

standards of this Code and shall use their influence and example
to inspire all others in the business to do likewise.

SECOND: By individually conducting his business so that his

own honor will be unbesmirched each member aids in the establish-

ment of the entire industry on a basis which will engender the
confidence and respect of the public at large.

THIRD: The adoption of this Code by the Western Retail Lum-
bermen's Association of Canada places an obligation on each mem-
ber to sincere and faithful performance of the rules of conduct
so set down.

Wholesalers' Annual Meeting
R. P. Shannon Re-elected President Second Term

The British Columbia Wholesale Lumber and Shingle Asso-
ciation held their annual meeting 'm January 25 h in connect'on

with a banquet. The officers for 1922 were re-elected for the

coming year, which are as follows : President, R. P. Shannon

;

vice-president, R. H. Underbill
;
secretary-treasurer, E. M. Bear-

ing; directors, W. B. Tomlinson, J. M. Allen, H. K. Agnew.

R. A. Dailey, secretary-manager of the Pacific Coast Ship-

pers' Association, and J. L Culter, traffic manager of the same
organization, spoke to the wholesalers at the banquet, outlining

R. P. SHANNON
President B. C. Wholesale Lumber and Shingle Association

the work of their association.

R. P. Shannon, president of the Wholesaler's Association,

si)oke on the formation of that body and the work they had
accomplished during the past year. He emphasized the need of

close co-operation in bringing the wholesaler to a still higher

slatus in the lumber world, and cashing in on the evidenced near

future demand for British Columbia lumber and Red Cedar
Shingles.

A committee was formed for the purpose of formulating
plans to entertain the Ohio retailers who will shortly be in Van-
couver.
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!Btizz fromVancouver Island

How the Canadian National Railways can develop the tim-

ber resources of Vancouver Island, cause a big expansion of the

lumber industry and increase its own revenue from its invest-

ments on Vancouver Island is explained in a formal statement

prepared by J. O. Cameron, head of the Cameron and Genoa Bay

Lumber Companies and laid before Sir Henry Thornton, the

new president of the National lines, when he visited the Island

recently. Mr. Cameron's statement is regarded as a complete,

though brief, outline of the Island's lumber industry and its

prospects.

"There has been much speculation about the actual quantity

of marketable timber standing on Vancouver Island," Mr. Cam-
eron says. "No careful survey has ever been made and there-

fore it is not possible to do more than give estimates. Some
experienced observers have placed the quantity as high as one

hundred and eighty billion feet. Perhaps that figure is too high,

because some timber is growing in wholly inaccessible localities

and should not be considered as marketable. One hundred bil-

lion feet is, no doubt, a more correct estimate, which can be

easily substantiated. Fully one-half of that stand of timber is

situated on the southerly end of the Island, i.e., from Seymour

Narrows on the east side and from Barclay Sound and the

watershed thereof on the west. There is no other body of land

on earth of approximately the same area as Vancouver Island

which carries so much timber per acre or a stand of better

quality.

"Judging from past experience, at least two-thirds of the

lumber which is made from this timber will be shipped to market

by rail. In fact, as the cutting of the timber extends inland

from the shores, it will become increasingly advantageous to the

sawmills to ship by rail.

"Something more than one million carloads of lumber will

be sent away from the southerly end of Vancouver Island, yield-

ing a freight return of $450,000,000 if shipping facilities can be

provided, which will encourage the making of the logs into

lumber near where they grow, instead of their having to be sent

away to the United States and mainland mills.

"The Canadian National line traverses an almost unbroken
forest from Metchosin to Barclay Sound. This great body of

timber wealth will not be allowed to lie dormant for long when
it is known that shipping facilities will be provided by the Can-
adian National Railway.

"The timber in many of the large lumber-producing sec-

tions of the United States is being rapidly cut. United States

lumber dealers and users have been buying more largely from
British Columbia mills during the year 1922 than ever before.

This market gives promise of expanding year after year so that

very soon there cannot be any likelihood of an over-production

by the establishment of new sawmills on Vancouver Island, re-

sulting in any extended shutting down thereof.

"At Seattle, Tacoma and many other seaports, millions of

feet of lumber are shipped by rail to a loading wharf for export.

If our Outer Docks (in Victoria) are given proper rail connec-
tions there is no question but that mills established along the

Canadian National line would soon be sending large quantities of

lumber by cars to the docks for overseas shipment, thereby the

railway would realize a profit out of hauling the lumber cut for

export to the ship's side in addition to the long haul to market

already mentioned.

"Before concluding this memorandum it must be stated that

a very great impetus would be given to the lumber manufacturing

industry at Victoria and throughout the southerly end of Van-
couver Island if the extra rate of two cents per hundred pounds

charged on lumber shipments to all United States points and to

Canadian destmations west of Port Arthur could be eliminated,

ihus giving mills at Victoria and vicinity the same rates as are

enjoyed by the mills at Vancouver, New Westminster, Blaine,

Bellingham, Seattle, Tacoma, etc.

"Port Angeles, Washington, situated exactly as Victoria,

served by a car barge and a railway haul, enjoys the same freight

rates on lumber as Seattle. Canadian roads should accord Vic-

toria the same treatment."

Ohio Retailers Visit Island
American lumbermen, members of the Ohio Retail Lumber-

men's Association, visited Victoria recently and inspected local

sawmills, as guests of local lumbermen. The party included 108

lumbermen and their wives.

The visitors were the guests of the Victoria branch of the

British Columbia Lumber & Shingle Manufacturers' Association

and the Provincial Forestry Department, and were welcomed
on arrival from Vancouver by President A. Gonnason and mem-
bers of the Victoria branch of the Association, G. R. Naden and
P. Z. Caverhill, of the Forest Branch of the Lands Department,

and President J. W. Spencer and directors of the Victoria Cham-
ber of Commerce.

The party motored around the Inner Harbor, visiting the

Canadian Puget Sound Lumber and Timber Company's mills,

the plants of the Cameron and Lemon-Gonnason Lumber Com-
panies, and the McCarter Shingle Mill.

Before coming to Victoria the Ohio lumbermen inspected

lumbering and logging operations on Puget Sound. They were
much impressed by the Vancouver Island mills.

Harbor Developments
Improvements to Victoria Harbor, completed during the

last few months, will greatly aid lumber mills in loading lumber-
carrying ships, according to the annual report of the Inner Har-
bor Association, just issued.

"By the recent developments in the harbor vessels under
450 feet in length with tug can now navigate and berth along-

side the wharf of the Canadian Puget Sound Lumber and Tim-
ber Company mill in the Upper Harbor and load lumber to full

capacity. This berth at present forms a good central assembl-
ing point for the output of all the contiguous mills on the

Harbor.
"The coast type of forest covering Vancouver Island con-

tains the largest trees and the heaviest stand of timber and here
the trees grow more rapidly. The most important timber is

Douglas Fir, Red Cedar, Western Hemlock, Balsam, .Spruce

and White Pine. These forests are reckoned the most productive
in the world, in some cases cutting 300,000 feet to the acre ; the

average cruise limits held by investors run from 25,000 to 40,000
feet to the acre," the report adds.

"Over 800,000,000 feet of lumber has been ordered and the
major portion shipped this year via the Panama Canal to the
Eastern States," the report points out. "The deduction then is

that the mills of the Pacific Coast must prepare for 1,600,000,000
feet of lumber to move that way in 1923."

American Lumber Tariff
Imposition of a United States tariff on Canadian lumber is

still a real danger, although it has not developed yet, Vancouver
Island lumbermen believe. Some companies, fearing that an
American lumber tariff may be put on suddenly, are selling to

American buyers with the provision that the latter must pay
any duty that mayT^e imposed. Meanwhile lumbermen are bom-
barding Ottawa with requests that Canada remove her tariff on
American lumber and so forestall an American tariff, but so far
no results have been secured.
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"According to the best-informed opinion in the United
States an American tariff on Canadian lumber is imminent," J.
O. Cameron, President of the Cameron and Genoa Bay Lumber
Companies, who has been taking a leading part in the ght for the
abolition of the Canadian lumber tariff, told The Western Lum-
berman correspondent. "When the United States Congress
passed a law saying that the President 'may' impose a retaliatory
duty on imported lumber it meant that the President should act
in this way. It could not use stronger language than 'may' but
the clear intention was that if other countries refused to allow
American lumber to enter free the United States should impose
a duty on their lumber. Unless Canada removes its tariff on
United States lumber that, I believe, is exactly what will happen.

"When one considers the importance of the Atlantic sea-
board market for Canadian lumber the gravity of this possibility

becomes apparent. It is a real danger and should be forestalled.

We are writing to the Federal Government to urge it to act in

this matter but so far nothing has been done."

Some time ago leading lumber companies on the Island, fear-
ing the immediate imposition of a lumber tariff, refused to accept
lumber orders from the United States. Now some companies
are accepting orders with a provision that buyers shall pay any
duty charges that may be imposed. Other firms are still hesi-

tating but most of them have booked orders so heavily ahead
that tariff possibilities have not affected business yet and enor-
mous shipments are proceeding to the Atlantic seaboard.

Australian Shipments
Lemon, Gonnason and Company, well known Victoria saw-

mill and sash and door factory operators, shipped 2,000 doors
and other manufactured building material to New Zealand on
the Canadian Australasian liner Niagara recently. There is a

steadily growing demand for British Columbia doors and sim-
ilar products in New Zealand, and New Zealand architects are so

pleased with the Victoria product that they are now specifying

these doors in their building plans. The Lemon, Gonnason
Company has been shipping manufactured building materials to

New Zealand for the last decade. During the months of De-
cember and January the firm shipped over 4,000 doors to the

New Zealand ports of Auckland, Wellington, Bluff, Christ-

church and Lyttleton. The Niagara also took a quantity of

shingles and lath for New Zealand from Victoria.

New Mill for Port Alberni
C. J. V. Spratt, President of the Victoria Machinery Depot,

and well known lumberman, has commenced construction of a

new sawmill on the waterfront of Port Alberni to cut 100,000
feet of lumber a day. Active work on the new plant is now
under way and it is planned to commence cutting operations late

in May, Mr. Spratt told The Western Lumberman.

The new mill will be on tidewater in the town of Port
Alberni so that the largest lumber-carrying vessels can berth at

its wharves. It will also have connection with the whole Can-
adian Pacific Railway system by the Esquimalt and Nanaimo
Railway which runs from Alberni eastward to Nanaimo and
down the Island to Victoria.

Five camps will be opened at points along the Alberni

Canal to supply the new mill with logs, Mr. Spratt announced.
Logging operations will be carried on under contract on ex-

tensive fir and timber holdings, the property of Mr. Spratt and
his associates.

The sawmill will be devoted chiefly to the production of

timbers and rough lumber, Mr. Spratt stated. There will be no
planing mill but a shingle factory with three shingle machines is

to form part of the project. Considerable quantities of cedar,

included in Mr. Spratt's holdings, will supply material for the

shingle mill. Between sixty and seventy men will be employed
in the saw and shingle mills and about 100 men in the camps,

At present workmen are installing the foundations of the

new mill on the Port Alberni waterfront. Eight million feet of

piling is being driven to carry the mill and the wharves. Pre-

parations for the opening of logging camps also are under way
now. A. H. Ackert, an experienced lumberman, is superintend-

ing this work. Mr. Spratt will manage the mill operations when
they commence.

Construction of the new Port Alberni mill is the result of
the present boom in lumbering operations all over Vancouver
Island, consequent upon the enormous lumber demands of the

Atlantic seaboard for British Columbia forest products.. Situ-

ated on tidewater where ships can berth from all parts of the

world, the new mill will be able to participate heavily in ship-

ments through the Panama Canal to the Atlantic Coast of the

United States, and in other overseas business. It will also be
able to ship to rail markets on the C.P.R. lines.

Mr. Spratt, who is building the new plant, is one of Van-
couver Island's best known businessmen. For many years he
has operated the Victoria Machinery Depot, where ships are
repaired and overhauled. iHe also operates a sawmill at Glen-
ora, owned by the iHarbor Marine Company, of which he is head.
During the war the Harbor Marine Company built steel ships

in Victoria.

While construction of the new Port Alberni mill has com-
menced the company which will operate it has not been formally
incorporated yet. Final arrangements will be made within the

next few weeks, however, and meanwhile machinery and equip-

ment for the plant is being ordered.

Island Paragraphs
Building will be active in Victoria this spring, judging bv

building permits already issued. Several large business build-

ngs are under consti'uction now and others are to be started

.soon.

A steady stream of lumber-carrying vessels is arriving at

Vancouver Island ports now to carry lumber to overseas mar-
kets—Australia, China and the Atlantic seaboard of the United
States. Island lumber companies have arranged for ships to

take further cargoes for many weeks ahead now so that the

lumber movement from the Island will be enormous during the

first period of the year at least.

As this is written the S. S. Commercial Guide is load-ng

lumber at the Genoa Bay Lumber Company's mills at Genoa Bay.
The Company is putting 1,250,000 feet on the vessel for New
York. The Commercial Guide is an ex-German liner taken

over by the United States during the war.

The steamship Montana will arrive shortly to load at the

Canadian Puget Lumber and Timber Company's wharves in

Victoria.

The Robert Dollar freighter, Dix, formerly a United Stages

transport, recently completed loading a cargo for the Atlantic

seaboard at the wharves of the Alberni Pacific Lumber Com-
pany, at Port Alberni.

Logging and lumbering companies in the Comox district of

Vancouver Island are speeding up their operations now to meet
increased demands for their output.

The International Logging Company is starting operations

at its Campbell River holdings and the Comox Logging Com-
pany is commencing operations, delayed by the installation of a

bridge for its logging railway over Puntledge River, near Court-

enay, where concrete abutments have been installed.

By a recent order-in-council the British Columbia Govern-
ment all spark arresters used on any locomotive, logging, port-

able, traction or stationary engine using fuel other than oil must
be certified by the Provincial Inspector of Boilers as comply-
ing with all necessary requirements to prevent the escape of

spars. The order is in compliance with section 134 of the For-
est Act, which requires engines to be fitted with safety appliances

for the prevention of fire.

As a result of arrangements whereby Queen Charlotte

Islands timber will be manufactured in the United States, ship-

ment of logs from the Queen Charlottes to American ports has

commenced. M. McCulloch has arrived at Buckley Bay, a port

on the Islands, with a crew of sixty men to open another log-

ging camp for the Massett Timber Company and to cut logs

for these operations. One schooner, the Camano, already has
loaded from old stock, cut a year ago, lumber for Seattle. Future
shipments will be composed of big timbers cut on the Islands.
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PRESIDENT W.R.L. A. REVIEWS ECONOMIC CONDITIONS

Reletitless Economic Laws Forcing Adjustment in West — Must Help Farmers Market Grain as Cheaply as Possible—Urges

Elimination of Yards and Smashing of "Vicious Circle."

President Dutton's address to the delegates of the W.R.L.A.,

Winnipeg, convention was one of the features of the programme.

His masterly and accurate review of conditions in Western

Canada as they are today, elicited a great deal of favorable com-

ment from all who heard it, and when the committee appointed

to deal with the presidential address submitted its report on the

last day of the convention it presented a resolution which con-

tained the hearty congratulations of the delegates to President

Dutton on the excellence of his address, which was passed unani-

mously. The address follows in part

:

"A year ago I had the privilege of addressing you on the

subject of 'Taking Stock of Ourselves.' I then attempted to

diagnose the case of the western retail lumber business and

the past year has not caused me to believe that such diagnosis was
an incorrect one. In fact, I feel so convinced that the past year

has even emphasized the points which I attempted to bring out,

that I believe they will bear repetition, and deserve thoughtful

consideration. May I be permitted to briefly outline those re-

marks in the hope that there may result a tendency at least toward
applying the remedy which I still feel convinced would work a

solution of many, if not practically all, of our ills.

"I first rehearsed briefly a review of general conditions in

Western Canada for the past twenty years, calling attention to

the abnormal expansion which culminated in the great building

year of 1912. The opening up of new territories, the building of

new towns, and the inflow of money for investment resulted in

an activity which seemed to warrant the installation of a multi-

plicity of lumber yards, in the expectation of continued progress

and expansion. Subsequent to 1912 the ebb tide set in, but the

world war again created abnormal conditions which resulted in

a false prosperity, based purely upon inflation, which continued

into the year 1920. The re-action became apparent in that year

and grew acute in 1921.

"Taking those facts into consideration, I gave it as my
opinion that the entire twenty years from 1902 to 1922 were
manifestly so abnormal that in so far as our experiences during

those years were concerned, we could not say what normal con-

ditions really are in this western country—that the capabilities

of the country for pronounced economic advancement under
normal conditions which we had not yet had, were still to be
determined and that there was a decided possibility that those

of us who were tempted to gauge the future by the past, might be
making a serious mistake.

"Now gentlemen, the experiences of the past year have not

tempted me to change my mind. Frankly, I feel that the business

world has just awakened to a realization of the serious conditions

which exist and, shall I say, the absolute necessity of recognizing
such conditions and without hesitancy facing the problems before
us. I cannot bring myself to believe that it is wise to speak of

these things in whisperings to each other and then to wave the

flag of blind optimism when we appear in public. Things are
as they are, and the earlier you and I and all of us accept them,
the more quickly will be find out what we ought to do.

Declares Business Over-expanded

"I said a year ago that our business was o\er-expanded

—

that we were maintaining far too many lumber yards, which fact

was the main source of our troubles. I maintained that we were
running our businesses inefficiently, simply because we were not

making money enough to run them efficiently—'that our very

laxity in credits was due to the anxiety for a sufficient volume

of business to pay our expenses, which were relatively too large

considering the volume of our sales. I asserted that this small

volume and high expense necessitating a gross percentage of

profit which was out of keeping with a business such as ours.

which carried a stock that did not deteriorate nor go out of style,

and where the cost of actual selling was low; and, therefore, that

the ultimate consumer was paying us too much for our services.

Mind you, this excessive profit did not go into our pockets, but

into our expense of carrying on business.

"Now, gentlemen, I am today prepared to go a step further

and say that I believe this over-expansion of distributing agencies

is true in practically every business line in the West. A retail

storekeeper in a fair-sized town in Manitoba told me the other

day that instance after instance (not one or two but dozens)
had come to his notice, where a large mail-order house was actu-

ally selling to his customers at prices lower than he himself could

get from the wholesale house from which he bought. He asked
me if I thought the mail-order house could buy from the jobber

or the factory cheaper than his wholesaler could buy, and I said

"no." Well, what was the explanation? There are only two
possible explanations : First, either the wholesale house is

profiteering—holding him up and making an undue profit—or

(and here is what I think is the correct explanation) second, the

wholesale house hasn't a sufficient volume of business to take

care of its overhead expense and make a profit without adding to

the cost of the goods a profit which is out of all reason. In other

words, the mail-order house, handling a multiplicity of lines—gro-

ceries, clothing, furniture, hardware, implements, and a hundred
others—handling all these lines and extending its operations

throughout the West, has developed a turno\er so large that

it can take care of its expense and make a satisfactory profit

on a percentage actually lower than can the wholesale house
which deals in one line only and is limited in its market and busi-

ness volume. In fact the wholesaler is practically charging a

retailer's price from the rural merchant who buys from him.

"Now, if this is so, and if this applies more or less generally

in all the lines of wholesale merchandising, it is a serious matter.

A wholesaler's profit is supposed to be a small profit. When we
get things at wholesale, we think we are getting a pretty low
price. The wholesaler makes or should make his money, not on a

large percentage of profit but on volume—on a large turnover.

If our entire business of wholesale distribution is over-manned,
then what does it mean to the consumer on our farms ? To what
is practically a retailer's price, the retailer himself is obliged to

add his own large percentage of profit with a result which it is

unnecessary to point out. And this state of affairs is intensified

by the fact that our rural storekeeper himself may in turn be
handicapped by insuft'icient volume of business, due to a sparsely

settled territory, thus requiring another abnormal profit on top

of the one previously exacted by his wholesaler.

Too Many Wholesale Distributing Centres

"I seriously question whether or not this western country,

large as it is in area, but small as it is in population, can main-
tain the number of wholesale distributing centres that have de-

veloped. A half dozen wholesale houses in some particular line

in Winnipeg eager to increase their volume of sales, others

struggling in Brandon and Saskatoon and Regina and Calgary
and Edmonton, Yorkton, Weyburn and Swift Current, might
well explain the morass of rotten credits in which many of such
houses have pretty nearly lost their way. Would it not be wise
for certain of them to join forces with others and by a reduction

in overhead and an increase in volume better serve themselves
and the public?

"It seems to me that a realization of such things as those is

desirable and that thought can well be given to other funda-

mentals equally vital by our bankers, retailers, land men and rail-

roads. I think, also, that there is need of a searching scrutiny

of fundamental laws and conditions by our farmers and working

men—union and otherwise.
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"The country in which we do business Hes in the centre of

a great continent, tliousands of miles from our seaports. The
commodity which we produce is sold across the seas in Liverpool,

England. The farmer receives for his grain just what he can

sell it for in Liverpool, less rail and ocean freights, and carrying

charges. There he competes with the wheat-growing people of

the world, none of whom, I believe, is so far from market in

transportation costs as he. To successfully meet such competi-

tion, he must be subjected to the least possible economic re-

straints. The wheat grower must first be reasonable sure of a

yearly crop. A crop every other year or once in three years

means but a lingering death. He must have a minimum expense

of marketing. He must have a favorable freight rate both for

what he buys and what he sells. What he buys, he must have
at reasonable prices. He must have the most favorable means
of securing a reasonable borrowing privilege, which will be con-

ducted in a spirit of sympathetic co-operation, by men whose in-

terests should be local and identical with his interests ; whose
individual prosperity and advancement are definitely tied to his

prosperity and that of his neighbors. Give him all these things

and thorough businesslike methods discourage undue debt, over

expansion and in frugality, and you will have gone a long way
toward establishing a sound and sane prosperity in this western

land.

Urges Yard Elimination

"As an aid to the accomplishment of - these things, I urge

yard elimination. Just as long as our business life depends upon
a volume which can be secured only by questionable credits, just

so long will we continue questionable credits. We are running

in a vicious circle—T must maintain my present volume through

ill-advised credits, or I cannot get sufficient turnover'—and 'It's

all that I can do to make a profit on my turnover because of my
ill-advised credits.'

"Now I do not wish to dwell unduly on this subject. That
I, personally, have not considered this to be mere theory, is made
evident by the fact that I have pvtt it into actual practice, and in

doing so have encountered no obstacles and have sacrificed noth-

ing. Ours is not a large concern, but a small one. In the num-
ber of its yards it has become insignificant since the adoption

of the policy I have decided is the right policy. Not one of

those yards we have eliminated would be take back today and
operate under the conditions which existed at the time of sale.

We are small toads in the puddle, but our balance sheet will im-

prove in appearance and we have the satisfaction of having put

into practice what our judgment dictated as a sound, sane and
proper policy.

"Were I at all conscious of a feeUng of having gone back-

ward in having done this I certainly would not be standing up
here drawing attention to it. Others of you who have followed

the same course to a greater or less degree, can be proud of

having accomplished something toward solving in a practical and
constructive way your individual problems and those of the in-

dustry in general. Although a good number of yards have been

eliminated during the past year, only a start has been really

made. To mind unless a yard has the potential, annual volume of

at least $35,000 average sales, steps should be taken either toward
its elimination or the elimination of other yards which will bring

tc it that required minimum turnover.

"Whether or not the association itself can be of any value in

this matter might be considered by the resolutions committee or

the committee appointed for the purpose of suggesting associa-

tion activities. At least the association might stand ready to be

of such service as it might be called upon to perform.

Agriculture the Foundation

"May I now touch on certain other questions which di-

rectly or indirectly affect our business. It has become trite to

say that the whole business structure of this country rests upon

the one foundation of agriculture, but only recently has the full

force of this truth been forced upon us. It is not unnatural,

therefore, that the farmer's needs and requirements are for the

first time receiving the wide sympathetic attention which they

deserve. Despite our advance along altruistic lines, the business

world, in common with the world in general, is most effectively

and most readily reached through its pocketbook. The interest

displayed by business in the farmer's problems is not assumed

but real and whatever the farmer himself has to propose in his

attempt to solve those problems finds sympathy and ready hear-

ing.

"We, whose business relations are directly with the farmer,

have a particularly keen perception of the dependence of our
business on his prosperity. The retail lumberman has in the

past been the farmer's friend, and often his benefactor. It is a

question whether the consideration and confidence reposed in him
has not often been a detriment to the man who did not under-

stand what excessive debt might mean to his future. At any rate,

I feel that today the farmer governments of the western prov-
inces can rely upon an attitude of helpfulness from the members
of this association, in their endeavors to help the agricultural

people of the West.

"I think, however, that I am justified in saying that experi-

mental legislation has possibilities for great harm unless it be

well considered and based upon sound principle. In times like

these, men grope in semi-darkness for relief, and are quick to

seize upon proposals, which on their face, may appear calculated

to afford such relief. Without breadth of view nor practical

knowledge sincere men will often insistently advocate legislation

which other men, more capable of proper judgment, know to

be unsound and ill-advised.

"May I say that it is the duty of those clothed with authority

to lead and direct the opinions of those who have chosen them
as leaders; and that they will have betrayed the trust put upon
them, if they permit themselves to support legislation which they

believe to be unsound, because of mere popular or excitable

clamor. Representations and delegations and resolutions from
farmers and the rest may be welcome, but the final decision on
important legislation should be determined bythe government it-

self and not be affected by the possible popularity or unpopularity
of such decision. The main body of the public is silent—noise

does not necessarily even indicate majority opinion.

"So when our provincial governments have before them
such vital questions as the proposed compulsory co-operative

selling of v/heat, the completion of the Hudson Bay Railroad, the

funding of farmers' indebtednesses, the extension of altruistic

legislation, bond issues and experimental excursions into So-
cialistic panaceas, when our provincial governments have before
them such questions as these, involving legislation partly or
wholly experimental, let us hope they will consider carefully,

ponder deeply and act only after they have adopted decided con-
victions—and then act courageously.

"The provincial ships of state are passing through narrow
channels and they need strong, sincere, wise men at the helm.
The future of the West is more truly in the hands of these leaders

today than ever before; they need not cynical criticism but sin-

cere co-operation ; few people question their sincerity or good
intentions. I should like to see our Resolutions' Committee sub-
mit a resolution which would embody our sympathy with the aims
of these new leaders, which would also voice our determination
to support them in any decisions which might for the time being
seem unpopular, but which are based upon principles economi-
cally and politically sound.

Debt the Curse of This Country

"Notwithstanding the influence which proper legislation may
have on the well-being of the people, I cannot help feeling that

the solution of our economic difficulties is more of an individual

problem than a collective one. If it is true that the least favored
of our farming communities are so often found to be in less diffi-

culty than other districts which have been more favored, the ex-
planation must be that frugality, hard work and patience have
brought their reward. If so, then these same homely virtues are
to be urged upon those others who have been less frugal, less

willing to sacrifice the comparative ease of a wheat grower's
life for that of a mixed farming life, and less willing to bide their'

time, instead of being tempted to gain success by the road of
excessive debt and the long chance. Debt (unwarranted and ex-
cessive debt) has been a curse to this country. Let's you and I,

who have a certain control over this factor at least, use our good •

offices in discouraging, through sane credit policies, this vicious
propensity of our people.

"One of the unhappy results of the present conditions has
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been the increased use of the courts in the attempt to collect

desperate indebtednesses. Despite our temptation to overlook it,

this is still essentially a pioneer country. The people on the land

have not had time to accumulate a surplus beyond that repre-

sented by the necessities or at most the conveniences of life.

Accumulations have not been efifected as in older countries, to

serve as a buffer against actual embarrassment when temporary
misfortune overtakes the settler. Let him lose the value of a
crop and the average man on the farm is obliged to draw on
his future earnings for existence. Such a man when honest in

his intentions, but physically unable to satisfy his creditors, de-

serves help. Individually each creditor is usually disposed to give

help, but each fears the other; each wonders if the debtor is

really as badly off as he pretends to be, and each feels that he

must be as insistent as the other fellow or he will be left be-

hind. There are thousands of such cases, as you all know, and
if there is a remedy which does not lend itself to abuse by the

vmdeserving, it is a plain duty for us or others to find it. That
is something we might think about.

"Then there is the question of judgments and subsequent

collections by the sheriff. This process is often followed by a

complete destruction of the debtor's self-respect and often the

complete transformation of a decent citizen into a dead-beat.

Most commendable is the new interest taken in this man by our

provincial governments, which seem to me to have handled a
difficult problem with tact and good sense, and may I suggest

that if this is also your opinion, the Convention might so express

itself.

Criticizes Judgment Costs

"Now, when I think of judgments, my mind directly turns

to that of legal costs. What do you think of court costs and
sheriff's costs, anyway? I wonder if you agree with me that in

many cases they are hard to justify? I arri of the conviction that

our farmer governments might well give their attention to the

schedule of fees upon which the bill of costs assessed against

the defendant debtor is based, especially in the provinces of

Saskatchewan and Alberta. I am not saying that these schedules

are excessive, but that they will bear looking into seems to me
apparent when the law sanctions such charges as I find in a cer-

tain Saskatchewan bill of costs which came to my notice the other

day. This bill bears the following items :

—

Attending to wire for instructions $ .75

Receiving instructions to sue 75
Receiving instructions for pleadings 3.00
Receiving instructions to garnishee 5.00

(All of the above were simply receiving the order which
gave the solicitors a job.)

Drawing statement of claim $4.40
Five copies of statement ..- 3.75

(These were presumably all made at one time on the type-
writer.)

Drawing writ of summons .; $3.00
Three copies (all made at same time) 4.50
Six copies statement claim all made same time) 6.00
Garnishee summons 3.00
Five copies (all made same time) 7.50

And finally a charge for making of the bill itself.

"If, in order to justify our charges, we were obliged to

resort to the charging of the customer for reading over the
order he had sent us and finally charging him for the invoice
which we made out so that we ourselves would knew how much
he owed us, I might find it difficult to convince our customer
that our basis of charges "was a sound one. I feel so strongly
that the judgment debtor who is obliged to pay these costs is

being subjected to an unreasonable burden that I would suggest
that the Resolutions Committee consider the matter, with the
idea of taking it up with the various provinces if considered ad-
visable.

"This leads me further to the efficiency or lack of efficiency
which characterizes the sheriff's reports on executions in many
judicial districts. I have in mind one of eleven sheriffs' reports,
all of the same tenor, from a Sasatchewan district only a day or
so ago, in which he reports that the judgment debtors have noth-
ing over their exemptions.

"Now here is the report from our own representative:

—

Your letter of the 10th inst received re above.
His boy Harry was in here on the 15th and I asked
him how their crop was, and he stated that they
threshed 1300 bushels of wheat and 1400 bushels
of oats.

He also said that the crop had been sold, and
that the money had been used to pay off a mortgage
against their farm. I had written to R, a grain
buyer at P, and received a reply from him in which
he says that S had 1400 bushels of wheat but does
not mention the oats. Mr. R further states that he
had bought some four loads of grain from him; he
had drawn some to other towns.

"I believe that this is not an unusual case, and I am of the

opinion that such a matter is not out of place among our Reso-
lutions Committee and that the association itself might gather
specific cases such as the one I have quoted and be a great help
in improving the service for which large fees and excessive

mileage are charged and often no service rendered. I am sure
our provincial authorities would not knowingly countenance such
fraud. Sheriff's bailiffs should not themselves be judgment proof
dead beats. In the district from which comes the report I have
mentioned, is a bailiff who conforms to this classification, for we
ourselves have a judgment against him and know his record.

His lack of qualification for the job is apparent. Political rings

and political expediency too often control such appointments
and fearless exposure where such is the case should be looked
upon as a duty. On the contrary, the pussyfoot policy seems to

be a characteristic of a time when right-thinking men should
have the courage of their convictions and should emphatically
express these convictions, the same as wrong thinking, deluded
and vicious men fearlessly express theirs.

"Now, fellow members, all that I have said is not more
complaining but for a direct purpose. It would be much pleas-

anter to refer to the last couple of years as inevitable conse-
quences of world-wide conditions which are merely temporary
and from which we are now emerging. The word has gone out
to take off the dark glasses and to talk encouragingly—that the
morale of people in the West is weakening. This is probably
true; I do not suppose that the realization of unfavorable situa-

tions can ever fail to weaken the morale of the faint-hearted.

But I do not believe that you gentlemen are in that class. Many
a man is discouragd by difficulties, and such men must be "bucked
up" so that they can better meet those difficulties. Other men
never become downhearted ; thier hopes are always high, their

hearts strong and their wills unyielding.

"Such, naturally, are the people of our great West or they

would not be here. In so far as we ourselves are concerned, ours
is a distinct, fairly cohesive industry. Each of us is governed
by the rest of us. We must advance or retreat as a body, and
that body moves slowly. If the members of this association

could miraculously be infected with the belief tTiat all is well
and the abnormal expansions of the past were to be the normal
conditions of the future, we would cast to the four winds all

efforts to re-adjust our business. To my mind this would be
disastrous.

"That men are thinking of these things and resolutely de-

termined to solve them, seems to me far more encouraging than
an optimistic refusal to recognize any difficulties at all.

Immigration

"Many people are pinnig their faith to a renewed tide of
immigration. 'We must have more people—new immigrants,'
they say, with an air of finality, as though the whole business

had at last been solved. Every man you meet on the street tells

that. It is so generally recognized that 'more people' would turn
the trick, that it is needless to waste time thinking about it. You
and I can't bring in more people. The Canadian Government
might be able to do something to get them, if it could ever make
up its mind who it wants.

"If I had my way about it every able-bodied and sound-
minded man from all except the most Southern and Southern
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Central of European counrties would be welcome. Of course
we want more people, but is that any reason why the business
men of our West should not meanwhile proceed to put their

houses in order, so that when those new pioneers arrive (when
they arrive) we can give them an efficient distribution service
at a minimum cost? Let us not persist in the old error of dis-

counting a problematical future. I say, 'let's adjust ourselves
to things as they are and meanwhile work like hades to make
them better.

"Do this by lessening the cost of marketing our grain by in-

sisting that the Hudson Bay project be carried through, but
only after we are sure that it is feasible; that the deep water-
way be investigated thoroughly; that diversified farming be en-
couraged in every possible way. Make governments which re-

fuse to seek economies instead of new avenues of taxation, feel

the full force of the people's fist. Let other countries, better

able to try them out, experiment with the isms and orms of the
parlor Socialist, Communist and Syndicalist Labor leader and
other cranks convince the bankers that the distrust of the rural
customer is the direct result of too many unfortunate experiences
and, consequently, the full benefit to a community of necessary
credit facilities is often lost. Devise a means of helping the
honest debtor, but not at the risk of encouraging or protecting
the dead-beat. Find means of reducing court costs. Change the
style so that men, women and children, in city, town and coun-
try, will be induced to admire frugality, economy and industry
instead of regarding these virtues as distasteful necessities.

Recognize that high wages coupled with low production is at
the bottom of half the world's economic troubles ; that you can-
not reform people against their will and a law is just as strong
as the will of the people to obey that law. And lastly and all the
time, let manufacturers and brokers, wholesalers and retailers

in any and all lines, remember that the combined volume of
business in any community is a fairly constant quantity and if the
agencies for absorbing that volume are too numerous, a relentless

economic law will in the end force an adjustment—that the law
is now plainly in operation and will bear close watching.

Pacific Coast Shippers'

Association Arbitration Case

WESTERN MILL, Plaintiff

vs.

WESTERN WHOLESALER, Defendant

QUESTION. Who shall stand the excess freight charge

of $79.70 on car 121122 which was occasioned by the railroad

company assessing combination of locals from point of origin

to destination shown on the order.

FACTS. On January 13th, 1920, Defendant placed an order

with the Plaintiff calling for shipment of a car of lumber at

$37.50, giving as its destination, Laurel, Montana, with N. P.

routing. On January 29th, 1920, Plaintiff made shipment of the

above-mentioned car shipping same over the O. & W. R.R., but

specifying N. P. routing on the Bill of Lading. The car was
diverted by the Defendant to its customer at Chicago. However,
as the Plaintiff is located on the O. & W. R.R., said railroad

company did not turn the shipment over to the N. P. until the

car reached Wallula, thus charging a local rate from St. Johns,

Oregon, to Wallula, and from there to Laurel. The Defendant
claims that the mill should have routed the car so as to have
protected the through rate.

DECISION : We find that the Plaintiff accepted an order

from the Defendant wherein a specific delivery was named, viz.,

N. P. routing, and that the Plaintiff's mill is so situated that it

would have to have any shipment so routed, switched to the N. P.

at the nearest connecting point. We feel that inasmuch as Plain-

tiff did not switch the car at nearest point, but shipped same to

Wallula before turning it over to the N. P., thus causing damages
of local freight, that Plaintiff is responsible for any overcharges

on the part of the railroads and is further responsible for the pro-

tection of the through rate to the point shown on the order, viz..

Laurel, Montana, and that in failing to protect the through rate

to that point it should be held responsible by the Defendant there-

for.

New Record in Lumber Production

All previous records of lumber production in the Pacific

Northwest were broken by the 1922 output of about 8,715,763,-

000 feet, according to the figures of West Coast Lumbermen's
Association.

'-These figures apply only to the territory west of the Cas-

cade Mountains in Oregon and Washington, which constitutes

the territory covered by the West Coast Lumbermen's Associa-

tion, and which includes 90 per cent, of the lumber production

of Washington and 79 per cent, of the production of Oregon."

The previous high production record for the Douglas fir

region was in 1920, when Western Oregon and Western Wash-
ington produced 7,578,925,000 feet. This same region in 1922
shows a production increase of 15 per cent, over 1920. The
1922 lumber output exceeds that of the depressed year of 1921

by 58 per cent.

Production figures of the West Coast Lumbermen's Asso-
ciation for the past three years follow

:

1922 1921 1920

Lbr.—Ft. Lbr.—Ft. Lbr.—Ft.
Western Wash 5,714,669,000 3,577,880,000 4,969,278,000

Western Ore 3,001,094,000 1,878,946,000 2,609,647,000

Total 8,715,763,000 5,456,826,000 7,578,925,000

New business booked by the mills of the West Coast Lum-
bermen's Association during 1922 was 44 per cent, greater than
in 1921 and 42 per cent, greater than in 1920.

Shipments in 1922 were 45 per cent, greater than in 1921 and
21 per cent, greater than in 1920.

Stocks unsold in the hands of the mills at the close of 1922
are reported very light in quantity and in poor assortment as

to lengths and sizes—a very different condition from that which
prevailed at the close of 1920, when the previous year of record
production found the mills with over two billion feet of unsold
stock on hand.

Point Grey Golf and Country Club

As a result of the very rapid growth of the residential sec-

tion of Point Grey the residents of this district realized last fall

that the time had arrived to organize another golf club in the"

district. The original idea was to have a community or municipal

course but this ultimately developed into the organization of

what is known as the Point Grey Golf and Country Club.

This club has acquired the property formerly owned by the

Mole Estate at the foot of Blenheim Road and various adjo ning

properties, which will enable it to lay out a very satisfactory

course, and also have the necessary ground for a clubhouse, etc.

There are now something over four hundred and fifty mem-
bers of the club and considerable work has been done on the

first nine holes, and it is expected to commence play as soon as

the weather moderates. A special feature of this club is that

the wives of the first five hundred members will have the right

tc play without paying an entrance fee. There is, therefore, a

distinct advantage attached to the first five hundred shares taken.

The club is anxious to complete its membership and any

person wishing to become a member should make application

either to the secretary or to one of the directors as soon as

possible.

There are a large number of lumbermen already in this club,

among them being the following: E. H. Schafer, P. Sereth,

A. R. Macfarlane, D. L. Cameron, F. N. Tait, W. H. Crowe,

W. F. Rae, T. A. Lamb, J. Fyfe Smith, W. J. Van Dusen, Thos.

Gadd, Gordon McEwen, J. A- M. Knox, L. M. Hanbury, W. G.

Manson, W. J. T. Mackay, G. S. Raphael, W. R. Steer, J. M.
McNeill, N. A. English, H. R. McMillan, A. Cotton, R. J. Ham-
ilton, G. Madden.
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Mr. E. W. Hamber,

president and general

manager of the Brit-

ish Columbia Mills

Timber and Trading

Company, has recent-

ly returned from a

visit to the East,

where he attended

the annual meeting of

the Dominion Bank,

of which he is a di-

rector.

E. W. HAMBER

Mr. Bruce M. Farris, of the King-

Farris Lumber Company, was one of

the most popular hosts entertaining

the Prairie lumbermen at the coast.

mm '

B. M, FARRIS

C. E. GARRETT

Mr. C. E. Garrett, of the Garrett

Lumber Sales Limited, Vancouver,

was unanimously appointed Master-

of-Ceremonies and did much to lend

an air of joviality to the retailers

visiting Vancouver.

PARAGRAPHS
Two of the dry kilns of the Rainbow Shingle Co., a new

concern located on the Pitt river between the two bridges, were
completely destroyed by fire recently. The company had only
been operating a few weeks and was running at total capacity
when the fire broke out. The kilns will be rebuilt immediaetly.

Th Northern B. C. Timbermen's Association, at the annual
meeting February 2nd, elected the following officers : E, F. Duby,
president ; Olaf Hanson, vice-president ; W. E. Williams, secre-
tary-treasurer ; A. Y, Wilson, Remo, R. E. Allen, Hanall, John
Wilman, Usk, G. W. Nickerson, J. R. Morgan, Geo. Little, and
Geo. Dover, executive. R. E. Allen will be representative on the
Forest Protection Board.

The Calder Chimney & Construction Co., of Vancouver,
have under course of construction a patent concrete chimney at
the plant of the Dominion Creosoting & Lumber Co. Ltd., at
Eburne, and a new Dietrich Arch for the Campbell River Lum-
ber Co. Ltd., at White Rock. These concrete chimneys are
gradually eliminating the old steel stacks from the B. C. lumber
mills and are considered a great improvement both in efficiency
and appearance.

The Hammond Cedar Company Ltd., have recently installed

a No. 796 Automatic saw sharpener, a product of the Machin-
ery Company of America.These sharpeners have a capacity

large enough to handle circular saws up to 90 inches in diameter,

and can also be used on cross-cut and rip saws. Mr. A. L.

Peters, of Seattle, is the western representative of the manu-
facturers.

Recent sales of "Climax" in British Columbia include an

80-ton locomotive to the Nicola Pine Mills, Merritt, and also one
of the same size to Bloedel, Stewart & Welsh, Ltd.

New regulations designed to eliminate the hazard of forest

fires have been authorized by the provincial government. By an
order-in-council just issued it is provided that all spark arresters

used on any locomotive, logging, portable, traction or stationary

engine using fuel olher than oil, must be approved by the Pro-
vincial Inspector of Boilers as complying with Section 124 of the

Forest Act, which requires engines to be fitted with safety ap-

pliances for the prevention of fire.

E. Calaghan, manager of the camp of the Partridge Lumber
Company at Mile 94, Greater Winnipeg Water District railway,

was recently found dead in bed. Mr. Callaghan was a native

of Peterboro, Ont., and had resided at International Falls for

some time. The camp of which he was manager had a comple-
ment of about sixty hands. Some years ago, it is stated, Mr.
C alaghan met with a serious accident and since then has been
troubled with his heart.

The two-machine shingle mill, until recently operated by
the Alberni Shingle company, has been sold by the provincial

department of Industries to R. S. Brown with whom is associated

some Moose Jaw business men in a company named the Rex
Shingle Company Ltd.

Mr. Brown, who is now resident in Victoria, will move his

family to this city and will assume the general management of

the industry. With R. Morrison, of the department of Indus-
tries, he was here during the latter part of last week and com-
pleted arrangements for taking over the mill.

Operauons under the new conti'ol will be commenced on
I'"ebruary 1st. Mr. Brown is confident of being able to find

a ready and profitable market for all his output. The B. P. G.

logging company is now busy getting out a supply of cedar bolts

for this mill.

The Gilford Island Mills (Ltd.) is the name of a new com-
pany with offices in the Winch Building, Vancouver, B. C, and
having a shingle mill under construction at Echo Bay, on Gilford

Island. The shingle mill comains five Sumner upright ma-
chines and it is expected to cut 24-inch perfection and 5-inch

shingles for water shipment. This company has a large supply

of very excellent timber and was organized by E. V. Munn, who
if. managing director. A. J. Krauss, of Seattle, is president, and
C. A. Butler, of Vancouver, is secretary. Mr. Munn is also

the manager of the shingle department of the Northern Pacific

Logging Co., which operates a mill at Port Moody, B. C.

Hugh H. Reid, of the sales staff of Laminated Materials,

New Westminster, B. C, has returned from a business trip to

Montreal, Toronto and other cities in the East.

One thousand men are employed along the line of the C. N.
R. this winter between Prince Rupert and Eraser Lake cutting

ties for the use of the railway, according to Olof Hansen, who
has returned to the city after spending several days in the interior

visiting his various interests up the line, including his three tie

camps at Priestly and the mill at Hanall.

Contracts for 800,000 ties have been let this winter in the

district as against 250,000 last year. This allows for the employ-
ment of 1000 men where there were not more than 400- last

year. Settlers are participating more generally in the work this

season and it is estimated that about 150 have sub-contracts.

C. W. Tourtellotte has been appointed assistant Pacific coast

manager and W. H. Fogg, formerly with the Grand Trunk
Pacific Steamships, will have an executive position with the

merged lines.
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A MODERN VANCOUVER ISLAND SAWMILL
Moorc-lVh'ittingtoH Lumber Company's Operation

View of the Sawmill of

Moore-Whittington Lumber Co., Victoria

One cold winter afternoon in December, 1918, William
Moore, managing director of the Moore-Whittington Lumber
Company, stood near his mill on Victoria's upper harbor and
watched it burn to the ground. And as soon as the debris

had cleared away he began to build a new mill and a better one.

In March, 1919, the wheels in the new plant began to turn and
they have been turning ever since, for the Moore-Whittington
Lumber Company is one of the busiest concerns on Vancouver
Island.

The history of the firm goes back a lot further than the

year of the A,rmistice, though. Xhe original company was
founded no less than twenty-five years ago, so it can claim to

be one of the Island's pioneer lumber enterprises. In those days
there were really two companies, one of them directed by Mr.
Moore's partner, E. S. Whittington, operating a sash and door
factory in close connection with the sawmill and the other run-

ning the mill itself. After the fire, however, the two organiza-

tions were merged and today the Moore-Whittington Lumber
Company owns the whole works.

The Moore-Whittington sawmill lies well up the Inner Har-
bor of Victoria, near the Cameron Lumber Company's mill and
the plant of James Leigh and Sons. It maintains a steady

average output of 35,000 feet a day. The chief mechanical

equipment of the mill includes a 52-inch headsaw, a 60-inch

edger, a band resaw, added after the mill had been operating

for some months, and a 12x18 S. A. Wood sizer. Power for

this machinery is supplied by four engines of 250, 90, 75 and 45

horse power. The dry kilns have a capacity of 10,000 feet of

lumber a day.

A considerable part of the mill's output goes to the factory

not far away, where excellent sash and door work is turned out.

The Company has always specialized in this branch of the busi-

ness and now is using its equipment to produce material for the

construction of boats in Victoria.

The Company's factory is the equal of any on the Island.

Attached to it is a three-storey warehouse in which a complete

stock of sash and door material and mantel work is carried.

Such is the extent of the company's business in mantel work,

glass doors and articles of that kind that it buys its glass by the

car load.

On account of its increasing water-borne shipments the

Company has recently improved its loading facilities by the in-

stallation of a new derrick on its loading wharves. This derrick,

which is operated by steam, covers a radius of 150 feet and is

so placed that it can swing lumber from the yards into scows

drawn up beside the wharves with ease. The derrick has greatly

increased the speed of loading operations.

Further, to increase speed and efficiency in the loading of

scows the Company is now building an overhead run way on

which lumber can be carried from the yai'ds to the docks. This
will provide a second approach to the water and will reli-^ve

congestion on the lower level.

The company has been dividing its shipments between the
rail trade and overseas business. For its ravl shipments it is not
far from the Canadian National Railways line and the Esquimalt
and Nanaimo Railway, a part of the C.P.R. system, across the

border. Lumber to be loaded for overseas shipment must be
taken in scows, however, as lumber-carrying ships cannot pass
the Point EUice bridge and reach the mill wharves. Lumber
loaded in scows at the mill is put on board ship either at Ogden
Point, Victoria, or towed up to Genoa Bay, while a vessel is

there loading lumber from the saws of the Genoa Bay Lumber
Company's mill.

At present the Company is shipping a large part of its out-

put by rail to the prairies and the middle western States. Ship-
ments also are being made to Australia, but so far the firm has
not participated in the big movement through the Panama Canal
to the Atlantic seaboard. With its efficient sash and door fac-

tory the Company has always supplied a large part of the local

demand for lumber and is doing so now. Contracts with Vic-
toria boat-building concerns have swelled this trade of late.

Having satisfactory arrangements with logging contractors

for a constant log supply, the Company has not found it neces-

sary to open logging camps of its own. Logs for its saws are
cut in Vancouver Island forests, towed to Victoria and col-

lected in an ample booming ground in front of the mill.

William Moore, who manages the business, is one of Vic-
toria's best known and most respected businessmen. He is a

perpetual optimist, whom hard times can't discourage. There is

always business to be obtained if one will only go and get it,

he says, and that is the motto he has applied to his operations
during the lean years a while back. Right now things are look-

ing good to his company.

British Columbia timber royalties for nine months ending
December 31 increased to $1,048,000, according to figures jus:

made public by Hon. T. D. PatluUo, Minister of Lands. Dur-
ing the whole of the previous year royalties totaled $990,326,
and the total for the corresponding nine months of 1921 was only

$837,000, so that the 1922 increase was considerable.

It is predicted by officials of the Forest Branch of the Lands
Department diat the total for the present fiscal year will be nearly

$1,300,000 when returns for the last three months of the fiscal

year are completed.

These royalties included only the revenue collected on the

timber cut and are distinct from other timber taxes collected by
the government. Increased royalties are a result of an increase
in the timber business.
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Coast Visit Pro^
INSTRUCTIVE PROGRAMS

A view of logging as it is done in British Columbia was
the entertainment offered to the visiting prairie members of the
Western Retail Lumbermen's Association on February 6th at

the plant of the King Farris Lumber Company at Newton.

The felling and bucking of the giant trees was all shown to

the visitors. To many of them the sight was new and the casual

manner in which the giant logs were dragged like toothpicks

through the bush by the high lead system and the loading opera-
tions elicited expressions of amazement.

The feature event of the morning, however, was the top-

ping of the spar tree. The tree had been limbed in advance and
towered 250 feet in the air. It was nearly six feet in diameter
at the butt. The sight of a bush foreman, Jean Reeves, slip-

ping up the tall tree by a strap and irons to a height of 200 feet

where he stopped and proceeded to "top" it was unique for many
there. Reeves, from a point where the tree was still over a foot

in diameter, commenced swinging his axe and slowly the top

started to sway and then toppled over, plunging down to the

ground.

The cutting away and falling of the top caused the rest of

the tree to swing violently in the air. The man, still perched at

the top, looking small in the distance, was swung with the tree

back and forth through an arc of at least 15 feet. Gradually it

ceased swinging, and then down he came, making the down-
ward trip in scarcely more than a minute.

"That is not the kind of a job I want," said one of the

prairie men.

In the afternoon, after a lunch at the Burquitlam Golf Club,

the members were taken to the plant of the Canadian Western

Lumber Co., one of the largest plants on the coast, where they

had demonstrated to them the sawing of the logs and the fin-

ishing.

VISITING PRAIRIE LUMBERMEN AND THEIR
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Most Pleasant
'ANGED FOR RETAILERS

On Monday night the visitors were entertained at a ban-
quet at the Hotel Vancouver, given by the lumber industries of
British Columbia. Loggers, millmen, wholesalers and retailers

were all represented.

From the opening address of Mayor Tisdall, who tendered
the visitors the freedom of the city, throughout all the speeches
of prominent members of the respective timber associations, co-

operation between the coast and the prairie was emphasized as

being the essential thing for the success of the lumber industry.

Following an afternoon's business when the various prob-

lems that confronted the lumber industry were discussed, the

banquet took the nature of a get-together party, the prime obect

of which was to get acquainted.

Some of the speakers of the evening were Arthur Hendry,
vice-president of the B. C. Lumbermen's Association; His .Wor-
ship Mayor Tisdall ; William McNeill, secretary of the Timber
Industries Council, and toastmaster for the occasion ; W. P.

Dutton, president of the Western Retail Lumbermen's Associa-

tion, who expressed the appreciation of the visitors for their

welcome ; R. Skov, the vice-president of the same association,

and T. A. Sparks, past president ; A. E. Munn and Phil Watson,
representing the loggers ; Arthur Edgecumbe, of the Shingle-

men's Association, and Perry Roe, of the B. C. Lumbermen's
Association.

Song leaders for the evening were Charles Garrett and Fred
Lamar. Special entertainers were Miss Clara Phillips, Mrs.

Mary Arnold, Joe Menzies and
J-.

M. Cunningham.

Photo on right shows felling a forest giant for benefit of

the merry visitors. On left is the spar tree, donkey engines and

logging railway that proved of much interest.
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GROUPED AT THE BURQUITLAM GOLF CLUB (PHOTOGRAPH EXCLUSIVE TO THE WESTERN LUMBERMAN, BY STUART THOMSON
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TRAINING FOREMEN FOR THE MILLWORK PLANT
By Win. C. Hobart, General Superintendent of the Wheeler, Osgood Co., Tacoma, Wash.

My only experience with foremanship training, in what
might be called a training class, was at the Wheeler-Osgood
Company's factory last March. A class of 16, under the direc-

tion of George Henry Jenson, state supervisor of Industrial

Education, assisted by Charles M. Clark, employment manager
for the Wheeler-Osgood Co., attended meetings which covered

what might be called an elementary course on the subject. Mr.
Jenson and Mr. Clark are both men of the type that it is abso-

lutely necessary to have in order to make a success of the training.

If the right teacher is not in charge, there will be nothing gained

by having the meetings. The meetings were all very interesting

and I am confident that all who attended learned considerable by
.so doing.

This course of training has given me more ideas in regard

to apprenticeship training and how to interest young men in our
business than anything that has ever been done since I have been
in charge of men. Foremen have become the key men of all

industrial plants that employ men in large numbers, and to the

employees they are the management, and the management of to-

day must recognize that fact and see that the proper foremen are

employed and instructed in the policy of the company in its

relations to the employees. I can give you a better idea of the

training course by reading the subjects assigned the different

meetings and the conclusions at which we arrived.

The Duties of the Foreman
At the first meeting, the general idea of the conference was

explained to the men

:

Supervisory.

Supervising men for production.

Supervising work as ordered.

Supervising methods as practiced.

Supervising equipment.

Managerial.

Manager of supplies.

Manager of team work.
Manager of men to make for better efficiency.

Manager of improved methods.
Manager of new and improved equipment.
Manager of new and improved safeguards.

Manager of improved sanitation, lighting, etc.

Instructional.

Training new men.
Training safe methods.
Training in new processes.

Training new assistants in foremanship.

Other Responsibilities.

To know outside conditions and influences of the men.
To encourage better living conditions.

To promote high standards for the men.
Own standards above reproach.

Difference Between the Jobs of the Workmen
and Foreman

The time of the second meeting was taken up in giving a

clear conception of the foreman's job as distinguished from the

workman's. It was agreed that the essential difference between
the job of a foreman and a workman lies in tlie fact that a

foreman "directs" while the workman "does." A foreman has

bossing or directing responsibilities, while a workman has doing

lesponsibilities, but shares to a certain degree of the foreman's

responsibilities, such as planning, improving methods, training

helpers and giving the foreman mformaton in regard to the

physical or home conditions of other men.

The conclusion arrived at was

:

That certain admitted responsibilities of the foreman, such

as physical condition of the men, responsibility for moral

standards, encouragement of better living conditions, etc., do not

come under the headings of either supervision or training, but

require another division, which has been designated as "other

1 esponsibilities."

Methods of Analysis

The objectives of the third meeting were:

To bi'ing out the idea of analysis and how it is carried on.

To "put over" the idea of a classified analysis.

To develop the necessity for a departmental analysis so as

to visualize responsibilities.

To show each foreman how to begin analysis of his depart-

ment.

,The conclusions drawn up by the group were:

That the general meihod of analysis is of great service to

any one charged with supervisory and managerial responsibilities.

It is simply a scientific method of procedure and substitutes an

exact or accurate procedure for the "guess method."
That by analysis we mean "taking account of stock"; that

is, separating a thing into its parts of elements and making an

inventory of its contents.

In most cases an analysis has more than one kind of infor-

mation and unless it is classified it is not useful. This was
brought out in the preceding meeting in the classification of the

foreman's jobs into supervisory, managerial, instructional and
other responsibilities.

That in order to be of real value, analysis must be complete.

This is particularly difficult in the case of a trained and experi-

enced man who knows many things. He has learned how to do
ihem automatically and unless he puts a great deal of application

on analysis he will overlook things that have become automatic.

The analysis habit is a good one to acquire.

Visualizing Responsibilities

The objectives of the fourth meeting were:
To increase ability to continue departmental analysis.

To increase ability to visualize responsibilities.

To attempt to fix (approximately) the supervir-ory value of

the operations in certain jobs.

The conclusions were

:

That in making an analysis of responsibilities, certain ponits

are brought out that may have been supervised unconsciously.

This accounts for the fact that certain points may receive too

much supervision while certain other points suffer from a lack

of supervision.

That a check list helps to visualize the different supervisory

responsibilities. One's capacity for analysis or ability to visu-

alize increases with practice.

That in charting the supervisory responsibilities it can more
accurately be carried out by first charting the supervisory ratio

of the dift'erent jobs. In this case the job of a stickerman was
charted an an approximate rating to each one on a scale of 1 to

10. The No. 7 point represents in the oi^inion of the foreman
an operation which requires only incidental supervision, while

an operation that was rated as No. 10 is one that requires almost
constant supervision. The numbers between 1 and 10 are used
to indicate varying degrees of supervision.

That it is difficult to check oi¥ responsibility points or to

work out a supervisory ratio the first time it is attemp'.ed. This
of itself in no way indicates poor supervision but emphasizes the

fact that the foreman has not always been in the habit of visual-

izing his job or thinking of it analytically.

Carelessness on the Job

. The objectives of the fifth meeting were:
To analyze the human factor of carelessness on the job.

To apply the analysis of carelessness on the job to typical

cases.

Conclusions by group

:

That in dealing with carelessness on the job in this case it

is being treated from the standpoint of analyzing carelessness

and not as a safety supervision point.

That in general there are two methods that are followed in

dealing with carelessness on the job, (1) To take stei)s to remove
the cause after the act of carelessness has taken place, which may
have resulted in personal injury, property or equipment loss,

(Continued on Page 42.)
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THE OUTLOOK FOR B.C. LUMBER INDUSTRY
Various Viewpoints from Lumber Manufacturers

There are few but what feel that 1923 has considerable in

store for the lumber industry of the Pacific Coast. With
olives tastes diflfer and with the lumber industry opinions differ,

and while the heads of the various branches engaged either in

logging, lumber or shingle manufacturing are of the general

opinion that the first six months of the present year will see a

heavy demand for coast forest products, many hold a less op-

timistic view of the latter part of 1923.

The Western Lumberman is in receipt of several communi-
cations from different lumbermen throughout the province bear-

ing on this subject, same being published herewith

:

"We don't recollect having seen so much business at this

time of the year except at the same period in 1920, and with the

spring demand just coming on we think there should be more
business than the mills can handle for the first few months of

the year.

Beyond the middle of the year, however, we are unable to

even hazard a prediction."

R. P. Shannon Lumber Co., Ltd.,

Vancouver, B. C.

* * *

"Our opinion is that 1923 will be a satisfactory one for the

lumber manufacturers of B. C. Contrary to usual seasons the

buying has kept up well through the winter months and there

is nothing to indicate there will be any let-up this season. Stocks
of lumber in any territory are extremely low. Buying at the

present time is much heavier than production. Shipments are

much heavier than production and with low stocks on hand we
•are going into the summer months with very low stocks of lum-
ber in the hands of the manufacturers and with everything

indicating good demand, there should be a very satisfactory

market the entire season. The tendency of the market is up-
ward and undoubtedly stronger prices will prevail.

We can see nothing but encouragement for the B. C. lum-
ber manufacturers for 1923."

B. C. Spruce Mills, Ltd.

Lumberton, B. C.

* * *

"I beg to acknowledge receipt of your letter of the 15th

inst. wherein you ask for an expression as to the future of the

lumber business for this year, and in reply would say that we
are very optimistic for the future and feel that for the first six

months of the year we are going to have very good business at

good prices, and in making it brief we look for 1923 to be one
of the best years that has confronted the lumbermen for a con-
siderable period."

Shawnigan Lake Lumber Co. Ltd.,

Victoria, B. C.

"With reference your inquiry January 15th re forecast for

1923. Apparently under the stimulant of anticipated heavy de-
mend and favorable prices, lumber manufacturers everywhere
are striving for maximum' output during at least the first six

months of this year, this means that should demand for any
leason or reasons hesitate, production would so rapidly overtake
requirements that a repetition of 1920 would be witnessed.

"In addition to this possibility, forecasters of every denom-
ination and breed are saying 'watch your step' during the latter

part of the year. Whether we like it or not, such broadcasting
of possible depression is likely to have its unfavorable effect
psychological or otherwise.

If we all jump in and try to do 12 months' business in 6
and show slight confidence beyond July next, what we get will
be even more than we are justified in receiving.

I would say if we don't let our optimism overbalance sound
judgment and pursue a normal steadfast course, 1923 should re-

turn even more than the year just passed."

Nicola Pine Mills Ltd.,

Merrltt, B. C.

* * *

"We are in receipt of yours of the 15th inst. relative to our
viewpoint as to the prospects for 1923. In reply would advise

that the writer feels that we have every reason to expect the

lumber business in general will enjoy a year of comfortable

business, the apparent demand being sufficient to take care of the

visible supply at a reasonable profit."

Timberland Lumber Co., Ltd.

New Westminster, B. C.

* * *

"We are looking in cedar lumber for fully as active a

season as last year. We believe there is still under way a more
than normal house-building program throughout both the United

States and Canada, and while we do not look for much if any

increase in activity over last year, we do look for fully sus-

tained volume, particularly for the first six months of 1923."

Thurston Flavelle Ltd.,

Port Moody, B. C.

* * *

"It looks now as if the demand would take care of all

the lumber manufactured in British Columbia during 1923. The
government restrictions against labor coming in.o this province

will curtail the lumber production. The exodus of skilled and
semi-skilled workmen in the lumber industry makes it very

difficult to obtain efficient crews for logging, sawing and plan-

ing. This shortage of workmen will be very acute in the interior

when the mills resume sawing in the spring.

No doubt a normal supply of logs will be manufactured this

winter in the interior, but I believe that shortage of labor will

make it difficult to obtain any great quantity of logs during the

summer months.

This is about all I have to say regarding the outlook at this

time."

Crow's Nest Pass Lumber Co. Ltd.,

Wardner, B.C.
* * * -

"In common with all other lumber manufacturers who have

recently broken into print, I am all puffed up with anticipations

of a busy and profitable year's operations in 1923.

My best information is that all mills on the B. C. Coast have
booked all the business they can handle for two months and
more, and sufficient is offering to keep them going for the first

half of the year. Conservative caution is preventing their sell-

ing their production too far ahead.

In my opinion there is only one serious menace to a con-

tinuance of the very healthy condition in the milling branch of

the industry in this province, namely, the threa'-cned application

of the reciprocal tariff duty of 25 per cent, by the United States

on our lumber when shipped into that country.

I believe that 50 per cent, of the products of our mills will

be exported to the United States in 1923, unless the Canadian
Government fails to repeal the act imposing a duty of 25 per

cent, on dressed lumber, and in retaliation the Washington gov-
ernment by proclamation imposes the same dtity on our lumber.

Our Canadian tariff at the present time is not worth any-
thing, either as a revenue producer or as a protector of an indus-

try needing such assistance. It is hardly conceivable that any
considerable qliantity of dressed lumber would be sold in Canada
by American mills, if the tariff should be repealed, at least so

long as the demand is so much more urgent in that country than
in Canada.
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If that condition should change and the time should come
when the lumber industry of Canada shall need protection, there

will be nothing to prevent our government enacting a new tariff

to suitably meet the conditions. It is to be hoped that our par-
liament, which is convening at Ottawa today, will lose no time in

bringing down an act repealing the law imposing 25 per cent,

duty on dressed lumber without waiting for the Washington
authorities to apply to them for an expression as to what Canada
proposes to do.

If the act is repealed without any negotiations with them,
then if at some later time it is considered advantageous for

Canada to impose a duty on lumber, that can be done without
.any announcement of the purpose to do so to the United States.

All B. C. sawmill men will be working for their best inter-

ests to at once start the campaign to have parliament repeal the

said act imposing the 25 per cent, duty on dressed lumber.
When that has been done, I shall feel sure that business will be
good throughout 1923, and thereafter, so long as the United
States continues to grow and consume lumber, as that country
has done for several years past."

Cameron Lumber Co. Ltd.,

Victoria, B. C.

Westminster's New Sawmill
Construction work on rebuilding the plant of the Brunette

Sawmills is now taking definite shape at Sapperton, where the

Westminster Mill Co. Ltd., the new owners, have a considerable

force of men employed. The accumulation of old stock and ma-
chinery has been sifted through, and much of this has been dis-

posed of to make way for newer and more up-to-date machinery
necessary to meet the keen competition in the lumber market
today. This machinery is already on order and some is de-

livered.

As explained by Mr. G. W. Beach, one of the new owners,
the main structure is being made large enough so that additional

machinery can be installed when required, without making al-

terations from the original plans which have been made for

present and future requirements.

Two pile drivers are now at work on the site, one working
along the river and the other on the land. Foundations have
been driven for the dry kiln, power house and wharves, and
piles are now being driven for the boiler house and sawmill.

The capping for this work is on hand, and once the work of the

Eraser River Piledriving Co. is complete, this will be put into

place to make way for the mill construction workers. New
planing and box-making machines are now being installed and
v/ill shortly be wired and piped.

In the main plant, there will be a new 10-foot band head saw
and other new machinery, while arrangements are now under
way to shift the turbo-generator to its new location. Full opera-
tion of the mill is to be expected early in June, according to Mr.
Beach.

Complete Survey for Logging

Railway
Charles F. Welles and Jack Welles, who had been in the

Alberni district on logging railway survey work since Septem-

ber last, left recently for their home in Pennslyvania. They
came all the way across the continent in a specially equipped

Ford car and are returning homewards, via Mexico, in the same
conveyance. The Messrs. Welles have completed a survey for

the Nahmint Lumber company of eight miles of logging railway

from Nahmint lake to Nahmint Bay, on Alberni canal, about

fourteen miles from this port. It is expected that the lumber
company will commence next summer, but whether it is the

intention to build a mill or confine its operations to logging for

other companies is not yet known. J. W. Stroud, who was a

resident of Port Alberni eleven and twelve years ago, is inter-

ested in the company which is composed of eastern American
capitalists.

W. G. Fullerton Is Found Dead
Sitting at his desk in the office of the Fullerton Lumber

and Shingle Company, Hadden Building, 633 Hastings Street

West, W. W. G. Fullerton, pioneer timber broker, was recently

found dead. The discovery was made by a client who imme-
diately notified P. C. McKinnon on point duty at Granville and
Hastings street.

Dr. T. F. Bayfield, with offices in the same building, was
called by the constable and pronounced life extinct, death hav-
ing occurred about one hour previous to the discovery of the

body.

According to other occupants of the building Mr. Fullerton

had been seen in his usual spirits that morning. For some time

past he had been suffering from a weak heart and had been
noticeably distressed when climbing the stairs leading to his

office on the top floor.

According to the investigation made by the police officer

Mr. Fullerton had apparently just arrived in his office and had
been seized with a heart attack. He was found sitting in his

chair with head bowed forward on his desk, and had apparently

collapsed just as he sat down.

Deceased was well known in lumber circles in the city and
resided at 2416 Point Grey Road. He leaves a wife and grown
up family. The news of his sudden death was received with
regret among the Vancouver lumbermen.

The plant of the Alberni Shingle Company, Limited, has
been taken over from the Industrial Department of the Pro-
vincial Government by E. T. Brown, of Victoria. Mr. Brown
intends to overhaul the mill thoroughly and is making arrange-
ments with West Coast loggers for a supply of shingle bolts. If

the shingle market is sufficiently satisfactory the plant will be
operated twenty-four hours a day.

Showing Amount of Timber Scaled in British Columbia During the Month of
December, 1922.

Douglas Fir. Red Cedar. Spruce. Hemlook.

Cranbrook 4,146,233 623 792,518

Prince George 48,201 15,850 63,468

Williams Lake 143,180

Kamloops 715,412 125,586 47,751

Nelson 494,101 1,793,698 15,438 412,777

Vernon 1,008,122 49,004

Balsam

2,425

101

Yellow

Pine.

42,533

W^hite

Pine.

Jack

Pine Larch.

Cotton- Other

wood Species.

32,009 1,481,181 3,484,910

143,708

10,319 1,282,311

1,833,673 7,204

9,500

248

158,614

112,189

52,298 7,500

Prince Rupert

6,555,249 1,984,761 919,175 412,777 2,526 1,886,525 1,465,232 1,649.543 3,649,397 7.500

760,023 1,444,388 5,368,691 2,332,217 1,037,333 14,330 28,133 6,697

52,426,378 20,799,317 1,631,253 13,975,207 2,835 490,759 2,073,616 1,992 8.621

53,186,401 22,243,705 6,999,944 16,307,424 1,040,168 490,759 14,330 2,073,616 30,125 15.318

59,741,650 24,228,466 7,919,119 16,720,201 1,042,694 2,377,284 1,465,232 1,663,873 5,723,013 37,625 15,318

Total for December, 120,934,475 feet B. M.
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(Continued from Page 39.)

slowing up production, etc. (2) To anticipate, wherever pos-

sible, and take steps to prevent the act of carelessness. This, of

course, requires careful analysis and is a managerial respon-

sibility which is agreed as inseparatble from a good foreman's

job.

That carelessness is a human factor and for this reason

can probably never be cut out entirely. However, that by careful

analysis and supervision can be reduced to a minimum ; that

when the act of carelessness takes place it is to be analyzed and
classified and the cause removed, and should be dealt with in

connection with the cost to the department and the plant.

Dealing With Careless Men
The objectives of the sixth meeting were:

To continue use of the chart on carelessness on the job to

outline methods of dealing with carelessness on the job.

To have each foreman chart his supervisory operating

points and determine the amount of supervision required on each
point.

Conclusions by group

:

That in order to deal wisely with men responsible for care-

lessness on the job the following were decided by the group to

be most helpful in the order as listed

:

Be sure that a man understands instructions.

Be sure that instruction is complete.

Get man to appreciate need for following instructions.

Supervision of new men in beginning until you are sure that

he is careful.

Making it possible for the man to be careful.

Proper division of supervision (emphasizing points where
most needed).

Calling men down.
Take man off job.

(a) Transfer.

(b) Discharge.

(c) Temporary lay ofif.

That it is common for a foreman to cover operating points
by the "guess method,"—that is, he covers his supervisory points
by giving as much attention each day or wek as will keep the
thing going. He assumes that if a particular operation is closely

watched the results will be O. K. From the standpoint of
efficiency the disadvantage of this method is that the foreman
has no guarantee that all of his supervisory points have been
completely covered or that his supervision is distributed to the
best advantage. He follows his past experience and general
notions. It was agreed that the analysis method will assist in

discovering operating points that have had too much supervision
and bring more supervision to points that have been slighted.

It was pointed out that the first time that a foreman analyzes
his supervisory operating points that the results will probably
not be satisfactory but will require additional study from time
to time before a chart can be made that is satisfactory to himself.

Mental Attitude of the Worker
The objectives of the seventh meeting were:
To emphasize the_fact that mental attitude of the workman

force is an important cost factor.

To determine the foreman's responsibility for morale.
To deal v/ith certain interest factors that a foreman may use

to keep up morale, approached from the managerial standpoint.
Conclusions by group

:

That the general mental attitude or morale of the working
force, as it is often called, is more difficult to deal with than the
responsibility we have been analyzing. When we are dealing
with morale we are attempting to work with something that goes
on in the minds of other people. It calls for our very best judg-
ment as to what to do and how to do it, and we must continually
keep in mind that no two cases will be exactly alike, so that one
particular procedure will not apply to many cases.

It is generally admitted, however, that some people have
been more successful than others in dealing with morale and
that doubtless by studying their methods we are able to help solve
our own problems of morale. In general, this mental a'titude
may be approached from three points,—that of interest, leader-
ship and satisfaction.

That in general we say that interest means anything that

causes a desire to do a good job regardless of what the job may
be. Labor loss and quantity of production depend largely on the

interest of the individual members of the working force. This is

true for all departments, and a good foreman recognizes his

responsibilities for noting the interest or lack of interest in his

group, and when the interest is poor take steps to remove it.

A partial list of the cost elements in connection with interest

are : Low production due to loafing, labor loss, low quality,

unnecessary accidents, lack of co-operation, etc.

That in order to deal effectively with the managerial prob-

lems of interest it is necessary that we should analyze the causes

of interest. This is one of the most difficult managerial jobs

that a foreman is up against, and the degree to which he can
successfully deal, with these problems depends not only on his

knowing the definite factors and their value, but he must be able

tc use the right interest factor with a given set of conditions.

Different interest factors may be required with the same indi-

vidual under different conditions.

Interest factors admitted as being useful are as follows

:

Ambition—Ambition to gratify a definite aim is the strong-

est interest factor known to executives and managers.

Self-Respect—This is a much stronger interest factor than

is generally supposed.

Job Pride—The appeal to the job pride, if property made,

results in interest in the job.

Plant Pride—Like job pride, only more so.

Curiosity—Generally has value only when a man first

comes into a plant or goes on to new work.

Fear—Probably used more than any other, but least effec-

tive of all interest factors.

Use of Co-operation

The objectives of the eighth meeting were:

To further emphasize the factt hat mental attitude of the

v/orking force is an important cost fa,ctor.

To emphasize the foreman's responsibility in connection

with co-operation and leadership.

To study co-operation and determine how to use it.

Conclusions by groups

:

That co-operation consists of helping some one else and

means working together. In general, it may be stated that co-

operation means going outside of the strict line of duLy to help

somebody else for the general good of the entire group.

Under these conditions it is evident that certain definite

relations are set up between superior and assistant or subordinate.

The superior must "set the pace" and set up conditions that make
co-operation possible. These types of superior were developed:

A. The type of superior depending absolutely on discipline

and routine practice. This type is illusti'ated by the German
military organization and is not conducive to co-operation.

B. The "It" type, which results in a superior who is loaded

with detail and whose subordinates instead of . co-operatmg fully,

have a tendency to load all the jobs that they can onto the

superior.

C. The "Us" type, which sets up a condition making pos-

sible effective co-operation.

The conditions resulting from the attitude of the superior

so far as the men or subordinates are concerned in the classifi-

cations preceding are as follows :

A. With this type the individual will think only of protect-

ing himself by orders regardles of the result.

B. With this type the individual will continually run to the

superior for all decisions and take no initiative whatever.

C. With this type a normal individual will not be afraid to

co-operate and should result in good co-operation.

That in discussing the co^-operation on the part of the sub-

ordinate two cases or types were developed.

A. Where the subordinate is asked to co-operate by his

superior. In this case the subordinate co-operates in proportion

as he gives the best that is in him.

B. Where the subordinate co-operates without being asked.

This is, of course, more difficult than in case "a," since the sub-

ordinate co-operates effectively, in proportion only as he sees a

chance to co-operate and uses good judgment.
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The two chief difficulties, of course, are, first that he may
not see a chance to co-operate, and secondly, that the subordi-

nate's judgment may not be good and result in a mistake. It

takes a rather big type of fo,reman to accept this first mistake

as a part of the process of shaving the individual to co-operate

on his own initiative.

Some of the outstanding chances for co-operation are as

follows:

a. Being a part of the organization.

b. Backing up the superior.

c. Avoiding unconscious knocking.

d. Supporting policies that come from the superior.

e. Transmitting orders intelligently.

That in the opinion of the group the co-operation of fore-

men with each other is most important, that while co-operation

between a foreman and the- men in his department is very essen-

tial, the co-operation between departments, that is between the

different foremen, is still more important. When this point was
first brought up certain foremen felt that the co-operation with

their own department men was the more important one of the

two, but discuission disclosed the fact that from a managerial

standpoint that of the foremen with each other is the more im-

portant.

That leadership which was discussed in connection with co-

operation is difficult to define, but a good leader can plan ahead,

can get the right men to work for him and kep them, and has

good team work.
Accidents and Disease

The objectives of the ninth meeting were:

To apply analysis to causes of "accidents" and work out

proposals to prevent repetition of injury.

To bring out the responsibilities of a foreman as to the

physical condition of the members of his working force.

Conclusions by group

:

That for the purpose of this conference an accident is

clasesd as an injury that could not have been prevented by any

reasonable exercise of human forethought and management.

That in dealing with the physical condition of the force,

acute disease, chronic disease, injury and general poor condition

should be considered as well as accidents.

Orders and How to Carry Them Out

The objectives of the tenth meeting were:

To bring out the managerial value of orders, directions and

suggestions.

To show that there is an instructing process.

Conclusions by group

:

It is agreed that a complete order should cover the follow-

ing:

a. What the job is.

b. Who is to do the job.

c. Where the job is to be done.

d. When the job is to be done.

It was also brought out that how to do the job came in con-

nection with order, but after discussion it was decided that it

should not be made a part of the complete order because how
was thought of in connection with training and that so far as

possible the man should be trained before he is given orders.

When to give orders, when to give directions, or when to make

suggestions, was discussed in considerable de.ail.

That an order is essentially a military term, and (a) sets

up clearly the distinction between superior and subordinate; (b)

relieves the subordinate of responsibility other than carrying out

the order; (c) keeps all final responsibility in the hands of the

superior, and when a wrong order has been given, but intelli-

gently obeyed, resulting in damage, the superior and not the

subordinate is tob lame.

That directions are usually given in a civilian term. Direc-

tions, as distinguished from orders, do not so specifically empha-

size the distinction between superior' and subordinate; it is

assumed that the subordinate exercises some discretion in doing

the job; most of the responsibility is still left with the superior

but does put some responsibility on the subordinate as to how
the minor details are to be carried out.

That suggestions carry an entirely different meaning from

orders and directions. A suggestion is made with the idea of

,helping out, but the person to whom the suggestion is made may

or may not follow it— it does not set up a distinct relation

between superior and subordinate ; it puts the responsibility on

the subordinate ; the superior does not assume the responsibility

in making a suggestion.

That a foreman in exercising his managerial ability must
use discretion as to which of the three methods he should use

under a given situation with a given individual. No set rule can

be formulated but as a general proposition directions and orders

are often used when better results might be obtained through
suggestions in appealing to job pride, self-pride and other ineterst

factors. Direct order should be used as little as possible.

That in connection with the training of green learners or

training a man partilly skilled on new operations, there is such

a thing as an instructing ; that the fact that the foreman or

instructor himself knows how to do the job, is not necessarily

a guarantee that he is able to effectively train others to do the

same thing. That in the demonstration given it was brought

out that there are at least four distinct methods that are used in

connection with training. These are demonstration, illustration,

lecture and experiment.

That in training, the instructor must not only be sure that

he has put over what he wants the learner to learn, but that he

must be sure that the learner has gotten it. In other words,

before the process is complete, the learner must be able to do it

without any assistance. That in order to do a good job of

instructing on a given operation or process that the instructor

must first make a training layout of the pob that he is going to

put over.

That a good workman is not necessarily a good instructor

but that in order to be a good instructor a'man must be a good
workman.

That when we are training men we must take into consid-

eration the proper teaching conditions for putting over a lesson

to the learner and that common mistake in training is that the

instructord attempts to put over too much in a given lesson.

The Teaching Process

The objecives of the eleventh meeting were:

To develop the fact that a good instructor will analyze and
classify what is to be taught.

To develop the four steps in the teaching process.

Conclusions by group

:

That a complete analysis and classication of everything that

is to be taught on a particular job is necessary in order to be able

to do a good job of instructing.

That an instructor, like a workman, is required to use tools

in putting over his instruction. These tools are commonly known
as "Methods of Instruction," brought out in the preceding meet-

ing, and are used in connection with the job of instructor. It

was developed that in the instructing process four operations are

always used. These are, preparing the man to receive the

instruction; applying the instruction to the job to be done—that

is, having the learner try to do it
;
testing or examining the man

to make sure that he can do the job properly without any assist-

ance.

During the meetings a good many questions were brought

up for discussion and all were thoroughly analyzed. The ques-

tion as to characteristics of a good foreman was answered by
one of the class in the following manner:

Even temperament; good judgment, sympathetic but firm.

Understand men and be able to place them in position for

which they are best fitted physically as well as mentally. Abso-
lutely honest in his dealings with them and also with the com-
pany. He must practice as much as possible "Do unto others

as he would like to be done by."

Fifteen thou.sand acres- of timber land around Nahmint
Lake in the Alberni district of Vancouver Island have been sur-

veyed for the Nahmint River Lumber Company, of Wilkes-
Barre, Pa., in pre])aration for timber developments. The sur-

vey work ma])pcd out the route of eight miles of logging railway

from Nahmint Lake to Nahmint Bay, on the Alberni Canal,

about fourteen miles from Port Alberni. It is expected that the

company will commence development work next summer, but
it is not known yet whether it is planned to construct a .sawmill

or confine its operations to logging. The Company is composed of

eastern American capitalists.
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Bird's eye view of the log storing facilities, modern plant and extensive yards of The Pas Lumber Co., The Pas, Man.

Lumber Activities in Northern Manitoba
Manitoba is Usually Synonymous with Stories of Countless Acres of Golden Grain, but Away up in the Northern Part of the

Province The Pas Lumber Company, Limited, at The Pas—Sends News and Illustrations Pointing Out that Manitoba
Has Also Valuable forests Besides Prairies.

While the province of Manitoba is regarded as a wheat-

growing province, it is fast becoming noted for its lumber activi-

ties, especially in the northern areas. A firm, that have done

much to develop the industry in these parts are The Pas Lumber
Co., Limited, who are operating at the present time on a large

scale. Visitors to the plant express surprise at the magnitude of

the undertakings witnessed on every side.

One of the best paying portions of the Canadian National

railway system is that running between the Hudson Bay Junc-
tion and The Pas, due principally to the activities of The Pas
Lumber Co., Limited, who are constantly shipping carloads of

lumber to the more civilized world; in fact it is often found
.necessary to charter special trains to take out lumber. The
company have a shipping capacity of from twelve to fifteen cars

per day, and have earned quite a reputation for themselves on
account of their prompt filling of orders.

The principals of the concern are the same as are intereste l

in the Prince Albert Lumber Co., Prince Albert, Sask. ; and the

Ladder Lake Lumber Co., Big River, Sask. ; viz. :

—

.Secretary and Manager, A. L. Mattes, Winnipeg, Man.

;

President, D. N. Winton, Minneapolis, Minn. ; Vice-President,

C. J. Winton, Minneapolis, Min.
;
Treasurer, Alvin Robertson.

Minneapolis, Minn.

The main office of the company is at The Pas, Man., but

ihe sales ofifice, which is in charge of B. F. Harris, is located

at 601 Electric Railway Chambers, Winnipeg, Man.

The Pas Lumber Company, Ltd., took over the plant of the

Finger Lumber Company in 1919, and immediately commenced
to rebuild, enlarge, and modernize, as a consequence jossesses

one of the most up-to-date plants in Canada. The employees of

the company are extremely well housed and cared for. A large

boarding house, situated near the mill, will accommodate 120
men, and each room contains two single beds. Recreation halls

are provided and the building is equipped with steam heat, elec-

tric light, shower baths, and other modern conveniences. In
addition to the boarding house for single men, the company have
a large number of houses for married employees. Men em-
ployed in bush work are also extremely well looked after, and
every camp is equipped with steel bunks, and mattresses. The
mill is situated on the banks of the Saskatchewan River, on the
outskirts of the town, while the company's timber limits are
located North and West of The Pas, on the Carrot and Sas-
katchewan Rivers.

Large Capacity of the Mill

The mill has a capacity of 50,000,000 feet of lumber, and
15,000,000 pieces of lath per year. It is operated about seven
months in each year, sawing commencing the first part of
April, and continuing until the beginning of November, when
the mill is shut down for the winter, but shipping and planing
continues throughout the year.

During the summer months about five hundred men are em-
ployed, while about twelve or fifteen hundred are engaged in the

winter for bush work. Most of this labor comes from the prairie

provinces, the influx to the woods commencing almost imme-
diately harvesting operations are completed. Some skilled lum-
bermen, however, work at the mills during the summer months
and assist in shipping and also logging operations in the winter.

During the winter The Pas Lumber Company, Ltd., use 500
horses in the woods, most of these being hired from big railway
contractors, farmers, etc.

The saw mill equipment consists of two single cutting band
saws, and a large gang. The planing mill is equipped with mod-
ern fast feed planing machines, and the quality of the work
turned out is exceptional. The company prides itself on the

Logging scene in The Pas Lumber Co., operations in Northern
Manitoba.

planing machine work and the uniform grading of its lumber.

The company has several large steamboats for towing logs down
the Saskatchewan and Carrot rivers to the mills, among these

are S.S. David N. Wifiton, and the S.S. Alice Mattes, besides

several gasoline launches, and smaller craft. The company's
towing boat makes two and three trips a day from the rafting

works to the mill during the summer season, taking a raft of

some 3,000 logs, equivalent to 150,000 to 175,000 log feet on
each trip, a distance of about three miles.

Provisioning of the Camp
To feed from twelve to fifteen hundred men in outlying

camps during a long northern winter is no easy matter, and The
Pas Lumber Company's boats are kept busy during the summer
shipping supplies from the town, to the general distributing

warehouses on the Saskatchewan and Carrot rivers. Carload
upon carload of beef, pork, flour, potatoes, and other commodi-
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ties find their way into The Pas, and are sent out to the ware-
houses. The company maintain a store where clothing, suit-

able for the bush is sold to the lumberjacks at a cheap rate, and
it is not the fault of the organizaiion if a man goes into the bush
not properly clothed for the strenuous northern winter. Then
there is the feeding of 500 horses, • which necessitates the ship-

ment of thousands of tons of hay, and large quantities of oats

into the camp. Unfortunately the camp is situated at some dis-

tance removed from railway transponation, and all supplies

have to be taken into the camps by boat during the summer.

Abundant Supply of Timber
Every precaution is being taken by the authorities to pro-

tect the standing timber of the north. In addition to good sized

timber, there are vast sized tracts of timber suitable for pulp

wood in various parts of Northern Manitoba and Saskatchewan,

and while in the past fires have caused considerable destruction,

every year sees more efficient methods for fire control. A force

of forest rangers is kept at work patrolling the country during
tlie summer months, and keeping a watchful eye on inexperienced

travellers who, throvigh carelessness, might start a fire that

would run into millions of dollars worth of damage. These
rangers continue their patrol work until the freeze up.

During the past summer the fire ranging force in Northern
Manitoba was augmented by large hydro planes, which made
regular trips through the outlying- districts. These planes were
fitted with fire fighting apparatus, an auxiliary engine, hose, etc.,

and, in the event of a fire being reported, ten men could be

carried to the scene of the blaze in one trip. Since the authori-

ties seriously took in hand the matter of fire control, Northern

Manitoba has been singularly free from fires of any size, and it

is hoped that this work will be continued. Timber is already

becoming a scarce commodity in the United States, and it will

not be long before the whole continent will have to look to Nor-
thern Manitoba to supply a great part of lumber and pulpwood.

Acquires Port Moody Logging Interests

Port Moody, B. C, Jan. 20.—Negotiations have just been

closed here whereby Thurston-Flavelle (Ltd.), manufacturers of

cedar lumber of this city, has acquired all of the interests of

the Canadian Robert Dollar Co. in its logging camp at Port

Moody, including two locomotives, thirty cars, seven miles of

railroad, eight donkeys and all the attendant equipment of a

first class logging camp of two sides. It also acquires a one-

half interest in and the running rights over seven miles of rail-

road belonging to the Vancouver Power Co., running from tide-

water at Port Moody to the timber holdings of the above named
company. In addition to the rights above referred to and log-

ging camp, the deal includes the timber, which was left on .Dom-

inion Timber Berth No. 28, known as the McNair Limit, on the

east bank of the Coquitlam River. There is probably between

25,000,000 and 50,000,000 feet of timber left on this claim, which

is mostly high grade cedar and hemlock.

The consideration involved in the above transaction was

$155,000.
Thurston-Flavelle (Ltd,,) in turn, has sold to Siguard Hage,

who was until recently manager of the Elk Bay Timber Co., the

timber purchased by it from the British Timber Corporation on

the west bank of the Coquitlam River, adjoining the above de-

scribed camp and containing about 100,000,000 feet of old

growth fir and cedar. The sale to Mr. iHage is on a stumpage

and profit sharing basis, and Thurston-Flavelle (Ltd.) has

leased to him the railroad and logging equipment just purchased

from the Canadian Robert Dollar Co., to be used by Mr. Hage
in logging the timber involved in this deal. It is planned to

m.ove the equipment to the west bank of the river and start log-

ging operations just as soon as steel can be laid on a mile and

a half of new grade which is under construction. Logs will be

dumped into the water at Port Moody and the cedar will be

manufactured by Thurston-Flavelle, while the fir will be sold on

the open maret.

As has been recently stated, Thurston-Flavelle (Ltd.) has

made very extensive improvements to its sawmill and cedar sid-

ing manufacturing plant in this city during the last year. This

company is the largest cedar lumber manufacturing concern in

Canada. Robert J. Thurston, an operator with many years'

experience, both in the United States and Canada, is president

of Thurston-Flavelle (Ltd.), and Aird Flavelle, well known as

one of the best informed lumbermen of British Columbia, is

vice-president of the company.

Large Contracts Awarded in

Penticton District

Lumber contracts which will keep several of the mills of

the Penticton district working at capacity for the entire season

were announced recently from the office of the Greenhill Sales

Agency, Limited.

It is stated that Mr. J. A. Greenhill, head of the agency,

has obtained several large contracts wtih prairie interests for

doors, sash and some dimension which will require the produc-

tion of about ten million feet of lumber this season, largely

Western yellow pine.

Mr. Greenhill has contracted to take the entire output of the

Penticton Sawmills, which will run to about two million feet of

pine and about half a million feet of fir. iHe has also taken the

fruit box output of the local sawmill for this year.

Mr. Greenhill has contracted to take the entire output of

the Penticton Sawmills, which will run to about two million feet

of pine and about half a million feet of fir. He has also taken

the fruit box output of the local sawmill for this year.

Other mills which will cut exclusively for the Greenhill

contracts include the DeMuth Broderick Lumber Co. at De-
Muth postoffice, Altamont station. This mill will cut two mil-

lion feet of pine and half a million feet of fir, states Mr. Green-
hill. The Munson Lumber Co., of Kelowna, will turn its out-

put of two million f eet of pine over to the Greenhill Agency
as well. Further, an additional three million feet-of pine will be

obtained this season from two mills in the Merritt district.

These new contracts are regarded as being important to this

district, for not only do they ensure capacity operation o£ local

mills, but they also mean the bringing in of considerable monev
from the prairies which will go to the local mill interests and the

local mill workers.

The awarding of these new contracts will mean that the

Greenhill Sales Agency, which has hitherto acted as sales agent
for the Penticton Sawmills, will go out of the retail lumber
business this year, confining itself to wholesale and agency con-

tiacts.

B. C/s Log Output Shows Increase
Victoria, Jan. 23.—The log output of British Columbia last

year showed an increase of 164,000,000 feet over the total for

1921, according to returns completed and made public by the

Hon. T. D. Pattullo, minister of lands.

The 1922 returns show a scale of 1,645,000.000 feet of saw
logs. The total for the year previous was 1,481,000,000 feet.

Of the total for last year 1,400,000,000 feet was produced
on the Coast and 245,000,000 in the Interior of the province.

Besides the saw log total, Mr. Pattullo announced that

there was a production of 10,700,000 lineal feet of poles and
piling, 240,000 cords of shingle bolts, staves and wood and 2,-

544,000 ties. The tie production in 1921 was 3,856,000 feet.

The production last year was 2,544,000 against 3,856,000 in

1921. Practically all of the ties were produced in the Interior

districts, only 10,000 being recorded as coming from the Coast,

Mr. Pattullo said.

"Most of these ties were obtained from lodgepole pine and
jack pine—a species until recently considered of very little com-
mercial value," Mr. Pattullo explained.

"Lodgepole pine is very prevalent throughout the Interior

and Mountain sections, especially in the north and along the

Grand Trunk Pacific and the Pacific Great Eastern lines.

"The tie industry brings into the province upwards of $1,-

250,000 a year and is capable of considerable further develop-
ment as the market for ties increases,"

January Export Shipments
Loaded at Nanoose Bay, B. C.

New Zealand. Forest Home 858,373

Loaded at Chemainus> B. C.
Australia Canadian Scottish 1,536,097

Loaded at Fraser Mills, B. C.
Australia Canadian Traveller 1,158,452
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SIDELIGHTS ON PRAIRIE LUMBER FIELD
By Hugh R. Patriarche

Ten years ago the prairie provinces carried a very large

number of independent dealers, Manitoba alone boasting of over

four hundred. Today this same province, which has more in-

dependants than any other, can hardly show an even hundred.

Saskatchewan has only seventy-three, and Alberta is ten below

that figure. So the total list of independents, exclusive of the

city of Winnipeg, does not exceed two hundred and thirty-six

firms.

We can safely state that the trade of the Prairies is today

practically in the hands of the Line Yards. The last few years

have seen more sales of independent yards to the big corpora-

tions than any similar period. This condition has been the

result of too generous credits, the falling off of business after

the war, depreciation of stock values, and last but not least, the

failure to show a good profit by one of the finest standing crops

the country ever produced—that of 1922.

Whether this system of marketing is a detriment to the con-

sumer's welfare or an actual improvement over former condi-

tions is a matter which time alone can demonstrate. There have
been Line Yard systems in operation in most of the Western
States for years, and as they have weathered many financial

storms and do not appear to have produced noticeable public

antagonism, it is fair to presume that this method of merchan-
dising forest products is satisfactory, not only to the trading

interests involved but also to the general public.

There is one form of independent organization with which
even the Line Yard finds it hard to compete, and that is the com-
bination of general store and lumber yard. As a rule these

general stores in small towns show sufficient earnings from their

merchandise turnover to defray all overhead expenses, allowing
the dealer to meet almost any price inaugurated by his com-
petitor, while the Line Yard must make sufficient profit from
the one stock carried to show a satisfactory margin. The
business requirements of a country, such as the prairies, make
makt it obligatory on the dealer to speculate on each year's crop.

If he does not place his orders for fall delivery later than the

end of August, the chances are that he will find himself short of

saleable material, and if business proves good, unable to make the

turnover necessary to produce satisfactory results. On the other

hand if his judgment is at fault, or if the final returns to the

fai'ming community proves below that expected, he may have a
yard full of material on which he cannot hope to realize before
the fall of the following year. As most of the prairie dealers are

not, too heavily financed, this is more or less of a hardship and
may even result dis'astrously.

In 1921 we had the best standing crop in many years, and
these conditions certainly warranted heavy buying and selling.

But after August a very large percentage of the district suffered

from drought, hail, and after cutting, excessive rainfall, and
what remained of the crop at the end of harvesting had to be dis-

posed of on a rapidly falling market. The result was that the
farmer found himself absolutely unable to meet his engagements,
and the wholesaler awoke from his dream of peace and plenty to

find that as usual he was the goat and held the bag.

While the prairie market is somewhat spasmodic, it is so only
in constantly shifting districts, for the territory is so vast that
failures in one section may in no way affect the buying power of
adjoining country, and the yearly returns to wholesale interests

which maintain staffs of travelling salesmen the year round are,

generally speaking, satisfactory.

Competition is keen, and the firm which expects to build up
and hold a satisfactory business must discard the idea that it is

economy to call in its selling staff whenever returns prove tem-
porarily unremunerative.

This market is unique with respect to its sources of supply.
A_lberta and Western Saskatchewan buy heavily from the moun-
tain mills, while Eastern Saskatchewan and Manitoba go more
to the Pacific Coast. The matter of freight rates governs this

condition.

The Northern Spruce Mills

On the north of all these provinces stretches a heavy belt of

spruce timber, which is being manufactured mostly by saw
mills, although there are several large operations. As their freight

rates are, broadly speaking, about half of those applying from
mxountain or coast points, one would naturally expect their pro-

ducts would find no difficulty competing with the higher freight

and greater shipping weights of the western mills. But the

logging and manufacturing handicaps under which these northern

mills operate are such that their cost of production and gross re-

turns per thousand feet show net results less satisfactory. And
this in spite of the fact that they generally demand at least two
dollars over prices prevailing for western products of similar

grade. In the first place the timber is very small, running from
twelve to twenty-six logs to the thousand feet, all logging must be

done in winter, and the output is curtailed by short days, intense

cold and difficult transportation. Most camps are provisioned in

the early part of September and October, and the outlay carries

over for at least eight months before any returns can be expected.

Some of these mills, but only a small proportion, saw in the

bush all winter, and sleigh haul the rough timber to the dressing

plant and shipping point. But by far the greater percentage make
a practice of felling and skidding up their logs until the heavy
snow makes this part of their operations unprofitable, when the

sleigh haul commences either to driveable water or direct to

the mill grounds. Where logs are watered, sawing seldom begins

before the end of April. Spruce, of course, dries quickly, and to

a very light shipping weight, but even with this advantage, the

cost of carrying the investment, of sawing small timber, the in-

ability to supply the profitable construction timber so much in

demand, and the fact that number two common Mississippi Valley

grade is about the best produced in quantity, have a tendency to

seriously decrease the net returns. Most of the tidewater mills

can purchase a raft of logs and turn at least a part of such
purchase into saleable products within twenty-four hours after

the logs are delivered to the mill boom. Under present condi-

tions, they have even found it possible to deliver sawed timber
to their purchaser within the same period. Such logs also pro-

duce a certain quantity of high-priced clears, materiallv increas-

ing the average selling value.

Advantage with Coast Mills

Another very great advantage of the Coast mills lies in their

ability to ship in any one car about everything in the forest pro-

ducts line necessary to a retail trade. When business is dull or

uncertain, and the trade is bu3nng in limited quantities, the small

dealer or yard is able to keep a reasonably well assorted stock

always on hand by confining his purchases to Coast products.

He can include in one car at the carload rate of freight for each

commodity shingles, doors, mouldings and lumber of all kinds

;

and where he is able to close a deal for small quantities of con-

struction timbers not exceeding thirty-four feet in length, it is

an easy matter to fill the one car with yard stock of which he is

in need.

Cargo shipments from tidewater mills are increasing verv

rapidly, it being conservatively estimated that at least one hun-

dred and fifty million feet passed through the Panama Canal this

year for Atlantic Seaboard alone. This movement is rapidly

eliminating one of the greatest sources of prairie supply. These

mills vastly prefer loading green direct from the saw to scows for

lighterage to steamer, than to ship by car green, or where uppers

are concerned, to grade, pile out for kiln drying and dress to

specifications.

It would therefore seem that at no far distant date these

great producers will no longer be a factor in the prairie trade,

and having practically a monopoly of that trade, the interior,
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mountain and northern spruce mills will be able to realize a price

for their products which will result in fewer failures of western
manufacturing undertakings.

The factory trade of the prairies is limited to a few of the

largest cities and towns, the great bulk of the business being in

yard stock only. Eastern and American markets run much more
heavily to lumber for re-manufacture or for industrial purposes.

When business conditions get back to normal, and taxes

and living costs are materially reduced, the increase of settle-

ment will reach a more satisfactory figure. We have one of the

finest countries in the world
;

all we need is the right kind of

settlers. When we can ofifer inducements which will supply this

need, the lumber trade of the prairies will increase to an extent

that will entirely overshadow even the first rush construction

years of the past. While even good locations have not shown
satisfactory returns for the last few years, such yards are bound
to benefit vastly from the improved conditions of the very near

future.

The former practice of stocking heavily during the winter
months of December, January and February in anticipation of

an early spring retail movement seems to be less and less popular
each year, resulting in more uniform shipping conditions, and less

buying of a purely speculative nature.

Annual Meeting of Pacific Coast Shippers' Assc.

The twenty-fifth annual meting of the stockholders of the

Pacific Coaat Shippers' Association was held at the new Asembly
Rooom, Henry Building, Seattle, on Friday, January 19th, 1923.

The morning session was opened by President S. L. Johnson,
at 10 :30 o'clock, which was devoted to the reports of the mana-
gers of the various departments in the Seattle office, and branch
offices at Vancouver, B. C, and St. Paul, Minn.

Mr. R. A. Johnson, assistant secretary, reported that the

collection department of the association had collected $75,000 in

past due accounts for members and other clients during 1922.

Mr. J. I. Cutler, traffic manager, reported one of the most
prosperous years in the freight claims department. On account

of the many changes in freight rates during the last few years,

the volume of freight claims filed for the association's six hun-

dred freight claim clients was far in excess of any other previous

year in the history of the association.

He also reported that the Twenty-third Annual Re-issue of

the Lumbermen's Freight Rate Guide was now practically com-
pleted and that with most of the contemplated radical changes in

ra'te construction over, he anticipates comparatively few changes

jn the Guide during 1923, as compared with the tremendous
amount of work necessary on this publication during 1922. At
the present time there are nearly 700 subscribers to this well-

known Rate Guide.

Mr. E. M. Bearing, manager of the association's Vancou-
ver, B. C., office, was very optimistic in his report. Mr. Dearing's

department made rapid strides during 1922. There are now 40

members of the Pacific Coast Shippers' Association in British

Columbia, and he anticipates a large increase in membership dur-

ing 1923.

During 1922 Mr. Dearing assisted in forming the British

Columbia Wholesalers' Lumber and Shingle Association, which
is affiliated with the Pacific Coast Shippers' Association, and for

which Mr. Dearing also acts as secretary-manager.

Mr. R. A. Dailey, secretary-manager, reviewed the year's

business in some de'.ail, outlining the gains accomplished by the

association in many tracks during the past year, and predicted

very much better progress during 1923, with several constructive

suggestions for the improvement of the association.

The report of Mr. W. M. Lalor, manager of the associa-

tion's Minnesota Transfer office, outlined the tremendous amount
of work accomplished for members of the Pacific Coast Shij)-

pers' Association at Minnesota Transfer. During 1922 about

10,000 members' shipments passed through Minnesota Transfer

on which they were furnished reports. Two hundred and fifty-

five cars of iRed Cedar shingles were reinspected by iMr. Lalor

during the year, and a great deal of other invaluable service ren-

dered to members on their shipments passing through the

Transfer.

Mr. F. S. Dickinson, treasurer of the association, compli-

mented the membership of the association on their loyalty to

the association and the management on the efficient work accom-
plished during the year. "Go into the history of any successful

movement and you will find that it has had its crisis and only

lived through the loyal co-operation of the most farseeing of its

leaders," said Mr. Johnson. Co-operation (that's a word which
is spelled with two letters, W E) is the rational, practical and
brotherly means of making all roads wider, smoother and more
indestructible. If we want to make our vocation what we would
like to have it, we can do it by loyally and publicly supporting our

association, thereby adding to the prestige and authority it has

acquired during its quarter of a century's existence."

The arbitration committee of the association arbitrated

thirty cases during 1922. Most of the decisions in these cases

were kindly printed by the trade papers and in this way given wide
])ublicity. The arbitration committee was headed during 1922 bv
Mr. Fred H. Parks.

The election of trustees for 1923 then took place with the

following results

:

Washington
S. L. Johnson, Washington Cedar & Fir Product Company,

Seattle ; L. L. Hillman, Lloyd Hillman Lumber Company, Seattle
;

I'". S. Dickinson, Colby & Dickinson, Inc., Seattle; R. P. Mc-
Kamey, Chicago Lumber Company of Washington, Seattle; J. E.

Morris, J. E. Morris Lumber Company, Seattle; W. M. Beebe,

Burton-Beebe Lumber Company, Seattle ; E. L. Connor, Connor
& Bailey, Inc., Everett.

Oregon
C. L. Lindner, Henry D. Davis Lumber Cortipany, Portland

;

C. C. Patrick, Patrick-Anderson Lumber Corporation, Portland.

British Columbia

J. M. Allen, Allen-Stoltze Lumber Company, Limited, Van-
couver; R. H. Underbill, Underbill Lumber Company, Van-
couver.

At the trustees' meeting held immediately after the adjourn-

ment of the stockholders' meeting, the following officers were
elected for 1923

:

S. L. Johnson, President.

L. L. Hillman, Vice-President.

t J. M. Allen, Second Vice-President.

R. P. McKamey, Treasurer.

R. A. Dailey, Secretary-Manager.

This being the twenty-fifth anniversary of the Pacific Coast
Shippers' Association, a banquet attended by over 300 lumbermen
and their friends, was held at Seattle's newest and largest cafe.

The Chantecler, and was voted by all present to be the most
successful party the association has ever put on. The party had
a carnival appearance, all attending being furnished with caps

and balloons being printed with the name of the association and
the membership seal prominently displayed. The entertainment

committee, to whom great credit is due, consisted of H. Neubert,
C. V. Gray, Geo. B. Blackwell and Dan O'Brien.

Why Have Railway Ties Changed Colour?
In an age of rapid changes even the railway tie has become

different. Why are the ties, piled beside the track ready for

installation inl the (i^oadbed, black instead of the customary
natural colour of the wood?

The black appearance results from treatment with creosote

oil, the object of which is to prevent decay and thus lengthen

the service life of the ties. Just why or how the creo.sote treat-

ment does this is, however, not generally understood. It is ex-
plained by the Forest Products Laboratories of Canada, For-
e.'-try Branch, Department of the Interior, where extensive re-

search on the preservative treatment of timber has been con-

ducted, that the decay of wood is due entirely to the action of
low forms of i)lant life known as wood-destroying fungi. These
fungi utilize the wood substance as food, destroying it in the
]irocess. The creosote oil, which is forced deeply into the wood
by powerful ])um])s, poisons the food supply of the fungal plants,

making it impossible for them to destroy the timber. As pro-

perly creosoted ties in a well-made track will last twice as long
as untreated ones, it is certain that they will soon be in general
use on all Canadian railwavs.
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AMONG PRAIRIE YARDS AND WHOLESALERS

A General Review of Market Conditions in Western Canada

With a steadily stiffening lumber market wholesalers are

doing their best to persuade the retail dealers, whose stocks are

at an absolute minimum to take advantage of the present prices

and cover their reasonable spring requirements early.

Several of the wholesalers are sending circular letters to

their customers acquainting them with lumber conditions in both

the United States and Canada, as so many of the country deal-

ers have drifted into a groove which is preventing them from
seeing anything beyond their own locality. The wholesalers are

emphasizing the fact that the prairie conditions are not in the

least affecting the market but that the demand from the United

States and the East is governing the prices which the prairie

retailers will have to pay.

They point out that already a large volume of business has

been placed by dealers from rail trade territory in the United

States, a good portion of their supply being from the Pacific

Northwest. The railroad companies have again enlered the

htmber market and placed large orders for their requirements.

This business, combined with a good cargo trade and the limited

stocks on hand at the mills, was the cause for an immediate

reflection in prices. Statistical reports indicate that buying will

continue active until at least midsummer in those sections which
were the large consuming territories last year. This activity

plus a normal demand from territory that was slow last year,

will no doubt create all the business that the mills can handle,

with the result that prices will at least maintain present prices

or go higher.

"Jack" Dionne, editor of the Gulf Coast Lumberman, and

one of the best informed men in the industry, made a predic-

tion a year ago that 1922 would be one of the greatest home
building years. Although there were few evidences at that time

that a boom was in prospect, yet Dionne was right. He brags

a little about it in a recent issue, and then takes a chance on a

prediction for 1923. He says: "1923 will be another great home
building year that will at least rival the record of the past year

and perhaps excel it. In addition general construction is going

to be done on an even greater scale than during 1922 in the line

of office, industrial and other large type buildings, so that in our

judgment the total construction of buildings in 1923 is going to

decidedly surpass that of 1922.

"H the same improvement in merchandising effort con-

tinues then there can be no doubt that the greatest building year

in all history is starting today."

Whether he is right or not remains to be seen. How-
ever, there is a big demand for artisans all over the United
States. Hundreds of skilled mechanics have left Winnipeg for

the south to take advantage of the high wages and steady work
vi'hich is being offered. U. S. buyers are busy on this side of

the line. Certain Winnipeg men prominent in wholesale and
operating circles state that they have never had so many en-

quiries from the Chicago and New York territories as during

ihe past month. Export business on the coast is large both by
rail and boat to California and through the Panama Canal.

This condition has been reflected in the price advances of this

month.

Of course the above all seems to apply to the United States,

but it is the American demand, as stated before, which is at

present covering Canadian prices. Coupled with the American
demand must also be considered the demand from Eastern Can-
ada which shows every indication of continuing as great as last

year, as a wave of industrial building is anticipated in the east

for this season.

Taking all these circumstances into consideration the whole-

salers feel justified in advising the retailers to build up their

depleted stocks as early as possible, if they wish to take advan-
tage of existing prices.

With the advent of the new year seems to have come
strengthened confidence to the retail himbermen on the prairies.

A Winnipeg wholesaler told the Western Lumberman that his

firm had received more orders during the ten days, ending Janu-
ary 16, than for any given ten days during the past two years.

These orders were all from Manitoba points, however, as,

according to the experience of the firm in question, which also

operates extensively in Saskatchewan, that province has not yet

commenced its buying.

Without trying to show any inflated confidence, however,
lumbermen do really feel that prospects are at least brighter for

the prairie lumber trade than they were a year ago. Though
many farmers, the majority, are in poor financial circumstances

at present, still in practically every district there are a number
who have managed to keep their finances in fair shape as a result

of moderate and careful buying when money was coming into

the country some years ago.

These farmers will, therefore, have ready cash available as

a result of last year's crop, and they will be in a position to go
ahead with their building necessities.

This will be particularly the case if the dealer takes pains

to explain the lumber situation to prospects. The market has

been stiffening steadily all month and there is every indication

that prices will at least maintain this level or go higher.

The experiences of the past few years of dull trade have
lulled some of the prairie dealers into a dangerous groove which
has dulled their perspective to some extent and rather inclined

them to judge the lumber situation by local cond.tions instead

of viewing the broader aspect of the North American lumber
industry as a whole.

H they have done this they will find that building construc-

tion is enjoying a boom in several cities in the United States,

while a great improvement in building was evident in the East
last year.

Indications are for an increasing demand for lumber this

year, judging from early placements already received at prac-

tically all lumber mills. Canadian prices and mill stocks are

now governed by United States demand and the prairie market
is but a drop in the bucket.

A large order at practically every lurnber yard on the

prairies would practically clean out its stock. Supplies were
never so low in the history of the prairie lumber industry, and,

furthermore, they will have to be replaced at higher prices.

Of course, prospects look brighter in the cities than in the

rural parts. A fairly extensive program in building dwelling

houses was carried out last year in several of the cities, but this

was not the case at the country points. It is the full intention

of most prairie lumber dealers to keep the extension of credit

at an absolute minimum and what is granted will only be to A-1
customers. With the present scarcity of ready cash, only repairs

and building absolutely necessary in the carrying on of business

are being contemplated right now.

Later on though if prospects indicate a fairly good crop
and the banks loosen up a little, confidence will be further

strengthened and more building may result on the prairies than
is at present indicated. Certainly all over the country one sees

m.aiiy buildings badly in need of paint and repairs.

Collections are still poor, and money that is collected is

usually the result of hard pushing.
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SAVE THE FOREST''—The Nation's Call

!

EDITOR'S NOTE: The following is the third and last installment of an article by Mr. Fred Brown, of Shevlin-Clarke Com-

pany, Limited, Fort Frances, Ont., on Causes, Protection and Preventative Measures of Forest Fires in Canada.

Forestry associations exist in Canada, in the provinces and
in the American Union. There are dozens of them. Unfortu-
nately for forestry, their membership consists, so far in the main
of public spirited citizens, of sportsmen, of aesthetical enthusiasts,

and of trained foresters. Were we to divide the woodlands owner
by the members among them, the per capita share would be, in

our opinion, less than a single acre.

The lack of forest owners in the membership of forestry

association is, without a doubt, the cause of their failure to obtain

tangible results. The anomalousness of the case is doubly plain

when we consider the parallel organizations among the farmers.

Does their exist anywhere any farmers' association in which the

owners of farms fail to form the large majority of members?
What is the explanation?

The explanation lies in the fact, in our opinion, that the

propagandists of forestry, notably in the U. S. A., ignorant of

timber as an investment, have tried to transplant European for-

estry, and more especially European syloiculture, on American
soil. With that kind of forestry the American owner does not

want to be identified.

A Canadian farmer would "go broke" as surely were he to

adopt European agriculture, as would the Canadian or the

American freeholder, were he to adopt European forestry.

The day for Canadian forestry is close at hand when every

respectable owner of woodland is a member of a county forestry

association and through it a member of a provincial forestry

association.

True, some land-owning lumber men and paper men have
combined here and there to form manufacturers' associations, and
that like. The brains of these associations, usually of small

membership, have been the much despised "lumber barons."

The passions of the public have been aroused, and by these

means, with the help of the advocates of forestry, an unfortunate

contrast has been established between forestry on the one side

and lumbering on the other, a contrast insane in itself and per-

nicious for forest conservation.

Conservation ! There is not in Canada one person who
would have the cheek to oppose it. Yet his position might be

different if he were made to see that nothing will be and can be

conserved which it does not pay to conserve ; that nothing is

wasted unless wasting is for the owner more remunerative than

is saving; and that conservation cannot come unless it somes
at the expense of the consumer.

Conservation and unlimited production are contradictions,

yet our laws have placed invariably the bane on any combina-

tions in restraint of trade and production.

Unlimited production of wood goods is stimulating and is

wise, as long as there exist to draw- upon, unlimited supplies of

raw material. With the supplies largely reduced (fires have de-

stroyed in the last five years, 56,500,000 square miles of timber)

unlimited production is, for the nation, an unlimited mistake, yea,

an unlimited crime.

We are both using harsh language and are using it on pur-

pose. Our anti-trust laws must be changed, if there is to be any

forestry, any forest conservation, and if waste and recklessness

are to be stopped. The law must encourage rather than prevent

the formation of associations formed to regulate, and necessarily

in the woods, to restrict production. The individual is powerless,

his actions are controlled by the competition which is action

meet. Unlimited insane competition among freeholders owning
woodland must come to an end before the supplies come to an

end. We are approaching the exhaustion of these supplies. We
are robbing today our grandchildren of their rightful inheritance.

What Will Be the Result for the Owner?

The owners, necessarily, as soon as the legal bars are let

down, will try by associated effort, to raise the price of their

products. To that end, a restriction of the output is essential,

not perhaps in its totality—many a small log, many a top, many
a short log, many a defective piece unfit for use will swell the total

when the offerings to the market of prime material are reduced.

The owners will obtain by reduced waste, by a reduced pro-

duction of prime stuff, an actually higher net revenue. Inciden-

tally, there will be a greater care in logging, there will be less

debris left, there will be an increased value of stumpage, and
through it an increased incentive for raising and protecting

stumpage. Nothing, neither wheat, coal, ore, or stumpage, will

be produced unless it pays to produce it. Every advocate for

forestry must be, necessarily, an advocate of adequate prices

for woodland for timber.

Unfortunately, so far, the reverse is being done. In the

U. S. A. more especially, the leaders of the propaganda have
impressed the public with the belief, that the forests should be

and would be conserved at the expense of their owners, and that

forestry would tend to lower instead of tending to increase the

price of wood goods. By this fallacy they have attempted and
have in a measure succeeded, to enlist the goodwill of the people

for an economic impossibility.

A second growth is a new investment, a long time invest-

ment, an investment requiring cautious husbanding. What free-

holder is to improvident as to invest in a second growth unless

there be prospects of a reasonably good outcome?

Economics are governed by dollars and not by sentiment.

Forestry and forest conservation are problems of price and
not problems of demagogy.

Again, the individual owner of woodlands, though he be
a sentimentalist, cannot succeed by himself. Associations of

owners led by the best brains within every forestry county and
banding the country organization together to form provincial

organizations can reach, and can reach in time, the goal desired.

What Will Be the Result for the Public?

The consuming public is and always was in an unfortunate
condition. The consumer cannot obtain anything good without
paying for it. The great war has been fought at the expense of
the public, so that the triumph of democracy, of civilization, and
of right over might should be obtained. Governments are will-

ing to spend millions of dollars for war and war preparation,

but they spend less than half of one per cent, for forestry and
that pittance grudgingly. The public must pay the bill when the

farmer in Saskatchewan or Alberta is making a living, the public
must pay for improvements, for extensions of railroads, of schools
and of universities, of sewerage and water supply, and so on.
Deny it whosoever has the cheek to deny. Old Commodore Van-
derbilt was not far from being right when he proclaimed the
epigram "The public be damned." Indeed the public is forced to

pay for everything which it desires to enjoy or to use or to con-
sume.

Thus if the people of Canada want their forests to be con-
served, improved, reproduced and protected, the people must
foot the bill in the end. There is, in our non-communistic system
of society, no escape from the inevitable. No pay, no goods ; no
sacrifice, no forestry.

We are far from wishing to alarm the good people of
Canada and from desiring to invite their illwill, needing, as mat-
ters stand in a democracy, their goodwill for our patriotic ends.
Nor is the consumer helpless. When prices are rising—and thev
will rise more frightfully in a few years without conservation,
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though they might rise in the immediate future through conser-

vation—the consumer must simply use less wood, burn less wood,

waste less wood, and must assist in growing more. And he must

not use a piece of first and seconds when a piece of cull lumber

will do.

True, the people of Canada are trust scared. We in advo-

cating the formation, by all possible means, of associations in

restraint of production, are apt to invite their ire.

Yet the danger for the people to be exploited by a forestry

trust is fortunately in Canada absolutely nil.

On the one hand the people themselves are the owners of

huge tracts of land—the crown lands—thus the people will be

the most influential members of a forestry trust, if a real trust

vv'ere to be formed. Indeed, the people will be directly benefited

by the trust because the receipts from their crown lands will be

increased and the permanency of such receipts will be safe-

guarded.

On the other hand, in this democratic country of ours, the

powers of the people are unlimited. The regulation of the for-

estry trust rests with them exclusively and as long as the prov-

inces stay democratic there is no danger of a trust to ob'ain

supreme control of the country.

Further, and most decidedly, a real forestry trust formed
after the pattern of the steel trust, the Standard Oil trust, the

harvester trust and their kin, is an impossibility, as much of an

impossibility as is a farmers' trust. The reason is plain. The
interests of a few magnates may be pooled easily ; those of

thousands, nay hundreds of thousands of farm owners, or in

our case of forest owners, do not allow of an absolute amalgama-
tion.

A member of a real trust surrenders his proprietary rights.

The members of a forestry trust will not abandon theirs. Their

should be mutual understanding, joint regulation, concerted

action. But no member of the association can and will be subject

to force. Also, the majority of small freeholders will, from a

sheer indolence and ignorance, s.tay aloof, continuing their tradi-

tional practices. Their liberty of usage, destructive as it may be,

shall not and cannot be interfered with. A forestry trust, what-
ever its scope may be, under Canadian laws, can never obtain con-

trol, absolute control, of prices and exploitation and proprietary

rights. Thus there is no cause for the people to be scared by the

catch word, forestry trust.

Complications and Conclusions

It is obvious that wood and lumber produced under forestry

methods and under a system of stringent forest production is

produced at a higher cost than is possible under a system of reck-

lessness. Taking care means incurring expense.

If that is so, and if only one or two counties would adopt a

system of conservation, their forest owners could not compete
successfully with their competitors outside.

For that reason, co-operation between the forestry associa-

tions of all our forestry counties is essential. More than that, .

Ontario and British Columbia must join hands with the eastern

provinces in any attempt at progress in matters of forestry.

Even that will not suffice. We have stated on another page,

that there is only one forestry problem on the North American
continent. Competition in the exchange of wood goods, across

the international boundary line. It will not do to limit com-
petition in the north and leave it unlea.shed and running amuck
south of the boundary. Eventually Canada and the United States

must join hands, to protect their forests from annihilation.

When we look southward across the International Boun-
dary, what do we see? One state after another is being de-

forested. Millions of acres of land, fit only to produce trees, are
lying in barren desolateness, and when we ask ourselves what has
caused this frightful spoliation, there can be but one answer

—

unlimited stores of nature have been destroyed by unlimited com-
petition of man.

What do we need so as to avert, from our beloved Canada,
a similar disaster?

Laws we need enacted by the Dominion, repealing the abso-

luteness of the anti-trust laws and authorizing, permitting, en-

couraging the formation of forestry associations, formed with a

view to a sane regulation of all woods work, with a view to forest

conservation, with a view to constructive forestry.

Action, diplomatic action, we need, on the side of our gov-

ernment, tending to bring about that measure of co-operation be-

tween Canada and the U. S. A. which is essential for the estab-

lishment on this continent of a real North American democratic
forestry.

Can we succeed? Shall we succeed?

We can and we shall if we bear in mind, paraphrasing super-

latively what has been said on another page, that 100 per cent, of

all forestry is education.

Dry Kiln Engineering Course

A short course in dry kiln engineering of ten days' dura-

tion will be given by the New York State College of Forestry,

Syracuse University, March 27th to April 6th, inclusive. A new
feature of the short course this year will be the operation of an

improved dry kiln invented by one of the members of the fac-

ulty. The kiln is of the most modern design, having what is

known as steam jet system of humidifying and circulating, which

is said to be a money saving device of no small importance.

These kilns are equipped with various makes of automatic tem-

perature and humidity regulators and will afford an unusual

opportunity to observe the operation at close range.

The theory of kiln drying, together with the study of lum-

ber grades and identification of commercial woods will be

covered. Visits to local commercial plants will be included in

the course. A number of prominent men in the wood-working

industries have been engaged to give special talks and demon-

strations on lumber drying and grading. Prof. H. L. Hender-

son will have charge of the course which he is planning to make
the most successful of all the short courses that have been held

in the past.

New Type of Ski Is Developed

That the possibilities of the so-called laminated or built-up

form of construction for wooden articles are as yet inadequately

recognized is pointed out by the Forest Products Laboratories of

Canada (Dominion Forestry Branch), Montreal, where investi-

gations in this connection are now in progress. Where the article

manufactured requires very high-grade material, entirely free

from defects, it is obviously easier to secure what is wanted, in

smaller rather than in larger pieces and the use of several small

pieces instead of one large one makes for high quality as well as

economy of material.

The laminated ski, recently developed at the Laboratories, is

a most interesting example of this type of construction. The

adhesive employed and the method of using it are of the first im-

portance in built-up work and in this case a special waterproof

glue is used. The new ski, which is being thoroughly tested,

both in actual use and at the Laboratories, appears to show great

strength in proportion to weight as well as a high degree of resi-

liency and freedom from warping.

Success dogs the footsteps of every man. You never yet

have done your best, never yet have reached the splendid summit

of your possibilities-^neither has any man—and nobody's fault

except one's self.
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BAND RESAW

The 341 is a sturdy medium capacity resaw

which will handle all the resaw work of

the average mill or factory. Takes stock

up to 30 inches wide, 12 inches thick.

Can be used for straight resawing, or by

tilting the feed rolls, will saw bevel siding.

Is an ideal machine for this purpose.

The yield rolls are at the left or outer side

of the machine. The first infeeding roll at

the left has an independent yield, which

allows a thick board following a thin one,

to be properly presented to the blade.

Eight rates of feed 25 to 185 feet per min-

ute are instantly available.

Upon your request we will mail you cir-

cular which illustrates and outlines this

machine fully.

/tA !/utQSMachineQo.Lmm
HAMILTON, ONTARIO

Western Representative

V. C. YOUNG
716 DOMINION BLDG. VANCOUVER, B.C.

WORLD'S LARGEST MANUFACTURERS WOODWORKING MACHINERY
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BRITISH COLUMBIA

Current Lumber Market Review
The following direct quotations on important British Columbia Lumber and Shingle items represent

approximately prevailing prices F.O.B. mill in carload lots in this market. These prices, of course, are not

universal and merely indicate the prevailing trend and the basis on which orders have been negotiated.

Flooring

1x4 No. 1 E.G $58.00

1x4 No. 3 E.G - 40.00

lx3No.2&Btr 61.00

1x3 No. 3 43.00

lx4No. 2&Btr. S.G 40.00

1x6 No. 2 & Btr. S.G 40.00

Stepping

No. 2 & Btr. E.G - $74.25

No. 2 & Btr. E.G. 64.25

Finish

lx8-10-in. No. 2 & Btr .*. $56.00

Casg, and Base 65.00

Ceiling

3^x4 No. 2 & Btr $40.00

5/8x4 No. 2 & Btr 33.00

%x4 No. 2 & Btr., Hem 33.00

%x4 No. 3 27.00

1x4 No. 2 & Btr 40.00

1x4 No. 2 & Btr., Hem 40.00

1x4 No. 3 35.00

1x6 No. 2 & Btr 40.00

Partition

1x4 No. 2 & Btr. $43.00

Drop Siding

1x6 No. 2 & Btr $40.00

1x6 No. 3 37.00

Boards and Shiplap

1x6 SIS No. 1 $16.50

1x6 D. & M 19.00

IxS-lO-in. SIS 19.00

lxl2-in. 20.00

lx8-10-in. SIS, No. 2 . 13.00

Dimensions S. & E.

2x4, 12-14, No. 1 $20.00

2x4, 12-14, l^-in 22.00

1x4, 16 22.00

2x4, 18 23.00

2x4, 18, 1/4 -in 25.00

2x4, 20 23.00

2x6-8, 22-24 24.00

2x6-8, 22-24, l^-in ^ 26.00

2x6-8, 26/32 26.00

2x4 R/L, lA, No. 2 ^ 15.00

Shelving

1x4 to 12-in. 6 ft. to 18 ft.

Fir $26.00

Cedar 46.00

Spruce 46.00

Hemlock 36.00

Resawn Boards

In 8, 10 and 12-in. widths. About %-in. thick.

(Surface measure)

Fir $10.25

Planks and Small Timbers

4x4, 12/16, S4S .....$22.50

4x4, 12/16, Rgh 21.00

3x10-12, 12/16, S4S 22.50

-3x10-12, 12/16, Rgh 21.00

Timbers, 32 Ft. and Under

6x6/8x10, S4S $22.50

6x6/8x10 Rgh 21.00

Lath

Fir - : $ 5.00

Cedar Siding

1/2x4, Cir $40.00

1/2x6, Cir. A --. 42.00

Red Cedar Shingles

XXX $3.50

XXXXX 4.25

Eurekas 4.70

Perfections 5.20

Logs

Fir $12.00, $18.00, $26.00

Cedar $13.00, $23.00, $35.00

Shingle Cedar $19.50, $21.50

Hemlock $14.00

Spruce -~- $13.00, $19.00, $27.00
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TIMBER SCALED IN BRITISH COLUMBIA DURING YEARS 1921-22
STATEMENT IN BOARD FEET

1921. 1922. Gain. Loss.

Cranbrook - 161,038,620 159,200,392 1,838,228

Prince George - 43,689,461 42,030,343 1,659,118

Williams Lake 4,539,924 1,262,836 • 3,277,088

Kamloops 31,379,605 31,255,790 123,815

Nelson - 89,374,662 72,201,521 17,173,141

Vernon 52,740,408 37,922,757 14,817,651

Total Interior

Prince ^Rupert ..

Vancouver

382,762,680 343,873,639

171,264,991 134,434,962

1,235,989,694 1,420,849,672

1,407,254,685 1,555,284,634

184,859,978

Total for B. C. 1,790,017,365 1,890,158,273

38,889,041

36,830,029

-COMPARATIVE

Net Loss.

38,889,041

Net Gain.

109,140,908

148,029,949

Ross & Howard Iron Works Co., Ltd.

Iron & Brass

Founders

> /

Blacksmiths

Boilernfakers

Bolts and Nuts, Sleigh Shoeing, Smokestacks, Bridge Rods, Logging and Lumber Trucks, Shafting,

Transmission, Etc., Marine, Logging and Sawmill Machinery, Structural Steel.

Foot Woodland Drive VANCOUVER, B.C. Telephone: Highland 106

SIMONDS
SPECIAL

Cross-cut Saw Files
When you use this special saw file you will find the satisfaction and economy for which you

have sought.

The Simonds Cross-Cut Saw File will give you 16 per cent, more wear on cross-cut saw work than

can be obtained by using regular tapered mill files.

It is also most efficient for sharpening Circular Saws.

You can get this file in 6, 7. 8 and 10-inch lengths.

, Order from our nearest branch or secure them from your Hardware or Supply Dealer.

SIMONDS CANADA SAW COMPANY, LIMITED
"THE SAW MAKERS"

ST. JOHN, N. B. MONTREAL, QUE. VANCOUVER, B. C.
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SCHAAKE PLANT IN OPERATION AGAIN
B. C. Steel Works Limited, Have Acquired Property and Plant

Interior View of the Plant of B. C. Steel Works.

Vancouver, one of the Most Modern Machine

Works in British Columbia.

By an announcement in this issue, it will be noticed that the

B. C. Steel Works, Limited, have acquired the property and

plant formerly operated by the Schaake Co. Ltd., on Granville

Island, Vancouver, B. C.

This site on False Creek, 150-foot frontage, 250 ft. deep

with wharfage, is equipped with one of the best manufacturing

plants on the Pacific Coast. The equipment is of the latest type

machinery, well laid out and has the machinery for manufactur-

ing economically. The plant has established an enviable repu-

tation in years gone by for the quality of their work and the

service, and for the superiority of the machines that they spe-

cialize in manufacturing.

In the first place, the new firm will manufacture the wel-

known "Acme" Shingle Machine. A staff of experts has been

engaged to carry on the work and it is scarcely necessary to say

that with a body of trained men at the head of affairs, the new
firm will endeavor by improvements to secure for itself a line of

connections that will keep the industry in one of the outstanding

manufacturing plants in the province. The "Acme" Shingle

Machine manufactured in this plant, is the result of twenty years

of devoted time and experience among the mills of British Col-

umbia and has proven itself superior with its performance, dura-

bility and low cost of up-keep. The "Acme" Machine is giv-

ing satisfaction in nearly every up-to-date shingle mill in British

Columbia.

They will also manufacture the well-known Wee MacGregor
Drag Saw. This Drag Saw has proved its utility under every

conceivable condition. It is a very popular Drag Saw in British

Columbia, as is proved by the fact that already over twenty-five

hundred of these machines are already in the woods in operation.

The engine is 4 h.p., very simple and compact, and is put to

rhany other uses, such as pumping, running separators, grinding,

etc. The Drag .Saw is manufactured in this plant from the

ground up, and from the orders already placed, the outlook for

this year is very promising.

The Company also own the patents for a new steam engine
and boiler, known as the Hanes Opposed Piston Transfer Ex-
pansion Compound Steam Engine. This is something radically

new in steam engine mechanism and through its unique con-
struction, it has a number of advantages over the usual type.

Ir is very compact and can be built in almost any size in unit

complete with boiler. It is peculiarly adapted to motor cars,

motor launches, fishing boats, tractors, etc., because of its ease
in dissembling and assembling. The boiler can be separated in

three parts, any one of which can be packed by one man to

places which are inaccessible to ordinary methods of transporta-
tion which makes it highly attractive for initial mining develop-
ment. The boiler is entirely different from any boiler which
has been brought out heretofore. Its advantages lie in its low

cost, long life, light weight, its accessibility and compactness.
The small quantity of fuel required, simple construction and
low cost to the consumer, will make this outfit particularly at-

tractive.

The company have also purchased a complete plant for the

manufacturing of bolts and track spikes. A new building will

be erected on their vacant property on Granville Island in the

immediate future, which will house the only complete bolt and
spike manufacturing plant in Western Canada. All kinds of

machine and carriage bolts, track bolts and track spikes, toge-

ther with upset rods and railway supplies will be manufactured.

The latest type forging machinery will be installed and will

add materially to the reputation of Granville Island as a manu-
facturing centre. Other products in this concern include

shingle packers, saw-mill machinery, lath machines and bolters.

When in full operation, the plant will employ over one hun-
dred men, including expert machinists, draftsmen, etc., and
will be a real addition to the industrial activities in British

Columbia.

Pacific Coast Shippers'

Association Arbitration Cases

WESTERN WHOLESALER Plaintiff

vs.

EASTERN WHOLESALER Defendant

Question : Who shall stand demurrage accruing on car

80732 on account of bill of lading lost in the mail?

Facts : Plaintiff mailed to defendant at its Seattle office,

,invoice and bill of lading covering the above mentioned car, on
June 19th, 1919, and Defendant's Seattle office mailed same to

its Minneapolis office on June 20th. Apparently the bill of lading

was lost in the mail between defendant's Seattle office and Min-
neapolis office, and in the meantime car arrived and the above
mentioned demurrage accrued.

Opinion : Inasmuch as the bill of lading had been surren-

dered to defendant's Seattle office, and check issued in pay-
ment of the car covered by said bill of lading, we hold that any
responsibility as to the safety of the lading rested with the

defendant and plaintiff cannot be held responsible for the de-

murrage that accrued.

What you think is luck in the other fellow's case is usually

nothing more than the right kind of effort directed in the right

way.
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SHINGLE
MACHINES

: Snnountement :

'\\TE take pleasure in announcing the opening of our plant on Granville

» Island^ Vancouver^ B. C, manufacturing Acme''' Shingle Machines^

Lath Machines and General Saw Mill Machinery. Expert workmen
and efficient equipment at your service.

""Let British Columbia flourish by her Industries'''^

The
Wee MacGregor

Dragsaw
The popular and proven Drag
Saw, over two thousand in use

—made in B. C. by B. C. Labor.

B. C. STEEL WORKS, LTD
SUCCESSORS TO

SCHAAKE COMPANY
LIMITED

GRANVILLE ISLAND,

VANCOUVER, B. C.
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Second Hand Positions

Machinery & Wanted
Equipment Help Wanted
Wanted & Business
For Sale Chances

The

Peter Hay Knife Co,
GALT, ONTARIO Limited

MACHINE KNIVES
of Every

Description for

Paper Cutting,
Bark and Rag
Knives, Shear

Blades
Send for Price

List

MACHINERY
Second-hand and New Ma-
chinery bought and sold.

B. C. Equipment Co., Ltd.
602 Hastings W. VANCOUVER, B.C.

BELTING FOR SALE
We have a large quantity of Second-
Hand Rubber and Leather Belting in

all sizes and plys up to 24 inches in

width, which we can sell at interest-
ing prices. Send us your requirements.

N. SMITH
138 York St. Toronto, Ont.

DB. BEIiIi'S
Veterinary Wonder Remedies

50,000 one dollar ($1.00) bottles Free
to horsemen who give the Wonder a
fair trial. Guaranteed for Colic, In-
flammation of the Lungs, Bowels,
Kidneys, Fevers, Distemper, etc. Send
25c for Mailing Package, etc. Agents
wanted. Write your address plainly.
DR. BELL, V.S., Kingston, Ontario.

Use a Classified Advertise-

ment in Western

Lumberman

If you want to sell your business.

If you want to sell some equip-

ment.

If you want a partner.

If you want an employee.

If you want to buy a business.

If you want to buy some equip-

ment.

If you want to make a trade of

any kind.

If yon want some second-hand
equipment.

If you want a job—or position.

FUBIiISHBR'S NOTICB
Advertisements other than "Employment Wanted" or "Employees Wanted"

will be inserted in this department at the rate of 25 cents per ag'ate line (14 agrate
lines make one inch). $2.80 per inch, each insertion, payable in advance. When
four or more consecutive insertions of the same advertisement are ordered a dis-
count of 25 per cent, will be allowed.

Advertisements of "Wanted Employment" will be inserted at the rate of one
cent a word, net. Cash must accompany order. If Western Iiumberman box
number is used, enclose ten cents extra for postag'e in forwarding' replies. Mini-
mum charge 25 cents.

Advertisements of "Wanted Employees" will be inserted at the rate of two
cents a word, net. Cash must accompany the order. Minimum charge 50 cents.

Advertisements must be received not later than the 10th of each month to
insure insertion in the subsequent issue.

CASHIER, PAYMASTER AND
GENERAIi OFFICE MAN

at present with large Eastern concern
operating two mills and twenty lumber
camps, wishes to locate in the West.
Nineteen years' experience all branches
of llie trade in England, U.S.A. and
Canada. Married man. Sound references
and a woiker. Initial salary not so im-
por'ant as prospects of a fair return
for good service. Must be a sound con-
cern and permanent position. Write,
Arthur A. Pugh, Ingramport, Halifax
County, Nova Scotia. 2-2

POSITION WANTED
As shipper and yard foreman with B. C.
Coast Mill, either city or country. Have
had twenty years' experience in B. C.
and Washington mills, tallying, grad-
ing, shipping and handling yards.
Posted on grades and inspection. Also
experienced in mill work. Can give
references. Reply to Box 31, Western
Lumberman. 2-1

BIRD'S-EYE MAPLE IS

DUE TO A PARASITE
Woodmen and botanists - have

speculated for a century concern-

ing the cause of those curious

marks, known as "bird's-eyes,"

which occasionally adorn a board
of maple wood. The woodsman
was inclined to ascribe these marks
to the activities of wood-peckers,

while the guess of the botanist

was ihat the "bird's-eyes" were the

traces of dormant buds or shoots.

Research into this subject at the

Forest Products Laboratories of

Canada (Dominion Forestry Br.)

points to the conclusion that

"bird's-eye" maple owes its cur-

ious and attractive appearance to

the action of a minute parasatic

fungus which lives in the growing
tissues of the tree. If this conclu-

sion is correct, the production of

"bird's-eye" maple by artificial

means does not appear to be out-

side the bounds of possibility.

"YATES QUALITY"
The P. B. Yates Machine Com-

pany, of Beloit, Wis., have just is-

sued the initial number of "Yates
Quality." The company believes

that this is the first time that a

magazine owned by an industrial

company has put out such a high
type publication, having many of

the characteristics of a national

magazine. No attempt whatso-
ever, in any form or guise, has
been made to inject machinery in-

to the text pages. Every article is

of very high quality, subjects being

Sawmill For Sale
Waterous R.T. Boiler, 54x14 ft.;

Waterous Engine, 12x14x72 in'. fly

wheel; 3 block carriage and saw frame
complete; track; 2 inserted tooth Saws,
48 in.; 3 saw edger; swing saw trimmer;
Cowan planer and matcher; circular re-

saw; dry kiln belting; pulleys and
shafting complete. Mill in excellent
shape.

For further particulars write Box 303,

Western Lumberman.

FOR SAI.E

COMPLETE LOGGING OUTFIT. 3

donkeys and fifteen million feet of tim-
ber, crown grant. Apply Box 3 2, West-
ern Lumberman. 2-1

EXPERIENCED SAI^ESMAN
With good connections, would like to be-
come associated with some reliable
coast mill, on straight commission
basis. Box G30, Western Lumberman.

1-3

published through the courtesy of

the Atlantic Monthly.
One unique feature of Yates

Quality is the section of "Interest-

ing People and Things." World-
wide photographs by international

photographing organizations have
been used very extensively.

Yates Quality is excellent from a

purely typographical and mechani-
cal point of view, one style of type

having been used throughout. The
advertisements in the magazine de-

pict excellently a number of the

well-known Yates wood-working
machines.

CLARK & LYFORD
FOREST ENGINEERS, LTD.

Judson F. Clark P. L. Lyford

J. E. Tucker

920-25 Vancouver Blk. Vanconver, B.C.

Ryan, Mcintosh

Timber Co., Ltd.

TIMBER BROKERS, CRUISERS,
SUliVEYORS AND VALUATORS.

CONSULTING ENGINEERS.

701-704 Belmont House

VICTORIA, B.C.

\V. B. Ryan R. W. Hibberson, F.E.

W. L. Mcintosh McC. P. Blair. C.E.

LOGGING RAILWAY
EQUIPMENT
FOR SALE

1—50 ton Lima Geared Locomotive,
standard gauge.

24 Russell Log Cars standard gauge.
1 Marion Log Loader.
900 tons of 52 and 56 pound Relaying

Rail with fastenings.

100 tons of 16 and 20 pound Relaying
Rail with fastenings.

Available for prompt shipment.

John J. Gartshore,
58 Front St. West, Toronto

MR. SUPERINTENDENT:

ARE YOU A READER OF

THE WESTERN LUMBERMAN?

PRACTICAL ARTICLES APPEAR EACH
MONTH IN THESE COLUMNS ON MILL

EQUIPMENT

SUBSCRIPTION PRICE $2.00 A YEAR
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Star Machinery Co,
SEATTLE, WASH.

WOOD WORKING MACHINERY
1—Wysong & Miles hollow chisel mor-

tiser,
1—New Britain frame machine.
1—Railway Box board cut-off.
3—Two Spindle Shapers.
1—32-in. Silver Band Saw.
1—36-in. Siver Band Saw.
1—22-in. Sidney Universal AVoodworker.
1—American Relisher and Mortiser.
1—Hayes sash sticker with routing and

boring attachment.
1.—36-in. Berlin 3 drum sander.
1—6x24 Crescent single surfacer.
1—8x24 Graves & Klushman single sur-

facer.
1—6x30 "Buss" divided roll single sur-

facer.
1—No. 108 Berlin outside moulder.
1—Hall and Brown Power Ripper.
2—Irvington floor swing cut-offs.
1—16-in. round head jointer.
1— 14-in. wood turning lathe.
2—20-in. wood turning lathe.
1—30-in. American Circular Resaw.
1—54-in. McDonough Band Resaw.
1—66-in. Connell & Dengler Band Re-

saw.
1—16x27-in. Endless Bed Single Sur-

facer.
1—6x26-in. Hall & Brown double sur-

facer.
1.—6x26-in. Curtis 4-side planer and

matcher.

IRON WORKING TOOI.S
1—36-in. x 36-in. x 0 ft. Miles Ma-

chine shop planer.
1—30-in. Cincinnatti Shaper.
1—18-in. X 8-ft. South Bend engine

lathe.
1—14-in. X 6-ft. Walcott Engine Lathe.
1—13-in. X 6-ft. South Bend Engine

lathe.
,1—14-in. X 3 ft. 6 in, American Engine

lathe.
2—Small power hack saws.
1—14-in. Warner & Swazed Turrett
1—6-in. Oster pipe threading machine.
1—48-in. Mueller radial drill press.
1—22-ft. Rickford drill press.
2—Champion hand & power drill

presses.
BIiOWERS

1-—^Size 3 Roots high pressure blower.
1—Size 3% Roots high pressure blower.
1—No. 7 Sturdevant blower.
1—24 No. 4 Buffalo Forge Blower.
1—24 Western Planing Mill Blower.
1—No. 400 Champion Brand blower.
1—30-in. American Planing Mill Blower
1—40-in. National Planing Mill Blower.
1—45-in. Sturdevant Twin Planing Mill

Blower.
1— 4.'i-in. Sturdevant Twin Planing Mill

Blower.
1—48-in. Sturdevant Twin Planing Mill

Blower.
1—60-in. Western Planing Mill Blower.
2—60-in. Western Planing Mill Blow-

ers.
direct connected to 50 H.P. motors.

1—70-in. Sturdevant Twin Planmg Mill
Blower.

DRII.I. PRESSES
1—20-in. Rockford back geared.
1—22-in. Barnes back geared.
1—30-in, Canedy-Otto radical.
1—No. 203 Champion combination hand

and power press.
1—22-in. Hamilton with sliding head.
1—28-in. Baines with sliding head.
1—26-in. Sibley.

CANNERY MACHINERY
2- -3 car cannery retorts.
1—Seattle Astoria double seaming ma-

chine.
1—Fish cutter.
1—Can Laquering machine.

ENGINES
1—16x32x36-in. Hamilton Corliss.
1—20x24-in. Erie Ball Automatic.
1—14x28-in. Buckeye R. H. Automatic.
1—Pr. 14xl6-in. Brownell Twins.
1—Pr. 11x16 H. S. & G. Twins.
1—14xl8-in. Vim Center Crank.
1—14xl8-in. Erie City Side Crank.
1—14x20-in. Atlas Side Crank.

SHINGI.E MII.I. MACHINERY
1—Sumner Gold Medal Upright.
8—Standard Sumner Uprights.
1—Small Belted drag saw.
10—-Bbls. %-in. x 10-in. New Acme

Shingle Bands.
10—Shingle Packing Frames.
50—6-in. 6-in. Roller bearing dry kiln

trucks.
1—Hand Shingle Saw Gummer.
1—72-in. Inserted Tooth Cut-off Saw.

Star Machinery Co.

Seattle Wash.
Shop and Yards
207 Horton St.

Office & Salesroom
1735 1st Ave. S.

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
ON FORESTRY

What were the forest fire losses

in Canada last year?
Final statistics are not available,

but the number of fires exceeded
four thousand and the damage
was above ten million dollars.

Has radio telephony been utiliz-

ed yet for forest protection?

Yes, in several districts and has
been remarkably successful. The
Air Board employed radio com-
munication from their aeroplanes
in Alberta and the system will

probably be extended next season.

Is the photography of timber
limits from aeroplanes yet a com-
mercial success?

Yes, a company has been organ-

ized in Quebec and has completed
most satisfactory aerial photogra-
phy surveys for banks and lumber
and pulp companies. Accuracy
has been fully attained and the

speed of such surveys is obviously

great.

Has any valuation been put on
the whole of the forest resources

of Canada?
It depends what is meant by

"valuaiion." What, for example,
is the value of a very young for-

est in progress of yearly growth^
There have been rough estimates of

the standing timber of the Domin-
ion as worth upwards of two bil-

lion dollars, but the figure is large-

ly guess work.

TREES FOR PRAIRIE
FARMERS

By a plan inaugurated in 1901,

the Department of the Interior,

through ihe Forestry Branch,

has distributed over sixty million

forest trees for planting shelter-

belts on the farms of Manitoba,

Saskatchewan and Alberta. The
plan is a co-operative one, the Gov-
ernment supplying the seedling

trees free, except in the case of

evergreen?, and giving instructions

for their planting and care, while

the farmer provides the labour,

prepares the land in advance, and
agrees to keep it permanently in

trees.

A SUGGESTION TO
EXPORTERS

It is in the interests of Canadian
exporters that the official trade re-

ports of other countries should

credit to Canada all imports orig-

inating in this country. Where
Canadian exports are consigned to

their final destination through

agents in the United States or

other countries they are sometimes

invoiced as from the latter rather

than from Canada. As a result

the entry in the importing country

contains no reference to the Can-

adian origin of the goods.

It is considered desirable there-

fore that Canadian exporters

should instruct their agents in such

•^ases to invoice their goods speci-

fically as made iti Canada.

SAW MILL MACHINERY for Disposal
From the Plants of the Davison Lumber & Manufac-

turing Co., Bridgewater & Springfield, N. S.

1—Giddings & Lewis 8 ft. Band Mill with Allis-Chalmers Carriage
Steam Feed Cylinder, 11-in. x 54-ft. complete with all equip-
ments.

1—Giddings & Lewis 6-ft. Band Mill with New Waterous Carriage
Steam Feed Cylinder 9-in. x 48-ft. complete with all equipment.

1—Giddings & Lewis 6-ft. Horizontal Band Re-Saw.
2—84-in. Diamond Iron Works 14 Saw Edgers.
1—Harmon 13 Saw Gang Trimmer with pneumatic control to

each saw.
1—Diamond Iron Works Gang Saw.
1—Hamilton-Kendall Circular Gang Saw.
1—Diamond Iron Works Five Saw Lath Bolter.
1—Diamond Iron Works Four Saw Lath Machine.
1—Diamond Iron Works Two Saw adjustable Lath Butt Trimmer

with power feed.
1—No. 1 1/2 Hill Steam Driven Drag Saw.
1—Hill 12-in. x 24-in. Vertical Steam Driven Cord Wood Splitter.
1—Appleton Belt Driven Horizontal Cordwood Splitter.
1—Diamond Iron Works Heavy Type Friction Log Haul-up.
1—18-in. X 10-in. x 12-in. Worthington Duplex Brass Fitted Under-

writers' Fire Pump Cap, 1000 Gallons per minute.
Filing Room Machinery and Equipment, consisting of Band, Circu-
lar and Gang Sharpeners, Re-Toothers, Shears, Anvils, Brazing and
Filing Clamps.
Steam Deck Equipment consisting of Steam Niggers, Kickers, Load-
ers, Gang Skids.
Planer— 1 practically new Yates No. 10—30-in. x 10-in. Planer and
Sizer with side Head Grinder.

All the above for immediate disposal at lozv prices. Write or zvire

for full particulars.

Address

Fleming and MacLeay, Agents
BRIDGEWATER, N. S.

Pioneer Lumber Journal

Gives ^^Movie^^ Service

The "Western Lumberman" took its first moving pic-

ture film on February the fifth, when the most instruct-

tive sights arranged for the visit of the prairie retail

lumbermen to the Coast were recorded on the moving

ribbon. This film, which shows the yarding of logs, the

felling of trees and a number of groups and scenes in

which the prairie lumbermen and a number of the B. C.

mill owners and operators are seen, is the first of an in-

structive series that is to be produced from time to time

by the "Western Lumberman."

This first film, when completed with instructive titles,

will be released gratis to any gathering of lumbermen

who care to apply for same.

The moving picture editor would be pleased to hear of

any contemplated activity relating to the lumber indus-

try that lends itself to cinema photography.
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NEW No. 4 GRINDER
A Machine Especially Adapted for Sash and Door and

Furniture Factory Requirements

A SMALL MACHINE WITH A BIG CAPACITY

THE SHIMER CUTTER HEAD CO.
OF CANADA LIMITED

GALT - - - ONTARIO

For Real Comfort and Lasting Satisfaction wear

''Rose City''

Raintest Clothing

SHIRTS PANTS HATS

Decide to let "Rose City"
Raintest Clothing give you
comfort in the woods and
the kind of protection your
limbs and body should re-

ceive from the rain and
snow of winter-time.
Chemical treated, these gar-

ments are water repellant
and will give lasting satis-

faction besides wearing like

iron.

WRITE FOR OUR PRICESNo. 933
Raintest Pants

C. H. Jones & Son
LIMITED

28-30 Water St., Vancouver, B.C.

Railroad Buys lOO
Pacific Car & Foundry Co/s

Standard Connected

Logging Cars
with Safety Appliances

After trying out these cars in service for a year, one
big western railroad has adopted this type as standard for

its log hauling needs, ordering 100 cars.

This car not only meets every need of the heaviest log-

ging operations, but fulfills government safety require-
ments. It is a sturdily built car, designed to give 100 per
per cent, efficiency. Equipped w^iih the famous "RAINIER
BUNK."

We should be glad to give you further details.

Pacific Car and Foundry Co.
General Offices : Alaska Building, Seattle, U.S.A.

Vancouver Equipment Co., Canadian Representatives, Bank of
Nova Scotia Building
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York Ice Machines The Best Built

When mechanical refrigeration will

save it? Many logging camps are

economizing by this means.

A York ice Machine will solve your

problem. It will provide you with a

constant low temperature and ice the

year round. Let our representative

tell you more about this.

Canadian Ice Machine Co., Ltd.

1158 Homer Street, Vancouver

Winnipeg TORONTO Montreal

Submit Your Pump Problems to Us

The advice of our skilled engineering staff is always

at your service.

We will welcome an opportunity to discuss with you any special

conditions which prevail at your plant, and look forward to num-
bering YOUR ORGANIZATION among our satisfied customers.

IT PAYS TO GET ACQUAINTED WITH
SMART-TURNER PUMPS

The Smart-Turner Machine Company
Limited

Hamilton - Canada
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Cutting Logs for Export
— right at the boom with the—

VAUGHAN
This machine is just

about the handiest Drag

Saw that ever entered the

logging industry. Many
mills use one or two Stan-

dard Vaughans attached

to a float, and cut logs on

the boom—at the right

lengths for export pur-

poses. This method saves

much time.

WRITE FOR
FULL
PARTICULARS!

Standard Gasoline

DRAG SAW

Dominion Drag Saw Co.
104 Main Street Vancouver, B.C.

Shingle and Heading Saws

backed by DISSTON reputation

\I7' HY not buy everything you can when you purchase Shingle

and Heading Saws?

Saws that fit your needs, of course. Saws that do their work,
naturally. But more—install DISSTON Shingle and Heading
Saws. Disston Shingle and Heading Saws are made by Disston-

trained saw-makers specializing in their work. These Saws are of
the famous Disston-made Steel that is expressly prepared for Shin-

gle Saws—toughened and tempered by special processes.

Eighty-two years of saw-making experience of the Disston or-

ganization are back of Disston Shingle and Heading Saws.

You can buy it

MADE OF FAMOUS

DISSTON
STEEL

Buy this Reputation when you buy your Saws,
in no other saw but Disston.

Henry Disston & Sons, Ltd.
Toronto, Canada.

Branch : Vancouver, B. C.
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An ^te^mnj)foi' Stfen^th:

A(Seyfio^id,fei^peed!

WHEN you see a Ross Carrier darting

about a yard, you are first impress-

ed with its marvelous agility—the rapid-

ity with which it does its work.

Then when you observe the ease with

which it lifts from 2 to 4 thousand feet

of lumber and carries it away, you real-

ize its enormous strength.

These are the factors which make this

machine invaluable in mills or yards

where large quantities of lumber must

be handled quickly.

Ross Carriers are built to handle units

piled as wide as 42 inches. For wider

requirements special gauges are now
available.

If you are not utilizing the speed and
power of one of these time and money
savers, write at once for full information

about them.

GASOLINE OR ELECTRIC

Distributors :

MURRY JACOBS COMPANY
69 Columbia St. Seattle, U.S.A.

Murry Jacobs Co., Seattle, U.S.A.

Please send full details about Ross Carriers.

We are especially interested in:

( ) Gasoline

( ) Electric.

Name

Address

WE MAKE A SPECIALTY OF

Lath Yarn
Both tarred and untarred. Compare

our Lath Yarn with that of our com-

P'Ctitors for Strength, Length per lb.

and price and you will always ask for

the products of the

Canada Western Cordage
Company, Limited

Transmission Ropes
Cordage of All Kinds

City Sales Office J. C. THORN. Sey. 1151

311 Metropolitan Bldg. Vancouver, B. C.

Plant: NEW WESTMINSTER, B. C.

Established 1841 The Mercantile Agency 250 Branches

R. G. DUN & CO.
Head Office : 290 Broadway - - New York

"For the Promotion and Protection of Trade"

CANADIAN BRANCHES
Offices in Western Provinces:

BRITISH COLUMBIA ALBERTA
Vancouver Victoria Qalgary Edmonton Lcthbridge

SASKATCHEWAN
Moose Jaw Regina Saskatoon

EASTERN OFFICES
Winnipeg, Man. Fort William, Ont. Halifax London Ottawa

St. John Hamilton Montreal Quebec Toronto

Collection Dept., Vancouver Office-510 Hastings Street West

J. B. Giffen, Dist. Mgr.

PHOTO-ENGRAVERS
CONNERCIAL ARTISTS
COlOlt-^sJlECTRO
TVPERS^^^-TVPERs

TOWER BLDG

\0

10

VANCOUVER.

PtIOHE- SEY. 7169 ^
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"Gorilla"
Ropes
are

Tough
and

Strong

The
Logging

SupplyHouse
of

British

Columbia

GIBSON'S LIMITED
1 Alexander Street,

VANCOUVER CANADA

BUY SUPPLIES MADE IN B. C.

We Build

Logging Engines Logging Cars
WE SPECIALISE IN REPAIRING
ALL KINDS OF MACHINERY

Locomotives Engines Boilers

USE V.E.W. STEEL CASTINGS
If they are not V. E. W. Castings they are not B. C. Product, as we are the

only plant in B. C. producing Steel Castings. Mild, Chrome, Nickel,

Carbon, Manganese or any Special Steel Castings Made to Order.

Vancouver Engineering Works, Limited
519 6th AVE. WEST Phone Fairmont 240 VANCOUVER, B. C.
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GOODHUE'S
LEATHER
BELTING

GOODHUE Special Planer Belting.

GOODHUE Extra Quality Leather Belting.

GOODHUE Acme Waterproof Leather Belting.

GILT EDGE ROUND Leather Belting.

Round LEATHER BELTING

ROUND LEATHER BELTING on spools made from choicest
Centre stock, firm and solid, thoroughly stretched, well rounded,
full size.

Put up on spools containin^r 100 to 500 feet.

Stock sizes M-in., 5/16-in., %-in. and %-in.

Sole B. C. Agents

Fleck Bros. Ltd.
Mill and Mine Supplies

110 Alexander St., Vancouver, B. C.

Phones Seymour 4592, 4593, 4594

Are You Using
Perfection Brand

AETNA SAWS
Made from the best JESSOP STEEL

Made in Vancouver

INSERTED TOOTH HEAD SAWS
SHINGLE SAWS

KNEE BOLTER SAWS
INSERTED TOOTH CUT-OFF SAWS

Honest and skilled workmanship by practical saw-

makers of long experience. All work guaranteed.

REPAIRING in all its branches. Cutting down, re-toothing,

grinding, hammering and remilling all kinds of inserted tooth

saws. Burnt saws retempered.

AETNA SAW WORKS Ltd.
JOHN T. WHEATMAN, Manager

Granville Island VANCOUVER, B. C.
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THE

J. C. McLaren BeitingCo.
Limited

Manufacturers

of

Reliable

Belting

QUALITY

Never Varies

64 Years in the

Market and

STILL

WE LEAD

Write for our
treatise on

'A Study of Various

Types of Belting"

Head Office

and Factory: Beaumont Ave., MONTREAL
Please note the initials of this Company ^

PUT YOUR PROBLEM UP
TO US

We are specialists in building locomotives.

We build all types and sizes, also all kinds of

repair parts for locomotives and tenders.

Our experience puts us in a position to give

you expert advice as to what particular type

and size of locomotive is best suited to your
needs.

Put your locomotive problem up to us

MONTREAL LOCOMOTIVE WORKS, LTD.
DOMINION EXPRESS BUILDING

MONTREAL, CANADA

DEPENDABLE

POWER
EQUIPMENT

The boiler room of the Imperial Oil Co. at Dartmouth, N. S.,

equipped with 8 Double Drum G. & McC. Co. Sectional Water
Tube Boilers.

In addition to the Dartmouth plant we have sup-

plied the Imperial Oil Co. with Water Tube Boilers

for their Sarnia and Regina refineries. Repeat
orders such as these are not given unless the orig-

inal installation has thoroughly demonstrated its

efficiency in every particular.

G. & McC. Co. Sectional Water Tube Boilers pro-

vide positive and rapid circulation, increased
steaming capacity and maximum overload allow-

ance. -ak,

WE BUILD
Horizontal & Vertical Steam Engines, Return
Tubular & Water Tube Boilers, Steam Turbines,
Heaters, Tanks, Pumps & Condensers. Ask for
our catalog, plans, etc., if interested.

The Goldie & McCuUoch Co.
LIMITED

GALT ONT. - CANADA
Western Branch: 248 McDermot Ave., Winnipeg, Man.

B. C. Agents :—Robt. Hamilton & Co., Vancouver, B. C.
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EQUIPMENT FOR THE LOGGER

, tiiiiTiiiiiiiiittii^

Vancouver Machinery Depot Ltd.
1155 SIXTH AVENUE WEST, VANCOUVER, B. C.

The New Marion Gasoline Electric Shovel

for LOGGING RAILROAD CONSTRUCTION
You incur neither expense nor obligation to let us give you fullest information.

It will pay you to investigate this Remarkable Shovel

VANCOUVER MACHINERY DEPOT, LIMITED
1155 Sixth Avenue West Vancouver, B. C.

Representing Marion Steam Shovel Co., Marion Ohio.
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351
Head Office and Factory

St. James Street

BRANCHES;

Montreal

BRANCHES;

Toronto, Ont...: 194 West King Street

St. John, N. B. 90 Germain Street

Calgary, Alta. Gorman's Limited

Edmonton, Alta. Gorman's Limited

Vancouver, B. C. Gorman's Limited
1158 Homer St.

Shay" Geared Locomotives66

The "Shay" Locomotive has for
years been rendering maximum Ser-
vice to British Columbia logging oper-
ators. They have found its lines of
sturdy construction insure all year
round efficiency.

THEY DELIVER THE GOODS'

YOUR NEXT LOCOMOTIVE- 'SHAY"

Hofius Steel and Equipm<siit Company
Seattle, Wash.HOFIUS-FERRIS EQUIPMENT CO

Spokane, Wash.

STEWART BROS. CO.
Portland, Ore.

VANCOUVER

Representatives for Western British Columbia

Tyee Machinery Company, Ltd.
BRITISH COLUMBtA
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l i n k-b e lt
Chains

VERYmodern facility is employed^ by our skilled chain makers to

produce Link-Belt quality chains.

To the user this means long life, durabil-

ity (freedom from annoying breakdowns,) in

his chains—whether in elevating, conveying
or power transmission. That is why many
experienced users always specify Link-Belt

Chains.

And remember this:—The wheels play an equally im-
portant part in the satisfactory operation of every chain
drive— every elevator or conveyor. Therefore, money paid
for well fitting sprocket wheels yields large returns. Link-
Belt Sprockets are made to fit Link-Belt Chains.

Canadian
Link-Belt Company, Limited

Toronto Welling-ton and Peter Streets.
Montreal 10 Gauvin I>ane
Vancouver, B. C A. B. WilliaMis Macliinery Co,, of Vancouver, ltd.
Vancouver, B. C. Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co. ltd.
Portland Xiink-Belt Northwest Co., 101 First Street
Seattle ^ink-Belt Northwest Co., 820 1st Avenue South
San Francisco Link-Belt Pacific Co., 168 2nd Street

839

ANGLE PATTERN
30 E

CRANE
"Y" PATTERN

STOP CHECK VALVES

Note these Features: HORIZONTAL AND VERTICAL PATTERN
28 E

Disc and piston in one piece.

Disc may be reground readily.

Full length bearing of disc in liner.

Will operate in vertical or horizontal position.

Deep throttling lip to prevent chatter on light loads.

Liner or stem cannot be cramped by pulling up yoke bolts.

Readily removable seat which is integral with the liner

or dash pot.

45 degree angle of disc will eliminate chattering except

under a combination of extraordinary conditions.

The vital parts may be examined at any time.

Manufacturers of Valves, Fittings and Piping Equipment and
Distributors of Pipe, Plumbing and Heating Supplies.

Branches and Warehouses:
HALIFAX, OTTAWA, TORONTO,
HAMILTON, LONDON, WINNIPEG.
REGINA, CALGARY, VANCOUVER.

Sales Offices:

ST.JOH N,N B. ,QU EBEC,SHERBROOKE
EDMONTON, VICTORIA,
SYDNEY, AUSTRALIA.

CRANE
LIMITED

General Office & Exhibit Roomt
386 BEAVER HALL SQUARE

MONTREAL
Works

12M ST. PATRICK ST.
MONTREAL

CRANE-BENNETT
LIMITED

Head Office and Warehouse;

LONDON, ENGLAND.

Sales Offices:

BIRMINGHAM, CARDIFF,
GLASGOW, LEEDS, MANCHESTER.

41
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CLIMAX
EXTRAS

and

SATISFACTORY
SERVICE

CLIMAX

GEAR
GREASE

IS THE BEST AND
CHEAPEST

Try it and Know for

Yourself

Ask for Sample
FREE

Recent Sales
of

CLIMAX

LOCOMOTIVES
on the

Pacific Coast

We are Pacific Coast
Agents for the

LOCO
ELECTRIC
HEADLIGHT

and

OKADEE
BLOW-OFF VALVES

MIDVALE
TOOL STEEL

1— 5 5-ton to Deep River Logging Co., Deep River, Wash. 1—70-ton to

1—60-ton to Holmes Eureka Lbr. Co., Eureka, Calif. 1—70-ton to

1—60-ton to Buckley Logging Co., Buckley, Wash. 1—70-ton to

1—60-ton to Holmes Eureka Lbr. Co., Eureka, Calif. 1—80-ton to

1—70-ton to Buckley Losging Co., Buckley, Wash. 1—80-ton to

1—70-ton to P. S. Saw Mills & Shingle Co., Concrete, Wash. 1—80-ton to

1—70-ton to McCoy Loggie Timber Co., Deming, Wash. 1—80-ton to

1—70-ton to Snow Creek Logging Co., Blyn, Wash. 1—80-ton to

1—70-ton to Preston Mill Co., Preston, Wash. 1—80-ton to

i—70-ton to Victora Lumber & Mfg. Co., Chemainus, B.C. 1—80-ton to

1—70-ton to Rat Portage Lbr. Co., Vancouver, B.C. 1—80-ton to

1—70-ton to San Joaquin & Eastern Ry., Auberry, Cal. 1—80-ton to

1—70-ton to Humbird Lbr. Co., Sand Point, Idaho. 1—80-ton to

1—70-ton to San Joaquin & Eastern R. R., Auberry, Calif. 1—80-ton to

1—70-ton to San Joaquin & Eastern R. R., Auberry, Calif. 1—85-ton to

1—85-ton to Parker Bell Lumber Co., Pilchuck

\m

Mutual Lumber Co., Bucoda, Wash.
White Star Lumber Co., Whites, Wash.
Deer Park Lumber Co., Deer Park, Wash.
Webb Logging & Lbr. Co., Duckabush, Wash.
Samish Bay Logging Co., Blanchard, Wash.
Pacific Lumber Co., Scotia, Calif.

Simpson Logging Co., Shelton, Wash.
Simpson Logging Co., Shelton, Wash.
Clemons Logging Co., Montesano, Wash.
Chinn Timber Co., Maple Falls, Wa-sh.
Clemons Logging Co., Melbourne, Wash.
A. F. Coats Logging Co., Tillamook, Ore.

Discovery Bay Loggng Co., Seattle, Wash.
The Whitney Company, Portland, Ore.

Pacific States Lumber Co., Tacoma, Wash
, Wash.

JUST SOLD AN 80-TON TO NICOLA PINE MILLS, LTD., MERRITT, B. C.

CLIMAX LOCOMOTIVE CO.
PACIFIC COAST BRANCH OF CLIMAX MFG. CO., CORRY, PA.

623 Western Ave., SEATTLE, WASH. Phone Elliott 4876 D. M. MILLER, Manager

Vancouver Machinery Depot, Ltd., Vancouver, B. C. F. B. Mallory Company, Portland, Ore.

E. S. Sullivan Co., Can Francisco, Calif.

Circular Saws of Superior

Quality and Finish

for Every Purpose

Backed by Ninety-Four

Years Manufacturing

Experience and a

Guarantee of Absolute

Satisfaction

R. HOE & CO.
NEW YORK

AMERICA'S OLDEST SAW MANUFACTURERS
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Ceitnp Supplies

The CLARKE and STUART Company, Limited

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

STATIONERS : PRINTERS : BOOKBINDERS
MAIL ORDERS GIVEN SPECIAL ATTENTION

550 SEYMOUR STREET. PHONE: SEYMOUR 3 VANCOUVER, B. C.

Established 1904

Dimond Special

STEEL
FOR

Logging Camps
and Saw Mills

We can furnish testimonials from leading

lumber firms who have adopted the use of

our steel exclusively.

Neumeyer & Dimond
82 Beaver Street NEW YORK

Box Printing and Stencil

Inks and Rollers

INKS IN ALL COLORS
AND PERMANENT

ROLLERS
"Hercules" Brand

are Unequalled

THIS PUBLICATION PRINTED
WITH OUR INKS

THE

Columbia Printing Ink

and Roller Company
Manufacturers

1063 Hamilton St. Vancouver, B.C.

Brass and Aluminum
Trade Checks

Steel Log Stamps, Stencils

Automatic Counters for

Counting Logs

Get Quotations from

W. W. Wilcox Manufacturing Co.
564-572 W. Randolph St. Est. 1872. CMcagro

Complete Catalogue Sent on Application

The Pink" LoggingTools& Handles
MADE IN CANADA

Headquarters for British Empire for all Lumbering Tools. In every lum-
ber camp in Canada you'll find Pink's Famous Lumbering Tools. They are
the favorites there and have won the esteem of all woodsmen through
their superior merit. They are world-renowned and are extensively used
in Australia, New Zealand and other countries where the lumbering indus-
try thrives.

EXPORTERS TO EUROPE
We export the same good quality of lumbering tools that have made
Pink's Tools a by-word in the matter of good tools in all Canadian lumber
camps. Enquiries cordially solicited.

Thomas Pink Company, Limited
PEMBROKE, ONT., CANADA
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HeavyDutyCarriages

No. 40 HEAVY DUTY STEEL SAW CARRIAGE
40-IN. OPENING

No machine in the mill has to stand

such abuse as the carriage, and no

carriage is better able to stand such

abuse as the "LONG."

Log seats and knees of heavy cast

steel.

Heavy steel wearing strips, renew-

able and reversible.

Steel wheels, steel quadrants, extra

heavy set works, improved dogs.

Ask for Catalogue 100

The E. Long Manufacturing Co., Limited

OriUia

Germans, Limited

Calgary & Edmonton

Canada
A. R. Williams Machinery Co. Ltd., Vancouver

A. R. Williams Machinery Co. of Winnipeg Ltd.
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WHY THERE ARE 255 WATEROUS
BAND MILLS, ETC.

Much of the clear-cut, business-like appearance of the Bandmill is due to the graceful yet massive design
of the columns supporting the upper wneel. They are firmly fastened together at the lower end by heavy
bolts and further braced by a through going steel shaft of large diameter. Located centrally on the bed,
their wide bearing on the same, and the strength of their construction eliminates vibration and ensures
steadiness and rigidity in the whole mill, even when doing the heaviest work. The raising and lowering

screws, the tension device, and the tilting mech-

No. 2

Columns

anism are all enclosed within the lower half of
the columns, where they are kept quite free from
clogging by sawdust, and in the best of condi-

tion. Both columns are recessed on their for-

ward faces and the heavy posts which support
the upper mandrel bearing works in special bab-

bitted housings placed above and below the re-

cesses. This method of carrying the upper man-
drel is not only more rigid than the old

construction, where the mandrel was
carried above the top of the columns
and posts, but allows for a wider range
of adjustment between upper and lower
wheels, as the posts are held equally

rigid at any height.
The upper mandrel bearings are ex-

tra long, babbitted with the finest

babbitt, are water cooled and self

oiling, and are provided with an ar-

rangement for cross lining. The ver-

tical posts which support them are

raised and lowered simultaneously by
means of vertical jack screws oper-

ated inside the columns. These work
within brass nuts fastened into the

lower end of each post, and are in turn

supported on a short knife edged steel

shaft provided with a roller-bearing

collar. Upon this collar the bottom
of the screw turns freely, without

affecting the position of the knife's

edge. The edge rests upon a small

rocker shaft carried on the end of the

tension device arm. A spur gear is

fastened to the shaft of each sci-ew

which is engaged b}^ a pinion on a

vertical shaft held within the column.

This is driven by a set of mitre gears

operated by hand wheels placed one
in front and one at the back of the

mill, so that if desired as many as four
men may work on the cranks when
the saws are being changed. The
crank handle on the hand wheel at

the front of the mill is detachable,

])crmitting wide saws to be drawn
straight u]) through the bed without
interference.

MOLSON'S BANK BUILDING, VANCOUVER, B, C. WINNIPEG, MAN.
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UNION

fWTli BUT! , ,Look
MADE for

!ir-» This
T nhpl

Like a Tin Roof

These TWIN BUTE OVERALLS and SHIRTS
for loggers and lumbermen shed water like a

tin roof. They are well and strongly made of

high quality materials and stand the test of

hard work.

Ask for TWIN BUTE Work
Clothes at almost any place

where good clothing is sold.

Jas. Thomson & Sons, Ltd.

Manufacturers of Good Clothes for Loggers.

VANCOUVER, B. C.

Prepare for

the Springtime

demand for

LAMATCOm

Send for Samples

and Literature

—

Cash in on the "remodell-

ing" fad that is spreading

rapidly. Often you can

make a sale with Lamatco
where the Customer has de-

cided to "just paint the old

rooms up." It is not diffi-

cult to point out how easily

this Universal Wallboard can

be permanently applied and
finished in the Natural Grain
in an exact reproduction of

the expensive Walnut, Ma-
hogany, Oak, Maple, etc.

Have us tell you about sizes,

thickness, grades, and finish-

ing.

amatco
bPLY COTTOMWOOD VEMEER PAMELS)

"THE UNIVERSAL WALLBOARD"
Laminated Materials Co., Ltd. New Westminster, B. C.

Cost Per Foot of Rope or

COST PER 1000 FT. OF LOGS?
TRY IT OUT WITH

CRADOCK'S DOUBLE SALMON STRAND
LOGGING ROPES

Geo. Cradock & Co., (B.C.) Ltd.
GEO. S. FETTAFIECE, MtANAGING DIBECTOR PHONE: SEY. 1456

175 CORDOVA ST. W. VANCOUVER, B. C.

Branches

—

PORTLAND, ORE.
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

CHICAGO, ILL.

Duncan Lumber Co., Ltd.
Manufacturers and Wholesalers

VANCOUVER - BRITISH COLUMBIA
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HEAPS
AND SONS, LTD.

SHINGLES
Metropolitan Bldg. VANCOUVER, B. C.

LET US ESTIMATE ON YOUR

Dry Kiln Equipment
"A Guaranteed Job at the Lowest Possible Cost"

Our latest design Turntable for handling Lumber and Shingles can

be adjusted to any angle.

Walsh Construction Co. Ltd.

GRANVILLE ISAND, VANCOUVER, B. C.

lu.

pM s:
The Superlative in RUBBER

TRANSMISSION BELTING

SUCTION AND DISCHARGE FOR WATER,
O S 6 STEAM, AIR, FIRE PROTECTION, ETC.H

Packing

Valves

"REDSTONE" & CLOTH INSERTION
SHEET BLUVIC AND "SUN" SPIRAL

- GASKETS, SPRINGS

BAND SAW BANDS, ETC.

RUBBER GOODS FOR ALL MECHANICAL PURPOSES

GUTTA PERCHA & RUBBER, LTD.
564 YATES ST., VICTORIA 526 BEATTY ST., VANCOUVER

The Only Western Lumber Paper that Pubhshesa Sworn and Independent Audit of its Circulation
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NORWAY PINE WHITE PINE

WRITE YOUR NEXT ORDER FOR

SHEVLIN PINE

Shevlin-Clarke Company, Limited

LOG MAHK CE&ISTtRCP Fort Frances, Ontario

ENGELMANN

Daily Capacity

100,000 Feet

LUMBER

Stock 10,000,000 Feet

We manufacture both Eastern

and Western Standard up

to 12 inches wide and

20 feet long.

U. G. G
QUALITY

UNIFORM GRADES GUARANTEED

SPRUCE
(Air Dried)

Mountain Lumber
Manufacturers

or

Western Pine Grades

The Spruce Supply99

WHITE

Superior

Manufacture

LATH

Stock 2,000,000 pieces

Specialties

Shelving, Drop Siding,

Flooring and Ceiling

Resawn Boards

SAWMILLS LTD.
HUTTON, B. C. SERVICE
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STERLING
QUALITY

Made in Canada
AS DEMAND CONTINUES TO INCREASE

IT WILL NOT BENEFIT YOU--

unless your mill is equipped with the right

kind of Saws, Saw Tools and Machine
Knives.

Now, there is only ONE BEST brand to

buy : it bears the name

ATKINS
Specify your Saws, Saw Tools and Ma-
chine Knives by name. Say "Atkins."
Costs no more in the beginning and saves

you money in the long run.

Leading manufacturers of Saws, Saw Tools and
Machine Knives; also Atkins-Coleman Feed Rollers.

Use Aerolite and Ferrolite Wheels for your saw
gumming and knife grinding. Increase your belt

efficiency by using Cantol Belt Wax.

E. C. ATKINS & CO.
The Sterling Qualily Saw People

Branch House

Established 1857.

Canadian Factory

HAMILTON, ONT. VANCOUVER, B. C
Home Office and Factory

Indianapolis, U.S.A.
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MOUNTAIN
LUMBER

Careful Grading

Prompt Shipment

Perfect Manufacture

FIR, CEDARi
PINE

We are specially well

equipped to handle

Mixed Car Orders

EDGEWOOD LUMBER CO., LTD. CASTLEGAR, B.C.

Associated Timber Exporters

of British Columbia, Ltd.

SALES MEDIUM
for

EXPORT OUTPUT
of

LUMBER MILLS
of

BRITISH COLUMBIA

Principal Product

Douglas Fir
AND

Pacific Hemlock

Main Office

909 METROPOLITAN BUILDING

VANCOUVER, B.C. CANADA

BLOEDEL, STEWART & WELCH

CORPORATION, LIMITED

HEAD OFFICE
1501 STANDARD BANK BUILDING

VANCOUVER. B.C.

SEATTLE OFFICE

742 HENRY BUILDING

OPERATIONS

MYRTLE POINT. B. C.

UNION BAY. B. C.

BRITISH COLUMBIA TIMBER

LOGGERS OF

CEDAR FIR HEMLOCK

V. HYDE BAKER President. C. BURGESS, Sec.-Treas. C. D. McNAB, Manager.

Baker Lumber Companyy Limited
WALDO, B.C.

QUALITY

PINE — LARCH
Lumber, Lath, Mouldings— Quality Unexcelled

OUR SPECIALTY

High Grade Pine SERVICE
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WE HAVE AND WANT YOU TO KNOW WE HAVE

FAMOUS COWICHAN TIMBER
FROM THE FOREST HEART OF VANCOUVER ISLAND

FIR AND HEMLOCK LOGS—QUALITY IN EVERY FOOT

Phone Sey. 1545

JAMES LOGGING COMPANY, LIMITED
H. Q. JAMES, VtANAanna DZRECTOB

508 Bank of Nova Scotia BIdg., Vancouver, B.C.

CEDAR FIR SPRUCE PINE
Any of the above for immediate shipment in straight or assorted cars fro m extra dry stock. This is all good buying and properly manufactured.

^DAMS RIVER LUMBER COMPANY, LTD. CHASE, B. C.

Sure Service Prompt Shipment

Planing Mill

Modern Machinery
and

Drying: Facilities

Douglas Fir
Our Specialty—Mixed Cars Retail Trade

Modern Mill

Band Saw Equipment
throughout

Capacity 80,000, 9 hrs.

Eburne Sawmills Limited Marpole^ B. C.

Canadian Government
Merchant Marine Limited

Monthly Freight Service to

Australia and New Zealand

Regular Sailings to India, Japan and China

Limited Passenger Accommodation All Routes

For rates and information apply to

B. C. KEELEY, General Agent

C. N. R. Depot Vancouver, B. C.

WIRE ROPE

For LUMBERMEN, ENGINEERS and

CONTRACTORS
We have the Right Rope for every purpose'*

We solicit your enquiries. Write for our catalogue.

Stock carried in Montreal by J. H. HANSON CO. LTD., Agent

Canada Wire & Iron Goods Co., Hamilton
Stock carried in Edmonton and Calgary

N. F. Judah, McLeod Building, Edmonton, Agent
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WESTERN LUMBER
COAST AND MOUNTAIN

IMMEDIATE ATTENTION GIVEN ENQUIRIES FOR
STRAIGHT OR MIXED CARS

CANMORE STEAM COAL
PROMPT SHIPMENT

BIRNIE LUMBER & COAL COMPANY, LTD.
WHOLESALE CALGARY, CANADA

New Business
is the life of trade, but there is so much competition

now-a-days that it is harder than ever to get the new

business. Live, reHable, advance information regarding

Building and Engineering
contracts enables you to make a well-directed, efficient

effort for more sales. Such, information you get

through the use of MacLean Building Reports. You
can have on your desk every morning a batch of reliable,

timely reports of contracts that will result in a keener

sales force, more orders, and in cutting down sales

cost for you. Hundreds of well-known firms are

profiting by their use.

WRITE FOR FULL INFORMATION

MACLEAN BUILDING REPORTS Umited

325 Main Street

Winnipeg, Man.
106 Winch Bldg.
Vancouver, B. C.

Poles

Piling

Logs

Fir

Cedar

Hemlock

Cedar Telegraph Poles, Cedar Foundation

Piling, any Length

CapilanoTimber Co. Limited
Head Office at Booming Ground, Pemberton Avenue

and P.G.E. Tracks, North Vancouver, B.C.

Phone No. Van. 306 and 307

WHITE CEDAR FENCE POSTS
Spruce, Tamarack

Cedar Piling

We can furnish anything that you require in green cut,

live peeled. White Cedar Posts. We ship from the Rainy

River District of Ontario and Minnesota, with yards at

the following points:

RAINY RIVEFl fBEAUDETTE
SLEEMANS \ Ontario Minn. ] ROOSEVELT
PINEWOOD J I WILLIAMS

Cedar Posts,

Poles, Ties

Let us quote you delivered priceB—F.O.B, cars any railway station in Canada

T. M. PARTRIDGE LUMBER CO., LTD.
Sales Office: MINNEAPOLIS, MINN. Main Office: RAINY RIVER, ONT.
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Fir - - Western Hemlock

Flooring

Ceiling

Siding

Finish

Timbers up
to 90 feet

Besides operat-

ing a 100,000 feet

capacity we pos-

sess a modernly
equipped planing

mill and door fac-

tory, latter with
capacity of 200

doors per day.

Shiplap

Siding

Dimension

Boards

Robertson & Hackett Sawmills Ltd.
Est. 1888 Office and Mills, False Creek, Vancouver, B. C.

President: H. W. HUNTEB.

Treasurer: T. A. HUNTER.
Vice-President: F. Q. FOX

Secretary: C. K. HUNTES.

Campbell River Lumber Co.
Z.miTED

White Rock, B. C.

Capacity of Sawmill, 150,000 feet per day.

Capacity of Shingle Mill, 200,000 Shingles per day.

"Our Manufacture is handled by experts and a trial order will con-

vince you that we deliver LUMBER OF THE BETTER KIND."

MIXED CARS OF COAST LUMBER OUR
PROMINENT SPECIALTY

Sales Office:

706 McArthur Bldg., Winnipeg
B. J. CBAWFOBS, Manager.

Red Cedar
Shingles

and

Bevel
Siding

QUICK SHIPMENTS

Westminster Mill
Company

NEW WESTMINSTER, B. C.

SIDNEY MILLS, LIMITED, SIDNEY, B.C.

Manufacturers and Shippers of FIR, SPRUCE, CEDAR AND HEMLOCK LUMBER
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If in the market for Spruce, do not forget that

Golden Spruce
stands out supreme among Mountain Woods.

We are still manufacturing upon the basis of the old Mountain Grading

Rules and maintaining our REPUTATION for GRADES and SER-

VICE.

We also manufacture FIR and CEDAR. The quality of our FIR

DIMENSION is well known. We have a considerable quantity of one

inch

NO. 1 COMMON CEDAR
This we can strongly recommend, as it is a SMALL-KNOTTED type and

makes excellent Boards and Shiplap. It also has the added advantage

of being CHEAPER than other woods, and we confidently believe a trial

car will make you a permanent user.

No. 1 Spruce, Fir and Cedar Lath

All our stock is run through planing mill at time of shipment, so always

reaches you bright, clean and newly milled.

Send your Enquiries to

Columbia River Lumber Co., Ltd. Golden, B.C.
Affiliated with and Represented Jointly by Salesmen of

Canadian Western Lumber Co., Ltd., Fraser Mills, B.C.

Eastern Sales Office—TORONTO—L. D. Barclay, and E. C. Parsons

MANITOBA
Hugh Cameron and D. T. McDowall

SASKATCHEWAN
Chas. R. Skene
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Crow's Nest Pass Lumber Company
Manufacturers of

LIMITED

Soft Pine Finish and Shelving, Mountain Fir and Larch,

Dimension and Timbers, Ceiling, Siding, Floorings,

Moulding, Lath and Piling

Saw Mill, Planing Mill and Head Office at WARDNER, B.C.

CLIFFORD M. PENNOCK, Vice-President and Manager, WARDNER, B. C.

Genoa Ba^ IL^iMb^
Head Office: Moody Block, Victoria, B. C. Mills at: Genoa Bay, B. C.

Manufacturers of

British Columbia Lumber
Kiln Dried Flooring, Ceiling and Finish

OUR SPECIALTY: FIR CROSS ARMS

We have at present 9 million feet of mixed yard stock, in good condition, ready to ship. WIRE AT OUR EXPENSE

ABBOTSFORD LUMBER, MINING & DEVELOPMENT CO.
President, J. O. Trethewey. Vice-Pres., S. D. Trethewey. Secy, and Sales Manager, J. A. McGowan. LIMITED

MANUFACTURERS OF DOUGLAS FIR,

HEMLOCK AND CEDAR LUMBER
Timber, Dimension, Flooring, CeiHng, Siding, Inside and Exterior Finish, Mouldings,

Lath and Cedar Shingles. Grades Unexcelled.

Mills at Abbotsford, B. C. Prairie Representatives: Cuddy-Nelson Lumber Co., Calgary, Saskatoon and Winnipeg.

Specialty: Timbers and Heavy Dimension. Prompt Shipments.

COMPANY z z LiMHiFii©

WITH WHICH IS INCORPORATED JAS. F. MORRIS CO.

Our representative will gladly call at any time to

give you samples and prices on any or all of your
printing work.

We specialize in printing

for the Lumber and

Shingle Trades.

ifi

SEYMOUR

426 Homer Street Vancouver, B. C. ASK FOR SERVICE DEPT.
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Ihe Kat rortage Lumber to., Limited, Vancouver
Manufacturers of

nOIini AS FIR SPRITPF ANn HFMl nPK'
WE SPECIALIZE IN 1/4

SCANT SIZED DIMEN- FLOORING, CEILING, SIDING, INTERIOR AND EXTERIOR
FINISH OF ALL KINDS INCLUDING MOULDINGS

SION, ALSO DIMEN-

SION AND BOARDS IN Rough Kiln Dried and Green Clear Fir in All Sizes

THE ROUGH. Boards, Shiplap and Dimension

ROUGH TIMBERS UP TO 90 FEET LONG

Non-freezings non-souring milk

You can have fresh milk in camp—without any freezing, souring or

spoiling troubles—by using Canadian Milk Products Powdered Milk.

It comes to you in convenient sized drums and remains fresh and pure

for months.

It neither loses its original flavor nor is any ingredient added to

change its taste. It is simply pure cow's milk—either whole or skimmed,

as you may order— with the water withdrawn. You simply put the

water back and you have fresh milk.

\ MILKSTOCK—Order from
'\ yourjobber or directfrom us.

TRUMILK—Order direct

nutlet i

/'''"»"«•

TRUMILK
Powdered whole
milk — in 45
and 90 lb.drums.
Order direct
from UBt

KLIM
(Hotel size)

Powdered skimmed
milk—in 10 lb. cans.

Order from your
jobber.

MILKSTOCK
Powdered skimmed
milk — in 50 and 100
lb. drums. Order from
your jobber or direct

from us.

Vi-TmjHlLKi

Samples and literature gladly sent on request.

CANADIAN MILK PRODUCTS LIMITED
347 ADELAIDE ST. W., TORONTO, ONT.

319 Craig Street, W. 428 Main Street

Montreal, Que. Winnipeg, Man.

British Columbia Distributors: Kirkland & Rose, 130 Water Street, Vancouver

Maple Ridge Lumber Co., Ltd.

FIR TIMBERS
OUR SPECIALTY

Quick Cutting Orders
C.'P.R. Main Line

Maple Ridge Lumber Co.
PORT HANEY, B.C. "mited

McLaren Lumber Company
BLAIRMORE, Alta.

Manufacturers of superior grades of

Spruce Lumber

Dealers in all kinds of Mining Timbers,

Corral and Fence Poles, etc.

Our Specialty : QUALITY and SERVICE"
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CANADA PERMANENT
PROTECTION AND SERVICE

Dominion-wide
Organization

Sixty-Seven Years'
Successful Experience

CANADA PERMANENT MORTGAGE
CORPORATION

Paid Up Capital and Reserves $14,250,000

ESTABLISHED 1855

HEAD OFFICE: TORONTO
Under the same Directorate and Management

THE CANADA PERMANENT TRUST
COMPANY

Paid Up Capital and Reserve $1,140,000

ESTABLISHED 1914

Our experience and organizjition, with our reliability and strength, ensure
safety and efficiency in the administration or management of Estates

or Investments.

Specialists in all branches of Trust Company Service. Enquiries

Solicited.

B. C. BRANCH
GEO. X. I^EGATE, Manager C. H. WABBUN, Estates Manager

CANADA PERMANENT BUILDING
432 RICHARDS ST. VANCOUVER

SAFETY DEPOSIT BOXES FOR RENT

3/ It Will PayYou

TO CARRY

Timberland

S4S Dimension
AND

Yard Timbers

The Best in the West

THE

Timberland Lumber Co.
NEW WESTMINSTER, B. C.

Mill or Camp- one "Ul Husky
is needed

99

"Li'l Husky"
The "One Man Gasoline Saw"

STRIPPED of all unnecessary weight
strengthened where strain is likely

to come bolted and reinforced

against vibration balanced on its

own base so that when you "line it up'

on a log—IT'S THERE! There are a

thousand and one jobs about Mill or Camp
where "Li'l Husky" will perform with pre-

cision and economy. This light weight
"ten-men power" gasoline saw possesses

more than convenience in transportation

it has speed power and durability.

Write for Booklet

Dominion Drag Saw Co., 104 Main St.

VANCOUVER, B.C.

anyway-

WEIGHS ONLY
1 5 0 POUNDS

One man can
carry it easily
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MEMBER MILLS
Alberta Iiiiiuber Co., Iitd.

Dominion Creosotlng & Lbr. Ltd.

Bobertson & Hackett Sawmills
X.td.

SSOCIATED/
MILLS
LIMITED

MEMBER MILLS
Ebnme Sawmills Zitd.

Iiadner Ziumber Iitd.

Timberland Lnmber Co., Zitd.

DOUGLAS FIR WESTERN HEMLOCK

YOU HAVE THE COMBINED SERVICE OF
SIX COAST MILLS BEHIND YOUR RE-
QUIREMENTS FOR B. C. LUMBER. THAT
MEANS SOMETHING TO YOU AT THIS
TIME, WHEN BROKEN STOCKS ARE IN
EVIDENCE.

Associ^d:ed /\ills
Limited

Vancouver BRITISH COLUMBIA

REPRESENTATIVES

:

Roy R. Pointer, Edmonton, Alta.

McFarland Lumber Co., Calgary, Alta.

McFarland Lumber Co., Winnipeg, Man.
A. C. Raymond, Saskatoon, Sask.

THURSTON-FLAVELLE LIMITED
Office and Mills Port Moody, B.C.

Our Specialty

RED CEDAR
CLEAR "A"

BEVEL SIDING

EXTRA XXX
SHINGLES

FOR PART CAR SHIPMENTS STOCKS OF SIDING CARRIED AT:—

Winnipeg, c/o The Empire Sash & Door Company, Ltd.

Saskatoon, c/o Security Lumber Company, Limited.

Edmonton, c/o The Atlas Lumber Company, Limited.

Calgary, c/o Revelstoke Sawmill Company, Limited.

Swift Current, c/o Revelstoke Sawmill Company, Limited.

Regina, c/o Security Lumber Company, Limited.

Moose Jaw, c/o Security Lumber Company, Limited.

Dauphin, Man., c/o J. J. Crowe Co., Limited.

Prairie Representative, J. 0. THORPE, King George Hotel, Saskatoon, Sask.
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An independent and unbiased lumber journal which has fearlessly served

the WHOLE industry for twenty years as the recognized pioneer authority

1903 btern lum an
1923

DOUBLE THE PAID CIRCULATION OF ANY
OTHER LUMBER PAPER IN WESTERN CANADA

Volume XX. 106 Winch Building, Vancouver, B.C. Number 3

Subscription Price: $2 per year in advance;

United States and foreign countries, $2.50 per

year. Single copies, 20c.

Address all communications, and make
cheoLues, drafts, P.O. and express orders pay-

able to the Western Iitimberman.

Advertisements, to insure insertion in the

issue of any month, should reach the office of

publication not later than the 22nd of the

month precedinET.

Representative in Eastern Canada—B.

Smith, 208 King- St. West, Toronto.

Ii. Winnipeg—T. S.

Building-.

McG-irr, 302 Travellers Chicago—14 W. Washington St.

New York—296 Broadway, Phone Worth 248.

Uniform in Quality
DOUGLAS FIR

SPRUCE

HEMLOCK
CEDAR

Our Modern Electric Mill is Situated in

the Heart of the "Green Timber," one of

the Finest Stands in British Columbia.

WRITE US YOUR ENQUIRIES

Telegrams: NEW WESTMINSTER. B.C.

KING-FARRIS LUMBER CO., LTD.
Mill : KINGS, B. C. OfTice : NEWTON, B. C.

Prairie Representative:

J. O. Thorpe, Fort Garry Hotel, WINNIPEG
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The BRITISH COLUMBIA MILLS TIMBER & TRADING CO.

LATH

PICKETS

MOULDINGS

SHINGLES

SPARS AND

LONG TIMBERS

Furnished on Short

Notice

OUR GRADE AND MANUFACTURE UNSURPASSED
Exclusive Sales Agents for Manitoba, Saskatchewan and Alberta:

H. S. GALBRAITH COMPANY, LIMITED

706 ELECTRIC RAILWAY CHAMBERS

(ESTABLISHED 1865)

Rough and Dressed

FIR

CEDAR

SPRUCE

HEMLOCK

LUMBER
Fir Finish a Specialty

1

I
WINNIPEG, MAN.

Our Air Dried Western Pine

and Larch Has No Superior

Among Mountain Woods

Our facilities for manufacturing, coupled with care in grading,

assures our customers the utmost satisfaction. We carry com-

plete stocks of DIMENSION, SIDING, CEILING and FINISH,

and can make immediate shipment in straight or mixed cars.

THE OTIS STAPLES LUMBER CO., LTD.
WYCLIFFE, B. C.

Sales Agents: McDONALD LUMBER CO., UNION BANK BLDG., WINNIPEG
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Argentine Must Get Soft Woods I Will British

Columbia Supply ?
B. T. Webb, Canadian Trade Commissioner at Buenos Aires,

Argentine, in a recent report to the Department of Trade and
Commerce, Ottawa, on the timber requirements of the South
American repubhc, says that it is one of the largest importers

of wood and wood products in the world. Mr. Webb adds
that this is due to the fact that the centres of population are far

removed from native sources of supply and the means of com-
munication between the forests and the cities are still undevel-
oped

;
practically all lumber required for construction and general

purposes has therefore to be imported from abroad. The total

value of the imports, as classified in the government statistics,

under the headmg of "Wood and Wood Products," amounted
during the five years 1910-14, to an annual average of seventeen
millions of Argentine gold pesos, this being the "official value"

;

the real commercial value would be about 15 per cent higher.

The Argentine gold peso, which is the unit of currency used
in government statistics governing imports, is approximately
equal to the Canadian dollar in value, the actual mine par value
being 96.52 cents.

War Kills Imports

With the outbreak of the war, the imports of lumber and
lumber products fell off considerably, and in the year 1915 less

than seven million dollars' worth was brought into the country.
This falling off may be attributed in part to war conditions, but
was also due to a certain extent to the collapse of the building
boom which was at its height in 1913 and had entirely exhausted
itself by the end of the following year. The imports for the
year 1916 were practically the same as for the yeaT 1915, but
1917 registered a further fall, less than four and a half million
dollars' worth being imported during that year. During the year
1918, however, the tide turned and, as statistics show, there has
been a regular increase since, the imports for the year 1920
approximating ten million pesos in value. It will therefore be
seen that while the volume of imports has steadily increased
during recent years, it is still considerably below the pre-war

annual average. As the population tends to increase steadily

(even if slowly at the present time), and as building operations

have been considerably curtailed during the past eight years, and

further, as there has been no recent development of native

sources of supply, it is reasonable to assume that the imports of

wood and wood products will continue to increase until such

time as they equal, or surpass, the annual pre-war average.

No Soft Wood Available

With the exception of poplar, willow, and cedar, nearly all

the Argentine timbers are hardwoods with specific gravities

greater than that of water. While it is true that poplar and
willow are easily accessible, growing as they do in the delta of

the river Plate, these woods are not of much value for general

purposes, their principle uses being as firewood and for the

making of box shocks. Cedar of good quality for general pur-

poses and particularly for the making of furniture, shop fittings,

etc., is grown in Tucuman and other provinces, and also in the

neighboring republic of Paraguay; very little is imported, most
of the few thousand dollars' worth which comes in annually from
foreign sources being supplied by Paraguay. So far as the native

hardwoods are concerned, these are of numerous varieties, many
of them having beautiful grains and being capable of taking high

polishes. For this reason they are sometimes used for making
high-class furniture, but even for this purpose they are not ex-

tensively em]jloyed, it being found to be more economical and
generally satisfactory to make such furniture from imported
veneers on bodies of oak or cedar ( as the case may be. The
principal use of South American hardwoods is for railway sleep-

ers and fencing posts, Qviebracho being most widely used for

these purposes.

From the above description of the varieties and the uses of

local woods, it will be seen that the republic is entirely dependent
on foreign sources for its supply of softwoods such as pine and
fir timbers for building and general construction work. As a

matter of fact, an analysis of the customs results shows that this

class of lumber is imported to a very large extent.

Empire Forestry Conference Soon !

Important Gathering of Forest Administrators to Be Held in Ottawa.

Experience during the war demonstrated that some parts

of the Empire, especially the British Isles, were in rather a

vulnerable situation as regards their timber supply, whereas
others were either well supplied or had timber to spare. More-
over, there was a lamentable lack of sufficient information avail-

able regarding the location and extent of the forest resources
within the Empire. For example, when the great demand for

aeroplane material developed it was not known in England that

the greatest supply and the best quality of Sitka spruce in the

world was to be found in Canada, and orders for this wood were
for some time placed exclusively in the United States. It there-

fore became necessary to take some action to make possible the

collection and correlation of this information in order that the

Empire might be placed on a self-sustaining basis, and at the

same time to increase the trade in forest products between
countries composing the Empire.

It was also evident that there was a very wide variation in

the forest policies. Manifestly variations are to be expected
within a commonwealth of nations where conditions vary so

greatly as they do within the British Empire. It was strongly

felt, however, that something should be done to ascertain and
remove some of the more obvious faults in policy, and so far as

possible to secure standardization.

To serve these two purposes the Empire Forestry Confer-

ence was called in 1920, in the United Kingdom, and was attended

by men interested in forest administration from all parts of the

Empire. There was a complete review of the forest policies and

administrative methods throughougt the Empire, and an excellent

beginning made in the compilation of statements regarding Em-

pire forest resources.

The second conference of this kind is being called in Canada,

and will take place during the coming summer. The United
Kingdom, the various Dominions, and the Crown colonies, will

be well represented by officers connected with the governmental
forest services. They will also .send delegates who are particu-

larly intere.sted in timber trade matters. The official meetings

of the conference will take place in Ottawa, but arrangements
are under way whereby tours will be made to enable the delegates

to view forest conditions and forest industries in various parts

of the Dominion. The conference will offer an excellent o])por-

tunity to the forest industries of Canada to do much towards

removing some of the prejudices which exist in other parts of

the Empire regarding some classes of Canadian timber.

Coming as it does so closely 'after the great forest fires in

northern Ontario and British Columbia, and in other parts of the

Dominion, the time is most oi)p()rtune for holding a conference

of this kind, so that public o])ini()n may be thoroughly arouse as

to the necessity of making further efforts in the direction of

forest conservation.

While Australia, India and some other parts of the Empire
produce most valuable hardwoods, it is recognized that Canada is

the greatest source of supply for coniferous or softwood timbers

such as pine, spruce and fir, and since it is softwood timber which
is required for paper, and for by far the greater amount of

construction where wood is used, Canada may hope to extend

very greatly her trade in forest products when the nature and
extent of her resources and manufacturing facilities are known
and appreciated throughout the Empire.
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The Penalty of Truth

lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll
II

/^i^HE publisher often suffers when he is honest enough
|j

Ml to tell his actual circulation figures.
||

He suffers because he finds his competitors quoting

figures unsupported by the facts.

The careful advertiser wants circulation figures that can be

absolutely relied upon for accuracy.

The "Western Lumberman" is the only Western lumber paper

that does not fear to state the truth.

Anyone who wishes can see our circulation figures as verified

by an independent auditor.

The "Western Lumberman" has nothing to hide and is proud

to show you all you desire to see.

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^

Demand the True Facts

"Western Lumberman" is a member of the Audit Bureau of Circulations, an Association of advertisers, agencies and publishers who gladly
supply circulation information on request.
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The Blacksmith's Tools in Gamp and Mill
Mounting the Anvil—Three Cutting Tools—Flatters and Set Hammers—Fullers and Swages—Punches

and Tongs—What They are Made of—How They Are Tempered and How Kept in Condition.

(Continued From January.)

Shou/cfen,

Drop,

Tah/e-.
'

The pritchel, or prickle, hole
is used when making holes
in iron or steel. The stock
is held on the flat of the
anvil and the punch driven
till it is about two-thirds

through.

Nee/ Then the stock is reversed

and held over the pritchel

hole and the punch driven

through from the face thus

made uppermost.

PARTS COMPRISING A COMMON ANVIL

TOOLS USED FOR MAKING ROUNDED GROOVES
A Shows the top and bottom fuller, the latter fitting into the

hardie hole. B shows another view of these tools. The top fuller

is sometimes used alone for making scarfs for welds, for forming
grooves, smoothing fillets and forming shoulders on only one side

of the forging.

This tool is heated before
use and not cooled. When
bright red the jaws are
closed upon the piece to be
held and are forged so that

they will hold it tight.

SWAGE PUNCH
The swage rounds up work or forges round shapes to a smaller

size of correct semicircular cross-section. After a rod is welded the
swages are used to smooth the weld. Punches are made of octagonal
or round steel, tapered toward the working end, but slightly flared
or relieved at the point.

illustration the black-

is not forging the

In the

smith

stock but the tongs by which
the material to be forged is

being held.

HOLLOW-BIT TONGS ARE SHAPED TO STOCK

SPECIAL TONGS MUST BE USED FOR LINKS

These tongs are carefully fitted to the link that is to be welded.
They are not used to hold the link in the fire because they would
get too hot. When the broken link is at the right heat it is seized

by the tongs and rapidly hammered into a continuous ring.

BOX TONGS FOR FLAT OR ROUND MATERIAL
The tongs have a wide mouth which makes it possible for them

to grasp a large piece of metal without causing the handles to

diverge too widely. IContiniu'd Overlcai')
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BLACKSMITH'S TOOLS IN CAMP AND MILL
(Continued From Preceding Page.)

ATTACHING THE ANVIL TO THE WOOD BLOCK

Primitive as is the wood block, nothing better has been found.

The spring that the wood gives is a desirable quality, as it imparts

a certain liveliness to the anvil.

HOLDING SQUARE STOCK IN TONGS

Stock should be held not at a few points but throughout the

entire length of the jaws of the tongs. Note how carefully the forge

man has shaped the jaws. A link slipped over the handles will keep
a grip on the stock, and all the blacksmith will have to do will be

to move the stock to suit his hammer.

FORGING THE HANDLES FOR READY HOLDING
Sometimes when the tong jaws are not properly offset the

handles are so far apart near the ends that no human hand could

grasp them. In that event the handles must be bent so as to correct

that failing. The illustration shows this being done.

HARDIE SET IN ANVIL CUTS LIGHT IRON .

The blow of the hammer is made near, not over, the hardie.
Note also that a hammer, not a sledge, is used. Cuts are made all

around the stock, which is finally broken off in the manner shown
in B.

PREPARING BOLT FOR WELDING TO NUT
The hollow-bit tongs here shown do not grasp the stock for the

full length of the jaw. After the bolt is heated the end is

rounded up.

Warning to Advertisers
It has come to the notice of the WESTERN LUMBER-

MAN that an unauthorized person, or persons, are approaching
Vancouver Island lumber firms claiming to represent this publi-

cation. Our representatives have ample credentials and the

public is asked to establish identity of anyone claiming to

represent this journal.

Answer By Asking

Every time a deputation asks the government to do some-

thing the government should ask the deputation to show where

the money is coming from. It might not be a bad idea to have

the deputation bring the money along with it.—Manitoba Free

Press.
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PROVINCE CAN BAR ASIATICS FROM TIMBER LEASES
Province of British Columbia IVins Privy Council Fight ami Is Now Justified in Inscrtiny Restrictive Clauses.

British Columliia legislalion, prohibiting the employment of

lapancse and Chinese on crown projierty by timber hcensees, has

i)een upheld by the judical committee of the Privy Council. About
fifty timber firms are affected who two years ago were employ-

ing "lOOO Orientals.

The decision of the highest judicial tribunal of the British

Empire, rendered at London, is to the effect that the Provincial

Legislature is competent to legislate on matters relating to the

employment of Orientals on its own property.

It was the appeal of Brooks, Bidlake and Whittall Limited

from judgment of the Supreme Court of Canada in favor of the

British Columbia overnment.

The litigalion related to an order of Mr. Justice Murphy
restraining the minister of lands cancelling timber leases and
contracts on which Japanese were employed. The Court of

Appeal had previously decided an order-in-council, directed to

the same purpose, was invalid because conflicting with Japanese
treaty rights.

Held It Infringed Treaty Rights

The minister's ultimatum then followed in an attempt to

bring the dispute to a head. Following the Court of Appeal
judgement, Mr. Justice Murphy granted the injunction without

argument. With the consent of the respective counsel an appeal

was taken direct to the Supreme Court of Canada.

There, on the constitutional and treaty rights phase, the

provincial authorities lost ; but on another point, which had not

been considered in the court below, the company proved un-

successful. The Supreme Court decided that the company liad

entered into a contract with the government, the contract con-

taining a provision relating to the non-employment of Japanese,

and that the company could not afterwards accept a portion of

the contract and repudiate a portion.

Although the Supreme Court of Canada expressed the

opinion the prohibitory measure conflicted with the Japanese

treaty the judicial committee of the Privy Council, on the other

hand did not decide that issue. Their lordships took the position

that Brooks, Bidlake and Whittall Limited, representing the

logging companies of the province for the purpose of a test case,

had broken their contract with the Provincial Government, inas-

much as Chinese were employed.

In any event the Chinese not being protected by a treaty,

according to' their lordships' view, the contract was therefore

broken, the licensee was not entitled to a renewal of its license,

and, consequently, there was no necessity to decide the Japanese
Treaty Act issue.

On behalf of the appellants. Sir Malcolm Mcnaughton,
K.C., argued the Dominion had exclusive authority concerning

privileges or disabilities of Orientals in the provinces and that

the prohibition of their employment, in connection with British

Columbia licenses, was intended to deprive the Orientals of their

ordinary rights as inhabitants by ]ireyenting them earning a

livelihood in British Columbia. It was also contended the

legislation contravened the Japanese treaty. The lands, l)eing

owned by the crown, were in a different position to privately

owned property, it was argued.

Points at Issue Are Set Out

The judgment dismissing the appeal states the points raised

were

:

"First—Was the stipulation against emi)loying Chinese or

Japanese in connection with provincial timber licenses valid, or

was it wholly or partlyq void, as conflicting with the British

North America Act or the Japanese Treaty Act?

"Second—If the sti])ulation was void were the a])pellants

entitled to a renewal of their licenses from the British Columbia
Government ?"

Their lordships dealing first with the contention that the

stipulation is void, as conflicting with the British Nort America
Act, state that they are unable to agree with the contention that

the act reserves to the Dominion Parliament the exclusive right

to legislate on the subject of naturalization and aliens, or that the

Provincial Legislature is not competent to impose regulations

restricting the emi)loyment of Chinese or Japanese, on crown
property held in the right of the province.

"An Important Victory"

The province of British Columbia has won a great

fight to preserve the Crown forests against the in-

roads of the Japanese people. The Privy Council

—

the highest court in the Empire—has upheld the right of

the province to place a clause in its timber leases pro-

viding that Orientals cannot be employed on the premises.

Since 1903 the clause has been in existence. It was
successfully attacked by Sir Hibbert Tupper, K.C., act-

ing on behalf of the Canadian Japanese, in a test case

brought after the close of the reat War when the Japanese
refused to vacate the forests.

Following the discovery that the clause was not en-

forceable in the courts (being based on a resolution of

the Legislature of 1903) the Oliver overnment, on the

advise of Attorney-eneral Farris, enacted the clause in a

formal act. On the understanding that it would not be

enforced until the Privy Council had upheld it, it was not

disallowed by Ottawa.

In the Provincial courts, where Sir Hibbert Tupper.
K.C., and Mr. C. Wilson, K.C., argued the cause for the

Japanese, the province met with non-success. At Ottawa,
where Hon. Mr. Farris argued against Sir Hibbert and
Mr. Wilson, the province succeeded in winning the

Brooks-Bidlake case, where it turned on a technical jwint

in the lease, but the province lo.st on the main constitu-

tional lease. Btit on an appeal to the Privy Council in

the Brooks-Bidlake case, the whole broad question was
gone into, w^ith the result that the province has been

upheld on the constitutional point.

This decision means the salvation of the forest in-

dustry for the white races. Since the tide of Japanese
invasion turned from the fisheries to the forest a few
years ago, the Japanese had made heavy inroads in'o the

logging and shingle camps.—Vancouver World.

May Control Its Own Property

Sectioin 91 of the act reserves to the Dominion Parliament

a general right to legislate on the rights and disabilities of aliens

and naturalized ])ersons, but the Dominion is not empowered \)\

that section to regulate the management of the public ])r()perty of

the province or to determine whether a guarantee or license of

that property shall or shall not be permitted to employ ])ersons

of a particular case, in their opinion. Such functions are as-

signed by sections 92 and 109 to the Provincial Legislature.

This conclusion is sufficient to dispose of the present appeal, they

state. Each licen.se is issued upon the understanding that no
Chinese or Japanese shall be employed in connection therewith,

their lordships state, and the api^ellants' right to a renewal of the

license is contingent upon their complying with the stipulation.

"It appears from the endorsement of the writ in this action

and the afffdavits," the judgment continues, "that the ap])ellants
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have employed and claim a right to employ both Chinese and

Japanese labor. Now whatever may be said as to the stipulation

against employing Japanese there is nothing, apart from the

British North American Act, to show that a stipulation against

the employment of Chinese labor is invalid. The stipulation is

severable as the Chinese and Japanese are separately named and

the conditions against employing Chinese having been broken,

the appellants have not the right to the renewal of their license.

"The point raised on the Japanese Treaty does not arise and

lhe:r lordships think it unnecessary to deal with it.

"The appeal fails and is dismissed with costs."

The appeal was argued in December last and judgment was
reserved. However, the judicial committee of the Privy Council

a month or so later decided to hear further augument by Sir John
Simon, K.C., on behalf of the Province of British Columbia.

F. J. Gourley, general manager of the Beaver Lumber Com-
pany, \Vinnipeg, has been elected a director of the Monarch
Life Lisurance Company, Winnipeg.

Recommends Standard Shingle Price

"It seems to me," said A. J. Russell, of Santa Fe Lumber
Co., San Francisco, "that unless the red cedar shingle manufac-
turers bestir themselves and adopt some plan for standardizing

their product, restricting the sale of shingles t legitimate whole-

salers, paying a commission sufficiently high to return a reason-

able profit involved in the sales ei¥ort, backed by a consistent

publicity campaign, that the future of the red cedar shingle

industry is not very encouraging. ' Every other type of roofing

has a standard price. A retail dealer knows when he buys a roll

or a carload of roofing that the price will not fluctuate anywhere
from 10 to 30 per cent overnight. Contractors can depend on
the cost in figuring jobs.

Mr. Norman M. Smith, vice-president and general manager
of the Western Spruce Mills of Edmonton, Alberta, has been
calling on the trade in Eastern Canada.

Under the new commercial treaty with France, logs, rough
and squared wood from Canada, get the benefit of the minimum
tariff.

CO-OPERATION IN BUSINESS
B. F. W. STEWART

To a Meeting of the Canadian Credit Men's Association in

Montreal.

The greatest influence in commercial life today is co-

operation.

Co-oqeration is the definition of modern merchandising.

Without co-operation within and without an organization,

it cannot show the development and expansion that it should,

if all department, inside and out, are working in unison and
harmony.

Co-operation is the gasoline and harmony is the oil which
keeps the industrial mechanism running smoothly, and which,

co-educated, secure the greatest amount of motive from the

equipment.
When the employees of an organization work with that har-

monizing spirit which should exist between those of different

departments, then will the organization get the best from its

employees, and they will be giving the best than is in them to

their employers.

Unfortunately few employees rtalize how necessary each one
can be to the business, and how the actions of one or more can

be detrimental to the organization, and how the acts and work
of each one can help to develop or can be detrimental to the

business.

Employees are inclined to be without the full realization of

the effect of their daily work upon the sales of their company.

The work of each individual employee has its effect upon
the development and success of the business they are connected
with.

From the purchasing to the receiving department ; the stock-

room ; the operating room ; the examining and boxing ; the ware-
house order and packing departments ; the packing and shipping

;

the billing and posting ; the passing of credits ; and collections

—

the employees of these departments, outside of the actual selling

by the salesmen, all have their bearing upon the sales.

jMercandise must be right
;
systems must give the best ser-

vice; employees in each one of the departments must be con-
versant as to the effect of their work upon sales, and with the
right kind of service—the service which brings results. It is

with all these working in unison and co-operating to the fullest

extent, upon which business can be successfully and profitably
built up.

Employees Build Good Will

,No matter how good the merchandise may be, or how much
abilit\ a salesman may have, a business cannot grow as it should
if employees in any department do not do their part to produce

the product up to the highest standard, and create and mamtain
a service which will be comparative with the merchandise or the

standard of the compna.

It takes years of work and service to create and maintain

the goodwill of the radee, but it can be dispelled in a very short

time by indifference or poor service on the part of the employees.

It is easy for employers to create ill-will and distrust ; it is

difficult to regain the confidence lost.

The success of your association is based upon co-operation.

Did not the members co-operate to give the information re-

quested to complete the reports which are complied for your
members, your machinery would not operate

; ;
you would cease to

function.

Of all departments of a business the credit department is the

most important. It is the department which has the greatest

responsibility and receives the most criticism . The desire to

keep up the volume of sales without sustaining losses, to carry

accounts or be lenient under conditions as they are today, are

big problems for the credit man. Salesmen damn the credit

department if orders are not shipped, and condemn it if shipments

are made to firms who assign before settlement is made.

The sales department must link up closely with the credit

department, if the best -results are to be obtained.

If there were no sales there would be no credit department.

It is the duty of every salesman to supply all informa':ion at

all times, in regard to any account in his territory, to the credit

manager to help guide him in the dispensing of credits.

I would strongly recommend the forming of business groups
of credit men, representing specific branches of industry, to meet
regularly at intervals to discuss credit matters and report upon
accounts which are delinquent or which are slow in meeting their

payments.

Many customers who are weak financiall}' may be materially

assisted and put on the road to success and prosperity by being

able to locate the weak links in their business, and by courisel and
advice eliminate the causes for the conditions mentioned, and so

create a desirable outlet, rather than have stocks thrown on the

market, which may mean a loss to all interested.

By co-operative work in such methods, a distinct betterment

in retail store management and in business administration would
no doubt be perceptible in due time. I cannot too highly recom-
mend the Association for the advancement which has already

been made in the creation of this group system.
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Visitin 'Round with Camera

This cherry log is six feet in diameter and was sawn recently at the

mill of G. Elias & Bro., Inc., Buffalo, N.Y.
Aerial survey showing the different stands of timber on limits of a

British Columbia lumber company.

The only home owned in over 500,000 square miles in the far-flung northern territory of Canada, located at Fort Smith. On the right

Main Street, Fort Norman. 200,000 feet of lumber was shipped there last summer to fill a long-felt want.

Electric rafting at the junction of the Nashwaak and St. John rivers by the Nashwaak Pulp & Paper Co. The brails are loaded by means
of a roller chain driven by an electric motor, and the borings of the logs is done by air augurs.
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Relative Cost Sawing Large and Small Logs
By J. J. Martin and W. IV. Aslie in the "American Lumberman."

The Editor of "IVcstcrn Lumberman" zvould be pleased to hear from any
Briti.\'h Columbia mill operators zuho have any figures and observations relativ^j

to the subject discussed in this article.

The problem is one tliat is of great importance to lumber
manufacturers, but has so many phases that an unqualified

answer can not be given. For example, more than one lumber

manufacturer is asking the cjuestion today : "\Mmt diameter

logs cost me more to manufacture than I realize from the sale of

the lumber?" Trees of such diameter, if left in the woods uncut,

would in time grow to a size which, when manufactured into

lumber, would return a profit, provided carrying charges would
not be prohibitive. On the other hand, special equipment, or

e\ en a separate mill with the best sort of equipment to cut logs

of a certain diameter, might make it profitable to cut the timber

at once rather than wait for it to grow to a larger size.

.Stated briefly, some of the major phases of this problem
are : The lumber manufacturing policy ; the type of equipment
in the mill

;
logging plant

;
manufacturing methods.

Lumber Manufacturing Policy

Broadly speaking, there are three general lumber manufac-

:50

turing policies: (a) Logs are cut to produce the most lumber,

regardless of quality, or fitness for the market of the sizes pro-

duced, (b) Logs are cut with some regard to producing the

best in quality, but primarily so that the lumber will sell easily,

(c) Logs are cut to yield the best quality which will meet with
a profitable market. Naturally the equipment for carrying out

each policy may vary, but this need not be the case, for very
often the speed of sawing, and the care with which equipment is

kept up, will be a more potent influence than difference in

equipment.

Type of Mill Equipment
Obviously, a type of mill designed to cut redwood logs, run-

ning say 2 to 9 feet in diameter, would not cut sugar pine econ-
omically which would be smaller in diameter. For every type of
equipment there is a size of log which will produce lumber at

the lowest cost. The problem is to find the type of equipment
which will produce, at the lowest cost, lumber which will return
the highest net profit.
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Logging Plan

Every lumber manufacturer with a log scale record of logs

that go into the mill knows that, generally, the smaller the dia-

meter and the shorter the logs, the less the daily cut will be. It

is true that the cut will again decrease if exceptionally large

are actually very much rarer than small logs. In the logging plan,

therefore, it will have to be determined what shall be the mini-

mum diameter of logs to cut. Inasmuch as the length is also a

factor in cost, it will pay to cut for sawing as many long logs

as the market will readily absorb. That is, lumber can be sawn
from a 12-inch diameter log, 16 feet long, at a less cost than from
one of the same diameter, but only 12 feet long. In some
instances it may pay to segregate logs according to size in the

woods, and in some cases, where there is enough small timber, it

may pay to put in a mill to cut the small logs only.

Manufacturing Methods
The care used in njuting lumber 'through the mill, the effi-

ciency of equipment and the overcoming of matters which cause

trouble, enter into manufacturing methods. For example, one
edger may continually be blocking up, while the other experiences

no trouble. This difficulty may be overcome by correcting waste
motion on the part of the edgerman. In the same way a careful

study of the passage of the lumber through the mill and the cor-

recting of waste motion or slow movements, will have a consider-

able bearing" on production costs.

It is customary to make a more or less careful ins])ection of

standing timber l)efore a mill is built, and then to determine the

sort of equipment needed. However, such cruises very seldom
take into account the small timber—and each year the average
diameter of logs in all producing territory, except the Far West,
is getting smaller, and even on the Pacific coast large logs are

not as common as they were. The head of an exceptionally

successful southern pine producing company, who states that

the i)roblem which is the subject of this article has occupied a

good deal of his time for twenty-five years, says that it is his

opinion that it cost twice as much to manufacture lumber from
logs 12 inches down in diameter, as it does to manufacture lum-
ber from logs 12 inches up in diameter. He adds that the cost

"all depends upon the 'average up'."

A Wisconsin manufacturer of hardwoods and softwoods
has the following to say

:

"The box factories that are buying 8-foo.t logs than run from
5 to 10 inches in diameter claim they saw them into lumber for

less money than the average sawmill can saw "wood run" logs,

and I believe that this is true. I have given this matter consider-

able attention, as in northern Wisconsin we do saw a large per-

centage of small logs, in my opinion altogether too large a per-

centage. While I am not able to give definite figures, I believe

that It will cost 50 per cent more to take 6- to 10-inch logs from
the stump to market, than it will to take 10-inch and larger logs,

and after the lumber is manufactured there is no question but
what the large percentage of narrow lumber will reduce the value.

Another manufacturer, with exi)erience both in California

and Minnesota, says that at the Minnesota operation both large

and small logs were sawn. This company found that "A 1x12-16
was the cheapest size that could be handled, either through the

mill or through the rest of the plant. Whenever the lumber was
wider or narrower, shorter or longer, the cost of handling ran

up. To handle lumber through the plant, say 4-, 6- and 8-inch,

will cost 20 per cent more than lumber 10- and 12-inch."

A West Virginia operator writes as follows:

"In watching the sawing costs of a circular mill that pro-

duces lumber that compares favorably with that from a band
mill, we find that as the average diameter of the day's cut of logs

varies, so does the quantity cut vary ; and as the size of logs and
cut increase, cost decreases; and costs increase as the size of the

log decreases. We also find that even though the logs may be of

small diameter, but with a large percentage of 14- and 16-foot

lengths, costs of sawing will he lower than where the lengths

average under 12 feet.

"We do not have available at this time the figures on the

above mill. The character of t mber cut was that known as 'cut-

over,' the large poplar and white oak being cut out years ago,

leaving the stand largely small to medium diameters, excepting

chestnut and red oak, which ran as hiph as ^)0 inciies.

"It so hai)])cns that the 'small average' logs and 'large aver-

age' would arrive on separate days, and the cut for the 'small

average' would be about 14,000 t(j 15,000 feet, while the cut on

the 'large average' would be as high as 24,000 feet, with the

same operating costs for each cut."

The large increase in cost of ])roducing lumber from small

logs, when the same manufacturing methods are used, is empha-
sized by the following from a large Arkansas manufacturer: "In

our own operation when we are compelled to confine our cut to

logs scaling less than 75 feet foT a period of thirty days or

longer, our cost will run easily from 20 to 30 per cent higher

than when we are operating in normal timber that would average
125 to 140 feet per log."

TIME AND COST OF SAWING SOUND LOGS
OF DIFFERENT DIAMETERS
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29 14 8.6 23.8 204.6 693 4 55 1.64

30 16 8.7 24.8 215.8 742 4 51 1.62

31 9 8.8 25.8 227.0 792 4 47 1.60

32 19 9.0 26.8 241.2 848 4 44 1.58

33 8 9.1 27.8 253.0 905 4 40 1.56

34 7 9.2 28.8 264.8 960 4 36 1.54

35 7 9.4 29.9 281.0 1020 4 35 1.53

36 1 9.5 31.0 294.5 1080 4 33 1.52

37 8 9.6 32.1 308.0 1140 4 30 1.50

38 8 9.8 33.2 325.2 1210 4 21 1.50

39 1 9.9 24.6 342.4 1275 4 28 1.49

40 3 101. 36.0 364.0 1340 4 31 1.50

41 4 10.3 37.5 386.0 1410 4 33 1.52

42 2 10.5 39.0 409.5 1485 4 35 1.53

43 2 10.7 40.8 436.5 1560 4 39 1.55

44 1 10.9 42.6 464.5 1630 4 44 1.57

J. W. Martin, so well known in the .South, and now upon
the Pacific coast as construction manager of the Long-Bell

Lumber Co., Kelso, Wash., writes as follows:

"Two or three years ago I ran a study on the comparative
cost of manufacturing lumber from logs 8 inches in diameter to 24
inches in diameter inclusive, and the results were somewhat sur-

prising. A careful study caused mc lo determine that the relative
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cost depended on the number of movements necessary to reduce

a log to lumber, and as my study was carried on in the south I

want to say that the same conditions would not prevail in the

West as did obtain in the South where my study was made, for

the reason that in the South, when a log is reduced to lumber with

a big saw and the carriage, the succeeding operations are merely

finishing; also I concluded that the number of lineal feet in a

thousand feet of lumber measured behind the big saw was the

determining factor to a great extent. This number of lineal feet

could be vastly increased in passing it through the edger, but this

did not count, because the edger has sufficient saws to reduce it

to such number of lineal feet as one wished at one operation,

while the big saw was otherwise.

I also found that there were eight non-productive prepara-

tory movements necessary on every log, ofif which you took four

slabs, to wit : One movement rolling it on the carriage and

])lacing it for the cut ; one movement making that cut ; one move-
ment turning the log and placing it for the second slab; one

movement taking that slab off ; one movement turning for the

third slab ; one movement taking that slab off ; one movement
turning for the fourth slab ; one movement taking that slab off

;

or eight movements total, and no lumber produced as yet.

In my study I divided these eight movements up among the

various types of lumber produced, in such proportions as the

per cent of each kind of lumber bore to a thousand feet, and the

following is the result where the log was all cut to 1-inch lumber:

Logs, Movements Logs, Movements
Diameter Taken Diameter Taken
8 inches 251.56 15 inches 110.00

9 inches 219.57 16 inches 98.62

10 inches 200.00 17 inches 93.55

11 inches 180.00 18 inches 83.69

12 inches 146.00 19 inches 79.62

13 inches 136.36 20 inches 77.77

14 inches 115.42 24 inches 65.20

Of course one would make the cut in an 8-inch log faster

than in a 24-inch lo, but that is only relative, and unless you have
a quick carriage thei'e would not be so very much difference.

The cost per thousand feet during the two months at the

mill where I made this study was $2.56 mill cost, and the cost

per movement was .024536. The feet produced per movement
during these two months was 9.58. The cost of cutting timbers

during these two months per thousand feet was $1,301 ; and the

cost to produce 2-inch lumber was $2,000, and the cost to produce
-inch lumber, $3,314. I believe that this is the best study that

has been made along this line in the South.

When the number of movements needed to produce a thous-

and feet of lumber from each diameter of log is multiplied by
the cost of a movement as determined by Mr. Martin, the figures

are startling. For example, the cost to produce a thousand feet

of inch lumber from logs 8 inches in diameter would be slightlv

over $6.16, while the cost to produce a thousand feet from log;;

24 inches in diameter would be approximately $1.60. These
figures are supported by a study made by S. B. Show, of the

Forest Service, who found that the cost to produce a thousand
feet of lumber from logs 8 inches in diameter was $5.65, that the

lowest cost of $1.49 was on logs 39 inches in diameter, and that
after a diameter of 39 inches was reached the cost again mounted,
being $1.57 for sawing logs 44 inches in diameter. Mr. Show's
figures, ]jublished in the Timberman, are based upon observations
at two typical pine mills in California. The increase in the cost

of sawing logs larger than 39 inches in diameter is attributed to

the difficulty of handling the larger logs with the mechanical
equipment. The results of Mr. Show's .study are shown in the
accompanying table.

W. W. Ashe, Forest Service, Washington, D.C., several
years ago made a study on the "Cost of Loggmg Large and
Small Timber," the study covering both logging and sawing.
The results of his study of sawing are given in the time required
to produce a thousand feet of lumber from logs of various dia-
meters. A significant finding is that increa.se in the cost of saw-
ing hardwood logs, as the diameter decreases, is faster than for
softwoods. The reason is that most softwood logs, even when
.small, are fairly round, but small hardwood logs show much less
of a tendency to roundness and in many species are crooked. All

the data gathered revealed that the sawing time increased rapidly

when the logs were less than 16 inches in diameter. Some of the

results are shown in the two accompanying charts.

Conditions in Ontario Are Steadily

Improving
Judging by the number of building permits that were taken

out in the larger cities during January and February, there is

every indication that 1923 is going to show continued activity this

spring and summer. Conditions in the lumber area are growing
more active, the demand is developing on all sides, dry stocks are

widely scattered and in fewer hands, and before the new cut is

placed on the market, it looks as if there might be a decided

shortage in certain grades, widths and thicknesses, with corres-

ponding advances in price.

Just what state of affairs will prevail after June next when
the new local lumber comes on the scene, it is difficult to foretell.

In the meantime, it is the easiest task possible to sell lumber of

any kind if you have good, dry stock at a convenient shipping

pomnt. Inquiries are numerous and industrial concerns are

eagerly scanning the sources of supply. There is a not of con-

fidence and optimism throughout the ranks of the industry which
would be immeasurably increased if the developments in Europe
showed brighter signs of adjustment. One great danger facing

the trade is that of a runaway market and it will require all the

possible poise, balance and good judgment to guard against this

undesirable turn of things.

There is no douljt that the cut this winter in the bush is go-

ing to be a record one. One leading manuafcturer in Northern
Ontario states that practically all the big stocks of white and red

pine on the north shore have been sold to American interests, for

the coming season, at a satisfactory advance over last year. It

was necessary, he points out, to get an incerased figure owing to

higher cost of production.

Labor Costs Down in Eastern Camps
Another manufacturer states that wages in the bush this

season average about $35.00 per month, with board, as against

$26.32 last winter. T here is a sufficient amount of labor. Pro-
visions are slightly higher than last season but hay and oats are

lower. "We anticipate," he added, "a good demand for lumber
and lath, and expect to pay higher for skilled mill labor this

spring, with a possible shortage in common labor." The cold

weather and moderate snowfall have been highly favorable to

logging operations in the bush, so most Ontario men report.

In hardwoods, unusual activity and strength characterized

the horizon, and in some quarters there is the menace of runaway
quoattions. Automobile concerns continue to buy heavily and to

contract ahead for desirable supplies. The call for birch and
maple in the belter grades is keen and American inquirers are

most insistent, prices not being questioned in numerous instances.

All Canadian industrials, such as furniture factories, piano con-

cerns, etc., are beginnig to make inquiries about replenishing their

stocks for the coming season. Flooring manuafcturers are busv
and continue to absorb large quantities of oak and maple. They
look for a heavy demand for their product this spring. The car

situation is considerably improved of late.

How to Finish B. C. Woods
"W'estern Lumberman" has just received for review a very

attractive booklet entitled "How to Finish British Columbia
Woods," which has been is.sued by the Forest Branch of the

Department of Lands, of which the Hon. T. D. Pattullo is

Minister.

This little brochure is attractively illustrated with views of

interiors and exteriors of buildings, showing the advantages of

beauty and satisfaction obtainable with British Columbia wood
products.

The West Coast Lumbermen's Association reports for the

week ending February 10th the following interesting figures

:

Production above normal, 7%.
New business above normal, 20%.
Shipments above new business, 6%.
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Prince of Denmark Fires Logging Locie
Uncle of King George V Spends Day in Camp and Mill.

By Donald Bing.

PRINCE OF DENMARK SEES LOGGING

The party watching the high-line systeifl in oper-

ation at the King-Farris mill at Newton, B.C. Left

to right: Mr. M. B. King, Mr. Bruce Farris, Mr.

Nels Nelson, Prince Erik, Jean Reeves (high rig-

ger), Commodore Drechsel and H.R.H. Prince

Waldemar.

Loggers for a day ! Thus might the experiences that liefell

their Royal Highnesses of Denmark, Prince Waldemar, uncle of

King George V of England, and brother of Queen Alexandria,

and his son, Prince Eric, on their recent visit to the logging

operations of the King Farris Lumber Company, on the Pacific

Highway, be described.

The party, which included Commodore E. Drechsel, Mr. W.
A. Ward, Danish vice-consul, and Mr. Nels Nelson, left Van-
couver early in the morning and proceeded out the Pacific High-

way to the Green Timber, to see just what logging operations in

British Columbia consisted of.

They came, they saw and were conquered. Before the

morning was over their enthusiasm had reached such bounds that

instead of taking the role of spectators as was intended, they

insisted on giving a hand themselves.

The princes had seen the giants of the forest towering 300

feet in the air, felled, bucked and yarded. Each new sight was
greeted with a greater zeal. Then came the ride to the mill in

the locomotive. Both insisted on getting into the engineer's cab,

where Prince Waldemar plied the engineer, Jimmie Mathieson,

with a multitude of questions concerning the working of the

engine.

He was shown the shovel, the coal and the fire-box door.

"1 can do that," he cried, and grasping the shovel he pro-

ceeded to stoke up. The engineer opened the throttle and with

Prince Eric on the fireman's seat scanning the wavy track ahead

the "locie" started off on that roughest of all rides—the logging

camp railroad.

Prince Wins Race to Cookhouse

Arriving at the mill the party disembarked and Prince Walde-
mar thanked the engineer. The next visit was to the office

where members of the party sat around smoking. The mill was

shut down for the noon hour and all was quiet.

Suddenly the clang-clang of the cook-house gong rang out

through the silence. Then came what, from the sporting point

of view, was the premier event of the day, the race between

Prince Eric and Nels Nelson for the cook-house door. After

the first twenty yards, Mr. Nelson simply wasn't there and the

prince finished a good first.

It was a typical logging camp meal. Everything was there

that one would expect. The pork ami beans, pumpkin pie, mulli-

gan, meat ad infinitum, strong tea and canned milk, thick slices

of good bread. The meal started with the princes and-forty other

loggers (for by this time they had become imbued with the spirit

of the camp to such an extent that they felt as if they were
really loggers) seated at eight tables.

At his tabl Prince Waldemar insisted on doing the honors
with the soup, and from the big bowl with a ladle he helped all

those at his table. Perhaps the cold bracing air and the morning
in the woods accounted for the prodigious appetites of all.

Do Justice to Pork and Beans

Whether Prince Eric had ever seen that famous dish—pork
and beans—before is not known, but in any case he had never
seen them cooked logging camp style. The first helping was
taken somewhat diffidently. But not so the next. Before the

meal was over scads of pork an' had disappeared. Three large

platefuls in fact.

At the other end of the table Prince Waldemar was delving

into a mystery of another sort. However, he solved it and in

the solving of it, which was done with some outside assistance, a

whole pumpkin pie disappeared. It was a new dish to His Royal
Highness, but it was a dish that made Mr. Carter, the camj)

cook, famous.

Over the rest of the meal let a curtain be drawn. Sufficient

to say that when every other table was empty the table at which
their Royal Highnesses sat was still going strong.

After the meal the party embarked once more on the "locie"

and with the crew proceeded back to the woods. Before the

end of the line was reached the ])arty wre left at th trail leading

back to the highway. As the "locie" backed out of sight the

princes doffed their hats to the crew.

Loggers' Life a Happy One

As the locie backed out of sight. Prince Waldemar stood in

the shade of the forest giants following it with his gaze. Perhaps
he was wondering if after all the loggers' life was not a happy
one. Certain it is that his day as a logger had been.

Prince Eric is reported to be engaged to Miss Lois Booth,
daughter of the well-known Eastern lumberman, ). R. Booth.

Mr. Percy T. Carre, who for several years has been asso-

ciated as editor and manager with the "Western Lumberman,"
has severed his connection due to the change in ownershi]) of
that pioneer publication.
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THE WHOLESALE GAME AS IT IS PLAYED TODAY
THE SALES-MANAGER'S JOB.

By Hugh R. Patriarchc.

The sales-manager as a rule, is not generally rated as a more

important i)ersonage than the general manager, and the president

is seldom jealous of his authority, but any sales-manager who
does not firmly believe that the entire success of his company

depends upon his own personal energy, ability and good judg-

ment, deserves to be promoted to the vice-presidency—and

oblivion.

He should be as full of ideas as a dog is of fleas, and as

active. He should believe with all his heart and soul that never

on this green and troubled earth was a stock produced which

could compare with the output of his mill, as to quality of timber,

perfection of machine work, and fairness of grade. And having

acquired this belief he is then in position to strongly demand and

obtain, through good salesmanship, the very highest price for his

stock at the time prevailing.

The "very highest price prevailing" does not mean the best

price any one market can produce for the entire run of stock.

The various markets consume dif¥erent items, and experience

alone can teach where to dispose of the several grades to best

advantage, and the manner of dressing which will appeal most

strongly to that market. In figuring out his net returns f.o.b.

mill, the question of thickness and width and c(jnsequent actual

weight, as compared with standard shipping weights, and result-

ing underweights, should be a prime factor in his decision as to

which market will give him the best results on a delivered price.

Where he can reasonably expect heavy underweights, the long

haul and high freight rate, of course, being preferable to the

short haul, providing the f.o.b. mill base price is the same for

both markets.

He should keep himself well posted from day to day with

respect to stocks on hand, know about what quantity of each

item his mill will produce in the average run, and push the sa'e

of those particular items which show a tendency to accumulate,

and sell sparingly of those which do not, thus keeping at all times

a well balanced yard.

Salesmen Need to Know Plant

Knowing to a nicety the sawing, machining and shipping

capacity of his plant, by keeping in touch with the unfilled orders

booked, he is in position at all times to make definite contracts

for specified deliveries, subject to lo^ and car supjjly.

Where the selling end is weak, through inexperience, lack

of judgment, or failure to keep in touch with prevailing markets,

the efficiency of the manufacturing end is nullified to a great

extent, and the net earning capacity of the plant not what it

should be. So the successful sales-manager has reason, after

all is said, to consider himself a very important cog in the wheels
of his organization.

There is a very small word which has a whole lot to do with
successful salesmanship, and also with a wholesome office atmos-
])here, it is spelled "T-A-C-T." Without "tact" there can be no
real team work, either among the home stafif or the road staiT,

and without team work the best results cannot be obtained. One
swelled head can spoil many normal ones, and turn a smoothly
working system into a time-clock operation. When the "Chief"
i> the source of constant and useless irritation, lack of loyal in-

terest on the part of his subordinates will inevitably ensue, and
the most efficient members "of his staff, will be constantly seeking
less troubled waters.

It Pays to Create Good Feeling

The "boys" on the road are pretty good fellows and, with
anything approaching considerate treatment, will develope a

loyalty for their boss which is hard to beat. They are well

versed in the stocks they handle, the cost of production, the com-
petition they are called upon to mee,:, the peculiarities of the
dealers upon whom they call, and should be good judges of credit.

And there is another matter of which the travelling salesman is

a very good judge—the ability and character of his chief. So
look to your laurels, Mr. Sales-manager, and in a nice friendly

manner try to imbue your staff with the idea that you understand
your business from A to Z, and then some. Always be in

position to answer their wired enquiries with a full decision

definitely expressed, and be sure to have it at the point he desig-

nates in ample time. If he makes out his own route sheets,

insist upon having them in time to keep him fully posted on stock
conditions and deliveries which can be made. If he calls vou

Extraordinary Phenomena

An unusual wood phenomenon, showing a Hod-Hoo cat's face cut
from a southern yellow pine log at a plant of the Long-Bell Lumber
Co., in Texas. The original section of the board is now in the pos-
session of R. A. Long. The photograph has not been retouched in

any way and no human hand has had anything to do with the figures

in the wood with the exception of the heavy daubs on the side of
the face. The coloration over the eyes, the nose and mouth and in

the tips of the ears appears naturally in the board.

up in the middle of the night, be prepared to give him definite

instructions, no matter where the phone finds you, and when he

wires you for funds get the money on the way without delay.

There is nothing takes the heart out of a man on the road like

the feeling of insecurity, caused through former negligence in

this very important matter.

Always back up your traveller's decision unless a gross error

has occurred. If you are not satisfied to accept the business of

any dealer on regular terms, advise your man covering the

district. It is bad policy and needless waste of time and money
to solicit unsatisfactory accounts, and then turn down the order

when obtained. Uiiless requested to wire the dealer direct on a

prospective sale, handle such matters through your representa-
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tive. It may result in a small additional exi)ense for a second

wire or phone, but it strengthens his position, and you want the

trade to understand that you emplo}- only men. in whom you have

complete confidence.

Every sale is the result of more or less conversation when
personally solicited, and this part of the transaction does not

appear on the order form. So when a claim arises, get your

traveller's view before writing a final decision, o.r better still,

turn the papers over to him and see what a friendly talk between

the two original principals to the transaction can accomplish.

"Penny Wisie and Pound Foolish"

The spirit of the correspondence from the head office is a

great factor in maintaining goodwill, and fortunate is the travel-

er who knows that any little troubles which may arise will be

handled in a broadminded, tactful manner. I have a very vivid

remembrance of an item of seven dollars car rental, which a

certain Sales-manager thought should be paid by the customer,

and the customer thought otherwise. After much correspondence

the customer became weary of the argument, paid the seven

dollars, and declined to do further business with the firm. As
he bought in the neighborhood of twelve hundred cars ])er annum,
the loss of his business materially effected the showing of the

man on the road. In another instance a line yard had given an
order for twenty-five cars of yard stock. The orders had been

accepted by the head office and formal acknowledgement mailed.

Then, and not till then, an error of three dollars in price quoted

was found against one item in one car—total difference eighteen

dollars. The Sales-manager immediately called up the line yard

on long distance. The buyer thought that the acknowledged
price should stand, the Sales-manager thought differently, and
before they finished the conversation a perfectly good and desir-

able order for twenty-five cars had been cancelled, and the feeling

carried over for several years. A sale once completed should

never be re-opened, unless a very grave and palpable error has

occurred.

Do Not Mourn Over Business

The repeated disappointments of failnre to close business

during a period of depression is very trying to any man worthy
of his salt, so why prolong the agony by mourning over him on
h's return to the office? If business has been dull meet him with

a glad hand and a friendly "josh," and he will hit the trail again

with renewed confidence and the knowledge that the boss "under-

stands." And on the same line of reasoning don't slobber over

him when he has swami:>ed you with orders. It isn't the week's

results that count, but the yearly showing, and anything in be-

tween is all in the day's work.
Never question an expense account. If it appears excessive,

take into your consideration all the conditions surrounding it.

The class of trade solicited, the distances covered, the hotel rates,

the necessity of team or car hire, the amounts expended for

entertainment of trade, etc. If you then believe it has not been

padded, call your man's attention to the fact that you think it a

little out of order, but do so in a friendly manner, without speci-

fying any particular items. He knows when he has been too

They Quit Advertising—Then

Business

IF
you ever read Dickens' "Pickwick Papers," you

recall that Mr. Pickwick had his boots polished with

Day & Martin's blacking. Day & Martin was a real

company, famous for generations.

Now it is selling out—quitting business. Its man-
aging director, with a troubled look in his eyes, explains

:

"We failed to keep up our advertising."

It was advertising that "made" Day & Martin. But,

like many other concerns, it thought that, once establish-

ed, it no longer needed publicity. The public dies off and

a new public is forever coming on the stage. This new
public naturally has to be reached by ads., else it will not

know of the advertiser. Even when it knows, it forgets

quickly unless constantly reminded. Advertisers should

keep in mind the fate of Day & Martin.

Treat Wood With Stain While Tree

Still Stands

AN interesting developement of horticultural artificial

colouring by feeding the plant various solutions to

tint the flowers has heefi successfully used in Ger-

manv to stain the lumber in trees even before they are

cut and while the tree li\ es.

The colouring solution is suspended in a bucket

about fifteen feet up the tree and a feed pipe is lead

from there to a central position among the roots.

The fluid, which should be a true solution, is taken

up by the tree as would moisture, and the entire tree is

dyed within a couple of months.
A wood preservative could also be used in the same

m.anner and would prove very satisfactory and practical,

could a fluid be evolved that would lend itself to the

"blood" system of the tree without causing death before

the preservative could reach all usuable parts of the tree.

1 beral in his expenditures, and the following month will un-

doubtedly show improvement. If, on the other hand, you arel

convinced that your man is Using his expense account as a

channel for additional personal earnings, get rid of him at the

first opportunity. Dishonesty in this respect is apt to mean
crookedness in other ways, and you cannot afford to maintain

a confiedence man in your employ.

The man on the road is the representative of all the firm

stands for, and the trade is liable to gauge employers by his

methods of transacting business, his integrity and ability.

Fight Fires With Education
E. T. Allen, forest economist, told the Quebec Forest Pro-

tective Association on January 23rd, that two million dollars had
been spent last year in fire-fighting in his area, and that if only

2% of this amount had been spent in advertising to educate the

general public to be more careful the benefits w^ould have been
incalculable.

Saw Dust

The young man had no experience whatever in collectmg

bills, but he was desperately in need of a job and was willing to

tackle almost anything. The merchant to whom he had applied

for work hadn't much faith in his ability, and more to get rid of

him than anything else gave him an old account against a man
who had the reputation of owing everybody and paying nothing
till he had to. "If you will collect this," he said to the young
man, "I will give you a regular job."

To the merchant's great astonishment the young man re-

turned inside half an hour with the money.

"How in the world did you do it?" ht gasped.

"I told him." said the young man, "that if he didn't ]iav me
I would tell all his other creditors that he had done so."

Pat was helping the gardener on a gentleman's place, and
(observing a shallow stone basin containing water, he inquired

what it was for.

"That," said the gardener, "is a bird bath."

"Don't ye be fooiin' me," grinned Pat. "W hat is it?"

"A bird bath, I tell you. Why do you doubt it?"

"Because I don't belave there's a burrd ali\e that can tell

Saturday night from any other."

The doctor coughed gravely. "I am very sorry to tell you."
he said, looking down at the man in the bed, "that there is no
doubt you are suffering from small-])ox."

.The i)atient turned on his pillow and looked u]) at his wife.

"Julia," he said in a faint voice, "if any of mv creditors call,

tell them that at last I am in a position to give them something."
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TOO EASY MONEY CAUSED L. R. STEEL COLLAPSE
CONTROL BOARD TRYING TO RESTORE CONFIDENCE

Since another lumber paper has seen fit to publish a ''puff'' for this corpor-

ation, we feel it is our duty as the only independent lumber journal in Western
Canada to supply our readers and the lumber business at large with such facts

as we have been able to gather together concerning the stability of the L. R. Steel

ventures.—EDITOR

Visionary Projects on Unsound Basis

The "Financial Post" states in part :

—

"The effect of the announcement of a reorganization of the

various companies in the L. R. Steel group has been noted on

quotations for the company's securities. Two weeks ago, it is

reported by dealers in unlisted securities, there was a market for

the unit groups of Steel stocks around $92. ' A week ago, after

the news came out from Buf-

falo, the price dropped to $60.

Late figures are around $43.

These units went to the in-

vestor at $250. They consist

of two preferred and one

common shares in the L. R.

Steel Company and one share

in the Realty Corporation.

"It is evident that the di-

rectors of the Steel enter-

prises have finally realized

that they must have more
stable direction than Steel

himself is capable of showing
and that the inflation must be

reduced to a basis where the

companies can have a chance

to operate. First efforts have
looked to the making of fin-

ancial arrangements to carry

on until the desired reorgan-

ization can be effected.

Deflating the Bubble
Definite plans for the defla-

tion of the bubble organiza-

tion have not yet been an-

nounced, but the general idea

will be to get out of the min-
ing industry, the sugar busi-

ness, etc., and concentrate on
the chain store project. That
this will involve considerable

reorganization is indicated by
the following list of Steel

companies

:

"L. R. Steel Inc., L. R.

Steel Service Corporation, L.

R. Steel, Ltd., L. R. Steel

Service Corp., Ltd., Steel

Realty Development Corpor-
ation, Steel Realty Develop-
ment Corp., Ltd., Mary Lin-

coln Candy Company, F. E.

Nelson Company, Fe.deral

Stores Company, Charles
Weegham Corporation, Farm
Produce Stores Corporation,

Moorehaven Sugar Corpora-
tion, Merimac Coal Company and Niagara Falls International

Exposition Company."
".Cash came in too fast," says Toronto Telegram, and

continues :

—

"The one hope of the L. R. Steel Control Board, which is

now in charge of the destinies of the companies, together with a

Steel Realty Development
Corporation Limited

'^"e note that the above corporation have
^ from 4.'>1 Ricliards St., to the cor-

uir ajid Dimsiniir streets where
M\) a very handsome suite

s in the past conduct

Business Chance,

'Ting business,

n care of

^age-

225 offic.

Pacific and
Moore Haven, b
employ; 4,500 men an"

States and Canada and ii

to thousands of workmen,
time they liave in successful
stores with additional stores bein^
every month as rapidly as construction is

completed. This does not include 12 oper-
ating restaurants nor some 28 Real Estate
brokerage offices operating in the United
States and Canada.

i)ur reader.s will Tio| e with interest t.liP

information that a firm of such imDort^nn^e
with so ^^^^J^V transcontinental connections
lias decided to mterpsf itsplf m r fir>ihov

'

creditors' Advisory Committee, is to restore wholesale confidence

in the Steel Chain. The Telegram is informed that not only

would many wholesalers not give Steel credit in the old days, but

the more conservative refused to sell him a bill of goods on any
terms. The present control is now negotiating with these whole-
salers and also trying to get into a position where they can pay
on the nail and get trade discounts which will enable them to

compete with other chain

stores. Discounts are as high

as so on stock turned over

five times a year, this would
vear's merchandise money
amount to 20'/'. As last

was $2,000,000, such dis-

counts would consequently

have shown an additional four

per cent on capital stock.

\\'ith the position of the

Canadian companies is said to

be better than the United
.States' incorporations, parti-

cularly the Realty Co., Ltd.,

as, through oversight, it still

holds title to most of the

realty in Canada, Canadian
subscribers will, it is feared,

derive no benefit therefrom,

for all the stock in the Cana-
dian concerns is held by the

United States corporations.

As was pointed out at the time

the stock-selling campaign
was at its height, Canadians
did not buy stock in the Can-
adian companies, though it

was sold on the strength of

stores opened in Canada. They
simply bought stock in the

United States concerns, es-

tablished under United States'

law, in two cases under the

laws of the State of Dela-

ware, which are perhaps the

laxest of all. In the event of

failure, Canadian holders

have not a Chinaman's chance

of any preferential treatment.

They have bought stock in a

foreign company, and they

will pay the penalty therefor.

What Steel Got

"So far as L. R. Steel goes

personall3\ it is understood
that he is pretty nearly broke,

following his elimination from
the companies bearing his

name, which course was insisted upon by the banks before the}'

would raise a finger to save the companies. One who is in a

position to know says that Steel actually received between $400,-

000 and half a million from the various companies, the bulk

apparently from -the Service Corporation, which was the stock-

selling end. Of this, he is said to have put some $180,000 in
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cash into preferred stock of the Steel companies, and this stock,

together with his block of common stock, said to represent about
one-fifth of the amount outstanding, he has turned over to the
Control Board. Whether he will receive any money for it is said

to depend on the success of any reorganization.

"Last year Steel's income tax bill was over $50,000, and it is

said that he had to sell his home on Lafayette Avenue, Buffalo, to

pay it. In addition he is liable for a like amount payable this year
on last year's receipts, and rumor has it that he has about $2,000
in the bank, plus about five acres of heavily mortgaged farm lands
on the Niagara frontier, with which to pay it. The balance of the
money is said to have been spent on such things as "get-together"
barbecues for Steel stockholders and salesmen, special trains and
the like.

Moving Picture Fiasco.

"Among the reasons why it took thirty cents of every dollar sub-
scribed for commissions, organizing expenses and the like, may be
included the moving picture fiasco. At tremendous expense a five-

reel "movie" to show what Steel chain stores were doing, was
created. It started out as a publicity movie to show employees of
one store what the others were doing, and it finished up as a lauda-
tory film for L. R. Steel. It showed the then head of the company
in almost every imaginable situation—his home, his parents, him-
self working in a chain store for a pittance and sending home the
odd dollar to his parents; and then as the head of the Steel chain
in the office and at picnics. It is understood that the film, when
made, was run throughout North America in picture houses paid
handsomely to run it as a stock selling measure. Hundreds of
thousands of dollars are said to have been wasted on this propaganda.

Money Came Too Fast

"The history of the rise of the Steel extravagance is rather a
peculiar one. He started out as a successful chain store merchant,
who had conceived the idea of his own chain. He made an agree-
ment with the J. Smoot Co. to sell his first $10,000,000 stock. The
Telegram is informed by a member of the Steel organization that
this concern only sold some $700,000 of stock in the first eight
months. This was too slow for Steel, so it appears he bought the
company out and re-incorporated it as the L. R. Steel Service Cor
poration. His selling methods, or those of his employees, were so

successful that eight millions were garned in within the year, and
then the trouble began.

"The public subscribed so rapidly that he found it almost im-
possible to expend it. The realty concerns were formed, and still

cash flowed in faster than suitable real estate could be found for
purchase, for the original idea of the Realty Company was to own
the sites for Steel stores to prevent landlords from raising rent on
the expiration of leases as a result of the value created by the chain
store itself. Steel is said to have found this costly while working
for other chain store concerns.

"As a result of the continued inrush other enterprises were
found into which the money could be put—the Moorehaven sugar
plantation is an example, the Merrimac Coal another, while the
Charles Weeghman restaurants and Mary Lincoln Candy plants
were others. The Farm Products and Export and Import enterprises
were alike children of the Steel brain created to find a use for the
surfeit of money. Some of these were acquired so rapidly that the
old management was retained to run them; and rumor has it that
in one case good profits changed to a heavy loss until a finger was
placed on the leak, those responsible dismissed and the undertaking
put back on its feet. The net result was that some ran wild and
others, which were in a formulative condition when acquired, began
to gobble up cash.

The Final Straw
"At the same time, sales began to fall off, the public becoming

more chary. Extra effort was made to speed up sales of stock by
means which are said to have resulted in the imperilling of the chain
stores. Against the advice of his colleagues Steel decided possibly
at the instance of his stock selling department, to open up three
new stores on December 8th last. This was done fairly obviously
to aid stock salesmen. It proved the final straw, for the three con-
cerns—in Hamilton, Ont.. Buffalo, N.Y., and Denver, Col.—set the
company back a cold million and a half dollars before they opened
their dooi's. The Chain Store Company was not sufficiently capital-

ized, or possibly not in a sufficiently liquid position to care for this

expansion. Notes for merchandise with which they were stocked
came in the second week in January. Steel waved aside the objec-
tions of his advisers and said they would be met. Funds were
lacking they were not met, and creditors began to kick. Bank's

refused to help while Steel's connection existed, so the newly-
formed Control Board eliminated Steel, made him turn over his

stock holdings and then approached both merchants and banks with
what may be favorable results.

Chance of Recovery
"The only hope of pulling the Steel concerns through, one now

in control said, was to keep any attempt at individual liquidation

away. There are so many companies concerned and their financing
is so nvolved that it might take two years to straighten them out
In the interim each company would, under U.S. law, need to have
its own liquidator appointed, and each of these would be scrappinsr

for the greatest possible amount for his own concern. Complete
dissolution would result. The old proverb abount the bundle of

sticks is applicable: The bundle today contains many broken reeds,

but while strapped together it still functions as a whole. Cut loose

the bands and the sticks fall to pieces."

Position Wanted—As sawyer on left hand rig, either hand or

circular. 14 years' experience; best of references. Write
or wire Peter D. Leggers, 999 Sherbrooke St., Winnipeg,
Manitoba. 3-2

FOR SALE—-Surfacers, Planers, Moulders.

S. A. Woods No. 28 Hardwood Floor- S. A. Woods No. 107, 12x6 inch
ing Planer and Matcher $600.00 Moulder. Very popular machine.

Pay 8c Eg'an 15x6 inch Planer and Price $1,650.00
Matcher $900.00 S. A. Woods No. 22 15x6 inch fast

Zicvi Houston 9 inch Outside feed Planer an I Matcher; 6 knife
Moulder $200.00 round heads and double profiler

S. A. Woods No. 59 24x6 inch Double feeds up to 225 per minute. Thor-
Surfacer, fine shape. sectional oug'hjy rebuilt. Guaranteed. De-
rolls $1,500.00 scription and price on request.
Just the machine for Box Factory.

ADDRESS: BOX 35, WESTERN I.UMBERMAN, 106 WINCH BUII.DINC,
VANCOUVER, B. C.

Graffinberger Bronze Valves

"wear IN. not out"

I'atents Pendins-, All Rights lieservod

We cut off the origin-

fil valve and attached

the GRAFFINBERG-
ER with cushioning

plate. We can do this

with any cylinder. This cutaway control
valve shows manner
of construction.

Double action valve

for cylinder talking

power from both ends.

For skid lifts, nig-

gers, kickers, power
bolters.

Sizes % to 2%"

GRAFFINBERGER Air and Steam Valves get away from three-way plug and
sleeve type valves, and stop wasting of air and steam, for the Graffinberger
is tight, operates without friction, self-clo.sing and self-exliausting . (Eastern

and Western Lumber Co. uses 42 Graffinberger Valves on their trimmers.
Hammond Cedar Co., Port Hammond, are users. Coos Bay Lumber Co. recently
installed 112 of our valves. Many testimonial letters on file.

1^1>piE' OTTP'F'l? Send us a spare cylinder and we will attach one of ourf l!irV Graffinberger Trimmer Valves, free of charge for the woH<
and send the Valve on approval. It will be returned promptly. This will
allow you to demonstrate the GRAFFINBERGER Valve in your own plant.

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE "W"

GRAFFINBERGER AIR VALVE CO. Inc.
330 East Morrison St., Portland, Oregon, U.S.A.

Chinese New Year Festivities

The Chinese New Year festivities, which were held hist

month, cost many mills two or three days enforced idleness. Since

tlieir native land has become a republic the ancient customs of

extraordinary ceremonies and gaiety has .somewhat lessened.
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Price of Lumber Thwarts My Ambition to Own Henhouse
By STEPHEN LEACOCK.

(Speech by Famous Canadian Humorist and McGill College Professor Before Quebec Forestry Association.)

I understand that it is my office today, in speaking after a

brilliant crowd of experts, to represent the public : the great un-

intelligent, unthinking, unwashed public. That's me. You here

present are forest men, lumber men, paper men, pulp men: in

short, men of the woods—I must'nt say wild men of the woods.

And naturally as vou all know so much about our forests and

It has been the dream of my life to build a henhouse.

forest industries, you felt that you wanted, just for variety,

some one person here who didn't know anything. So you
invited me.

I am here, therefore, to tell you, as the representative of the

public, to what extent I do, and to what extent I do not, sympa-
thize with your point of view.

In a general way I suppose you are all interested in seeing

the price of lumber go up, and stay up. I am not. I want it to

come down, away down, till I can buy a bit of it and take it home
with me. I want altogether a thousand feet. I need it up at my
summer cottage at Orillia—a town that you may know about

;

it is the intellectual capital of Ontario; I live there.

Childhood Dreams

It has for many years been a dream of my life to build a

wooden henhouse, all made out of hemlock lumber. This is, you
will admit, a laudable and patriotic ambition. But I have never

realized it. Twenty years ago, when I first came to McGill the

price of hemlock was ten dollars per thousand feet. But I had
only nine dollars. Ten years later I was able to afford nine dol-

lars for a thousand feet, but the price had gone to twenty dollars.

Ten years later than that I had with advancing years and increas-

ing success as a professor, twenty dollars. But the price of hem-
lock had gone to forty dollars. A little later, when I had forty

dollars the price had gone to forty-five.

Now, gentlemen, I do want, before I die, to overtake the

price of hemlock. I want that henhouse. I feel that I have
done pretty well in my career. I have got enough degrees after

my name to cover a square foot, board measure, of dressed pine

—though, of course, pine is worth more than my degrees and I

wouldn't waste it by writing them on it. L have, as I say, in

.some measure succeeded in life and I feel that I should now
ha.ve the rank of a man who can leave a henhouse behind him
when he dies. I look to you as lumber men to help me realize

my ambition.

Lower Prices and Prosperity

Gentlemen, my henhouse, as you no doubt suspect, is a par-
able. What I mean as a plain economic fact is that we need
cheaper lumber in Canada, and I think that until we can get it

we are crippled and hampered in a hundred ways. We cannot
carr\- on any large enterprise of building, housing and land settle-

ment until we can get cheaper materials—not alone lumber prices,

but prices all round. Prices and wages have got to come down.
It is the only way of salvation. No one wants to be first. You
are no more anxious to lower the price of lumber for my hen-

house than I am to lower the salaries of professors of political

economy. And it would be grossly unfair if by deliberate policy

or by the ill-fortune of circumstance some one industry or some
one group of workers should bear an unnecessarily great, or un-

necessarily sudden, fall in its share of general earnings.

But the only sane and rational way in which to envisage our

present situation is to look upon this as a painful era of transi-

tion from the inflated prices of the war to the solid level of the

gold standard. Till we get back to that, there can be no safety

and no certainty in our national business or our international

trade.

So much for that, or, as they say in England, that's that.

But with one other aim of your convention, its larger and its

greater purpose, I want to tell you, as the representative of the

Canadian public—you have our most sincere and enthusiastic

sympathy.

Conserve Our Forests

I refer to the conservation of our forests and the adoption

of an adequate and scientific system, both of preservation and
extension of the magnificent heritage into which we started. It

is a melancholy thing to look abroad over the globe and estimate

the atrocious ravages of modern industry ui)on the resources of

mankind. The human race for a hundred a ears has been living

on its capital. In the midst of wealth it has grown poorer. It

is now beginning to find the limits of its boasted power over

nature in the exhaustion of nature itself. It is our good fortune

in Canada that as yet nothing irremediable has been done. Our
future is still before us. There are still vast forests standing

silent in the north and vast areas that can yet be restored to the

silent splendor that once was theirs.

But for the adoption of a proper policy of conservation the

first thing needed is the stimulation of public opinion. It is for

that that we are here. And I w^ant to tell you that if at any time
in the future I can help the growth of the forests of Canada by
leaving my classes at McGill and joining vou here at die Mount
Roval Hotel—I'll do it.

I want, before I die, to overtake the price of hemlock.

An Iowa, lumber dealer has erected a handsome bill-board

as a fence around his yard, which he leases for advertising pur-

poses.

POSITION WANTED
Band Saw Filer, 20 years' experience. No job too large. Can

guarantee satisfaction. Address Box 34, Western Lumberman. 3-6
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Can You Answer These Questions?
The Editor will he pleased to have comments from the retailers on the folloicluf/

Terms of sale and enforcing them. If discount for cash,

how much?
How to do business with farmers when they are broke.

Is there an advantage in buying direct from the mill over

buying from the jobber?

When can we expect relief from the exorbitant freight rates?

Rebates to contractors, or relation of contractor to the lum-

ber business.

Can a retail lumber yard be run successfully on a cash basis?

Value of window displays.

How to get the co-operation of the contractors and archi-

tects in a town working out a plan book system.

Mill work costs.

Motor delivery costs.

Right and wrong methods of soliciting business.

Meeting competition fair and unfair.

Method of dealing with the customer who is good but slow.

Cost of doing business.

The turnover of different items in the course of a year's

business.

Will the lumber merchant of the future be the contractor,

selling completed homes and other buildings, having one's own
crew and business organization ?

Building and loan associations by the lumbermen's associa-

tion to finance home building. Canada must be made a nation of

home owners, not renters.

Coal shortages.

Association railroad scales.

Adjustment of lumber claims when not up to grade.

How to build up an organization.

How to run a small detail factor}- profitably.

Best advertising medium for retail yards.

Protection of the retailer by cement companies.

Magnesite : its uses, best method of application ; cost per

yard.

How can a stock of builders' hardware be checked so as to

determine at inventory time if quantity holds out?

Is there need of a course of training for retail lumbermen
before assuming management duties.

Retail yard advertising to combat the ready-cut.

Financing home building in sections where building and loan

associations will not make loans (farms, not incorporated towns).

Cash and carry in the retail lumber business.

Rural advertising and roadside signs where one has no local

paper.

The handling of cheap goods to overcome or meet demands
of customers who send away for their goods.

Some way to get more uniform fence posts so one won't get

some 4-inch and some 7-inch in a car of 5-inch posts.

A small woodworker in a small town where there is no mill

or power machinery and where there is a considerable amount of

odd sizes, cui)])ed and damaged lumber which is hard to move in

such condition—an asset or expense, which?
Grade and trade marking of all lumber.

Co-operative advertising and publicity by retailers of a com-
munity to create a desire to own homes

;
posters, copy, etc., to be

furnished by the association.

Second mortgage loan companies to assist in building homes
for wage earners.

Business ethics as practiced, by the manufacturer of lumber,

cash, doors and other mill-work in local territory. Reference is

especially made to the practice of quoting consumers i)ractically

the same price as to dealers.

Some way or some plan by which the retailer and manufac-
turer can get together on grades of lumber shipped and received.

Minimum volume of sales required for a profitable invest-

ment in the average small town yard.

Would warehousing of shingles at convenient distributing

points throughout the country by manufacturers be of advantage
to the retail trade, and why ?

What will help retail lumbermen to become better masters of
their business?

Should a lumber merchant carry such allied lines as house
furnishings, hardware, paints, carpets, etc. What are allied lines?

\\^hat is the most successful and generally satisfactory

me.hod of buying lumber for stock? Give details, such as do you
buy from wholesalers, jobbers or manufacturers? Do you buy
as you need stock or do you buy on weak market, etc. How do
you determine the market trend?

Should there be written into the grading rules covering
planing mill stocks provision for the use of short lengths?

A line yard manager would have more time to apply on sales

and collections if he did not have to spend so much time in mak-
ing out so many unnecessary reports. Why not keep the stock
sheets at the general office where expert bookkeepers are em-
ployed to do his work.

Shingle business, rite grade, squares, odd lengths, conserva-
tion, less waste, utilization of lower grades, forestry.

Advisability of securing fir rate on cedar products based on
fir minimum, thus making possible the shipment and sale of

GREEN shingles.

Moving picture advertising, is it an asset or a liability?

How to meet ready-cut competition.

How can the returned material evil best be handled.

Getting Busy on Repair Work
March is a time when the prairie retailer may well look

around, size up the. conditions for the approaching" season and
take stock of what business is likely to develop. In the rural

sections there may not be many new structures in the offering,

owing to the fact that farmers are getting a low price for their

produce and live stock and most of them do not fell like launch-

ing out on a large structural scale until they receive a return for

their goods that will bear comparison with what they have to

pay for other requisites. They contend that the latter will have
not come down in price nearly as rapidly nor to the extent as have
the products of the soil.

There is always, however, a large amount of repair work
done in every community early in the year, and this may be well

sought by the retail lumberman. He should impress upon the

farmer that it is false economy to allow his buildings to fall into

decay or dilapidation or his roofs to become leaky and old. It

is a short-sighted policy for anyone to follow, and it should not

require much persuasion on the part of the retail dealer to sell

most any farmer some lumber for such depressing needs as re-

pairs.

Wear Out Your Shoes—Not Your Breeches

Of course this cannot be accomplished by the disj^enser of

wood products sitting around in his office chatting or smoking
all day, complaining of affairs going to the bow-wows and con-

ditions being bottom-side uj), at this period of the year. He must
get out and make calls and become acquainted with the wants

of the surrounding country. By venturing out in this direction

and in that and meeting i)e()])le, he soon begins to hear of things

of interest which will no doubt, lead to futuer business.

Then some attractive and effective literature, with catchy

headings, might also get in its leavening process. "Make those

repairs now," "Get Busy Before the .Spring Rush Sets in."

"Don't Neglect that Roof until it is too late," "The Longer the

Delay, the Greater the Cost," etc. These ])oints should be driven

home and the effective announcement also made that repairs and
alterations can be carried out when the weather peimits, and the

occassion to make them is not when in a hurry or rushed with

other work. The pro]>er time ff)r the farmer to conduct sucli

operations is between his busy seasons.
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The repair business is only that is too frequenlly neglected.

While the orders may seem small, in the aggregate they amount
to a great deal, and where a farmer secures his 2 x 4's and 2 x 6's

as well as his rough lumber for renovations, he is also going to

make heavier purchases when requiring anything in the way of

dressed stock, timbers, interiors or exterior trim, flooring, etc.

There are some farmers who are inclined to procrastinate on the

principle that tomorrow will do for making repairs as well as

to day. They should be educated that there is no time like the

present and that the old aphorism of "A stitch in time saves nine,"

is as true in building terminology as in a sartorial sense.

Another service that the dealer can make known is that "no

job is too small to receive prompt attention." It may be that some
cedar posts, several bundles of lath, a bunch or two of shingles

and a few boards make up a comparatively trivial transaction,

but the purchase will estal)lish a link between dealer and consumer

that will, no doubt, develop later into larger business relations.

It is not alone upon present turnover that expanding businesses

are created but upon potentialities of demand in the days to come.

It is necessary for the retailer to have not only courage an in-

itiative, but also imagination, visualizing what his own town or

district will be five or ten years from now and seeing in prospect

the new homes, barns, innumerable garages, stables, etc., which
will dot the surface of the township in which he does business.

The retailer must feel that he is a part of the constituency in

which he resides ; that anything, which benefits the community at

large, will result in, advantage to him, and vice versa. He shouldl

realize that he is a community builder and should see far beyond
the mere taking in of so much cash. Let him establish a name and
standing that are worth while. Of course, it will require work and
pluck and persistency, but was anything worth while ever won
that did not involve or entail action, thought, labor and zeal?

Wealth of Timber along Fraser Valley Estimated

at Four Billion Feet
Despite the rapid increase of settlement entailng extensive

land clearing operations, an enormous amount of standing mer-

cantile timber is still in reserve in the districts adjacent to the

north side of the Fraser Valley. According to statistics furnished

by E. Walmsley, crown timber agent, the available supply of

these vast reserves is estimated at 4,200,000,000 feet, and at the

rate of cut of last year, which was 9A1,000,000 feet, will last for

a long period provided proper conservation is in force.

In getting out estimates of the timber cut and in reserve

crown timber officials have divided the north side into five

districts, all practically within a radius of 80 miles from Van-
couver. In Coquitlam, timber, including fir, cedar and hemlock,

to the extent of 25,000,000 feet was cut last year—the chief

loggnig operations being carried on by the Canadian Robert

Dollar Company, Pitt River Shingle Company, Pacific Shingle

Company, and Robert McNair Shingle Company—the reserve in

this district being estimated at 500,000,000 feet.

Extensive Operations

The most extensive operations are being ])lanned in the Pitt

lake district, bordering on and including part of the municipalities

of Pitt Meadows and Maple Ridge; 10,000,000 feet were logged

off this territory last year but this year the cut will be consider-

ably increased. The Buckingham Development Company is com-
mencing operat'ons on a large scale with the most modern logging

machinerv, including Simplex yarders 11x17; the great strength

and size of the machines will enable the company to work suc-

cessfully on the hill sides and besides this the company is build-

ing a seven-mile logging railroad to tap the vast reserves at the

head of Pitt lake. Other companies operating in this district are

the Pitt River Shingle company, Rainner and McCiillivray and

Ebourne Sawmills. Nearly half a million feet of the finest old

growth cedar and fir is still in reserve in this district while at

the upper end of Pitt lake 800,000,000 feet is still waiting deple-

tion.

In the district of North Maple Ridge last year's cut amounted
to 24,000,000 feet and the reserve over 1 ,000,000,000. Aberntthy

and Lougheed, the Western Timber Corporation and the (iold

Creek Timber Company are the princi]jal operators and all are

])]anning extensive enlargements in their operations during the

present year.

Twenty-five million feet was the cut last year in the Stave

Falls district, between Stave lake and Chehalis lake, and 750,000,-

000 feet is a conservative estimate of the vast resources in this

locality north of Mission and Dewdney. The Stave Falls Logging
Comj^any, Ruskin Operations, Ltd., and the Stoltze Company cut

the largest ])ercentage of this large output.

Vast Reserves

,\'ast reserves are also waiting cutting on the south side

where the estimated cut last vear amounted between 65,000.000

and 70,000,000 feet to the value of $1,000,000,000.

The King-Farris Lumber Company operating on the famous
"Green Timber" in Surrey, and the Campbell River Lumber
Company operating near Cultus lake, are prehaps the largest on
the south side. Other large camps are operated by the McLean
and McKay Company near Cloverdale, the Dimension Lumber
Company at Sullivan, and Galbraith and Sons at Lincoln. The
Abbots ford Lumber, Mining and Development Company are

cutting at Sumas and Matsqui. In Langley the Campbell River
Lumber Com.pany are operating a very large camp towards the

eastern en dof the municipality.

On the south side especially, the cedar reserves are being

rapidly depleted and timber that was previously ignored has be-

come popular of late in the manufacture of shingle bolts, bringing

as high as $11 a cord at the local mills. Almost 15,000 cords of

bolts were cut on this side alone last vear with an approxmiate
value of $105,000.

The cutting of telephone poles is also assuming large propor-

tions, where a conservative estimate would give approxmiately
250,000 lineal feet on the south side and as much, if not more,
on the north. A large number of these poles found a ready mar-
ket in the eastern states, besides the local marke'.s.

Conservation Necessary

The second growth fir, plentiful all over the valley, is proving

the best material for the manufacture of railroad ties,, where in

one locality 10,000 were cut last year.

The big plant of the Campbell River Lumber Co. is enjoying

its share of the returning prosperity of the lumbering industry.

It is not a case of gttting orders for lumber, but rather of select-

ing the ones they prefer to fill for there is a general feeling that

prices will steadily rise. In the meantime the company is im-

proving its shipping facilities. Last week a large scow was
launched at New Westminster and added to the flatlbottomed

fleet and a new tug will be added to the towing fleet very shortly.

It is now under construction at Vancouver for the White Rock
Tug Towing Co., a subsidiary concern. Capt. Sosulet who will

bt given the command will be succeeded by his brother as master

of the Camrilco, the company's smaller craft. It is understood
the Mr. Bert Wilder is shipping as quartermaster. The new tug,

formerly operated by steam, is being converted to an oil burner
of 200 h.p. The best of the logs are now coming from the

company's fine limits near Cultus Lake. They are shipped by rail

from Sumas to Bellingham and thence to the mill at White Rock.
It is said that eighty per cent, of the timber is clear, which is

decidedly a high percentage and enables the company to cater

to the cream of the orders.

The company's permanent camp at the new mills is the last

word in lumbering camps—electric light and all other trimmings
of civilization, almost.
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Two U. S. Leaders Declare for

Lumber Price Stability
Mark Twain once wrote, "Everybody talks about the

weather, but nothing is done about it." There is a good deal of

talk now about the lumber prices going too high, and it is of

course well known that nothing CAN be done about it collectively

or by agreement between any two or more factors on the same

side of the merchandise boundary between buyer and seller, as

long as the federal law prohibits agreements to maintain or en-

hance prices.

That however does not prevent any individual lumberman

from so dirceting his own merchandising activities that if every-

])ody else did likewise the lumber market would be as safe from

runaway proclivities as a Ford car with the engine removed and

no gasol'ne in the tank. Should we attempt to tell within these

box rules all that is known of such an individual disposition

among lumber merchants at this time, a doublepage spread wcndd

be entirely insufficient; so we will content ourselves with ONE
utterance which is of broad national significance from the manu-
facturers' side of the market, and ONE utterance from a re-

lailer whose personal standing would give it a national influence

even if his official position were not such as to make him ?.

national spokesman for the retail lumber merchants.

Instructions to Weyerhaeuser Salesmen

T. J. Humbird, president of the Weyerhaeuser Sales Co.,

sent out from St. Paul, Minn., under the date of February 1,

as "St. Paul Bulletin No. 331," in the regular loose leaf mineo-

graph bulletin form followed by that company, a bulletin to all

salesmen which is cuch a clear declaration of merchandising

policy that we commend it to the particular attention of the pur-

chasing agent of Dodge Brothers, Detroit, Mich., who in a very

excellent address before the Northern Hemlock and Hardwood
Manufacturers' Association (reported in this number remarked
"If there is a sales policy anywhere in the lumber business 1

would to be informed what it is." The full text of Mr. Humbird's
multifold letter to his sales force follows:

"Recent reports and statistics from various sections show
there is a healthy and substantial improvement in business con-

ditions in all lines.

"In the lumber industry this is reflected by increased pro-

duction, increased shipments and a big gain in unfilled orders

at die mills as shown by the weekly barometers.

"Correspondents of the lumber trade papers have predicted

a so-called runaway market for lumber. These articles have l)een

widely copied by the daily press and other ])ublication^, and per-
,

h.aps this publicity is having or will have an adverse effect ])y

discouraging the season's building" programme.

"It is true that the active demand and increased operating

costs will have a tendency to advance prices over the low levels

of 1921 and 1922, but the best element in the business believes

that a fair and reasonable ])rice of lumljcr and other building

materials is the best basis for the manufacturer, the dealer and
die builder and that a real effort will be made to see that the

I'rice of lumber does not go a1>ove die figures that are consistent

with operating costs.

"You can assure our customers that the Weyerhaeuser grouji

of mills wdll—as in the past—do all' they can to discourage run-

away or unreasonable prices and that the output of these mills

will be for sale ;o your trade, as fast as it is ready for market and
transportation is available to make shipments. Prices will he

consistent and in line with operating conditions that govern.

"We will not have enough lumber this spring to take care

of all the demands made upon us. We want first to take care

of our regular customers and come as near as possible to supply-

ing their needs. You mu.st not offer our stock in large lots or to

people who have not been buying of us, until your regular trade

has been first taken care of in so far as we can do so. All the

lumber our mills produce is for sale when it is ready for the

market, but in order best to serve our customers we want you
to stick closely to the following:

"Study your stock sheets and enter orders only for items

shown.
"(iive no options on stock nor make any cjuotations except

for immediate acceptance.

,"Make no sales for futuer delivery. All sales and quotations

must be made subject to. prior sale and to acceptance by the

general office.

,"Please see that your customers are informed as to our
position and do all you can to assist them so to make up their

orders that we can be of real help to them during this period of

active buying."

President Lloyd's Trade Message
Jolin E. Lloyd, of Philadelphia, Pa., ])resident of the National

Retail Lumber Dealers' Association, and representatives of re-

tailers upon the Central Committee on Lumber Standards, says

:

"One of the most serious problems facing lumbermen, from
time to time, ;s the very great fluctualion in the lumber market.

This very materially affects the construction industry, and is a

subject that slioulcl be considered very seriously in all of its

phases by lumbermen.

"Stabilization of the construction industry is a matter that

is being considered in the building trades at the present time, to

the end that those engaged in it may be employed continuousl}'.

Lumbermen can aid materially to achieve this much-to-be-desired

result by working together in an effort to see that lumber pro-

duction continues on an even basis throughout the year.

,"Any effort along these lines, how'ever, in the construction

industry will be useless unless labor is willing to do its part to

prevent the wages paid reaching a point where construction of

necessity slows down on account of increased cost.

"Today, I believe, we are in a position wdiere the tendency
materially to increase prices of material entering into construc-

tion, as well as the v&ry rapid increase of wages is going to have
the effect of sooner or later curtailing not only the construction

industry but general business, and while the reaction wdll certainlv

not be as serious as it was in 1920, the fact remains that if prices

con inue to advance \vc cannot look for anything but a sudden
reaction some time during the" ])resennt year. This is to be
avoided if at all possible, but that can be accomplished (inly

through active co-o])era.iiin of everyone, having in mind a sincere

effort to stablize conditions, not only in the cost of raw materials,

but als(j to the wages paid in the building indu^lrw"

Only Gave Me a Cigar
The other day a salesman called to sell me

some lumber.

He was a fine talker. He gave me a cigar.

He knew all about the car shortage, the fail-

ure of prohibition and how the home-town
team stood to win.

But, he did not know any more about
lumber than I did. He only knew it came
out of trees. He could not tell me what I

wanted to know.

I'm waiting for a salesman that knows
more than Salesmanship—and he'll get

my order.
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Who Are These Bushmen ?

What Logging Outfit?
Where, What, When ?

A Prize of TEN DOLLARS is Offered for CORRECT ANSWER. We Will Also Pay for the Most

Interesting Story Submitted.
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RULES

(1) Only men em-

ployed in logging camps

are eligible.

(2) Cheque for Ten

Dollars will only be sent

to first one who tells us

(by letter only) the fol-

'lowing facts: (a) Full

names of men, right to

left, (b) What opera-

tion and where, (c)

Approximate date photo

was taken, (d) Kind

of tree and approximate

saleable contents (height

is about 125 feet of nor-

mal growth).

(3) Editorial stafif of

"Western Lumberman"

will act as judges and

their decision will be

final.

(4) Names and an-

swers of all competitors

will be published in the

April issue of "Western

Lumberman."

(5) The competition

closes Tuesday, March
20th, 1923, at noon.

riiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

STORY

We shall be pleased to

pay for interesting

stories regarding any-

thing connected with this

competition. Do not

hesitate to write a story

even if you have had no

experience. \\'e will

polish it up if necessary

and make suggestions as

to how you can become

a more experienced

writer. JNIany famous

authors and joui'nalists

have begun their career

l)y fearing their "copy"

was not good enough.

Therefore do not hesi-

tate if you know some-

thmg about these men

or about the photograph.

Send in your stor}- to the

competition and even if

you do not win the ten

dollars (for the first let-

ter with all the facts

opened
) you may cash

in on (jur space rates.

liiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHi Mk^^.-^J,' kii&a.M£m £̂'
.^^ritiigrji^js3L^ --c.-r«r3^:»H»" nijiiiMJiiinniMiiiiiniiiiniiii

????????????
Write Today ---

The Photograph Competition Editor
WESTERN LUMBERMAN

106 WINCH BUILDING, VANCOUVER,

I
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TREND IN DESIGN OF WOODWORKING MACHINERY
FAVORS ELECTRICITY

By SETH MADSEN.

Woodworking machinery, which has been considered stan-

dard for many years, is now passing through a period of revoki-

tionary design. Among the many factors which are causing

this change may be mentioned: (1) Adoption of high-speed steel

and improved cutter-head design; (2) the demands for greater

speed and more economical production; (3) the use of ball bear-

ings for high-speed arbors; and (4) the direct application of the

new electric drive, first to individual machines, and now to each

individual head.

It is the purpose of this paper to show how these factors are

greatly influencing and determining the type of woodworking
machinery of the future. The machines considered, for the most
part, will be those used in the sash, door and millwork industries,

and these represent quite completely all the machinery used in

the remanufacture of lumber into finished products.

Square Cutter Heads Being Supplanted

In the early days of the development of the woodworking
indu.stry only the very choicest lumber was used. Preferabl}-

softer woods and the straighter-grained materials went into

articles requiring much shaping and fine finish. With sucfli

materials the old-style square cutter head did remarkably well.

Having a hook with an angle of 45 deg. it cut and planed well

with a minimum of power required. The growing scarcity of

softer wood resulted in the necessityl of working up not only the

harder woods, but the crooked-grained materials as well. Coupled
with this came the demands for greater speed. The square

'head, though still used to some extent, had a tendency to tear,

due to its great hook. The remedy was to back bevel or reduce
the cutting angle of the bits. Two difficulties were encountered

:

carbon steel would not stand up, and the power required to

drive the heads increased. The adoption of high-speed steel

remedied the one difficulty, but did not reduce the power.

The improved work and absence of tearing resulting from
more of a scraping cut has so influenced cutter-head design that

now it is not unusual to find cutter heads with as little as 5 or 1£)

reg. rake instead of the original 45 deg. With cutter heads hav-
ing so little angle the shavings are broken up and come of¥ moi"e
curly. In some cases the power required may be reduced by
setting the cutters at a sufficient angle to produce a side-shearing

cut.

When it was found that high-speed would stand the scrap-
ing cut it became almost universal practice to apply more power
and turn out more work. Milled-to-pattern bits and round heads
with their high-speed bits were developed; as all of these could
withstand greater centrifugal stress, higher speeds could be u.sed

m an endeavor to obtain more knife cuts.

The Limit of Belt Speed

Here again it was found that more power and more speed
meant wider belts, larger pulleys, and excessive belt speeds.

At somewhere around 4,000 r.p.m. we begin to experience more
or less trouble in transmitting power to the cutter heads by means
of belts. Centrifugal force tends to reduce both the grip of the

belt and the arc of contact on the cutter-arbor pulley. The high
belt speed tends to whip it to pieces and necessity for greater
tension strains the belt. Heating up the pulleys tends to increase
belt slippage and further aggravates the trouble.

Whether influenced by these considerations or not, belt-

driven machines have not generally been designed to operate at

more than from 3,600 to 4,000 r.p.m. The use of two driving
belts, one at each end of the cutter-head arbor, has enabled some
machines to operate at the higher speeds.

Since the designers were limited in the direction of increased
cutter-head speeds, and since it is practically impossible to set

two or more knives or bits to cut the same, it was necessary to
find some means of securing a greater number of uniform-depth
knife cuts per revolution of the cutter heads. Larger-diameter
cutter heads were adopted and more bits inserted, but no matter
how carefully set up, generally but one bit actually does the finish

cutting and leaves "revolution marks" on the work. The axis

of rotation of a cutter edge at high or operating speed is never

the same as at rest. Slight unbalance causes a corresponding

"throw" at high speed, which may be sufficient to cause one bit

to cut deeper than the other. W e may be able to make all bits cut

but seldom will they "finish" the same depth. A difference of

0,001 in. or less is very apparent on feeds greater than 1 in. for

each 15 revolutions of the cutter head.

Motor Mounting

The problem of getting all bits to cut has practically been

solver by joining or dressing them to even length with a stone

while the head runs at cutting speed. High-speed steel is much
more satisfactory where jointing" is necessary. If the "heel"

produced by joining varies too much on the successive bits or

cutters the effect is as bad as though one were longer than the

others. In spite of all these improvements there are still cutter

heads that cannot be jointed and we must depend on higher

rotative speeds.

Having summed up the various problems of driving and
fitting cutter heads, it is interesting to note how admirably ball

bearings and electric motors overcome many of them. The belt

drive, at its best, subjects the bearings to more or less pounding

and vibration and also causes a tremendous amount of side pull

and friction owing to belt tension. A motor direct-coupled to

the arbor overcomes some of these objections, but still involves

difficulties with couplings, alignment, etc., besides requiring con-

siderable space.

A practice which is constantly growing in favor is to "build

the motor in" so as to make the motor shaft and cutter arbor

identical. While such an arrangement is ideal in providing high

speeds, even, steady torque, and an abundance of power, it still

involves some problems in bearing design. On this one point

there is still no approach toward standard construction. Some
machine builders mount the motor entirely outside the main arbor

bearings, and let the rotor run on an overhung shaft with no

bearings in the stator w4iatever. This construction works very

well on lower speeds up to possibly 1,800 r.p.m., but its use is

questionable on speeds of 3,600 r.p.m. and higher. Attempts
have been made to improve this construction by use of an outer

bearing in the motor, but best practice greatly favors the use of

only two bearings on any high-speed arbor wherever possible.

Another method which appears to meet with more approval

is to build the motor frames exceedingly strong, with heavy

bearings and as great overall length as practical.

One machine builder has adopted a construction involving

a heavy yoke with heavy bearings at each end and mounting the

stator on the yoke. While this is an exceedingly heavy construc-

tion, it does remove nearly all mechanical stress from the motor
frame itself.

Still another method of c(jnstruction used by a prominent

m.achine builder consists of mounting the yoke. The motor com-

plete is kjcated on the arbor between these bearings, and ball

bearings in the end maintain clearance between rotor and stator.

These varied tvpes of construction show that no definite

belt plan has yet been decided u\nm. The esential problem is to

l)rov!de for:

1. Rigid bearings without end play for the cuUcr-head

arbor.

2. Bearings thai will maintain, or are adjustable for, clear-

ance between stator and rolor.

3. Bearings that will stand u]) al the higher si)oeds of 5,000

to 7,000 r.p.m.

Ball Bearings

In nearly all ot the designs ball bearings are used and are

meeting with ver}- good results. Types of bearings vary from
the double-row self-aligning type to the deep-groove single-row.

The latter has tlie preference where end play is to be prevented,

but the former is much preferred where radial load is predomi-
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nant. It is quite important that end thrust be cared for at only

one bearing, and that all other bearings be free to move longi-

tudinall}- with the shaft as it may expand or contract. One
manufacturer uses a well-lubricated bronze thrust bearing to

resist end play in one direction, while one of the ball bearings

meet it in the opposite direction.

In the visual construction the inner ball race is locked to the

arbor while the outer race is free to creep or turn gradually.

Bearing manufacturers claim this is desirable in order to distri-

bute gradually the wear to different surfaces of the outer race.

Instances are known, however, where this has gradually worn
the retaining case to ;he point of objectionable looseness. Proper
lubrications also sem to be a problem worthy of further study.

Ordinarily hard-grease cups are used, but better, more nearly

fool-proof devices are needed. Automatic circulating-oil lubri-

cation seems most desirable for high speeds. Prevention of oil

leakage into the moior windings is a difficult problem to solve

successfully.

Life of Bearings

The hfe of ball bearings at high speed is something not yet

well determined. It is generally agreed that they do not need
replacing so often as babbitted bearings. Very few properly

designed bearings fall short of what is considered satisfactory

service. Owing to the comparatively short time ball bearings

have been in use but few data are available concerning their serv-

ice. It is reported that ball-bearing shapers built ten years ago
are still, so far as is known, operating on the original bearings.

It is known denitely that bearings running 7,200 r.p.m. are still

in good condition after four years' service. Where bearings have
failed after a few months' service it can generally be traced to

faulty lubrication, improper design, or misuse.

Even with the possibility of an occasional bearing failure,

there ne\'ertheless seems to be a general feeling among users that

it is far cheaper, both in time and money, to replace an, occasional

ball bearing than to replace babbitted bearings giving a like

service. A prommeni designer advances the belief that the

average life of bearings operating at 3,-000 to 7,200 r.p.m. will

be about three 3-ears, and that at speeds slower than this they will

last indefinitely. All manufacturers and users appear to be
agreed that ball bearings are wgrth all they cost, owing to the

many advantages they have over other types of bearings.

Power Savings

The savings in power resulting from the use of ball-bearing

motor-driven arbors is little short of amazing. Tests of motor-
ized and belt-driven molders in the Sellers factory, Elwood, Ind.,

show the following results

:

Belted
Machine

Starting power 33 h.p. for 1 min.
Running idle 9.4 hp.
Feed, 45 ft. per min. 14 h.p.=''

Feed, 50 ft. per min. 14.7 h.p.

Feed, 75 ft. per min. 17.4 h.p.

Feed, 90 ft. per min. 18.8 h.p. (est.)

Motorized
Machine

10 h.p. for 4 sec.

3.3 h.p.

6.7 h.p.

7 h.p. (est.)

9.1 h.p. (est.)

10.7 h.p.

*Data from the Wood Worker. Estimated values from curves
drawn by the author.

Tests from the plant of Curtis Bros. & Co., Clint(jn, Iowa,
on door stickers doing identical work are as follows

:

Starting current
Running idle-

Feed, 46 ft. per min.
Feed, 75 ft. per min.

. Belted
Machine

200 amp. max.
17.3 h.p.

23.5 h.p.

25.8 h.p.

Feed, 46 ft. per min.
Feed, 75 ft. per min.
80 amp. max.
5 h.p.

8.1 h.p.

10.4 h.p.

Tests at the same plant on molders show :

Starting current
Running idle

Feed, 24 ft. per min
Feed, 30 ft. per min

Belted Motorized
Machine Machine

140 amp. 30 sec. 60 amp. 3 sec.

8.1 h.p. 3.8 h.p.

10 h.p. 5.5 h.p.

10.2 h.p. 5.8 h.p.

Tests of this kind seem to indicate that we may hope to .save

50 per cent, of the power now used for driving such machines
as molders, stickers, planers, sanders, etc. This is cheering news
in the face of the facts brought out earlier in this paper that the

later types of heads designed to do better work do require more
power to drive them. By this happy coincidence it may be pos-

sible for woodworking plants to keep their power requirements
from continually mounting higher.

Siberia Needs Capital to Develop Large
Forests

Belief that American capital will shortly enter .Siberia to

develop the enormous forests of that country, and so wrest a

large part of the Far Eastern timber market from American and
Canadian lumbermen, is expressed by M. Anisomov, directing

manager of the State Timber Industry Trust (Exphjiesj of

Chita. He says in an interview given in Harbin

:

"Prospects of the lumber industry, especially in the Amur
and Maritime provinces, are immense. We possess 313,000,000

acres of forest land, whi-c-h ^Iso have a river outlet to the Pacific.

Along the Amur river system alone it is possible to fell 300,-

000,000 cubic feet of timber yearly without damaging the forests.

"We must, and soon shall be, in connection with the United
States, the principal suppliers of wood to pacific markets. The
variety and quality of our timber are its best pledge of success.

Markets Near Timber Limits

"Markets needing timber are close at hand. The distance

from our ports, Nikolaievski and Vladivostok, to the ports of

Japan and China is one-fourth to one-third the distance-to those

ports from America. Besides, if America, despite the great

distance of shipping and the high cost of production, can export,

business will be subject to most favorable conditions.

"In natural trade competition with the United States, the

advantages are all on our side: Cheap lumber, cheap labor and
cheap and short shipments. The Exploles has alreacl}' received

large orders for timber suitable for building railway sleeping

cars.

"Private capital displays some interest in - the forests of

.Siberia, but except for American and Japanese, it is not active

enough. Japanese capital, naturally is drawn toward our lumber
industry, but political conditions have so far prevented anv con-

crete results.

"For some time American lumber circles have been reckon-
ing upon the coming export of .Siberian t'.mber to Pacific markets,
and it is reasonable to expect that American capital will be the

first to invest in the lumber industry of Siberia. A number of

enquiries already have been received from the United .States

regarding concessions."

Is the Customer Always Right?
Mr. R. A. Dailey, of Pacific Coast Shippers' Associa-

tion, says

:

"Years ago the owner of one of the most successful depart-

ment s'.ores coined the phrase 'the customer is always r ght,'

and his business and that of many other merchants in all lines

of business has been conducted on that basis.

"Not may of us in the lumber business know much about
running a department store, but my personal expenece in ad-

justing thousands of controversies between lumbermen leads me
to make the plain, unvarnished statement (for which I may be
shot at sunrise) that the customer is NOT always right. In

fact, in a great many cases he is dead wrong and he knows it.

"Let me city for instance, the matter of terms (jf jja^ment
which are generally plainl}- printed on your accej) ailce and
invoice. If the cu.stomer pays cash oh or before the discount

date, he is entitled to deduct cash discount. Yet how many buyers
of lumber habitually remit 'less 2 ])er cent' all the waA- from five

to forty days after the discount date—and get away with it ?

"The terms also plainly state that if remittance is not made
within a certain length of time, interest will be charged from
that date until the date of pa}'ment. Yet, when a shipper draws
the attention of his customer to the oversight of failing to

include interest in his remittance, how many times does the cus-

tomer (who is theoretically 'always right') come back with some
naive remark like 'come and get it.'

"The shippers who follow the lines of least resistance and
allow their customers to 'get away' with such business methods
and injustices are simply making it harder for all other shippers

to do business ethically, besides showing a decided weakness in

themselves which that sort of customer is not slow to detect and
take advantage of at every opportunity."
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B.C. Dept. of Lands November Timber Sales
Estimated Totals

1920-20.338,400 B.F.i 1921-23.055.285 B.F.^^^1 1922-30.210.347

1920-355.500 Lin. Ft.

1921-1 13.450 LIN. FT.

1922-765.370 LiN. FT.

1920-288.970 Ties.

1921—64.024 Ties.

1922-307,859 TIES.

1920-2.305 CORDS.

1921-3. 140 CORDS.

1922-3,584 Cords.

Extracts from Department of Lands Report

Vancouver District

Vancouver district, number X4454, estimated sale value of

$517.00, to James Mulroney, of Blind Channel; Allison Sound,
hand-logging chance. X3309, $210.76, F. G. Bellham, Port
Hard; BeHze Inlet. X3733, $1,448.00, R. McVan Shingle Co.,

Ltd., Vancouver ; Dakota Creek, Howe Sound ; selective cutting.

X4122, $967.58, John Johnson, Jervis Inlet; Prince of Wales
Reach; difficult logging unit. X2558, $852.00, Howard Dawson,
789 Georgia Street, Vancouver; T.L.T.S. ; Call Creek. X4272,
$74.60, Jas. Mulroney, Vancouver; Waterfront Unit; Belize

Inlet. X1675, $2,374.70, T. G. Sutherland, Rendezvous Island;

60 chains haul to Porpoise Bay. X4439, $444.00, T. Erxkson,
Shoal Bay; H.L.T.S. ; Sonova Island. X4305, $377.45, A. L.

Youngreen, Kingcome River; H.L.T.S.; Wakeman Sound.
X4494, $34.38, H. J. Butterfield, Ecoole, B.C. ; H.L.T.S.

;
Copper

Island, Barklev Sound. X4465, $258.75, F. H. Sawver, Kerris-

dale ; Point Grey. X4402, $180.20, Tomogburn, Goat River, via

Powell River; On Goat Lake; driftwood. X4506, $134.00. G. P.

Challenger, 313 Pacific Building, Vancouver; Loughborough In-

let; scattered timber and broken area. X4458, $117.50, Sechelt

Lumber & Shingle Co., Sechelt; small unit, 70 chains from Se-

chelt Inlet. X3982, $1,435.69, Jas. Mulronev, Blind Channel;
Belize Inlet; small waterfront unit. X4329, $559.00, Jas. Mul-
roney, Blind Channel ; Belize Inlet ; waterfront unit. X4243.
$695.20, Jas. Mulroney, Blind Channel; Belize Inlet; waterfront

unit. X3849, $571.65, Charles English, Rock Bay; On shore of

Discovery Passage. X4407, $338.80, C. E. Rector, Roy, B.C.;
H.L.T.S.; Loughborough Inlet. X4000, $227.00, Bob George,

Lund, B.C.; H.L.T.S.; Malaspina Inlet. X4184, $173.00, John
Gunderson, Port Hardy; H.L.T.S.; Belize Inlet. X4348, $671.75.

Alex Farquharson, Minstrel Island; H.L.T.S.; Knight's Inlet.

Port Elizabeth. X4318, $1,017.97, Barke & Kunzler, Read
Island; Evans Bay; small donkey unit. X4125, $630.00, Johnnie
Nolie, c/o Smith Dollar Timber Co., False Bay ; H.L.T.S. ; Sev
mour Inlet. X2223, $247.85, Johnnv Mitchell, Church House;
H.L.T.S.; Hole-in-the-Wall. X4385, $885.24, Mclntyre Lum-
ber Co., 1675 10.h Avenue W., Vancouver; Frederick Arm;
part of existing unit. X4295, $471.25, James Mulroney, Blind

Channel ; Schooner Passage
;

poor logging chance. X4384,
$398.15, R. W. Minto ; Insect Island; partlv logged, poor timber.

X4430, $1,642.14, Edmond Adkins, Lund;'Pryce Channel; diffi-

cuh logging unit. X4124, $274.95, D. Shaughnessv, Alert Bav

;

H.L.T.S.; Pack Lake. X4495, $2,694.77, Wilson' Brady, Ltd..

Vancouver; Topaz Harbor; fair logging chance.

Prince Rupert .District

X4419, $246.25, C. H. Lain, Wadhams, Rivers Inlet; H.L.
T.S.; Draney's Inlet. X4256, $709.00, John Mitchell, Ocean
Falls ; Roscoe Inlet

;
poor logging chance. X4420, $409.00, E.

C. Ablewhite, Nann, B.C. ; H.L.T.S. ; Fitz Hugh Sound. X4228,
$409.00, Melvin Gauthier, Ocean Falls; H.L.T.S.; Schooner
Passage. X4007, $409.00, W. L. D. Davis, Port Hardv; H.L.
T.S.

;
Long Lake. X4188. $250.50, C. P. Riel, Alice Arm ; Kitz-

ault River
;
log jams. X4505 $6,236.95, Whalen Pulp & Paper

Mills, Ltd., Vancouver; Sewell Inlet; fair logging chance.

X3713, $343.10, James Adkins, Kitimat ; H.L.T.S. ; Kildalla Arm.
X4283, $21.88, John Currie, Prince Rupert; H.L.T.S.; Prince
Rupert Harbor. X4317, $170.10, Charles Hendricks & Bros.,

ESTIMATED TOTAL VALUE
NOVEMBER TIMBER SALES

(Continued Over Leaf.)
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Bella Coola; H.L.T.S. ; Burke Channel. X4421. $687.82. A. C.

Burke, Endako ; South Shore Francois Lake. X4238, $5,743.84,

Abbotsford Lumber, Mining & Developing Co., Abbotsford ; Kit-

sault River, Alice Arm. X4340, $L775.51, John Wanner, Prince

Rupert; Waterfront unit on Pitt Island. X4358, $3,109.76, Olof

Hanson, Smithers ; Shovel Creek. X4458, $6,100.94, Olof Han-
son. Smithers ; Shovel Creek. X4388, $409.50, G. W. Anderson,

c/o Logging Office, Ocean Falls; Schooner Passage; scattered

timber. X1845, $L370.00, Pacific Mills Ltd.. Ocean Falls;

Korick Lake. X1893, $L959.00, Pacific Mills, Ltd., Ocean Falls;

Dean Channel. X1897, $2,156.00, Pacific Mills Ltd., Ocean
Falls; Dean Channel, Deep Bay. X447L $376.70, L. M. Owens,
Ocean Falls; South Shore, Burke Channel. X4255, $196.25,

lames Latham, Skeena Crossing; 6 mile haul to Skeena Crossing.

X4400, $746.75, D. C. McPherson, Ocean Falls ; small island in

Fisher Channel. X4472, $524.16, J. Mitchell, Ocean Falls; Ros-

coe Inlet; small donkey chance. X4190. $126.60, AUister McMil-
lan, Evelyn ; Good horse logging chance, 2 miles to railway.

X4411, $303.66, Hyrum Christiansen, Francois Lake; south shore

Francois Lake. ^^^^ George District

X4306, $95.11, E. G. Poole, Hulatt ; 8 mile haul to Hulatt

station. X4432, $478.46, W. J. Wiese, Engen; scattered timber,

31/0 mile haul. X4433, $944.17, J. L. Falkiner, Encombe; 4 miles

to Encombe station. X4445, $499.15, M. S. Caine, Prince George;
near Forenian station ; small timber. X4342, $382.35, Wm. Coop,
Prince George; U/o miles to Stuart station. X4390, $590.00,

Webster & Black, Eraser Lake
;
Stellagon River; scattered tim-

ber. X4490, $15.50, Frank Deni, Prince George; near Forenian;

M. mile haul to railway. X4205, $270.06, Patrick Hayes, Mc-
Bride; defective cedar, near Legrand. X3041A, $89.25, G. F.

Bayes, McBride ; near Cariboo station, G.T.P. X4446, $2,209.72,

Etter & McDougall Lumber Co., Ltd., Shere; near Shere station,

G.T.P. X4470, $120.00, Bert Hanson, Tete Juane; scattered

timber near Tete Jaune. X4447, $8,422.58, Etter & McDougall,
Lumber Co., Ltd., Shere; U/^ miles to Shere station, G.T.P.

Nelson District

X4431, $484.50, Dondale & Jones, Box 594, Grand Forks;
Cedar Creek; timber fire scorched. X3575, $388.50, Louis Tal-
arico, Fife; Italy Creek; area fire swept. X4288, $11,258.46,
Sidney Leary, Nakusp

;
Upper Arrow Lake, on east shore.

X4357. $80.00, Kettle Vallev Mills, Midway; near Midway area;
logged over. X4099, $2L43, Department of Public Works,
Canada. X4196, $2,891.96, H. L. Acomb. Lardo

;
competitive

tenders. X4517, $92.60, John Nyberg. Fife; Sutherland Creek,
near Fife. X4515, $39.50, Axel M. Johnson, Fife; Southerland
Creek. X4463, $405.94, P. J. Olson, Arrowhead; Galena Bay,
Arrow Lake; fair logging unit. X4361, $208.50, Tingle & John-
son, Slocan City; Gwillian Creek; part of existing unit. X4316,
$2,155.49, Charles .Sandnes, Cascade; shore of Christina Lake.

Cranbrook District

X4408, $396.00. J. H. Jordan, Cranbrook. X4427, $282.00,

J. H. Jordan, Cranbrook; 61/2 mile haul to Cranbrook. X4426.
$282.46, Jewell Lumber Co., Ltd., Fort Steele; 2 mile haul to

mill; fair logging chance. X4425, $213.00, S. J. Mayne, Skook-
umchuck; logged arear near Skookumchuck. X4481. $56.00, J.
G. Wood, Maryville ; 1 mile haul to Kimberley. X3296, $537.87.
P. Jensen, Wasa ; difficult logging unit; Ta-ta Creek. X4496.
$3,220.46, J. H. Jordan, Cranbrook; 2 miles east of Wasa.

Kamloops District

X3690, $2,037.20, H. F. Hardv, Avola ; Lion Creek, North
Thompson Valley. v^^„^„ district

X4175, $453.50. F. J. Bosoley. Enderby; shore of Mable
Lake. X4359, $2,480.46, Hector Johns, Ewings Landing; 70
chains to Okanagan Lake; fair logging chance. X4413, $31.10,
D. J. Innis, Keremeos ; 5 mile haul to Olalla. X4449, $448.34.
Demuth Boderick Lumber Co., Ltd. ; on Trout Creek.

Cariboo District

X4528, $33.30, M. P. Botterill, Clinton; scattered fir. 14
mile haul to mill. X4529. $95.00, Monsos & Donelson, Clinton;

mile haul to Clinton.

British Columbia Department of Lands
Forest Branch Collections for the Month of

November, 1922.

TIMBER LICENCES:
Renewals , $139,895.60

Transfer Fees 90.00

Penalties 2,074.52

$142,060.12

HANDLOGGERS' LICENCES 200.00

TIMBER LEASES:
Rentals $ 3,190.76

Transfer Fees ' 15.00

Interest on Leases 67.03

3,272.79

TIMBER SALES:
Rentals $ 1,561.01

Stumpage 22,410.42

Cruising 659.50

Advertising 265.40— 24,896.33

SCALE AND ROYALTY

:

Timber Royalty $ 96,335.57

Government Scaling Fees 71.68

Government Scaling Expenses 66.86

Timber Tax 12,370.42

Trespass Penalties 130.05

108,974.58

MISCELLANEOUS 388.34

GRAZING FEES - 358.43

$280,150.59

FOREST PROTECTION FUND:
Timber Licences $ 17,343.60

Timber Sales 367.36

Timber Leases 3,528.23

Crown Grant Lands 1,631.65

^ 22 870 84
REFUNDS TO VOTES L558.83

SCALING FUND COLLECTIONS 10,084.38

New Eastern Manager Appointed
Ralph S. Plant has been appointed manager of the Eastern

sales office of the Vancouver Lumber Company, of Vancouver,
succeeding K. M. Brown, who resigned recently to become sales

manager for the A. E. Gordon Lumber Company. Mr. Plant

has been associated with the Toronto office for the last two and
a half years, covering Western Ontario, and has made many
friends in the trade. He is a son of the late Eugene Plant, In-

spector of Bakeries, Vancouver, where he attended school and
secured his first job as office boy for the Vancouver Lumber
Company in 1917. He was next promoted to invoice clerk. And
later joined the Royal Air Force qualifying as a flight-lieutenant.

After the signing of the Armistice, he resumed his connec-

tion with the lumber industry and gained further experience in

the planing mill, tally and office departments until he came to

Toronto in 1920 to assist Mr. Brown. He is a brother of Charles

Plant, of Vancouver, sales manager of the company, and is alert

and aggressive in the interests of his firm.

P. C. Thomas, who has been in Toronto for a year, being a

member of the sales force of the Vancouver Lumber Company,
has been transferred to the Winnipeg office where he has been

appointed manager. He has been sven yars in the employ of

the organization of which his father, L. C. Thomas, is secretary.

He is succeeded in Toronto by Harry C. Hodgson, who for a

long period was in the Winnipeg branch. Messrs. Plant and
Hodgson will now have charge of Eastern sales for the company.

Hon. J. A. Robb, Minister of Trade and Commerce for

Canada, visited Indian coast cities on his return from Australia,

and he describes India as a great and growing market for Can-
adian timber, railway ties, automobiles, iron and steel products,

paper, carbide, electrical equipment and musical instruments.
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Will Our Note Go to Protest ?

We Promised to Pay Back in '14—But Some of Us Have Apparently Forgotten.

III!

We have heard a few misguided employers say that the

returned soldier is an unsatisfactory employee, that he is "shift-

less and irresponsible."

The truth of the matter is that if the older and more settled

generation of Canadian business men had done their duty during

the Great War as did their counterparts in Britain wc tvould all

be equally "irresponsible and shiftless"

Mr. Employer, if you happen to think that returned men are

irresponsible and shiftless, have you ever analyzed why your
returned soldier and saUor employees care little for your view-

point and the energetic carrying out of your work? Our over-

seas men freely gave four years of their life for a dollar a day
and returning found that others had coined money and were more
than four years ahead of them in the battle of life.

Some of the veterans organisations have been unfortunate

enough to attract to leadership men of unbalanced minds—but

why should the best of our younger men be branded by the idle

words of a few lime-light seeking individuals

!

Looking at our debt to the veterans in a cold commercial
way, we business men of Canada, ozvc them a debt which is

inestimable.

Before the war, Canada was looked upon as a barren waste,

an uncouth child of Britian, and a colony of undeveloped pos-

sibilities.

Today the name of Canada is reverenced in every country

one cares to name as the nation that gave freely of all she had and

whose men both on land and sea established a reputation for effi-

ciency and dogged tenacity.

The employer who is a returned man himself almost invar-

iably employs veterans—and for strictly business reasotis. He
finds them sympathetic and anxious to co-operate in making a

success of anything that will maintain Canada in the high esteem

of the busi>iess world.

Our soldiers and sailors were the greatest advertisement

Canada ever had and a large percentage of our exports today

are directly traceable to the friendly feeling towards Canada that

exists in every country in the zvorld. We owe the'm for aquitting

themselves nobly to the extent of making the name of Canada a

by-word for honor and achievement among nations. Not only

did they bring to us victory and the assurance of the enjoyment

of peace and prosperity, but a name for dignity and fair-dealing

that will take many generations of our politicians to eradicate.

We reproduce below an appeal, not to your sympathies for
good business men should not be sympathetic ; but to your busi-

ness integrity—an appeal for you to honor your debts to men that

through their four years of self-sacrifice, have put Canada high

in the councils of nations.

You signed a Promnssory Note when you were fearful lest

the horrors of war reach this fair country, and it is now presented

to you for payment.

Our excellent Minister of Labor, the Hon. A. M. Mason,
nozv writes to you to honor your obligations to the disabled

veterans.

EDITOR.

"It is my duty and desire to bring to your notice the present

situation of a most deserving class of our fellow-citizens. I

refer to the large number of men in our midst who are disabled

through active service in the war, and who are at the present time

without employment or adequate means of support.

"Recent inquiries made by the Department of Labour have
revealed the fact that there are between 800 and 1,000 such men
in this plight in th province. They remind of us of a duty which
we cannot ignore. Many of them before the war, were apparently

assured of safe positions in the professions, in commerce, or in

industry, and of everv comfort for the rest of their days. They
p.ut these things behind them. They made the sacrifice—a sacri-

ficefice known to all—I need not dwell upon it. They have come
back to us, mained in body and broken in health, desiring nothing

so much as to be able to make a new start in life.

"Many of these men find it impossible, in view of the handi-

caps from which they suffer, to look for a return of the same
measure of prosperity which they formerly enjoyed. But they

do ask to be allowed to serve the community in some useful

capacity, in such a way as their strength and op])<)rtunity will

permit.

"So far as the Government of the Province is concerned it

has been the constant aim to take into the Civil Service as mimy
returned men as could be placed. More than 80 ])er cent, of the

men who have been added to the .Service during the ])ast four

years, by appointment and reinstatement, have been returned

soldiers. Of these about 40 per cent, have disabilities, among
whom are included over twenty amputation cases. The (lovern-

nient, while it has thus been able to accomplish much, is limited in

this direction, and will therefore welcome any similar considera-

tion by employers in our lumber industries. Many firms have
shown themselves fully alive to the imp(jrtance of doing what
they can. Many have not even given the matter a thought. There
is not a firm in British Columbia that does not owe these men a

greater debt than it ever owed the bank or can owe.

"I therefore appeal to all employers of labour, large and
small, to take the claims of thes men earnestly into consideration.

There are, no doubt, many tasks which cannot be performed by
men suffering from physical disability. But I believe it to be

possible for many employers, who have numerous men in their

service, so to distribute the work of their industrial concerns as to

reserve a few positions that can be filled by partly disabled ex-

soldiers. In the proper niche most of these men can give full

efficiency—but each must be in his proper niche. United en-

deavour will find the appropriate berth for every man. The large

industries of the Province have not by any means exhausted their

possibilities in the way of providing work and a livelihood for

this class of men.

"I do not suggest that employers should interfere with faith-

ful servants already in their employ, but I do ask that each
employer of labour contribute towards the solution of this prob-

lem in two ways : First, by rearranging the work of his

establishment, wherever possible, so as to admit of at least a
small percentage of partially disabled men being taken into his

service; and, secondly, by giving a ])reference to the disabled

ex-soldier whenever a .suitable vacancy occurs. Let us not be

mean about the matter. Let industry do, not the least it can do,

but the most it can do. The most it can do, while I am satisfied

it will take care of the situation, is a mere nothing compared vvitii

what these men did for industry in Canada. An employer should
blush for shame who inquires of the disabled man as to what his

pension is if thereby he will be enabled to ])ay him a les.ser wage.
Fit the man to the ajjpropriate task and he will give value in re-

turn.

"The recent survey made by the Dei)artment of Labour, of
the jjosition of un-emi)loyed ex-soldiers in the Province who are

suffering from some handicap, showed that there are among the

number men who are qualified for the following occupations in

the lumber industrv

:
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Accountants, architects, auto mechanics, l)akers, l)ank

messengers, bank tellers, book-keepers, blacksmiths, brake-

men, butchers, caretakers, cashiers, chauffeurs, checkers,

clerks, collectors, cooks, draughtsmen, drivers, electricians,

firemen, gas engineers, grooms, handymen, horse-shoers, in-

spectors labourers, loggers, lumber retailers, machinists, marine
engineers messengers, motortruck drivers, painters, police of-

ficers, railroad contractors, salesmen, seamen, shoemakers, shoe-

repairers, stationary engineers, steam engineers, steam fitters,

stenographers, stewards, supervisors, surveyors, teamsters,

waiters, warehousemen, watchmen, wharf inspectors, wheel-

wrights, wood workers.

"Many of these men state that they are prepared to accept

alternative employment if there is no opening in their particular

line. Every care will be taken by the Department of Labour to

select men who will meet the requirements of the employer, and

only men with ability to fill the positions assigned to them will

pe sent out in response to an employer's requisition.

"Let us unitedly follow the matter up. It is not a constitu-

tional obligation of the Provincial Government, but this Govern-
ment is not concerned with the constitutionality of the obligation.

It is concerned that Britisch Columbia should take care of the

man who made the sacrifice. Suppose that there are a thousand
of these disabled men; if industry does as it ought to do, in less

than thirty days there will not be one hundred unemployed.

"I shall be pleased to receive from the lumber industry an
assurance that you desire and intend to co-operate with the De-
partment of Labour in this matter; and, what is more practical,

an estimate of the number of partly disabled men whom you
expect to be able to place in employment, and a record of what
you have already done. The co-operation of the Department of
Labour and its Employment Service will be most gladly given in

meeting the circustances of each employer."

THE «EATTtB' ftAIlV flMES BUADAT UilRitjtJO, nBRUAKT IB, IBSf.

WHY PAY RENT?
"Any man can afford to buy or build as good a house as he can afford

^JJ*'j£;^ m«c™«.

PainU, Enamel*
and Varnishes

BASS-HUETER
PAJNTS

used, exclusively on the beautiful

homes ot the Stetson & Post -Lumber
Co.

There's a Reason:

Quality — Durability — Satisfaction

For 65 Years
B-H PrwJuets have be«n rec«fnii«<l by dis-

crimluling buyers and userfl because of

Iheir dursbUity and unexcetled vorking qui>1-

itiea—tnbdc eapecialtf to withitaiid the cli-

matic conditions on the Pacific Coast.

LET THE B-H TRADE-MARK BE
YOUR GUIDE IN SELECTING

PAINTS OF QUALITY

Bass-Hueter Paint Co.
417-419 Union St.

WHY PAY RENT?

OUR MIRRORS AND OUR
LEADED WINDOWS

C C BELKNAP GLASS CO.

Wa Will Fumiih ind luull

ALL PLUMBING
Far th(^ house illus-

trated an this page.

*353
Thi* includes t
tub. white porcelain iloMt, porcelain square

pout faucet, two-part trement Uundry Ira/.

30-(allan extra heavy boikr. floor drain and

Sunbeam
Furnace $145

This celebrated tfarm air fumaca Installed
earopleU st this price. Set SaBurday Eve-
DlDf Pott advertisement of this fumac« Fcb-

THIS CHARMING HOME
Our price includes all lumber, miUwork,

finish hardware and exterior paint—and

two complete sets of plans.

We furnish every stick of lumber (except lath), which

means all inside and outside finishing lumber—sills,

joists, studs, floorinK, mouldings, siding, sheathing, shin-

gles—all windows, window frames (knocked down),

doors, drawers, flour bins, door frames (knocked down),

cupboard doors, breakfast nook, ironing board and cab-

inet, and medicine cabinet—also all finish hardware

/glaiu door knobs), and the paint to cover the entire

exUrior with two coats.

SEND'2iJc FOR NEW PLAN BOOK

$908^

,
ThJa pracOcat beat

thirty BpUndidV^ of

BLITE PRINT PLANS of

SI 0.00.; It Is

SlctsoB-pDsl lumber

•( neccuary to buj

stratrd booh shown m^r^'t^iKn.

d roDveniently arranKcd hme^

ot our housea can be had for

r slock houses to get th« benefit

rfect fltllDg quality «f

illwork.

DOORS, WINDOWS, FRAMES,
CABINETS, BREAKFAST NOOKS

and other items of stock millwork are available

here in any c|uantity—at attractive prices—whether

you purchase our complete houses or not.

We manufacture a complete stock line of mill-

work—the same that is used throughout all our

houses.

ASK FOR MILLWORK CATALOGUE

It shows cuts of doors, windows,

etc.. with net prices. We guar- gag Hggi
intec every piece of material we
ftimlsh.

TERMS BTRICTLY CASH

MONEY TO LOAN
FOR HOMEBUILDING

Repayable in small monthly
installments, over periods

ranging from 3 to 10 years.

MUTUAL SAVINGS
AND LOAN ASSOCIATION

815 Second A.c.

F.T.CROWE & Ca

W»U ud IwUthit Boanb
PrMMd Brick UMl TU,

FIrcpbc. Plilarc.

K^lsomlne, Varnlabc.. P.lnLs

Umt. CcMMl, PUalw

Cascade Fixtare Co,

418Um—SL

Lighting Fixtures

WATER HEATER

SPECIAL
February Only

Not Over 500 td Be Sold
at These Prices

Former Price 122.50

Krr. $18.00
Cash With Order

S^.r $20.00
|2,00 Down. J2.00 a Month

Seattle Lighting Company
1308 Fourth An. Main GTfff

BER

Building Trades Get

Together on Big

Space in News-

papers

The full page advertisement

reproduced herewith is a mos:

interesting and attractive ex-

ample of co-operative adver-

tising.

Reproduced in a Sunday paper

and reaching the family man at

a time when he is essentially in

a domestic mood and most re-

ceptive to any suggestions as to

the improvement of home con-

ditions, it proved a great busi-

ness puller.

The space used by these Am-
erican lumber and bu Iding men
is generous, but when the cost is

divided between the pain manu-

facturer, the glass company,

heating and lighting firms, it

should prove extremely reason-

able in initial cots and the results

obtained therefrom greatly re-

paying the investment.

Now is the time for the retail

lumberman to interest every

prospective home-owner and to

interest with the facts of finance,

cheaper costs and the service ob-

tainable from the various trades

which enter into the construc-

tion of a modern home.

We recommend to our readers

this advertisement" as being one

of the most forceful we have

ever come across, and suggest

that it form a guide for any

lumber firm contemplating sim-

ilar methods of interesting pros-

pective home-owners.
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Lumbermen Who Advertise Should See

Their Sales Message Actually

Distributed

Owing to the urgent demands of advertisers in both Canada
and the United States for some method of actually determining

the circulation figures of the various daily, weekly, business and

technical papers, an association of prominent advertisers, adver-

tising agents and reliable publishers has been formed. This

independent aftiliat'on of the best brains connected with the

advertising business has been established eight years and is known
as the Audit Bureau of Circulations.

Any advertiser, or prospective advertiser, can obtain the

audited circulation figures of any publication whose owners do

not fear to make public and open their books to the travelling

auditors in the employ of the Audit Bureau of Circulations.

Since it first began to furnish advertisers with independent

facts about circulation, the Audit Bureau of Circulations has

met with almost world-wide approval. From Canada and the

United States the demand for verified circulations has been felt

around the world.

In Great Britain and Holland the advertising business has

been organized in their demand that publishers supply their

advertisers with verified circulation statements. Similar move-
nifnrs are taking place in France, Japan and Australia. The
Audit Bureau of Circulations has received urgent appeals to

extend its organization to cover Panama, Honolulu, Manila and

Cuba.
Like all reforms that are based on sound, economic need,

verified circulation has established itself as a fundamental

necessity for the advertiser, both large and small.

Western lumbermen who each }'ear are spending larger

sums in advertising and whose expenditures in that direction

should be as carefully checked as in any other, are beginning to

take a keen interest in this movement for verified circulations of

the publications in which they advertise.

There are already a goodly number of Vancouver adver-

tisers who are lending their strength and support to this move-
ment for more honesty and less fanciful statements regarding

circulations.

The representative Western Canada national and local adver-

tisers who are leaders in this movement, are published herewith,

and among their number are the largest advertising space and
circulation buyers in the Dominion.

A few of the leading newspapers and periodicals who are

striving for a cleaner, clearer understanding between publishers

and advertiser are also shown.
The publisher "wrote his own ticket"—he furnished his own

figures to the advertiser before the Audit Bureau of Circulations

was organized. Most publishers gave accurate data, but the few
Vv'ho exaggerated their circulation put a penalty on truth. The
truthful publisher many times sufTered because his actual circu-

lation was less than a competitor's "claims."

A hunch may tell you where to invest )^our advertising

dollars
;
you may win by following a prejudice for certain publi-

cations ; but a sane and careful analysis of the field and the

mediums which cover it is the best basis for a decision.

When you place an advertising contract, the only business-

like way to decide where to get the best returns is by logical

analysis. And the way to get information for this analysis is

from the statistical reports may by a disinterested party.

The A. B. C. examines thoroughly every record kept by its

members which has a bearing upon the circulation or distribu-

tion. Figures are verified. Methods of securing subscribers are

scrutinized and reported upon. The distribution is checked and
subscribers classified in such a way as to aid in surveying the

market.

The advertiser using A. B. C. reports does not have to piece

together bits of information. When he places a cami)aign after

reading the facts about an A. B. C. paper, as given in a report

by the Bureau, he knows that every paper of every issue is go'ng

to count. He will reach the reader he wants.

Superficial information is not the kind on which he can

build a successful advertising campaign. He must go below the

surface.

(Continued on page following.)

Lumber Standards Committee in States

May Save $250,000,000

Another step in the big undertaking of standardizing lumber
throughout the United States, in res])ect to grades, names of

species and grades, and sizes, will be taken at a meeting of the

Consulting Committee on Lumber Standards which is to be held

in Chicago. This committee reiiresents all the industries and
trades making", using or distributing lumber, and its conclusions

will be submitted to the Central Committee on Lumber Standards,

which will make comprehensive recommendations to a conference

representative of all the organization in interest which will be

held eventually in Washington.

The Consulting Committee is really a technical body made
up of representatives of lumber manufacturers, wholesalers and
retailers ; wood using industries, architects and general contrac-

tors, engineering and other technical organizations. Wilson
Compton, secretary and manager of the National Lumber Manu-
facturers' Association, Washington, D.C., is general chairman;
R. G. Merritt, of Washington, is secretary; George Gerlinger,

Dallas, Oregon, is chairman of the softwood manufacturers
group; C. V. McCreight, of Pittsburgh, is chairman of the whole-

salers group; Harry J. Meyers, of Bethlehem, Pa., is chairman
of the retailers group; C. E. Lindsay, of the New York Central

Railway, of the railways group; Wm. A. Babbitt, of South Bend,
Ind., general secretary of the National Association of Wood
Turners, of the wood users group; E. S. Hall, of Chicago, of the

architects group ; and Dr. Herman von Schrenk, St. Louis, of

the engineering and technical organizations group. Altogether
the committee comprises about twenty-five members. The com-
mittee will consider suggestions relating to yard lumber sizes,

moulding patterns; standard species, use, size and manufacturing
classification of lumber, the Forest Products Laboratory plan

for the investigation of softwood, shop and hardwood lumber
grading; application to grading rules of suggested basic rules for

grading softwood yard lumber and structural timbers; grade
marking, use of tally cards with lumber shipments

;
inspection

service ; standard names for lumber grades.

The objective of the standardization programme is to elimin-

ate ambiguity and misunderstanding in the buying and utilizing

of lumber, through uniform practices and nomeclature. It is

hoped thereby to make the lumber industry more efficient in

public service ; and more economical through comprehensive
simplification of grades, sizes and nomeclature and consequent
saving of labor, time, material, storage space, capital and trans-

portation. Realization of lumber standardization is conserva-
tively estimated to mean a saving of $250,000,000 a year in the

lumber trade, proper, alone. Lumber standardization, although
initiated by the industry several years ago, is a major factor
in the Hoover enterprise of realizing huge savings by ef¥ecting

simplification throughout industry.

«c

Where "Tricky" and "Cute'' Men
Fall Down

NOTHING is so disarming, nothing so compelling

as the whole truth, plainly and sincerely told.

Forgetting morals, and looking at frankness

merely as a matter of business, it is the most powerful
ally any man can have. Th-e man who tries to be 'tricky'

or 'cute' is his own victim in the long run. Whoever
tells less than the whole truth is g^ ing himself less than

a whole chance for success. . . .

"If you're trying to make a deal with a man, and
he senses that you are holding something back, he be-

comes suspicious immediately. You see, he doesn't know
how much you are withholding. A normal human being

will try to outtrick anyone he suspects of trying to trick

him, but nine men out of ten will meet perfect candor
with fair dealing. I've heard men go around boasting

that they 'always have something uj) their sleeve.' What
they probably have up their sleeve is the ashes of blighted

oi)portunities."
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LUMBERMERMEN WHO ADVERTISE

(Continued From Previous Page.)

Tlie purchaser of advertising space really buys newspaper

circulation, and this may be actual circulation or merely

"claimed" circulation.

To assist advertisers in obtaining necessary information the

Audit Bureau of Circulations audits the records of over 80 per

cent of the newspapers in the United States and Canada having

a circulation of 5.000 or more copies. It not only verifies figures

but also investigates and reports on other data of importance to

ad^•ertisers. For example, it distinguishes between net paid, free,

partially free, or forced circulation.

It is no reflection on the good faith of the tailor to ask to

see his cloth before ordering a suit, nor on that of a realtor to

ask for an abstract when buying a lot. Likewise, the advertiser

is entitled to know the quality and quantity of circulation before

signing a contract.

The A. B. C. is not a private institution. It is a mutual,

nonprofit-making association of advertisers, publishers and adver-

tising agents. On the membership list are the names of the most
prominent business houses in the United States and Canada.

Their thorough belief in the service rendered by the Audit Bureau
of Circulations is the basis of its success.

A Few Canadian Papers That Are Members of the A.B.C.

Calgary iHerald, Edmonton Bulletin, Hamilton Spectator,

Lethbridge iHerald, London Advertiser, Montreal Gazette, Nelson

News, Prince Rupert News, Regina Leader, Toronto Globe,

Vancouver Province, Victoria Colonist, Manitoba Free Press,

WESTERN LUMBERMAN, B. C. Veterans' Weekly, Mac-
Lean's Magazine, Footwear in Canada, Toronto Saturday Night.

A Few Canadian Advertisers Members of the A.B.C.

O. B. Allan, Vancouver, B.C.

Arnold & Quigley, Vancouver, B.C.

Begg Motor Co., Vancouver, B.C.

Henry Birks & Sons, Ltd., Vancouver, B.C.

D. K. Book, Vancouver, B.C.

Claman's, Ltd., Vancouver, B.C.

Clubb &Stewart, Ltd., Vancouver, B.C.

Colonial Theatre, Vancouver, B.C.

Columbia Theatre Co., Vancouver, B.C.

Cunningham Drug Stores, Ltd., Vancouver, B.C.

Wm. Dick, Ltd., Vancouver, B.C.

T. Eaton Co., Ltd., Winnipeg, Man.
Walter F. Evans, Ltd., Vancouver, B.C.

Famous Cloak & Suit Co., Vancouver, B.C.

Canadian Chewing Gum Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.

Canadian Kodak Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.

Canadian Pacific Railway, Montreal, Que.
Canadian Postum Cereal Co., Ltd., Windsor, Ont.

Carnation Milk Products Co., Ltd., Aylmer, Ont.

Carter Medicine Co., Montreal, Que.
Centaur Co. (The), Montreal, Que.
Cudahy Packing Company, Toronto, Ont.

The N. K. Fairbank Co., Montreal, Que.
Gillette Safety Razor Co., Ltd.( Moiitreal, Que.
The Goodyear Tire &Rubber Co. of Canada, Ltd., Toronto,

Ontario.

Holeproof Hosiery Co. of Canada, Ltd., London, Ont.
Hupp Motor Car Co., Windsor, Ont.

Famous Players Can. Corp., Ltd., Vancouver, B.C.

Fletcher Bros., Ltd., Vancouver, B.C.

Fletcher Bros., Ltd., Vancouver, B.C.

Goodwin Shoe Co., Vancouver, B.C.
Gordon Drysdale, Ltd., Vancouver, B.C.

J. N. Harvey, Ltd., Vancouver, B.C.

The Hudson's Bay Co., Vancouver, B.C.
Hunter-Henderson, Vancouver, B.C.

Johnson Big Shoe House, Vancouver, B.C.
The Kent Piano Co., Ltd., Vancouver, B.C.
H. O. Kirkham & Co., Ltd., Vancouver, B.C.
Mahon's Ltd., Halifax, N.S.
Mason & Risch, Ltd., Vancouver, B.C.
Robert McDonald, Ltd., Vancouver, B.C.
Millar & Coe, Vancouver, B.C.

Interesting U. S. Court Decision

Western Wholesaler PLAINTIFF
vs.

Western Mill ^ DEFENDANT
QUESTION

:

Is Plaintiff entitled to shipment of the remaining portion of

its orders, 644 and 647-8?

FACTS

:

On July 15lh, 1919, Plaintiflf placed two orders with Defend-
ant and shipments were made thereon, but on account of the

scarcity of railroad equipment the Defendant could not fill entire

order to the letter ; balances remained unshipped on each one, so

Plaintiff instructed Defendant to increase quantities proportion-

ately so as to make full carloads. After a considerable time had
elapsed. Defendant refused to ship same, claiming he had filled

the orders as near as possible.

DECISION:
We find that the Defendant accepted the Plaintiff's orders

644 and 647-8 and were therefore under obligation to execute

same in accordance with the stipulations contained therein. We
find further than in shipping the material on these orders, material

balances were omitted on each of the orders, but that were insuf-

ficient to make a full carload in each case. We find further that

the Plaintiff gave filling instructions to Defendant which would
make a carload in each case and these instructions were acknowl-
edged by the Defendant. We therefore hold that in order to

properly execute the contracts, Defendant shovdd ship one more
car on each of the above mentioned orders.

Lumber Production for Eight Years
The last eight months of 1922 witnessed the largest main-

tained volume of production of lumber for any such approximate
period since 1914, according to the graphic charts published by
the economics department of the National Lumber Manufac-
turers' Association. For those months lumber production in

the United Slates was maintained at from about 110 to 125 per

cent of the average monthly production for ten years, though
the first four months of the year were well below average.

The yearly reported figures of the United States Forest
Service and the yearly and monthly figures of the reporting

associations of the National Lumber Manufacturers' Association

are used as the foundations of the computations. The percentage
which the association figures bear each year to the corresponding
annual production of the country (Forest Service totals) is

assumed to indicate the approximate relationship which the

monthly figures would bear. United States monthly figures are

therefore computed on this percentage basis and the relationship

of these is shown to be the a\erage monthly United States figures

for the ten-year period.

The average yearly production for the ten years of the

United States based on the Forest Service figures (plus an esti-

mate for 1922) is 33 billion feet; the average monthly produc-
tion is 2.75 billion feet. This 2.75 billion feet is taken as 100
per cent, on the chart.

The relation which the production as reported by the asso-

ciation bears to the total United States in each year is shown in

the following table

:

Total Percentage
Reported to Reported to N.M.L.A.
N.M.L.A. Forest Service Reports are
(M feet.) (M feet.) of Total.

1913 13,486,800 38,387,000 35.1
1914 11,386,300 37,346,023 30.5
1915 11,335,300 31,241,734 36.3
1916 14,621,600 34,791,385 42.0
1917 15,461,000 33,192,911 46.6
1918 14,109,000 29,362,020 48.0
1919 12,711,000 34,552,000 36.8
1920 12,858,800 29,878,360 43.0
1921 9,509,900 26,991,798 35.2
1922 .".

; 13,428,500 34,800,000 (est.) 38.5

The estimate for 1922 is obviously arbitrary in that the per-

centage relation which the association totals bear to the United
Slates total is assumed to be 38.5 per cent, without other foun-

dation of fact than that it is an average gure for the preceding

ten-year period.
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. . . BRITISH COLUMBIA . . .

Current Lumber Market Review
The following direct quotations on important British Columbia Lumber and Shingle items represent

approximately prevailing prices F.O.B. mill in carload lots in this market. These prices, of course, are not

universal and merely indicate the prevailing trend and the basis on which orders have been negotiated.

Flooring

1x4 No. 1 E.G $59.00 to $60.00

1x4 No. 3 E.G 41.00

1x3 No. 2 & Btr 62.00

1x3 No. 3 40.00

1x4 No. 2 & Btr. S.G 42.00

1x6 No. 2 & Btr. S.G 42.00

Stepping

No. 2 & Btr. E.G 77.50

No. 2 & Btr. F.G 67.50

Finish

lx8-10-in. No. 2 & Btr 60.00

Casg. and Bas 70.00

Ceiling

%x4 No. 2 & Btr 42.00

5/8x4 No. 2 & Btr 38.00

%x4 No. 2 & Btr., Hem 35.00

5/8x4 No. 3 27.00

1x4 No. 2 & Btr 42.00

1x4 No. 2 & Btr., Hem 40.00

1x4 No. 3 33.00

1x6 No. 2 & Btr 42.00

Partition

1x4 No. 2 & Btr $43.00

Drop Siding

1x6 No. 2 & Btr 42.00

1x6 No. 3 39.00

Boards and Shiplap

1x6 SIS o. 1 17.50

1x6 D. & M 20.00

lx8-10-in. SIS 20.00

lxl2-in 20.00

lx8-10-in. SIS, No. 2 15.00

Dimensions S. & E.

2x4, 12-14, No. 1 20.50

2x4, 12-14, lA-in 22.50

2x4, 16 22.00

2x4, 18 23.00

2x4, 18, 14 -in 25.00

2x4, 20 23.00

2x6-8, 22-24 25.50

2x6-8, 22-24, y^-\x\ 26.00

2x6-8, 26/32 27.00

2x4 R/L. y^, No. 2 25.00

Shelving
.

1x4 to 12-in. 6 ft. to 18 ft.

Fir 29.00

Cedar 50.00

Spruce 50.00

Hemlock 35.00

Resawn Boards

In 8, 10 and 12-in. widths. About %-in. thick.

(Surface measure)

Fir $10.25 to 12.50

Planks and Small Timbers

4x4, 12/16, S4S 24.00

4x4, 12/16, Rgh 24.00

3x10-12, 12/16. S..S 24.00

3x10-12, 12/16, Rgh _ 24.00

Timbers, 32 Ft. and Under

6x6/8x10, S4S 24.00

6x6/8x10, Rgh 24.00

Lath

Fir ..A.... 5.50

Cedar Siding

1/2x4, Cir $40.00

1/2x6, Cir. A 42.00

Red Cedar Shingles

XXX 3.75

XXXXX 4.50

Eurekas : 5.00

Perfections 5.50

Logs

Fir $13.00, $18.00, $26.00

Cedar $13.00, $23.00, $38.00

Shingle Cedar $21.00, $31.00

Hemlock $14.00

Spruce $13.00, $19.00, $27.00
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Lumber Market Review
(Continued.)

TORONTO PRICES

White Pine

1 X 4/7 Good Strips

II4 and 11/2 X 4/7 Good Strips

1x8 and up Good Sides

2 X 4/7 Good Strips

11/4 and 1 1/2 8 and wider Good Sides ...

2x8 and wider Good Sides

1 inch, No. 1, 2 and 3 cuts

5/4 and 6/4 No. 1, 2 and 3 cuts

2 inch No. 1, 2 and 3 cuts

1 x 4 and 5 Mill Run
1 X 7, 9 and 77 Mill Run
1 X 8 Mill Run
1 X 10 Mill Run
1 X 12 Mill Run
5/4 and 6/4 x 5 and up Mill Run
2x4 Mill Run Z-

2x6 Mill Run *

2x8 Mill Run _

2 X 10 Mill Run
2 X 12 Mill Run
1 inch Mill Run Shorts

1 X 4 and up 6/16 No. 1 Mill Culls

1 X 10 6/16 No. 1 Mill Culls

1 X 12 6/16 No. 2 Mill Culls

1 X 10 12 6/16 No. 2Mill Culls

1 X 4 and up 6/16 No. 3 Mill Culls

Red Pine

(In Car Load Lots, F.O.B. Toronto)

<ti 1 n on <ti 1 =^ nn
1 T.Ci nn

1 c;n no 1 f,r\ nn

1 ou.uu 1 4n nn
18=^ no 1 on nn
iQf) no ?nn nn
7^ on sn nn

lUJ.UU 1 1 n nn
1 ?n nn 1 7=> nn1 L^J .UU

'^'K nn nn
'^i on '^d nn
56 no 57 nnJ / .UU

'^R nn f,c\ nnuu.uu
(S5 nn f^f, nnuu.uu

60.00 61.00

54.00 55.00

56.00 57.00

58.00 59.00

60.00 62.00

66.00 68.00

33.00 35.00

33.00 35.00

40.00 42.00

25.00 26.00

31.00 33.00

17.00 18.00

X 4 and 5 Mill Run
X 6 Mill Run
X 8 Mill Run
X 10 Mill Run
X 4 Mill Run
X 8 Mill Run
X 6 Mill Run
X 10 Mill Run

2 X 12 Mill Run
1 inch Clear and Clear Face
2 inch Clear and Clear Face

37.00

39.00

42.00

45.00

38.00

42.00

39.00

46.00

48.00

75.00

80.00

Jack Pine

Mill Run (Mill Culls and Dead Culls Out)
X 4 36.00

X 5, 2 X 6 37.00

X 8 39.00

X 10 42.00

wider 34.00

Mill Culls and Sound Wormy

2

2

2

2

1 X 4 and

X 4 and wider
X 4 and wider

29.00

29.00

Spruce

Mill Run (Mill Culls and Dead Culls Out)

and 5 37.00

- : 39.00

41.00

44.00

48.00

37.00

38.00

8 : 40.00
10 44.00
12 49.00

x4,
X 6 .

X 8 .

X 10

X 12

X 4 ..

X 6 ..

Mill Culls

1 X 4 and up No. 1 28.00
2 X 4 and up No. 1 30.00
1^/4 X 4 to 12 in. No. 2 and better, clear fir, rough:
2 X 4 to 12 in. No. 2 and better, clear fir, rough
3 .X 4 to 12 in. No. 2 and better, clear fir, rough
1 X 4, $ and 6 inch, fir casing

38.00

40.00

43.00

47.00

39.00

43.00

40.00

47.00

49.00

76.00

82.00

38.00

38.00
•40.00

44.00

36.00

31.00

31.00

38.00

41.00

43.00

45.00

50.00

38.00

39.00

41.00

45.00

50.00

30.00

31.00

$90.50
86.50

94.50

81.75

1x8 and 10 inch, fir base -- -

114 and 1 1/2 8, 10 and 12 inches, E. G. Stepping ..

and 11/2. 8, 10 and 12 inches, E. G. Stepping

1 x 4 to 12 inches, clear fir, dressed four sides

114 and 11/2 X 4 to 12 inches, clear fir, D4S
XX Shingles, 6 butts to 2 inches, per M
XXX Shingles, 6 butts to 2 inches, per M
XXXXX Shingles, 5 butts to 2 inches, per M ....

86.25

97.25

87.25

80.25

84.00

3.50

5.30

6.03

Value of Forest as Recruiting Agent
With all the present talk on immigration focused upon the

single point of securing new settlers for agricultural land, many
newspapers are apt to forget the unadverlised service of the

Canadian forest as a recruiting sergeant for new Canadians.

Agricultural lands are by no means the only generator of in-

creased population or national wealth. The country may ver\^

easily commit itself to large outlays in new farmers while treat-

ing with unconcern the corollary policies of forest conservation

absolutely vital to the business success of the new farmer.

Eighty per cent, of the total area of the Dominion of Canada
is of non-agricultural type. Not more than five per cent, of the

whole area of British Columbia is of agricultural worth. Of
Saskatchewan about one-third is fit for farming. Ontario's area

is from sixty to sexenty per cent, non-agricultural, and so the

story runs through most of the other provinces. The greater

part of this Dom'nion is marked out by unchangeable laws as a

splendid natural factory of many times over by the portion of

our estate on which the forest is the only profitable crop.

The development of Canada, therefore, is scarcely compassed
by any one public policy restricted to the promotion of farm
settlements. Indeed, there never can be any .such thing as an

immigration and colonization policy without a four-square

forestry polic}'. And the start of any adepuate forestry policy

is a satisfying answer as to why four thousand forest fires were
b-urning in Canada this year and why the greater part of the

country's natural forest inrehitance is today a wilderness of

blackened wreckage.
Were it possible to prepare a review of the enormous service

done by the farmless empire of this Dominion that the ma]) makers
designate as "Forest Area" what surprises would evolve there-

from? How wonderingly we would trace the influence of the

lumber industry in developing new population, new towns, new
railways? There is scarcely a community oustide of the prairies

which has not part of its foundations in somebody's sawmill.

Much of the story of the lumber industry, however, and its in-

fluence on population would be retrospective—pathetically .so.

There is more to be gained by climbing to a newer altitude where
the huge bulk of pulp and paper plants gleam white against the

spruce woods.

Product of Canada's Industrial History

The pulp and paper industry is the product of Canada's in-

dustrial history. Twenty-five years ago it was straggling for to

the rear of home industries activities. The newsprint mills and
investors of the United States foresaw the eventual embarrass-

ment from declining wood supplies and the treck began to the

happy land of Canada where abundant forest and first rate water
powers promised a cut in production costs. And thus the sleepy

village became the young city of Grand Mere, Quebec ; the Cana-
dian "Soo" drew to itself thousands of new citizens; Three
Rivers was suddenly filled with processions of home seekers

;

Iroquois Falls and LaTuque broke the wilderness with a chain

of chimneys and orderly lines of workmen's homes. And year

after year these pulp and paper communities add to their numbers
with no thought of suspending growth for a dozen years to come.

This is pioneering on a wholesale plan. This is colonization.

This is settlement, although we commonly leave these terms to the

immigration agent. The pulp and paper companies and other forest

industries have carried out the national development idea. They
have given Canada scores of prosperous towns ; thev have contri-

buted enormously to railroad traffic, they have provided steady

jobs to thirty thousand good class workmen at generous wages in

their mills and another twenty-five thousand in bush labor.

Is it, after all, the pulp and paper mills that account for all

this economic transformation, this placing of new population

where only the trapper walked before?

II
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ASK FOR INVESTIGATION OF ROOF
COVERINGS

Canadian Lumbermen's Association meeting at Montreal.

January 24th, resolved that

:

"Having heard the report of the Executive Committee in

connection v\^ith the Special Committee, consisting of three

Montreal professional men, of which Prof. H. M. MacKay is

chairman, appointed by the Dominion Government for the pur-
])Ose of conducting a series of tests on roof coverings of all kinds.

"Be it resolved that the Canadian Lumbermen's Association

urge upon the Domini(jn Covernment at the coming session of

parliament to provide in the estimates a sum sufficient to enable

the Special Committee ap])ointed for the purpose of conducting
a series of tests and investigating the subject of roof coverings.

And be it further resolved that copies of this resolution be mailed
to the Right Hon. W. L. Mackenzie King, Prime Minister."

This resolution followed the report which he also repro-

duced herewith :

"Our secretary was instructed to attend a meeting which
was called October 27th, 1922, by Prof. H. VV. Mackay. chair-

man of the .Special Committee, appointed by the Dominion
Government to investigate and report upon roof coverings of all

kinds. The purpose of the meeting was to get the views as to

the advisability of using the Chicago Board of Tests or other-

wise going to the expense of erecting a test plant in Canada for

this purpose. Our Secretary in conjunction with Mr. A. Edward
Robeits, British Columbia Lumber Commissioner, 51 Yonge St.,

Toronto, vigorously opposed the former proposition, and we
understood that the tests will all be made by the Special Com-
mittee in Canada. It will be some considerable length of time

before the Report of this Committee can be made, but in the

meantime it is urged upon you that all building codes should be
very carefully scrutinized. We are led to. suggest this as the
State of California passed an Act, which is known by the short

name of 'State Housing Act,' under the provisions of which,
buried in an innocent clause, wooden shingles were absolutely

prohibited irom being used in that State. The shingle interests

got after the matter and spent thousands of dollars in a cam-
paign, and a vote was taken in November, 1922, when the objec-
tionable Legislative Act was snowed under to the extent of five

to one. The officers cannot watch legislation all over the Do-
minion, and we therefore appeal to you to pay particular atten-

tion to this matter and report at once to our Secretary anything
which you feel to be designed to curtail or prohibit the use of
wooden shingles. We are indebted to Mr. A. J. Russel, of the

Sante Fe Lumber Company, San Francisco, Calif., for sending
us full details in connection with the California Act. Mr. F. H.
Lamar, Secretary-manager of The Shingle Manufacturers' Asso-
ciation of British Columbia, stated that i)ossibly Mr. Loren L.

Brown and Mr. A. Edward Roberts will be in attendance at this

Convention."

Marketing Authority Strongly

Criticises Shingle Industry

"Another instance of the prevalent habit of running
to the government for protection against competition,

instead of meeting it by aggressive advertising, comes to

light in the report of the annual convention of the Can-
adian Lumbermen's Association recently held in Mont-
real. Among the many resolutions passed was one call-

ing upon the Government 'to appoint a special committee
to inquire into the matter of roof covering with regard
to the propaganda being carried on by makers of patent
roof covering against the old fashioned shingle.'

"W. B. Snowball, of Chatham, N.B., vigorously con-

demned the 'propaganda' (by which he presumablv
meant advertising) carried on by makers of asbestos and
similar patent roof coverings, claiming that it had re-

sulted in many towns, cities and municipalities adopting
anti-shingle legislation. No suggestion that the shingle

industry should meet this competition by means of adver-
tising was made to the convention, apparentlv."—From
February 10th issue of "Marketing and Business Man-
agement."

"Living in a Garden of Eden"
Mr. Edward Broad, agent for the Security Lumber Company

at Sovereign, Sask., most thoroughly endorses the "More Pep

—

Less Pip" article by Wm. P. Dutton, of the Dutton—Wall Lum-
ber Company of Winnipeg; which appeared in our last issue.

"Did we dispair when the conditioins looked black during
the war?" says Mr. Broad. "What are to-day's conditions com-
pared with what they were during the years Canada was fight-

ing for her very existence?

"We are living in a Garden of Eden. If we would only con-

sider the possibilities of this county instead of its relative few
and temporary drawbacks. We have gone on just a little too.

rapidly and .so, if a little depression strikes us ; and less real

dejiression here in Canada than anywhere else in this old world

—

why we should just meet it with a smile instead of grousing to

our friends. The telegraph wires are full of a nation's grou.sing

—carry your nippers and when ever you hear—cut it quick
!"

Ernest W. Tickle, of Liverpool, England, has, arrived in

Canada and the United States on a business trip. He expects

to spend some time in New York, Toronto, Montreal and other

places. Mr. Tickle has recently taken a partner in business with

him and the title of the firm is being altered to the Tickle-Bell

Lumber Co. They are widely known mahogany and American
lumber merchants and have a wide exjjort and import connection.

Kiln Dried as Good as Air Dried
The kiln dr\ ing of lumber was the subject of a paper b}- W.

bO. Farey, chief chemist of R. W. Flunt & Co., Montreal, at the

meeting of the Canadian Railway Club, Montreal, on January 8.

Mr. Farey described the characteristics of the compartment
kiln and the progressive kiln, pointing out that the latter was
almost essential where various kilns of lumber were to be treated

at the same time, and especially where different sizes were used
and different stages of air .seasoning had taken place before put-

ting into the kiln. Lumber could not be piled in a progressive

kiln the same as it was piled in a comjiartment kiln with vertical,

lateral circulation. For the compartment kiln lumber must be
piled endwise so that the stickers would not obstruct the free

circulation and form cool ])ockets in the pile; in the i)rogressive

kiln cross piling was almost essential.

Mr. Farey dealt at some length with testing the circulation

of air and of temperature and also described the reasons for

checking and case hardening. He also insisted that it was impos-
sible to determine the moisture content of the lumber bv peeling
the wood, despite the claims of many woodworkers.

A considerable part of of the paper was devoted to the
method of steaming in remedy strains, checking and case harden-
ing. In Mr. Farcy's opinion lumber in general is ju.st as good if

properly kiln dried as if ar dried; it should be lietter because on
the kiln all factories could be kept under control, whereas in

air the temjierature and relative humidity was bevond human
control and might varv decidedlv from time to time.

1
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THE EASTERN CANADA MARKET

Exterior view of British Columbia finished room exhibit at 51 Yonge St.,

Toronto, showing large heavy butt Royal shingles on side walls. XXXXX
B.C. red cedar shingles and a thatched effect on roof. The exterior trim is

, Western white pine.

Throughout Ontario, far from the great stands of timber

which supply the large mill operations, and even in the thickly

populated districts of the Niagara Peninsula, there are small

saw mills, cutting from two hundred to five hundred thousand
feet of lumber per annum, from logs supplied by the nearby

farmers. This timber seems to be obtained mostly from trees

originally left for beauty or shade, or for the purpose of marking
farm boundaries. There are, of course, some small acreage

holdings.

The timber is frequently white pine of large size, and super-

ior quality, and in this present year the writer saw white pine

logs nearly four feet in diameter cut in one of these mills, and
was informed they had been brought in by a local farmer. Many
of these mills also have planing and dressing facilities and main-
tain a retail yard, and there are small sash factories and planing

mills in almost every town.

Most of the larger retail yards are equipped to run rough
stock, and this with the great number of industrial plants using

lumber as a raw commodity make Eastern Canada a heavy buyer
of rough factory grades.

The method of sawing prevailing in Ontario has created a

yard demand for thick lumber, inch stock being mostly dressed
to 25/32 or 13/16 inch, while two inch and thicker must be
dressed to ^ inch scant. All rough s'.ock is required to be plump
in both width and thickness. It has therefore been difficult to

introduce the Western Standards in dressed lumber, but dealers

are now accepting these standards more and more each year, as

they realize that by doing so they save in freight, and are able

to take advantage of special prices at times prevailing when
certain mills are long and wish to move their surplus stocks. In
siding and flooring, however, the demand for the plump thickness
is paramount.

Good Demand for B. C. Timbers

Crating stock is much in demand and also the wide widths
in boards and .shiplap. In all narrow widths of commons, in-

cluding dimension up to twenty feet in length, keen competition
exists from the Northern Ontario and Quebec mills, and Michi-
gan hemlock manufacturers. A very good grade of white cedar
shingle is still being cut. There is little demand for Western
short length dimension, but a good demand for lengths from 22
to 40 feet, for planking in ten and twelve inch widths, and for

fir timbers of all sizes. Of course. Coast uppers are becoming

more popular each year, as their clear face is hard to duplicate

at anything like the price in other woods. As far as timbers are

concerned southern pine seems to be our greatest conipetitor,

but our ability to supply any size and length at short notice, and

the superior strength of fir are factors which are rapidly bringing

the western timber into favor. Lath can hardly be shipped from

western mills against the eastern spruce. Western cedar shingles

in XXX, two ex and five ex, also eight and ten inch clears, find

a ready sale. In Ontario there are very few concerns operating

more than three or four yards, the independent dealer is supreme ;

the line yards, as we know them on the Prairies, being practically

nonexistant.

Some of the Eastern mills also maintain yards in the larger

towns or cities, and more or less wholesaling to the trade is

carried on through such organizations. Some of the largest

manufacturing plants are located in very small towns, as far as

jropulation is concerned. Their products are broadly distributed,

and very heavy orders often materialize from unexpected sources.

There is an industrial plant in an Ontario city which uses between

thirty-five and sixty car loads of eight inch shiplap yearly for

boxing its product for export.

Many of the Eastern dealers are very uncertain as to grades

and fibre of Western woods, and I regret to say that in some

instances unscrupulous wholesalers have taken advantage of this

lack of experience to substitute inferior stock, much to the detri-

ment of future trade, but no doubt resulting in large profit on

the initial, and only, order. The hard mountain pine produced

in a few isolated districts and so vastly difterent from the true

Western soft and white pine, has been sold in Ontario as West-

ern white pine. The writer was shown samples of such lumber

as an argument against the use of our best factory stock, and so

great was the prejudice so caused that even his offer to deliver

a car of the real article subject to the dealer's examination and

acceptance before purchase, failed to land the order.

Experienced Westerners Needed in the East

There is a great derth of experienced Western Lumbermen
in Eastern Canada. By experienced I do not mean men whose

entire service has been confined to the manufacturing or selling

of one kind of timber, but men who know and can grade all

kinds of manufactured or rough stock produced by Coast, Moun-
tain or Northern spruce mills. The result is that most of the
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The Eastern Canada Market
(Continued from previous pase)

Eastern retailers have a very hazy idea of the grades and qualities

of the timber which they purchase from the West. They en-

deavor to reconcile our grades with those of the East and as we
all know it is practically impossible to do this, as the Eastern

grades are very indefinite and allow the mills too much leeway.

The market of the East has tremendous possibilities and it

would seem that an educational campaign should be started by
the Western manufacturing interests, to further the intelligent

consumption of their products. Little or nothing has been done
to. reach the Eastern retailer or manufacturer through the adver-

tising pages of the most excellent business publications produced
in the East.

If such a publication as the "Canada l.uaiberman" was used
r.nd in it really informative messages disiributed to the four

thousand Eastern lumbermen, a great deal would be accom-
plished towards selling the East on the properties and grades of

Western lumber. The Eastern business man, and in pait'cular

the lumber retailer, follows most carefully his trade journal, and
the mills c*f British Columbia could not do better than to take

advantage of this established fact.

Some suggestions are to appoint a commissioner for

a period of at least two years, pay him a fair salary, allow him
all expences, including office and the services of a stenographer.

This man should have a very complete knowledge of Western
lumber and be able to grade intelligently any Western stocks.

He should be well educated, and have had selling experience,

and above all be absolutely reliable and gifted with tact and
uncommon sense. Such a man will demand a fair income, and
the idea would be to also appoint him as the official representa-

tive of Western mills and the final arbiter of all disputes. There
should be an unerstanding between disputants that his decision

would be accepted by both parties—the one at fault to pay all

costs of settlement.

For the first two years fees chargeable for regrading, etc.,

should be allowed him as an extra earnings, his expenses alone

being credited to the office when paid by the party at fault. It

would take some time to get the confidence of both sides to such
an extent that his services would be demanded to settle each
controversy, probably the full two years, after once fully estab-

lished, the returns from inspections, etc., would no doubt very
nearly cover the total cost of maintaining such a bureau. To
appoint a cheap man would be worse than useless, bring poor
results and eventually discredit the whole undertaking. The
milling interests can easily afford to get the best man possible,

pay him well, and back up his decisions as far as settlements are

concerned.

Until some such arrangement is made the Western milling-

interests will continue to lose heavily through claims for oft"

grade, etc., and these claims will not always be chargeable to

dishonesty but more or less due to the ignorance of the ])ur-

chaser, who confuses the grades of his purchase, and exi)ects a

higher line' than his specifications of purchase call for.

Points in both the United States and Canada which can be
reached by rail from the Atlantic seaboard on a freight rate

not to exceed thirty cents per hundred pounds, will eventually be
supplied in British Columbia, and American Pacific Coast forest

products by re-shipments west from stocks accumulated through
cargo shipment via Panama. It is questionable if the above
district will not be enlarged, through the medium of canal sized

vessels to Lake Erie and Lake Ontario ports, and to inland points

which can be reached from such sources of supply on a freight

rate not to exceed fifteen cents per one hundred pounds. When
this system has been fully perfected and the necessary dock ter-

minals acquired, rail shipments of forest products from the
Pacific Coast, and also from inland mountain mills, will be con-
fined to points which cannot be more economically supplied in

this manner. The broad markets heretofore open to all Western
inland mills are rapidly being reduced in area through vessel

transport via the Panama Canal.

Quebec Timber Exporters Hope for

Good Year
The advices received by the Quebec lumber export firms

from their agents in the United Kingdom up to the latter part

of January are not as bright as might be expected. This is due
to the European political situation, which seems more complex
than ever since the signing of the Armistice in November, 1918,

on account of the non-settlement of the Near East conference,

due to the inexorable attitude of the Turks and the French ad-

vance into the Ruhr, which has caused a feeling of uneasiness

in the capitalistic interests of Great Britain. In the meantime
it is surprising to observe the outward calm prevailing in England
notwithstanding these chaotic political conditions.

The keenest observers among the United Kingdom agents

of the Quebec lumber trade confess in their reports that they

are at the present time not able to make a forecast. They say

that from the middle of December up to the time of their writing

early in January, until the fundamental question of German
reparations are settled, no one can make any possible statement.

They make it plain that, although the stocks are diminishing, im-

porters depend upon the political situation to restore or diminish

confiedence, and for that reason the supplies of wood imported
in 1923 will not be- excessive except that the dark clouds, now
obscuring the political horizon, roll by. They make clear in

their reports that they do not wish to create a spirit of pessimism
but to emphasize the situation as it appears to their vision and
judgment.

These advices also point out that, while Great Britain is

the only strong market in Europe due to political complications,

the feeling is one of precaution in business circles and a strong

disinclination to avoid risks which can only be avoided by the

utmost caution.

In the meantime it is hoped with a feeling of confidence that

the complex situation will change in the course of a month or

six weeks, to assure a more decisive spirit of confidence that will

remove the tension and will bring about a reaction to encourage

and foster a spirit of normalcy.

Shipments From Quebec in 1922
It will interest the readers of the "Western Lumberman"

to know that, according to statistics furnished by the Customs
Department, the exports of planks and boards, square timbers and
pulpwood shipped from the port of Quebec from the 1st of

April to the end of December, 1922, were as follows :

—

Planks and boards, spruce - M. Ft. 17,446 $547,808

Planks and boards, pine - M. Ft. 212 21,248

Planks and boards, other M. Ft. 3,099 133,639

Timber, square, hardwood M. Ft. 1,230 94,162

Timber, square, white pine - - M. Ft. 1,460 161,517

Pulpwood Cords 23,189 231,890

British Columbia mills who are interested in developing the
Eastern market more fully should be interested to learn that a
company to be known as Building Materials Exhibits Limited,
of Toronto, has I'ecently been incorporated with a capital of
$40,000.

One hundred thousand hardwood ties for the Canadian Na-
tional Railways are to be creosoted at Sydney by the Dominion
Tar & Chemical Company. .Shipments of ties to Sydney will

commence soon, and the work of creosoting will start about the

first of June and occupy two months.

Tree Growing Proves Profitable to All

Swedish Mills
One Swedish company has been ])racticing reforestation

since 1862. It owns 115,000 acres of land. Including saw logs,

pulpwood and charcoal wood, it cuts 42 million feet of timber a

}ear from this land, and it grows 600 feet an acre—50 ])er cent

more than it cuts. Of the total growth about 250 feet is in saw
logs and 175 feet in pulywood; the rest is charcoal and other

woods.

This companv first thins the forest at about 25 years of age.

At this first ihining, there is cut some 10,000 feet an acre,

mostly i)ulpwood and charcoal wood. Thereafter every ten

years there are thinings until the sixty-fifth year, when there is

what is called "lightening" ; the trees are cut out so that the

crowns of those remaining are free from one another. Then at

about the eightieth vear, the land is cut clean and produces

20,000 feet an acre.

These results are bein gobtained under conditions that are

far less favorable to growth than are those that prevail generally

in North America.
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New Sales Manager for Disston

The ap]X)intment of Mr. D. W. Jenkins—better known mo,st

everywhere that lumber is cut as "Dave" Jenkins—to the position

of Sales Manager in the mill goods department of Henry Disston

X Sons, Inc., Philadelphia, calls attention to the career of a man
who is well known in nearly every branch of the lumber industry.

"Dave" Jenkins has had lumber and mill experience over

nearly the entire country, from the Atlantic to the Pacific, and

from Seattle down into the South.

Many years ago, Mr. Jenkins started his business life as a

manufacturer of lumber in Kentucky. Later, he joined the Diss-

ton organization—just about twenty-six years ago—as represent-

ative travelling out of the old Disston Louisville branch. When
the Louisville office was consolidated with the present Disston

branch at Cincinnati, Mr. Jenkins moved with the branch, and
for three years travelled out of Cincinnati office.

At the end of three years, he was transferred to the Disston

general offices in Philadelphia and travelled out of there, cover-

ing territory in the middle west for the following four years.

Then, in 1909, Mr. Jenkins was made Dissto.n's Pacific Coast

Manager. While in that position, he organized the company's

present "rapid service branches" at Seattle, Portland and San
Francisco. He was in charge of the.se branches "until January 1.

Now he is Manager of Sales in the Mill ( loods Dejiartment,

located at Disston's Philadelphia offices.

He has had an unusual trainin for his new duties—first as

a practical lumberman operating his own mill, and then, for more
than a quarter oi a century, as a representative of the big Disston

organization.

Since 1906 the per capita consumption of lumber in the

United States has dropped from 500 board feet to 316 board feet.

One hundred million feet of timber has been killed in the

last three years by western pine bark beetles in the Modoc
national forest.

Australia Sparsely Timbered
Compared with its vast territory, Australia may be des-

cribed as a sparsely timbered country, but its forests amply make
up for their limited extent by the exceptional value of the pro-

ducts they yield. The predominating trees are eucalyptus—

a

family common to the Antipodes alone—which produce a hard-

wood timber not excelled for strength, durability and construc-

tional utility by any other timbers of the world. Amongst a

variety of other trees to be found in Australian forests are num-
erous trees yielding timber of fine grain and beauty, suitable for

cabinet work and ornamental wares. Without exaggeration it

can be said that in variety of useful woods Australia is one of the

most richly endowed countries in the world. Australian forests

are, however, mainly of the hardwood variety. There is a distinct

shortage of coniferous softwood, which is reflected in the im-

ports. These prior to the war were heavy, and are again steadily

growing as the building trade returns to normal conditions. So
far as softwoods are concerned, Australia must continue to be

a large importer for many years to come, as the attempts at re-

forestation have hitherto been comparatively of little account.

Vancouver Port Improves Rapidly
Mr. R. E. Beattie, previously associated with the lumber

industr\- in the Kootenay and now on the Vancouver Harbovn-

Board, recently spoke at a Kiwanis Club luncheon in that city.

Some of the outstanding statements made were : That
within five years Vancouver will be shipping more than 100,000,-

000 bushels of grain annually ; that grain elevators must not be

built on the .south shore of the Inlet between the First and
Second narrows, the land being too valuable ; that when the

Ballantyne pier is completed it will probably be the finest and
most efficient pier on the continent, handling as much freight as

all other docks in the harbour combined ; that the Harbour
Commission plans to give the port a lumber assembly plant and
a log-booming ground ; that it hopes to place a large cold storage

plant here for storing Okanagan fruit for export.

Increase Is Great
"Vancouver's harbour is probably the largest On the con-

tinent and certainly the largest on the Pacific coast," said Mr.
Beattie. "It has 98 miles of shoreline and 48 square miles of

water. I don't know any harbour that lends itself so well to

development.

"Vancouver is handling an increasing amount of goods for

the prairie provinces. This is evident from the fact that one
year ago boats of freighting lines were coming into the port with
an average of 500 tons of goods. Toda\- the average is from
2,500 tons to 3,000 tons.

"It may not be altogether pleasant but we must recognize

the fact that, since the construction of the Panama Canal was
completed, Canada and the United States are finding that their

railways are no longer the great transcontinental carriers of
freight, but are serving to carry freight inland from the ocean
ports."

Everybody's Boss!
Business is the master of us all. The

owner, the salesman, the bookkeeper, bush
foreman, logger and "whistle punk"—each
and every one of us must get results.

There is no way to "Beat the Game." No
man can do more than a man's work and do
it well. No man can do less than a man's
work without hurting his own gang, his com-
pany, his town and Canada.

Whether you work for yourself or others
—you will only get credit for what you have
done when the final pay day comes around.



SHINGLE
MANUFACTURERS

If you are considering the purchase of a new Shingle

making machine^ we would advise you to consult us

before placing your order. We are now working

on an

IMPROVED

ACME
MACHINE

which will have many new features^ and will be the

'^last word'' in Shingle machine construction.

FULL DETAILS ON APPLICATION

The B.C. Steel Works,

SUCCESSORS TO

SCHAAKE COMPANY
LIMITED

GRANVILLE ISLAND,

VANCOUVER, B. C.
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Activity in the United States Industry

By FRANK A. PALMER, Assistant Canadian Trade
Commissioner in the United States.

New York City—The unseasonable demand for luml)er of

all kinds during the last fortnight might be instanced as an evi-

dence of the proportions building activity in the United States is

expected to assume in 1923. With the exception of a period

during the war, the orders placed for southern pine during the

week ending January 20 were the largest on record, and the mid-

winter breaking of a record of over six years' standing, is an
indication of the enormous potential demand for this lumber.

The present activity is not restricted to demands for southern

timber since orders received for timber from the west coast in

the same w^eek totalled 153 per cent of production.

Part of this demand is doubtless for replenishment ])urposes

as well as for current requirements, a combination pointing to-

wards a stock shortage. Some buyers ordinarily refrain from
purchasing until the spring weather facilitates production, and
as a matter of record the annual climax of lumber trade activity

is normally in May. Realizing that the present state of affairs

indicates higher prices at no distant date, these buyers are appar-
ently making a concerted rush to obtain a portion at least of their

spring needs before quotations advance, or deliveries become
uncertain, and thus ensure participation in the building activities

of the approaching season.

The eft"ect of the present demand is intensified because it

comes at a time of seasonal curtailment of output, and, generally

speaking, manufacturers are not in. a position to increase their

rates of production sufficiently to take care of the heavier de-

mand. For the week ending January 20, production was about
64,000,000 feet behind shipments which are some 76,000 behind
orders, notwithstanding the fact that 372 mills produced nearly

203,000,000 feet or 29,000.000 more feet than 402 mills for the

corresponding week of 1922.

Hardwoods share the general active demand for lumber,

but short supplies are limiting business. It is asser'ted, how-ever,

that only the Unusually mild winter has enabled producers to

avoid a shortage of a severe nature, since it has been possible

to keep up production without interruption. In these circum-
stances, and also as the supply is stated to be falling behind the

demand, it is feared that the first interruption of output will

result in a serious shortage, and already buyers are accepting
shipments of half green lumber, chossing this material rather

than incur the risk involved in seeking thoroughly seasoned
stock. One phase of the situation, helpful to buyers and sellers

alike, is that deliveries are facilitated by a fairly adequate car

suppl}', which allows an uninterrupted mo\ement.

Since the demand now exceeds production, sellers are na-

turally in control of the situation, but ail things considered, buy-
ers are not placed entirely at a disadvantage. Prices have not
shown any great upward tendency as might naturally have been
expected, and the bulk of business is being transacted at figures

similar to those which prevailed two months ago. Prices are
exceedingly firm, how^ever, and a very little additional pressure
might easily force them to higher levels.

Says American Pulp Mills Should Move To Canada
Don C. Seitz, supervising director of The New York World,

and whose important relations with the Pulitzer interests, who
own that paper, have brought him in close touch with the man-
agement of the De Grasse Paper Company, believes that the pulp

and paper mills of the United States should be removed to Can-
ada, where there is a more ample supply of wood and water-

power, and that the water-power now used to operate these mills

should be hydro-electrically developed so that the current can be

devoted to the operation of mills and factories of other industries.

In the opinion of Mr. Seitz, the pulp mills of the United
States, including all of those that use any wood in the manufac-
ture of their product, are too far away from their wood supply

at the present time, for the most of the wood used comes from
Canada. Then, also, paper mills require an enormous amount of

w'ater-power, as well as for the reduction of pulp, and with the

slaughter of the American forests has come a depletion in the

flow of the power streams. It is his conception that the sites

now used by pulp and paper mills in this country could be given
over to hydro-electric developments and the electric current
spread among enough other industries that require less power to

industrially more than offset the loss of the paper mills to the
United States.

Ample Water Power Available

This would also solve the coal problem, for industries which
are now compelled to rely on steam power because of the lack

of adequate development of the water-powers of the country
would then be able to go on without a large amount of coal, and
ojjerate on electricity instead.

The pulp and paper mills, being closer to their wood supply,

would be assured of cheap wood, for there would not be the

long expensive hauls that they now face. Furthermore, they

could get the wood w'hen needed and not be threatened with

shortagts because of embargoes on the railroads and like

obstacles.

As for the tariff, the Government would unquestionably take

care of that situation satisfactorily, Mr. Seitz believes, if the

publishers of the nation were dependent on mills outside its

borders for their supply' of paper.

Mr. Seitz believes that denuded forest tracts and waste
farm lands should be reforested, and thus a new^ forest builded

up in this country.

"There is no question that our reforestation problem is

pressing," said he. "In the United States there are some 85,-

000,000 acres of land now absolutely worthless, but which could

W'-ell be put to use in growing trees for this lumber, which is

vitally needed. Why not do this? Not under private initiative,

but through Government action. I would have the states survey

the land within their borders and mark off the tracts suitable

only for reforestation. Then I would have these lands taken by
a process of eminent domain, and with the authority of duly

approved laws, of course.

"Then the United States Government could step in, pay for

the lands, which could probably be bought for not exceeding $16
per acre, and from that down to a very nominal sum, and plant

on the land whatever types of trees w-ere best adapted to the

particular region in question. Think what an appropriation of

$10,000,000, for instance, could do if thus used. And remember

that $10,000,000 is about one-quarter the cost of a modern
battleship."
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THE IDEAL DUST COLLECTING SYSTEM

ensures fresh air and health to the operator, a reduced fire risk

and satisfaction and economy to the manufacturer. Let us ex-

plain the system fully to you.

We Specialize in

PLANING MILI. EXHAUSTERS
SHINGLE MILL EXHAUSTERS
BLOW PIPE WORK, ALL KINDS
HEAVY MILL ORDERS
OILY WASTE CANS
MILL SMOKESTACKS
EXHAUST HEADS

JOHN K. MILLER CO. Limited
Manufacturers in SHEET METAL

580 Sixth Avenue West
Engineers & Contractors

VANCOUVER, B.C.

Ross & Howard Iron Works Co., Ltd.

Iron & Brass

Founders

Blacksmiths

Boilermakers

Bolts and Nuts, Sleigh Shoeing, Smokestacks, Bridge Rods, Logging and Lumber Trucks, Shafting,

Transmission, Etc., Marine, Logging and Sawmill Machinery, Structural Steel.

Foot Woodland Drive VANCOUVER, B.C. Telephone: Highland 106
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SIMONDS
SPECIAL

Cross-cut Saw Files
When you use this special saw file you will find the satisfaction and economy for which you

have sought.

The Simonds Cross-Cut Saw File will give you 16 per cent, more wear on cross-cut saw work than

can be obtained by using regular tapered mill files.

It is also most efficient for sharpening Circular S aws.

You can get this file in 6, 7> 8 and 10-inch lengths.

Order from our nearest branch or secure them from your Hardware or Supply Dealer.

SIMONDS CANADA SAW COMPANY, LIMITED
"THE SAW MAKERS"

ST. JOHN, N. B, MONTREAL, QUE. VANCOUVER, B. C.
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SEATTLE AND PACIFIC COAST NEWS
There was no feature of the month hke that of the snow

storm which prostrated logging and lumbering in the West Coast
with a 100 per cent close down in the face of two to three feet of

snow in the woods. For three days the outlook was dismal, as it

was feared that warm winds would quickly dissipate the snows
and bring on floods as menacing in their aspect as the snoiw.

However, warm weather and thaws without winds melted the

snows by slow stages. It was stated that enough fir logs had been
felled to take care of the mills for thirty days, but these, two feet

and more under the snow, made mill activities impossible.

The Middle Western rail trade has been slow. Retailers in

that section intimate their impression that the market will be
lower, and a decrease in the volume placed by California and the

East Coast and the advance in Japanese squares which has alien-

ated the Nippon demand for the present would tend to give this

position some support. The bulk of orders for car building have
been placed, leaving the market strong on sills at $34, framing
at $32, four-inch siding at $60 and six-inch at $62.50. At these

figures shippers are being taken care of nicely, although there is

no stock on hand. Some new railway maintenance inquiries are

coming through but these are believed to be principally for re-

pairs. The Milwaukee placed orders for ties at $25 at the mills.

Rather an emergency price, as the normal fir tie market mill base
is $18, or U. S. railway administration specifications.

Mills Not Seekers

Frowns of care gather on the faces of manufacturers when
approached with orders for mixed cars, the dominant pack for

the Middle Western rail tr^ide. It is practically impossible for

the mills to take on more business from any source. It will be
a great day when order files are cleaned, as not only buyers but

wholesalers are free to admit the necessity for this clean-up. This
would appear odd in the face of a sluggish movement of transits,

but straight cars are not badly wanted by retailers this early in

the season where mixed cars will be used up quickly. The
inquiry for plank and small timbers and uppers which cannot be
supplied by Southern pine is comparatively heavy.

Logs are steady to firm. Fir is $14, $19 and $2o, hemlock
$13 and $17 and 10 per cent cedar $22. Cedar is stronger. Log-
gers slaim that there is not a two week's supply, but associa'ion

authorities fix the supply at thirty days.

Some symptoms of a break in the California demand have
appeared. Lumber has been quietly moving into San Francisco
Bay and San Pedro Harbor unsold, wholesalers standing behind
this method of salesmanship. Accumulations of common di-

mention have therefore appeared and California buyers are not

bidding against each other as before toi fill their needs. If there

are price recessions in the West is it believed the preliminary
indications will be felt in California.

Kicks Filed on Price

A vigorous protest has gone up in Pennsylvania, New Jersey
and New York at the prices asked on the Coast for fir and hem-
lock common and resident buyers for Eastern groups have been
firmlv advised that future activities will be found in Southern
pine. Wisconsin and Michigan hemlock and Canadian spruce
in place of on the West Coast. These buyers admit that they
like the Washing.on-Oregon woods better, but that they can't

stand the price. Many telegrams were exchanged during the

\yeek on the subject and the East seems to be obdurate.

A comparison has been made between the West Coast and
Eastern soft woods, greatly to the detriment of this section.

Wisconsin and Michigan hemlock common can be bought and
delivered, freight paid, to New York or any common Atlantic
port at $40 against $43 and $44 for West Coast stock. Southern
pine is selling on the same basis at $37 against $41 to $42 for fir

and Canadian spruce costs Atlantic seaboard buyers $38.

Despite these less encouraging circumstances, sales for the

week by Association mills, for the fifth consecutive week, ex-

ceeded 100,000,000 feet. It is obviously a puzzling outlook.

Ocean freights are unsettling the export demand. Large
squares have gone up to $37 while freights are weak, some tramp

steamers cutting to $9 on spot loadings against a conference rate

of $10 and $11. Weak freights are indicated in all quarters of

the globe, and unsettlement of carrying charges generally puts

a stop to the off-shore inquiry.

California Shies Off

Some weakness has appeared in the Californian market, be-

ginning with lath, which has been a dominant commodity out-

side rough random common for more than thirty days. Freights

are stronger at $8, and shippers complain of the limited offerings

at that level which is 50 cents over the prevailing rate of the

of the past six months. Coastwise steamship lines were the

water carriers to respond to the upward tendency of the charter

market.

Shippers engaged in the California trade, now stronger

numerically on the West Coast than in any other department,

report that the volume is just about keeping up to its record of

the past ninety days. The bulk of the business is in the hands of

larger operators, aiiid it is communicated to -shippers here, poised

for more business, that lumber has been moving into the South
in such volume that accumulations have begun toi show and that

there is enough lumber at San Pedi'o and San Francisco to take

care of the requirements for sixty days. It is true that buying
during the week fell off sufficiently to show. Wholesalers have
messed up things somewhat by shipping lumber unsold, and this

has added to the weight put opom the fresh market. There has
been a visible decrease also in the tendency of California buyers

to bid each other out of the market, the feature that has exerted
more pressure on prices than all the mills and oither sales out-

lets combined.

Water Lines Apprehensive
It is clear that offshore steamship lines are somewhat ap-

prehensive of the future as rates are being disturbed in practically

every quarter. Freights to Australia are $1 less than a week ago.

Plenty of accommodations are being offered to shippers at $12.50.

During January up to $15 was asked and paid to lines that were
not fortunate enough to be favored with the Australian coal

business for the return voyage. The Australian coal demand is

easing off, and will automatically cease within sixty days. This
will throw considerable tonnage on the market, but whether it

will cause steamship lines to quote higher because of the one-way
haul on lumber is not known. The opinion here is that mam'
ships will be offering their services that are now engaged in other

trade.

General unsettlement of charters are reported in lumber.
This is ascribed to the Ruhr invasion. Grain rates from Austra-
lia to the United Kingdom have di"opped ten shillings, and the

Argentine wheat rate is 21 shillings in place of 30 shillings.

Rates of coal from Australia to nitrate ports of South America
are lower. Offshore lumber shippers are viewing this situation

with some alarm, as weakness in water transportation at this

particular time will produce a cessation of lumber buying, and
wheat and coal carrying vessels will, it is believed, look for other
cargo by cutting rates. The next large commodity to be effected
is lumber.

It is practically impossible for offshore shippers to place

any new business with the mills. This situation is one of evolu-

tion, and has been coming on gradually during thirty days. Re-
])eated rebuffs have resulted in an unwritten agreemens among
shippers to lay off the market until the mills can get from under
heavy accumulations. Japanese buyers are refusing to pay $27
f. a. s. for the large squares, which are most urgently desired of
all the sizes. Freights are steady at $10 and $11 with trans-

pacific conference lines, but they are unsettled with tramp
steamers who are making freights of $9 for spot. Futures are
not being considered.

Japanese lines are beginning to operate in the West Coast
of South America and have brought about reductions in freights

to that market. The steamer Resolute was chartered last week
for lumber to Callao at $12, which disturbs the rates that have
been ])revalent. Shippers report their inability to secure some
very favorable freight concessions where shipping by Japanese
lines.
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AN ALL ROUND MACHINE

Production of complicated mouldings, four-sided surfacing,

plain or patterned, tongue and grooved, base boards, dowel

stock, flooring and matching is simple for Yates No. 108

moulder.

The 108 is built just for this sort of work, and does it faster

and more economically than other types of machines.

All adjustments are made easily, and are placed within easy

access of the operator.

Machine made in three sizes, 10, 12 and 15 inches wide.

Upon request we will mail you circular, which illustrates

and describes this machine fully.

PB. t/atesMachine Gouimited

HAMILTON, ONTARIO
WESTERN SALES OFFICE

:

V. C. YOUNG
716 DOMINION BLDG. VANCOUVER, B.C.

WORLD'S LARGEST MANUFACTURERS WOODWORKING MACHINERY
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Penticton Mills to Be Kept Busy
Over 10,000,000 feet of lumber will be required this season

by the Greenhill Sales Agency, Penticton, to fill contracts which

J. A. Greenhill, head of the agency, has secured from several

prairie interests for doors, sash and dimension lumber.

This announcement has been received with great satisfaction,

as it assures the capacity operation of the mills there and several

others in the district, where up to the present but little efifect has

been felt from the largely increased demand for lumber, which

has grown throughout the entire continent.

The Greenhill Sales Agency has contracted to take the entire

output of the Penticton Sawmills Limited, which will run to

about 2,000,000 feet of pine and half a million feet of fir. It

will also take the entire outpiit from this mill of fruit box shocks.

Other mills which will cut exclusively for the Greenhill contracts

include the DeMuth Broderick Lumber Company, Altmont, the

output of which will be approximately 2,000,000 feet of pine

and half a million feet of fir ; the Munson Lumber Company,
Kelowna, 2,000,000 feet of pine, and two mills in the Merritt

district will supply between them about 3,000,000 feet of pine.

Announcement
The Standard Conveyor Company is pleased to announce

that it has acquired by purchase all the rights, titles and patents

pertaining to the well-known "Brown Portable" line of portable

and sectional piling, elevating, conveying, loading and unloading

machinery for the handling of packed and loose material. This
line of machinery has been manufactured by the Brown Portable

Conveying Machinery Company at North Chicago for ten years.

Until further notice the plant will be continued in operation by
the Standard Conveyor Company, and all inquiries and corres-

pondence regarding "Brown Portable" products should be ad-

dressed to. Standard Conveyor Company, "Brown Portable"

Products Plant, North Chicago, Illinois.

We are also pleased to state that the organization which has
so successfully developed portable conveying machinery known
as the "Brown Portable" products for their merit, will continue

with the Standard Conveyor Company in this line of work.

Duncan Lumber Co. Specializes in Car
Materials

The gradual expansion of railroads and general increase

in transportation facilities in the United States and in Canada
called for specializing in railroad material, which has been done
by the Duncan Lumber Company of Vancouver.

Prior to coming to Vancouver this company had large

connections in the United States and brought its experience

with it. Four years ago the Duncan Lumber Company opened
its offices in Vancouver with James Shaw as manager and since

that time the business of this firm has gradually increased until

today a very large proportion of British Columbia fir used in

the construction of railway cars and in the railroads as well, is^

shipped by this firm.

Choosing material for the construction of railway rolling

stock is a business in itself, and Mr. Shaw is an expert at it.

Douglas fir is his best friend as the lumber in this class that has
been used in the building of cars has stood up better than any
other class of lumber ever used by the lines to which Mr. Shaw
ships.

"Quality first, and there is no need to look far for a market,"
said Mr. Shaw when pressed for his slogan.

China Market Strong
The Chinese maritime customs revenues for 1922 have been

announced at Haikwan taels 58,6060,000 or an increase of 4,-

000,000 taels over 1921 figures, according to a cable to the de-
partment of commerce from the commercial attache's office in

Shanghai. These figures mark a new record in China's trade and
seem to justify the continued optimism with which China's future
trade is viewed by those familiar with China markets. All
Chinese foreign loan and indemnity obligations administered by
the customs and secured on custom's revenues have been met
in full.

Renewed military activities in South China have further

depreciated Kwantung provincial notes to 66 per cent discount

value. The discount of these notes is the commonly accepted

commercial barometer of South China trade. Shanghai bank

notes of silver are approximately normal at 660,000,000 Mexican
dollars. Exchange has been unusually steady for some time.

The Shanghai Wholescale Price Index for December shows a

rise of 3.3 over the November Index figure.

Eight new American firms have recently opened offices in

Shanghai.

The new Chinese imports tariff has been announced as ef-

fective January 17, 1923.

Declared exports for the year 1922 from nine consular

districts of China total $68,000,000 gold. No marked improve-

ment is expected in general imports until after Chinese New
Year (in February).

The shipping situation is not greatly improved. The steel

market is stagnant with few inquiries for galvanized sheets,

tinplate, and steel wire nails the leading items. The lumber
market is strengthening, and prices are expected to advance a

further 10 per cent. A sudden rise has taken place in foreign

flour, and quotations have risen to Shanghai taels .06 per bag.

Stocks of wood oil are low. No change js reported in kerosene

prices.

Problems Concerning Wood
Intensive experience, sometimes called research, is the mod-

ern method of solving wood problems and is the method of the

Forest Products Laboratories of Canada, whose trained staff,

excellent equipment and comprehensive records are at the service

of the Canadian wood-user. The Laboratories ofl:'er courteous

co-operation in the solution of any problems encountered in the

use of wood.
Enquiries should be addressed to the Superintendent of the

Forest Products Laboratories of Canada (Dominion Forestry

Branch), McGill University, Montreal.
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LUMBER PAPER

BOUGHT LOCALLY
A group of Vancouver business

men have purcha'sed the Western
Lumberman from Hugh C. Mac-
Lean Western Limited, of Winnipeg,
and will continue to publish this

pioneer journal to serve the British
Columbia lumber industry.*

Stewart M. Read, who has been
identified with the Vancouver Daily
World for a number of years and
who is well and favorably known
among Vancouver business interests
becomes closely connected with the
new owners as their managing
director.
Owing to the extremely rapid de-

velopment of the lumber industry in

this province, the Winnipeg owners
of the Western Lumberman found it

difficult to give it their closest at-

tention and sold out to local inter-

ests in order to allow them to be free
to devote their entire energies to
their five prairie papers.

Mr. Andrew D. MacLean, who re-

presents the previous owners and
who are the largest publishers of
technical newspapers in the,Empire,
believes he has pit^ced the future of
the Western Lumberman in the most
capable hands of those that were
tendering for its purchase. Mr. Mac-
Lean, when interviewed today said:
"The lumber industry of British Co-
lumbia is exceptionally fortunate in

having such an attractive and cap-
able personality as Mr. Read to di-

rect their pioneer publication.
Mr. MacLean will remain in the

city until the new owners are fully
conversant with their property.

(Vancouver World.)
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For Real Comfort and Lasting Satisfaction wear

"Rose City"

Rainiest Clothing

SHIRTS PANTS HATS

Decide to let "Rose City"

Raintest Clothing give you
comfort in the woods and
the kind of protection your
limbs and body should re-

ceive from the rain and
snow of winter-time.
Chemical treated, these gar-

ments are water repellant

and will give lasting satis-

faction besides wearing like

iron.

WRITE FOR OUR PRICESNo. 933
Raintest Pants

C. H. Jones & Son
LIMITED

28-30 Water St., Vancouver, B. C.

EXTRA SPECIALS
IN LUMBERMEN'S

CLOTHING
ENGLISH FLANNEL SHIRTS—Made extra
large, with wide sleeves, and reinforced seams.
Tailored form fitted collar.

Lot No. 1, Khaki $19,50 dozen
Lot No. 2, Army Gray 18.00 dozen

Sizes 141/2 to 17.

Note :—No. 2 Army Gray Shirt is the strongest
"Union" Shirt on the market.

LUMBERJACK BREECHES — 32-ounce all

wool Government frieze, navy blue, 21 inches
long, with strap and buckle. Five extra strong
pockets, belt loops and buttons. Well tailored.

Lot No. 3, Special $3.50 pair
Same line, but in Brown Union (wool and
cotton)

.

Lot No. 4 $2.75 pair

Sizes 32 to 42.

IMPORTANT—Order by lot number and speci-

fy sizes and shipping instructions. Minimum
quantity at above prices one dozen to a line.

If not rated in Dun's or Bradstreet's enclose
remittance.

MILLER MEN'S WEAR, LIMITED
48 York Street Toronto, Canada

WE MAKE A SPECIALTY OF

Lath Yarn
Both tarred and untarred. Compare

our Lath Yarn with that of our com-

petitors for Strength, Length per lb.

and price and you will always ask for

the products of the

Canada Western Cordage
Company, Limited

Transmission Ropes
Cordage of All Kinds

City Sales Office J. C. THORN. Sey. 1151

311 Metropolitan Bldg. Vancouver, B. C.

Plant: NEW WESTMINSTER, B. C.

Established 1841 JJ^g Mercantile Agency Branches

R. G. DUN & CO.
Head Office : 290 Broadway - New York

"For the Promotion and Protection of Trade"

CANADIAN BRANCHES
Offices in Western Provinces:

BRITISH COLUMBIA ALBERTA
Vancouver Victoria Calgary Edmonton Lethbridge

SASKATCHEWAN
Moose Jaw Regina Saskatoon

EASTERN OFFICES
Winnipeg, Man. Fort William, Ont. Halifax London Ottawa

St. John Hamilton Montreal Quebec Toronto

Collection Dept., Vancouver Office-510 Hastings Street West

J. B. Giffen, Dist. Mgr.

10

PHOTO-ENGRAVERS
CONNERUAL ARTISTS
[OlOU- tlECTRO

TYPEil$!^n-TVPERs

VANCOUVER.TOWER BLDG ^
PHONE- SEY. 7169

B.C.
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X Ooltions

iviacninery & Wanted
Equipment Cdassinea Section Help Wanted
v> antea oc rJusmess

For Sale LITTLE ADVERTISEMENTS FOR QUICK ACTION Chances

The

Peter Hay Knife Co,
GALT, ONTARIO Limited

MACHINE KNIVES
of Every

Description for

Paper Cutting,
Bark and Rag
Knives, Shear

Blades
Send for Price

List

BELTING FOR SALE
We have a large quantity of Second-
Hand Rubber and Leather Belting in

all sizes^ and plys up to 24 inches in

width, which we can sell at interest-
ing prices. Send us your requirements.

N. SMITH
138 York St. Toronto, Ont.

DB. BEIiI^'S
Veterinary Wonder Bemedies

50,000 one dollar ($1.00) bottles Free
to horsemen who give the Wonder a
fair trial. Guaranteed for Colic, In-
flammation of the Lungs, Bowels,
Kidneys, Fevers, Distemper, etc. Send
25c for Mailing Package, etc. Agents
wanted. Write your address plainly.
DR. BELL, V.S., Kingston, Ontario.

Use a Classified Advertise-

ment in Western

Lumberman

If yon want to sell your business.

If you want to sell some equip-
ment.

If yon want a partner.

If you want an employee.

If you want to buy a business.

If you want to buy some equip-
ment.

If you want to make a trade of

any kind.

If you want some second-hand
equipment.

If you want a job—or position.

FOR SALE
Eastern British Columbia — fullv

equipped Saw Mill and Planing Miil
Plant, large tract of fine timber. Log-
ging Railroad; more timber available.

Also large tract of fine timber in
Central British Columbia, tributary to
Shushap River. • Write

—

P.O. Box 3002,

WINKIFEG MANITOBA

PUBLISHERS' NOTICE
Advertisements other than "Employment Wanted" or "Employees

Wanted" will be inserted in this department at the rate of 25 cents per agate
lia? (14 agate lines make one inch). $2.80 per inch, each insertion, payable
in advance. When four or more consecutive insertions of the same adver-
tisement are ordered a discount of 25 per cent will be allowed.

Advertisements of "Wanted Employment" will be inserted at the rate
of one cent a word, net. Cash must accompany order. If Western Lumber-
man box number is used, enclose ten cents extra for postage in forwarding
replies. Minimum charge 25 cents.

Advertisements of "Wanted Employees" will be inserted at the rate of
two cents a word, net. Cash must accompany the order. Minimum charge
50 cents.

Advertisements must be received not later than the 10th of each month
to insure insertion in the subsequent issued.

Must Pay Higher Rates

for Timber
New regulations passed by order-

in-council in respect to timber have
reached the Dominion land office

a1 Edmonton. These refer to

small fringes of timber which lie

outskle the surveyed berths, and

which it has not been the custom
to survey. Formerly these were
sold to the adjoining berth holders

at fifty per cent, more than the

regular dues on the timber held by
them, provided the amount of tim-

ber were not over 300,000 feet

board measure.

Under the new ruling this fringe

timber will be disposed of to the

berth holders at the ordinary rate,

while the maximum cut is set down
at 500,000 feet.

New Type of Ski Is

Developed

That the possibilities of the so-

called laminated or built-up form
of construction for wooden ar-

ticles are as yet inadequately re-

cognized is pointed out by the

Forest Products Laboratories of
Canada (Dominion Forestry

Branch) Montreal, where inves-

tigations in this connection are

now in progress. Where the

article manufactured requires

very high grade material, entirely

free from defects, it is obviously

easier to secure what is wanted
in smaller rather than in larger

pieces and the use of several small

pieces instead of one large one
makes for high quality as well as

economy of material.

The laminated ski, recently de-

veloped at the Laboratories, is a

most interesting example of this

type of construction. The adhes-

ive employed and the method of

using it are of the first importance
a special waterproof glue is used.

Sawmill For Sale
Waterous R.T. Boiler, 54x14 ft.;

Waterous Engine, 12x14x72 in. fly

wheel; 3 block carriage and saw frame
complete; track; 2 inserted tooth Saws,
48 in.; .'! saw edger; swing saw trimmer;
Cowan planer and matcher; circular re-

.saw; dry kiln belting; pulleys and
shafting complete. Mill in excellent

shape.

For further particulars write Box 303,

Western Lumberman.

Position Wanted
Wanted for coming season position

as sawyer on left-hand rig, either bands
or circulars. Fifteen years' experience
on fast rigs. Best of references. Write
or wire, Peter Dennis Leggers, General
Delivery, Winnipeg. Man,

EXPEBIEKCEO SAI^ESUAN
With good connections, would like to be-
come associated with some reliable
coast mill, on straight commission
basis. Box 630, Western Lumberman.

1-3

CASHIEB, FAYMASTEB AND
GENEBAI. OFFICi: MAN

at present with large Eastern concern
operating two mills and twenty lumber
camps, wishes to locate in the West.
Nineteen years' experience all branches
of the trade in England, U.S.A. and
Canada. Married man. Sound references
and a woiker. Initial salary not so im-
por'.ant as prospects of a fair return
for good service. Must be a sound con-
cern and permanent position. Write,
Arthur A. Pugh, Ingramport, Halifax
County, Nova Scotia. 2-2

CLARK & LYFORD
FOREST ENGINEERS, LTD.

Judson r. Clark P. L. Lyford

J. E. Tucker

920-25 Vanconver Blk. Vancouver, B.C.

Ryan, Mcintosh

Timber Co., Ltd.

TIMBER BROKERS, CRUISERS,
SURVEYORS AND VALUATORS.

CONSULTING ENGINEERS.

701-704 Belmont House

VICTOBIA, B.C.

W. B. Ryan R. W. Hibberson, F.E.

W. L. Mcintosh McC. P. Blair, C.E.

LOGGING RAILWAY
EQUIPMENT
FOR SALE

1—50 ton Lima Geared Locomotive,
standard gauge.

24 Russell Log Cars standard gauge.

1 Marion Log Loader.

900 tons of 52 and 56 pound Relaying

Rail with fastenings.

100 tons of 16 and 20 pound Relaying

Rail with fastenings.

Available for prompt shipment.

John J. Gartshore,

58 Front St. West, Toronto

UNBIASED STATEMENTS

on conditions relating to the lumber industry are

to be found only in the

Western Lumberman

Reliability of Comment Has Made Every Great Newspaper.

Two Dollars sent to 106 Winch Building, Van-

couver, will bring you twelve splendid issues.
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White Spruce Lath
Screened Sawdust

CAR LOTS ONLY

' Union Lumber Company^ Limited;

502 Huron and Erie Bldg. WINNIPEG, MAN.

SAW MILL MACHINERY for Disposal
From the Plants of the Davison Lumber & Manufac-

turing Co., Bridgewater & Springfield, N. S.

1—Giddings & Lewis 8 ft. Band Mill with Allis-Chalmers Carriage
Steam Feed Cylinder, 11-in. x 54-ft. complete with all equip-
ments.

1—Giddings & Lewis 6-ft. Band Mill with New Waterous Carriage
Steam Feed Cylinder 9-in. x 48-ft. complete with all equipment.

1—Giddings & Lewis 6-ft. Horizontal Band Re-Saw.
2—84-in. Diamond Iron Works 14 Saw Edgers.
1—Harmon 13 Saw Gang Trimmer with pneumatic control to

each saw.
1—Diamond Iron Works Gang Saw.
1—Hamilton-Kendall Circular Gang Saw.
1—Diamond Iron Works Five Saw Lath Bolter.
1—Diamond Iron Works Four Saw Lath Machine.
1—Diamond Iron Works Two Saw adjustable Lath Butt Trimmer

with power feed.
1—No. 1 Vz Hill Steam Driven Drag Saw.
1—Hill 12-in. x 24-in. Vertical Steam Driven Cord Wood Splitter.
1—Appleton Belt Driven Horizontal Cordwood Splitter.
1—Diamond Iron Works Heavy Type Friction Log Haul-up.
1—18-in. X 10-in. x 12-in. Worthington Duplex Brass Fitted Under-

writers' Fire Pump Cap, 1000 Gallons per minute.
Filing Room Machinery and Equipment, consisting of Band, Circu-
lar and Gang Sharpeners, Re-Toothers, Shears, Anvils, Brazing and
Filing Clamps.
Steam Deck Equipment consisting of Steam Niggers, Kickers, Load-
ers, Gang Skids.
Planer— 1 practically new Yates No. 10—30-in. x 10-in. Planer and
Sizer with side Head Grinder.

All the above for immediate disposal at low prices. Write or wire

for full particulars.

Address

Fleming and MacLeay, Agents
BRIDGEWATER, N. S.

Star Machinery Co.
SEATTLE, WASH.

WOOD WORKING MACHINERY
1—Wysong & Miles hollow chisel mor-

tiser,
1—New Britain frame machine.
]—Railway Box board cut-off.
3—Two Spindle Shapers.
1—32-in. Silver Band Saw.
1—36-in. Siver Band Saw.
1^—22-in. Sidney Universal Woodworker.
1—American Relisher and Mortiser.
1—Hayes sash sticker with routing and

boring attachment.
1—36-in. Berlin 3 drum sander.
I—6x24 Crescent single surfacer.
1—8x24 Graves & Klushman single sur-

facer.
1—6x30 "Buss" divided roll single svr-

facer.
1—No. 108 Berlin outside moulder.
1—Hall and Brown Power Ripper.
2—Irvington floor swing cut-offs.
1—16-in. round head jointer.
1—14-in. wood turning lathe.
2— 20-in. wood turning lathe.
1—30-in. American Circular Resaw.
1-—5 4-in. McDonough Band Resaw.
1—66-in. Connell & Dengler Band Re-

saw.
1—16x27-in. Endless Bed Single Sur-

facer.
1—6x26-in. Hall & Brown double sur-

facer.
1—6x26-in. Curtis 4-side planer and

matcher.

IRON WORKING- TOOI^S
1—36-in. X 36-in. x 0 ft. Miles Ma-

chine shop planer.
1—30-in. Cincinnatti Shaper.
1—18-in. X 8-ft. South Bend engine

lathe.
1—14-in. x 6-ft. Walcott Engine Lathe.
1—13-in. X 6-ft. South Bend Engine

lathe.
1—14-in. x 3 ft. 6 in. American Engine

lathe.
2—Small power hack saws.
1— 14-in. Warner & Swazed Turrett
1—6-in. Oster pipe threading machine.
1—48-in. Mueller radial drill press.
1—22-ft. Rickford drill press.
2—Champion hand & power drill

presses.
BI^OWERS

1—Size 3 Roots hig:h pressure blower.
l^Size 3% Roots high pressure blower.
1—No. 7 Sturdevant blower.
1—24 No. 4 Buffalo Forge Blower.
1—24 Western Planing Mill Blower.
1—No. 400 Champion Brand blower.
1—30-in. American Planing Mill Blower
1—40-in. National Planing Mill Blower.
1—45-in. Sturdevant Twin Planing Mill

Blower.
1—4,5-in. Sturdevant Twin Planing Mill

Blower.
1—48-in. Sturdevant Twin Planing Mill

Blower.
1—60-in. Western Planing Mill Blower.
2—60-in. Western Planing Mill Blow-

ers.
direct connected to 50 H.P. motors.

1—70-in. Sturdevant Twin Planmg Mill
Blower.

DRIIiIi PRESSES
1—20-in. Rockford back geared.
1—22-in. Barnes back geared.
1—30-in Canedy-Otto radical.
1—No. 203 Champion combination hand

and power press.
1—22-in. Hamilton with sliding head.
1—28-in. Baines with sliding head.
1—26-in. Sibley.

CANNERY MACHINERY
2—3 car cannery retorts.
1—Seattle Astoria double seaming ma-

chine.
1—Fish cutter.
1—Can Laquering machine.

ENGINES
1—16x32x36-in. Hamilton Corliss.
1—20x24-in. Erie Ball Automatic.
1—14x28-in. Buckeye R. H. Automatic.
1—Pr. 14xl6-in. Brownell Twins.
1—Pr. 11x16 H. S. & G. Twins.
1—14xl8-in. Vim Center Crank.
1—14xl8-in. Erie City Side Crank.
1—14x20-in. Atlas Side Crank.

SHINGI.E MII.I. MACHINERY
1—Sumner Gold Medal Upright.
8—Standard Sumner Uprights.
1—Small Belted drag saw.
10—Bbls. i/i-in. X 10-in. New Acme

Shingle I3ands.
10—Shingle Packing Frames.
50—6-in. 6-in. Roller bearing dry kiln

trucks.
1—Hand Shingle Saw Gummer.
1—72-in. Inserted Tooth Cut-off Saw.

Star Machinery Co.

Seattle Wash.
Shop and Yards
207 Horton St.

Office St SaleBroom
1735 l8t Ave. S.

Skilled Labor and the
Building Outlook

In a statement reviewing the

building situation and outlook,

Wilson Compton, secretary-mana-

ger of the National Lumber Manu-
facturers' Association, Washington
has the following to say

:

"The accumulated housing short-

age since 1916 up to the present

year was equivalent to approxi-

mately to two and a half full years

of building on the 1910 to '^1915

yearly average. At costs of con-

struction prevailing last spring, be-

tween five and six billion dollars

expenditure would have caught up
this building deficit.

"Building costs have increased

considerably since last spring in

many communities. The general

building costs in Washington, D. C.

for instance, are about 30 per cent,

higher than they were last fall and
early last spring. This is largely

due, however, to high labor costs

inasmuch as the demand for skilled

labor in the building trades has far

exceeded the number of men avail-

able.

"There is every reason to believe

that the fundamental demand for

building materials still maintains

and that it will continue for several

years, with, of course, ups and
downs. There will be periods of

great building activity alternating

with periods of semi-stagnation

until the building shortage is sub-

stantially caught up. These alter-

nations will be due rather to the

building trades labor situation than

to building materials. There is little

danger that the comparatively small

increases in building costs, due to

increases in the cost of building

materials, will have much to do

with discouraging or delaying

building as long as the costs of

building labor are so excessive and
erratic.

"I look for a continued strong

demand for building materials for

a considerable period of years and
I believe that lumber will have its

full share in its effects of that ac-

tivity. In fact, the comparatively

greater labor co.sts in installing

lumber is definitely encouraging

the substitution of lumber con-

struction in many large communi-
ties, wherever admitted under the

ordinances."

Kiln Dried as Good as

Air Dried
^ The kiln drying of lumber was
the subject of a paper by W. O.

Farey, chief chemist of R. W. Hunt
& Co., Montreal, at the meeting

of the Canadian Railway Club,

Montreal, recently.

Mr. Farey described the char-

acteristics of the compartment

kiln and the progressive kiln,

pointing out that the latter was al-

most essential where various kilns

of lumber were to be treated at the

same time, and especially where

different sizes were used and dif-

ferent stages of air seasoning had

taken place before being put into

the kiln. Lumber could not be

piled in a progressive kiln the same
as it was piled in a compartment
kiln with vertical, lateral circula-

tion. For the compartment kiln

lumber must be piled endwise so

that the stickers would not obstruct

the free circulation and form cool

pockets in the pile ; in the progres-

sive kiln cross piling was almost

es.sential.

Mr. Farey dealt at some length

with testing the circulation of air

and of temperature and also de-

scribed the reasons for checking

and case hardening. He also in-

sisted that it was impossible to de-

termine th^ moi.sture content of the

lumber by peeling the wood, despite

the claims of many wood workers.

A considerable part of the ])a])cr

was devoted to the method of

steaming in remedy .strains, check-
ing and ca.se hardnening. In Mr.
Farey's opinion lumber in general

is just as good if properly kiln dried

as if air dried ; it should l)e better

because on the kiln all factories

could be kept under control, where-
as in air the temperature and rela-

tive humidity was beyond human
control and might varv decidedly
from time to time.
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York Ice Machines The Best Built

When mechanical refrigeration will

save it? Many logging camps are

economizing by this means.

A York Ice Machine will solve your

problem. It will provide you with a

constant low temperature and ice the

year round. Let our representative

tell you more about this.

Canadian Ice Machine Co., Ltd.
1158 Homer Street, Vancouver

Winnipeg TORONTO Montreal

Submit Your Pump Problems to Us

The advice of our skilled engineering staff is always

at your service.

We will welcome an opportunity to discuss with you any special

conditions which prevail at your plant, and look fox'ward to num-
bering YOUR ORGANIZATION among our satisfied customers.

IT PAYS TO GET ACQUAINTED WITH
SMART-TURNER PUMPS

The Smart-Turner Machine Company
Limited

Hamilton - Canada
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Take the Knots Out of
Your Logging Problem

Today, when economical logging demands that high-speed production must be main-

tained, it doesn't pay to take chances on anything but the very best in logging

engines and equipment.

"Washington" engineers have grown up with the logging business and studied

every angle of its needs. The Washington Simplex Yarder, shown above, with its

exceptional ease and low cost of operation, is typical of the sturdy, dependable

engines which have helped to simplify logging problems.

Let us help you determine just what will save you time, money and worry under
your own particular conditions. "There's a Washington Engine for every logging

purpose."

WASHINGTON IRON WORKS
SEATTLE, U.S.A.

AGENTS:

VANCOUVER MACHINERY, DEPOT, LTD., VANCOUVER, B.C.

WASHINCTON
ENCINES
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"Gorilla"
Ropes
are

Tough
and

Strong

The
Logging

SupplyHouse
of

British

Columbia

GIBSON'S LIMITED
1 Alexander Street,

VANCOUVER CANADA

BUY SUPPLIES MADE IN B. Q
We Build

Logging Engines Logging Cars
WE SPECIALISE IN REPAIRING
ALL KINDS OF MACHINERY

Locomotives Engines Boilers

USE V.E.W. STEEL CASTINGS
If they are not V. E. W. Castings they are not B. C. Product, as we are the

only plant in B. C. producing Steel Castings. Mild, Chrome, Nickel,

Carbon, Manganese or any Special Steel Castings Made to Order.

Vancouver Engineering Works, Limited
519 6th AVE. WEST Phone Fairmont 240 VANCOUVER, B. C.
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GOODHUE'S
LEATHER
BELTING

GOODHUE Special Planer Belting.

GOODHUE Extra Quality Leather Belting.

GOODHUE Acme Waterproof Leather Belting.

GILT EDGE ROUND Leather Belting.

Round LEATHER BELTING

ROUND LEATHER BELTING on spools made from choicest
Centre stock, firm and solid, thoroughly stretched, well rounded,
full size.

Put up on spools containing 100 to 500 feet.

Stock sizes M-'"-. 5/16-in., %-in. and %-in.

Sole B. C. Agents

Fleck Bros. Ltd.
Mill and Mine Supplies

110 Alexander St., Vancouver, B. C.

Phones Seymour 4592, 4593, 4594

Are You Using
Perfection Brand

AETNA SAWS
Made from the best JESSOP STEEL

Made in Vancouver

INSERTED TOOTH HEAD SAWS
SHINGLE SAWS

KNEE BOLTER SAWS
INSERTED TOOTH CUT-OFF SAWS

Honest and skilled workmanship by practical saw-
makers of long experience. All work guaranteed.

REPAIRING in all its branches. Cutting down, re-toothing,

grinding, hammering and remilling all kinds of inserted tooth

saws. Burnt saws retempered.

AETNA SAW WORKS Ltd.
JOHN T. WHEATMAN, Manager

Granville Island
.

VANCOUVER, B. C
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THE

J. C. McLaren BeltingCo.
Limited

Manufacturers

of

Reliable

Belting

QUALITY

Never Varies

64 Years in the

Market and

STILL

WE LEAD

Write for our
treatise on

"A Study of Various

Types of Belting"

Head Office

and Factory; Beaumont Ave., MONTREAL
Please note the Initials of this Company

PUT YOUR PROBLEM UP
TO US

We are specialists in building locomotives.

We build all types and sizes, also all kinds of

repair parts for locomotives and tenders.

Our experience puts us in a position to give

you expert advice as to what particular type

and size of locomotive is best suited to your
needs.

Put your locomotive problem up to us

MONTREAL LOCOMOTIVE WORKS, LTD.
DOMINION EXPRESS BUILDING

MONTREAL, CANADA

DEPENDABLE

POWER
EQUIPMENT

The boiler room of the Imperial Oil Co. at Dartmouth, N. S.,

equipped with 8 Double Drum G. & McC. Co. Sectional Water
Tube Boilers.

In addition to the Dartmouth plant we have sup-

plied the Imperial Oil Co. with Water Tube Boilers

for their Sarnia and Regina refineries. Repeat
orders such as these are not given unless the orig-

inal installation has thoroughly demonstrated its

efficiency in every particular.

G. & McC. Co. Sectional Water Tube Boilers pro-

vide positive and rapid circulation, increased
steaming capacity and maximum overload allow-

ance.

WE BUILD
Horizontal & Vertical Steam Engines, Return
Tubular & Water Tube Boilers, Steam Turbines,
Heaters, Tanks, Pumps & Condensers. Ask for

our catalog, plans, etc., if interested.

The Goldie & McCuUoch Co.
LIMITED

GALT - ONT. - CANADA
Western Branch: 248 McDermot Ave., Winnipeg, Man.

B. C. Agents:—Robt. Hamilton & Co., Vancouver, B. C.
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EQUIPMENT FOR THE LOGGER

Vancouver Machinery Depot Ltd.
1155 SIXTH AVENUE WEST, VANCOUVER, B. C.

The New Marion Gasoline Electric Shovel

for LOGGING RAILROAD CONSTRUCTION
You incur neither expense nor obligation to let us give you fullest information.

It will pay you to investigate this Remarkable Shovel

VANCOUVER MACHINERY DEPOT, LIMITED
1155 Sixth Avenue West Vancouver, B. C.

Representing Marion Steam Shovel Co., Marion Ohio.
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66Shay" Geared Locomotives
The "Shay" Locomotive has for

years been rendering maximum Ser-

vice to British Columbia logging oper-
ators. They have found its lines of

sturdy construction insure all year
round efficiency.

THEY DELIVER THE GOODS"

YOUR NEXT LOCOMOTIVE-'*SHAY"
Hofius Steel and Equipment Company

Seattle, Wash.HOFIUS-FERRIS EQUIPMENT CO.
Spokane, Wash.

STEWART BROS. CO.
Portland, Ore.

Representatives for Western British Columbia

Tyee Machinery Company, Ltd.
VANCOUVER BRITISH COLUMBIA
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l i n k-b e lt
Chains

VERYmodern facility is employed^ by our skilled chain makers to

produce Link-Belt quality chains.

To the user this means long life, durabil-

ity (freedom from annoying breakdowns,) in

his chains—whether in elevating, conveying
or power transmission. That is why many
experienced users always specify Link-Belt

Chains.

And remember this:—The wheels play an equally im-

portant part in the satisfactory operation of every chain
drive— every elevator or conveyor. Therefore, money paid

for well fitting sprocket wheels yields large returns. Link-

Belt Sprockets are made to fit Link-Belt Chains.

Canadian
Link-Belt Company, Limited

Toronto Welllngrton and Peter Streets.
Montreal 10 Gauvin Iiane
Vancouver, B. C A. B. Williams Maclilnery Co,, of Vancouver, ltd.
Vancouver, B. C Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co. Ltd.
Portland link-Belt Northwest Co., 101 First Street
Seattle Link-Belt Northwest Co., 820 1st Avenue South
San Francisco Link-Belt Pacific Co., 168 2nd Street

839

CRANE FITTINGS
MALLEABLE CAST IRON

Make Tight Joints

Our patterns for malleable and cast iron

fittings include all the necessary sizes and

shapes to meet all requirements.

Manufacturers of Valves, Fittings and Piping Equipment
and Distributors of Pipe, Plumbing and Heating Supplies.

Branches and Warehaases:
HALIFAX, OTTAWA, TORONTO,
HAMILTON, LONDON, WINNIPEG,
REGINA, CALGARY, VANCOUVER.

Sales Offices:

ST.JOHN,N.B.,QUEBEC,SHERBROOKE,
EDMONTON, VICTORIA.
SYDNEY, AUSTRALIA.

CRANE
LIMITED

General Office &. Exhibit Room*
386 BEAVER HALL SQUARE

MONTREAL
Works

1210 ST, PATRICK ST.
MONTREAL

CRANE-BENNETT
LIMITED

Head Office and Warehouse:
LONDON, ENGLAND.

Sales Offices:

BIRMINGHAM, CARDIFF,
GLASGOW. LEEDS, MANCHESTER.
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CLIMAX
EXTRAS

and

SATISFACTORY
SERVICE

CLIMAX

GEAR
GREASE

IS THE BEST AND
CHEAPEST

Try it and Know for

Yourself

Ask for Sample
FREE

We are Pacific Coast
Agents for the

LOCO
ELECTRIC
HEADLIGHT

and

OKADEE
BLOW-OFF VALVES

MIDVALE
TOOL STEEL

Jiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinii

Recent Sales
of

CLIMAX

LOCOMOTIVES
on the

Pacific Coast

2—60-ton to Holmes Eureka Lbr. Co., Eureka, Calif.

1—60-ton to Buckley Logging Co., Buckley, Wash.
1—70-ton to Buckley Logging Co., Buckley, Wash.
1—70-ton to P. S. Saw Mills & Shingle Co., Concrete, Wash.
1—70-ton to McCoy Loggie Timber Co., Deming, Wash.
1—70-ton to Snow Creek Logging Co., Blyn, Wash.
1—70-ton to Preston Mill Co., Preston, Wash.
1—70-ton to Victoria Lumber & Mfg. Co., Chemainus, B.C.

1—70-ton to Rat Portage Lbr. Co., Vancouver, B.C.

1—70-ton to San Joaquin & Eastern Ry., Auberry, Cal.

1—70-ton to Humbird Lbr. Co., Sand Point, Idaho.

2—70-ton to San Joaquin & Eastern R. R., Auberry, Calif.

1—70-ton to Mutual Lumber Co., Bucoda, Wash.
1—70-ton to White Star Lumber Co., Whites, Wash.

1—70-ton to Deer Park Lumber Co., Deer Park, Wash.
1—80-ton to Webb Logging & Lbr. Co., Duckabush, Wash.
1—80-ton to Samish Bay Logging Co., Blanchard, Wash.
1—80-ton to Pacific Lumber Co., Scotia, Calif.

2—80-ton to Simpson Logging Company, Shclton, Wash.
2—80-ton to Clemons Logging Co., Montesano, Wash.
1—80-ton to Chinn Timber Co., Maple Falls, Wash.
1—80-ton to A. F. Coats Logging Co., Tillamook, Ore.
1—80-ton to Discovery Bay Loggng Co., Seattle, Wash.
1—80-ton to The Whitney Company, Portland, Ore.
1—80-ton to Nicola Pine Mills, Ltd., Merritt, B. C.
1—85-ton to Pacific States Lumber Co., Tacoma, Wasli.
1—85-ton to Parker Bell Lumber Co., Pilchuck, Wash.
1—80-ton to Bloedel, Donovan Lbr. Co., Bellingham, Wash.

Just Sold a 70-Ton to Bloedel, Stewart & Welch, Corp., Vancou ver, B.C.

CLIMAX LOCOMOTIVE CO.
PACIFIC COAST BRANCH OF CLIMAX MFG. CO., CORRY, PA.

623 Western Ave., SEATTLE, WASH. Phone Elliott 4876 D. M. MILLER, Manager

Vancouver Machinery Depot, Ltd., Vancouver, B. C. F, B. Mallory Company, Portland, Ore.

E. S. Sullivan Co., Can Francisco, Calif.

THE MARK OF DISTINCTION
IN CIRCULAR SAWS

The first Circular Saws made in this

Country were placed on the market by

R. HOE & CO. in 1828, and GENUINE
HOE SAWS have held the leadership in

QUALITY, FINISH and SATISFAC-
TORY SERVICE during the 94 years

intervening to the present day.

For all purposes, and under all climatic

conditions, the GENUINE HOE
CHISEL-TOOTH and SOLID-TOOTH CIRCULAR SAWS have

proven their superiority in every part of the World, and backed

by a guarantee of absolute satisfaction no operator could do

better than to use GENUINE HOE SAWS exclusively.

R. HOE & CO., NEW YORK AMERICA'S OLDEST SAW MANUFACTURERS
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Ceitnp Supplies

The CLARKE and STUART Company, Limited

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

STATIONERS : PRINTERS : BOOKBINDERS
MAIL ORDERS GIVEN SPECIAL ATTENTION

550 SEYMOUR STREET. PHONE : SEYMOUR 3 VANCOUVER, B. C.

Established 1904

< TRADE MARK >

Dimond Special

STEEL
FOR

Logging Camps
and Saw Mills

We can furnish testimonials from leading

lumber firms who have adopted the use of

our steel exclusively.

Neumeyer & Dimond
82 Beaver Street NEW YORK

Box Printing and Stencil

Inks and Rollers

INKS IN ALL COLORS
AND PERMANENT

ROLLERS
"Hercules" Brand

are Unequalled

THIS PUBLICATION PRINTED
WITH OUR INKS

THE

Columbia Printing Ink

and Roller Company
Manufacturers

1063 Hamilton St. Vancouver, B.C.

Brass and Aluminum
Trade Checks

Steel Log Stamps, Stencils

Automatic Counters for

Counting Logs

Get Quotations from

W. W. Wilcox Manufacturing Co.
564-572 W. Randolph St. Est. 1872. Chlcagro

Complete Catalogue Sent on Application

"The Pink" LoggingTools& Handles
MADE IN CANADA

Headquarters for British Empire for all Lumbering Tools. In every lum-
ber camp in Canada you'll find Pink's Famous Lumbering Tools. They are
the favorites there and have won the esteem of all woodsmen through
their superior merit. They are world-renowned and are extensively used
in Australia, New Zealand and other countries where the lumbering indus-
try thrives.

EXPORTERS TO EUROPE
We export the same good quality of lumbering tools that have made
Pink's Tools a by-word in the matter of good tools in all Canadian lumber
camps. Enquiries cordially solicited.

Thomas Pink Company, Limited
PEMBROKE, ONT., CANADA
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The Resaw: A Producer

The value of a Lumber Producing Machine hinges on QUALITY and COST PER
THOUSAND.
The low labor cost, accurate product and I bin saw kerf of the Resaw are points

worthy of consideration.

On the "LONG" Resaw, the little things that give trouble, the bearings, saw guides,

feed mechanism, have been the subjects of long study and experiment. We present

a machine that is remarkably trouble proof. Ask for Bulletin

The E. Long Manufacturing Co., Limited

OriUia

Gormans, Limited

Calgary & Edmonton

Canada
A. R. Williams Machinery Co. Ltd., Vancouver

A. R. Williams Machinery Co. of Winnipeg Ltd.
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WHY 255 WATEROUS BAND MILLS

HAVE BEEN PURCHASED

No. 4
LowerWheel

Made entireW of iron, this wheel

is very heavy, and is so cast that

all strain due to shrinkage is ef-

fectually prevented. In pouring

we use a core to split the huh at

right angles to the mandrel.

The arms are attached diagon-

allv to the rim in such a wav
that they connect each side of

the rim to the opposite half of

the hub. The attached cut ex-

plains this construction. As the

wheel cools the sections of the

hub can draw together without inducing an}^ strain in the arms. When cold the core

space between the hub sections is filled with a wrought iron ring bolted into place

as shown in the cut. Over 300 of these wheels are used at present and no failures

have as yet been recorded.

The rim of the wheel is made extra heavy, and on its inner side is steeply bevelled,

so that it will quickly shed any sawdust that falls upon it. The hub is bored a

ground fit with the tapered mandrel and is firmly held in place by a feather key

let into the latter. It is further fastened in position by a large nut. This method
of fastening the wheel ensures perfect centering and an absolutely tight fit, which
is almost impossible to obtain with a straight mandrel or with a driven key.

BRANTFORD,ONTARIO,CANADA

MOLSON^S BANK BUILDING, VANCOUVER, B.C. WINNIPEG, MAN.

(

1
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UNION MADE

Loggers Know
About Them!
We make all kinds of pants—dainty little things of siik

—the kind that loggers don't wear—and good hard, stout

pants of strong tough cloth—the kind that most loggers do

wear. These are TWIN BUTE pants and loggers know
all about their sterling qualities.

They know that Twin Bute Pants wear, that their steel-

hard surface stands the gaff—that they are roomy but that

they fit, and they know that the double-sewn seams cannot

rip and that the buttons stay on.

Xo wonder that Twin Bute Overalls and Twin Bute Shirts are popular in the

woods—worn everywhere, in fact, where there'.s a job to do.

Jas. Thomson & Sons, Ltd.
Makers of Twin Bute Clothes for Loggers

VANCOUVER, B. C.

THE
POINT
IS

{

Cost Per Foot of Rope or

COST PER 1000 FT. OF LOGS?
TRY IT OUT WITH

CRADOCK'S DOUBLE SALMON STRAND
LOGGING ROPES

Geo. Cradock & Co., (B.C.) Ltd.
GEO. S. PETTAPIECE, IVIANAGIITa DIBECTOB PHONE: SEY. 1456

175 CORDOVA ST. W. VANCOUVER, B. C.

Tamatco
JaPLY COTTONWOOD VE/SEER PAMELS)

"THE UNIVERSAL WALLBOARD"

Prepare for the

Spring-time demand

Send for

Samples and
Literature

You can see tlie big- demand for

lumber coming this Spring—you
can make Lamatco Sales side by
side with lumber because every

bill of materials you figure should have
several thousand feet of Lamatco for

those living and dining rooms, halls,

bathrooms and so on. Let us give you
an answer for all those hard Customer
ciuestions—we're with you all the way!
Remember Lamatco takes the same rate

as lumber and shingles. Include it in

your order for lumber.

Laminated Materials Co., Limited
NEW WESTMINSTER, B.C.

Branches

—

PORTLAND, ORE.
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

CHICAGO, ILL.

Duncan Lumber Co., Ltd.
Manufacturers and Wholesalers

VANCOUVER BRITISH COLUMBIA



Representing the Manufacturing, Wholesale and Retail Interests of

*^»ri(ish .Xllilumhia, Alberta^ Saskatchewan and Manitoba
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For twenty years the trusted and true authority The "Western Lumberman" is unbiased. It is a

on the logging and lumbering industry of British big business publication with a sworn and independent
Columbia! That is the splendid record of the "Western audit of circulation, member of the Audit Bureau of

Lumberman." Circulations.

HEAPS
AND SONS, LTD.

SHINGLES
Metropolitan Bldg. VANCOUVER, B. C.

LET US ESTIMATE ON YOUR

Dry Kiln Equipment
"A Guaranteed Job at the Lowest Possible Cost"

Our latest design Turntable for handling Lumber and Shingles can

be adjusted to any angle.

Walsh Construction Co. Ltd.
GRANVILLE ISLAND, VANCOUVER, B. C.

P.M s

;

The Superlative in RUBBER

TRANSMISSION BELTING

SUCTION AND DISCHARGE FOR WATER,
O S 6 STEAM, AIR, FIRE PROTECTION, ETC.H

Packing

Valves

"REDSTONE" & CLOTH INSERTION
SHEET BLUVIC AND "SUN" SPIRAL

- GASKETS, SPRINGS

BAND SAW BANDS, ETC.

RUBBER GOODS FOR ALL MECHANICAL PURPOSES

GUTTA PERCHA & RUBBER, LTD.
564 YATES ST., VICTORIA 526 BEATTY ST., VANCOUVER
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Made in Canada

TERLING
QUALITY

THE BUILDING SITUATION
With the coming of Spring, the building programme

will be in full swing, and this is the time to order

ATKINS
STERLING

STEEL SAWS
Machine Knives, Saw Tools and Saw Specialties. Place

your order with our factory or branch house as shown
below.

We make all types of Saws for sawmills, woodwork-
ing factories, automobile manufacturers and various

types of Cross Cut Saws for all kinds of timber, Swages
and Shapers for Band, Circular, Cylinder, Barrel and
Stave Saws. Write for our complete catalogue.

"A Better Saw for Every Use."

Leading manufacturers of Saws, Saw Tools and
Machine Knives; also Atkins-Coleman Feed Rollers.
Use Aerolite and Ferrolite Wheels for your saw
gumming and knife grinding. Increase your belt

efficiency by using Cantol Belt Wax.

E. C. ATKINS & CO.
Established 1857.

Canadian Factory

The Sterling Qualify Saw People

Branch House

HAMILTON, ONT. VANCOUVER, B. C,
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Representative in Eastern Canada—B. !•.

Smith, 208 King- St. West, Toronto.

Winnipegr—T. S. McGirr, 302 Travellers Blclg'.

Chicago—14 W. Washington St.

New York—296 Broadway, Phone Worth 248.

"Recognized Authority for Nineteen Years"

STEWART M. READ, General Manager.

Fiiblished Monthly by

BUSINESS PUBLICATIONS OF B. C,
Limited

106 Winch Building,

Member Audit Bureau of Circulations

Subscription Price: $2 per year in advance;
United States and foreign countries, $2.50 per
year. Single copies, 20c.

Address all communications, and make
cheques, drafts, P.O. and express orders pay-
able to the Western Lumberman.

Advertisements, to insure insertion in the
issue of any month, should reach the office of
publication not later than the 22nd of the
month preceding.

GEO. M. MURRAY, Editor.
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flfnnountement

j-^^OR twenty years the "Western Lumberman"
^(1^ has been the recognized authority in the log-

II ging and lumbering industry on the Pacific

Coast. This journal had a big place in the

hearts of the pioneers in the industry in

British Columbia. It was founded by Canadians of

pioneer stock, who possessed broad vision and who had

absolute confidence in the future of Western Canada, and

particularly of British Columbia.

A new generation has grown up and the industry has

emerged from those pioneer days when markets were

limited, and when transportation facilities, particularly

on water, were difficult to obtain. New capital has come

in, and the new era brings fresh minds and new hands to

the task of developing British Columbia's vast forest

wealth.

On March 10th, Mr. Hugh C. MacLean announced his

withdrawal from the British Columbia publishing field.

The work V^hich Mr. MacLean and his associates have so

successfully carried on for the past two decades, has been

taken over by a group of Vancouver men. The "Western

Lumberman" will henceforth be printed, published, and

edited, by men who are directly identified with the devel-

opment of timber and agriculture, and hence the general

prosperity of British Columbia—men whose homes and

interests are, and have been for many years, in the City

of Vancouver.

Under the new ownership the policy of service to this

industry will continue to be:

(1) Assistance in the great work of widen-

ing the markets for British Columbia forest

products.

(2) Energetic support in bringing to the

logging and lumbering and pulp industries,

the full public confidence of all the people of

British Columbia.

(3) Publishing of information bearing

upon these industries, of value to the armies

of workers engaged in the woods and in the

mills.

(4) To aid in the selling end of the industry

by keeping readers informed upon world-

wide conditions and problems of salesman-

ship.

Mr. Hugh C. MacLean has well and truly laid the

foundations of the "Western Lumberman." Upon these

foundations the new owners will continue to build, will-

ing and anxious to co-operate at all times with all men

and organizations working to build up the popularity of

British Columbia forest products throughout the world.
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So that the World May Know'
Value of "Edg-Grain" B. C. 1

Red Cedar Shin2:les
.British Columbia cedar shingle iiianufactiirers are

going to the people of the East with their message of

service to all builders.

B. C. manufacturers will tell the world about "Edg-

Grain" Shingles.

Some days ago the announcement was made by Presi-

dent J. A. Edgecumbe, Secretary F. H. Lamar and Mr. C.

E. Merritt that final decisions to go ahead with a national

advertising campaign had been made.

Morgan Eastman, Vancouver advertising man, will

have charge of the drive.

B. C. Shingles Are Best Value

In the State of Washington Uves Mr. E. C. Miller, President of

the Grays Harbor Shingle Company. Mr. Miller has been identified

with campaigns on advertising of cedar shingles. He knows as much

about this subject as probably any other manufacturer in the Northwest.

In a statement to the "Western Lumberman" some days ago Mr. Miller

was kind enough to say

:

"Bring Out the economi-

cal values of edge - grain

shingles in comparison with

both cheaper grades and sub-

stitute roohings, and you will

be able to prove to the con-

sumer public that they can
well afford to pay from 40c to

60c per square more than the

present spread for the edge-

grain shingles than the cheap
grades, and yet such edge-

grain shingles will not cost any
more in place, besides lasting

two or three times longer.

"You will be able to prove
that the best grades of shingle

3

are not only cheaper in place

than the poor grades, but

are between $3 and $4 per

square cheaper than substitute

shingles.

"The result will be that

advertising will bring many
times over what the British

Columbia mills will pay for it.

"What the shingle industry needs is intelligent facts which
bring out the economical values of high-grade shingles over the
cheap grades and substitute roofings.

Mr. Morgan Eastman

"The B. C. mills have manufactured a product that has

kept the shingle industry on the map, and I strongly believe in

their methods and am glad to give them any assistance that I

can.

Eastman Handles Big Campaign

Just as the raisin growers of California, the prune growers and the

orange growers, have clubbed together to market their products, B. C.

shingle men are massing their energies in a campaign to "put over" with

the building trades, the home owners, the architects, the more extensive

sale of British Columbia shingles.

Mill men who have been interviewed on the subject of advertising

and who believe that a vigorous campaign launched this spring in the

East will bring back big dividends to the British Columbia shingle

manufacturers, point out that there is a tremendous field of interest to

be covered in the preparation of a series of advertisements for British

Columbia shingles, and that no more competent man than Morgan East-

man, of the Eastman Advertising Agency, could be chosen to do the

work.

The first and foremost thing that must be brought out is that British

Columbia shingles are more economical than any of the cheap grades

and substitute roofings now being offered the public. This is the thing

that will appeal to the Eastern Yankee, who knows the value of a dollar

and who wants to chase his dollar as far as it will possibly go.

The great mass of the public are unaware of the economical possi-

bilities of British Columbia shingles. The roofing men are persistently

pressing home statements that their product is the most economical.

The British Columbia campaign might contain direct evidence of

the tremendous durability of the cedar shingle. The durability argu-

ment can be backed up by scores of illustrations where cedar roofs have
stood the test of weather for more than a century. The Hudson's Bay
Co., in building their early forts along the Pacific Coast, used cedar

boards and shingles—better known as "shakes"—in all their buildings.

Many of these buildings stand today, a splendid testimony to the tough-

ness and everlasting qualities of British Columbia cedar.

"There is the appeal to the prospective builders of the beauty of the

cedar shingle," said F. H. Lamar, secretary, in an interview with the

"Western Lumberman." "Cedar shingles may be worked into the most
artistic designs of roof construction. The posibilities of cedar shingles

in this regard have never been fully developed.

Cedar Was the First Shingle Material

"Cedar was the first roofing material of primitive man thousands of

years ago, before saws were invented," continued Mr. Lamar. "Before

sharp tools were known he was aware of the possibilities of cedar for

roof construction. On the frontiers of the Northwest to this day

they use a primitive tool known as the froe, a blunt instument much like a

draw-knife. With the froe in one hand and a club, cut from the root

of the vine maple tree, in the other, the settler, even in this year of

grace 1923, makes for himself, from the straight-grained cedar tree

trunks, excellent boards and shingles of a superior quality.

"One does not need to be an expert to chip oi¥ from the log innu-

merable boards or shakes of the desired thickness. Cedar is the lightest

and easiest wood to work up for construction purposes and has been

prized by builders of all times—back in the early days of ancient Egypt

and on up to that period when Solomon's builders hauled the logs and

the cedars of Lebanon. All this will be vigorously placed before the

attention of the great American buying public."
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-And it's Kindly Roof

and Sidewalls were

of British Columbia

Red Cedar Shingles

M

I remember, I remember,
The house where I was born,

The little window where the sun

Came peeping in the morn;
He never came a wink too soon

Nor brought too long a day;

But now I often wish the night
Had borne by breath away.

I remember, I remember.
The fir trees dark and high;

I used to think their slender tops

Were close against the sky.

It was a childish ignorance;

But now 'tis little joy

To know that I am farther off

from heaven
Than when I was a boy.

—From Hood's poem.

British Columbia Red Cedar Shingles for roofs and sidewalls

are of surpassing beauty. Development of this feature of

building would greatly amplify the market for shingles. The

soft texture of the walls effect a pleasing variation in light

and shadow, and make the house harmonize with its setting.

The picture here shown has been widely circulated by the

Department of Lands, Victoria.

Executive Hands Out Statement

ORGAN EASTMAN, advertising expert employed by the B. C.

shingle manufacturers, handed the "Western Lumberman" the

followinti statement:

"Members of the British Cokimbia Shingle. Manufacturers' Associa-
tion will pack and market a strictly edge-grain shingle under the trade
mark "Edg-Grain." To ensure the highest quality standards there will

be two mill inspections and one association inspection. The result will be
a building material endowed by nature with remarkable endurance qualities

and perfected by the most rigid inspection.

"In view of certain United States cities limiting the use of shingles

to edge-grain, this news will be gratifying. The mark "Edg-Grain" will

not be permitted in any but edge-grain shingles—Perfections, Royals, 5X
and 3X—all high-grade shingles.

A survey of hundreds of reports of timber estimators and forest

engineers covering all British Columbia red cedar timber held by .private

firms, and only taking into consideration those districts which are today

considered logable, shows over 10,608,883,00 feet. It must be remembered

that this includes only two classes of timber lands—those tracts which

may be immediately opened by railway, or by the use of long flumes, and

of the waterfront tracts which can be handled by donkey operation or

short flumes. It does not take into consideration the thousands of square

miles of Government-owned timber. The shingle-cut for British Columbia

for 1922 was two and a half billions. There is no other stand of red

cedar zvhich compares favorably with British Columbia cither in quality

or quantity.

"The British Columl)ia mills are favorably located in regard to

transportation, having unusual shipping facilities which gives them quick

access to all markets. Three transcontinental railways have a terminus

in Vancouver and large quantities of shingles are now reaching the

eastern seaboard and gulf-coast markets via the Panama Canal. The
.South African, New Zealand and Australian markets are also expanding.

"The initial advertising campaign will largely concentrate in the

United States market. Statistics show that this market could absorb the

entire production of British Columbia mills, even in the dullest building

periods, if the prospective builders were shown the advantages of "Edg-

Grain" shingles.

"A large part of the initial appropriation will be invested in trade-

paper advertising, endeavoring to interest the retail lumber dealer,

architect and the contractor. In addition to this, national magazines

will be used, appealing to the home-builder.

"A very complete and direct follow-up campaign is being prepared

to support the consumer and trader-paper advertising.

"The campaign is rapidly nearing completion and will be launched

at an early date. It is not the intention of the executive of the associa-

tion to make one spasmodic splurge and stop. They feel that the first

year's campaign will be but a foundation for a persistent and continuous

campaign that will win for them a stabilized market. Mr. J. A. Edge-

cumbe and Mr. Fred Lamar, president and secretary respectively of the

British Columbia Shingle Manufacturers' Association, are receiving the

whole-hearted co-operation of the members of their association in support

of this campaign. Mr. C. E. Merritt is chairman of the committee in

charge of advertising and this committee have given a great deal of

their time in the preparation of plans."

We are interested in any sort of a legitimate proi)ositon that will i)ut money in our

pockets. Whether we are makers of shingles or growers of red raspberries, we usually

will consider any proposition that will secure for us a better price for our product.

That's why the British Columbia shingle manufacturers have launched an advertising

campaign in the Eastern United States and Canada to establish British Columbia once

and for all as the greatest shingle producer in the world.
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If in the market for Spruce, da not forget that

Golden Spruce
stands out supreme among Mountain Woods.

We are still manufacturing upon the basis of the old Mountain Grading

Rules and maintaining our REPUTATION for GRADES and SER-

VICE.

We also manufacture FIR and CEDAR. The quality of our FIR

DIMENSION is well known. We have a considerable quantity of one

inch

NO. 1 COMMON CEDAR
This we can strongly recommend, as it is a SMALL-KNOTTED type and

makes excellent Boards and Shiplap. It also has the added advantage

of being CHEAPER than other woods, and we confidently believe a trial

car will make you a permanent user.

No. 1 Spruce, Fir and Cedar Lath

All our stock is run through planing mill at time of shipment, so always

reaches you bright, clean and newly milled.

Send your Enquiries to

Columbia River Lumber Co., Ltd. Golden, B.C.
Affiliated with and Represented Jointly by Salesmen of

Canadian Western Lumber Co.^ Ltd., Fraser Mills, BX.
Eastern Sales Office—TORONTO—L. D. Barclay, and E. C. Parsons

MANITOBA ALBERTA SASKATCHEWAN
Hugh Cameron and D. T. McDowall Heffernan-Griffith Chas. R. Skene

1659 Portage Ave., Winnipeg. Edmonton P.O. Box 526, Moose Jaw.
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The Forest Harvest is Due
^^1^ ROSPERITY for British Columbia is long
^LJl overdue.

iLrl corner lot a Marion steam shovel
^l^r is snouting out a foundation for a new build-
U ing which will house offices of lumber

dealers and shipping firms. HUNDREDS OF IDLE
MEN STAND ON THE SIDEWALK STOPPING
TRAFFIC WHILE THE GREAT SHOVEL SNORTS
AND PUFFS.

In a country like British Columbia there should be
no room for idlers.

The whole world is calling out for British Columbia
lumber. There is a legitimate demand for the output of
many additional sawmills throughout the Province.

There is room for many thousands of men in the
woods and in the mills.

Prosperity in British Columbia for many years to

come will be founded chiefly upon the welfare of the
lumber industry.

Double the cut of timber and you double your pay-
roll all round, and put another eight or ten thousand
men to work.

And you add to the golden stream of money that
will fill the tills of the merchants of Vancouver and
Victoria.

Double up on your timber output and you create a
double pressure on Leckie's shoe factory in Vancouver,
on Kelly-Douglas' warehouse, on every legitimate enter-

prise in the country sharing in general prosperity.

SPEED UP THE TIMBER INDUSTRY AND YOU
PUT MONEY IN THE PROVINCIAL TREASURY
FOR BUILDING ROADS, FOR BUILDING SCHOOLS,
FOR CLEARING LANDS ON THE BENCHES, FOR
RECLAIMING GARDENS AT SUMAS LAKE, FOR
WATERING THE FRUIT BELT, FOR BRIDGING
THE RIVERS AND TUNNELLING THE MOUN-
TAINS AND FOR THE MANY COSTLY TASKS
WHICH THE GOVERNMENT OF THE PROVINCE
MUST CARRY OUT.

We are on the threshold of big things in British

Columbia.

Yet we stand idly by all day long and watch our neigh-

bors to the South gather in the harvests which we too
might garner. We watch others pluck the good bushel
baskets heaped up with prosperity while we take the

chaff at the tail-end of the straw carriers.

V V ^ ^

Markets of the world are shouting for the timber
products of British Columbia. But the industry cannot
today successfully expand if unwise laws discourage its

development.

There are millions of dollars waiting to be invested

in British Columbia forests.

British Columbia must put the industry on a sound
business basis by establishing here sound policies, based

upon British law and equity, which will eliminate uncer-

tainty now existing and make it possible for courageous
men to come into the industry and bring their money in

with the understanding which me have always had in

British countries of absolute security and stability of

Government.

The Northwest is cutting some 20 billion feet a year.
Of this British Columbia, with the most magnificent tim-
ber of any of them, comes in with little more than ond
billion.

Washington cuts seven billions a year.

Oregon cuts five billion.

Our one and one-half billion cut means $15,000,000 in

money for wages and $10,000,000 for equipment and
supplies every year.

* * * *

There are in Canada today many successful men,
including three Canadian Premiers, who were at one
time farm laborers, and who came to Canada on immi-
grant ships. "Honest John" Oliver, of British Columbia,
Premier Greenfield, of Alberta, and Premier Dunning, of
Saskatchewan, are outstanding figures in Canadian
public life..

Canadian laws today are keeping out immigrants of
this type. In the logging and lumber industry today, at

the top of the business, are men who came here poor
boys and worked their way through. Take Robert Dollar,

for instance. He was a poor Scotch boy of 12 when he
came to the Ottawa Valley.

OUR ENLIGHTENED GOVERNMENT TODAY
WOULD KEEP A YOUTHFUL ROBERT DOLLAR
OUT OF CANADA; WOULD REJECT HIM AS AN
UNDESIRABLE, if he, as a sturdy, red-headed lad of 12
years, were to seek admittance as an immigrant.

Vast forest wealth of British Columbia and the
unbounded land and mineral wealth of the Dominion as

a whole can only be developed when Canada is ready to(

allow in sturdy and honest men who are willing to work.

}p 9p 9^ 9^

Logging and lumbering, like all other Canadian in-

dustries, will prosper most when capital is given a chance
to perform its best service; when labor is given a chance
to participate in the returns.

At the threshold of a new period of great opportunity,

it is the duty of Canadians, particularly British Colum-
bians, to urge upon the Federal Government, the opening
up of the doors to worthy men and women anxious to

come to Canada to help in the great work of develop-

ment of forest and farm and mine.

OUR JOB IS TO GIVE EVERY ABLE-BODIED
MAN NOW IN THE COUNTRY AN OPPORTUNITY
AND TO WELCOME IN THE IMMIGRANT.

^ ^ ^ V

British Columbia could cut another billion feet of

logs this coming year and the market would not likely

be greatly injured.

INCREASING OUTPUT OF THE LOGGING AND
LUMBERING INDUSTRY WILL MEAN MORE
BUILDING PERMITS IN THE CITIES OF BRITISH
COLUMBIA AND MORE FARM HOUSES AND
HOMES IN THE COUNTRY. IT WILL MEAN
MAKING POSSIBLE MORE HAPPY HOMES FOR
CONTENTED AND BUSY PEOPLE.

OUR HARVEST IS DUE.

INDEED IT IS LONG PAST MATURITY.
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Every Farmer Wants CONCRETE

Buildings and Conveniences

You, Mr. Dealer, can acquire a steadily increasing volume of profitable busi-

ness by actively identifying yourself with this rapidly-growing movement for

farm betterment.

Already, over 200,000 Canadian farmers have learned that concrete is easily

handled, is absolutely fireproof. . Concrete barn, foundation walls and floors,

manure pits, feeding pits, tanks, troughs and walks are being built every day

by these men.

Our Dealer Service Department
offers you every assistance to get your share of this business. Write for copies

of "What the Farmer Can Do With Concrete," and other valuable helps that

will enable you to successfully co-operate with every farmer in your district.

CANADA CEMENT COMPANY LIMITED

MONTREAI.

4052 Canada Cement Company Building

PHILLIPS SQUARE - MONTREAL

Sales Offices at:

TORONTO CAI.GARY WINNIPEG
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Silo Building means Farm Prosperity

and Bigger Markets for B.C. Lumber
Below is shown a beautiful group of firs on the King-

Farris limits in B. C. They speak of centuries of time,

of rich soil, much rain. They are majestic in their beauty.

But look across at the silo towers in the other picture.

They are lighthouses of prosperity on an Alberta farm.

Here is untold beauty—beauty of food, of securitj^ against

weather and climate, of everlasting wealth.

The firs are whispering, "Give me something to do,

to do, to do."

The two silo towers answer, "We make a market for

more B. C. fir, B. C. fir, B. C. fir."

These fir trees that grow in our B. C. valleys and on

the western slopes have a cash value to the prairie farmer

as well as to the logger and sawmill operator.

Similarly there cannot be an outburst of prosperity

among the people of the prairies without immediate

benefits being felt on the Pacific Coast.

The prairie market today is not as good as it might

be. Reports say that money is tight on the prairies of

Canada. Some blame the banks, others the railways, and
others the politicians.

I believe that the retail lumber dealers of the prairies

could help build up permanent prosperity in thir com-
munities by giving every support to the silo campaign
which has been initiated by the Western Retail Lumber-
men's Association.

"The farmer, the banker, the legislator must be con-

vinced that the silo is a vital need," says Graze Dale in a

splendid article supporting the silo movement.

Line the horizon with silos. Go among the home-
steaders and the established farmers and preach the gos-

pel of silos. A good dairy herd and a silo on every farm
will force permanent prosperity in the West despite

freight rates, high taxation and all the other commercial
ills.

Silage can be made from nearly all kinds of farm
forage and is a good and cheap ration for horses, cattle,

sheep, swine and chickens. It doubles the value of the

wheat crop, triples the stock-carrying capacity of the

land, restores the fertility of the soil, and returns its user
annually one hundred per cent on the investment.

Lulu Posch III. docs best when
she is fed on insilagc from a silo

made of B. C. fir. Lulu is one of
the B. C. champion milk producers.

Her daughters arc needed in every

community in Saskatchewan and
Alberta.

Sir Canary Fairchild, a pure-

bred Holstein sire. Sir Canary is

owned by the Annacis Stock Farm,
Nczv Westminster, B.C. A leader

of his type should be owned in

every prairie community.

I
Before the silo movement can meet the success it should LUMBERMEN (as well as farmers)
have got to be sold on the proposition that the cow is a MACHINE, the Dairy Farm a FACTORY
and the Dairy Farmer a MANUFACTURER whose products form a capital asset which can be

I turned over (into ready money) fifty-two times every year. —The Prairie Lumberman
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Economy stands out among the many valuable features of Yates No. 312

Band Rip Saw. Many users say that the machine saves more than ten per

cent in material over circular saws, besides doubling their output.

This saw is constructed with Yates Endless Chain feed, and is provided with

the patented knife edge straining device. Stock is ripped perfectly straight

without the use of a guide. No. 312 gets the best for you out of low grade

lumber.

Its excellence in construction and its economical qualities are unsurpassed

by any similar machine. It would be well to inquire about Yates 312 when
you plan installing Rip Saws. Full detailed information will be sent you
upon request.

PB,yatesMachineQoMd.
HAMILTON^ ONTARIO

WESTERN REPRESENTATIVE

V. C. VOUNG
716 DC7MINI^N BLPG. l//qnCQUL/ER B.C.
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Vancouver Harbor Commissioners
YEARLY RETURNS OF FOREIGN COASTWISE AND

DEEP SEA EXPORTS

January ...

February ..

March

April

May
June

July

August

September

October ...

November

December

Total

FOREIGN COASTWISE DEEP SEA

Tons,
Wt. & Meas.

Lumber, Logs,
Board Ft.

Value Wt. & Meas.
Tons,

Board Ft.

Lumber, Logs,
Value

4,313 7,635,040 $ 337,005 89,476 16,497,170 7,089,257

1,389 3,456,418 232,504 59,716 12,895,540 4,716,630
on n nn(\ CO 01 1 A QOC KAC

2,542 2,233,093 254,887 58,597 20,203,438 4,706,071

1,745 1,608,088 352,793 39,932 14,317,620 4,493,996

2,340 6,327,886 295,796 44,784 12,390,535 4,695,840

2,791 3,686,541 251,406 30,248 7,456,752 3,781,408

1,183 1,391,338 150,306 25,413 8,713,626 3,456,061

2,387 3,508,920 468,183 30,334 14,180,676 5,005,259

4,382 3,840,404 478,604 63,266 14,948,516 5,131,316

3,180 5,110,409 378,236 103,776 15,188,029 7,646,379

3,351 1,372,897 284,666 144,292 10,421,679 9,382,848

33,295 42,412,897 $3,855,156 752,045 161,564,808 $65,031,611

March 28th, 1923.

The BRITISH COLUMBIA MIUS TIMBER & TRADING CO.

LATH

PICKETS

MOULDINGS

SHINGLES

SPARS AND

LONG TIMBERS

Furnished on Short

Notice

OUR GRADE AND MANUFACTURE UNSURPASSED
Exclusive Sales Agents for Manitoba, Saskatchewan and Alberta:

H. S. GALBRAITH COMPANY, LIMITED

(ESTABLISHED 1865)

Rough and Dressed

FIR

CEDAR

SPRUCE

HEMLOCK

LUMBER
Fir Finish a Specialty

706 ELECTRIC RAILWAY CHAMBERS WINNIPEG, MAN.
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SHINGLE
MANUFACTURERS

If you are considering the purchase of a new Shingle

making machine^ we would advise you to consult us

before placing your order. We are now working

on an

IMPROVED

ACME
MACHINE

which will have many new features^ and will be the

^iast word" in Shingle machine construction.

FULL DETAILS ON APPLICATION

The B.C. Steel Works,

SUCCESSORS TO

SCHAAKE COMPANY
LIMITED

GRANVILLE ISLAND,

VANCOUVER, B. C.
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Proportionate Cost of Lumber
and Other Materials for Homes

20.1% Excavating', Stone, Brick and Concrete

17.0% Iium'ber

15.6% Carpenter and Miscellaneous Work

14.9% Heating', Plnmbing, 'Wiring' and Pixturefi

10.1% Screens, Insnrance, Permit, Contractor

8.2% Millwork

5.9% Fainting', Decorating' and Shades

5.5% Plastering'

2.7% Sheet Metal and Hard-ware

$1 INCREASE PER THOUSAND FEET OF LUMBER
ONLY INCREASE COST OF AVERAGE FIVE-ROOM

HOUSE LESS THAN .25%.

Don't Let the Public Be Misled That Lumber Prices Raise Costs Excessively.

Relative Costs on a $5fi00 House

COST OF i.umbx:b

These figures are based on the costs

of three actual houses, which sold for

$3,500, $7,000 and $10,000, and consti-

tute a very interesting and accurate

mental picture of facts that should be

placed before the prospective home-

owner.
COST OF Atl. OTHEK

MATi:itIAI.S AND I.ABOB
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LUMBER ^

WESTERN LUMBERMAN

From PORT OF VANCOUVER
DURING FEBRUARY

APRIL, 1923.

EXPORTS
From "Harbour and Shipping"

SCH. VANCOUVER
Sailed February 2nd, for Honolulu

Lumber, ft. b.m 667669

Poles, feet lin 22145

Lath, pes 50000

Shingles, bdls 4000

S.S. SAN FRANCISCO
Sailed February 2nd, for Avonmouth

and London

Lumber, feet b.m 131453

Cascara bark, bags 181

S.S. ASTYANAX
Sailed February 5th, for London via

Ports

Lumber, feet b.m 6338

S.S. HERMON FRASCH
Sailed February 6th, for New York

Lumber, red cedar, ft. b.m 88814
Shingles, bdls 22519

S.S STEEL MAKER
Sailed February 6th, for New York

Lumber, ft. b.m 882954
Shingles, bdls 21000

S.S. MEIGHEN MARU
Sailed February 8th, for Calcutta

Creosotd railway ties, ft. b.m.l666608

YONAN MARU
Sailed February, for Yokohama

Lumber, ft. b.m 93842
Logs, ft. b.m 662219

S.S. ARABIA MARU
Sailed February 15th, for Yokohama
Logs, ft. b.m 11787
Lumber, ft. b.m 249565

M.S. HAURAKI
Sailed February 15th, for Sydney
Box Shooks, bdls 6032

S.S. ARIZONA MARU
Sailed February 16th, for Yokohama
Lumber, ft. b.m. 136049
Pulp, bdls 1350

S.S. WHEATLAND MONTANA
Sailed February 16th, for Yokohama
Logs, ft. b.m 265412
Piles, lin. ft 14570

S.S. TYNDAREUS
Sailed February 16th, for Orient

Logs, ft. b.m 168433
Lumber, ft. b.m 311387
Box shooks, bdls 40673

S.S. WAIOTAPU
Sailed February 17th, for Sydney

Paper, tons 313 1/2

Lath, bdls 1000
Box shooks, bdls 6000

S.S. CANADIAN PROSPECTOR
Sailed February 13th, for Orient

Lumber, ft. b.m 623445
Logs, ft. b.m 84345

S.S. CANADIAN TRANSPORTER
Sailed February 18th, for Australia

and New Zealand

Lumber, ft. b.m 1556385
Lath, bdls 2500

S.S. TOKIWA MARU
Sailed February 19th, for Orient

Pulp, bales 1000

Lumber, ft. b.m 95072

S.S. STEEL SEAFARER
Sailed February 19th, for New York

Lumber, ft. b.m 1561164
Lath, bdls 2860
Shingles, bdls 4000

S.S. WAIHEMO
Sailed February 20th, for Australia

and New Zealand

Laths, bdls 8000
Lumber, ft. b.m 512162
Paper, tons 352 1/2

S.S. STEEL TRADER
Sailed February 1st, for U. K.

Lumber, ft. b.m 95093

S.S. MAKURA
Sailed February 20th, for Australia])

and New Zealand

Paper, rolls 1410?

Lumber, ft. b.m 78760'

Box shooks, bdls 3577
Lath, bdls 2037
Cottonwood, bdls 388
Fir doors 500

S.S. DRAMATIST
Sailed February 20th, for Londan

and Liverpool

Lumber, ft. b.m 85944

S.S. CANADIAN WINNER
Sailed February 21st, for Orient

Lumbr, ft. b.m 925099
Logs, ft. b.m 542412

S.S. GRACE DOLLAR
Lumber, ft, b.m 1860857

S.S. SAGADAHOC
Sailed February 27th, for New York

Lumber, ft. b.m 876838
Shingles, bdls 5635

S.S. MANILA MARU
Sailed February 28th, for Orient '

Lumber, ft. b.m 307406
Pulp, bales 4320

|

AT
LAST
Here Is the

Machine You Have

Been Looking For

TREMENDOUS
PULLING

POWER

Easthope Gasoline STUMP PULLER and DONKEY
If you have land to clear, logs to haul
pull, you can do it easily, quickly and
Stump Puller and Donkey.

Demonstration at any time. For full particulars apply to

or any kind of work that needs a

cheaply with an Easthope Gasoline

Easthope Brothers
1729 GEORGIA STREET Manufacturers VANCOUVER, B. C.

$400
A PRICE YOU CAN
AFFORD TO PAY.

Made also in larger sizes

18

I
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SIDNEY MILLS, LIMITED, SlONKY, B.C

Manufacturers and Shippers of FTR, SPRUCE, CEDAR AND HEMLOCK LUMBER

"The Independent Authority for 20 Years."

Greater Circulation-
( 1 ) Among the wholesalers and retailers—will sell lumber.

(2) To the British Columbia Camps and mills—will sell equipment.

(3) To Eastern Canada and foreign markets—spreads information.

Editorial Policy Unbiased and Fair to Whole Industry.

The Only Journal That Publishes Its Circulation.

(Members Aadit Bureau of Circulation.)

Published Each Month at 106 Winch Building, Vancouver, British Columbia

The Rat Portage Lumber Co., Limited, Vancouver
Manufacturers of

WE SPECIALIZE IN 1/4

SCANT SIZED DIMEN-

SION, ALSO DIMEN-

SION AND BOARDS IN

THE ROUGH.

DOUGLAS FIR, SPRUCE AND HEMLOCK
FLOORING, CEILING, SIDING, INTERIOR AND EXTERIOR

FINISH OF ALL KINDS INCLUDING MOULDINGS

Rough Kiln Dried and Green Clear Fir in All Sizes
Boards, Shiplap and Dimension

ROUGH TIMBERS UP TO 90 FEET LONG
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MEMBER MILLS
Alberta Iiumber Co., Iitd.

Dominion Creosotingr & Iibr. Zitd.

Robertson & Backett Sawmills
Z.td.

ASSOCIATED/
"

MILLS I La

LIMITED

MEMBER MILLS
Ebnme Sawmills litd.

Iiadner Iiumber Iitd.

Timberland Iiumber Co., Zitd.

DOUGLAS FIR WESTERN HEMLOCK

YOU HAVE THE COMBINED SERVICE OF
SIX COAST MILLS BEHIND YOUR RE-
QUIREMENTS FOR B. C. LUMBER. THAT
MEANS SOMETHING TO YOU AT THIS
TIME, WHEN BROKEN STOCKS ARE IN

EVIDENCE.

i\ssoci2ied /\ills
Limited

Vancouver BRITISH COLUMBIA

REPRESENTATIVES

:

Roy R. Pointer, Edmonton, Alta.

McFarland Lumber Co., Calgary, Alta.

McFarland Lumber Co., Winnipeg, Man.
A. C. Raymond, Saskatoon, Sask.

THURSTON-FLAVELLE LIMITED
Office and Mills Port Moody, B.C.

Our Specialty

ElED CEDAR
CLEAR "A"

BE VEL SIDING

EXTRA XXX
SHINGLES

FOR PART CAR SHIPMENTS STOCKS OF SIDING CARRIED AT:—
Winnipeg, c/o The Empire Sash & Door Company, Ltd.

Saskatoon, c/o Security Lumber Company, Limited.

Edmonton, c/o The Atlas Lumber Company, Limited.

Calgary, c/o Revelstoke Sawmill Company, Limited.

Swift Current, c/o Revelstoke Sawmill Company, Limited.

Regina, c/o Security Lumber Company, Limited.

Moose Jaw, c/o Security Lumber Company, Limited.

Dauphin, Man., c/o J. J. Crowe Co., Limited.

Prairie Representative, J. 0. THORPE, King George Hotel, Saskatoon, Sask.

I
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British Columbia Enters New Era Of

World Trade Expansion
Anyone who is pessimistic

as to the outlook for business

should have a chat with Mr.
H. R. McMillan, who is build-

ing up in Vancouver a great

timber exporting business, with

world-wide ramifications. Mr.
McMillan, a young Canadian

of vision and energy, has, in

five years, built up a shipping MtUtf^
organization which stands ^^KplMI^ ^HHIk^
fourth in the volume' of its ex- ^^^^""^^
ports among all shipping firms ^ ji

of the Pacific Coast, from Cal- *

ifornia north. ''^^^^'^

British Columbia has entered

a new age in commerce, ac- ^
...-.^t.^

cording to the figures which ^^^^^ ^IP^ ,5-,

Mr. McMillan presents. A
new day has dawned such as

the pioneers of the lumber in-
I

t

dustry of this Coast never ^^^^^H »
dreamed. "In 1911," said Mr.
McMillan, "we exported 47,-

000,000 feet of Douglas fir

from British Columbia. In

1922 we had jumped to 285,-

000,000 feet."

Ten years the destinations of

British Columbia fir shipments

were as follows

:

Africa 14,000,000

Australia 9,000,000

United Kingdom .... 7,000,000
The Orient 5,000,000

, ^ xw^^rv/i^oM
California 1,000,000

-I- r
Progressive Vancouver business man, elect-

That was the winding up of , „ -j ^ c iqoi c \r
, , , , ^

,° . ed President for 1923 of Vancouver Uo^rd
the old order of world busi-

f T d
ness," said Mr. McMillan.
"The Orient still slept; the

Atlantic seaboard was not taking a foot of our timber ; we sent compar-

atively little to Australia, and California took but a trifle. History has

been made since those days ; the map of the world has been changed, and

the demands of the nations of the world developed for British Columbia

products. In 1922 this Province exported to the Orient 105,000,000 feet

—this is 21 times our sales there in 1913. We were on the Atlantic with

water-borne shipments which ran last year into 69,000,000 feet. In a

space of a few years .we have multiplied our shipments to Australia by

seven, and to California by twenty-two. We have doubled up on our

sales of timber to the Old Country.

"The world does not realize it yet, but the port of Vancouver is

cutting in on the immense trade which was formerly monopolized by San

Francisco. Ten years ago ships were not to be had by the lumber trade

of Vancouver. There were but twelve deep-sea shipping Hues from

British Columbia in 1913. Today we have forty-four deep-sea lines,

some with their head offices right here, with plentiful tonnage at the

disposal of British Columbia shippers, and so our export trade in lumber

has run up from 1,935,000,000 feet tot 3,055,000,000 feet, over a space

of nine years."

Discussing this phenomenal foreign trade in which his firm takes

.such a big part, Mr. McMillan points out that it has an element of per-

manence which makes it most attractive. "The risk is scattered," said

he, "and so one has not all his eggs in one basket. Times are good in one

country and probably bad in another. In our domestic trade we are likely

to be enjoying either a feast or suffering a famine.

"We are particularly happy in that the bulk of our export timber

goes to countries which are on the threshold of their development—the

awakening Orient—young and vigorous Australia, and the prosperous

people of the Atlantic seaboard?

"Moreover we have no new competitors in sight because we have
in British Columbia the last great stand of Douglas fir. I believe thai

the use of substitutes is today at a maximum. Your asbesto roofing,

your asphalt materials and other substitutes for wooden products, are

at the peak of their popularity.

"With competition dwindling from the South, and from Europe,
and with an immense lumber consumption guaranteed, the industry in

British Columbia is assured of an ever-increasing demand for the product
of our mills."

Mr. McMillan rather shocked the prairie retail lumbermen during

their convention here some weeks ago, when he outlined to them the fact

of developing great export business on the domestic trade. In the old

days when few mills engaged in the export trade, meeting the require-

ments of the domestic demand meant production of a vast amount of side

lumber, and there was usually an over supply of bargain lots, which went

to the prairies. Those days have gone forever for the world market

absorbs everything. In the huge consignments which regularly leave this

port, of ties to India, commons to China, and large squares to Japan,

everything goes, random sizes with the rest. The mills prefer the export

business because yard stocks are unnecessary. They get net cash.

Notwithstanding this the domestic trade will be well cared for.

"New standards and a broader vision are being introduced into the British

Columbia lumber industry," concluded Mr. McMillan.

TOTAL AMOUNT OF CARGO SHIPMENTS AS REPORTED
BY PACIFIC COAST LUMBER INSPECTION

BUREAU FOR 1922

BRITISH COLUMBIA

—

Australia 55,949,129
China 24,640,268
Cuba 30,065
Egypt 4,269,953
India 7,053,371
Japan 72,339,531
New Zealand 4,516,862
South Africa 2,415,500
South Sea Islands and Fiji 1,841,578
South America, East Coast
South America, West Coast 3,244,776
Strait Settlements 196,116
U. K. and Continent 12,698,383
Atlantic Coast 60,787,079
California 23,069,425
Hawaiian Islands
Philippine Islands 94,764

Total 189,195,532 83,951,268

WASHINGTON—
Australia 68,516,738
Central America 1,317,901
China 57,942,385
Cuba 9,152,058
India 3,359,974
Japan 360,104,097
Mexico 7,827,380
New Zealand 30,150
South America, East Coast 6,457,071
South America, West Coast 36,355.480
South Africa 11,554,209
South Sea Islands
U. K. and Continent 16,530,804
Alaska 4,764,367
Atlantic Coast 498,623,373
California 1,029,700,405
Hawaiian Islands 64,411,469
Panama 1,815,453
Philippine Islands 704,169

Total , 579,148,247 1,600,019,237
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STATISTICS OF RISING TIDE
OF COMMERCE

OREGON—
Australia — 32,589,930

Central America 3,813

China 71^35,130
India 43,285

Japan 158,478,009

Mexico 344,594

New Zealand

South Africa 2,838,823

South America, East Coast 881,461

South America, West Coast 22,807,205

U. K. and Continent 21,254,692

Alaska

Atlantic Coast

California

Hawaiian Islands

Panama
Philippine Islands

Total 310,976,942

ALASKA—
Australia 2,208,051
U. K. and Continent 127,667
Atlantic Coast

Total 2,335,718

133,114

105,982,638

527,487,780

1,909,076

726,417

636,239,025

451,000

451,000

COMPARATIVE STATEMENT OF WATERBORNE SHIP-

MENTS FOR THE YEARS 1921 AND 1922

FROM BRITISH COLUMBIA, WASHINGTON, OREGON AND ALASKA.
FEET B.M.

1921 1922
California 978,583,129 1,580,257,610

Gain, 601,674,481.

A^^ska 2,611,079 4,897,481
Atlantic Coast 211,404,483 665,844,090
Hawaiian Islands 56,618,294 66,32o'545

Panama.. 518,256 1,815',454
Phihppme Islands ....^ 11,708,420 1,525,350

T^'tal - - - 282,860,532 740,402,920

Gain, 457,542,388.

^""^^J^^^^
66,155,378 159,263,848

Central America 140,568 1,321,714
^^!"^ -----

- 131,915,056 154,317^783
^"''^ - - - 2,745,085 . 9,182,123

8,566,400 4,269,953

f - 10,928,509 10,456,630
- 378,382,519 590,921,637

J.^^"'^;
6,361,631 8,171,974

^^'V?. 7,821,482 4,547,012Sou h Africa .. . 5^142 16,808,532Sou h America, East Coast 1,414,557 7,338,532
South America, West Coast . 53,229,085 62,407,461
bouth Sea Islands and Fiji 1 nqf. r^n , g,.
Strait Settlements .

1,796,540
^'^^^'^^^

U. K. and Continent -•27;iHo:841 50,6li;5l6

701,749,821 1,081,656,439

Gain, 379,906,618.

California 978,583,129

Domestic 282,860,532

Foreign 701,749,821

Total 1,963,193,482

Gain, 1,439,123,487.

SUMMARY 1922

Domestic Foreign

British Columbia 83,951,268 189,195,532

Puget Sound 872,164,681 386,003,641

Grays Harbor 578,967,326 176,212,906

Willapa Harbor 126,107,220 10,932,682

Columbia River 405,075,537 273,259,818

Coos Bay 253,943,498 43,716,142

Alaska 451,000 2,335,718

Total 2,320,660,530 1,081,656,439

1,580,257,610

740,402,920

1,081,656,439

3,402,316,969

Total

273,146,800

1,258,168,322

755,180,232

137,039,902

678,335,355

297,659,640

2,786,718

3,402,316,969

COMPARATIVE B.C., WASHINGTON, OREGON AND ALASKA TOTAL—
WATERBORNE
1921 1922 Gain

British Columbia 188,670,928 273,146,800 84,475,872

Washington 1,111,709,279 2,179,167,484 1,067,458,205

Oregon 662,813,275 947,215,967 284,402,692

Alaska 2,786,718 2,786,718

Total 1,963,193,482 3,402,316,969 1,439,123,487

Bank by Mail
With the Good Old

Canada Permanent
Savings Department

Sixty-eight years of successful saving service

with the Company's Assets standing at Forty Mil-

lions of dollars as a protection to our Savings

Bank patrons. It's no trouble to open an account.

Simply register your money with the coupon

below and we'll send you your pass book by
return mail. START TO SAVE NOW!

Send This Coupon Back With Your
First Remittance

Canada Permanent Mortgage Corporation
432 Richards Street, Vancouver, B.C.

Please open my account with the enclosed $ , and
send me my pass book and check book. I expect to deposit

$ monthly. My regular signature follows.

Name
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CARGO

Alaska

Atlantic Coast

Hawaiian Islands .

Panama

Phillippine Islands

Australia

Central America

China

Cuba

Egypt

India -

Japan

Mexico

New Zealand

South Africa

South America, East Coast

South America, West Coast

South Sea Islands and Fiji ..

Strait Settlements

U. K. and Continent

WESTERN LUMBERMAN 17
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I
Let Little ff^illie try

|

I
this on his Saxophone |

I
GEORGE APE, THE HUMORIST, DOES |

I
NOT BELIEVE IN MOLLY CODDLING |

I
CHILDREN. HE SAYS: "INSTEAD OF |

I
WORRYING ABOUT PROVIDING FOR |

I THE YOUNG, THEIR ELDERS SHOULD |

I
SAY, 'DEAR OFFSPRING, GO OUT AND |

I GET IT, THE SAME AS WE DID.' " |

INSPFrTFD I T IMRPR
>, FEET B.M.

Inspected bhipped

4,643,140 4,897,481

496,671,517 665,844,090

1,216,689,194 1,580,257,610

65,821,347 66,320,545

1,815,454 1,815,454

1,525,350 1,525,350

1,787,166,002 2,320,209,530

154,498,654 159,263,818

1,321,714 1,321,714

146,676,640 154,317,783

9,182,123 9,182,123

4,248,875 4,269,953

10,456,630 10,456,630

574,205,128 590,921,637

7,855,570 8,171,974

4,540,637 4,547,012

16,808,532 16,808,532

7,086,665 7,338,532

60,211,359 62,407,461

1,841,578 1,841,578

196,116 196,116

47,310,668 50,611,546

1,046,440,885 1,081,656,439
llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll^^

SUMMARY

j

Total Foreign Inspected 1,046,440,885

Total Domestic Inspected 570,476,808

It Total California Inspected 1,216,689,194

Rail Shipments Inspected (Eastern Points) ....

California Rail

Local

74,799,005

7,373,321

48,562,751

-2,833,606,887

130,735,077

SUNDRY SHIPMENTS

Logs Inspected 57,457,676

Bols Inspected 2,719,12i

Total Inspected 3,024,518,764

Poles and Piles Inspected, 2,151,559 lineal feet.

Total Inspected 1922 3,024^18,764

Total Inspected 1921 1,631,567,627

Gain 1,392,951,137

Made in Vancouver.

Protect Your Hands
With

WATSON'S
HORSEHIDE

GLOVES

JOHN WATSON
127 DUFFERIN E. PHONE FAIR. 3988

WITH WHICH IS INCORPORATED JAS. F. MORRIS CO.

Our representative will gladly call at any time to

give you samples and prices on any or all of your

printing work.

426 Homer Street Vancouver, B. C.

y;

We specialize in printing

for the Lumber and

Shingle Trades.

SEYMOUR

ASK FOR SERVICE DEPT.
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Ross & Howard Iron Works Co., Ltd.

IrOn & Brass

Founders

Blacksmiths

Boilermakers

Bolts and Nuts, Sleigh Shoeing, Smokestacks, Bridge Rods, Logging and Lumber Trucks, Shafting,

Transmission, Etc., Marine, Logging and Sawmill Machinery, Structural Steel.

Foot Woodland Drive VANCOUVER, B.C. Telephone: Highland 106

Equipment for the Logger
The place for Logging Engines,

Locomotive and Power Shovel Repairs.

We carry a large stock of new and

second-hand Machinery.

Vancouver Machinery Depot
I.IMITED

1155 Sixth Avenue West, Vancouver, B.C.
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r

At

Capilano

Jim

East,

high-

rigger,

climbs

.
200

feet

up

trmik

of

fir

tree

and

chops

off

the

50

foot

top.

Tree

is

then

used

as

spar.

This

is

one

foot

of

Western

Lumber-

man 's

great

forest

film.

Bring the big trees of B.C. to your town

!

Free Motion Picture Reel
for Eastern Retail Dealers

Wfestern Iranberman
PRESENTS

"The Logging and Lumbering Industry of B.C."

Retail lumbermen interested in showing it in your
town must write at once for reservations.

This is a film taken among the big timber of British
Columbia. In it you will see the lumberjack in his

element. You will see the whole process of lumbering
from the stump to the consumer, set forth in a series of
thrilling motion pictures.

These movies have been taken for the special benefit
of the "WESTERN LUMBERMAN" family. The object
is to further the sale and use of British Columbia forest
products on the prairies and throughout the East. The
film is free and will be sent from town to town. Retail
lumbermen may arrange with the biggest theatres in their

town to use this special film. We suggest that the
retail yard sending for the him shall advertise in local

papers, that through their initiative the Eastern and
prairie residents are to be given an inside view of the
great logging industry of British Columbia.

WESTERN LUMBERMAN MOVIE
PROGRAMME INCLUDES

Scene
No.

1. Topping fir tree 200 feet up by High Rigger

Jim East.

2. Spar tree, after being rigged.

3. Felling the big timbers.

4. High lead hauling logs over canyon.

5. Logging train, groaning under great load
of logs.

6. Dumping logs in sea and towing to mill.

7. Airplane view of great mills on False
Creek, Vancouver.

8. Loading big ships in Vancouver Harbor
with manufactured article.

9. Train pulling out for Alberta with finished

product for home building in agricultural
belt.

WRITE AT ONCE

EDITOR, "Western Lumberman" 106 Winch Building, Vancouver, B.C.
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BUY SUPPLIES MADE IN B. C.

We Build

Logging Engines Logging Cars
WE SPECIALISE IN REPAIRING
ALL KINDS OF MACHINERY

Locomotives Engines Boilers

USE V.E.W. STEEL CASTINGS
If they are not V. E. W. Castings they are not B. C. Product, as we are the

only plant in B. C. producing Steel Castings. Mild, Chrome, Nickel,

Carbon, Manganese or any Special Steel Castings Made to Order.

Vancouver Engineering Works, Limited
519 6th AVE. WEST Phone Fairmont 240 VANCOUVER, B. C.

SAWS
The Simonds Trade Mark on a Circular, Band or any other design of Saw is a

guarantee of Steel—Quality and Workmanship which should not be overlooked.

Careful attention to every detail in the making of Simonds Saws commences at the

foundation—the steel. To assure uniformity and saw quality Simonds make their

own steel. After that the saw making knowledge and saw making skill of experts

of years' experience is applied. This results in saws of superior quality that hold

their cutting edge and retain their tension under the most severe cutting tests.

Specify Simonds and you will get Good Saws.

Makers of the famous Simonds Files and Hack Saws.

Simonds Canada Saw Co. Ltd.

ST. JOHN, N. B.

"The Saw Makers"
MONTREAL, QUE. VANCOUVER, B. C.
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Timber for a

Ten Thousand Dollar

House

It takes about one acre of the average stand of

British Columbia timber to build one $10,000

house. Trees which have been growing for

more than sixty years, have been felled, cut and

manufactured into lumber, loaded on the cars,

heavy freights paid, unloaded and piled in retail

yards and delivered to the builder—and, then,

only cost the home-owner as much as did one-

fifth of one acre on which his house stands.

Suggested Plan of Organization of the

B. C. Lumber Inspection Association

Organization

An Association to be formed under above name, to be in

charge of a Chairman and Board of three (3) Directors. The
Association need not be incorporated and, therefore, no expense

will be involved in the organization.

Membership
To be composed of lumber and shingle manufacturers and

wholesalers desiring a re-inspection service in Eastern and West-
ern Canada.

According to questionnaire on the subject of re-inspection

sent out recently sixty-five (65) lumber and shingle manufac-
turers expressed themselves as being favorable. To this number
may be added thirty-one (31) wholesalers, or a total of ninetv-

six (96).
As it is improbable that all of the above can be interested in

the above-mentioned association, the organization membership
to start with is set at fifty (50).

Plan of Operation
Two inspectors to be appointed, one located at the most

suitable point on the prairies, the other in Ontario ; these inspec-

tors to be selected by the Pacific Lumber Inspection Bureau at

the request of the manufacturing members, or failing this, the

manufacturing members to appoint two (2) men who are thor-

oughly familiar with all grades of coast lumber and shingles and
who would be otherwise qualified to act as inspectors.

Cost
The B. C. Wholesalers' Lumber and Shingle A)ssociation

offer, free of charge, the services of their staff and office to

conduct the business of the proposed Association, but if more
acceptable, no doubt the same services can be obtained through
the office of the B. C. Lumber and Shingle Manufacturers, Ltd.

Depending upon the number of inspectors made, the amount
of money for payment of salaries to be guaranteed by members
w,ill be greatly reduced and probably entirely wiped out, but
assuming that no inspections are made, the amount to be guar-
anteed will not exceed $4,800 per year. Divided among the fifty

members, the total amount guaranteed by each member would be

$96 per year, or $8 per month.

Method of Financing
Each member to deposit $25 as a reserve fund, making a

total of $1,250 for fifty members. Each member to be assessed

$5 per month as dues until such time as the earnings from inspec-

tions make further assessments unnecessary, and to submit to a
further assessment than the above, providing the earnings are not
sufficient to make up the yearly cost as outlined herein.

Success Practically Assured
The "Western Lumberman" understands that already more

than forty members have signified their willingness to co-operate
and little time should elapse before the Lumber Inspection Asso-
ciation is an accomplished fact and a great benefit to the industry.

The 1923 "A B C" Lumber Directory
The new edition of the "A B C" British Columbia Trade

Directory is just off the press and offers as valuable a source
of information as is possible to compile in a year book.

The publishers are to be complimented on the wealth of
material that they have collected and in the attractive manner
in which it is presented.

The Isthmian freighter "Shagadahock" arrived in Vancou-
ver last month and will load about a million and a half feet of
lumber and two million shingles for Providence.

S.S. Bellingham (formerly West Jappa") is expected to
load lumber for .South America during this month.

Returns to Lumber Business
Mr. Pettepher, who operated the Pettepher Lumber Co.,

Ltd., at Syloan Lake, Alberta several years ago, has obtained a
mill location in the Burris limit at Horbourg, west of Rocky
Mountain House.

Mr. L. S. Kroetch, of 510 Homer Street, Vancouver, was
connected with Mr. Pettepher in his former entei-prise.
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THE OLD MAN SAYS:

"If I see one of our men
perforniing a dangerous of-

fice I make it my business

to go to him and warn liim

to be careful and to use

ever}' precaution. I im-

press upon him tliat we can

always get a new piece of

wood, but that a finger cut

off cannot be replaced,

"Have all machines prop-

erly guarded.

"Leave sufficient
.
space

between machines.

"Keep all material off the

floor.

"Use trucks for moving
material from one machine

to another.

"Have cuttings removed
eveiy day and shop swept

out.

"See that the first aid cab-

inet is well supplied. It is

worth its weight in gold.

"See that your saws and

planer and joiner knives

are always kept sharp.

"Carelessness is the cause

of a great many accidents.

Careless workmen are a

menace. They affect the

morale of all the other em-

ployees.

"Finally, we must have sym-

pathetic co-operation if we

want to avoid accidents. It is

not only a misfortune, but a

reflection upon the ivhole staff,

from, the manager down, to

have a preventable accident.

Let ii,s do all we can to incul-

cate in the minds of our em-

ployees the slogan of 'Safety

First.'
"

McLaren Lumber Company
BLAIRMORE, Alta.

Manufacturers of superior grades

Spruce Lumber J
Dealers in all kinds of Mining Timbers,

Corral and Fence Poles, etc.

Our Specialty : 'EQUALITY and SERVICE''

Maple Ridge Lumber Co.^ Ltd.

FIR TIMBERS
OUR SPECIALTY

Quick Cutting Orders
C.'P.R. Main Line-

Maple Ridge Lumber Co.
PORT HANEY, B.C. Limited

THE

SUPER

MODEL

A Complete
Figuring
Service

in

One Machine

Adding - Calculating Machine
will serve you as a Complete Figuring
Machine in all branches of the Lumber
business.

Extention of lumber invoices are done
rapidl}^ and accurately. It will handle frac-

tions as easily as whole numbers.

Seeing is Believing—Demonstration cheer-
fully given in your own office. Write or
phone.

UNITED TYPEWRITER CO., Ltd.

DALTON DEPARTMENT

VANCOUVER, VICTORIA, CALGARY, REGINA, SASKATOON, EDMONTON AND WINNIPEG
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Railroad Buys lOO
Pacific Car & Foundry Co/s

Standard Connected

Logging Cars
wiih Safety Appliances

After trying out these cars in service for a year, one
big western railroad has adopted this type as standard for

its log hauling needs, ordering 100 cars.

This car not only meets every need of the heaviest log-

ging operations, but fulfills government safety require-

ments. It is a sturdily built car, designed to give 100 per

per cent, efficiency. Equipped with the famous "RAINIER
BUNK."

We should be glad to give you further details.

Pacific Car and Foundry Co.
General Offices : Alaska Building, Seattle, U.S.A.

Vancouver Equipment Co., Canadian Representatives, Bank of
Nova Scotia Building

The New Marion Gasoline Electric Shovel

for LOGGING RAILROAD CONSTRUCTION
You incur neither expense nor obligation to let us give you fullest information.

It will pay you to investigate this Remarkable Shovel

VANCOUVER MACHINERY DEPOT, LIMITED
1155 Sixth Avenue West Vancouver, B. C.

Representing Marion Steam Shovel Co., Marion Ohio.
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ROBERT DOLLAR at 79

IS STILL PLANNING
AND BUILDING

He Doesn't Smoke Tobacco or Drink Liquor, Rises Early and Works Hard—His Strong

Constitution Was Built Up on Hard Tack and Beans in Camps on the Gatineau

By GEORGE M. MURRAY.

I

Mr. Robert Dollar

Robert Dollar is a robust old man; 79 years of toil have not

bowed down his shoulders. One is impressed by the tremendous

rugged frame of this old pioneer. As he talks to you he thrusts

the fingers of his right hand into his vest, thus hiding honorable

scars upon the hand, reminder of injuries sustained in actual

contact with hard work in the bush and in the mill during 63

years of active service.

Most men after 50 allow themselves to sag; the muscles of

their stomachs slacken ; they get portly and the spines kink over

and their chests fall down into the Bay Window. Such men feel

that they are on the downward trail, that they are not long for

this world. Their vitality ebbs, and if they are prosperous they

give much of their wealth to doctors in a vain struggle to buy

back health.

Robert Dollar is not such a man as this. At 79 there is fire

in his eye, fresh vigor and animation in his voice. His snaggled

teeth which have bitten upon

many a tough problem, are still

sound. The old man shaves him-

self every morning. He lets his

hair get a little bit long, re-

sembling somewhat the late Jas.

J. Hill, another product of the

timber country of Ontario, who
worked out his great plans on

land, rather than on the seven

seas.

"Opportunity," said Mr. Dol-

lor, "There is more opportunity

for a young man in British Co-

lumbia than in any place else that

I know of. If a young fellow

cannot make a success here there

must be something wrong with

him."

Across the desk from Mr.

Dollar as he spoke, sat Mr. Kenny

Burns, General Manager of the

Canadian Robert Dollar Com-
pany, a young man yet in his 30's,

son of old Mr. Wm. Burns, vet-

eran school principle of Vancou-
ver. Mr. Burns, through his own
efforts, has risen to be one of the

right hand men of Robert Dollar, and as the old war-horse
talked of opportunity in B. C. he pointed over to Mr. Burns.
"Yes, I was 12 years of age when I came to Canada with my

"Some of those guys

sit back in their

swivel chairs and sa^^

'Let George do it.'
"

father," said Mr. Dollar. "We went into the Ottawa. My first

job in the camp was up the Gatineau, and it was strenuous

work."

A GRAND RACE OF CANADIANS

As he spoke there came to mind the names of famous men,

who like Mr. Dollar, got their start in the camps on the Ottawa.

John R. Booth, today over 90 years of age and an industrial

chief in Eastern Canada, was a lumberjack in a camp adjoin-

ing that in which Robert Dollar and his father worked. The

Foley boys in a later generation got their taste of hard work

in that severe country. They later became railroad men, mem-

bers of the famous firm of Foley, Welch & Stewart. The

Barnets, the McLarens, Senator Edwards—these were many

great Canadians who came through the same early training

which developed Robert Dollar.

*Yes, after I worked in the Gatineau I worked on the Riviere

du Loup, then I came West. In those days the West was Mus-

koka district, and when we had taken most of the timber ofiF

what is now known as old Ontario, well we just naturally went

into Michigan.

In those days we did not have a wash basin but used a

trough, then we dried ourselves on a roller towel until it got

so wet it was no good, and the cook would kick if we wanted

another. If two men or women used the same towel now we

would expect them to catch typhoid fever or something else.

As to the food, we did not have much of a selection, just pork

and beans, and flour and tea—and beans to make pea soup."

Some people think it is a terrible disgrace to go broke, but

Mr. Dollar looks back upon his adventurous career of 63 years

in the lumber business and chuckles over the good old times at

Muskoka Lakes, when he and his partner went flat broke.

Everything was fine in his business, with one exception, and that

was that he could not sell the logs. When the sheriff got through

he hired out with a lumber firm and got $100 a month.

"Then I got married," he said. "As the result of my experi-

ence at that time I have never failed since."

FACTORIES WHERE CAMP ONCE STOOD

On some of the country over which Mr. Dollar logged in

Michigan in those early days, Henry Ford is now building

smelters and factories. On the sites of some of the old camps

lovely farms and suburban homes now stand.
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The SUCCESS FAMILY
Kl^^OW the Success Family!

The Father of Success is WORK.

The Mother of Success is Ambition.

The Oldest Son is Common Sense.

Some of the Other Boys are Perseverance, Honesty,

Thoroughness, Foresight, Enthusiasm and

Co-operation!

The Oldest Daughter is Character.

Some of her Sisters are Cheerfulness
,
Loyalty, Courtesy,

Care, Economy, Sincerity and Harmony.

The Baby is Opportunity.

Get well acquainted with the "Old Man" and you ivill

get along pretty well with the rest of the family.

At Vancouver, B.C., March 12, 1923.

When the logging had passed its peak in Michigan—just

as it has passed its peak in the South and has passed its peak
on Puget Sound, Mr. Dollar moved to California, and in Medo-
cina County first tackled the big timber of the Pacific. The
dollars now have a mill in Oregon and are planning another,

and have the big mill at Dollarton, B. C. Mr. Dollar went into

the shipping business along with the lumber business, when he
formed the opinion that the shipping men were getting the bulk
of the profits. His first ship was 240 tons register and carried

200,000 feet of lumber. He recently returned from a trip

around the world in one of his fleet of steamers, which when
loaded to capacity would carry over 5,000,000 feet.

Mr. Dollar does not drink, he does not smoke. At the

Board of Trade banquet, at which he was a guest of honor, in

Vancouver, all the men at the head table were noticed to light

cigars after dinner with the exception of Mr. Dollar. It is said

of him that at one time in his career he chewed tobacco. Though
he is a model to young men with regard to personal habits, his

language at times is said to be very expressive, and while free

I
from blasphemy it is rich in all manner of eloquent slang

expressions.

"Some of these fellows who would like to have foreign

I

trade sit back in their swivel chairs and say, 'Let George do it.'

Well, I will tell you that George may be a fine fellow, but if you
want anything done in this world you have got to do it yourself,

I and the guy that rolls up his sleeves and lays formalities to one

[ side is the guy that will bring home the bacon every time"

—

so he told the "Western Lumberman."

HE BELIEVES IN BRITISH COLUMBIA

Mr. Dollar is an optomist. He believes there is a great

future for the city of Vancouver. As he spoke he looked out

I

of the window of the Board of Trade building, over to the

waterfront where one of the mighty argosies of the Dollar fleet

' was tied up at Evans, Coleman & Evans wharf.

"It is a great harbor," said Mr. Dollar, "but

it is an expensive harbor to a man in the lumber
business. They charge you 5c a thousand on logs

coming in and then 5c a thousand on logs going

out. They get you coming and going. Of course

our own company can stand this tax, but it is

something which is bound to hold back the

development of this port and to discourage new
mills from locating here."

Perhaps Mr. Dollar did not know that the same Board of

Harbor Commissioners who fixed the rate on logs and lumber
at 5c a thousand, were not so generous with the sugar manu-
facturers, upon whom they imposed a harbor rate of 10c a ton,

allowing the coal merchants greater liberty, perhaps because

they make less money, for their rate on coal is only 5c a ton.

Mr. Dollar is a member of the Vancouver Board of Trade.
He was much interested to have the information upon the
harbor rates and declared that he did not intend to rest until

something could be done about it.

"Yes, we are in the mill business here," said Mr. Dollar.

"We went into the shipping business to provide bottoms for our
mills and now we are going into the mill business more exten-
sively to provide cargo for our ships. The output of our mill

at Dollarton was only 35,000,000 feet last year," he said, "while
Dollar boats carried out of British Columbia 160,000,000 feet."

Mr. Dollar was asked if he did not believe that British

Columbia mill men, particularly shingle men, should not under-
take a strong advertising camoaign in the Eastern United
States to encourage the sale of British Columbia shingles.

SUPPORTS SHINGLE ADVERTISING CAMPAIGNS

"It should not be necessary," said Mr. Dollar, "since British

Columbia has the best shingles in the world and has no competi-
tors in the shingle business."

What of the patent roofing people? he was asked.

"Oh, yes! The patent roofing people are competitors and it

is wonderful how skilfully they have pressed the sale of their

goods. Why, in California they came within one of making
it unlawful to put a cedar shingle on a building there. Those
patent roofiing guys sure put it over Sacramento. It was just

by the merest chance that the cedar shingle manufacturers dis-

covered what was going on and had the legislation thrown out.

That was in the home of the cedar shingle. That is what I

would call bearding the lion in his den."

Mr. Dollar would not make a prophecy as to the future of

Vancouver.

"Knowing as much of the world as I do," said he, "I feel

that the next generation will see the balance of power shifted

to the west.

"Out here on the Pacific the world's greatest cities will

some day stand," he said. "Vancouver will be as great as the

young men of this city wish to make it. Your lumber and log-

ging industry in itself is vast but it is only one of the many
industries which will make your city great in world trade."

During his stay in Vancouver Mr. Dollar was at his office

at nine every morning and interviewed from six to twelve people

on important business matters before noon. Between visits to

Dollarton and addressing Boards of Trade and other bodies,

the veteran kept a whole flock of appointments. He left Van-
couver and at Seattle made several big addresses.

"He's planning now for ten years ahead," his associates

say. "At seventy-nine he doesn't think of laying down his

work."
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"When with sounds of smoth-

ered thunder, on some night of

rain, lake and river break asunder

winter's weakened chain, down the

wild March flood shall bear them^

to the Sazv mill's wheel, or where

Steam the slave shall tear them

with his teeth of steel."

Where Robert Dollar Spent His Boyhood. Log Driving on the Gatineau River, Quebec.
(Courtesy Vancouver Sun)

Progressive Community Advertises Cheap
Industrial Sites

British Columbia lumbermen and manufacturers who are seeking

factory sites are bound to be interested in propaganda being issued by

the North Eraser Harbor Board, whose work is the development of the

North Arm of the Eraser River.

Here are some of the facts brought out by the Harbor Commis-
sioners in a recent bulletin

:

In 1907 industries employed about 60 men. In 1923 main industries

employ about 1,085 men.

In 1907 capital invested was less than $100,000. In 1923 capital

invested, main industries, $2,895,000.

In- 1907 lumber cut per day, about 60,000 feet. In 1923 lumber cut

per day about 331,500 feet. In 1923 shingles cut per day 2,800,000.

Cars shipped, 1922,6,577.
In 1907 interested population, 20,000. In 1923 interested population,

70,000.

In 1907 North Arm impassable for tug trafific except at high water,
tide 10 to 12 feet.

The industrial development is due to the dredging done on the North
Arm of the Eraser.

An extension of the jetty at the mouth of the river is being asked for.

Its completion, together with the widening and deepening of the channel
at that point, would permit the large tugs plying up the coast to tow
directly into the mouth of the river.

Transferring the booms in the river instead of in Howe Sound as
at present, would mean a saving of 50 cents per thousand to the mill
operators.

Estimated yearly cut of all mills getting logs via the North Arm
of the Eraser River is 300,000,000 feet.

WHY ROBERT DOLLAR IS

ONE OF THE BIG MEN

It is a fresh water harbor. —Point Grey Gazette.

"Some of the disastrous fires of last year
were of incendiary origin. Hanging is^ too
good for anyone responsible for such a
crime."—Hon. Duff Pattullo.

San Francisco
February 19, 1923

LIr. A. LI. Dollar,
Vancouver. S>. C.

I regret very much to have to report
to you the death of two of our big family.

Captain C. H. Cross died of heart
failure the 15th of February on a voyage from
Port Said to Alexandria, Egypt. He had been
with us nearly twenty years and never had a
majrine accident during that time. He always
had the best interests of oixr company at
heart, was honest, a good Captain, and we
expected he v<ould continue in our employ for
many years, we need such men.

we have also lost ivir. F. Hardie, oux
Port Engineer at Shanghai, who died there of
meningitis on the 16th of February. He had
only been in our employ three years, but he
was so good and efficient that v.e had decided
to promote him. Being in the prime of life,
he had a great future ahead of him. It will
be difficult to replace him.

We will certainly miss these two
men very much.

Yours very truly.

Facsimile of a letter sent out by "Captain" Dollar when he lost two good

men of his organization. Robert Dollar treats his employees with the kind-

ness and consideration of a father. He encourages good men to join him
and then holds their confidence and respect as well as the best service that

they can give the house.
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"WALTER'S" MESSAGE TO
LUMBER SALESMEN

"The local lumberman should be a leader in community
life." Why? So he can guide the people of his community
to have homes which represent their highest ideals consis-

tent with their income. This makes for contentment and
happiness within the home and a better community as a

whole.

The local lumberman should be as wide awake (or more
so) as the motor car salesman to see that the people of his

community do not invest in a .motor car before they have a
decent house, for the house does much toward the "happy
home."

If you have a competitor, don't run him nor his company
down nor have a little war between you. This puts mistrust

for the whole lumber business in the minds of the customers
and will materially depreciate the business as a whole. As
far as a general campaign is concerned, WORK TOGETHER.
If he happens to sell John Jones a barn, don't get sore and
disgusted. Better see Bill Smith, his neighbor; he will be
getting the "building bug" now that Jones has started.

Chances are you will sell him. If you were busy scrapping
you wouldn't have time to sell him even if he had a notion,

and if he happened to notice you were, it would put the
nation out of his head. ONE GOOD BUILDING IN A
COMMUNITY WILL MAKE MORE PROSPECTIVE SALES
JUST AS FAST AS THE FINANCES ARE AVAILABLE.

—Walter Liebert in "The Pest."

PUT YOUR PROBLEM UP
TO US

We are specialists in building locomotives.

We build all types and sizes, also all kinds of

repair parts for locomotives and tenders.

Our experience puts us in a position to give

you expert advice as to what particular type

and size of locomotive is best suited to your
needs.

/

Put your locomotive problem up to us

MONTREAL LOCOMOTIVE WORKS, LTD.
DOMINION EXPRESS BUILDING

MONTREAL, CANADA

DEPENDABLE

POWER
EQUIPMENT

The boiler room of the Imperial Oil Co. at Dartmouth, N. S.,

equipped with 8 Double Drum G. & McC. Co. Sectional Water
Tube Boilers.

In addition to the Dartmouth plant we have sup-
plied the Imperial Oil Co. with Water Tube Boilers

for their Sarnia and Regina refineries. Repeat
orders such as these are not given unless the orig-

inal installation has thoroughly demonstrated its

efficiency in every particular.

G. & McC. Co. Sectional Water Tube Boilers pro-
vide positive and rapid circulation, increased
steaming capacity and maximum overload allow-
ance.

WE BUILD
Horizontal & Vertical Steam Engines, Return
Tubular & Water Tube Boilers, Steam Turbines,
Heaters, Tanks, Pumps & Condensers. Ask for
our catalog, plans, etc., if interested.

The Goldie & McCuUoch Co.
LIMITED

GALT - ONT. - CANADA
Western Branch: 248 McDermot Ave., Winnipeg, Man.

B. C. Agents:—Robt. Hamilton & Co., Vancouver, B. C.
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Maybe King "Tut" owned a Steam Engine

-

anyway they had Turbine Equip-
ment 130 B.C.

Power Plant Efficiency in the Sawmill Has Worried People for at Least
Twenty-five Centuries.

By A. M. SMITH
Chief Engineer, Vancouver Lumber Co.

Before discussing the merits of the steam turbine and electric

drive for sawmills, as against steam engines, it may be of interest

to give a short resume of the history and development of the

steam engine.

Fig. I is a sketch of "Hero's Turbine" (in passing I would
like to say that I am indebted to Mr. J. M.elville of the B. C.

Electric steam plant for the sketches shown), invented by him
in the year 130 B.C. It is not recorded that this machine was
ever put to work, but it was the forerunner of the present day

reaction turbine.

Fig. I. Hero's Steam Turbine, 130 B.C.

Fig. II shows another engine invented by the same man, this

was used to open the gates of the Temple, and which, no doubt,

was greatly effective, at that date, in impressing on the hearts of

the people, the wonderful power of the pagan Gods.

Unfortunately at that time, as it always has been, more or
less, established religious systems, their adherants and priests

have opposed scientific research into the mysteries of the universe,

and to dare to hold a philosophy of life other than that sanctioned
by the priests, was held to be sacrilege of the very worst kind.

Hero gained his learning from the pagan philosophers who
had gathered at Alexandria, where "Alexander the Great"
and Ptolemy had established a school of learning, and a museum
to house the writings of the scholars, and other objects of value.

Like their prototypes, the Egyptian kings, the Roman Em-
perors arrogated to themselves the rights and privileges of an

overlord or God, and to these men the advent of Christian teach-

ings with its philosophy of the universal brotherhood of man, and
its "golden rule" ethics were a menace, and had to be combatted,

to save their tottering thrones, wars, and persecutions against

the Christians, and against all learning of any kind, were insti-

tuted, an expedition was sent to Egypt and all the script and
articles of value to the scientific world were destroyed, proclama-
tions prohibiting learning, except that prescribed by the king's

henchmen, the priests, were sent throughout the land, and civili-

zation entered the dark ages.

Constantine in the third century, realizing, with the help of

Saul of Tarsus, that persecution of the Christians, instead of

making his position more secure, was really making it more un-
stable ; determined to feign conversion and issued a proclamation

making the Christian religion the state religion, and immediately
set his priests to work interpreting the teachings of Christ to suit

his and their own views, putting entirely different meanings on
the sayings and teachings of the founder of Christianity, the

results of these combined efforts were, that man made little or

no progress for over a thousand years.

The steam engine did not appear again until in the 17th

century, Delia Porta produced an engine similar to the one Hero
had made a thousand years before, and in 1615 Solomon De Cans
produced the impulse turbine and for his pains was confined to

an insane asylum.

In 1693 Savery invented the steam pump known as the pul-

somotor, but the engine with a piston did not appear until 1705,

when Newcomen produced the one shown in Fig. Ill, and it is

said that the boy whose job it 'was to operate the valves of this

engine was responsible for the first valve gear. Finding the job

too confining for his taste, he tied cords to the valves and to the

walking beam, making the operation automatic, thus allowing

him to play around while the engine was still pumping water from
the mine.

Then came James Watt, who applied steam to both ends of

the cylinder and made the valve to "cut off" before the end of

the stroke thus utilizing the expansive property of the steam to

Fig. II. Hero's Gas Engine, 130 B.C.
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complete the work in the cylinder. To Watt we are indebted

for all the essential elements that make the steam engine what
it is today. He also invented the indicator by means of which we
are enabled to tell just what is going on inside the cylinder, and
which helps us to keep the engine in efficient shape.

Getting back to the relative merits of the turbine and engine

for sawmill drives, it may be said at the beginning, that for every
thermal loss, in the reciprocating engine there is a corresponding
loss in the turbine, and for every mechanical loss in belt and
shafting, there is a corresponding electrical or mechanical loss

in the motor drive, so that, there is no inducement from this

standpoint, to substitute the turbine for the engine.

Horsepower for horsepower, the cost of a turbine and elec-

tric drive, where live steam is used, will be a good deal higher

than an engine and shaft one, and while the operation and main-
tenance of of the former may be less, if proper care is taken
of the equipment, yet it will hardly be sufficient to offset the

higher fixed charge on the greater installation cost. This, leaves

only the question of flexibility to weigh on the side of the turbine

and motor drive, and a decision can only be arrived at, on this

point when all the conditions are known.

H there is only to be a sawmill in operation, then since all

the machines fall naturally into positions where it is easy to get

a belt drive to them, the logical prime mover is the engine, but if

other activities are to be carried on, such as planing mill, sash
and door, or other factory, where shafting and belting is hard to

install, and where more flexibility is desirable, then it may pay
to install a turbine.

The low pressure, or mixed pressure turbine, offers more
opportunities to secure a motor drive for planing mill or factory

at a reasonable cost, as the higher cost of the turbine, generator,

and motors is to an extent, offset by the lesser cost of the boiler

plant, less boiler capacity being required for this combination
than if an all engine drive were used. As mentioned before, the

sawmill machines lend themselves to shaft and belt drive, also

there are in the sawmill, niggers, kickers, log turners and loaders

which must be operated by air or steam. If steam is used for

these, the exhaust can be piped to the same receiver as the steam
from the main engines, and this used to drive a turbine. In this

way the more flexible drive is secured for that part of the plant

where it is most desirable.

In the sawmill the machines are all interdependant on one
another. If the trim saws or the edger gets out of trim and must
be closed down, this shuts down the whole mill. Or if even the

rolls behind the edger or the chains to the trimmers give out the
whole operation stops. On the other hand the machines in the

planing mill or factory are, to a great extent, independent of one

another, in fact the stoppage of each independantly is absolutely

necessary, as any one machine may have to be set up several

times a day.

Then there is the question of belting. In the sawmill there

are few places where a direct drive can be made, and belts, which
is the highest item in the maintenance charges, are not eliminated

when the motor drive is used. But in the factory 95 per cent

of the machines can be equipped with direct drives.

Summing up then, there is nothing to be gained by making
the sawmill drive electrical except the higher capital charge,

and unless the other parts of the plant is out of all proportion to

the sawmill, the ideal drive is, an engine driven mill and a motor
driven factory.

Fig. III. Newcomen's Engine, 1705.

MILL ENGINEERS' QUERY COLUMN
Editor's Note:—Since the publication of the first series of articles on "Power Plant Efficiency in the Sawmill,"
by A. M. Smith, the "Western Lumberman" has been in receipt of many questions surrounding equipment.
For the benefit of our readers we are publishing a few of these enquiries, which will in future be answered

through these columns.

Question—How does the British Columbia Boiler Inspec-

tion Department figure the h.p. of boilers? Some people say 15

square feet heating surface and others 10 square feet. Which
is correct and what surfaces are figured in the case of a R.T.
boiler?

Answer—15 square feet of heating surface used to be the

measure of a boiler h.p. under the British Columbia regulations,

but this was changed some time ago in order to bring this part

of the regulations into line with those used in the other provinces

and in line with usages of the boiler manufacturers on this con-

tinent. It is now 10 square feet of heating surface.

In the case of a return tube boiler, the heating is taken as

two-thirds of the boiler shell surface, plus total surface of the

tubes, two-thirds of the back head and the whole of the front

heal, remembering of course, to deduct the tube holes from the

total area of the head.

Question-
—

"J.R.S."—How is the heat value of sawdust
obtained and what are the instruments needed to make svich

tests ?

Answer—The heat value of sawmill waste is ascertained in

the same manner as coal or other fuels, that is, by the calorimetic

"bomb." This consists of a strong steel vessel. A quantity of

the fuel to be tested is placed in a platinum boat within the bomb
and oxygen gas at a high pressure is introduced. The bomb is

then immersed in water and the mixture ignited by an electric

spark, ])recaution being taken to prevent radiation. The combus-
tion is explosive, instantaneous and complete, the head produced
being radiated into the water surrounding the bomb. The weight
and temperature of the water being known, the amount of heat
in the sami)le being tested, is shown by the rise in temperature of
the water.

Testing of fuel samples is a delicate oi)eration and onlv ex-
perienced chemists with very delicate instruments can make a

success of it. It is hardly a task for the engineer in the engine
or boiler room.



---Yet British Columbia Shingles
Consider the Premier Mine up in North-

ern British Columbia. It paid $3,000,000
in dividends last year. There are other
properties in British Columbia just as rich.

There are perhaps scores of Premier Mines
waiting to be dug into.

THAT'S IT: SOMEONE HAS TO DIG
INTO THE HILLS; SOMEONE HAS TO
PLAN AND FINANCE AND WORK OUT
THE PROBLEM OF PUTTING OVER
PREMIER MINES.
A Premier Mine without a shaft sunk

into its rich heart and without brawn and
money to "put it over," is not a very f
valuable asset.

|

Hundreds of square miles of our won
derful cedar awaits development in British

Columbia. The British Columbia shingle

is acknowledged to be the best shingle ever
made. While the cedar forests are await
ing development, the sharp, aggressive,

creative manufacturers of the United
States are gathering up train loads of old

rags and paper and shiploads of tar and
scow loads of sand and are turning out a

vast quantity of very good patent roofing.

With the help of some tar and asphalt

they are turning junk heaps into cheap
roofing material.

British Columbia shingle manufacturers
will be shocked to see the chart on this

page, which shows how they are being out
sold by their competitors in the roofing

business.

Yet, it is well to consider the true facts

of the case.

The situation calls for immediate action

PUBLICITY IS THE POWER WHICH
WILL PLACE OUR SHINGLES WHERE
THEY BELONG IN THE PLANS OF
BUILDERS THROUGHOUT THE
WORLD—THAT PLACE IS THE FIRST
PLACE.

Notice the inside covers of the maga
zines. For a long time the famous Barret
people had the inside covers of every
farm magazine published in the United
States and Canada. And they set forth
the glories of the patent roof. Through-
out other magazines, in season and out,

the great American roofing corporations
have fought for the market.

BRITISH COLUMBIA MANUFAC-
TURERS OF SHINGLES MUST PUT UP
THEIR FIGHT AND PLACE BRITISH
COLUMBIA PRODUCTS WHERE THEY
BELONG—AT THE TOP OF THE LIST,
FIRST, LAST AND ALL THE TIME. I

* * * *

In the City of Victoria there is a plant
making patent roofing known as the
Sidney Felt and Roofing Company. It is

a well-managed and successful industry.
It finds a market for its product greater
than it can fill.

THIS IS DUE TO ADVERTISING.
Rags are brought in from Belgium and

dumped oif the big ships for the British

Columbia industry. Then they have paper
from local pulp mills and asphalt from
some place else. They mix these up and
produce various kinds of roofing.

Low water rates from Victoria complete

the chain of links

try a success.

On the Americj
hundreds of such
B. C. factory is th(

THE PATENT
SPEND MILLIO^
THEIR GOODS.
HERE AND THEl

1908 1909 1910 ig

1913 1914 1915 19

1918 1919 1920



the World's Finest Roofing!
dus-

are

the

OPLE
SING
ARE
THE

INTERESTS OF THE PATENT ROOF-
ING PEOPLE.
Mr. Donald H. Clark, secretary and

manager of the Rite Grade Shingle Asso-
ciation, is responsible for this interesting
chart. He sent a copy to Mr. F. H. Lamar,
of the B. C. Shingle crowd, and Mr. Lamar
passed it on to the "Western Lumberman"
with the suggestion that it should not be

made a great deal of.

"It surely is nothing to be proud of,"

Mr. Lamar pointed out.

Mr. Lamar is right. But the chart is

being presented with the hope of spurring

on the local manufacturers in their work
of widening the market for the products

of B. C. Mills.

1

iwii

)12

1917

1921

FkoDUCTlON OP
FkrENT Roofing and
Shingles in US.^
PKODUCriON OF PRODUCTION OF
PATENT ROOFING SHINGLES

IN Washington and
U.S.SQUARES.- OREGON SQUARES-

1908 8200000
1909 910O00O
IQIO lOOOOOOO
1911 IO90000O
1912 1I800000
1913 12700000
1914 13700000
1915 16900000
1916 21IOOOOO
1917 233000 00
1918 26600000
1919 300000OO
1920 32000000
1921 2800O00O

8700000
IO4240OO
9833000
92480OO
90Q6OOO
8773000
82830OO
^556000
8194:000
82O0000
5136000
7403000
1817OOO
6500000

PRODUCTION OF
SHINGLES

SQUARES

9840OO
I09400O
1O230OO
8840OO
7310OO
12O5O0O
2153000
2159000
2688000
2845000
2741000
2400000
2226000

—Courtesy Don H. Clark. Rite Grade Shingle Association, Seattle
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Ceimp Supplies
The CLARKE and STUART Company, Limited

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

STATIONERS : PRINTERS : BOOKBINDERS
MAIL ORDERS GIVEN SPECIAL ATTENTION

VANCOUVER, B. C.550 SEYMOUR STREET. PHONE: SEYMOUR 3

Established 1904

Dimond Special

STEEL
FOR

Logging Camps
and Saw Mills

We can furnish testimonials from leading

lumber firms who have adopted the use of

our steel exclusively.

Neumeyer & Dimond
82 Beaver Street NEW YORK

Box Printing and Stencil

Inks and Rollers

INKS IN ALL COLORS
AND PERMANENT

ROLLERS
"Hercules" Brand

are Unequalled

THIS PUBLICATION PRINTED
WITH OUR INKS

THE

Columbia Printing Ink

and Roller Company
Manufacturers

1063 Hamilton St. Vancouver, B.C.

Brass and Aluminum
Trade Checks

Steel Log Stamps, Stencils

Automatic Counters for

Counting Logs

Get Quotations from

W. W. Wilcox Manufacturing Co.
564-572 W. Randolph St. Est. 1872. Cblcago

Complete Catalogue Sent on Application

"The Pink" LoggingTools& Handles
MADE IN CANADA

Headquarters for British Empire for all Lumbering Tools. In every lum-
ber camp in Canada you'll find Pink's Famous Lumbering Tools. They are
the favorites there and have won the esteem of all woodsmen through
their superior merit. They are world-renowned and are extensively used
in Australia, New Zealand and other countries where the lumbering indus-
try thrives.

EXPORTERS TO EUROPE
We export the same good quality of lumbering tools that have made
Pink's Tools a by-word in the matter of good tools in all Canadian lumber
camps. Enquiries cordially solicited.

Thomas Pink Company, Limited
PEMBROKE, ONT., CANADA

B. C. Representatives: Geo. Cradock & Co. Ltd., Vancouver
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HerCy There and Everywhere
WESTERN LUMBERMAN'S PICTURES OF THE INDUSTRY

Unique trimmed trees adorning the lawn of W. J. Pendry, Victoria,

B.C., attract comment from passing lumbermen.
"Close-up" of the new Olsen universal testing machine for struc-
tural size timbers in Forest Products Laboratories at Vancouver.

A disastrous fire wiped out the plant of the Dominion Creosoting & Lumber Company, Ltd.,
on the North Arm of the Fraser River, on the night of the 16th of March.

Mr. W. H. Harvey, veteran business man, with his able son, W. W. Harvey, has been building up
this industry on the North Arm of the Fraser River since 1908. They had developed a highly
efficient plant with a capacity of 20,000 feet a day. The fire demon came when the firm was running
to capacity with orders on hand for many months ahead. Mr. W. H. Harvey, though well over 70
years of age, has announced that he will rebuild at once.

Home-made pole saw operated by a river steamer which was hauled
out of waters of Great Slave Lake, using pulley on propeller shaft.

A rest spot along the Columbia River highway, from which a
delightful view of the surrounding forest may be enjoyed.
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BLOEDEL, STEWART & WELCH
CORPORATION, LIMITED

HEAD OFFICE

1501 STANDARD BANK BUILDING

VANCOUVER. B.C.

SEATTLE OFFICE

742 HENRY BUILDING

OPERATIONS

MYRTLE POINT. B. C.

UNION BAY. B. C.

BRITISH COLUMBIA TIMBER

LOGGERS OF

CEDAR FIR HEMLOCK

Both tarred and untarred. Compare

our Lath Yarn with that of our com-

petitors for Strength, Length per lb.

and price and you will always ask for

the products of the

Canada Western Cordage
Company, Limited

Transmission Ropes
Cordage of All Kinds

City Sales Office J. C. THORN. Sey. 1151

311 Metropolitan Bldg. Vancouver, B. C.

Plant: NEW WESTMINSTER, B. C.

THE

J. C. McLaren Belting Co.
Limited

Pioneer

Manufacturers

of

English Oak
Tanned

Leather
Belting

Dealers in

IVIII.I. SUFPZiIES

Agent.'i for the

Famous

English Ferodo

Friction

Linings
for

Brakes, Clutches

Friction Wheels, etc.

MONTREAL
WINNIPEG

TORONTO
CALGARY

FERODO BONDED ASBESTOS
is Standardized on

70% OF THE BEST ENGLISH CARS

Submit Your Pump Problems to Us

The advice of our skilled engineering staff is always

at your service.

We will welcome an opportunity to discuss with you any special

conditions which prevail at your plant, and look forward to num-
bering YOUR ORGANIZATION among our satisfied customers.

IT PAYS TO GET ACQUAINTED WITH
SMART-TURNER PUMPS

The Smart-Turner Machine Company
Limited

Hamilton - Canada



How Retail Lumber Dealer Can Co-
operate with Farmers of His District

He should Carry on Propaganda by Getting Out and Driving some Facts Home to Those Who have No Implement

Shed—Authentic Information on the Loss Caused by Exposure, the Cost of Building Proper Shed and the Value

of the Equipment Ordinarily Used on the Farm Stored Therein—What Leading Makers of Machinery Have to Say

on Subject of Great Importance.

Much lias l)een said of wliat the retailer can do in persuading farmers Now getting down to "brass tacks" or from the general to the

to construct implement sheds to house their farm equipments. This ])articular, and from the abstract to the concrete, the "Western Lum-

subject has been referred to from time to time in the "W estern Lumber- berman" has ascertained from manufacturers of harvesting machinery

man" and pictures presented showing the havoc wrought by the elements in the Dominion that the average owner of a 100 or 150-acre farm in

when machinery is left outdoors to with.stand the rain, sleet, .snow, ice the eastern ])rovinces has invested in implements something like from

a„d luiil. $1,000 to $2,000. It depends upon whether he has tractor machinery.

What would be thought of the average individual who left his auto- It may be assured, however, that $1,200 is a fair figure in the estimate

mobile out in all kinds of weather and never ran it into a garage, or of what the farmer has m bmder, mower, rake, drill, cultivator, disc

a woman who might be sewing on the lawn, allowing her sewing machine harrow, etc.
, ,r / • ^- t-, 7 ;

to stav out in the^-ain, or sun all summer or frost during the fall months. Sheltered Machines Give Double Wear

These pictures may be a little overdrawn but it sometimes requires exag- The International Harvester Co., of Hamilton, in a recent letter

geration to drive home definitely a point or make some offenders realize says : "Properly housed, we figure the average life of these machines

the absurdity and unreasonableness of the stand they take on certain will be from fifteen to thirty years. Without giving the necessary atten-

matters. ' tion to proper housing facilities, we believe the records show that seven

There are still some farmers in Canada who never thing of running to ten years is the average period of their usefulness. Our observations

their agricultural implements under cover. Their whole thought appar- ^'-e to the effect that formers generally are giving more attention each

ently is that "sufficient unto the day is the evil thereof," and "Let tomor- V^ar to providing proj^er storage facilities for their equi])ment It is

row take care of itself." The sinister-minded farmer might say, "It is
^^^^d that a machine, when suitably sheltered will give double the wear

my own business what I do with my equipment if I have it paid for."
^nd service than one not properly housed. Of course, much depends

Perhaps on a miserable, selfish basis he can do what he likes with his "P"." mecham.sm, whether it is complicated easily gets out of order

pastoral paraphernalia. He may burn it up or sell it for scrap iron if
sensitive m its operation; for instance, the Ohio State Uniyersit)^

he so desires, but if he will adopt a sane, thoughtful view, he will recog- ^^o™^ ^'"^^ conducted an investigation regarding the average life of

nize that he does not live to himself alone. His influence is either for ^^"O"/ implements when housed and when. not housed,

good or evil in the neighborhood and if he shows progress and initiative ,

^ere is the result obtained by a questionnaire sent out to two hun-

he is held in greater respect and esteem. Now every farmer wants to i e
'^''^^ farmers, and the figures represent the farmers own estimate of the

well thought of and kindly regarded by his fellows. He may make a
^^'"^ °^ the care of implements

:

bluff about not giving a tinker's cuss how others regard him, but in his tt j

calmer moments he will acknowledge that he does. „ , .

rloused Jrloused

Cultivator 12 7
What Farmer Invests in Machinery Corn Planter ... 17 7

Even manufacturers of farm implements protest at the storing of Binder 14 7
the equipment in the open because the outdoor storage iuts the life of Disc Harrow 15 8
the implements in two and keeps the farmer continually bu) ing new ones. Drum Rake 16 ^Va
This may seem paradoxical but it is pointed out that the man who does Side Delivery Rake 12 8
not take care of the machinery that he now possesses is not likely to be Drill 14 61^
in a po.sition to buy more or better equipment or better buildings. On Plow 14 9
many farms the annual damage done to machinery through exposure to Hay Loader 15 7
wind or w^eather would soon more than equal the cost of an implement Manure Spreader 12 6
shed. Mower 15 9 .

There is little need of proceeding further along the line of argument Wagon 22 8

yhich should be self-evident to all. The retail lumber dealer can carry In a recent letter to the "Canada Lumberman," the sales manager
on strong pro]iaganda by getting out and driving home a few facts to for the Massey-Harris Co., Toronto, who has given considerable attention'

the farmers who have not an implement shed. It may take some tact, to the subject of the proper housing of farm implements, comi)rehensively
industry and persuasiveness to convince the first man, but with each sums up the situation as follows : We have never made an\- attempt to

success the work grows easier until a spirit of rivalry will spring u]i figure this up closely on our own account, although roughly we have
among the members of a community so that each one will not be behind found that implements will last if cared for at all properly on an average
his neighbor. It is v.'onderful how we all are influenced by the other of ten years. Generally speaking, farmers in Eastern Canada have come
fellow, consciously or unconsciously. We ma\- not care to admit it but to realize, more so than their brothers in the W^e.st, the advisability of
the fact remains established just the same. keeping their implements under cover, and in the East it is the exception

How Mother Nature protects

agricultural machinery. Actual

photographs taken on farm in

Ontario, showing how a binder,

horse-rake and mower are left

out for months to battle with

the elements.
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MOUNTAIN
LUMBER

Careful Grading

Prompt Shipment

Perfect Manufacture

FIR, CEDAR.
PINE

We are specially well

equipped to handle

Mixed Car Orders

EDGEWOOD LUMBER CO., LTD. CASTLEGAR, B.C.

Associated Timber Exporters

of British Columbia, Ltd.

SALES MEDIUM
for

EXPORT OUTPUT
of

LUMBER MILLS
of

BRITISH COLUMBIA

Principal Product

Douglas Fir
AND

Pacific Hemlock

Main Office

909 METROPOLITAN BUILDING

VANCOUVER, B.C. CANADA

BE LOYAL TO YOUR EMPLOYER AND
TO THE BUSINESS HE IS ENGAGED IN.

IF YOU DO NOT RESPECT AND HAVE
CONFIDENCE IN THE ABILITY OF THE
MAN YOU WORK FOR, OR IF YOU FEEL
THAT YOUR POSITION IS BENEATH
YOU, GET OUT, BECAUSE AS LONG AS
YOU HOLD THIS ATTITUDE YOU CAN
NOT FURTHER THE INTERESTS OF THE
BUSINESS AND \VILL SOONER OR
LATER BE REPLACED. GIVE AN UN-
DIVIDED SERVICE OR NONE.

V. HYDE BAKER President. C. BURGESS, Sec.-Treas. C. D. McNAB, Manager.

Baker Lumber Company, Limited
WALDO, - B.C.

PINE — LARCH
Lumbery Lathy Mouldings— Quality Unexcelled

OUR SPECIALTY

QUALITY High Grade Pine SERVICE
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Plan showing well-equipped implement shed. As one dealer puts it, "implement sheds are cheap and necessary; farm machinery is necessary but not cheap'

Interior of a modern implement shed

for farmers to leave implements out of doors the year around. On the

other hand, while we believe that the Western farmers appreciate the

value of properly housing their implements, owing to the scarcity or ex-

pense of the necessary lumber, etc., it is the exception in the West to have
implements properly housed. This is a situation, however, which obtained

in the East years ago and has been gradually bettered, and for this reason

we believe that this feature is being gradually bettered in the West and it

will in time come to be the rule that Western farmers house their

implements.

Much more might be written on this subject, the avenue which opens
nut for the retail lumber dealer to get busy, extend his acquaintanceship

and widen his sales. Armed with the facts which have been presented

regarding how it pays to house machinery, the lumber merchant would
have no difficulty in selling more and more material for implement sheds.

He w ill point out thaf, if it is important to grow crops, it is also important

to save them and the harvest cannot be properly grown and garnered
without the aid of efficient machinery in a good state of repair.

The cost of an implement shed, according to one well-known Ontario
retail lumber dealer, J. B. Mackenzie, of Georgetown, depends, of course,

upon the size of the structure. They are made generally in 16-foot length

units such as 32, 48 or 64 feet, and 20 to 22 feet wide, and built with a

cement wall on three sides with cement posts where doors divide in front.

The frames are made of 2-in plank. The outside is boarded with 1x2
cedar shiplap 8 feet long, up upright. The doors of the same material and
swing or slide, whichever is preferred. The roof is of B. C. shingles laid

with zinc-coated nails.

Interior of a Modern Implement Shed

The cost of material at most any yard in O n ta r i o would be about
S225.00 for a o2-io(,t le>-,gth ^hed : .$28:'.00 for a 48 foot length shed ar.d

."^.^S.'/.OO for a 64-foc,t i- ngth ;^hed. The hardware for the building would
cos tabout $20.00 to 340.00 eccordmg to the .style ot doo-. fittings.

In regard to the outlay for carpenter work for an average-sized imple-

ment shed, such as is shown in the illusti alien, a well-known retail lun-J.er

dealer estimates thct \\ w'ould cost a farmer ab'iMt $96.00, the farmer to

board the men and provide the cement for ihe I'oundailon wall.

Some Implements to Keep Coi'ercd

Some of the imjjlements which the average farmer possesses are:

Grain harvesting machines—Binders, reapers, shockers, threshers.

Haying machines—Mowers, rakes, tedders, combination side rake

and tedder, loaders, all types, sweep rakes, stockers, baling presses and
bunchers.

Beet tools—Seeders, cultivators.

Corn machines—Binders, planters, drills, cultivator, s ensilage cut-

ters, shellers.
,

Planting and seeding machines—Grain drills, l)roadcast seeders, fer-

tilizer drills.

Power machines—Kerosene engines, kerosene tractors, motor trucks.

Tillage implements consists of—Tractor plows, riding plows, walking
plows, disc plows, disc harrows, tractor harrows, orchard harrows, spring

tooth harrows, peg-tooth harrows, cultivators, culti-packers, land rollers.

Other farm equipment includes—Cream sejiarators, farm wagons,
farm trucks, manure sjireaders, straw spreader attachment, feed grinders,

tractor hitches, binder twine, sleighs.

This Cut Shows the Interior of an Implement Shed of Inexpensive
Construction.

Deliver the Goods—Don't wait until they're called for
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Crow's Nest Pass Lumber Company
Manufacturers of

LIMITED

Soft Pine Finish and Shelving^ Mountain Fir and Larch,

Dimension and Timbers, Ceiiing, Siding, Floorings,

Moulding, Lath and Piling

Saw Mill, Planing Mill and Head Office at WARDNER, B.C.

CLIFFORD M. PENNOCK, Vice-President and Manager, WARDNER, B. C.

Head Office: Moody Block, Victoria, B. C. Mills at: Genoa Bay, B. C.

Manufacturers of

British Columbia Lumber
Kiln Dried Flooring, Ceiling and Finish

OUR SPECIALTY: FIR CROSS ARMS

We have at present 9 million feet of mixed yard stock, in good condition, ready to ship. WIRE AT OUR EXPENSE

ABBOTSFORD LUMBER, MINING & DEVELOPMENT CO.
President, J. O. Trethewey. Vice-Pres., S. D. Trethewey. Secy, and Sales Manager, J. A. McGowan. LIMITED

MANUFACTURERS OF DOUGLAS FIR,

HEMLOCK AND CEDAR LUMBER
Timber, Dimension, Flooring, Ceiling, Siding, Inside and Exterior Finish, Mouldings,

Lath and Cedar Shingles. Grades Unexcelled.

Mills at Abbotsford, B. C. Prairie Representatives: Cuddy-Nelson Lumber Co., Calgary, Saskatoon and Winnipeg.

Specialty: Timbers and Heavy Dimension. Prompt Shipments.

WE HAVE AND WANT YOU TO KNOW WE HAVE

FAMOUS COWICHAN TIMBER
FROM THE FOREST HEART OF VANCOUVER ISLAND

FIR AND HEMLOCK LOGS—QUALITY IN EVERY FOOT

Phone Sey. 1545

JAMES LOGGING COMPANY, LIMITED
II. G. JAMES, MANAGING DIBECTOB

508 Bank of Nova Scotia Bldg., Vancouver, B.C.
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B, C, Current Lumber Market Review
German Flag Back Again

VICTORIA, March 25.—The flag of the Cierman merchant marine,

which is gradually reappearing on the highways of ocean commerce,
returned to Victoria after an absence of nine years last week, when the

steamer "Hans Hemsoth," of Hamburg, arrived for a cargo of lumber.

She is shown here loading at the wharf of the Canadian Puget Sound
Lumber & Timber Company's mill, in the Upper Harbor. The vessel

will be here until the end of the week, it is expected, taking on 1,500,000

feet for New York. She will complete at Genoa Bay antl at Mainland
ports. ^

Concrete Sleepers for Indian Railways

Trade Commissioner H. A. Chisholm.
CALCUTTA.—Owing to the considerable market which has devel-

oped in recent years for Douglas fir creosoted sleepers in India, interest

is attached to a demonstration made a few days ago of a new type of

concrete sleeper called the "Stent sleeper."

This sleeper is officially described as follows : "It consists of two
concrete blocks, or pots, joined together by a tie bar, as in cast-iron

sleepers. The rail fastening is by means of screw or dog spikes driven

into wooden plugs specially treated and compressed and set in the body
of the concrete block, whereby it is claimed that the advantages of the

wooden sleeper, together with permanency and low first cost, are obtained.

Rails of any section, from 70 pounds to. 110 pounds, can be laid on the

standard concrete sleeper."

If further time and experience prove the economy and efficiency of

this new .sleeper, the very promising market which has developd for Can-
adian creosoted Douglas fir sleepers will be seriously impaired. It remains

to be seen, however, whether these concrete sleepers will stand several

rears of wear and tear.

Demand For Scows Keep Mills Busy

Activity in the demand for scows is being experienced by the West-
minster Marine Railway Company, Lulu Island, which firm is engaged

I
in turning out an order for three recently placed by the Campbell River

! Lumber Co., White Rock and Blaine. They will be used for the trans-

i
porting of lumber and shingles from the mill at the international boundary

'! to ocean-going steamers at Bellingham.

Export From Fraser Mills

Ocean-going shipments from the Fraser Mills plant of the Canadian
Western Lumber Company will increase in the near future, no less than
five steamers being expected up stream between now and the middle of
April. These will include three of the Canadian Government owned
boats, "Canadian Inventor," "Canadian Skirmisher" and "Canadian
Spirit." The steamer "Pacific" will load for the New York market while
the U. S. steamer "Pacifico," which recently passed down stream for
the Atlantic seaboard, is expected back inside of three weeks.

Shingle Demand Less Brisk

Shingle mill operators on the Fraser River are experiencing a lull

following several weeks of real activity. Severe storms in the Eastern
and Middle Western states are considered more or less responsible for
this state of affairs.

Ask More Pay
Trouble with Oriental crews has been the general rule throughout

shingle mills on the Fraser, the Chinese demanding an additional 2 cents
for cutting and also for packing. Some of the mills are reported to have
met the demand, an indication that the others will most probably have to
fall into line once the demand for the product increases.

B. C. Timber for Los Angeles
LOS ANGELES, Calif., March 8.—With two steel lumber schoon-

ers, the "El Abeto" and the "El Cedro," and a third, the "El Cicuta,"
due to start within the next few days, carrying lumber cants from the
Graham Island, B.C., timber holdings of the new $10,000,000 Los Angeles
Lumber Products Company to the company's plant, now nearing comple-
tion at Los Angeles harbor, the actual steps in production preparations
are well under way.

The lumber products plant, occupying about thirty-five acres of the
seventy acre plant of the Los Angeles Shipbuilding & Drydock Corpora-
tion located on the west basin of Los Angeles harbor is nearing comple-
tion and actual sawing operations are expected to start early in April.

The following direct quotations on important British Columbia Lumber and Shingle items represent

approximately prevailing prices F.O.B. mill in carload lots in this market. These prices, of course, are not

universal and merely indicate the prevailing trend and the basis on which orders have been negotiated.

Flooring

1x4 No. 1 E.G $59.00 to $60.00

1x4 No. 3 E.G : : 41.00

1x3 No. 2 & Btr 62.00

1x3 No. 3 40.00

1x4 No. 2 & Btr. S.G 42.00

1x6 No. 2 & Btr. S.G 42.00

Stepping

Xo. 2 & Btr. E.G.
Xo. 2 & Btr. E.G.

Finish

lx8-10-in. No. 2 & Btr.

Casg. and Bas

77.50

67.50

60.00

70.00

Ceiling

Ux4 No. 2 & Btr 42.00

5/8x4 No. 2 & Btr 38.00

5/8x4 No. 2 & Btr., Hem 35.00

%x4 No. 3 27.00

1x4 No. 2 & Btr 42.00

1x4 No. 2 & Btr., Hem 40.00
1x4 No. 3 33.00
1x6 No. 2 & Btr 42.00

Partition

1x4 No. 2 & Btr. .$43.00

Drop Siding

1x6 No. 2 & Btr 42.00

1x6 No. 3 - 39.00

Boards and Shiplap

1x6 SIS o. 1 17.50

1x6 D. & M 20.00

lx8-10-in. SIS 20.00

lxl2-in 20.00

lx8-10-in. SIS, No. 2 15.00

Dimensions S. & E.

2x4, 12-14, No. 1 20.50

2x4, 12-14, i^-in 22.50

2x4, 16 22.00

2x4, 18 23.00

2x4, 18, 14 -in 25.00

2x4, 20 23.00

2x6-8, 22-24 25.50

2x6-8, 22-24, 14-in 26.00

2x6-8, 26/32 27.00

2.x4 R/L, 1/4, No. 2 25.00

Shelving

1x4 to 12-in. 6 ft. to 18 ft.

Fir 29.00

Cedar 50.00

Spruce 50.00

Hemlock 35.00

Resawn Boards

In 8, 10 and 12-in. widths. About %-in. thick.

(Surface measure)
Fir $10.25 to 12.50

Planks and Small Timbers

4x4, 12/16, S4S 24.00
4x4, 12/16, Rgh 24.00
3x10-12, 12/16, S..S 24.00
3x10-12, 12/16, Rgh 24.00

Timbers, 32 Ft. and Under
6x6/8x10, S4S 24.00
6x6/8x10. Rgh 24.00

Lath

Fir 5.50

Cedar Siding

1/2x4, Cir $40.00
1/2x6, Cir. A 42.00

Logs

Fir $14.00, $20.00, $27.00
Cedar $13.00, $23.00, $35.00
Shingle Cedar $11.05, $21.00, $31.00
Hemlock $15.00 to $16.00
Spruce $15.00, $21.00, $28.00
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CRANE
PIPE BENDS

ARE THE STANDARD

N22
V SINGLE OFFSET
QUARTER BEND

Manufacturers of Valves, Fittings and Piping
Equipment and Distributors of pipe.

Plumbing and Heating Supplies.

CRANE
LIMITED

Generaf Office &, Exhibit Rooms
386 BEAVER HALL SQUARE

MONTREAL
Works

1210 ST. PATRICK ST.
MONTREAL

Branches and Warehouses:
HALIFAX, OTTAWA, TORONTO,
HAMILTON, LONDON, WINNIPEG,
REGINA. CALGARY, VANCOUVER.

Sales Offices:

ST,JOHN,N.B.,QUEBEC,SHERBROOKE.
EDMONTON, VICTORIA,
SYDNEY, AUSTRALIA.

CRANE-BENNETT
LIMITED

Head Office and Warehouse:
LONDON, ENGLAND,

Sales Offices:

BIRMINGHAM, CARDIFF.
GLASGOW, LEEDS, MANCHESTER,
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Lumber Market Review
(Continued)

TORONTO PRICES
White Pine

1 X 4/7 Good Strips

11^ and 11/2 X 4/7 Good Strips

1x8 and up Good Sides

2 X 4/7 Good Strips
1 1/4 and 11/2x8 and wider Good Sides ...

1 inch, No. 1, 2 and 3 cuts

5/4 and 6/4 No. 1, 2 and 3 cuts

2 inch No. 1, 2 and 3 cuts

X 4 and 5 Mill Run
X 7, 9 and 77 Mill Run
X 8 Mill Run
X 10 Mill Run
X 12 Mill Run

5/4 and 6/4 x 5 and up Mill Run
2x4 Mill Run
X 6 Mill Run
X 8 Mill Run
X 10 Mill Run
X 12 Mill Run
inch Mill Run Shorts

1 X 4 and up 6/16 No. 1 Mill Culls

1 X 10 6/16 No. 1 Mill Culls

1 X 12 6/16 No. 2 Mill Culls

1 X 10 12 6/16 No. 2 Mill Culls

1 X 4 and up 6/16 No. 3 Mill Culls

Red Pine

(In Car Load Lots, F.O.B. Toronto)

<R110 00 <R1 1 5 00

125.00 1 30 00
150.00 160 00
130.00 140 001 "TV/

.

\J\J

190.00 700 on

75.00 80 00

105.00 1 10 00

120.00 1 25 00

24 00 SS 00
54.00 55 00U -J .\J\J

57.00 58 00
59.00 61.00

66.00 67 00\Ji .\J\J

61.00 62.00

55.00 56.00

57.00 58.00

58^00 59^00

60.00 62.00

67.00 69.00

33.00 34.00

35.00 36.00

40.00 42.00

27.00 28.00

31.00 33.00

17.00 18.00

1 X 4 and 5 Mill Run
1 X 6 Mill Run
1 X 8 Mill Run
1 X 10 Mill Run
2x4 Mill Run
2x8 Mill Run
2x6 Mill Run
2 X 10 Mill Run
2 X 12 Mill Run
1 inch Clear and Clear Face
2 inch Clear and Clear Face

38.00

41.00

44.t)0

47.00

39.00

44.00

39.00

49.00

50.00

75.00

80.00

Jack Pine

Mill Run (Mill Culls and Dead Culls Out)
2x4 38.00

2 X 5, 2 X 6 36.00

2x8 : 43.00

2 X 10 46.00

1x4 and wider

1x4 and wider
2x4 and wider

Mill Culls and Sound Wormv

35.00

29.00

29.00

Spruce

Mill Run (Mill Culls and Dead Culls Out)

1 X 4, and 5 38.00

41.00

44.00

47.00

50.00

38.00

39.00

43.00

46.00

49.00

X 6 ..

X 8 ..

X 10

X 12

X 4 ..

X 6 ..

X 8 ..

X 10

X 12

Mill Culls

1 X 4 and up No. 1 29.00

2x4 and up No. 1 : 32.00

114 X 4 to 12 in. No. 2 and better, clear fir, rough

2 X 4 to 12 in. No. 2 and better, clear fir, rough

3 X 4 to 12 in. No. 2 and better, clear fir, rough

1 X 4, 5 and 6 inch, fir casing

1x8 and 10 inch, fir base --

ll^ and 11/2 8, 10 and 12 inches, E. G. Stepping

114 and 11/2) 8. 10 and 12 inches, E. G. Stepping

1 x 4 to 12 inches, clear fir, dressed four sides

11/4 and 11/^ X 4 to 12 inches, clear fir, D4.S -

XX Shingles, 6 butts to 2 inches, per M
XXX Shingles, 6 butts to 2 inches, per M
XXXXX Shingles, 5 butts to 2 inches, per M

39.00

42.00

45.00

49.00

40.00

45.00

41.00

50.00

51.00

76.00

82.00

39.00

38.00

44.00

48.00

36.00

31.00

31.00

39.00

42.00

45.00

49.00

51.00

39.00

40.00

44.00

48.00

50.00

31.00

33.00

$90.00
86.50

94.50

81.75

86.25

97.25

87.25

80.25

84.00

3.50

5.30

6.03
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Lumber Market Review
(Continued)

Recent Incorporations :—K. & K. Lumber Co., $50,000; Mite Tow-

ing Co., $25,000; Stuart Lumber Co.. $50,000.
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Proposed Salings From Vancouver

The man who is cocksure

that he has ''arrived" is ready

for the return trip.

Established 1841 The Mercantile Agency 250 Branches

R. G. DUN & CO.
Head Office : 290 Broadway - - New York

"For the Promotion and Protection of Trade"

CANADIAN BRANCHES
Offices in Western Provinces:

BRITISH COLUMBIA ALBERTA
Vancouver Victoria Calgary Edmonton Lethbridge

SASKATCHEWAN
Moose Jaw Regina Saskatoon

EASTERN OFFICES
Winnipeg, Man. Fort William, Ont. Halifax London Ottawa

St. John Hamilton Montreal Quebec Toronto

Collection Dept., Vancouver Office-510 Hastings Street West

J. B. Giffen, Dist. Mgr.

amatco
3PLY COTTONWOOD VEAIEER PA/MELS)

'THE UNIVERSAL WALLBOARD"

It's a big seller

this Spring—
Lamatco
takes the

same rate

as lumber
and
shingles

New houses or old—dens, bedrooms,
halls, living rooms, dining rooms, nur-

series, it matters little what the job is

Lamatco is equal to it. Clean, snappy,

cross-grained cottonwood veneer panels

with a delightful surface, comes in six

sizes, three thicknesses and three grades.

Your customers are going to call for

Lamatco. Have an assorted stock on
hand—simply include it in your next

car of Lumber. We have literature and
samples for the asking.

ORDER NOVV^!

Laminated Materials Co., Ltd.

NEW WESTMINSTER, B.C.

To Yokohama, Kobe, Moji, Shanghai, Manila and Hong Kong —
"Hawaii Maru," Osaka Shosen Kaislia, April 4; "President Grant,"

Admiral Oriental Line, April 8.

To Yokohama, Kobe, Nagaski, Shanghai!, Manila and Hong Kong

—

"Hawaii Maru," Osaka Shosen Kaisha, April 4.

To Yokohama and Kobe—"Toyama Maru," Nippon Yusen Kaisha,

April 2; "Hakata Maru," Nippon Yusen Kaisha, April 28.

To Yokohama, Kobe, Hong Kong and Manila
—

"Achilles," Blue

Funnel Line, April 7; "hiloctetes," Blue Funnel Line, April 28.

To Dairen (Manchuria)—"Hawaii Maru," Osaka Shosen Kaisha,

April 4.

To Honolulu, Suva, Auckland, and Sydney—"Niaga," Canadian-

Australasian Royal Mail Line, March 30; "Makura," Canadian-Austral-

asian Line, April 27.

To Shanghai, Manila, Hong Kong and Singapore
—"Harold Dollar,"

Canadian Robert Dollar Co., April 5 ; "Stuart Dollar," Canadian Robert

Dollar Co., April 22.

To London and Liverpool
—"Astronomer," Harrison Direct Line,

April 15.

Proposed Sailings From Victoria

To London and Liverpool
—"Astronomer," Harrison Direct Line,

April 13.

To Yokohama, Kobe, Shanghai, Manila and Hong Kong—"President

Grant," Admiral Oriental Line, April 8.

To Yokohama, Kobe, Nagasaki, Shanghai and Hong Kong—"lyo

Maru," Nippon Yusen Kaisha, April 14.

Buy and Sell;

Don't Buy and Buy.
—Forbes

SAW MILL MACHINERY for Disposal
From the Plants of the Davison Lumber & Manufac-

turing Co., Bridgewater & Springfield, N. S.

1—Giddings & Lewis 8 ft. Band Mill with Allis-Chalmers Carriage
Steam Feed Cylinder, 11-in. x 54-ft. complete with all equip-

ments.
1—Giddings & Lewis 6-ft. Band Mill with New Waterous Carriage

Steam Feed Cylinder 9-in. x 48-ft. complete with all equipment.
1—Giddings & Lewis 6-ft. Horizontal Band Re-Saw.
2—84-in. Diamond Iron Works 14 Saw Edgers.
1—Harmon 13 Saw Gang Trimmer with pneumatic control to

each saw.
1—Diamond Iron Works Gang Saw.
1—Hamilton-Kendall Circular Gang Saw.
1—Diamond Iron Works Five Saw Lath Bolter.
1—Diamond Iron Works Four Saw Lath Machine.
1—Diamond Iron Works Two Saw adjustable Lath Butt Trimmer

with power feed.
1—No. 1 1/2 Hill Steam Driven Drag Saw.
1—Hill 12-in. x 24-in. Vertical Steam Driven Cord Wood Splitter.
1—Appleton Belt Driven Horizontal Cordwood Splitter.
1—Diamond Iron Works Heavy Type Friction Log Haul-up.
1—18-in. X 10-in. x 12-in. Worthington Duplex Brass Fitted Under-

writers' Fire Pump Cap, 1000 Gallons per minute.
Filing Room Machinery and Equipment, consisting of Band, Circu-
lar and Gang Sharpeners, Re-Toothers, Shears, Anvils, Brazing and
Filing Clamps.
Steam Deck Equipment consisting of Steam Niggers, Kickers, Load-
ers, Gang Skids.
Planer— 1 practically new Yates No. 10—30-in. x 10-in. Planer and
Sizer with side Head Grinder.

All the above for immediate disposal at lozv prices.

for full particulars.

IFrite or wire

Address

Fleming and MacLeay, Agents
BRIDGEWATER, N. S.
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President: H. W. HUNTEB. Vice-President: T. Q. FOX
Treasurer: T. A. HUNTEB. Secretary: C. K. HTTN'TEB.

Campbell River Lumber Co.
XiHOITED

White Rock, B. C.

Capacity of Sawmill, 150,000 feet per day.

Capacity of Shingle Mill, 200,000 Shingles per day.

"Our Manufacture is handled by experts and a trial order will con-

vince you that we deliver LUMBER OF THE BETTER KIND."

MIXED CARS OF COAST LUMBER OUR
PROMINENT SPECIALTY

Sales Office:

706 McArthur Bldg., Winnipeg
B. J. CBAWFOBD, Manager.

Red Cedar
Shingles

and

Bevel
Siding

QUICK SHIPMENTS

Westminster Mill
Company

NEW WESTMINSTER, B. C.

International Timber Co.

Director Talks of

Home Building

E. F. Blaine, one of the directors of the International Timber
Company, which has large interests in British Columbia, has been in

Vancouver, spreading among his associates the influence of his cheerful

personality.

"There is more in this lumber business than some men see," said he

to the "Western Lumberman."

"Some see only a cold, commercial business. But I believe that we
are filling a great field of service in the activities of the world.

"I believe we are selling happiness with every thousand feet of lum-

ber—raw materials for making of homes, of garden fences, of gates, of

barns, of all those things near to the hearts of families."

* * * *

Few men take a keener interest in the welfare of humanity than

Mr. Blaine. His hobby is colonization. He has helped put hundreds of

families on the land in the Yakima Valley. When he was a young lawyer

Denny, one of the founders of Seattle, .entrusted him with drawing the

papers in connection with a loan to one Whitney, who planned to dam
back tidal waters from some rich alluvial lands down near Mount Vernon,

Washington.

"My interest was aroused in home-making from that time forward,"

said Mr. Blaine. "I was surprised to see how quickly those people paid

back the $70,000 advanced by Mr. Denny in what was really a work
more of love than of cold-blooded finance.

"Yes," from then on, "I wanted to help put as many people on the

land in good homes as possible. When a project in Yakima fell upon
evil days, Mr. Denny and associates again entrusted me with re-organ-

izing it. That was a success.

"I had the pleasure of helping urge forward at the United States

Capitol the Smith-McNary Bill, which will provide for the reclamation

of a vast tract up in the Columbia basin. The benefits of this will be felt

in Southeastern British Columbia. I made no charge for that work and
I did it because I wish to see the tidal lands of Western Washington and
the arid lands of Eastern Washington settled by landless people who have
the right stuff' in them and who can make contented homes there."

* * * *

"Yes," continued Mr. Blaine, "we in the lumber industry should

realize that making folks contented and building up new homes is part

of our business. The salvation of the country is to be worked out on the

land—right here in the West. I can see the days when pure-bred stock

and scientific fruit raising and poultry raising, grain farming and all the

things that are of the soil will solve our great difficulties.

"No one ever left the farm for the bright lights of the city—that

is no one with any common sense. The drift is economic. A man will

go wherever he can do best for himself and those depending upon him.

"We people on this coast should realize that whatever our interests

in business may be, we must aid in the work of making the men and
women on our land areas more prosperous. For after all, its the men and
women of British Columbia or of Washington who are the real assets.

"And you get a good variety of young men and women from those

pleasant valleys where all who work may participate in the best things

of life."

Mr. Blaine sees a great need for Industrial development in

Vancouver.

"I am surprised that there are not more industries in your city," he

said. "I know that there is a legitimate demand for factories in Vancou-
ver. The Province is no doubt entering an era of wonderful expansion
of trade.

"Your timber resources alone should warrant tremendous activity

in this city during the next few years. There are not mills enough here

to handle even the present demands for lumber. No one knows what the

future may bring forth. The peak of logging has been reached and
passed on Puget Sound. The South is rapidly going down. It is now up
to the Northwest. And in that regard British Columbia offers the field

for investment.

"I know of at least six logging outfits—very big people—in the State

of Washington, who now find themselves out of a job. The timber areas

they controlled have been finished."
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Perfection
in Saws

Aetna Perfection Brand Saws are as near "Perfec-

tion" as the finest of Jessop Steel and lionest, skilled

workmanship can make them. The proof of this

statement is fonnd in the ever-increasing popular-

ity of the Aetna with the men who use them and
the new and repeat orders we are receiving..

For real honest saw service you will find the Aetna

supreme. Whether it be an Inserted Tooth Head
Saw, a Shingle Saw, a Knee Bolter Saw, an Inserted

Tooth Cut-off Saw, or the repairing of a Saw, the

same uniform quality and high standard of work-
manship prevails.

Made in B. C. for B. C. mills by B. C. workmen.

AETNA SAW WORKS, Ltd.
GRANVILLE ISLAND JOHN T. WHEATMAN, Manager VANCOUVER, B.C.

Shay'^ Geared Locomotives
The "Shay" Locomotive has for

years been rendering maximum Ser-

vice t& British Columbia logging oper-

ators. They have found its lines of

sturdy construction insure all year
round efficiency.

THEY DELIVER THE GOODS"

YOUR NEXT LOCOMOTIVE- 'SHAY"

Hofius Steel and Equipment Company
HOFIUS-FERRIS EQUIPMENT CO. Scattlc, Wash.

opokane, Wash.

Representatives for Western British Columbia

STEWART BROS. CO.
Portland, Ore.

Tyee Machinery Company, Ltd.
VANCOUVER BRITISH COLUMBIA
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Adams River Lumber Co. Ltd 50
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Pacific Car & Foundry Co 23

Rat Portage Lumber Co. Ltd 10

Robertson & Hackett SawmilLs Ltd. 49

Ryan, Mcintosh Timber Co 52
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Uniform inQuality

^^^^Kj^^/mi DOUGLAS FIR HEMLOCK
^^^^K^^^^H SPRUCE CEDAR

I^^^I^^^^^^^^^^^^^^H^^^HB ^HH Our Modern Electric Mill is Situated in

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^L^tfHI the Heart of the "Green Timber," of-

I^^H^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^H the Finest Stands in British Columbia.

^^^^^^I^^^^^^^^^^H^^^^H WRITE US YOUR

H^HHHI KING-FARRIS LUMBER CO., LTD.
^^^W'^^^S- y''-^^---'^^^^^^Q Mill: KINGS, B. C. Office: NEWTON, B. C.

^^^^^w^'i '^ii-'^l^^i^H Prairie Representative:

J. O. Thorpe, Fort Garry Hotel, WINNIPEG
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GOODHUE'S
LEATHER
BELTING

GOODHUE Special Planer Belting.

GOODHUE Extra Quality Leather Belting.

GOODHUE Acme Waterproof Leather Belting,

GILT EDGE ROUND Leather Belting.

Round LEATHER BELTING

ROUND LEATHER BELTING on spools made from choicest

Centre stock, firm and solid, thoroughly stretched, well rounded,
full size.

Put up on spools containing 100 to 500 feet.

Stock sizes ^-in., 5/16-in., %-ln. and ^-in.

Sole B. C. Agents

Fleck Bros. Ltd.
Mill and Mine Supplies

110 Alexander St., Vancouver, B. C.

Phones Seymour 4592, 4593, 4594

TWO -MILLION -DOLLAR PAPER
MILL PLANNED

With the view of establing a $2,-

000,000 pulp and paper plant at Nel-

son, B. C, T. G. Rowland and J.

Jacobson of the Howland & Waltz
Pulp and Paper Company, Minne-

apolis, are in Nelson in negotiation

with that city.

By the plan under consideration

the city would supply the company
with cheap power from the civic elec-

tric plant.

The firm owns several lai'ge timber

limits in this district and has a site

for the new plant under option.

LUMBER BONDS ANNOUNCED

C. E. Miller & Co. are offering a

new issue of $225,000 Stave Falls

Lumber Company first, closed, mort-

gage, ten year, sinking fund 7 per

cent guaranteed gold bonds at par to

yield 7 per cent. Due March 1, 1933,

the bonds are redeemable in whole or~

in part at 103, at the option of the

company, upon thirty days' notice,

o nany interest date on or before

March 1, 1928, and thereafter at 102

until March 1, 1932.

The company is one of British Co-

lumbia's largest operators in forest

products, wit haverage annual net

earnings of 3.4 times bond interest

charges. An annual sinking fund
will retire 80 per cent of the bonds
before maturity. Principal and in-

teres tare unconditionally guaranteed.

JONES IS BUSY
Activity in piledriving work is re-

ported by the Eraser River Piledriv-

ing Co., which has recently complet-

ed the task of driving 1000 piles for

the False Creek Lumber Co., Van-
couver, in preparation for the con-

struction of a new mill to replace

the one burned down last year. The
Royal City concern has also the con-

tract to drive piles for the new grain

elevator being constructed on Bur-

rard Inlet alongside the Ballantyne

pier. This is a sub-contract from

the Dominion Construction Company,

the firm that built the Westminster

Paper Mills. Another driver is at

work at the Brunette Sawmills, while

a fourth is engaged up river on gov-

ernment work.

CREOSOTED WOOD FOR STABLE

FLOORS

Creosoted wood blocks are suggest-

er as possessing the greatest number

of advantages as a stable floor. Creo-

soted wood-block flooring is warm
and easy under foot, very resistant

to wear, easy to clean and has sani-

tary and vermin-repellant properties

combined with a high resistance to

decay. Owing to the establishment

of several wood-creosoting plants in

Canada, such blocks may be obtained

at a reasonable price, and the cost

of maintenance is very low.

EXTRA SPECIALS
IN LUMBERMEN'S

CLOTHING
ENGLISH FLANNEL SHIRTS—Made extra
large, with wide sleeves, and reinforced seams.
Tailored form fitted collar.

Lot No. 1, Khaki $19.50 dozen

Lot No. 2, Army Gray 18.00 dozen
Sizes 141/2 to 17.

Note :—No. 2 Army Gray Shirt is the strongest
"Union" Shirt on the market.

LUMBERJACK BREECHES — 32-ounce all

wool Government frieze, navy blue, 21 inches
long, with strap and buckle. Five extra strong
pockets, belt loops and buttons. Well tailored.

Lot No. 3, Special $3.50 pair
Same line, but in Brown Union (wool and
cotton)

.

Lot No. 4 $2.75 pair

Sizes 32 to 42.

IMPORTANT—Order by lot number and speci-

fy sizes and shipping instructions. Minimum
quantity at above prices one dozen to a line.

If not rated in Dun's or Bradstreet's enclose
remittance.

MILLER MEN'S WEAR, LIMITED
48 York Street Toronto, Canada
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Food that will satisfy

Hungry Men—Homeward Bound

THE day's work is done and it's a ten to one

shot the majority of the men are thinking

of what is what for chow.

We can guess the steward and cook have some

job keeping them satisfied. But then, think ofthe

possibilities in different dishes made with milk!

Hard to get it? Well, you need never be with-

out Trumilk—and Trumilk serves every pur-

pose of good pasteurized milk. That is all it is

—whole'milk in powdered form. Milkstock is

skimmed milk powder and answers every need

for milk in cooking.

There is no danger of loss through souring

as you mix up only as much as you need and

you will find either milk a distinct convenience.

Write to us for information, prices and samples.

CANADIAN MILK PRODUCTS LIMITED
347 Adelaide Street West, Toronto, Ont.

319 Craig Street, W. 428 Main Street
Montreal, Que. Winnipeg, Man.

British Columbia Distributors: Kirkland & Rose, 130 Water St., Vancouver
MILKSTOCK

—

Order from your jobber or directfrom us.

TRUMILK—Orrfer directfrom us.

TREASURY DEPARTMENT PUTS
COUNTERVAILING DUTY

ON B. C. LOGS
Under authority of paragraph 401

of the Tariff Act, the Customs Divi-

sion of the Treasury Department has

instructed colectors of customs to

assess the duty of one dollar per M
feet on certain logs cut from Crown
or private lands in British Columbia.

This action is based on the Forest

Act of the Province of British Co-

lumbia which imposes a tax on all

timber cut within the Province as

follows: $2 per M feet on No. 1

grade; $1.50 per M on No. 2 grade,

and $1 per M on No. 3 grade; with

rebate of all tax over and above 1

per cent per M feet when timber is

manufactured or used in the Prov-

ince.

The Treasury Department is of the

opinion that the above constitutes a

restriction upon exportation within

the meaning of paragraph 401 and
has ordered assessments of duty upon
the grades of logs above mentioned
from British Columbia.

—National Lumber Bulletin.

PENDER HARBOR
Increased activity prevails in the

logging world. The Saginaw Timber
& Trading Company are planning

much extension of their operations

on the Saginaw Lake, and more men
are continually arriving at their

camp. In connection with this the

towboat Prospective II. arrived with

2,000 feet of lumber, to be used for

additional bunkhouses. Other com-

panies are also busy.

FIRE PREVENTION
IN LUMBER MILLS

A. D. Monk, Esq.,

106 Winch Building,

Vancouver, B. C.

Actg-Editor, "Western Lumberman,"
Dear Sir,—With reference to yours

of the 16th inst. concerning the

necessary precautions to be first

taken in case of an outbreak of fire

in lumber plants, I am instructed by
Chief Carliele to make the following

suggestions

:

A Fire Alarm Box connecting

directly to Fire Department Head-
quarters should be installed in the

most central and convenient location

in all such plants. Such a box is

much more preferable to any belong-

ing to a private alarm system, in view

of the fact that, with the latter, the

call must be relayed to Fire Depart-

ment Headquarters through another

outside office, and consequently re-

quires more time.

All watchmen should be properly

instructed in the use of an alarm box,

and in case of an outbreak of fire

should be instructed to "pull in" the

box immediately (without first them-

selves attempting to extinguish the

blaze). This action should then be

immediately followed by a telephone

call direct to headquarters as a fur-

ther precautionary measure, in case

the box wiring should have been

tampered with for some reason or

other, or should same be damaged by
fire in the vicinity. In this connec-

tion it is essential that all men
engaged in such work should be

familiar with the department "fire

line" number, in the case of this

city, Seymour 89.

Care should be taken by the man
in charge (after notifying head-

quarters) when using private hose,

to prevent as far as possible the

spi-eading around of clouds of dust

throughout the plant, thereby in-

creasing the risk of fire spreading

easily.

An ample supply of fire extingu-

ishers, kept charged regularly, to-

gether with sufficient Pyrene tubes,

should be placed in convenient loca-

tions throughout the various build-

ings, sheds, etc., in the plant.

Yours truly,

E. F. AMIEUX,
Secretary City Fire Department.

cost $750,000, Parquet & Godbout,

general contractors. Two Catholic

schools in Montreal to cost $175,000,

same contractors. The same firm

builds many of the Catholic churches

throughout Quebec and the Ottawa

Valley. Their manager paid a special

visit to our exhibit rooms, having

seen notice of same in "Construc-

tion," and became very favorably in-

clined to the use of our woods in

their shops and construction work.

Mr. Malcolm B. King
of the King-Farris Lumber Co.

Ltd., of Newton, B. C, and Mrs. King
are in the Eastern provinces on a
visit.

Mr. Graeme G. King
Vancouver manager of the Yellow

Fir Lumber Co., visited the mill at

Cowichan Lake last month. Since the
King interests have taken over this

property its daily capacity has been
doubled without addition of new
machinery. He was accompanied by
Andrew D. MacLean, former owner
of the Western Lumberman.

The large architectural firm of

Hodwood & White, architects, To-

ronto, will specify fir trim in future

school work. S. B. Coon & Sons,

architects, Toronto, have stated that

they will try out fir trim on school

work. This firm designs many schools

each year.

Some of the recent buildings where

British Columbia woods have been

specified for trim include the new
hospital at St. Hyacinthe, Que., to

Some buildings where British Co-

lumbia wood has been specified for

trim, etc., include:

School at Richmond Hill, Ont.,

Burden & Gouinlock, architects, to

cost $100,000; edge grain fir trim.

Lakeview Club, Lakeview, Ont.,

frame building, fir floors and trim,

cedar shingles.

Westminster Church, Toronto,
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Is Pulp& Paper Industry GrowingToo Fast?

Danger Signs Seen in Some Directions That the Saturation Point Is in Sight—Warning Against Unnecessary and

Excessive Production.

H. F. E. Kent, of Toronto, president of the Kenlie.h Paper

Mills. Limited, is the new prestdent of the Canadian Pulp and

Paper Association, with George Carruthers, head of the Inter-

lake Tissue Mills, Limited, whose plant is at Merrit'Lon, Ont.,

vice-president. These appointments were made at the annual

meeting held in the Ritz-Carlton Hotel, Montreal, on January

26th.

In the absence of G.M.McKee, Mr Kent presided over
,

the

meeting, which discussed questions in a fuller manner than is

customary.

In the place of the usual presidential address, Edward Beck,

the secretary, gave a survey of conditions in the industry. He
sketched the rise of that industry, pointed out that in 1913 64

mills were in operation while in 1921 there were 100 mills. News-
print production in 1913 amounted to 350,000 tons; in 1921 the

production was' 805,114 tons or 130 per cent, greater, while in

1922 it exceeded 1,690,000, or an increase of 300 per cent, in the

ten year pediod. Total woodpulp of all kinds produced in 1913

amounted to 854,624 tons; in 1921 it amounted to 1,544,027 tons,

an increase of 80 per cent. What about the year 1922 just closed?

In considering the immediate condition of the industry we
must remember the year 1921 was one of depression and diffi-

culty; it was also a year of reorganization and reconstruction.

Towards the end of that year, however, the situation began to

look a little clearer and we entered upon 1822 with a more opti-

mistic outlook, prepared for twelve months of steady, if slow,

progress. The year which has just closed fillied our expectations

and although we had no sudden return to prosperity, we have ex-

perienced a steady growth and development and we feel confident

that our industry is on a solid and sound basis so that we can

look forward with cheerful optimism."

Mr. Beck Utters Word of Caution

Mr. Beck pointed to a great all-round increase in production

during the past year, and proceeded :

—

"Satisfaction over past achievements should not lead us to un-

derrate the possibilities of the future. There is no reason why our
industry should not continue to expand and to keep pace with the

growth of the country and with the natural increase in the uni-

versal demand for its products. Possibly, however, we may be
going ahead a little too rapidly. Over confidente as to an una-
bated continuance of the present demand for our products may
lead us into undue or too rapid development. There are already

danger signs in one or two directions that the saturation point is

in sight. We should guard against unuecessary and excessive

production, which is apt ti prove as unprofitable for the con-

sumer as it isfor the producer.

"When it is considered that the newsprint mills of Canada,
now in operation, or under construction, or for whose construc-

tion provisions have been made, are committed to a programme
which will give them a combined output capacity of 4,315 tons a
day, or practically 1,300,000 tons a year by the end of next year;
that production in the United States is also due for an increase,

attributable to new machines now in process of installation ; that

the total demand for this class of paper on this continent, prac-
tically our only assured market, at its maximum and never ex-
ceeded 2,500,000 tons a year, that the Uni'.ed States production
has never failed to equal at least 58 per cent, of this demand,
and that the tonnage due from Canada b.y the end of 1924 will

equal 57 per cent, of the greatest volume of consumption in any
one year, the figures may naturally invite a question as to whether
expansion has not reached or is it approaching the danger line?

."Similar conditions may be said to apply in lesser degree to the

production of groundwood sulphite and the finer grades of paper.
If expansion is to go on at it present rate it is inevitable that new
markets must be explored. Where are they to be found ? How can

we best meet the competition that we shall be faced with when we

find them? A vote of thanks was accorded to Mr. Beck.

The reports of the various sections were then submitted, R. P.

Kernan, the chairman of the Woodlands Section pointing out that

the use of gasoline driven tractors in logging operations has gone

far beyond the experimental stage and their worth for hauling

under certain conditions has been absolutely proven. In several

placts in the Adirondacks hardwood and spruce logs are being

hauled for distances of from seven to fifteen miles at a very low

cost. Some members are using tractors on a small scale and,

after studying the matter very closely, timber situated in the back

country five to ten miles from the rixers should be cut and

hauled as cheaply as the timber nearer at hand.

Two Proposed Appointments Deferred

The proposed appointments of a Director of Technical Re-

search for the Association and also of a permanent secretary for

the Woodlands Section, the first department to cost $30,000 and

the latter $10,000, resulted in a long discussion. While there was
no opposition to the principle of research work and of a permanent

secretary, some of the members expressed the opinion that the

time was inopportune for such appointments. It was decided

that both should be held in abeyance for a year and that the Com -

mittee on Technical Research should continue its work.

A proposal to amend the by-law dealing with dues was
carried.

Angus MacLean wrote, suggesting that the Association sup-

port an amendment to the Workmen's Compensation Acts, which

Acts, he regarded as imposing excessive and unwarranted charges.

This matter was left to the incoming executive who will also con-

sider matters relating to the Acts.

Hon. C. Stewart, Minister of the Interior wrote, asking that

support of the Association in connection with the Imperial

Forestry Conference to be held in Ottawa durinng the summer.
He pointed out that representatives from Great Britain, Aus-
tralia, New Zealand, South Africa and the Crown Colonies would
be present. So far as the supply of timber was concerned, Canada
was the chief source within the Empire of certain classes of wood
for Great Britain and the conference might provide the oppor-

tunity of correcting some misapprehensions with regard to Can-
adian wood. The Dominion Government was bearing the greater

part of the cost of the conference. The appointment of repre-

sentatives was left in the hadns of the Council.

A Country of Paradoxes

^^T^UT this is a great and vast country," he added,

Ij "and with all those advantages if we cannot

"^"^make anything of it the fault is our. And yet

with all these advantages it is a country of paradoxes.

We have scrapped our fleet. We have a fighting youth

the greatest in the world, and yet when a telegram comes
to Ottawa our statesmen shake with dismay. Our official

language is both English and French, and most of us

cannot speak a word of French. We pass resolutions

against titles, and we all love a lord. We want immigra-
tion, and no one can come into the country without giving

a description of his eyebrows and eyelashes. We have
Liberals who are Conservatives, and Conservatives who
are Liberals. We have sharp differences in religion

;

and yet in no other country in the world has church union
made such progress as here, and, judging by the papers,

the day may shortly come when the Presbyterian lion

will lie down with the Methodist lamb."—Professor
Laing, of McGill University.

I
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Industry -

~ Snapshots

GULF OF GEORGIA TOWING CO., LTD.

1199 SIXTH AVENUE W., VANCOUVER, B.C.

Specializing in Towing, Lighterage, Camp Moving, etc.

Rates Furnished on Application.

WE OWN AND OPERATE
4 TUGS AND 30 SCOWS

for reliable equip- ^_ on side of Tug
ment look for Wl" Scow

Phone Bayview 806 Night Phone: High. 1923

Office and Bunkers: Foot of Burrard St. Phones: Sey. 6894 and 2200
West of C.P.R. on Tanks

B. W. B. NAVIGATION COMPANY LIMITED
Successors to

Progressive Steamboat Co. Ltd and C. S. Thicke Towing Co Ltd.

TTTGS— Projective
Coutli Pronative p, Q. Box 311
Phoenix Prosperative
Maagen Prospective No. 2 Vancouver, B. C.

Canadian Government
Merchant Marine Limited

Monthly Freight Service to

Australia and New Zealand

Regular Sailings to India, Japan and China
Limited Passenger Accommodation All Routes

For rates and information apply to

B. C. KEELEY, General Agent
C. N. R. Depot Vancouver, B. C.

1^ PHOTO-ENGRAVERS
CONNERCIAL ARTISTS
COlOlt-jM^ ElECTRO

TYPERSIi^aTVPERs

TOWER BLDG Bib.

PHONE- 5tY. 7169

WNCOUVER.
B.e.

Good Opening in Jamaica

for the sale of Canadian sulphite
bond in weights from 16 to 24
pounds. More aggressive effort up-

o nthe part of paper exporters in the

Dominion should easily secure a

large share of the business in this

line, says a recent trade bulletin.

The Canadian Cascara Co.,

514 Orpheum Building, Vancouver,
has been formed to deal in cascara
bark. British Columbia is the only
part of the British Empire of which
the cascara tree is a native. An im-
portant shipment of cascara bark
from British Columbia was delivered
in London in March.

God Bless the Prince of Wales
At a meeting in London of the

Empilre Forestry Association, the
Prince made a plea for more ex-

tensive use of lumber from British

Columbia and from other British Do-
minions.

* * *

Lord Loverall Said

at the same dinner that the United
Kingdom was importing £120,000,000
worth of timber annually. Of this

amount a mere 20 per cent comes
from within he Empire.

* * *

While the Prince

was talking, the British Admiralty
was sending out word to the United
States that the admiralty DOES NOT
SPECIFY British Columbia Douglas
fir in its contracts, bu will accept
timber of the quality desired from
either the U. S. or British Columbia.

ilp ^ ^

That is Better

than it was some timeago when
the British Admiralty always speci-

fied in calls for enders Oregon pine.

Thanks to the good work of the late

Sri Richard McBride and others,

Douglas fir was given an official

status and B. C. lumbermen were not
shut out from bidding in their own
country.

* * *

Japan at Peak
says a despatch to a Vancouver

exporter. "Advise no commitments
beyond May," is the word from
Tokyo of the firm's agent, who, in

the past, has always been 100 per
cent right.

Ten Per Cent Increase

in wages to the sawyers employed
in coast shingle mills means further
burden to shingle industry. High
prices breed higher wages in the
mills and higher levels around.

* Ji: *

On the Boston Market
cedar shingles firm and demand is

very fair for the season. The full

range now on white cedars is $6 to

$6.50 for extras and $5.25 to $5.50
for clears. British Columbia red
cedars, XXXXX, are offered at $6.30
and up. The lowest price recently
taken for 1%-inch lath is $8.50 and
there were late sales at $9, while
somemanufacturers are quoting even
more; for 1%-inch, $9.50 is the low
range.

* * . *

C. M. Knox,
of the firm of Knox Bros., Mont-

real, has purchased a property on the
north side of Burrard Inlet, near the
north approach of the proposed Sec-
ond Narrows bridge. Knox Bros,
are the British Empire Xiumber Co.,
of which the British Columbia Inter-
provincial Lumber Co. is a subsidiary.
This company shipped more than
5,000,000 feet of lumber to Montreal
last fall by the wate rroute, and has
chartered the seamers Heahfield and
Margaret Coughlan to take about
9,000,000 feet in March to the same
port. It is said that there is a marked
probability that the British Empire
Lumber Co. will erect a modern elec-
trical plant withi nthe nex two years,
similar to the mil lit now has in east-
ern Canada.

The Interior Lumber Company

has been organized to take over i

the holdings of the Arrow Lakegfc
Lumber Company, which has exte^Bl
sive holdings in the Kootenay diaSl
trict and adjacent to the main liije*'!

of the Canadian Pacific Railway. The '

Arrow Lakes Lumber Company has
not operated for several years, and to
clear matters up action was taken by
the Lamb Lumber Company, of Min-
neapolis, to recover $2,865,000 from
the Arrow Lakes Lumber Company,
in which a proprietary interest was
held. C. R. Lamb, of Minneapolis, is

in B. C.
^ ^

Mills in Okanagan Have Been
successful in contracting for the

sale of their output this year to the
Greenhill Sales Agency. The Pen-
ticton sawmills will have a production
of about two million and a half feet;

the Munson Lumber Company, Ke-
lowna, two million feet, and the De
Muth Broderick Lumber Company,
Altamont, two million feet. In addi-

tion, three million feet has been con--

tracted for fromt wo mills in the
Merritt section of the Nicola district.

* * *

Th Cultus Lake Mill Co.,

Chilliwack, offers to sell to the
'

city of Chilliwack some 73 acres of

the said property for $20,000, to be
used for public purposes only or for

$10,000 provided it was granted any
necessary land for logging road or
railway right of way purposes.

* * *

A gang of men
are busy preparing the premises

to receive new machinery at C. P. S.

Mill, Port Moody.
,

Forbes Says

American corporations are zeal-

ously, painstakingly, intelligently
\

cultivating the friendship and sup- i

port of, their security holders and I

gradually educating them to take up
|

the cudgels when their corporations
,

are unjustly threatened or attacked
by • 'liticians,by regulatory bodies, '

by tax leviers or any other party.

^ * *

A Deal Is

being completed between the B. C.

Electric Railway and Messrs. Thurst-
ton & Flavelle Limited, of Port

Moody, whereby for a consideration
of $50,000 the latter wil lacquire an

eight-mile standard gauge track

running from Port Moody to Coquit-

1am Lake, in order that the extensive .

timber tracts owned by the Dominion I

government around Coquitlam Lake
and above may be successfully logged.

"U. S. Magazines

come in actually fi'ee of duty, yet

if the paper used in their manufac-
ture came in as plain paper for the

use of a Canadian publisher, it would
be dutiable at teh rate of 25 per cent, I

plus the import tax. And if the ad-
^

vertising in the magazines came into

Canada in the form of catalogues,

circular or advertising booklets, it

would pay duty of 15 cents per

pound." This is the complaint of the

Canadian National Newspapers and
Periodicals Association, who want a

tax put on outside magazines.
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Fir - - Western Hemlock

Flooring

Ceiling

Siding

Finish

Timbers up
to 90 feet

Besides operat-

ing a 100,000 feet

capacity we pos-

sess a modernly
equipped planing

mill and door fac-

tory, latter with
capacity of 200

doors per day.

Shiplap

Siding

Dimension

Boards

Robertson & Hackett Sawmills Ltd.
Est. 1888 Office and Mills, False Creek, Vancouver, B. C.

Building Prospects

Can be reported on your desk every morning
through the Dominion-wide news-gathering ser-

vice of MacLean Building Reports. They will

give you reliable advance information regarding

BUILDING AND ENGINEERING
contracts that will enable you to direct a special

sales effort at the right moment. No wasted
trips on rumor or "hearsay." Consequently
lower selling expenses. MacLean Building

Reports will mean many more orders for you.

We are serving aggressive firms to their satis-

faction and profit.

WRITE FOR FULL INFORMATION

MACLEAN BUILDING REPORTS Limited

325 Main Street

Winnipeg, Man.
106 Winch Bldg.
Vancouver, B. C.

Poles

Piling

Logs

Fir

Cedar

Hemlock

Cedar Telegraph Poles, Cedar Foundation

Piling, any Length

CapilanoTimber Co. Limited
Head Office at Booming Ground, Pemberton Avenue

and P.G.E. Tracks, North Vancouver, B.C.

Phone No. Van. 306 and 307

WHITE CEDAR FENCE POSTS
Spruce, Tamarack

Cedar Piling

We can furnish anything that you require in green cut,

live peeled, White Cedar Posts. We ship from the Rainy

River District of Ontario and Minnesota with yards at

the following points:

RAINY RIVERl fBEAUDETTE
SLEEMANS } Ontario Minn. ] ROOSEVELT
PINEWOOD J I WILLIAMS

Cedar Posts,

Poles, Ties

Let us quote you delivered prices—F,0,B, cars any railway station in Canada

T. M. PARTRIDGE LUMBER CO., LTD.
Sales Office: MINNEAPOLIS, MINN. Main Office: RAINY RIVER, ONT.



CEDAR FIR SPRUCE PINE
Any of the above for immediate shipment in straight or assorted cars from extra dry stock. This is all good buying and properly manufactured.

ADAMS RIVER LUMBER COMPANY, LTD. CHASE, B. C.

I

According to Our
latest reports from China indicate

that this year that country will be
in need of considerable lumber of

the regular Chinese specifications,

and that building activities in parts
of China now opened by railways
will be 100 per cent increased. All

along the coast are evidences of a
building boom such as China has
never before experienced.

* * *

The Demand for

British Columbia timber in Japan
in 1922 far exceeded all former fig-

ures. This trade, which was less

than 5,000,000 feet in 1919, increas-

ing to 6,000,000 feet in 1920 and in

1921 making a phenomenal jump to

over 52,000,000 feet, again broke all

bounds in 1922, when the exports
from this province to Japan arose to

over 72,000,000 feet. That country
also very greatly increased its lum-
ber purchases in Washigton and Ore-
gon, having taken from those two
states respectively 360,000,000 feet

and 158,000,000 feet in 1922.
* * *

In Alaska

the wood pulp industry has made
a beginning, with one plant in oper-
ation. The present year will show
a great advance in this industry.

Installation of Radio

broadcasting equipment in the Cen-
tennial Methodist church is an-
nounced by Dr. Clem Davies. Through
the radio equipment the Sunday serv-

ice will be broadcast through the
ether for the benefit, chiefly, of men
on farms and in logging camps. Dr.
Davies pointed out that there was a
shortage of ministers on this conti-
nent, many pulpits not being filled.

In British Columbia, however, this did
not hold. "This provnice has many
ministers who have outlived their

usefulness and who, through their

antiquated, Unvaried methods, are
running the churches into the
ground."

^ ^ ^

$100,000,000 a Year

is spent by farmers in North Amer-
ica in replacing fence posts in farm
fencing.

J. H. Hamilton

told the Vancouver Real Estate
Exchange in an address on "Expan-
sion," that more than 16,000 coast-
wise ships entered Vancouver port
last year, while ocean-going vessels
had increased from 336 in 1920 to

716 in 1922, with possibilities of 1000
in 1923.

* * *

Did You Ever Hear
of the husky Norwegian who added

himself to the crew in a lumber yard?
The foreman found him and asked
where and when he expected to get
his pay. This did not worry the Nor-
wegian, as he informed the foreman
that as long as he had a job his credit
was good at the grocery store.

—

Atkins Bulletin.

^ ^ ^

New B. C. Incorporations

include: Burrard Logging Co.,

Ltd., private, $10,000, Vancouver;
Dedonda Logging Co., Ltd., private,

1100,000, Vancouver; Canada Roof
Products, Ltd., private, $10,000 Van-
couver.

*

A Grain Elevator

at Prince Rupert, along with as-
sembling wharves for the lumber
trade, is being asked by a delegation
from Northern British Columbia at
Ottawa.

* * *

H. A. Bostwick,

assistant manager of the Okanagan
United Growers, has accepted the

position of secretary of the British
Columbia Manufacturing Co., at
New Westminster.

It is the Intention

of the Granby Smelting Co. to log
their entire holdings in the Alice
Arm district. Mr. H. S. Monroe,
general manager, estimates that
about 5,000,000 feet of lumber will

be logged this year.

The Maple Ridge Council

decided to purchase a new Ford
Truck for road work and authorized
Councillor John B. Martyn, sawmill
man, to put the transaction through.

* * *

The Comox Logging

and Railway Company has recent-
ly converted its fuel consuming ma-
chinery to oil burners. It is believed
that other logging concerns in the
district are contemplating a similar
change, one of the big advantages
being the lessening of the fire hazard
during the dry months of the sum-

Any Newspaper of 10,000

circulation uses up about 250
spruce and balsam trees for its daily
newsprint paper supply, says the
Canadian P'orestry Association. Sev-
eral of the big American Sunday edi-

tions are responsible for stripping
each week fifteen to twenty acres
apiece of Canadian woodland.

Bruce Cannon
was elected medical officer for t'

employees of the Canadian Western
Lumber Co., Graser Mills, over Dr.
L. E. Sauriol, Essondale.

Penticton Sawmills, Limited,

are leading in a fight for better
fire protection in Penticton.

A. H. DeWolf and
A. M. Ham, of the well known firm

of Ham & DeWolf are extending
their interests in lumbering opera-
ttions at Fernie.

The Adolph Lumber Company
and the Adolph Trading Company, of

Baynes Lake, have gone into liqui-

dation. The former company has lia-

bilities of nearly $300,000 and the
trading company about $30,000.
Fernie business men are creditors.

* * *

Charles Brown,

saw filer, of Vancouver, lost the
thumb and two fingers in an accident

at Coquitlam.
* * *

Brunswick Lumber Co., Ltd.,

a Vancouver concern, the head of

which is Messrs. King and Jardine,

has acquired the lumber interests of

the late J. S. Deschamps at Birch-

bank.
* * *

Mr. R. E. Beattie,

member of the Vancouver harbor
board, while at Cranbrook, stated

that the people of East Kootenay
are the most fortunate in British

Columbia.
^ ^ ^

Lin Bell,

of Hazleton, says a second sea-plane
has been ordered for service in min-
ing, hunting, lumbering and sight-

seeing. To combat snow conditions,

E. H. Shockley equipped the plane
now being used with skis made of

Douglas fir.
* * *

Mr. W. M. McQuarrie,

Conservative, Westminster, speak-
ing in the House of Commons, paid
a tribute to the work which had been
done by the air patrol station in pa-
troling the forests of British Co-
lumbia.

Sure Service Prompt Shipment

Planing Mill

Modern Machinery
and

Drying: Facilities

Douglas Fir
Our Specialty—Mixed Cars Retail Trade ,

Modern Mill

Band Saw Equipment
throughout

Capacity 80,000, 9 hrs.

Eburne Sawmills Limited Marpole, B. C.
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LUMBER MARKETS
By CHARLES E. HUNT

SEATTLE, March 28.—There has

been a halt in the volume of new
lumber business as compared with

that of thirty days ago and a softer

undertone, indicating a conviction

that the market cannot hold at this

level, is checking down future com-
mittments. Prices at the mills are

still unchanged exclusive of a few
slight conditional fluctuations, but
the snaps seems to have gone out of

the market at the buyin gend. On
al Isides buyers report their inability

to take on futures and to sell at a

present high point.

Reports from Eastern rail opera-
tors are unique in showing the feel-

ing in the yard and shed trade. One
communication from a large Kansas
City group says that they have had
fewer orders during the past week
tha tat any time in thirty days, and
to them the situation resembles a
"buyers' strike." This statement is

coupled with the remark that Coast
prices are higher than they should be
and must go no higher. This also

seems to be the opinion of buyers in

every division of the fir lumber trade.

I

Shed stocks are accumulating
slightly at the mills but yard assort-
mentsare not. Considerable lumber
has been bought for the rail trade
but not delivered. Repeated snow-
storms in the Middle West have re-

acted here in a quick shutting down
of inquiries. Eastern operators say
the enthusiasm for building has
diminished with these cold snaps.

The Word From Dakota

Reports have reached the Coast
that salesmen for one of the largest
Coast mills have been advising Da-
kota line yards that the market will

be lower in May. Buying for spring
construction in the Middle West
could easily be deferred until aMy
unless the car shortage becomes
acute.

The shingle market is unsettled but
fluctuations in prices are not wide.
Transit cars are not heavy but there
has been some difficulty in finding
outlets especially for stars. The
Southwest only shows improvement.
A majority of the mills are now in
operation.

Log Market Firm.

Logs are steady to firm at $15, $21
I and $28 for fir, $22 for 10 per cent
cedar and $15 and $19 for hemlock.
The Bellingham mill district reports
a considerable trade in hemlock logs,

camp run basis at $18, which is the
strongest spring market known. Log-
gers have evidently reached the con-
clusion of many lumber mills and
wholesalers that further advance in
the market price will result in gradual
decrease in new business and are in-

clined to sit tight on present levels.

Logs are not getting into the water
as speedily as expected, hence the
strength in the market. With only
30 days of actual capacity bucking
and falling behind them, the loggers
are limiting their work more to get-

ting the logs ready for rafting in a
bunch that to discharging them
piecemeal into the water. Heavy
shingle mill capacity operation on
Puget Sound is a forerunner of close

performance between the available
supply and actual cutting as the sup-
ply generally falls short against 100
per cent activity.

Domestic Up, Export Lown

Association mills cut 107,566,406
feet for the week and shipped 122,-

936,572 feet. Sales again exceeded
the hundred billion mark, with 115,-

128,852 feet, as compared with 99,-

860,138 feet a week ago. Production
for reporting mills was 13 per cent
above normal, new business 7 per
cent above production and shipments
7 per cent over new business.

New orders in the rail trade were
for 1,949 cars, an increase of 200
cars over the preceding week. Rail

shipments were 2,516 cars as com-
pared with 2,318 cars a week ago, so

that the car shortage has not been
felt to any degree as yet. The mills

hold an unfilled rail balance for 10,-

710 cars.

Production for tre calendar year
to date by association mills was 986,-

350,423 feet, new business 1,193,-

217,286 feet and shipments 1,178,-

480,432 feet.

Logs Rule Jap Trade

Although charters, loadings and
port movements of deep sea vessels

were broad for the week, the bulk
of the offshore business is on old

orders as all shippers report practi-

cally no new lumber sale for Japa-
nese account. The outer limit of the
Japanese inquiry is for June and
July loadings. Tonnage is strong and
scarce with no spot offerings at any
price and little during April. Con-
ference lines are adhering strictly to

the agreed freights of $11 and $12
and have constricted the trade by
refusal to book for more than 60
days.

The Japanese log inquiry is para-
mount in the Oriental trade and the
shipper who can induce the steam-
ship lines to load log cargo at the

established rate of $16 is fortunate.
The majority of shippers claim that

to accomplish this is practically im-
possible. The steamship lines have
been able to show that where logs

are lightered out of the water an
odor is set up aboard which damages
other cargo, and there is at present a

WIRE ROPE

For LUMBERMEN, ENGINEERS and

CONTRACTORS
"We have the Right Rope tor every purpose"
We solicit your enquiries. Writefor our catalogue.

Stock carried in Montreal by J. H. HANSON CO. LTD.. Agent

Canada Wire & Iron Goods Co., Hamilton
Stock carried in Edmonton and Calgary

N. F. Judah, McLeod Building, Edmonton, Agent

heavy movement of flour and wheat
to the Orient. It is claimed that
watertight bulkheads fail to prevent
this odor from percolating through
into more perishable cargo and as a
result of the stand of conference ves-
sels, shippers are becoming cautious
about shippers who hold steamship
confirming log sales contracts. Occa-
sionally a shipper is successful in

securing space aboard tramp steam-
ers, and this is practically the only
method today on Puget Sound of
getting logs into Japan.

Undertone Easier

There were shades of weakness in

export clears but the mill base on
squares remained steady. Despite
the decline of a week ago in car
framing, the equivalent of baby
squares, there was no reaction on ex-
port sizes.

In the Grays Harbor district there
has been a recent heavy booking of
fir, cedar and hemlock logs for Ja-
pan. Difficulties of booking logs on
Puget Sound have not been so keen
with vessels calling into that port.

Tientsin is inquiring for 500,000
feet of merchantable 12x12 and pil-

ing. It is reported that some heavy
dock construction is under way in
that city and that more log orders
are pending. 'The buyers seem willing
to close with shippers at the current
level. China is also in the market for
1,500,000 feet of merchantable and
common.
One of the novelty inquiries of the

week was for a small order of veneer
cedar for a lead pencil factory in
India.

New Zealand is out for 420,000
feet of merchantable fir for June-
July delivery. It involves standard

sizes with no special cutting.

The United Kingdom is indifferent.

One order for 500,000 feet of mer-
chantable is being loaded on Puget
Sound.

Shippers report an easier under-
tone among cargo mills. While the
usual symptom of telephone inquiries
for new business have not yet ap-
peared buyers say that they can place
orders with much better freedom
than for the past sixty days. Steam-
ship lines have been droving hard for
future bookings at current freights.

Shippers are therefore drawing
the conclusion that deep sea carriers
are looking for a break in the Coast
fir market and are endeavoring to
get all the assurance possible of con-
tinued cargo while prices are still

strong. This move of the transpacific
steamship lines is repeating history,
and to experienced shippers in the
export trade it means a feeling of
unsettlment and weakness, coupled
with falling off in orders which al-

ways follows a "down" market.

Coast Freights Firm
Coastwise freights have disappoint-

ed the "longs" in the lumber ship-
ping market and failed as expected
to decline to $7.50. Freights are stiff

at $8. There has been some inquiry
for timbers forty feet and over but
few of the mills will cut these lengths
as they cannot get the logs.

The inci'ease in domestic orders for
the weak was largely attributed to
California account, as the East Coast
is not inclined to operate on this
level. It is felt in California as in
the Atlantic seaboard trade that the
market will go no higher, that there
will be a decline ahead of an advance
and that lumber cannot be bought at
the present peak and sold at a profit.

Graffinberger Bronze Valves
"wear IN, not out"

Patents Pending-, All Rights Reserved

We cut off the origin-

al valve and attached

the GRAFFINBERG-
ER with cushioning

plate. We can do this

with any cylinder. This cutaway control
valve shows manner
of construction.

Double action valve
for cylinder taking
power from both ends.

For skid lifts, nig-

gers, kickers, power
bolters.

Sizes % to 2M"

GRAFFINBERGER Air and Steam Valves get away from three-way plug and
sleeve type valves, and stop wasting of air and steam, for the Graffinberger
is tight, operates without friction, self-closing and self-exhausting

. (Eastern
and Western Lumber Co. uses 42 Graffinberger Valves on their trimmers.
Hammond Cedar Co., Port Hammond, are users. Coos Bay Lumber Co. recently
installed 112 of our valves. Many testimonial letters on file.

l?¥?l?ir OTTF'P.l? Send us a spare cylinder and we will attach one of ourA XVl^i-i \JX A x-ix*. Graffinberger Trimmer Valves, free of charge for the work
and send the Valve on approval. It will be returned promptly. This will
allow you to demonstrate the GRAFFINBERGER Valve in your own plant.

WRITE rOB CATAI.OGUE "W"

GRAFFINBERGER AIR VALVE CO. Inc.
330 East Morrison St., Portland, Oregon, U.S.A.

MARSHALL-WELLS B. C. LTD., VANCOUVER, B. C.

Sole Agents for British Columbia
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Second Hand Positions
Machinery &

dlassified Secflion
Wanted

Equipment Help Wanted
Wanted & X C4. L-l XXX V-J- K^_-/ ^^^^ l^Xv^X X

Business
For Sale LITTLE ADVERTISEMENTS FOR QUICK ACTION Chances

The

Peter Hay Knife Co.
GALT, ONTARIO Limited

MACHINE KNIVES
of Every

Description for

Paper Cutting,
Bark and Rag
Knives, Shear

Blades
Send for Price .

List

We Solicit Enquiries on the

Following List of

MACHINERY
2 13 by 8 Cowan molders.

1 10 by 6 McGregor Courlay
moulder.

1 24 by 6 4-side McGregor Gour-.

lay planer and matcher.

1 No. 10 10 by 30 4-side Berlin

sizer.

1 Allis-Chalmers heavy log haul

up.
Numerous small vertical steam
engines.

1 8 by 5 Sturtevant twin vertical

automatic steam engine.

1 9 by 8 Westinghouse twin ver-

tical automatic steam engine.

1 12 by 6 H.-S. & G. side-crank
steam engine.

1 66 by 16 H. T. boiler, Dutch
oven fittings, 150 lbs.

1 6 h. p. Cook Gasoline engine.
1 8 h. p. Fairbanks Morse gaso-

line engine.
1 20 h. p. Foos gasoline engine.
1 25 h. p. Fairbanks Morse Semi

Deisel.

1 3 ft. Cube contractor's mixer.
2 St. Clair roof derricks.

2 No. 3 St. Clair single purchase
hand winches.

1 6 by 8 Clark & Chapman fric-

tion hoist.

2 Hood (Ford engine) tractors.

W. M. C. sawmills, etc.

We have a complete stock of
transmission. Also a large assort-

ment of machinery hot listed here.
We have a first-class machine shop
and make a specialty of sawmill"
repairs.

Complete Sawmills
Designed and Erected

WEIR MACHINERY CO.
LIMITED

1396 Richards Street

Vancouver

PUBLISHERS' NOTICE
Advertisements other than "Employment Wanted" or "Employees

Wanted" will be inserted in this department at the rate of 25 cents per agate
line (14 agate lines make one inch). $2.80 per inch, each insertion, payable
in advance. When four or more consecutive insertions of the same adver-
tisement are ordered a discount of 25 per cent will be allowed.

Advertisements of "Wanted Employment" will be inserted at the rate
of one cent a word, net. Cash must accompany order. If Western Lumber-
man box number is used, enclose ten cents extra for postage in forwarding
replies. Minimum charge 25 cents.

Advertisements of "Wanted Employees" will be inserted at the rate of
two cents a word, net. Cash must accompany the order. Minimum charge
50 cents.

Advertisements must be received not later than the 10th of each month
to insure insertion in the subsequent issued.

Advertiser with seven years' experi-
ence line yard open for engagement,
Coast position preferred. Address Box
39, Western Lumberman.

Experienced man seeks position with
line yard concern or private firm where
experienced and ability can be used.
Can commence about April 1st. Address
Box 38, Western Lumberman.

POSITION WANTED
As shipper and yard foreman with B. C.

Coast Mill, either city or country. Have
had twenty years' experience in B. C.

and Washington mills, tallying, grad-
ing, shipping and handling yards.
Posted on grades and inspection. Also
experienced in mill work. Can give
references. Reply to Box 31, Western
Lumberman. 4-2

'WANTED TO BENT
A B.C. Coast sawmill (of moderate ca-
pacity), with or without option of
buying later. Must have good power
equipment, and be equipped ready to op-
erate. Must be on railroad and close to
available timber. Write to Box 37,

Western Lumberman.

AGGRESSIVE YOUNG MAN with
ability, integrity and 5V2 years' valuable
experience in lumber and millwork
offices desires permanent position with
progressive firm. Fully accustomed to
handling correspondence, orders, sales
and bookkeeping. Employed at present
on the Executive of Hardwood manufac-
turing company and hold office of Sec-
retary-Treasurer, but want to connect
with a larger concern that has a better
future for me. That is the reason why
I am changing. Am twenty-two years
old and single. Excellent references
furnished. Replies treated confidential.
Box 36, Western Lumberman.

FOR SALE
E'astern British Columbia -— fully

equipped Saw Mill and Planing Mill
Plant, large tract of fine timber. Log-
ging Railroad; more timber available.
Also large tract of fine timber in

Central British Columbia, tributary to
Shushap River. Write

—

P.O. Box 3002,

•WINNIPEG MANITOBA

SITUATION "WANTED
Good general lumber office man seeks

change of employment. At present
cashier and paymaster of Eastern con-
cern. Has twenty years' experience of
the trade in England, America and Can-
.ada. Thorough knowledge of all work
outside and in office, together with sell-
ing experience. Can handle executive
work without supervision. Prefer small
.sound country firm where there is a
prospect of advancement in accordance
with value of services. Starting salary
of no importance. A worker with first-
class references. Write, A. Pugh,
Ingramport, Nova Scotia.

MILL-SITE
FOR SALE

1800 feet waterfrontage (or any portion)
adjoining Vancouver City, with, tracfc-
age, and plenty of level land for
yards. Good holding' ground for log's

or bolts; not affected by wind or
current. Suitable for export mill.
This is the lowest priced property on
Burrard Inlet; and a wise investment
for future expansion, if not immedi-
ately required, as good mill-sites are
scarce. "Would also consider 20-year
lease.

YORKSHIRE & CANADIAN
TRUST. LTD.

"Torkshire Building, 525 Seymour St.

Vancouver, B. C.

FOB SAIiE—Shingle mill site one
acre, on tide water, protected booming
grounds, ship all roads. With 14x18
engine, 72 inch by 18 feet boiler and
Dutch oven setting complete, dry kiln,

IV2 million capacity, storage shed ca-
pacity, 6 cars with track tlirough centre,
small office, typewriter, 6 in. steam fire

pump, steel burner brick lined, drag saw
steam, 6 inches by 36 inches, 115 boom
sticks and chains, pulleys, shafting, etc.

Snap price, dead easy terms to re-
sponsible principals only, also sawmills,
several sizes.

BOBEBT C. S'WEATT, IiIMITED

315 Credit Foncier Bldg. Seymour 2540
VANCOUVEB, B.C.

Write or wire for inspection option.

Long Distance
Telephone Service

A Real Asset to the

Exacting Business Man
There are few advan-
tages in modern business
to be compared in actual
value with the service
your own office telephone
is prepared at any mo-
ment of the day or night
to supply you with.
At a minimum outlay in

minutes you can get in

direct touch with your
desired party possibly
hundreds of miles away,
where postal or other de-
lay would be a decided
drawback. Correspond-
e n c e cannot compete
with the speed of tele-

phone service, besides
which consider carefully
the undoubted advan-
tages of a personal talk.

British Columbia
Telephone Company

CLARK & LYFORD
FOREST ENGINEERS, LTD.

Judson F. Clark P. L. Lyford

J. E. Tucker

920-25 "Vancouver Blk. "Vancouver, B.C.

Ryan, Mcintosh

Timber Co., Ltd.

TIMBER BROKERS, CRUISERS,
SURVEYORS AND VALUATORS.

CONSULTING ENGINEERS.

701-704 Belmont House

VICTOBIA, B.C.

W. B. Ryan R. W. Hibberson, F.E.

W. L. Mcintosh McC. P. Blair, C.E.

LOGGING RAILWAY
EQUIPMENT
FOR SALE

1—50 ton Lima Geared Locomotive,
standard gauge.

24 Russell Log Cars standard gauge.

1 Marion Log Loader.

900 tons of 52 and 56 pound Relaying

Rail with fastenings.

100 tons of 16 and 20 pound Relaying

Rail with fastenings.

Available for prompt shipment.

John J. Gartshore,

58 Front St. "West, Toronto

BELTING FOR SALE
We have a large quantity of Second-
Hand Rubber and Leather Belting in
all sizes and plys up to 24 inches in
width, which we can sell at interest-
ing prices. Send us your requirements.

N. SMITH
138 "STorS St. Toronto, Ont.

DB. BEIiIi'S
"Veterinary "Wonder Bemedies

50,000 one dollar ($1.00) bottles Free
to horsemen who give the Wonder a
fair trial. Guaranteed for Colic, In-
flammation of the Lungs, Bowels,
Kidneys, Fevers, Distemper, etc. Send
25c for Mailing Package, etc. Agents
wanted. Write your address plainly.
DR. BELL, V.S., Kingston, Ontario.
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"Men Are Not What They Think They Are,

But What They Think They Are, They Are*'

Star Machinery Co.
SEATTLE, WASH.

WOOD WOBKING MACHINERY

i APRIL. 1923.

i

Ia new combination stump
' puller and donkey

It was necessity which fathered

the invention of the Easthope Stump

Puller and Donkey.

Mr. Easthope has a little ranch in

Burnaby and has been using his spare

time in developing this beautiful

farm property. He and his brother

I are manufacturers of marine engines
' and equipment and had little thought

' of perfecting one of the best power

!
stump pullers and donkey combined

ever produced. When becoming ex-

hausted by extracting stumps with

the old "armstrong" puller they

I
thought what a fine thing it would

be to have a power machine to do

the work, and what a great public

service would be filled if they were

to perfect a gasoline stumping ma-
chine. They had in mind, no doubt,

the success of Henry Ford in produc-

ing his low-priced car, for in working

out the plans of their machine the

main idea kept in mind was to make*

the cost as low as humanly possible.

As a result the Easthope Brothers

have placed on the market a power

stump puller and donkey combined

I

which is very simple, can be manipu-

I

lated by one man, yet which has tre-

I
mendous power. The crowning effort

has also been achieved, for the whole

;

equipment, ready for use, costs but

I

$400.

j

The machine uses less than one
I gallon of gasoline per day, and the

total cost, including oil and grease,

is less than 50 cents per day. It will

do the work of several teams and

j

many men. It has a pull on low gear

of 13 tons, as much as a %-inch cable

I

will safely stand.

While it was primarily built for

land clearing, it has tremendous value

to the logger as it enables the hand
logger to greatly enlarge his output,

t

For pulling swifters for booms and

|!
for making roads, logging operators

will find it a wonderful time saver.

1 A larger size machine, along the same
I

general design, but which will be
fitted with a haulback, is also in

course of construction.

It is a "Made in B. C." product

throughout, having been invented,

manufactured and patented by East-

hope Brothers of Vancouver and in

placing it upon the market they have
filled a long felt want.

SHINGLE MARKET
Average Going Wholesale Prices

B. C. Stock—Rail Shipment
Square. M. Exch. Pack*

i XXX $3.65 Can. 4

xxxxx $3.40 4.25 Am. 5

I Eurekas 3.38 4.70 Am. 4

Perfections. .. 3.75 5.20 Am, 5

! XX 6/2 16". 1.70-1.80 Can. 4

XX 5/2* 16". .. 1.88 2.35 Am. 5

. XX 5/2 18". .. 1.69 2.35 Am. 4

1

XX 5/214 lir 1.69 2.35 Am. 5
' *Bunches.

Average Going Wh olesale Prices

—

Seattle
Square M 4 or 5

4 Bnchs. Bnchs.

Extra stars, 6/2" $2.16 $2.70
Extra Star, 5/2" 2.40-2.44 3-3.05

Extra Clears 2.72 3.40
5/2" Perfects 3.08 3.85

Eurekas 2.81 3.90

Perfections 3.46 4.80

March 19th, 1923.

"Circumstance," sneered Na-
poleon, "I make circumstances."

"I didn't make the sale," said

a lumber salesman the other day.

"There were some circumstances
which prevented it."

We remember what Napo'eon
said at a time when he was being-

urged to give up a certain mili-

tary project and it occurred to

us that a salesman too could

make many of his own circum-
stances if he really wanted to

do it.

Too many men merely try to

make a sale up to a point where
they discover what might appear

to be a good excuse for their

NOT making it.

Then they quit.

There are others who over-

come one circumstance with an-

other. When they hit a snag,

they study out a method to get

round it.

They make their own circum-

stances instead of permitting

circumstances to overcome them.

That is the difference between
salesmen and dealers.

It doesn't take much of an

obstacle to bowl some men over,

with others obstacles simply gen-

erate more determination to put

the deal across.

Circumstances mean nothing.

Make your own.

1—Wysong & Miles hollow chisel mor-
tiser,

1—New Britain frame machine.
1—Railway Box board cut-off.
3—Two Spindle Shapers.
1—32-in. Silver Band Saw.
1—36-in. Siver Band Saw.
1—22-in. Sidney Universal Woodworker.
1—American Relishcr and Mortiser.
1—Hayes .sash sticker with routing and

boring attachment.
1—36-in. Berlin 3 drum sander.
1—6x24 Crescent single surfacer.
1—8x24 Graves & Klushman single sur-

facer.
1—6x30 "Buss" divided roll single sur-

facer.
1—No. 108 Berlin outside moulder.
1—Hall and Brown Power Ripper.
2—Irvington floor swing cut-offs.
1—16-in. round head jointer.
1—14-in. wood turning lathe.
2—20-in. wood turning lathe.
1—3.0-in. American Circular Re.saw.
1—54-in. McDonough Band Re.saw.
1—66-in. Connell & Dengler Band Re-

saw.
1—16x27-in. Endless Bed Single Sur-

facer.
1—6x26-ln. Hall & Brown double sur-

facer.
1—6x26-in. Curtis 4-side planer and

matcher.

IBON WORRIITG TOOIiS
1—36-in. X 36-in. x 0 ft. Miles Ma-

chine shop planer.
1—30-in. Gincinnatti Shaper.
1—18-in. X 8-ft. South Bend engine

lathe.
1—14-in. X 6-ft. Walcott Engine Lathe.
1—13-in. X 6-ft. South Bend Engine

lathe.
1—14-in. X 3 ft. 6 in. American Engine

lathe.
2—Small power hack saws.
1—14-in. Warner & Swazed Turret!
1—6-in. Oster pipe threading machine
1—48-in. Mueller radial drill press.
1—22-ft. Rickford drill press.
2—Champion hand & power drill

presses.
BILOWERS

1—Size. 3 Roots high pressure blower.
1—Size 3% Roots high pressure blower.
1—No. 7 Stur^evant blower.
1—24 No. 4 Buffalo Forge Blower.
1—24 Western Planing Mill Blower.
1—No. 400 Champion Brand blower.
1—30-in. American Planing Mill Blower
1—40-in. National Planing Mill Blower.
1—45-in. Sturdevant Twin Planing Mill

Blower.
1— 4.5-in. Sturdevant Twin Planing Mill

Blower.
1—48-in. Sturdevant Twin Planing Mill

Blower.
1—60-in. Western Planing Mill Blower.
2—60-in. Western Planing Mill Blow-

ers.
direct connected to 50 H.P. motors.

1—70-in. Sturdevant Twin Planing Mill
Blower.

DBIi;i, PRESSES
1—20-in. Rockford back geared.
1—22-in. Barnes back geared.
1—30-in. Canedy-Otto radical.
1—No. 203 Champion combination hand

and power press.
1—22-in. Hamilton with sliding head.
1—28-in. Baines with sliding head.
1—26-in. Sibley.

CANNERY MACHINERY
2—3 car cannery retorts.
1—Seattle Astoria double seaming ma-

chine.
1—Pish cutter.
1—Can Ijaquering machine.

ENGINES
1—16x32x36-in. Hamilton Corliss.
1—20x24-in. Erie Ball Automatic;
1—14x28-in. Buckeye R. H. Automatic.
1—Pr. 14xl6-in. Brownell Twins.
1—Pr. 11x16 H. S. & G. Twins.
1—^14xl8-in. Vim Center Crank.
1—14rl8-in. Erie Citv Side Crank.
1—14x20-in. Atlas Side Crank.

SHINGIiE Hai.1. MACHINERY
1—Sumner Gold Medal Upright.
8—Standard Sumner Uprights.
1—Small Belted drag saw.
10—-Bbls. V2-in. x 10-in. New Acme

Shingle Bands.
10—Shingle Packing Frames.
50—6-in. 6-in. Roller bearing dry kiln

trucks.
1—Hand Shingle Saw Gummer.
1—72-in. Inserted Tooth Cut-ofC Saw.

Star Machinery Co.

Seattle Wash.
Shop and Yards
207 Horton St.

Office & Salesroom
1735 Ist Ave. S.

There Is Not Enough Head and Too Much
"Over" in Most Overhead Items

Turn the "P" upside down in pull and you have bull, and that

is all pull ever was anyway.

Many a town has been called a poor town for lumber when
the only trouble is that it is afflicted with poor lumber yards.

Most of our industrial troubles are caused by workers who do
not think and thinkers who do not work.

"The man who wants a garden fair, or small, or very big, or

flowers growing here and there, must bend his back and DIG."

NEW No. 4 GRINDER
A Machine Especially Adapted for Sash and Door and

Furniture Factory Requirements

A SMALL MACHINE WITH A BIG CAPACITY

THE SHIMER CUTTER HEAD CO.
OF CANADA LIMITED

GALT - - - ONTARIO
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It Wai PayYou

TO CARRY

Timberland

S4S Dimension
AND

Yard Timbers

The Best in the West

THE

Timberland Lumber Co.

NEW WESTMINSTER, B.C.

Li'l Husky J5

Something New in

a Heavier Saw for

Float Work

This Company has now
in preparation a heavier
style of machine of the
up-to-date gasoUne saw
type, specially construct-
ed for float work at the
boom. It is mounted on
square skids and highly
efficient in every respect.
Where logs have to be
cut in the water this new
heavier machine will do
the job in a bang-up
time-.saving way-—right
at the boom.

ASK US ABOUT
IT

"W I'L HUSKY" Is the 150-

I ^ pound Portable Gasoline
Saw that has taken the

Pacific Coast by storm. It Is

about the most economical,
most productive gras' saw on the
market today. This machine
does its grreatest labor-savingr
work in Mills and Camps. "Iii'l

Husky" is stripped of all un-
necessary weight, and it is
8trengi;hened where strain is

Ukely to come most. It is bolt-
ed and reinforced agfainst vibra-
tion and balanced on its own
base. Every Camp needs at
least one "Iii'l Husky" 150-
pound gasoline Saw for cut-
ting firewood and similar work.

Write for Free Booklet and
Information

Dominion Drag Saw Co.,
104 Main Street, Vancouver, B. C.

RADIO TESTS IN FOREST PRO-
TECTION

The use of the aeroplane to assist

in the work of detecting and report-

ing forest fires, and in some cases

even in the transportation of men and

supplies to the scene of the fire, con-

tinues to develop new possibilities.

Aeroplanes have been used for the

past two seasons by the Forestry

Branch of the Department of the In-

terior in the provinces of British Co-

lumbia, Alberta and Manitoba, as

well as by various provincial services.

The Air Board of Canada recently

conducted at Rockcliffe, near Ottawa,

an interesting demonstration of the

possibilities of the aeroplane, equip-

ped with radio-telephone, in forest

protection. An aeroplane, equipped

with wireless transmitter, was flown

over the city and vicinity at altitudes

up to 5,500 feet, the plane being

sometimes ten miles distant from the

receiving station. Two sets of receiv-

ing apparatus were used. One of

these was the regular receiving set

of the station. The other was a

simple receiving apparatus set up in

a tent with a single wire aerial sus-

pended between two light poles.

By the use of either, the men on the

ground could at all times hear every

word of the observer in the plane as

he described what he could see and
not^d the locations of imaginary for-

est fires. Messages can thus be sent

by the wireless for distances up to

fifty miles, and even, under favorable

circumstances, of one hundi:«ed and
fifty miles. Thus news of a forest

fire, with its exact location, approxi-

mate size, and the number of men
required to fight it, can be sent to a

ranger immediately on its detection,

and measures started to fight it at

once.

Method of Operating

According to a plan outlined for

the equipment of a forest-fire-protec-

tion staff, the rangers would each be
equipped with one of the light re-

ceiving sets, which could be sealed

to prevent any interference. The
ranger would thus not be able to use

his set to communicate with the ob-

server in the plane, but would be
provided with a sheet which could be
used to give signals to the flier. For
instance, the ranger, by spreading
his sheet on the ground can signify

FEES FOR SCALING OF TIMBER
RAISED

Under the Timber Regulations it

is provided that timber cut on Do-

minion lands lying south of a line

drawn east and west of the town of

Yale, within the Railway Belt, of

British Columbia, and which might be

subject to Crown dues, must be scaled

by a Dominion timber scaler holding

a scaler's license from the British Co-

lumbia Government, the scaling to

be in accordance with the British

Columbia log rule.

For this service the Department of

the Interior has been charging the

owner of the timber cut certain fees

as authorized by the regulations, viz.,

for scaling sawlogs and spars, 5 cents

per thousand feet board measure;

for measuring piles and poles, 5 cents

for each 200 lineal feet; and for

measuring railway ties, pulpwood,

shingle bolts, or cordwood, 5 cents

for each cord of 128 cubic feet.

For some time the Provincial Gov-

ernment has charged a scaling fee of

6 cents in connection with provincial

lands, and in order that the rates of

the two governments shall be in con-

formity, the fees of 5 cents charged

by the Dominion Government has

been increased to 6 cents under the

authority of the order in council of

the 25th September, 1922.

Plans Are Now Under Way
for starting operation of the mill

at Shingle Creek, near Summerland,
formerly owned and operated by
local Japanese. Recently, T. B.

Young bought out the interest of Dr.

F. W. Andrew. The entire cat of the
mill will be taken by the Summer-
land Lumber Co., to be nianufac-
tured into box material.

to the man in the plane that he is

ready to receive messages; when he

has received the message he takes up

the sheet; if he wishes it repeated he

unrolls the sheet again, and so on.

The preliminary operation would be

the sounding of a klaxon by the ob-

server in the plane. This type of ser-

vice can be installed very cheaply.

The principal headquarters would

be equipped with a large set of appa-

ratus for both receiving and sending,

and by this orders could be sent to

all the rangers at stated hours.

White Spruce Lath
Screened Sawdust

GAR LOTS ONLY

Union Lumber Company, Limited,

502 Huron and Erie BMg. WINNIPEG, MAN.
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The Penalty of Truth

iiiMiiiiiiiiiiNiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

^^^^HE publisher often suffers when he is honest enough

Ml to tell his actual circulation figures.

He suffers because he finds his competitors quoting

figures unsupported by the facts.

The careful advertiser wants circulation figures that can be

absolutely relied upon for accuracy.

The "Western Lumberman" is the only Western lumber paper

that does not fear to state the truth.

Anyone who wishes can see our circulation figures as verified

by an independent auditor.

The "Western Lumberman" has nothing to hide and is proud

to show you all you desire to see.

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiii^

Demand the True Facts

'Western Lumberman" is a member of the Audit Bureau of Circulati ons, an Association of advertisers, agencies and publishers who gladly

supply circulation information on request.
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CLIMAX
EXTRAS

rind

SATISFACTORY
SERVICE

CLIMAX

GEAR
GREASE

IS THE BEST AND
CHEAPEST

Try it and Know for
Yourself

Ask for Sample
FREE

We are Pacific Coast
Agents for the

LOCO
ELECTRIC
HEADLIGHT

and

OKADEE
BLOW-OFF VALVES

MIDVALE
TOOL STEEL

illllllllllllllilllllllllllllllllll

Recent Sales
of

CLIMAX

LOCOMOTIVES
on the

Pacific Coast
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^

2—60-ton to Holmes Eureka Lbr. Co., Eureka, Calif. i 70-ton
1—60-ton to Buckley Logging Co., Buckley, Wash. i 80-ton
1—70-ton to Buckley Logging Co., Buckley, Wash. i 80-ton
1—70-ton to P. S. Saw Mills & Shingle Co., Concrete, Wash. i 80-ton
1—70-ton to McCoy Loggie Timber Co., Deming, Wash. 2 80-ton
1—70-ton to Snow Creek Logging Co., Blyn, Wash. 2 80-ton
1—70-ton to Preston Mill Co., Preston, Wash. j. 80-ton
1—70-ton to Victoria Lumber & Mfg. Co., Chemainus, B.C. 1 80-ton
1—70-ton to Rat Portage Lbr. Co., Vancouver, B.C. 1 80-ton
1—70-ton to San Joaquin & Ea.stern Ry., Auberry, Cal. 1 80-ton
1—70-ton to Humbird Lbr. Co., Sand Point, Idaho. 1 80-ton
2—70-ton to San Joaquin & Eastern R. R., Auberry, Calif. 1 85-ton
1—.70-ton to Mutual Lumber Co., Bucoda, Wash. i 85-ton
1—70-ton to White Star Lumber Co., Whites, Wash. 1 80-ton

to Deer Park Lumber Co., Deer Park, Wash.
to Webb Logging & Lbr. Co., Duckabush, Wash.
to Samish Bay Logging Co., Blanchard, Wash.
to Pacific Lumber Co., Scotia, Calif.

to Simpson Logging Company, Shclton, Wash.
to demons Logging Co., Montesano. Wash.
to Chinn Timber Co., Maple Falls, Wash.
to A. F. Coats Logging Co., Tillamook, Ore.

to Discovery Bay Loggng Co., Seattle, Wash.
to The Whitney Company, Portland, Ore.

to Nicola Pine Mills, Ltd., Merritt, B. C.

to Pacific States Lumber Co., Tacoma, Wash
to Parker Bell Lumber Co., Pilchuck, Wash.
to Bloedel, Donovan Lbr. Co., Bellingham, Wash.

Just Sold a 70-Ton to Bloedel, Stewart & Welch, Corp., Vancouver, B.C.

CLIMAX LOCOMOTIVE CO.
PACIFIC COAST BRANCH OF CLIMAX MFG. CO., CORRY, PA.

623 Western Ave., SEATTLE, WASH. Phone Elliott 4876 D. M. MILLER, Manager

Vancouver Machinery Depot, Ltd., Vancouver, B. C. F. B. Mallory Company, Portland, Ore.

E. S. Sullivan Co., Can Francisco, Calif.

THE MARK OF DISTINCTION
IN CIRCULAR SAWS

The fust Circular Saws uiade in this

Country were placed on the market by
R. HOE & CO. in 1828, and GENUINE
HOE SAWS have held the leadership in

QUALITY, FINISH and SATISFAC-
TORY SERVICE during the 94 years

intervening to the present day.

For all purposes, and under all climatic

conditions, the GENUINE HOE
CHISEL-TOOTH and SOLID-TOOTH CIRCULAR SAWS have

proven their superiority in every part of the World, and backed

by a guarantee of absolute satisfaction no operator could do

better than to use GENUINE HOE SAWS exclusively.

R. HOE & CO., NEW YORK AMERICA'S OLDEST SAW MANUFACTURERS
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Eliminate Fires!

Use Delco-Light and Have Safe, Bright

Electric Light and Power in

Your Lumber Camp

If only for the lessening of the fire hazard,

Delco-Light is a splendid investment for Inniber

camps. It does away with dangerous lamps and
lanterns—with explosive gases. But Delco-Light

does more than this! It is a boon to the comfort
and satisfaction of the men. Safe, bright electric

light in the bunkhouses makes everyone more
contented. Lights in all the buildings in the camp
—at the touch of a button—are a real help and
a wonderful convenience.

And power! Power to turn the grindstone
and all the cranks that now are turned by hand;
to pump the water and make possible an auto-

matic supply for convenience in the cookhouse
and for protection of buildings against fire.

Delco-Light is easy to install, easy to operate

and economical. Runs on kerosene. The engine
is air-cooled, thus avoiding any water troubles.

Let us give you details complete. We will gladly

send catalogues and descriptive literature with-

out the slightest obligation on your part. Write
today.

Distributors' Names and Addresses

BREEN MOTOR COMPANY, Winnipeg
BRUCE ROBINSON SUPPLIES, Moose Jaw
BRUCE ROBINSON DISTRIBUTORS, Calgary

BRUCE ROBINSON ELECTRIC, Vancouver

AN EASTER MESSAGE
Rev. J. H. Wright, veteran of the Great War, sends special sermonette

to readers of "Western Lumberman"

DEPENDABLE

PEiro-WlT
Jhe GmpleteElectricLij^t^PowerPIdint

OVER 180,000 SATISFIED USERS

Delco-Light Co. of Canada, Limited
TORONTO, CANADA

THE CROSS referred to in

the Bible was a cross of

wood. The fact that the per-

son bearing the cross was, for the

greater part of His life, a worker
in wood, gives Him a fitting intro-

duction to the thousands of woods-
men and millmen throughout Brit-

ish Columbia today.

The Carpenter went into the

iowns and villages of His native

land to spread His ideas and to

undertake the redcnption of man-
kind.

Of course, men had worked as

carpenters and at all manner of

woodwork long before Jesus came
to Nazareth. You have but to read

of the recent excavations in Egypt
to learn that workers in wood were
most efficient in the days of the

Pharaohs. Read about the wooden
couches covered with gold, the

chariot wheels made of wood taken

out of the tomb of Pharaoh re-

cently, and still in perfect joint and
condition after 3,500 years. The
splendor and profusion of the

funeral furnishings of Pharaoh's

tomb stop us from, shrugging our
shoulders at the Bible accounts of

ancient carpentry and make us

screen our eyes and to ask for time

to accustom ourselves to the sight

of the wondrous woodwork of that

far-off day.

But what do all these discoveries

prove to us? Do they not show,

among other things, that there was
great need for such a change and
such a message as that which the

Carpenter of Nazareth has given to

the world?

Several facts stand out clear and
meaningful as we look at the pyra-

mids and the tomb of Tutank-
hamen in the light of history. His-

tory shows that millions of name-
less men lived and died to make
for, now almost unknown, kings a

tomb. Look at the largest pyramid
of all. One hundred thousand men
are said to have worked on it by
forced labor, every day for 20
years before it was finished. Im-
agine a state of things in which
everv able-bodied man in a citv

three times the size of Vancouver
could be forced to work without

pay for 20 years to satisfy the

vanity of one man ! In this you
have a single illustration of the

small value attached to man and to

his work in ancient times.

The Carpenter brought new
ideas of man and of life values.

He taught a love of Nature. He
declared that the human form was
not to be mutilated and that the

highest degree of individual free-

dom comes from obedience to

moral law. In His own life He
overcame the distinctions which
caste, rank, blood and class make,
and sought to make His personal

experience general among men.
On the highway, in the home, by
the lake and seashore He moved as

a friend of the forlorn and called

men to hope, heroism and holiness.

No man can fully explain the

Cross of wood. But we know that

Jesus glorified that beam of wood
when He willingly carried it for us
and for our salvation. All the great

tragedies of the world, which affect

mankind, owe their power to the

spiritual element in them, and on
Calvary was enacted the world's

supreme tragedy.

He was a working man. With
what unmitigated contempt an-

tiquity regarded work. This preju-

dice against work dies hard.

Holman Hunt, in his famous paint-

ing of the workshop at Nazareth,
introduces rich gems and paints

Mary there in radiant costume.

But I maintain that it is not

necessary to decorate that Car-
penter's shop. The glory of Jesus
as a worker's child and as a worker
is sufficient for us.

"Rank is but the guinea st imp,

A man's a man for a' that."

The Carpenter, for the joy set

before Him, endured the cross and
despised the shame. " 'Twas on a

tree they slew him last and He was
well content."

John H. Wright.
"The Parsonage,"

1355 18th Avenue E.,

Vancouver, B. C.

"HELPING DADDY"
1 wo of the Children at the Wright
Home Helping Their Father Dig

Potatoes.
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BAND ILLS
These Mills are complete

in every respect. All ad-

justments can be easily,

quickly and positively

made.

Steam Cylinder to oper-

ate upper guide, with ad-

justable valve action,

Dake Engine for hand-

ling upper wheel, most

conveniently adjustable.

Saw Guides that swing on

the centre line of the saw.

Quick opening Lower
Guide, Non-breakable
Upper Guide, sensitive,

floating tension.

I

The Mill that is Complete in Every Detail - ASK FOR BULLETIN

The E. Long Manufacturing Co., Limited

OriUia
Gormans, Limited

Calgary & Edmonton

Canada
A. R. Williams Machinery Co. Ltd., Vancouver

A. R. Williams Machinery Co. of Winnipeg Ltd.
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Let
Steam
Do
Your
Setting

The hardest worked emplo^'^ee in the ordinary Saw
Mill is the setter. The handling of large logs calls for

great muscular effort on his part, while his work on
the smaller logs is almost equally laborious, as he has
to put through a much larger number of them.

Every cut makes necessary a new adjustment of the

log, which, in the absence of our Steam Set Works, is

accomplished by a long throw of the hand lever.

Before the end of his day's labor, the setter is usually

exhausted. In many mills, the setter, because of the

fatiguing nature of his duties, is not required to work
for as many hours per day as the other employees.

All this is changed by our Steam Set Works, making
the labor of the setter so much less arduous that he
can do a full day's work. He is also enabled to set logs

more quickly, thus increasing the number of cuts that

can be made in a given time; and the lumber produced
is materially improved in quality and regularity.

Instead of the saw3^er being kept waiting for the setter

—the usual condition in ordinar^^ saw mills—the

reverse is true, and the setter is usually waiting for the

sawyer.

It goes without saying that the main purpose of a saw-
mill is to produce as much good lumber as possible, at

a minimum cost. As the cutting capacity of the mill

depends mainly on the speed with
which the logs are handled, the im-
portance of an appliance which will

shorten the time required to move
logs into position for the next cut, is

apparent.

The considerable saving of
time effected by the use of
Ihese Set Works, together

with the greater exact-

ness in the thickness of

the lumber thus obtain-

ed, accounts for the

rapid adoption of this

machine bv mill men.

Why not Write for

Information Now?

BRANTFORD,ONTARIO,CANADA
MOLSON'S BANK BUILDING, VANCOUVER, B.C. WINNIPEG, MAN.
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Pants for the People

Long ones, short ones, strong ones and

little silk ones. But principally we make
pants for logging gentlemen. We make
'em out of sturdy British cloth, with the

best thread and buttons and old-fashioned

ideas about sound workmanship.

The best way to get the buttons off the pants and overalls we make
is to chop them off with an axe. They won't come off by themselves.

They STAY on.

Rip Proof
UNION ^.^ MADE

Tear Proof

Get the best in Overalls and Work Shirts by asking for Twin Bute
Brand. Our Twin Bute Shirts are extra good.

Jas. Thomson & Sons, Ltd.

Overalls, Shirts, Underwear, Loggers' Socks

VANCOUVER, B. C.

THE

Burberry Top Coat
FOE

RAIN, WIND, FOR DRESS

OR MOTORING--IS WHAT
YOU NEED

Fashion- Craft

Thos. Foster and Co.
LIMITED

514 GRANVILLE STREET

VANCOUVER, B. C.

ONE STORE ONLY

"King of the Woods Jr"

STRONG POWERFUL DURABLE

DOES THE WORK OF TEN MEN
Designed Specially for B. C. Loggers

4 H. P. GUARANTEED—6
1/2 H. P. ACTUAL TEST

Made in Vancouver by

Geo. Cradock & Co., (B.C.) Ltd.
CrEO. S. FETTAFIECi:, MANAGIKG DIBECTOB FHONi:: SEY. 1456

175 CORDOVA ST. W. VANCOUVER, B. C.

Branches

—

PORTLAND, ORE.
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

CHICAGO, ILL.

Duncan Lumber Co., Ltd.
Manufacturers and Wholesalers

VANCOUVER - BRITISH COLUMBIA



C. D. LeMASTER
President-Manag-er

Fresno, Calif.

SECOND CONGRESS WESTERN PLANING MILL AND
WOODWORKING ASSOCIATION

Multnomah Hotel, Portland, Ore., August 22-23-24-25, 1923
MAKE YOUR RESERVATIONS EARLY

GEO. M. CORNWALL
Secretary-Treasurer

Portland, Ore.

VOLUME TWENTY VANCOUVER, MAY, 1923 NUMBER FIVE

HEAPS
AND SONS, LTD.

SHINGLES
Metropolitan Bldg. VANCOUVER, B. C.

Refuse Burner
Installed for Hutchinson Lumber Co., Oroville California.

"A Guaranteed Job at the Lowest Possible Cost"

Walsh Construction Co., Ltd.
GRANVILLE ISLAND, VANCOUVER, B. C.

PM S
99

The Superlative in RUBBER

TRANSMISSION BELTING

SUCTION AND DISCHARGE FOR WATER,
O S 6 STEAM, AIR, FIRE PROTEqjION, ETC.H

Packing

Valves

"REDSTONE" & CLOTH INSERTION
SHEET BLUVIC AND "SUN" SPIRAL

- GASKETS, SPRINGS

BAND SAW BANDS, ETC.

RUBBER GOODS FOR ALL MECHANICAL PURPOSES

GUTTA PERCHA & RUBBER, LTD.
564 YATES ST., VICTORIA 526 BEATTV ST., VANCOUVER
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Made in Canada

STERLING
QUALITY

A Reputation for QUALITY

The progressive up-to-the-niinute mill man
knows that

ATKINS
STERLING

STEEL SAWS
Machine Knives and Tools have achieved their reputation

because of their high quality and dependability.

If you have not read The Story of Sterling Steel, and all

that it implies in the manufacture of our Saws, clip this

advertisement, ask for catalog, sign your name and ad-

dress, and mail it to us at Hamilton.

If you want us to give you the names of some of the

largest and most successful lumber producers who are

using Atkins products, we will be glad to do so.

"A Perfect Saw for Every Purpose"

Leading manufacturers of Saws, Saw Tools and
Machine Knives; also Atkins-Coleman Feed Rollers.
Use Aerolite and Ferrolite Wheels for your saw
gumming and knife grinding. Increase your belt

efficiency by using Cantol Belt Wax.

L C. ATKINS & CO.
Established 1857.

Canadian Factory

The Sterling Qualify Saw People

Branch House

HAMILTON, ONT. VANCOUVER, B. C.



1903
'Recognized Authority for Nineteen Years

Representative in Eastern Canada—B. L.
Smith, 208 Xing' St. West, Toronto.

Winnipeg'—T. S. MoGirr, 302 Travellers Bldg'.

Chicag-o—Mclntyre & Simpson, 14 'W. Wash-
ington Street.

Hew York—Mclntyre & Simpson, 296 Broad-
way. Phone Worth 248.

STEWABT M. BEAD, General Manag'er.

Published Monthly by
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Excessive Freight Rates.
Building up the wheat business through the port of Vancouver means

more prosperity for the Pacific Coast and more prosperity for the farmers

east of the mountains.

Every car of wheat emptied at the elevator on Burrard Inlet means
another car to be filled with British Columbia lumber to go back to the

prairies to be used in building up more homes.

Export markets are saving the day for British Columbia lumbermen.

But a return of prosperity to the prairies will bring back a great market

for British Columbia mill products, which is at now at low ebb.

While the campaign goes on to reduce freight rates on grain so that

Vancouver may become a great grain port, little is heard of the burden

which British Columbia millmen carry as a result of discrimination in

freight rates on lumber and shingles.

Sometimes British Columbia is penalized to the extent of an unfair

charge of 35 per cent. Sometimes it runs as high as 83 per cent. There

is an example of where Canadian roads charge B. C. lumbermen exactly

142 per cent, more to haul logs than is charged on American roads right

across the line, almost in sight of Canadian logging camps.

That is what one finds when comparison is made of logging charges

in Kootenay and logging charges in Idaho across the line.
.
On a fifty-

mile stretch, the Idaho lumberman pays $2.58 per thousand feet to have

logs hauled. The B. C. logger must pay seven and one-half cents per

hundred pounds. The minimum weight of the car in Idaho is 7,000

pounds, in B. C, 60,000 pounds.

It figures out that British Columbia must pay 142 per cent more than

iJic American in Idaho far the hauling of logs.

That is a fair example of the burden placed upon the industry by the

unfair freight rates charged by Canadian roads.

Read the chart given on this page. The figures have been carefully

i hecked over by experts. Here is concrete evidence of the shackling of

the industry by unfair freight rates.

It means that in levying upon the industry the railroads are placing

a penalty upon building homes on the Canadian prairies.

Commodity. From To

Lumber Vancouver Midford
Blairmore North Portal-

Lumber Vancouver Gleichen
Edmonton Virden

Rate Per Percent.
Miles. Cwt. Difference.
614 50c
615 37c

693
692

52e
401/2

35%

28%

Logs Wassa, B. C Jaffray, B.C....

Cedar Falls, WasbSeattle, Wash.

Lumber Vancouver Edmonton
Mt. Laurier.... S. St. Marie

40 $2.80 M.
39 $2.42 1/2 M. 15%

Lumber Vancouver -Lethbridge.
Windsor Megantic...

774
782

768
749

54c
29 1/2 c

54c
29 1/2 c

83 ^ r

83%

Comparisons which show how British Columbia lu

burden of freight charges on shipments
mbermen bear an unfair
to the prairie.

It means that today lumber prices, made high as a result of the extra
costs of production, are so added to by the excessive freight rates that

the prairie buyer is out of the market.

That means that the natural trade stream between the coast and the

prairies is very sluggish. The merchants of Vancouver, who should go
along and sell the prairie people nails and paint and hardware, furniture

and fixtures, fruits and foods and provisions, boots and clodiing, .share

with the lumber manufacturer the burden of the unfair rates.

There are good men and true on the prairies raising their families

in tumble-down shacks because they cannot finance a bill of lumber for

home building this spring.

There are good cattle and horses which must run around straw-

stacks this winter on the Canadian prairies because farmers cannot finance

B. C. lumber and shingles for the building of barns.

This is more than a mere business question. It is one in which the

nearest and dearest things in life are involved. Here is an injustice

which must be corrected. Carrying out of a broad programme of

equalization of rates can only result in great benefit to all parts of the

community, including the transportations systems themselves, who stand

to enjoy a portion of the new prosperity which readjustment of rates is

bound to bring to Western Canada.

Pier in the Port of Vancouver to be Completed in September Next

T\'pe of construction, reinforced concrete throughout; length, 1,200 feet; zvidths, 341 feet; freight shed floor area (gross), 394,500 square feet,

length of trackage, 8,000 feet.
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Five Dollars Apiece to Feed Forest

Fires—$2,000,000 Loss Per Year
E\AARE THE FIRE DEMON!

"There is a real monster, old as Time itself, lying

in wait to destroy and to maim.

"This demon will eat up your homes, mar the

beauty of your country, dry up your springs and
cripple your industries."

Thus writes a lumberman from the Crow's Nest
country, who urges that attention be turned to the

question of safety in the forests. The fire season
opens May 1.

Already fire has done $80,000 in damage and put

one man in the hospital on the Lower Mainland sector.

Ten fires up to April 18 ate up several bridges,

a number of motor trucks, blotted out several camps,
ruined a number of donkey engines. The $80,000 loss

is not so important as the tremendous loss of time and
organization which the logging companies must suffer.

During last year British Columbia suffered a

direct loss of $2,000,000 from forest fires. That does
not take into consideration other than the value of

timber and chattels destroyed. Great hillsides of fine

cedar, lovely slopes studded with the best fir in the world, were breathed
upon by the Demon and were straightway changed into bleak, desolate,

forbidding areas where there .shall be no life of any kind for many years
to come.

The Forest Branch directed the cleaning up of some 20,000 acres of

slash throughout the Province during the past few months. Along the

P. G. E. Railway 700 acres of slash was burned. All this is but a be-

ginning in the real preventive work which has been undertaken and
which cannot be a success without the co-operation of every citizen.

Major L. R. An-

drews, of the B. C.

Forestry Branch, has

been active in press-

ing anti-fire propa-

ganda in Vancouver
and elsewhere. He
has got his informa-

tion before the Van-
couver and Victoria

Rotary Clubs, Ki-

wanis Clubs and other

public bodies.

The Department
has pressed into ser-

vice the school organ-

ization of the prov-

ince in the hope that

popular feeling might

be aroused in behalf

of the great national

work of con.servation.

Prizes are being given

for essays to be writ-

ten by the children on
the subject (jf fires.

Major L. R. Andrews, of the B.C. Forests Branch,
who is putting energy into the campaign to

educate the public against the fire menace.

In discussing the campaign with the Western Lumberman, Major
Andrews made the following points

:

(1) B. C. fore.st revenue in 1922 amounted to approximately
$3,000,000. Increased revenue means decreased taxation.

(2) The timber industry business for B. C. last year amounted to

$75,000,000. A prosperous industry means increased payrolls

and thriving communities.

(3) The loss sustained from forest fires last year amounted to

approximately $2,000,000. This means a direct loss to the

citizens of the province.

(4) 95 per cent of the fires last year were due to human agency.

In other words, out of a total of 2591 fires, 2362 were pre-

ventable.

(5) Responsibility for these fires was traced to logging operations,

settlers clearing land, campers and smokers.

(6) Campers left their fires burning, smokers carelessly threw away
lighted cigars, tobacco, cigarettes or matches.

(7) Burned forests mean destruction of game. The fisherman will

find his favorite stream no longer exists. Charred forests do
not appeal to tourists.

(8) "The forests are yours to enjoy, therefore keep them green."

"Forests fires are laying a tax upon the people of British Columbia
of $5 a head," stated Major Andrews. "And all through the carelessness

of the public."

There was an attempt made in the Legislature last year to secure

legislation to make it unlawful to smoke in the bush during the fire season.

"This is against the liberty of the subject," declared some of the

Socialist and independent members.

The anti-smoking clause was defeated.

"It is a strange thing," said one prominent logger, whose camps last

year were burnt out, "that it is not against the liberty of the subject to

force people not to smoke in certain mining operations or in oil refineries.

"I hold that it is just as perilous to drop a lighted match, cigar,

cigarette or the ashes of a pipe in the woods on a dry day in July as to

light a match in the tunnel of a coal mine or in a place where oil is

refined.

"Science has made coal mining comparatively safe. But every effort

to protect the wooded country against fire and the people living therein

against injury and death is interference with the liberty of the subject
!"

A. E. Parlow, of Vernon, an experienced forester in the employ of

the Provincial Government, recently drew attention to the immense terri-

tory which each fire warden hired by the government must cover.

As a result of the lack of financial support given the work of conser-

vation carried on by the Forest Branch, the provincial department has

i:)ressed into service to aid the regular staff some ninety volunteers, who
work without compensation and who have the name of Honorary Fire

Wardens. Mr.. Parlow says that this force of public-spirited citizens is

rendering valuable service in spotting, reporting and helping to fight

forest fires.

Referring to the immense territory some of the rangers must cover,

Mr. Parlow said at the recent gathering of foresters in Victoria, at the

office of Hon. T. D. Pattullo, Minister of Lands

:

"Each ranger in the Vernon District has an area of over two million

acres to cover, and it is physically impossible (particularly in mountains

country with deep, crooked valleys) for him to be aware of fires which

occur in one locality when he may be forty miles away! On the other

hand, in ninety-nine times out of a hundred, there is some human agency

at or near the fire at its beginning.

"In towns and cities the fire departments maintain no look-out

towers, nor do they send out patrols to detect fires
;
they depend entirely

on prompt and voluntary information from the public, and every city

man, woman or child, on finding a fire, turns instinctively to a telephone

or fire-alarm box and sends in an alarm. If the same idea could be

developed into the covmtry outside the towns, a great part of our trouble

would disappear, for—as someone has said
—

'All fires are the same size

when they start.' Also, if our existing facilities were used to the fullest

extent (e.g., telephone, telegraph and wireless) to send word of fires, and

motors, fast launches and aircraft to convey men and equipment when the

fire is discovered, the annual loss of property (personal and state) and

the annual expenditure in fire-fighting would both be greatly reduced."

1
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What Do We Burn When We Burn Our Trees?

What do we burn when we burn our tree.s?

We burn the home for you and me,
We burn the carriage-house, barn, and shed.

The baby's cradle, the little boy's sled.

The bookcase, the table, the rocker of ease.

We burn all these when we burn our trees.

What do we burn when we burn our trees?

The daily comfort which everyone sees.

The wages of men for years to come.
In factories big where busy wheels hum

—

For industries many depend on trees

—

When our forests burn, we burn all these.

What do we burn when we burn our trees?

The homes of birds, and squirrels, and bees.

The homes of the brook, and the cooling spring
Where violets blossom, and bluebirds sing.

The beauty of nature so fair to please

—

We burn all these when we burn our trees.

Summer or Winter day or night

The woods are an ever-new delight;

They give us peace and they make us strong-

Such wonderful balms to them belong.

—Stoddard.

A

SCENE

NEAR

VANCO'JVER

WHERE

FIRE

HAS

DONE

ITS

WORK

OF

DESTRUCTION

Following Mr. Parlow's address, R. V. Stewart, of Vancouver, made

a startling statement.

"The main problem in fire fighting on the coast," Mr. Stuart said,

I

"is different from that in the interior. In the last three years fire causes

j: on the coast had changed from land clearing to logging operations, and

i the latter were now by far the most fruitful source, while fires caused

' by land clearing operations had become practically negligible ;
less, in

fact, than half of one per cent.

"Our main problem on the Coast," said Mr. Stuart, "is

to secure better organization in the logging camps. It seems

remarkable that logging operators, employing men familiar

with the woods and carrying a comprehensive equipment of

tools, should be the worst offenders, but such is the fact."

N. Moore, District Forester of^ Cranbrook, drew attention to the

causes of fires in the Cranbrook district. He said he had secured definite

proof of thirteen fires caused by smokers. A fire which devastated a

whole mountain side was positively known to have been caused by a cigar

butt thrown down by an automobile traveler. He favored the idea of

collecting data for making a strong drive against the careless smoker.

Quite ninety per cent of the fires laid to the charge of the railroad, he

said, he believed were started by travelers throwing cigar and cigarette

butts out of car windows.

Smoking on the rear platforms of observation cars, Mr. Cowan

pointed out, had been .stopped on the C.N.R., and $200,000 was being

spent by the C.P.R. on pretentative efforts, such as fixed screens for car

windows.

i, B. C. Loggers Active

Members of the B. C. Loggers' Association have been most aggres-

sive in planning to meet fire-fighting problems during the dry season.

Discussion at a recent meeting of the as.sociation centred ui)on the ques-

tion of equipment of locomotives with s]iark arrestors.

Under the Order-in-Cotmcil passed March 13, 1923, all locomotives

and donkey engines operating within one-half mile of any forest are

required to be equipped with a spark arrestor of registered design which

has been approved by the Forest Branch.

Method of Registrations In order to secure registration of the

arrestors in use on machines it is necessary for loggers to apply to the

|;Chief Inspector of Machinery, New Westminster (for registration of

donkey engine spark arrestors), or to Mr. W. Rae, Court House, Van-

couver (for registration of locomotive spark arrestors) or to the District

r'orrester at Vancouver. All applications for registration must be accom-

panied by plans in triplicate showing the dimensions and type of arres-

tor; also specifications in triplicate describing the principle of the arrestor

and the materials used in its construction. On receipt of the plans and

specifications the Forest Department will accept same and it will then

be necessary for the sender to arrange, at his own expense, for a demon-

stration and test at either Vancouver, Victoria or New Westminster. If

the test proves satisfactory the arrestor will then be registered imme-

diately. The following types of arrestor have been tested and registered

to date : For locomotives—Radley Hunter, South Bend ; for donkeys

—

South Bend, Davidson, Boomerang, Adams, Ewem.

This important information has been sent out by the secretary : The

Forest Act provides for refund of fire-fighting expense in certain cases

provided all provisions of the Act and regulations made under the Act

are complied zt/ith. In order to prevent any possibility of being excluded

from refund of fire-fighting costs, it is advisable to either use a type of

arrestor which has been formally approved or else to take .steps to

register the type now in use on your machines. The fact that you have

placed your plans on file in the Forest Branch, even if same have not been

formally approved by the department, will be considered as being in

compliance with the regulations until such time as you receive further

word from the department.

Building a Great Port

. The B. C. lumber industry is the big, sure foundation of the pros-

jierity of the City of Vancouver and of the Province of British of Colum-

bia generally.

At Vancouver, while the wharves are choked with outgoing freight,

harbor development is being pressed forward by the Dominion Govern-

ment. The Vancouver Harbor Board, spurred on to new activity by

Commissioners R. E. Beattie and S. L. Prenter, has a magnificent pro-

gramme of development before it. It is completing a $5,(XX),000 modern

two-decked steel and concrete dock, known as the Ballantyne Pier ; the

Board will this year build another elevator costing $2,500,000 ; the Cana-

dian Pacific Railway Company will build a pier costing $3,000,000. There

will be room for six or seven big. ships at the Ballantyne Pier, and the

C. P. R. new berths will accommodate three at a time.

FREE TELEPHONE SERVICE—No charge is made by the Telephone Company to

persons sending in reports of bush fires
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If in the market for Spruce, do not forget that

Golden Spruce
stands out supreme among Mountain Woods.

We are still manufacturing upon the basis of the old Mountain Grading

Rules and maintaining our REPUTATION for GRADES and SER-

VICE.

We also manufacture FIR and CEDAR. The quality of our FIR

DIMENSION is well known. We have a considerable quantity of one

inch

This we can strongly recommend, as it is a SMALL-KNOTTED type and

makes excellent Boards and Shiplap. It also has the added advantage

of being CHEAPER than other woods, and we confidently believe a trial

car will make you a permanent user.

No. 1 Spruce, Fir and Cedar Lath

All our stock is run through planing mill at time of shipment, so always

reaches you bright, clean and newly milled.

Columbia River Lumber Co., Ltd. Golden, B.C.

Canadian Western Lumber Co., Ltd., Fraser Mills, B.C.

NO. 1 COMMON CEDAR

Send your Enquiries to

Affiliated with and Represented Jointly by Salesmen of

Eastern Sales Office—TORONTO—L. D. Barclay, and E. C. Parsons

MANITOBA
Hugh Cameron and D. T. McDowall

1659 Portage Ave., Winnipeg.

ALBERTA SASKATCHEWAN
Chas. R. Skene

P.O. Box 526, Moose Jaw.
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Natural Resources of B. G.

—Pliotographed by Leonard Frank.

Part of the 225 tons of white print paper turned out every day by the Powell River Paper Company at Powell River, B. C. You get four sixteen-

page papers from a pound of paper. The daily output of the mills at Powell River is sufficient to print papers for 1,800,000 people. In a year the

mills turn out enough to print 540,000,000 sixteen-page papers. At Powell River 2,000 people reside. At Ocean Falls, B. C, where 225 tons a day is the

amount of paper produced, 2,000 people who depend upon the industry for a living also reside.

The Whalen Pulp & Paper Company produces 250 tons of sulphite

I)ulp daily. Their output of lumber is 200,000 feet daily, and 400,000

shingles. Japan and the United States consume the total ouput of sulphite.

Sales and shipping throughout the world in all countries save Japan

are handled by the Canadian Robert Dollar Company. The Whalens

therefore have the benefit of this well organized transportation system.

Improved marketing conditions have meant a great deal to the working

man. At Mill Fibre 750 persons are now living. The company's town

at Port Alice has a population of 1,000.

On the payroll there are 1,000 mill workers, 300 loggers and 300

men who work on contract business.

New Westminster Paper Mills Ltd. are turning out 20 tons of

paper daily. This is a flourishing industry and under the capable

management of Mr. Herb is bound to expand. Messrs. Smith, Davidson

& Wright of Vancouver are the selling agents for the New Westminster

people.

Some idea of the development of the pulp and jiaper industry in

British Columbia may be gained from the enormous activity at Powell

River, where they are now turning out over 225 tons of newsprint daily.

The Ocean Falls mills are turninci out a further 225 tons a day. This

volume is likely to be increased.

Work on the Chicago Tribune pulp and paper mill at Yahk in the

Kootenay district continues. Representatives of the com])any are pro-

ceeding with arrangements for the development of power for the new

industry.

The Royal Bank of Canada publishes the following figures compar-
ing the products of newsprint paper in Canada and in the United States

during the past six years

:

Canada United States

1917 ;.. 690,000 tons 1,359,000 tons

1918 740,000 " 1,260,000
"

1919 808,000 ' " 1.375,000
"

1920 876.000 " 1,512,000
"

1921 813,000 " 1,225,000
"

1922 1,082,000 " 1,448,000
"

Exports of Newsprint

The Canadian industry exjiorted last year more than 88 j^er cent, of

all the newsprint it produced, retaining only 12 per cent, for Canadian
consumption. The United States is still the Canadion industry's largest

customer, having purchased last year 887,000 tons, or 82 per cent, of the

total production. The remaider of the exports went to Australia, New
Zealand, the United Kingdom and South America. The total exports of

newsprint from Canada in 1922 were 35 ]ier cent, greater than in 1921.

Increase in Exports

Newsprint paper ex])orted from Canada during the month of March
amounted to 2,268,998 cwt., value $8,609,766, as compared with 1,903,913

cwt., value $6,793,128 in March of 1922. Wood ]iulp exported from
Canada in March amounted to 1,503,038 cwt., compared with 1,175,425

cwt. in March a year ago. The United States was by far Canada's best

customer for both ])ai)er and wood pulp. During March exports of

paper to the United States amounted to $8,720,924, while exports of

wood pulp were valued at $4,175,288. Paper sent to the United Kingdom
was valued at $203,803, and wood i)ulp at $55,505.
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Interior of modern barn, showing concrete floor and walls.

Farmers Are Using CONCRETE
more and more to modernize their Farms

Practically every Farmer in your District knows the Money-Saving possibilities

of Concrete on the Farm. It will pay you to get in touch with them.

This free book has made "Canada" Cement a leading Farm-dealer line by
telHng over 200,000 Canadian Farmers how to build with Concrete. . With its

aid, they are rapidly renovating their farms with Concrete Barn Floors and
Foundation Walls, Concrete Silos, Manure Pits,

Poultry Houses, Troughs, etc.—adding other con-

veniences and buildings from time to time, and,

always using "Canada" Cement.

Let our Service Department help you get this

business. Write for copies of "What the Farmer
Can Do With Concrete," and other valuable helps,

and become the Farm-modernizing headquarters of
vour District.

CANADA CEMENT
CONCRETE
FOR RCRMAIMCIMCC

CANADA CEMENT COMPANY, LTD.
4052 Canada Cement Company Building

PHILLIPS SQUARE • MONTREAL

Sales Offices at:

TOROKTO CA£OA»Y wxinnrao
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Common-sense An

Editorial

"Bring the employer to his knees
—

"

"If he doesn't come to terms, our policy is to

destroy
—

"

"They're walking out from every camp in

Oregon and Washington and they'll walk out in

B. C. as well
—

"

Here are a few expressions uttered by a fren-

zied orator at a street meeting in Vancouver who
calls upon the workers in the logging camps to

strike for higher pay May 1.

With the beginning of the fire season, the tim-

ber industry faces another red peril—the STRIKE.
Unrest in Oregon and Washington has swept over

the border. Two raises in the past year to the log-

gers must be followed by further additions to the

wages of the men in the camps, according to the

leaders.

People seem to like to raise trouble in good
times rather than in bad times. Although there is

work for everyone in the camps of British Colum-
bia at wages averaging $5.25, agitators protest that

the men who look the payroll in the eye every

month—the men who pay the taxes—the men who
comb the whole world to find markets for British

Columbia forest products — are "parasites,"

"middle-men," "exploiters" and "leeches."

"What do the heads of the logging companies
produce?" ask the orators.

"What do the owners of the mills produce?

What do all the middle-men produce and what
business have all these to get in between the logger

who works for wages and the consumer who buys
British Columbia shingles or British Columbia fir

lumber in a market 6,000 miles away.

Questions of this sort are being asked the log-

gers by agents of revolution w^hose only interest in

them is likely the job he holds as organizer of the

international revolutionary group he represents.
* *•

In general, no matter how much or little these

so-called capitalists may produce, no way has so

far been found to do without them. This is proved

in Russia today under revolution, and the very

things which followed the French Revolution are

coming t opass there,

Under a downright state of socialism these pro-

prietors would continue to exist only their names
would be changed.

Instead of the operator taking a certain amount
of money out of the business to buy new logging

railways,'^ donkey engines and equipment of all

kinds, the Government w^ould take it put. Jf the,

Government took less than the private, ()>v^>ers,

more work w^ould be left for the hand-loggers. If

it took more for equipment, Jess work would; be"

left the hand worker. To a'greater or less 'extent

capitalistic exploitation would go on.

These agitators do not tell the men that under

the new plan they would introduce that politicians

would be on the job just the same, only they would

be called commissioners and officials. The courts
and lawyers would be there maybe under another
name, such as arbitration tribunal. The preachers
would be ethical culture teachers. The actors
would be actors, for in Russia today the theatre is

as important in the lives of the people as ever. All

the storekeepers would be keepers of revolutionary
warehouses and they would have under them
armies of clerks and bookkeepers and inspectors

—

four times as many as now.
* *

Persons who go about spreading unrest would
have the men in the logging camps of this Province
believe that the trees would jump from the stumps
of their own accord and hop to the markets of the
Atlantic seaboard, of the Old Country, South
Africa, Australia or elsewhere.

In few lines of business does brain work play
a more important part than in the production and
marketing of the products of the forest.

Agitators offer the men a New Kingdom Come
where top-notch wages wall always be the rule.

They fail to tell them that the welfare of the forest

industry in British Columbia depends upon the

condition of world trade bevond these boundaries.

SO-CALLED REFORMERS FAIL TO TELL
THE MEN THAT TOO GREAT A BURDEN
IN THE WAY OF PRODUCTION COSTS WILL
KILL THE PROSPERITY WHICH IS NOW
ALMOST WITHIN REACH.

* * *

Nor are the I. W. W. who spread the fires . of
unrest the only enemies of prosperity. With the

forest industry paying over $4,000,000 yearly into

the coffers of the Province in the way of taxes,

further additions to that load will only have the

same result as unreasonable demands expressed
through the leaders of radical elements in the

communit3\

Of the tremendous sums collected from the

industry little is re-invested by the Government
back into the industry. Rather millions are collect-

ed to be spent in the general upkeep of the Prov-

vince — to BUILD SCHOOLS FOR THE CHILD-
REN AND ROADS FOR THE FARMERS, AND
TO FOSTER RECLAMATION OF LAND AND
THE BROADENING OUT OF AGRICULTURE
IN BRITISH COLUMBIA. IN THE SECURITY
AND PROSPERITY OF THE INDUSTRY IN
BRITISH COLUMBIA EVERY MAN, WOMAN
AND,.CHiLD IN THE PROVINCE IS VITALLY
INTERESTED. INJURY TO THE LOGGING
AND LUMBERING INVESTMENTS IN BRITISH
COLi^MBIA, LET i^'^ftlGINATE WHERE IT

MAY, IS GOING TO CUT IN UPON THE WEL-
FARE OF EVERY CITIZEN AND ESPECIALLY
UPON MEN AND WOMEN WHO ARE REARING
FAMILIES IN THIS PROVINCE.

i
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Yates Type A-1 is used extensively in mills which have consid-

erable planing, matching and transit work. It comes nearer

perfection than any other of its type.

This machine produces high grade quality of work you demand.
The perfect edges on stock run through this machine are ideal

for matching and jointing. Equipped with or without profiler.

All working parts are carried upon the one-piece base, built

close together, easily accessible and adjustable, so that it is a

compact, sturdy machine, occupying a minimum of floor space.

When you need a medium capacity Planer and Matcher, remem-
ber Yates A-1 will produce large and fine production at low
costs. Complete illustrated description of this machine will be

sent upon request.

PB.yaiesMizchineQoMd.
HAMILTON^ ONTARIO

WESTERN REPRESENTATIVE

V. C.VOUNG
716 DOMINION BLPG. l/AINCQUUER B.C.

WORLD'S LARGEST MANUFACTURERS OF WOODWORKING MACHINERY
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THE SAW IN HISTORY
I-' lilt Saw

of the Stone A"

Ancient Australian Saw

Saw Found in a
Tomb in Thebes,

Egypt

Blade of Ancient
Frame Saw

C. E. McGahey, of Vancouver, representative of the firm of Henry

Dissfon and Sons, saw manufacturers, says that men in the lumber indus-

try—mechanical experts as well as financial directors—sometimes over-

look the fact that they ore living in an advanced age so far as sazvs are

concerned.

"They take much for granted," said Mr. McGahey. "They come

to the saw man and place their orders for modern equipment and few

realise the struggle up through the ages of mechanical minds in the great

work of producing the modern saw.

"These saws"—and Mr. McGahey swept his hand in the direction of

the great circulars stacked along the side of the zvarchouse— 'these saws

represent the combined efforts of many generations of skilled artisans

\'ho knew toil and sorrow and disappointment in evolving the product

a'f have today to place at the service of industry."

Then Mr. McGahey reached for a beautifully bound little volume,

^

"The Saw in History." Following is reproduced the first few pages of

the remarkable book which gives the romance of sazv making from the

time when primitive men hunted the saw-tooth tigers on the Pacific Coast

—when they made war with clubs and when a man's idea of a good meal

was the marrow from the thigh bone of an enemy, laid lozv from a blow

on the side of the skull.

The saw is one of the most ancient tools known to man. It antedates

civiHzation. Its use dates back to the NeoHthic or later stone age, before

the discovery of metals, when only the crudest im])lements were con-

structed.

The bronze age, with its progress of mankind toward civilization,

brought a corresponding development in the saw. While the length and

form of the stone saws of the earlier period were determined largely by

accident, bronze permitted of mani])ulati()n in desired shapes, and its

F.g. 2

Fig. 1

introduction marked a distinct improvement in form. As the ancients'

knowledge of metals increased, iron was used in tool construction, especi-

ally in that of saws, and this period may be considered the genesis of

modern saw-making. It is generally con-

ceded that nature provided the examples

which inspired the invention of saws. Some
investigators claim the saw-fish (Fig. 1) as

the first type; others, the wasp (Fig. 2),

wit hthe saw-like actio nof its serrated

sting.

A Grecian fable describing the origin

of the saw relates how Talus (or Perdix),

having found the jawbone of a fish (ac-

cording to some authorities a serpent), produced an imitation by cutting

teeth in iron. While the Grecian claim to discovery is unbacked by his-

torical authority, such an origin seems probable.

The few specimens of prehistoric saws existing in the museums of

Europe and America, enable us to judge of the character and method of

use of the primitive types; The saws of the bronze age, of wdiich a

number of typical specimens have been found, more nearly approach the

forms with which we are familiar. Still more modern forms were
developed as the iron age succeeded the bronze age, and some iron saws
that date to Biblical times and beyond might, but for their inferior

material and workmanship, be taken as models for more modern imple-

ments. Indisputable evidence that bronze saws with jewelled teeth were
used by the ancient Egyptian for cut ing the hardest stone was discovered

by the eminent Egyptologist, Prof. W. M. Flinders Petrie. Sir Austen
Henry Layard, the Assyriologist, found at Nimroud near Nineveh, a

two-handled, iron saw (Fig. 3), 3 ft.

8 in. long hv 4% in. wide (dimensions

similar to those of the present day

saw). Saws are mentioned in the Bible. It is said that Christian martyrs

in the days of persecution were "sawn asunder." CIrecian car])enters

used saw.s' not unlike those of today. A i)ainting discovered at Hercu-

laneum depicts two genii at the end of a bench oi)erating a saw (Fig. 4)

resembling the modern frame saw, while a drawing found upon an ancient

tomb shows a saw (Fig. 5) almost identical with the bucksaw of today.

Cicero in his oration for Cluenthius, mentions an ingenious saw with

which a thief cut out the bottom of a chest. Pliny states that saws

were used by the ancient Belgae for cutting building-stone.
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SHINGLE MANUFACTURERS!

Before Placing Your Order

for New Equipment See the

Acme Special

SHINGLE MACHINE
The Last Word in Shingle Machine Construction

99

Fitted with:

"Acme" Set Works
Steel Carriage

"Acme" Improved Ratchets

Solid Iron Base

Machined Gears

We Also Manufacture

:

Shingle Mill Equipment

Portable Saw Mills

Lathe Machinery

Saw Mill Machinery

BUY

GENUINE "WEE MACGREGOR" DRAG SAW, $160.00

ONLY MANUFACTURED BY

The

Hanes-Walker Engine & Machinery

Granville Island

Successors to Schaake Co., Ltd.

Vancouver, B. C.

Co. Ltd.

Seymour 4417
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The earliest prehistoric saws were simply flakes of flint, notched by

chipping. Rarely more than 3 inches long, with teeth of doubtful sharp-

ness and held between thumb and finger, these saws had very limited

cutting-power. They were used chiefly in the manufacture of ornaments

from bone and soft stones. Excellent specimens found in the north of

England are shown in Figs. 6 and 7. Qreenwell, in his "British Barrows,"

says of Fig. 7:

"This instrument is very like a lance point, sharpened and thin at

the base, where it was fastened to the haft; but from the many teeth at

regular distances from each other, I am disposed to think it has probably

been a saw."

Flint saws have been discovered in the caves of the "reindeer period"

in France, in the Kjokken-Moddings (ancient stone heaps) of Denmark

and Sweden, in the lake dwellings of Switzerland and northern Italy, and

practically throughout Europe. The smallest discovered is P/^ inches

in length and none has been found longer than 9V^ inches.

Pig. 8

Fig. 9

Fig. 6 Fig. 7

Fig. 10

Figs. 8, 9 and 10 illustrate some of the primitive types. Fig. 9

appears to have been used both as a knife and a saw, and there are

indications that some of the specimens once had wooden handles.

The stone-age man's ingenuity increased with his needs, and he

discovered that by mounting his serrated flint chips in a groove formed

in a stock of wood he obtained a more serviceable tool. The finest

specimen of this type (Fig. 11) was found in the prehistoric region of

Polanda, in northern Italy. Four separate flint flakes are cemented mto

the wooden casing with asphalt. Swiss archccologists declare the shape of

the handles indicates that this was made for the use of a left-handed man.

\ similar saw was found in a lake dwelling at Vinez, Switzerland.

Fig. 11

Mounted specimens of prehistoric man's handiwork are necessarily rare

because of the perishable nature of wood.

In Scandinavia, where flint is found in large blocks, the primitive

saws were larger and half-moon shaped (Fig. 12). The teeth are on the

straight edge, which is from 4 to 7 inches long.

Dr. Schlieman found flint saws in abundance during his extensive

excavations on the site of ancient Troy.

The universal development of this instrument under pressure of

necessity is seen in the fact that the South Sea Islanders (far from the

northern European mentioned) make a saw from sharks' teeth, the Canb

Indians used notched shells, while the ancient Mexicans used a volcanic

rock called Obsidian for saw teeth.

Specimens of the bronze saws which supplanted those of stone are

rare, not more than about thirty having been found m all Europe. A
perfect blade about 9 inches long (Fig. 13) was taken from a lake

dwelUng at Moermgen,

Switzerland. Others
have been found in

France, Spain, Hun-

gary, Italy and Swe-

den, and in the last-

Fig. 12 named country was

found a stone mold for

casting bronze saws, in

which four could be

_ _ k cast at once (Fig. 14).

Fig, 13 The variety of other

-sharp tools made during the bronze age better adapted to the require-

ments of that period probably accounts for the rarity of metal saws
among the relics.

The Hebrews used saws for cutting both wood and stone, as indi-

cated in I Kings 7 : 9, which refers to "costly stones, according to the

measures of hewed stoned, sawed with saws," etc. Pliny believed that

sawn slabs composed the marble facing of the place of Mau.solus, King of

Caria (350 B.C.). References by other ancient authors carry both types

of saws back to the greatest antiquity. Prisoners of war, especially

noblemen, were sometimes executed with iron saws, as mentioned in the

Bible and elsewhere (II Samuel 12 : 31 : "And he brought forth the

people that were therein, and put them under saws," etc.). This was
the fate of the prophet Isaiah, under King Manassel, according to the

writings of the church fathers, Justin Martyr, Origen, Epiphanius and
Lactantius. This terrible punishment was known to. other ancient

nations, notably the Egyptians, Persians and Thracians, and in a few-

instances was inflicted upon Jews un-

der Roman emperors. Ancient and
Egyptian saws, so far as learned, were
single-handed, although St. Jerome
has been thought to allude to circular

saws. Flinders Petrie's findings indi-

cate, however, tha tthis reference was
probably to stone-cutting saws.

Fig. 14

As with modern Oriental saws,

those of the . ancient Egyptians are

supposed, from the illustratinos, to

have had the teeth inclined toward the handle—cutting on the pull—
although this is not invariably the rule. The predominant type was con-

structed of a bronze blade attached to a handle with what appear to be

leathern throngs. However, the British Museum has specimens with

tangs for inserting into the handle, as with the modern knife. Double

saws, strained with a cord, were in use by the Romans. The Egyptians

placed the wood to be sawed perpendicularly in a sort of frame and cut

downward. The saws "under" or "in" which David is said to have placed

his captives were of iron. A case of "sawing asunder" by placing the

criminals between boards and beginning at the head, is mentioned by

Shaw in "Travels."

Although one of the simplest and oldest of tools, it was not until the

last two or three centuries that the saw attained its universal importance.

Iron was necessary iii its construction. Stone saws had no real value and

those of bronze were little better. Moreover, bronze adapted itself to

edged-tool construction that these practically supplanted the saw. Many
savage races and even the comparatively civilized South American abori-

gines never knew the saw. Beckmann states that : "In early periods, the

trunks of trees were split with wedges into as many thin pieces as pos-

sible; and if it was found necessary to have these still thinner, they were

hewn on both sides to proper size." And this wasteful process has con-

tinued in use to comparatively recent times in countries where wood is

abundant.

The invention of steel was a powerful stimulant in the development

of the saw. The date of its discovery is lost in the past. Hesiod in 850

B. C. refers to "bright iron" and "black iron," and Ezekiel in 600 B. C.

to "bright iron." The latter undoubtedly was a low-grade steel.

The mention of its

importation from Cha-
Ivbes to Greece is the

first authentic mention
of steel. From ancient

history we learn of the

wonderful Persian and
Damascene sword-
blades of steel (335 B.

C), while Diodorus, a

Greek, wrote in 50 B.

C. of the Celtiberians

as being "armed with

weapons of excellent

temper."

Ancient paintings

and other discoveries

show the Eg\'])tians to

have been familiar with

with steel in represen-

tations of similar tools.
Egyptian Sawyor at Work

j^]^,^ ^^^^^j seemingly

distinguished between steel and bronze. In 1874 an iron wedge or plate

was discovered embedded in the ma.sonry of the Great Pyramid, proving

that the Egyptians produced and wrought iron 5400 years ago in the time

of King Cheops.

(Continued next month)
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THURSTON-FLAVELLE LIMITED
Office and Mills Port Moody, B.C.

Our Specialty

RED CEDAR
CLEAR "A"

BE VEL SIDING

EXTRA XXX
SHINGLES

FOR PART CAR SHIPMENTS STOCKS OF SIDING CARRIED AT:

Winnipeg, c/o The Empire Sash & Door Company, Ltd.

Saskatoon, c/o Security Lumber Company, Limited.

Edmonton, c/o The Atlas Lumber Company, Limited.

Calgary, c/o Revelstoke Sawmill Company, Limited.

Swift Current, c/o Revelstoke Sawmill Company, Limited.

Regina, c/o Security Lumber Company, Limited.

Moose Jaw, c/o Security Lumber Company, Limited.

Dauphin, Man., c/o J. J. Crowe Co., Limited.

Brandon, Man., c/o A. R. McDiarmid Lumber Co.

Prairie Representative, J. 0. THORPE, King George Hotel, Saskatoon, Sask.

MEMBER MILLS
Alberta Zium'ber Co., Zitd.

Dominion Creosotingr Sc Iibr. Zitd.

Robertson Sc Hac'^ett Sawmills
Z.td.

THAT

ASSOCIATED/
MILLS
LIMITED

MEMBER MILLS
Ebame Sawmills Iitd.

Iiadner Iiumber Iitd.

Timberland Iiumber Co., Zitd.

DOUGLAS FIR WESTERN HEMLOCK

YOU HAVE THE COMBINED SERVICE OF
SIX COAST MILLS BEHIND YOUR RE-
QUIREMENTS FOR B. C. LUMBER. THAT
MEANS SOMETHING TO YOU AT THIS
TIME, WHEN BROKEN STOCKS ARE IN
EVIDENCE.

Associ2d:ed /\ills
Limited

VANCOUVER BRITISH COLUMBIA

REPRESENTATIVES:

Roy R. Pointer, Edmonton, Alta. McFarland Lumber Co., Winnipeg, Man.
McFarland Lumber Co., Calgary, Alta. A. C. Raymond, Saskatoon, Sask.
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John R. Booth Celebrates His
96th Birthday

John R. Booth is 96 years old. He celeDrated his birthday recently

by spending eigh hours at his usual work at the mills on the Chudiere
Falls, Hull, Quebec.

When a man has reached the age
of 97 years and has spent his life-

time in intimate touch with the for-

ests, his opinion on the value of forest

fire protection is invaluable. Mr.
John R. Booth, the Ottawa lumber
veteran, when asked for his views on
the subject, is quoted as saying:

"I can see no other remedy for the

ever-increasing ruin of the forest re-

sources of this country except to let

the people bring themselves to such a

tragic condition of scarce timber and
pulpwood, with extreme costs for

every foot or cord they buy, that some
drastic cure will be sought and ap
plied. Forest conservation will arrive

when the absence of it pinches our
population hard enough."

Mr. Booth was further asked

:

"Running back over your own
life as an operator, what proportion

Kji I L D D of trees of timber size have been
Mr. John R. Booth 111 1

taken out by the axe as compared
with those destroyed by fire?"

"I would say one to twenty. That's well within the mark.

"So that with fire eliminated, Canada would have had a self-

perpetuating forest supply for all time to come?"

"With the larger limit holders that would undoubtedly be true. The
nation has been forced to the edge of a timber dilemma not by the

lumberjack, but by forest fire."

Mr. Booth's success, he often states, is due to his habit of saving.

He is a conservationist in all things. When the editor of the "Western
Lumberman" was a reporter in Ottawa, he was sent to secure an inter-

view from Mr. Booth.

That particular day, the millionaire lumberman was out with his

men directing the building of a concrete wall. He had his coat of¥ and
was actually shovelling the soft grouting into the wall.

"Sho\e in those rocks," directed Mr. Booth. "A good rock, if

wholly surrounded by concrete, is just as useful as the concrete itself

—

in fact, better."

Hig was saving his cement and setting a lesson in thrift to the young
French-Canadians who were helping on the job.

When Mr. Booth climbed the ladder up to where the reporter

waited him, he was a trifle angry at being called from his work, but
courteously gave the information asked for.

Two grandsons of John R. Booth are successfully engaged in busi-

ness in Vancouver. They are Bryce W. Fleck, and J. Gordon Fleck,

of Fleck Bros., Ltd., dealers in mill and mine supplies.

Government Timber Sales
Mary A. Whalen, 709 Northwest Trust Building, Vancouver, is the

purchaser of 133 acres cedar, fir and hemlock at Hardwick Lsland, the

price being $5,248.

J. L. Labbe, Sayward, V.I., bought 320 acres in the Salmon River

Valley, from the Government, mostly balsam and hemlock, at $7,022.

Whalen Pulp and Paper Mills have bought from the Government
200 acres of spruce, with about a million of cedar, on Cumshewa Inlet,

the price being $14,546.

Government announcements include statement that a sale has been

made to the Buckley interests of some 500 acres of timber lands on Queen
Charlotte Lslands, the price being $23,423.

R. A. Button, Prince George, buys 80 acres of spruce, fir and lodge-

pole pine, five miles north of Prince George, the price being $1,221.

At Kamloops the Barret Timber Co. purchased the 166 acres in-

cluded in X3460, at $1,736.30.

Penticton Sawmills, Limited, have bought from the Government 338
acres at Four Mile Creek, the price being $3,531.

Saunier & Golding, of Nelson, have bought fir, tamarac and ties,

eight acres in all, at $1,185.

Silk From Wood Pulp a Growing Industry
I

Much Made from B. C. Raw Material But None Yet Manufactured Here

Entering into the manufacture of all kinds of ribbons, ties, scarfs,

hose, jerseys, velvets, satins, braids and trimmings for fancy textures,

and woven with natural silk, cotton, and other fibres into numerous
fabrics is a celluloise product, known as artificial silk, that has been made
in Europe for the last twenty years, and in the United States since 1911.

The industry has been remunerative, and has prospered even at a time

when other industries were passing through periods of serious depression.

Between 1914 and 1921 the world's annual output of artificial silk

increased from twenty-six million to forty-four million pounds, and the

demand today is so much in excess of supply that the capacity of many
mills is being increased.

Though some B. C. wood-pulp finds its way to French and Italian

factories, no artificial silk is at present made in the Dominion
;
yet imports

now reach a value of over $2,000,000 a year, and these do not include the

great quantity of imported fabrics partly made from artificial silk, for

which no record is available.

A World's Record?
The Hammond Cedar Company, Ltd., Port Hammond, B.C., claim

the world's record run for one machine on cedar bevel siding, manufac-
turing 124,442 feet in one day of 9 hours ; 105,000 tied up. This machine
is averaging 120,000 feet per day. This record was made on a P. B.

Yates Combination Matcher Re-saw, No. 350.

On a P. B. Yates C-4 Moulder they ran 58,444 lineal feet 1x4 C. B.

siding strips, with a daily average of 55,232 feet. The 1x4 cedar strips,

after passing through a horizontal circular re-saw to trimmer man. This

performance is entirely automatic and requires only one feeder and one

trimmer.

They claim the best machine work and grading in the Northwest,

are interested in high-class work and capacity production, and would
like to hear from the other fellow.

WRIGL.
COMPANY

WITH WHICH IS INCORPORATED JAS. F. MORRIS CO.

Our representative will gladly call at any time to

give you samples and prices on any or all of your
printing work.

426 Homer Street Vancouver, B. C.

!fi

We specialize in printing

for the Lumber and

Shingle Trades.

SEYMOUR

ASK FOR SERVICE DEPT.
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BUY SUPPLIES MADE IN B. C.

We Build

Logging Engines Logging Cars
WE SPECIALISE IN REPAIRING
ALL KINDS OF MACHINERY

Locomotives Engines Boilers

USE V.E.W. STEEL CASTINGS
If they are not V. E. W. Castings tliey are not B. C. Product, as we are the

only plant in B. C. producing Steel Castings. Mild, Chrome, Nickel,

Carbon, Manganese or any Special Steel Castings Made to Order.

Vancouver Engineering Works, Limited
519 6th AVE. WEST Phone Fairmont 240 VANCOUVER, B. C.

SAWS
The Simonds Trade Mark on a Circular, Band or any other design of Saw is a

guarantee of Steel—Quality and Workmanship which should not be overlooked.

Careful attention to every detail in the making of Simonds Saws commences at the

foundation—the steel. To assure uniformity and saw quality Simonds make their

own steel. After that the saw making knowledge and saw making skill of experts

of years' experience is applied. This results in saws of superior quality that hold

their cutting edge and retain their tension under the most severe cutting tests.

Specify Simonds and you will get Good Saws.

Makers of the famous Simonds Files and Hack Saws.

Simonds Canada Saw Co. Ltd.

ST. JOHN, N. B.

"The Saw Makers"
MONTREAL, QUE. VANCOUVER, B. C.
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IN THE MATTER OF THE
COMPANIES ACT

and

IN THE MATTER OF THE
GISCOME LUMBER COM-
PANY, LTD., in liquidation.

Judicial Sale

NOTICE IS HEREBY given that pursuant to

the Order of the Honourable Mr. Justice
Murphy, dated the 19th day of April, 1923,
there will be offered for sale at the Court
House at the City of Vancouver, on Tuesday,
the 8th day of May, 1923, at 12:00 o'clock

noon, all the plant and machinery, assets and
effects of the Giscome Lumber Company, Lim-
ited, in liquidation, including the Mill site and
realty, particulars of which are as follows:

The property is located at Giscome, B.C.,

on the main line of the Grand Trunk Pacific

Railway, 24 miles east of Prince George.
The mill site (containing approximately two
hundred acres owned in fee simple) is at
the West end of Eagle Lake, an inland lake
about six miles long. The property north
of the railroad (about sixty acres) is used
for the Sawmill plant, yards and piling

ground. The property south of the railroad
is laid out for a townsite, on which there
are about ten small cottages.

The Saw Mill contains one 8 ft. Waterous
Double Cutting Band Mill, one Wicks
Brothers' Gang, Steam feed 12"x48' cylin-

der, one large Waterous Double Edger, one
Waterous automatic undercut trimmer. Dia-
mond Lath Mill, together with modern labor
saving devices and a well-equipped filing

room.

One Air Cooled Refuse Burner.

The Power Plant consists of two 72" by
18' boilers two 72" by 16' boilers, Dutch
Ovens, one steel stack, sufficient capacity
for one additional boiler, one Corliss Eng-
ine, which drives the Saw Mill, one small
engine and electric generator, which drives
the Planing Mill machinery, one small
engine which drives the electric dynamo.

The Planing Mill is of heavy mill con-
struction 126' X 160', equipped with one
77A American Wood Working Machine
Company's Matcher and Profiler, one 16x24
American Wood Working Machine Com-
pany's Timber Sizer, one American Wood
Working Machine Company's Moulder, one
Band Resaw, and several other machines, all

operated by direct connected Westinghouse
electric motors.

A Dry Lumber Shed,«120'x90', one Ware-
house approximately 40 x80'. All the other
buildings are of temporary construction.

No timber is owned by the estate, but
approximately 500,000,000 feet of Govern-
ment and Private owned timber is tributary
to Eagle Lake, which can be bought at rea-
sonable prices. The timber tributary to

this mill is mostly Engelmann Spruce, with
from ten to twenty-five per cent fir and
Balsam.

The sale will be subject to the assumption by
the Purchaser of the taxes now owing to the
Province of British Columbia, amounting to

$22,444.95 or thereabouts.

Terms and conditions of sale and all particu-

lars relating thereto can be seen at the office

of the Liquidator, 219-225 Pacific Building, 744
Hastings Street West, Vancouver, B.C., or at

the office of his Solicitors, Messrs. Ellis &
Brown, 403-7 Rogers Building, 470 Granville
Street, Vancouver, B.C.

Dated this 20th day of April, 1923.

R. D. DINNING,
Liquidator.

Stacking Lumber on End
(Courtesy Gulf Coast Lumberman)

The C^ulf Coast Lumberman has been asked many questions in the
j)ast few months concerning the end stacking of lumber in the yards of
California. Just how, and why, etc., are the questions many interested

dealers have wanted to know.

So we are presenting herewith a picture of a part of one of the
big retail yards in Los Angeles, that of The Owens-Parks Lumber Com-
pany. This is cut from a panorama of the entire yard, and does not
pretend to show anything except one side of the lumber yard where the
end stacking is done.

It is a fact that in California very little if any lumber is stacked flat.

Ask the California dealer why he stacks his lumber on end, and he first

wants to know why he shouldn't? Wants to know how on earth a man
would pile lumber, if not on end. When you explain that lumber is piled
flat in most of the rest of the country, he quickly points out the advan-
t;iges of the California plan.

Note the way it is done. They build foundations for their lumber,
just off the ground, so that the rain can run through, and not stand on
the foundations. The flooring of these lumber racks are two by fours.
In the yard shown the corners are concrete. The two by four flooring is

laid with enough space between for the rain to run through. In this

particular yard the entire yard is paved, and there are drains under each
pile foundation. In the average yard, the water simply runs through into

the ground.

Yard Where All Lumber Is Stacked on End

The lumber is stacked just as it would be on the ground, and leans

on the rack just enough so that its own weight will keep it in place. It

is sticked, but not between each tier. Usualy there are four or five tiers

of lumber and then an inch stick. The stick the bottom is on the

ground, and the other one, about half way up, is held in place by the

weight of the boards laid against it. The stacking is very simple, and
very speedy. So is the unstacking. The yard man quickly demonstrates
how much easier it is to take hold of a board standing on end and let it

tip back onto the wagon or truck, compared with getting on a pile and
hauling it off, particularly when the pile is high.

Then there is the matter of space. The stand their boaryds on end,

and a thousand feet of boards so stacked takes no room, compared with
the room required to lay it flat. It takes a little over 5 square feet of
rack to hold a thousand feet of lumber, sixteen feet long. They claim in

California that they save a world of yard and shed room, and a world
of expen.se, by stacking their lumber on end. They stack it inside the

sheds exactly the same as they do outside—on end.

It must be remembered in this regard, however, that the Douglas
Fir and Redwood lumber stocked at the California yards does not stain,

blue, or in any way degrade by being piled solid. Southern Pine would
have to be sticked between every tier of lumber, which would be a very
difficult and expensive work.

Liquor shipped from Vancouver and valued at .$20,000, con-

cealed in a car loaded with lumber, was discovered and seized in

Winnipeg. It was the real stuff, "seasoned in wood."—Judge

Williams in the Vancouver Province.
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THE OLD MAN SAYS:

Several men have drop-

ped dead playing golf, and

doctors say, truly, it wasn't

golf that killed them. What
they did between golf games

made their hearts weak, so

that any slight exertion,

such as walking upstairs,

might have caused death.

What doctors say about

golf applies to other things.

The gentleman "working

himself to death," who has

his poor head rubbed by his

sorrowful wife, often is in-

jured by things other than

his real work. Work, sanely

carried on, does not kill

anybody. *

Foolishness kills millions.

Mental work after a heavy

meal, forcing into the

brain, by thinking, blood

that the stomach needs for

digestion, ends prematurely

at least half of our business

men.

The late E. H. Harriman,

a great business genius, ate

his luncheon at his desk,

talking into the telephone

or reading railroad reports

at the same time. Had he

separated the luncheon

from the work he might be

alive now.

Any man past forty that

eats meats in the middle of

the day or any hearty meal,

is inviting trouble.

One hearty meal a day is

enough for sedentary work-

ers. Take it in the evening,

when you have all night to

digest it.

McLaren Lumber Company
BLAIRMORE, Alta.

Manufacturers of superior grades of

Spruce Lumber

Dealers in all kinds of Mining Timbers,

Corral and Fence Poles, etc.

Our Specialty : ''QUALITY and SERVICE*'

Maple Ridge Lumber Co., Ltd.

FIR TIMBERS
OUR SPECIALTY

Quick Cutting Orders
CT.R. Main Line-

Maple Ridge Lumber Co.
PORT HANEY, B.C. Limited

THE

SUPER

MODEL

A Complete
Figuring
Service

in

One Machine

Adding - Calculating Machine
will serve you as a Complete Figuring

Machine in all branches of the Lumber
business.

Extension of lumber invoices is done rapidly

and accurately. It will handle fractions as

easily as whole numbers.

Seeing is Believing—Demonstration cheerfully

given in your own office. Write or phone.

UNITED TYPEWRITER CO., Ltd.

DALTON DEPARTMENT

VANCOUVER, VICTORIA, CALGARY, REGINA, SASKATOON, EDMONTON AND WINNIPEG
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ON THE FIRING LINE IN MID-SUMMER
N. Moore, District Forester, Cran brook

If a fire cannot be controlled during the first day, work should be

resumed at daybreak, using about eighty per cent, of the crew. At this

time fires are at their lowest ebb ; there is very little smoke, flame, heat

or sparks to contend with ; the air is cool, and even in the worst fire

seasons you will have from six to eight hours before the flames are burn-

ing strongly. The fire lines constructed in the morning can safely be

back-fired. There is very little danger from spot fires. For these rea-

sons, one hour's work in the morning may be more effective than four

in the afternoon.

If the fire is in spruce or moss-laden timber, which has a tendency

to crown, as much work as possible may be done at night. If there is

a bright moon, or sufficient light from the fire, night work can be done

to advantage, but under ordinary conditions, the amount of work done

per man will be much greater in the morning than at night, and except

for back-firing dangerous pieces of fire-line and other special jobs, morn-
ing is the best time.

Lunch should be served to the men on the fire-line every four hours.

They should have plenty of drinking water, which can be taken with

them in linen water-bottles. Unless the fire can be controlled by a little

overtime work, they should not be kept on the fire-line for longer than ten

or twelve hours, but should be relieved at three or four o'clock by the

men who have been held in reserve, who will take over the fire-line, do

whatver new work may be necessary, and patrol the completed fir-line

until nightfall or the fires die down.

To obtain best results with a large crew, they should be divided

into smaller gangs of from twelve to fifteen men each under a competent

foreman. Each crew should be divided into axe men, mattock men and
sawyers, depending on the nature of the work. All instructions should

be issued through the foremen, who are held responsible for the work
in their sections. If a continuous fire-line is being constructed, each

foreman should be given from 100 to 600 yards to construct. When

this is finished he will take over another piece of the line which has been

blazed out by the foreman in charge of the fire. In arranging the gangs,

short distances shouW be assigned to each man. This prevents men
piling up and getting in each other's way, and gives the foreman a chance

to discover men who are leaning too frequently on their shovels. If the

fire-line is constructed some distance from the firs, back-firing should be

carried on as the fire-line progresses and sufficient men left to patrol the

line until it is burnt out.

If conditions permit, work should be started at the head of the fire

and continued in both directions along its flanks. Where work is started

in the early morning it is generally possible to construct the fire line along

the extreme edge of the fire. This method has the following advantages:

1. There is little danger of losing the fire-line, as the fire is robbed

of new material and goes out quickly.

2. It eliminates all danger from crown fires.

3. It saves the timber which would be sacrificed by back-firing,

and holds the acreage of the fire to a minimum.

To be effective the fire-line must be carefully constructed. The
mineral soil must be clear-ed for a width of from two to four feet, all

snags within 300 feet of the line should be felled, all burning logs and
poles rolled away from the fire-line and the fire-line carefully i)atrolled,

special watch being kept for spot fires which may start or which may be

smouldering outside the fire-line.

No matter what method is used some fires ma get established across

the line. If they get away all work is lost. To prevent this the patrol

should be strengthened during the heat of the day and only the most
dependable men chosen for the work. The patrol should be made not

only along the fire-line but for a considerable distance back from the line.

On all large fires, one man should patrol the line for four or five

days after all danger seems past, because no matter what care has been

taken there is always the chance of small fires smouldering for days.

Uniform inQuality
DOUGLAS FIR

SPRUCE

HEMLOCK
CEDAR

Our Modern Electric Mill is Situated in

the Heart of the "Green Timber," one of

the Finest Stands in British Columbia

WRITE US YOUR ENQUIRIES

Telegrams: NEW WESTMINSTER, B. C.

KING-FARRIS LUMBER CO, LTD.
Mill: KINGS, B. C. Office: NEWTON, B. C.

Prairie Representative

:

J. O. Thorpe, Fort Garry Hotel, WINNIPEG
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George M. Cornwall, Publisher
George M. Cornwall,

publisher of the "Tim-

b e r m a n." Portland,

Ore., friend of all men

in the logging and lum-

bering industry on the

Pacific Coast, was en-

tertained at a luncheon

b}- the British Columbia

Wholesale Lumberman's

Association, during
April.

Mr. Cornwall is in

Canada arousing inter-

est in the new Planing

Mill Organization, of

which he is Secretary.

The "Timberman" is

known by everyone in

the industry it serves,

and has become an au-

thority upon every branch of that industry. This publication is the

product of 25 years continuous service on the part of George Cornwall,

his family and his associates.

Mr. Cornwall was recently" asked the secret of his tremendous

success as a publisher.

"Knowledge," he replied. "Knowledge is power. Know your in-

dustry, every branch of it, then serve the people in that industry. First

George M. Cornwall

know their problems, know their difficulties, then through your publica-

tion assist them in the solution of these difficulties.

"I have found in 25 years," said Mr. Cornwall, "as an editor of a

lumber trade publication, that in the forests and in the mills, are some

of the biggest men in this Western country—big physically, big in heart,

in money and in courage. Did I say money, well some of the boys in the

camps are not as good financiers as some of the men who sign the

checks; but they are big men, if not in money, in brain and brawn, and

in service to the country. As a class they are big men and exceedingly

intelligent men, quick to recognize and reward merit."

Mr. Cornwall is of Scotch origin. As a boy of twelve, he was

brought out to America, and fof- a time lived in Florida. He has been

identified for 40 years, in some way or other, with the lumber industr}^

and has moved North and West with the woodsman. His hobby is the

planting of trees. He is recognized as a national authority on the subject

of forestry and has helped to develop departments of forestry in several

State universities.

While in British Columbia Mr. Cornwall was entertained by leading

men in the timber industry. He is a brilliant talker. In his articles and

his conversation he leaves himself and his magazine strictly out of the

picture. He talks to the other fellow about the other fellow's troubles

and joys and hopes.

He is an encyclopedia upon the timber industry, and radiates ideas

like a high-powered sending station.

Following in the footsteps of George M. Cornwall is George, Jr.,

who is in charge of the "Timberman" during the father's absence. The

voung man has specialized upon the mechanical and business .side of the

magazine.

6iShay" Geared Locomotives
The "Shay" Locomotive has for

years been rendering maximum Ser-

vice to British Columbia logging oper-
ators. They have found its lines of

sturdy construction insure all year
round efficiency.

"THEY DELIVER THE GOODS"

BLOEDEl,STOTABt&mCH

YOUR NEXT LOCOMOTIVE-'^SHAY"
Hofius Steel and Equipment Company
HOFIUS-FERRIS EQUIPMENT CO. Seattle Wash STEWART BROS. CO.

Spokane, Wash. ' Portland, Ore.

Representatives for Western British Columbia

Tyee Machinery Company, Ltd.
VANCOUVER BRITISH COLUMBIA
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M<=CLARY'S

Algoma Range
That's a Range well worth know-

ing. It has no weak spots. It's surely

built for Camp life—no fancy touches

that won't stand wear. Just a plain,

upstandish, rugged looking fellow

and just as good inside as he looks

outside.

It's made in five different ways to

suit all parties, with an all cast top

and a steel body, all bolted and rivet-

ted together, with joints sealed air-

tight with asbestos wool. A drop oven

door and sets firmly, when open, on
wrought iron supports. Choice of

two grates, three section cast-iron for

Wood or. Universal flat dump grates

for Coal.

Linings in the "Firebox." A special

pocket extension at the back of the

Firebox allows the use of wood 28-

inches long.

Oven — Smallest size, 16 inches

wide, largest .'i") inches. Choose yours

todav.

FfCIaiyS
MANUFACTURERS ALSO OF CAMP KITCHEN UTENSILS

London Toronto Montreal Winnipeg Vancouver St. John, N.B.

Hamilton Calgary Saskatoon Edmonton
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Red Cedar Shingle Campaign Goes On
While British Columbia Shingle Manufacturers are continuing their

plans to nationally advertise their product, enterprising patent roofing

companies invade the British Columbia market, and in this land of cedar

and fir. are succeeding in selling asphalt roof products through aggres-

sive advertising campaigns.

G

to

or .^-^'^Q^e^cr

SPECIMEN OF PATENT ROOFING ADVERTISEMENT BEING
CIRCULATED IN THE FARM PRESS OF BRITISH COLUMBIA
WHERE CEDAR SHINGLES ARE NEVER ADVERTISED

Published at Vancouver is an agricultural journal, "Farm and
Home," and in this journal the Barrett Corporation, a very wealthy organ-

ization, carries regular advei'tisements for their asphalt roofing. It is

surprising that the British Columbia shingle mills have never used space
in local papers to advertise cedar shingles.

"The reason is," said a large manufacturer, "that people have been
taking the cedar shingle for granted, and while we have been living in

the belief that the common-sense of the people should assure us of a per-

manent and profitable market, the patent roofing concerns have been

steadily organizing and financing extensive improvements, and their

products have been steadily offering a greater competition."

In the British Columbia market the Certainteed Roofing Products
have had a large play. This company is one of the largest Eastern cor-

porations. An article in a recent issue of a leading financial paper says:

"Of notable importance is the recent offering by S. W. Straus & Co.,

of a new issue of $8,000,000 Certainteed Products Corporation first mort-

gage 6V2 per cent serial coupon bonds and interest to yield 6.50 per cent.

"Due May 1 and November 1, serially until 1943, the bonds are first

lien upon all lands, buildings, machinery and equipment now owned or

hereafter to be acquired by the company which operates roofing, paint,

and gypsum plants in fifteen cities in New York, Illinois, California, Mis-

souri, Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Texas, Oklahoma, New Mexico, Michi-

gan, Wyoming and Oregon.

"Founded in 1904, the business, with a .steady and substantial growth'
has shown profits each year.

"Ford, Bacon & Davis and George W. Goethals & Co., have appraised,
J

the sound value of the companv's fixed assets as of approximately March*
31st, 1923, at $17,092,327, equivalent to $2,136 per $1,000 bond. No
tangible assets are equivalent to $2,765 per $1,000 bonds.

"The average net profits after depreciation and depletion, but before

interest and taxes for the five years ended December 31, 1922, as certified

in part by Marwick, Mitchell & Co., and in part by Barrow, Wade,
Ciuthrie & Co., are equivalent to 2.9 times the greatest annual interest

charges on these bonds. Earnings during the last eighteen months are

greatly in excess of this rate."

Commenting upon the plans of the British Columbia shingle manu-
facturers, Mr. F. H. Lamar, Secretary, said to the Western Lumberman,
"No doubt our intensive sales campaign will mark a new era in the

shingle industry. British Columbia shingle men realize that the great

problem is to stabilize the market. The shingle manufacturers are today

putting into effect in the management of their business, progressive

policies, which have long since been found necessary to the success of

almost every other branch of industry."

Though Mr. Lamar stated he didn't wish to be quoted, the closing

of the shingle mills in British Columbia, pending better market condi-

tions in the east is splendid evidence of the functioning of the Shingle

Manufacturers' Association.

"In the old days we didn't co-operate but went on cutting prices

against each other," said a member of the Association. "Now, when the

market lets up temporarily, why should we go on plugging our wharves

with shingles?" Does the Vancouver "Province," or the Winnipeg "Free

Press" print more papers than there is market to absorb? No! Well,

whv should we be less businesslike?"

VANCOUVER ISLAND DEVELOPMENT
Cathels & Sorenson, of Victoria, who have logged for the past few

vears on Jordan River, are planning to open up a tract on the San Juan
River at Port Renfrew. The timber was secured from Ontario interests.

The mill on Kayuquot Sound will soon be operated by the Clark

interests of Vancouver and Alberni.

If we must neglect old friends to make new ones let's keep the old ones. If we must neglect old

customers to secure new ones let's keep the old ones. If we must juggle the truth or lose the

sale let's lose the sale. If we haven't time to use a fellow ALL right let's not use him half right.

If we can't play the game let's throw off the uniform.
—

"The Pest."
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Our Connected Logging Trucks
IMPROVED IN IMPORTANT FEATURES TO GIVE GREATER

STRENGTH, ECONOMY, EFFICIENCY

Although our air-equipped logging

trucks have held first place on the Coast
as standard logging equipment, we have
been alert to make important improve-

ments from time to time to meet new con-

ditions. Here are some recent improve-

ments:

Steel I-beams are sandwiched in between
the timbers and carried back through the

bunk, strengthening the sills at their weak-
est point and providing a steel anchorage
for the draft rigging. This makes it im-

possible for the draft lugs to get loose by
splitting the timbers or shearing the bolts.

The BUNKS and CHOCKS have also

been made stronger and heavier.

Our type of construction, being a com-

bination of Bunk, Brackets and Centre

Plate, has proved high in efficiency. Such

construction eliminates the carrying of any

part of the load on the timbers.

The TRUCK CONSTRUCTION is also

important.

The diamond arch-bar type, or the solid

steel Bettendorff side frame, is more flex-

ible than the solid steel frame, owing to

the location of the springs under the bol-

ster, which permits the truck to adjust

itself on an uneven track or in taking the

rise of an elevated rail at the dump.

CAR & FOUNDRY CO.
General Offices: Alaska BIdg., Seattle, U.S.A.

VANCOUVER EQUIPMENT CO., Canadian Representative, Bank of Nova Scotia Bldg, Vancouver, B. C.

The New Marion Gasoline Electric Shovel

AS

NOISELESS

AND

EASY

OF CONTROL

AS

A STREETCAR

Consider These!

No Fire Risk!

No Fuel Transport!

No Water Supply!

Smaller Crew!

Real Economy!

Ample Power!

Travels Anywhere

!

Etc.. Etc.

for LOGGING RAILROAD CONSTRUCTION
You incur neither expense nor obligation to let us give you fullest information.

It will pay you to investigate this Remarkable Shovel

VANCOUVER MACHINERY DEPOT, LIMITED
1155 Sixth Avenue West Vancouver, B. C.

Representing Marion Steam Shovel Co., Marion Ohio.
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Bring the big trees of B.C. to your town!

Free Motion Picture Reel
for Eastern Retail Dealers

Western Ipberman
PRESENTS

"The Logging and Lumbering Industry of B.C."

Retail lumbermen interested in showing it in your
town must write at once for reservations.

This is a film taken among the big timber of British

Columbia. In it you will see the lumberjack in his

element. You will see the whole process of lumbering
from the stump to the consumer, set forth in a series of

thrilling motion pictures.

These movies have been taken for the special benefit

of the "WESTERN LUMBERMAN" family. The object
is to further the sale and use of British Columbia forest

products on the prairies and throughout the East. The
film is free and will be sent from town to town. Retail

lumbermen may arrange with the biggest theatres in their

town to use this special film. We suggest that the
retail yard sending for the film shall advertise in local

papers, that through their initiative the Eastern and
prairie residents are to be given an inside view of the

great logging Industry of British Columbia.

WESTERN LUMBERMAN MOVIE
PROGRAMME INCLUDES

Scene
No.

1. Topping fir tree 200 feet up by High Rigger

Jim East.

2. Spar tree, after being rigged.

3. Felling the big timbers.

4. High lead hauling logs over canyon.

5. Logging train, . groaning under great load
of logs.

6. Dumping logs in sea and towing to mill.

7. Airplane view of great mills on False
Creek, Vancouver.

8. Loading big ships in Vancouver Harbor
with manufactured article.

9. Train pulling out for Alberta with finished
product for home building in agricultural
belt.

WRITE AT ONCE

EDITOR, "Western Lumberman" 106 Winch Building, Vancouver, B.C.
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John Hanbury's Views After
Twenty Years in B. C.

"John Hanbury, of Brandon, has purchased from the

Bank of British North America, the Lacey Estate and the

Yorkshire Guarantee Company, timber limits at Jervis Inlet

for $47,000."

W'hen John Hanbury, veteran lumberman, read this item in the

Vancouver Daily Province the other night, he was puzzled. He read the

item again to make sure. Then he handed the paper over to Mrs.

Hanbury.

Sure enough, there it was

in black and white. But it

was under the heading,

"Twenty Years Ago."

Mr. Hanbury clipped the

item out and put it in his vest

pocket and last week he

proudly showed it to friends.

"It's only yesterday since I

left Brandon, it seems," Mr.
Hanbury said to the Western
Lumberman. "It seems but

a day—but many changes

have taken place in that time.

"My only idea in settling

here was to help supply what
T believed would be a great

demand for B. C. lumber on
the prairies. That market is

off today a bit. But my great-

est dreams in that regard have
come true.

"And look what we have
today," continued Mr. Han-
bury. "Every stick we can

turn out is wanted abroad.

There is a world market for

B. C. lumber which no one believed possible twenty years ago."

John Hanbury, Lumberman

Myrtle Point at $2 an Acre

When John Hanbur}' reached Vancouver after a successful career

as a sawmill man at Brandon, he proceeded to look for timber invest-

ments.

"You could buy the best timber at that time at from $2 to $4 an

acre," he said.

"I bought Jervis Inlet timber as the paper says at a very low figure

—

low as compared with now."

"Then I bought timber at Myrtle Point, where Bloedel, Welch &
Stewart now are operating. I bought the Myrtle Point holdings for

$16,000.

"We sold Myrtle Point shortly after that to Shevlin of Minneapolis

for $32,000.

"Shevlin later sold it to Mr. Bloedel for $250,000.

"That was the beginning almost of a period of outside investment

in British Columbia timber," went on Mr. Hanbury. And the oppor-

tunities seem to be greater in the industry today than even at that time."

Mr. Hanbury takes great pride in his mills at False Creek. He

believes that through careful and efficient management he gets better

results from a comparatively small plant than most mill owners.

He is surrounded by enterpfrii^ing and hard-working men. Mr.

McFarlane, his right-hand man, came to work for him twenty years ago

as an office boy.

L. M. Hanbury takes care of foreign sales and wholesale trade.

Nelson Hanbury is active with his father in the city end of the business.

Mrs. Hanbury is one of the most energetic workers on the Van-
couver General Hospital Women's Auxiliary. Soon the Vancouver

papers will be opening funds to send poor kiddies to the Alexandra Sum-
mer Camp at White Rock. Behind this movement will be Mrs. John

Hanbury and a group of Vancouver women who carr\' on work of real

value in the city among the needy and the sick.

DANGER AHEAD

!

Western Lumberman Reader Sends Timely Letter on

the Fire Problem

Editor. Western Lumberman :

—

In a short time the forest fire season will be upon us again with all

its horrors, its destruction of real and potential wealth, its cost of prop-

erty and also perhaps its toll of human lives. All authorities on forestry

and most people engaged in the conversion of raw forest products into

the finished product, such as lumber, ties, poles, posts, shingles, pulp and

paper, know that our supply of available timber is getting dangerously

low. During the year 1922 about 4000 fires claimed 1,300,000 acres of

forests. Such a colossal claim of the fire demon should not only be

food for profound thought, but it should arouse in every Canadian citizen

a desire to prevent a recurrence.

The daily press as well as lumber journals, pulp and paper magazines,

forestry publications and others have given their space and time

unstinted to the teachings of the Gospel of Conservation. The people

of Canada, who own about 80 per cent, of Canada's steadily decreasing

forest wealth, can obtain still better results in their fight against the care-

lessness of fires, matches and tobacco in the woods if they enlist the

powerful help of the pulpits all over the Dominion, the church being

recognized as the most powerful and im])ortant element in moral educa-

tion. Also the schools and school teachers must be approached to lend a

helping hand in educating the coming generations as to the stupidity and

criminality of forest fires caused by human carelessness in virgin forests

and especially in second growth, from which our future supply must

eventually come.

Stop forest fires of all descrijition and Canada will become one of

the most favored and prosperous nations on earth. Keep on burning

and in less than a century Canada may share the fate of China. Which
is it to be?

Fort Frances, Onl., A/Iarch 30, 1923. FRED BROWN.

Josh Billings said : Life is a grindstone, and whether it

grinds a man down oi- polishes him up, depends on the stuff he's

made of.
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Ross & Howard Iron Works Co., Ltd.

Iron & ^rass

Founders

Blacksmiths

Boilermakers

Bolts and Nuts, Sleigh Shoeing, Smokestacks, Bridge Rods, Logging and Lumber Trucks, Shafting,

Transmission, Etc., Marine, Logging and Sawmill Machinery, Structural Steel.

Foot Woodland Drive VANCOUVER, B.C. Telephone: Highland 106

Do You Spend or Invest?

'

I
^ HE advertiser can spend his appropriation blindly with-

A out proper precaution to put his message in the right

place, or he can make every dollar an investment.

risk.

If he buys circulation by verified figures he eliminates

Western toiberman
• Represenling the Lumbering and Woodworking interests of

British Columbia, Alberta, Saskatchewan and Manitoba

insures your investment through its A. B. C. report, an inde-

pendent audit showing where and how our circulation is

distributed.

YOU CAN TAKE THE RISK OUT OF ADVERTISING

The Rat Portage Lumber Co., Limited, Vancouver
Manufacturers of

DOUGLAS FIR, SPRUCE AND HEMLOCK
WE SPECIALIZE IN 1/4

SCANT SIZED DIMEN-

SION, ALSO DIMEN-

SION AND BOARDS IN

THE ROUGH.

FLOORING, CEILING, SIDING, INTERIOR AND EXTERIOR
FINISH OF ALL KINDS INCLUDING MOULDINGS

Rough Kiln Dried and Green Clear Fir in All Sizes

Boards, Shiplap and Dimension

ROUGH TIMBERS UP TO 90 FEET LONG
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Woodpipe carries Waters to

Make B. C. Gardens Bloom

Tn developing the magnificent farming country of interior British

Columbia, the British Columbia fir is playing a big part. There are

miles of wood pipe which carry the waters to the lovely orchards of the

Okanagan and other interior districts.

Indeed, wood pipe is playing an increasingly important part in the

vast irrigation projects, completion of which will turn many thousands of

acres of arid British Columbia land into smiling gardens.

The lumber industry pays in taxes to the British Columbia treasury

many millions of dollars yearly, so that it is only fair that the Govern-

ment of British Columbia should, in purchasing irrigation equipment,

stipulate that British Columbia wood products be used as far as possible.

Over $1,000,000 was spent on irrigation work in British Columbia

during last year by the Provincial Government. This sum does not

include the big Ottawa capital project, nor the expenditures on municipal

systems such as Penticton and Summerland.

Use of wood in irrigation projects has been made more popular as

a result of the successful trials which have been given semi-circular wood

stave flumes. In the old days rectangular flumes were used exclusively.

In 1914, on the Belgo system at Kelowna, the semi-circular wood stave

flume was tried out. It is still giving good service after eight seasons.

"Semi-circular flumes," said Mr. A. C. W. Yule, engineer, member

of the firm of Yule & Knight, 807 London Building, Vancouver, "are

particularly successful when treated with creosote."

The picture on this page shows wood pipe on the Vinsulla irrigation

system. This pipe has been thoroughly creosoted, and under conditions

as shown here should last for a very lengthy period.

"Wood pipe should never be buried," said Mr. Yule. "The danger

we have found iii our experience in the interior, is that ranchers neglect

to give proper care to water systems. Often the pipes are buried merely

for th sake of appearances, while if they were kept above ground and

continuously llled with water, the life o the timber would be of much

longer duration."

The South-East Kelowna Irrigation District lie sto the south-east

of the city of Kelowna, on the eas tof the Okanagan Lake. The main

cajiital expenditures by this district have been for storage works. The

work was begun in the fal lof 1921 on the main reservoir at McCulloch

and was completed. Dams No. 2 and 3 were raised four feet and

Dam No. 5 was rebuilt with a new location to a corresponding height,

thereby increasing the capacity of the reservoir from 3370 to 4720 acre-

teet. All these dams are made of sufficient sectio nto permit being raised

a further eight feet without increasing the base. The cost of this work

was about $40,000.

The outlet of some small lakes, tributary to the supply of the district

has been lowered and stopped with temporary bulkheads, making avail-

able for the district an additional 400 acre-feet of water.

The Ir trestle carry the five-foot three-inch steel flume of the K. L. O.

system across Canyon Creek has been replaced by a new structure of

.similar nature.

Wood Pipe Used in Vinsulla Irrigation System

At the Glenmore Irrigation District, north-east of the city of Ke-

lowna, the work of replacing the broken down lining of the ditches has

been continued throughout the past spring and fall. The new linings

are heavy and are placed over a continuous rock under drain with fre-

quent outlets. About 1200 feet of fifteen-inch bottom and fifteen-inch

sides and 5250 feet of two-foot bottom and eighteen-inch sides have been

done during the year.

Thirteen hundred feet of new eight-inch wood stave pipe, and eight

hundred feet of eight and ten-inch concrete pipe have been laid and a

small amount of new wood flume has been built.

Vernon District

A sixteen-inch and twelve-inch wood .stave pipe line was built 1100

feet up Deer Creek from the intake of the King Edward ditch to eliminate

a forty per cent loss in the creek bed.

The old sixteen-inch Spicer siphon was replaced by 3530 feet of

twenty-inch continuous stave pipe. The Knight siphon, a sixteen-inch

continuous wood stave pipe, 2222 feet long, under low pressure, built in

1914, was knocked down, bad staves replaced, the bad ends of others cut

ofif, and the pipe was reasseml)led with the insertion of an extra stave.

Eleven hundred and tweaty feet of the North Ditch was gunited at a

cost of $1360. ,

Number thirteen flume, the replacement of which was begun in 1921,

was completed. This structure is 2776 feet long. Eight hundred feet

was built of seventy-inch diameter wood stave and eighteen hundred feet

of steel, the balance being converted to concrete lined ditch. The total

cost was $18,555.

Very considerable extension to and replacements of the various types

of distribution were made. The total capital expenditure for the year,

including the items detailed above, was $93,000.

Grand Forks Irrigation Di.strict

This district serves an area south of the .Smelter Lake and adjoining

the city of Grand Forks. It was organized in April and immediately

began the construction of a concrete pipe system to be supplied by ])ump-

ing from the Kettle River. The project was divided into several units,

the largest only of which was to be done at the present time.

Vinsulla Irrigation District

This district was organized in March, 1922, to pump water from

the North Thompson River, about twenty-five miles north of Kamlooj)s.

About 550 acres of irrigable land are in the district. A portion of the

cost of installing the .system was secured from users on higher land

drawing water from Sullivan Creek, in return for a transfer of the early

rights appurtenant to the lands within the district. The balance of the

funds necessary was advanced by the provincial government.

Two pumps were installed, one delivering 6.7 c.f.s. through 1200

feet of eighteen-inch wood stave pipe, against a total of ninet-five feet,

the other delivering 3.3 c.f.s. through 100 feet of ten-inch ])ii)e against

a maximum head of thirty-five feet. Distribution is by ditch and flume.

The pumi)s were .supplied by the Canadian Allis-Chalmers Comi)any.

Power is purchased from the city of Kamloops, whose main transmission

lines from the Barrier plant pass through the district. The total acreage

served is about 550. The co.st of the installation was about $16,500.

A quantity of wooden pipe has arrived at Winlaw, in the Kootenay

country, for the irrigation system that Messrs. Brixa Chappel, Delcoe

and Mock are putting in for their strawberries.
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Southern Millwork Man Prescribes

for Ills of Industry
By Albert Steves., Jr.

(Editor's Remarks: Here is the best article on creating

business for sash, door and millwork houses that has ever come
to our editorial desk. It was written by one of the thinkingest

young mill men in the whole country, Mr. Albert Steves, Jr.,

General Manager of The Steves Sash & Door Company, of San
Antonio, Texas, and was delivered to a meeting of The South-

ern Sash, Door & Millwork Association at Hot Springs, Ark.,

convention.)

It is a great pleasure to appear before the Southern Association at

any time. To appear before them, however, to discuss what I consider

an ill of the business, takes nerve. Of couse, I want to say at the outset

that I do not feel that I am trying to tell you how to run your business.

I am only explaining my own meagre opinion on a subject that I have

thought of a great deal, however. I saw the following the other day,

and thought it good enough to quote

:

"We are paid wages for muscle, salary for time, but the big

profit comes from THINKING. It will pay us well, standing

as we are on the brink of a new year, to do some thinking about

our thinking. Take the thinking we did last- year. How many

constructive IDEAS did we contribute toward the growth of the

business? Did we think straight or did we allow our thinking

to carr}^ us off the main highway and up a blind alley? Did we
concentrate on problems relating to our daily work, or did we
just think at random mostly, about matters that concerned us

not at all?"

Let me tell you firht what I consider wrong with the various parts

of our industry, and then let me tell you what I consider a remedy. My
candid opinion is that the greatest trouble that you and I and every one

of us is encountering in our daily tasks is attributed to the fact that we,

as an industry, have never ADVERTISED. Of course, you and I and

every one of us, have run little cards in our local papers, but that was
not advertising, that was not publicity; that was merely beating Uncle

Sam out of a little additional income tax you would have had to spend

had you not run such small ads. That's all that amounted to.

Then, we lack COHESION.

We come to these meetings and Charlie Harman tells us this and

that and something else that we should do, and we clap our hands and

sav, "Charlie, you're right." And then we have a meeting of the Spiders,

and after that everything is forgotten again, and we go home and say:

"Old Man Abeles is a fine old fellow, and so is McBroom." "Isn't Hot
Springs and its environments beautiful?" "Atlanta is a busy metropolis."

Those are the kinds of things we say and think. Do we ever sit down
and write letters to the mills from whom we buy lumber, telling them we
want them to improve their grades, because Charlie Harman pointed out

at the meeting that their grades were not what they should be, or do we
write such a letter to any one of the other associations we belong to?

Xo, we DON'T.

Do we go up and down the street and let the people know that the

millwork business is doing more to build better homes and more of them

than the big store on the corner, who sells your wife a pair of shoes, a

dress, and a hat that she doesn't need, or the furniture store that puts a

rug in your home that isn't necessary? No, we don't do that.

You may go to a friend's "home for a party, and the friend ,of

course, takes you to the kitchen FIRST (because that's what we all do

these days;. There you see that the place has no back porch, or no

glazed-in porch, no breakfast nook that could be fixed up. Do you sug-

ges tto your friend that he make*these improvements? No, of course you
don't, and neither do I. You went there for a party, and not for business.

You wouldn't dare even mention it to him the next day. That is what we
consider ethics.

But we never think that in a thousand other ways we could tell this

self-same friend these self-same things, suggesting that he add a sleep-

ing porch, a breakfast nook, or a family cupboard to make the old home
more lovable. Or, better still, make him want a NEW HOME. Your
tailor always talks new clothes—why should we shut up about something

new? But you don't do these things. And why don't you do them?

Each and every one of you fellows have made money IN SPITE
OF YOURSELVES. The questionnaire sent out from the office of

the association revealed the fact that mighty few of you were willing to

sell your plants. Of course you don't want to sell them. You are mak-
ing some money, and so am I.

Just look how much money you could make if you got out of the

little hole-in-the-wall you call your office, if you threw a little more light

and ventilation into that dump you call your plant. If we did the things

as a whole that Charlie Harman wants us to do and preaches for us to

do, all of our self-interest would be so thoroughly aroused that we would
make better and more pleasant places for our men to work in, and would
put our desks where the God-given sunshine would hit them.

Let us organize the mill men from Florida to California, and from
Maine to Washington into an advertising entity, and advertise, advertise,

advertise. Let them all subscribe, preferably, of course, in proportion to

their pay-roll. Then advertise nationally. See what the National Walnut
Manufacturers have done, and the birch people, to say nothing of

southern pine and cypress. That is the kind of advertising I am talking

about.

What made Grand Rapids? Ftirniture. And every time a kitchen

cabinet comes out of Grand Rapids you are losing a profit on a sale of

between $35 and $100. Every time a bookcase comes from Grand
Rapids, the story is the same. Al lof which is simply because you
haven't told the people that there is a mill right in their own home town
which could give them these things a darn sight better, and which they

would much rather have, whic hwould fit exactly the space they were

intended for.

They have been doing just like Kupperheimer and Kirchbaum have

been doing the local tailor. Now, go ahead and advertise, and tell the

people about yourself, and it will help. That is one of the remedies.

How to do this advertising? I am a mill man—not an advertising

man. A committee of some of the men of this association who have seen

the light even before now, should be appointed, and confer with the most
commonsense advertising agency possible. There are lots of so-called

advertising experts who can spend your money like drunken sailors, but

with lots of them it does no tmean a thing, as witness the gigantic appro-

priations some building materials have made that were failures. Then
think of Coca-Cola, Spearmint Gum, and "Eventually, why not now?"
or any one of the many other successfully advertised articles.

Another remery is to advertise locally, that is, by advertising as

individuals. As I said before, a good many of you advertise, but you

don't do it intensively enough. You say : "C. T. Abeles & Company,
millwork." What does that mean to the average man? You know what
it means, but does the average man know what you are talking about?

A mill is likely to be a steel mill, a flour mill, a paper mill, a gin mill, or

most any other kind of a mill, and it is up to you to let them know what
kmd of a mill you are talking about. Not thus do they advertise shoes,

hats, flour, picture shows, or any ther of tho industries that the chosen

people of God control. For the love of Pete, fellows, let's learn some-

thing from these folks, for they have done it all by advertising.

You can advertise individually in many ways. The thing we want

to do is create and take advantage of the love of HOME, and help

Spend 50 per cent of your time tending to your own business. Spend the other 50 per cent

letting the other fellow's business alone.—J. Dionne.
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create communities of beautiful homes. It is a well known fact that

there are more home owners than in any other country on the face of the

globe today. That is the bulwark and rampart that has kept the red-

flaggers away from us. A home owner is never a revolutionist, and it

is your duty, it is your heritage, to help keep these fires of love of home
continually burning, and you cannot do that by your present lethargy.

You must pound, pound, pound always, and pounding means advertising,

and advertising must, of necessity, mean common sense.

Advertise to the school children. Get in touch with the manual

training teachers in your city. Invite the boys to your plant, let them

roam over it at will, and jus tbefore they leave, give them a bottle of

"pop." Invite them to help themselves to your scrap pile so that they

can make for mother out of those scraps. Do you know that the fellows

on the Pacific Coast are in a wild clamor right now for industrial schools ?

San Francisco already has one. We are organizing one in San Antonio.

All of us are going to have to put up industrial schools for this industry,

to keep the right sort of men in our mills. A few of you fellows never

thought of that, did you? You have got old Joe, and Pete, and Bill, who
have been with you a long time! and are wondering if Joe's, Pete's and

Bill's sons will be interested in the millwork business. You know they

won't. In the first place Joe, Pete and Bill don't want their sons to be

mill men—they want them to be gentlemen. Anothre condition that lack

of advertisin ghas brought the industry to.

My remedy for a great many of our past failures and present

lethargy is to advertise. Advertise nationally, and locally. Advertise to

the women, because it is from them, in the las tanalysis, that you get

your business as you know (or I hope you know). It is to the woman's

love of home and their desire to beautify them that we must direct our

advertising, with our suggestions for built-in features, etc. Fix up a

display room where these features may be seen in their actuality, for

the average woman does not know what she is looking at when she sees

a plan.

Get up on your toes, and tell the world about this millwork industry,

what a respectable and honorable profession it is, and what it makes, and
sells, and does, and all of us will get along a great deal better.

•

—

Gulf Coast Lumberman.

PUT YOUR PROBLEM UP
TO US

We are specialists in building locomotives.

We build all types and sizes, also all kinds of

repair parts for locomotives and tenders.

Our experience puts us in a position to give

you expert advice as to what particular type

and size of locomotive is best suited to your

needs.

Put your locomotive problem up to us

MONTREAL LOCOMOTIVE WORKS, LTD.
DOMINION EXPRESS BUILDING

MONTREAL, CANADA

DEPENDABLE

POWER
EQUIPMENT

The boiler room of the Imperial Oil Co. at Dartmouth, N. S.,

equipped with 8 Double Drum G. & McC. Co. Sectional Water
Tube Boilers.

In addition to the Dartmouth plant we have sup-
plied the Imperial Oil Co. with Water Tube Boilers

for their Sarnia and Regina refineries. Repeat
orders such as these are not given unless the orig-

inal installation has thoroughly demonstrated its

efficiency in every particular.

G. & McC. Co. Sectional Water Tube Boilers pro-
vide positive and rapid circulation, increased
steaming capacity and maximum overload allow-

ance.

WE BUILD
Horizontal & Vertical Steam Engines, Return
Tubular & Water Tube Boilers, Steam Turbines,
Heaters, Tanks, Pumps & Condensers. Ask for
our catalog, plans, etc., if interested.

The Goldie & McCulloch Co<
LIMITED

GALT - ONT. - CANADA
Western Branch: 248 McDermot Ave., Winnipeg, Man.

B. C. Agents:—Robt. Hamilton & Co., Vancouver, B. C.
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REMOVE FROM MAGAZINE AND NAIL IN PROMINENT PLA(B i

FIRE RULES 4
THERE IS NO MORE IMPORTANT BUSINESS IN THIS CAMP

Section iii of l^fi

Every person who, during the close season, uses any ex- i

plosive, or throws or drops any burning match, ashes of ^

a pipe, lighted cigarette or cigar, or any other burning

substance, in or on any forest or brush land, or at a
distance of less than one-half of a mile therefrom, shall

before leaving the spot completely extinguish the fire of 1

the match, ashes of a pipe, lighted cigarette or cigar, or
j

other burning substance, or explosive, and any fire

caused thereby ; AND EVERY SUCH PERSON SHALL
BE LIABLE FOR ALL EXPENSES INCURRED by the

Department in controlling or extinguishing any fire so

caused, and the Minister SHALL HAVE A RIGHT OF
ACTION AGAINST SUCH PERSON THEREFOR AS
FOR A DEBT DUE TO THE CROWN.

Much as we want to get out logs, if it is necessary to lose

time to stop a fire this excuse will be acceptable. But
no excuse will be accepted for carelessness with fire.

The following fire rules will govern this camp hereafter.

Every man is instructed to learn and enforce them. IT
WILL PAY EVERY ONE OF US.

I

1. When you see a small fire PUT IT OUT. No other

use of your time is as valuable. JUMP ON IT QUICK
AND HARD. This will be easier than fire fighting if it

should spread. i

2. If you cannot put it out, tell the nearest foreman or

hook-tender as quickly as you can reach him.

NAME OF COMPANY

Issued by B. C. Loggers Association—Published in the Cause of Safety in B. C. Forests by WeWl

JU



i OFFICE BURNED TIMBER PAYS NO WAGES!!!

SAFETY FIRST I

jlE DRY SEASON THAN PREVENTING OR PUTTING OUT FIRES

j
11 — Forest Act

3. FIVE SHORT WHISTLES means FIRE and that

EVERY MAN IN CAMP, except cook-house employees,
IS WANTED.

4. Contract as well as wage men must fight fire and will

be reasonably paid for any such interference with their

work.

5. Every wood or coal burning engine must according to

law be equipped with an adequate spark arrester and
should have 150 feet of hose, 6 shovels, 6 buckets and
not less than 10 barrels of water. THIS EQUIPMENT
MUST BE KEPT UP AND IN REPAIR.

6. All dead trees or snags, or trees with moss on them,
within 50 feet of any donkey setting, should be cut

before the engine is operated. They might catch fire

and scatter sparks.

7. FIREMEN MUST NOT PUNCH HOLES IN SCREENS
TO IMPROVE DRAFT. With fires properly kept up it

is not necessary. If the fuel is bad, see that better is

supplied. Don^t open the screen as a remedy.

8. Wet down around engines before leaving them at noon
or night.

9. Never drop lighted matches, cigarettes, or pipe ashes.

10. is in charge of fire fight-

ing in this camp. DO WHAT HE TELLS YOU.

BY

Liknberman, for 20 Years the Authority on the Logging and Lumbering Industry in the West.
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Cei/np Supplies
The CLARKE and STUART Company, Limited

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

STATIONERS : PRINTERS : BOOKBINDERS
MAIL ORDERS GIVEN SPECIAL ATTENTION

550 SEYMOUR STREET. PHONE: SEYMOUR 3 VANCOUVER, B. C.

i

Established 1904

Dimond Special

STEEL
FOR

Logging Camps
and Saw Mills

We can furnish testimonials from leading

lumber firms who have adopted the use of

our steel exclusively.

Neumeyer & Dimond
82 Beaver Street NEW YORK

Box Printing and Stencil

Inks and Rollers

INKS IN ALL COLORS
AND PERMANENT

ROLLERS
"Hercules" Brand

are Unequalled

THIS PUBLICATION PRINTED
WITH OUR INKS

THE

Columbia Printing Ink

and Roller Company
Manufacturers

1063 Hamilton St. Vancouver, B.C.

Brass and Aluminum
Trade Checks

Steel Log Stamps, Stencils

Automatic Counters for

Counting Logs

Get Quotations from

W. W. Wilcox Manufacturing Co.
564-572 W. Bandolpli St. Est. 1872. CMcag-o

Complete Catalogue Sent on Application

"The Pink" LoggingTools& Handles
MADE IN CANADA

Headquarters for British Empire for all Lumbering Tools. In every lum-
ber camp in Canada you'll find Pink's Famous Lumbering Tools. They are
the favorites there and have won the' esteem of all woodsmen through
their superior merit. They are world-renowned and are extensively used
in Australia, New Zealand and other countries where the lumbering indus-
try thrives.

EXPORTERS TO EUROPE
We export the same good quality of lumbering tools that have made
Pink's Tools a by-word in the matter of good tools in all Canadian lumber
camps. Enquiries cordially solicited.

Thomas Pink Company, Limited
PEMBROKE, ONT., CANADA

B. C. Representatives: Geo. Cradock & Co. Ltd., Vancouver
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Dry Surfacin
Friendly Advice to Mills Along the Coast from Eastern Dealers

CHICAGO —The fact that lumber manufacturers along

the Pacific Coast, from Vancouver, B. C, to San Francisco, Cal., are

becoming "every day in every way" more thoroughly impressed with the

business advisability of surfacing and shipping their products dry was
disclosed in a personal and interesting way during the recent tour of that

section by memgers of the Ohio Association of Retail Lumber Dealers.

Accompanying the Ohio delegation were sustaining members of the

National not only from Ohio but from Illinois, Pennsylvania, Wisconsin
and Minnesota, and each of those members made it a part of his business

to discuss the matter of dry surfacing with manufacturers themselves.

Particularly active in that direction were President L. P. Lewin of the

Ohio Association, and President Fred H'. Ludwig of the Pennsylvania
Lumbermen's Association, and results of the interviews they had with
manufacturers, as told in the letters that follow, should prove decidedly

interesting to retail lumber merchants throughout the countr}-.

Criticisms Are of Friendly Nature

President Lewin, of the Ohio Association, says in a letter to National

headquarters

:

"The trip of our association to the West Coast was most enjoyable

and beneficial not only to our own members and those from Pennsylvania,

Illinois, Wisconsin and Minnesota who accompanied us, but I believe it

was also educational to the lumber manufacturers with whom we came in

contact.

"To say that we were royally entertained by the West Coast .people

is putting it very mildly. It is probably just as well that (jur trip termin-

ated when it did else most of our members would have been put out of

commission. The average retail lumberman is a hard worker who lives

on a plain diet and isn't accustomed to the numerous banquets to which
we were invited during our tour.

"In connection with this trip, I wish to especially refer to the value

of nationally-organized effort on the part of retail lumber dealers. You
will recall tha tour National organization has been very much opposed to

the methods which are so much in vogue throughout the West in the

manufacture of fir lumber. President Ludwig of the Pennsylvania

Lumbermen's Association, who accompanied us on the trip, and myself

were impressed with the knowledge that the fir manufacturers had of our

criticism. We, Oif course, do not even attempt to dictate to the West
Coast manufacturers how their stock shall be manufactured, but it has

been our desire to let them know what changes they will have to make if

they expect to become a factor in the distribution of lumber products

throughout the East and Middle West.

"The West Coast manufacturers are men of intelligence and realize

that our criticisms are of a friendly nature and we believe that before

long they will without exception adopt our suggestions. Very many of

them have already done so.

"The foregoing all goes to show what national ef¥ort can do and I

cannot impress too strongly upon the retail dealers thorughout the United

States the necessity for joining our National organization, which has

already done much and will in the future do more to advance the interests

of retail lumbermen generally."

7l/;7/.v Particularly Keen to Give Retailers What They Feel They Need

President Ludwig of the Pennsylvania Association writes as follows

on the same subject:

"My trip to the West Coast brought me in direct contact with the

manufactvirers of fir and West Coast hemlock and at the first mill that

our special train stopped we found that the management had already

realized that the East and, in fact the greater portion of the retail in-

dustry, was going to demand a fairly dry No. 1 and No. 2 common fir or

West Coast hemlock dimension. That mill was making arrangements at

that time to have all its common lumber dried and is, likewise, going to

be in a position to give us practically the sizes that we have been demand-
ing at the various conferences that have been held. With few exce])tions

we found all of the manufacturers, particularly the larger ones, in a mood
whre they felt they would have to dry their lumber inasmuch as some

others were doing it.

"In talking to the management of almost all of the large ])lants T

was particularly interested in bringing to their attention the question of

standard sizes as well as the condition of the lumber when shipped from

their plants, and I found that in many cases they were now shipping

lumber that was fairly dry, and were convinced that it was the only way
in which they could do business satisfactorily with trade east of the

Rocky Mountains.

of Fir Lumber
"I did find some few mills that were still cutting their dimension an

eighth of an inch scant in the green and their explanati(;n in defence of

such action was that they believed it was bringing them an additional

revenue of several dollars per thousand and they did n't see whv they

should change to full size so long as their trade did not demand it.

"The Pacific Coast, however, is particularly anxious to market the

increased supply of its products and manufacturers there know that it

will primarily go into the Central West and Eastern territory, and they
have all indicated that not only are they going to pay attention to the
drying of their lumber, but that also the question of the proper loading
and shipping of lumber is going to receive their attention as well.

"It is natural to believe that when excursions as large as the one
from Ohio visits the mills and with one accord tell them about shii)ping

dry lumber and shipping sizes that are standard, they will listen and
accept this as evidence of what they must do in order to meet eastern
competition. All along the Coast from Vancouver to San Francisco we
found the mills particularly keen on giving the retailers what they felt

they needed for their particular territory, and I am sure that mo.st of this

desire on their part is the result of the advanced programme and effort

on the part of the National Retail Lumber Dealers Association to con-
solidate the opinion of the retailers in the territorv which thev re])resent."—Retail Lumber Dealer.

Forests of the British Empire
Authorities Will Discuss Their Protection and Development at a Confer-

ence in Ottawa This Summer

At a time when authorities all over the American continent are giv-

ing careful consideration to the necessity of developing a more rational

forest policy, it is most approproiate and fortunate that Canada should

have been selected as the place of meeting for the 1923 Empire Forestry

Conference. The first conference of this character was held in London
in the summer of 1920, and was attended by foresters from nearly every
part of the Empire. Representatives from the United Kingdom, Canada,
Australia, New Zealand, India, South Africa, Newfoundland and the

Crown Colonies took part and frankly discussed the forestry problems
presented to the individual constitutents of the Empire and the Empire
as a whole.

From the statistics presented at the conference it was qiiite cleat

that, if the forests be adequately protected and properly managed, there

is every assurance that the Em.pire will be made entirely self-sustaining,

so far as the timber supply is concerned, for all time. It was evident,

however, that to place the Empire on the desirable basis suggested, very
much more care must be given, in all parts of the Empire, to the protec-

tion and management of the forest resources. Particularly in those quar-

ters where the pioneering stage has not been passed, there is still a dan-
gerous tendency to regard the forest as a "timber mine," rather than as a

crop capable of being perpetuated. The rejiroductive power of the tree is

its most important and most valuable characteristic, and the whole object

of forestry is to take full advantage of this regenerative power and
through it to provide timber supplies for this and succeeding generations

without diminution in capital.

Canada, as far as the Empire is concerned, is recognized as the one

large source of coniferous timber, that is the soft woods, therefore, in

viewing this subject, Canada has to take into consideration the home
demand, the demand from the different parts of the Empire, and the

general export trade, and in doing this the information furnished by the

deliberations of this gathering will be of great value.

Empire Timber Supplies

The Empire Forestry Conference which is to be held next summer
will go carefully into the question of Empire timber supplies ; the forest

])olicies of all constituents will be carefully reviewed and definite con-

clusions reached as to where im])rovement may be effected. The business

meetings of the Conference will be held in Ottawa, but a tour is being

arranged to give the delegates an ()i)])ortunity of studying forest condi-

tions and observing forest industries in the various proxinces of the

Dominion. A unique opi)ortunity will thus be afforded to Canadian
lumber and pulp manufacturers to demonstrate their commodities and
processes of manufacture, and assist iji removing some of the prejudices

which have so far operated to restrict, in a measure, our Em])ire trade.
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BLOEDEL, STEWART & WELCH

CORPORATION, LIMITED

HEAD OFFICE

1501 STANDARD BANK BUILDING

VANCOUVER. B.C.

SEATTLE OFFICE

742 HENRY BUILDING

OPERATIONS

MYRTLE POINT. B. C.

UNION BAY. B. C.

BRITISH COLUMBIA TIMBER

LOGGERS OF

CEDAR FIR HEMLOCK

WE MAKE A SPECIALTY OF

Lath Yarn
Both tarred and untarred. Compare

our Lath Yarn with that of our com-

petitors for Strength, Length per lb.

and price and you will always ask for

the products of the

Canada Western Cordage
Company, Limited

Transmission Ropes
Cordage of All Kinds

City Sales Office J. C. THORN. Sey. 1151

311 Metropolitan Bldg. Vancouver, B. C.

Plant: NEW WESTMINSTER, B. C.

THE

J. C. McLaren Belting Co.
Limited

Pioneer

Manufacturers

of

English Oak
Tanned

Leather
Belting

Dealers in

MIX.!. STTFFXiIES

Agents for the

Famous

English Ferodo

Friction

Linings
for

Brakes, Clutches

Friction Wheels, etc.

Accepted

Leather

Belt

Of
To-Day

MONTREAL
WINNIPEG

TORONTO
CALGARY

FERODO BONDED ASBESTOS
is Standardized on

70% OF THE BEST ENGLISH CARS

Submit Your Pump Problems to Us

The advice of our skilled engineering staff is always

at your service.

We will welcome an opportunity to discuss with you any special

conditions which prevail at your plant, and look forward to num-
bering YOUR ORGANIZATION among our satisfied customers.

IT PAYS TO GET ACQUAINTED WITH
SMART-TURNER PUMPS

The Smart-Turner Machine Company
Limited

Hamilton - Canada
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Building Activity to Continue
Banker Reviews Outlook From the Standpoint of the Retail Dealer in

Building Materials

Retail lumbermen in the eastern states have had the pleasure of

hearing during the last few weeks a very conservative and careful

review of present business conditions with particular application to

building acttvity by Dr. W. F. Gephart, vice-president of the First

National Bank, St. Louis, and dean of the School of Commerce and
Finance, Washington University. In his talks Dr. Gephart has impressed

the fact that high prices of commodities are not the dominant factor or

essential accompaniment of prosperity, but that with an equitable distri-

bution of industrial activity prosperity will maintain whether prices are

high or low. He believes that building activity will continue well

throughout the year, basing that belief upon the home shortage, that

home financing is becoming easier and that building of homes for indi-

vidual ownership and occupancy will continue whether or not there is a

cessation in other lines of building activity.

Particularly did he advise retail lumbermen to apply their own
thoughts and studies to conditions in their respective trade territories

rather than depend upon the prognostications of long-range business

prophets. The principal points of Dr. Gephart's review of the business

outlook fi'om the standpoint of retail lumbermen follow

:

Need fof Dwelling Great

"In the business recovery which has been in progress now for some
months no class has, perhaps, shared more largely than the building

material people. This is due primarily to the fact that building construc-

tion, especially dwelling construction, was interrupted during the war
period, and secondly to the fact that in a rapidly-growing country such

as the United States, especially in the cities, the annual increase needed

for dwellings is very great. The result is that there is not only a large

amount of building of homes by individuals themselves, but also a very

great activity in what may be called investment building. With labor so

generally employed and manufacturing and distributing businesses so

active there is every reason to believe that this activity in building will

continue .through, at least, a considerable part of the present year.

"There probably is is no great need for additional construction in

purely commercial building, especially in the manufacturing lines, because

of the act that during the war period there was an enormous increase in

this class of building so that plant equipment in many lines of manufac-
turing is quite adequate to take care of any present need for goods.

"One of the factors which has contributed to the building activity

is the 'cheapness' of money. Funds can be secured at very low rates of

interest and there seems to be no reason why this should not continue, at

least for several months. A very general spirit of optimism is prevailing

among business men in general and it may perhaps be well to utter a

word of caution, especially to those interested in the building trades,

which are very sensitive to prospective changes in industrial conditions.

While individuals continue to build homes for themselves even when
costs are increasing, yet investment builders are very responsive to in-

creased costs. If building materials should continue to increase and if

funds for building should likewise increase this will bring about a very

quick decrease in purely investment building.

"Everyone has become wearied in thinking and talking about the

World War, but it is well for business men to remember that while the

war is over its ecects have not yet passed. It is true that a country as

large as the United States with such a variety of resources and natural

endowments can have a surprising degree of prosperity regardless of

conditions in Europe or in any other parts of the world. Let us, how-
ever, not deceive ourselves that this country has reached a stage of such

surplus production of many products that it is not, for its final and lasting

prosperity, largely dependent upon the condition of business and industry

in other parts of the world.

Prophets Should Be Modest

"A word of caution needs to be given to business men in respect to

their disposition to over-emphasize sometimes business forecasts and pro-

phecie which are now published by^ so many agencies. There is no reason

to doubt the sincerity and carefulness with which this work is done, but
business men, sometimes, are disposed to accept these analyses and fore-

casts for a great deal more than their authors or publishers intend. The
study of business cycles and the preparation of these business analyses

and forecasts marks a very decided milestone in business progress, for

American business men in the past have given too little attention to the

study of fundamental forces which dominate industrial progress and
depression and every business man ought to supplement these forecasts

wit hhis own careful individual judgment and analysis. When it is

recognized that general industrial conditions or even conditions in any
one line of industry are a result of so many forces, many of which are

absolutely unpredictable, it will easily be seen that tho.se who prophesy,

especially at a time like this of world disturbed conditions, should do so

with a very great degree of modesty."

Sailing List at the Port of Vancouver
Line. Vessel. Arrives .. From Sails To

Admiral Wheatland Montana .... May 2 Orient May 10 Orient

.\dmiral Pomona May 8 — Orient May 15 Orient

Admiral Edmore June 1 Orient June 6 Orient

Blue Funnel Tyndareus May 20 Orient May 25 Orient

Can. Aust. R. M M.S. Hauraki May 10 Australia and N. Z May 12 Australia and N. Z.

Can. Aust. R. M Waihemo May 21 Australia and N. Z. May 22 Australia and N. Z.

Can. Aust. R. M Niagara May 26 Australia and N. Z June 1 Australia and N. Z.

C. G. M. M Canadian Traveller May — Australia and N. Z May 25 Australia and N. Z.

C. G. M. M Canadian Scottish June — Orient June 20 Orient

C. G. M. M Canadian Prospector .... May — Orient .May 30 Australia and N. Z.

C. G. M. M Canadian Winner .-. June — India .^....June 20 India

Can. Robt. Dollar Melville Dollar May 4 New York May 16 New York
Can. Robt. Dollar Margaret Dollar May 22 New York June 13 New York
Can. Robt. Dollar Dix May 30 New York June 3 New York
East Asiatic Arabien July — U. K. and Continent July — U. K. and Continent

French Line Iowa Late April U. K. and Continent Early May U. K. and Continent

French Line Vermont Late May U. K. and Continent Late May U. K. and Continent

Furness Withy Dominion Miller May 21 U. K. and Continent May 28 U. K. and Continent

Harrison Direct Defender _ May 31 United Kingdom June 10 United Kingdom
Holland-America Moerdijk Late April United Kingdom Early May U. K. and Continent

Holland-America Drechtdyk Early June U. K. and Continent June — U. K. and Continent

Holland-America Dinteldijk Late ]u\y ....United Kingdom August — United Kingdom
Johnson M.S. San Francisco April — Continent Late April Continent

Latin America Remus April 21 South America May 5 South American Ports

Latin America Regulus May 25 South America May 30 South American Ports

Latin America Sinoloa Late April Central America Early May Central America
N. Y. K Tokiwa Maru April 22 Orient May 10 Orient

N. Y. K Tokohama Maru May 4 Orient May 6 Orient

O. S. K Arabia Mru a May 8 Orient May 12 Orient

R. M. S. P Loch Katrine May 20 U. K. and Continent May 25 U. K. and Continent

R. M. S. P Loch Goil Late June U. K. and Continent Early July U. K. and Continent
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B. C. TIMBER for LOS ANGELES
Reports from the Queen Charlotte Islands indicate that Frank L.

Buckley's operations there are now getting into full swing. Buckle}' has

450 men at work at Massett getting out square timber, keeping his fleet

of boats fully employed on the run between British Columbia and Los

Angeles harbor.

The "EI Cicuta," owned by the Los Angeles Lumber Products interests, of
which F. L. Buckley, Vancouver is head, loading square timber for the south

at Buckley Bay, Queen Charlotte Islands.

In this out of the way corner of the world, on the far end of Queen

Charlotte Island, Mr. Buckley is continuing his fight to develop the

country. The formation of the Los Angeles Lumber Products Company
is being followed by a period of successful activity by all plants owned

by the corporation. At this end the company is getting out square tim-

bers only, and these are being rushed South to feed the company's mills

at Los Angeles and to help furnish building material for the unprece-

dented boom in construction, now being experienced in the South.

So far the Los Angeles Lumber Products Company has three big

boats on the run—the "El Abeta." the "El Cicuta," and the "El Cedro."

These boats are named for British Columbia woods, the names being

Spanish for .Spruce, Hemlock and Cedar.

At Lake Union, Seattle, the Buckley interests are rebuilding a saw-
mill foi^merlv owned.by Mr. Buckley and his associates. This plant will

cut 150,000 feet of lumber daily and 100,000 box sohoks. Mr. Buckley
divides his time between Los Angeles and Canada. The success of his

enterprise is a splendid advertisement for the wood resources of British

Columbia. Mr. Buckley Jias associated with him many distinguished

British and American financiers, and the successful carrying out of the

plans so far, is interesting further millions for investment in the forests

of British Columbia.

Mr. F. L. Buckley left or Los Angeles April 20, after a trip of

inspection to the Massett camps.

CONTRACTORS TO PAY FOR FOREST FIRE

Judge Holds Firm Liable for Damages When Flames Get Away

A decision of timely import at this season, the beginning of bush
fire activities, was rendered by Mr. Justice Morrison at Vancouver the
other day in a suit by which the Provincial Government experimented
for the first time with a hitherto unused method of encouraging greater
public precaution in fire prevention.

His decision rendered the firm of Robertson & Partners Ltd. liable

for $5563 damages to the Provincial Government for a fire which its

workmen started during the construction of the new road between Oliver
and Penticton last summer. The $5563 represents the cost to the Gov-
ernment of extinguishing the blaze after it got out of bounds. The
action was brought in the name of the Attorney-General and the claim
was based on the terms of the permit issued by the Provincial Fire Pre-
vention Board to the contracting firm.

A permit was given to the contractor to clear its right of way by
burning between July 10 and July 15. On July 15 the burning still con-
tinued and a forest ranger delivered to some workmen an extended permit
to July 30. The controlled burning continued until July 19 when the
Piames leaped the road and got out of hand. Before the fire was under
control it had swept over a vast area and continued until the middle of
August, according to the evidence.

The terms of the permit made the firm to whom it was issued respon-
sible for loss occasioned by the fires which they are allowed to start. It

•was on this that the Government, sued and, although Reginald Symes,
counse Ifor the defendant, contended that the permit was not properly
issued because it was not applied for and was not delivered to a respon-
sible officer of the company, his lordship held that the company was
liable.

Mr. Justice Morrison held that the permit was a contract between
the Fire Board and the recipient, and that there was a clear duty cast

on the defendant to take all reasonable pi'ecautions for keeping under
control the fire it started.

"An obligation to take reasonable precautions in handling such a

dangerous element as fire is an obligation to take special care," said his

lordship, quoting a dictum of the Supreme Court of Canada. "This is

common sense and good law."

The judgment was given without costs. E. C. Mayers was counsel

for the Government. This was the first action of the sort ever launched

by the Government.

PAY FOR FIRE-FIGHTERS

According to an Order-in-Council passed April 20 by the Govern
ment of B. C., firefighters' wages have been fixed as follows for the

summer: Men, 25 cents per hour; foremen, 35 to 40 cents per hour;
straw bosses, 30 cents.

V. HYDE BAKER President. C. BURGESS, Sec.-Treas. C. D. McNAB, Manager.

Baker Lumber Company, Limited
WALDO, - B.C.

PINE — LARCH
Lumber, Lath, Mouldings— Quality Unexcelled

OUR SPECIALTY

QUALITY High Grade Pine SERVICE
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Fraser River Port Advances Claims
f New Westminster business men are making a drive in behalf of their

great fresh-water port. Some of the facts being jiressed liome to the

. pubHc are that the Fraser River port offers

:

: 1. Shipments by sea to all parts of the world, with less charges than

II at other Pacific ports. All shipping from British Columbia Mainland
I points pass througli the mouth of the Fraser.

2. Location of plant on Canadian Pacific, Canadian National, Cireat

I; Northern or B. C. Electric Railways, with trackage on any of these lines

'! as desired, with coast rates.

3. Cheap sites with or without waterfront, and with or without

trackage.

4. Pile construction if required; no teredoes.

5. For lumber plants, large booming grounds, no teredoes.

6. Large areas of flat land suitable for industries requiring large

extent of ground, or extensive trackage, with or without waterfront as

I

required.

' 7. Low taxation.

8. Freedom for development without objectionable restrictions.

I 9. Good labor conditions with first class living conditions for em-
'I .ployees.

It will be evident to persons intending to finance and establish indus-

trial plants on the Canadian Pacific Coast that the above conditi(jns mean
less cost in the purchasing of sites, less costs of construction, hence less

capital expenditure, less costs for overhead and operation, with s])lendid

working conditions and facilities. The citizens of the port of the Fraser,

believing that the more the facts are investigated, the more the advantages

of this port will become apparent, cordially invite any person who is seek-

ing a location for a prospective industry to come and talk over his require-

ments before finally deciding on the location of his plant. The secretary

of the Board of Trade or the City Council will be pleased to obtain data

I

• and give him every assistance to become fully informed as to the suitabality

of this port for the particular industry which it is proposed to locate.

New Pulp and Paper Industry Planned
According to the Vancouver Sun a large pulp and paper mill is to

l| be established on Burrard Inlet by the Seaman Paper Company of

I
Chicago, which has already, through Mr. Seaman, been interested in the

'1 pulp business in B. C. Mr. Seaman was for years a director of the

\\'halen Company.

Pulp lands on the North Arm and other tracts near the city owned
by E. J. Young of the Bridingham-Young Lumber Company of Madison,

Wis., are to supply the raw material. Power is to be obtained from the

' Bridge River Power Company.

The pulp and paper mill is to cost approximately $8,000,000 and is

expected to have a capacity of between 200 and 300 tons a day. Employ-
ment for more than 1,000 people will be af¥orded. The mill is to be

situated on the North Shore, near the mouth of Lynn and Seymour
Creeks, as water is necessary.

The Brilge River Power Company will go ahead with its programme
to develop power on the P. G. E. near Lillooet. Bridge River has a

capacity or 400,000 h.p. continuously, but only about 25 per cent of this

' will be used in the first unit of the company's programme. The pulp mill

will require between 40,000 and 50,000 h.p.
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Sir Clifford Sifton on Replacing Forest

That the millions of logs taken from the Canadian forests this spring

rc])resent a destruction of "capital" and that the "government should
spend large amounts on restoration without computing costs on an
interest basis, is the interesting contention of Cir Clift'ord Sifton in a

letter to the Canadian Forestry Association.

"In my judgment the money spent in planting trees should not under
an_\- circumstances be regarded as an investment upon which interest,

either simple or compound, should be calculated.

"I regard the cutting down of merchantable trees as a destruction of

capital and I would think it was the plain duty of the government which
permits the cutting down of such trees and derives a revenue therefrom,

to insist on the replanting of at least two trees for every one cut down
and that such cost should be taken out of the forest revenue and regarded
as a permanent charge upon that revenue."

Associated Timber Exporters

of British Columbia^ Ltd.

SALES MEDIUM
for

EXPORT OUTPUT
of

LUMBER MILLS
of

BRITISH COLUMBIA

Principal Product

Douglas Fir
AND

Pacific Hemlock

Main Office

909 METROPOLITAN BUILDING

VANCOUVER, B.C. CANADA

WE HAVE AND WANT YOU TO KNOW WE HAVE

FAMOUS COWICHAN TIMBER
FROM THE FOREST HEART OF VANCOUVER ISLAND

FIR AND HEMLOCK LOGS—QUALITY IN EVERY FOOT

JAMES LOGGING COMPANY, LIMITED
H. a. JAMES, MAN&aiNO SIBECTOB

Phone Sey. 1545 Bank of Nova Scotia Bldg., Vancouver, B.C.
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B. C. Current Lumber Market Review
The following direct quotations on important British Columbia Lumber and Shingle items represent

approximately prevailing prices F.O.B. mill in carload lots in this market. These prices, of course, are not

universal and merely indicate the prevailing trend and the basis on which orders have been negotiated.

1x4 No.
1x4 No.
1x3 No. 2 & Btr.

1x3 No. 3

1x4 No.
1x6 No.

Flooring

1 E.G $59.00 to $60.00

3 E.G 41.00

62.00

40.00

S.G 42.002 & Btr.

2 & Btr. S.G.

Stepping

No. 2 & Btr.

No. 2 & Btr.

E.G.
E.G.

42.00

77.50

67.50

Finish

IxS-lO-in. No. 2 & Btr 60.00

Casg. and Bas 70.00

Ceiling

34x4 No. 2 & Btr 42.00

%x4 No. 2 & Btr. 38.00

%x4 No. 2 & Btr., Hem 35.00

5/8x4 No. 3 27.00

1x4 No. 2 & Btr 42.00

1x4 No. 2 & Btr., Hem 40.00

1x4 No. 3 : 33.00

1x6 No. 2 & Btr 42.00

Partition

1x4 No. 2 & Btr $43.00

Drop Siding

1x6 No. 2 & Btr 42.00

1x6 No. 3 39.00

Boards and Shiplap

1x6 SIS o. 1 17.50

1x6 D. & M 20.00
lx8-10-in. SIS 20.00

lxl2-in 20.00
lx8-10-in. SIS, No. 2 15.00

Dimensions S. & E.

2x4, 12-14; No. 1 20.50

2x4, 12-14, l^-m 22.50

2x4, 16 ; 22.00
2x4, 18 23.00
2x4, 18, l^-in 25.00
2x4, 20 23.00

2x6-8, 22-24 25.50
2x6-8, 22-24, 14 -in 26.00
2x6-8, 26/32 27.00
2x4 R/L, l^, No. 2 25.00

Shelving

1x4 to 12-in. 6 ft. to 18 ft.

Fir 29.00

Cedar 50.00

Spruce 50.00

Hemlock 35.00

Resawn Boards

In 8, 10 and 12-in. widths. About %-in. thick.

(Surface measure)
Fir $10.25 to 12.50

Planks and Small Timbers

4x4, 12/16, S4S 24.00
4x4, 12/16, Rgh 24.00
3x10-12, 12/16, S-S 24.00
3x10-12, 12/16, Rgh. 24.00

Timbers, 32 Ft. and Under

6x6/8x10, S4S 24.00

6x6/8x10, Rgh 24.00

Lath

Fir 5.50

Cedar Siding

1/2x4, Cir $40.00
1/2x6, Cir. A 42.00

Logs

Fir ...$14.00, $20.00. $27.00

Cedar $13.00, $23.00, $35.00

Shingle Cedar $11.05, $21.00, $31.00

Hemlock $15.00 to $16.00

Spruce $15.00, $21.00, $28.00

ABBOTSFORD LUMBER, MINING & DEVELOPMENT CO.
President, J. O. Trethewey. Vice-Pres., S. D. Trethewey. Secy, and Sales Manager, J. A. McGowan. LIMITED

MANUFACTURERS OF DOUGLAS FIR,

HEMLOCK AND CEDAR LUMBER
Timber, Dimension, Flooring, Ceiling, Siding, Inside and Exterior Finish, Mouldings,

Lath and Cedar Shingles. Grades Unexcelled.

Mills at Abbotsford, B. C. Prairie Representatives: Cuddy-Nelson Lumber Co., Calgary, Saskatoon and Winnipeg.

Specialty: Timbers and Heavy Dimension. Prompt Shipments.

Crow's Nest Pass Lumber Company
Manufacturers of

LIMITED

Soft Pine Finish and Shelving, Mountain Fir and Larch,

Dimension and Timbers, Ceiling, Siding, Floorings,

Moulding, Lath and Piling

Saw Mill, Planing Mill and Head Office at WARDNER, B.C.

CLIFFORD M. PENNOCK, Vice-President and Manager, WARDNER, B. C.
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Lumber Market
By CHAS. E. HUNT

SEATTLE, April 30. — Neither

mills nor wholesalers are able to re-

port, any perceptible increase in the

rail demand for yard and shed as-

sortments. There are no accumula-

tions of common dimension at the

mills, although flat grain and other

uppers are not so strong. Some-

how, in the midst of this remarkable

buying season, uppers, as seldom be-

fore, are accumulating.

Some facts regarding the condi-

tion of Middle Western yards as

compared with 90 days ago have

reached Coast shippers. It is now
conceded on the basis of the infor-

mation at hand that line yards are

well stocked up and that the feeling

among them is that prices will re-

cede. A good many transits have

been placed on the line. In the past

30 days the bulk of these offerings

have been absorbed by the line yards

at a sacrifice to the shippers who
were not fully advised on conditions

East. There are numerous others on

their way East. It is indicated that

uppers will accumulate more heavily

at the mills during the coming month

and with the mixed car inquiry dom-

inating the rail situation it is not

seen where the uppers are to be

placed. California is not using any

and the East Coast complains that

prices here are too high.

In railway car building stock sills

and framing are strong, but there

are few new inquiries. Dealers who
have been specializing in this line

say the demand for car stock is prac-

tically over.

Shingles Dull; Logs Firm
The shingle market is barely

steady. Production is too heavy,

however, for the demand, and the

outlook is not quite so favorable as

last week. Wholesalers are less ac-

tive in the transit line and more or

less force must be employed in in-

ducing rail buyers to take the

shingles at or near the time ofar-

The market is not yet healthy and

fluctuations are unusually rapid.

Logs are firm jand the surplus

light. The mills are cutting close

to log production. Fir is $15, $21
and $28, hemlock $15 and $18 and
cedar $22. General closing down
of British Columbia shingle mills due
to the unsatisfactory price of

shingles as a means of curtailing the

surplus has begun to react here in

the softening of the log market on
the other side of the boundary line.

No logs have been offered here under
the Puget Sound market, but the

sentimental effect of the close down
on the cedar log market is becoming-

manifested.

Some new features in the lumber
market were developed at the week-

ly luncheon of wholesalers Wednes-
day. It was reported that flat up-

pers are accumulating at the mills

and that sales are easily negotiable

at $2 off the list, with drop siding

at $9 to $10 over. Rough green

two-inch clear was reported easier

to buy but rough common is strong.

Wholesalers stated that inquiries

from the Great Northern Railway

for 10,000,000 feet for car material

and maintenance are being figured

on. Difficulty of inducing the mills

to accept new business was reported.

The yard demand, according to a

majority of those present, has not

picked up and the transit list was
stated to be light. It was surmised

in the discussion tha the Middle

West has been buying transits at a

sacrifice under the Coast prices and
is now well taken care of. The
shingle market was reported weak
and unsatisfactory.

Rail Mills Organize

The rail mills, after considerable

quiet discussion, have organized the

Rail Mills and Timber Bureau with

Fred E. Campbell, of the Vance
Lumber Agency, as secretary. It is

reported that about forty rail mills

have signed up and the work of re-

cruiting all rail plants will be pushed

vigorously.

The announced purpose of the

new group is to look after the dis-

tribution of cars. It is stated that

the rail mills are not satisfied with

their proportion of cars as compared

with the cargo mills, and that the

tidewater plants are receiving many
more cars than are due them in the

fixed distribution according to their

rail volume proper.

Possible car shortage was discus-

sed at the initial meeting both for

this season and the future, anJ

should the railways be forced to cut

down the "spotting" list, rail mills

do not care to stand proportionate

reductions with the cargo mills as it

is claimed that would leave them

practically helpless. A strong unit

working against such a contingency

it is thought will cure the evil.

Telegraphic advices from Wash-
ington are to the effect that the de-

partment of commerce has consent-

ed to modify the offense paragraphs

in the proposed building code that

carries a prohibition against shingles.

While the fight has not been entirely

won the mills are jubilant over the

speedy reconsideration of the code

in its preliminary and suggested

stages.

R. S. Whiting, manager of the

shingle branch of the West Coast

Lumbermen's Association, the Pacific

Coast Shippers' Association of

Seattle and the National American

Wholesalers' Association of Chicago,

are entitled to credit for the victory.

Prompt action by the Washington

delegation in congress in response

to Mr. Whiting's protest backed by

the entire shingle branch has been

especially commended.

Too Heavy Transits

Accumulation of 1,134 transit

cars at Minnesota Transfer has in-

terfered greatly with progress in get-

ting the shingle market on a stable

basis, according to reports submit-

ted at the weekly luncheon of shingle

mills and wholesalers Wednesday.
The inquiry was reported very quiet,

but with a very hopeful feeling as

to May sales. Difficulty in getting

good logs was one of the problems

cited by the mills. Prices are $22,

with some sales at $21.

While new business with associa-

tion mills fell 7,000,000 feet under
the previous week, it was still well

over the hundred million level at

106,670,610 feet, with production of

109,966,714 feet and shipments of

111,341,912 feet. The cut was 21

per cent above normal and new busi-

ness 3 per cent below production.

Shipments were 4 per cent under
new business.

Orders in the rail trade reached

1,945 cars, a decrease from 2,139

cars the preceding week. Rail ship-

ments were 2,221 cars, leaving un-

shipped rail business of 9,025 cars.

The association mills have cut for

the year to date 1,526,160,426 feet,

sold 1,745,669,480 feet and shipped

1,759,759,683 feet.

Sell Space Into Summer
With practically all transpacific

conference lines booked up with
lumber into July, tramp steamers
are quoting a slightly higher rate

for distress shipment and have been
able to take on considerable lumber.

Freights are very strong to Oriental

common ports at $11.50 and $13.50
on baby and large squares. Steam-
ship operators are quoting $17.50 to

Australia, these operators being also

engaged in the lumber shipping

trade.

Relief is on the way, shippers be-

lieve, in the coming of Scandinavian
vessels to the transpacific trade.

During the week two charters were
made of Norwegian ships to operate
in the Oriental trade. This is an
outgrowth of high freight rates.

Scandinavian tonnage was very
plentiful before the world war and
present revenues are very attractive.

It is the feeling among most ex-

porters than Japan will not pay the

price for lumber. The inquiry for

the week was almost exclusively in

baby squares. The Douglas Fir Ex-
ploitation and Export Company has

been slow about taking on new con-

tracts due to the strike in the log-

ging camps, and was compelled to

decline considerable new business on
the week. A majority of shippers

ceased quoting altogether.

The greatest difficulty is being ex-

perienced by shippers in getting

space for large Japanese squares.

Conference lines have an agreement
that space bookings beyond 60 days

shall not be made, but it is reported

that sales have been made into late

July- (Continued on page 42)

Graph Showing Increase by Years in Overseas Shipments of B. C. Lumber
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Selling Substitutes and Neglecting
B. C. Forest Products

Is it necessary that a retail lumber man sell lumber? Apparently not.

He retains his title when he sells, not lumber, but substitutes for lumber.

The more substitutes he sells, the more he is acclaimed as a progressive

lumber merchant.

Compelled to "benchwarm" for over an hour in the office of a pro-

gressive Michigan dealer, I took inventory of the samples and advertising

literature surrounding me. The list is as follows

:

An assortment of some twenty-five bricks

Flaxlinum insulating samples,

Kellastone samples.

Composition shingles,

Cement ads.,

Cornell wood board,

Reynolds' ashphalt shingles,

Sheetrock samples,

Bishopric board samples.

Rack for literature of the Portland Cement Assn.,

A wood door,

A wood sash,

A fenestra steel sash.

Two of the above are advertisements for wood
;
one, Flaxlinum, for

use with wood ; while ten are advocates of wood substitutes. The above

list is not unusual. It is typical of the large majority of retail advertis-

ing. It would also be representative of the materials exhibited at a retail

lumber convention, except perhaps in the latter case we would not find

even the wood sash and door.

"Porch flooring is a small item in this community. Seventy-five per

cent of the porches are cement." "Yes, West Coast woods make fine

bevel siding but people want stucco or brick veneer, so we don't sell much
siding an ymore." "We only use drop siding on barns, garages, and the

cheapest houses." "Fir partition is good, but we sell so much more wall

board now that it hardly pays us to stock partition. See what a satis-

factory wall and ceiling this wall board makes." "People in this section

want a fireproof roof, so we handle some of the composition shingles."

These are statements made to the writer by dealers in the Middle
West. The question immediately arises : Why the demand for substitutes

material and why the desire of the dealer to push these substitutes?

The demand is the direct result of advertising on the part of the

manufacturer. The substitute market had to be created. Immense sums
and great efforts have been devoted to this purpose. It has reached the

phase where the cement people are broadcasting information by radio.'

The lumber manufacturer, on the other hand, found a demand centuries

old. Advertising was, therefore, thought useless and unnecessary. But
existent demands are only permanent when there is no competition.

The interest of the dealer in pushing substitute materials is again

the result of the difference between the attitudes of manufacturers.

Manufacturers of substitute materials have made their product so as to

be as usable as possible, which in turn means ease of selling for the

retailer. Lumber manufacturers have not shown this same interest in

the use of their product. Cutting the log has been regarded as the only

problem. In solving the problem, economic use has sometimes been for-

gotten.

It is significant to note then, that while retailers have found a great

deal to praise and very little to criticinze in West Coast woods, they have
been most decided in their unfavorable comments in regard to our
methods of manufacture. The universal complaint has been that West
Coast manufacturers pay absolutely no attention to the requirements of

the market. This criticism is focussed on two points : Dressing green

and the insistence of shipping short lengths.

Dressing green defeats its chief legitime purpose, that of uniform
size. The achitect figures his joist sizes computing one the basis of the

designated nominal size. Recently we pointed out a specific case where
the joists had been figured and specified as longleaf yellow pine. The

BARR & ANDERSON
Installers of International Automatic Sprinkler Systems.

Plumbing and Heating Engineers.

1060 HOMER STREET

LIMITED

VANCOUVER, B. C.

Eliminate
Fire Hazards with

International

Automatic Sprinkler Systems

EVERY SAWMILL, PLANING MILL,

SHINGLE MILL, FACTORY, ETC., SHOULD
BE PROTECTED FROM FIRE.

Expert Advice

Fire hazards are practically

eliminated.

Insurance premiums cut one-

half to two-thirds.

We have had a long experience

in installing Sprinkler Systems

and solicit enquiries and cor-

respondence regarding the
same.

Estimates by Experts
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local retailer secured permission to use fir. W hen it was delivered it was
found to be, not 1% inches thick, but running from 1% to 11/2 inches in

thickness. The result was it required spacing them 12 inches on centers

instead cJf 16 inches, thereby making the cost of using fir much more than

that of using longleaf yellow pine; the coiiseqiiciiccs were that after that

the architect refused to permit fir to be used. The above is just one
example.

Fir dimension is only equal in strength to yellow pine of equivalent

type and grade when it is also equal in size.

The growth of the trees and methods of manufacture on the West
Coast develop a certain amount of short length material which, of course,

must be disposed of. Most of the short length material should go to

industrial uses. The manufacturers have in general been indifferent and

have either failed to quote or have quoted exorbitant prices. Rather than

make a change in manufacturing methods they have preferred to insist on
the retailer disposing of it.

Now the retailer can dispose of a small amount of short lengths in

some items. Salesmen, however, representing manufacturers, must use

psycholog^^ which word can mean common sense. The retailer reports

:

"I ask a salesman the price of an item, which is given. When I mention
the specific lengths, say 10 to 20, the salesman says, 'If that is the case,

the'price will be higher.' " The retailer feels that he is penalized. Sales-

men who understand the retailer's pscychology quote on the desired lengths

and then show the saving that can be made if the retailer will accept a

certain percentage of shorts. The manufacturer then feels that he is

earning money when he persuades his trade to accept it.

The bulk of the short lengths will have to go to the industrial uses,

opportunities such as Mr. Stronach has pointed out, and dressing green

will have to become a thing of the past with the West Coast, as it is with

the South. These two reforms involve effort on the part of the manu-
facturer and subsequent changes in methods of manufacture. To do so

means putting the \Vest Coast on a firm stand with the retailers ; to neglect

to do so means more substitute materials even to the selling of steel lumber
in place of dimension. The retail lumberman in that event will not have
to sell any wood. It will all be substitutes.

—West Coast Forest Products Bureau.

FEDERAL GOVERNMENT TO PROBE COMBINES

The Dominion Government has followed the government of Ontario

by the introduction of a bill empowering investigation of combines,

monopolies, mergers, etc., and the appointment of a Registrar of the

Combmes Investigation Act, who shall have the authority, apparently,

to exercise his discretion as to prosecutions for re-sale price fixing.

Strong deputations of manufacturers and wholesalers are expected

to call on the Premier, who is responsible for the bill, urging the estab-

lishment of an authority to which price agreements could be submitted

for validation before putting them into effect.

An attractive booklet, issued by the Union S. S. Co., has just been

published. It is beautifully illustrated and tells in detail the oppor-

tunities, progress and natural beauty of the Briti.sh Columbia coast.

The Seymour Sash &: Door Company is planning the construction

of a factory in Vancouver.

Development of forest resources on the West Coast of Vancouver
Island are indicated in recent reports reaching Victoria.

On the San Juan River a group of American capitalists plan to

develop the source of supply of fir for their chain of factories on the

Eastern seaboard.

While there is a vast area of virgin timber on the gentle slopes which

look out upon the Pacific, there has been a lack of enthusiasm on the

]jart of certain Canadian intertsts in urging development of these interests

on the grounds that under present conditions the logs might quite easily

be towed to Seattle and the Sound mills to manufacture, owing to the

];roximitv of these limits to the American centre.

Food that will satisfy

Hungry Men—Homeward Bound

THE day's work is done and it's a ten to one

shot the majority of the men are thinking

of what is what for chow.

We can guess the steward and cook have some

job keeping them satisfied. But then, think ofthe

possibilities in different dishes made with milk!

Hard to get it? Well, you need never be with-

out Trumilk—and Trumilk serves every pur-

pose of good pasteurized milk. That is all it is

—whole milk in powdered form. Milkstock is

skimmed milk powder and answers every need

for milk in cooking.

There is no danger of loss through souring

as you mix up only as much as you need and

you will find either milk a distinct convenience.

Write to us for information, prices and samples.

CANADIAN MILK PRODUCTS LIMITED
347 Adelaide Street West, Toronto, Ont.

319 Craig Street, W. 428 Main Street

Montreal, Que. Winnipeg, Man.

British Columbia Distributors: Kirkland & Rose, 130 Water St., Vancouver
MILKSTOCK

—

Order from your jobber or directfrom us.

TRUMILK—OrJtr direct from us.
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China is on the market with the

largest volume of inquiries this sea-

son. Flooring leads, with the usual

Chinese specifications for the re-

mainder.

There has been a brisk augmenta-

tion in inquiries from the United

Kingdom. Bombay, through British

sources, is out after 12xl2's thirty

feet and longer. A total of 500,000

AUCTION SALE OF TIMBER
BERTH COVERING DO-

MINION LANDS

THE right to cut timber under
permit on Berth No. 606, com-

prising the following lands in the
Province of British Columbia, will be
offered for sale at public auction at

2 o'clock P.M. on Wednesday, the
16th day of May next, at the office

of the Dominion Timber Agent at

New Westminster:

Timber Berth No. 606, situate in

the Province of British Columbia,
and comprising Legal Sub-division 13
on Section 10, the portion of Sec-
tion 15, West of Timber Berth No.
419, and Legal Sub-division 9 of

Section 16, in Township 5, Range 5,

West of the 7th Meridian, contain-
ing an area of 440 acres, more or

less.

This berth will be offered for sale

subject to permit dues as set forth
in Section 42 of the Timber Regu-
lations and the person offering the
highest cash bonus will be awarded
the berth. In addition to the bonus,
the successful bidder shall be re-

quired to make a deposit of $500.00
in cash, which deposit will be retain-
ed until completion of operations,
and then applied in the payment of
dues on the timber cut. All the
merchantable timber must be remov-
ed from the berth within 4 years
from the date of sale, after which
the purchaser's right to operate shall

cease. All the merchantable timber
must be cut and taken from the berth
as operations progress, and failure
to do so by the permittee will render
the berth subject to cancellation

He must comply strictly with the
provisions of Section 47 of the Tim-
ber Regulations, having reference to
the disposal of tops and branches of
trees cut by him, and other debris.

The purchaser shall furnish quar-
terly returns to the Crown Timber
Agent at New Westminster, showin,^
the quantity cut, and shall pay the
required dues thereon.

Further particulars regarding the
sale and a copy of the Timber Regu-
lations can be secured on application
to the undersigned, or to the Crown
Timber Agent at New Westminster.

B. L. YORK,
Controller.

Timber and Grazing Lands Branch,
Department of the Interior,

Ottawa, March 12, 1923.

Hecate Straits Towing
Co., Ltd.

OPERATING SEA-GOING TUGS

"LORNE," 1,000 I.H.P.

"CAPE SCOTT" 500
I.H.P.

(EQUIPPED WITH WIRELESS)

Heavy and Long Distance
Towing a Specialty

850 Hastings Street West
Seymour 7147

feet was loaded on Puget Sound last

week by a single shipper for the

United Kingdom. Freights are 90

shillings.

Australia is on the market for

lath but the mills are short on lath

for the domestic market at $3.75(5)4.

Australian stock is six inches longer

and the mills quote $8. Australia

will pay but $6.

New business in export for the

week was nearly double that of the

preceding week at 14,217,000 feet.

Shipments were 11,422,837 feet.

The mills hold unfilled offshore orders

for 97,650,244 feet against 96,557,-

579 feet, showing the difficulty of

the mills in cutting down their order

files. Forty per cent of the week's

business is to move by water.

What the position of West Coast

mills may be toward the domestic

market depends largely on how far

their investigations have proceeded

in the California trade. After weak-
ness in common, brought on by pro-

miscuous shipments by wholesalers

into San Pedro, the market has re-

covered and is now on a stronger

footing than it has been for ten days.

The surplus stocks have been ab-

sorbed and orders are increasing at

a heavy rate.

It has developed that the sag in

the California market was due to

unfamiliarity of wholesalers with its

requirements. These agencies ship-

ped rail standards, with which Cali-

fornia buyers have nothing to do.

Rough random green common was
the staple with which the South was
most familiar and sacrifices had to

be made to clean up the rail assort-

ments. It is believed the experience

of the plungers will not be repeated

and that the southern market will

now be sustained at a profitable

figure. Coastwise freights are strong

at $8.50 with no available space for

the next thirty days.

Many transits have been moving
into the East Coast trade and with

the ability to buy common dimension

at less than the coast price buyers

of New York and Pennsylvania have

not been interested and there has

been little new business. Shippers

have undergone great difficulty in

placing orders with the mills owing
to the uncertain effect of the I. W.
W. strike in the logging camps. It

is the opinion of resident representa-

tives of East Coast buying groups

that this business will pick up early

in June. Little hope is entertained

that the mills will reduce their prices,

but it is felt that freight will soften

due to the increasing volume of May
and June space, largely of a distress

character. Shippers say space offer-

ings for May are increasing. There
have been some cancellations but

the steamship companies are trying

to accommodate the space holders

wherever possible by finding new
patrons.

New business in the domestic

trade for the week totaled 28,916,-

042 feet, a decrease from 36,575,850

of the previous week. Loadings

were 28,101,507 feet. The mills hold

unshipped orders in the coastwise

and intercoastal trade for 171,370,-

876 feet.

Protect Your Hands
With

WATSON'S hORSEHIDE GLOVES
Made in Vancouver.

JOHN WATSON i

127 DUFFERIN E. PHONE FAIR. 3988

Established 1841 JY^e Mcrcailtilc Agency Br«.h«

R. G. DUN & CO.
Head Office : 290 Broadway - - New York

"For the Promotion and Protection of Trade"

CANADIAN BRANCHES
Offices in Western Provinces:

BRITISH COLUMBIA ALBERTA
Vancouver Victoria Calgary Edmonton Lethbridge

SASKATCHEWAN
Moose Jaw Regina Saskatoon

EASTERN OFFICES
Winnipeg, Man. Fort William, Ont. Halifax London Ottawa

St. John Hamilton Montreal Quebec Toronto

Collection Dept., Vancouver Office: 402 Pender Street W.
J. B. GIFFEN, Dist. Mgr.

EXTRA SPECIALS
IN LUMBERMEN'S

CLOTHING
ENGLISH FLANNEL SHIRTS—Made extra
large, with wide sleeves, and reinforced seams.
Tailored form fitted collar.

Lot No. 1, Khaki $19.50 dozen

Lot No. 2, Army Gray 18.00 dozen
Sizes 141/2 to 17.

Note:—No. 2 Army Gray Shirt is the strongest
"Union" Shirt on the market.

LUMBERJACK BREECHES — 32-ounce all

wool Government frieze, navy blue, 21 inches
long, with strap and buckle. Five extra strong
pockets, belt loops and buttons. Well tailored.

Lot No. 3, Special $3.50 pair
Same line, but in Brown Union (wool and
cotton)

.

Lot No. 4 $2.75 pair

Sizes 32 to 42.

IMPORTANT—Order by lot number and speci-

fy sizes and shipping instructions. Minimum
quantity at above prices one dozen to a line.

If not rated in Dun's or Bradstreet's enclose
remittance.

MILLER MEN'S WEAR, LIMITED
48 York Street Toronto, Canada

k
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Showing Timber Scaled in

Douglas Fir. Red Cedar. Spruce.

Cranbrook 3,86^,142 570,176 1,711,203

Prince George 1,542,848 447,246 3,476,800

Kamloops 97,011 252,490

Vernon 802,807 46,253

Total Interior 6,310,809 1,269,912 5,234,261

Prince Rupert 258,015 . 1,413,580 . 2,536,494

Vancouver - 56,684,776 27,284,420 2,285,783

Total Coast 56,942,791 28,698,000 4,822,277

Total for B. C 63,253,600 29,967,912 10,056,538

British Columbia During March, 1923

Jack Pine. Larch.

2,181,139

Hemlock. Balsam.

65 37,613

725,985

Yellow Pine. White Pine.

163,628 283,41

1

65 763,598

1,426,654 252,835

16,402,731 3,816,401

17,829,385 4,069,236

17,829,650 4,832,834

2,968,219

3,131,847 283,411

3,131,847

1,045,874

1,045,874

1,329,285

4,644,040

Cotton- Other
wood. Species

88 330

73,851 475,066 — —
4,717,891 2,656,205

879,438

879,438

88 330

28,979

28,979

5,597,329 2,656,205 29,067

4,984

4,984

5,314

Forest Branch Collections for the Month of

March, 1923

TIMBER LICENCES—
Renewals $107,988.45

Transfer fees 865.00

Penalty fees 10,553.07

$119,406.52

HANDLOGGERS' LICENCES 300.00

TIMBER LEASES—
Rentals $22,746.60

Transfer fees 10.00

• 22,756.60

TIMBER SALES—
Rental - - $ 1,262.16

• Stumpage - - 24,497.92

Cruising -• 530.50

Advertising 214.70

26,505.28

SCALE AND ROYALTY—
Timber royalty $89,766.37

Scaling fees 159.07

Scaling expenses 61.41

Timber tax 21,437.75

Trespass penalty 849.77

112,174.37

MISCELLANEOUS 2,333.14

GRAZING FEES 262.76

$283,738.67

FOREST PROTECTION FUND—
Timber licences $12,619.70

Timber sales ..- 219.49

Timber leases 2,530.06

Crown Grant lands 116.35

REFUND TO VOTES 1,511.12

SCALING FUND COLLECTIONS 10,180.37

SPECIAL LEVY FOREST PROTECTION FUND
COLLECTIONS - 12,365.69

Sizes and Grades
- - in - -

namatco
JaPLY COTTOMWOOD VEMEER PAVNELS)

"THE UNIVERSAL WALLBOARD"

Get our dealer
dope and you
will soon have
the habit of
ordering your
La m a t c o in
your regular
Lumber car.

Lamatco can be obtained in six standard
widths and two standard lengths, thereby
eliminating cutting to waste and unneces-
sary work.

Lamatco is made in 3 thicknesses: for

application over existing surfaces, such

as shiplap, V-joint or plaster; 3/16" for

application direct to studding, and ^4
' for

application on widely separated studding
where an exceeding stiff wall is required.

Lamatco comes in three grades but all

grades go through the same process and
are cemented together with our water-
proof glue. The only difference in the

grades is one of surface appearance.

LAMINATED MATERIALS CO. LTD.
NEW WESTMINSTER, B. C.

A Marvel of Efficiency!"
THAT'S THE WAY PEOPLE DESCRIBE

THE EASTHOPE GASOLINE STUMP
PULLER AND DONKEY

It gives you a steady pull of 13 tons, or more than
twenty horses, at a speed of 18 inches a minute.

Easily
Moved
About

Tremendous
Pulling
Power

HAVE YOU LOGS TO HAUL, OR A STUBBORN
BIT OF LAND TO CLEAR

Why not let the Easthope machine take on the job.

It costs you less than fifty cents per day to operate, and
is sold on terms that anyone can afford to pay.

PRICE $425 F.O.B. VANCOUVER
(TWO STYLES) $475 WITH MAGNETO MODEL AND

NIGGER HEAD

EASTHOPE BROS.
MANUFACTURERS

1729 GEORGIA ST. VANCOUVER, B.C.
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In the North

Most of the sawmills along the

C. N. R. in Northern B. C. Avill

make money during the present

year, is the opinion expressed by
A. K. Shives of the Aleza Lake
mill, in discussing the outlook for

sawmilling with a representative

of the Prinoe George Citizen.

* * *

The Millmen Start

this year with the advantage

of knowing they can tigure on an

average nmrket for at least $25

per thousand, and it may do even

better if the building boom in the

eastern states holds out. Last

year the average selling value of

lumber cut along the line of the

G. T. P. was .$20 per thousand
^ ^ ^

One Thousand Men '

w^ere employed along the line of

the Canadian National Railways
last -winter between Prince Ru-
pert and Fraser Lake, Central

British Columbia, cutting ties for

the use of the railway and con-

tracts for 800,000 ties were car-

ried out. Settlers participated

more generally in the w^ork this

season and it is estimated that

about 150 had subcontracts, and
quite a number sold direct to the

main contractors.
# ^ #

At Port Alberni
the two-machine shingle mill,

until recently operated by the

Port Alberni Shingle Company,

has been sold by the provincial

department of industries to R. S.

Brown, with whom is associated

some Moose Jaw business men in

a company named the Rex Shingle

Company" Limited. The B. P. G.

Logging Company is now busy
getting out a supply of cedar

bolts for this mill.

# * *

The Sawmill of the

Norris Lumber & Box Company
at Grand Forks has commenced
the season's operations. They
have approximately a million and
a half feet of timber to cut, and
from present condition of the

lumber market it looks as if the

plant will be run to full capacity

for some time.
* * *

Forest Fire Insurance in

Norway and Finland
In Norway and Finland forest fire

insurance is in successful operation.

The Norwegian company charges a

premium of five to fifteen cents per

1 100 worth of insurance, and the

Finnish company ten to twenty cents

per $100 worth of insurance. Both

are conducted on the mutual prin-

ciple. The reason that this class of

insurance can be written in these

countries and not in Canada is be-

cause enlightened public opinion

has, in Norway and Finland, enabled

the forest authorities to establish

adequate fire protection, whereas

Canadians are not yet sufficiently

alive to its importance and necessity.

President: H. W. HXTNTEB.

Treasurer: T. A. HUNTEB.

Vice-President: F. O. FOZ
Secretary: C. X. HXTNTEB.

Campbell River Lumber Co.

White Rock, B. C.

Capacity of Sawmill, 150,000 feet per day.

Capacity of Shingle Mill, 200,000 Shingles per day.

"Our Manufacture is handled by experts and a trial order will con-

vince you that we deliver LUMBER OF THE BETTER KIND."

MIXED CARS OF COAST LUMBER OUR
PROMINENT SPECIALTY

Sales Office:

706 McArthur Bldg.t Winnipeg
B. J. CBAWFOBD, Manager.

Perfection
in Saws

Aetna Perfection Brand Saws are as near "Perfec-

tion" as the finest of Jessop Steel and honest, skilled

workmanship can make them. The proof of this

statement is fonnd in the ever-increasing popular-

ity of the Aetna with the men who use them and

the new and repeat orders we are receiving.

For real honest saw service you will find the Aetna

supreme. Whether it be an Inserted Tooth Head
Saw, a Shingle Saw, a Knee Bolter Saw, an Inserted

Tooth Cut-off Saw, or the repairing of a Saw, the

same uniform quality and high standard of work-

manship prevails.

Made in B. C. for B. C. mills by B. C. workmen.

AETNA SAW WORKS, Ltd
GRANVILLE ISLAND JOHN T. WHEATMAN, Manager VANCOUVER, B.C.



WESTERN
TREATED SAWDUST GOOD COW'S FOOD

Unique Products of Wood Described to Gyro Club By Major C. S.

Cowan in Forestry Talk

The granulated sawdust of white pine, treated with molasses, makes
a food for cows that is capable of increasing milk production, Major C.

S. Cowan, chief of the Provincial Government Forest Protection Service,

i

told the Gyro Club recently at a luncheon, .when speaking on the question

oi fire protection. Sausage skins had been made from wood for years

;

tamarack yielded excellent baking powder that was 30 per cent, cheaper

i to produce than the ordinary kind ; substitutes for shingles were largely

made of wood owing to the amount of paper incorporated in them ; and
shirts, ties, stockings, mattresses, etc., were manufactured from wood
fibre.

From 75 to 80 per cent, of the area of British Columbia was potential

tor. absolute forest land which would continue producing forest crops so

long as fires did not intervene. Fires were the one agent which prevented
I reforestation. From 60 to 70 per cent, of the people of the province
I were indirectly employed by the timber industry. For every new substi-

tute discovered for wood two new uses for wood were found. The
ordinary business could not proceed without wood. There rnust be paper,

cartons, boxes, newsprint, paper for bills and cheques, and so forth.

The speaker told of the immense losses incurred last vear through

forest fires. The eyes of the timber world were turned upon this prov-

/ ince. In ten or twelve the southern states of the United States would be

||,
"cut out," and in proportion to the reduction in production of timber in

i| that part of the continent there has been an accompanying increase in the

output of British Columbia.

Most of the timber land in British Columbia was not suitable for

|(
farming, said Major Cowan, and it behooved the people of the province

'l to see that it continued to raise timber crops, which were so essential to

jj

prosperity. Ninety-five per cent, of last year's fires, which set a new
record for the province, were caused through human agencies and were

!; therefore preventable.

Atmospheric conditions were such on certain days, pointed out the

;

speaker, that a spark would start a forest fire, while on other days it

required a light flame. The condition of maximum danger could not be

forecasted in time to make the issuance of warnings possible.

SPRUCE SPRUCE SPRUCE

||
NORTHERN MANITOBA & SASKATCHEWAN

WHITE SPRUCE
LUMBER AND LATH

BRAND Nf:W STOCK NOW AVAILABLE

RED DEER LUMBER COMPANY, LTD.

BARROWS, MANITOBA

Ozvncrs and Sales Agents

j

Union Lumber Co., Ltd.
I 502 Huron and Erie Building

i
WINNIPEG - - MANITOBA

Write or Wire This Address

UMBERMAN 45

GOODHUE'S
LEATHER
BELTING

GOODHUE Special Planer Belting.

GOODHUE Extra Quality Leather Belting.

GOODHUE Acme Waterproof Leather Belting.

GILT EDGE ROUND Leather Belting.

Round LEATHER BELTING

ROUND LEATHER BELTING on spools made from choicest
Centre stock, firm and solid, thoroughly stretched, well rounded,
full size.

Put up on spools containing 100 to 500 feet.

Stock sizes M-in., 5/16-in., ^s-in. and ^ -in.

Sole B. C. Agents

Fleck Bros. Ltd.
Mill and Mine Supplies

110 Alexander St., Vancouver, B. C.

Phones Seymour 4592, 4593, 4594
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BUSINESS IN FORCE
1899-1922

THE NATIONAL LIFE ASSURANCE
COMPANY OF CANADA

Head Office: TORONTO

'Permanent as the Pyramids'

SEE us ABOUT YOUR INSURANCE

R. G. MACPHERSON
PROVINCIAL MANAGER

211-214 Rogers Bldg. Vancouver, B.C.

At Port Alberni

the Alberni Pacific Lumber Co.

is building a bunkhouse, costing

$7,000.

For World Markets

No less than four steamers are

up stream this week to load lum-
ber at the Fraser Mills. The Com-
mercial Spirit will load one mil-

lion feet for New York ; the Caro-

linan, charter for Boston with one
,and a half million feet ; the Cana-
dian Traveller, for Sydney and
Melbourne with 750,000 feet, and
the S.S. Pacific, chartered for

San Pedro with two and a half

million feet, are loading.

* * *

For Season 1922-23

Japan Heavy Fir Buyer

The total importation of pine,

Douglas fir and cedar lumber into

Japan for the year 1922, as given

in advance reports of the depart-

ment of agriculture and com-
merce, was 975,134,284 board feet,

valued at $35,712,698, of which
686,874,488 feet, or 70.4 per cent,

were from the United States.

The next largest source of such
lumber was Asiatic Russia, which
supplied 219,990,704 feet, or 22.6

per cent of the total.

^ ^

0. Gardner Johnson & Co.

announce a British steamer, at

present unnamed, coming to load

3,500,000 feet of lumber. She will

go to Montreal from here and then

to England. The steamer Great
City, which loaded here recently,

has been time-chartered to load
lumber for Japan at some North
Pacific port.

* * =x=

C. J. V. Spratt of Victoria

has commenced the erection of

a sawmill at Port Alberni, and
will have an output of 125,000

fet ready. About eight million

feet of piling is already on the

waterfront site of the new indus-

try and pile-driving has started.

All other equipment for logging
and building the foundation of

the sawmill is on the ground. The
payroll for logging and inilling

will number between 250 and 300
men.

To Cost $2,000,000

The Nelson Daily News an-

nounces the construction of a

sawmill for the Howland &Waltz

Company of Minneapolis on the

Royal Lumber Company's prop-

erty at Fairview. The new mill,

which, it is expected, will be in

operation early in May, will cut

form lumber for the pulp and
paper mill, to cost $2,000,000

negotiations for which are now
well under way.

* * #

E. F. Howland

of Kaslo, wlio has been in Nel-

son making arrangements for the

new mill, secured the services of

D. C. Fraser to make soundings
in the bay regarding the estab-

lishment of a boom to handle

1,500,000 feet of logs.

The Red Mountain Lbr. Co.

which operates a mill at Penny,
will commence logging shortly

and make a start on the season's

cut, according to the Prince

George Citizen. If the market

holds up it is the intention to cut

5,000,000 feet of lumber during

the season.
* # «

In Cranbrook District

The Big Bay Lumber Com-

pany's sawmill at Georgetown

has been closed down in order to

make repairs and additions, which

will include the installation of

two new water wheels and a new
band resaw, according to the

Prince Rupert News, the White
Pine Lumber Company's mill has

commenced saAving operations on
a large tie contract for the C. P.

R. The mills of the Nakusp Lum-
ber Company have also opened up
for the season. Both mills expect

to make unusually large cuts this

season.
* * *

The Cranbrook Herald

publishes a list of seventy saw-

mills in the forestry district of

which that town is the centre.

More than 118,000,000 feet of

forest products were scaled in

1922.

MOUNTAIN
LUMBER

Careful Grading

Prompt Shipment

Perfect Manufacture

FIR, CEDAR
PINE

We are specially well

equipped to handle

Mixed Car Orders

EDGEWOOD LUMBER CO., LTD. CASTLEGAR, B.C.
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"Visitin' 'round With Camera
55

Largest cedar tree in Stanley Park, Vancouver, 54 feet in circum-
ference. Standing in front of the monster with arms outstretched

is G. F. McCandless, President of Canadian Tie &
Lumber Company, Toronto.

Picture taken from an aeroplane showing character of

the growth on a B.C. timber limit.

The Moore-Whittington Lumber Company's plant on Upper
Victoria Harbor.

'Seven Sisters," sturdy monarchs that are seen in

Stanley Park, Vancouver.

Vancouver's splendid waterfront. More than $5,000,000 is to be spent in improving harbour entrance during 1923.
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GULF OF GEORGIA TOWING CO., LTD.

1199 SIXTH AVENUE W., VANCOUVER, B.C.

Specializing in Towing, Lighterage, Camp Moving, etc.

Rates Furnished on Application.

WE OWN AND OPERATE
4 TUGS AND 30 SCOWS

for reliable equip-

ment look for

Phone Bayview 806

on side of Tug
or ScowOF G

Night Phone: High. 1923

Office and Bunkers; Foot of Burrard St.
West of C.P.R. Oil Tanks

Phones: Sey. 6894 and 2200

B. W. B. NAVIGATION COMPANY LIMITED
Successors to

Progressive Steamboat Co. Ltd and C. S. Thicke Towing Co Ltd.

TUGS— Projective
Coutli Pronative
Phoenix Prosperative
Maagen Prospective No. 2

P. O. Box 311

Vancouver, B. C.

Canadian Government
Merchant Marine Limited

Monthly Freight Service to

Australia and New Zealand

Regular Sailings to India, Japan and China
Limited Passenger Accommodation All Routes

For rates and information apply to

B. C. KEELEY, General Agent
C. N. R. Depot Vancouver, B. C.

PHOTO-ENGRAVERS
CONNERtlAL ARTISTS

TYPERS^

TOWER BLDG

IIECTRO

lTVPERs

\0
m

PHOHE- SEY. 7169

VANCOUVER.
B.e.

DON'T MAKE SALESMEN WAIT
"Buyers who force .salesmen to cool their heels outside their

offices increase the annual cost of distribution by more than
.$100,000,000," said Charles Henry MacKintosh in an address be-

fore the Executive Club of Chicago at the Hotel Sherman.
"When labor efficiency standards are applied to selling manu-
facturing profits will increase."

Industry

Snapshots

B. C. Incorporations

Recent B. C. incorporations in-

clude : The B. C. Timber Lands,
Ltd., public, $4,000,000, Vancou-
ver; Brunette Lumber Co. Ltd.,

private, $700,000, New Westmin-
ster; Port Moody Lumber Co.

Ltd., private, $350,000, Vancou-
ver ; The Universal Signal System
Co. Ltd., private, $10,000, Van-
couver.

In the Kootenay,

under the name of the Kootenay
River Lumber Co. Ltd., a number
of Cranbrook men have formed a

sawmill at Wolfe Creek, about
four miles north of Wasa, on the

Kootenay River. The names of

those interested in the new ven-

ture are Messrs. Malcolm Horie,

T. M. Roberts, George Leitch, J.

A. Arnold, M. A. Beale and I.

Baxter. The capitalization of the

company will be $25,000.

The Harveys

owners of the Dominion Creo-

soting & Lumber Co., propose to

rebuild a larger and more modern
mill on the North Fraser on the

site of the old mill destroyed by
fire a few weeks ago.

Pulp and Paper Men
Busy on Atlantic

Representatives of European
capitalists have been in confer-

ence with Premier P. J. Veniot, of

New Brunswick, with the idea of

finding sites for the establish-

ment of pulp and paper indus-

tries, as a result of recent an-

nouncements of the possible early

development of the Grand Falls

on the St. John River by the Pro-
vince of New Brunswick.

Fifty Houses Are Going

"Up at Buckley Bay

for the use of the officials and
employees of the Masset Timber
Company. The idea is to make it

a permanent camp and to encour-

age people with families to locate

there.

"In the North

"this is a very active summer
in logging," said Mr. J. R. Mor-

gan, who arrived at Prince Ru-
pert from Surf Inlet, Avhere he
has been operating for some time.

Victoria Lumbermen Heard

Mr. Albert Beaulieu, Govern-
ment inspector of lumber grades,
delivered an address on require-
ments in respect to lumber grad-
ing in Victoria recently. Mr.
Beaulieu spoke under the auspices
of the B. C. Lumber and Shingle
Manufacteurers' Association.

Small Mill Burned

A small sawmill plant, the prop-
erty of Norman McEachern, Port
Alberni, B. C, located near the

Nicholas ranch, off the Beaver
Creek road, Alberni valley, was
destroyed by fire recently.

Lumbering in Alaska

is referred to in an interview
given a Vancouver paper by Mrs.
William Gray, wife of the mana-
ger of the Hyder Lumber Com-
pany, of Hyder, Alaska, who pre-

dicts for that district this summer
a tremendous boom.

Alberni Is Busy

Burde 's p.aper reports that Capt.

J. W. Stone took from Victoria a

donkey engine and material for

the new saymill being built for C,

J. V. Spratt.

Vancouver Papers

quote G. G. Johnson as antici-

pating a fifty per cent increase

to bring the lumber cut in British

Columbia to a value of $3,000,000

a month.

The Vancouver World Says:

"That the production of logs at

present is far above the average
is the report of A. T. Craig, presi-

dent of the Cheakamus Timber &
Logging Company, Limited. At
present the estimated value of the

cut logs every month is well

above $2,000,000, and before the

logging season is over it will work
up to the neighborhood of $3,000,-

000."
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Fir - - Western Hemlock

Your Travellers'

Wasted Calls
are too big a burden on your selling costs.

We reduce it. We give you daily a batch of

clean-cut, definite reports—nothing hearsay

or hazy about them—on contracts for

BUILDING and
ENGINEERING

work being let that should mean thousands of

dollars in your bank account every year. Our
service is unique and Dominion-wide. Hun-
dreds of big firms gladly use it.

WRITE FOR FULL INFORMATION

MACLEAN BUILDING REPORTS Limited

325 Main Street

Winnipeg, Man.
519 Winch BIdg.
Vancouver, B. C.

Flooring

Ceiling

Siding

Finish

Timbers up
to 90 feet

Besides operat-

ing a 100,000 feet

capacity we pos-

sess a modernly
equipped planing

mill and door fac-

tory, latter with

capacity of 200

doors per day.

Shiplap

Siding

Dimension

Boards

Robertson & Hackett Sawmills Ltd.
Est. 1888 Office and Mills, False Creek, Vancouver, B. C.

Poles

Piling

Logs

Fir

Cedar

Hemlock

Cedar Telegraph Poles, Cedar Foundation

Piling, any Length

CapilanoTimber Co. Limited
Head Office at Boominfir Ground, Pemberton Avenue

and P.G.E. Tracks, North Vancouver, B.C.

Phone No. Van. 306 and 307

WHITE CEDAR FENCE POSTS
Spruce, Tamarack

Cedar Piling

We can furnish anything that you require in green cut,

live peeled, White Cedar Posts. We ship from the Rainy

River District of Ontario and Minnesota with yards at

the following points:

RAINY RIVER) fBEAUDETTE
SLEEMANS [ Ontario Minn. \ ROOSEVELT
PINEWOOD J I WILLIAMS

Cedar Posts,

Poles, Ties

Let us quote you delivered priceB—F.O.B. cars any railway station in Canada

T. M. PARTRIDGE LUMBER CO., LTD.
Sales Office: MINNEAPOLIS, MINN. Main Office: RAINY RIVER, ONT.
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CEDAR FIR SPRUCE PINE
Any of the above for immediate shipment in straight or assorted cars from extra dry stock. This is all good buying and properly manufactured.

^DAMS RIVER LUMBER COMPANY, LTD. CHASE, B. C.

The Biggest Log Raft

ever l)rought up the Fraser
River arrived at New Westmin-
ster in charge of Gilley Bros.' tug
'* Protective, " assisted by the

ocean-going tug "Trebla," C'apt.

Doyle. Tnis Davis raft contained a

million and a half feet of lumber
and was consigned to the Ham-
mond cedar mill, Port Hammond,
and was made up at Seymour In-

let. Opposite tlie city the "Flyer"
hitched on in tandem fashion and,

bucking a strong tide, assisted in

mooriiig the raft alongside the

Wel)b & Gifford wharf to await a

favorable tide for its journey to

Port Hammond.

Some B. C. Millionaire

might take an interest in the
University of B. C. Forestry De-
partment. Read this : Announce-
ment has just been made of the

gift of $200,000 as an endowment
for experimental research in for-

estry, this sum to be equally di-

vided between the Yale School of

Forestry and the Department of

Forestry at Harvard. The gift is

anonymous. The donor, it is

stated, is deeply interested in the
advance of forestry in the North-
east, and especially in New Eng-
land. The money has been grant-
ed in the melief that research and
experiment in the field problems
of forestry will do more than any

othei- one thing to bring al)out

foiestry practice.

Where Is Patricia?

Ontario men in the West do not
know that Patricia is a new dis-

trict in Northern Ontario where
immense development of timber
and mineral resources is now go-

ing forward. Eleven million

acres of the forest area of Pa-
tricia, which will be tapped by
the James Bay extension of the

T. and N. 0. Railway, have been
completely mapped by the On-
tario Department of Lands and
Fore.sts. The information was
mostly gathered by seaplanes last

•summer, observers sketching in

the tree-covered areas from aloft

and later checking up the infor-

mation by ground parties.

B. C. Keeley

has been in Prince Rupert. The
C. G. M. M. executive said to the

press there: "I was astonished to

learn that in Prince Rupert you
have an idle sawmill. In Van-
couver mills are busy day and
night. Prince Rupert wants trade
and this, I believe, can be devel-

oped by producing local' cargo. If

this cargo is available at Prince
Rupert, our ships, sailing from
Vancouver, will take care of it. If

thei'e is not even any more than a

deck load here the boats will

come. This would at least start,

in a small way, a l)usiuess Avith

great ])ossi))ilities of gi'owth."'

"When Politicians Get Through

British Columbia may lose the

services of the Government ves-

sels. Keeley didn't say so at

Pi'inee Rupert, l)ut he might have
told them that on the Pacitic the

government mai-iiie has been a

success.

On the Seven Seas

Mr. Keeley reviewed the his-

tory of the Canadian Government
Merchant Marine. The tirst thing

to foster, after the creation of the

fleet, he said, was business and
the development and laying out
of trade routes. Today there were
sixty-six vessels, sixty-four of

which were operating. The flag

of the C. G. M. M. was seen on
each of the seven seas. Exporta-
tions, especially from British Co-
lumbia, had increased enormously.
Traffic back and forth across the

Pacific was increasing.

A Lumber Deal

results in a lawsuit at Pentic-

ton between the Pentieton Saw
Mills Ltd. and the DeMuth, Brod-

erick Lumber Co., regarding cer-

tain timber limits at Kirkton,
near Altamont, on the line west
from Pentieton,. and another on
the line east. The Pentieton Saw
Mills allege a right under a eon-

tract to a balance of 500,000 feet

of timber from the Kirkton limits,

Avhile the De^Muth Broderick Co.

maintains that owing to the Pen-
tieton Saw Mills having failed to

live up to the contract it is re-

leased from the agreement and
has, therefore, refused to deliver

further loars.

* # *

British Columbia sawmills are

not anxious about the new de-

velopment in Japan as the major-
ity are willing to let the firm in'

Japan pay freight on what will be
cut after it reaches the Nippon
islands and they are willing that

the mill in Japan assume the re-

sponsibilities of cutting lumber
on the metric system, claiming
that they have troubles enough of

their own with the system in force

here.

Rat Portage Disposes

of large interests in the East,

having sold its box factory at

Winnipeg to E. W. Barkus of

]\Iinneapolis for $3,500,000. Offi-

cials of the Rat Portage Lumber
Co. of Vancouver state this was
the last of their interests in Mani-
toba or Western Ontario.

Sure Service Prompt Shipment

Planing Mill

Modern Machinery
and

Drying Facilities

Douglas Fir
Our Specialty—Mixed Cars Retail Trade

Modern Mill

Band Saw Equipment
throughout

Capacity 80,000, 9 hrs.

Eburne Sawmills Limited Marpole, B. C.
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Drive for Better Homes
There's a new drive on.

A drive for better homes.

Actual figures show that never before in the history of America
has there been so much interest in building homes and in improving

those already built as now.

Even so we are short about a million homes. North America is not

a nation of home owners. Less than half the population own their homes.

Of this percentage, housing experts claim that only about 25 per cent,

come up to the standard of a good home.

Something must be done.

Now is the time to do it.

This desire for homes is a force. It needs stimulation, encourage-

ment, direction.

The first essential is to educate the public. Being shown the value

of the well-equipped home; being taught the use of modern conveniences,

well designed, well made—then people will demand these things,

j

All that is needed is the demand.

[
In the end people get what the}' express desire for if enough of them

[

express it.

Walt Whitman said, "To have great poets there must be great audi-

ences too."

To have better homes, designed for better living ; to have good
houses, with good chairs and taljles, good stoves and washing machines,

the people must know what these things are and what they mean.

The homes of America have not kept pace with the progress made
outside the home.

Vice-President Coolidge in his contribution to the Plan Book stresses

the fact that all of America's great .institutions and systems and achreve-

ments which make for a greater public life and contribute to the welfare

of the people, are too detached, too remote, to give the pride of owner-
ship. "They are for the people," he says, "but not of the people."

Some years ago Mrs. Gilman, in her book, "The Home," said:

I

"The world grows apace. The people do not keep pace with it. We
create and maintain elaborate systems of justice and equity, of legis-

lation, administration, education. They are always open to failure in

I

this same spot—the men are not equal to the system. The advance in

i|; public good is far greater than the advance in private good. Bring the

I i home abreast of other institutions and our personal health and happiness

I:

will equal our public gains."

I Much has been done by the country for the individual. Now—in

order that he may do more for the country, the individual must himself

be developed.

j

This campaign for better homes, being entirely for special benefit,

j

rightly begins by developing the individual.

' There's no surer \yay to develop a man than by giving him some-

ithing to work for—if necessary, to fight foi.

Herbert Hoover says: "There is no incentive to thrift like the owner-
ship of property. The man who owns his own home has a happy sense

of security. He will invest his hard earned savings to improve the house
he owns. He will develop it and defend it. No man ever worked for,

or fought for, a boarding house." —Judicious Advertising.

WIRE ROPE

For LUMBERMEN, ENGINEERS and

CONTRAaORS
"We have the Right Rope for every purpose"
We solicit your enquiries. Write for our catalogue.

Stock carried in Montreal by J. H. HANSON CO. LTD., Agent

Canada Wire & Iron Goods Co., Hamilton
Stock carried in Edmonton and Calgary

N. F. Judah, McLeod Building, Edmonton, Agent

DUNLOP
BELTING
and HOSE

UNLo^

for the Lumbering Industry

"GIBRALTAR RED SPECIAL"
The high-grade Transmission Belt-

ing for all Drives.

FIRE HOSE
A necessity where the Plre risk is

high. "Dunlop" Brands afford

adequate and efficient protection.

DUNLOP
Belting, Hose, Packing and General

Mechanical Rubber Products for

Every Purpose.

Save by Mail
With the Good Old

CANADA PERMANENT
Savings Department
4% Paid or Compounded Half Yearly

Sixty-eight years of successful saving service

with the Company's Assets standing at Forty Mil-

lions of dollars as a protection to our Savings

Department patrons. It's no trouble to open an

account. Simply register your money with the

coupon below and we'll send you your pass book
by return mail. START TO SAVE NOW!

Send This Coupon Back With Your
First Remittance

Canada Permanent Mortgage Corporation

432 Richards Street, Vancouver, B.C.

Please open my account with the enclosed $ , and
send me my pass book and check book. I expect to deposit

$ monthly. My regular signature follows:

Name

Address
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Second Hand Positions

Machinery & Wanted
Equipment C<lassinecl Section Help Wanted
Wanted & Business

For Sale LITTLE ADVERTISEMENTS FOR QUICK ACTION Chances

The

Peter Hay Knife Co,
GALT, ONTARIO, Limited

MACHINE KNIVES
of Every

Description for

Paper Cutting,
Bark and Rag
Knives, Shear

Blades
Send for Price

List

We Solicit Enquiries on the

Following List of

MACHINERY
2 13 by 8 Cowan molders.

1 10 by 6 McGregor Courlay
moulder.

1 24 by 6 4-side McGregor Gour-
lay planer and matcher.

1 No. 10 10 by 30 4-side Berlin

sizer.

1 Allis-Chalmers heavy log haul

up.
Numerous small vertical steam
engines.

1 8 by 5 Sturtevant twin vertical

automatic steam engine.

1 9 by 8 Westinghouse twin ver-

tical automatic steam engine.

1 12 by 6 H. S. & G. side-crank
steam engine.

1 66 by 16 H. T. boiler, Dutch
oven fittings, 150 lbs.

1 6 h. p. Cook Gasoline engine.
1 8 h. p. Fairbanks Morse gaso-

line engine.
1 20 h. p. Foos gasoline engine.
1 25 h. p. Fairbanks Morse Semi

Deisel.

1 3 ft. Cube contractor's mixer.
2 St. Clair roof derricks.
2 No. 3 St. Clair single purchase
hand winches.

1 6 by 8 Clark & Chapman fric-

tion hoist.

2 Hood (Ford engine) tractors.

W. M. C. sawmills, etc.

We have a complete stock of
transmission. Also a large assort-
ment of machinery not listed here.
We have a first-class machine shop
and make a specialty of sawmill
repairs.

Complete Sawmills
Designed and Erected

WEIR MACHINERY CO.
LIMITED

1396 Richards Street

Vancouver

PUBLISHERS' NOTICE
Advertisements other than "Employment Wanted" or "Employees

Wanted" will be inserted in this department at the rate of 25 cents per agate
liu3 (14 agate lines make one inch). $2.80 per inch, each insertion, payable
in advance. When four or more consecutive insertions of the same adver-
tisement are ordered a discount of 25 per cent will be allowed.

Advertisements of "Wanted Employment" will be inserted at the rate
of one cent a word, net. Cash must accompany order. If Western Lumber-
man box number is used, enclose ten cents extra for postage in forwarding
replies. Minimum charge 25 cents;

Advertisements of "Wanted Employees" will be inserted at the rate of

two cents a word, net. Cash must accompany the order. Minimum charge
50 cents.

Advertisements must be received not later than the 10th of each month
to insure insertion in the subsequent issued.

Advertiser with seven years' experi-
ence line yard open for engagement,
Coast position preferred. Address Box
39, Western Lumberman.

Experienced man seeks position with
line yard concern or private firm where
experienced and ability can be used.
Can commence about April 1st. Address
Box 38, Western Lumberman.

POSITION WANTED
As shipper and yard foreman with B. C.

Coast Mill, either city or country. Have
had twenty years' experience in B. C.

and Washington mills, tallying, grad-
ing, shipping and handling yards.
Posted on grades and inspection. Also
experienced in mill work. Can give
references. Reply to Box 31, Western
Lumberman. 4-2

WANTED TO BENT
A B.C. Coast sawmill (of moderate ca-
pacity), with or without option of
buying later. Must have good power
equipment, and be equipped ready to op-
erate. Must be on railroad and close to
available timber. Write to Box 37,

Western Lumberman.

AGGRESSIVE YOUNG MAN with
ability, integrity and BVz years' valuable
experience in lumber and millwork
offices desires permanent position with
progressive firm. Fully accustomed to
handling correspondence, orders, sales
and bookkeeping. Employed at present
on the Executive of Hardwood manufac-
turing company and hold office of Sec-
retary-Treasurer, but want to connect
with a larger concern that has a better
future for me. That is the reason why
I am changing. Am twenty-two years
old and single. Excellent references
furnished. Replies treated confidential.
Box 36, Western Lumberman.

Commercial Travellers will find

Long Distance
Telephone Service

A time and expense saver

Travelling men can save
themselves and their firms
endless time and travel-
ling expense by regular
use of our Long Distance
facilities.

Within a few minutes,
direct personal conversa-
tion can be had with any
desired number of cus-
tomers or patrons who
could not ordinarily be
"covered" and "spoken
to" without the loss of
many days' time and the
many discomforts, incon-
veniences and delays in-

cidental to country trav-
elling.

In addition to these
factors it will be found
cheaper to telephone than
travel.

British Columbia
Telephone Company

TWO ROADS

Spendthrift Road Thrift Road

"This is on me." "What's the price of this?"

"One more of the same." "One will do."

"Lend me five." "The walk will do me good."

"Just a little game to pass "No, thank you."

the time." "I can't afford that."

"Charge this." "Give me your best price."

"Where do we go from "I'll carry this."

here?" "I promised my wife."

"Let's have another round." "I need the money."

"We live but once." "Let me pay my share."

"You can go home any "I can get along without

time." this."

"Your money's no good." "I'll get it as I need it."

"I can't be bothered with "Is it worth seeing?"

small change." "A penny is as good in my
"I'm paying for this." pockets."

"We'll be a long time dead." "This is what I -got for my
"More where this came money. '

'

from." —Miehle Bulletin.

CLARK & LYFORD
FOREST ENGINEERS, LTD.

Judson F. Clark P. L. Lyford

J. E. Tucker

920-25 Vancouver Blk. Vancouver, B.C.

Ryan, Mcintosh

Timber Co., Ltd.

TIMBER BROKERS, CRUISERS,
SURVEYORS AND VALUATORS.

CONSULTING ENGINEERS.

701-704 Belmont House

VICTORIA, B.C.

W. B. Ryan R. W. Hibberson, F.E.

W. L. Mcintosh McC. P. Blair, C.E.

SITUATION WANTED

Good general lumber office man seeks
change of employment. At present
cashier and paymaster -of Eastern con-
cern. Has twenty years' experience of
the trade- in England, America and Can-
ada. Thorough knowledge of all work
outside and in office, together with soil-
ing experience. Can handle executive
work without supervision. Prefer small
sound country firm where there is a
prospect of advancement in accordance
with value of services. Starting salary
of no importance. A worker with first-
class references. Write, A. Pugh,
Ingramport, Nova Scotia.

BELTING FOR SALE
We have a large quantity of Second-
Hand Rubber and Leather Belting in
all sizes and plys up to 24 inches in
width, which we can sell at interest-
ing prices. Send us your requirements.

N. SMITH
138 York St. Toronto, Ont.

DB. BEi;i.'S
Veterinary Wonder Bemedles

50,000 one dollar ($1.00) bottles Free
to horsemen who give the Wonder a
fair trial. Guaranteed for Colic, In-
flammation of the Lungs, Bowels,
Kidneys, Fevers, Distemper, etc. Send
25c for Mailing Package, etc. Agents
wanted. Write your address plainly.
DR. BELL, V.S., Kingston, Ontario.
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British Columbia Has

j

400,000,000,000 board feet of

j

standing timber with an annual

increase through growth alone of

8,000,000,000 feet, and while the

total capacity of provincial saw

mills is only 2,500,000,000 feet of

lumber annually, still fire destroys

i as much timber as is cut. It is a

I simple matter to put out a camp

j

fire, but it requires from 50 to 100

rears to reproduce a forest giant.
* * *

How the Steno Got the Job

She was applying for the posi-

tion of stenographer and the big

, man behind the desk was grimly

!

questioning her.

"Chew gum?"
"No, sir."

"Spell 'cat' and 'dog' and such

words correctly ? '

'

"Yes, sir."

"Get here on time and work

I

while you're here?"
"Ye's, sir."

A pause. Then she said

:

"Smoke bad tobacco while

vou're dictating?"

I

' "Why—no."
' "Take it out on the office force

when you've had a row at home,
or got beat playing golf, or made
a bust?"

'

' Certainly not.
'

'

"Know enough about English

grammar , and spelling to appre-

1

ciate a good letter when it's writ-

I ten for you?"
"Why—er—I think so."

"Want me to go to work or is

your time so valuable
—

"

"Say," said he, "there's a

locker there for your wraps.
Hang them upand let's get busy."

It is understood that a by-law
will be presented to the ratepay-

ers of Vancouver in June for the

purpose of raising $150,000 to

provide a fire boat for waterfront
protection.

* * «

Official notification was re-

cently received by Messrs. Hoffar
Bros., •boat builders, from the

Forestry Department of the Pro-
vincial Government of the accept-

ance of their tender of $6,745 for

the construction and equipping of

a new motor launch. Specifica-

tions call for a 32-foot vessel.

* * *

The German steamer Hans Hem-
soth, first vessel of that nation to

enter this port since the war, ar-

rived here April 1st. She is com-
manded by Captain Bark, for-

merly a Holland-America Line
master, and is one of four new
vessels put on world routes by
AVilhelm Hemsoth. Her propul-
sion is by turbines. The ship is

chartered by A. Sereth, Southeni
Alberta Lumber Company, to load
full with lumber for New York,
and she will sail from here with
5.000,000 feet on board, loaded at

Victoria and Vancouver. She is

the foui'teenth ship of the Sereth
interests have loaded full with
lumber for Atlantic points in the

past ten months.

C. G. M. M. MAY CALL AT
PRINCE RUPERT

According to present indica-

tions, there is apossibility that

vessels of the C. G. M. M. will

call at Prince Rupert, providing
lumber cargo to the extent of

500,000 feet is available for each
vessel. Mr. A. E. Warren, Gen-
eral Manager of the C. N. R., re-

cently stated in Prince Rupert
that a lumber assembly wharf will

forthwith be constructed at that

port, with a view to stimulating

lumber exports from Northern
British Columbia.

A raft of 2,700,000 feet of logs,

three sectibns abreast and twenty
sections in length, one of the

largest to be brought through the

First Narrows in recent years,

was recently convoyed by H. J. T.

Turney's tugboat "Point Grey."

* * «

The purchase of British Colum-
bia paper once again by Japan is

interesting. The market in Nip-

pon for this commodity has been
dead for a long time. Even the

sale of pulp in that counthy from
this coast has been very poor for

many months, owin gto competi-

tifon from European pulp mills.

The paper movement at present

will consist of about 200 tons of

kraft paper from Ocean Falls, the

first lot having gone out on the

steamer Canadian Highlander.

* * *

Plans for what is to be known
as the headquarters launch of the

Department of Lands, forest

branch, have been prepared by
John Winslow, naval architect,

Vancouver. The lines show a
compact comfortable vessel with
plenty of weatherly qualities due
to the fact that she will be used
in the open Pacific part of the

time. The dimensions of the craft

are to be as follows : L.O.A. 57
feet, L.W.L. 52 feet, beam 13 feet,

draught 5 feet 1 inch; cabin space
will be provided as follows : Main
deck house, which will include

the pilot house, wireless room and
office ; forward cabin, for sleep-

ing and storage space ; main sa-

loon, sleeping accommodation for

six, buffet, large locker space,

etc. ; toilet and lavatory off en-

gine room
;
galley aft clear across

ship. Heat will be provided by a

hot water system throughout the

boat. The power will be a Wash-
ington-Estep marine diesel, rated

at 50 b.h.p., which is expected to

give a cruising speed of 10 knots.

COAST STEAMER LAUNCHED

The coast passenger and freight

steamer, Cardena, built by Napier
& Sons on the Clyde for the Union
Steamship Company of B. C. was
launched March 23, and will sail

for Vancouver late in May, arriv-

ing in June,, when she will enter

the Company's regular service to

Ocean Falls, Swanson Bay and
Prince Rupert, replacing the

steamer Chelohsin, which will be

placed in the logging camp serv-

ice. The new vessel is modern in

every respect, particularly as re-

gards passenger accommodation,
is 220 feet long, 34 foot beam, and
has oil-fired boilers. She has ac-

commodation for 100 passengers.

FOB SAIiE

50,000 Cedar Poles and 30,000,000 feet
good merchantable timber, mostly Fir,
owned by J. S. Deschamps Estate, and
must be disposed of. Apply J. A. Mc-
Kercher, P. O. Box 520, Vancouver,
B. C.

FOB SAI^i:

One rebuilt S. A. Woods 6x15 Fast-
Feed Planer and Matcher, double pro-
file, one set matcher lieads, one set
jointer heads, 6 profile heads for ceil-

ing, 3 profile heads for Dropsiding, 6

knife round cylinders. Can make very
attractive price for immediate shipment.
Northern Machinery Company, Spokane,
Wash.

Western Lumber Manufac-

turers, Attention!
Aggressive Eastern lumber salesman

with signally successful sales record
of ten years, intends starting wholesale
business of his own. Has splendid
Eastern connection and would like to

hear from reputable, well established
Coast and Mountain manufacturers who
desire direct representation in Eastern
Canada, or who may not be satisfied with
their present selling arrangements.
Satisfactory results guaranteed and
first-class references furnished. All
communications confidential and
promptly answered. Address in first in-

stance Box 40, Western Lumberman,
Vancouver, B.C.
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Star Machinery Co.
SEATTLE, WASH.

WOOD WOBKING MACHINEB'Z'
1—Wysong & Miles hollow chisel mor-

tiser,
1—New Britain frame machine.
1—Railway Box board cut-off.
3—Two Spindle Shapers.
1—32-in. Silver Band Saw.
1—36-in. Siver Band Saw.
1—22-in. Sidney Universal Woodworker.
1—American Relisher and Mortiser.
1—Hayes sash sticker with routing and

boring attachment.
1—36-in. Berlin 3 drum sander.
1—6x24 Crescent single surfacer.
1—8x24 Graves & KJushman single sur-

facer.
1—6x30 "Buss" divided roll single sur-

facer.
1—No. 108 Berlin outside moulder.
1—Hall and Brown Power Ripper.
2—Irvington floor swing cut-offs.
1—16-in. round head jointer.
1—14-in. wood turning lathe.
2-.-20-in. wood turning lathe.
1—30-in. American Circular Resaw.
1—54-in. McDonough Band Resaw.
1-—66-in. Connell & Dengler Band Re-

saw.
1—16x27-in. Endless Bed Single Sur-

facer.
1—6x26-in. Hall & Brown double sur-

facer.
1—6x26-in. Curtis 4-side planer and

matcher.

IBOir WORKING TOOI.S
1—^36-in. X 36-in. x 0 ft. Miles Ma-

chine shop planer.
1—30-in. Cincinnatti Shaper.
1—18-in. X 8-ft. South Bend engine

lathe.
1—14-in. X 6-ft. Walcott Engine Lathe.
1—13-in. X 6-ft. South Bend Engine

lathe.
1— 14-in. X 3 ft. 6 in. American Engine

lathe.
2—Small power hack saws.
1—14-in. Warner & Swazed Turrett
1—6-in. Oster pipe threading machine.
1—48-in. Mueller radial drill press.
1—22-ft. Rickford drill press.
2—Champion hand & power drill

presses.

BZ.OWEBS
1—Size 3 Roots high pressure blower.
1—Size 3% Roots high pressure blower.
1—No. 7 Sturdevant blower.
1—24 No. 4 Buffalo Forge Blower.
1—24 Western Planing Mill Blower.
1—No. 400 Champion Brand blower.
1—30-in. American Planing Mill Blower
1—40-in. National Planing Mill Blower.
1—45-in. Sturdevant Twin Planing Mill

Blower.
1—45-in. Sturdevant Twin Planing Mill

Blower.
1—48-in. Sturdevant Twin Planing Mill

Blower.
1—60-in. Western Planing Mill Blower.
2—60-in. Western Planing Mill Blow-

ers.
direct connected to 50 H.P. motors.

1—70-in. Sturdevant Twin Planmg Mill
Blower.

DBnXi FBESSBS
1—•20-in. Rockford back geared.
1—22-in. Barnes back geared.
1—30-in, Canedy-Otto radical.
1—No. 203 Champion combination hand

and power press.
1—22-in. Hamilton with sliding head.
1—28-in. Baines with sliding head.
1—26-in. Sibley.

CANNEBY MACHINEBY
2—3 car cannery retorts.
1—Seattle Astoria double seaming ma-

chine.
1—Fish cutter.
1—Can Laquering machine.

BNGHTBS
1—16x32x36-in. Hamilton Corliss.
1—20x24-in. Erie Ball Automatic.
1—14x28-in. Buckeye R. H. Automatic.
1—Pr. 14xl6-in. Brownell Twins.
1—Pr. 11x16 H. S. & G. Twins.
1—14xls-in. Vim Center Crank.
1—14i'18-in. Erie City Side Crank.
1—14x20-in. Atlas Side Crank.

SHINGI.B MACHINXBY
1—Sumner Gold Medal Upright.
8—Standard Sumner Uprights.
1—Small Belted drag saw.
10—Bbls. %-jn. X 10-in. New Acme

Shingle Bands.
10—Shingle Packing Frames.
50—6-in. 6-in. Roller bearing dry kiln

trucks.
1—Hand Shingle Saw Gummer.
1—72-in. Inserted Tooth Cut-off Saw.

Star Machinery Co.

Seattle Wash.
Shop and Yards
207 Horton St.

Office & Salesrooiu

1735 Ist Ave. S.

FOURTEEN "14" VESSELS
OF THE

UNION STEAMSHIP COMPANY of B.C. LIMITED

Sail regularly from the Company's wharf, Vancou-
ver, B.C., calling at Sechelt, Powell River, Campbell

River, Alert Bay, Ocean Falls, Surf Inlet, Bella

Coola, Prince Rupert, Anyox and all Northern B.C.

logging camps and canneries.

For Information as to Sailings, Fares and Freight Rates
APPLY TO

Head Offices on Wharf,

foot Carrall Street, VANCOUVER, B.C.
TELEPHONE SEYMOUR 306
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J/ It Wai PayYon

TO CABBY

Timberland

S4S Dimension
AND

Yard Timbers

The Best in the West

THE

Timberland Lumber Co.
NEW WESTMINSTER, B. C.

"Li'l Husky
Something New in

a Heavier Saw for

Float Work

This Company has now
in preparation a heavier
style of machine of the
up-to-date gasoline saw
type, specially construct-
ed for float work at the
boom. It is mounted on
square skids and highly
t lli' ient in every respect.
AVhere logs have to be
cut in the water this new
heavier machine will do
the job in a bang-up
time-saving way-—right
at the boom.

ASK US ABOUT
IT

"W I'll HUSKY" is the 150-

I ^ pound Portable Gasoline
Saw that has taben the

Pacific Coast by storm. It is

about the most economical,
most productive gras' saw on the
market today. This machine
does its g[reatest labor-savingr
work in Mills and Camps. "Iii'l

Husky" is stripped of all un-
necessary weight, and it is
streng'thened where strain is
likely to come most. It is bolt-
ed and reinforced against vibra-
tion and balanced on its own
base. Every Camp needs at
least one "Li'l Husky" 150-
pound gasoline Saw for cut-
ting firewood and similar work.

Write for Free Booklet and
Information

Dominion Drag Saw Co.,
104 Main Street, Vancouver, B. C.

ENGLAND WANTS DOWELS
AND CLOTHES PINS

Mr. Harrison Watson, the Ca-

nadian Trade Commissioner in

London, has sent to the Depart-

ment of Trade and Commerce at

Otawa a hst of some of the prin-

cipal London importers who are

prepared to consider ofifers of

dowels from Canada. We are ad-

vised that there is at the moment
a pronounced shortage of supplies

of clothes pins in the English mar-
ket, and two firms have stated that

they are readily disposing of ship-

ments received from the Dominion.
The sizes of dowels required by
London importe.'s are chiefly the

following : % in. by 36 in., Yl iii-

by 36 in., 7-16 in. by 30 in., % in.

by 36 in., but longer sticks, are

sometimes needed. Birch is the

wood generally in demand. Quo-
tations should be for LOGO dowels
c.i.f. U K. ports. Half-inch dowels
are usually packed in bundles of

200, and the thicker dowels in

bundles of 100.

SHIP SUBSIDY MIGHT OPEN
UP TRADE

Following the recent visit of Mr.

W. J. Egan, Canadian Trade Com-
missioner for South Africa, a move-

ment is on foot among British Co-

lumbia manufacturers to have rep-

resentations made to Ottawa lead-

ing to a subsidy to be granted to a

shipping concern, yet unnamed,
which would open up a direct ser-

vice between the Pacific Northwest
and Capetown. It is pointed out

that a subsidy of this kind has been
in force for some time from the

Canadian Atlantic Coast ports and
South Africa, the Elder Dempster
Line securing this.

"This is a matter well worth
considering," stated Mr. J. H. Mc-
Donald, B. C. Manufacturing Com-
pany, when speaking of the pro-

posal. "If such a subsidy were to

be granted, British Columbia con-

cerns, especially those engaged in

the lumbering and paper making in-

dustries, would be able to reap the

advantage of the pi^eferential tai'iff

in force in South Africa to all

British importations, a matter of 3

per cent."

As explained by Mr. Egan dur-

ing his address to the New West-
minster Kiwanis a short time ago.

South Africa imports annually

$100,000,000 worth of goods.' The
people down there are British to

the core and are anxious to trade

with the United Kingdom or the

colonies wherever possible.

Tretheway Brotlires, Alice Arm
camp, are geting out lumber for

Ocean Falls.

The W. J. Wheatley and Miller

camps are also busy.

B. C. DOORS
In the two months of December

and January last. Lemon, Gonna-
son & Co., well known saw millers

of Victoria, B. C, shipped over
4,000 doors to New Zealand. Since
then another shipment of 2,000
doors has been made to the same
market, where architects are now
specifying British Columbia doors
in their building plans. Lemon,
Gonnason & Co. have been export-
ing manufactured building material
to New Zealand for the past ten

vears.

The cargo of B. C. pine shipped
recently to London by the H. R.
MacMillan Co., of Vancouver, will

be used in construction of the
buildings for the forthcoming Em-
pire Exhibition. Messrs. Mac-
Millan are represented in London
by Montague L. Meyer, Ltd.

WHAT IS A "HARDWOOD" TREE?
From time to time there comes up

to wood-users of all description (that
is, to practically everyone) the
question as to what constitutes a
"hardwood" trees as distinguished
from a "softwood" tree. Can we
call the poplar a "hardwood" tree
tree when its wood is soft? And,
conversely, can we speak of hard
pine as a "softwood" when its wood
is so much harder than that of the
poplar?

This is a case where a term, ap-
parently quite definite, has acquired
an altered meaning in use. A "Hard-
wood" tree is not necessarily a tree
whose wood is hard, nor is every tree
whose wood is hard a "hardwood"
tree. Poplar, basswood, and tulip, or
"whitewood," for instance," are all

termed "hardwoods," although their
wood is comparatively soft; and, on
the other hand, hard pine and yew
belong with the "softwoods," al-

though their wood is much harder
than that of the "hardwoods" just
mentioned.

^

The usage prevailing in the forest
services, both Federal and Provin-
cial, in Canada (and the same may
be said of those of the United States)
is to apply the term "hardwood" to
a tree that bears leaves, such as the
maple, oak, and ash, as distinguished
from those trees having needle-like
foliage, such as the pine and spruce,
or scale-like foliage, such as the
cedar, which are termed "softwoods."

These latter are often described
as "evergreens,' 'though the tama-
rack, which is a softwood, sheds its

foliage in the autumn, and the ma-
drona in British Columbia, which is

a hardwood, keeps its foliage all

winter. Nor is the term "conifer"
or cone-bearing tree, altogether sat-

isfactory; the fruit of the yew (an-
other softwood) has the external ap-
pearance of a berry. The botanical
terms "Angiosperm" and "Gymno-
sperm" (as applied to trees), could
they be popularised, would clearly

define the groups of "hardwoods"
and "softwoods" respectively.
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The first Simplex Yarder built years ago is operating as satis-

factorily as ever. . ,

The new Simplex is even better. Recent patented improvements
make it stronger, simpler and more efficient.

Careful logging operators are finding more and more uses for

this type of engine and recognize that for many forms of log-

ging, the Washington Simplex is the most economical and
resultful engine that can be used.

There's a Washington Engine for every logging purpose

Ask Our Elngineers

Washington Iron Works
Seattle, U. S. A.

AGENTS: VANCOUVER MACHINERY DEPOT, LTD., VANCOUVER, B.C.

WASHINCTON
ENGINES)
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CLIMAX
EXTRAS

and

SATISFACTORY
SERVICE

CLIMAX

GEAR
GREASE

IS THE BEST AND
CHEAPEST

Try it and Know for
Yourself

Ask for Sample
FREE

We are Pacific Coast
Agents for the

LOCO
ELECTRIC
HEADLIGHT

and

OKADEE
BLOW-OFF VALVES

MIDVALE
TOOL STEEL

llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll^

Recent Sales
of

CLIMAX I

LOCOMOTIVES |
on the M

Pacific Coast |
liiiiiiiiiiiiiiii mill iiiiiii liiiiiiii nil iiii 1 iiiiiiiiiiii I Ill I iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^^ liiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii II I iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii I
2—60-ton to Holmes Eureka Lbr. Co., Eureka, Calif. i 70-ton
1—60-ton to Buckley Logging Co., Buckley, Wash. i 80-ton
1—70-ton to Buckley Ij0.gging Co., Buckley, Wash. i 80-ton
1—70-ton to P. S. Saw Mills & Shingle Co., Concrete, Wash. i—80-ton
1—70-ton to McCoy Loggie Timber Co., Deming, Wash. 2 80-ton
1—70-ton to Snow Creek Logging Co., Blyn, Wash. 2 80-ton
1—70-ton to Preston Mill Co., Preston, Wash. 1 80-ton
1—70-ton to Victoria Lumber & Mfg. Co., Chemainus, B.C. 1 80-ton
1—70-ton to Rat Portage Lbr. Co., Vancouver, B.C. 1 go-ton
1—70-ton to San Joaquin & Eastern Ry., Auberry, Cal. 1 80-ton
1—70-ton to Humbird Lbr. Co., Sand Point, Idaho. 1 80-ton
2—70-ton to San Joaquin & Eastern R. R., Auberry, Calif. 1 85-ton
1—70-ton to Mutual Lumber Co., Bucoda, Wash. x 85-ton
1—70-ton to White Star Lumber Co., Whites, Wash. 1 go-ton

to Deer Park Lumber Co., Deer Park, Wash.
to Webb Logging & Lbr. Co., Duckabush, Wash.
to Samish Bay Logging Co., Blanchard, Wash.
to Pacific Lumber Co., Scotia, Calif.

to Simpson Logging Company, Shclton, Wash.
to demons Logging Co., Montesano, Wash.
to Chinn Timber Co., Maple Falls, Wash.
to A. F. Coats Logging Co., Tillamook, Ore.
to Discovery Bay Loggng Co., Seattle, Wash.
to The Whitney Company, Portland, Ore.

to Nicola Pine Mills, Ltd., Merritt, B. C.

to Pacific States Lumber Co., Tacoma, Wash.
to Parker Bell Lumber Co., Pilchuck, Wash.
to Bloedel, Donovan Lbr. Co., Bellingham, Wash.

Just Sold a 70-Ton to Bloedel, Stewart & Welch, Corp., Vancou ver, B.C.

CLIMAX LOCOMOTIVE CO.
PACIFIC COAST BRANCH OF CLIMAX MFG. CO., CORRY, PA.

623 Western Ave., SEATTLE, WASH. Phone Elliott 4876 D. M. MILLER, Manager

Vancouver Machinery Depot, Ltd., Vancouver, B. C. F. B. Mallory Company, Portland, Ore.

E. S. Sullivan Co., Can Francisco, Calif.

THE MARK OF DISTINCTION
IN CIRCULAR SAWS

The first Circular Saws made in this

Country were placed on the market by
R. HOE & CO. in 1828, and GENUINE
HOE SAWS have held the leadership in

QUALITY, FINISH and SATISFAC-
TORY SERVICE during the 94 years

intervening to the present day.

For all purposes, and under all climatic

conditions, the GENUINE HOE
CHISEL-TOOTH and SOLID-TOOTH CIRCULAR SAWS have

proven their superiority in every part of the World, and backed
by a guarantee of absolute satisfaction no operator could do

better than to use GENUINE HOE SAWS exclusively.

R. HOE & CO., NEW YORK AMERICA'S OLDEST SAW MANUFACTURERS
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ATTENTION! B. C. LOGGERS
WE CARRY BIG STOCKS OF HEAVY EQUIPMENT

0?

^e- ^e- ^>^" ^<

EVANS, COLEMAN & EVANS, Ltd.
VANCOUVER, B.C.

PHONE: SEY. 2988

Vancouver Harbor Board

has undertaken construction of

a log-booming grounds at Spanish
Banks which will have a capacity

of 100,000,000 feet. The Board
sets aside at once $170,000 to

make a start upon the project.

One-Third of Logs

towed through the Narrows in-

to Vancouver harbor are used in

the mills on the harbor, the rest

being resold and towed out again.

The
.
booming grounds will cut

out needless work and waste.

Lumber Industry Pays

considerable towards the up-

keep of the harbor. "We are

taxed going and coming," Cap-
tain Dollar said.

Nrw Booming Ground

will cost money but will be of'

great value to the industry.

* « *

Millmen on Fraser River

are joining New Westminster
City Council in urging further

work on the jetty at the mouth of

the big fresh water harbor. Pro-

per development of possibilities

of North Arm will open cheapest

industrial sites for lumber indus-

try available. Splendid commu-
nities such as South Vancouver,
Burnaby and Point Grey offer

ideal community conditions for

families dependent upon mill in-

dustries.

At Prince Rupert

new machinery was recently

installed in the Georgetown mill

which will give an added capac-

ity of 2,000,000 feet annually, and
also enable the mill to turn out

boxes, to cater especially to the

different branches of the fishing

industi'y.

The Pulp and Paper

world will be interested in the

announcement of E. W. Backus,
Fort Frances, who states that his

improvements are well under way.
A new company is now undertak
ing further extension of plant to

cost $3,000,000. The company will

thus double its present mill capac-

ity of 100 tons of newsprint paper
daily.

At Port Moody

repair work on the old Pacific

Mills by the Hastings Sawmill in-

terests is well under way. A new
smokestack, burner and boilers

are being erected and general

overhauling has commenced. The
company intends to spend $150,-

000 on the whole undertaking and
is rushing the work as quickly as

possible so as to start cutting

operations by July 1.

Pat Burns Says

prosperity on the prairies, and
thus bigger markets for B. 0.

lumber, is coupled with increased

attention to the dairy industry.

Mr. Burns refers to the way that

cattle have been "slaughtered"
by stock growers by selling them
at 2c to 2y2C. "If you had fol-

lowed my advice some time ago
in holding your cattle they would
have brought from 6c to 7c," he
said; "because Alberta is going
to be a great feeding country for

the Orient and Coast trade."

Gen. Jack Stewart's

work on the West Coast of

Africa helps widen British Co-
lumbia's markets. The timber in-

dustry of this province is receiv-

ing a decided impetus in West
Africa where millions of feet of

timber from this province are be-

ing utilized in the bridge work
and railway construction now go-

ing on along the Gold Coast where
Stewart and McDonnell, well

known Canadian contractors and

railway builders, are constructing
one of the largest harbors in the

world at Taharodi.

Late Bob Kelly's Partnt-r,

Edward Douglas, is just as
keenly alert and almost as active
as when he had supervision over
250 logging camps in Wisconsin,
where he spent his earlier years.

The president of the firm of Kelly,
Douglas & Co. celebrated his 75th
birthday some days ago. Born at

Lachute, Que., Mr. Douglas en-
tered the logging industry. When
still a young man he was appoint-
ed camp supervisor of the largest

concern of its kind in the United
States.

An American Lumber

company is erecting a big I'e-

saw mill near Kobe and has asked
for quotations on Jap squares for

12 months ahead. This company
also wants figures on logs and
lumber of various dimensions.
This mill will also cut all lumber
on the metric system to satisfy the

Japanese buyer of small material.
Cedar panelling will be a specialty
of the plant as the Japanese favor
this cla.ss of material for house
partitions, being light and im-
mune from attack ))v white ants.

SEY. 280 Established 1860 SEY 279

R. V. Winch & Com pany, Limited.

Shipping, Insurance, Financial & Estate Agents

SALMON BROKERS

VANCOUVER Winch Building VICTORIA
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BAND ILLS
These Mills are complete

in every respect. All ad-

justments can be easily,

quickly and positively

made.

Steam Cylinder to oper-

ate upper guide, with ad-

justable valve action,

Dake Engine for hand-

ling upper wheel, most

conveniently adjustable,

Saw Guides that swing on

the centre line of the saw.

Quick opening Lower
Guide, Non-breakable
Upper Guide, sensitive,

floating tension.

The Mill that is Complete in Every Detail - ASK FOR BULLETIN

The E. Long Manufacturing Co., Limited

OriUia
Gormans, Limited

Calgary & Edmonton

Canada
A. R. Williams Machinery Co. Ltd., Vancouver

A. R. Williams Machinery Co. of Winnipeg Ltd.
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Why 255 Waterous Band Mills

Have Been Purchased

No. 1

BED

The sturdy, carefully planned construction of the bed of the "New Model" Mill is

typical of every part that goes to make the complete machine. For that reason we have
illustrated it here in a separate cut. Note the depth and thickness of the casting, the strength
of the internal ribbing, and the extreme width of the bearing surfaces which rest on the
foundation.

The Bed extends completely about the mill and carries all parts self-contained upon it.

Its ample size spreads the weight of the mill over a large area. This, and the care exercised
in the proper distribution of metal within it, are the secrets of the rigidity and stability which
distinguish the machine.

The Bed is symmetrical in design, as are all parts of the mill, thus permitting the change
from right to left and vice versa with little trouble or expense.

Firmly bolted to the bottom of the bed are the hangers which carry the lower mandrel
bearings. Both are of open box section, a specially sturdy form of construction that has the

particular advantage that it permits the cross timber supporting the bed at the back of the

mill to be inserted through it. This overcomes the necessity of cutting the foundation timbers,

and allows the use of solid framing beneath the whole bed. The bearings themselves are of

the ball and socket type and adjust readily, vertically and horizontally. A heavy yoke holds

the cap in place and at the same time provides a positive take-up for wear. The Bearing

surfaces are long, carefully babbitted with the best bearing metal, and are well lubricated

from covered oil and grease chambers of ample dimensions. The caps are also provided for

water connections so they can be water cooled in case the tension carried on the saw is great

enough to make this desirable. We have found these bearings exceptionally cool running,

easy to mill-wright, and easy to keep in perfect condition.

BRANTFORD,ONTARIO.CANADA
MOLSON'S BANK BUILDING, VANCOUVER, B. C. WINNIPEG, MAN.



It is Your Individual and Public Duty to Keep Out Fire From Your Factories, Fields, Forests and Homes

!

You OUGHT to Wear 'Em

!

and the law says you got to wear 'em.

Yes, it is the law of the country that we
have to go around with pants on.

And It Is a Common Sense Law That

Says Wear Twin Bute Pants

Just think of going without 'em! We mean
Twin Bute Pants and Overalls. Many of you
logging gentlemen insist on Twin Bute Pants,
Overalls and Work Clothes because you know
from experience how good they are. No need
to tell you about the double-sewn seams, the
rivetted buttons, the wear-proof, tear-proof
qualities that made these Twin Bute Work
Clothes famous. Tell your friends about them, please

UNI0N-,^B^^|O MADE

Jas. Thomson & Sons, Ltd.
VANCOUVER, B. C.

FOUR PIECE

Sport Suits
The very thing for out-door work.

You'll feel at ease in them and yet

be well dressed.

$35 to 155

Jfasljioit Olraft
GOOD CLOTHES FOR MEN.

THOS. FOSTER & CO., LTD.
514 GRANVILLE STREET

VANCOUVER, B.C.

One Store Only.

OVERCOATS
BURBERY
DURWARD

Mail Orders Given

Prompt Attention.

Charges Prepaid.

"King of the Woods Jr"

STRONG POWERFUL DURABLE

DOES THE WORK OF TEN MEN
Designed Specially for B. C. Loggers

4 H. P. GUARANTEED—6
1/2 H. P. ACTUAL TEST

Made in Vancouver by

Geo. Cradock & Co., (B.C.) Ltd.
G-EO. S. FETTAFIECE, MANAGINO SIRZiCTOB

175 CORDOVA ST. W.

FHOm:: SEY. 1456

VANCOUVER, B. C.

Branches

—

PORTLAND, ORE.
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

CHICAGO, ILL.

Duncan Lumber Co., Ltd.
Manufacturers and Wholesalers

VANCOUVER - BRITISH COLUMBIA



IJN THIS ISSUE

ONE THOUSAND FACTS ABOUT THE BRITISH COLUMBIA LUMBER INDUSTRY

Representing the Manufacturing, Wholesale and Retail Interest

British Columbia. Alberta. Saskatchewan and Manitoba

VOLUME TWENTY VANCOUVER, JUNE, 1923 NUMBER SIX

HEAPS
AND SONS, LTD.

SHINGLES
Metropolitan Bldg. VANCOUVER, B. C.

Walsh Construction Co., Ltd.
VANCOUVER, B.C., AND SEATTLE, WASH.

Sprinkler Systems
APPROVED BY

LUMBERMAN'S INDEMNITY EXCHANGE
PROTECT MILLIONS AGAINST FIRE LOSSES

FIRE

UNDERWRITERS MILL HOSE

HOSE
WATER - STEAM - SUCTION— HOSE—

Packings, Valves, Etc. " P.M.S." Belting

GUTTA PERCHA & RUBBER, LTD.
564 YATES ST., VICTORIA 526 BEATTY ST., VANCOUVER
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Made in Canada

STERLING
QUALITY

A Reputation for QUALITY

The progressive up-to-the-minute mill man
knows that

ATKINS
STERLING

STEEL SAWS
Machine Knives and Tools have achieved their reputation

because of their high quality and dependability.

If you have not read The Story of Sterling Steel, and all

that it implies in the manufacture of our Saws, clip this

advertisement, ask for catalog, sign your name and ad-

dress, and mail it to us at Hamilton.

If you want us to give you the names of some of the

largest and most successful lumber producers who are

using Atkins products, we will be glad to do so.

"A Perfect Saw for Every Purpose"

Leading manufacturers of Saws, Saw Tools and
Machine Knives; also Atkins-Coleman Feed Rollers.
Use Aerolite and Ferrolite Wheels for your saw
gumming and knife grinding. Increase your belt
efficiency by using Cantol Belt Wax.

E. C. ATKINS & CO.
The Sterling Qualily Saw People

Branch House

Established 1857.

Canadian Factory

HAMILTON, ONT. VANCOUVER, B. C



1903
"Recognized Authority for Nineteen Years"

1933

Representative in Eastern Canada—B, Ii.

Smith, 208 King St. West, Toronto.

Winnipeg—T. S. McGirr, 302 Travellers Bldff.

Chicago—Mclntyre St Simpson, 14 W. Wash-
ing'ton Street.

Kew York—Mclntyre & Simpson, 296 Broad-
way. Phone Worth 248.

STEWART M. BEAD, General Manager.

Published Monthly by

BUSINESS PUBLICATIONS OF B. C,
Limited

519 Winch Building

Member Audit Bureau of Circulations

Subscription Price; $2 per year in advance;
United States and foreign countries, $2.50 per
year. Single copies, 20c.

Address all communications, and make
cheques, drafts, P.O. and express orders pay-
able to the Western Iiumberman.

Advertisements, to insure insertion in the
issue of any month, should reach the office of
publication not later than the 22nd of the
month preceding.

GEO. M. MXTRRAY, Editor.

Volume XX. VANCOUVER, B. C, JUNE, 1923. Number 6.

The Peril of High Prices
COMMENTS UPON THE

LUMBER MARKET . . .

In the East thev are paying plasterers and lattiers as

high as $15 and $20 a day!

Worlvmen liave caught the fever from the merchants

and manufacturers and wages are going ever higher.

When in doulDt about the situation, the dealer shoves

his price up. There is the case of one man who got rest-

less about fixing new prices, adding a little here and a

little there. He made an announcement that all prices

would advance two and a half cents per month until

January 1, 1924.

Wise men are urging that a halt be made in the mad
rush to boost prices.

Robert Dollar, who is a noted figure in the lumber
industry, has this to say:

"I am sorry lumber prices have risen so high. Too
high prices never last."

Much publicity has been given the stoppage of big

building projects in New York and at other points along

the Atlantic seaboard which has been a big customer of

British Columbia lumber.

The truth is that the calling of a halt in the crazy on-

goings in the building industry was needed. Building

materials and labor have soared beyond reason. If healthy

conditions are to continue, leaders believe that reason

must be brought into play.

"At our end, here in British Columbia," states one
gentleman with world-wide experience, "boom prices will

re-act against us. They will use substitutes when they

cannot buy our B. C. cedar shingles at a fair price. They
will cut native woods in Australia and elsewhere before

they will buy B. C. fir at enhanced prices- They will sub-

stitute or stop buj^ing and building!"

A shrewd American observer writing in the Missis-

sippi Valley Lumberman, hits the nail on the head when
he says:

"There can be no steady building programme under
insane markets. Stability is essential. People who bor-

row money to build wdth do not know how much it is

going to take to complete the job.

"They set out with a certain amount and before the
job has been finished they find that they are going to

need 25 per cent more and they cannot get it.

"Some one gets into trouble as a result.

"Stability is absolutely essential before we ride off on
a wave of permanent, sensible, stabilized wave of
prosperity.

"Slowly but surely the goose that laid the golden egg
is having her neck twisted off right behind the ears.

"Outside of lumber, which has been holding fairly

steady now for some time, building materials are going
up religiously and regularly."

Old hands in the industry point to the present condi-
tion of the shingle market as a striking example of what
may happen all along the line if building commodities are
held at inflated prices.

Apart from lumber and shingles every item entering
into the construction of a building has been boomed be-

yond the reach of the average citizen.

Some authorities fear that a buyers' strike is now
beginning in the United States.

"We have little to fear," writes one of the important
men in the British Columbia lumber industry. "We have
the whole world before us. But we must not surrender
to the mad impulse to enhance the prices of our product
unreasonably. It is a time for cautious trading.

"One of the brightest lights ahead is the awakening of
the prairie market. They have already the possibility of
a big crop there. That will mean liquidation of past

liabilities and the opening up of new business which
should be of further satisfaction to the industry

"

One of the encouraging features of the situation is

the enterprise of the British Columbia Government,
which now plans further educational work in the East
and abroad. It is planned to have the facts regarding our
forest products fully placed before the world to the end
that our cedar, fir and hemlock may be entrenched in the

confidence of tlie building world among men who have
been educated up to the use of woods, not superior to

ours, but better advertised.
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Patrols on Land, Sea and in the Air

Protect Forest Heritage

This is part of the "navy" used by the B. C. Forestry Department in the work of fire protection. The Department has a flotilla of

42 speedy motor boats, and as many motor cars are used on land.

R. V. Stewart, Forest Branch, gives "Western Lumberman" some
idea of the manner in which the department has mobihzed its forces
in the work of forest protection. The department has completed this

} ear an emergency fire organization better than any that has ever existed
in British Columbia in the past. Every modern facility, according to

Mr. Stewart, is being pressed into the service. Throughout the province
have been distributed power equipment, which will make it possible to

practically place in the woods a complete fire brigade. From the land
and water fire will be opposed, batteries of Ford cars being pressed into

service throughout the inland areas, and flotillas of fire boats being avail-

able along the Coast waterways.

Discussing power equipment and forest patrol work, Mr. Stewart
gave the following statement to the Western Lumberman

:

"In the adaption of the automobile to forest-protection work, effi-

ciency in fire patrol and suppression has been advanced enormously in

British Columbia. Previous to 1917 we were not using automobiles in

forest protection beyond hiring an occasional car for transportation of
fire-fighters. Land patrols were either by horse or on foot. In 1917 we
purchased a few Ford cars; there was a marked increase in efficiency of
fire patrol that year, and as a result we have increased the number each
year since, until we now have between fifty and sixty cars.

Mote to Re

"We use Ford roadsters entirely.

"Each car is equipped with a transfer-box for carrying a portable
fire-fighting pump and other fire-fighting tools and equipment. The
advantage of the automobile over other forms of transportation is so
obvious that it is unnecessary to enlarge upon it here. I would like, how-
ever, to give one instance of how the adoption of auto transportation
has affected fire patrol in British Columbia.- Taking the Eraser Valley
and Vancouver Island districts as an example, forest areas in these
districts are fairly accessible and well served by roads. Land-clearing
activity has been abnormally heavy since the close of the war; the burn-
ing-permit law is in force, so that all burning between May 1 and October
1 has to be done under permit. Over 3,000 permits were applied for

last year and issued in these two districts. Over 50 per cent of the areas
to be burned were inspected by forest officers before permits were issued,

and in the majority of cases a second and third inspection was made to

see whether the slash had been burned and to make sure that fires were

properly extinguished. The result of this close supervision has been

that out of these 3,000 clearing fires set out under permit, only seven

escaped control. This supervision would have been impossible with the

staff employed without modern transportation facilities.

"A few years ago the Eraser Valley was exempt from the burning

permit law, and one of the chief arguments against the rescinding of

this exemption was that it would be impossible for forest officers to

issue permits for and supervise land-clearing fires, as the job would call

for an army of men. Thanks to the co-operation of the municipal

authorities in the issuance of permits, and the fact that our men are

equipped with good transportation facilities, we have succeeded in giving

all the supervision neces-sar)'. I might say we have only four men in

the Eraser Valley, three of whom are supplied with cars. The results

obtained would not, of course, have been possible without the co-operation

of the municipalities.

"Before passing from the subject of transportation I would like to

describe the system we have in use in the territory west of the Cascade
Range, traversed by the Pacific Great Eastern Railway. This country

has a very high fire hazard owing to the amount of logging and land-

clearing going on, and owing to it being a very popular resort for

tourists and campers of all descriptions. Its history, which as far as

fire is concerned, was one of the worst in the province, culminated in

1919 with a series of disastrous fires which destroyed a large railroad

bridge and tied up the railroad for several weeks. Up to 1919 we had
maintained patrols through this country, but as they had no transporta-

tion facilities, except what they could secure from the railway company
(train twice a week and an occasional lift on a section foreman's

speeder), and as there are no other means of travel through the country

they were extremely handicapped.

Portable Fire Pumps

"In 1920 we obtained permission from the Department of Railways
t ooperate a speeder patrol over a portion of the line, a distance of

approximately 80 miles. Additional tool caches were established and
a portable fire pump supplied, with the result that in 1920, although we
had the largest number of fires on record that year, they were with very

few exceptions discovered by the patrol crew whilst in incipient stages

and extinguished at small cost.

"This year we doubled the number of speeders and added to each

(Continued on page 40)
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FIRE!
Two Million Dollars'

worth of Valuable Timber
and Logging Equipment
went up in smoke last

year in British Columbia.

What are YOU doing

to protect your holdings

this year ?

THE USE OF

GORILLA SWEM SPARK ARRESTER
on your Donkeys and Locos will free your mind from all worry and fear of disastrous fires

The "GORILLA" SWEM SPARK ARRESTER
has been subjected to the most rigid tests by
the Government Boiler Inspectors and Forestry
Branch, and officially passed and rated Al.
The "GORILLA" SWEM SPARK ARRESTER
is a revolution in the development of fire pre-
vention devices and is the most positive and
simplest Arrester ever built, combining absolute
safety and economy in its use on either Donkeys
or Locos.

The "GORILLA" SWEM SPARK ARRESTER
has no wire screens to become "chocked."
Perfect unimpaired draft is positively assured.

It is so constructed that every spark is diverted
—killed—and dropped dead.

IT IS ABSOLUTELY FOOL PROOF
Put a "GORILLA" SWEM SPARK ARRESTER
on your Donkey or Loco and it will stay there
and operate effectively for years.

We stand behind the "GORILLA" SWEM
SPARK ARRESTER with a solid guarantee of
absolute satisfaction.

Orders running into three figures have already
been placed for these Arresters. Order now if

you want early delivery.

WHEN ORDERING FOR DONKEY ENGINE give outside circumference or diameter of stack
and size of Engine, and when you receive your Arrester you can slip it over your stack with-
out interfering with your operations.
WHEN ORDERING FOR LOCOMOTIVE state size of stack, weight of Locomotive, kind of
fuel used and whether geared or direct connection.

GIBSON'S LIMITED
HEAD OFFICE:

1 ALEXANDER ST.

FACTORY:
GRANVILLE ISLAND

The Logging Supply House
of British Columbia."

TELEPHONE
SEYMOUR 8151

TELEPHONE EXCHANGE
CONNECTING ALL DEPTS.VANCOUVER
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If in the market for Spruce, do not forget that

Golden Spruce
stands out supreme among Mountain Woods.

We are still manufacturing upon the basis of the old Mountain Grading

Rules and maintaining our REPUTATION for GRADES and SER-

VICE.

We also manufacture FIR and CEDAR. The quality of our FIR

DIMENSION is well known. We have a considerable quantity of one

inch

This we can strongly recommend, as it is a SMALL-KNOTTED type and

makes excellent Boards and Shiplap. It also has the added advantage

of being CHEAPER than other woods, and we confidently believe a trial

car will make you a permanent user.

No. 1 Spruce, Fir and Cedar Lath

All our stock is run through planing mill at time of shipment, so always

reaches you bright, clean and newly milled.

Columbia River Lumber Co., Ltd. Golden, B.C.

Canadian Western Lumber Co., Ltd., Fraser Mills, B.C.

NO. 1 COMMON CEDAR

Send your Enquiries to

Affiliated with and Represented Jointly by Salesmen of

Eastern Sales Office—TORONTO—L. D. Barclay, and E. C. Parsons

MANITOBA
Hugh Cameron and D. T. McDowall

1659 Portage Ave., Winnipeg.

ALBERTA SASKATCHEWAN
Chas. R. Skene

P.O. Box 526, Moose Jaw.
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Geared Locomotive for Lo

Geared Locomotive on Grade

in B. C.

By ASA S. WILLIAMS

A locomotive for logging purposes in general use must be well

a(lai)ted for use on heavy grades, sharp curves and uneven track. The
geared locomotive best fulfills these needs.

The pulling power of a locomotive is directly in proportion to the

weight on the driving wheels, providing of course that the locomtive

has sufficient steam pressure and cylinder capacity t slip its wheels.

As all the weight of a geared locomotive is carried on the driving

wheels the full benefit for hauling of the weight is obtained, while with

rod locomotives the proportion of the weight carried by the pony truck

or trailer is lost.

For heavy grades the water and fuel must be carried so that their

weight is utilized for adhesion; the ratio of tractive power to weight must

be as small as possible.

The tractive force of a locomotive approximates 20 per cent, of the

weight on the driving wheels.

The following is a very conservative table of geared locomotive

hauling capacities under the severest logging conditions

.

Table showing how many times its weight on drivers an\' locomotive

can haul or how heavy a locomotive, on drivers, will be required to haul

a given load, on straight track, up various grades and at different allow-

ances for frictional resistance. Multiplying the load on drivers by the

coefficient, in table, under the frictional resistance and oposite the grade,

gives the load locomotives will haul. Dividing the load to be hauled by

the coefficient, in table, under the frictional resistance and opposite the

grade gives the size locomotive required

:

Friction resistance of
per ton

tram in IDS.
' 6% 7 8 9 10

1

11
1

12 15 29

N'o. times weight, loco, can haul 1

on level 160.5 56. 49. 43.5 39. 35.3 132.3 25.7 19.
i^n Grade %%— 26.4 feet per mile [23.3 22.5 21.2 20. 19. 18. 117.2 15. 12.3

" 1 '— .52.8 114.1 13.8 13.3 12.8 12.3 11.9 111.5 10.4 9.
" 1 y-i

' — 79.2 110. 9.8 9.5 9.2 9. 8.7 i 8.5 7.9 7.
" " 2 ' — 105.6

1 7.6 7.3 7.1 7.0 6.8
1

6.7 6.25 5.6
" 2 \k " — 132.0

1
6.08

\'
5.9 5.78 5.68 5.55! 5.46 5.15 4.7

"
?.

' — 1.58.4 [ 5.02 4.97 4.88 4.8 4.71 4.641 4.56 4.34 4.
" 3Vi ' — 184.8 4.23 4.2 4.13 4.07 4. 3.941 3.88 3.7 3.45

' —211.2 3.62 3.6 3.55 3.5 3.45 3.4
1
3.35 3.21 3,

;• " 4 1/2
" —237.6

1
3.151 3.12 3.08 3.04 3. 2.96 2.92 2.81 2.64

' " 5 ' —264.0
!
2.751 2.74 2.7 2.67 2.64 2.6l| 2.57 2.48 2.33

" 5 ' — 290.4 2.43 2.41 2.39 2.36 2.33 2.311 2.28 2.2 2.08
" 6 ' —318.8 ' 2,161 2.15 2.12 2.1 2.08 2.051 2.03 1.96 1.86
" 7 "—369.6

1
1.73 1 1.72 1.7 1.68 1.661 1.651 1.63 1.58 1.5

" 8 ' —422.4 1.4 1.39 1.38 1.37 1.35 1.34 1.32 1.28 1.22
" 9 ' —475.2 1

1.15 1.14 1.13 1.12 1.1 1.091 1.08 1.05 1.

" 10 ' —528.0 1 .94 .93 .92 .91 .9 .891 .88 .86 .82
" 11 ' —580.8 I .771 .76 .76 .75 .741 .731 .72 .7 .67

Geared Locomotive on Curve

The total resistance offered to the pas.sage of a train is composed of
rolling riction, grade resistance and curve resistance.

Referring to the above table, a good general figure for average
Coast conditions at speeds up to 20 miles per hour would be eight pounds
per ton. For poor conditions of track and lubrication, greater perhaps
than will likely be met, the figure might reach 20 pounds to the ton.

Suitability to sharp and uneven curves is a necessity in the logging
locomotive. The trucks and driving mechanism must have great flexi-
bility to reduce the tendency to leave the rails on sharp curves, and also
to reduce loss of power because of flange resistance and internal friction.

The types of geared locomotives now in use on the Coast are the
"Climax," the "Hei.sler" and the "Shay."

The "Climax" and the "Heisler" are two cvlinder, centre-driven
machines; the "Shay" is three-cylinder with a side 'drive.

They are all well constructed for Coast logging. The cost per ton
varies but slightly, and while there are individual merits in them the
choice in purchasing in the past seems to have been governed largely by
past experience of the buyer or as.sociates or by merchandising conditions.
For cheapness, reliability, low maintenance co.sts and simplicity, the rod
locomotive is of course to be desired if it can be used. The geared
locomotive must be looked upan as a necessary evil. Its bad points are
largely resultant from the gears. It is therefore desirable to have the
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gears large, simple and as few as possible. It is also desirable to have the

gears protected as far as possible, so that they may be properly lubricated,

and snow, grit and dirt prevented from entering the gear mesh. Some of

the ne wdesigns provide for an oiltight gear-case, thus allowing the gears

to run in grease as with the automobile.

The geared locomotive should have large boiler capacity for the

given weight of locomotive, so that the boiler need not be unduly forced

to furnish the large amount of steam necessary to accomplish the severe

duty of such locomoti\ e. It should have cylinder volume so that the

engines can easily start its heaviest loads and when started maintain a

good speed without causing unnecessary drain on the boiler. To this

end the cylinders should be square in general, and on large sizes the bore

should be greater than the stroke. Logging operators who in the past

have used the compound geared yarder will remember the great piston

speeds possible with such cylinder proportions.

In the "Climax" the two cylinders drive a cross counter shaft, geared

in turn to the centre driving shaft. This driving shaft carries a pinion

for each set of driving wheels.

In the "Heisler" the two^ cylinders are set at an angle of 45 degrees

and connect directly to the centre drive shaft, as in the automobile of the

V-type engines. There is only one gear and one pinion for each truck,

the second pair of driving wheels on each truck being connected with side

rods as on a regular rod engine.

The "Shay" has three vertical cylinders driving a side-line shaft.

The boiler is somewhat of centre to give room for hte cylinders. The
live shaft carries a pinion for each pair of driving wheels.

It is not the desire to cite here any detail of merits or demerits of the

several makes. The operator will with advantage study them all. There
are man}^ points in general design as well as construction that would
govern the choice of make.

There should be considered for example the speed of running

expected; the clearance of the right-of-way or of settings and landings;

whether the locomotive will have to run in snow ; whether for main-line

work, for switching or for both. And so, many other points that should

be duly considered.

R, H, M, Alexander Explores Interior

R. H. H. Alexander is on a voyage of discovery.

This well known native son of British Colwnbia is this

month making his first trip into the Okanagan Valley.

Mr. Alexander has penetrated almost every other valley

in the province but the Okanagan. He has had experience

in the far north, in the Cariboo, on Vancouver Island, has

visited the islands of the Gulf and has explored the Queen
Charlottes. This, however, is his first trip into the land of

the red apples.

Mr. Alexander will be back in his office June 3.

B. C. PULP AND PAPER MARKET

Pulp and paper has shown a remarkable recovery, especialy in

demand for newsprint, the production of this paper being 14,500 tons

greater than in 1921, or an increase of 13 per cent. Sulphite production
was 18,000 tons, or an increase of 20 per cent. The beginning of 1923

saw not only a strong demand but increasing prices. Production figures

in British Columbia for the past four years are:

PULP 1919 1920 1921 1922

Tons Tons Tons Tons
Sulphite 80,347 92,299 68,502 86,894

Sulphate 9,473 16,380 6,519 9,674

Ground wood 99,769 108,665 89,725 100,759

All the ground wood and 35,000 tons of sulphite were manufactured
into newsprint, the following being

:

PRODUCT 1919 1920 1921 1922

Tons Tons Tons Tons
Newsprint 123.607 136,832 110,176 124,639

Other papers 7,202 9,792 6,934 7,945

Timber scaled in British Coltjmbi.\ in 1922 (by Months and Districts).

January , . , logs, M.B.M.
It lineal ft., thds.
I cords

ties.

February. : .logs, M.B.M.
II lineal ft., thds.

,11 cords.
.1 ties.

March logs, M.B.M.
.lineal ft., thds.

I .cords.

•I ties.

April .,
logs, M.B.M.

11
' . , .' lineal ft., thds.

II 1 cords.
I ties.

May .......logs, M.B.VI.

I lineal ft., thds
,1 , cords.

1 .ties.

June logs, M.B.M.
II lineal iC, thds.
II cords.
I. ties.

July logs, M.B.M.
,1 , lineal ft., thds,

I, .cords.

II ties.

August .". logs, M.B.M.
II - ; lineal ft, thds.

I cords.

II ties.

Septeini)er , logs, M.B.M.
ii' lineal ft., thds.

I cords.

.11 tiesT

October .....logs, M.B.M.
II , lineal ft., thds.

, cords.

I, ties.

November , logs, M.B.M.
lineal ft., thds.

II .'.cords.

II ....ties.

December. ... .logs, M.B.M.
lineal ft., thds.

V .....cords.

II ties.

Totals for year logs, M. B. M.
II lineal ft., thds.

II ... . cords.
•I ties.

Total scaled, 1,899,158,273 feet B.M.

Cranbrook.

1,941
29

724
8,898

8,245
46

1,915
3,966
3,109

46
1,779
7,710
5,298

3
259

49,766
10,20i

'l',478

45,872
9,967

73
736

151,917
16,042

16
317

187,220
19,387

29
108

166,281
15,975

22
666

181,353
18,263

1,649
129,986

5,022
33

2,358
85,733

8,001
8

951
4«,899

119,462
' 305

12,970
1,015,601

Prince
George.

2,388
20

373
28,083
3,970

.SI

338
76,408
1,834

20
371

109,302
3,340

28
118

68,718

4,967
45
540

44,825

6,964
55

624
73,035
2,265

39
16

46,673
60
3

166

112
3

25,880
244

2,546
437,044

Williams
Lake.

95

343

127

403
871
134

25

80

310

117

"62

824

823
871

Kamloops.

2
8

274
12,223

609
22

213
17,476

13
14
101

13,777
99
3

23
25,028

787
78
16

4,708
112
l.'i6

103
1,344

660
362
164

7,203
3,409

68
311

32,524
3,856

87
398

12,002
16

440
300
891
6

239

22,440
. 820
2 272

114!582

Nelson.

1,311
198
699

6,188
4,049
122
800

2,392
2,182

, 309
1,511

36,443
6,924
219
814

11,136
3,954
424
250

34,921

5,897
643

1,642
8,500
5,386
171
668

32,161
1,718
196
344

10,889
8,350
410

2,341
1,273
3,980
275

1,567
23,324
2,220
301
608

2,960

44,971
3,268

11,144
170,187

Vernon.

1,332
163
94

26,456
1,531

53;

260

'

1,630
70

420

92
363

8,000
3,096

19
18

154

1,940
2

20

'4,ii2
18

'

2,586
3,561

39
80
769

3,287
35
141

3,092
178
607

'

.3,418

70
270

1,603
2,709

70
116

2,389
34,568

Prince
Rupert.

6,735

. 24
102

ijiis
597
119

22,241
478
8

80,2i6
517
55
27

516,989
6,783

80
488

61,762
8,952

18

3,702

10,044
43
45

2.3,888

12,784
21
20

51,647
10,493

91

142

20,23i
164

1,450

13,839
201

10,919
12

'

364

102,893
1,314
2,393

760,809

Vancouver.

€6,244
322

10,343
1,664

58,596
374

6,278

116,594
778

11,716
3,616

103,168
303

17,671

138,378
347

26,184
463

149,821

188
39,010

99,892
318

19,928

110,627
217

14,120

143,869
504

16,690
1,868

103,909
144

12,111
2,500

125,541
169

16,395

81,053
293

17,789

1,297,682
3,957

206,135
10,101

Total Logs,
M.B.M.

80,048

Ve'.iis

125,967

12bi375

163,266

176,749

135,998

152,435

185,705

159i966

164,162

1,645,745

Total
Lineal Feet,

Thds.

764

l,2.t6

'
i',246

703

948

482

1,038

839

971

1,022

767

10,717

Total Cords.

12,862

9,963

ieisoi

191366

'28,434

46,469

21,932

16,1S0

17,818

18,572

20,196

19,755

240,672

Total Ties.

83,512

122,482

261,935

«e4',«87

147,876

201^788

l'72.i94

&8,061

180,432

110,966

'60,223

2,643,763
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THE SAW IN HISTORY
II.

Translations of the original Scriptures mention both iron and steel

—"iron," however, probably being really steel.

Steel is the only metal which could withstand the manipulation and

strains in the manufacture and use of saws, and its employment is largely

responsible for the wonderful development in the saw-making art.

In general, hand-saws

cut on the "push"-

—

there being some few

exceptions, construct-

ed to cut on the

'pull." Fig. 15 illustrates a Japanese saw, similar in appearance to a

The Introduction of Water Power into tlie Saw Mill.

The real beginnig of tlie Modern Power Mill

—

Tlieatrum Macliinarum Novum, l(i62

Old Saw Mill Using Horse
Power—Tlieatrum Macli-

inarum Novum, 1662

butcher's cleaver, with a long straight handle into which the shank or

tang is driven and secured by wrapping with finely split cane. While

different in shape, the metal is much the same as that used in other

countries.

To rip a plank, the Japanese carpenter places the end across a sup-

port, stands on the plank and operates the saw with both hands in a series

of quick pulls.

Fig. 16 shows

a Japanese 1 o g -

splitting saw (a

type still in use).

Horace Greeley
mer\tions observ-

ing, while touring

Europe, an Italian

cutting wood by

rubbing it againsi

the saw.Fig. 16

BEGINNINGS OF THE MODERN SAW

In modern adaptations, the many kinds of saws may be divided into

two general classes, viz., reciprocating and continuous action. As

examples—the handsaw (reciprocating), circular and hand-saws (con-

tinuous). Reciprocating saws are naturally the oldest variety and more

are in use than all others combined. This type may be divided into "rip"

and "cross-cut" saws. They are used respectively parallel with and at

right angles to the "grain" or direction of the fibres. There are hundreds

of styles of these saws in common use, each for a specfiic kind of work.

Hippocrates (B. C. 460) is said to have invented the first cylinder

or drum saw, for use in the operation of trepanning the skull. The

modern uses of this type of saw comprise the cutting of all kinds of flat

circular forms—button-blanks, corks, sheaves for blocks, etc.—as well

as staves for barrels, tubs, buckets, etc.

The development of the saw has been more rapid in comparatively

recent times than in any other period. The real beginning of modern

wood-cutting types dated from the introduction of the power mill—the

ordinary reciprocating up and down paving the way for later improve-

ment. Crude as were these old-fashioned upright saws, they were a big

improvement over the previous method of sawing a log with one man in

a pit and another standing above. The power mijl caused considerable
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A STURDY MEDIUM
CAPACITY RESAW

This band resaw is considered the best of its type. One of its finest

features lies in its capability to cut accurately. Takes stock up to 30 inches
wide, 12 inches thick. Can be used for straight resawing, or by tilting the
feed rolls, will saw bevel siding. Is an ideal machine for this purpose.

The yield rolls are at the left or outer side of the machine. The first

infeeding roll at the left has an independent yield which allows a thick
board following a thin one, to be properly presented to the blade. Eight
rates of feed 25 to 185 feet per minute are instantly available.

Upon request we will mail you circular which illustrates and outlines
this machine fully.

PB.yatesMachineCoMd.
HAMILTON^ ONTARIO

W£STERN REPRESENTATIVE

V. C.VOUNG
716 DOMINION BLDCj. 1//4NCOUL/ER B.C.

WORLD'S LARGEST MANUFACTURERS OF WOODWORKING MACHINERY
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innovation in the labor world, hand-sawyers fearing that their employ-

ment was gone.

The earliest mills were driven by wind-power, but a 13th century

manuscript shows a water-wheel saw.

Germany had water-power mills as early as 1322 (Augsburg).

Holland had saw-mills nearly a century before England, where the work-

men refused to permit their introduction. In 1663 a Hollander erected

the first saw-mill in England, near London, but it had to be abandoned

because of the riots occasioned among the hand-sawyers. More than a

century later, in 1768, a wind-power mill was erected for a lumber mer-

chant by the name of Houghton, but this, too, was torn to pieces by a

mob. The rioters were severely punished, and the owner reimbursed by

the government, under whose protection several mills were built.

Original Band-Saw of 1808

With the discovery of Madeira,

in 1420, saw-mills were erected there

to make lumber for export to Por-

tugal. Saw-mills were erected in

Breslau, 1427 ; in 1490 by the magistrates of Erfurt in a forest which

they had purchased; in Norway, 1530; at Holstein, 1547; Lyons, 1555;

Zaandam, Holland, 1596; and in Sweden around 1658. The rapid

development of the early saws is seen in the fact that a gang-saw mill

was built on the Danube, near Ratisbon, in 1575. Gang-saws, consisting

of a number of blades to cut a log into boards with one operation, have

been generally regarded as of later origin than this. However, in a work
of Jacobi Bessoni (Lyons, 1878) are illustrated two types of gang-saw

mills, the blades in one having teeth on both edges. These were only

isolated instances, the average mill of the period having but one blade.

America's first saw-mill was built at the Falls of Piscatauqua, on the

line between Maine and New Hampshire, in_ 1634. Unauthenticated

Old-time Pit Saws Which Preceded
Saw Mills. Saws of this type were

used in the Klondyke in 1898.

Early Types of Inserted Teeth
for Circular Saws

records, however, claim that as early as 1633, several mills were operating

in New York State. Before the arrival of William Penn in 1681 saw-

mills had been erected along the Delaware l)y the Dutch and Swedes.

In 1803 there was a steam saw-mill in New Orleans, which met the fate

of the early English mills, being burned by the hand-sawyers. While a

successful saw-mill was built in Glasgow, Scotland, in 1834, and others

were established at subsequent dates, little progress was made in wood-

cutting machinery until John McDowell put up a plant at Johnstown. He
at once gained prominence by making the first frame-saws supplied to

Glasgow as well as England—including the British Government.

These mills were all of the vertical reciprocating type—the saws

l)eing strained along a strong rectangular frame driven along suitable

guides by a crank on a revolving shaft, usually below the frame. A slid-

ing carriage, which automatically moved a certain distance at each

stroke, carried the log. After each cut the log was moved laterally, the

distance corresponding to the thickness of the lumber being cut. Old-

time sawyers will remember when logs had to be moved with a bar after

each cut.

At this time saw sharpening was a secret process. The sharpener

worked in an isolated room and sawyers were required to ring a bell

before being permitted to speak to him.

These stories of these early mills have been recounted at considerable

length because they are inseparably connected with the development and

progress of the saw-making art. The increasing requirements of the

millmen necessitated a constant search on the part of saw manufacturers,

not only for improvements in the design of their saws, but also in the

quality to meet the strains of greater speed and larger output. And one

of the most important factors in modern progress has been the improve-

ment in saw-making.
The next progres-

sive step was the inven-

tion (or re-invention) of

the circular saw. While

the hand-saw is as old

as history itself, the cir-

cular saw, as now used,

is a comparatively recent

innovation. Circular
saws were used for cut-

ting the spaces between

the teeth of clock wheels

long before they were

used for cutting wood
(probably suggesting the

milling machine now so

universally used in gear-cutting). The earliest patent on circular saws

is No. 1152, granted to Samuel Miller in England, August 5, 1777,

although it is claimed that similar saws were in use in Holland nearly a

century before. In any event, circular saws are believed to have been

introduced into England for practical wood-cutting purposes about 1790.

In 1804 a man named Trotter secured a patent on a circular saw, and Sir

Samuel Bentham (who later invented a circular saw made in segments)

made a circular saw for the British Admiralty prior to 1800. Historians

credit T. Brunei with fir.st bringing circular saws into important service.

H eemployed them for cutting ship's blocks—an application adopted by

the British Admiralty Board in 1804 for the Portsmouth Yard. Brunei

patented a veneer-saw in 1805, marking another advance.

The first circular saw in this country si supposed to have been pro-

duced by Benjamin Cummins, about 1814, at Bentonsville, N. Y.-—his

facilities consisting solely of the ordinary tools and equipment of a black-

smith's shop. The fate so often accorded great men was his, for he now

lies in a lonely secluded spot in the northwest corner of the cemetery of

the little village of Richmond, Kalamazoo County, Michigan. Half con-

cealed from view by lilac bushes is a marble slab bearing only this simple

inscription: "Benjamin Cummins, born 1772; died A. D. 1843."

The general use of circular saws for manufacturing lumber is sup-

posed -to have originated in a patent granted March 16, 1820, to Robert

Eastman and J. Jaquith, of Brunswick, Me. Since then countless other

circular saw-mill patents have been granted.

One of the first Horizontal Band-Saws

KM m*-m^
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THE "Wee MacGregor''
ITrade Mark Registered!!

Portable Drag Saw
For Cutting Shingle Bolts, Bucking Wood

For the Donkey and Land Clearing

Used and specified by Dominion of Canada Government and by Government of British Columbia

I

New
Price

:

$160

SPEED ECONOMY EFFICIENCY

Cuts 15 to 30
cords per day —
a fair average.

Costs less than
$1.00 for a full

day's work.

Adopted by the
leading camps;
will out-cut ten
men.

Order Repairs from

Manufacturer and get

Service and Reduc-

tion in Prices

Beware of Imported imitations. The "WEE MacGREGOR"
is made in British Columbia by B. C. Workmen, using B. C.

Materials.

Write for New Folder.

THE HANES -WALKER ENGINE & MACHINERY CO., LTD.

SUCCESSORS TO THE WEE MacGREGOR SAW CO.

Granville Island ^^""^^ ^^^^
Vancouver, B.C.
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Water and, later, steam was
the motive power of these saws.
Many years ago 48-inch circular

saws, driven by "four horses walk-
ing around," were used in the

Western States. The output of
these was from 500 to 1200 feet of
lumber per day, depending upon
the kind and quality of logs.

The early circulars were very
crude, with square mandrel holes,

and were made only to special or-

der. From 1840, however, pro-

gress was rapid—the development
of the inserted tooth at about this

time being one of the greatest pro-

gressive strides ever taken in saw-
making. (See illustration.)

No really satisfactory method
of holding the teeth in place was
devised until 1859, when a man
named Spaulding, while experi-

menting in Sacramento, Cal., dis-

covered that curved sockets would hold the teeth firmly and securely.

This method protects the plate also by reducing the tendency to crack.

The problem still confronted the sawmakers, however, of reducing

the time and power consumed, as well as the waste in sawdust, in con-

verting logs into boards. Eventually, the perfecting of the band-saw

proved to be the solution.

William Newberry, of London, England, patented the first endless

band-saw in 1808, although his machine was never developed further

than the model submitted to the Patent Office. Although Newberry was
the first of modern times to see the possibilities of the band-saw, he can-

not justly be said to have originated it. Archaeologists have brought to

light proof that in numerous instances the band-saw had been brought

very nearly to its present form by ancient peoples. Then, too, in the

patent papers of Sir Samuel Bentham in 1791 and 1793 are many fore-

runners of distinctly modern saws. The great difficulty, however, in

making a smooth, strong joint in the steel band was a stumbling-biock

which arrested practical development until Newberry's time.

To Perin, of Paris, is due the credit for the improvements which

made the general use of the band-saw possible. The old difficulty in

joining the blade so that it would run over the wheels without breaking

One of the First Band-Saw Machines
for Mills

was not overcome until nearly forty years after Newberry gave this type

of saw to the world. Then, about 1846, a Mile. Crepin, a French woman
of mechanical genius, secured in France a patent on a machine similar

to Newberry's. This patent was later obtained by Perin, and the saw
greatly improved by him—a suitable joint was perfected and the band-
saw became a practical reality.

The next important improvements were by Thouard, also of France,

in 1842, when he put the band-saw on a commercially practical form, but

it was not until Perin's final improvements were made that it became
profitable for general use.

These old band-saws, although giving increased output over the up-
and-down gang saws and circular saws of the day, were quite small,

crude, and limited in their work. The following typical incident shows
the skepticism with which they were received

:

About 1860 a man named McCormick purchased a band-saw in

England. After a very short while in service it was removed because it

did not do the work expected (probably because of unskillful manage-
ment). For many years afterwards it surmounted the McCormick gar-

den fence as a pointed reminder to unruly boys to keep out of the melon
patch.

One feature of the band-saw which rapidly popularized it with the

millmen was its thinness, which meant smaller kerf and more boards
from a log than with any other type of saw.

Early Type of Double Saw Mill

An Early Mill.

The fear at first felt by the operators of this type of saw soon passed,

and as its use extended, improvements came rapidly.

The large proportions and perfection of form of the present-day

band-saws are strikingly shown in comparison with those even of so

recent a period as 1876. A 6-inch band-saw exhibited then at the Cen-
tennial Exposition by Henry Disston & Sons was considered a wonder

;

today the same firm is regularly making 18-inch band saws—many of

them toothed on hath edges to cut the log coming and going.

This up-to-date, speedy band-saw has increased the productivity of

mills to a point never dreamed of by the mill-man of bygone days. To
Henry Disston & Sons is due in no small part this modern development.

Their improved equipment and methods of manufacture have added
much to the efficiency of the saw. Through the medium of Disston band-

saws the heavy demands on a modern lumber mill are easily met and so

the old-time quest for a more efficient type of saw has ended.

(To be continued in July number)

"Talk of Divine Power," said the Rev. J. H. Wright, "here in British Columbia we have it

revealed to us. Those thundering waterfalls; those giant trees; the metals in the hills—cometh man
with the Divine Spark in him and applying hand and brain to the task, produces great metal saws

to be driven by electrical energy from the waterfalls. The product of it all is material for the

I making of homes for the service and benefit of mankind.
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THURSTON-FLAVELLE LIMITED
Office and Mills Port Moody, B.C.

Our Specialty

RED CEDAR
CLEAR "A"

BEVEL SIDING

EXTRA XXX
SHINGLES

FOR PART CAR SHIPMENTS STOCKS OF SIDING CARRIED AT:—

Winnipeg, c/o The Empire Sash & Door Company, Ltd.

Saskatoon, c/o Security Lumber Company, Limited.

Edmonton, c/o The Atlas Lumber Company, Limited.

Calgary, c/o Revelstoke Sawmill Company, Limited.

Swift Current, c/o Revelstoke Sawmill Company, Limited.

Regina, c/o Security Lumber Company, Limited.

Moose Jaw, c/o Security Lumber Company, Limited.

Dauphin, Man., c/o J. J. Crowe Co., Limited.

Brandon, Man., c/o A. R. McDiarmid Lumber Co.

Prairie Representative, J. 0. THORPE, King George Hotel, Saskatoon, Sask.

MEMBER MILLS
Alberta Iiiuuber Co., Iitd.

Dominion Creosoting & Iibr. Iitd.

Bobertson & Hac'^ett Sawmills
Iitd.

ASSOCIATEa?A
MILLS '

"^^^
LIMITED

MEMBER MILLS
Ebnrne Sawmills Xitd.

Ziadner Iiumber Iitd.

Timberland Xiamber Co., £td.

DOUGLAS FIR WESTERN HEMLOCK

YOU HAVE THE COMBINED SERVICE OF
SIX COAST MILLS BEHIND YOUR RE-
QUIREMENTS FOR B. C. LUMBER. THAT
MEANS SOMETHING TO YOU AT THIS
TIME, WHEN BROKEN STOCKS ARE IN
EVIDENCE.

A§soci^d:ed /\ills
Limited

Vancouver BRITISH COLUMBIA

REPRESENTATIVES

:

Roy R. Pointer, Edmonton, Alta.

McFarland Lumber Co., Calgary, Alta.

McFarland Lumber Co., Winnipeg, Man.
A. C. Raymond, Saskatoon, Sask.
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B.C. WOODWORKERS ORGANIZE
The planing mill and sash and door interests of Vancouver and

vicinity have perfected a very excellent local organization for the

benefit of the industry. The need was pressing, as the business had
become demoralized, due to lack of understanding betwen th various

groups. It was clearly a case of "each man for himself and let the

devil take the hindmost." British Columbia Woodworkers have a

good organization, with E. C. Chrystal, of E. C. Chrystal Co. Ltd.,

as president; Robert D. Helmer, vice-president; M. T. Holman, of the

Eburne Sash & Door Co., treasurer. The acting secretary is Mr.
Gillespie, of British Columbia Manufacturers. The association has a

membership of 21 and is affiliated with the Victoria association of

five members. Inquiries from Kamloops and other interior sections

have been received, solociting affiliation. The association meets every

Wednesday night and meetings are well attended.

A standard list covering cer-

tain items has been gotten out and
real progress is being made. The
association is considering the in-

auguration of a listing bureau,

and later estimator classes may
be formed. The full mill bid

schedule is also being considered:

It was the vrsak,andGil22

The editor of The Timberman of

Portland addressed one of the

meetings and extended an invita-

tion to the association to be repre-

sented at the Second Congress of

the Western Planing Mill and
Woodworking Association, which
will be held at Portland, Oregon,
August 22-25. A good represen-

tation is promised. The success

of the Pacific Northwest Millwork
£. C. Chrystal

Association of Oregon and Washington was poiiited out. It is

likely an invitation to hold a joint meeting at Vancouver will be ex-
tended. One of the men who has been responsible to a large extent
for creating interest in bringing the mill men together in Vancouver is

V. J. Winkle, president Eburne Sash & Door Co., and the results are
appreciated.

The Membership

Arbuthnot Sash & Door Co., Vancouver.

Arbutus Sash & Door Co., Vancouver.

John Arnot & Sons, Vancouver.

British Columbia Glass Co., Vancouver.

James Brooks Woodworking Co., New Westminster.

Coast Lumber & Fuel Co., Vancouver.
Canada Sash & Door Co., Vancuover.
Cantelton Lumber & Shingle Co., Vancouver.
Cedar Cove Sash & Door Co., Vancouver.
E. C. Chrystal & Co. Ltd., Vancouver.
Cornish & Cooper, Vancouver.
Carleton Sash & Door Co.,Vancouver.
Eburne Sash & Door Co., Vancouver.
Galbraith & Sons, New Westminster.
Hodgson Lumber Co. Ltd., Vancouver.
Robert Helmer, Vancouver.
John Hanbury Co. Ltd., Vancouver,
Jones & Son, Vancouver.
Johnson Sash & Door Co., Vancouver.
Luml)er Services Ltd., Vancouver.
Kamloops Sash & Door Factory, Kamloops.
McLeod Sash & Door Co. Ltd., Vancuover.
Mill C'Ut Homes & Lumber Co., Vancouver.
Reid Sash & Door Co., Vancouver.
Robertson & Hackett, Vancouver.
Western Sash & Door Co., Vancouver.

Timber Men Want Pulp Wood Areas
PRINCE GEORGE.—The Prince George Lumber Manufacturers'

Association, which includes nearly all the mills operating along the
line of the Grand Trunk Pacific Railway, is taking steps to secure a
revision of the pulp reserve areas recently established by the Provin-
cial Government with a view to inducing the development of the pulp
and paper industry.

The mill men state that they do not wish to create the impression
tiiat they are antagonistic to the introduction of a pulp and paper
industry at Prince George or elsewhere in the district, but they con-

tend the timber resources of the district are of sufficient extent to

permit of a considerable development of the lumbering industry with-

oiat jeopardizing the pulp end of the timber business if a proper
revision is made of the pulp reserve areas.

As the lines of the pulp reserve area have been laid down the

millraen claim they encroach altogether too much upon timber which
in the economic management of the forest should be left available for

the mills, and if they are maintained it can only mean that inside of

three or four years the mill-owners will be forced to close down for

lack of commercially available timber or be forced to the expense of

moving their plants to other points.

At their last meeting the millmen appointed a special committee
to draw up a resolution dealing with the necessity for a revision of

the pulp preserve areas. This committee has now completed its work
and a copy of the resolution has ben forwarded to Premier Oliver,

Hon. T. D. Pattullo, Minister of Lands, and H. G. Perry, M.L.A. for

the district.

COMPA
WITH WHICH IS INCORPORATED JAS. F. MORRIS CO.

Our representative will gladly call at any time to

give you samples and prices on any or all of your

printing work.

426 Homer Street Vancouver, B. C.

We specialize in printing

for the Lumber and

Shingle Trades.

SEYMOUR

ASK FOR SERVICE DEPT.
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BUY SUPPLIES MADE IN B. C.

We Build

Logging Engines Logging Cars
WE SPECIALISE IN REPAIRING
ALL KINDS OF MACHINERY

Locomotives Engines Boilers

USE V.E.W. STEEL CASTINGS
If they are not V. E. W. Castings they are not B. C. Product, as we are the

only plant in B. C. producing Steel Castings. Mild, Chrome, Nickel,

Carbon, Manganese or any Special Steel Castings Made to Order.

Vancouver Engineering Works^ Limited
519 6th AVE. WEST Phone Fairmont 240 VANCOUVER, B. C.
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If it is a saw of any kind for the that is manufactured in Simonds Steel
|

Mill or Timber operation that you Mills especially for high-grade pro- =

require, your first selection, because ducts. SIMONDS SAWS hold their
|

of their cutting efficiency and lasting edge and stand heavy feed. They |
qualities, should be a SIMONDS. retain their tension and require less |
Made of SIMONDS own steel—steel fitting in the mill. |

Write for Our Catalogue and Prices =

SIMONDS CANADA SAW CO., LTD. I

"THE SAW MAKERS" 1

MONTREAL, P.Q. S. JOHN, N. B. VANCOUVER, B.C. |

ITllllllMilllilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllMlllllllllllllllliliMIIIIIIIIIIIMIIMIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIMIIIII^
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SAFE, BRIGHT ELECTRIC LIGHT

AND DEPENDABLE POWER
FOR LUMBER CAMPS

DELCO-LIGHT means greater safety, more comfort,

convenience and economy in your lumber camp.

Safety:
No oil lamps or lanterns.

No glasses to clean.

No gases to explode.
No fire hazard. Delco-Light is passed and
approved by the National Board of Fire
Underwriters.

Convenience:
Bright electric light in the bunkhouses for
the men and in the other camp buildings
—at the touch of a button.
Power to turn the grindstone, pump the
water and force a supply anywhere you
want it.

Easy to install, easy to move when
necessary.

Economy:
For the fuel now used in your lamps and
lanterns Delco-Light will give you four
times as much light or its equivalent in

power.
Takes little attention.

Delco-Light plants are made in 25 different styles

and sizes. Your need can be fitted exactly without any
waste of power.

Get full information. We will send you, FREE,
catalogues and details that will convince you Delco-

Light is the Best improvement you can make in your
camp. Send a postcard today.

Breen Motor Com-
pany, Winnipeg.

Brace Robinson, Dis-

tributors, Calgary.

Brnce Robinson Snp-
pUes, Moose Jaw.

Brnce Robinson Elec-

tric, Vancouver, B.C.

A Product of General
Motors.

DEPENDABLE

The Complete£/ecti7cLJ^t&PowerP/eifit-
OVER 180,000 SATISFIED USERS

Delco-Light Co. of Canada, Limited, Toronto, Ontario

Fires Kill Freight, Says

Sir Henry Thornton

OTTAWA.—"If a man wants to add to the burdens of the

Canadian National Railways, let him start a forest tire this year,"
sa.ys Sir Henry Thornton in a statement to the Canadian Forestry
Association.

"The forest is a main pillar of our freight business and tourist

travel. 1 apijeal, therefore, to every Canadian to protect the forests."

_ The lines of the Canadian Na-
tional are the greatest carriers of

forest products of any railway sys-

tem in the world. The latest record
covering twelve months shows over
11 million tons of lumber, pulpwood,
logs, posts, ties and paper. This
compares with five million tons car-

ried by the Canadian Pacific.

The total traffic supplied by the
forest to all Canadian railways for

twelve months was in excess of 22
million tons.

No Canadian commercial inter-

est is so intimately identified with
the safety of the forests as a railway
carrier. From the millions of wooden
track ties, the scores of thousands
of telegraph and telephone poles,

the fifty to sixty million feet of lum-
ber for buildings and repairs, a
modern steam road is a forest crea-

ture and cannot run a mile until it

first has called on a tiraberland for

essential supplies.
Sir Henry Thornton

The future of the railroads is so intensely tied up with mainten-
ance of the forests along their lines that experts look upon every
forest fire in railway territory as having the most serious possible

bearing upon their earning capacity.

With every timber tree taking on new value in a rising world
market, the forest resources which the C. N. R. and C. P. R, tap
throughout such a large part of their territory, promise to develop
freight traffic far beyond anything as yet realized. The "fly in the

ointment," however, is the fearful record of forest fires, most of

them set by campers, fishermen, prospectors ,etc., which are ruining

the timber resources nine to ten times as fast as they are being cut.

Although millions of tons of pulpwood have been cut and shipped on
Canadian railway lines, probably nine times as much has been
destroyed by human-set fires.

The sportsman, the prospector, the settler and all other users of

the woods have the power to maintain or destroy the future revenues
of the railways from forest products. This does not take into consid-

eration the menace of forest fires to tourist traffic, for, after all, the

tourist patronizes Canadian railways because of the lure of the woods
and not to inspect our city streets or our factories.

Canada Will Control Paper Industry

CLEVELAND.—Canada is determined to control the paper in-

dustry on this continent. Dr. Hugh P. Baker, executive secretary of

the American Paper & Pulp Association, declared in an address before

the Pacific Coast association of the paper industry. The permanency
of the industry in the United States is largely dependent upon the

protection of the nation's forests, he said.

"Undoubtedly the paper industry in the United States faces an

increase in the cost of pulp wood now being imported from Canada
through the proposal now being considered in Canada to impose an

export tax on all pulp wood exported to United States mills," he said.

"An export tax upon wood from freehold lands, if not a complete em-

bargo upon wood from those lands, is very imminent.

"Within a year or two Canada will be producing more newsprint

than the United States. It is entirely within the bounds of probability

for us to look forward to an export tax upon Canadian newsprint as

soon as Canada feels that she has that phase of the industry on this

continent well within her control. Such a tax has already been sug-

gested in Canada. It would appear from reports in trade journals

that the Canadians are now considering following up their successful

effoi'ts to control the newsprint industry of the continent by similar

campaigns to control other branches of the paper industry."
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WE OFFER FOR SALE
THE FOLLOWING MACHINERY NOW IN THE

Harbor Lumber Co.
PLANT

4 72x18 Hrt. Ret. Tubular Boilers, 125 lbs. pressure, with fittings.

1 9x4 Atlas Slide Valve Engine.

3 10x12 Slide Valve Engines.

1 16x22 Atlas Slide Valve Engine.

1 18x4 Slide Valve Engine.

1 18x24 Hamilton Single Corliss Engine.

3 4iix3%x4 Duplex Steam Pumps.

2 6x4x6 Duplex Steam Pumps.

1 Allis Chalmers Heavy Type Log Jack.

1 Spur Geared Log Jack—441 ft. x 1% x 8 Link Chain Spur Gear,
64x10 ft. 12 in. Double Shredded Pinion. Intermediate
shafting with 48x4 spur gear, with 8 in. Double Shrouded
Pinion. 36x12 Drive Pulley, complete with sprocket, shaft
and bearing.

1 Spur geared Overhead Log Canter. 4x36 in., drum 36x5, spur
geared 8 in. Double shrouded pinion. 42x8x12 cast iron
and paper Reversible bevelled frictions. 24x10 driving
pulley, sawyers' lever and operating device.

1 Hill Type Steam Nigger, 10x12 in. cylinders.

1 4 Block Carriage, 72 in.; pinion knees, 18 in.; with rolls, screw
movement. Cant Hook Dogs with 8 set 3 wheel trucks. 120
feet of track each wheel. Waterous Trout Type Set Works,
10x12 in. Frame.

1 4 7-16 Lower Saw Arbor.

1 3 5-16 Top Saw Arbor with Idler Pulleys, Reverse Motion.

1 48x8 left hand Hammond 5 Saw Edger,

1 50x65 Saw Union Edger.

1 9 Saw Slasher, 2 15-16 Arbor.

1 No. 343 84 in. Berlin Vertical Resaw, 12 in. feed rolls. Com-
plete with filing-room equipment.

1 No. 24 15x6 in. Woods Planer and Matcher.

1 15x6 McGregor Gourlay Planer and Matcher.

1 107 15x6 Woods Inside Moulder.

1 108 12x8 Berlin Inside Moulder.

1 Heavy Feed Grip Saw, 39x54 McGregor Bourlay.

1 Cowans 24 in. Endless Bed Single Surfacer.

1 S. A. Woods Combination Head Knife Grinder.

1 No. 275 36 in. Yates Knife Grinder.

5 Ross & Howard Bev. Friction Drive Iron Frame Swing Saws.

1 35 in. Double Planing Mill Exhauster.

1 60 in. Sheldon Single Planing Mill Exhauster.

1 Table Cutoff Saw.

1 3 Drum Sander.

1 Door Sticker.

1 Panel Raiser.

1 Double Spindle Shaver.

1 36 in. Bandsaw.

1 New Briton Chain Mortiser.

2 McGregor Bourlay Chisel Mortisers.

1 Iron Frame Ripsaw Table, McGregor Bourlay.

1 16 in. Jointer.

1 Power Door Clamp.

1 Sash Clamp,

WEIR MACHINERY COMPANY, LTD.
1396 RICHARDS STREET VANCOUVER, B.C.

THE OLD MAN SAYS:

Two thousand brick-

layers on strike tie up
$200,000,000 worth of

buildings. That means
tying up thousands of

men; also making idle

those men that would
have supplied materials

for building. Also, and
most important for the

workmen, frightening

those that lend money
for building.

The striking bricklay-

ers presumably know
what they want and
what they ought to

have. If the}^ can force

a two years' contract at

peak prices, that is wis-

dom, perhaps. The

trouble is that benefits

of the future are uncer-
tain. Jobs of the pres-

ent, at highest wages i

ever known, are cer- I

tain.
1

1

Men that build bor- I
row money for build- I
ing. Men that strike, I

under present condi-
\

tions, frighten men that
|

lend. Stop money lend- '

ing and you stop build-

ing. Stop building and.

a two-year contract will i

not create jobs. Worse
times will come quickly

enough of their own
accord. They always
do. Don't force them,
ahead of time.

Maple Ridge Lumber Co,, Ltd,

FIR TIMBERS
OVR SPJSCIALTY

Quick Cutting Orders
C'P.R. Main Line

Maple Ridge Lumber Co.
PORT HANEY, B.C.

McLaren Lumber Company
BLAIRMORE, Alta.

Manufacturers of superior grades of

Spruce Lumber

Dealers in all kinds of Mining Timbers,

Corral and Fence Poles, etc.

Our Specialty : "QUALITY and SERVICE''
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German Market for Douglas Fir
Trade Commissioner L. D. Wilgress

Douglas fir or Oregon pine was regularly imported into Germany
before the war for use as decking or for certain constructional pur-

poses when special strength was required. Unfortunately it is not

possible to give any figures of the pre-war imports of this wood. Since

the Armistice, Douglas fir has been used in the shipbiulding industry

to th« extent of a few shipments a year. Several of the vessels built

on reparation account required decking of Douglas fir. Of the larger

passenger boats this wood is also being used for decking, but on many
of the steamers recently constructed plain deals have been used for

this purpose owing to the high price of wood in Germany. Douglas
fir boards are also used for various purposes in the shipbuilding indus-

try, but the quantities are not large. The result of this demand for

shipbuilding purposes is to cause spasmodic inquiries for Douglas fir

or Oregon pine in lots of about 100,000 feet board measure. Since

the war the bulk of the business appears to have been handled by
commission agents representing timber brokers in England.

The usual sizes of Douglas fir lumber imported for the use of the

shipbuilding industry range as follows

:

ffl Decking—2-inch by 5-inch, 2y2-inch by 5-inch, and 3-inch by 5-inch

in lengths of from 26 to 40 fet (8 to 12 metres).

Planks—2-inch by 11-inch, 2y2-inch by 11-inch, 3-inch by 11-inch,

and 13 to 26 feet in length to be cut up locally into deckings.

Boards—iy2-inch, 1-inch, 1%-inch, 2-inch, 3-inch and 4-inch by
11-inch and upwards in width and 12 feet in length.

Possibilities of Increased Sale

It has been thought that Douglas fir might be imported to sup-

pknt the extended use of pitch pine from the Southern States. Pitch

pine is used chiefly in Westfalia and along the Rhine for exterior

work, sash, doors, etc. It is about) ten per cent, dearer than Douglas
fir, and the practice of exporters filling orders from a number of mills

leads often to lack of uniformity in quality. On the other hand it

has not been found possible to induce those using pitch pine lumber
to accept any other wood as a substitute. It is valued on account of

its resinous and good keeping qualities and ease of working. Import-
ers are therefore skeptical as to the possibility of Douglas fir being

able to supplant pitch pine in the near future, although it was pointed

out that, with the increasing shortage of exportable surplus supplies

of pitch pine from the United States, German users would gradually
have to adopt substitutes for this wood.

The increased use of Douglas fir for constructional purposes also

does not offer any great prospects in the immediate future. Before
the war Douglas fir was favored to a certain extent for building pui--

poses where special strength was required, such as in the erecting of

factories, mills, etc. It should be remembered, however, that timber
is not used to any great degree in Germany for heavy constructional

purposes, and that therefore the possibility of obtaining Douglas fir

lumber in large specifications is not the factor of such importance
as in the ease of other markets where wood is more generally used.

Accessibility of Baltic Supplies

The prospects for the sale of Eastern Canadian spruce and other

lu,mber to the German market are chiefly influenced by the accessi-

bility of large supplies of similar woods in the countries surrounding
the Baltic. Sweden, Finland, Norway, the Baltic States and Russia
produce the greatest varieties of lumber, to which German users have
become accustomed. These countries can ship their timber cheaply
and quickly to the leading German ports, from whence it is distributed

through the rivers and canals to consuming centres. The system of

grading lumber and the brands adopted by Baltic exporters are fur-

ther factors operating against the importation of Eastern Canadian
lumber at the present time. In addition to the Baltic supplies, Ger-

many also imports large quantities of pit props, sleepers and sawn
lumber from Czecho-Slovakia and Austria.

Uniform inQuality
DOUGLAS FIR

SPRUCE

HEMLOCK
CEDAR

Our Modern Electric Mill is Situated in

the Heart of the "Green Timber," one of

the Finest Stands in British Columbia.

WRITE US YOUR ENQUIRIES

Telegrams: NEW WESTMINSTER, B. C.

KING-FARRIS LUMBER CO., LTD.
Mill: KINGS, B. C. Office: NEWTON, B. C.

Prairie Representative

:

J. O. Thorpe, Fort Garry Hotel, WINNIPEG
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Henry Ford Builds World's Largest

Wood Chemical Plant
By Rev. William L. Stidger

DETROIT, May 25.
—"Few people realize what a large part of the

raw supplies of al industry comes from our forests," said Mr. Ford

to me.

"We depend upon our forest holdings for all chemical products,

nearly. Just now we are building the largest wood chemical plant in the

world up in the Iron Mountain country in Michigan."

"That is news in itself; the mere fact that you are building the

largest wood chemical plant in the world," I said.

"I guess we haven't talked much about it," answered Mr. Ford. "It

just seemed the logical and natural and necessary thing to do, so we
decided one day to do it, and a few days later we started."

"You see, we have 421,000 acres of timber lands in Michigan and

150,000 acres in Kentucky. Our saw mills in Michigan, which are the

largest and most complete of their kind, have a yearly capacity of 300,-

000,000 feet of timber.

"You will soon devastate the forests, won't you?"

"Devastate timber lands? We are the strongest conservation force

in this state. We only cut down trees that are twelve inches and over.

We clean out the underbrush and waste, the fallen limbs, old logs, debris,

cart it to our chemical plant and untilize the waste ; at the same time make

the forest clear so that wasteful forest fires are impossible.

"How often does that mean that you cut the forests over?"

"We will cut the forests every fifty years," said Mr. Ford quite

simply, as if he himself expected to be here and see the next cutting.

"There will be more timber on our land in fifty years than there is

today. Timber increases under proper methods."

I have planned to know Mr. Ford's mind quite well enough to know

that he plans and works as if we were immortal. He does not cake time

into consideration. His own span of life never concerns him.

"WE will cut the forests over every fifty years' 'is a phrase that

sums up one of the most dominant characteristics of this man. He is

building for service and not for self.

"What do you get out of those trees when you put them through

your great chemical plant?" I asked him.

"First of all, we take the good timber and make our wooden parts

for the Ford car. No lumber is shipped as mere lumber. It is all planed

into parts and the parts shipped to. all of our plants from our saw mills.

Second, we get our great supply of charcoal here in our chemical plant.

Third, we get our alcohol, acetate of lime and all the chemicals chat are

by-products of wood."

Makes Own Paper

"And your paper?"

"Yes, we make our own paper and packing boxes. But most of it is

made from the waste of our offices and factories in Detroit. We have

our own paper mill at the River Rouge. But after a while we shall have

our own pulp mill and make our own paper."

"And most of this timber used is waste timber?" I asked again to

be sure that I heard aright.

"Yes, the fallen branches, the underbrush, the logs and waste. We
use it all."

One of the things o which Mr. Ford is proudest is his new type of

a lumber camp. In the old days a lumber camp was about the most

unwholesome, unsanitary and unhappy place on earth. But Mr. Ford

has built great camps with his usual genius for cleanliness and order,

that are like city clubs in their convenience and comforts. Every camp
has electric lights, fine baths, good cooks, reading rooms, private bed-

rooms and sanitary and comfortable surroundings.

Filth Thing of the Past

'The old day of filth in lumber camps is past," Mr. Ford said.

"Men want conveniences and comforts ever more up here in the woods
than in a city. They need them more to make up for the lack of life

that a city provides."

"Are you expecting to develop waterpower in the Iron Mountain
area?" Tasked.

"We are. In fact, already have plans drawn. We shall centre our

chemical experimental work, our reduction of wood to its by-products,

our iron ore deposits, the making of our wooden parts, our slate deposits

and our conservation program in Michigan."

"How much actual wood goes into a Ford car?" I asked.

"It takes about 250 board feet of lumber for every Ford car that

we make. That means about one good sized hardwood tree. A million

Fords then need a million trees back of them."

"That's quite a little forest in itself ; one million trees and one million

Fords."

"Yes, but we require two million trees a }'ear
;
nobody knows what

a large part forests play in our industry until they begin a careful inves-

tigation."

"What led you into buying your own forests?"

Price Too High

"We were forced to get hold of forests for the same reason that

we have been forced from time to time to develop our own raw products

when we would much rather buy them. Following the war the lumber

companies charged us most exorbitant prices. So I just decided to protect

the Ford buyers in the future by getting our own lumber resources."

"Our lumber prospect is like a great cutting wedge in form," said a

Ford engineer. "The cutting edge is the lumber camp which is way up

the peninsula four miles north of Sidnaw. That is the cutting edge of

our forest operations. There we have about a hundred men cutting

down the selected trees and caring for the debris and waste. It is there

that the fine camps are located. Back of the lumber camps are the saw

mills and the kilns that treat the wood, and back of them the moving

on continuous tracks, just like the assembly principle in the factories, the

wooden parts of the Ford are made and shipped to Detroit. The cutting

edge is the lumber camp and the thing gets larger and larger as it backs

out of the woods to Detroit. It is a great chisel."

Mr. Ford tells me that there was thirty pounds of water in the wood
of the average Ford car. He is always striving to reduce the weight of

the car and he hopes sometime to be able to eliminate this weight.

Mr. Ford from the beginning of this industry saw that his business

was based on four great natural products : the soil, the water, the coal

and the wood, that the earth yields. Carefully, like a pioneer, he sent his

» scouts out to survey the forests just as he is now sending them out to

survey the waterpower of America. Seeing ten years ahead of his peers

he is ready when the hour strikes. His entire industry had four corner-

stones and they are eternally secure from attack. Nor Wall Street, war

upheaval, panic or revolution can budge the temple he has builded in the

industrial world. Why? Because it is on the four strongest foundation

stones that industry can build on : Soil, water, power, coal and timber.

k
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Sailings/h?/^Vancouver

To Liverpool, London, Rotterdam and Antwerp—Loch Goil, Royal
Mail Steam Packet Co., late June or Early July.

To Manchester (via Panama Canal)—Ilowick Hall, Manchester
,i( Lines Ltd., June 6.

P To Rotterdam, London and Antwerp—Dreehtydyk, Royal Mail
Steam Packet Co., first half of June.

To Auckland, Sydney, Melboure and Adelaide—Canadian Scot-
tish, Canadian Government Merchant Marine, June 20.

To Honolulu, Suva, Auckland and Sydney—Niagara, Canadian-
Australasian Royal Mail Line, June 1; Makura, Canadian-Australasian
Royal Mail Line, June 29.

To Wellington, Melbourne, Adelaide and Sydney—Waiotapu,
Canadian-Australasian Royal Mail Line, June 3.

To India—Canadian Winner, Canadian Government Merchant
Marine, June 20.

To Kobe, Shanghai, Hong Kong and Manila—Grace Dolar Cana-
dian Robert Dollar Co., June 10.

To Yokohama, Kobe, Moji, Shanghai and Manila—Manila Maru,
Empire Shipping Co., June 6.

To Yokohama, Kobe, Shanghai and Hong Kong—Empress of
Canada, Canadian Pacific Steamships Ltd., June 28.

, To Yokohama, Kobe, Moji and Shanghai—Manila Maru, Osaka
I Shosen Kaisha, June 6.

To Yokohama, Kobe, Mioji, Dairen, Shanghai and Hong Kong

—

Africa Maru, Empire Shipping Co., June 12.

To Yokohama, Kobe, Moji, Shanghai and Hong Kong (also calls

at Dairen, Manchuria)—Africa Maru,- Osaka Shosen Kaisha, June 12.

To okohama, Kobe, Hong Kong and Manila—Protesilaus, Blue
. Funnel Line, June 14; Achilles, Blue Funnel Line, July 12.

To Yokohama and Kobe—Toyama Maru, Nippon Yusen Kaisha,
June 22; Hakata Maru, Nippon Yusen Kaisha, July 13.

To Yokohama, Kobe, Shanghai and Bombay—Canadian Winner,
Canadian Government Merchant Marine, June 20 ; Canadian Trans-
porter, Canadian Government Merchant Marine, June 30.

German Market for Douglas Fir

(Continued from page 19)

Methods of Distribution

The trade with Germany in overseas lumber is largely handled

by commision agents or brokers. These brokers as a rule work with

timber brokers in Great Britain and direct with overseas exjiorters.

The leading American shippers of pitch pine, cypress and hardwoods

have their representatives in Germany. In addition to the commis-

sion brokers there are large timber merchants and dealers, who fre-

quently import direct as well as through the commission houses. In

the interior the large timber firms, who operate sawmills, also deal in

imported lumber, which they buy either direct or through the agents.

The commission brokers work for a commission of 5 to 8 per cent,

and guarantee the accounts. The usual terms are cash against docu-

ments.

Hamburg is the chief distributing centre for North American

lumber, followed by Bremen. Emden is important for the pitch pine

trade and for other lumber imported for the Rhineland. For Douglas

fir, Hamburg is by far the most important centre and the sliipl)uilding

yards at Stettin, Kiel, Lubeck and even Danzig draw their supplies

from this port.

At the present time wood prices in Germany are higher than in

other countries, and while this is tending to favor importation it is

also I'estricting the use of lumber to a great extent.

Firms seeking inforlnation regarding British

Columbia timber resources and manufacturing

facilities are urged to write "Information

Editor," Western Lumberman, 519 Winch

Building.

6iShay" Geared Locomotives
The "Shay" Locomotive has for

years been rendering maximum Ser-
vice to British Columbia logging oper-
ators. They have found its lines of

sturdy construction insure all year
round efficiency.

THEY DELIVER THE GOODS"

YOUR NEXT LOCOMOTIVE-^SHAY
Hofius Steel and Equipment Company

Seattle, Wash.
Representatives for Western British Columbia

Tyee Machinery Company, Ltd.

59

HOFIUS-FERRIS EQUIPMENT CO
Spokane, Wash.

STEWART BROS. CO.
Portland, Ore.

VANCOUVER BRITISH COLUMBIA

1.
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ITS A

WONDER
AS A

rire Fighter

Over

160

of the

Units

Used in

B. C.

^ Has stood the test of time.

H The only FOUR CYCLE Forest Fire

Unit in Canada.

^ Guaranteed to deliver water to an alti-

tude of from 200 to 250 feet

^ Two inch suction, one and a half dis-

charge.

Witte Log Saw
Throttling Governor Engine

FOUR (4) CYCLE PRICE $160.00

BURNS ANY KIND OF FUEL EXCEPT CRUDE OIL.

"THE ENGINE AND SAW WITH THE PEP"

Wonder Pump and Engine Co.
LIMITED

155 Cordova Street West

Industry

Snapshots

Sitka Spruce

will help old Mother Britain

rule the air. Negotiations are go-

ing forward for regular supplies

from Prince Rupert for use in

aeroplane manufacture in Eng-
land and Gibraltar.

* ^

Mining- Industry

when prosperous, calls for B. C
woods. Being filled this week is

an order for 4,000,000 feet of B.

C. fir for mine timbers.

* *

H. R. MacMillan Laughed

when a reporter at Prince Ru-
pert asked him how long the de-

mand from Japan and the Orient

would contiinie. "If I knew," he

told the scribe, "there is no doubt
1 eould get in and make a for-

tune."
* * *

Jn the Fraser Valley
nine new mills, cutting second

growth timber chiefly, have open-

ed np during the past few weeks.

* * *

Settlers Are Prosperous

in the small centres as a result

of the activity in the industry,

(iood wages at the mills augment
the earnings from the scattered

clearings.

Spruce is to Aeroplanes

what steel is to automobiles,

according to Cornelius V^nder-
bilt, who writes for the Amerieau
l^apers. Japan is trying to securer

control of spruce areas in Oregon
and British Columbia, Vanderbilt
alleges. He says that Japan in^

tends to rule the air with a miglitj

fleet of aeroplanes, the wood foF

which will be secured on the Pa-

cific Coast.

Forest Fire Fighting Brought Up to Date

Vancouver, B.C.

Once upon a time they fought
forest fires with pails of water,
with old sacks and Avith shovels.

In those days man's efforts were
puny indeed, in the face of the

Demon of Destruction. It re-

nuiined for a British Columbia
fir mto harness science in the

great work of saving the forests.

As a result of this firm's contri^

bution to the cause of conserva-
tion much of the terror has been
taken from forest fires.

Vancouver has the distinction

of Iieing the only place on the

American continent in which is

mnaufactured a portable forest

fire-fighting combined gas engine
ami pump that has a foui'-cyele

engine. The "Wonder forest .fire

unit," which is the name given to

the equipment, is made by the
Wonder Pump & Engine Co. Ltd.,

1.55 Cordova Street West.

Orinigally guaranteed to de-

velop 80 lbs. to 90 lbs. pump pres-

sure, eijual to a guaranteed head
of 200 feet, experience by the
Forestry Department officials has
demonstrated the fact that it ac-

tually yields a much higher pres-

sure. At Nelson with serial num-
ber 105 the pump developed 135
lbs., equal to 310 feet, or 120 lbs.

to a quarter-inch nozzle. This
test, along with many others, was
made by Mr. James H. Blake,
mechanical inspector for the For-
estry Department of B. C.

The unit can readily be handled
by two men and in case of fire is

ready at a moment's notice to de-

liver a volume of water with suf-

ficient force to make it an impor-

tant factor in the procteetion of

logging camps, mills, lumber
yards, etc. It weighs 200 lbs. and
the base, crank case and water
jacket are made of aluminum. It

is constructed with a removable
fly-wheel which, ready for transr-

portation, reduced the main load

to 125 lbs.

The engine is of the single-

cylinder four-cycle type, equipped
with a high-tension magneto and
impulse started and has a speed
of from 600 to 850 revolutions per

minute. Consumption of oil and
gas is very light owing to the

four-cycle construction, calling

only for the use of from one-

quarter to one-half gallon of gas.

Of the gear type, the pump has

solid bronze gears with a capacity

of from 4 Oto 50 gallons per

miiuite. It has a two-inch suction

and one and one-half inch dis-

charge, while the combined unit

is guaranteed to deliver water to

an altitude of from 200 fo 250 feet

through 1000 feet of one and one-

half inch discharge hose.

There are 74 of these fire-fight-

ing engines and pumps in use by
the Provincial Forestry Depai't-

ment, while in various places in

British Columbia upwards of an-

other 90 are i;sed by private firms

for fire-fighting purposes. There
are over 250 in use, covei'ing East-

ern Canada and the States of

Washington, Oregon and Cali-

fornia.
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Our Connected Logging Trucks
IMPROVED IN IMPORTANT FEATURES TO GIVE GREATER

STRENGTH, ECONOMY, EFFICIENCY

Although our air-equipped logging

trucks have held first place on the Coast
as standard logging equipment, we have
been alert to make important improve-
ments from time to time to meet new con-

ditions. Here are some recent improve-
ments:

Steel I-beams are sandwiched in between
the timbers and carried back through the

bunk, strengthening the sills at their weak-
est point and providing a steel anchorage
for the draft rigging. This makes it im-

possible for the draft lugs to get loose by
splitting the timbers or shearing the bolts.

The BUNKS and CHOCKS have also

been made stronger and heavier.

Our type of construction, being a com-

bination of Bunk, Brackets and Centre

Plate, has proved high in efficiency. Such

construction eliminates the carrying of any

part of the load on the timbers.

The TRUCK CONSTRUCTION is also

important.

The diamond arch-bar type, or the solid

steel Bettendorff side frame, is more flex-

ible than the solid steel frame, owing to

the location of the springs under the bol-

ster, which permits the truck to adjust
itself on an uneven track or in taking the

rise of an elevated rail at the dump.

PACIFIC
I
CAR & FOUNDRY CO.

General Offices: Alaska Bldg., Seattle, U.S.A.

VANCOUVER EQUIPMENT CO., Canadian Representative, Bank of Nova Scotia Bldg, Vancouver, B. C.

The New Marion Gasoline Electric Shovel

AS

NOISELESS

AND

EASY

OF CONTROL

AS

A STREETCAR

Consider These!

No Fire Risk!

No Fuel Transport!

No Water Supply!

Smaller Crew!

Real Economy!

Ample Power!

Travels Anywhere

!

Etc., Etc.

for LOGGING RAILROAD CONSTRUCTION
You incur neither expense nor obligation to let us give you fullest information.

It will pay you to investigate this Remarkable Shovel

VANCOUVER MACHINERY DEPOT, LIMITED
1155 Sixth Avenue West Vancouver, B. C.

Representing Marion Steam Shovel Co., Marion Ohio.
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fromVancouver Island

PROTECTS ALBERNI'S SHIPPING

A new buoy has been established on the edge of a shoal extend-

ing eastward from the western bank of Alberni Canal at the first

narrows, as a further aid to navigation. Owing to the large number

of ocean-going vessels that are now calling here for lumber, and the

prospect of the number being largely increased in the near future,

when the local mills will be running night and day to meet the demand,

the authoi-ities are taking more interest in our local waterways than

they have done hitherto. The S.S. Skagway is at the export wharf

of the Alberni Pacific Lumber Co. Ltd., loading a cargo of lumber for

San Pedro, Cal.

OIL VESSEL TAKES LUMBER CARGO ON RETURN

The El Line steamer El Abeto is at Esquimalt from San Pedro,

bringing in another cargo of fuel oil for the Esquimalt & Nanaimo

Railway tanks. Messrs. E. White & Sons are the agents. After dis-

charging her cargo the El Abeto will leave for Vancouver and the

Queen Charlotte Islands. She is one of the El Line carriers engaged

in carrying oil north and spruce lumber south. The latter is secured

at Buckley Bay in the rough and taken to Los Angeles, Avhere it is

manufactui'ed into the finished product.

LUMBER FOR NEW YORK

The Dollar Line steamer Melville Dollar left Nanoose with 600,000

feet of lumber for New York.

Lumber Company Buys Big Boats to Help Trade

Of more than ordinary interest, particularly to lumbermen, is

the announcement from New York that the Weyerhauser Luniber Com-

pany will put on its own line of steamers intercoastal. Several mills

in British Columbia are very closely associated with the operations of

this big lumber company.

The announcement states that to secure reliable and uninter-

rupted steamship transportation of lumber between its Pacific Coast

lumber mills and its huge distributing yards in Baltimore, the Weyer-
hauser Timber Company has started a steamship line of its own. The
company has already purchased from the United States Shipping

Board the huge 11,000-ton steel freighters Pomona and Hanley, which
are reported to be among the finest of the vessels owned by the board.

Other purchases will probably follow these.

The Pomona and Hanley now are being operated by the Pacific

Steamship Company, the Admiral line, in the Seattle-Oriental trade.

They are sister ships in every particular. The vessels will be operated
from the Everett offices of the Weyerhauser Timber Company and
will be used for eastbound transportation of Weyerhauser lumber and
westbound transportation of general cargo from the east coast for

west coast distribution.

Timber Wealth of Vancouver Island

Alfred C. Carmichael, president of the Real Estate Board ql

Victoria, recently discussed the various possibilities of the natural

resources of Vancouver Island. Mr. Carmichael, speaking of timber,

said that a knowledge of its value is most encouraging. He pointed out

that it is common knowledge that on the Island stands one of the

big world timber reserves. From the compilation made by Messrs.

H. N. Whiteford and R. D .Craig, and published by the Commission of

Conservation in the Dominion of Canada, the timber on Vancouver
!

Island is estiniated at 117,000,000,000 feet, of which 55,000,000,000

is situated on the West Coast.

Mr. Carmichael declared that the full development of this gi-eat

resource cannot now be long delayed, and in its development Victoria

must benefit. The timber standing in the Renfrew and Esquimalt
district contiguous to Victoria is estimated by the same authorities at

12,000,000,000 feet of logable timber, and in addition there are said to
|

be 742,000,000 feet of piling, poles and pulp wood.
"Messrs. Whiteford and Craig, on the Commission of Conserva-

tion of the Dominion, estimates the available land suitable for success-

ful cultivation on Vancouver Island, when the timber is removed, at

681,000 acres. Muc hof this area is suitable for the production of

berry fruits," pointed out Mr. Carmichael.

VESSELS SAILING FROM VICTORIA I

To Honolulu, Suva, Auckland and Sydney—Niagara, June 2;
Makura, June 30, both of the Canadian-Australasian Royal Mail Line.

To Manila (via Oriental Ports)—Admiral, Pacific Steamship Com-
pany, every twelve days, June 10.

To Yokohama, Kobe, Shanghai, Hong Kong and Manila—President
Grant, Admiral Oriental Line, June 7; President Madison, Admiral
Oriental Line, Junt 17

;
Emj^ress of Canada, Canadian Pacific Steam-

ships Ltd., June 28.

To Yokohama, Kobe, Moji, Dairen, Shanghai and Hong Kong

—

Africa Maru, Osaka Shosen Kaisha, June 22.

To Yokohama, Kobe, Moji, Shanghai and Manila—Manila Maru,
Osaka Shosen Kaisha, June 16.

To Yokohama, Kobe, Nagasaki, Shanghai and Hong Kong—Kaga
Maru, Nippon Yusen Kaisha, June 12 ;

Empress of Asia, Canadian
Pacific Steamships Ltd., June 14 ;

lyo Maru, Nippon Yusen Kaisha,

Jupne 30 ; Shidzuoka Maru, Nippon Yusen Kaisha, July 16.

To Yokohama, Kobe, Nagasaki, Shanghai and Hong Kong—Kaga
Maru, June 12 ;

lyo Maru, June 30—botli of the Nippon Yusen Kaisha.

Sash and Doors

There has been neither an expansion nor a diminiition in sash and
door demand in the Middle West of late. Trade continues in about
the same volume, with city building operations making heavier de-

mands upon the sash and door mills than is dealer buying in the

country districts.

City building operations are now getting well under way for the
spring and summer; as this season progresses building activity will

increase. Building permit figures already issued this year indicate

a year of great building activity; operations are now being widely
begun, after having been delayed unusually long by adverse weather
conditions.

Country business is not heavy ; while there are a few sash and
door manufacturers and distributors in this market who have noted a

slight expansion in demand during the last couple of weeks, on the

whole country sash and door trade continues in approximately the

same volume in this market' as for the last three or four weeks. When
farmers have time to devote to building, a little later in the summer,
there will be an appreciable increase in sash and door demand. Cur-

rent orders call principally for odd work, indicating that more repair-

ing than building is being done this this spring in the farming areas.

A few of the mills in this market are receiving a good volume of

jobbing orders from eastern mills overcrowded with work. Estimators
are busy; these departments in some of the local mills are unable to

take care of the large volume of inquiries.

Prices in this market remain firm and unchanged; the advance in

eastern markets has not been reflected in the markets of the mid-west.
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"Safety First" —
Hu2:h B. Gilmour's Watchword

Hugh B. Gilmour, of the Workmen's Compensation Board Safety

Department, has completed a tonr of mills and logging railways on the

northern portion of Vancouver Island. Mr. Gilmour was accompanied

by R. W. Mclntyre, Railway Phigineer, and Inspector Win. Rae.

"In the many years I have been in British Columbia I have never

seen so much prosperity in the lumber industry," said Mr. Gilmour

on his return to Vancouver. "Every man I met was busy and every

mill was going to full capacity."

Mr. Gilmour, as thou-

sands of his friends know, is

one of the most efficient

mechanical experts in West-

ern Canada. His many years

as master mechanic for the

C. P. R. at Vancouver and

his broad experience in the

outfitting of mills and log-

ging operations, fit him ad-

mirably for the work he now
has in hand.

"Yes, I am in the Safety

Department of the Board,"

said Mr. Gilmour, "and we
believe in preventing acci-

dents
;
saving the man from

the injury is the best kind

of compensation. Why should

we pay him 65 per cent of

his wages when a little fore-

sight will make it possible

for him to continue unim-

paired in his earning capac-

ity?"

"I am glad to say," said Mr. Gilmour, "that the mills I inspected

on the Island are for the most part very well managed and every

precaution is atken to protect life and limb of the men."

Mr. Gilmour and his party first proceeded to Bloedel, Stewart &
Welch's camp and inspected the railway and logging operations at

Myrtle Point. They then went to Brooks, Scanlon & O'Brien's camp

at Stillwater. They inspected the Dollar camp, 12 miles from Union

Bay, and went over the Bloedel, Stewart & Welch camp at Union Bay,

and following that inspected the McDonald shingle mill at Fanny Bay.

"At Union Bay," said Mr. Gilmour, "I found a Chinaman build-

ing a railway. He has a three years' cut nine miles from Union Bay,

and is building two miles of raihvay between the E. & N. Railway

and the beach. His name is Sing Chung and he is a very progressive

and neterprising man, even if he is a Chinaman."

"After inspecting the Canadian Collieries (Dunsmuir) Ltd. rail-

way and shops, Mr. Gilmour and his associates went on to the Gwilt

sawmill and shingle mill at Courtenay. They found this concern

running at full capacity, with many orders on hand which they

are unable to fill. At McDonald & Murphy's camp, six miles from

Campbell River, they found great activity also.

The international Logging Company at Campbell River they

found engaged upon the construction of a new spiir line, which will

give them nearly 25 miles of railway when completed. At Qualicura

Beach they inspected the Wilson railway and sawmills and also the

property of the Lake Lumber Company.

Mr. Hugh B. Gilmour

Workmen's Compensation Board of B. C.

One of the pleasing features of Mr. Gilmour's trip was his inter-

view with the veteran sawmill man, the Hon. W. C. Wells, whose

place is between Hilliard and Campbell Lake. Although 80 years of

age, Mr. Wells, who was one time Minister of Lands for B, C, is still

active.

At Port Alberni Mr. Gilmour went over the Alberni Pacific hnm-
ber Company's railway and mills and inspected a number of smaller

sawmills there. He then called at the Bainbridge sawmill, where he

found Messrs. Hoard & Elherty engaged to capacity.

Mr. Gilmour is rounding out his seventh year of service to the

public, on the Workmen's Compensation Board. Although he has the

reputation of being very firm in enforcing safety first rules, he has

retained the high esteem of the millmen and loggers, which he has

enjoyed for 35 years in British Columbia.

Lumber Co. Puts On Boats for Own Service

The Transmarine Corporation announces by circular its entry

into the intercoastal trade with 13 steamers, which will maintain a

weekly service. The first sailing Avill be the steamer Surailco out of

Port Newark, New York harbor, une 12. Ports of call will be Los

Angeles, San Francisco, Oakland, Seattle and Tacoma, and Vancouver

if freight offers. Entry of the Transmarine lines makes a total of 16

steamship companies operating under the United States flag in this

trade. Allocating 13 vessels to the service will make the Transmarine

lines the fourth company in the number of ships under its operation

and will place it in a position to compete with any of the larger lines.

Following the Surailco, the corporation will dispatch a vessel from

Port Newark every Tuesday.

How Do You Advertise?

Almost any time now the city newspapers will be starting their

home-builders' feature page and soliciting contractors for space. And,

as usual, builders will take a two-inch card to say "estimates cheer-

fully given."

If you are paying for newspaper space why not make it produc-

tive? Tell the people something. Use a little printed salesmanship.

Increase the space—pay for a good shout instead of two whispers and
insert a real advertisement. Th newspapers, as a rule, will furnish

suitable cuts.

"April showers bring May flowers," we are told, but it is going

to take more than April advertising to bring May business. Adver-

tising is a somewhat slow educative process. Your message TODAY
helps to drive home the one of YESTERDAY and of last month. You
have to keep at it, and also to use the good informative advertising,

if you are looking for results.

It's not so much DO you advertise as HOW do you advertise.

An attractive ad wil stand out and make people think. It costs a trifle

more than a card space would, but the attention it gets is well worth

the extra cost.

It is going to ])e a fight for business this suunner, and the builders

who fight the hardest are going to get the cream of the business. A
series of well-planned advertisements WILL bring x'esults.
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Ross & Howard Iron Works Co., Ltd.

Iron & Brass

Founders

Blacksmiths

Boilermakers

Bolts and Nuts, Sleigh Shoeing, Smokestacks, Bridge Rods, Logging and Lumber Trucks, Shafting,

Transmission, Etc., Marine, Logging and Sawmill Machinery, Structural Steel.

Foot Woodland Drive VANCOUVER, B.C. Telephone: Highland 106

Do You Spend or Invest?

THE advertiser can spend his appropriation blindly with-

out proper precaution to put his message in the right

place, or he can make every dollar an investment.

risk.

If he bu3^s circulation by verified figures he eliminates

Western Iinberman
' " Representing the Lumbering and Woodworking interests of

British Columbia, Alberta, Saskatchewan and Manitoba

insures your investment through its A. B, C. report, an inde-

pendent audit showing where and how our circulation is

distributed.

YOU CAN TAKE THE RISK OUT OF ADVERTISING

The Rat Portage Lumber Co., Limited, Vancouver
Manufacturers of

DOUGLAS FIR, SPRUCE AND HEMLOCK
WE SPECIALIZE IN 1/4

SCANT SIZED DIMEN-

SION, ALSO DIMEN-

SION AND BOARDS IN

THE ROUGH.

FLOORING, CEILING, SIDING, INTERIOR AND EXTERIOR
FINISH OF ALL KINDS INCLUDING MOULDINGS

Rough Kiln Dried and Green Clear Fir in All Sizes

Boards, Shiplap and Dimension

ROUGH TIMBERS UP TO 90 FEET LONG
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Mr. Bloedel Discusses Tariff on
British Columbia Logs

By J. H. Bloedel, President Bloedel, Stewart & Welch,
Vancouver, B. C.

When the present tarit¥ bill became a law the anomalous situation

\

presented itself of a duty on logs, the raw material, while allowing lum-

ber, the manufactured product, to come into American markets free from

Canada. Here the height of inconsistency was reached. Congress per-

mitted Canadian lumber to come in free, but imposed a duty of $1.00 per

1000 feet on Canadian logs, thus apparently of its own volition hastening

i

the transfer of sawmilling interests to the Canadian side where their taxes

1
and labor will all go for the upbuilding of Canada. If American mills

must indefinitely continue to pay this $1.00 per 1000 feet tariff on saw

logs, and yet compete with Canada on free lumber and shingles, it will

1 eventually result in new mills being built on the Canadian side instead of

I

the American side. By the admission of logs free of duty from Canada

I
we could bring our manufacturers' raw material into the United States,

I

and thereby furnish employment for our own labor, add to the property

I
actually existing here and taxable in the United States, and help extend

I

the time when the price of lumber, shingles and other wood products will

I

become abnormally high in the United States because of the scarcity of

standing timber.

r With our tidewater mills competing with the Canadian mills, not only

in the domestic but in the world market as well, any limitations in the

' source of raw material is a serious matter. A great majority of the saw-

j

mills on Puget Sound buy their logs in the open market. Only a small

I

proportion of these mills own their own standing timber. The water-

I ways are such that logs can be towed across the border very conveniently

and safely. There never before has been a tariff on saw logs in the his-

;
tory of either country, and there is no more reason for it now than there

: has been for the past 1 50 years.

A Convenient Log Supply

;
There are many lumber and shingle mills north of Seattle on Puget

j

Sound that find it more convenient to bring in their log supply from

' Canada than from points in the United States. These mills are now being

greatly hampered and restricted in their raw material market. This con-

dition is particularly true of the shingle mills. The cedar log supply on

' the American side has been rapidly diminishing for the past few years,

;
and to take its place our shingle mills have been drawing from 80,000,000

1 to 100,000,000 feet of cedar logs per annum from Canada. To a lesser

1 extent this same condition is true of the importation of hemlock, spruce

and fir logs which enter into the manufacture of ordinary building lumber,

boxes and pulp wood. If it is to be the settled and definite policy of the

government to maintain a log duty, it will be to the advantage of the

millmen to build new mills in Canada and operate there. The supply of

. raw material is greater there for many years to come, while it is gradually

;

declining in the State of Washington, and especially on Puget Sound.
' The only way to handle this situation so long as the manufactured product

1

is free, would be to equalize the price of raw material by the reasonable

j

free interchange or movement of saw logs. Under conditions as they are

' now, Canadian manufacturers send their manufactured lumber into our

H markets. Sawmills and shingle mills in this state are the only mills of
'

that character in the world (excepting Oregon, Idaho and Montana)

M that have an eight-hour day, and they pay the highest wages per hour of

|i any mills in the world. British Columbia mills run nine hours and their

I men are paid less per hour than ours. With the highest efficiency it is

! impossible in a logging camp or sawmill to produce as much in eight

;

hours as our competitors can in nine.

Passed as Measure of Protection

One of the motives influencing the Ways and Means Committee to

put logs on the dutiable list was to protect Puget Sound loggers against

the dumping of Canadian logs. This was an error, as Canadian logs are

not dumped in this market. While British Columbia has some export

restrictions regarding its raw material, yet the policy of the provincial

government is to permit the exportation into the state of Washington of

surplus logs as fast as they accumulate. The total importation of logs

from Canada for 1922 was 142,661,461 feet, of which 97,972,550 were
from crown granted lands, which are at all times freely exportable, and
44,688,911 feet from licensed lands under existing permit. The export
committee is constantly in ses.sion and will grant export permits whenever
necessity for it is shown.

It has always been a part of the national policy of Canada to embargo
timber on lands under government control. Approximately 90 per cent,

of British Columbia timberlands are under provincial license on which
there is a continuous embargo against exportation which is only lifted on
permits granted when a surplus exists. Not much over 10 per cent are

crown lands which are exportable without embargo. However, the policy

of the provnicial government has been to permit the exportation into the

State of Washington of surplus logs as fast as they accumulate, and these

logs are necessary that our mills be assured of a continuous and adequate
supply. British Columbia authorities prior to 1915 waited until a large

quantity of logs accumulated then withdrew their restrictions and flooded

the American market, which was no doubt a detriment to our logging
interests. This policy has since been changed to one of granting permits
on the request of exporters for the exportation of such logs as may be

a surplus in their own waters, and this is only right and proper as no
country will export other than its .surplus product.

The supply of available timber in the United States is being consumed
much more rapidly than it is being reproduced. Canada, on the other

hand, has a large quantity of standing timber, the natural market for the

products of which at the present time is within the borders of the United
States, because of the much greater population of the United States as

compared with Canada, and consequent larger demand for timber and
wood products. We have heard a great deal in recent years regarding
conservation of our timber supply in the United States. It is well known
that many years is required to grow mature timber—hundreds of years in

the Northwest, where the bulk of our timber resources are located.

Therefore, in view of our diminishing supply and the great length of time
to reproduce, it would seem wise to admit free of duty that raw material

which should by the very nature of things be conserved.

Application for Reduction Made

The lumber manufacturers of the State of Washington have made an
application to the President, through the Tarifif Commission, for a reduc-

tion of 50 per cent of this duty, as provided by law. The situation has

become acute by reason of the severe log shortage that has existed on
Puget Sound waters since the beginning of the year. The increased pro-

duction of the mills has prevented any surplus from accumulating. More
recent labor agitation has tended to restrict production. The present I.

W. W. strike has further reduced the output, and may in fact necessitate

the closing of some of the mills. During the same period there has been

a surplus of saw logs on the Canadian side, but with the handicap of

$1.00 per 1000 feet duty imjiosed by the Fordney-McCumber Tariff Act,

logs are now listed in Canada at $1.00 per 1000 feet below the American
price, but are actualy selling for $2.00 to $3.00 less. It seems a pity,

therefore, that American mills should be handicapped in securing the

lower priced logs because of the duty. On the other hand, it gives the

Canadian mills cheaper raw material with which to compete with us in

our American markets. Recently the California markets have been
flooded with British Columbia lumber and prices became comparatively

demoralized. This is also true in a .sense of the Atlantic seacoast market.

In other words, shutting out Canadian logs does not shut out the product
of these logs. Competition between the Canadian and American loggers

has been transferred to the Canadian and American mills, with the advan-
tage in favor of the Canadian mills because of the cheaper log supply.

This should be equalized by permitting American mills to get at least a

part of their log supply from Canadian .sources.

A bill has been introduced in the Ways and Means Committee to

restore free logs, but it will be a year or more before any action can be

taken. In the meantime, under the provisions of the tariff act permitting

the President to reduce the tariff by 50 i)er cent., every elTort should be

made before the United .Stales Tariff Commission, in view of the existing

crisis, to immediately bring about this reduction.
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M<=Clary's

NAVY RANGE
Coal or Wood

Cooking Top, 73" x 31".

Ovens, 24" x 21" x 14".

Fire Box, 26". Weight, 1,200 lbs.

Particularly suitable for use in lumber camps. The body is

built of best grade heavy steel plate, re inforced with angle iron

and closely rivetted with steel-headed rivets, giving it great

rigidity and strength.

Other Well-known McClary Camp Ranges Are the "Algoma"
and the "Chef

"See McClary's First" for Camp Ranges, Heaters and Kitchen Equipment

*fClaryS
305 Water Street - VANCOUVER, B.C.

London Toronto Montreal Winnipeg Vancouver St. John, N.B.

Hamilton Calgary Saskatoon Ednxonton
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Send Your Farm Trade This Letter

Dear Sir:

That barn of yours !

Think of it a moment—the storehouse of your farm. It holds the

rewards of your season's labor until they're marketed. A mighty
important building, you'll admit.

You Avoukln 't feel safe if it were not protected against fire

;

yet it is a fact tliat more barns are destroyed by paint neglect than

by fire—and paint's a whole lot less expensive than insurance. It is

the cheapest form of protection for YOU.
A run-down barn may require $150 to $200 to repair, when $10

or $15 spent for paint in time would have avoided most of that repair

hill.

(Name here) paint is strong and lasting, good for sides and roof,

combining two important features for you—DURABILITY aiul

ECONOMY.
You feel a fine sense of safety and security about this barn paint,

once you use it.

Call and let us tell you about it. It may preserve both your prop-

erty and your peace of mind.

Cordially yours.

Small Influence of Knots on the Stiffness and
Strength of Timbers .

I

The completion of the second year of a four-year test program
on long timber columns, in progress at the Forest Products Laboratory
at Madison, Wis., shows that knots in themselves have little influence
on the stiffness, and consequently on the strength, of the columns.

The test specimens were 12 in. by 12 in. by 24 feet, ranging from
light-weight knotty material to heavy clear material, in both Southern
Pine and Douglas Fir. The presence of a large number of knots in a
timber, however, would indicate that it came from the upper portions
of the tree whcih normally would have a lower modulus of elasticity.

Engineers and designers place a greater importance upon the
weakening effects of knots than, in the light of these tests, would be
necessary or justifiable under usual conditions met with in practice.

PUT YOUR PROBLEM UP
TO US

I

We are specialists in building locomotives.

We build all types and sizes, also all kinds of

jl

repair parts for locomotives and tenders.

Our experience puts us in a position to give

you expert advice as to what particular type

and size of locomotive is best suited to your

needs.

r Put your locomotive problem up to us

ij MONTREAL LOCOMOTIVE WORKS, LTD.
DOMINION EXPRESS BUILDING

MONTREAL, CANADA

DEPENDABLE

POWER
EQUIPMENT

The boiler room of the Imperial Oil Co. at Dartmouth, N. S.,

equipped with 8 Double Drum G. & McC. Co. Sectional Water
Tube Boilers.

In addition to the Dartmouth plant we have sup-

plied the Imperial Oil Co. with Water Tube Boilers

for their Sarnia and Regina refineries. Repeat
orders such as these are not given unless the orig-

inal installation has thoroughly demonstrated its

efficiency in every particular.

G. & McC. Co. Sectional Water Tube Boilers pro-

vide positive and rapid circulation, increased
steaming capacity and maximum overload allow-

ance.

WE BUILD
Horizontal & Vertical Steam Engines, Return
Tubular & Water Tube Boilers, Steam Turbines,
Heaters, Tanks, Pumps & Condensers. Ask for
our catalog, plans, etc., if interested.

The Goldie & McCulloch Co.
LIMITED

GALT - ONT. CANADA
Western Branch: 248 McDermot Ave., Winnipeg, Man.

B. C. Agents :—Robt. Hamilton & Co., Vancouver, B. C.
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Official Returns for 1922 of \

Covering Operations o

TIMBER SCALED
BY

DISTRICTS
1918

1919

CRANBROOK 1920
1921

1922

CARIBOO
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GEORGE

PRINCE
RUPERT

1920P
1921

1922

1918

1919

1920
1921

1922

1918

1919

1920
1921

1922

1918

1919

KAMLOOPS 1920
1921

192

NELSON

21

VERNON

1918

1919

VANCOUVER 1920|
1921

'9221

Figures indicale Millions of Feet B.M.

Conditions of the Industry

The industry during the year has given fresh indications of strength

and has more than fulfilled the predictions of a year ago. Being largely

deprived of its former local markets, it has again demonstrated the ability

to go out and secure a larger percentage of th» world's timber trade. The
off-shore business has increased 45 per cent, over 1921 and is now six

times the volume of 1917. Much of the increase went directly to the

United States markets, especially California and Atlantic seaboard, in

direct competition with material secured nearer home.
As predicted a year ago, the period of deflation has been passed and

the year has shown a steady increase in volume of business. The cut,

1,899,000,000 board-feet, is only second to the boom year of 1920. Prices

on an average were somewhat lower than in 1921, but this has been ofTset

somewhat by the cleaning-up reduction of lower grades held in yards
from previous years' business. Yard stocks have also been reduced,
especially in mountin districts.

The year 1923 would appear to of¥er more promise than ever before.

The demand remains strong, price is strengthening, and money is more
readily available for development. The grain crop, while not removing
all the difficulties of the prairie farmer, has materially helped the situa-

tion, and with the promise of a good harvest for 1923 the prairie market
should recover later in the year. The manufacturer, if he has not made a

profit, has been able to readjust his operation, so that he is now running
without. loss and is able to meet competition in the markets of the world.

It might be well at this point to sound a warning. It should e
remembered that this trade will not stand any great inflation in prii..

In the foreign markets now open British Columbia lumber will come i

keen competition with substitutes and lumber from other regions and
replaced by them, or the cost of building will be pushed so high t r

averages incomes will not be able to pay a rent sufficient to yield retu .

in the investment. Either will immediately kill the business and we m

:

needs go through another 1920 and a long, slow building-up process 3

regain the list ground. What our lumber trade now needs is tranqui v

and stead}' growth—not booms and periods of depression.

Estimated Value of Production

1919

Ft. B.M.

Lumber 31,000,000

Pulp and paper 12,554,257

Shingles 12,801,564

Boxes _ 2,142,000

Piles, poles and mine
props 1.532,448

Cordwood fence posts

and mine ties

Railway ties

Additional value con-

tributed bv woodus-
ing industry 1,720,000

Laths and other mis-

cellaneous products

Logs ex])orted

1920

Ft. B.M.

46,952,500

21,611,681

12,081,476

2.650,000

1^

1921

Ft. B.M.

33,533,000

13,500,000

7,032,000

2,000,000

1,543,087 1,479,000

5.256,520

2,0<>l,34f)

195,594

991,365

1,495,729

2.250,682

1,180,000

2,314,000

1922

Ft. B.K;

26,400,(]

12,590,0

9,750,0

1,726,0

959,0

1,187.(1

1,526,0

2,580,000 2.034,000 2,000,01

847,920

615,732

250,000

1 ,648,000

400,0

2,939,0

70,285,094 92,628,807 64,970,000 59,477,0

Water Borne Trade

The year witnessed a still further growth of our water-borne bu
ness, especially with California and the Atlantic seaboard. The total

this trade reached 273,000,000 feet, or an increase of 45 per cent. No
worthy increases were recorded in trade with Japan—72,000,000 feet,

40 per cent, over the previous year; Australia, 56.000,000, or more th

double 1921 ; and the United States, 83,000,000 feet, or over three tin-

that of the previous year.

This trade now equals 25 per cent, of the lumber produced, and
the present rate should soon rise to 40 per cent., which, if it can

maintained, will have a material efect on stabilizing conditions in t

industry. The greatest care, however, must be exercised to retain o

existing markets and not to drive these customers into other fields or

adopt substitutes.

Water Borne Lumber Trade, 1919, 1920, 1921 and 1922

1919

Ft. B.M.

Au.stralia 1,515,600

New Zealand —
South America 1,551,574

China 17,183,430

Japan 4,675,730

U. K. and Continent... 65,381,100
South Africa .5,044,672

India and Straits Set-

tlements 475,088

United States 5.259,346

Philippine and Hawai-
ian Islands 785,726

West Indies

—

South Sea Islands —
Mexico ~ —
Egypt —

1920 1921 1922

Ft. B.M. Ft. B.M. Ft. B.M.

32.218,155 27,275,928 55,949,L

4,159,099 4,553,603 4,516,8(;

5,523,102 1,317,825 3,244,7/

14,911,232 41,944,011 24,640,2(

5,990,266 52,447,160 72,339,52

61.217,805 13,592,562 12,698,3?

7,330,531 2,931,969 2,415,5C

5,619,747 8,429,403 7,249,48

4,162,845 25.553,543 83,856,5C

2,996,123 1,158,805 94,76

1,479,950 20,668 30,06

941,422 1,841,57

1,015,114

8,566,400 4,269,95

108,872,266 146,624,269 188,733,299 273,146,80
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SAW AND SHINGLE MILLS OF THE PROVINCE, 1922

>awinills. Shingle Mills. Sawmills. Shingle Mills.

FOREST

nSTRICT.

ft K

Hi

CS C O bjo

-

WHO

oi

w H O w

lariboo

ranbrook

^amloops

elson

lince George,

lince Rupert.

26

9

34

21

23

ancouver 136

44

1,215

323

680

519

550

5,748

1

11

120

595

4 75

92 14,754

19

9

2

10

2

20

26

95

295

65

355

85

621

473

45

635

otals for 1922.... 292 9,683 108 15,544 90 2,054 8 680

otals for 1921.... 289 8,912 79 10,885 78 2,029 6 788

otals for 1920.... 341 10,729 109 13,426 37 909 30

EXPORT OF B. C. LOGS DURING THE YEAR 1922

Species. Grade ITo. 1. Grade No. 2 Grade No. 3. Ungrraded. Totals.

edar 7,390,114 33,441,110 25,812,208 66,643,432

ir 3,860,485 27,791,458 7,243,737 38,895,680

pruce 569,602 4,569,217 1,737,697 816,238 7,692,754

emlock ,. 30,796,845 30,796,845

»'hite Pine 45,824 387,038 74,072 1,397,464 1,904,398

ther Species .. 28,668 158,472 62,811 5,335,652 5,585,603

otals 1922 11,894,693 66,347,295 34,930,525 38,346,199 151,518,712

otals 1921 10,457,378 42,860,296 18,524,059 18,374,774 90,216,507

DOUGLAS
FIR

SPRUCE

HEMLOCK

CEDAR

WESTERN
SOFT
PINE

LARCH

ALL
OTHER
SPECIES

SPECIES CUT
1922

1918

1919

1920
1921

1922

u)oioo o o o o o o o b oooooooooo
Figures indicate Millions of Feet B.R.

REVENUE FROM LOGGING OPERATIONS OF BRITISH COLUMBIA FOR THE YEAR 1922 (AMOUNTS CHARGED)

Royalty and Trespass Seizui-e. Scaling Scaling Scaling Scaling

Forest District. Tax. Penalties. Expenses. Expenses. Fees. Expenses. Fees. Stunipage. Total.

Vancouver and Island.. $ 844,692.10 $ 4,702.19 $ 136.35 $ 420.46 $1,288.66 .$11,424.71 $ 96,852.33 $192,475.82 $1,151,932.62

Cariboo 1,208.75 145.50 29.85 5.00 — — — 1,500.43 2,889.53

I'ranbrook 105,291.69 1,351.61 25.95 280.94 — — — 11,844.65 118,794.84

Prince Rupert 81,699.07 3,042.58 182.05 114.05 711.42 982.79 6,922.57 74,457.48 168,112.01

Nelson 42,396.44 3,257.54 1.92 125.85 — — — 23,894.52 69,676.27

Vernon 29,034.18 374.10 — — — — — 19,093.90 48,502.18

Fort George 34,913.75 — 947.68 987.42 — — — 34,720.74 71,569.59

Kamloops 10,509.78 2,053.11 3.00 — — — — 17,619.88 30,185.77

Totals $1,149,745.76 $14,926.63 $1,326.80 $1,933.72 $1,940.08 $12,407.50 $103,774.90 $375,607.42 $1,661,662.81

Totals 1921 $1,005,261.61 $14,297.39 $516.85 $769.08 $1,256.70 $11,396.11 $114,450.43 $396,303.19 $1,544,251.36

Totals 1920 $1,091,389.81 $15,284.61 $121.33 $2,677.68 $14,155.57 $10,114.36 $90,889.44 $322,828.67 $1,547,461.47
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Ceimp Supplies
LUMBERMAN ATTENTION!

Waterproof
Scale and
Lumber

Tally Sheets
and Books.

WHEN ORDERING YOUR NEXT SUPPLY OF WATER-
PROOF TALLY BOOKS OR SHEETS—GIVE US A TRIAL.
WE ARE NOW IN A POSITION TO DO OUR OWN WATER-
PROOFING AND CAN GIVE YOU EXCELLENT SERVICE.

Special Forms or
Books can be made
to meet any re-

quirement at short
notice.

THE CLARKE & STUART CO. LIMITED
SEYMOUR 3000

Wholesale and Commercial Stationers, Printers and Book Binders.

550 SEYMOUR STREET VANCOUVER, B.C.

Established 1904

< TRADE MARK >

1^
Dimond Special

STEEL
FOR

Logging Camps
and Saw Mills

We can furnish testimonials from leading

lumber firms who have adopted the use of

our steel exclusively.

Neumeyer & Dimond
82 Beaver Street NEW YORK

Box Printing and Stencil

Inks and Rollers

INKS IN ALL COLORS
AND PERMANENT

ROLLERS
"Hercules" Brand

are Unequalled

THIS PUBLICATION PRINTED
WITH OUR INKS

THE

Columbia Printing Ink

and Roller Company
Manufacturers

1063 Hamilton St. Vancouver, B.C.

THE "ORIGINAL"

HARVEY
LOGGING BOOTS

Hand-made Boots for

IiOGGEBS, MINERS,
CRUISERS AND

PROSPECTORS

FACTORY
58 CORDOVA
STREET WEST

VANCOUVER,
B. C.

Established in Vancouver Since 1897

Brass and Aluminum
Trade Checks

Steel Log Stamps, Stencils

Automatic Counters for

Counting Logs

Get Quotations from

W. W. Wilcox Manufacturing Co.
564-572 W. Randolph St. Est. 1872. Cbicago

Complete Catalogue Sent on Application

"The Pink" LoggingTools& Handles
MADE IN CANADA

Headquarters for British Empire for all Lumbering Tools. In every lum-
ber camp in Canada you'll find Pink's Famous Lumbering Tools. They are
the favorites there and have won the esteem of all woodsmen through
their superior merit. They are world-renowned and are extensively used
in Australia, New Zealand and other countries where the lumbering indus-
try thrives.

EXPORTERS TO EUROPE
We export the same good quality of lumbering tools that have made
Fink's Tools a by-word in the matter of good tools in all Canadian lumber
camps. Enquiries cordially solicited.

Thomas Pink Company, Limited
PEMBROKE, ONT., CANADA

B. C. Representatives: Geo. Cradock & Co. Ltd., Vancouver
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Preaching the Gospel of B.C.

Forest Products
A Little Shop Talk by A. Edward Roberts, B. C. Lumber Commissioner

There is no doubt that the marked increase in the use of substitutes

for wood can be attributed to the great amount of pubHcity that has
been given to such products. And these substitute men have reaHzed to

the full the necessity for making a direct appeal to the actual consumer.
Pick up any national magazine, builders' or architects' journals, and you
will find display advertising boosting to the skies different substitutes for

wood. Many of these advertisements are embellished with color adver-

tising of great merit, and much time and thought is spent in order that

the ultimate consumer may be well informed regarding the particular

products in question. Such advertising has built up large industrial

plants and made many manufacturers of substitutes for wood wealthy.

One might write pages regarding the methods of publicity used by these

substitute men, but it boils down to the fact that they have made it easy

for Mr. or Brs. Consumer to buy their product by telling them all about

it."

The manufacturers of "real wood" have been slower to see that the

consumer, be he the builder of a modest home or the wood buyer for a

large industrial plant, is a good man to cultivate in a big way ; but there

are signs of a serious awakening on the part of lumbermen in this regard.

Already several large U. S. A. firms have started national direct-to-the

consumer advertising, and the success of these campaigns is causing

others to see the value of such publicity.

In the work of creating a better understanding of British Columbia

forest products market extension men attached to the Lands Department

and also to the Forest Products Market Extension Bureau, are playing

an important part. In Eastern Canada the British Columbia Government

maintains a permanent exhibit of British Columbia woods at 51 Yonge
Street, Toronto, and a yearly exhibit of the woods in the Government
Building at the Canadian National Exhibition grounds, Toronto. The
Forest Products Market Extension Bureau has a market extension man
covering Eastern Canada. In this way the British Columbia woods are

demonstrated to hundreds of prospective users every year. This work,

I

while not of a spectacular character, goes on steadily and is producing

J
tangible results. So many people ask 'what is market extension work?"

ii that it -might not be out of place to tell a little of what this kind of work
' as applied to British Columbia forest products consists of. Briefly it

!
might be divided into two fields, constructional and industrial. In the

first-mentioned field all kinds of building operations from the tiny cottage

to the larges tof public structures are covered. The industrial field

j includes all kinds of wood using manufacturing estabHshments from ice

cream tubs to freight cars.

When one considers the size of the field covered by market extension

men one can readily suppose that it is a calling allowing for few idle

moments.

In the building field the market extension men may interview dainty

little old ladies who have decided to panel a room in cottonwood or fir,

and in the same day may be called upon to consult with an architect

designing one of the season's largest buildings. Sometimes it is the choice

' of wood, sometimes the comparative strengths and durability of British

; Columbia woods and imported woods, or it may be a question of how to

;i finish the wood. One customer may be building for factory purposes and

I

another may have beauty of wood and finish as his chief requirements.

ii
A market extension man must know the physical properties of all the

\
competitive woods as well as British Columbia woods; he must know the

f
comparative ease with which these various woods are worked and how

" they are finished to the best advantage; he must know the faults and

vartues of them all.

In this field he must advise the homebuilder who builds one house,

explaining methods of construction and finnsh, and demonstrate to the

I

builder of many homes and large structures where he can use British

Columbia woods to advantage.

The laboratory experts in the U. S. A. and Canada have done

Ij splendid work in compiling authentic reports of various tests relative to

1 American and Canadian woods, and by way of tribute to these enthusi-

astic searchers for truth it may be pointed out that architects and

engineers are gaining confidence in the results of laboratory tests and

are relying upon them more and more as time goes on.

This eliminates many local judgments relative to woods which have
been based upon inaccurate knowledge yet have become imbedded in the
minds of men who influence the purchasing departments.

Western woods have had to prove their worth step by step and the

assistance of the laboratories cannot be underestimated in bringing about
a more comprehensive knowledge of the mechanical and physical pro-

perties of these woods.

Today the principal complaints against British Columbia woods are

not regarding the woods themselves, but nearly always it is a question of

grading, manufacture and kiln drying. Lately very few complaints

have been received regarding either grading or manufacture, but occa-

sionally a complaint is registered about kiln drying from architects and
builders. This is not always the fault of the mills by any means, for

retail lumbermen have been found to purchase green clears and after

piling them in the yard for a few months have then placed the stock in a

dry kiln for a short time, without proper regulation, and then sold it to

the consumer for kiln-dried stock. Of course it is found in such cases

that the wood has been case-hardened and checked.

Then again, retail lumbermen will sometimes pile kiln-dried stock

in the yard, another dangerous practice. Eastern conditions in homes,

etc., with the alternate humidity of the hot summer months and the dry

heat of winter months demand that to give good satisfaction trim should

be dried to about 8 per cent moisture content. In most cases the trim

would dry out under winter conditions tO' about 7 per cent, and if the

trim is not dried to about 8 per cent considerable shrinkage will take place.

The retail lumberman is being advised of the care necessary for trim

stock and it is hoped that with the mills co-operating to send the stock in

a dry condition and proper care being given by the retailers in the sheds,

such complaints will soon be entirely eliminated. Such a service will go

a long way towards popularizing British Columbia woods with the

Eastern consumer.

In order that British Columbia woods might be finished to the best

advantage a number of experiments have been carried on at the B. C.

Lumber Commissioner's office, Toronto, and at various paint and varnish

manufacturing companies, and a wide range of finishes calculated to suit

all tastes and requirements have been brought together.

A large number of samples 1 in. x 6 in. x 18 in. are being finished in

various finishes and distributed to leading architects, builders and retail

lumbermen throughout Ontario. Samples will also be kept in the Lumber

Commissioner's ofice, Toronto, and exact formulae covering finish are

given to all interested.

It is felt that these new and attractive finishes will tend to increase

the popularity of B. C. woods.

Another work connected with the construction field which has

received considerable attention and which has been brought to a success-

ful conclusion, has been the introduction of a better shingle nail. Various

nails were collected and tested for holding power and durability of

protective coating and it has been proved that hot dijjped zinc-coated or

galvanized-coated nails ofer the best service.

Square-cut nails properly coated were found to be excellent, but a

special type round nail of No. 12 gauge material, having wide head with

thickened shank under, proved to be an excellent nail and is more popular

with the builders. Taving a sharp point it drives easier and with a pure

spelter applied under hot process it should last the life of a British

Columbia edge-grain red cedar shingle.

The British Columbia Lumber Commis.sioner's office at Toronto had

all of these tests carried out, induced Canadian manufacturers to manu-
facture the new type nail and wholesale hardware men to stock them, and

has also interested the retail lumbermen to carry them and the builders

to use them. So that now it is possible to buy a Canadian-manufactured

shingle nail calculated to insure a lasting roof from the use of B. C. red

cedar shingles. The only weak link in the "Roof of Lasting Satisfaction"

has been strengthened.
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BLOEDEL, STEWART & WELCH

CORPORATION, LIMITED

HEAD OFFICE

1501 STANDARD BANK BUILDING

VANCOUVER, B.C.

SEATTLE OFFICE
742 HENRY BUILDING

OPERATIONS

MYRTLE POINT. B. C.

UNION BAY, B. C.

BRITISH COLUMBIA TIMBER

LOGGERS OF

CEDAR FIR HEMLOCK

Both tarred and untarred. Compare

our Lath Yarn with that of our com-

petitors for Strength, Length per lb.

and price and you will always ask for

the products of the

Canada Western Cordage
Company, Limited

Transmission Ropes
Cordage of All Kinds

City Sales Office J. C. THORN. Sey. 1151

311 Metropolitan Bldg. Vancouver, B. C.

Plant: NEW WESTMINSTER, B. C.

THE

J. C. McLaren Belting Co.
Limited

Pioneer

Manufacturers

of

English Oak
Tanned

Leather
Belting

Dealers in

SUFFIiIES

Agents for the

Famous

English Ferodo

Friction

Linings
for

Brakes, Clutches

Friction Wheels, etc.

MONTREAL
WINNIPEG

TORONTO
CALGARY

FERODO BONDED ASBESTOS
is Standardized on

70% OF THE BEST ENGLISH CARS

Wholesale Grocers
LOGGING AND LUMBER CAMP SUPPLIES

We carry a complete stock of

every pure food product for log-

gers, lumbermen, mills and mines.

Prompt service.

KELLY, DOUGLAS & COMPANY, LTD.
MANUFACTURERS OF NABOB PURE FOOD PRODUCTS.

WHOLESALE GROCERS VANCOUVER, B.C.

i

THE

GALBRAITH LUMBER COMPANY
H. S, Y, GALBRAITH, Manager.

706 Electric Chambers, Winnipeg.

Coast and LUMBERMountain '-'-^iVtP'^I^-

Everything in Lumber from a Fence Post to a B. C.
Toothpick.

PROMPT SERVICE

Representing

The British Columbia Mills Timber & Trading Co., Ltd.
"THE MILL OF QUALITY"

THE GALBRAITH LUMBER COMPANY
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The finished room exhibit of British Columbia woods at Toronto has
been of great assitance in demonstrating the beauty of these woods.
Since it was finally completed in October last to April, 1923, 1,058 inter-

ested people have visited the exhibit. Of this number 85 were architects,

272 builders, 357 were homebuilders and 344 others were interested in

British Columbia woods and finishes.

Most of these visitors come to the exhibit with a set purpose of find-

ing out as much as possible about B. C. woods before building. Some
come through our advertising, others are sent by builders and architects

and some pass the show window and are attracted in that way. Each
brings a problem of building and the finished room and sample idea gen-
erally convinces them in the easiest possible way that B. C. woods are
attractive in themselves and that they can be finished to good advantage.

It should always be borne in mind that Ontario has been for years

a stronghold for hardwoods and that competition of those woods is still

in evidence, as is also the case with Georgia pine.

Before market extension work started in the East nearly all of the

schools in the East that were not trimmed in hardwood were trimmed in

Georgia pine. Since then many of the finest schools being erected are

trimmed in Douglas fir, and the same applies to all other types of building.

City building by-laws have also been adjusted to give B. C. woods their

proper comparative place with other woods regarding strength, etc.

In the building field daily reports of al contemplated buildings

throughout Ontario are received at the Lumber Commisioner's office

and hterature relative to B. C. woods and finishes are sent to these pros-

pects. Larger w'orks receive personal calls to architects and building

committees whenever possible. This office also replies to enquiries which
come through advertising and other channels by mail.

Inquiries for information regarding British Columbia other than
pertaining to forest products are referred to proper sources.

The industrial field calls for considerable research regarding the

exact requirements of each manufacturer. A study is made of the kind
of wood used, exact sizes and grades required and relative suitability of

B. C. woods for the purpose. Often this work is of a technical nature
and in order to prove the suitability of B. C. woods for industrial require-

ments it is often necessary to make comparative tests of different woods
so that the manufacturer or his engineers can be convinced that B. C.

woods are suitable for the class of work in question.

Recently the study of Canadian railway requirements for car
material resulted in a more favorable attitude towards B. C. woods. This
work was carried out by Mr. Loren L. Brown, B. C. Lumber Commis-
sioner, and Mr. L. C. Walker of the Forest Products Market Extension
Bureau. A comprehensive report of this work was sent to the mills

interested.

B. C. woods are now being tested in a practical manner for the

manufacture of ice cream tubs. A number of tubs made from B. C.

material have been put into actual use among the largest users of such
tubs and will be kept in service during the coming season. These tubs

are branded and the users are co-operating by keefping tab on them so

that at the end of the season they can be located and their condition in-

spected. Should these tubs stand the hard usage these containers are put

to equally as well as cypress (the wood at present used) it is most prob-
able that these companies will call for these woods for their future ice

cream tub requirements.

Intensive work is being done regarding pole stock, piano require-
ments, ladder stock, washing tubs, box shooks, door stock, and in fact all

products where wood is a basic material.

The industrial field is a large one in the East and there is room for
a great deal of educational work in the introduction of B. C. woods.
The special requirements are large and should offer profitable business
for mills willing to get out special work.

One of the best features of the industrial field is that the demand is

of a permanent nature and firms specializing in such business will enjoy
a^ constantly increasing market, for the tendency is for most of the
Eastern industrial firms to expand rapidly and their requirements increase
in proportion to their growth.

Southern producers have sold millions of feet of lumber to the wood-
using industries of Canada and a large market awaits enterprising B. C.
mills that will supply the demand with Canadian-grown timber.

This year an entirely new exhibit of B. C. woods will be erected in
the Government Building at the Canadian National Exhibition, Toronto.
This exhibit, which will have one of the best locations in the building,
will be large enough to present all of the woods of British Columbia hi
an attractive manner. Pains for this new exhibit are under way.

There are many angles for market extension work, but in the end
the results achieved by the men in the field wil be in direct ratio to the
co-operation existing between them and the producing mills. The market
exists and by working together we can secure and hold a good share of it.

All inquiries do not result in sales, but most sales do result
from following up inquiries

Mill Fire Causes $50,000 Damage
Large Amount of Lumber Destroyed in Blaze at Port Moody
Flames from an unknown source destroyed 500,000 feet of lumber

iu the yards of the Thurston-Flavelle Lumber Company at Port Moody
on May 23. Damage, which is estimated to amount to $50,000, is

covered by insurance. The main mill was saved.
No cause as to the origin of the flames has yet been advanced.

It is believed that it may have started in one of three C. P. R. empty
box cars which were in the yard preparatory to J)eing loaded.

On arrival of the volunteer fire department of the town and others
who offered thier assistance, efforts were confined to saving the nearby
buildings and a fourth shed used for storing lumber, which was saved.
The three other sheds, partly filled with kiln-dried lumber, were
burned, and three empty box ears in the siding beside the storage
sheds were also totally destroyed.

The management of the company stated they would couunence
building operations at once to replace the destroyed sheds and that
none of the men employed at the mill would lose any work.

The mill employs 200 men.

FOREST REVENUE OF THE PROVINCE OF BRITISH COLUMBIA COVERING A PERIOD OF SEVEN YEARS

12 Months to 12 Months to 12 Months to 12 Months to 12 Months to 12 Months to

Dec. 1922. Dec. 1921. Dec. 1920. Dec. 1919. Dec. 1918. Dec. 1917.

Timber licence rentals $1,390,999.64 $1,193,654.58 $1,654,747.43 $1,236,530.41 $1,372,789.28 $1,074,129.07
Trespass penalty 13,397.91 11,245.86 18,114.34 7,464.12 1,599.38 3,207.32
Royalty and tax 1,203,884.89 990,326.99 879,003.16 788,746.69 698.059.27 785,543.42
Timber lease rentals 94,392.31 81,840.61 81,989.68 85,101.37 77,748.25 76,426.74
Scaling fees 3,392.31 2,015.83 25,476.91 64,571.19 56,304.90 62,381.50
Scaling expenses 1,061.94 765.98 5,041.71 13,072.79 9,753.29 6,055.74
Seizure expenses 454.35 330.80 530.03 280.12 2,813.82 507.11
License penalty 83,376.60 50,859.19 232,309.85 49,259.95 79,605.09 11,928.01

Timber stumpage 358,984.19 317,488.77 247,234.71 219,012.08 151,598.86 113,498.13
Transfer fees 1,950.00 3,735.00 4,855.00 2,790.00 4,625.00 4,070.00

Hand-loggers' licence fees 6,050.00 9,175.00 6,525.00 7,250.00 2,975.00 9,700.00

Interest 247.77 21.85 12.59 345.10 69.67 68.04

Timber sale rentals 26,790.12 12,659.91 17,881.40 10,045.26 7,753.84 9 457.72

Timber sales cruising 8,699.50 4,640.39 7,642.80 3,763.49 1,921.73 2,687.03

Timber sales advertising 2,188.63 1,695.05 2,749.93 1,929.71 1,152.40 1,183.35

Scalers' examination fees .• 175.00 455.00 670.00 205.00 315.00 295.00

General Miscellaneous 3,135.47 1,972.33 2,519.43 3,550.80 1,637.91 470.61

Exchange 357.14 291.03 3,363.90 1,055.67 1,980.70 561.53

$3,199,283.51 $2,683,174.20 $3,190,667.87 $2,494,973.75 $2,472,703.39 $2,162,170.32

Grazing fees 8,171.21 11,221.79 15,617.44 9,500.41 — _
Taxation from Government timber lands 319,410.51 261,896.49 302,557.26 251,264.82 258,105.14 176,163.20

Total revenue from forest sources. $3,526,865.23 $2,956,292.48 $3,508,842.57 $2,755,738.98 $2,730,848.53 $2,338,333.52
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Cut Down Insurance Rates atVancouver
Mills by Installing Fire Boat

By George Mundy a

In the Vancouver district are 136 sawmills and 26 shingle mills, most of

them on the waterfront either of Burrard Inlet or of False Creek.

Millions of dollars of wealth invested in the waterfront mills of this

city is menaced by the fire hazard. The city needs a fireboat such as that

shown in this cut. This boat at Jacksonville, Florida, is capable of throwing

8,000 gallons of water a minute.

Equipment of the harbor with a fireboat would mean a cutting down of

insurance rates and effect a saving of 15 per cent of the cost of insurance

on all docks and wharves and 5 per cent upon property back within 500 feet.

That Vancouver's prospertiy is founded upon her possession of one

of the the finest natural harbors in the world may appear as a very self-

evident fact to the Vancouver business man whose commercial activities

depend upon the free import and export of goods through this gateway

to the Pacific, but that there are even amongst the business men of Van-

couver some who fail to fully realize how entirely dependent is Van-

couver's prosperity upon her harbor is also a fact that has been disclosed

to those who have discussed with these men the necessity for greater

protection from fire of the harbor facilities comprising the mills, wharves,

docks, sheds and warehouses. The ratepayer who has no direct connec-

tion with the activities of the harbor may also have failed to realize that

his livelihood and value of his property have been built upon the same

foundations. It is perhaps natural to accept existing privileges as a

beneficent provision without too close o reflection on the responsibilities

they entail.

The fact that practically the whole of the commodities upon which

Vancouver depends for her whole existence are brought in either by ships

or over railways whose line and freight sheds are located directly along

the waterfront, and are therefore subject to any fire hazard which may
affect the continued existence of the present facilities, is often forgotten.

The enormous revenue, computed at thirty million dollars annually, which

is distributed in Vancouver by ships calling at this port through payment
of labor, for handling goods to and from ships, purchasing of fuel and

other supplies for the use of the ships, execution of repairs, and through

the spending of money left by the ocean-travelling public, provides one of

the main sources of Vancouver's wealth.

The extent to which Vancouver's wealth arises from the shipping and

export business also is very clearly indicated when consideration is given

to the value of this business. That the gross tonnage for vessels inwards

to this port in 1922 was 12,233,000 tons afifords one indication of the basis

of its present commercial prosperity, and the further fact that this ship-

ping and export business has increased practically seven times during the

last decade should be indicative of the growing importance of Vancouver

as a world port. According to a statement made by Col. W. R. Dockrill,

president of the Vancouver Merchants Exchange, Vancouver is now the

biggest port in Canada, and the facilities which are now being added to

this port will, in the next few years, assure her continued pre-eminence in

this respect.

The commerce which centres upon the waterfront and which arises

by reason of the existence of waterfront facilities, is indeed the fount from

which flows all prosperity in Vancouver, and there is no citizen whose life

is not affected thereby. The livelihood of every artizan or worker of every

sort, as well as the success of the retail and wholesale merchants and the

business and professional men of every class, is founded upon the revenue

which flows from this beneficent source. Every piece of property in

Vancouver owes a large proportion of its value to its proximity to this

well of prosperit}'. The value which attaches to the land itself arises

largely from the same source, and the greatest ineasure of happiness, well-

being and prosperity of the rising generation can only be built upon its

maintained existence.

(Continued on page 37)

V. HYDE BAKER President. C. BURGESS, Sec.-Treas. C. D. McNAB, Manager.

Baker Lumber Company, Limited
WALDO, B.C.

PINE — LARCH
Lumbery Lath, Mouldings— Quality Unexcelled

OUR SPECIALTY

QUALITY High Grade Pine SERVICE
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Cut Down Insurance Rates at Vancouver

Mills by Installing Fire Boat

(Continued from page 36)

Were it not for the means given by our harbor facihties of utihzing

the natural advantages of the port of Vancouver, commerce to its present

extent could not exist, and should anything happen whereby these facih-

ties should become impoverished or destroyed, to that extent would the

fount of Vancouver's prosperity cease to function and the irrigating

streams of prosperity flowing through all the arteries of Vancouver's

business life would dry and disappear. To safeguard this source of

Vancouver's greatness would appear to be a paramount duty, and it might
be news to some that no adequate provision has been made to protect this

predominant interest from danger by fire. The ordinary citizen too often

is prone to consider that what is will always be, and yet Vancouver's
experience in the past has demonstrated the falsity of this belief. We
have had one conflagration in the early days of this city which destroyed

it completely, a fire which arose from a simple cause and which with
ordinary prudence might have been prevented from creating the destruc-

tion which ensued.

The fact that no protection for the waterfront exists in these later

days of progress is startling in the shock of visualizing the possibilities

which, this fact contains, but unfortunately it is true that the city has

made, no provision for protection of our existing waterfront facilities

from hazard by fire. The city has no water mains along the waterfront

and the existing mains are too far distant to give the necessary pressure

or volume of water for the purpose. Perhaps this is due to a realization

that even if water mains were provided these would not afford adequate
protection, and consequently action has been delayed, but it should be

delayed no longer. The experience of other cities is available for the

use of Vancouver and this experience has demonstrated that the most
effective means of fire protection to harbor facilities is not a water main
but a fireboat which can move rapidly from place to place and deliver a

large volume of water from the natural reservoir of the harbour, a

reservoir which will not run dry, which is always available—something

I

'which cannot be said of the water supply from the city's reservoirs

I should the demand upon them due to serious fires assume considerable

proportions.

The question might be asked why such an obvious protection for

our waterfront facilities as a fireboat has not been provided. No doubt the

rekictance of ratepayers to sanction bylaws for money expenditures has

deterred the city in the performance of its obvious duty in this respect,

I

but the time has arrived when this duty can no longer be delayed. Justice

I

to the waterfront ratepayers, who have been for 20 years and who are

1

- now taxed equally with other ratepayers in the city, but who yet do not

receive the fire protection which other ratepayers enjoy, demands that

I

this provision be immediately given. But apart from all considerations

of justice and equity, the safety of the city itself, due to the conflagration

i risk, the preservation of the business of the city from which arises the

livelihood of al lits citizens, and the greater factor of preservation of

! human life within the city, all combine to make this demand one which

,i must be satisfied. Each day which sees its unfulfilled witnesses an
' incurring of risk which is entirely disproportionate to the cost of the

protection.

Robertson & Hackett Extend Pentieton Yards

Extensive improvements have been made in the Pentieton yard

of the Robertson & Hackett Saw Mills Ltd., during the past year,

which reflect the confidence felt by the company in the town and
Okanagan Valley as a whole. An extension of 60 feet has recently

been made to the back of the lumber shed, making the total size of

the building 120 feet long by 65 feet wide. In the main portion of

the building there is one of the widest ranges of dry finishing lumber
carried in any lumber yard in the interior of the province. The
manner in which this great assortment is arranged and kept in order

reflects great credit on Yard Foreman A. Reith. The building has a

capacity of half a million feet.

Associated Timber Exporters

of British Columbia, Ltd.

SALES MEDIUM
for

EXPORT OUTPUT
of

LUMBER MILLS
of

BRITISH COLUMBIA

Principal Product

Douglas Fir
AND

Pacific Hemlock

Main Office

909 METROPOLITAN BUILDING

VANCOUVER, B.C. CANADA

WE HAVE AND WANT YOU TO KNOW WE HAVE

FAMOUS COWICHAN TIMBER
FROM THE FOREST HEART OF VANCOUVER ISLAND

FIR AND HEMLOCK LOGS—QUALITY IN EVERY FOOT

JAMES LOGGING COMPANY, LIMITED
H. a. JAMES, MANAGIITG DIBECTOB

Phone Sey 1545 Bank of Nova Scotia Bldg., Vancouver, B.C.
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B, C, Current Lumber Market Reviews.
The following direct quotations on important British Columbia Lumber and Shingle items represent

approximately prevailing prices F.O.B. mill in carload lots in this market. These prices, of course, are not

universal and merely indicate the prevailing trend and the basis on which orders have been negotiated.

Flooring

1x4 No. 1 E.G - $59.00 to $60.00

1x4 No. 3 E.G - 41.00

1x3 No. 2 & Btr. 62.00

1x3 No. 3 40.00

1x4 No. 2 & Btr. S.G 42.00

1x6 No. 2 & Btr. S.G. 42.00

Stepping

No. 2 & Btr. E.G 77.50

No. 2 & Btr. E.G 67.50

Finish

lx8-10-in. No. 2 & Btr 60.00

Casg. and Bas 70.00

Ceiling

%x4 No. 2 & Btr 42.00

5/8x4 No. 2 & Btr 38.00

5/8x4 No. 2 & Btr., Hem 35.00

5/8x4 No. 3 27.00

1x4 No. 2 & Btr 42.00

1x4 No. 2 & Btr., Hem :.. 40.00

1x4 No. 3 = 33.00

1x6 No. 2 & Btr. 42.00

Partition

1x4 No. 2 & Btr. .$43.00

Drop Siding

1x6 No. 2 & Btr 42.00

]x6 No. 3 39.00

Boards and Shiplap

ix6 SIS o. 1 17.50

1x6 D. & M 20.00

lx8-10-in. SIS 20.00

lxl2-in 20.00

lx8-10-in. SIS, No. 2 15.00

Dimensions S. & E.

2x4, 12-14, No. 1 20.50

2x4, 12-14, l^-in 22.50

2x4, 16 22.00

2x4, 18 23.00

2x4, 18, 14 -in 25.00

2x4, 20 23.00

2x6-8, 22-24 25.50

2x6-8, 22-24, y^-\n 26.00

2x6-8, 26/32 27.00

2x4 R/L, 14, No. 2 25.00

Shelving

1x4 to 12-in. 6 ft. to 18 ft.

Fir * 29.00

Cedar 50.00

Spruce 50.00

Hemlock 35.00

Resawn Boards

In 8, 10 and 12-in. widths. About %-in. thicl

(Surface measure)
Fir $10.25 to 12.5(

Planks and Small Timbers

4x4, 12/16, S4S 24.0(

4x4, 12/16, Rgh 24.0(

3x10-12, 12/16, S..S 24.0(

3x10-12, 12/16, Rgh 24.0(

Timbers, 32 Ft. and Under

6x6/8x10, S4S 24.0(

6x6/8x10, Rgh 24.0(

Lath

Fir 5.5("

Cedar Siding

1^x4, Cir $40.0C

1/2x6, Cir. A 42.0C

ABBOTSFORD LUMBER, MINING & DEVELOPMENT CO.
President, J. O. Trethewey. Vice-Pres., S. D. Trethewey. Secy, and Sales Manager, J. A. McGowan. LIMITED

MANUFACTURERS OF DOUGLAS FIR,

HEMLOCK AND CEDAR LUMBER
Timber, Dimension, Flooring, Ceiling, Siding, Inside and Exterior Finish, Mouldings,

Lath and Cedar Shingles. Grades Unexcelled.

Mills at Abbotsford, B. C. Prairie Representatives: Cuddy-Nelson Lumber Co., Calgary, Saskatoon and Winnipeg.

Specialty: Timbers and Heavy Dimension. Prompt Shipments.

Crow's Nest Pass Lumber Company
LIMITED

Manufacturers of

Soft Pine Finish and Shelving, Mountain Fir and Larch,

Dimension and Timbers, Ceiling, Siding, Floorings,

Moulding, Lath and Piling

Saw Mill, Planing Mill and Head Office at WARDNER, B.C.

CLIFFORD M. PENNOCK, Vice-President and Manager, WARDNER, B. C.

I
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THE LUMBER MARKET
SEATTLE, May 28.—There has

been persistent talk the last few days

of an undercurrent of weakness in

the market, although there are no

surface indications of a change.

This feeling is based on the fact

that a number of the mills getting

out their own stumpage have a

supply of logs good for 30 to 60

days in the water, that rail demand

1
is dull and that the mills are solicit-

1 ing business in spots from whole-

sale buyers.

Buying, however, is not gener-

ally easier ' at the mills. Many
wholesalers report conditions un-

changed and others state that they

are able immediately to secure ac-

ceptance particularly in the line

yard trade. It is pointed out that

with heavy constraction checked in

' the East the smaller jobs cannot

absorb lumber now being produced.

There was more evidence last week

of reduction in transit trade, more

wholesalers signifying their inten-

tion of abandoning this angle of

i salesmanship on account of losses
' already sustained.

The supply of cars is plentiful.

The fears as to a possible reduction

\^
in the apportionment have subsid-

1 ed, and mills are able to report 100

I per cent delivery on nearly all

delivery tracks.

Withdrawal of some heavy main-
tenance contracts involving requi-

site special cutting was due, it is

stated, to refusal of Eastern capital

to finance the sales on the grounds
that steel and lumber are too high

in price and that some sort of slow-

: ing down should be undertaken at

this time so that later months will

make a good showing.

A number of shingle mills have
gone down due to the low price of

shingles. Eastern buyers, notably

at Detroit, advise shippers that they

I
have offers of shingles 90-day de-

livery at 50 cents under today's

market.

Between 50 and 60 per cent of

logging camps of Puget Sound are

in operation. Some of the larger

camps are 100 per cent in opera-

tion. Others are 50 per cent. Ef-
fects of the L W. W. strike are

wearing down.

Prices are unchanged at $15, $21
and $28 for fir, $22 for cedar base

and $15 and $18 for hemlock. A
number of the leading groups of

loggers last week declared that

1 there is no present intention of ad-

i
vancing prices.

'• Surveys made during the past ten

days by operators in the domestic

trade are to the effect that a num-

ber of the larger mills on upper
Puget Sound have a supply of 30
to 60 days in the water, and that

rafting is much heavier than com-
monly reported.

Association mills, 129 reporting,

cut 97,411,028 feet, a reduction of

two million under the previous
week, when 132 mills reported, and
sold 88,409,076 feet, a decrease of

4,436,862 feet as compared with
the preceding week. Shipments
were 108,682,612 feet. Production
for reporting mills was 12 per cent

above normal and new business 9
per cent below the cut. Shipments
were 23 per cent above new busi-

ness.

Orders in the rail trade totaled

1,776 cars as compared with 1,921

cars a week ago, with shipment sof

2,007 cars. Unfilled rail orders are

8,157 cars.

With new members added to

their charter rolls the Rail Mills'

Association, Fred Campbell, chair-

man, are preparing to confer with
the railways regarding distribution

of cars for their account as against

present mill capacity basis to cargo
mills. Apprised of the functions of

the new organization, cargo mills,

it is stated, will protes tagainst any
change in the present system of car

distribution.

Victory for Shingles

Prejudice against wooden shin-

gles will no longer be possible when
the federal bureau of standards

completes the installation of the

first governmental testing labora-

tories, according to R. S. Whiting,

manager of the shingle branch of

the West Coast Lumbermen's As-
sociation in an address before a

large gathering of shingle mills and
wholesalers here. In referring to

important incidents in his recent

extended trip through the East Mr.
Whiting declared that the federal

testing laboratory can be credited

to Mr. Hoover, under whose orders

it is being built and installed.

Mr. Whiting referred to the fact

that this is a victory for the shingle

industry, as heretofore fire testing

has been done by underwriters who
had never given shingles a rating.

He urged better selling methods for

shingles, suggesting that retailers

be supplied with stocks for display.

Fire tests at Indianapolis, where
anti-shingle legislation has broken

out, were pronounced an unquali-

fied success, Mr. Whiting declared,

although the committee appointed

by the Chamber of Commerce was
one-half made up of metal workers

and men who were accustomed to

the use of patent roofing, and this

half of the committee was present.

The analysis of the shingle mar-

ket by those present disclosed ac-

cumulation of transits at reconsign-

ing points, little new business and

a range up to 50 cents in Coast

quotations.

Export Prices Raised

The Douglas Fir Exploitation

and Export Company last week
advanced prices of Japanese squares

$2 and $3, and all future sales are

on the new price. This will insti-

tute the folowing schedule on stan-

dard export assortments : Large
Japanese squares, 12x12, 16x16
lengths, 24 to 40 feet, $28; sizes

18x18 and 24x24, at $30; babies,

4x4, lengths 10, 13 and 20 feet,

$31; sizes 4V4x4y4, lengths 10, 13

and 20 feet, $34.50; sizes 4y2x4y2,
lengths 10, 13 and 20 feet, $36.50;
and 4%x4%, lengths 10, 13 and 20
feet, $36.50, all f. a. s. All large

orders in excessive amount in 13-

foot lengths will be charged $2 ex-

tra. Standard "merch" is un-

changed at $28 base.

Owing to the fact that the "Dou-
ble X" is the largest operating

group its prices will undoubtedly be

followed by smalled operators.

Early advised of the new price list.

Oriental shippers cabled their buy-
ers and some new business was
placed even at the stronger levels.

Competitors have asserted for the

past 30 davs that prices quoted by
the Douglas Fir Corporation were
too low and manifestly out of align-

ment with the California and East
Coal=;t market market ou/ 'certain

sizes. Baby square sales have been
light because of the fact that the

railways have been paying more
money for car building material us-

ing the same elements as squares.

The new prices are intended for

August-September loading, but are

being applied on all inquiries from
the Orient. The first firm ofl^er on
the new schedule was 3,500,000 feet

of mixed large and baby squares

by Japanese buyers and placed with

the Douglas Fir Company.

No great volume of busines sis

expected from Japan, however, un-

til August and later due to the ap-

proach of the rainy period of June
and July. A number of the smaller

exporters were advised that three

or four strong agencies maintaining

home offices in Japan and branches

here are extending credits to buy-

ers in the Nippon empire up to 90
days. This is embarrassing ship-

pers who have insisted on the irre-

vocable - letters - of - credit plan of

payment, but it is in conformity

with the prediction made a year

ago that the lumber movement to

Japan is rapidly centralizing in the

hands of a very ew select strong

houses. This is proved .still fur-

ther in the volume of inquiries to

the "big fellows," compared with

those operating in a more limited

way.

Transpacific freights are very

firm. Conference regulations are

being strictly observed, and where

price cutting would have been pos-

sible under similar circumstances

in the past, it is not being done by

the conference lines.

Australia is returning to the i

West Coast markets. Reports of i

sales of 3,500,000 feet at $44.50 c. i

i. f. base "K" list October loading
j

have been practically confirmed.

Sales for ofifshore account for the
|

week were 7,157,216 feet, an in- i

crease^from the previous week with
6,128,766 feet. Cargo shipments
totaled 7,545,579 feet. Unfilled or-
ders filed for export account show
68,796,201 feet.

j

Problem for Exporters

The Pacific Lumber Exporters'
,

Association, the first organization
of its kind ever instituted in the
West Coast, has been formulated ^

here with C. W. Stockdale of the
National Trading and Uumber
Company, as temporary chairman.
A majority of the wholesalers
working in the West have joined.

j

The new organization will work I

with the transpacific steamship
companies in removing many prob-
lems that have arisen this year in

the export trade. One of these is
'

the recent charge by the steam-
ships for hauling bark in the Japa-
nese log trade. In order to arrive
at a proper freight charge for bark
reinspection of the logs is necessary
and operators claim it is impossible
to be safe on future bookings be-
cause of the uncertainty of the
thickness of the bark. On close
margins of handling it is claimed
the bark proviso would constantly
expose the seller to a loss. It is

proposed to raise freight rates suf- 1

ficiently t oprotect carriers against
\

loss on bark and eliminate the seg i

regation.

Objection is also made by ship- :

pers to the practice of steamship
j

lines of noting reight paid on bills 1
of lading. Shippers object to this

]

because there si an occasional shad- !

ing of rates either on tramp vessels
\

or otherwise and it is regarded as
i

a confidential matter as to what !

freights are paid, leading to embar-
rassment. The association desires

further to adjust the responsibility
|

for charges, damages anci libels on
lumber on demurrage and to desig-

nate who shall pay the bill. j'

The association met with the con-
ference lines for a preliminary
threshing out of these diferences.

j

I

Cut Prices on East Coast
j

Advices to resident buyers for I

!

East Coast groups from their con- '

'

(Continued on page 42)
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a trailer to carry the portable fire-fighting pump, 1,000 feet of hose, and
sufficient fire-fighting tools for a twelve-man crew. This equipment was
carried on patrol. The increased expenditure has been more than justi-

fied. Owing to the more efficient patrol the number of fires has consid-

erably decreased. All except one have been extinguished without cost,

except labor of patrol crew and use of equipment, and the fire loss in

this territory, which used to run into many thousands annually, amounted
to verv little over $100 last year. The results here are to a great extent

attributable to better transportation facilities.

"The development of the portable gasoline fire-pump has undoubt-

edly been the most outstanding improvement in actual fire-suppression

equipment up to the present. In British Columbia we have given a great

deal of time and expense to the development of a satisfactory portable

pump. Most of our fires, on the coast at any rate, usually occur within

reach of a plentiful water supply, and we felt that if an efficient pump
could be obtained we would be able in a normal season to not only bring

our annual fire-fighting bill down to the proper size, but to also reduce

the annual loss down to a negligible figure.

"We are using two types of pumps, both rotary. One is driven by

a 2-cvlinder, 2-cycle high-speed engine, the unit weighing approximately

135 lbs. and delivering about 20 gallons of water per minute against a

One of Pattullo's Fire-Fighting .Fleet, the "Sitka Spruce"

head of 175 feet; the other is operated by a single-cylinder 4-horse-power

heavy duty engine, and the unit weighs about 170 lbs., delivering about

55 gallons per minute against a head of approximately 200 feet.."

Annual Report, 1922

From the recent annual report of the department for the year Mr.
Stewart pointed out many interesting features.

The number of logging operations have doubled during the last four

years, there being 2,652 in 1922 as compared with 1,322 during 1919.

Inspection of these operations is essential to assure proper segregation

and m.arking of the logs and to prevent trespass. These inspections are

a protection to the private timber-holder as well as to the Crown, since

any trespass occurring on private lands is reported to the owner for .settle-

ment. During the year 4,654 inspection reports were received by the

Branch from its field staff, as compared with 1,884 in 1919, or an
increase in this work of 147 per cent, in four years.

The result of inspection is disclosed in the trespass table hereunder,

that whereas the number of trespasses caught have been increa.sed, the

quantities cut have been materially reduced. In addition to the ninety-

eight cases of trespass against the Crown, thirty-four cases were reported

to private owners for settlement.

Possibly the most outstanding feat of the season was the transport-

ing of fire-fighters to Buttle Lake, in the centre of Vancouver Island.

This fire was reported on July 28. To get to this lake with a crew of

men would have required a two-day trip and construction of about 14

miles of trail over a difficult country. By the time the crew arrived in

all probability the fire would have been of such a size that it would have
been impossible to have taken in sufficient additional men to have fought

it. The big machine and emergency tire-fighting equipment were M'ired

for. The equipment consisted of a portable pump and set of tools. These
were loaded together with 1,200 feet of hose, a sixteen-man tent, six

shovels, six mattocks, six axes, camp outfit, and provisions for six men
for two weeks. Four fire-fighters were carried also, in addition to the

crew of the machine. The total load on this trip was 4,985 pounds.
Visibility was very poor, but the machine rose to the height of 1,000 feet

and hit across Vancouver Island in the direction of Buttle Lake. The
route following the Campbell River to Campbell Lake was taken, crossing

the Campbell River fire ; then following the Elk River and landing in

Buttle Lake about fifty-four minutes from Campbell River. Equipment
and personnel were put ashore at the fire in collapsible boats. The
machine then returned to Campbell River and picked up thre more fire-

fighters and took them in to the fire. The fire-fighters were landed at 4
in the afternoon, fought fire all night, surrounded the fire with a fire-

trench, and got the pump into action. The fire was practically under
control in the morning. The crew was left on the fire for two more days,

and on the fourth day the machine went in and took out the crew and
equipment. The gasoline taken in for the portable pump was used as

extra fuel and one man was left to patrol the fire.

The total flying-time for the season of 1922 was 105 hours 51

minutes. One hundred and ninety-seven passengers were transported, a
total of 6,606 miles.

Wireless Telephone

The hazardous season is reflected no less in the record of the depart-

ment's wireless telephone service than in the other tables compiled. For
instance, during the month of July a total of 1,150 messages were trans-

mitted, containing 51,000 words. During the year a total of 4,6^0 mes-
sages were transmitted (which number does not include the necessary

relays), or a total of 177,266 words. With the growing use of the wire-

less telephone it is expected that improvements will be made, especially

in the smaller or portable sets, which will greatly extend the usefulness

of this aerial communication.

Equipment

The standardization of mechanical equipment has proceeded with

satisfactory results, as borne out by the saving in time in obtaining and
applying spare parts at less cost and increasing the efficiency thereby.

Two standard types of launch have been evolved and adopted, and in

each type the whole equipment is standard, from the lines of the hull to

the cooking utensils. Parts of engines or equipment are thus interchange-

able between the launches of each type and between the types. These
are showing a great improvement in efficiency and economy of operation

over previous years' transportation costs. Motor cars used are two-seater

Ford cars, with a standard Forest Branch delivery-box attached, capable

of carrying a load up to 800 lbs. The parts of these are readily obtained

in all parts of the province. Standard types of pumps are in use, and
the equipment and parts of the several forest fire-fighting units are iden-

tical with one another.

The number of launches maintained on the Coast, amounting to

twenty-seven out of a total of forty-two, were kept in running order

mainly by the department's repair station at Thurston Bay, Sonora Island,

and in addition to the ordinary repair work several launches were entirely

rebuilt. The station machine shop also kept forty forest-fire pumps in

working order, and considerable repair work was carried out with the

utmost efficiency and least loss of time. During the fire season forty-

two launches covered a total of 103,771 miles, or an average of 2,593

miles per launch.

The fifty-one cars used by the department covered a total of 271,203

miles, or an average of 5,317.7 miles per car in the same period. Thirteen

Forest Branch railway speeders ran a distance of 39,528 miles, averaging

3,040.6 miles each. The total distance covered for six months, April to

September inclusive, for all transportation units above mentioned was
414,542 miles.

Pump-hours run were 4,932, which means that the amount of water

pumped on fires amounted to, at 30 gallons per minute, 8,877,600 gallons,

or 44,388 tons. The service given by these units was uniformly good,

and instances abound showing where the use of these pumps saved

valuable property and timber.

Fire-fighting equipment was kept up to strength ; the only departure

this year was the use of portable hand-power tank pumps, holding 5

gallons of water, which proved to be extraordinarily useful in extinguish-

ing spot and smudge fires.

Logging, Sawmills, Pulp Mills, Shingle Mills, and other branches of timber operations in British

Columbia produced a pay-roll in 1921 of $29,269,302.
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Report of Timber Sales Made During the Month of April, at Victoria

D. A. & C. S. Clouda, of Granite Bay, have purchased waterfront

unit at Quadra Island, at an estimated value of $8,373. This property

includes: Fir, 1,261,000 b.f.
;
cedar, 209,000 b.f

. ;
hemlock, 973,000 b.f.;

spruce, 100,000 b.f.
;
pine, 25,000 b.f. ; hemlock piling, 1,822 l.f.

Geo. M. Giles of Coquitlam has purchased water unit at Elk Bay
for $5,065.40. The estimated amount of timber contained in this

property is: Fir, 600,000 b.f.; cedar, 205,000 b.f.; hemlock, 930,000;

spruce, 35,000.

T & E. Gustavson, Dominion Bldg., Vancouver, have purchased
property at Queen's Reach, N.W.D., at a cost of $1,226. This is con-

sidered to be a fair logging chance and includes: Fir, 115,000 b.f.;

cedar, 250,000 b.f.
;
hemlock, 70,000 b.f.

B. K. Burnett of Thurlow, B. C, has made a purchase at Nodales
Channel, at an estimated value of $1,210.25. This property is consid-

ered a poor logging chance and includes': Fir, 100,000 b.f.
;
cedar,

225,000 b.f.
;
hemlock, 30,000 b.f.

The Nimpkish Timber Co. has purchased a continuation of present

operations at Kla-anch River at a cos tof $2,225.75. This property
indues: Fir, 540,000 b.f.; cedar, 45,000 b.f.; hemlock, 315,000.

D. E. Bloomfield of Vancouver has purchased property at Queen's
Reach for $1,915.40, which includes 410,000 b.f. fir and 190,000 ft.

cedar. :

,

Staney & Shope of Simoon Sound have purchased a fair logging
unit at Quatsi Bay for the sum of $1,487.45. This property includes

:

Cedar, 300,000 b.f.
;
hendock, 60,000 b.f.

;
spruce, 30,000 b.f.

The Capilano Timber Co., North Vancouver, has purchased pro-

perty at Capilano River (part of existing unit) for $14,845.87. The
estimated amount of timber contained in this property is : Cedar,

3,427,000 b.f.
;
hemlock, 534,000 b.f.; balsam, 503,000 b.f.

;
fir, 399,000 b.f.

Chas. Klein of Pender Harbor has bought property at head of

Pender Harbor, on logging road, for $4,840.68. The estimated amount
of timber contained in this purchase is : Fir, 372,000 b.f.

;
cedar, 188,000

b.f.
;
hemlock, 50,000 h.f. ; dead cedar, 165,000 b.f. ; fir pile, 64,000 l.f.

;

cedar poles, 7,000 l.f.

W. F. Kili^atriek of Heriot Bay has purchased a good logging
chance at Hyacinth Bay for $1,027.15. This property includes 317,000
b.f. of fir.

The Nimpkish Timber Co. of Vancouver has purchased property

at Nimpkish Lake (part of existing unit) for $1,438.20, which in-

cludes 360,000 b.f. fir, 25,000 b.f. cedar, and 200,000 b.f. hemlock.
P. Brunell of Decker Lake, B.C., has purchased property six

miles from Decker Lake station, which includes 25,800 jackpine ties.

The estimated value of this property is $2,395.30.

C. H. Lain of Wadhams has made o purchase of waterfront unit

on Draney's Inlet for $2,059.45. This property is considered a good
logging chance and includes : Cedar, 460,000 ]).f.

;
spruce, 194,000 b.f.

;

balsam, 95,000 b.f.
;
hemlock, 70,000 b.f.

The Whalen Pulp & Paper Mills Ltd. of Vancouver has purchased
waterfront unit on Louise Island, Queen Charlotte Islands, for

$5,496. This property contains : Spruce, No. 1 and No. 2, 766,000 b.f.

;

spruce. No. 3, 511,000 b.f.; cedar, 297,000 b.f.; hemlock, 480,000 b.f.

The Foreman Lumber Co. of Prince George has made a purchase
of a good logging chance, three miles from Shelley, at $5,768.65. This
property includes : Spruce, 300,000 b.f. ; No. 1 pine ties, 18,700 ties

;

No. 2 pine ties, 18,750 ties; No. 3 pine ties, 9,325 ties.

Purchased by Newlands Sawmill Ltd., Newlands, B. C, is a fair

logging unit at Eaglet Lake, 1 mile from mill, at a cost of $4,150.65.

The property contains: Spruce, 1,471,000 b.f.; balsam, 48,000 b.f.;

fir, 31,000 b.f. ; fire-killed spruce, 112,000 b.f.
;
balsam, 3,000 )).f.

;
fir,

8,000 b.f.

G. W. Klingaman of Edmonton has purchased property adjoining
mill site at Ptarmigan Creek, G. T. P., for $1,100., which includes

:

Spruce, 329,000 b.f.
;
balsam, 72,000 b.f.

;
cedar, 46,000 b.f.

Wazil Plotinkoff of Castlegar has made a purchase of property
near Shields for $1,963. This is considered a poor logging chance
and contains 72,790 l.f. feet cedar poles and 486 ties.

The Summerland Lumber Co., of West Summerland, has pur-

chased some property one and a quarter miles from their mill for

$4,296.15, which includes 881,300 b.f. green yellow pine and 478,200
b.f. Douglas fir.

The Nicola Pine Mills Ltd. of Merritt has purchased a continua-

tion of former operations for $41,408.20. This property is estimated

to contain: Gre6n yellow pine, 12,774,900 b.f.; stained yellow pine,

698,400 b.f.; Douglas fir, 4,894,100 b.f.

Purchased by C. J. Rosen of Barriere, B. C, property near Louis

Creek, at a cost of $1,325. This is considered a difficult logging chance
and contains : Fir, 391,000 ; fir ties, 4,180 ties ; cedar poles, 2,725 l.f.

You'll be Surprised at How Little it Actually

Costs to Supply Milk for Every Camp Need
There's no food like milk. It will enable the

cook to serve a greater variety of wholesome
dishes. Nothing will go so far toward keeping the
men contented and in good health.

C. M. P. Powdered Milk Products make liquid

milk that is just like fresh cow's milk in taste and
con.sitency. To make into liquid milk simply mix
with fresh water. Powdered milk bulks small and
requires only a cool, dry place for storage. Can
be used as required, the last tin will be as good as

the first.

Samples sent upon request,

CANADIAN MILK PRODUCTS LIMITED
347 West Adelaide St., Toronto

"MILKSTOCK"
Powdered skimmed milk packed in 50

lb. and 100 lb. drums. Order from your
wholesale grocer or direct.

"TRUMILK"
Powdered whole milk packed in 45 lb.

and 90 lb. drums. Order direct from us.

366 St. Paul Street West

MONTREAL, P.Q.

428 Main Street

WINNIPEG, MAN.

British Columbia Distributors: Kirkland & Rose,

130 Water Street, VANCOUVER, B.C.
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LUMBER MARKET—Continued

nections in the past are that consid-

erable fir common has been selHng

under the costs and freights mar-
ket in the backhaul territory of

New York State, and that there

will be no more buying either of fir

or pine until this overstock is

cleaned up.

In explaining the sudden appear-
ance of cut price lumber local mills

are convinced that it is due to the

financial reverses of houses that

had been operating in that trade

stocks in their hands. Pennsylvania
buyers directed their agencies here
to cancel all pending orders and
steamship space contracts up to a

loss of $2 per 1000 feet on freights.

The situation has its constructive

angles, although none too good at

the hour. Construction activities in

the East have begun to slow down
owing to the runaway tendency of
lumber, steel and skilled labor

prices. Largest mills and wholesal-
ers have received this information
in an emphatic way during the past

week from representative lumber
buyers and financiers in New York,
Pennsylvania and New Jersey, and
a lull in buying is expected until

conditions clear.

East Coast authorities, in endeav-
oring tof get the actual sentiment
clearly beore Coast mills and
wholesalers, point out that while
the country is statistically sound,
and that building will proceed nor-
mally, costs of materials and skilled

labor have gone out of hand and
that the return to normal condi-

tions has been greatly hindered. In-

cidents have been cited in these ad-
vices to show where large building

investments have been held up by
financiers on the grounds that costs

are too high and that structures

erected at the peak price will not
yield a profitable revenue when
costs, return to normal. West Coast
mills thoroughly understand the un-
dertone and its cause and prices

here have not fbeen affected.

East Coast freights are station-

ary at $12.50 and $13. Consider-
able more spot space is appearing
as well for May, June and July.

Space in the California shipping
trade is very scarce owing to con-
gestion of coastwise steamers in

San Pedro harbor awaiting dis-

charge. Strike conditions in the
South are unfavorable and unload-
ing is only at a small percentage of
normal. Little coastwise tonnage
is now available and present stocks
aboard ships awaiting discharge at

Hecate Straits Towing
Co., Ltd.

OPERATING SEA-GOING TUGS

"LORNE," 1,000 I.H.P.

"CAPE SCOTT" 500
I.H.P.

(EQUIPPED WITH WIRELESS)

Heavy and Long Distance
Towing a Specialty

850 Hastings Street West
Seymour 7147

San Pedro would constitute a heavy
oversupply.

New business in the intercoastal

trade for the week totaled 28,033,-

601 feet, against 22,469,702 feet a

week ago. Shipments were 35,988,-

744 feet, leaving on the order files

151,748,691 feet, a reduction from
previous report of 8,339,391 feet.

Bound for Buckley Bay

on a visit of inspection Mr. P.

el. Buckley and Mr. Jevne, the
latter of Los Angeles and promi-
nent in western business affairs,

arrived at Massett May 24 aboard
Mr. Buckley's yacht Epauline.
The Epauline is a pacht that
makes one envious. Of handsome
design and skilfully constructed
she can navigate practically any-
where. She is fitted with a Vivian
engine, with saloon, galley, elec-

tric range, cabins, bathroom, lock-
ers, ice chest, smoking room,
searchlight, closets, telephone and
many other devices and accom-
modations. There is that combi-
nation of .snugness, luxury and
practical requirements which
make this launch about all that
one could desire. The skipper is

Capt. Marshall and the engineer
Mr. Woodward.

^ ^

B. C. Fir Door^ Wanted
in Belgium, according to cables

the Canadian Government from
the Brussels trade commissioner.
B. C. can meet prices of all comers
in competing in the European
market.

# * *

Million Feet of Lumber Lost

in northern waters iji a storm
on May 21 off Bonillo Point. The
tug Lorne, under charter to John-
son, Walton Company, was tow-
ing the lumber from Cumshewa to
Prince Rupert. Johnson, Walton
& Company recently bought the
tug Lorne for heavy towing in
northern waters, as this boat was
considered to be a vessel capable
of towing against heavy stonns
such as are experienced on the
coast around Prince Rupert.

A Big Increase

in the output of the Kleanza
Company's sawmills at Usk is said
to be under discussoiu by a syn-
dicate of Minneapalos men who
are negotiating for the purchase
of the property. Mr. E. F. Duby,
of Prince Rupert, accompanied by
Mr. J. Bjornstadt, Mr. W. S. Jen-
kins jr. and Mr. John E. Calhoun,
three capitalists from Minneapo-
ists, have been on a ton rof inspec-
tion in the north.

Pulp Development
in Newfoundland results in con-

tracts being awarded to Gen. J.

W. Stewart and A. R. Mann, Van-
couver, amounting to $2,000,000.
Wm. Small, chief engineer of the
Northern Construction Co., and
Jalmes Mercer are now in New-
foundland.

Protect Your Hands
With

WATSON'S
HORSEHIDE

GLOVESMade in Vancouver.

JOHN WATSON
127 DUFFERIN E. PHONE FAIR. 3988

Established 1841 J^e Mercantile Agency ^SO Branches

R. G. DUN & CO.
Head Office : 290 Broadway - - New York

"For the Promotion and Protection of Trade"

CANADIAN BRANCHES
Offices in Western Provinces:

BRITISH COLUMBIA ALBERTA
Vancouver Victoria Calgary Edmonton Lcthbridge

SASKATCHEWAN
Moose Jaw Regina Saskatoon

EASTERN OFFICES
Winnipeg, Man. Fort William, Ont. Halifax London Ottawa

St. John Hamilton Montreal Quebec Toronto

Collection Dept., Vancouver Office: 402 Pender Street W.
J. B. GIFFEN, Dist. Mgr.

SAVE MONEY!
Lumbermen's Outfitters
Buy Your Clothing Direct From the

Makers—IT PAYS
LOOK AT THESE SPECIALS AND

THE PRICES

ENGLISH FLANNEL SHIRTS—Reinforced
seams and wide roomy sleeves; the body
is extra large. Sizes, 1414-17. Khaki,
$19.50 per doz. Army Gray, $18.00
per doz.

LUMBERJACK BREECHES—Heavy 32 oz.

Government frieze, 21 inches long, straps
and buckles, five strong pockets, belt loops
and buttons. Made in navy blue or brown
at $3.50 and $2.75 per pair. Sizes, 32 to 42.

We are offering these extraordinary prices
to introduce our lines to the lumbermen's
trade, and you can profit by ordering a few
dozen each for your Fall needs.

When ordering be sure to specify
sizes and shipping instructions. Order
by dozen lots, as these prices are quoted
on that basis.

MILLER MEN'S WEAR, LIMITED
48 YORK STREET TORONTO, ONT.
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Canadian National Exhibition

A new and larger location has been obtained for this year's exhibi-

tion, measuring 34 feet by 52 feet, with aisles on three sides. The new
location faces the main entrance of the Government Building, and is

considered the best location in the building. An entirely new exhibit will

be installed, featuring new and attractive finishes of B. C. woods. The
space will be ample to effectively display all B. C. forest products.

Over half of the building permits issued in the Dominion for the

first quarter of 1923 were for the Province of Ontario. Reports on all

construction in Ontario are received by the B. C. Lumber Commissioner's

office in Toronto every day and sales talks together with samples of our

products where necessary are sent them. Besides this personal talks

with the fifty or so people who visit the exhibits each week, together with

visits to architects in their offices and builders on the job, are doing

much to increase the sales of our products in the East, especially our
interior finish and shingles.

It is estimated that each of the fifty callers at the Toronto exhibit

are potential purchasers of at least $1,000 worth of B. C. lumber, figur-

ing on trim, floors, doors and shingles only. We are thus talking to

$50,000 worth of potential business per week, under the very best of

conditions, that is, with our goods displayed before them in the best

possible light. As most of these visitors remain half an hour or longer

it is possible to give them a great deal of information on our products.

One Toronto architect recently visited the exhibit three times in one day,

bringing with him each time clients to see the beauty of our woods.

A prominent retailer in Toronto recently said : "Your exhibit is a

great help to me. I am frequently sending my outside men there with

customers." Nothing could be more effective in increasing our sales than

the exhibit at 51 Yonge Street, Toronto.

Mr. A. E. Nicholson, architect, St. Catherines, has never used our
woods for trim, but he is now keenly interested and will very probably

use it on work at present in hand. He is being supplied with samples,

formulaes for finishing, etc. His work on hand includes hospital, $200,-

000; Y. M. C. A., $150,000; housing scheme, $200,000; several schools

in Ontario, about $300,000 altogether, and two or three large residences

in St. Catherines. He is specifying Royals for a large house in St.

Catharines.
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amatco
3PLY COTTONWOOD VEA<EER PAMELS)

"THE UNIVERSAL WALLBOARD"

Finished to Suit Your
Own Ideas

LAMATCO offers a perfect surface for
any commercial enamel, flat wall paint or
kalsomine and can be covered w^ith wall-

paper without the usual coat of size.

LAMATCO can be finished in beautiful
natural grain effects and when treated with
Lamatco natural grain finishes the result

rivals the most costly hardwoods, such as

Mahogany, Walnut, Oak or Maple.

LAMATCO finishes for natural grain pan-
elling, stain, fill and surface at one opera-
tion. Any commercial varnish can then be
used, but a simple coat of wax is all that is

needed.

Write for Further Particulars

LAMINATED MATERIALS CO. LTD.
NEW WESTMINSTER, B. C.

Building Has Made Little Headway in the West
For First Quarter

WINNIPEG.—In Canada the first quarter compared very favor-

ably with last year but our winter forbids any extensive construction

for the first three months, at least, and for this reason it would perhaps
not be fair to compare Canadian and American conditions.

There is no doubt, however, that we are due for a fairly good
year of building construction. Just whether this will turn out to be

an extremely good year depends upon the way Western conditions

develop during the next two months.

Owing to the lateness of the season and the financial strengency,
combined with a constantly stiffening market, the building prospects
are not as good at the present time as one would naturally expect them
to be. Owing to the heavy expoi't trade at the coast and the continual
demand by American buyers, the price of lumber on the prairies is

fairly high.

In the cities the financial stringency is a great drawback. There
is a continual demand for modern houses, but the public seem better

able to buy than to build.

In the agricultural districts the lateness of the season, combined
with poor crops and low prices, have almost put the erecting of
expensive buildings out of the question. After the crop is in, should
conditions warrant it, there will be a little lumber moving for repairs,

and if the crop is heavy, and the price reasonable, there is no doubt
that conditions will rapidly recover during the next winter. At the

present tmie the general outlook is below the average at this season
of th year. .

IT WILL BE A BIG DAY!
Guests are coming from all parts of the Vancouver district to

attend the basket picnic being given by the District Foi'ester and
staff of the Vancouver Purest District. This gala event will be held
at Maple Grove Park, Kerrisdale, June 29th.

According to Eric P. Fox, secretary of the committee, there will

])e a sports programme starting at 2 o'clock, in which opportunity will

be given to all hands from a 300-pound mill owner to the stripling

boys and girls to participate.

You take the B. C. interurban car. Lulu Island line, to McGee
station, thence west along 49th Avenue to Yew Street, thence along
Yew Street to the park.

A Marvel of Efficiency!''
THAT'S THE WAY PEOPLE DESCRIBE

THE EASTHOPE GASOLINE STUMP
PULLER AND DONKEY

It gives you a steady pull of 13 tons, or more than
twenty horses, at a speed of 18 inches a minute.

Easily
Moved
About

Tremendous
Pulling
Power

HAVE YOU LOGS TO HAUL, OR A STUBBORN
BIT OF LAND TO CLEAR

Why not let the Easthope machine take on the job.

It costs you less than fifty cents per day to operate, and
is sold on terms that anyone can afford to pay.

PRICE $425 F.O.B. VANCOUVER
(TWO STYLES) $475 WITH MAGNETO MODEL AND

NIGGER HEAD

EASTHOPE BROS.
MANUFACTURERS

1729 GEORGIA ST. VANCOUVER, B.C.
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Bring B. C. Forests to

Prairie Folks

"Western Lumberman" is showing throughout the prairie prov-

inces a moving picture film entitled "The Logging and Lumbering
Industry of B. C. " Following the appearance of advertisements in

recent issues, many toAvns throughout Manitoba, Saskatchewan and
Alberta have asked for bookings of this motion picture, which shows
in detail the operations from the virgin forest to the construction of

the home.

In sending out this educational film "Western Lumberman" has
rendered an important service to the industry and to the province of

British Columbia, and has set a new standard in the great work of the

trade magazine, the distribution of information.

AVhile the prairie and Eastern market is not today as attractive

as it has been in the past, it will be but a matter of a short time
before the Canadian farmers are again upon their feet and are again
the best customers for British Columbia forest products. To the end
that their interests may be further awakened in this great Canadian
industry, "Western Lumberman" Avill continue to show the big edu-
cational film during the coming months. Bookings for the next five

weeks include the following yards

:

June 4—Fusee MacFeetors Company, Neepawa, Man. (C.P.R.)

June 11—Glasgow Lumber Company, Regina, Sask. (C.N.R.)

June 18—Security Lumber Company, Young, Sask, (C.P.R.)

June 25—Western Lumber & Supply Company, Endworth, Sask.
(C.N.R.)

July 2—Sterling Lumber Yards Ltd., Shellbrook, Sask. (C.N.R.)

July 9—E. Haines Planing Mill, Camrose, Alta. (C.N.R.

Our Theatre Edition

The length of this film has been cut from 2,000 to 1,000 feet, to

form what we call our Theatre Edition—giving the general public
only the most thrilling and 'spectacular parts of the industry, rather
than run the risk of boring them with lumber technicalities whcih
would only be of interest to men in the business.

The full 2,000 feet will be included, with additional footage now
in course of production, in what we shall call our Trade Edition. This
issue will have a limited circulation among gatherings of lumbermen
all over the continent.

The Theatre Edition, having a length of 1,000 feet (one reel),

will project from 12 to 15 minutes, and we trust will be of some
value and interest to all who see it.

We do not Mdsh to compete in any shape or form with the legiti-

mate film producers, exchanges or theatres, and this film is released
on the understanding that the pulJic theatre that shows it uses it

as an addiitonal feature to its regular program, and that it can be
obtained by the theatre without cost.

No cutting of the film is permitted or no overspeeding must be
tolerated by our friends in the lumber business, to whom we look to

protect this film, which costs hundreds of dollars and much valuable
time and energy to produce for the benefit of the lumber industry
as a whole.

We M'ould ask as a special favor that the retail yard securing
the feature arrange with the management of the theatre or the
operator himself to look over the film before shipping to the next
town and make any repairs necessary, so that subsequent operators
can thread film immediately on its arrival without difficulty or danger
to the film itself.

A plant at Duncan belonging to C. J. V. Spratt is being dis-

mantled and the machinery and equipment is being shipped to Port
Alberni and will form part of the new mill at that point.

Sawmills in the vicinity of Ladysmith are now in full operation.
During the month of March the production of the principal mills was
as follows: Mayo Lumber Co., 528,602 feet; Hillcrest Lumber Co.,

225,000 feet ; Eastern Lumber Co., 244,000 feet ; F. Bevan Lumber Co.,

110,000 ;
Ladysmith Lumber Co., 50,000 feet.

Campbell River Lumber Co.
XiIbhted

White Rock, B. C.

Capacity of Sawmill, 150,000 feet per day.

Capacity of Shingle Mill, 200,000 Shingles per day.

"Our Manufacture is handled by experts and a trial order will con-

vince you that we deliver LUMBER OF THE BETTER KIND."

MIXED CARS OF COAST LUMBER OUR
PROMINENT SPECIALTY

Sales Office:

706 McArthur Bldg., Winnipeg
B. J. CBAWFOBD, Manager.

SPRUCE SPRUCE SPRUCE

NORTHERN MANITOBA & SASKATCHEWAN

WHITE SPRUCE
LUMBER AND LATH

BRAND NEW STOCK NOW AVAILABLE

RED DEER LUMBER COMPANY, LTD.

BARROWS, MANITOBA

Owners and Sales Agents

Union Lumber Co., Ltd.
502 Huron and Erie Building

WINNIPEG - - MANITOBA

Write or Wire This Address
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The Bonsall Creek mill in the Cowichan district has been dis-

mantled and the plant is now ready for transportation up the Lake
Cowichan hranch of the Esquimalt & Nanaimo Railway to a new
location near Hill 60.

J. D. McArthur, of Winnipeg, has become the registered owner
of the property on the Hudson Bay townsite at Prince George, on
which he proposes the erection of a large saAvmill.

The Red Mountain Lumber Co., which operates a sawmill at

Penny, near Prince George, has commenced logging operations.

The largest saw in the world, measuring 108 inches in circumfer-

ence and weighing 795 pounds, has just been installed in a lumber mill

at Hoquiam, Wash.

The fine mill of the Crows Nest Pass Lumber Co. at Wardner,
established in 1902, is again in operation for the season, turning out its

daily quota of 100,000 fet per day of fir, tamarac and pine of the

quality that has made the high reputation of this plant.

The White Spruce Lumber Co. Ltd., at Fernie, is looking forwanl
to an exceptionally good season in 1923. As high as 90 per cent of

the total lumber cut at this mill is of the White Engelmann spruce

variety, logged at an altitude of 7000 feet where, it is claimed, the

better grade of this species is obtainable than on the lower level.

It is announced that Messrs. King and Jardine of the Brunswick
Luinl)er Co. Ltd., have purchased the plant of the South Shore Liimber

Co. Ltd., on False Creek, Vancouver. The price is said to be in the

neighborhood of $50,000.

The McNair Lumber & Shingles Ltd. mill at North Vancouver has
been extended in capacity. A dew dry kiln and burner have been
erected and several other up-to-date alterations have been effected.

Public-Spirited Vancouver

people have again started a

campaign to purchase the Green
Timber on the Pacific Highway,
owned by the King-Farris Lum-
ber Co. Ltd. The owners of the

timber, at much sacrifice to their

own business interests, have with-

held operations in that portion of

their property which forms the

famous Green Timbers, pending
the decision on the part of the

representatives of the public in

the matter of purchase.

Cosmo Bruce
of the Cosmopolitan Lumber Co.,

Vancouver, is back from the Old
Country. Mr. Bruce was for years
head of the Coast Lumber & Fuel
Co., in Vancouver. He has hosts

of friends in the industry who are

delighted to welcome him back.

While abroad Mr. Bruce did not
lose an opportunity to contribute

to the extension of British Colum-
bia timber markets.

* # *

Sid Hage
is adding new laurels ! This

energetic logger, who has made
such a success of his operations on
Vancouver Island, is beating all

records at Port Moody. Hage's
men put 1,000,000 feet in the salt

chuck at Port Moody, the result

of 1.3 days' real work. When the
men logged 140,000 feet in one
(lay, one side working, Mr. Hage
took them all down to Coquitlam
;ind gave them a big dinner. Mr.
Ilage likes the change of air, but
as a result of his removal to the
IMainland he misses old friends at

Campbell River. Among these is

numbered "Cougar" Dave Bran-
ston. This well known big game
hunter has been invited by Mr.
Hage to visit him this season
when the pheasants are plentiful

on the heights above Port Moody.
* * *

Capil'ano Timber Company
was visited by Mayor Tisdall,

Alderman Pat Gibbens and other
high officials of Vancoiiver May
30. The city officials went over
the logging operations there and
upon their return to the city the

mayor announced that he did not
believe that the cutting of the

timber on the watershed would
in any wise interfere with the

future water supply of the city of

Vancouver.
« * *

Tihey Won't Buy
timber on the Seymour Creek

watershed. Mayor Tisdall says.

He claims that the expenditure
of $400,000 is not warranted. On
Seymour Creek the Union Nation-

al Bank of Seattle owns extensive

crown granted limits. They
were formerly held by the Robin-
son estate. The Hofius estate of

Seattle own the remaining timber
under license.

# * #

They Didn't Buy
the Capilano timber when the

city could have had it for a song.

Rather they sold their own timber
to private interests for a few
thousand dollars. Timber has in-

creased in value since that time

but the city of Vancouver did not

secure any benefits from such in-

crease.

GOODHUE'S
LEATHER
BELTING

GOODHUE Special Planer Belting.

GOODHUE Extra Quality Leather Belting.

GOODHUE Acme Waterproof Leather Belting.

GILT EDGE ROUND Leather Belting.

Round LEATHER BELTING

ROUND LEATHER BELTING on spools made from choicest
Centre stock, firm and solid, thoroughly stretched, well rounded,
full size.

Put up on spools containing 100 to 500 feet.

Stock sizes ^-in., 5/16-in., 98-in. and ^-in.

Sole B. C. Agents

Fleck Bros. Ltd.
Mill and Mine Supplies

110 Alexander St., Vancouver, B. C.

Phones Seymour 4592, 4593, 4594
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BUSINESS IN FORCE
1899-1922

THE NATIONAL LIFE ASSURANCE
COMPANY OF CANADA

Head Office: TORONTO

'Permanent as the Pyramids'

SEE us ABOUT YOUR INSURANCE

R. G. MACPHERSON
PROVINCIAL MANAGER

211-214 Rogers Bldg. Vancouver, B.C.

YARNS OF THE CAMPS
BY R. H. CHESTNUT

Murphy and Sandy were in a quiet mood after the steamer had
departed from Rock Bay. They both knew^ many of the old crowd
Avho were now spending their declining days in and about this great
logging camp and their early comings and goings brought back many
memories of the early days. Suddenly Murphy touched Sandy on the
knee and remarked

:

"Did you ever riminiber Pat, him what used to be boom man
over yonder at Bear River?"

"Mon, oh mon ! Ye dinna mean Pat Glen o' the gude wife, dae
ye?"

"Sure. The very divil himself and the fine wife ov him in the
bargain."

"Weel, Murphy, I've heard o' Pat, but noo much about the

gude wife, whatefer.

"

"Begorra, 'twere the fine lady she was, but Pat was inclined to

swear, by times, and 'tis no doiibt many's the general they had over
the same. Onyway, there were to be a dance at The Rock. 'Twas a
swell affair, socially, and every one of importance in the district was
invited, the Glens and meself included. So down we go in the
boom boat. The ladies, God bless thim and rest their souls, were
dressed in the height of fashion. The niin were all ov thim dressed
up to the nines, with Stetson hats, dancing pumps, caulked shoes and
all. 'Twas a swell affair, Sandy, and I shall never forget the way
Pat Glen conducted himself. Sure he just used his wife in the
finest style, saying 'My dear' for this and 'My dear' for that. Sure,
Sandy, he do be taking the arm of her after every dance and would
escort her to a seat. He brought in the lemonade and bedad he drank
the same himself, although, mind ye, Sandy, it was not a dry banquet
by any manner ov means."

'

' Aye ! In my day, Murphy, I 've attended ane or twa sich

affairs."

"Well, Sandy, eventually it was time to go home. Pat was
leading on the way down to the boom boat, another gentleman and his

wife was next and a young single couple were just ahead of Archie
Winters and meself. Now, every wan were remarking about the '<

grand style of Pat Glen. The eligent manners ov him and all.
'

And, mind ye, Sandy, some were jealous o' the flue companionship of
Pat and his wife. . Eventually we, or at least Pat did, reached the
water's edge and there lay the boom boat three good boomstick

1

lengths out from the shore, for the tide had come in since the dance
{

began.

"Sam were still calling the lady of his choice by pet names, for

we heard him say, 'Step right here, my dear,' 'there, don't get your
feet wet, sweet one,' 'Step upon this stone, honey,' 'Ah, just right,

my love.' Now, ov course, Sandy, they were some little distance
ahead ov the rest of us, but not as far as Pat Glen supposed, for

we could hear every word.

"Then the poor little woman says, 'Pat, what is that?'

" 'Tis a boomstick, my dear,' and he added in an undertone, 'and
you have got to walk it.'

"There was a pause, thin we heard:

"Walk it, you old devil, walk it. What in the name of

did I marry you for? You'll walk the stick my fine lady or
I'll
—

' but, Sandy, the splashing of water interrupted the balance of

Pat's vocabulai'y. Then says he, 'You old hussy. You weak-kneed
long-haired, slippery-footed, calf-hearted would-be logger. I've

trailed, carried, cuddled, coaxed, prayed and made a fool of myself
for twenty years and then you cannot walk a boomstick yet. "You
walk this one or by you drown."

There was a further splash and, Sandy, I rushed out onto the

stick. They were in about four feet of water, one on either side of

the stick. The lady was wielding a strong arm, her hair down and
1 saw Pat's head go under the water and her ladyship's head being

gradually pulled under, for Pat had a drowning man's clutch upon
the hair of her, but never the word did she say.

"We soon had the pair ov thim on shore. Mrs. Glen was little

the worse for the adventure, except a wetting. But Pat, it was
near being the end of him; she would not leave Pat; she wourked
like mad over him, for she had been a nurse in her time, and Pat
was back on the boom in three weeks.

MOUNTAIN
LUMBER

Careful Grading

Prompt Shipment

Perfect Manufacture

FIR, CEDAR)
PINE

We are specially well

equipped to handle

Mixed Car Orders

EDGEWOOD LUMBER CO., LTD. CASTLEGAR, B.C.
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Make Western Farmers Prosperous
Once More

BY HON. S. F. TOLMIE, M. P.

Most of the hig mills in British Columbia were built to supply the prairie demand for Ivmiber. Today the home market is paralyzed.

Mills that one time shipped their entire output to the prairies are today finding a more prosperous market in foreign fields. Hon. Simon
Fraser Tolmie, former Minister of Agriculture, discusses here the problem of getting the farmer on his feet. While the off-shore market is

attractive and immensely profitable, the thing that will build up Canada is a more prosperous home market for the natural products of the

country. We met a man from Regina, Saskatchewan, some days ago, seeking in vain among coast mills for a large consignment of two by
fours for elevator construction. '

"Make our home folks prosperous and get them back in the market," one grizzled old lumberman says, "for their elevators when
bursting with wlneat point to an unlimited market for our lumber, shingles, sash and doors and all wood products needed on the prosperous

farmstead.
'

'—Editor.

He

I might draw attention to the development of

trade on the Pacific Coast, where I am fortunate

enough to live. The trade from the Pacific Coast

across to the Atlantic is now something over a billion

or two billion dollars a year. The Panama Canal has

certainly made a great difference as regards trans-

portation from Western to pjastern Canada. We
should take advantage of all those things, because it

is most important that the primary producer, the

farmer, should secure as large a proportion of the

profit from his output as he possibly can. In this

particular connection, agriculture is of such great

importance to the Dominion of Canada that if we
could place this industry squarely on its feet and

make it profitable to the farmer, almost everything

else would take care of itself.

In the development of our markets a great deal

can be done. According to statistics we market about

80 per cent of our goods at home, either for consump-

tion or for remanufacture for export. Our principal

export markets are those of the United States and

Great Britain. The United States, as we all know,

is quite close to our border; it is easy to reach at low

cost ; but it has the disadvantage of having a very

high tariff. Somehow or other there are 110,000,000 people on the

other side of the line who believe in protection, with the result that

we find our goods going into that country very much handicapped by

a heavy tariff. Great Britain then is the market that is the most

desii'able one, although situated a further distance from our shores.

Still it is willing to pay excellent prices, and it is one which should

be cultivated with the greatest po.ssible attention. During my visit

to Great Britain in 1921 1 went through a number of the markets.

There I found the Britisher anxious to buy our goods, provided they

were of good quality, uniform and of sufficient volume to interest

him. He was quite willing to pay us just as much as he had to pay to

anyone else, but absolutely no more, and you cannot blame him for

taking that stand.

Another great field is being opened up for us across the Pacific,

where hundreds of millions of people desire our goods, and this market

should be developed to the greatest possible extent.

Business Methods on the Farm

Another feature that might receive encouragement is that of co-

oerative selling amongst farmers. Co-operation woidd enable the

farmer to get his goods to market in much better condition, and by

being able to load in carload lots he would secure lower freight rates

and be able to market to better advantage.

There is another matter which is of the greatest importance agri-

culturally, and that is the education of our farmers as far as it is

possible to go in the way of encouraging them to adopt better methods

of farming. We are doing this now through our fairs, our agricultural

press ,and the splendid system of experimental farms throughout the

[Dominion. I think we have one of the best systems of experimental

S. F. Tolmie, M. P.

farms in the world. When I was across the water I

visited some institutions of this character in Great

Britain, but they did not have anything over there

uperior to our Canadian experimental farm.

Bring in Immigrants

Immigration, too, nuist receive attentiou. I be-

lieve in bringing in immigrants of the I'ight kind,

but I would close the door against Asiatics. As I

come up from British Coluiuhia no one will want me
to give reasons for their exclusion. It is sufficient

to say that the Asiatic cannot assimilate with us and
has a standard of living which makes it impossible

for xiH to compete with him. But in bringing in immi-

grants we must secure those who will give promise

of making good in this country. And Avhen they get

here we should not leave them alone ; we should give

them every assistance, and through various institu-

tions see that they derive full benefit from our assist-

ance. I am not one of those who believe in bringing

in imigrants indisci'iminately and dumping them on

the land. I believe in a vigorous immigration policy,

but before we attempt to place any large number of

immigrants on the land we should begin to put our

own house in order. We can hardly expect the immigrant to remain

with us if his neighbors tell him they are not making a dollar out of

their farming; such a doleful tale will make him anxious to cross

into the United States. 1 think the farmer in many instances has just

cause of complaint in large sections of our country owing to condi-

tions that have prevailed during recent years. Therefore I think we

should improve conditions and particularly develop his market, lie-

cause there is no better method of helping a farmer than the assurance

that after he has his goods produced he can sel them at a profit.

Long-time credits might also receive attention. In fact this means

of helping the farmer is receiving considerable attention now from

what I have heard in the banking committee and in the committee

invstigating agricultural conditions. The ordinary banker^ while

quite satisfactory for the farmer who is on his feet, cannot be expected

to make long-term loans. That is not his business. Some other organ-

ization must be developed for this particular purpose of making long-

term loans at the lowest possible rate. However, there is one thing

to be pointed out in this connection, and that is that the farmer who

has been unable to make ends meet owing to being on a poor farm or

following bad methods, cannot look for vei-y much help from borrowed

money, whether he obtains it at a low or aJiigh rate of interest. To

succeed he must either change on to another farm or adopt proper

farming methods.

CHANGE OF FIRM NAME
The name of the Stave Falls Logging Company, Limited, of Port

Haney, has been changed to Stave Falls Lumber Company, Limited,

and the head office of the company has been removed to Ruskin, with

mill and logging camps at Stave Falls. H. W. Hall is secretary-

treasurer.
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GULF OF GEORGIA TOWING CO., LTD.

1199 SIXTH AVENUE W., VANCOUVER, B.C.

Specializing in Towing, Lighterage, Camp Moving, etc.

Rates Furnished on Application.

WE OWN AND OPERATE
4 TUGS AND 30 SCOWS

for reliable equip-

ment look for

on side of Tug
or ScowG G

Phone Bayview 806 Night Phone: High. 1923

Canadian Government
Merchant Marine Limited

Monthly Freight Service to

Australia and New Zealand

Regular Sailings to India, Japan and China
Limited Passenger Accommodation All Routes

For rates and information apply to

B. C. KEELEY, General Agent
C. N. R. Depot Vancouver, B. C.

PHOTO-ENGRAVERS
CONNERtlAL ARTISTS
[01OR-- ELECTRO

TYPERS^^nTVPERs

m

TOWER BLDG

E- 5EY. 7169

VANCOUVER.
B.e.

CUT DOWN YOUR WATER
COST BY STOPPING VALVE

LEAKAGE
Do you know that one mill showed by its flow

meter test that they were wasting 55 per cent of all
the steam g^enerated THBOUGH VAIiVE IiEAK-
AGE?

GRAFFINBERGER VALVES DO AWAY
WITH THIS GREAT WASTE

Complete Information Gladly Sent on Request
Write for Catalogue "W"

Patents Pending.
All rights reserved.

GRAFFINBERGER AIR VALVE
CO., INC.

330-2 East Morrison St., Portland, Oregon, U.S.A.

Marshall-Wells B. C. Limited "V'oTb"^?'' Vancouver, B.C.

Lumber Camps in Florida

have been employing convict

labor. There have been recent

charges of a severe character laid

against overseers of convict gangs.

There is a Southei-ner who be-

lieves that this system should be

for all time blotted out in civil-

ized communities. That South-
erner is at present a guest in Van-

couver. His name is Mr. A. L.

Clark. And if the public could

have seen the letter Mr. Clark

sent to the Governor of Florida

touching upon the outrageous

treatment of convicts they would

then the more realize why Mr.

Clark stands out as one of the

finest sons the South has pro-

duced.
* # *

Log's On Free List

would please J. H. Bloedel, who
Is making a fight for tariff

changes. Mr. Bloedel may suc-

ceed in having the President of

the United States reduce the tariff

against B. C. logs to fifty cents a

thousand. At any rate this big B.

C. operator is leaving no .stone

unturned to see that the industry
is given a square deal.

Export Tariff on Pulp Wood
is sorely puzzling the Ottawa

government, which will appoint a
commission to enquire into the
desirability of manufacture ex-

clusively in Canada of Canada
pulp products. There should be
one British Columbian on such a

commission.

W. W. Powell Company

operating a large match factory
at Nelson, announce that they
have taken over the sawmill at

Cooper Creek and twenty men are

now engaged turning out lumber
for the factory.

What Promises to

become an important industry
to Nelson is the ereosoting plant
of the Lindsley Bros., Canadian
company limited, which it is an-

nounced is to be established in

that city at once. The company
has been for some time making
large shipments of poles to the
East. Thes are then sent to Min-
neapolis for ereosoting. It is now
announced, however, that this

firm will build a creostoing plant

which will employ at least 35 men,
operate the year round and cap-

able of handling four ears of poles

a day.

Extensions to Alberni Plant

Extensions are either under
way or are being arranged for at

the Alberni Pacific Lumber Com-
pany's plant. A large modern
bunkhouse has been erected on
the east side of the railway and
the north side of the mill. A piece

of ground of about four acres

has been purchased on the south
side of the mill, on which bunk-
houses, kitchens, etc., will be con-

structed. These ariditional build-

ings are being erected to accom-
modate the extra employees who
will be engaged at the plant when
the night shift commences shortly.

At present there are about 180
employed at the mill, and by the

end of June the management
anticipates that there will be at

least 300 employed, of which fifty

per cent will be white labor.

Erection of a New Office

building to be used by the Aber-
nethy Lougheed Co. is to be start-

ed in the imediate future at Port
Haney. When the building is

completed the headquarters of the

logging concern will be removed
from New Westminster. The head
office of the Stave Falls Lumber
Company is now located in Rus-
kin, where also is the headquar-
ters of the Ruskin Operations
Ltd., a subsidiary to the Aber-
nethy Lougheed interests. Mr.
Earl Selkirk, formerly of Port
Haney, has been transferred to

Stave Falls, while Mr. Harry W.
Hall is now located at Ruskin.

Efforts to Restrain Loggers

from operating in the Finlay-
son Flat district, just off the

Malahat Drive, are made by the

Victoria Chamber of Commerce.
Speaking before directoi-s of the

Chamber Mr. John L. Beckwith,
Victoria business man, said that <

the ruthlessness of logging opera-

tions alou gthe Finlayson Flats

section of the road, one of the

scenic spots of the famous high-

way, was deplorable, and that no
thought whatever Avas being given

to the maintenance of natural

beauty by those engaged in the

present operations. Mr. Beck-
with moved that the matter be

taken up with the Provincial Gov-
ernment with a view to having
the timber in that neighborhood
left in its natural state.

Office and Bunkers: Foot of Burrard St.
West of C.P.R. Oil Tanks

Phones: Sey. 6894 and 2200

B. W. B. NAVIGATION COMPANY LIMITED
Successors to

Progressive Steamboat Co. Ltd and C. S. Thicke Towing Co Ltd.

TUGS— Projective
Coutli Pronative
Phoenix Prosperative
Maagen Prospective No. 2

P. O. Box 311

Vancouver, B. C.
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Maclean Building Reports

Will Reduce Sales Costs

By cutting out missionary work—giving the
salesman real prospects to work on.

By giving you information in such definite and
positive shape that your men can go out assured
of arriving at the right time.

By saving you wasted trips on hearsay news or
hazy rumors.

By installing greater confidence of success and
more genuine enthusiasm in the salesmen by
reason of the power of MacLean Building
Reports to help him get business.

By satisfying you beyond all fear of competition
that you are getting contracts which but for
MacLean Reports you would hear of too late

and sometimes never.

RATES AND SAMPLE REPORTS ON REQUEST

MACLEAN BUILDING REPORTS Limited

325 Main Street

Winnipeg, Man.
519 Winch Bldg.
Vancouver, B. C.

Fir - - Western Hemlock

Flooring

Ceiling

Siding

Finish

Timbers up
to 90 feet

Besides operat-

ing a 100,000 feet

capacity we pos-

sess a modernly
equipped planing

mill and door^ fac-

tory, latter with

capacity of 200

doors per day.

Shiplap

Siding

Dimension

Boards

Robertson & Hackett Sawmills Ltd.
Est. 1888 Office and Mills, False Creek, Vancouver, B. C.

Poles

Piling

Logs

Fir

Cedar

Hemlock

Cedar Telegraph Poles, Cedar Foundation

Piling, any Length

CapilanoTimber Co. Limited
Head Office at Booming Ground, Pemberton Avenue

and P.G.E. Tracks, North Vancouver, B.C.

Phone No. Van. 306 and 307

WHITE CEDAR FENCE POSTS
Spruce, Tamarack

Cedar Piling

We can furnish anything that you require in green cut,

live peeled, White Cedar Posts. We ship from the Rainy

River District of Ontario and Minnesota with yards at

the followring points:

RAINY RIVERl f
BEAUDETTE

SLEEMANS } Ontario Minn. \ ROOSEVELT
PINEWOOD J I WILLIAMS

Cedar Posts,

Poles, Ties

Let us quote you delivered prices—F,0,B. cars any railway station in Canada

T. M. PARTRIDGE LUMBER CO., LTD.
Sales Office: MINNEAPOLIS, MINN. Main Office: RAINY RIVER, ONT.
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CEDAR FIR SPRUCE PINE
Any of the above for immediate shipment in straight or assorted cars from extra dry stock. This is all good buying and properly manufactured.

^DAMS RIVER LUMBER COMPANY, LTD. CHASE, B. C.

Death Ends Long Career as Chief of Big Industry

End Comes in Chicago After Brave Struggle—Porter B. Yates Was
Industrial Leader and Headed Largest Organization

In Its Line in the World

Porter B. Yates, founder of the great woodworking machinery
manufacturing industry that bears liis name, and wlio as president
and general manager of the P. B. Yates Machine Co, with plants at
Beloit and Hamilton, Ontario, made that institution the largest of its

kind in the world, died in Chicago on Friday morning, Api'il 27.

, Mr. Yates had suffered witli diabetes for several years. In spite
of his ill-health, however, lie went to his office daily and coiitiiuied his
business and industrial activity. The weakening effect of his illness

and his close and constant attention to business brought on a more
severe illness early in December and compelled him to remain away
from his office and seek absolute rest and quiet in his home.

Mr. Yates, who was 69 years old, was born in New York state but
went as a child with his parents to Berlin, Wisconsin, where his father
conducted a hardware store for many years. After attending the
public schools of Berlin he associated himself with his father in the
latter 's business. The industry which imder the leadership and genius
of Mr. Yates came to be the greatest of its kind in the world, with
branches in practically every important city of the globe, was estab-
lished in Berlin in 1884. It began in a modest way with only one
model of machine as its product and with a factory force of thirteen
employees and a sales force of one.

Had Hard Struggle in Initial Stages

During the early years of his business life Mr. Yates faced the
usual trials and difficulties encountered by the head of a new indus-
try confronted with stern competition of older and established rivals.

But he guided the yoiing industry safely through all these difficulties

and it was soon seen that the new institution had been established on

the basis of sound business judgment, and that expansion of both
l)lants and its products was urgent.

About this time a group of leading Beloit citizens made overtures
to Mr. Yates in an effort to have him move his plant from Berlin to

Beloit. A sum of money for the purchase of a factory site was raised
and in 1887 Mr. Yates accepted the invitation of the Beloit men and
begun the transfer qt his plant to that city. Since that time the his-

tory of the industry has been one of constant gi-o\vtli and development.

Twelve hundred persons are now employed at the Beloit plant
and five hundred more are employed at the Hamilton, Ontario, plant,

the latter being established in 1906 to handle the constantly increa.s-

ing Canadian business. In addition there is a sales force of approxi-
mately 300 men. There are about 35 branch offices of the company
abroad and a large number in Canada.

Won World Recognition

At his death Mr. Yates, who with his daughter was practically

the sole owner of the P. B. Yates Machine Company, had more money
invested in woodworking machinery than any other man in the world,

and his plants employed practically twice as many pei'sons as any
similar institution in America. His business success brought him
wealth estimated at many millions.

Also it brought him Avorld-wide recognition as the outstanding
leader in the woodworking machinei\y field. From the small start

with only one model of machine as the complete output of his factory,

Mr. Yates and his engineers devised and perfected scores of different

types of machines that are used in practically every hunber and wood-
working mill in the country. The machines made in the Beloit plant
are sold all over the world and run the wide range from the great saw
that converts the huge log into planks to the delicate device that

finishes the finest and rarest woods that go into the most beautiful

products of the cabinetmaker's art.

Sure Service Prompt Shipment

Planing Mill

Modern Machinery
and

Drying: Facilities

Douglas Fir
Our Specialty—Mixed Cars Retail Trade

Modern Mill

Band Saw Equipment
throughout

Capacity 80,000, 9 hrs.

Eburne Sawmills Limited Marpole, B. C.

f

i
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How Mandy Got Results

In the first place, don't crowd a man to buy. If

you haven't made him want to buy—he isn't ready.
Hold off your delivery. If he pouts when loaded he
vyfill pout far worse when he pays—in the end we lose.

V.'e have made a sale, but we haven't sold anybody.
If we can make a man eager to take delivery—he

has properly been sold.

You can force a kid to take castor oil, but you
can't force him to say—"That's good!"

This reminds us of an experience—it's true, too.
Old Mandy was a nurse who knew selling, and

after sevei'al methods of leading us to the much sought
after liquid (that is getting fis to take castor oil) in-

cluding the dark closet and the two-bit bribe—she
concluded that we needed to be sold, and changed her
methods.

Two things were certain. She must make castor oil

taste good or evolve some scheme to get it down with-
out being tasted.

Being an intelligent saleswoman she would not
attempt to take the taste out of castor oil, so adopted
the latter method of getting it down without being
tasted.

She prepared a quarter of a glass of lemonade
which was exceptionally strong in lemon juice, and
well sweetened. She then took some peppermint and
rubbed this all around the top of the glass. The
castor oil was then carefully poured in the centre of
the lemon juice so that it would not touch either side
of the glass.

Even a kid will take a sporting chance, and this we
did when the commond "GULP IT DOWN" was given.
Perhaps we were easily sold, but many times after
that did we consume a right royal proportion of castor
oil—and though we might be stretching a point if we
said we liked it—it is certain that we didn't dislike it,

and were easily sold fi'om that time on.

If we had been made to take castor oil in the old
way we would have been pouting yet, and each time
it would have been more difficult to catch us.

We used to think being locked up in the dark
closet was indoor sport compared to drinking that
miserable tonic. The two-bit bribe was all right while
we were spending it, but it only made you feel ashamed
of yourself when it was gone. It used to make us
think that we ought to raise the fees. In fact we
believe one time we did take a great big dollar to turn
the trick—and that was a lot of money in those days

—

but we had to be sold—or perhaps die—according to
Mandy.

We can't bribe our friends to buy lumber, nor can
we put honey on the 2x4's to make it a sweet job to
pull them off the pile, but we can use intelligent sell-
ing just Mandy used the peppermint.

We knew it was for our own good—this taking
tonic occasionally, but the job was always a miser-
able one until we had been thoroughly sold.

Mandy wanted results—and found the way to get
them.

She sold a good taste idea where a bad one used
to be.

She made a bad job—GOOD.
—"The Pest."

WIRE ROPE

For LUMBERMEN, ENGINEERS and

CONTRACTORS
"Wc have the Right Rope for every purpose"

We solicit your enquiries. Write for our catalogue.
Stock carried in Montreal by J. H. HANSON CO. LTD., Agent

Canada Wire & Iron Goods Co., Hamilton
Stock carried in Edmonton and Calgary

N. F. Judah, McLeod Building, Edmonton, Agent

DUNLOP
BELTING
and HOSE

for the Lumbering Industry

"GIBRALTAR RED SPECIAL"
The high-grade Traiisinission Belt-

ing for all Drives.

FIRE HOSE
A necessity where Ihe Fire risk is

high. "Dnnlop" Brands afford

adequate and efficient protection.

DUNLOP
Belting, Hose, Packing and General

Mechanical Rubber Products for

Every Purpose.

Save by Mail
With the Good Old

CANADA PERMANENT
Savings Department
4% Paid or Compounded Half Yearly

Sixty-eight years of successful saving service

with the Company's Assets standing at Forty Mil-

lions of dollars as a protection to our Savings

Department patrons. It's no trouble to open an

account. Simply register your money w^ith the

coupon below and we'll send you your pass book

by return mail. START TO SAVE NOW!

Send This Coupon Back With Your
First Remittance

Canada Permanent Mortgage Corporation

432 Richards Street, Vancouver, B.C.

Please open my account with the enclosed $ , and

send me my pass book and check book. I expect to deposit

$ monthly. My regular signature follows:

Name

Address
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Second Hand Positions
Machinery &

dlassified Sedlion
Wanted

Equipment Help Wanted
Wanted & X^_>^ X C4. XXX V-J- K<_-/ l^X X X

Business
For Sale LITTLE ADVERTISEMENTS FOR QUICK ACTION

Chances

The

Peter Hay Knife Co.
GALT, ONTARIO Limited

MACHINE KNIVES
of Every

Description for

Paper Cutting,
Bark and Rag
Knives, Shear

Blades
Send for Price

List

POSITION WANTED
SAVnailili MACHINIST, American

and Canadian experience, lathe, bench
or installing machinery. Can take
charge of shop if required. Wants posi-
tion. Address BOX 42, WESTERN
IiUMBERMAN.

An experienced yard and mill super-
intendent, with .sales ability, now em-
ployed, desires to make change. Can-
not be available for one month. Ad-
dress BOX 43, WBSTEBN I.TmBZ:B-
MAN.

AaCrBESSIVB YOUNG MAN with

ability, integrity and dependability
wants permanent position with lumber
manufacturers or wholesalers in B. C.
or Prairie Provinces. Have 5% years'
experience different, departments, hand-
ling correspondence, orders, sales, ship-
ments, payrolls, bookkeeping and have
full knowledge general office routine
methods connected with lumljer, but
prefer position on order and sales end
of office. Could make small invest-
ment. At present secretary-treasurer
hardwood manufacturing company. Ex-
cellent credentials. Replies treated
confidential. BOX 41, WESTERN
I.UMBERMAN.

The Increasing Value
of Your Telephone

Your telephone is of
greater value as each
month goes by. With a
steady increase in the
number of new telephones
you are constantly able to

talk with a larger number
of people. This applies to
different parts of the prov-
ince.

It means to the business
man that he is in close
touch with more people.
As every telephone is a
long distance telephone,
anyone on the Lower
Mainland or Vancouver
Island may be reached at
a moment's notice. The
conversation is direct, the
reply instant.
Don't overlook the cheaper
night rates. Between 7
p.m. and 8 a.m., you get
three times the day period
at the same price.

British Columbia
Telephone Company

PUBLISHERS' NOTICE
Advertisements other than "Employment Wanted" or "Employees

Wg.nted" will be inserted in this department at the rate of 25 cents per agate
line (14 agate lines make one inch). $2.80 per inch, each insertion, payable
in advance. When four or more consecutive insertions of the same adver-
tisement are ordered a discount of 25 per cent will be allowed.

Advertisements of "Wanted Employment" will be inserted at the rate
of one cent a word, net. Cash must accompany order. If Western Lumber-
man box number is used, enclose ten cents extra for postage in forwarding
replies. Minimum charge 25 cents.

Advertisements of "Wanted Employees" will be inserted at the rate of
two cents a word, net. Cash must accompany the order. Minimum charge
50 cents.

Advertisements must be received not later than the 10th of each month
to insure insertion in the subsequent issued.

NEW No. 4 GRINDER
A Machine Especially Adapted for Sash and Door and

Furniture Factory Requirements

1

A SMALL MACHINE WITH A BIG CAPACITY

THE SHIMER CUTTER HEAD CO.
OF CANADA LIMITED

GALT - - - ONTARIO

FOR SAIiE

One rebuilt S. A. Woods 6x15 Fast-
Feed Planer and Matcher, double pro-
file, one set matcher heads, one set
jointer heads, 6 profile heads for ceil-

ing, 3 profile heads for Dropsiding, 6

knife round cylinders. Can make very
attractive price for immediate shipment.
Northern Machinery Company, Spokane,
Wash.

FOR SAXiE

.50,000 Cedar Poles and 30,000,000 feet

good merchantable timber, mostly Fir,

owned by J. S. Deschamps Estate, and
must be disposed of. Apply J. A. Mc-
Kercher, P. O. Box 520, Vancouver,
B. C.

TIMBER SALE X222
SEALED TENDERS will be received by t!ie

Minister of Lands at Victoria, not later

than noon on the 22nd day of .lune, 1923.

for the purchase of License X222, to cut

1,325,000 feet of Fir, Hemlock and Cedar,

on an area situated on the North slicre of

Wellbore Channel, Range" 1. Coast Land Dis-

trict. Two (2) years will be allowed for

removal of timber.

Further particulars of the Cliief Forester,

Victoria, B.C., or District Forester, Van-
couver, B.C.

CLARK & LYFORD
FOREST ENGINEERS, LTD.

Judson F. Clark P. L. Lyford

J. E. Tucker

920-25 Vancouver Blk. Vancouver, B.C.

Ryan, Mcintosh

Timber Co., Ltd.

TIMBER BROKERS, CRUISERS,
SURVEYORS AND VALUATORS.

CONSULTING ENGINEERS.

701-704 Belmont House

VICTORIA, B.C.

W. B. Ryan R. W. Hibberson, F.E.
W. L. Mcintosh McC. P. Blair, C.E.

BELTING FOR SALE
We have a large quantity of Second-
Hand Rubber and Leather Belting in
all sizes and plys up to 24 inches in
width, which we can sell at interest-
ing prices. Send us your requirements.

N. SMITH
138 York St. Toronto, Ont.

FOR SALE
nt a bargain price—three timber
limits up the coast; principally
cedar. Apply

T. MATHEWS
517 Pender St. W. Phone Sey. 663

FIFTEEN MII^I.ION FEET OF FIR

Good logging proposition, with good
booming ground, on east coast of Van-
couver Island. 1% miles from water;
crown granted and exportable. Price

$1.50 per M.

COMPI.ETE X.OGGING OUTFIT
10 by 12 Will amette donkey engine,

with all kinds of cables, etc; also trunks
and trailer, all in excellent condition.

Full particulars from

CANADIAN FINANCIAIi TRUST CO.

839 Hastings Street West
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( CLUBS, //y CAATADA^

Courtesy "Kiwanis Magazine"

Who Has Oldest Sawn

I

Shingle in British Columbia?

;

Hoping to find the oldest sawn

1

shingle in California, Gus Rnssell

of the Santa Fe Lumber Co., San
Brancisco, has decided to offer a

j
cash reward for its recovery. The
amount of the reward has not

s been determined upon. Russell
' said that his desire to find this

shingle is dictated by his opinion

: that pioneer life ended in Cali-

I

fornia when the splitting of

:
boards for roof coverings stopped

i and the sawing of shingles com-
i' menced. * * *

Lumber Industry Libelled

when a daily paper in Vaiieou-

I ver said Wallace Shipyards could
' not secure at Vancouver mills tim-

i ber for the new drydock. The
3,000,000 foot lumber order for

, the shipyards has been placed
with mills on Vancouver Island.

I "J?" SJ"

While 81 Steamers Loaded

J

on the Eraser River last year
I only one-half of them took lumber.
For four months this year there

\
have been 15 large steamers take

I

lumber cargoes there, with an
aggregate net tonnage of 45,000
tons. Approximately 33,000,000
feet of lumber were shipped on

•I the boats from New Westminster
ij last year, besides a heavy rail

'.. carrying trade and large tonnage
in doors, three-ply veneer and box

: shooks. The mills on the Eraser
i; River report in solme instances 100

j!
per cent increase, and one mill

h nearly 200 per cent increase in

jj
off-shore shipments of lumber,

1; lath and doors.

Cranbrook, B. C.

is experiencing a building boom
as a result of activity in the min-
ing and lumbering in the Koo-
tenay.

* * *

Doukhobor Mill Burned Down
A Doukhobor sawmill at Hall

Siding, 10 miles south of Nelson,
Avas burned down May 25, Avith a

loss of $15,000. The fire was con-

fined to the mill.

At Sumas Lake

where the government of B. C.

is reclamiing 33,000 acres of land,

in the building of a single con-

crete dam, 2,000,000 feet of sheet

piling and .30(1,000 feet of form
lumber was used in construction.

Pumps will be mounted on the

dam which will throw out 1,000

cubic feet of water per second.

Theodore M. Knappen
Avho was active on the coast as

a promoter of immigration, is

gaining fame in New York as a

publicity adviser to the National
Lumber Manufacturers' Associa-

tion. An article on "The Undy-
ing Redwoods" by Mr. Knappen,
Avhich appeared in the March,
1923, issue of "The American Re-
view of Reviews," has been re-

printed for the California Red-
wood Association.

^ -^f"

Totem Poles for Prince Rupert

are urged by S. K. Campbell of

that city. These reminders of a
I'apidly vanishing art Avould be of

special concern to tourists, Camp-
bell claims.
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Star Machinery Co.
SEATTLE, WASH.

WOOD WORKING MACHINERY
1—Wysong & Miles hoUow chisel mor-

tiser,
1—Kew Britain frame machine.
1—Railway Box board cut-ofC.
3—Two Spindle Shapers.
1—32-in. Silver Band Saw.
1—36-in. Siver Band Saw.
1—22-in. Sidney Universal Woodworker.
1—American Relisher and Mortiser.
1—Hayes sash sticker with routing and

boring attachment.
1—36-in. Berlin 3 drum sander.
1—6x24 Crescent single surfacer.
1—8x24 Graves & Klushman single sur-

facer.
1—6x30 "Buss" divided roll single sur-

facer.
1—No. 108 Berlin outside moulder.
1—Hall and Brown Power Ripper.
2—Irvington floor swing cut-offs.
1—16-in. round head jointer.
1—14-in. wood turning lathe.
2—20-in. wood turning lathe.
1—30-in. American Circular Resaw.
1—54-in. McDonough Band Resaw,
1—66-in. Connell & Dengler Band Re-

saw.
1—16x27-in. Endless Bed Single Sur-

facer.
1—6x26-in. Hall & Brown double sur-

facer.
1—6x26-in. Curtis 4-side planer and

matcher.

IRON WORKING TOOltS
1—36-in. x 36-in. x 0 ft. Miles Ma-

chine shop planer.
1—30-in. Cincinnatti Shaper.
1—18-in. X 8-ft. South Bend engine

lathe.
1—14-in. X 6-ft. Walcott Engine Lathe.
1—13-in. X 6-ft. South Bend Engine

lathe.
1—14-in. X 3 ft. 6 in. American Engine

lathe.
2—Small power hack saws.
1—14-in. Warner & Swazed Turrett
1—6-in. Oster pipe threading machine.
1—48-in. Mueller radial drill press.
1—22-ft. Rickford drill press.
2—Champion hand & power drill

presses.

BIiOWERS
1—Size 3 Roots high pressure blower.
1—Size 3% Roots high pressure blower.
1—No. 7 Sturdevant blower.
1—24 No. 4 Buffalo Forge Blower.
1—24 Western Planing Mill Blower.
1—No. 400 Champion Brand blower.
1—30-in. American Planing Mill Blower
1—40-in. National Planing Mill Blower.
1—45-in. Sturdevant Twin Planing Mill

Blower.
1—45-in. Sturdevant Twin Planing Mill

Blower.
1—48-in. Sturdevant Twin Planing Mill

Blower.
1—60-in. Western Planing Mill Blower.
2—60-in. Western Planing Mill Blow-

ers.
direct connected to 50 H.P. motors.

1—70-in. Sturdevant Twin Planing Mill
Blower.

DRIIii; PRESSES
1—20-in. Rockford back geared.
1—22-in. Barnes back geared.
1—30-in. Canedy-Otto radical.
1—No. 203 Champion combination hand

and power press.
1—22-in. Hamilton with sliding head.
1—28-in. Baines with sliding head.
1—26-in. Sibley.

CANNERY MACHINERY
2— 3 car cannery retorts.
1—Seattle Astoria double seaming ma-

chine.
1—Fish cutter.
1—Can Laquering machine.

ENGINES
1—16x32x36-in. Hamilton Corliss.
1—20x24-in. Erie Ball Automatic.
1—14x28-in. Buckeye R. H. Automatic.
1—Pr. 14xl6-in. Brownell Twins.
1—Pr. 11x16 H. S. & G. Twins.
1—14xl8-in. Vim Center Crank.
1—14irl8-in. Erie City Side Crank.
1—14x20-in. Atlas Side Crank.

SHINGXiE MII.I. MACHIITERY
1—Sumner Gold Medal Upright.
8—Standard Sumner Uprights.
1—Small Belted drag saw.
10—Bbls. %-in. x 10-in. New Acme

Shingle IBands.
10—Shingle Packing Frames.
50—6-in. 6-in. Roller bearing dry kiln

trucks.
1—Hand Shingle Saw Gummer.
1—72-in. Inserted Tooth Cut-off Saw.

Star Machinery Co.

Seattle Wash.
Shop and Yards
207 Horton St.

Office & Salesroom
1735 1st Ave. S.

FOURTEEN "14" VESSELS
OF THE

UNION STEAMSHIP COMPANY of B.C. LIMITED

Sail regularly from the Company's wharf, Vancou-
ver, B.C., calling at Sechelt, Powell River, Campbell
River, Alert Bay, Ocean Falls, Surf Inlet, Bella

Coola, Prince Rupert, Anyox and all Northern B.C.

logging camps and canneries.

For Information as to Sailings, Fares and Freight Rates
APPLY TO

Head Offices on Wharf,

foot Carrall Street, VANCOUVER, B.C.
TELEPHONE SEYMOUR 306
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ItWaiPayYou

TO CARBY

Timberland

S4S Dimension
AND

Yard Timbers

The Best in the West

THE

Timberland Lumber Co.
NEW WESTMINSTER, B. C.

"Li'l Husky"
Something New in

a Heavier Saw for

Float Work

This Company has now
in preparation a heavier
style of machine of the
up-to-date gasoline saw
type, specially construct-
ed for float work at the
boom. R is mounted on
square skids and highly
efficient in every respect.
Where logs have to be
cut in the water this new
heavier machine will do
the job in a bang-up
time-saving way—right
at the boom.

ASK US ABOUT
IT

<'f I'll HUSKY" is the 150-

I ^ pound Portable G-asoline
Saw that has talcen the

Pacific Coast hy storm. It is

about the most economical,
most productive gras' saw on the
market today. This machine
does its greatest labor-saving
work in Mills and Camps. "Iii'l

Husky" is stripped of all un-
necessary weight, and it is
strengthened where strain is
likely to come most. It is bolt-
ed and reinforced against vibra-
tion and balanced on its own
base. Every Camp needs at
least one "Li'l Husky" 150-
pound gasoline Saw for cut-
ting firewood and similar work.

Write for Free Booklet and
Information

Dominion Drag Saw Co.,
104 Main Street, Vancouver, B. C.

WATER-BORNE SHIPMENTS FROM
BRITISH COLUMBIA

COMPARED WITH TOTAL LOG SCALE

HI
1917 1918

ii

1919

-

1920

1921 1922

EXPORTS OF CANADIAN PRODUCE TO THE UNITED STATES

DURING SIX MONTHS UNDER THE NEW TARIFF

The folowing statement shows the volume of Canadian exports to

the United States during the first six months following the adoption of

the new United States tariff on September 22, 1922, as compared with

exports during the corresponding six months of the two preceding years.

The statistics were compiled by the External Trade Branch of the

Dominion Bureau of Statistics. (See Commercial Intelligence Journal

No. 974, September 30, 1922, for article on new tariff).

Agricultural and Vegetable Products

—

1921 1922 1923

A. Mainly Food $103,894,873 $ 18,746,649 $ 16,528,622

B. Other than Food 5,454,370 5,507,644 6,656,035

Animal Products 38,987,937 27,156,279 27,823,932

Fibres, Textiles and Textile

Products 3,347,429 838,728 2.312,164

Wood, Wood Prod, and Paper 96,807,559 78,467,174 104,142,174

Iron and its Producst 5,863,249 2,223,312 5,614,005

Non-Ferrous Metal Products.... 12,937,130 7,969,923 18,205,153

Non-Metallic Mineral Products 9.443,026 6,830,568 12,150,650

Chemicals and Allied Products.. 6,225,951 3,071,363 4,080,567

Miscellaneous Commodities 6,406,882 3,870,035 4,410,811

Total Exports $289,368,406 $154,681,675 $201,924,113

II
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RELTING
BRANCHES:

Toronto, Ont. 194 West King Street
St. John, N.B 90 Germain Street
Calgary, Alta. Gorman's Limited

D. K. McLaren limited
Head Office and Factory

351 St. James St., Montreal

BRANCHES:
Edmonton, Alta Gorman's Limited
Vancouver, B.C. Gorman's Limited

1158 Homer St.

CLIMAX
EXTRAS

and

SATISFACTORY
SERVICE

CLIMAX

GEAR
GREASE

IS THE BEST AND
CHEAPEST

Try it and Know for

Yourself

Ask for Sample
FREE

We are Pacific Coast
Agents for the

LOCO
ELECTRIC
HEADLIGHT

and

OKADEE
BLOW-OFF VALVES

MIDVALE
TOOL STEEL

Recent Sales
of

CLIMAX

LOCOMOTIVES
on the

Pacific Coast

2-—60 ton to Holmes Eureka Lbr. Co., Eureka, Calif. 1— 70 -ton

1 —60 -ton to Buckley Logging Co., Buckley, Wash. • 1—80 -ton

1 —70 -ton to Buckley Logging Co., Buckley, Wash. 1

—

80 -ton

1 —70 -ton to P. S. Saw Mills & Shingle Co., Concrete, Wash. 1

—

80 -ton

1 —70 -ton to McCoy Loggie Timber Co., Deming, Wash. 2

—

80 -ton

1 —70 -ton to Snow Creek Logging Co., Blyn, Wash. 2—80 -ton

1 —70 -ton to Preston Mill Co., Preston, Wash. 1— 80 -ton

1-—70 ton to Victoria Lumber & Mfg. Co., Chemainus, B.C. 1

—

80 -ton

1 —70 -ton to Rat Portage Lbr. Co., Vancouver, B.C. 1

—

80 -ton

1 —70 -ton to San Joaquin & Eastern Ry., Auberry, Cal. 1

—

80 -ton

1 —70 -ton to Humbird Lbr. Co., Sand Point, Idaho. 1— 80 -ton
2-—70 -ton to San Joaquin & Eastern R. R., Auberry, Calif. 1

—

85 -ton

1 —70 -ton to Mutual Lumber Co., Bucoda, Wash. 1

—

85 -ton

1 —70 -ton to White Star Lumber Co., Whites, Wash. 1

—

BO -ton

to Deer Park Lumber Co., Deer Park, Wash.
to Webb Logging & Lbr. Co., Duckabush, Wash.
to Samish Bay Logging Co., Blanchard, Wash.
to Pacific Lumber Co., Scotia, Calif.

to Simpson Logging Company, Shclton, Wash.
to demons Logging Co., Montesano, Wash.
to Chinn Timber Co., Maple Falls, Wash.
to A. F. Coats Logging Co., Tillamook, Ore.
to Discovery Bay Loggng Co., Seattle, Wash.
to The Whitney Company, Portland, Ore.
to Nicola Pine Mills, Ltd., Merritt, B. C.
to Pacific States Lumber Co., Tacoma, Wash
to Parker Bell Lumber Co., Pilchuck. Wash.
to Bloedel, Donovan Lbr. Co., Bellingham, Wash.

Just Sold a 70-Ton to Bloedel, Stewart & Welch, Corp., Vancou ver, B.C.

CLIMAX LOCOMOTIVE CO.
PACIFIC COAST BRANCH OF CLIMAX MFG. CO., CORRY, PA.

623 Western Ave., SEATTLE, WASH. Phone Elliott 4876 D. M. MILLER, Manager

Vancouver Machinery Depot, Ltd., Vancouver, B. C. F. B. Mallory Company, Portland, Ore.

E. S. Sullivan Co., Can Francisco, Calif.
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Prevent Forest
The fires that start each summer

might have come from YOUR
cigarette-stub.

The Forest charred and burned
might have been the result of
YOUR camp-fire.

The wooded hillsides might have
been blackened by YOUR lighted
matches.

The burned farms might be the
wages paid by YOUR thought-
lessness.

THE MARK OF DISTINCTION
IN CIRCULAR SAWS

The first Circular Saws made in this

Country were placed on the market by
R. HOE & CO. in 1828, and GENUINE
HOE SAWS have held the leadership in

QUALITY, FINISH and SATISFAC-
TORY SERVICE during the 94 years

intervening to the present day.

For all purposes, and under all climatic

conditions, the GENUINE HOE
CHISEL-TOOTH and SOLID-TOOTH CIRCULAR SAWS have

proven their superiority in every part of the World, and backed

by a guarantee of absolute satisfaction no operator could do

better than to use GENUINE HOE SAWS exclusively.

R. HOE & CO., NEW YORK AMERICA'S OLDEST SAW MANUFACTURERS
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ATTENTION! B. C. LOGOERS
WE CARRY BIG STOCKS OF HEAVY EQUIPMENT

EVANS, COLEMAN & EVANS, Ltd.
VANCOUVER, B.C.

PHONE: SEY. 2988

C. G. M. M. Pleases

shippers on the Pacific Coast.

Rect^iit reports show the coastal

boats have been doing well on the

route, carrying fnll cargoes of

paper and pulp, and latterly with

luHiber and shingles as well, to

the south on every voyage. The
northward business has not been

so satisfactory in the past but is

becoming better now that a fourth

ship has been added and the fleet

placed on a regular Aveekly ser-

vice.
# * *

Calgary "Puts One Over"
Okanagan Competitors

Penticton (^o-operative Growers
in placing orders for box shook
have given one order of over 50,-

000 boxes to a Calgary firm, while

the local mill has received no or-

der at all, and accoi-ding to a

statement from the directors the

supplies ordered from the Chute
Lake mill and from Calgary will

fill the requirements of the local

organization for the coming sea-

son. Success of the prairie men
to secure the order has made a

furore among Okanagan business

men, who wanted the order placed

locally.
* * *

Neil Murray
another lumberman of good

southern stock, is head of the

Spruce and Cedar Co., Kamloops,
a new concern now building a

mill.

Frank J. Burd, Newspaperman
represented the Vancouver Pro-

vince at the annual meeting of

the Associated Press and the

American Newspaper Publishers

Association in New York, April

23 and 24. Mr. Edgar P. Allen,

publicity director of the National

Lumber Manufacturers' Associa-

tion, spent several hours with the

publicity committee of the Na-

tional Association, going over de-

tails in connection with the ad-

vertising and publicity plans of

the American Lumber Associa-

tion.
* # *

That British Columbia Fir

is in demand in Pennsylvania is

indicated by a letter received by
Col. W. R. Forster, secretary of

the B. C. Products bureau of the

Vancouver Board of Trade, from
the International Silo Company of

Meadville, Pa., in which an in-

quiry is made regarding the pos-

sibilities of getting 1,500,000 feet

of specially cut fir, No. 2 clear and
better, machined to a standard
silo pattern.

* * *

Vancouver Island

Peter Mclntyre has issued a

writ against the Comox Logging
Company for $4,725.

D. E. Rice, Vancouver, has

issued a writ against the Empire
Timber Products for $1,507.

Canadian Exhibition Train to Tour France

An exhibit of B. C. woods and shingles has been forwarded to

Ottawa to be incorporated into the exhibition train which is to tour
France this year under the auspices of the Dominion Department of
Trade & Commerce, in co-operation with the French Government.

B. C. Market Extension
Recent buildings which have specified B. C. woods include a hospital

at St. Hyacinthe, Quebec, to cost $750,000. Two schools in Montreal
to cost $175,000. These are to be erected by Parquet & Godbout, general
contractors, whose manager recently paid a visit to our Toronto exhibit.

Horwood & White, architects, Toronto, have specified Douglas fir trim
in a new Methodist church for Mimico to cost $150,000, also for a home
for Mr. A. G. Horwood, Toronto. Edge grain fir trim will be used in a
school at Richmond Hill, Out., designed by Burden & Goninlock, archi-
tects, to cost $100,000. Lakeview Club, Lakeview, Out., will erect a
frame building having fir floors and trim, cedar shingles. Sproat & Rolph,
architects, Toronto, are specifying fir floors, trim and roof trusses in

Westminster church, Toronto, to cost $100,000.

L. R. Somerville, architect, Toronto, is designing a large residence at

Burlington, Ont, to cost $36,000. Western hemlock will be used ex-

clusively for trim. This is one of the first large residences in Eastern
Canada to be trimmed in Western hemlock, although it is being used
very extensively in smaller houses.

Personal visits were paid to architects in Hamilton and St. Cather-

ines early in April. Warren & MacDonald, architects, Hamilton, have
specified Douglas fir for trim in what is one of the largest public schools

in Canada, containing as it does 50 rooms, including 42 class rooms, an
auditorium and several others. This building contains roughly one mile

of picture moulding. The sample shingles sent out are invariably found
on file in the various architects' office and in at least four cases in the

district visited they had produced results for a better grade of wooden
shingle.

The proper kiln drying of our woods is very important and a few
cases of excessive shrinkage have served to emphasize this recently.

Greater attention should be paid this matter by the manufacturers.

SEY. 280 Established 1860 SEY 279

R. V. Winch & Company, Limited.

Shipping, Insurance, Financial & Estate Agents

SALMON BROKERS

VANCOUVER Winch Building VICTORIA
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A Real Coast Edger

PACIFIC COAST EDGER (Built in 60 66" and 72" Sizes) Cylinder Side

On the Coast, where machinery has to be as heavy as possible, "and then some," these

Edgers have made good.

To preserve ahgnment, the entire frame, including the housings, is made in one. solid

casting.

The easy shifters, positive saw locks, and handily operated press rolls are familiar to

the trade, and appeal to mill men.

The Bulletin Contains Full Information. May We Send It?

The E. Long Manufacturing Co., Limited

OriUia
The A. R. Williams Machinery Co. of

Vancouver, Ltd.

Gorman's Ltd., Calgary and Edmonton

Canada
The A. R. Williams Machinery Co.

of Winnipeg, Ltd.



Waterous Boilers
Are Best for Sawmill Use

You can get the best efficiency and satisfaction in

steam production by using WATEROUS RETURN
TUBULAR BOILERS installed the Waterous way.
They are economical of fuel—carry plenty of steam in

reserve for use in emergencies—can be used with
hard and dirty water—they are easily cleaned and
readily taken care of.

FRONT AND
and designed to

Our boiler settings—BOTH FULL
DUTCH OVENS—are dimensioned
best handle the various fuels used in the sawmill. We
can guarantee to give you the most perfect combustion
with the least amount of work and attention, whatever
kind of fuel you burn. We build both brick and full

steel settings for all size boilers, single or battery.

Waterous Return Tub-
ular Boilers are built

for all Provinces—any
size up to 165 H.P.

WRITE FOR

NEW CATALOGUE

The Waterous Engine Works Co., Ltd.
Molsons Bank BIdg., Vancouver, B.C. BRANTFORD, CANADA Branch-Winnipeg, Man.



It is Your Individual and Public Duty to Keep Out Fire From Your Factories, Fields, Forests and Homes
!

STRONG ENOUGH
FOR A BEAR

Of course bears don't wear shirts or pants,

but we really do make Twin Bute Pants

and Shirts so strong that they do not rip or

"bust" even on the shoulders of a man
built like a bear. Good, strong, hard-wear-

ing cloth, with double-sewn seams, made
to wear. And how they do wear.

NEARLY EVERYONE WEARS OUR SHIRTS
ON THE TOUGH JOBS.

Jas. Thomson & Sons, Ltd<

VANCOUVER, B. C.

Clothes for Men
Give Satisfaction

THOS. FOSTER & COMPANY, LIMITED
514 Granville Street Vancouver, B.C.

OVERCOATS
BURBERRY
DURWARD

ONE STORE
ONLY

Mail Orders Given

Prompt Attention.

Charges Prepaid.

"King of the Woods Jr"

STRONG POWERFUL DURABLE

DOES THE WORK OF TEN MEN
Designed Specially for B. C. Loggers

4 H. P. GUARANTEED—6
1/2 H. P. ACTUAL TEST

Made in Vancouver by

Geo. Cradock & Co., (B.C.) Ltd.
GEO. S. FETTAFIUCE, MANAGING DI&XICTOK PKONZ:: 8EY. 1456

175 CORDOVA ST. W. VANCOUVER, B. C.

Branches

—

PORTLAND, ORE.
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

CHICAGO, ILL.

Duncan Lumber Co,, Ltd.
Manufacturers and Wholesalers

VANCOUVER - BRITISH COLUMBIA



T TU* T ^ GERALD G. McGEER, K. C, DISCUSSES REDUCTION OF FREIGHT
in iniS issue rates on British Columbia lumber and shingles . . . .

r f]

Representing the Manufacturing, Wholesale and Retail Interests of

British Columbia. Alberta, Saskatchewan and Manit

VOLUME TWENTY VANCOUVER, JULY, 1923 NUMBER SEVEN

HEAPS
AND SONS, LTD.

SHINGLES
Metropolitan Bldg. VANCOUVER, B. C.

1 1

K —

Walsh Construction Co., Ltd.
VANCOUVER, B.C., AND SEATTLE, WASH.

Sprinkler Systems
APPROVED BY

LUMBERMAN'S INDEMNITY EXCHANGE
PROTECT MILLIONS AGAINST FIRE LOSSES

FIRE

UNDERWRITERS MILL HOSE

HOSE
WATER - STEAM - SUCTION— HOSE—

Packings, Valves, Etc. "P.M.S." Belting

GUTTA PERCHA & RUBBER, LTD.
564 YATES ST., VICTORIA 526 BEATTY ST., VANCOUVER
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Made in Canada

STERLING
QUALITY

A Reputation for QUALITY

The progressive up-to-the-minute mill man
knows that

ATKINS
STERLING

STEEL SAWS
Machine Knives and Tools have achieved their reputation

because of their high quality and dependability.

If you have not read The Story of Sterling Steel, and all

that it implies in the manufacture of our Saws, clip this

advertisement, ask for catalog, sign your name and ad-

dress, and mail it to us at Hamilton.

If you want us to give you the names of some of the

largest and most successful lumber producers who are

using Atkins products, we will be glad to do so.

"A Perfect Saw for Every Purpose"

Leading manufacturers of Saws, Saw Tools and
Machine Knives; also Atkins-Coleman Feed Rollers.
Use Aerolite and Ferrolite Wheels for your saw
gumming and knife grinding. Increase your belt
efficiency by using Cantol Belt Wax.

E. C. ATKINS & CO.
Established 1857.

Canadian Factory

The Sterling Qualiiy Saw People

Branch House

HAMILTON, ONT. VANCOUVER, B. C,
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T. s. MoGirr, 302 Travellers Bldg.

-Mclntyre & Simpson, 14 W. Wash-
'ington Street.

Kew York—Mclntyre & Simpson, 296 Broad-
way. Phone Worth 248.

1923
"Recognized Authority for Nineteen Years

STEWART M. READ, General Manager.

Published Monthly by

BUSINESS PUBLICATIONS OF B. C,
Limited

519 Winch Building

Member Audit Bureau of Circulations

Subscription Price: $2 per year in advance;
United States and foreign countries, $2.50 per
year. Single copies, 20c.

Address all communications, and make
cheques, drafts, P.O. and express orders pay-
able to the Western Iiumberman.

Advertisements, to insure insertion in the
issue of any month, should reach the office of
publication not later than the 22nd of the
month preceding.

GEO. HI. MURRAY, Editor.
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Lower Rail Rates
There Can Be No

Prosperity if Farmer

Does Not Prosper . .

It is predicted that 40,000,000 bushels of wheat will

be shipped to the markets of the world, through the Port

of Vancouver next year. That means a great number of

cars which will be available to carry to the Prairies

British Columbia lumber.

How^ many cars will this be?

Well, each car will carry 1,200 bushels of wheat, and

that means in order to carry 40,000,000 bushels, we wall

need 33,333 cars.

That will be 2,777 cars per month, or roughly 100

cars per day.

When the golden stream of grain finds it way into

the elevators at tide water, 100 cars a day w411 be available

for carrying back to the wheat fields the products of

British Columbia.

With the revision of freight rates the wheat move-

ment to this Coast can only be measured by the capacity

of the raihvays to bring it, by the capacity of elevators to

handle, and the capacity of ships to carry it away.

Gerald G. McGeer, K.C., who is making the fight for

reduction of the mountain scale, makes the following

statement to readers of "Western Lumberman":

"In the evidence submitted to the Board of Railway

(Commissioners in Vancouver in April, 1921, Mr. Robert

Mayhew gave evidence that he could produce roofing

paper in British Columbia, from forest products, landed

on a steamer in Vancouver, ship it through the Panama

C-anal to Montreal and land it in Winnipeg at $9.20 a ton

cheaper than it could be landed from Vancouver to

Winnipeg direct by rail. Lumber has moved from the

^ Pacific Coast of British Columbia to New^ York for $12.00

a thousand and rates as low as $8.00 a thousand have been

quoted from Seattle to New York via the Panama Canal.

"In the light of these comparisons, a rate of $16.00 a

thousand on lumber from Vancouver to Calgary indicates

one of two things: that the W^estern lumberman, in the

belief that he has an absolute monopoly on the Prairie

farmer requirements for lumber, is indifferent to the cost

of landing it at the purchaser's destination, or that the

Prairie farmer is a man who is so indifferent in the

expenditure of his money that several dollars a thousand

will not make any difference in the quantity of his

purchases.

"No matter which view the W^estern lumberman

lakes, either one of these views is incorrect. British

Columbia has no monopoly on the Prairie farmers'

requirements for the simple reason that if the prices are

too higli for British Columbia lumber when it is being

sold in Alberta or Saskatchewan, the farmer there will

reduce his requirements accordingly. In other words,

conditions will be somewhat as they are today—there

will be no lumber needed and economy' in lumber will

become the order of the day, and the use of building

subslilules, such as cement, brick, stone, tar paper and a

host of other easil}^ handled and serviceable building com-

modities, will be used. The requirements of the Prairie

Jfarmer will be reduced to a comparatively few grades."

* *

Reduction of freight rates is one of the biggest issues

before Western people. The present barrier between the

Pacific Coast and the Prairie provinces must be reduced

by a scientific readjustment of transportation charges.
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Reduce Rail Rates on Lumber and

Build Up Western Prosperity
An Interview With Gerald G. McGeer, K. C.

GERALD G. McGEER, K.€., brilliant young barrister who is

leading the fight for reduction of western freight rates, believes

that British Columbia is entitled to a fifty per cent reduction on

the carrying tariff on lumber. In an interview with "Western Lum-

berman" Mr. McGeer declared that a fair rate on lutoiber going east

over the mountains is fifty per cent of the present charge. At from

$8 to $10 a thousand the rate expert prophesied an awakening prairie

market and the establishing of permanent prosperity in the forest

industries of this province.

Mr. McGeer warmed to his subject as he pictured what he termed

an artifical barrier now existing between the province of British

Columbia and the sister provinces

of the prairies. He declared that

in the long history of lumbering
in British Columbia there were
few men who had made any
money in logging and the manu-
facture of lumber. He assigned as

one of the chief reasons for this

the higher freight rates on the

mountain section.

In the course of the interview

Mr. McGeer appealed for fair

treatment for the prairie farmer,

who was driven to the use of sub-

stitutes for wood products in

building operations largely be-

cause the freight rates on lumber
going from British Columbia was
too high.

"What would be the result to

trade and commerce in British

Columbia if the mountain scale

were removed and freight i-ates

were equalized?" Mr. McGeer
was asked.

"That is a question that is

extremely difficult to answer,"
was Mr. McGeer 's reply, "because
the possibilities of trade develop-
ment are so great between the
Pacific Coast and the prairies over

the next twenty-five yeaiis that it is difficult indeed to appreciate the
value of the removal of the chief barrier to that trade, namely, the
Western Canadian freight rate discrimination or the higher tolls

charged on western transportation commonly known in transportation
circles as the Mountain Scale of Freight Tariffs."

"Would the chief industry of British Columbia benefit and to
what extent and how?" was the nex:t question.

That removal of the mountain scale would revolutionize the lum-
ber industry in British Columbia, was the summing up of a carefully
thought-out statement from the man whose dramatic fight on behalf
of the provinces of Alberta and British Columbia has brought con-
fusion into the ranks of railwaymen and others who believe that the
eastern part of the country should enjoy special privileges in the
matter of freight rates.

"Two things from a transportation point of view have seriously

retarded and restricted the growth and development of British Colum-
bia's chief industry," said Mr. McGeer. "One is excessive costs in

the transportation of lumber from the Pacific Coast to the prairies

and the other is the lack of facilities that have been available on the

Pacific Coast for the movement of lumber during the years of pros-

perity on the prairies and throughout Eastern Canada and the United
States when the demand for lumber was at the peak

Gerald G. McGeer, K. C.

"Take the question of costs: I know it is difficult for the lumber-
men or the average layman to secure very much intelligent informa-
tion from a consideration of the factors and terms that are discussed

by traffic men when transportation problems are under review, but

every lu!mberman understands and knows the value of $16 per thou-

sand feet board measure. That is what it costs to move lumber from
the city of Vancouver to the city of Calgary, a distance of 640 miles.

It is estimated that there are approximately 3,000 pomids to the

thousand feet of lumber, which Avould give a rate per ton per mile of

1-66.

"Recently Mr. W. B. Lanigan, following an application for a

reduced rate on coal from Alberta to Eastern Canada, stated before

the Parliamentary Committee that a $9.90 a ton rate on coal from
Alberta to Eastern Canadian points was necessary and that coal could

be hauled from Alberta to Eastern Canada at that rate. The average

distance from the Alberta coal fields to Eastern Canada is 2,200 miles,

making the rate per ton per mile on coal from Alberta to Eastern

Canada .45. The rate on grain from Calgary to Fort William is .41

per ton per mile, so that it would appear that Mr. Lanigan 's coal rate

for the longer distance is not excessively low. If coal can be carried

from Alberta to Eastern Canada for .45 per ton. per mile, and grain

from Calgary to Fort William for .41 per ton per mile, it Avould appear
that the rate on lumber of 1.66 from Vancouver to Calgary is exces-

sively high.

"The following table of rates shows that western lutaber carries

a rate double that of the rate in Eastern Canada

:

Lumber Rates, Carload, Comparing Rates from Vancouver with those

from Mont Laurier, Que., for Similar Distances

From To

Bates Since June 30, 1922.

Bates in
Miles. Cents per

100 I.1}S.

Differential Per Cent.

Vancouver Calgary 642

Mont Laurier....Chatham 671

Vancouver Macleod 751
Mont Laurier....Windsor 719

Vancouver Edmonton 774

Mont Laurier.. ..Salt Ste Marie 782

Vancouver Medicine Hat 818

Mont Laurier....Dalton 818

50

30

20
54
30

24
54
291/

Diff . favor East 66.6I/2

Diff. favor East 80%

241/. Diff. favor East 83%
54

311/2

221/2 Diff- favor East 71.4%

Minimum from Mont Laurier, 40,000 lbs.

Minimum from Vancouver, 50,000 lbs.

Tariffs: C-P.R. W 4710, E 3590, C.R.C. W 2573, E 3818. Stiff effective.

"The excessive charges on the British Columbia lumber have

been justified by the same argument upon which the mountain scale

is justified and upon the further ground that it was necessary to haul

empty cars to British Columbia to take care of the lumber trade. A
removal of the mountain scale will have the direct effect of reducing

the lumber rate substantially and in many instances that reductioa

should be almost 50 per cent. The removal of the mountain scale dif-

ferential will permit the natural flow of an enormous volume of grain

to the Pacific Coast and will wipe out the empty car movement argu-

ment, and in fact will improve the situation as far as the lumberman
is concerned very materially. An abundance of cars will always be

available. The railways will find it necessary to reduce rates to

develop the maximum volume of business eastbound, certainly a phase

on western transportation.
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Much has been said in the past of the wealth of the forests of

British Columbia. The stand of merchantable timber has been esti-

mated at from 350 billion feet to 400 billion feet board measure. Since

1910 the cut of timber in lii'itish Columbia has shown a very marked
improvement as the following figures will show:

Year. Total. Less Exports. Total Mfg. in B.C.

1910 640,786,091 640,786,091

1911 — 856,048,267 47,000,000 809,048,267

1912 1,105,393,751 53,280,375 1,052,113,376

1913 - 1,457,041,939 58,752,678 1,398,289,261

jl914 966,989,800 65,678,054 901,311,746

1915 1,017,683,000 106,874,935 910,808,065
i me 1,280,263,000 52,184,385 1,228,078,615

!l917 - 1,647,275,000 51,176,468 1,596,098,532

1918 1,761,184,000 11,608,267 1,749,575,733

1919 1,758,329,000 44,270,943 1,714,058,057

1920 2,046,368,959 28,673,938 2,017,795,021

17,618,316,807 519,500,043 17,098,816,764

"There was a slight falling off in the production of 1921 and
1922 as against 1920, but it is reasonable to assume that the cut of

1923 will probably surpass substantially that of 1920. It has been

estimated that the annual reproduction of timber by growth is from
five to seven billion feet. In the light of these figures it would appear'

that everything that has been said about the wealth of British Colum-

bia's forests is justified, but in spite of all this wealth the success of

the lumbering business as an industry is far from gratifying and the

development of the export business, particularly the off-shore trade,

I has been almost a negligible quantity.

Two Big- Barriers to Success

"Two of the greatest reasons, I believe, for the lack of success

[.
that the lumbering industry has met with in British Columbia are

excessive transportation costs by rail and lack of facilities in times of

prosperity. The removal of the mountain scale of rates will substan-

tially relieve both of these burdens.

"I believe it is well known if the lumber industry of British

' Columbia is to develop a large export business that there will be a

necessity of finding a market for low-grade lumber which cannot be

I

sold for export markets. In the states of Washington and Oregon

I

the larger population of the Western States provides a measure of this

i
markets. The only market for such timber in British Columbia is on

: the prairies. This timber is suitable for a variety of purposes provided

ij
it can be placed in the hands of the user at a low enough cost. A

il
reduction in the cost of transportation, to what would be a reasonable

:
rate, should permit the sale of this lumber to the prairie farmer at

: prices much less than he now pays. During the last three years the

j

price of lumber on the prairies has ranged from $30 to $40 a thousand,

I

and the result has been a substantial falling off in the use of lumber

!
on the prairies. If the prices were reduced substantially I think the

|:
result would probably be that the prairie farmer would utilize British

? Columbia lumber for the housing of his machinery, the most of which

now remains in the field ; that lumber would be used much more

extensively for the providing of shelters for live stock and their re-

I quirements, and that generally speaking the use of British Columbia

I

lumber on the prairies would be increased very substantially and

I

many of the substitutes now used for building purposes in place of

lumber would be abandoned. Shingles would be used instead of

patent roofings, sods and tar paper; lumber in the form of shiplap

and sheeting would be used in place of sheet iron, roofing paper and

sidehills, and in many instances the use of brick and cement would

[|
be reduced.

"The theory that the British Columbia lumber interest has a

monopoly on the western prairie markets and are not interested in

j

the cost of lumber to the West«rn Canadian farmer is fallacious. If

(
the cost of British Columbia lumber to the Western farmer is not

\{ reduced the result is going to be, as it has been in the past, the require-

j
ments of the prairie farmer will be reduced accordingly, and Instead

i of using lumber he is going to use something else.

"The outlook for the lumber business if the mountain scale were

i

reduced should be particularly good. It is reasonable to assume that

if the production of lumber can be increased from eight hundred

H million feet to two billion feet during the last ten or twelve years,

[ that with the obvious burdens which the industry in British Columbia

has had to carry removed, the production over the next ten years

should increase proportionately.

"With the developtoent of shipping through the Panama Canal

and the laying down of lumber on the Atlantic seaboard from this

coast at rates which will average between $8 and $15 a thousand, the

off-shore trade will continue to show the very substantial increases

that are already definitely indicated. All that the lum])er industry in

British Columbia needs is a fair deal and if that treatment is extended

that an indu.stry of such value is entitled to, it is reasonable to assume

that in ten years we can look forward to a production of lumber of at

least five billion feet per annum. To bring this about freedom of

trade between the prairies and the Pacific Coast in the lumber industry

and fair transportation cost is absolutely essential. From the figures

that have been already submitted it must be ol)vious to the casual

observer that the lumber industry of British Columbia has borne alto-

gether too great a share of the burden of maintaining Canadian

railways.

"Much has been said of the basic wealth of British Columbia,

and in all probability the abundance of natural wealth existing in

Western Canada has been to some extent directly responsible for the

indifferent manner in which the wealth has been exploited. While

there is an abundanc of information available disclosing the wealth

contained in our forests, our mineral zones and our agricultural lands,

there is comparatively little information available disclosing the diffi-

culties that attend their development or that disclose the necessities

existing for their exploitation so that a maximum of national pros-

perity may ensue.

"It is an obvious fact that the natural wealth of Western Canada
is such that any substantial development of it must involve its trans-

portation and sale in foreign markets, and the transportation problem

of Western Canada is probably one that has been most neglected and
one that has been most indifferently developed.

"The lumber industry, in spite of the fact that there is possibly

the greatest stand of merchantable timber in British Columbia that is

contained in any one area in the world, has been a matter of indif-

ferent success insofar as those who have engaged in it during the last

twenty years. While it is true that large sums of money have been
made in transactions in timber, on the whole it is reasonable to say
that the experience of tlie operator in the manufacturing of lumber
in this province has produced far from the results that the wealth of

the forests would have indicated as having been possible.

"The foreign trade, until recently, was practically abandoned.
The days when the harbors of the Pacific of Canada would disclose

pictures of sailing ships with masts almost as numerous as the fir

trees in a forest have long since gone by, and as far as exports of lum-
ber from the Pacific Coast were concerned, they gradually drifted into

the hands of the lumber exporters of Washington, Oregon and Cali-

fornia.
'

'

Pointing out that the lumber industry, up until recently, in British
Columbia, has been solely dependent upon the Canadian and Middle
West American fields, Mr. McGeer continued. "It has not been
recognized on the Pacific Coast," said he, "that the transportation
problem has been basic in the limited development that the lumber
industry has attained in this province. In the adjustment of basic
national problems it is very often the case that indirect results will

be as beneficial in a great many industries as the direct results that
are sought. One of the greatest difficulties in the sale of lumber on
the prairies and in Eastern Canada and the United States, has been
the cost of transportation, but possibly a difficulty that is even greater
than the cost of transportation is the ever-existing shortage of facili-

ties for the movement of lumber during the prosperous years. During
the year 1920, when there was a general demand for lumber through-
out the United States and Canada, and when the lumber cut of British

Columbia reached its highest point up to that time, it is reasonable
to assume that had cars been available to the lumbei- industry of this

province that a very much greater cut of lumber would liavt? taken
place.

Makeshift Farm Building-

"The lumber rates from British Columbia to i)rairie points during
the last three years averaged from $16 to $19 a thousand. When it is

considered that the price of lumber on the item of transportation

alone is increased on the haul from Vancouver to Calgary of $16 a

thousand, it is obvious that the prairie farmer will buy lumber only
when it is an absolute necessity to his well being, and only in such
(piantities as are absolutely necessary and essential. It is true that lie

has to build a house but it is also ti-ue that he does not have to build

barns, out-houses, machinery houses or fences. It may lie necessary

for him to build some barns and silos, but one of the most noticeable

things in a journey across the prairies, and this is particularly so as

one enters prospei-ous appearing farming communities, that there is

not ample housing provision for the stock, there are no buildings pro-

tecting the livestock fodder, and all the machinery is left in the fields

(Continued on Page 44)
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If in the market for Spruce, do not forget that

Golden Spruce
stands out supreme among Mountain Woods.

We are still manufacturing upon the basis of the old Mountain Grading

Rules and maintaining our REPUTATION for GRADES and SER-

VICE.

We also manufacture FIR and CEDAR. The quality of our FIR

DIMENSION is well known. We have a considerable quantity of one

inch

NO. 1 COMMON CEDAR

This we can strongly recommend, as it is a SMALL-KNOTTED type and

makes excellent Boards and Shiplap. It also has the added advantage

of being CHEAPER than other woods, and we confidently believe a trial

car will make you a permanent user.

No. 1 Spruce, Fir and Cedar Lath

All our stock is run through planing mill at time of shipment, so always

reaches you bright, clean and newly milled.

Send your Enquiries to

Columbia River Lumber Co., Ltd. Golden, B.C.
Affiliated with and Represented Jointly by Salesmen of

Canadian Western Lumber Co., Ltd., Fraser Mills, B.C.

Eastern Sales Office—TORONTO—L. D. Barclay, and E. C. Parsons

MANITOBA ALBERTA SASICATCHEWAN
Hugh Cameron and D. T. McDowall Heffernan-Griffith Chas. R. Skene

1659 Portage Ave., Winnipeg. Edmonton - P.O. Box 526, Moose Jaw.
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Logging by Steam—A Modern
Improvement for Saving

Time and Labor
By Asa S. Williams

The following article was written by Mr. Williams and

published in the Forestry Quarterly in 1908, fifteen years ago.

We print it here, first to give an idea of the development of

steam machinery in logging, and secondly to show the slowness

of this development in British Columbia.

The Highlead Yarder, which first appeared in B. C. about

1915, was in common use in the South in 1900.

The Cableway Skidder, introduced in B. C. in 1910, was

invented in 1885.

The Portable Spar, for use on Highleads or Skidders, of

which there is only one in use in B. C, was first used in North

Carolina in 1907.

The Incline Hoist, of zvhich there are now two in use in

B. C, was a common logging system in the South 30 years

ago.

The following article may also indicate some improved

logging devices that sooner or later will be of use in British

Columbia.—Editor "Western Lumberman."

The object of this paper is to present to those interested in the
exploitation of forests an account of the methods of wire-rope logging,

ij generally or comprehensively called steam logging, in such a manner
5 as to enable them to judge of the suitability of these methods to their

, own conditions. These methods, while having been developed largely
during the last decade as regards efficiency, are by no means in

infancy, but in vigorous youth.

To find a reason for their being, the rapid westward and south-
ward spread of our great lumber industry furnishes the clue. The
progress from the northeastern states westward to the lakes brought
to the logger no new problems. All difficulties could be overcome as
in the past by main strength and determination

;
using axe, saw,

animal and man, Avith snow and water as invaluable assistants. More-
over the labor was lessened in that stumpage was cheap and only the
best and easily available timber was logged.

With the movement of the investor to the far West and South
came great change in the question of supply and demand, and a call

for timber previously considered undesirable or inaccessible.

In the West trees were found of great size ; men accustomed to

pull twenty logs with a yoke of cattle were confronted with the prob-
lem of moving one log with twenty yoke. It was slow, cumbersome,
expensive work, often very difficult, and where ground conditions

, were rough, in the absence of the great leveller, snow, exploitation

I
was impossible.

In the South the severest problem was that of the extensive

swamps, impassable throughout most of the year, and holding immense
I

stores of valuable pine, cypress, cedar and hardwood ;
again there

were higher portions of the southern mountains where the conditions

were too rough for animal hauling and the streams were not drive-

able. The experienced operator finding tried methods of the past

unsuitable to the several new conditions, was ready to actively wel-

•eome new solutions of the diffciulties, and upon the introduction of

the steam logging engine lent energy and inventive aid to its improve-
ment.

Early Development

The origin of the steam skidder, which in its various forms is the
main topic here to be treated, may be found in the granting to Mr.
Horace Butters, of Ludington, Michigan, of letters of patent for the
first steam skidder. This original type of machine was devised to get
logs out of low, wet places, and the curious surface formations found
in many of the glaciated regions of the lake states, known as pot holes.

Mr. Butters wisely foresaw the wide field possible to cover with
his invention. Soon he replaced the Manila rope originally used with
wire rope, and numerous important changes were made in the con-
struction of the machine.

In a circular in 1886 the posibilities of the steam skidding methods
were first presented to the public.

Like many other operators of the lake states, Mr. Butters foresaw
the approaching depletion of that region of timber, and on investiga-
tion of the magnificent undeveloped resources of the South acquired
holdings in the Green Swamp of North Carolina, where he foresaw the
ideal conditions for the application of his invention.

Cypress, cedar, gum and other swamp trees were becoming valu-

able ; but their exploitation had been difficult and expensive. Cypress
for months at a time often stands in water or mud ; to haul it by cattle,

horses or mules was generally impossible. Along river, bayou or other
waterway it was frequently deadened and on flood water poled to the

open and rafted to the market. This was a slow, trivial and unreliable

process, moreover only possible on local areas
;
adequate log supplies

could seldom be obtained for a confined period to fulfill the needs of

the modern saw mill. Gum also rapidly coming into use presented
the further difficulty of not floating.

This holding of Mr. Bixtters had, in common with many other
Southern swamps, numerous waterways through which, after some
cleaning and dredging, a scow would float.

Here, in connection with the Lidgerwood Manufactux'ing Com-
pany of New York, and their engineer, Mr. Spencer Miller, the first

really effective type of cableway or overhead skidder was installed

;

this was mounted on a scow and worked through the various water-
ways made available ; it was known as the Bvitters-Miller type and
one of these pioneer machines is still at work near the scene of the
original installation.

This invention was immediately adopted by the Suwanee Canal
Company of southeast Georgia, placing three plants successively in

operation on scows ; suitable waterways were made for their passage
by heavy dredges.

This Butters-Miller type consisted of a two-drum engine, one drum
for the skidding line and one for the receding line, a light carriage

suspended on suitable wheels hung from the overhead cable stretched

from a tower on the scow or a nearby tree to a "tail" tree several

hundred feet away in the woods, the skidding line passing from head
block through dependent block on the carriage thence, to the logs

;

the receding line through another head block, through idle cheaves on
the carriage, thence to tail, block slung to tail tree and back to fasten-

ing on the carriage.

This contrivance was effective but had some drawbacks, two main
ones being the time required to rig the cables, blocks, etc., at each new
setting, and the pulling of slack in the skidding line to get it back
from the carriage to the logs to be skidded, five and six men often

being required for this. These and other minor hindrances have been
overcome in the improved Lidgerwood Cableway Skidder of today,

hereinafter discussed.
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This overhead system was limited to scope of operation to a strip

of 700 to 1,000 feet in width each side of the waterway, and thus

necessitated great expense in canal construction, or waste of timber

left in the woods.

To overcome this Mr. William Baptist, of New Orleans, invented

the pull-boat system proper in 1889, developing a boat that would
pull one-half of a mile, and later building two others to reach 3,000

feet. The rights of Mr. Baptist Avere also acquired by the Lidgerwood
Company. This system made use of the tight rope, which was oper-

ated by reverse link motion engine Avith two drums of the same
diameter. The pulling cable passes around these drums several times

to secure proper fi-iction and the ends of the cable are coupled together

by a small messenger rope passing through a block suitably placed in

the woods, thus forming an endless line. When one side of this endless

line is pulling one or more logs on the ground the other side is carry-

ing the empty tongs, dogs, cones, etc., back to the stump.

This system has now almost entirely been replaced by the slack-

rope system, which does away with many of the difficulties experi-

enced by the original method, the main being the variable lengths of

haul were difficult, that two swamped roads were necessary, and that

the unloading of the line interfered with the loading.

The slack-rope haulage engine has two friction drums, one drum
is geared for power and holds the heavy pulling line; the other drum
has high speed, and holds the lighter outhaul line, which is a little

more than twice the length of the pulling line ; this line passes through

tail blocks at the rear en dof the haul and is fastened to the end of

the pulling line
;
by this arrangement with friction drums variable

lengths of haul are possible an dthe empty line is returned to the

stump at high speed, thus avoiding unnecessary loss of time in

operating.

In 1891 or 1892 the Ruddock Company of Louisiana, and also the

Louisiana Cypress Company, replaced the pull-boat and canal by the

railroad and skidder on a car, thus inaugurating the present method
of railroad swamp logging, which by reason of cheapness and effi-

cienc.y has almost entirely replaced all other methods in this difficult

conditions.

Coincident with the Southern movement of lumbermen was one

towards the far West ; here were found new conditions. Steam was
introduced ; the main haul from sted road to the wagon road, slide or

steam, was replaced by railroad. The difficulty of the skidding road
Avas solved on the Columbia River by Mr. Saldern, who introduced a

small hoisting engine, 6% in. by 8 in., with two drums, using a return

or receding line on the upper drum. The initial experiment Avas here

also very successful; from this he developed very extensive logging

operations and his example has been followed to such an extent that

there are now nearly 4,000 logging engines in use in the Pacific for-

ests. These, besides the original type of a smaller yarder, include the

poAverful long-haul road and bull donkey engines, original in the West,
now being gradually introduced in the Eastern mountains.

Snakers

These early skidder types, it will be observed, Avere all introduced
to overcome physical difficulties.

In the Southern pine woods there are broadly speaking no physical

difficulties ; the ground is flat and railroad or log wagon can go any-
where ; there are no rocks or cliffs, little mud, generally no under-
brush. Common logging is cheap, easy and efficient. Then why the
skidder? Because it is inanimate, does not die, eats nothing when it

does not work, is unaffected by the Aveather, disease or insects, is

constant and tireless, and getse cheap logs. In other words—there is

money in it.

The *Semi-portable Snaker was the first type developed for use
in pine Avoods ; this by Vanderbilt and Hopkins in South Georgia. It

is a type inexpense and simple and still largely used by operators
of small capacity. It consists of one, two or three-drum engine,
mounted on flat car, which is run off on a short side track at each
setting, Avith a spar tree at end ; from this spar tree are slung skidding
blocks through Avhich the skidding lines are run to secure proper lead
and the "rise" to the log, which is so advantageous in right ground
conditions. A mule or horse is generally used to return the line with
the tongs on end to the log to be skidded, and when attached the
engine reels the log into the track ; it is here loaded by being rolled
up on inclined skids or by line from an extra drum passing through
a block suspended from an overhead guy. When long heavy pulls
are made the spar tree is guyed to prevent its being pulled over.

•Thi.s originated the .sy.stem developing into the "HiRhlead" now used on the
Pacific Coast.

The principle disadvantage of this simple, cheap and efficient

equipment are the amount of time and trouble necessary to place and
rig and each new setting, which disadvantage diminishes as the stump-
age per acre increases, or the desired daily capacity decreases. To
overcome this disadvantage Mr. W. A. Fletcher, a practical operator
of Beaumont, Texas, about 1895 devised the Portable Pine Logger in

its primitive form.

This first installation of a neAv type consisted of separate skidding
and loading engines mounted on a long platform

;
loading and skid-

ding booms in rather complex form were raised overhead with suitable

blocks for leading the lines through. The machine remained on the

track during operations, being raised to allow empty cars to pass

underneath by a system of engine-operated levers, and then blocked
in running position. When to be moved to a new setting it was low-
ered to an available flat car and shifted by locomotive, or else by a
line from the drum of the machine itself. This, as with the semi-port-

able machines, were a device for snaking logs, the main line and tongs
as before stated being returned to the stump by horse or mule.

It was followed by the "Baptist type," built by WoodAvard,
Wright & Co., of New Orleans, in which the general Fletcher principle

was folloAved but construction of booms much simplified. The skidn

ding engine had three drums for pulling lines, and the loading engine
two ,one for loading and the other for spotting the cars. Baptist also

early recognized the A'ital necessity of a swing loading boom, securing
this by a direct-acting steam cylinder, a primitive that was soon im-

proved and is now found in only one modern type of machine. The
Baptist type was raised to allow for passage of empties underneath
by being pulled up a slightly inclined auxiliary track by the locomo-
tives, where it remained until all lobs tributary to that setting Avere

skidded and loaded.

The patents of these several portable machines Avere all acquired
by the Lidgerwood Manufacturing Company, the general details and
general principles combined, modified and improved, resulting in the

most efficient of all skidding machines for dry ground and short haul,

the Lidgerwood Portable Logger and Loader. It is the standard,

almost the only large-capacity machine used today in the long-leaf

pine belt, and for original nivestment and operating cost is by far the

cheapest means of logging, be it compared with oxen, horses, mules or

other machinery.

The Portable Pine Logger in the newest form remains on the
track when in operation, hnt is raised above te track to allow for the
passage of empty cai-s beneath by four steam-operated hydraulic jacks.

It is built in several sizes with two, three or four skidding lines, a
loading line, a car spotting line. The loading and skidding engine
are separate so that there is no interference in operating

;
further, the

skidding lines are on a boom separate from the loading boom ; these
booms are, hoAvever, so located that the skidding lines bring the logs

directly to the loading boom, thus not requiring rehandling as is the

case with forms having the skidding boom too far to the rear.

All lines pull directly against guys instead of the boom or other
solid part of the raachine ; a A^aluable, even necessary, point for the

long life of a machine ; this elasticity is increased further by coil

springs in the block hangers.

The swinging of the loading boom is accomplished by having the

engine mounted on a turntable ; from two pony drums the skidding
lines extend from the end of the boom to the skidding guys. Owing to

this end control, the longer the boom the easier it swings ; thus it can
be constructed for logs of any length.

It is understood, of course, that all snakers are restricted in use

to short hauls, because of the manner in which the line is returned
to the stump—one thousand feet being the practical working limit to

which a single-horse or mule can return a line ; two animals are some-
times thus used for longer distances, but this is awkward, slow and
expensive.

The Double-Ended Snaker, as its name implies, snakes at both
ends, although it does not load ; it is a type of machine that as yet has
been little used, although it undoubtedly has a good if somewhat
limited future. There are two engines taking steam from the boiler

mounted on the bed of the rear one. It is strictly portable, being
self-propelling by a chain-drive from the front engine. At each end
there are two skidding lines and a decking line ; these drop from over-

hanging booms which are steadied when in operation by tAvo guys.

The major points of advantage are the great portability, no locomo-
tive being required even for long-distance movement. Setting may be

made at frequent intervals along the track Avithout loss of time as

with other types, this loss being virtually reduced to the mere time
of attaching and tightening guys ; where the timber is thin this ability,

to make settings quickly is of extreme importance.

(Continued on page 28)
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TOUGHER
Than the Toughest Job

WITH our Factory right here in Vancouver, and a staff of expert

rope makers, trained from boyhood in the art of wire rope

making in one of the oldest established wire rope manufac-
turing plants in Britain—studying the special requirements of the

loggers of British Columbia—using only the highest grade English

steel from our own British steel plants-—exercising the most rigid tests

and inspections during the process of manufacture—our organization

to a man stands behind "Gorilla" Brand in its determination to give

you Wire Rope that for Strength, Toughness and Length of Service

is unsurpassed.

Specify ''GORILLA '' and you get the Best-

—

absolutely

MADE IN ALL STANDARD SIZES AND CONSTRUCTIONS, OR TO YOUR SPECIFICATION

Put Your Wire Rope Problems Up to Us. We Are Here to Serve You.

GIBSON'S LIMITED
HEAD OFFICE:

1 ALEXANDER ST.

FACTORY:
GRANVILLE ISLAND

'The Logging Supply House
of British Columbia."

VANCOUVER

TELEPHONE
SEYMOUR 8151

TELEPHONE EXCHANGE
CONNECTING ALL DEPTS.
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She's a Lo^-^ettey

ELIMINATE

EXPENSIVE SWITCHBACKS

You can speed up your logging operations and
save unnecessary construction costs by using a

Washington Incline Engine
Built for lowering logs down steep mountain
sides, these powerful engines have always met
every requirement. Recent improvements, in-

cluding our Automatic Variable Pressure Brake
Control Valve (patents pending), make them
more efficient than ever.

Among' the recent purchasers of Incline Eng'ines are:

TTnion Iiumber Co., Port Brag-gf, California

—

Three (3).

Dempsey Iiumber Co., Hamilton, Washingrton—
One (1).

Pacific National Iiumher Co., Tacoma, Wash,

—

One (1).

Clear I^ake Ziumber Co., Clear Iiake, Wash.

—

One (1).

Mineral- Lake IiOg'g'ing- Co., Tacoma, Wash
One (1).

Our Engineers IV ill Gladly Consult With You
on Your Problem

WASHINGTON IRON WORKS
SEATTLE, WASH.

AGENTS:

Vancouver Machinery Depot, Ltd. Vancouver, B.C

WASHINCnrON
ENGINES
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Lumbermen Wish Sales Tax
Simplified

R. P. Shannon, president of the B. C. Wholesalers' Lumber and
Shhigle Association, has given "Western Lnmberman" the following

statement

:

"My conception of the western wholesalers' position about the

Sales Tax is as follows

:

"We would prefer to have the former Act continued in effect,

but on the assumption that the Government needs the 6 per cent which
they are now going after and that they are bonnd to have it, we feel

it should be levied at the source, that is to say, from the lumber manu-
facturers.

"Now if, as the taxing authorities at Ottawa seem to believe, the

manufacturers shall be able to raise the price of his product to cover

I'
this tax, we believe it should not be shown on the manufacturers'

' invoice. If, however, the manufacturer is able to prove to the satis-

i

faction of the taxing authorities that a tax so paid will come out of

ji

his profits and that he cannot protect himself by raising the price of

his lumber, we say he has at the same time proved the case for the

wholesaler and that the wholesaler should be put in the same posi-

tion as the manufacturer and be permitted to add the tax on to his

j: invoice. The wholesaler is only a sales agent for the mills and if the

mills cannot control the price of lumber so as to get back this addi-

tional tax, neither can the wholesaler.

"Should it be necessary to argue a point which is so obviously

fair?

"As to the proposed Act, we agree with nearly everyone else that

I the licensing system proposed would be so complicated and difficult

I of operation and so expensive to administer on the part of the Gov-

ernment that it should be abandoned in favor of the simpler plan

above mentioned."

At the suggestion of the Montreal Lumber Association, the Mon-
treal Wholesale Lumber Dealers' Association, and the Montreal

ii
Retail Lumbermen's Association, the Canadian Lumbermen's Asso-

' eiatJon called a conference at Ottawa on May 31, to consider the Sales

Tax in its relation to lumber industry, and the advisability of mak-
ing further representations to the Government. Those who were
primarily responsible for the conference beKeved an effort should be

!|
made to agree upon some scheme which would represent the views of,

I' at any rate, the majority of those interested in the lumber industry.

All Eastei-n sections of the country were represented, as will be

noted from the following list of names of those who attended : Messi's.

A. E. Eckardt, the R. Laidlaw Lumber Co., Toronto ; G. P. Davidson,

the James Davidson's Sons Co., Ottawa; E. R. Bremner, W. C.

Edwards Co. Ltd., Ottawa; E. M. Barrett, Ottawa; J. W. Smith,

[

Colonial Lumber Co., Pembroke; A. L. Eastcott, Pembroke Lumber
Co., Pembroke; R. G. Cameron, Cameron, Cameron & Co. Ltd., Ottawa;
D. H. McLennan, McLennan Lumber Co., Montreal ; J. A. Story, Story

Lumber Co. Ltd., Ottawa; J. S. Bock, Eagle Lumber Co. Ltd., Mont-
real; J: P: Dupuis, J. P. Dupuis Ltd., Montreal; W. Rutherford,

William Rutherford & Sons Co. Ltd., Montreal; 0. Page, Cardinal &
Page, Montreal ; W. A. Eilion, E. H. Lemay, Montreal ; J. B. White,

Riordon Company, Montreal ; W. T. Mason, Mason, Gordon & Co. Ltd.,

Montreal; M. T. Raymond, Spanish River Lumber Co., Toronto; S. C.

Thompson, Gatineau Company, Ottawa; E. B. Day, Federal Lumber
Co., Toronto; P. C. Walker, Sheppard and Morse Lumber Co., Ottawa;
W. M. Ross, J. R. Booth, Ottawa; R. R. Williams, Williams Lumber
Co., Ottawa ; J. Stratton, Rideau Lumber Co., Ottawa ; J. A. Bonneau,

Millen & Frere, Montreal; Arthur H. Campbell, Campbell, McLaurin
Lumber Co., Montreal; C. McDonald, Fesserton Timber Co. Ltd.,

Montreal ; F. H. Stearns, F. H. Stearns & Co., Montreal ; Alb. J. Smith,

Alb. J. Smith Lumber Co. Ltd., Montreal; J. C. Bartram, Ottawa.

T. Hawkins, secretary of the Canadian Lumbermen's Association, and

R. L. Sargant, manager of the Transportation Bureau of the Associa-

tion. The delegates represented the Canadian Lumbermen's Associa-

tion, the Montreal and Toronto Wholesale and Retail Associations,

and the British Columbia Wholesalers' Lumber and Shingle Asso-

ciation.

The conference, which lasted the entire day, was presided over
by A. C. Manbert (Canadian General Lumber Co., Toronto). The
delegates discussed the Sales Tax from many angles and examined
schemes other than the one proposed by Mr. Fielding, going into

details as to how they would work out. The representatives criti-

cized the proposed licensing scheme as likely to prove costly and as

too involved for smooth running. One suggestion that failed to meet
with approval was to the effect that the 6 per cent be levied on sawn
lumber as it leaves the mill and on all importations of lumber. As
this lumber is absorbed or incorporated into a further manufactured
article, an additional 6 per cent be paid by the manufacturer of that
article, who, however, is to be allowed, in computing the Sales Tax to

the Government, to deduct the amount of the 6 per cent tax on the
raw material. The Government would thus receive 6 per cent on the
finished manufactured product. The conference held that the system
was too complicated and was not .suitable for the lumber trade.

The representatives also considered the proposal put forward by
Mr. J. S. Bock, and referred to later on. This, briefly was that the
mill pay the tax, passing it on to the wholesaler or consumer as a
separate charge. No further tax is to be paid except where the name
and name of the commodity is changed by re-manufacture, when a
further tax will be collectable. Under this plan, no tax will be pay-
able on sashes and doors and on milled and dressed lumber.

Other delegates strongly urged that the Government be asked
to allow the tax to remain as at jiresent—3 per cent collected at the

mill, chargeable to the wholesaler as a separate item. Ultimately, it

was decided to approach the Government with a request to this effect,

the plan proposed by Mr. Bock being adopted as an alternative.

A committee was appointed to Avait on Mr. Fielding and place
the conference proposals before him, the main contentions being sum-
marized in the following memorandum

:

The Memorandum to Mr. Fielding

As directed by you, the committee representing the various
branches of the lumber trade in the Dominion reheai'se here in brief

the representation verbally made to you regarding the proposed
changes in the Sales Tax Act. We understand that these changes are
inspired by the following considerations

:

(1) A wi.sh to simplify the enforcement.

(2) A determination not to increase the total revenue from the

Sales Tax.

We are in entire sympathy with both of these attitudes but after

careful consideration we find that the proposed Act as applied to

these, in respect to the lumber trade, is positively inoperative. We
recognize that as an abstract proposition the theory of taxing at the

source is plausible and appealing. We realize that there may be
certain trades which approximate very nearly an ideal condition for

enforcement, a condition wherein the various stages in productive,

procedure and distribution are regular and orderly in practice, and
definite and conclusive at the various stages; further, that these con-

ditions are common, simple and uniform in the habit of that trade.

To illustrate : in the shoe trade the steps are from tanner to the

manufacturer and then to the retailer, either through a jobber or

direct. The article is complete Avhen it leaves the manufacturer and
no further changes, remanufacture, alteration or partition can be
possible.

The character of the lumber business is entirely different. No
two boards are exactly alike. Wide variations of value come out of

the same log. Two boards may come out of a log, one worth $200 and
the other $10 per thousand. The practices in the distribution of these

products are vareid and complex. The agencies are equally so. The
sawmill manufacturer may be a wholesaler and a retailer as well ; a

primary manufacturer may be also a retailer and a secondary manu-
facturer; a wholesaler may be both retailer and secondary manu-
facturer as well.
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THE *Wee MacGregor"
ITrade Mark Registered!

Portable Drag Saw
For Cutting Shingle Bolts, Bucking Wood

For the Donkey and Land Clearing

Used and specified by Dominion of Canada Government and by Government of British Columbia

SPEED ECONOMY EFFICIENCY

Cuts 15 to 30
cords per day —
a fair average.

Costs less than
$1.00 for a full

day's work.

Adopted by the
leading camps;
will out-cut ten
men.

Order Repairs from

Manufacturer and get

Service and Reduc-

tion in Prices

Beware of Imported imitations. The "WEE MacGREGOR
is made in British Columbia by B. C. Workmen, using B. C.

Materials.

Write for New Folder.

THE HANES -WALKER ENGINE & MACHINERY CO., LTD.

SUCCESSORS TO THE WEE MacGREGOR SAW CO.

Granville Island Seymour 44i7
Vancouver, B.C.
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Would Lead to General Mix-up

We understand that, under the proposed Act, an article which is

further manufactured and on which a tax has already been paid must

maintain its identity in respect to the tax so paid to provide for

adjustments by way of refund. This is impossible in the lumber

business.

An unlicensed wholesaler may buy from a mill, a mill run cut at

an average price which he may take to a yard and afterwards assort

into various grades. He may repeat this procedure from other manu-
facturers wherein the prices will differ according to the mill run

average, or from some other wholesaler who will sell parts of his mill

purchase on other basis of prices. Out of the assorting of these pur-

chases, he may accumulate one pile or carload of a certain grade. He
may sell or ship the best 80 per cent of this accumulated grade to a

piano manufacturer or a furniture manufacturer who will use the

article in various ways in his processes. This simple illustration will

readily demonstrate that it is impossible to determine what tax was
originally paid on this lumber.

This is but one of the countless illustrations which can be given

of practices which are common in kind though varied in degree, but

which can hardly be understood or imagined by one who is not con-

versant with the regular technique and practice of the trade.

We can show by these illustrations that the course of lumber from

log to ultaimate consumer is probably more varied, irregular and com-

plex than that of any commodity and that, in its distributive experi-

ence, the product of a log Is constantly being arbitrarily divided,

reclassed, partially remanufacured and all in general adjustment to

a range of use which is probably wider than that of any other com-

modity.
Continue the Tax Now in Force

We can abundantly prove by illustration that exact fulfilment of

the proposals of the new Act is absolutely impossible. To even

approximate them will involve a tremendous amount of added cost

in administrative expense on the industry; will involve calculations

an dexecutive determinations that will be embarrassing and restric-

tive in trade procedure and that will entail added expense and annoy-

ances upon the Government in administrative rulings and enforcement.

We, therefore, appeal to you most earnestly to abandon the pro-

posal and to continue the Act now in force. The Government has

announced that it does not intend to increase taxation. This pro-

posal even if workable would lay a heavy and added burden upon the

lumber business directly and indirectly. A fundamental canon in

economic thought within the British Empire is the freest possible

access to raw materials essential to the key industr'ies of the country.

The welfare of the country is peculiarly concerned in the develop-

ments of her natural resources. Lumber is one of the greatest of these.

We make these representations to you not from pride of opinion

nor partisan preference. They are made only because of absolute

necessity. We must have relief from the annuonced intentions.

WESTERNERS WANT SALES TAX LEFT UNALTERED

Should Collect from Manufacturers

The following is a copy of a letter sent to Mr. Fielding by the

secretary of the Montreal Wholesale Lumber Dealers' Association:

"I am directed to forward a copy of the following resolution

passed by the members of our Association

:

"After a careful study of the proposed Tax Act, the Montreal

Wholesale Lumber Lealers' Association are of opinoin that the opera-

tion of thelumber busines sunder the system of licensed and unlicensed

wholesale and retail dealers and manufacturers is so full of difficulties

as to be inoperative; and we suggest that this feature be eliminated

from the Act, and that instead it be made to read that the Sales Tax
decided upon shall be collected from the sawmill manufacturers by
the Government and be shown by the manufacturers as a separate

charge on all invoices for lumber sold for use in Canada. Also that

no further tax be imposed on rough or manufactured lumber used for

building purposes. '

'

What Retailer Would Like to See

Following is the resolution passed by the Montreal Retail Lum-
ber Dealers' Association and sent to Mr. Fielding:

"Realizing the fact that it is the desire of the Government to

change the taxation in force at present, it will be agreeable to our
association that the Government make a tax of 6 per cent on the

lumber business, and that the said tax be collected at the source of

production either on th epurchase priceor as a separate item on the

producei's' invoice. As the largest part of our members are doing a

dual business, that is a retail lumber yard and a sash and door factory

in connection, using the same administration for both departments,
tliye being under the same supervision and same book-keeping system,

it would place us to heavy expense and a lot of inconvenience if a
further tax is imi^osed on the re-manufacturer. Our association desires

to place itself on record to our Government that whatever tax they
may impose on lumber be collected at the source of production."

Sales Tax Plan Which is Simple

The Sales Tax has been the subject of caustic criticism by repre-

sentatives of many industries, particularly in relation to the method
of collection, which is so complicated that there are still doubts as to

how it will work out. The Finance and Customs Departments at

Ottawa have naturally received protests, both verbal and written, by
those affected by the scheme, the main ground being that the regula-

tions will involve needless expense to the country and to those who
have to pay the tax. These regulations are so framed as to call

for the employment of an army of Government servants and a large
clerical force by the taxpayers. The regulations are, in fact, very
complicated, and were evidently drawn up by men who knew little or
nothing of the practical side of business life.

Some of the industries have submitted amendments and counter-

plans, with a view to simplifying the proposed method of collection.

Mr. J. S. Bock, of the Eagle Lumber Company, and chairman of the

Montreal Wholesale Lumber Dealers' Association, has suggested a

scheme which ,at least, has the merit of simplicity. It is not perfect,

but then it is almost impossible to devise a plan dealing with taxes of

this character whic his not open to some objection.

Mr. Bock's proposad has special reference to the lumber trade.

His idea is that a mill should pay the tax of 6 per cent and pass this

on as a separate charge to the wholesaler or other customer. When
the lumber is re-manufactured in a form which involves a change in

te name and nature, an additional tax will be payable. For example,
should lumber be converted into furniture the mill will pay 6 per cent,

and the furniture manufacturer an additional tax on the total cost of

the finished product.

The objection to the scheme is that the tax is paid twice,—once

by the mill man on the raw material, and again by the furrriture

manufacturer on the finished product. The Government will thus be

receiving a double tax, although part of it will only be on a portion

—the raw material—of the finished commoditly.

The principal argument in favor of the plan is that the tax will

be easily collected, and that the cost to the Government and to those

who pay the tax will be very small in comparison with that under
Mr. Fielding's proposal. The amount saved will offset the double tax

payable by the re-manufacturers of lumber.

Lumber which undergoes dressing and milling, sashes and doors,

will be excluded from the additional tax, being classified as raw
matertal. The essential point of the plan is that no second tax is

chargeable unless the lumber is re-manufactured so as to be a dif-

ferent commodity. Mr. Bock's scheme has, at any rate, all the

elements of a workable plan, free from many of the serious drawbacks

Nothing will pay Canada better than to use as much as possible of her timber in the building of

Canadian cities and Canadian farm homes. There is being constructed at Vancouver, by the

Wdodward interests, a grain elevator with half a million capacity.

When the builders undertook construction of this elevator their first order was for 700,000 feet

of No. 1 Fir. Included in this order were many sizes, from 2x4 cribbing to timbers 14x20.

Development of the Port of Vancouver means an ever growing home market for British

Columbia lumber, work for increasing armies of mechanics, and prosperity for mills, merchants,

working men, professional men, transportation companies and financial institutions.
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THURSTON-FLAVELLE LIMITED
Office and Mills Port Moody, B.C.

Our Specialty

RED CEDAR
CLEAR "A"

BEVEL SIDING

EXTRA XXX
SHINGLES

FOR PART CAR SHIPMENTS STOCKS OF SIDING CARRIED AT:

Winnipeg, c/o The Empire Sash & Door Company, Ltd.

Saskatoon, c/o Security Lumber Company, Limited.

Edmonton, c/o The Atlas Lumber Company, Limited.

Calgary, c/o Revelstoke Sawmill Company, Limited.

Swift Current, c/o Revelstoke Sawmill Company, Limited.

Regina, c/o Security Lumber Company, Limited.

Moose Jaw, c/o Security Lumber Company, Limited.

Dauphin, Man., c/o J. J. Crowe Co., Limited.

Brandon, Man., c/o A. R. McDiarmid Lumber Co.

Prairie Representative, J. 0. THORPE, King George Hotel, Saskatoon, Sask.

MEMBER MILLS
Alberta Zitimber Co., Xitd.

Dominion Creosotingr 8c Xibr. Zitd.

Bobertson & Hackett Sawmills
Z.td.

MEMBER MILLS
Eburne Sawmills Zitd.

Ziadner Iinmber Zitd.

Timberland Iiomber Co., Zitd.

DOUGLAS FIR WESTERN HEMLOCK

YOU HAVE THE COMBINED SERVICE OF
SIX COAST MILLS BEHIND YOUR RE-
QUIREMENTS FOR B. C. LUMBER. THAT
MEANS SOMETHING TO YOU AT THIS
TIME, WHEN BROKEN STOCKS ARE IN
EVIDENCE.

Agsocieiied /\ills
Limited

VANCOUVER BRITISH COLUMBIA

REPRESENTATIVES

:

Roy R. Pointer, Edmonton, Alta.

McFarland Lumber Co., Calgary, Alta.

McFarland Lumber Co., Winnipeg, Man.
A. C. Raymond, Saskatoon, Sask.



Remarkable Relief Map of Capilano Timber Area

Cruising the Valley of Big Cedars
This relief map of the Capilano watershed was built up of

laminated material and putty by experts engaged by the Forestry
Branch of the Department of Lands.

Following difficult surveys by land and air, the facsimile of the
\ alley and mountains was laboriously created.

Out of the Capilano have been hauled some of the most magnifi-
cent cedar logs that have ever been cut in the Northwest. One giant
cedar hauled down to salt water during June will be selected by the
Department of Trade and Commerce for exhibiting at the British
Empire Exposition at London next j^ear.

A detailed cruise of the unalienated timber in the Capilano water-
shed was undertaken during 1922, says an official statement issued
by the Forest Branch, as a result of an application to purchase this

timber logging purposes. The City of Vancouver and adjacent muni-
cipalities are dependent on this watershed for a part of their water
supply, and it is of the utmost importance that logging operations
conducted therein should be so regulated as to cause the least dele-
terious effect on the watershed, either as to the quantity or purity of
the water derived therefrom.

The object of the cruise was to determine the quality, quantity
and value of the timber therein, and if possible to devise some means
<'f logging Avithout impairment of the watershed value.

The Capilano is a typical mountain stream, the valley being bor-
dered by steep slopes extending up to an extreme elevation of 6,200
feet. The timber is situated along the valley floor and extends up the

slopes to an elevation of 3,500 feet, where it is replaced by scrubby,
unmerchantable species, which, however, will serve for watershed
protection. The timber along the main valleys and the lower reaches
of the side valleys is already alienated and is being logged, the Crown
timber being found along the higher slopes and the upper reaches of
the tributaries, especially along the East Fork and Sisters Creek. The
stand, estimated at 230,000,000 feet, consists of: Cedar, 57 per cent;
hemlock, 17 per cent

;
balsam, 10 per cent ; other species, 16 per cent.

Logging can easily be conducted through extension of the logging
railway and system already employed by the Capilano Timber Com-
pany, some of the upper slopes being operated by hand-logging
methods down to where they can be reached by the sky-line. The
chief concern, however, is in establishing a new crop which will pro-
tect the slopes from erosion and maintain the porosity of the soil to
equalize run-off. Reproduction on areas already logged was found
unsatisfactory, and in order to ensure a new crop on this site artificial

reforestation will have to be resorted to in order to assist the scanty
natural growth. Any scheme of reforestation vshould include all the
lands in the valley. The risk of fire makes it impossible to undertake
the planting of the higher Crown lands without including the lower
valley now held in private hands. Such a scheme would also require
assurance of sufficient appropriations to replant year by year the
area logged over, and to provide an adequate syste mof forest protec-
tion. The timber value in the valley is more than sufficient for this

purpose, and it is estimated that in seventy-five years a new crop of
timber would be of sufficient size to permit of relogging the valley.

COMPAEfT z s LnMiTED
WITH WHICH IS INCORPORATED JAS. F. MORRIS CO.

Our representative will gladly call at any time to

give you samples and prices on any or all of your
printing work.

426 Homer Street Vancouver, B. C.

We specialize in printing

for the Lumber and

Shingle Trades.

SEYMOUR

or

ASK FOR SERVICE DEPT.
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BUY SUPPLIES MADE IN B. C.

We Build

Logging Engines Logging Cars
WE SPECIALISE IN REPAIRING
ALL KINDS OF MACHINERY

Locomotives Engines Boilers

USE V.E.W. STEEL CASTINGS
If they are not V. E. W. Castings they are not B. C. Product, as we are the

only plant in B. C. producing Steel Castings. Mild, Chrome, Nickel,

Carbon, Manganese or any Special Steel Castings Made to Order.

Vancouver Engineering Works, Limited
519 6th AVE. WEST Phone Fairmont 240 VANCOUVER, B. C.
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If it is a saw of any kind for the that is manufactured in Simonds Steel |
Mill or Timber operation that you Mills especially for high-grade pro- |
require, your first selection, because ducts. SIMONDS SAWS hold their |
of their cutting efficiency and lasting edge and stand heavy feed. They |
qualities, should be a SIMONDS. retain their tension and require less i
Made of SIMONDS own steel—steel fitting in the mill. |

Write for Our Catalogue and Prices =

SIMONDS CANADA SAW CO., LTD.
|

"THE SAW MAKERS" |

MONTREAL, P.Q. S. JOHN, N. B. VANCOUVER, B.C. |
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At the picnic held by the staff of the District Forester's Office at Vancouver many leading men in the industry were guests of members of the
department. Some of the outstanding people in the group here shown are: F. D. Mulholland, Fred Alley, Miss Gavin, E. P. Fox, C. B. Peterson, Mr.
Thomas, Major Andrews, A. L. Bryant, Pete Grant, Joe MacKay, E. Tendurson, G. Birkenhead, Jack McRae, Miss Sutherland, Miss Barton and sister,

Mr. Pacey, Tom Lamb and G. C. Perkins, R. V. Stuart, Wm. Black, A. J. Bright, Miss J. Johnstone, Miss N. Sullivan, Miss D. Trapp, Miss G. Mc-
Dougall, Miss N. Prince, Miss B. Mogridge.

FOREST BRANCH PICNIC

Two hundred and fifty guests attended the annual picnic of the

Forest Branch of Vancouver District at Hastings Park, June 16. Men
prominent in the lumber industry, with their wives, attended. Miss

Dora Rolls, Victoria's May Queen, visited Vancouver on that day to

present the prizes in the many athletic events. Members of the com-

mittee were complimented iipon the success of the holiday. The fol-

lowing individuals, working under Major L. R. Andrews, were respon-

sible for the exceedingly interesting program : W. Nicol, treasurer ; E.

P. Fox, secretary ; R. V. Stuart, Wra. Black, A. L. Bryant, J. A. Mac-

Rae, G. H. Birkenhead, E. Henderson, H. Smith, A. J| Bright, W.
Black, Mrs. C. Johnson, Miss B. M. Gavin, Miss N. Sullivan, Miss D.

Trapp, Miss J. Johnstone, Miss E. Reid, Miss G. Macdougall, Miss N.

Prince, Miss B. Mogridge.

Among the guests was Mr. M. A. Grainger, who has -recently

returned from the Old Country. Mr. Grainger had the opportunity

of renewing old acquaintances.

There were races for the children and for the middle-aged. The
fat men's race was the outstanding event of the day. Mr. G. C. Per-

kins, of Perkins & Freeman, distinguished himself in the latter event.

The picnic is an annual event which is growing in popularity.

AUSTRALIAN PREMIERS VISIT MILLS

Australia purchased British Columbia newsprint to the value of

$6,000,000 last year. Visiting Premiers, Sir George Fuller of New
South Wales, and Hon. H. S. W. Lawson of the State of Victoria, saw
how paper is manufactured out of British Columbia pulpwood.
Arrangements were completed by Hon. William Sloan, Minister of

Mines, for the distinguished visitors to be the Government's guests on
a visit to Pow^ell River.

During their visit here they were shown over the Hastings saw-
mill and witnessed that part of lumber manufacturing, and also visited

the timber limits being logged by Abernethy & Lougheed at Port
Haney.

"Say, Mose, dere is de blackest lot of niggahs round his sawmill
I evah did see."

"G'wan Rastus, dey aint no blacker 'n dey is lots other places."

"Yes dey is too; look at dat bok John dat fires on de yard
dummy."

"Yeh?"
"Well, I meets him comin' down de big roads las' night 'bourt

furst dark and Ah suah would have passed him by and nevah seed
him a 'tall if he hadn't showed his teeth."

Montreal Wholesalers Talk Oxer Tax

The Sales Tax was the main subject for discussion at the monthly

meeting of the Montreal Wholesale Lumber Dealei's' Association held

recently, at the Mount Royal Hotel, under the presidency of Mr. J.

B. Bock. The subject arose out of the conference held in Montreal

between Avholesalers and retailers to consider this matter, and also out

of a letter received from Mr. R. P. Shannon, president of the British

Columbia Wholesalers Lumber and Shingle Association. The British

Columbia Association is in favor of the tax being paid by the mill,

Mr. Shannon pointing out that, under the Government scheme, the

collection is likely to be excessive. His own view was that the Gov-

ernment should collect the tax in all cases from the source except

where the lumber was sold to a manufacturer for re-working, and the

Government desired the tax on the manufactured value of the ultimate

product.

The discussion was taken part in by the chairman, Messrs. A.

Campbell, Page, Rolland, A. J. Smith and others. The chairman

remarked that, under the scheme as proposed by the Government, the

tax would be very costly to collect, and would also involve a consid-

erable expense on the part of firms who paid the tax, inasmuch as it

would involve additional trouble, book-keeping, etc. He suggested
another method which he believed would work out more satisfactorily,

as it was not of such a complicated character. It was that the mills

should pay the tax of 6 per cent, and that a further 6 per cent should
be paid when the lumber was re-manufactured into such articles as

pianos, furniture, etc. Such lumber as was required for construction

purposes would be exempt from this additional 6 per cent. This
scheme involved the tax being paid on the raw material, and again
on the finished commodities, but he held that, in the end, the pro-

position would prove more practical than the Government plan, and
would save money, both in collection and to the firms concerned.

After all, thepublic would have to pay eventually.
s

The following resolution was passed: "This meeting is of opinion

that the Sales Tax of 6 per cent should be paid by the sawmill manu-
facturers, and that no further tax be paid except in the case where
the proces of re-manufacture changes the name and nature of the com-
modity, when a further tax be paid. It is understood that the redress-

ing and milling of lumber, as provided in the present law, is not to be
considered as changing its nature."

One day in a club on Cordova Street, Vancouver, two old lumber-
jacks, after many years' separation, were about to crook their elbows,

when one remarked to the other

:

"Yust you work at Rock Bay?"
"I yiist. Yust you?"
"I yust. I thought you yust."
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Maple Ridge Lumber Co., Ltd.

FIR TIMBERS
OUR SPECIALTY

Quick Cutting Orders
C'P.R. Main Line-

Maple Ridge Lumber Co.
PORT HANEY, B.C. Limited

THE OLD MAN SAYS

:

McLaren Lumber Company
BLAIRMORE, Alta.

Manufacturers of superior grades of

Spruce Lumber

Dealers in all kinds of Mining Timbers,

Corral and Fence Poles, etc.

Our Specialty : 'EQUALITY and SERVICE*'

Capital is accumulated work—headwork and hand-
work not spent, but accumulated for future use in
business and industry. So anybody who works persist-

ently with hand and brain has a chance. If not handy or
intelligent enough he has a poor chance; if intelligent and
handy, he has a good one.

Pat ordered lobster for dinner.

When it arrived he noticed that it was shy one claw.

"How's this?" demanded Pat.

"Well, sir," apologized the waiter, "this lobster got
into a fight and lost a claw!"

"Bring me the winner," said Pat.

The world today is ordering winners—actual and
potential—men who have won out. The cry is for record
holders or those who can make records.

Excuse-mongers, alibi-chasers, fall-downs and glib

promisers are as plentiful and as noisy as squirrels in a
butternut bush. To succeed, men must be fully equipped
—mentally, morally and physically. Hot air artists with
but one claw are out-dated. Bring along the winner.

Business calls for the best equipment, backed by the
best human judgment and skill. It needs men and plants
who can show a record—who can repeat and, if necessary,
beat their own record. Otherwise—well, as Pat said,

"Bring me the winner!"

Uniform inQuality
DOUGLAS FIR

SPRUCE

HEMLOCK
CEDAR

Our Modern Electric Mill is Situated in

the Heart of the "Green Timber," one of

the Finest Stands in British Columbia.

WRITE US YOUR ENQUIRIES

Telegrams: NEW WESTMINSTER, B. C.

KING-FARRIS LUMBER CO., LTD.
Mill: KINGS, B. C. Office: NEWTON, B. C.

Prairie Representative

:

J. O. Thorpe, Fort Garry Hotel, WINNIPEG

I
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Scouting on the Queen Charlottes
By George P. Melrose

And BOW for something about the Queen Charlottes. The cross-

ing from Prince Rupert to Massett Inlet was rough, and when one
says "rough" referring to Hecate Strait one has merely indicated the
feathery edge of the subject! Unfortunately, I got stuck for the trip

on the "Prince Albert," which, as many of you know, is the worst tub
on the coast for passengers, though a good sea boat. I got to sleep in

a bottom bunk with three other lusty wood buekers going strong in
the same stateroom. Judging by the sounds there must have been
enough wood logs bucked that night to last a three-side camp for a
week ! I doubt, however, if any of them could have kept it up in

actual practice because the overtime they were doing was largely the
result of artificial stimulation.

Anyway, I got to sleep, and awoke not until the insistent call of
friend Appetite roused me from the land of wood buekers ; and what
an awakening that was ! The cold, grey dawn creeping through the
hermetically-sealed porthole revealed a scene of disorder that it would
be hard to describe. Just imagine what would happen in a small
stateroom in which at least three artificially-stimulated wood buekers
had strewn their belongings about, and the resultant mess well mixed
up by a beam sea. It was an exquisite example of perfect disorder.
As the ship rolled, the sea (even colder and greyer than the dawn)
tried to climb through the porthole, but only partially succeeded.

Now, above the sounds of sharp-biting crosscut saws, and the
creak, groan, rattle and bang of the ship, other sounds arose. First
was the crash of ship's crockery as the waiters slung the grug (yes,

that's just what they did. There's no polite phrase to describe it)-

—

slung the grub, while ever and anon came the agonized groans of some
poor mortal in the throes of "mal de mer" also "slinging grub"-—you
know how it goes

—"Ooooh-h-h-ooh-wup ! " Again the dishes crashed,
and came the clear call of "Ham and— ! Sunny side up." This
aparently was more than the above mentioned p.m. could stand, for he
answered promptly with the college yell of "Oooh-h-h-ooh-wup !"

Altogether a lovely awakening.

My appetite overcome all sounds, odors and inconveniences, and
I hopped out of my bunk and into my clothes. After a wash and a
breath of air on deck I descended to the dining saloon, where I

ordered the usual things—rolled oats, etc. When the first dish
appeared I was sure the cook was a poor sailor, and became absolutely
convinced of it when I got my poached eggs. But I was hungry and
got away with a large meal. Afterwards I went on deck where, pass-

ing the open door of the galley, I discovered that the cook was a poor
sailor. Delightful memories of rolled oats and poached eggs assailed

me, but I refused to sling grub.

During the morning we entered Massett Inlet, that long, very
narrow entrance to the larger body that widens out in the heart of
Graham Island. On the wain we passed one of the Los Angeles Lum-
ber Products Line steamers outbound with a full cargo of spruce
cants. This line is shipping spruce cants and deals from the sawmill
at Buckley Bay to Los Angeles, where they are re-sawn into building

and box lumber. Three steamers and several old sailing vessels are

used, the steamers making a trip each every two weeks. The old

sailing vessels usually are towed. Cargoes range from a million to a
million-and-a-half board feet.

The sawmill at Buckley Bay is being supplied by about a dozen
camps scattered around the Inlet. Camps are of various sizes, from
handloggers to three-donkey. No railroads have been used yet as

most of the timber lies close to shore. A large part of the output from
some camps has been old logs cut for aeroplane stock in 1918 and left

on the ground when the Armistice was signed. The local men have
had a great deal of trouble separating this stuff as it is mixed with
logs cut in 1920, from which it cannot now be distinguished. This
snag is now fairly well cleaned up.

Leaving the "Prince Albert" at Buckley Bay, I transferred to

the "Leila R"—Prince Rupert's H.Q. launch—and spent a couple of

days visiting various camps on the island, finishing up at Port Clement.
Here is a town of old abandoned sawmills and houses that, in war
days, was a bustling place of large population. Now Ranger Scott
occupies the hotel and has a choice of about fifteen beds in which to

sleep. He can sleep iji a different one each night or shift from one
to the other during the night, but I don't think he can sleep in more
than one at a time. However, he could try if he wanted to. They are

all good beds and hard to get out of in the morning—I know!
Bonney (district forester at Prince Rupert), Scott and I left the

"Leila R" at Port Clements and after half a day there we walked the
trail from the port to Tlell, on the east coast of Graham Island. It was
a lovely walk. Muskeg trail most of the way and a heavy wet gale

in our faces every inch. Apparently the Queen Charlotte Islands are

the trial ground for the winds
;
they come up quicker, blow harder and

in more ways than anywhere else I know of, getting well warmed up
for their work in other quarters. From Tlell, Bonney and I drove by
rig to Skidegate along the Coast road, which parallels the shore all

the way. An interesting thing there is the windbreak reserve all

around the north and east coasts of Graham Island. The timber is

kept intact on this reserve, and certainly is needed. It serves its pur-

pose well, for just inside its line the force of the wind is not felt at all.

From Skidegate to Queen Charlotte City is about four miles by
trail. After having supper at the former place we set out for the

latter. Half-way there we met a missionary just ashore from his

launch ; he offered us a ride to Queen Charlotte City, which we gladly

accepted, but after waiting half an hour for him on shore and as much
more on the launch, he found his clutch was broken. Help was
needed, so we piled into his dinghy and started for Queen Charlotte

City. We hadn't left him five minutes until another launch came
along and gave him a tow; but we kept on and got well "het up"
getting to the "city." Moral: Don't leave it all to the Lord, but keep
your launch in proper shape.

Taking the "Prince John" next morning we went to Kelley's

Camp at Cumshewa. Here we met Ranger Penney, who proved no
less of a Good Scout than the rest. We visited Kelley's two camps
on the inlet and were afforded exceptional opportunity by Mr. Mc-
Millan, the manager, for lining up costs. A particularly interesting

part of the work consisted of building Davis rafts, one of which was
in course of construction while we were in camp.

(Continued on page 46)

Massett Indian Village, Massett Inlet, Queen Charlotte Islands, British Columbia

1
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The Despised Alder—One of British

Columbia's Most Valuable Woods
By Dr. J. G. Davidson, University of B. C.

The Pacific Coast of North America, from Puget Sound to Alaska,

is so fortunate in geographical location, climate and natural resources

that au}- lack of human foresight or statesmanship could no more than

delay its prosperity. The heading of this article suggests one factor

of tremendous importance that seems to have escaped notice.

Many a prosperous region has become desert in historical times

because men have destroyed its forests and their failure to take

measures to conserve the soil. When the soil of a country is without

a protective covering to retain and gradually give up its moisture,

streams become torrents after a rain, the fertile top soil is swept

away, the surface soil quickly dries up, evaporation may fail to pro-

vide sufficient rainfall and barren, arid conditions result. On this

western coast, forest fires or destructive logging methods may sweep

a whole district bare, but there is no possibility that it should, as a

result, become barren or arid. Our abundant rainfall comes from the

trade winds and is only in small part due to local evaporation. In

the first year after the destruction of a forest where there is any con-

siderable quantity of real soil, protection is efficiently renewed by

abundant growth of wild shrubbery and alder. It is true, on the

other hand, that where conifer forests cling to otherwise bare moun-
tain sides, their destruction is very much more slowly replaced by

conifer growth that takes centuries to come to similar maturity.

There is a real danger that our -forest-covered mountains may become

bare and ugly but the point we are making is that the soil of our

valleys will remain protected if we give nature a chance.

Under the natural conditions of this coast region the alder grows

with amazing rapidity, but, perhaps unfortunately, it would be used

as a source of lumber only as a last, almost desperate resource. Since,

up to the present, on this coast we think of trees only in terms of

lumber, our title might seem justified. It is true, however, that we
should begin to recognize and exploit other commercial possibilities

of our woods.
This is written to call attention to some aspects of the unlimited

but unrecognized possibilities of wood distillation on this Pacific

Coast. All woods when distilled, or heated in closed retorts, give a

residue of charcoal, a portion of permanent, combustible gas and a

condensate which is a mixture of watery and tarry constituents. The
permanent gases from all woods are essentially similar. The charcoal

from the hard woods is heavier and denser than that from conifers

and hence more valuable. Turpentine comes only from conifer wood
but the yeild from the varieties found on the Northwest coast is com-

paratively small : the yield from Western yellow pine compares verj

favorably with that from Southern pine, and this holds promise for

the future. Tar and oil from conifer wood has been considered use-

less except as fuel till recent years, but in the development of modern
technical processes these products are becoming more and more valu-

able ; as a result the time is near when a great fir, sprxice, hemlock
distillation industry will be possible even though the charcoal is

relatively soft and the aqueous condensate contains little of value.

Even yet, hardwood tar in any very great quantity at a given locality

must be used as fuel, though moi"e valuable uses for it are rapidly

being developed. It is in the wood alcohol and acetic acid of the

aqueous condensate that the by-product value of hardwood distillation

is found.

Prom the standpoint of distillation products, alder ranks as a

hard wood. Its charcoal is nearly as firm as that of maple or oak,

while its yield of wood alcohol and acetic acid is approximately
ninety per cent as great. On this Western coast is found the greatest

reserve of conifer woods and the most easily renewed, most easily

accessible supplies of hardwood (alder). It requires little .stretch of

the imagination to see here in the near future the greatest centre of

wood distillation in the world in conjunction with some, at least, of

the great industries which depend upon it.

One such industry appeals strongly, at present, to those interested

in the development of British Columbia in particular. There is, now,
no doubt that there is within easy reach of transportation on the

waters of this coast abundance of raw materials from which to build

an ordinary iron and steel industry, but one realizes at once the

avenue of specialized development that opens. Swedish iron is char-

coal iron : the magnetic ores of this coast are as pure as those of

Sweden and the possibilities of charcoal production ai^e infinitely

greater. In this connection a new process of distillation being devel-

oped during the last two or three years is of supreme interest. By this

process a charcoal briquette is made, from any kind of wood or wood
refuse, strong enough to support the tremendous load in a modern
iron blast furnace ,without ci'ushing. This is the process mentioned
in a recent issue of "Western Lumberman," which Henry Ford has

adopted for his iron furnaces in Northern Michigan. Inevitably the

world's demands will soon force the manufacture of iron and steel in

the Western part of North America and just as surely will the North-

west coast become, and remain for an indefinate time, the world's

greatest centre for charcoal iron.

MORE COMPETITION FOR RED CEDAR
The Winnipeg Roofing Co., with a capital stock of $50,000, was

recently granted a charter. This plant is being constructed at St.

Boniface, Man., and, it i sexpected, will be opei'ating early in July.

The Winnipeg Roofiing Co. will start with a production of about 400

rolls of roofing paper daily. There is sufficient business offering

from the prairies to keep the plant working the year round. P. R.

Dowse, of St. Boniface, is president of the Company; R. J. Swain,

Mayor of St. Boniface, vice-president, and B. D. White, of Vancouver,
manager. .

WILL SAWGRASS REPLACE SPRUCE PULP?
Sawgrass from Plorida may yet be a serious rival for the pulp

forests of Canada. A resident of Jacksonville, Pla., sends an instruc-

tive account of the development of a large plant, costing one million

dollars ,making pulp and paper from the sawgrass of Lake Griffen.

The sawgrass bears some resemblance to the rushes in Ontario marshes,

but is broader and coarser in fibre. Samples of the paper from saw-
grass which were sent are coarse and soft, so that it does not appear
from thisc ommunication how far this raw material could be used. A
resemblance to the old Egyptian papyri is noted, as the six-foot prongs
of sawgrass ai*e like the tall reeds of the payprus plant.

"There are over one thousand lakes in Lake county, Plorida,

alone," says the writer, "and their shores are literall ylined with
plantations of this sawgrass. The supply is unlimited. The pulp

can be made in one-tenth the time with one-tenth the labor and one-

tenth the cost of spruce-wood pulp. It makes printing, writing, build-

ing, mapping, roofing and an art paper; bags, boxes, cartons, etc. The
plant is in full operation day and night. Thousands of visitoi's pass

through it weekly. It seems to answer the question of : Where will we
get paper when spruce runs out?"

OTTAWA APPROVES PULPWOOD BAN

A resolution giving power to the government to make regulations

prohibiting the export of pulpwood from Canada was carried in the

House of Commons. Hon. W. S. Pielding stated that th enature of

the regulations had not yet been determined.

UNITED ACTION TO PRESERVE TIMBER
Organization of a committee to carrj^ on the work for the conser-

vation of the valuable tract of green timber adjacent to the Pacific

Highway, south of New Westminster, owned by the King-Parris Com-
pany, is under way, it is announced by P. G. T. Lucas, chairman of

the convening committee.

"In my opinion this committee will have to consist chiefly of

representatives of municipal councils, as it may be necessary for the

municipalities to participate financially in the enterprise," said Mr.

Lucas. "I am still of the opinion that a bond issue is the practical

solution," he added. "We could not ask the Provincial Government
to put up $350,000 or more of cash for this purpose in the present

condition of provincial finances, and it is unlikely that the munici-

palities can do so. But between the government and the municipalities

it should surely be possible to ai-range for the carrying charges on a

bond issue of that amount for 20 years. The tract will be worth more

in 20 years' time by actual growth and also by reason of the steadily

enhancing value of standing timber.

"If it 20 years it was desired to abandon the project the timber

could be sold for more than enough to reimburse those who had put

up the interest, while it is likely that the country will then be much
better able to afford to capitalize the sum required to make the tract

a permanent scenic asset."
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Sailingsfrom Vancouver
-Loch (Joil, Royal

Royal Mail

To Liverpool, London, Rotterdam and Antwerp-
Mail Steam Packet Co., early July.

To London, Rotterdam and Antwerp—Dinteldyk,

Steam Packet Co., late July.

To Honolulu, Suva, Auckland and Sydney—Makura, Canadian-
Australasian Royal Mail Line, June 29 ;

Niagara, same, August 3.

To New Zealand and Australia—Waikawa, Canadian-Australasian
Royal Mail Line, July 18.

To Melbourne and Sydney— Wairuna, Canadian-Australasian
Royal Mail Line, July 14.

To Wellington, Melbourne and Sydney—Hauraki, Canadian-Aus-
tralasian Royal Mail Line, August 14.

To Yokohama and Kobe—Toyama Maru, June 22, Hakata Maru,
July 13 ; Tokiwa Maru, July 30—all Nippon Yusen Kaisha Line.

To Yokohama, Kobe and Shanghai—Canadian Highlander, July
25, C. G. M. M.

To Yokohama, Kobe, Shanghai and Hong Kong—Empress of Can-
ada, June 28; Empress of Australia, July 26—both Canadian Pacific

Steamships, Ltd.

To Yokohama, Kobe, Moji, Shanghai, Hong Kong—Alabama Maru,
Osaka Shosen Kaisha Line, July 18—also calls at Dairen, Manchuria.

To Yokohama, Kobe, Nagasaki and Hong Kong—Empress of

Russia, Canadian Pacific Steamships. Ltd., July 12.

To Yokohama, Kobe, Moji and Manila—Hawaii Maru, Osaka
Shosen Kaisha, July 8.

To Yokohama, Kobe, Shanghai, Hong Kong and Manila—Harold
Dollar, Canadian Robert Dollar Co., July 10.

To Yokohama, Kobe, Honk Kong, Manila, and Cebu, P.I.—Achilles,

July 12 ;
Philoetetes, August 2—both Blue Funnel Line.

FROM VICTORIA
To Honolulu, Suva, Auckland and Sydney—Niagara, Canadian-

Australasian Royal Mail Line, August 4.

To Yokohama, Kobe, Shanghai and Hong Kong—Empress of Can-
ada, June 28; Empress of Australasia, July 26—both Canadian Pacific

Steamships Ltd.

To Yokohama, Kobe, Nagasaki, Shanghai and Hong Kong—Em-
press of Russia, Canadian Pacific Steamships Ltd., July 12; Shidzuoka
Maru, Nippon Yusen Kaisha, July 16 ; Yokohama Maru, Nippon Yusen
Kaisha Line, August 4.

'

BUILDING SAWMILL AT HARRISON LAKE
A new lumber mill will be in operation in the Harrison Lake dis

triet in a few weeks. Lamont Bros, are building a sawmill on the
Harrison Lake Slough, which is half a mile from the lake. They are
already operating a shingle mill there.

LUMBER COMPANY CHANGES HANDS
Transfer of the Royal Oak Lumber Company, located at Royal

Oak, Burnaby, to Mr. Charles Garrett and Mr. Robert McDonald, has
been put through. This yard has been operated in the retail business
since 1912 and has enjoyed extensive trade in the lower section of
Burnaby municipality. Mr. McDonald was in charge of operations
at the Garret shingle mill in South Westminster, which recently
burned to the ground.

Mr. A. J. Jaenicke of the United States Forest Service, who is in
charge of the insect control work of the national forests of Oregon
and Washington, has been conferring with Mr. Ralph Hopping,
Dominion entom,ologist in the Okanagan. During Mr. Jaenicke 's

stay in British Columbia he will view the control work which Mr.
Hopping has under way in the Merritt and Princeton districts.

A writ has been issued against the United Grain Growers' Saw-
mills Ltd. at Hutton, B. C, by sundry plaintiffs for $1414.

The Brunswick Lumber Co. Ltd. is suing the Smith Dollar Co,
for $2454 damages and costs.

The Royal Bank of Canada has begun litigation against the Ross
Saskatoon Lumber Co., D. H. Telford and Inland Paper Co., of Waldo,
Fernie and Wildwood, Wash., claiming $30,600.

FROM SCHOOL ESSAYS ON FIRE PROTECTION IN B. C.

"Maybe some time someone is in danger of some animal, they
can climb a tree.

"

"Animals protect the forests by their fur."
"The forests were planted and re-planted by the nerveless

Rangers. '

'

(Speaking of pines) "Their value varies, curiously enough, with
the number of needles."

"They attract hunters, trappers, gamers and pleasurers."

Shay" Geared Locomotives
The "Shay" Locomotive has for

years been rendering maximum Ser-

vice to British Columbia logging oper-

ators. They have found its lines of

sturdy construction insure all year
round efficiency.

THEY DELIVER THE GOODS"

YOUR NEXT LOCOMOTIVE-'*SHAY"
Hofius Steel and Equipment Company
HOFIUS-FERRIS EQUIPMENT CO. Seattle WasH. STEWART BROS. CO.

Spokane, Wash. ' * Portland, Ore.

Representatives for Western British Columbia

Tyee Machinery Company, Ltd.
VANCOUVER BRITISH COLUMBIA
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PROGRESSIVE PRAIRIE FIRM

The Red Deer Lumber Company Limited, Barrows, Manitoba, has

just completed a most successful season in connection with its logging

operations and expects to manufacture some 20,000,000 feet of nice

Avhite spruce lumber and 5,000,000 lath during the summer.

One-third of the logs were taken out at the camp near Barrows
and were landed at the sawmill on the bank of the Red Deer Lake.

Two-thirds were taken out at the camps on the Little Swan and
Etiomami Rivers in Saskatchewan, some distance south of Hudson
Bay Junction. These Avill be driven down these two streams to the

Red Deer River and thence to the mill. The sawmill commenced
operations early in May, the first stock being shipped early in June.

This season's logs are of a better quality than those produced for

several seasons and this company will be in an excellent position to

furnish the trade with its requirements in Northern Manitoba and
Saskatchewan of white spruce lumber and lath.

The winter lath mill has been in operation since January 15 and
has produced 4,000,000 very fine white spruce lath.

Mr. A. R. Cavanagli is the manager of the company, with head-

quarters at Barrows, Manitoba, and is in charge of all the logging and
manufacturing operations. The Union Lumber Company, Limited, 502

Huron & Erie Building, Winnipeg, is the owner and sales agent of the

Red Deer Lumber Company, Ltd., and handles all the output. The
"Winnipeg office is under the management of Mr. J. D. Sinclair, who
is secretary-treasurer of both companies.

REPORTS BIG SHORTAGE OF HOMES

A shortage of homes over the country amounting still to an esti-

mated 700,000 is the summary of the housing situation received by
theNational Association of Real Estate Boards from official sources.

This is a lowering of something like 300,000 from the shortage prevail-

ing two years ago. Addition of from 350,000 to 400,000 homes is

demanded in the United States annually to meet normal conditions,

advices to the association from government experts indicate. Of
these, marriages are credited with furnishing the impetus to a demand
for perhaps 280,000, destruction of buildings by fire with creating tlie

need for perhaps 100,000.

The Smith Lumber Company of Red Deer and Rocky Mountain
House, Alberta, is selling out.

It's a WONDER as a

Fire Fighter

^ Has stood the test of time.

II
The only FOUR CYCLE Forest Fire
Unit in Canada.

\ Guaranteed to deliver water to an alti-

tude of from 200 to 250 feet

]j Two inch suction, one and a half dis-

charge.

Wonder Pump and Engine Co., Ltd.
155 Cordova Street West Vancouver, B.C.

Market for More B. C. Fir
Here is Charlie with his leg bent up' as though it had never been

broken, perced on a pile of timbers enjoying the shade of his sun-

flower crop. Though we don't know that Van's crop last year was \

any better than the others, the picture would at least indicate that he
grew something all right.

If all our crops this year look as healthy and as tall as this one of

Van's, then there will be little trouble in proving to those in oin-

districts that sunflowers grow.
Van shouldn't get by with too much, so we are going to tell you

something about this picture that may make i;s vei*y luipopular with
the gentleman seated above.

Van's yard looks pretty clean, doesn't it? Well, our friend, Mr.
Faulkner, of Brigdens, of Winnipeg, Ltd., cleaned his yard up a bit

for him during the process of turning a rough snapshot into the cut

shown here.

One other reason for explaining this is to keep Van from going
entirely out of his mind, for he may have remembered a few broken
lath that MAY HAVE BP]EN in his alley at the time the photograph ^
was taken.

Perhaps you may think Van spends most of his time looking after I
his sunflower crop, and maybe he does ; but incidentally in going into V
liis April reijorts we find he has made a substantial increase up to

the 26th over his April sales for 1922.

Nobody is worrying about Van's share of the $200,000 increase.

He is always in his seat when the bell rings.-
—"The Pest."

COST OF HOME BUILDING IN UNITED STATES
Ninety-five per cent of bungalow bathrooms being built in the

typical American city today have tiled floors an-d recessed bathtubs,

as compared to the wooden floors and ordinary fixtures of 1913.

While prices of laundry fixtures for the average home has gone
up from $300 to about $600, the general group of people who ten years

ago used the hand-lighted water heater, today demand an automatic
instantaneous heater that adds a minimum of $200 to the total build-

ing cost. And they insist, too, on floor drains and plug outlets for

their electrical laundry equipment, an equipment unknown ten years

ago. Better basements are meaning an addition of from $150 to $1,000
of the total cost of the home.

Tremendous development in the use of electrical equipment
throughout the home brings the cost of this item to $400 in the type

of home where it would have cost $100 a decade ago.

Ninety-eight per cent of the bungalows being built in the typical

American eit.y are being equipped with some form of patent insula-

tion, an expense that did not grieve home-builders of ten years ago,

because very few of them knew anything about the science of insu-

lation.

Living-room trim, formerly of pine, must today be of oak or birch,

or must have an expensive coat of white enamel.
One-piece combination sink and drain-boards and enamel kitchen

fixtures wit han enameled range are demanded, where the ordinary
sink was expected ten years ago.

"The same thing is true in commercial structures of all kinds,"
a report of the Minneapolis Builders' Exchange states. "A better

appreciation of the social and economic values of light, air and com-
fort in manufacturing and other commercial buildings being con-

structed with materials costing more than did the buildings which
were commonly accepted a dozen years ago."

Steady national decrease in totals and in per cent of home owner-
ship for the decades between 1890 and 1920 is indicated in studies

made by the National Association of Real Estate Boards based on the

report just made on ownership of homes by the Bureau of the Census.
Possible modification of the tendency, it is pointed out, may be in pro-

gress with the general advance in home construction and in market
demands for homes. The total number of homes for the United States

for 1920, the census enumeration shows, was 24,351,676, of which 45.6

are classified as owned, wholly or in part, by some members of the

family occupying them, of these homes classified as owned.
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British Columbia's

industries are develop-

ing in unison. Build-

ing of the $3,000,000
plant of the Imperial

Oil Company at loco,

on Burrard Inlet,

made necessary the

construction of many
homes in the model
community that sprung
up at that point. This

is the home of Mr.

and Mrs. R. S. Dyble

at loco. Like all

others there it is a

shingled home. Brit-

ish Columbia red cedar

shingles used through-

out the model town of

loco give the com-
munity an artictic

finish. Each home is

different. The red

cedar shingles, the

lovely lawns and rose

bushes make loco one
of the beauty spots

of the Northwest.

In the picture are Mrs.

Dyble, Anna and Beth
McCann and Vera
Grimshaw. The photo

was taken by courtesy

of J. E. Sirdevan,

manager of the Oil

Refineries.

CRANE
250..

CRANE
Cast Iron — Cast Steel ~ Brass — Ferrosteel

Flanged Fittings

CRANE
125

for low pressure, standard, extra heavy, hydraulic, superheated steam

and extreme hydraulic pressures, ranging in size from 1-inch to

sixty-inch, and for working pressures from 50 to 3,000 pounds.

Manufacturers of Valves, Fittings and Piping Equipment and

Distributors of Pipe, Plumbing and Heating Supplies.

Branches and Warehouses:
HALIFAX, OTTAWA, TORONTO,
HAMILTON, LONDON, WINNIPEG;
BEGINA, CALGARY, VANCOUVER.

Sales Offices:

ST.JOHN,NB.,QUEBEC,SHERBROOKE
EDMONTON, VICTORIA,

CRANE
LIMITED

HEAD OFFICE &. SHOW ROOMS
386 BEAVER HALL SQUARE

MONTREAL
Works

1280 ST. PATRICK ST.
MONTREAL

CRANE-BENNETT
LIMITED

Head Office and Warehouse:

LONDON, ENGLAND,

Sales Offices:

BIRMINGHAM, CARDIFF,
GLASGOW, LEEDS, MANCHESTER,

EOWIBAY, INDIA
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Lumber Outlook Appears Bright

Mr. T. J. Humbird, president of the Victoria Lumber Company,
s\nth its tremendous timber limits on Vancouver Island, under the

management of Mr. E. J. Palmer, is most optimistic as to the outlook
with respect to the lumber trade. With a very large demand in Cali-

fornia, the foreign trade also brisk, the requirements for lumber in

an industrial way and for the railroad trade excellent, the prospects

in the industry are most promising. Mr. Humbird spent several days
of last week in Chetoainus in consultation with Mr. Palmer relative to

the plans for the future on Vancouver Island.

Mr. Humbird is also president of the Weyerhauser Sales Company,
and is at the head of many other interests of a financial and industrial

character, making his headquarters in Spokane. He has grown up
with these, succeeding his father as the executive head some years

ago. Mr. Humbird of necessity keeps in very close touch with con-

ditions in the United States in particular, and in a general way in the

world at large.

Indications of Very Large Increase in Production

With respect to the lumber trade Mr. Humbird pointed out that

for the first six-months of this year the shipments from the mills witli

Avhicli he is identified have eqiialled about two-thirds of the total

output for the twelve months previous, which indicates a very large

prospective output for the year.

The outlook for the continuation of this increased trade in the

United States is excellent. Joined with the heavy demand from Cali-

fornit and the foreign trade, the vessels in the railroad enterprises

and in industrial ways, there is the fact that the outlook in resj^ect to

the crop in the ITnited States is most gratifying. The West and the
]\Iiddle West promise to have the best crop for some years.

He pointed out that there is a shortage of housing accommodation
throughout the country, which dates back to war times. This demand
must be filled to a great extent at last, so that there is now no difficulty

in finding an absorbing market locally foi- all the lumber that is not
required for foreign trade, and along the lines indicated in an indus-
trial way. Higher Plane of Living

Mr. Humbird, referring to the increased j^rices of lumber as com-
pared with pre-war days, pointed out that the consumer, on reflecting
for a moment, should readily see that the lumber industry was not
exacting exorbitant prices. "It must be realized that today we have
moved up to a higher plane of living," said he. And Mr. Plulmbird is

not one who takes a pessimistic view of this circumstance. On the
contrary, he believes that it is well that this should be.

The purchasing public, however, must bear this fact in mind. In
the lumber trade the hours of labor had decreased from 10 hours to

8 hours; the Avages had, on the other hand, gone up very materially;
and the efficiency is much lower. The lumber trade could not separate
itself from other lines of industrial work. These had experienced
similar disturbing influences which in turn reflected themselves in

the lumber business, and so they found ,for instance, that the railroad
transportation costs had increased very considerably.

When everything was taken into account the increase in the cost
of lumber had not kept pace in reality with the added cost of pro-
duction and delivery.

The Alberni Pacific Lumber Co. Ltd. has practically completed
the erection of ten new houses on the south side of the millj which,
together with a large bunkhouse just completed, will accommodate
the largely increased number of employees who will be on the payroll
from July 9, when the mill will be operated day and night, and the
number of employees doubled. These new houses will accommodate
five men each, and are laid out on a new street that has been opened
up by the mill, and each will have water and electric light laid on.

HIGHER VALUATION TO BE PLACED ON TIMBER IN B. C.

Taxation of timber next year will probably be based on a con-
siderable higher aggregate valuation. Premier John Oliver announces.
The Premier, who was in conference at Victoria with other members
of the Cabinet and a deputation of 30 timber holders, headed by E.

J. Palmer and J. D. MacCormack, regarding timber taxation, stated
that the new valuation being fixed by a corps of cruisers working
under the finance department would probably be completed next year
in time to form the basis for 1924 taxation.

BIG LUMBER IMPORT INTO AUSTRALIA

MELBOURNE, Victoria.—Down the soft wood Avharves of the
Yarra here there are today immense stacks of imported Oregon pine,

but still larger stacks of Baltic, and ships and steamers come almost
every day with additional cargoes. Baltic pine seems for the time
being to have a decided pull over Pacific lumber. Very large quan-
tities of the Latvia shipments are used us as weatherboards for the

frame houses rushing up around Melbourne and Sydney, Avith pine
going into the roofs, struts and battens. A decided improvement has
come in the demand for Australian lumber, and for the first time for

several years the Western Australian sawmillers have orders from
India and overseas ports, a direct result of her restoration of the 48-

hoi;r week, Avhich enabled them to cut prices to a healthier margin
and thi;s induce some of their old customers to come along again.

JOHNNY CANUCK A GOOD AXEMAN
In the lumbering groups in British Columbia Canadians outnuni-

l)er British-born by nearly three to one, which is probably explained
by the fact that comparatively few newcomers from the Old Land
have had previous lumbering experience. Interesting material is con-

tained in the recent report of the Minister of Labor at Victori'a, the

Hon. A. M. Manson. There are also more Canadians than British in

the industries of cigar and tobacco manufacturing, food products,

metal trades, metal mining, printing and publishing, and pulp and
paper manufacturing.

On the other hand. Great Britain siipplies the largest number of

Avorkers in brcAveries, the production of builders' materials, coal

mining, coast shipping, paint manufacture, shipbuilding, smelting,

public utilities and the manufacture of chemicals, explosives, furni-

ture, leather and fur goods.

LARGE LUMBER MILL FOR COWICHAN LAKE

The largest mill on Vancouver Island, Avith a daily capacity of

450,000 feet on an eight-hour shift, is to be constructed in the Bear
Lake district of CoAvichan Lake. The mill, it is understood, Avill be

put up by E. J. Palmer and his associates, who noAV operate the

Chemainus Lumlier Co. at Chemainus. The Chemainus mill is uoav the

largest on the Island, Avith a cut of 500,000 feet in a ten-hour day.

Plans are uoav being made for the construction of the new
CoAvichan Lake mill and work Avill be likely started late this season.

At present work is being rushed on the railway extension from
the foot of the lake up the westex'u side to Robertson River, seven miles

up. This line Avill be completed by the end of the summer. Its object

is to bring timber out and provide the connection with the present

C. P. R. CoAvichan Lake line. As soon as it is finished it will be pos-

sible to get work started on the big mill and other timber develop-

ments which are planned.

Construction of the Cowiehan Lake mill Avill mean a permanent
population of 2,000 persons at the lake, according to estimates of the

lumber officials.

The mill is being undertaken in connection with the company's
plans of manufactiiring the finished lumber at the lake and loading it

direct on cars there for foreign export, instead of the more expensive

Avay of shipping logs outside to be manufactured, involving the

expenses of handling raAv material scA^eral times.

Canada trebled her exports of veneer and plywoods in the year;

ending March last, but the trade is not yet of very large proportions.

The exports of Canadian kraft paper in the eleven months ending

February last, amounting to 334,431 cwt., were nearly three times as (

great as in the eleven months ending February, 1922.

Lumbermen's Indemnity Exchange is now licensed to transact

business in British Columbia.

J.
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High Cost of Cheap Construction

Duriiia the next fczv uwiifhs "ll'cstcni

Luuihrrman" mill cover modern house con-

stnirtion from basement to attic. Each article

of the series will be profusely illustrated,

shomiii'i good and faulty methods of erectiiuj

some part of the completed building.

It is the purpose of this series of articles

to slunv the house here pictured while it was
under different stages of construction. Drazv-

ings and plans of various parts of the house

will be given so that the successive steps can

be recdily follozved and the methods employed

clearly understood.

In this and following issues will be described the best methods of
modern home construction, with the idea that the articles may be used
as a sort of text book by the contractor in outlining to prospective
home builders the difference between good and faulty construction.
The illustrations and text matter have been furnished to "Western
Lumberman" by the courtesy of Weyerhauser Forest Products, St.

Paul, Minn., and are from a book published by that firm with the
object of showing the fallacy of cheap construction.

Without doubt, the new book is one of the best of its kind ever
published. It is liberally illustrated, showing the defects that are sure
to follow poor building methods, and is written to be readily under-
stood by all readers. We suggest that this series of articles be filed

for reference. They are worthy of close study.

In the course of the series, dwelling construction from basement
to the shingles on the roof will be dealt with and each different sub-
ject will be covered very fully. The present one is in the nature of a
foreword dealing with construction generally, while subsequent issues
will deal with foundations, walls, floors, types of framing, prevention
of fire and shrinkage, chimney construction, and other important
features. All of them will be of great value to the contractor in giving
ideas and hints he can put into practice in his own business.

AWELL-KNOWN contractor, who has spent the larger portion of

liis lifetime in building houses, says that the main cause of

faulty construction—which leads to defects and large annual
repair bills—is the average builder's demand for "as cheaply as
possible." Comparatively few medium-priced homes are built as they
should be. Leaky roofs, bulging walls, squeaking stairs, sagged floors,
cracked plaster, rattling windows—all point to faulty construction
and poor material. Heavy upkeep and repair bills, quick depreciation
and low resale value are results of such building methods.

Architects, the better class of contractors, and conscientious
workmen, have been preaching better construction for years, and it is

the purpose of Weyerhauser Forest Products to help the builder
toward better construction methods by showing where faults are most
likely to occur.

To point the story of poor building, one has only to examine the
ordinary house to find the glaring defects that exist. A casual glance
may pass over these defects, but to the eye of the real biulder they

offset any advantages the building may possess. As a case in point,

starting at the basement, the walls and floor are often found to be
damp, due to lack of rain leaders and improper drainage. Cracks
in the foundation walls point to uneven settling and poor footing.

Ill-fitting windows are rife. Basement floors are laid over an un-
packed base. Floors sag, due to unsupported spans, which also twists

partitions in the rooms above. Verandahs and porches fall away due
again to faulty or insufficient footing. Large jagged cracks in the

plastered walls spell under-sized framing and settling in the effort to

economize, and high glaring defects by a coat of plaster.

And it is these very defects built into houses which a certain class

of builder throws together for quick sale which is hurting the legiti-

mate contractor who builds honest houses. A house may be inexpen-
sive and yet be of sound construction. Similarly, money may have
been spent lavishly upon another one and while it may have all the

modern conveniences and may look "like a million dollars," yet unless

the material and the workmanship, combined with sound methods of

construction, has been built into it, that house cannot help but show
defects.

Obtaining Substantial Construction

No house can be thoroughly successful unless it combines the
four basic essentials: Good designs, efficient plan, right material and
sound construction.

A house may be large or small, elaborate or inexpensive ; it may
be attractively finished and may boast of every modern convenience
and labor-saving device, yet without all four of these essentials it can
never be a permanent, substantial, satisfactory home.

Details of construction may vary in different localities and with
different builders, yet the points to be looked out for are, in all cases,

the same.

The better class of contractors and workmen are thoroughly
familiar with approved building practices and eager for the opportu-
nity to build your house right.

On the other hand, to fail to recognize the importance and the

value of good construction in a building, or to assiime that the stand-
ards of construction of all builders is the same and the construction of

a house at whatever cost and by whatever standard will be thorough
and efficient is unfair to the owner and to the builder who wants to

do only honest work. The lowest bidder may not be figuring on the*
kind of construction wanted by the owner.

(Contiued on page37)
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Iron & Brass

Founders

Blacksmiths

Boilermakers

ROSS & HOWARD
IRON WORKS CO., LTD.

Bolts and Nuts, Sleigh Shoeing, Smokestacks, Bridge Rods, Logging and Lumber Trucks, Shafting,

Transmission, Etc., Marine, Logging and Sawmill Machinery, Structural Steel.

Foot Woodland Drive VANCOUVER, B.C. Telephone: Highland 106

AN OUNCE OF GOLD
There is a job waiting now for every person in this

country who wants to work. Wages are high and busi-

ness on the whole is good. One ounce of gold pays wages
for 20 hours work in the United States, 25 hours work
in Canada, 50 hours work in Great Britain, 90 hours
work in Japan, 100 hours work in France and 200 hours
work in Germany.

/. E. EDGERTON,
President, National Association of Manufacturers

The Cameron Lumbei' Company has started a camp at Mile 63,

Canadian National, and is operating a caterpillar outfit in clearing up
some small stands of timber that would not warrant the operation of

donkey engines and high lead tackle.

Four hundred thousand feet of hemlock lumber from three mills

in the interior constituted a portion of the cargo of the Canadian Gov-

ernment Merchant Marine steamer Canadian Transporter, which was

at Prince Rupert at the en dof June loading the first cargo that was

ever shipped direct from Prince Rupert to the Orient. This cargo was

liandled by H. R. McMillan, the Vancouver lumber broker. The Royal

Mill, Hanall, the George Little Mill, Terrace, and the Lakelse Lumber
Co. 's mill at Amsbury provided the lumber. Credit for having the

lumber moved from Prince Rupert goes to B. C. Keeley, Pacific Coast

manager of the Canadian Government Merchant Marine, who offered

a special rate, and G. W. Nickerson, who was instrumental in bringing

together purchasers and the producers. In connection with the ship-

ment, H. R. IMcMillan visited Prince Rupert late in May, and said

while there, that if the present demand for lumber continues \Vit\\

prices remaining as at present, there should be no reason why the

northern British Columbia sawmills should not be able to cut suffi-

cient lumber for Oriental export to bring a trans-Pacific freighter

to Prince Rupert at least every six Aveeks to load.

At Cowichan Lake a new company, known as the Lake Logging
Comjjany, has commenced operations of a nature similar to those

undertaken by the Camerons at Mile 63. Matt Hemmingsen is behind

this venture, which is managed by William GrossMeg. Caterpillars

are being used to clear out logs too heavy for horses and in stands too

light to justify other means. The average daily input is foi^ty-five

logs a day.

The Hemmingsen Logging Company, which has been operating

on the western shore of Cowichan Lake and in the timber back from
thewater line several mWes, reports exceptionally good conditions,

with earnings satisfactory, output bigger than ever and morale among
the man high as ever. The fire menace has been low throiaghout the

lake area, as rains have fallen almost daily. Forty men are employed
and over 100,000 feet of logs are being taken out every day.

One of the most important logging operations on tlie Vancouver

Island line of the Canadian National Railways now is the Scottish

Logging Company, backed by Wise & Company, Victoria realty and

timber brokers, General M. L. MacEwan and H. H. Beck. The logging

is bein gcarried on at Mile 64 under the inanagement of E. G. Morri-

son, formerly superintendent of Camp 3 of the James outfit on

Cowichan Lake. The Scottish Logging Company is working on

limits comprising over 1,000 acres. Camps are now being constructed

and in a few days the contract for grading a logging railroad will he

let. The conipany plans to bring logs downto Victoria harbor. Thirty

men are new employed, but by August it is expected that seventy or

eighty will be on the payroll. The company plans to use Holt eater-

pillar tractors to some extent in handling logs near the camp.

The James Logging Company at Cowichan Lake is running four

sides and has more logs in the lake at present than for many months
past.

Another Cameron subsidiary is the Northern Loggers Ltd., which

has been incorporated to get out logs at Hardy Bay. Holt caterpillar

tractors will be employed there. J. C. Clausen of Vancouver is mana-

ger of the concern.

The Genoa Logging Company, which is getting out logs for the

Genoa Bay Lumber 'Company, is operatin gtwo sides at Camp No. 1,

with a daily output of 240,000 feet. The company is now operating

eighty-five men.

The Rat Portage Lumber Co., Limited, Vancouver

WE SPECIALIZE IN 1/4

SCANT SIZED DIMEN-

SION, ALSO DIMEN-

SION AND BOARDS IN

THE ROUGH.

Manufacturers of

DOUGLAS FIR, SPRUCE AND HEMLOCK
FLOORING, CEILING, SIDING, INTERIOR AND EXTERIOR

FINISH OF ALL KINDS INCLUDING MOULDINGS

Rough Kiln Dried and Green Clear Fir in All Sizes

Boards, Shiplap and Dimension

ROUGH TIMBERS UP TO 90 FEET LONG
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Cost of Dwelling Construction

Substantially Less
On an average the total cost of erecting an all-frame home (with

bevel, shingle or wide-siding covering) is 20 per cent less than at the
; ipeak in 1920. This is the net result of a further survey just completed
ijby the National Retail Dealers' Association, with headquarters at

Chicago, 111., under excellent co-operation of the secretaries of the

nffiliated associations:

B. C. Lumbermen will be interested in the following information
in view of the fact that so much of oui' products limls it way into the

Ihiited States market.

Tabulation of the New Survey

Data on total cost of ordinary frame constructed dwellings cov-

ered with bevel, shingle or wide-siding covering, and comparing May,
1920, with cost in May, 1923 :

Erected and Contractor offers to
Location sold in May, erect same house in Reduction Savings in

1920, for May, 1923, for over 1820 Dollars

Reedsburg, Wis $5758 $5040 12.4%.. ....$718
8 rooms, basement, attic, bath, front and rear porches; first floor
clear mai)le flooring; second floor Y.P. flooring; first floor oak
trim; second floor, Y.P. trim.

Delavan, Wis $7500 $5866 21.7%... $1634
6 rooms, basement, latli and plastered, attic, latli; large porch;
fir flooring; yellow pine trim.

LaCrosse, Wis $6500 $5100 21.5% $1400
ij rooms, basement, bath, porch, oak floors, oak trim.

Wisconsin Rapids ..$4900 $3500 27.5% $1400
6 rooms, basement, bath, porch, yellow pine trim, clear maple
floors.

Appleton, Wis $4825 $3800 21.2% $1025
5 rooms, basement, bath, porch, clear maple flooring, Y.P. trim.

Cumberland, Wis. ..$1435 $1098 23.4% ...$337
5 rooms, frame dwelling, no basement or porch; no bath; maple
flooring; fir trim. Summer cottage.

Fox Lake, Wis. ......$7828 $6278 19-8% $1550
7 rooms, basement, attic, bath, front and rear porches; clear
maple flooring; yellow pine trim.

Menomonie, Wis $4583 $3284 28.8% $1299
Two-story, 8 rooms, attic, bath, front and rear porches; clear
maple flooring; yellow pine trim.

Waukesha, Wis. ....$8000 $6500 18.7% $1500
6 rooms, basement, attic, bath, porch; clear maple flooring;
birch finish.

Alliance, Nebr $8500 ...$7450 12.3% $1050
8-room dwelling with bath; 4 closets; full basement; front and
rear porch ... oak fioors, birch trim downstairs, Y.P. upstairs.

Burwell, Nebr $4300 ....$3700 13.9% $600
6 rooms, attic, basement and porch; oak floors, Y.P. trim.

Upland, Nebr $4900 $4160 15.1% $740
5 rooms, basement, bath, furnace, porch; E.G.Y.P. floors, Y.P.
trim, R.C. bevelled siding.

Beatrice, Nebr $6000 $5000 16.6% $1000
6 rooms and basement; oak floors, bath, porch and Y.P. trim.

Humelstown, Pa $6500 $5000 23.0% $1500
6 rooms, hall and closet, bath, basement, porch; Y.P. floors;
chestnut and cypress trim.

Boston, Mass $10,500 $9500 9.5% $1000
2-family house, 5 rooms each apartment; two baths, two porches,
basement; select oak floors, Y.P. trim.

Pittsfield, Mass $5500 $4800 -12.7% $700
6 rooms, basement, bath, porch; Y.P. floors and trim; E.G. floors
downstairs.

Worcester, Mass. ..$12,500 $10,500 16.0% $2000
12 rooms, basement, 2 baths, porch, clear birch floors; Y.P, trim.

Binghamton, N.Y. ..$8500 $7000 17.6% $1500
9 rooms, attic, basement and porch; floors oak; interior trim,
chestnut.

Oneonta, N. Y $4900 .$3800 22.4% $1100
7 rooms, bath and porch; fir floors, paneled stock rim.

Waterbury, Conn. ..$18,000 ..$16,000 11-1% .....$2000
9 rooms, attic, basement, porch and two baths; oak floors; trim
N.C. enameled and W.W. enameled.

Portland, Conn. ....$8200 $6925 .15.5%.. $1275
8 rooms, basement, attic ,bath and porch; floors fir and oak;
trim N.C. pine.

Henry, 111 $5628 $5072 9.9% $556
6 rooms, basement, bath and porch; Y.P. and oak floors, Y.P.
trim.

Sycamore, 111. $4500 $3500 22.2% $1000
, 6 rooms, bath, basement, attic and porcli ; hardwood floors, Y.P.
1

trim.

iKankakee, 111 .$7350 $5850 20.4% $1500
6 rooms, basement, attic, bath and porch; oak and Y.P. trim and
floors.

Toledo, Ohio $6314 ..$5258 16.7% $1056
G rooms, bath, basement and porch; oak floors, oak and Y.P. trim.

Cleveland, Ohio ....$6012 $4940 17.8%... $1072
6 rooms, bath ,furnace, wash trays, Y.P. trim, hardwood floors.
Price includes excavation and grading. Size 22x2.5 feet.

[Muskegon, Mich $5000 $3800 24.0% $1200
6 rooms, basement, bath, porch; Y.P. floors and trim. Includes
furnace, electric wiring and fixtures. Size 22x34 feet.

Vivian, La $2734 $2116 22.6% $618
4 rooms, bath, two porches. Includes bathroom fixtures and
painting two coats.

Summary : Covering a range of 10 states in Southern, Central

and Eastern of the United States, the average total construction cost

for 27 all-frame dwellings is 18.21 per cent less now than at the peak
in 1920.

Lumber Prices Have Receded 35 Per Cent. Since 1920

The first survey made by the National Association (May 3, 1923)

showed that almost anywhere in the country an ordinary lumber bill

may be bought fror a retail yard for 35 per cent less than at the peak
of 1920. However, some have said: It is not the cost of the lumber
bill alone, but rather the cost of the entire house, labor included, that

tells the story. That statement is now successfully met by the above
data, and to all such statements it may be said : The present is a good
time to build. Lumber prices since the peak of 1920 have receded 35

per cent, and a home, including labor, may be built for 20 per cent

less than at that time.

The hoax that war-time building costs would be upon us by June
of this year has been successfully dispelled. The facts were gathered

by the National and its affiliated associations. Remarkable wide-

spread local publicity in all corners of the land was supplied by dealers

through paid advertising and interviews in the newspapers. In

response to the suggestion from the National Association, dealers not
only advertised the facts, but all did so at one and the same time.

Nation-wide propaganda was met and defeated by nation-wide team-

work of the lumber dealers.

POISON LURKETH IN GOLDEN BROOM WHEN DISTILLED

It appears that the golden broom, which has hitherto been re-

garded as a nuisance mitigated only by the delight it affords the

artistic eye when in bloom, has, after all, a useful function. An
offender appearing in the police court at New Westminster to answer a

charge of being in an intoxicated condition, attributed his condition

to over-indulgence in broom wine, a potent liquor he had brewed or

distilled with his own hands. "How do you make it?" asked Chief

of Police Bradshaw. However, while the Liquor Act makes it com-

pulsory for one fallen by the wayside to tell where he got it, there is

nothing in the act to force him to reveal secrets of its manufacture,

and the interesting information was not forthcoming.

LARGE CAPITAL COMES INTO B. C. LUMBER TRADE

Companies incorporated this week at Victoi'ia are announced as

follows

:

The Camosun Timber Co. Ltd., privately owned, with capital of

$705,000'.

Port Harvey Pole & Tie Co. Ltd., privately owned, with capital of

.$10,000.

Cascades Timber Co. Ltd., privately owned, with capital of

.$500,000.

The total assets of these companies stand at $1,215,000.

ALBERNI MILL WILL DOUBLE ITS STAFF

The plant of the Alberni Pacific Lumber Co. Ltd. will close down
for the annual overhaul on June 30, and will remain closed for a week.

Commencing with July 9 the day and night shifts will start and the

number of employees at the mill will be doubled, meaning that about

250 men will be employed in the actual mill and yards, and about 100

men in the logging camp. The output for the twenty-four hours will

average about 225,000 feet, and at least 165,0000 feet per day will ])e

delivered on the export wharf for the deep-sea traffic. The staff of

Pacific Lumber Inspection Bureau inspectors will be augmented to

cope with the increased output. The management intends to run the

plant continuously, as the company has a large number of contracts

on hand.
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M<=Clary's

NAVY RANGE
Coal or Wood

Cooking Top, 73" x 31".

Ovens, 24" x 21" x 14".

Fire Box, 26". Weight, 1,200 lbs.

Particularly suitable for use in lumber camps. The body is

built of best grade heavy steel plate, re-inforced with angle iron

and closely rivetted with steel-headed rivets, giving it great

rigidity and strength.

Other Well-known McClary Camp Ranges Are the "Algoma"
and the "Chef"

"See McClary's First" for Camp Ranges, Heaters and Kitchen Equipment

M^CIaryS
305 Water Street - VANCOUVER, B.C.

London Toronto Montreal Winnipeg Vancouver St. John, N.B.

Hamilton Calgary Saskatoon Edmonton
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LOGGING BY STEAM — A MODERN IMPROVEMENT FOR
SAVING TIME AND LABOR

(Continued from page 8)

As the logs skidded are merely decked along the side of the

track, this machine must be followed by a loader. Whether this

slight additional operative expense and trouble is more than balanced

b}'^ other advantages will of course depend on the conditions in the

operation in question.

Machines of this type are built by the Clyde Iron Works and the

Lidgerwood Manufacturing Company, the construction being on the

same general lines, with detail difference mainly in boom support and

suspension; further, the Clyde machine has small hand winches for

guy tightening, while the Lidgerwood machine accomplishes this by

changing the boom position of the engines.

As to the method of snaking in general, as previously said, it is

a short-haul method and therefore only suited to conditions where

tiie vehicles of main haul, hue they railroad, tram, wagon road, load-

ing trail or waterway, are placed close together. This is usually only

the case in a flat country. It is not to be understood that a snaking

system is never of value in irregular topography, for it often is, but
its usual employment is as an aiixiliary for the shorter hauls or as a

feeder or yarder to other systems. Since it is used in connection with
animals for return of line, it is restricted to ground conditions where

such animals can go, therefore is not of use on very rough ground or

where excessive amounts of water or of mud occur.

For thin timber snaking is surely the cheapest method ; the amount
of auxiliary equipment required is small, th? time and trouble required
in making new settings are little, and there is general simplicity of

operations. Ideally it is suited to the Southern pine belt, to the hard-
wood river bottoms in the dry season, to the pine and hardwood forests

of the lake states, to the flat spruce forests of Eastern Maine and the
provinces, and to a large variety of local conditions. Furthermore,
it is a method of wide adaptability.

(To be continued)

PUT YOUR PROBLEM UP
TO US

We are specialists in building locomotives.

We build all types and sizes, also all kinds of

repair parts for locomotives and tenders.

Our experience puts us in a position to give

you expert advice as to what particular type

and size of locomotive is best suited to your
needs.

Put your locomotive problem up to us

MONTREAL LOCOMOTIVE WORKS, LTD.
DOMINION EXPRESS BUILX)ING

MONTREAL, CANADA

DEPENDABLE

POWER
EQUIPMENT

The boiler room of the Imperial Oil Co. at Dartmouth, N. S.,

equipped with 8 Double Drum G. & McC, Co. Sectional Water
Tube Boilers.

In addition to the Dartmouth plant we have sup-

plied the Imperial Oil Co. with Water Tube Boilers

for their Sarnia and Regina refineries. Repeat
orders such as these are not given unless the orig-

inal installation has thoroughly demonstrated its

efficiency in every particular.

G. & McC. Co. Sectional Water Tube Boilers pro-

vide positive and rapid circulation, increased
steaming capacity and maximum overload allow-

ance.

WE BUILD
Horizontal & Vertical Steam Engines, Return
Tubular & Water Tube Boilers, Steam Turbines,
Heaters, Tanks, Pumps & Condensers. Ask for
our catalog, plans, etc., if interested.

The Goldie & McCuUoch Co.
LIMITED

GALT - ONT. - CANADA
Western Branch: 248 McDermot Ave., Winnipeg, Man.

B. C. Agents:—Robt. Hamilton & Co., Vancouver, B. C.



At the top is a cedar log recently cut by the Capilano
Timber Company. It is 83 inches at the small end and
exactly ten feet in diameter at the butt, and 32 feet
loniT. It weigrhs 33 tons and contains enoug^h lumber to
build a grood big bouse, its contents beingr 12,500 board
feet. It was yarded 500 feet by an Empire Yarder. A
Duplex Iioader hastened it on its way. It took fifteen
minutes to make the bigr fellow comfortable aboard the
car that carried him out to market.

The big fir log below grew at Frederick Arm, B.C.,
and was cut by the Feck liogging Company. Here are
the facts regarding' the big fir:

Butt log 26 feet long, 90 inches diameter at the top,
nine feet and four inches at the butt and twenty-nine
and one-third feet in circumference at the but; second
log of tree was 84 inches at the top. The tree contained
33,000 feet of lumber—enough to supply siding and
scantling for a house, bam and outbuildings for a 200-
acre Ontario farm. This fine fir grew at an elevation
of 900 feet. It was handled by three machines and was
yarded 80O feet, then taken over a skyline l,10O feet,
then swung out 600 feet to a chute where it was
hurtled 1,000 feet to the salt chuck.

The skyline equipment was manufactured by the
John and Bdwin Wright Company, of Birmingham, and
was sold by Marshall-Wells, B.C., Iitd., Vancouver.
When the Umpire Donkeys gripped the big log, cables
supplied by G-ibsons Iiimited tauted in the cheaves of
trusty blocking manufactured by the Opsal Steel Com-
pany, Vancouver.

It took three hours to cut the large tree down. In
the foreground is F. Hulbert, foreman for the George A.
Peck concern, and by his side is J. Green, chaser. This
log weighs thirty tons.

Fhotographs of the fir were shown Mr. Stokes, repre-
senting the Department of Trade and Commerce, Ottawa.
Mr. Stokes stated that he desired to have a slice of the
big log to transport to the Empire's capital for exhibi-
tion next year at the Imperial Exposition.
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EMPIRE
LOGGING
ENGINES

99 =

ARE BUILT BY

1

I Ihe Empire Manufacturing
)

II
COMPANY, LIMITED \

I AT \

\ VANCOUVER I

I
B. c. i

fiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiriMiiiiiiii:

Correct designs—The best of material

—

Skilled workmanship—Completely equip-

ped plant—Large production—Economical
distribution

The Combination That Makes

Logging Equipment
The Best in the Woods, and the Lowest in Price

Sold Direct

"FROM THE WORKS TO THE WOODS"

OPSAL STEEL COMPANY
LIMITED

Vancouver, B. C.
Works and Office:

Dufferin and Quebec Sts.

Phone:

Fairmont 280

BUILT BY THE FOREMOST HOUSE IN THE
WIRE ROPE INDUSTRY.

EMBODYING PRECISE KNOWLEDGE OF THE
REQUIREMENTS OF THE LOGGER.

HAVE DEMONSTRATED SUPERIORITY BY
UNBOUNDED SATISFACTION.

LARGE STOCKS
m MARK OP OU

INSTANT SERVICE

MARSHALL-WELLS B. C.

LTD.
573 CARRALL ST. VANCOUVER, B. C.

%iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiin

SEYMOUR 7200 ^

IllllllllllllillllliliillV^'
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C^tnp Supplies
LUMBERMAN ATTENTION!

Waterproof
Scale and
Lumber

Tally Sheets
and Books.

WHEN ORDERING YOUR NEXT SUPPLY OF WATER-
PROOF TALLY BOOKS OR SHEETS—GIVE US A TRIAL.
WE ARE NOW IN A POSITION TO DO OUR OWN WATER-
PROOFING AND CAN GIVE YOU EXCELLENT SERVICE.

Special Forms or
Books can be made
to meet any re-

quirement at short
notice.

THE CLARKE & STUART CO. LIMITED
SEYMOUR 3000

Wholesale and Commercial Stationers, Printers and Book Binders.

550 SEYMOUR STREET VANCOUVER, B.C.

Established 1904

I TRADE MARK >1^
Dimond Special

STEEL
FOR

Logging Camps
and Saw Mills

We can furnish testimonials from leading

lumber firms who have adopted the use of

our steel exclusively.

Neumeyer & Dimond
82 Beaver Street NEW YORK

Box Printing and Stencil

Inks and Rollers

INKS IN ALL COLORS
AND PERMANENT

ROLLERS
"Hercules" Brand

are Unequalled

THIS PUBLICATION PRINTED
WITH OUR INKS

THE

Columbia Printing Ink

and Roller Company
Manufacturers

1063 Hamilton St. Vancouver, B.C.

THE "ORIGINAL"

HARVEY
LOGGING BOOTS

Hand-made Boots for

I-OGGEBS, MINEBS,
CBUISEBS AND

FBOSFECTOBS

FACTORY
58 CORDOVA
STREET WEST

VANCOUVER,
B. C.

Established in Vancouver Since 1897

Brass and Aluminum
Trade Checks

Steel Log Stamps, Stencils

Automatic Counters for

Counting Log*

Get Quotations from

W. W. Wilcox Manufacturing Co.
564-572 W. Bandolph St. Est. 1872. Chicago

Complete Catalogue Sent on Application

"The Pink" LoggingTools& Handles
MADE IN CANADA

Headquarters for British Empire for all Lumbering Tools. In every lum-
ber camp in Canada you'll find Pink's Famous Lumbering Tools. They are
the favorites there and have won the esteem of all woodsmen through
their superior merit. They are world-renowned and are extensively used
in Australia, New Zealand and other countries where the lumbering indus-
try thrives.

EXPORTERS TO EUROPE
We export the same good quality of lumbering tools that have made
Pink's Tools a by-word in the matter of good tools in all Canadian lumber
camps. Enquiries cordially solicited.

Thomas Pink Company, Limited
PEMBROKE, ONT., CANADA

B. C. Representatives: Geo. Cradock & Co. Ltd., Vancouver
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Cedar Shingles Stand Test of Time and Weather as Ghosts of Golden

Cariboo Haunt Boom Camps of '61

WHEN the gold rush took

place to the Cariboo fields in

,1860 the towkn of Stanley

was built up in a night and for a

^hort time had a population of thou-

-iiiuls of men who were taking the

udUI nuggets from the creeks.

Shingles made of B. C. cedar

played their part in those stirring

days. This cut shows the main street

of Stanley, rows of houses, each

sliingled with cedar hand -split

shingles. Hands that split those

cedar "shakes" have long since

ceased from labor but the good

cedar, facing the skies of Cariboo,

serves on through good and bad

weather.

Over sixty years they have been

there and they will remain perhaps

another sixty j^ears.

Stanley is near Antler Creek, the

original objective of the goldseekers

who explored Cariboo in 1861. Ant-

ler was the first in that region to

attain a decided reputation after

Keitliley Creek and the first to es-

tal)lisli the character of the Cariboo

l egion. Its fame, like that of Keith-

ley and Williams Creek, also rested

upon the circumstance that the pres-

ent stream had in one or more places

cut down into the ancient channel.

The "London Times" correspondent in 1861 wrote that the bed-

rock was found paved with gold. Every shovelful contained a consid-

erable quantity, in some cases as much as $50. Nuggets could be picked

out of the soil by hand; the rocker yielded 50 ounces in a few hours.

Mleven companies were working with large profits and individuals

were making as much as $1000 a day, while the yield of the several

-luice and flume claims was 60 ounces a day to the man, and the daily

aggregate of the creek during the summer of 1861 was $10,000. Much
the ground yielded $1000 to the square foot. Three-quarters of a

mile below the town of Ant-

ler two partners were said to

liave obtained from 40 to 60

inices a day each with the

' ocker.

Tlie miners had found

that the chainiel woi'n in the

lif'drock under the present

-li'eani had a rim on one side

lieyondwhieh the bedrock fell

off into a deeper old channel

to a depth then unknown.

Tlu' i)roprietors of the

l\eiitucky claim engaged in

'ji'ound sluicing took out

+^750 one day in 1865 and

+1000 the day following.

The "London Times" on

February 7, 1861, summarized
tlie developments on Antler

Creek from May to Sep-

tember, 1861, and Donald

Here is an outpost of the Empire—the shack of the British Colum
bia prospector, roofed with hand-made cedar shingles.

Town of Stanley, showing roofs shingled in the early sixties. Stanley is one of

the ghost cities of old Cariboo. When prospectors found gold by the shovelful in

nearby creeks Stanley was born and for a time was a flourishing centre. These roofs

give splendid testimony as to the everlasting quality of cedar shingles.

Fraser's statements as correspon-

dent were reviewed and accepted as

trustworthy. A man named Smith

was spoken of as having obtained

31/2 lbs. of gold per day with the

rocker. Other claims, working with

sluices, were reported to be yielding

regularly as much. Small claims on

Antler Creek yielded from 100 to

130 ounces a day. In three weeks'

washing one company of three men
obtained $83,300; another of three

men, $37,500; still another of five

men, $26,000 ; and another of six

hen, $28,000 in tlie same period.

Governor Douglas vouched for the

authenticity of the statement that

four men obtained regularly from

16 to 37 ounces a day or from 4 to

ounces each.

A Spanish muleteei', when asked

in regard to the merits ol' the Cari-

boo mines, from which he had re-

cently retuined to Victoria, replied

that he had doubts until he had seen

the gaming tables at Antler Creek.

Three men gambled away $27,000 in

one continuous sitting at a table, the

top of which was likely hewn by

hand out of a cedar log.

In the neighborhood of the old

Cariboo goldfields was abundance of

timber. Cedar, fir, cottonwood, bal-

sam, hemlock and alder grew upon the slopes and in the valleys.

This timber was drawn upon by the pioneers for the building of

cabins and for mine timber, sluice boxes, flumes and dams. In the

abandoned tunnels today cedar posts and "laggan" put in over fifty

years ago are as well preserved as though they were cut pesterday.

In the old days men made fortunes at the Cariboo camps whip-

sawing lumber. This was the specialty of the French-Canadian, who

would willingly, so oldtimers say, cut a thousand of lumber for $180.

Today there ai-e power mills in the district, but even as late as twenty-
five years ago all lumber Avas

' whipsawed and prevailing

prices for whipsawing in the

late nineties was not less

j

than $60 a thousand. Even
$60 a thousand was a fair

price, for it cost 41/2' cents a

pound to freight in lumber
fi-om the railway at Ashci-ofl

—280 miles. In the early

days I'l-eighting of ]und)er

was out of the (juestion, for

there was no sawmill in the

sixties nearer Cariboo than
Vancouver Island. All the

fui'uiture foi- the camps was
made l)y hand. Even the

tnemorial slabs over the
graves in the Cai'iboo l)ury-

ing plots were of cedai'.

The glory of Cariboo has
long since passed, the oidy
evidence that remains of the
golden period being the
M'ooden towns with cedar-
shaked roofs, such as the de-
serted town of Stanley.
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BLOEDEL, STEWART & WELCH
CORPORATION, LIMITED

HEAD OFFICE
1501 STANDARD BANK BUILDING

VANCOUVER, B.C.

SEATTLE OFFICE
742 HENRY BUILDING

OPERATIONS

MYRTLE POINT, B. C.

UNION BAY, B. C.

BRITISH COLUMBIA TIMBER

LOGGERS OF

CEDAR FIR HEMLOCK

WE MAKE A SPECIALTY OF

Lath Yarn
Both tarred and untarred. Compare
our Lath Yarn with that of our com-

petitors for Strength, Length per lb.

and price and you will always ask for

the products of the

Canada Western Cordage
Company, Limited

Transmission Ropes
Cordage of All Kinds

City Sales Office J. c. THORN. Sey. 1151

311 Metropolitan Bldg. Vancouver, B. C.

Plant: NEW WESTMINSTER, B. C.

THE

J. C. McLaren Belting Co.
Limited

Pioneer

Manufacturers

of

English Oak
Tanned

Leather
Belting

Dealers in

MIX.!. STrFFI.Ii:S

Agents for the

Famous

English Ferodo

Friction

Linings
for

Brakes, Clutches

Friction Wheels, etc.

MONTREAL
WINNIPEG

TORONTO
CALGARY

FERODO BONDED ASBESTOS
is Standardized on

70% OF THE BEST ENGLISH CARS

Wholesale Grocers
LOGGING AND LUMBER CAMP SUPPLIES

We carry a complete stock of

every pure food product for log-

gers, lumbermen, mills and mines.

Prompt service.

KELLY, DOUGLAS & COMPANY, LTD.
MANUFACTURERS OF NABOB PURE FOOD PRODUCTS.

WHOLESALE GROCERS VANCOUVER, B.C.

THE

GALBRAITH LUMBER COMPANY
H. S. Y. GALBRAITH, Manager.

706 Electric Chambers, Winnipeg.

Coast and I IJMBERMountain
Everything in Lumber from a Fence Post to a B. C.

Toothpick.

PROMPT SERVICE

Representing

The British Columbia Mills Timber & Trading Co., Ltd.

"THE MILL OF QUALITY"

THE GALBRAITH LUMBER COMPANY
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Fire Chiefs of America Will Test

Red Cedar Shingles at Vancouver

At the Forest Laboratories at the University of British Columbia,

under the management of the new director, T. A. McElhaney, tests

will shortly be made of the susceptibility of various roofings to fire.

F. H. Lamar, secretary of the B. C. Shingle Manufacturers'

Association, will co-operate with Mi". McEllhaney and the tests will

he made in the presence of the convention of Dominion Fire Chiefs.

This will establish for all time the relative burning hazards of various

kinds of roofing.

On this page is a report of a similar test held in the State of

Indiana, where British Columbia Red Cedar Shingles are used exten-

sively.

THE SHADOW FOR THE SUBSTANCE

Substitute shingle interests and others would have us believe

that with the abolition of the wooden shingle our fire losses would
greatly diminish or disappear altogether. That such has not been the

result in the cost of the city of Montreal is proof of the falsity of the

belief and shows that fire-prevention authorities would be better

employed in trying to introduce some method, as for example sprinkler

systems, to eliminate the large fire losses in factories and warehouses
and their contents.

The total fire losses for the city of Montreal for the five years

ending 1922 were $15,046,350. The fire losses for Toronto for the same
period Avere $9,980,012. Montreal's fire losses for the past five years

were 50 per cent greater than those for Toronto, despite the fact that

Montreal's population is less than 19 per cent greater than that of

Toronto, and mark this, despite the fact that wooden shingles are

prohibited in Montreal and are widely used in all but the business

district of Toronto.

SHINGLE MARKET INFORMATION BUREAU

Annnoncement is made of the organization of the Red Cedar

Shingle Market Extension & Lnformation Bureau with offices at 455

White-Henry-Stuart Building, Seattle, and Chicago, 111., which is to

include practically all the red cedar shingle manufacturers of the

Pacific Northwest and members of the shingle branch of the West
Coast Lumbermen's Association, and the Shingle Manufacturers' Asso-

ciation of British Columbia. The board of management of the bureau

consists of E. E. Case, Raymond, Wash. ; W. C. McMaster, Seattle,

Wash. ; J. E. Edgecumbe, Vancouver, B. C. ; and N. R. Whittall, Van-

couver, B. C, who will represent the board of trustees of the shingle

associations. They have perfected plans to be put into effect imme-

diately.

It is expected that the bureau will be the means of bringing the
shingle manufacturers of the Coast in closer contact with retail mer-
chants throughout the country and of enabling them better to minister

to the needs and requirements of the trade. A staff of field men is

being sent out and they are preparing to assist the retailer in moving
his stock of red cedar shingles from his yard to roofs and side walls

of American homes.

The bureau is equipped with comprehensive exhibits displaying
red cedar shingles as applied to the home and these displays are at

the service of lumber merchants for use in their service rooms, at

"Oun Your Own Home" expositions, exhibitions and fairs and other

places in which the use of shingles for home can be artistically

demonstrated. These exhibits carry generous supplies of literature

as well as sections of cedar logs, groups of photographs picturing
logging as well as the manufacture of red cedar shingles. A small

model of a beautifully alUshingle home will accompany each of these

displays.

No expense is being spared to make these exhibits the central

feature of all exhibitions at which they are displayed, and it is ex-

pected the service of the cedar bureau will maintain will generally be

used by retail lumber merchants collectively as well as individually.

Record of Roof Deck Panel Fire Brand Tests
INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA, APRIL 25 AND 26, 1923

Material and Panel Roo f Surface Under Sheathing Fire Brand Depth of Charring Area of Spread of Total Time Roof
Number I gnited Ignited Totally Destroyed in Inches Fire in Inches Burned

No. 1—24-inch Edge Grain 1 min. 15 sec. 14 min. 7 min. 10 sec. Through roofing and 6 in. X 14 in. 34 min. 10 sec.
Red Cedar Shingles sheathing 54 min. 38 sec.

No. 2—Same 1 min. 40 sec. 20 min. 40 sec. 15 min. 20 sec. Through roofing and
sheathing

8 in. X 30 in.

1 hr.
No. 3—18-inch Edge Grain 1 min. 14 min. 30 sec. 9 min. 10 sec. Through roofing and 10 in. X 32 in.

Red Cedar Shingles sheathing 1 hr. 10 sec.
No. 4—16-inch Edge Grain 1 min. 15 sec. 15 min. 5 sec. 13 min. 20 sec. Through roofing and 9 in. X 30 in.

Red Cedar Shingles sheathing No
No. 5—Same, dipped in

Pamak Paint
Did not ignite. No , 7 min. 55 sec. No No

18 min. No
No. 6—Same Did not ignite. No 6 min. 36 sec. No . ,

*

No
No. 7—17-year-old shingles, 20 sec. 11 min. Through roofing and Did not spread on 26 min. 5 sec.

covered with two coats of sheathing roof surface
Pamak Through roofing and Did not spread on

No. 8—Same, two coats of 1 min. 10 sec. 4 min. 5 min. 20 sec. sheathing roof surface 19 min. 53 sec.
Pamak Through roofing and 18x20 in., put out to

No. 9—17-year-old shingles 1 min. 10 sec. 4 min. 4 min. 30 sec. sheathing show progress of 1 hr. 9 min. 10 sec.
covered with M u 1 e h i d e area burned

^
Roll

No. 10—Same, covered with
Certain-teed Roll

4.5 sec. 2 min. 10 sec. 5 min. 45 sec. Completely consum- 3 ft. 4 in. X 4 ft. 2 h. 38 min. 15 sec.
ed, 2 hrs. 38 min.

No. 11 — Reynolds' Roll No, melted asphalt No, small smoke 8 min. 20 sec. 15 sec. No
Roofing, over solid sheet- surface under No No
ing, 13 /16 inch w

No. 12—Ford Co. Slate Sur- 14 min. 10 sec. 15 min. 50 sec. 6 min. 35 sec. Burnt through 3 in. X 5 in. 24 min. 35 sec.
faced Roll

No. 1.3—Mulehide Strip 40 sec. No 5 min. 20 sec. No No Asphalt surface on-
Shingle

No. 14—Certain-teed Slate
ly, 12 min 10 sec.

1 min. 5 sec. No 6 min. 10 sec. No No 9 min. 54 sec.
Surfaced Strip

No. 15—Ford Co. T Lock 50 sec. No 6 min. 26 sec. No No 16 min. 26 sec.
No. 16— Carey Slate Sur- 50 sec. Smoke under, 6 min. 50 sec. No No 11 min. 25 sec.

faced Asphalt 8 min. 3 sec.
No. 17—Mulehide Jumbo 1 min. 10 sec. Smoke under, 6 min. 30 sec. No No 16 min. 26 sec.

1

No. 18—Ford Co. Jumbo
7 min. 45 sec.

1 min. 15 sec. Smoke under, 6 min. 10 sec. No No 12 min. 0 sec.
Slate 7 min. 0 sec.

No. 19— Flexatone Slate No No 7 min. No No 7 min. 10 sec.
Surfaced Johns - Manville

No. 21A — Weather Best 1 min. 5 sec. 8 min. 5 sec. 4 min. 15 sec. Through roofing and 10 in. X 30 in. 1 hr.
Green Stained 16" Shingle sheathing

No. 21B—Same, Brown 1 min. 50 sec. 27 min. 50 sec. 9 min. 20 sec. 3 in. X 3 in. 6 in. X 6 in. 49 min. 50 sec.
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IncreaseYourProductionWith

This General PurposeSurfacer
THE greatest testimony to any machine is when its owner

duplicates his order for that machine. Truthfully, we

believe that Yates No. 177 Double Surfacer installations have led

to more repeat orders than any other double surfacer.

These surfacers will be found in almost any place where

surfacers are used. They are put to a variety of uses. Some
places use No. 177's for finishing purposes entirely; others use

them for all general purpose work. In every case they prove

the best-performing and most practical machines made.

Investigate Yates No. 177 when you need surfacers. Ask
for circular, you'll find it interesting reading.

PB.yaiesMachineGoMd.
HAMILTON^ ONTARIO

WESTERN REPRESENTATIVE

V. C.VOUNG
716 DOMINION BLPG. L//qNCQUUER B.C.

WORLD'S LARGEST MANUFACTURERS OF WOODWORKING MACHINERY
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(Continued from page 25)

Saving a few nails at the cost of squeaking floors, saving a little

labor and material at the expense of excessive coal bills and repair

costs, or purchasing compromise houses at prices at which better

houses might be built—are now recognized as expensive economies.

With an understanding of the importance of good construction in

its relation to successful house building, there comes a greater demand
lor honest houses and a growing recognition of the thorough crafts-

man. Through right construction practice, too, the lumber that goes

into the house building renders even greater service.

Somebody has termed house building "Life's Greatest Puzzle."

The layman who views a half-finished house with its maze of framing,

scaffolding and falsework, quits the site more mystified than ever and
with the belief that a man must necessarily be a born puzzle-solver in

order to understand the intricacies of house building. And yet this

matter of house building is not such a difficult one to master. A
house has comparatively few main parts, and its erection is not so

complicated a procedure as the average person supposes. Lideed,

most people are agreeably surprised after a little study and observa-

tion of houses under construction, to find how easily the puzzle solves

itself.

Consider for a moment this simple grouping of the principal parts

of a house frame; the foundation, the floor framework, consisting of

bearing posts, girders and joists ; the walls and partitions built of

studding; and the roof. All of the other framing members are inci-

dental to one or another of these parts.

It will be found that numerous house ills are due to faults, not

in the lumber but in the construction of houses. The bad practices

illustrated in later articles are by no means the only ones that might
have been shown. Nor are the approved methods of construction

shown the only ones that can be applied wit hsatisfactory results.

They indicate, however, how easy it is, through right construction, to

build a satisfactory and substantial house.

(Editor's Note.-—The next article will cover the foundations, foot-

ings and types of framing. Illustrations will shozv the first stage of con-

struction, with foundations and piers installed, while good and poor
methods of footings zviil be explained and illustrated.)

NORTH ARM OF THE FRASER

Active interest is being taken by the reeves of the municipalities

bordering the North Arm of the Fraser River in its development. For
fifteen years there has been a vigorous campaign on foot to have cer-

tain work done on the river in order to serve the industries established

thereon.

The materials these industries use are chiefly logs, and cannot be
brought in to manufacture in any other manner. In spite of the

handicap of a poor entrance to the mouth of the river and the danger-

ous cross current and back eddy there, the industries have all - grown.
True, certaiin improvements have been made, but these stopped just

short of giving a fair entrance.

Wires have gone forth from the various municipalities to the Hon.
Dr. J. H. King, Minister of Public Works at Ottawa, voicing the

sentiments of the people of these municipalities, that we expect a

pronouncement to the effect that the jetty at the mouth will be

extended to stay the action of the cross current and eddy, and also

that the i*iver will be cleared of sand bars that are proving a serious

menace to its navigation.—J. A. Paton, Editor "Point Grey Gazette."

MAPLE RIDGE LUMBER COMPANY WINS CASE

In the county court His Honor Judge Iloway handed down judg-

ment dismissing the action brought by Malcolm Cameron, contractor,

Bradner, against the Maple Ridge Lumber Company for $540.50.

The action presented some curious features. Cameron was in

partnership with a man named Ferguson. They sold a boom of logs

to the lumber company. It was asserted that Cameron telephoned
from New Westminster that payment for the logs was not to be 'uade

to any but the firm of Cameron & Ferguson. For the defence it was
contended that the lumber comi)any did not know Cameron in the

transaction. All their dealings liacl been with Ferguson personally,

and they made payment to Ferguson for the price of the logs, -tlOSl.

Ferguson disappeared and his body was later found in the river.

Cameron sued for half the price, but when the action caine up
for argument his counsel, Mr. David Whiteside, admitted that he could

rind no authority to suppoi't the claim.

Associated Timber Exporters

of British Columbia^ Ltd.

Loading Ports: SALES MEDIUM
Vancouver, B.C. for

Victoria, B.C. EXPORT OUTPUT
Genoa Bay, B.C. of

Chemainus, B.C. LUMBER MILLS
Nanoose Bay, B.C. of

Fraser Mills, B.C. BRITISH COLUMBIA

Principal Products

Douglas Fir
AND

Pacific Hemlock

Main Office

909 METROPOLITAN BUILDING

VANCOUVER, B.C. CANADA

WE HAVE AND WANT YOU TO KNOW WE HAVE

FAMOUS COWICHAN TIMBER
FROM THE FOREST HEART OF VANCOUVER ISLAND

FIR AND HEMLOCK LOGS—QUALITY IN EVERY FOOT

JAMES LOGGING COMPANY, LIMITED
H. G. JAMES, MANAOINa BIBECTOB

Phone Sey. 1545 Nova Scotia BIdg., Vancouver, B.C.
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B. C, Current Lumber Market Review
The following direct quotations on important British Columbia Lumber and Shingle items represent j

approximately prevailing prices F.O.B. mill in carload lots in this market. These prices, of course, are not

universal and merely indicate the prevailing trend and the basis on which orders have been negotiated.

Flooring

1x4 No. 1 E.G $59.00 to $60.00

1x4 No. 3 E.G - 41.00

1x3 No. 2 & Btr - 62.00

1x3 No. 3 - - 40.00

1x4 No. 2 & Btr. S.G. - - 42.00

1x6 No. 2 & Btr. S.G 42.00

Stepping

No. 2 & Btr.

No. 2 & Btr.

E.G.
E.G.

77.50

67.50

Finish

lx8-10-in. No. 2 & Btr 60.00

Casg. and Bas 70.00

Ceiling

34x4 No. 2 & Btr 42.00

5/8x4 No. 2 & Btr 38.00

5/8x4 No. 2 & Btr., Hem 35.00

5/8x4 No. 3 27.00

1x4 No. 2 & Btr 42.00

1x4 No. 2 & Btr., Hem 40.00

1x4 No. 3 : - 33.00

1x6 No. 2 & Btr 42.00

Partition

1x4 No. 2 & Btr. .$43.00

Drop Siding

1x6 No. 2 & Btr 42.00

1x6 No. 3 _ 39.00

Boards and Shiplap

1x6 SIS o. 1 17.50

1x6 D. & M 20.00

IxS-lO-in. SIS - 20.00

lxl2-in _ _ 20.00

lx8-10-in. SIS, No. 2 15.00

Dimensions S. & E.

2x4, 12-14, No. 1 : 20.50

2x4, 12-14, l^-in 22.50

2x4, 16 22.00

2x4, 18 ; 23.00

2x4, 18, 14-in. _ 25.00
2x4, 20 23.00

2x6-8, 22-24 25.50
2x6-8, 22-24, l^-in 26.00

2x6-8, 26/32 27.00

2x4 R/L, 14, No. 2 _ 25.00

Shelving

1x4 to 12-in. 6 ft. to 18 ft.

Fir 29.00

Cedar 50.00

Spruce 50.00

Hemlock 35.00

Resawn Boards

In 8, 10 and 12-in. widths. About %-in. thick.

(Surface measure)
Fir $10.25 to 12.50

Planks and Small Timbers

4x4, 12/16, S4S 24.00

4x4, 12/16, Rgh 24.00

3x10-12, 12/16, S..S 24.00

3x10-12, 12/16, Rgh 24.00

Timbers, 32 Ft. and Under

6x6/8x10, S4S 24.00

6x6/8x10, Rgh 24.00

Lath

Fir 5.50

Cedar Siding

1/2x4, Cir

1/2x6, Cir. A.
$40.00

. 42.00

ABBOTSFORD LUMBER, MINING & DEVELOPMENT CO.
President, J. O. Trethewey. Vice-Pres., S. D. Trethewey. Secy, and Sales Manager, J. A. McGowan. LIMITED

MANUFACTURERS OF DOUGLAS FIR,

HEMLOCK AND CEDAR LUMBER
Timber, Dimension, Flooring, Ceiling, Siding, Inside and Exterior Finish, Mouldings,

Lath and Cedar Shingles. Grades Unexcelled.

Mills at Abbotsford, B. C. Prairie Representatives: Cuddy-Nelson Lumber Co., Calgary, Saskatoon and Winnipeg.

Specialty : Timbers and Heavy Dimension. Prompt Shipments.

Crow's Nest Pass Lumber Company
Manufacturers of

LIMITED

Soft Pine Finish and Shelving, Mountain Fir and Larch,

Dimension and Timbers, Ceiling, Siding, Floorings,

Moulding, Lath and Piling

Saw Mill, Planing Mill and Head Office at WARDNER, B.C.

CLIFFORD M. PENNOCK, Vice-President and Manager, WARDNER, B. C.
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SETTLERS SUE LOGGING COMPANY FOR $100,000

Claiming to have evidence that the fire which swept the settle-

ments of Merville and Courtenay and also threatened to destroy the
city of Nanaimo Jnly 6 and 7 last year was due to engine sparks, the
solicitors for those who lost their homes and property in the eon*
riagi'ation issued 54 writs agai)ist the Comox Logging and Railway
Company, at the Supreme Court registry July 2. The claims, which,
total about $100,000, have all arisen from the same lire which almost
a year ago attracted attention all over the province by the rapidity
witli whieli it struelc the settlements, causing one death and injuring
many.

As the nature of the claims is almost similar in each ease the
soliciters for the plaintiffs, H. I. Bird, has chosen a test case. The
writ in this ease, Mclntyre against the Comox Logging Railway Co.,

lias been issued and the trial of the case is expected to come up in

Supreme Court after vacation in September.

In the statement of claim of this case it is held that the defendant
company caused the conflagration and many previous fires by negli-

gence in not having spark nets on the engines on the logging railway.

It is also held that where fires started on the property of the
defendant company from this cause, there was no patrol or guard to

watcli the fire. This went on, it is stated, during the months of May
aiul June previous to the big fire in July. The test case involves
damages totalling $4,725.75. Ghent Davis is solicitor for defendants.

SHINGLE BUREAU APPOINTS FIELD MAN
Col. Jack Warden, well known in British Columia, has been

jippointed a representative of the Red Cedar Shingle Bureau, and he
will leave forthwith to carry out a series of instructive talks to deal-
ers on the merits and selling qualities of the Red Cedar shingle. The
Bureau, which has the support of the mills in Washington, Oregon and
British Columbia, wishes it understood that their work is not sectional
or confined to any grade or brand. It is a strictly a service organiza-
tion, and in this case Col. Warden's business will be to put dealers in

full possession of all selling points regarding Red Cedar shingles.

B. C. LUMBER INSPECTION ASSOCIATION FORMED
The British Columbia Lumber Inspection Association, numbering

fifty prominent manufacturers and wholesalers, has been organized.
The following officers have been appointed: President, F. R. Pendle-
ton, Straits Lbr. Co. Ltd., Vancouver; vice-president, P. D. Roe, Eburne
Sawimlls Ltd.; directors, H. K. Agnew, Retail Lumbermen's Purchas-
ing Agency Ltd., Vancouver; J. A. McMillan, Dominion Creosoting &
libr. Co. Ltd., Vancouver; Russell Underbill, Underbill Lbr. Co., Van-
couver; secretary, E. M. Dearing, Robers Building, Vancouver.

As a result of the formation of the association two competent
inspectors will be appointed and stationed, one in Western Canada and
one in Ontario. These men will be thoroughly qualified to inspect
hniiber and shingles and will carry the confidence of the association
in that respect.

In the event of a di.spute arising concerning a shipment on a
question of shortage or off-grade, the services of the inspector will be
called in and his decision will be accepted by both parties. The terms
uf sale by members of the association include a promise on the part
iif both buyer and seller to abide by the ruling of the inspector.

Thus B. C. follows the example of the U. S. Pacific Coast Shippers
\^ lio have long maintained an organization of this nature.

NEW SAWMILL ON BURRARD INLET
Construction work on the large sawmill facing on Burrard Inlet

oil the site of the old Pacific Mills is under way by a subsidiary com-
pany of the Hastings Sawmills Ltd. According to Hale H. Hethering-
ton, managing director in charge, the plant when completed will have
a capacity of 130,000 feet and will cost approximately $500,000. Mod-
ern machinery and equipment is being installed, including an entirely
new poAver plant. A large gang of men are also employed erecting
the different sawmill parts, building the ground work, placing floor
timbers and erecting the various sheds. A di'edge 'is at work clearing
the channel. The managing director states that the plant 'will in all

l)robability commence cutting operations by August 1, when 125 men
will be employed.

Timber activity in British Columbia continues to gain in momen-
tum, according to government returns of the industry for the month
of May, completed recently by the department of lands. I'\)r the month
of May government revenue from timber licenses, handloggers' fees,

sales, scale and royalty amounted to $245,4,31.29. For May, 1922, the
total was $249,909.02, and for May, 1921, the total was $180,011.89.

Mr. J. Clarke was recently appointed superintendent of the Straits
Lumber Co. Ltd., Nanoose Bay.

EMPIRE FORESTRY ASSOCIATION TO VISIT B. C.

The British Empire Forestry Conference will be held in Canada
this year. The conference will open with a session at Ottawa in

August and conclude with one at Victoria, B. C, on September 6. The
preliminary agenda of the subjects for discussion follows:

1. Resolutions of the 1920 Conference.
At the forthcoming conference it is desired to carefully recon-

sider the London Resolutions of 1920, and to reaffirm or amend them
as may be expedient. These resolutions were based on discussion of

the following subjects: (i.) Responsibility of the State for Forest
Policy; (ii.) The Forest Authority; (iii.) Methods and Problems of

Forestry; (iv.) Education and Research; (v.) Empire Resources and
Consumption; (vi.) Scope for Imperial Development.

2. Technical Forestry.

(i.) Silviculture and Management
;

(ii.) Protection— (a) Fire, (b)

Insects, (c) Fung-i, (d) Mammals; (iii.) Utilization— (a)Methods oi'

Logging and Manufacture; (b) Forest Products Research.

3. Trade.
(i.) World Trade in Timber; (ii.) Empire Trade and Possibilities.

4. Forest Policy.

5. Education.

6. Publicity,

(a) Methods of Publicity; (b) Associations.

7. Resolutions of the 1923 Conference.
These will consist of revision or confirmation of the 1920 Resolu-

tions, as may be determined upon, and further resolutions resulting

from deliberations of the conference. The Resolutions will be finally

dealt with at the closing sessions in Vancouver or Victoria, B. C.

Western Itinerary

The following is the tentative programme of the B. C. trip of the

representatives of the Imperial Forestry Conference

:

Saturday, Aug. 25—Jasper-Kamloops.
Aug. 26—Lake Louise and Banff.

Aug. 27—Sicamous and Shuswap Lake.
Aug. 28—Mara Lake. Demonstration of effect of fires and evi-

dence of fire-fighting methods. Dinner at Chase by Mountain Lum-
bermen's Association and inspection of Adam's River Lumber Com^
pany's plant.

Aug. 29—Trip through Nicola Valley Pine Company's operations.

Aug. 30—Arrive Vancouver early morning. Visits to local plants.

Banquet under auspices of B. C. Government, Hotel Vancouver, at

7:30 p.m.

Aug. 31—Visit to Eraser Mills, lunch at Westminster.
Sept. 1—^Visit to Bucklin operations at Jervis Inlet. Afternoon

trip to Powell River.

Sept. 2—Leave Powell River for Campbell River. Night trip to

Read Bay.
Sept. 3—Visit to Wilson Brady operations. Read Bay. Arrive

Alert Bay in evening.

Sept. 4—Visit to Nimpkish Logging Co., Niin,pkish Lake.
Sept. 5—Union Bay, motor trip through to Victoria.

Sept. 6—Final meeting in Victoria, presentation of resolutions

and dotting of the conference.

Major E. G. Griggs, of the St. Paul and Tacoma Lumber Co.,

Tacoma, and T. E. Ripley, of the Wheeler Osgood Company, Tacoma,
will represent the Pacific Coast on the committee called by Secretary
Hoover as advisory to the Lumber Division of the U. S. Bureau of

Foreign and Domestic Commerce.

D. Sprague, veteran Winnipeg lumberman, paid a business visit

to Vancouver in June. Mr. Sprague, who has a large circle of friends

on the coast, served prominently in the Canadian Forestry Corps dur-
ing the great war.

William Turnbull, formerly lumber commissioner for B. C. and
later assistant to the Agent-General for B. C. in London, was in Van-
couver on a business trip at the end of May. Mr. Turnbull is shortly

entering the lumber business in Montreal on his own account.

Isaac Hale, of the Mark De Cew Lumber Co., Vancouver, was a
recent visitor to Toronto and Eastern lumber buying centres.

Mr. F. M. Knapp, M.S., has been appointed assistant proi'essor of
forestry at the University of British Columbia.

A. F. Windau has succeeded Mr. G. H. Page as superintendent of
manufacturing at the Genoa Bay Lumber Co.'s plant at Genoa Bay.
Mr. Page has left for Victoria and will reside there in future.

R. C. Chesbro, well known Eastern wholesaler, has lately moved
his offices to more commodious premises at the Federal Building,
Toronto.
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V. HYDE BAKER President. C. BURGESS, Sec.-Treas. C. D. McNAB, Manager.

Baker Lumber Company, Limited
WALDO, - B.C.

PINE — LARCH
Lumbery Lath, Mouldings— Quality Unexcelled

OUR SPECIALTY

High Grade PineQUALITY SERVICE

$40,000,000-

The National Life
Assurance Company

of Canada
Head Office: Toronto

$35,000,000.-i
$30,000,000.

"PERMANENT
AS THE

PYRAMIDS"

i
$25,000,000

$20000,000-

BUSINESS IN FORCE
1899-1922

$ 1 5,000,000.-

$ 1 0.000,000.-

SEE US
ABOUT YOUR
INSURANCE

$5,000,000.

I I

1899 1903 I908 1913 I9l8 1922

R. G. MACPHERSON
PROVINCIAL MANAGER

211-214 Rogers Building Vancouver, B.C.

Mystery of a Tree
By H. M. Rounds

"We pray Thee, Lord, reveal Thy plan

In which Thou didst a tree evolve

;

Its wonder deep we 'd closely scan,

The fascinating problem solve.

Teach us how sap can upwards flow,

How gathered from the earth beneath.

By what art wood from sap can grow.

How receive hardness through the leaf?

Its wondrous grains we pray unfold,

Why dark and light in shades there be

;

Fantastic forms that we behold
Where swirls of wonder fill the tree.

Why knot and berl combine as one
In shapes that God alone can draw.

Teach us, we pray, in shade or sun.

How do they each obey Thy law?
How forms the bud where grows the leaf'

Why leaves at autumn time must fall?

Falling, enrich the soil beneath

To spread protection 'neath them all ?

In short, dear Lord, we'd learn to know
Tree forms that enchantment lend.

Changing with autumn's frosty glow,

A hundred weaves to gailj^ blend.

MOUNTAIN
LUMBER

Careful Grading

Prompt Shipment

Perfect Manufacture

1 FIR, CEDAR
PINE

We are specially well

equipped to handle

Mixed Car Orders

EDGEWOOD LUMBER CO., LTD. CASTLEGAR, B.C.
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ON "TIES"

"Here's a few generalities of Ties, one of the most productive

and best-distributed payrolls that our district has," writes District

Forester Gibson from Prince George.

"I venture to suggest that a tieluick's idea of Heaven would be

mixed with straight Jackpine, 5-6 ties high, 11-12 inches D.B.H., with

few limbs and no red rot. I would hate to have to indicate what his

(ideas of the nether world would be

!

"This red rot appears to be the first stages of a brown dry centre

;rot or heart rot, and results in No. 1 ties, perfect but for this, being

Igraded as No. 3 by the tie inspectors.

"The record load of ties for this district was hauled by a four-up

belonging to the Northern Forest Products Co. and conssited of 276

ilties. When one considers that the average carload is 350 ties, and the

weight of 276 ties would be about 25 tons, it make a big load on a tive-

;md-a-half mile haul over a snow road! This company hauled alto-

gether with four-ups, the sleighs having a rack 26 feet between stakes,

(jand when the road was good the average load was about 100 ties.

"In contrast to these large loads on good snow roads, loads of

16-20 ties were observed coming into Prince George when the ground
was bare, on wagons and Ford trucks.

"This industry brought into the Prince George district an expen-

iditure of approximately three-quarters of a million dollars and pro-

vided employment for all the surplus labor in the district. The pre-

vailing prices for ties this season were : No. 1, 67c ; No. 2, 57c ; No. 3,

35c—sub-contractors and pre-emptors having direct contracts being

paid on the basis of 10c less.

"Good large tie chancs within sleigh haul of the railway are

becoming hard to find, and it will be but a few years before different

methods of tie transportation will be developed. I feel that probably
this industry will open a considerable field for the tractor with trailer

sled for long hauls."

PROTESTS "SHORT END"
J. A. Shaw, president of the Canadian Manufacturers' Associa-

tion, in a recent address before the annual meeting of the association,

declared that 'Canada is getting the "short end" of trade relations

with the United States and that this condition has been further

aggravated by the United States tariff.

The new tariff practically excludes many C-anadian products, and
decreases the sales of others, he said, but he admitted that it had

proved a good thing for American manufacturers.
"It is inevitable that Canada should trade with the United States,

but it is very much to our concern to see that she does not get the
short end of the agreement," he said. "We have always been getting
the short end, and it is getting shorter every year."

Canada needs more "big interests," or any kind of "interests,"
to provide employment and increase trade, ,and these should be
encouraged rather than persecuted, Mr. Shaw asserted.

He said the term "big interests" was a senseless expression, given
a sinister meaning. It seemed, he said, that any group of men who
procured capital and began to turn raw materials into salable pro-
ducts, immediately attracted the enemity of certain elements in the
population. He cited the Hudson's Bay Company and the Canadian
Pacific Railway, but pointed to the constructive and beneficial influ-

ence both these corporations had in the development of the country.

RING BELL ANYWAY
Bruce Barton, one of the leading advertising men of the United

States, has come out with one more good argument to be used with
that familiar type of business man who thinks he can get along with-

out advertising just because he never has advertised. Barton says

:

"A member of my profession, an advertising man, was in the

employ of a circus. It was his function to precede the circus into

various communities, call at the newspaper offices and make sure that

the notices would be flattering, put up on the fence posts and the

barns pictures of the bearded lady and the man-eating snakes, and,
finally, to get in touch with the proprietor of some store and contract

with him for the space on either side of the elephant to be used for

advertising in the parade. Coming to a crossroads town one time, he
found there was only one store. 'Why should I advertise?' said the

proprietor. 'I have ben here twenty years. There isn't a man, woman
or child in these parts that does not know where I am and what I sell

and how I do business.'

"The advertising man answered very promptly, because in our
business if we hesitate we are lost, 'What is the building across the

street?'

"That is the Methodist Episcopal Church.'
" 'How long has it been there?'

"'Oh, I don't know; seventy-five years, probably.'
" 'And yet,' said the advertising man, 'they ring the church bell

every Sunday morning.' "

C.M.P. Powdered Milk
Brings Fresh Liquid Milk to

Drink and Cook With to the

Most Out-of-the-Way Spots.

"MILKSTOCK"
Powdered skimmed miVi

in 50 lb. and 100 lb. drums
and 200 lb. barrels. Order
from your jobber or direct.

"TRUMILK"
Powdered whole milk in

45 lb. and 90 lb. drums and
100 lb. barrels. Order direct
from us.

C. M. P. Powdered Milk is simply pure cow's milk

—

either whole or skimmed, as you may order—without the

water. The original flavor and characteristics are there.

Simply put the water back and you have fresh liquid milk.

Powdered Milk is convenient. See that the cook has
always sufficient on hand. He mixes only what he needs
at the moment—the remainder will keep until needed.

CANADIAN MILK PRODUCTS, LIMITED
347 West Adelaide Street

366 St. Paul St. W.
MONTREAZ., QUE.

B. C. Distributors:

XIBXZ.AND Se SOSE
130 Water Street

TAirCOUTES, B.C.

Toronto, Ont.

428 Main Street

WINNIPEG, MAN.
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LINK BELT COMPANY'S IMPROVED WOOD GRAPPLE

The wood grapple is without question the most effective and
economical tool yet devised for unloading, piling and reclaiming

evenly piled pulpwood and logs. It is usually handled and operated

b.y a locomotive crane or double drum hoisting outfit, and is adapted

for wood upward of four feet in length.

Earlier forms of grapples Avere crude and comparatively unre-

liable in service. With the demands of recent times for increased

production and greater capacity, however, has come the development

of grapples which are. capable of a large volume of work, often under

severe conditions.

Ever since the first Link-Belt grapple was built in Chicago, more
than ten years ago, it has been the Link-Belt Company's desire and
aim to improve and perfect its design and construction. The first

grapples had cast-steel arms and coil closing chains acting in combi-

nation with wide-face closing drum. This construction was improved

by a more scientific design of grapple arms and closing drum by
equalizing the coil closing chains through the head yoke and in the

drum guard. Still later the use of the flat-link closing chain were

found to be a decided improvement over the coil chains formerly

used, both in strength and length of life.

In the latest design of the Link-Belt grapple, known as the "Im-
proved Type," are incorporated all of the features and details which
careful study and long experience have proved to be advantageous
and desirable. The accompanying photo illustrates the very substan-

tially reinforced, built-up, heavy section forged structural steel grap-
ple arms, which gives maximum strength and resistance against
breakage and distortion when handling frozen logs. Logs and pulp-
wood, regardless of length, have a tendency to roll or slide into the

grapple, the points or teeth being especially formed to cause this

action. This insures full loads. The closing drum, which is of steel to

give long life, affords long life also to the closing cable. Fouling of

this closing cable is prevented by the husky guard. The heavy and
practically indestructible flat-link closing chains are made of hard-
ened steel, made especially for this service.

There are numerous other refinements throughout but the above
are the salient features of the superiority of the "Improved Type"
over other grapples used. It might also be added that this Improved
Link-Belt wood grapple will readily handle % cord of wood 8 feet

long, or a proportionate amount of shorter or longer wood. It weighs
approximately five thousand pounds, empty.

Hecate Straits Towing
Co., Ltd.

OPERATING SEA-GOING TUGS

"LORNE," 1,000 I.H.P.

"CAPE SCOTT" 500

I.H.P.
(EQUIPPED WITH WIRELESS)

Heavy and Long Distance
Towing a Specialty

850 Hastings Street West
Seymour 7147

There is general activity in log-

ing and hand logging operations
in the southern part of Prince
Rupert district. The Clayton Log-
ging Co. is driving four million
feet of logs down the Bella Coola
River for five miles, the logs being
destined for the Pacific Mills at

Ocean Falls. At Smith's Inlet

hand loggers have put up 1,250,

000 feet of cedar logs which will

be delivered to Swanson Bay or

Vancouver

Protect Your Hands
With m

WATSON'S
HORSEHIDE

GLOVESMade in Vancouver.

JOHN WATSON
127 DUFFERIN E. PHONE FAIR. 3988

Established 1841 jy^^ Mercantile Agency Branches

R. G. DUN & CO.
Head Office : 290 Broadway - New York

"For the Promotion and Protection of Trade"

CANADIAN BRANCHES
Offices in Western Provinces:

BRITISH COLUMBIA ALBERTA
Vancouver Victoria Calgary Edmonton Lethbridge

SASKATCHEWAN
Moose Jaw Regina Saskatoon

EASTERN OFFICES
Winnipeg, Man. Fort William, Ont. Halifax London Ottawa

St. John Hamilton Montreal Quebec Toronto

Collection Dept., Vancouver Office: 402 Pender Street W.
J. B. GIFFEN, Dist. Mgr.

SAVE MONEY!
Lumbermen's Outfitters
Buy Your Clothing Direct From the

Makers—IT PAYS
LOOK AT THESE SPECIALS AND

THE PRICES

ENGLISH FLANNEL SHIRTS—Reinforced
seams and wide roomy sleeves; the body
is extra large. Sizes, 141/2-17. Khaki,
$19.50 per doz. Army Gray, $18.00
per doz.

LUMBERJACK BREECHES—Heavy 32 oz.

Government frieze, 21 inches long, straps
and buckles, five strong pockets, belt loops
and buttons. Made in navy blue or brown
at $3.50 and $2.75 per pair. Sizes, 32 to 42.

We are offering these extraordinary prices

to introduce our lines to the lumbermen's
trade, and you can profit by ordering a few
dozen each for your Fall needs.

When ordering be sure to specify
sizes and shipping instructions. Order
by dozen lots, as these prices are quoted
on that basis.

MILLER MEN'S WEAR, LIMITED
48 YORK STREET TORONTO, ONT.
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MAKING FRIENDS THAT STICK HOW GOODSELL CREATED
GOODWILL FOR THE FIRM

Fred Goodsell sent us a letter yesterday in which he told

of an experience which borders very closely our mixed farm-

ing idea. A farmer friend of Fred's rented some land near

Gouverneur at the start of the dry seasons which have in the

past few years very much retarded the success of the wheat

grower.

The first year was dry {Fred doesn't say what year this

was), and he received no crop and, of course, made no money;

so Fred proposed a little mixed farming, and unlike a great

many of us—instead of being bull-headed about it—friend

farmer litstened to Fred's advice and he started with a few
cattle and managed to keep out of debt. This year he has

moved to land lying five miles north of Regina. He took with

him ten head of milk cows, twenty-four head of other cattle

for the market, and is carrying a $1,000 cheque with him.

Here is one farmer who will not forget Fred Goodsell nor

the Rogers Lumber Yard Limited very soon.

If we didn't sell $5.00 worth of material all this year,

but could help ioi this way to swing the destinies of those

people zvho are deserving of it in our territories, we would be

in a position next year to do business that would be satisfac-

tory for both years.

Fred Goodsell has, ever since we have known him, exerted

all possible influence towards making a better community out

of the one in which he lived, and in promoting the welfare of
the individuals in it. As men and merchants we very often

are given opportunities such as Fred has had to show real

interest in the success of those in our districts, and let us say

right here that there is no finer work for us to do than this

very same thing.

Without any question Fred Goodsell has been responsible

for the success of at least this one man in his district.

This case is right at our door, and it not only brings

honor to our family, but it is promoting the very thing that is

going to bring back the good days for you and for us and
everybody around us. We can never thank Fred Goodsell for

carrying his service to this extreme. Words are inadequate.

Could you imagine that man buying his lumber supplies

from any one but Goodsell as long as he zvas in the district?

Could you imagine a man who has been served in this zvay—
helped and boosted along—ez^er saying an unkind word about

the Rogers Lumber Yards Limited? No! Fred has made a

life-long friend for the entire family and company zvhich we
represent, and zve hope that zvith an example of this kind zve

may all put forward the best that's in us zvhen that time comes

to us that we can help the fellow on the land. Our future is

entirely dependent upon his. When he makes money, we will

make money. —"The Pest."

Every Room can be
' Panelled with this

' Veneer Wallboard

DEALERS!

Write for

Samples and
Literature.

It is not "fussy" or difficult to get the finest

effects and most artistic results with

Lamatco Veneer Wallboard. It will never

split or check—heat, cold or moisture have

no effect upon it. Every known method of

finishing commonly used on plaster may be

used. It also presents a beautiful and

attractive surface for natural grain panel-

ling. When treated with Lamatco finish

the results rival the most costly imported

hardwoods.

pamatco
JaPLY COTTOMWOOD VEAIEER PAAiELS)

THE UNIVERSAL WALLBOARD"

Laminated Materials Co., Ltd.
Head Office and Factory:

NEW WESTMINSTER, B. C.

SAVE MONEY! SAVE TIME!

GET YOUR BOOM MAN AN

EASTHOPE PATENT GASOLINE

Swifter Puller

COSTS
ONLY $350°°

And 50c a Day to Run. Sales Tax Extra.

EASTHOPE BROS.
MANUFACTURERS

1729 GEORGIA ST. VANCOUVER, B.C.
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Reduce Rail Rates on Lumber and Build

Up Western Prosperity

(Continued from Page 5)

with the farmer apparently indifferent to the effect of weather upon
it. And if there is a greater use of patent roofing, sheet iron and other
substitutes on the prairies than one would expect in view of the fact

that the western prairie farmers are within a short distance of such
an enormous stand of timber as the forests of British Columbia con-

tain, it can be traced directly to the fact that the transportation
problem of supplying the Western Canadian farmer with his require-

ments from British Columbia have not been given proper consideration.

"The British Columbia lumbermen, if the transportation problems
were adjusted, stands to gain possibly more than any other individual

industry in the province. If the trade barrier between the Pacific

and the prairies is destroyed, the immediate result will be a movement
of a large volume of grain via the Pacific Coast ports. In 1921 when
we started to secure an adjustment of transportation costs there were
few Avho dared to predict that from the crop of 1922 an amount
approximately between eighteen and tAventy millions bushels of graiii

would move from prairie points via Vancouver. This movement came
largely as a result of the agitation that was started in British Columbia
and Avhicli resulted in a 20 per cent reduction on westbound grain rates

made effective for the movement of the 1922 crop, and resulted further

in the recognition of Vancouver as a grain port by the loaning of

approximately two and one-half million dollars by the Dominion
Government to the Vancouver Harbor Commissioners for the construc-

tion of grain elevators and in the establishment at least of one pri-

vately-owned elevator in the port. What will this flow of grain from
the prairies to the Pacific mean to the lumbermen? It will mean an

abundance of rolling-stock upon the Pacific Coast either destined to

return to prairie points empty or available for the carriage of any
freight that is available. The old cry that it was necessary to bring

empty cars to the Pacific Coast to take care of British Columbia's

lumber trade as a justification for the enormous tolls that the lumber

traffic had to carry has gone by and should reflect itself in a reduc-

tion of at least 50 per cent of the cost of transporting lumber from

the Pacific to prairie points.

"Recently Mr. Lanigan, giving evidence before the Parliamentary

Committee, admitted that a $9.90 toll rate on coal from Alberta to

Eastern Canadian points would be a profitable rate. The average haul

of coal from the coal areas of Alberta to the consuming centres of

Eastern Canada would be 2,200 miles, and this rate would have to take

care of a substantial empty-car movement from the East back to the

prairies. It is a recognized fact that the enormous grain traffic from

the prairies eastbound has resulted, and is resulting, in an ever-

increasing empty movement westbound. If a $9.90 rate is available

for the movement of coal 2,200 miles, which would increase the unbal-

anced traffic unfavorably, surely it is reasonable to assume that lum-

ber which is no more costly to handle and which does not carry as

great a risk in handling as coal, and which can be handled in as large

cars with as great a tonnage per train as coal can be moved from
Vancouver to Calgary, 640 miles, for $8, and this would be a 50 per

cent reduction on British Columbia's lumber rate to prairie points,

and surely the rate on lutaber for 1,400 miles should not be greater

than the rate on coal for 2,200 miles. The margin of mileage gives at

least as great a spread to take care of any possible contingencies as

would possibly be necessary.

"If the British Columbia lumberman can move his lumber into

the prairies at from $8 to $10 a thousand it will mean that a great

many of the grades that will be produced here and that are non-

exportable should find a market in the prairies of possibly $15 to $20
a thousand. One of the big problems of the lumber exporter will be

the disposal of the non-exportable surplus that it inevitable in any
substantial mill operations. The prairie farmer of Saskatchewan and
Alberta is the natural consumer of such a product for out-buildings,

fences and a variety of other services, and it will be found more econ-

omical than a vast variety of substitutes for lumber that are now
being used, and the farmer will find it^more economical to untilize

this lumber for the construction of sheds for his live-stock require-

ments and for his machinery than it will be to carry on the pleasant

practise of leaving them open to all the elements that the weather of

the plains possess, and they possess a few.

"The story of the development of the lumber of British Columbia,
in spite of these handicaps, has been to some extent gratifying. With
an estimated wealth of three hundred and fifty to four hundred and
fifty million feet board measure, and an annual growth of from five

to seven billion feet, possible under proper care and development,
lumber in British Columbia should be, and in fact it is, the basic

source of the production of the natural wealth of the province, but
there is no reason why the cut of lumber in British Columbia should
not surpass the cut of lumber in the small state of Washington imme-
diately to the south of us. (Continued on Page 46)

President: H. W. HUNTER.

Treasurer: T. A. HXTNTEB.

Vice-President: F. G. FOX
Secretary: C. K. HTTNTEB.

Campbell River Lumber Co.
ZiIMITED

White Rock, B. C.

Capacity of Sawmill, 150,000 feet per day.

Capacity of Shingle Mill, 200,000 Shingles per day.

"Our Manufacture is handled by experts and a trial order will con-

vince you that we deliver LUMBER OF THE BETTER KIND."

MIXED CARS OF COAST LUMBER OUR
PROMINENT SPECIALTY

Sales Office:

706 McArthur Bldg., Winnipeg
B. J. CRAWFORD, Manager.

SPRUCE SPRUCE SPRUCE

NORTHERN MANITOBA & SASKATCHEWAN

WHITE SPRUCE
LUMBER AND LATH

BRAND NEW STOCK NOW AVAILABLE

RED DEER LUMBER COMPANY, LTD.

BARROWS, MANITOBA

Owners and Sales Agents

Union Lumber Co., Ltd.
502 Huron and Erie Building

WINNIPEG - - MANITOBA

Write or Wire This Address
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Tendencies in Present-Day Freight Car Building

By L. L, Brown

The specifications for the some 7,000 freight cars, including re-

fx'igerators, box, auto, coal and ballast cars, which have been placed

this year indicate the present tendencies in railway aar construction

pertaining to the use of wood.
Underframes are without exceptioii specified in steel. Heavy

motive power with attendant long trains and large draw-bar loads

mean that underframes and draft rigging will be steel in all future

rnvs.

"Wood sills are still used but their purpose is modified in that,

whereas previously they were only supported at each end they are

now supported at intervals by the steel underframe, with the result

that their size is considerably reduced. In 250 refrigerator cars

recently built for one 6f the Canadian railways the side sills were
;{ inches by 6 inches in cross section. These cars have a steel under-
frame, wood sills, flooring and decking, framing, sheathing and roof-

ing. They are all wood above the underframe with the exception of

the top layer of roofing, which Avas sheet metal. Douglas fir was the

only wood used in their construction with the exception of some thin

white pine insulation.

On more recent specifications, however, the same railway called

for steel underframing and steel body framing with double sheathing
in Douglas fir. Whereas the Canadian National Railways ordered

3,500 single sheathed steel frame box cars this spring. A double
sheathed box car obviously offers better protection to merchandise.

The single sheathed car has been criticized on the point that a driving

rain will sometimes penetrate the joints between the side lining and
damage the contents.

The decking is of course wood. The special qualities of Douglas fir

which make it superior to all other Canadian woods for this material,

liave not been fully appreciated by raiuway ear designers. Douglas
fir is much harder and more durable than Eastern spruce, which is

largely i;sed in eastern railway car shops. Its resistance to decay is

l oughly twice that of spruce and its hardness is 60 per cent greater.

One of the eastern railways ordered several hundred composite
type coal cars, whereas another ordered the all-steel type. The former
railway has conducted experiments Avhich proved that the upkeep on
a steel car over a period of years is greater than for a car with wood
siding. The chemicals in coal cause the steel to corrode very rapidly

whereas they do not affect wood. There seems to be a need of more
thorough investigation in this matter.

Whereas the original type of roof was of two layers of wood with
;) layer of felt between, the present-day roof either embodies only one
layer of wood or none. It would seem, however, that the better type
of present-day roof uses an under layer of common lumber to support
a metal layer. The metal roof without the wood insulation is criticized

in that it is liable to sweat and so ruin such commodities as flour and
cement.

On passenger equipment recently ordered a wooden roof is speci-

lied with canvas covering, as it has been found after exhaustive tests

to give better service than a steel roof. Steel framing and sheathing,

however, have practically become universal for railway passenger
cars.

The only parts of a box car which has not to any appreciable

extent been superceded by steel is the side sheathing and decking,

and it would seem that in the immediate future at least wood is to

r'ontinue to be the favored material for those two items.

The seasoning of wood to be used in car construction is of vital

importance, but it has not received the attention it deserves. All

outside sheathing should be kiln-dried to about 8 per cent moisture
content based on the dry weight. Decking which is generally of a

merchantable grade should never be dried down 6i/^ per cent as has
been done by eastern railways. And if this degree of dryness is to be
oven approached a proper degree of humidity should be maintained.
In several railway shops visited there was no means of controlling

the humidity in the kiln, with the result that the decking dried from
the outside too rapidly and the knots dropped out. It is felt that

decking should not be dried down below 10 to 12 per cent moisture
content. Tests on decking which have been in service for some time
indicated that if dried to a lower moisture content decking will

rapidly regain moisture until an equilibrium point is reached at not

less than 12 per cent, depending of course on the humidity in the air.

The two extremes of drying have been observed in railway car shops.

Decking on the one hand dried to 6I/2 per cent, with a consequent
heavy loss of material, and on the contrary, for the same type of

closed box car decking going in at 60 per cent of moisture. The latter

would of course have to be taken up and relaid after being in .service

a short time—a very expensive proceeding and one in which consider-

able material is destroyed.

AETNA PERFECTION

BRAND SAWS

are as near "Perfection" as it is

humanly possible to make them.

Made of the finest Jessop Steel by
expert workmen, whose skill and honest
workmanship is reflected in every PER-
FECTION BRAND SAW that leaves the

plant.

Our ever-increasing business registers

the popularity of our Saws among men
who appreciate real honest Saw service.

The same uniform quality and high
standard of workmanship prevails,
whether it be an Inserted Tooth Head Saw,
a Shingle Saw, a Knee Bolter Saw, or an
Inserted Tooth Cut-off Saw.

SAW REPAIRING A SPECIALTY

Made in B. C. for B. C. Mills by B. C. Workmen

AETNA SAW WORKS Ltd.

JOHN T. WHEATMAN, Managfer.

GRANVILLE ISLAND VANCOUVER, B.C.
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HUT POLES FOR EGYPT
A feature of the lumber trade of Egypt is the large amount of

small hewn poles imported, for use in the construction of native huts.

Many millions of feet of this low-grade material are imported annu-

ally, mainly from northern and eastern Europe. An Eyptian mer-

chant, who has been enquiring for supplies of these poles in the United
States, furnishes the following particulars :

'

' The timber goes under
the name of Egyptian balks. The dimensions are : 3 by 3 inches, 3 by
4 inches. 4 by 4 inches, and 4 by 5 inches. The lengths run from 13 to

25 feet, the latter lengths, hoAvever, being rare. Resinous woods are

generally preferred. The stock is hewn on all four sides, but may
have a wane from tlie top extending along half the length of the tim-

ber. At the butt and at the middle the timber must hold the required

measurements, but at the top may be from 1/2 to 1 inch scant. The
qiiality is infei'ior to other kinds of hewn timber, and the consumers
are not particular in regard to number of knots, discoloration, crooks

and other defects. It must be remembered that this material goes into

the construction of very cheap native huts. Even a small amount of

rot is tolerated. The present price paid for this stock landed in Alex-

andria, Egypt, is about $34 per thousand feet (based on measurements
taken at the middle)."

CANADA AT THE EMPIRE EXHIBITION
The Canadian exhibit at the British Empire Exhibition next year

is to be financed, controlled and directed by the Dominion Govern-
ment, according to an announcement by the Department of Commerce,
Ottawa. The building will be 415 feet long and 300 feet wide, Avith a
floor space of 124,500 square feet, and in it, through the medium of

attractive displays and exhibits, visitors will have an opportunity to

learn in an interesting and impressive way something of the extensive
natural resources of Canada, the products of the soil, and the wide
range of manufactured articles made within the Dominion. The
resources and products of each of the nine provinces and the two terri-

tories will be displayed. The Canadian Pacific Railway and the Cana-
dian National Railway will erect buildings of their own at the Exhibi-
tion, each with a floor space of approximately 10,000 square feet. In
these buildings Canada's two great transportation organizations will

show the attractions and resources of the country served by their

railway lines.

NEW MILL IN NORTH
S. McLean, owner of the saw and planing mill at Fort Eraser,

B. C, has moved the mill to Shelly, B. C, at which place equipment
for producing 25,000 feet a day is being erected. Shelly is nine miles

east of Prince George and as there is no Post Office at Shelly mail
is sent to Prince George.

SCHOOL DESKS OF B. C. WOOD
A contract for supplying over two thousand school desks for the

rural schools of this province has been secured by the Tait Pipe &
Foundry Co. Ltd. of Vancouver. This is the third year that the con-
tract has been filled by the Tait Company, and the school desks have
been steadily improved in design and finish, until they now compare
very favorably in lasting quality, appearance and price with any that
can be brought in from the East or U. S. A. The Tait Pipe & Foundry
Co. Ltd. is a home industry that has started up since the war, using
B. C. raw material and employing only white labor. B. C. woods con-
stitute 25 per cent of the make-up of the Tait desks.

LUMBER COMPANY FAILS ON DEPOSIT
Non-compliance of the Canada Lumber & Timber Company with

an order of Mr. Justice Gregory at Vancouver, requiring it to deposit
$400 in court as a condition precedent to securing an adjournment of
the trial of the Canadian Pacific Railway Company's eviction action,
resulted in the case being called before Mr. Justice W. A. Macdonald.
The Canada Lumber Company was not represented.

Mr. Gordon Wismer stated -the Canada Lumber Company, being
unwilling or unable to raise the $400 had gone into voluntary liquida-
tion. The company had assigned to Mr. J. Y. Griffin, and he
instructed Mr. Wismer to secure a stay of proceedings in the interests
of all the company's creditors.

SAWMILL BURNS AT QUALICUM
The sawmill and lumber stock of the Lake Lumber Company at

Qualicum Beach, Vancouver Island, has been totally destroyed by
fire. The loss was $50,000. A. W. McLeod, Ltd., New Westminster,
carried the entire insurance.

This. company formerly operated in the Eraser Valley, having at
one time a mill at Salmon River and another at Beaver River. In 1918
the Qualicum Beach mill was built. H. G. Johnston is manager.

(Continued from page 44)
"Now that the Panama Canal has opened the Atlantic seaboar

to the Canadian Pacific lumberman, and he has the markets of Chin
Australia, New Zealand and India and substantial parts of the worl(f'

available to him on a fair basis of competition, if the Canadian market
is properly developed it is reasonable to assume that the time is not
far distant whert* the Pacific Coast lumberman will come into his own.
It is inevitable that where an industry depends largely upon one
market that the vagaries of prosperity will play a disastrous part in

the development of his industry. The ups and downs will come at

uncertain and in indefinite periods; he will find that instead of

expanding on the profits of one good period that he should have placed
his profits in reserve to take care of a bad period and liis expansion
in the hope of continued progress in business will very often mean his

financial destruction and ruin. If, added to the Canadian consuming
market, the lumber industry of British Columbia expands to the sup- n
plying of the requirements in a variety of markets such as the Atlantic I

seaboard, the Orient, Austral-Asia, India and the world at large, the
consistency of the consumption of the product produced Avill be moro
even and its progress and development more consistent.

"One of the big things that looms before this province in tlie

general era of prosperity that is beginning to indicate itself, is the

substantial growth and development of the lumber industry and noth-
ing can be more important to the lumber industry than a general
)'f>duction of rates to the prairie provinces and an enormous supply
of empty cars with which to carry that product at any time it is

required to the North American continent.

PRINCE RUPERT OPENS LUMBER TRADE WITH ORIENT #|
C. H. Anderson, representing the Pacific Coast Lumber Inspectioir

Bureau, has retuimed from an inspection of lumber, mainly hemloclj
from mills at Terrace and elsewhere along the Skeena, and says tha
he has not often seen a better grade of hmelock, it being superior t|

the Coast product.
Mr. Anderson was in the north in connection with the coming oi

the S.S. Canadian Transporter, Avhich loaded 500,000 feet of lumb^
for Japan and cleared from Prince Rupert for the Orient.

Sailing of the Transporter was an important event in the histol

of the port, for it marks the commencement, if even in a small way,
trade connections Avith the markets of the Orient. Enough lumber 1
in sight for other steamers calling in July and August, and possiblf
right along. Mu-ch depends on the quantity the mills can turn oi

(Continued from page 19)

After tAvo days around Cumhsewa, the storm-bound "Ijeila R
turned up and we went to Thurston Harbor. On the Avay a shore trijf

was taken to cruise a sale. Half-Avay through the wind came up, and
on account of the exposed nature of the anchorage Ave had to cut and
run, leaving a stand of some mighty fine spruce that Avas a pleasure

to cruise. Illustrating Avhat Penny and a fcAv more rangers are up
against, Ave Averen't half Avay to Thurston Harbor, only an hour's run
from where Ave went ashore, until the boat Avas taking them blue over

the pilot house ! Even the large H.Q. launch got a good shaking up
—what Penny would have receiA-ed in his little "Embree" can be

imagined ! I belicA^e si;ch sudden storms are all too frequent there

and have heard several tales of Penny's narrow escape. Apparently
good seamanship alone got him by. He travels it alone, at that.

Thurston Harbor, an old Munitions Board headquarters, is being

made the Queen Charlotte headquarters of the Whalen Pulp & Paper
Mills operations, of which there Avill be about five this year. Bag and
flat booms are made up at the A'arious camps and toAved to Tliurston

Harbor for Davis rafting. The southern camps around SedgAviek Bay
will raft their logs there for a Avhile at least, probably toAving to

Thurston Harbor later. Penny makes his headquarters at Thurston

Harbor, Avhere there is a wireless station.

After Adsiting camps at Loiiise NarroAvs and Beresford Arm Ave

returned to Thurston Harbor and then jumped off for the mainland.

Luckily the Aveather Avas fine and a seventeen-hour run put us in

Prince Rupert.
The opening up of large operations on the Queen Charlottes lends

strength to the statement that the centre of the lumber industry is

shifting to the west. After it has come here, there is noAvliere else on

the North American continent for it to spread, and the cutting of our

forests Avill proceed Avith greater and CA'en greater acceleration. It

behooves us, therefore, to look to our silvicultural requirements on

timber sales and other logged areas to secure new groAvth Avith the

least possible delay.

Our knowledge of the requirements of the various types for

reproduction and greatest yield is limited, and can only be increased

very slowly by the work of the field pai'ties that Ave have been able to

send out. We need the active obserA^ation of evei\y man in the fiel"

and the record of his observations as to causes underlying all fores'

conditions. We want definite conclusions as to hoAv Ave must operati

our timber lands to make them perpetually productive.

How about a little scouting here?
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Vacuum Cleaning a Motor

The Premier Handy electric cleaner may
operated as a suction machine when
aning- moving parts of any electrical
uipment.

VACUUM
GLEANER

for

Electric

Motors
Getting at the Intricate Parts of Electrical

Machinery in Coal Mine and Saw Mill Work

Blowing Dust from Commutator

By u.sing an electric motor it is unneces-
sary to pipe compressed air to machines
for dusting purposes.

B. C. Mill owners and sash and door manufacturers will be interested

in a type of electrical vacuum cleaner which is coming into extensive

use in the United States. As electricity becomes more and more the

motive power of the Western mine, the need for this machine will grow

iu proportion, particularly as many mines have no compressed air to

remove the dust and dirt from motors and generators.

Such dust is not only harmful to the actual machinery but is also

indirectly dangerous to life and property, in that it may cause short

circuiting. Its safe, clean and economical removal has aroused a need

for equipment in portable form that will blow away or suck in the dust

which collects upon various parts of electrical machinery and equipment

in spite of the utmost care taken by engineers and operators.

The Premier Handy, manufactured by the Electric Vacuum Cleaner

i o.. Inc., of Cleveland, Ohio, is such an appliance. It has the further

advantage that it can be u.sed as a vacuum cleaner when that is desired.

The illustrations show how the apparatus is used to draw dust from

the generator or motor. By detaching the dust bag and the hose and by

attaching the latter to the orifice from which the bag has been removed,

the vacuum cleaner is changed into a cleaner operating by compi^essed

air. The machine as designed for mine service has an air-cooled motor

and weighs 6 lbs. The motor is universal and will operate on either

alternating or direct current. The mouth of the cleaning too is made of

soft rubber that cannot mar or scratch anything, and will not be broken

if struck by a moving object.

In many cases where compressed air is readily available it does not

pay to pipe it to every motor. The vacuum cleaner can readily be

attached to an electric lamp socket and in this way will be made available

without wiring, pii)ing or preliminary expense. Then, too, when using it

as a blower, dry air is furnished. The air from compressors often is

wet, and the moisture not only rusts the machinery but short-circuits it.

At the Exposition of American Mining Machinery, held last fall in

ihe United States, this machine was daily demonstrated to thousands of

mine engineers and operators, and resulted in large numbers of orders.

The growing importance of the coal mining nidustry of Alberta may
have had something to do with an announcement by the Premier Com-

pany to the effect that arrangements have already been made whereby

the company will open up a chain of branch stores all the way across

the Dominion. Showrooms and offices are already established in both

Winipeg and Toronto, but additional branches will be opened in the

larger cities from Halifax to Vancouver.

In British Columbia mill cities the special cleaner illu.strated will doubt-

less meet with much favorable notice from mill owners, who have

hitherto found that the removal of dust and dirt from rapidly moving

machinery was one of the problems that they had to contend with.

±niiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiui[iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!=

I
DISCRETION

I

I is the better part of valor |

The confession of. every mill

owner who is protected

with

—

BETTER
INSURANCE

Our Motto:

Insurance with Service
Prompt Adjustments

I
R. BRUCE ABEL

|

I Bower Bldg. VANCOUVER, B. C. |

=iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii?
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IF
you have the old type AUis-Chalmers

Cylinders in your mill

or any other type of cylinder wliich is WASTING your
air and the steam used in producing it, we can renew vour
cvUnders bv fitting them with GRAFFINBERGER
VALVES AND STOP ALL WASTE... This applies to

every cylinder in your mill. Send for catalogue and
information.

Write to GRAFFINBERGER VALVE CO., INC.
East 10th and Taylor Streets, PORTLAND, OREGON, or

MARSHALL-WELLS, B.C., LTD., Vancouver, B.C.
Distributors for B. C:

Canadian Government
Merchant Marine Limited

Monthly Freight Service to

Australia and New Zealand

Regular Sailings to India, Japan and China

Limited Passenger Accommodation All Routes

For rates and information apply to

B. C. KEELEY, General Agent

C. N. R. Depot Vancouver, B. C.

PHOTO-ENGRAVERS
CONNERCIAL ARTISTS
COIOR.- ^^^k IIECTRO

TYPERS^^^-TVPERS

10

TOWER BLDG '^iSEl= PHOHE- 5EY. 7169

VANCOUVER.
B.e.

GULF OF GEORGIA TOWING CO., LTD.
1199 SIXTH AVENUE W., VANCOUVER, B.C.

Specializing in Towing, Lighterage, Camp Moving, etc.

Rates Furnished on Application.

WE OWN AND OPERATE
4 TUGS AND 30 SCOWS

for reliable equip-

ment look for

on side of Tug
or ScowG G

Phone Bayview 806 Night Phone: High. 1923

FARM PRICES FOR HORSES SINCE 1867
1870 1880 1890 1900 1910 1920

Per Head

$105

$90

$75

$60

$45

$30

$15

THE HORSE MARKET OUTLOOK
By Department of Research

That gradual improvement in prices for horses can be expected
during the next few years is indicated by a study of the trend of

production and the present level of values.

The course of farm prices since 1867 is shown on the accompany-
ing chart. Several distinct cycles are apparent. They cover longer

periods than in other classes of livestock because of the time required

to overcome shortage or correct overproduction. They parallel rather

closely the principal cycles of business prosperity and depression in

our economical history. The period from 1915 to 1920 is an exception

as horse prices failed to advance along with other products during the

war and in the post-war boom. This caused the decline in horse breed-

ing as prices were out of line with feed costs and retui-ns obtainable

fi'om other classes of live stock.

Only 1,198,236 horse colts were raised in 1919, according to the

last census, compared with 1,731,982 in 1909, indicating a decline of

30 per cent in horse breeding. The number of mule colts, however,
increased from 313,196 in 1909 to 389,279 in 1919. Horse and mule
colts combined decreased 22 per cent from 1909 to 1919.

Horse breeding was stimulated by extremely high prices from
1910 to 1914 as shown on the accompanying chart, and probably
reached maximum from 1914 to 1916, then declined sharply.

Average farm prices of horses and mules as reported by the

United States Department of Agriculture on January 1, 1923, were the

lowest since 1904. In purchasing power, they were the lowest in 57

yeai s, at least.

The decline in the number of horses especially in cities, towns and
A'illages and the present low level of horse prices is due primarily to

tlie increased use of autos, trucks and tractors. As cities grow their

power requirements increase from year to year, but motor vehicles

have provided for this growth in the last fifteen years and also dis-

placed over 1,000,000 horses.

According to dealers, heavy horses are slightly higher in price

than last year, while light weights show but little change. They say

also that a sharp rise in country prices for horses has taken place in

the last six or eight weeks, coincident with the beginning of spring

farm work. Harness companies also report an increased volume in

business.

Instances of mills and lumber dealers returning to the use of

horses are reported from time to time. There are still certain kinds

of hauling involving frequent stops which require the use of horses,

so that the horse promises to play some part in city work for a long

time to come.
How soon that time will arrive cannot be foretold, but in view of

the decline in horse breeding from 1915 to 1921, the fact that so many
of the horses now at work are getting old and that from 4 to 7 years

are required to produce a horse for market, it is probable that horse

values will gradually improve in the next few years.

Office and Bunkers: Foot of Bnrrard St. Phones: Sey. 6894 and 2200
West of C.P.R. Oil Tanks

B. W. B. NAVIGATION COMPANY LIMITED
Successors to

Progressive Steamboat Co. Ltd and C. S. Thicke Towing Co Ltd.

TUGS— Projective
Coutli Pronative P. O. Box 311
Phoenix Prosperative

Vancouver, B. C.Maagen Prospective No. 2
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Maclean Building Reports

Will Reduce Sales Costs

By cutting out missionary work—giving the
salesman real prospects to work on.

By giving you information in such definite and
positive shape that your men can go out assured
of arriving at the right time.

By saving you wasted trips on hearsay news or
hazy rumors.

By installing greater confidence of success and
more genuine enthusiasm in the salesmen by
reason of the power of MacLean Building
Reports to help him get business.

By satisfying you beyond all fear of competition
that you are getting contracts which but for
MacLean Reports you would hear of too late
and sometimes never.

RATES AND SAMPLE REPORTS ON REQUEST

MACLEAN BUILDING REPORTS Limited

325 Main Street

Winnipeg, Man.
519 Winch Bldg.
Vancouver, B. C.

Fir - - Western Hemlock

Flooring

Ceiling

Siding

Finish

Timbers up
to 90 feet

Besides operat-

ing a 100,000 feet

capacity we pos-

sess a modernly
equipped planing

mill and door fac-

tory, latter with

capacity of 200

doors per day.

Shiplap

Siding

Dimension

Boards

Robertson & Hackett Sawmills Ltd.
Est. 1888 Office and Mills, False Creek, Vancouver, B. C.

Poles

Piling

Logs

Fir

Cedar

Hemlock

Cedar Telegraph Poles, Cedar Foundation

Piling, any Length

CapilanoTimber Co. Limited
Head Office at Booming Ground, Pemberton Avenue

and P.G.E. Tracks, North Vancouver, B.C.

Phone No. Van. 306 and 307

WHITE CEDAR FENCE POSTS
Spruce, Tamarack

Cedar Piling

We can furnish anything that you require in green cut,

live peeled, White Cedar Posts. We ship from the Rainy

River District of Ontario and Minnesota with yards at

the following points:

RAINY RIVER] fBEAUDETTE
SLEEMANS \ Ontario Minn. \ ROOSEVELT
PINEWOOD J I WILLIAMS

Cedar Posts,

Poles, Ties

Let us quote you delivered prices—F.O.B, cars any railway station in Canada

T. M. PARTRIDGE LUMBER CO., LTD.
Sales Office: MINNEAPOLIS, MINN. Main Office: RAINY RIVER, ONT.
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THE IDEAL DUST COLLECTING SYSTEM
ensures fresh air and health to the operator, a reduced fire risk

and satisfaction and economy to the manufacturer. Let us ex-

plain the system fully to you.

VTe Specialize in

FZiANING rail.1. EXHAUSTERS
SHINGIcE MII.I. EXHAUSTEBS
BIiOW FIFE WORK, Alili KINDS
HEAVY MI!.!. ORDERS
OII.Y WASTE CANS
MII.I; SMOKESTACKS
EXHAUST HEADS

JOHN K. MILLER CO. Limited
Manufacturers in SHEET METAL

580 Sixth Avenue West
Engineers & Contractors

VANCOUVER, B.C.

My Little Log Cabin

My little log cabin with roses around it,

No gold ever filled it, and fame never found it;

For fame took the high road and fortune the valley
And left me alone with my house and my Sally.

So here on the hillside we live with our roses,

But never as lonely as someone supposes;
For peace and contentment and beauty have found it,

My little log cabin with roses around it.

Not many who near it, not many who know it;

Few travel the hill or the valley below it;

But, oh, how the birds and the roses remember!

—

The Autumn brings snow, and the snow brings December,
December brings April, and April the Maytime,
And Maytime the Junetime, the glad time, the gay time.
And Summer brings song, for the swallows have found it.

My little log cabin with roses around it.

No fame never found, nor fortune, nor title;

But roses are lovely, and music is vital

;

Tho travellers pass it, not caring, not telling.

One traveller entered and made it his dwelling.
For fame took the highroad and fortune the valley,

But love entered in with the coming of Sally—
Then love found my cabin, and blessed it and crowned it.

My little log cabin with roses around it.

I

Sure Service Prompt Shipment

Planing Mill

Modern Machinery
and

Dryin^r Facilities

Douglas Fir
Our Specialty—Mixed Cars Retail Trade

Eburne Sawmills Limited

Modern Mill

Band Saw Equipment
throughout

Capacity 80,000, 9 hrs.

Marpole, B. C.
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R. A. LONG'S LIFE WORK
One of the greatest living lumbermen is R. A. Long, of Kansas

'ity, Missouri, who, we understand, has become financially interested

11 extensive timber holdings in British Columbia. Mr. Long began

ife as a clerk in a small lumber yard in a wind-swept Kansas village.

de is now worth millions of dollars and is head of the Long-Bell

[jumber Companj', and has become a national figure in the business

life of America. However, it is

not because of his millions that R.

A. Long is famous. His name will

live because of his tremendous
service to humanity, not only in

home building but in contribu-

tions to the poor, building ot

churches and orphanages, and in

a variety of public services.

One of his more recent

achievements is launching the
new town in the neighboring
state of Washington, on the Co-
lumbia River just below Portland,
which will have his name. Here is

part of a writeup which has ap-

peared in the press regarding
Longview

:

Today in the state of Wash-
ington, in the broad, beautiful

valley where the Cowlitz River
empties into the (Jolumbia River
—halfway between Portland and
the Pacific Ocean—a building pro-

ject is in full blast—a project that

s probably without parellel in the present history of American enter-

prise. A city is being built

!

It is the new city of Longview, Washington, located in the heart

pf the abundant resources of the great Pacific Northwest—a city

strategic

in relation to rail and water transportation—where rail and
water meet.
—in relation to the almost untouched resources tributary to it.

—in relation to the limitless territory it can serve.

—in relation to the industrial opportunities it presents.

—in relation to the grandeur of its scenic environs, its climate, its

healthfulness.

To industries these alone are significant distinctions worthy of

rreat consideration, but Longview offers more. Longview—"the city

iiactical"—conceived by business men, designed, from the ground up,

'V engineers and expert city planners, is profiting by the experience of

•ther cities that have grown without plan.

Longview was chosen by the Long-Bell Lumber f^ompany—a cor-

I ii-ation with assets of 75 million dollars—to be the home of its largest

uniber operations. Its mills, when completed, will have an annual
H pacify of between 400 million and 500 million feet of finished lumber
iroducts.

As the first important manufacturing industry in Longview, the

jong-Bell Lumber Company alone will occupy from 3,000 to 4,000

nen when the mills are completed. The population of Longview,
lased on the Long-Bell operations alone, should be between 15,000

tid 20,000. The city plan contemplates a population of 50,000 within
'11 years.

It is stated that the LongBell interests will enter British Colum-
la with a view to serving the Orient, M'here Mr. Long's scouts have
•een recently spying out markets.

R. A. Long, Kansas City, Mo.

WIRE ROPE

For LUMBERMEN, ENGINEERS and

CONTRACTORS
We have the Right Rope for every purpose**

We solicit your enquiries. Write for our catalogue.

Stock carried in Montreal by J. H. HANSON CO. LTD.. Agent

Canada Wire & Iron Goods Co., Hamilton
Stock carried in Edmonton and Calgary

N. F. Judah, McLeod Building, Edmonton, Agent

DUNLOP
BELTING
and HOSE

for the Lumbering Industry

"GIBRALTAR RED SPECIAL"
The high-grade Transmission Belt-

ing for all Drives.

FIRE HOSE
A necessity where the Fire risk is

high. "Dunlop" Brands afford

adequate and efficient protection.

DUNLOP
Belting, Hose, Packing and General

Mechanical Rubber Products for

Every Purpose.

Save by Mail
With the Good Old

CANADA PERMANENT
Savings Department
4% Paid or Compounded Half Yearly

Sixty-eight years of successful saving service

with the Company's Assets standing at Foi'ty Mil-

lions of dollars as a protection to our Savings

Department patrons. It's no trouble to open an

account. Simply register your money with the

coupon below and we'll send you your pass book

by return mail. START TO SAVE NOW!

Send This Coupon Back With Your
First Remittance

Canada Permanent Mortgage Corporation

432 Richards Street, Vancouver, B.C.

Please open my account with the enclosed $ , and

send me my pass book and check book. I expect to deposit

$ monthly. My regular signature follows:

Name

Address
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Second Hand Positions
Machinery &

Classified Secilion
Wanted

Equipment Help Wanted
Wanted & Business
For Sale LITTLE ADVERTISEMENTS FOR QUICK ACTION

Chances

The

Peter Hay Knife Co,
GALT, ONTARIO Limited

MACHINE KNIVES
PETER,

HFif

i

of Every
Description for

Paper Cutting,
Bark and Rag
Knives, Shear

Blades
Send for Price

List

POSITION WANTED
SAVnailili MACHINIST, American

and Canadian experience, lathe, bench
or installing machinery. Can take
charge of shop if required. Wants posi-
tion. Address BOX 42, WESTERN
I.UMBERMAN.

An experienced yard and mill super-
intendent, with -sales ability, now em-
ployed, desires to make change. Can-
not be available' for one month. Ad-
dress BOX 43, WBSTBBN IiVMBEB-
MAN.

AaGBBSSIVB YOUNG MAN witli

ability, integrity and dependability
wants permanent position with lumber
manufacturers or wholesalers in R. C.
or Prairie Provinces. Have Fi V2 years'
experience different, departments, hand-
ling correspondence, orders, sales, ship-
ments, payrolls, bookkeeping and have
full . knowledge general office routine
methods connected with lumber, but
prefer position on order and sales end
of office. Could make small invest-
ment. At present secretary-treasurer
hardwood manufacturing company. Ex-
cellent credentials Replies treated
confidential. BOX 41, WESTERN
I.tnVIBEBMAN.

THE VOICE IS

THE SOUL
OF TELEPHONING

aWhen you complete
long distance conversa-
tion you experience a
satisfaction that does not
.follow under other cir-

cumstances. Your mes-
sage has been conveyed
as you would have it, arid

you know exactly how it

has been received by the
person at the other end.

The reason of the satis-

faction is the intimacy
which the telephone gives.
It is your voice and the
voice in reply that makes
long distance telephoning
real conversation.

British Columbia
Telephone Company

PUBLISHERS' NOTICE
Advertisements other than "Employment Wanted" or "Employees

Wanted" will be inserted in this department at the rate of 25 cents per agate
liii3 (14 agate lines make one inch). $2.80 per inch, each insertion, payable
in advance. When four or more consecutive insertions of the same adver-
tisement are ordered a discount of 25 per cent will be allowed.

Advertisements of "Wanted Employment" will be inserted at the rate
of one cent a word, net. Cash must accompany order. If Western Lumber-
man box number is used, enclose ten cents extra for postage in forwarding
replies. Minimum charge 25 cents.

Advertisements of "Wanted Employees" will be inserted at the rate of
two cents a word, net. Cash must accompany the order. Minimum charge
50 cents.

Advertisements must be received not later than the 10th of each month
to insure insertion in the subsequent issued.

We Solicit Enquiries on the

Following List of

MACHINERY
2 13 by 8 Cowan molders.

1 10 by 6 McGregor Gourlay
moulder.

1 24 by 6 4-side McGregor Gour-
lay planer and matcher.

1 No. 10 10 by 30 4-side Berlin

sizer.

1 AUis-Chalmers heavy log haul

up.
Numerous small vertical steam
engines.

1 8 by 5 Sturtevant twin vertical

automatic steam engine.

1 9 by 8 Westinghouse twin ver-

tical automatic steam engine.

1 12 by 6 H. S. & G. side-crank

J team engine.

1 66 by 16 H. T. boiler, Dutch
oven fittings, 150 lbs.

1 6 h.p. Cook Gasoline engine.

1 8 h.p. Fairbanks Morse gaso-

line engine.
1 20 h.p. Foos gasoline engine.

1 25 h.p. Fairbanks Morse Semi-
Deisel.

13 ft. Cube contractor's mixer.

2 St. Clair roof derricks.

2 No. 3 St. Clair single purchase
hand winches.

1 6 by 8 Clark & Chapman fric-

tion hoist.

2 Hood (Ford engine) tractors.

W. M. C. sawmills, etc.

We have a complete stock of

transmission. Also a large assort-

ment of machinery not listed here.

We have a first-class machine shop
and make a specialty of sawmill
repairs.

Complete Sawmills
Designed and Erected

WEIR MACHINERY CO.
LIMITED

1396 Richards Street

Vancouver

FOR SAI.E

One rebuilt S. A. Woods 6x1.5 Fast-
Feed Planer and Matcher, double pro-
file, one set matcher heads, one set
jointer heads, 6 profile heads for ceil-
ing, 3 profile heads for Dropsiding, 6
knife round cylinders. Can make very
attractive price for immediate shipment.
Northern Machinery Company, Spokane,
Wash.

TIMBER SALE X4429
Scaled tenders will be received by the

l>istrict Forester, Vancouver, not later
than noon on the 11th day of July. 1923.
for tlip luirchase of License X4429, to
lut TOO Cords of Shingle Bolts, on an
area situated Powell Lake, New West-
minster District. Two (2) years will be
allowed for removal of timber.

Further particulars of the Chief
Forester, Victoria, or the District For-
ester, Vancouver.

TIMBER SALE X4434
Scaled lenders will be received by the

District Forester, Vancouver, not later
tlian noon on the 11th day of July. 1923.
for the purchase of License X4434, to
cut 40,000 feet of Cedar, and 100 Cords
Shingle Bolts, on an area situated at
Forltes Bay. Homfray Channel, New
^Vestmillster District. Two (2) years
will lie allowed for removal of timber.
Further particulars of the Chief

Forester, Victoria, or the District For-
ester, Vancouver.

TIMBER SALE X5149
Sealed Tenders will be received by

the District Forester. Vancouver, not
later than ioon on the 18th day of July,
1923 for the purchase of License X5149,
to cut 697.000 feet of Cedar, Hemlock
and Balsam, on an area situated Sutlej
Channel Range 1, Coast District. Two
(2) years will be allowed for removal
of timber.

Further particulars of the Chief For-
ester. Victoria, or the District Forester,
Vancouver.

TIMBER SALE X5191
Sealed tenders will be received by the

District Forester, Vancouver, not later
than noon on the 11th day of July, 1923.
for the purchase of License X5191, to
cut 400,000 feet of Fir and Cedar, on an
area situated Orford Bay, Bute Inlet,
Range 1. Coast District. Two (2) years
will be allowed for removal of timber.

Further particulars of the Chief
Forester, Victoria, or the District For-
ester, Vancouver.

FOR SALE

One first class Cedar claim, 12
million feet: on tide water up the
coast; easy logging. Price, $17,500.

One claim Hemlock, Ziarch and
Cedar; 18% million feet; Al tim-
ber; well situated on tide water;
good logging conditions. Price,
$27,000.

One Cedar Pole claim on coast;
10,000 poles and 4% million cedar.
Price, $8,500.

T. MATHEWS
517 Pender W. Vancouver, B.C.

CLARK & LYFORD
FOREST ENGINEERS, LTD.

Judson F. Clark P. L. Lyford

J. E. Tucker

920-25 Vancouver Blk. Vancouver, B.C.

Ryan, Mcintosh

Timber Co., Ltd.

TIMBER BROKERS, CRUISERS,
SURVEYORS AND VALUATORS.

CONSULTING ENGINEERS,

701-704 Belmont House

VICTORIA, B.C.

W. B. Ryan R. W. Hibberson, F.E

W. L. Mcintosh McC. P. Blair. C.E

BELTING FOR SALE
We have a large quantity of Second
Hand Rubber and Leather Belting Ir

all sizes and plys up to 24 inches ir

width, which we can sell at interest
ing prices. Send us your requirements

v. SMITH
138 Vork St. Toronto, Ont

FOR SALE
On main line Canadian Pacific, ne

North Bend, Dominion Governme
Timber Berth carrying 27 million U
of fir, suitable for ties or timber, a

one mile from Railway siding. Exec

lent opportunity for small mill oper

tion. Only principals need appl

Western Timber Corporation, 2

Winch Buildingr, Vancouver, B.C.

FOR SAI.E

50,000 Cedar Poles and 30.000,000 f(

good merchantable timber, mostly F

owned by J. S. Deschamps Estate, a

must be disposed of. Apply J. A. 1'

,

Kercher, P. O. Box 520, Vancouv

B. C.

TIMBER CRUISER
Photographer, draughtsman and insti

ment man, able to do figuring, requii

permanent position. Has had loggi

experience on Coast and Interi

Thoroughly practical and experienc

in the woods. Apply Box 45, "Weste

Iiumberman."

J
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SNAPSHOTS

rosperity on Prairies

is noted in. the construction of

5 new country grain elevators

)sting $10,000 apiece, this sum-

ler, by the Saskatchewan Co-

llperative Elevator Company.

fogs and Fish

' continue to be the backbone of

rosperity in British Columbia.

Ihe Department of Fisheries has

iven the Star Shipyards, New
Westminster, an order for a $5,000

atrol boat, into the construction

f which will go considerable

iQUglas fir.

* * *

[. S. Logan

swings from beef to dairy. This

rominent lumberman recently

ought for $250,000 the famous
ihilco Ranch in the Chilcotin Val-

>y. The beef business does not

iscinate Mr. Logan, who has

•aded the ranch for a big dairy

iirm, near New Westminster,
'nown as the Minnekada Farm.

^ ^

eneral A. D. McRae

well known in the lumber in-

ustry, is in the habit of making a

iccess of anything which he
ikes up. In politics General Mc-
ae as leader of the Progressives
attracting large audiences at

is meetings throughout the
luntry.

* « *

. G. E. Looks Better

as time goes on. General Mc-
.ae told citizens of Quesnel, at a

.lee'ting there, that an outfit with
1,000,000 was prepared to make
II investment adjacent to the P.

. E. lines, if they were sure that
le road was to be continued.

* * *

jOgging on the P. G. E.

• is interesting Premier Oliver,

ho has instructed that energetic
fforts be made to develop timber
jisources adjacent to the road,
his likely means preferential
eight tariffs on logs. Govern-
ent booming grounds at Squam-
li help in a large measure to en-

mrage timber development.

* * *

hina Leads B. C.

in the matter of intelligent for-

jjtry. The Forest Bureau in Ho-
an province is promoting a for-

t station in uncultivated areas.

istrict nurseries for the propa-
ation of trees have been opened
ad in every magistracy they
ave an Arbor Day, "alia samee
Imelica.

'

'

1' Time is nothing to a Chinaman
' that in 50 or 60 years they will

5 cutting woods from the forests
i anted today, and Vancouver
holesalers will wonder why the

market in that part of China has

gone out of business.

* * *

Nut Trees for Chinamen

are being planted. A recent

Chinese bulletin, issued by the

government, endeavors to arouse

the people to the possibilities of

planting walnut trees, of which

hot hthe nut and the wood is in

demand. Perhaps they are run-

ning short of rifle butts to carry

on the Revolution, walnut being

particularly desired for the mak-

ing of stocks for shotguns and

rifles.

* * *

Strikes in Australia

Labor troubles are said to be

the underlying cause of the dis-

appearance of Australia from the

lumber market during the past

month, there being few inquiries

from the Commonwealth.

* * *

Japan is Buying

as a result of the rebuilding of

Kobe, Osaka and Yokohama and

other Japanese centres. Japan is

bigger than ever in the markets.

Tearing down the old houses and

building new, installing modern
plumbing, lighting and water sys-

tems—all these create a demand
for British Columbia woods, in

Japan, the land of Cherry Blos-

soms. They have already placed

many large orders for months to

come.
* * *

Head Hunters in the South Seas

are beating their spears into

^aws for there has been an un-

usual development of building in

the South Sea Islands. British Co-

lumbia mills are finding it diffi-

cult to procure space for ship-

ments there.

Butter for Lumber

seems to be the idea of the New
Zealanders, whose exportation of

dairy products and chilled mut-

ton to Canada continues to grow.

They are buying more and more

British Columbia lumber with

the gold they take off us. The

New Zealand market, has never in

50 years been in such a prosperous

condition as at present.

* * *

West Coast of South America

continues to improve in the

market for fir and cedar, and

with the settling down of political

conditions in that part of the

world there continue sto be a

growing demand upon the British

Columbia mills.

^ ^ ^

Peru Gets B. C. Lumber

Imperial Oil boats which come
North with crude oil to be refined

at Vancouver, carry sufficient

lumber for the needs of the

Standard Oil operations, which

included 200,000 feet on the "El
Lobo."

* * *

The United Kingdom

continues to fall off, with the

Baltic now having almost exclu-

sive control of this market.

' W ^{^ -it-

John Bull in India

is buying small quantities of

British Columbia fir, but for the

immense railway development

continuing there, concrete tie is

being used in preference to creo-

soted fir. There is no logical ex-

planation of this as the early ship-

ments of creosoted ties from Van-

couver were found to stand up
under the most difficult tests.

FOURTEEN "14" VESSELS
OF THE

UNION STEAMSHIP COMPANY of B.C. LIMITED

Sail regularly from the Company's wharf, Vancou-
ver, B.C., calling at Sechelt, Powell River, Campbell
River, Alert Bay, Ocean Falls, Surf Inlet, Bella

Coola, Prince Rupert, Anyox and all Northern B.C.

logging camps and canneries.

For Information as to Sailings, Fares and Freight Rates
APPLY TO

Head Offices on Wharf,

foot Carrall Street, VANCOUVER, B.C.
TELEPHONE SEYMOUR 306
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Star Machinery Co.
SEATTLE, WASH.

WOOD WORKING MACHINEBV
1—Wysong & Miles hollow chisel mor-

tiser,
1—New Britain frame inachine.
1—Railway Box board cut-off.
3—Two Spindle Shapers.
1—32-in. Silver Band Saw.
1—36-in. Siver Band Saw.
1—22-in. Sidney Universal Woodworker.
1—American Relisher and Mortiser.
1—Hayes sash sticker with routing and

boring attachment.
1—36-in. Berlin 3 drum sander.
1—6x24 Crescent single surfacer.
1—8x24 Graves & Klushman single sur-

facer.
1—6x30 "Buss" divided roll single diir-

facer.
1—No. 108 Berlin outside moulder.
1—Hall and Brown Power Ripper.
2—Irvington floor swing cut-offs.
1—^16-in. round head jointer.
1— 14-in. wood turning lathe.
2—20-in. wood turning lathe.
1—30-in. American Circular Resaw.
1—54-in. McDonough Band Resaw.
1—66-in. Connell & Dengler Band Re-

.saw.
1—16x27-in. Endless Bed Single Sur-

facer.
1—6x26-in. Hall & Brown double sur-

facer.
1-—6x26-in. Curtis 4-side planer and

matcher.

IBOir WORKING TOOI.S
1—36-in. x 36-in. x 0 ft. Miles Ma-

chine shop planer.
1—30-in. Cincinnatti Shaper.
1— 18-in. X 8-ft. South Bend engine

lathe.
1—14-in. X 6-ft. Walcott Engine Lathe.
1—13-in. X 6-ft. South Bend Engine

lathe.
1—14-in. X 3 ft. 6 in. American Engine

lathe.
2—Small power hack saws.
1—14-in. Warner & Swazed Turrett
1—6-in. Oster pipe threading machine.
1—48-in. Mueller radial drill press.
1—22-ft. Rickford drill press.
2—Champion hand & power drill

presses.

BI^OWZiRS
1—Size 3 Roots high pressure blower.
1—Size 3% Roots high pressure blower.
1—No. 7 Sturdevant blower.
1—24 No. 4 Buffalo Forge Blower.
1—24 Western Planing Mill Blower.
1—No. 400 Champion Brand blower.
1—30-in. American Planing Mill Blower
1— 40-in. National Planing Mill Blower.
1— 45-in. Sturdevant Twin Planing Mill

Blower.
^

1—45-in. Sturdevant Twin Planing Mill
Blower. I

1—48-in. Sturdevant Twin Planing Mill
Blower.

1—60-in. Western Planing Mill Blower.
2—60-in. Western Planing Mill Blow-

ers.
direct connected to 50 H.P. motors. ;

1—70-in. Sturdevant Twin Planing Mill i

Blower.

DRII.I. PRESSES
1—20-in. Rockford back geared.
1—22-in. Barnes back geared.
1—30-in. Canedy-Otto radical.
1—No. 203 Champion combination hand

and power press.
1—22-in. Hamilton with sliding head.
1—28-in. Baines with sliding head.
1—26-in. Sibley.

CANNERY MACHINERY
2— 3 car cannery retorts.
1—Seattle Astoria double seaming ma-

chine.
1—Fish cutter.
1—Can Laquering machine.

ENGINES
1—16x32x36-in. Hamilton Corliss.
1—20x24-in. Erie Ball Automatic.
1— 14x28-in. Buckeye R. H. Automatic.
1—Pr. 14xl6-in. Brownell Twins.
1—Pr. 11x16 H. S. & G. Twins.
1—14xl8-in. Vim Center Crank.
1—14rl8-in. Erie City Side Crank.
1—14x20-in. Atlas Side Crank.

SHINGZ.E IHIi;ii MACHINEBY
1—Sumner Gold Medal Upright.
8—Standard Sumner Uprights.
1—Small Belted drag saw.
10—Bbls. %-in. x 10-in. New Acme

Shingle Bands.
10—Shingle Packing Frames.
50—6-in. 6-in. Roller bearing dry kiln

trucks.
1—Hand Shingle Saw Gummer.
1—72-in. Inserted Tooth Cut-off Saw.

Star Machinery Co.

Seattle Wash.
Shop and Yards
207 Horton St.

Office & Salesroom
1735 iBt Ave. S.
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ItWaiPayYou

TO CABBY

Timberland

S4S Dimension
AND

Yard Timbers

The Best in the West

THE

Timberland Lumber Co.
NEW WESTMINSTER, B. C.

Lamar Discusses Shingle Prices

Description of VAUGHAN POND
Gasoline Driven Drag Saw

EXGINK—4-6 H P. Improved VAUGHAN Type. Fuel consumption 2

gals, gasoline per day, battery ignition, water cooled.

FRAME—Built of seasoned straight grained fir, braced and made to
stand extra heavy work.

COUNTERSHAFT ASSEMBLY—This part of the machine has been made
considerably heavier to stand the heavy work the machine is intended
for. The countershaft bearings and sprocket have been increased
in size.

SIDE ASSEMBLY—Eccentric strap, double the size that is used on the
Standard Machine. Size of guide rods, top 1", bottom H4", Pitman
heads and rods much larger. Sawplate equipped with Patented saw-
bolt to protect saw from falling in water.
This machine will handle sawblades ten foot long.

This machine is capable of cutting fifty thousand to seventy-five
thousand feet of exportable logs, or eighty to one hundred thousand feet
of mill logs in one day.

GUABASTTEi:—We guarantee the VAUGHAN Pond Gasoline Drag-
saw against defects of workmanship and material, and also to
give complete satisfaction when properly installed.

DOMINION DRAG SAW COMPANY
104 MAIN STREET VANCOUVER, B.C.

Ever watchful of the interests of the shingle industry, Fred H.

Lamar, secretary of the Shingle Manufacturers' Association of British

Columbia, points with pride to the fact that there has been no boom

in prices of B. C. red cedar shingles.

"We do not know who the gen-

tleman was who said that the pub-

lic will use substitutes when they

cannot buy our B. C. red cedar

shingles at a fair price," said Mr.
Lamar. "We do not know the gen-

tleman's authority for such a^state-

ment, but we will challenge liim to

prove that since 1920 shingles have
been sold at any time at more than
a fair price, taking the market'
prices of cedar timber into consider-i

ation.

"The public do not use substi-

tute roofings because they cannot

buy shingles at a fair price. They
buy substitute roofings because the|

manufacturers of those roofings

merchandise their product on ag-

gressive lines through advertising|

and direct field M^ork of their repre
;

sentatives.
:

F. H. Lamar " You state that 'outside of lun;-|

ber, building materials are going up
religiously and regularly.' We must assume that the word 'lumber'
was intended to include Avooden shingles, because it cannot be saidi

that the price of cedar shingles has been going up religiously andl

regularly for a considerable period of months.
|

"In my experience, and from records available covering a uum!
ber of years of sales, we cannot find a period, other than the boom
times of 1919 and 1920, when Avooden shingles could ever be accused
of being sold at inflated prices. In 1910 and 1920 it is perfectly true

that the price of shingles reached unprecedented figures; so did cedai

logs, so did labor, so did luml)er, steel, cement and almost every artick

for human use, forced to prices beyond all reason, and in most case:

not through choice of the manufacturer of that article, but rather b\

the public demand, and a degree of speculation Avhich took the mar
kets completely out of the manufacturers' hands.

"The history of that boom period should be quite familiar t(

every one. It was a buyers', or auction market, and as previously

stated, the manufacturers themselves lost control of the price of thei)

product. But I believe I am safe in stating that red cedar shingles

perhaps even in advance of lumber products, wei-e the very first of th<

commodities entering into residential building constructi'On to read

previous low levels, and since that time the prices of red cedar shinglei

have never, at any time, been held at an inflated value."

FURTHER INQUIRY ON PULPWOOD EXPORT

The indefatigable educational campaign carried on during tin

past tAA^o years for the prohibition of expoi't of unmanufactured pulp

wood froftn freehold lands came to a head in the House of Commoni

on May 11 when the Minister of Finance promised to appoint a com

mittee of inquiry to hear all sides of the case and make recommenda
tions to the government.

The sum of $20,000 M^as placed in the estimates to cover the cost o

an inquiry into the proposal to place an export duty on pulpwoo(

going into the United States.

Forest conservation, said Mr. Fielding, had engaged the attention

of the House a great deal. Where a country had lavish supply o

timber it was expected that people would be apt to become care;{

less of it. And those who viewed the situation Avith alarm had aske(

the government to go far as to prohibit the export of wood. Wher,

the provinces controlled the land they could take their own measures.

There Avere, however, a number of private interests AA^ho owned larg

timber lands, and such interests felt that they were fully entitled t'

market their product to the best advantage any where in the AA^orld

It had therefore been decided to name suitable persons to enquire full;

into this matter during the coming recess in order that the govern

ment might come to a well advised conclusion as to the necessary step

to be taken.
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RELTING
Toronto, Ont. .

St. John, N.B.
Calerary, Alta.

BRANCHES;
194 West King Street

90 Germain Street
Gorman's Limited

D. K. McLaren limited
Head Office and Factory

351 St. James St., Montreal

Edmonton, Alta.
Vancouver, B.C.

BRANCHES:
Gorman's Limited

T. M. Grindley Co.,

1158 Homer Street.

CLIMAX
EXTRAS

and

SATISFACTORY
SERVICE

CLIMAX

GEAR
GREASE

IS THE BEST AND
CHEAPEST

Try it and Know for

Yourself

Ask for Sample
FREE

We are Pacific Coast
Agents for the

LOCO
ELECTRIC
HEADLIGHT

and

OKADEE
BLOW-OFF VALVES

MIDVALE
TOOL STEEL

Recent Sales
of

CLIMAX

LOCOMOTIVES
on the

Pacific Coast
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^

2—60 -ton to Holmes Eureka Lbr. Co., Eureka, Calif. 1—70 ton

1—60 -ton to Buckley Logging Co., Buckley, Wash. 1— 80 -ton

1—70 -ton to Buckley Logging Co., Buckley, Wash. 1— 80 -ton

1—70 -ton to P. S. Saw Mills & Shingle Co., Concrete, Wash. 1— 80 ton
1—70 -ton to McCoy Loggie Timber Co., Deming, Wash. 2— 80 ton

1—70 -ton to Snow Creek Logging Co., Blyn, Wash. 2— 80 -ton

1—70 -ton to Preston Mill Co., Preston, Wash. 1— 80 ton

1—70 ton to Victoria Lumber & Mfg. Co., Chemainus, B.C. 1— 80 ton

1—70 -ton to Rat Portage Lbr. Co., Vancouver, B.C. 1

—

80- ton

1—70 -ton to San Joaquin & Eastern Ry., Auberry, Cal. 1— 80 -ton

1—70 -ton to Humbird Lbr. Co., Sand Point, Idaho. 1

—

80- ton

2—70 ton to San Joaquin & Eastern R. R., Auberry, Calif. 1— 85 ton
1—70 -ton to Mutual Lumber Co., Bucoda, Wash. 1— 85 ton
1—70 -ton to White Star Lumber Co., Whites, Wash. 1

—

80- ton

to Deer Park Lumber Co., Deer Park, Wash.
to Webb Logging & Lbr. Co., Duckabush, Wash.
to Samish Bay Logging Co., Blanchard, Wash.
to Pacific Lumber Co., Scotia, Calif.

to Simpson Logging Company, Shelton, Wash.
to demons Logging Co., Montesano, Wash.
to Chinn Timber Co., Maple Falls, Wash.
to A. F. Coats Logging Co., Tillamook, Ore.

to Discovery Bay Loggng Co., Seattle, Wash.
to The Whitney Company, Portland, Ore.

to Nicola Pine Mills, Ltd., Merritt, B. C.

to Pacific States Lumber Co., Tacoma, Wash
to Parker Bell Lumber Co., Pilchuck, Wash.
to Bloedel, Donovan Lbr. Co., Bellingham, Wash

Just Sold a 70-Ton to Bloedel, Stewart & Welch, Corp., Vancou ver, B.C.

CLIMAX LOCOMOTIVE CO.
PACIFIC COAST BRANCH OF CLIMAX MFG. CO., CORRY, PA.

623 Western Ave., SEATTLE, WASH. Phone Elliott 4876 D. M. MILLER, Manager

Vancouver Machinery Depot, Ltd., Vancouver, B. C. F. B. Mallory Company, Portland, Ore.

E. S. Sullivan Co., Can Francisco, Calif.



IS YOUUN
Five-sixths of the timbered area in B. C. belongs to

the People.

Each year, it is increasing in value as the more acces-

sible timber is cut.

In 1922 there was received from the sale of such

timber the sum of $620,000.

This helped to keep your taxes down, and to build up
the Province.

Green Timber is British Columbia's assurance of

Perpetual Prosperity.

WHY^ BUllIX IT?

Absolute Satisfaction Guaranteed

SA TISFACTION is a big word with a big

meaning. A satisfied customer is a

first essential to business success. A
GENUINE HOE SAW gives the kind

of satisfaction that brings you back

when you need another. Our best

advertising is built into our product.

R. HOE & CO. :: NEW YORK
America's Oldest Saw Manufacturers
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ATTENTION! B. C. LOGGERS
WE CARRY BIG STOCKS OF HEAVY EQUIPMENT

.VP

0^^

EVANS, COLEMAN & EVANS, Ltd.
VANCOUVER, B.C.

PHONE: SEY. 2988

THE KIND OF SONS
WE ALL WELCOME

THE KIND OF SONS
CANADA WELCOMES

The other day one thousand
immigrants arrived in the Unit-

ed States from Sweden on the

Swedish-American Line steamer
Drottningholm.

Niiie out of every ten of them
had names that terminated in

"son.

"

There were twenty-five An-
dersons, twenty-seven John-
sons, thirteen Ericsons, eigh-

teen Larsons and ten Olsons.

Oaptain Anderberg said:

"We are the original father

and son movement."
Most of these immigrants go

to Western farms.
If all the immigrants from

Eiirojie Avould go to farms
there would be little objection
to immigration to the United
States.

The vast country territory of
this nation is hungry for hu-
man beings.

And the great cities of Amer-
ica have acute indigestion al-

leady from too many immi-
grants.

The genius who would devise
a way to have immigrants imi-

tate these "sons" would do
much toward solving the immi-
gration problem.

—Seattle "P.-L"

Canada is the greatest coun-

try under the shining sun.

There is only one thing wrong

with Canada—not enough peo-

ple here.

Hon. T. D. Pattullo, Minister

of Forests at Victoria, has the

right idea. He believes in initi-

ating a vigorous policy of im-

migration.

Pattullo knows Avhat the

"sons" have done on the hali-

but banks round Rujiert, in the

lumber and on the land.

Some of the big "tyee" log-

gers of British Columbia are

the sons of men who came to

America broke or nearly so in

immigrant ships.

Norwegians and Swedes make

good men on the frontier. Of

course, let us give preference

to English-speaking settlers,

but next to them invite into

Canada the go-getters from the

northern part of Europe.

—Ed. "Western Lumberman."

Lumber Tone Is Improved

ST. LOULS.—In its weekly re-

view of the lumber market. Lum-
ber, recognized market authority

in the industry, says

:

While the warm weather of the

current week has had no imme-
diately favorable effect on the

lumbei' markets, it is regarded as

promising further f)etterment in

an already improved crop out-

look. Improved prospect for

crops adds optimism to the lum-
ber outlook, for it is generally

I'ecognized that both individual

ami line yard buyers in the farm-
ing sections of the Middle West
are awaiting a more definite

prospect as to their after harvest

needs before placing future orders
for lumber.

In the current markets, quiet

has continued to mark the situa-

tion in the principal distributing

centres. There have been some
further declines in prices, but
these have not been extreme. A
slight increase in orders for yel-

low pine is in evidence, with in-

dications pointing to the possil)le

entry of wholesalers into the mar-
ket in a substantial way, quite a
number having sounded the mar-
ket with inquiries. This is inter-

preted by some as indicating the
belief of these operators that

l)rices are approaching a settled

basis.

There is no material change in

the situation as to Douglas fir,

bookings being reported in fair

volume, but somewhat reduced by

reason of the holding-off attitude

of California buyers. Conserva-
tism in placing advance orders

continues the policy of retail mer-
chants in virtually all centres,

mos tof them limiting their pur-

chases to necessary stock replace-

ments. Building continues active,

limited only by available working
forces, and retail lumbermen are

making substantial deliveries. The
export demand is good both in

yellow pine and fir. Cypress is in

good demand at steady prices.

The white pines continue in light

demand, but without substantial

price changes. Shingles are mov-
ing in small volume and further
price reductions are indicated.

Lath are in very small demand,
and prices are weak.

Hardwoods have shown a mod-
erate improvement in d emand,
some industrial buyers showing a
tendency to buy a little ahead of

their needs. Due to continued
rains in the manufacturing dis-

tricts production has in some de-

gree been checked and there is

less pressure to sell. On the
whole the situation shows a little

improvement.

SEY. 280 Established 1860 SEY 279

R. V. Winch & Com pany, Limited.

Shipping, Insurance, Financial & Estate Agents

SALMON BROKERS

VANCOUVER Winch Building VICTORIA
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A Real Coast Edger

PACIFIC COAST EDGER (Built in 60 66" and 72" Sizes) Cylinder Side

On the Coast, wliere machinery has to be as heav^^ as possible, "and then some," these
Edgers have made good.

To preserve alignment, the entire frame, including the housings, is made in one solid

casting.

The easy shifters, positive saw locks, and handily operated press rolls are familiar to

the trade, and appeal to mill men.

The Bulletin Contains Full Information. May We Send It?

The E. Long Manufacturing Co., Limited

OriUia
The A. R. Williams Machinery Co. of

Vancouver, Ltd.

Gorman's Ltd., Calgary and Edmonton

Canada
The A. R. Williams Machinery Co.

of Winnipeg, Ltd.



WESTERN LUMBERMAN

PORTABLE SAWMILLS

The Upper Fraser River Lumber Company freighted a portable outfit like the

above, seventy miles over rough country to cut material for their big mill at Dome
Creek, B.C.

They cut on an average of over 12,000 feet per day, they turned out 200,000

feet for their own use, sold several thousand dollars worth of lumber, produced
over 2,000 ties and 100,000 feet of lumber for stock. All this lumber came off their

mill sight and was cut on the

Waterous Portable Sawmill
We back this mill for strength, efficiency and simplicity against any portable

outfit being manufactured. Hundreds are in use in every part of Canada.

SEND FOR BULLETIN

BRANTFORD,ONTARICCANADA



If Adam Was Here!
If the first man—and the first woman

—

were alive today, they would certainly

have to wear "them." And most likely

they would wear

UNION ^ MADE

Pants or Overalls. Because the garments
which bear this brand are the very thing

for working in the garden, or for laboring

around logging camps, or wherever the

work is roughest.

OF GOOD STOUT CLOTH, WITH
BUTTONS PUT ON TO STAY ON,
AND SEAMS THAT WON'T RIP.

Jas. Thomson & Sons^ Ltd.

VANCOUVER, B. C.

HEADQUARTERS FOR

BURBERRY
OVERCOATS

GOLF SUITS
and

Clothes for Men

THOS. FOSTER & COMPANY, LIMITED
514 Granville Street Vancouver, B.C.

ONE STORE ONLY
MAIL ORDERS GIVEN PROMPT ATTENTION.

CHARGES PREPAID.

"King of the Woods Jr"

STRONG POWERFUL DURABLE

DOES THE WORK OF TEN MEN
Designed Specially for B. C. Loggers

4 H. P. GUARANTEED—6
1/2 H. P. ACTUAL TEST

Made in Vancouver by

Geo. Cradock & Co., (B.C.) Ltd
GEO. S. FETTAFIECE, MANAGING DIKECTOB FHONZ:: SEY. 1456

175 CORDOVA ST. W. VANCOUVER, B. C.

Branches

—

PORTLAND, ORE.
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

CHICAGO, ILL.

Duncan Lumber Co., Ltd.
Manufacturers and Wholesalers

VANCOUVER - BRITISH COLUMBIA



l^hic Team • ^ lumber assembling wharf at port of
1 fllo iooUfe; . VANCOUVER WILL BUILD UP TRADE AND INDUSTRY

Representing the Manufac^fWIIJ^fholesale and Retail Interel

British Columbia. Alberta. Saskatchewan and Maniioba.

VOLUME TWENTY VANCOUVER, AUGUST, 1923 NUMBER EIGHT

HEAPS
AND SONS, LTD.

SHINGLES
Metropolitan Bldg. VANCOUVER, B. C.

Walsh Construction Co., Ltd.
VANCOUVER, B.C., AND SEATTLE, WASH.

Sprinkler Systems
APPROVED BY

LUMBERMAN'S INDEMNITY EXCHANGE
PROTECT MILLIONS AGAINST FIRE LOSSES

FIRE

UNDERWRITERS MILL HOSE

HOSE
WATER - STEAM - SUCTION— HOSE—

Packings, Valves, Etc. " P.M.S." Belting

GUTTA PERCHA & RUBBER, LTD.
564 YATES ST., VICTORIA 526 BEATTV ST., VANCOUVER
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Made in Canada

ATIIIIf,
STERLING
QUALITY

A Reputation for QUALITY

The progressive up-to-the-minute mill man
knows that

ATKINS
STERLING

STEEL SAWS
Machine Knives and Tools have achieved their reputation

because of their high quality and dependability.

If you have not read The Story of Sterling Steel, and all

that it implies in the manufacture of our Saws, clip this

advertisement, ask for catalog, sign your name and ad-

dress, and mail it to us at Hamilton.

If you want us to give you the names of some of the

largest and most successful lumber producers who are

using Atkins products, we will be glad to do so.

"A Perfect Saw for Every Purpose"

Leading manufacturers of Saws, Saw Tools and
Machine Knives; also Atkins-Coleman Feed Rollers.

Use Aerolite and Ferrolite Wheels for your saw
gumming and knife grinding. Increase your belt

efficiency by using Cantol Belt Wax.

E. C. ATKINS & CO.
Established 1857.

Canadian Factory

The Sterling Qualiiy Saw People

Branch House

HAMILTON, ONT. VANCOUVER, B. C,



1903

Bepresentatives in Eastern Canada—B. Ii.

Smith, 208 Kingr St. West, Toronto; C. S.

Soutter, 35 Nicholas St., Montreal.

Winnipeg'—T. S. McGirr, 302 Travellers Bldff.

Chicago—Mclntyre & Simpson, 14 W. Wash-
ington Street.

New York—Mclntyre & Simpson, 296 Broad-
way. Phone Worth 248.

"Recognized Authority for Nineteen Years"

STEWART M. BEAD, General Manager.

Fuhllshed Monthly by

BUSINESS PUBLICATIONS OF B. C,
Limited

519 Winch Building

Member Audit Bureau of Circulations

Subscription Price: $2 per year in advance;
United States and foreign countries, $2.50 per
year. Single copies, 20c.

Address all communications, and make
cheques, drafts, P.O. and express orders pay-
able to the Western Iiximberman.

Advertisements, to insure insertion in the
issue of any month, should reach the office of
publication not later than the 22nd of the
month preceding.

GEO. M. MURRAY, Editor.
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Our National Policy - -
Canadians Must Take Stock If

Payrolls Are to Be Built Up

Should unmanufactured timber be allowed to be

hauled out of the country for manufacture?

This is the big question before the people of Canada

1 today. It is one which cannot be solved without a great

deaf of consideration and thought on the part of the

imembers of the Government.

At Ottawa a commission is being appointed to enquire

into the advisability of prohibiting export of pulpwood

from Canada.

At Washington recently substantial reductions were

made in the protective duty against our logs.

The following announcement was sent out by the U.

S. Tariff Commission, Washington, D.C., under date of

;July3:

Pacific coast lumbermen have been much dissatisfied with

the situation whereby the import of logs from Canada has been

more severely handicapped than the importation of shingles

and other products of the log, thus favoring Canadian manu-

facture ; and perhaps the proposed investigation may pave the

\va]^ for some readjustment. The announcement follows:

"The Tariff Commission has ordered an investigation,

under the provision of Section 315 of the Tariff Act of 1922, of

the differences in costs of production of and all other facts and

conditions enumerated in said section with respect to logs of fir,

>;pruce, cedar or western hemlock, covered by paragraph 401 of

that act.

"In connection with this investigation a preliminary public

hearing will be held at the offices of the U. S. Tariff Commis-

sion, in Washington, D.C., at 10 o'clock a.m., on Friday, August

3, 1923.

"Formal notice of further public hearing in this investiga-

tion will be published in due time for the information of all

interested parties."

While our lumber goes free into the United States the

•Vmericans believe now that an equal opportunity should

l)e given the shippers of logs.

While these and many other vital questions are

arising it is a fact that the lumber industry is not in a posi-

tion to register its wishes, or use its influence on one side

or the other.

Manufacturers of lumber in British Columbia have

at present no close affiliation with the other manufac-

turers of Canada. Eastern interests predominate in the

membership of the Canadian Manufacturers' Association,

while the voice of the manufacturers of the West,

including the mill interests, have little representation
upon that body.

It would, therefore, be in order for all Canadian
manufacturers to draw more closely together. It is time
that the Canadian Manufacturers' Association undertook
a drive for membership in the great industries throughout
Western Canada.

No recent event in Canadian or American history has
been so successful in the promotion of international good-
will as the visit of President Harding of the United States

of America at Vancouver. Discussion of trade matters
between the two nations will always be of a neighborly
character, free from bitterness and narrowness. Unfor-
tunately, short-sighted politicians have created a position

where Canada is today bearing an unequal load as a result

of restrictions placed upon her goods by the southern
neighbor. It is in the interests of both countries that

some sort of balance be worked out in the matter of
international trading.

British Columbia manufacturers of lumber should
take the lead in the great task of rousing public attention

to the needs of this country, and should give full expres-

sion of its wishes in the future shaping of tariff policy.

As the Hon. Dr. J. H. King, Minister of Public Works
in the Dominion Government, pointed out during his visit

to Vancouver:

"There is an exodus of young Canadians to the

United States, which is primarily based upon the fact that

the wage there is attractive to them."

Hon. Dr. King predicts that there will shortly be a
return of these young Canadians to the Dominion of
Canada.

It is true that unless industry flourishes in the Do-
minion of Canada, there cannot be attractive wages for

anyone. And in the promotion of industrial prosperity,

the lumber and pulp and paper industry must play a
great part.

The United States of America won her way to her
present high place by hard work and Yankee shrewdness
and honesty.

Let the Canadians awaken and copy from the great

people to the south. Let us apply to our problems the

good common-sense the Americans have used in caring

for their interests. Let us also absorb some of their

efficiency and energy.



How a Lumber Assembling Whar)

Will Build up Trade and Industry

BUILDING of a lumber assembling dock at the Port of Vancouver
is necessary to the future prosperity of the industry.

Unless equipped as competing ports are for the handling of lumber,
Vancouver must remain behind.

Mills in the Fraser Valley, Vancouver Island, and in the territory

contiguous to Vancouver, are today seriously handicapped because of
the lack of a lumber assembling wharf at Canada's biggest port.

Because provision has not been made at this port for the handling of
the product of these smaller mills, many of them are completely choked
out of the export trade, and all of them are placed at the mercy of trans-

portation conditions over which they can exercise no control.

Mills which cannot afford to establish upon deep water where they
have an entire port of their own at which the world's commerce may
dock, need the lumber assembling wharf.

Its construction will not injure the business of the big mills and will

materially add to the prosperity of the smaller companies throughout
the Province.

Tacoma spends this year
over $100,000 advertising her-

self as the "Lumber Capital

of the World." One of her
most valuable port facilities is

a modern assembly and distri-

bution wharf, built by the

Port Commission for the

beniefit of the small mills.

This wharf has added to the

wealth of Tacoma and is one
of the proud possessions of
the city.

G. W. Osgood, manager
and chief engineer of the Port
of Tacoma, was good enough
to give the lumbermen of

British Columbia a statement

as to the benefits to the lum-
ber industry of the State of

Washington of the lumber
assembly and distribution

wharf there. Mr. Osgood
made his statement through
the columns of "Western
Lumberman."

Here are some striking

quotations contained in Mr.
Osgood's statement for the

benefit of his Canadian
friends

:

"The reports of the operat-

ing department show that

during the year the operation

of Pier No. 1, a pier designed,

equipped and used exclusively

for the handling and storage

of lumber and other products
not requiring covered space,

there has passed over this pier

over 145,000,000 feet of lum-
ber, besides a considerable

amount of general cargo
handled in connection with
vessels loading lumber, with
some 8,000,000 feet of lumber
in storage on the pier at the

close of the year 1922."

"The assembling wharf of

Port of Tacoma has been a
great aid to inland mills.

About 100 mills had directly

benefited from it, besides all

mills on tide water that did

not have their own loading

facilities."

At the Port of Tacoma a liberal time is allowed shippers to use the lumber assembly
dock without charge. One cent per ton per day is charged after twenty days'
storage. Being a non-profit making enterprise, the Port Commission seek only to

secure interest on the money invested. Fraser Valley and all lower mainland mills

will profit from the construction of an assembling wharf in the port of Vancouver.

All the mills have increased output steadily since the wharf wa
constructed. The 20 days free storage plan and the small charge of on
cent per thousand per day, after that, and the low cost of handling at th

wharf, which is from 12 to 50 cents per thousand, depending on the size

of the lumber, practically gives the smallest mill a market attheir doon

"We had one mill ship us a number of cars consigned to the Atlanti
coast," said Mr. Osgoode. "and when it arrived from the mill, where th

ship was ready to load it, the order was cancelled. Had not the assemt
ling wharf been here, the shipper would have had demurrage to pa
which would have eaten up the value of his shipment. He was able t

secure another buyer for this lumber, which was stored on the whar
and moved before the 20 days free storage room was up.

"So you see it creates a ready market and while the number of mill

have not increased, those that are established are running to ful

capacity.

"Since the first of the year, to May 30th, they have handled 83,200,

000 board feet, approximately 4,000,000 board feet each week, beside

19,000,000 pieces of lath an.

42,000 bundles of shingles

9,130 cars were unloaded an(

124 ships carried it to a!

parts of the world.

The best market just nov

is the Atlantic coast, Orien
and California. All lumbe
lays uncovered on the wharf
but they have a shed on Pie

2 where kiln dried lumber i

stored.

Everyone knows how th'

farmers in the old days use.

to take produce to markel
Sometimes he would drive hi

stock many miles. The shrew
buyers, knowing that th

farmer could not afford t<

drive his cattle back, often

times bought the stuff at ridic

ulously low figures.

Mr. Osgoode points ou
that the lumbermen of th

Sound do not believe in doinj

business as the simpje farme
of other days traded. At th

assembling wharf the facilitie

are such that the smallest con
signment may be kept for ai

indefinite time at a low charg(

Here is a concentrated suppl;

of export lumber. Shipped ii

by car or scow, the scalini

and grading is carried out arv

a receipt issued which can b

taken to a bank and used a

a warehouse receipt may b

used in financing.

The lumber assemblin;

wharf of the Port of Tacom:
was the first unit in the per

scheme, was started in March
1920. The wharf is 166 fee

wide by 1,200 feet long am,

has a capacity of 15,000,00C'

Only one side of the whar:

has been finished.

Four large ships can loa(

at one time, and when thi

wharf is finished, eight o

possibly ten can load.

It is equipped with two im

mense cranes, 5-ton capacity

90-foot boom. They are elec

Construction of a lumber assembling dock at the Port of Vancouver, along the lines

of the assembling dock at the Port of Tacoma would assure the smaller mills along
the coast fullest facilities for entering the export business. While it is objected
that the mountain mills will not benefit, an advantage to them would follow in

diverting coast output to foreign markets, allowing mountain mills to satisfy the

growing domestic demand.
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rically operated. They are operated by one man, who has four helpers,

jnd one checker. Mr. Osgoode says the cranes are the l)est in the world
nd they would not change them.

In building such a wharf Vancouver has advantage of lots of land

jace for ground storage. Mr. Osgoode explains how specifications dififer

I cases called for lumber that was air dried. For the convenience of
liills with these orders, several acres are set aside with trackage facilities

''here engines with cranes on them unload the cars and each piece of
imber is spaced in between with laths and left to dry in the air. It is later

)aded into ships to deliver, without further attention from the mill.

Ground storage is also free from charge for 20 days, and after that

only one-half per cent per day, per thousand board feet.

About all the mills have to do is to turn out all the lumber they
lan, fill what orders they have on hand and send all the rest along to the
ssembling wharf out of the way.

Mr. Osgoode was asked from whence did the revenue come, if the

lills were charged only at cost and the lumber usually moved before the
;0 day free storage was used.

:lr. Osgoode said they charg-

fd the mills 15 per cent plus,

nd on this took care of all

xpenses i n running the
harf, including overhead,

isurance and maintenance,

'he interest on the bonds was
II the Port Commissioners
ere asked to find.

Concentration in the Port

f Vancouver of a greater

olume and wider variety of

)rest product manufactures
ill be of incalculable value to

uyers of lumber who wish to

vail themselves of modern
acilities.

Those who favor the build-

ig of an assembling dock

oint out that anything that

'ill help build up a B. C. pay-

all is to be desired. They
(jint out that during last year

51,518,712 feet of logs were
xported from British Colum-
ia to be sawn and manufac-
jred abroad. They argue

nat upon a purely hard-

ieaded business basis, British

' Lolumbia should get the ad-

antage of the payroll and
ivestment of capital which
ould be incidental to the

lanufacture of this great

iUantity of logs within our
\vn borders.

)evelopment of an area of

I id for industrial purposes
\ the port authorities would
lake it possible for new mills

I locate and for old mills

ow occupying land which,
•ith the passing of years has

;ecome too valuable for the

urposes of sawmill property,

I remove to a new industrial

rea.

Revival of prosperity upon
!ie Canadian prairies, it is

ointed out, will put a further

I'ressure upon the smaller

'lills of British Columbia.
;'here is a feeling in some
uarters that the building of
n assembling dock might
lean that with the smaller
lills contiguous to the Port
I Vancouver enjoying the

The Port of Tacoma U equipped with two immense travelling cranes, with

length of ninety feet each. Each is capable of lifting weights of five tons.

are electrically driven, manufactured by the Colby Steel Company.

This cut shows how a lumber assembling dock in the Port of Vancouver would look.

Considering the tremendous area of waterfrontage available for such a site, it is

suggested that the plans for such a public utility would include the laying out

nearby of extensive industrial sites.

benefit of participating in the export of lumber abroad, the interior mills

might be left the task of filling the wants of the prosperous farming
])rovinces of Alberta, .Saskatchewan and Manitoba.

By more aggressively fostering the interests of the lumber industry,

Vancouver may further build u[) her position as a world seaport.

Establishment of an assembling wharf would materially reduce the

handling charges upon lumber. Being owned by the public there would
be no desire to make a profit u]X)n the handling of lumber cargo. Tacoma
has reduced the cost of handling lumber and it is believed that Van-
couver could reduce ])resent handling charges more than twenty-five

per cent.

Discussing the position of Tacoma as "The Lumber Capital of the

World," a writer reviewing shipping and manufacturing at the .Sound

City, says

:

"In addition to general lumber and shingle manufacture, Tacoma
also possesses a large variety of wood specialty factories, including those

making suCh articles as

crossarms, fir conduit,
columns, doors, sash, door
frames and interior finish

;

box shooks, berry crates, egg
cases, broom and mop
handles, rug poles, tent stakes,

wood containers, fir car sills,

framing, decking and string-

ers, bridge material, silo and
pipe stock, piano keybeds,
garage d(3ors and bee hives.

"Tacoma's superemacy in

the lumber industry has been
due primarily to its fortunate
location in the midst of the

world's greatest remaining
stand of timber, and to its

strategic situation with re-

spect to transportation.

"According to government
estimates there remains ap-
proximately 250 billion feet

of privately owned timber
(outside the National forests)
in the State of Washington
and a very large proportion
of this is easily accessible
from Tacoma. Logging roads
reach back into the mountains
and once the logs are put into

Puget Sound they can be
rafted and towed quickly to

Tacoma's tidewater mills."

Vancouver might well
study the development of the
City of Tacoma. In taking a
leaf from the book of that
energetic port, Vancouver
might establish herself in the

future as the greatest lumber
centre—greatei even than any
city in the United States,

since the lumber resources of
the United States are gradu-
ally being cut down. Behind
the city is a magnificent Stand
of timber — the last great
stand of timber in North Am-
erica. Before Vancouver are
the markets of all the world.

Establishment of adequate
port facilities here will multi-

ply the present trade of the
city by many times, will add
to the prosperity of the busi-

ness community and to the

comfort and happiness of all

the citizens.

boom
They

"Lumber is timber plus energy, but if the energy expended exceeds the amount realized

from its sale, the timber has no value." Therefore, in Western Canada when the industry is

prosperous, many millions of dollars are available to pay wages, taxes and to fill the tills

of merchants, manufacturers, railways and financial houses.
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If in the market for Spruce, do not forget that

Golden Spruce
stands out supreme among Mountain Woods.

We are still manufacturing upon the basis of the old Mountain Grading

Rules and maintaining our REPUTATION for GRADES and SER-

VICE.

We also manufacture FIR and CEDAR. The quality of our FIR

DIMENSION is well known. We have a considerable quantity of one

inch

NO. 1 COMMON CEDAR

This we can strongly recommend, as it is a SMALL-KNOTTED type and

makes excellent Boards and Shiplap. It also has the added advantage

of being CHEAPER than other woods, and we confidently believe a trial

car will make you a permanent user.

No. 1 Spruce, Fir and Cedar Lath

All our stock is run through planing mill at time of shipment, so always

reaches you bright, clean and newly milled.

Send your Enquiries to

Columbia River Lumber Co., Ltd. Golden, B.C.
Affiliated with and Represented Jointly by Salesmen of

Canadian Western Lumber Co., Ltd., Fraser Mills, B.C.
0

Eastern Sales Office—TORONTO—L. D. Barclay, and E. C. Parsons

MANITOBA ALBERTA SASKATCHEWAN
Hugh Cameron and D. T. McDowall Heffernan-Griffith Chas. R. Skene

1659 Portage Ave., Winnipeg. Edmonton P.O. Box 526, Moose Jaw.
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Venerable Statesman Visits Sons in Eraser

Valley Logging Camp

DR. F. E. KING
Son of Hon. Senator King, of

New Brunswick.

HON. SENATOR G. G. KING
Oldest Member of the Dominion

Senate.

(Vancouver Province Staff Photographer)

MALCOLM B. KING
King-Farris Lumber Company.

At the King-Farris holdings in the Eraser Valley the camps were
. hrown open during July to a crowd of boy explorers from Detroit. The
'Jay the boys arrived it so happened that Senator G. G. King, of New
Brunswick, father of Malcolm B. King, of the King-Farris organization,

vas also present at the camp.

Senator G. G. King is 87 years of age. He joined heartily in the

programme of the afternoon, watched the high rigger work and stepped

•martly along the trails with the rest of the crowd.

For forty years the Hon. G. G. King has been prominent in Canadian
lublic life. After serving years in the Legislature of New Brunswick,
le entered the House of Commons and in 1896 was appointed to the

senate of Canada.

One of his sons is the Hon. James H. King, M.D., M.P., P.C., Min-
ster of Public Works for Canada, another is a member of the House in

\ew Brunswick. M. B. King did not follow a political career, but won
lis way as a business man. Dr. F. E. King is one of the prominent
entists of Vancouver. .Senator King's grandson, Graeme King, is one of

he proprietors of the "WESTERN LUMBERMAN," another grandson,

Donald King, is a political writer on the "Vancouver World."

Senator King makes a yearly journey to Western Canada. He has

many friends in the Kootenay, where he frequently visited his sons. He
is full O'f energy and optimism, despite his age, and believes there is a

great future for Western Canada, and particularly British Columbia. He
has had large interests in this Province for many years.

Friends of Senator King like to tell of the old statesman's intense

love for Canada. When his boys started out in life each was advised by
the father to remain in Canada and grow with Canada.

"My boy Jim," the senator O'uce said, "thought when he got through
school that he would clear out of New Brunswick and hang up his shingle

across the American line in a prosperous town in Maine.

"I remember I advised the boy to stick with Canada.

"My son remained in Canada and later went West. At that time
Spokane, Wash., was booming, and the yoimg fellow visited there and
thought he would like to establish his practice there. Of course, I did
not need to advise him to stay with Canada. He came back and located in

the Kootenay and I am sure did much better than if he had become an
American."

Senator King has lived to see his ambitious bo>' become a Cabinet
Minister in the Government of Canada. The other sons have all pros-
pered in the land of the Maple Leaf.
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WHEN MEMBERS OF THE BRITISH EMPIRE FORESTRY
CONFERENCE SOUGHT INFORMATION REGARDING THE
INDUSTRY IN WESTERN CANADA, THEY WERE GIVEN
COPIES OF THE "WESTERN LUMBERMAN" BY FORESTRY
REPRESENTATIVES OF THE CANADIAN GOVERNMENT.

ACrrHC DIRECTOR OF FORESTRY

E. H. FINLAYSON. B.SC. F.

IN YOUR REPLY
PUEASE QUOTE THIS

FILE NO.

MW OERARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR

CANADA 39^79 Forestry

July 19 > 1923 f

Sir,-

Our issues of the Western Luml^erman for Juno

and July have heen diverted for the use of the dele-

gates of the British Empire Forestry Conference, and

I write to enquire if you can supply me with duplicate

copies for our library .files.

Your obedient servant,

Acting Director.

The Circulation Mana-^er,
Business Publications of British Columbia,

519 Winch Building,
Vancouver,

British Columbia.

WESTERN LUMBERMAN
519 WINCH BUILDING VANCOUVER, B. C

For 20 Years The Accepted Authority
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TOUGHER
Than the Toughest Job

WITH our Factory right here in Vancouver, and a staff of expert

rope makers, trained from boyhood in the art of wire rope

making in one of the oldest established wire rope manufac-
turing plants in Britain—studying the special requirements of the

loggers of British Columbia—using only the highest grade English

steel from our own British steel plants—exercising the most rigid tests

and inspections during the process of manufacture—our organization

to a man stands behind "Gorilla" Brand in its determination to give

you Wire Rope that for Strength, Toughness and Length of Service

is unsurpassed.

Specify ''GORILLA '' and you get the Best—

-

absolutely

MADE IN ALL STANDARD SIZES AND CONSTRUCTIONS, OR TO YOUR SPECIFICATION

"'I 'i'li'i'iir JiilllllHI ' - i.llll|llll|[|lllll)V'lllll'JI '
I |,|,

,,, ,
.

Put Your Wire Rope Problems Up to Us. We Are Here to Serve You.

GIBSON'S LIMITED
HEAD OFFICE: ''The Logging Supply House TELEPHONE

1 ALEXANDER ST. Of British ColUlTlbia." SEYMOUR 8151

FACTORY: Tr AXT/^rkTTAnro TELEPHONE EXCHANGE
GRANVILLE ISLAND V AiN l^U U V HiK CONNECTING ALL DEPTS.
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CONCRETE
FOR |3ERMANENCi^)

A Typical Concrete Tank

Every Farmer Wants CONCRETE

Buildings and Conveniences

You, Mr. Dealer, can acquire a steadily increasing volume of profitable busi-

ness by actively identifying yourself with this rapidly-growing movement for

farm betterment.

Already, over 200,000 Canadian farmers have learned that concrete is easily

handled, is absolutely fireproof. Concrete barn, foundation walls and floors,

manure pits, feeding pits, tanks, troughs and walks are being built every day
by these men.

Our Dealer Service Department
offers you every assistance to get your share of this business. Write for copies

of "What the Farmer Can Do With Concrete," and other valuable helps that

will enable you to successfully co-operate with every farmer in your district.

CANADA CEMENT COMPANY LIMITED

MONTBEAZ.

4052 Canada Cement Company Building

PHILLIPS SQUARE - MONTREAL

Sales Offices at:

XOBOHTO WINNIPEa CAIiG-AR-X-
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Foundaxion wall footing- con- The wrong- type of footing-— properly aesigned bearing- post Bearing- post footing-s are often
structed on approved design. wedge-shaped bearing surface. footing. built in the manner shown in

this picture.

The High Cost of Cheap Construction
Article No. 2 of series. This deals with foundations, footings and
various types of framing. In our last issue the completed house
was illustrated. Subsequent issues will show other stages of the
same house while under construction, and in each case the best
methods of building architecture will be discussed and explained.

Reprinted by courtesy of -Weyerhauser Porest Products, St. Paul, Minn.

A FREQUENT cause of defect in building,s is faulty foundations.

To say that the purpose of a-foundation is to support the house

may sound superfluous, but the importance of the part of the

work is often overlooked.

Concrete blocks, poured concrete, brick and stone, are the materials

used for foundations; all are satisfactory when properly used. (Poured

concrete receives more attention in this book because it is in more

\

general use.)

Concrete, however, is not a synonym for permanency ; there is

good concrete and there is bad concrete. The strength of concrete for

I

foundations is dependent upon the use of well-graded sand and gravel,

mixed in proper proportions with cement and water. It is important

that concrete should be prepared and applied under experienced super-

ision.

There has been a tendency to cheapen foundation walls by making
them thinner than they should be. Good building practice requires

foundation walls at least 12 inches thick; for stone or brick, 16 inches,

("ement mortar with a small portion of the cement replaced with dry

livdrated lime, should be used for stone and brick foundations; lime

mortar neither gives as great strength nor makes the ' foundation as

waterproof.

Good and Faulty Footings

The footings, or enlargement of founda-

tion walls, are to give a larger bearing surface

against the soil beneath ; thus they are also of

primary importance and great attention need

be paid to their size and shape. In a cheap

house these footings are frequently slighted,

though it must be apparent that they bear the

weight of the structure and .so should be

t arried down to firm ground.

No end of house ills and annoyances result

from improper footings. Poor footings

cause uneven settling of the foundation walls

and this in turn is transmitted to the whole
house, throwing it out of plumb. The damage

visible inside the house in the form of

^racked basement walls, cracked plaster on
the upper floor walls, binding doors and
windows and sloping floors. Joints in the

woodwork will be forced open both inside and
outside the house. Nor are these all the

evils that can be ascribed to faulty footings

and uneven settling of the walls. The pitch

of the gutters may be altered, causing water
to back up instead of flowing off. This water
will overflow the gutters and may back up
under the roofing, so marring and staining

interior decorations. Considerable expense
may be involved in re-decorating. This

annoyance will continue with every thaw or heavy rain until the gutters

are repaired or rebuilt.

Often footings that are correct in every way are undermined to

permit the entrance of service connections and rain leaders. This
weakens the footings at this spot and may result in some of the house ills

just mentioned. At the places where it is necessary to undermine
footings they should be either enlarged or, better still, reinforced with

steel rods.

The foundation supports the outside walls and the weight of about

half of the floor area. The remainder of the weight of the house is

dependent upon the bearing posts f(jr support. The bearing post footings

should, therefore, not be neglected. Care should be exercised to see that

trenches of water and sewer pipes are not dug close to these footings, as

this will have a weakening effect on them. When bearing posts settle

unduly, the effect is apparent throughout the house. Plaster cracks

appear on inside walls, doors and windows become balky and floors settle

at the inner walls. The annoyances that result from uneven floors are

familiar to everybody.

The framework of the house has aptly been termed its skeleton, and
its purpose obviously is to give strength and rigidity to the structure.

First stag-e of construction in house shown last month. Foundations and piers completed,
carpenter -work begnin. Joists around all basement stairs, chimneys and other opening's are
doubled, as are joists under partitions. Bridg-ing- is bet-wreen middle joists and rough stair

horses put in.
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The builder will find an acquaintance with house-framing invaluable in

his effort to secure a good house.

There are many types of house framing in use, but for practical

purposes these may be grouped into four classes: Braced timber frame;

modern braced frame ; balloon type ; and platform frame.

In those sections of the country where many of the old braced timber

frame houses still stand, a modern adaptation of the old braced timber

frame has been developed. This type of frame is sometimes called the

MODERN EBACED FBAMi:
Two-inch fire stops make this frame fire-resistant and vermin-
proof. Note that partition studs rest in the girder—

a

consideration in eliminating' uneciual shrinkage.

'"Combination frame." Corner posts and girts built up of two or three

pieces of two-inch lumber take the place of the solid timbers formerly

used. Nails largely replace mortises, tenons and dowel pins for fasten-

ing. With the elimination of the heavy timber girts the intermediate posts

formerly required to support them have been done away with and the

studs, in addition to furnishing bearing surfaces for the inside and out-

side walls, are utilized for support as well. The corner bracing, however,
is retained, as is, in most cases, the solid sill. This modern braced frame
is in every way adaptable to modern building needs, yet to be thoroughly
efficient should not be slighted in its construction.

The disregard by many builders of one very important consideration

in the construction o? a house frame has led in recent years to the

development of a newer type of frame called the Platform Frame.
During the life of a house the lumber of which it is constructed under-
goes many variations of temperature and humidity. Even thoroughly
air-dried lumber will be further dried out under the artificial heat in a
house in winter, and, as its moisture content is reduced it is bound to
shrink somewhat. This shrinkage in lumber, however, occurs across the

grain rather than with the grain; that is, the shrinkage in the lumbei

lengthwise is negligible, while the shrinkage across the grain is ofter

quite marked, depending upon its moisture content at the time it is set ir -

place. Therefore, you will note that in the properly designed modern
braced frame, the amount of horizontal framing lumber subject tc

shrinkage has been reduced to a minimum in the walls and bearing par-

titions in an effort to eliminate, as far as possible, the settling that is ^
bound to occur as the lumber dries out.

|

The Balloon Frame is a type of framing applicable to the building

of substantial houses and is built almost entirely of two-inch lumber.

The distinguishing feature of it is that wall studs are made to extend two

storeys high with end of second floor joists spiked to their sides and

resting upon a "ribbon board," which is notched into them on the inside.

The elimination of girts between the studs has required the fitting of fire

stops between the studs to prevent the circulation of air between the

walls. Sub-floors are laid diagonally with the joists, bearing partition

studs rest upon the girders, corner bracing is also required.

The advantage of this frame is largely in speed and economy of

erection as well as giving a little more rigidity. Properly constructed, it

is to be recommended, although grossly abused by careless builders in

their desire for speed and low cost.

It is poor economy in house-building for the builder to be limited in

THE BAI^IiOON FRAME
Wall and corner stud,s continuous from sill to plate make
for stiffness. Fire-stopping helps to resist fire. Equalizing
the amount of cross-section lumber reduces shrinkage and

consequent plaster cracks.

time and material as to make it necessary for him to slight the construc-

tion of a house frame for, without a substantial frame a good house

cannot be built. Upon the frame depends not only its strength but much
of the efficiency of the house as well.

PRINCE GEORGE, July 26.—There is a growing scarcity for saw-
mill labor throughout the district, and with the opening of the harvest
work on the prairies the supply will become even more limited. An
indifferent response is met with on the coast for men in the mills and
cami)s, and with the opening of the big mill at Giscome, the finding of
labor will be no small part of the mill manager's job.

PRINCE GEORGE, July 26.—J. P. Meyers, of the Cranbrook

Sawmills, has returned to Prince George after a lengthy stay on the

coast. He is veryjuuch improved in health and will give sawmilling his

undivided attention for the rest of the season.

Henry Marsh & Son are active at Cowiehan Lake also, with The Findlay, Durham & Brodie sawmill at Rivers Inlet was

twelve men on the payroll and an increasing production. destroyed by fire in May.
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U. S. steamers Load Lumber for New York
NEW WESTMINSTER.—The United States steamer New Britain

s loading one million feet of lumber at Eraser Mills for the New York

market. She will also carry 400,000 feet from the Timberland Lumber

Company, the lumber being conveyed across the river to Eraser Mills

3n scows. The New Britain is a vessel of 3283 tonnage and is in charge

lof Captain H. Kiehne. ^

Two Committed for Setting Forest Fires

KAMLOOPS—Frank and Frederick Stephenson, of Ashcroft,

charged by officials of the Dominion Forestry Branch under section 513

iif the Criminal Cod^ with wilfully setting a large number of forest

lires in Highland Valley on July 1, have been committed for trial, and

have elected to be tried by jury at the fall assizes. A. D. Macintyre is

counsel for the defense.

New Mills Being Built

Mr. T. A. Kelly, a well-known local logging operator and dealer in

timber, has arranged to build a new sawmill on the Queen Charlotte

Islands. This new mill, which will be quite a modern plant, is to be

built at Atli Inlet, where there are excellent shipping facilities for the

mill's output. Mr. Kelly at present operates a number of logging camps

and owns extensive timber limits, while his various camps also supply

a considerable amount of pulp timber to the paper mills.

The lumbering on the Queen Charlotte Islands, where there are

some of the finest timber stands on the coast, is becoming a prosperous

industry. The big Buckley plant at Buckley Bay, on Massett Lake, is

about to resume cutting after a few weeks' shut-down for a general

overhaul of machinery and improvement of the plant.

A party of twenty-five eastern delegates to the national convention

of the American Wholesale Lumber Association will spend two days in

Vancouver en route to the gathering to be held at Seattle, August 3 and

4. The visitors will arrive in Vancouver on the Canadian Pacific on

luly 31, and will leave for Seattle on the morning boat, August 2.

During the past five months Olaf Hanson has shipped out from the

Hazelton district 5,240 pieces of piling, totalling 189,865 lineal feet. In

the same five months he has shipped 10,930 pieces of poles, totalling

373,395 lineal feet. The total cedar shipped was 563,260 feet. Most of

this was export material.

State Board to Reforest
OLYMPIA, Wash.—The state forest board, recently organized with

Governor L. E. Hart as chairman, and Land Commissioner C. V. Savidge

as secretary, will begin its work of reforesting cut-over lands of the state

with more than 10,000 acres of land, accjuired at a cost of less than $5,-

000. On a part of the domain to be a part of the state forest system

there now is a good growth of young timber.

Half of the land selected for reforestation was donated by the

Weyerhaeuser Timber syndicate; the rest was purchased with the $5,000

appropriation made by the legislature of 1921. With the exception of one

tract near Elma, the lands selected are located in Pacific county.

The forest board next month will act upon a recommendation of the

land commissioner. Director Dan A. Scott of the department of conserva-

tion and development, and Fred E. Pape, supervisor of forestry, who are

studying various plans suggested for the reforestation of Washington
logged-ofT lands.

Among members of the) board there is a general agreement that

lands acquired by the state for reforestation should be located in the

districts where timber grows the most rapidly. This means that a pre-

ference will be shown for tracts near tide water and especially for those

nearest the Pacific ocean. As logging operations have not reached into

the higher altitudes it is improbable that mountain tracts would he ofi^ered

the state.

It is planned to urge some of the largest logging operators of the

state to donate additional tracts which have been logged off and on which
a second growth of merchantable timber is possible. The state board is

anxious to obtain tracts adjoining lands already owned by the state so

the cost of protecting the growing trees will be reduced to a minimum
and when the time arrives for offering the timber for sale it can be
offered in large enough tracts to command a high price. Ultimately the

board believes that owners of cut-over lands will be willing to exchange
tracts suitable for reforestation for bonds issued with the growing timber
as security. The law forbids the board to pay more than $2 per acre for

logged-oft' lands on which no trees are now growing.

Hage Company Are Opening New Camp
PORT COQUITLAM.—The Mage Timber and Investment Com-

pany, Limited, are opening a new camp according to Mr. Sigurd Hage,
the president and manager. About forty men, fellers, buckers and
graders, will be stationed at this camp, which is located about two miles

further into the woods from the present camp.

The New Marion Gasoline Electric Shovel

AS

NOISELESS

AND

EASY

OF CONTROL

AS

A STREETCAR

Consider These!

No Fire Risk!

No Fuel Transport!

No Water Supply!

Smaller Crew!

Real Economy!

Ample Power!

Travels Anywhere

!

Etc.. Etc.

for LOGGING RAILROAD CONSTRUCTfON
You incur neither expense nor obligation to let us give you fullest information.

It will pay you to investigate this Remarkable Shovel

VANCOUVER MACHINERY DEPOT, LIMITED
1155 Sixth Avenue West Vancouver, B. C.

Representing Marion Steam Shovel Co., Marion Ohio.
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THURSTON--FLAVELLE LIMITED
Office and Mills Port Moody, B.C.

Our Specialty

RED CEDAR
CLEAR "A"

BEVEL SIDING

EXTRA XXX
SHINGLES

FOR PART CAR SHIPMENTS STOCKS OF SIDING CARRIED AT:—

Winnipeg, c/o The Empire Sash & Door Company, Ltd.

Saskatoon, c/o Security Lumber Company, Limited.

Edmonton, c/o The Atlas Lumber Company, Limited.

Calgary, c/o Revelstoke Sawmill Company, Limited.

Swift Current, c/o Revelstoke Sawmill Company, Limited.

Regina, c/o Security Lumber Company, Limited.

Moose Jaw, c/o Security Lumber Company, Limited.

Dauphin, Man., c/o J. J. Crowe Co., Limited.

Brandon, Man., c/o A. R. McDiarmid Lumber Co.

Prairie Representative, J. 0. THORPE, King George Hotel, Saskatoon, Sask.

Our Connected Logging Trucks
IMPROVED IN IMPORTANT FEATURES TO GIVE GREATER

STRENGTH, ECONOMY, EFFICIENCY

Although our air-equipped logging

trucks have held first place on the Coast

as standard logging equipment, we have
been alert to make important improve-

ments from time to time to meet new con-

ditions. Here are some recent improve-

ments :

Steel I-beams are sandwiched in between
the timbers and carried back through the

bunk, strengthening the sills at their weak-
est point and providing a steel anchorage
for the draft rigging. This makes it im-

possible for the draft lugs to get loose by
splitting the timbers or shearing the bolts.

The BUNKS and CHOCKS have also

been made stronger and heavier.

Our type of construction, being a com-

bination of Bunk, Brackets and Centre

Plate, has proved high in efficiency. Such

construction eliminates the carrying of any

part of the load on the timbers.

The TRUCK CONSTRUCTION is also

important.

The diamond arch-bar tyjie, or the solid

steel Bettendorff side frame, is more flex-

ible than the solid steel frame, owing to

the location of the springs under the bol-

ster, which permits the truck to adjust

itself on an uneven track or in taking the

rise of an elevated rail at the dump.

PACIFIC j CAR & FOUNDRY CO.
General Offices: Alaska BIdg., Seattle, U.S.A.

VANCOUVER EQUIPMENT CO., Canadian Representative, Bank of Nova Scotia Bldg, Vancouver, B. C.
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Progressive B. C. Industrial Concern Makes
Important Announcement to the Trade

MR. C. H. GILL
Who returns shortly to Liverpool

after three months spent in Van-
couver. He is one of the world's

most experienced wire rope manu-
facturers. Mr. Gill announces im-

portant changes in his local

companies.

MR. A. L. TAYLOR

Now Secretary and Treasurer of

Gibson's, Limited, and Britannia

Wire Rope Company, Limited, well-

known among British Columbia
business men.

MR. C. S. ROLLSTON

Recently appointed manager of

Gibson's, Limited, and Britannia
Wire Rope Company, Limited. Mr.
Rollston has hosts of friends in the
logging industry, who will be glad

to hear of his success.

The following announcement has been made at the offices of the

Britannia Wire Rope Company, Limited, and Gibson's, Limited

:

"Friends of Mr. Robert Gibson will be pleased to learn that he

sailed from Liverpool on July 23rd, en route for Vancouver. Whilst

Mr. Gibson's health has improved sufficiently to enable him to under-

take the journey home, he is not sufficiently strong to resume business

and has deemed it wise to retire from the positions he held as president

of Gibson's, Limited, and managing director of Britannia Wire Rope

Company, Limited, and has sold his interests in the two concerns to

Rylands Brothers, Limited, and the Warrington Wire Rope Works,

Limited, the two English firms previously associated with him.

"The local management of Gibson's, Limited, and Britannia Wire

Rope Company, Limited, will be in the hands of Mr. C. S. Rollston, who

has been acting-manager in Mr. Gibson's absence, and Mr. A. L. Taylor,

secretary-treasurer, and the policy of service so ably carried out by Mr.

Gibson will be continued by the new management."

Lumbermen throughout the Province will be pleased to hear of the

promotion of Mr. C. S. Rollston, to the management of the successful

industrv which he has helped to build up. Few men are more popular

than Mr. Rollston, and few are better known throughout the logging

operations of the West. He has grown up with the City of Vancouver

and is thoroughly in touch with the lumber industry in all its phases.

Gibson's Limited and the Britannia Wire Rope Company, Limited,

are companies born of British stock. The products they have turned out

are of the old British standard. These Canadian concerns are associated

with the following group of British companies: Rylands, Brothers, Lim-

ited, Warrington; Partington Steel & Iron Company, Limited, Man-

chester ; Pearson & Knowles Coal & Iron Company, Warrington
;
War-

rington Wire Rope Works, Limited, Warrington and Liverpool, and

Sir W. Armstrong Whitworth & Company, Newcastle on Tyne and

London.

Friends of Mr. Charles H. Gill, who has been representing the

British interests here, say that he would like to help "tie the British

Empire closer together with good steel rope." At any rate at Granville

Island, Vancouver, they are manufacturing into coils of steel cable for

the logging industry the finest quality of English steel wire. A recent

order was for 3,000 feet of one and three-quarters inch for the Grassy
Bay operations. Another order was for 32,000 feet of seven-eighths

cable for the Coalmont Collieries.

Most of the men on the payroll at the factory are men who have

been for many years with the parent companies in the Old Country be-

fore coming to Canada. Mr. J. Dutton, foreman at the works, is com-
pleting his thirty-first year in the wire rope trade, having started

originally with the Warrington Wire Rope Works at Liverpool. Mr. T.

Howard, in charge of the large rope making machine, was for 26 years

with the same firm. Mr. W. Dutton, another foreman, was 23 years in

the trade.

It is interesting to observe the manufacture of the rope. Every
wire is tested by an expert, Mr. Tom Ellison, who has charge of powerful
machines in the laboratory, where tests are continuously being made of

every spool of wire used.

In the foundry a force of men are kept active in the manufacture
of blocks, and a full line of equipment for the logging operation. A new
self-locking carriage is at present being made by the firm which will

work a tremendous saving in time in skyline operation. It is self-locking,

without springs, bumpers or any attachment likely to get out of order.

Spark arresters are manufactured there for every size of donkey
and locomotive. Recently the firm has been tvirning out a special block

containing Timken bearings, anj improvement which has won wide
popularity in the British Columbia woods.

A. L. Taylor, secretary-treasurer of the company, is a man well-

known as an able and experienced organizer and financial man.

While Mr. Gibson's withdrawal from the industry which he so

ably helped to establish will be regretted, the advancement to executive

I)ositions of Mr. Rollston and Mr. Taylor is guarantee to the logging

industry that this important local manufacturing enterprise will continue

its excellent service to the British Columbia public, striving to build

further upon the solid foundation which has been established.
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BUY SUPPLIES MADE IN B. C.

We Build

Logging Engines Logging Cars
WE SPECIALISE IN REPAIRING
ALL KINDS OF MACHINERY

Locomotives Engines Boilers

USE V.E.W. STEEL CASTINGS
If they are not V. E. W. Castings they are not B. C. Product, as we are the

only plant in B. C. producing Steel Castings. Mild, Chrome, Nickel,

Carbon, Manganese or any Special Steel Castings Made to Order.

Vancouver Engineering Works, Limited
519 6th AVE. WEST Phone Fairmont 240 VANCOUVER, B. C.

Your Copy is Ready
The new catalogue illustrating the various Saw Steel

Products manufactured by the SIMONDS CANADA SAW
COMPANY, LIMITED, containing information relative to all

kinds of SAWS, KNIVES, FILES and STEEL with prices,

is just off the press and ready for distribution to users of

high-grade edge tools.

The book is a fine example of the printer's art, and illustrates and gives valuable

information about the various products we make. Send for your copy and have it

forwarded now.

SIMONDS CANADA SAW CO., LIMITED
MONTREAL, QUE. ST. JOHN, N. B. VANCOUVER, B.C.
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Science Battles Enemies of Canadian

Forest Possessions
By E. D. Bayly

"What in thunder do they do for their pay, in those government
offices anyway?" This was the accusation which I heard, hurled by
one man at another, at the corner of a certain city street. There,

thought I, there is the open challenge of the susurrus, insistent

though vague, which is constantly arising from the that not altogether

negligible portion of the Canadian people, who do not live and move
and have their being in connection with a Government pay-roll. They
have some right of criticism—those people—for they foot the bills

;

and they seem to believe, more or less vehemently, from Coast to Coast,

that the clock and the almanac are the presiding genii of the Civil

Service : that, as a whole, Federal and Provincial alike, it is over-

manned, overpaid and underworked. "A sweeping assertion," you
say. Yes, and like all such, there are notable exceptions, whole classes

of them in fact.

Take, for instance, the

Forest Branch of the Lands
Department, B.C., — a fine

lot of men, capable and
energetic in their work,

which is actually saving to

the province both for pres-

ent and future generations,

millions worth of timber —
a magnificent asset now —
and growing more valuable

as time passes. These men
have vision. To them the

forests are not a mine to be

worked out and abandoned,

but a field to be protected,

harvested and replanted.

And not alone in the guiding

heads is business ability and
devotion to duty apparent,

but in the headquarters staff

also, and in the field, per-

sonnel, whose immediate
task is the protection of the

standing timber from fire

and insect pests—duties suf-

ficiently onerous and dangerous, in view of the difficult mountainous

terrain and the enormous areas to be supervised.

Do you think that these men, during the season when fire-occurence

is imminent or actually raging, have any hours, or that their activities are

dominated by their cheques? The latter are by no means extravagant,

and the hours frequently extend to the limit of human endurance. The
work is often done under terrific stress and strain, sometimes requiring

practical application of all known methods of scientific control, as well

as every device of woods lore and technique. Even with the aid of

aircraft and the wireless telephone, forest fire-fighting is no laggard's job,

either to plan or carry into execution.

As evidence of the unceasing vigilance and efficiency of these men
it may be stated that in the year 1922, of the 2591 fires started—and
the travelling public, to their shame be it recorded, were respon-

sible for a quarter of this number) 60 per cent of the fires were ex-

tinguished before they reached ten acres in extent.

As to insect pests the loss from this cause has been enormous also.

The epidemic of bark-beetles alone in certain portions of B. C. has
cost the province millions of feet of timber during the past few years,

whilst in eastern Canada, as stated by a well-known authority, the epi-

demic of bud-worm, followed by the bark-beetle, destroyed more than
50 per cent of the standing balsam before control was established.

From a report of the Entomological Division at Ottawa Ave learn

the value of control. It shows that in unworked areas there was an
increase in some cases of 300 per cent in infection, demonstrating the

necessity of covering the infected areas as quickly as possible, also

that every year's activity in worked areas showed, instead of this

enormous increase, a reduction in loss of at least 80 per cent.

As the research work in connection with control is chiefly carried

on at Ottawa, let me tell you of an interesting visit to one of the

Dominion Government laboratories, where a clever and withal very

The Fire-line. A Fire Has Cleaned Out Reproduction to Centre of Picture.

modest scientist is doing with very meagre pecuniary reward, research

work, destined ultimately to be of incalculable value to the great for-

estry interests of Canada, to lumbermen, farmers, nurserymen and
even the private owner of shade and ornamental trees.

This temporary laboratory was established near Ottawa at a point

specially chosen because of an abundance of red oak trees in the

surrounding woods, the specific object of attention at the time being
the prionoxystus McMurtrii, or in common parlance, red oak borer,

though other borers and destructive insects are also under observation.

The borers, as a class, make their presence known to even the casual

observer by the sawdust-like deposit, or frass, as it is technically called,

on or around the tree-trunks, and having in childhood lived in a house
environed by pines, then splendid tovi^ering trees, which later succumbed

as involuntary "hosts" of

borer, I was greatly pleased

by an invitation to visit the

laboratory. Memory revived

brave adventuring into the

holes from which the saw-
dust trickled, in an endeavor
to find the sawyer despite

warnings as to his sharp
teeth, but never a glimpse of

him was obtained, until long

afterwards, when I saw one
of those trees cut down

—

an almost branchless and
foliage-denuded shadow of
its former self—its vitals

reduced to labyrinth of tun-

nels, from which the furry

sappers scurried to the near-

est shelter.

On joining the director at

the appointed spot we enter-

ed the woods, which, he told

us, had been divided into

three sections, one in which
to study the life of the borer,

the second to explore methods of control, the third being the site of the

laboratory, upon which we presently came. The way had been enlivened

by a graphic description of the borer, interrupted occasionally by the

narrator pausing to pounce upon some bright-hued beetle, unwary moth

or sluggish larvae, sunning themselves on leaf or stalk, quite unprepared

for their swiftly approaching latter end in a cyanide-scented crystal

palace.

The borer, according to our informant, who was kind enough to

translate technicalities, begins life early in June as a tiny egg—one of

a mass of about two hundred—which the female of the species injects

by means of her ova-depositor into a chosen crevice in the outer bark

of a tree, and afterwards protects by a glutinous covering, which

causes the mass to adhere firmly until the close of the incubation

period, unless it is spied out by some searching woodpecker or other

insectivorous bird intent upon his daily ration.

In two weeks the eggs have evolved into larvae about three-quar-

ters of an inch in length, which immediately begin to bore into the soft

outer bark—their first pabulum. As they increases in size and their

mandibles strengthen they eat their way gradually into the heart of

the tree, thus producing the frass, which sometimes accumulates to

such a degree as to choke up the tunnel through which the air, indis-

pensible to their life as to ours, must penetrate. When this occurs they

back up and clear the passage by pushing out the sawdust through the

entrance hole. After the third winter in the tree, when they have

grown into caterpillars two and one-half to three inches long, the time

for the final metamorphis approaches. They cease feeding and settle
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Maple Ridge Lumber Co.^ Ltd.

FIR TIMBERS
OUR SPECIALTY

Quick Cutting Orders
C'P.R. Main Line-

Maple Ridge Lumber Co.
PORT HANEY, B.C. Limited

McLaren Lumber Company
BLAIRMORE, Alta.

Manufacturers of superior grades of

Spruce Lumber

Dealers in all kinds of Mining Timbers,

Corral and Fence Poles, etc.

Our Specialty : 'EQUALITY and SERVICE''

NEW No. 4 GRINDER
A Machine Especially Adapted for Sash and Door and

Furniture Factory Requirements

A SMALL MACHINE WITH A BIG CAPACITY

The SHIMER CUTTER HEAD CO.
OF CANADA, LIMITED

GALT - - - ONTARIO

Uniform inQuality
DOUGLAS FIR

SPRUCE

HEMLOCK
CEDAR

Our Modern Electric Mill is Situated in

the Heart of the "Green Timber," one of

the Finest Stands in British Columbia.

WRITE US YOUR ENQUIRIES

Telegrams: NEW WESTMINSTER, B. C.

KING-FARRIS LUMBER CO., LTD.
Mill: KINGS, B. C. Office : NEWTON, B. C.

Prairie Representative

:

J. O. Thorpe, Fort Garry Hotel, WINNIPEG
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down to rest in the pupa stage where a distinct body is elaborated,

with wings close folded to the sides, the whole being enveloped in a

semi-transparent shell, protected by spines. With the help of these

spines the iinprisoned insect, feeling the stirrings of larger desire,

pushes itself back along the tunnel towards the entrance hole, soon to

form the exit, or in aero language—the taking off place—for its flight

into the great free empyrean.

Arrived at the opening, the air quickly dries the shell which then

splits, and out glides the mature prionoxystus, like a ship launching.

The body and wings being still wet and the latter somewhat con-

stricted, the insect rests on the tree, drying itself. If a female, the

body is about three-quarters of an ienh long, with wings perhaps an
inch across; if a male, much smaller but more agile. Essaying a flight

of investigation into the ether the female, heavily laden with eggs,

soon tires and drops again upon her terra firma, her birth tree or one
adjacent. An observer may soon see and hear the whirring virile

flight of /the smaller flight of the smaller insect, the male prionoxystus,

come to welcome her. It is the mating season, but brief alas is the

honeymoon to the male. The same day he dies. The female's life is

prolonged until she has deposited the now fertilized eggs. Her three-

year cycle of life is complete. Old age drops upon her and in a few
days a lifeless, winged skeleton alone remains—mute danger signal to

the instructed, of the three years' devastation already wrought and of

the on-coming horde, which in a brief fortnight, will renew the attack

with hundred reinforcements.

And what of the tree facing annihilation—the unhappy "host"
whose vitals are being gnawed into gaping tunnels? To be a feeding

ground for these crawling parasites is not his destiny. It is some-
thing much finer in the scheme of things; but how long can he with-

stand the assault? Can he make good from Nature's alembic as fast

as the enemy destroys? Can he outwit or overpower his foe? Can ma]i

assist him in his struggle? This is the crucial question. For the niis-

oheivous insect there is no sympathy to spare. Canada reaps no benefit

from it. It is not even beautiful. It does not add one jot to the gaiety

of nations. It is a wrecker, pure and simple.

But for the oak and the pine and the other trees similarly beset

—

splendid in their symmetry and strength and one of Canada's greatest

assets—we are with you in the fight. All our skill must be impressed

for your assistance against this insidious and swiftly multiplying

destroyer.

The crux of the problem lies in the best medium of control from
the economic point of view. Should the attack be launched during the

initial stages of the insect or the intermediate—by assault in the open,

or is trench warfare the remedy, when the enemy has dug himself in?

Experiments in both directions have been made. One by poisoning

the bark of the tree so as to kill the hungry larvae when they first

l)egin to eat, another by introducing certain chemicals into the holes

in the tree, then plugging them up and leaving the expanding gas to

penetrate through the tunnels and work swift destruction to all insect

life within. Neither of these methods, however, meets the situation

fully.

The discovery of an "efficient" means of protection, economical,

and easy of application, is the task the laboratory has set itself, and

solved the problem will be undoubtedly, at the hands of this patient

eager worker, whose trained mind and eye are indefatigably on the

trail

To this end the insect in its various stages, its habitat, the varying
concomitants of locale, weather etc., must be observed. All the con-

ditions which affect the life of the tree and insect must receive minute
attention. For this purpose exists the laboratory, with its anemometer
and other instruments. For this also the cages of light wood frames
enclosed by wire or other netting to hold the logs or billets of wood
of various kinds and sizes, already inhabited or to be inoculated for

experiment with different parasites.

The automatic instruments interested one very much, particularly

a moving finger which records the daily sunshine, and another which
makes joint tracery of temperature and humidity. They 7'ecalled

in their suggestion of finality and aloofness from human control the
famous Omar Khayyam quatrain :

—

"The moving finger writes—and having writ
Moves on, nor all your piety and wit
Shall lure it back to cancel half a line.

Nor all your tears wash out a word of it."

Of one thing the public may feel reasonably sure, namely, that
the laboratory finger in the person of the director will one day write
on the walls of the temple of knowledge the 'mene, mene, tekel, of the
prionoxystus McMurtrii, destroyer of red oak trees.

When one learns from the statements of British and other scien-

tists how powerful the insect has become to-day as an enemy of man,
and how grim is the struggle between them for economic possession
of the globe, one begins to appreciate at its true value the work done
in this and other laboratories, as well as the labours of the men who
are carrying into practical application the discoveries of the (scien-
tific research) staff.

Canada is fortunate to have in her service men who rate their
work higher than the monetary reward.

Mr. Brymner Dies at New Westminster
The industry lost a valuable friends in the death at New West-

minster of George D. Brymner, a pioneer financial man. Mr. Brymner
was for years the close adviser of many of the leading men in the
lumber industry in the Province. He was widely interested in a personal
way as well as a trusted adviser of the Bank of Montreal in much timber
development.

His sterling honesty and rugged character made him the friend of
all who dealt with him.

Honorary pall bearers were Campbell Sweeny, Bank of Montreal,
H. H. Morris, Bank of Commerce, William Godfrey, J. G. Hungerford,
Dr. R. E. Walker and J. R. Grant.

Most of the prominent lumbermen of the Eraser River territory

were present at the large funeral.

British Columbia's mining industry provides a large market for

timber products within the Province. Announcement that the

Government of Ontario proposes to pass legislation compelling

the mining companies of that Province to use cedar mine props
in all underground workings, suggests an entirely new field for

the producers of British Columbia cedar outside the Province.

Experience in British Columbia mines shows that cedar is indes

tructible when used underground.

The accompanying cut shows a wooden waterwheel on the

Nason Hydraulic claims at Antler Creek, Cariboo. In flume

construction, building of dams, breakwaters, bridges and in a

hundred other ways, mining operators in British Columbia have

tested the quality of local woods.
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GOODHUE'S
LEATHER
BELTING

GOODHUE Special Planer Belting.

GOODHUE Extra Quality Leather Belting.

GOODHUE Acme Waterproof Leather Belting.

GILT EDGE ROUND Leather Belting.

Round LEATHER BELTING

ROUND LEATHER BELTING on spools made from choicest
Centre stock, firm and solid, thoroughly stretched, well rounded,
full size.

Put up on spools containing 100 to 500 feet.

Stock sizes M-in., 5/16-in., %-in. and % -in.

Sole B. C. Agents

Fleck Bros. Ltd.
Mill and Mine Supplies

110 Alexander St., Vancouver, B. C.

Phones Seymour 4592, 4593, 4594

The Monster of

Destruction
Do you remember Merville?
Where once fine animals roamed and fed,
On Nature's verdure green.
Midst settler's cot, his barns and all

Only burned stubble's seen.
Where each one toiled so that in time.
The stumps gave place to field.

It's now a waste, the soil is burned;
And never crop shall yield.

The bush fire smouldered lazily for weeks;
Miles, miles away. Then, like a monster it arose,
Whipped by a western lash;

It tarried not, but with giant force
Upon the settlement crashed.
Those who in fortune found their way
From out its smouldering gloom,
Will well remember that someone's neglect
Became another's doom.

And so, we might consider it most forutnate that an occasional

shower has given everyone a breathing spell, so to speak, before the

bound-to-come dry weather period found us.

Old timers predict a very easy summer, in so far as hazardous
weather conditions go. But years in one cHmate should lead all to

expect at the least three weeks of dry weather.

Now, actual records show that any two weeks, in either of the

months of May, June, July, August or September, of bright sunshine

will convert timber lands from a moist, damp and shaded safety zone,

into a vast tinder box, needing only the hand of carelessness to turn the

woods into a creeping, crawling, maddened and devouring circle of fire.

Certainly, in so far as the Pacific coast is concerned, to allow this

fiery monster the elixir of the prevailing westerly winds would mean the

transforming of a sleeping beauty into an alert fiery giant. Once crazed

by his own success he expands as he devours. He leaves in his wake
destruction, idleness, poverty, want and death.

Picture for yourself this sleeping monster lying in wait near dry moss
covered hillsides, areas of logging slash, square mile on square mile of

young forest growth or near to the checkered tinder boxes of an aforested

agricultural settlement. Be he on prairie or on variable landscapes, all is

well so long as the careless citizen does not disturb him. But he only

needs the carelessly thrown away match, the half smoked cigarette, a

spark from a poorly screened donkey engine, or an act of vandalism to

awaken him.

Then does the forest fire monster breathe; he stretches, yawns,

arises, to be fanned by air currents in playful frolic ; but the playful frolic

becomes a mania as he moves and is away.

A pine, a fir, a cedar or any tree—the work of Nature for a hundred

years—he strips in as many seconds. Annual growth is gone in a flash.

Each devouring success creates the force for further conquest. Up, up,

up. He reaches, with his fiery tongue, into the tree tops, where air

currents become a breeze, the breeze a wind and he is away with a roar.

Hear! the swish, the moans and the thuds of his falling victims? but

nevertheless seethingly, swankingly on he goes ; ever widening his path

;

one is confronted with the most devouring of all the fier}' steeds, the

crown forest fire.

Sweeping through the tops, travelling faster than the wind, belching

forth great clouds of smoke and cinders ; these in turn to fall
;
they reach

the ground cover and are there converted into off-springs of their fiery

parent. Then together they consume or destroy all in their path.

This path may be but the timber trail, whereon none but material

resources are consumed; and yet, it may embrace the spot where humans
dwell, and they in turn, with all their ambitions, gatherings, and love

are destroyed. And thus it does behoove all to be careful when in

the woods in dry weather. For none would want it said on their

account that

:

Someone awaits dad's safe return,
Or their sons' supporting stand;
While mothers wrestle with a world
Through someone's careless hand.

SO ONE AND ALL BE CAREFUL.

—Written by R. H. CHESTNUT.
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FROM VANCOUVER
To. Bombay.—Canadian Britisher, Canadian Govei-niiient Mer-

chant Marine, Ang.lO.

To Liverpool.—^Cardiganshire, middle Angust.—Royal Mail Steam
Packet Co.

To London Liverpool and Glasgow.—Knight Companion, Jnly-
August, Orestes, mid September—both Blue Funnel Line.

To London, Rotterdam and Antwerp.— Moerdyk, North Pacific

Coast Line, early September.
To Honolulu, Suva, Auckland and Sydney.—Niagra, Canadian-

Australasian Royal Mail Line, Aug. 3.

To Auckland and Sydney.—Canadian Scottish, Canadian Govern-
ment Merchant Marine, Aug. 25.

To Auckland, Melbourne, Adelaide and Sydney.—Hanriki, C'an-

adian-Australasian Royal Mail Line, Aug. 14.

To Napier, New Plymouth, Melbourne and Sydney.—Waiheino,
Canadian-Australasian Royal Mail Line, Aug. 23.

To Kobe, Shanghai, Hong Kong and Manila.—Stuart Dolhir,

Canadian Robert Dollar Co., Aug. 15.

To Yokohama and Kobe.—Tokiwa Maru, Aug. 2; Nippon Yusen
Kaisha Line.

To Yokohama, Kobe and Shanghai.—Canadian Freighter, Canad-
ian Government Merchant Marine, Aug. 10.

To Yokohama, Kobe Shanghai and Hong Kong.—Empress of

CanadaCanada, Canadian Pacific Steamships, Ltd., Aug. 23.

To Yokohama, Kobe, Moji Dairen, Shanghai and Hong Kong.

—

Arabia Maru, Aug. 5—both Osaka Shosen Kaisha Line.

To Yokohama, Kobe, Nagasaki, Shanghai and Hong Kong.

—

Empress of Asia, Canadian Pacific Steamships, Ltd., Aug. 0 ; Arizona
Maru, Osaka Shosen Kaisha Line, Ag. 15 ; Manila Maru, Osaka Shosen
Kaisha Line, Aug. 29.

To Yokohama, Kobe, Hong Kong, and Manila.—Philoctetes, Aug.
2 ;

Tyndareus, Aug. 23—both Blue Funnel Line.

FROM VICTORIA

To London, Liverpool and Glasgow.—Knight Companion, July-

August, Orestes, mid September—both Blue Funnel Line.

To Honolulu, Suva, Auckland and Sydney.—Niagra, Canadian-
Australasian Royal Mail Line, Aug. 14.

To Manila (via Oriental Ports).—Admiral, Pacific Steamship
Company, Aug. 5 and every twelve days.

Opens Out as Lumber Broker

NEW WESTMIN.STER.—Mr. Herbert S. Springate has severed

his connection with the Garrett Lumber Sales, Ltd., and has opened an

office in the Royal Bank Building under the name of H. S. Springate

& Company. Mr. Springate will engage in the brokerage business in

shingles and lumber, having been connected with the trade since he left

school.

Fire in Lumber Mill Does Damage Which Is

Estimated at $7,000

Damage which the company estimates at about $7,000 was done by
fire to the dry-kiln at the plant of the South Shore Lumber Company,
Front and Manitoba Street, in mid-July. The outbreak occurred at the

rear of the kiln, which contained about 100,000 feet of picked lumber.

In the Cranbrook Forest District, as has been shown, nearly ten

thousand acres were devastated by fires, last year, aggregating in number
234, the greater proportion of which—to be exact 188—were due to

human agency.

Here are the figures : Originating from cigarettes and camp fires

—

52, from railways (no damage, 33; from brush burning, 13; from indus-
trial and logging operations, 9; from incendiarism, 18; from lightning,

46; from unknown origin, 62. Total, 234.

Fires checked in incipiency : Industrial and logging operations, 8;
incendiarism, 15; railway, 33; total, 56.

Prosecutions under Forest Protection Act, 13. Convictions under
Forest Protection Act, 13.

Can a better argument be offered than the above for the protection
of our forests ?

To Yokohama, Kobe, Shanghai and Hong Kong.—Empress of
Canada, Candaian Pacific Steamships, Ltd., Aug. 23.

To Yokohama, Kobe, Nagasaki, Shanghai and Hong Kong.—Shid-
zuoka Maru, July 16 ; Yokohama Maru, Aug. 4.—both Nippeu Yusen
Kaisha Line; Empress of Asia, Canadian Pacific Steamships, Ltd.,
Aug. 9.

66Shay'' Geared Locomotives
The "Shay" Locomotive has for

years been rendering maximum Ser-

vice to British Columbia logging oper-

ators. They have found its lines of

sturdy construction insure all year
round efficiency.

'THEY DELIVER THE GOODS"

YOUR NEXT LOCOMOTIVE-'SHAV
Hofius Steel and Equipment Company
HOFIUS-FERRIS EQUIPMENT CO. Seattle WasH. STEWART BROS. CO.

Spokane, Wash. ' Portland, Ore.

Representatives for Western British Columbia

Tyee Machinery Company, Ltd.
VANCOUVER BRITISH COLUMBIA
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Americans Alarmed Over Proposed Pulp

Wood Legislation

WASHINGTON, D.C.—Canada has made good her promise to

provide for amendment of her laws by permitting the declaration of a

Dominion-wide embargo against the exportation of pulp wood, it was

reported to the Commerce Department from Ottawa.

The bill to amend the Export Act, the report stated, providing that

the Governor in Council may, by regulation, prohibit the exportation of

pulp wood from Canada, which was passed by the House of Commons
on July 26. has been approved by the State and assented to by the

Governor General.

"This act," the Commerce Department stated, "does not make the

prohibition on the exportation of pulp wood from Canada effective

immediately, but does authorize the Governor General at his discretion

and without further legislative approval, to prohibit its exportation from

any or all lands."

In connection with the new law, it was reported the Canadian

Government has created a commission of experts to make a study of the

question of a pulp wood embargo and the probable effects of such a step

on the economic situation in the Dominion. Until this commission
submits its report, which may take some months to prepare, it is not
expected that the Canadian Government will declare an embargo, and
there is some belief in official circles here that before this action can be
taken defensive measures may be adopted by the United States.

Pulp Project Negotiations
In connection with the proposed erection of a pulp and paper mill

in Fairview, T. G. Howland, of Howland & Waltz, Minneapolis, and C.
A. Lybord, of Seattle, the latter a financial expert, arrived in Nelson,
B. C., during July.

While several matters still remain to be arranged, it is learned that

the preliminary arrangements have been considerably advance, and the

outlook for the establishment of the plant at Nelson is regarded as very
good.

In particular, several good propositions have been made for the

entire output of the mill when it is in operation. These proposals come
from United States interests.

Making World's Records in Handling Lumber
with Colby Modern Method Cranes

Pier 1, Port of Tacoma, showing Colby modern method crane, handing and storing lumber. Note: 3 additional
cranes are now operating at the Port of Tacoma and 2 additional cranes of same type at the Fort of Grays

Harbor, at Aberdeen.

A Tacoma Lumberman's Club Bulletin recently stated: "The shipment by
ocean steamers in' one day of 5,600,000 feet of lumber from the lumber pier

of the Port of Tacoma, and a total of 8,650,000 in three days from this pier,

sets a new record in lumber movement, and further confirms Tacoma's
position as the 'Lumber Capital of America.'

"At the time loading for these record shipments was started there were
16,000,000 feet of lumber stored on it, and additional shipments have been
constantly arriving to fill the void left by the outgoing cargo.

"Two big port cranes and swarms of lumber handlers have been busy at the
Port in loading the great ships berthed there, and representing trade points
on the Pacific and Atlantic Coasts, and all taking cargo."

Colby Steel & Engineering Co.

WE ARE NOW BUILDING CRANES
IN CANADA

Two cranes of the same type and appearance as
those shown in the iUustration are being Installed
in two of the large British Columbia mills. We are
also installing two cranes embodying the same
principles but of special design for handling general
cargo, at the Ballantyne Pier. Vancouver, B.C.
These cranes will be built entirely in Canada. We
shall be pleased to survey your requirements and
have our expert engineers submit specifications and
prices for handling equipment to serve your needs.

Care of CANADIAN NORTHWEST STEEL CO.,

Foot of Prince Edward Street, VANCOUVER, B.C.

446-447 Central Building, Seattle, U. S. A.
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Banish the Fire

Hazard!
Use Dependable Delco-Light

in Your Lumber Camp

No more open flames, no gases to explode

—

Delco-Light in your lumber camp is an investment

in safety. It is passed and approved by the National

Board of Fire Underwriters.

On top of this you have bright, cheerful electric

light, wrhich brings added comfort and satisfaction

to your men in the bunkhouses. You get twenty-

four-hour-a-day dependable service—light and
power at the touch of a button. Power to turn the

grindstone and all the cranks that now are turned

by hand. Power to pump the water and force a

supply and keep it on tap wherever you want it.

All this at moderate cost!

Delco-Light Plants are made in 25 different styles

and sizes. There's a size to suit your needs without

any wastage or shortage of power. Easy to install,

easy to operate—being air-cooled there are no
water troubles to bother you.

Let us send you full particulars of Delco-Light

for lumber camps. Write, asking for free cata-

logues and complete details.

Ereen Motor Com-
pany, Winnipeg'.

Bruce BoMnson, Dis-
tributors, Calg'ary.

Bruce Bobinson Sup-
plies, Moose Jaw.

Bruce Robinson Elec-

tric, Vancouver, B.C.

MADE IN CANADA

The CompleteElectricLi^t^PowerPIdint

OVER 180,000 SATISFIED USERS

Delco-Light Co. of Canada, Limited, Toronto, Ontario

A Product of General Motors

Electricity: theLoggers Servant

A few years ago electricity was the servant of the few who Uved in

the cities. This was because electric generating machinery was not in its

present improved state, and because it was, and still is for that matter,

very expensive to transmit electric current over long distances. In other
words, people who live close together in the comparatively small area of
the city can all be supplied with current from one central station at a
reasonable cost, whereas it is enormously expensive to extend transmis-
sion lines five or ten miles into the country in order to serve perhaps
fifteen or twenty customers in an area as large as that covered by the

city. And yet the services of electricity are needed as much, if not more,
on the farm, in the country home and modern logging camp, as in

the city.

It is this need, and the practical difficulties in the way of supplying
it, which turned man's inventive genius toward a solution of the problem.
And the solution, as in the case of most great problems was in itself

rather simple, not the building of new and complicated machinery to drive
current further at a lower cost, but the application of the known principles

of generating and handling electric current to the development of small
generating plants of a size suitable for supplying electricity in the logging
camp, on the farm and elsewhere at a reasonable cost.

This genial crowd of men were snapped by our photographer at a well-known
B. C. camp where Delco Light makes evenings pleasant and helps along

better humor and better digestion.

Years of experimental work by some of our engineers have produced
plants of this type which are thoroughly dependable. Now the result of

this is that electricity is at last a really universal servant. In the country
home, church, school, community house, store, club, hotel and logging

camp, as well as in the city electric lamps, pour out their flood of pure,

safe light. In logging camps particularly the benefit of electricity has

been realized.

In British Columbia there are now over sixty logging camps supplied

by this universal servant, while electricity is being considered for many
other camps at the present time.

During the past few years Delco-Light has been meeting the require-

ments of dozens of the largest logging camps on the Pacific coast. This

has been made possible by the 25 models which the Delco-Light Company
have placed on the market.

All models are air-cooled, engine and generator direct connected and
operate on kerosene, gasoline or distillate. Portable non-battery models
as well as semi-portable and stationary plants are listed in their cata-

logues. Water systems of various capacities have also been designed for

operation with these individual lighting systems. The comfort and con-

venience of electric service will have the same effect in the logging camp
as it has had in the city, and if it can do this in our logging camps in

British Columbia it will have proven itself the best of servants.

Some of the companies who recently installed Delco-Light are

:

Hage Timber & Investment Company, Canadian Robert Dollar Com-
pany, B. C. Timber & Trading Company, Hemmingsen Logging Com-
pany, Cowichan Lake, and the Genoa Logging Company.
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Victoria, July 4.—As a result of steps taken by Sir Henry Thorn-
ton, president of the C. N. R., when here on a recent visit, develop-

ments of capital importance to Victoria in connection with the lumber
industry on the West Coast of Vancouver Isand are planned to follow

the conference held recently between high officials of the Canadian
National Railways with C. T. Cross, President of the Victoria Cham-
l)er of Commerce, Conrad P. Scliwengers, chairman of the transporta-
tio committee of the Chamber of Commerce, and R. T. Elliott, K. C.

The CiN.R. officials whom the president left here to carry on
negotiations and complete arrangements for extensive developments
on the southern part of island, were J. E. Dalrymple, vice-president

;

J. M. Horne, general freight agent; W. G. Manders, freight traffic

manager.

The matters which the Canadian National has been taking up here,

are the development of the piers at Ogden Point, erection of a grain
elevator and extension of the Canadian National beyond Sooke into

the rich timber district along the West Coast of the Island. For the
development of terminals here, $435,000 is already available in the
coffers of the Canadian National for. expenditure at this port under
the old Canadian Northern program.

The various interviews between the Chamber of Commerce and
the Canadian National president and officials, has provided assurances
that very considerable developments in shipping and railway facilities

may be looked for in the near future.

Forest and Grazing Districts Named
VICTORIA.—In future there will be eight forest and grazing

districts in British Columbia instead of seven. Better administration
will result from the redivision, states Honorable T. D. Pattullo, Minister
of Lands. The districts will be Cariboo, Cranbrook, Fort George,
Kamloops, Nelson, Prince Rupert, Vancouver and Vernon.

New Mills for Chemainus Area
One of the largest lumbering operations in British Columbia is about

to be undertaken by the Weyerhauser interests. A mill which, it is

estimated, will cost $1,500,000, will be operated at Chemainus, on Van-
couver Island. In that locality the big American timber and lumber
corporation hold thousands of acres of fine timber, as they do in other
parts of the Province. While a tremendous amount of lumber continues
to be produced in the northwestern part of the United States, the timber
resources are rapidly becoming exhausted. The last great timber supply
of the world is in British Columbia. The contemplated operation of the
big American interests inthis Province therefore, is significant.

Need a Mill on Island

VICTORIA.—Stating that many residents in the district have
timber close at hand, a communication has been received by the Victoria
and Island Publicity Bureau from Hillier's Crossing, Vancouver Island,
to the effect that a small sawmill would in all probability prove a finan-
cially successful undertaking. The price of lumber at the present time
is very high, and only the big plants handle the demand of the district
for building material. If a small mill were in operation there would be
no doubt that the prices of dressed lumber would fall, and building
would increase proportionally. Thus the mill would prove a benefit to
both owner and farmer alike.

Battles With Tide for 13 Hours for Tow
A graphic story of the salvage of the scow laden with 5,000,000

shingles, worth $31,000, found last week, comes from Saturna Island.

It seems that the scow broke adrift early in the week when being towed
from Vancouver to Seattle by the tug Ellen McNeill, which had two
scowes to handle, and was unable to prevent one from being torn from
her by the strong adverse winds and tides.

George Taylor and his two young brothers, of Saturna Island, were
just setting out for a morning's fishing and came across the scow drifting

towards destruction in the Gulf. They returned hastily to Saturna for

lines.

Mr. Taylor contented himself with hanging on to the prize, as his

light engine was no match for the tide and strong wind in handling the

heavily loaded scow. He was successful in keeping the scow off the

rocks.

After 13 hours of struggle the tide turned and the wind dropped and,

with the tide in his favor, Mr. Taylor began to tow the scow to safety,

reaching Saturna Island with it during the night and with not a shingle

lost. Later the scow was found by its Seattle owners.

Mr. Taylor, who is a returned man and well known among the

islands, where he has lived for many years, has pasted his salvage claim

on the scow and may secure a substantial sum as a result of his energy

and enterprise.

B. C. Timber Shows Expansion
VICTORIA.—Timber sailing returns completed by Hon. T. D.

Pattullo, Minister of Lands, show that the timber industry in this Pro-

vince has expanded 50 per cent during the last year.

For the first six months of this year there were scaled 1,206,936,927

feet of timber. For the corresponding months of 1922, which was con-

sidered a good healthy timber season, the scaling totalled 878,026,789

feet. This is nearly a 400,000,000 feet increase.

Mr. Pattullo explained today that it was not quite correct to speak of

the present period of prosperity in the timber industry as a boom, with all

that that may imply of it being spasmodic.

"As far as British Columbia being in the midst of a timber boom,

our present period of expansion in the industry is something more," Mr.

Pattullo said. "The timber industry in this Province will never again

be at the low ebb it was at. We look, generally speaking, for an increas-

ing timber business in this Province. We have got into world markets

now and we have the sufficiently strong organization which we never

had before."

It was recalled that the period of timber expansion in British Colum-
bia dates from this historic meeting in Mr. Pattullo's offices just after

the war, as a result of which the Associated Timber Exporters grew up

and with the encouragement of the Government and promised financial

backing, which proved unnecessary, a big $1,500,000 export order was
accepted and filled. Since that time the advance and growth in confidence

in the industry has been steady, until records of today are being set.

Details of the scaling totals so far this year, compared with the same
six months of last year, are:

January 116,951.093 92,908,707

February 171,443,744 91,145,323

March 157,700,995 148,215,662

April 233,911.689 154,308,325

Mav 245,079,216 186,775,604

June 281,850,210 204,673,168

Totals 1,206,936,927 878,026,789

Increase in Timber Scaled No Mere Boom,
Declares Pattullo

VICTORIA.—A remarkable increase in the amount of timber scaled

in British Columbia for the first six months of this year is shown in a

statement issued by Honorable T. D. Pattullo, Minister of Lands. This

year's figures are 1,206,936,927 board feet, as compared with 878,026,789

feet for the corresponding six months of 1922.

There was a steady increase every month. January figures were

116,000,000 feet. This total rose steadily, the scale for June being 281,-

850,210 feet.

"Our present period of expansion in the timber industry is some-

thing more than a mere boom," remarked Mr. Pattullo. "The industry

in British Columbia will never again be at the low ebb it once reached.

Generally speaking we look for increasing business. We have a strong

organization and have finally got into the world markets to stay."
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Fire Protedlionfroma Legal Point of View
JUDGMENT OF HIS HONOR MR. JUSTICE W. A. MACDONALD

UPON THE ABBOTSFORD CASE WITH A FOREWORD
By H, L Bird

"Protect your forest from fire" is a slogan with which all Canadians

are or should be thoroughly familiar.

Many and varied methods have been adopted in the fight to prevent

loss of our timber resources from fire.

A new weapon has been brought recently into action by the Depart-

ment of Forestry in the Province of British Columbia whereby persons

responsible for fire have been required personally to pay the cost of fight-

ing fire.

The newspaper report of this action taken by the Department prob-

ably caused many logging operators, mill proprietors, timber owners and
others to reflect on the possibility to finding themselves in a similar situ-

ation—caused them perhaps to enquire regarding the liability of the firm

or individual who sets out a fire which -spreads, causing damage.
The inquirer will have learned that the law imposes a duty upon him

who sets out a fire on his land to prevent that fire spreading at his peril.

If it spread and causes damage to his neighbor he can be compelled to

compensate that neighbor for all loss sustained.

Suppose the foreman of a logging company decides to burn certain

of the company's slashmgs, sets out his fire, burns the pile and although

there are places where the fire is not dead, sends his crew about other

work. The fire spreads to the timber of B and destroys an area known
to contain one million feet of cedar worth, on a stumpage basis, $3.00
per thousand, which B was at the time engaged in logging.

A will be liable to pay to B on suit being brought a sum of $3,000.00.

The law imposed on A the duty to prevent his fire doing injury to others

and compelled him to pay for the consequence of his failure.

Such a fire might more probably occur as the result of the failure of

a logging operator to provide an efficient equipment, such as fire pan
protectors on his loco or donkey engine, but his liability for loss sustained

by others in consequence of that faulty protector will be no different than
that of the operator who burns slashings.

Such is the responsibility at common law of one man to protect his

neighbor, but the legislature has found it necessary to supplement our
common law obligations by statutory enactment.

The provisions of the Forest Act of 1912 impose onerous obligations

on all persons who work or play in our forest areas to protect timber
from fire.

The sections of this Act with relation to close season for setting

fire, permits, burning of brush and debris near mills and timber, have

been on our statute books for many years and are no doubt familiar to

most of us.

Some sections of this Act, however, are not so well known and are

worthy of particular comment.
For instance, a camper or other person during a close season throws

a cigarette or drops a burning match within one-half mile of forest or

brush land, and does not extinguish it before leaving the place. He is

liable under the Act not only to pay a penalty of $300.00 for each offence,

but also to pay all expense incurred in controlling or extinguishing any
fire caused by his act.

So a person or firm setting out fire must accept the obligation to

compensate his neighbor from loss by the spreading of that fire, and
also to pay the Department of Forestry for all expense to which it is put
in extinguishing or controlling it.

There is the further duty imposed upon all logging and railway oper-

ators to provide efficient equipment in the nature of spark arresters

—

devices to prevent escape of fire, ash pans and fire boxes and fire fighting

apparatus. Donkey engineers have been known to drive a hole through
the grill on spark arresters to facilitate getting up steam. A short time
lost under such circumstances hardly compensates for the enormous
obligation imposed on the operator of such an act.

During the days of the war governments found it necessary to

compel their peoples to take arms for the defence of their countries.

Now, during times of peace, Departments of Forestry find it neces-

sary to compel us to take up the fight against the fire hazard. In conse-

quence we find that authority is given to fire wardens and others employed
on forest protection to conscript the individual in case of emergency, and
to compel each and every one of us to fight fire. Again a penalty is

imposed on the individual who fails to obey.

Furthermore, if a fire occurs upon our property or upon land where
we conduct logging, clearing or other similar operations, we are bound
to do our utmost to prevent the spread of the fire at our own expense, and
to throw into the fire fight all men and resources at our command. And
failure to so do renders us liable under the Act to pay to the Department
all expense incurred by it in extinguishing or controlling such a fire.

So it behooves each and every one of us, logger, mill man, camper
and prospector, if not from motives of public benefit, then for the protec-
tion of our individual pockets, to see to it that the slogan "Protect your
forest from fire" is carried out to the letter.

JUDGMENT OF MR. JUSTICE W. A. MACDONALD
Vancouver, B.C., June 8, 1923.

STEVENS vs. ABBOTSFORD LUMBER COMPANY
JUDGMENT

THE COURT: In this action the plaintiff claims to have suffered

damage, through the negligence of the defendant company in setting out

fires near his land and having failed to extinguish such fires, then allowing

them to spread and destroy his property.

Plaintiff is the owner of a farm consisting of 40 acres, being the south-

west quarter of the southwest quarter of Section 1, Township 13, New
Westminster District. The defendant company were carrying on logging

operations on land situate northeasterly from the property owned by the

plaintiff, which resulted in about 200 acres being covered with what has been
termed "slashing." This accumulation formed a menace to the locality,

should fire occur either on the land itself or spread from thef adjoining

property to it.

On the 17th of September, 1919, the defendant, for the purpose of

burning such slashing, caused fires to be set out upon the land thus occupied.

This was at a time when, so far as the "Forest Act" is concerned, a "close

season" prevailed, but the defendant company alleges that it took such course
urtder the provisions of Section 127 (a) of the Forest Act, which reads as

follows

:

"127a. (1) Where as a result of the carrying-on of any operation for

the cutting or removal of trees or timber, any slash, including in that

expression any brush or debris, is occasioned or accumulated subsequent to

the enactment of this section, the person or corporation carrying on the

operation shall, on the demand of any officer authorized by the Department,

dispose of the slash by burning or otherwise to the satisfaction of the

Department."

It is submitted that this Section and the following sub-sections were not

applicable, nor did they give any authority to the defendant company to set

out these fires, because no "demand was made as referred to in such

Statute. The evidence on this point is not satisfactory. It would appear to

be a fair presumption that the burning of this slash had been subject of

discussion between the bush foreman of the defendant company and the

Fire Warden of that district, and on the date mentioned Vanetta, the Fire

Warden, considered the time had arrived when fires could be set out with

safety—at least he so stated. He approached Maclnnes, the bush foreman,
and suggested that the burning should take place, but Maclnnes demurred
on the ground that it was too wet to bring about a satisfactory result.

Vanetta left the matter in an unsatisfactory shape, simply giving permission,

verbally, to Maclnnes to set the fires if he saw fit.

It was sought to contradict this statement by Maclnnes, but whi'e ho
did not actually agree with the conversation as outlined by Vanetta, I did

not understand him to say that he actually received a demand from such

official to dispose of the slash by burning or otherwise. Vanetta see ms to

have been of the opinion that, what occurred upon that occasion, was more
in the nature of a "permit," given to the defendant company, than a demand
made upon the company to comply with Section 127A. Then, if it be con-

sidered simply as a permit objection is taken that the fire was not properly

set out within the Act, because such permit should have been in writing.

I think the intention of the Statute was that the permit should be in

writing, but I do not think that the defendant company should, under the
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Ross & Howard Iron Works Co., Ltd.
Iron & Brass

Founders

Blacksmiths

Boilermakers

Bolts and Nuts, Sleigh Shoeing, Smokestacks, Bridge Rods, Logging and Lumber Trucks, Shafting,

Transmission, Etc., Marine, Logging and Sawmill Machinery, Structural Steel.

Foot Woodland Drive VANCOUVER, B.C. Telephone: Highland 106

circumstances, be affected by the lack of business methods pursued by the

official acting on behalf of the Government. It is to be remarked that, if a

written permit had been issued, it would have been more in line with the

manner in which such an important matter should be transacted, and would

doubtless have contained proper conditions as to the precautions to be taken,

with respect to fires to be set out, covering such a large area of land and
in a locality where a certain amount of settlement existed.

Assuming, therefore, that the defendant company, through its

employees, was warranted in considering it had sufficient permission to set

the fires—the next question arises as to responsibility resting upon the

defendant company, in undertaking such a dangerous proceeding at that

season of the year.

The Privy Council in Black v. Christchurch Finance Company, (1894 A.

C.) page 48—at page 54—referring to the obligation on a person lighting a

fire or authorized to light a fire, there stated:

"The lighting of a fire on open bushland, where it may readily spread to

adjoining property and cause serious damage, is an operation necessarily

attended with great danger, and a proprietor who executes such an operation

is bound to use all reasonable precautions to prevent the fire extending to

his neighbor's property."

Then in Beven on Negligence, the American case of Hewey v. Nourse

—

54 Maine, 256, is referred to with approval and the following extract from
that case is appropriate:

"Every person has a right to kindle a fire on his own land for the

purposes of husbandry, if he does it at a proper time and in a suitable man-
ner, and using reasonable care and diligence to prevent its spreading and
doing injury to the property of others. The time may be suitable and the

manner prudent, and yet, if he is guilty of negligence in taking care of it,

and it spreads and injures the property of another in consequence of such
negligence, he is liable in damages for the injury done. The gist of the

action is negligence, and if that exists in either of these particulars and
injury is done in consequence thereof, the liability attaches; and it is imma-
terial whether the proof establishes gross negligence or only a want of

ordinary care on the part of the defendant."

In the recent case of Wilson v. Port Coquitlam, 1923, 1 W.W.R., page
1025, the Supreme Court dealt with the responsibility resting upon persons
where a fire either was intentionally lighted or resulting from negligence

and the extent of the liability was fully discussed. I quote a portion of the

judgment of Mr. Justice Duff at page 1033 as follows, dealing with the legal

aspect of the case even when relief was sought under 14 Geo. 3rd cap. 78,

Sec. 86. It has a bearing here although the fire was intentional.

"The effect of the Statute as construed by Filliter v. Phippard 11 Q.B.

47 is to impose upon the occupier of premises in which a fire is lighted at

the very lowest the duty to take all reasonable precautions to prevent the

fires getting beyond his own premises and doing injury to others and an
obligation to take reasonable precautions in dealing with such a dangerous

element as fire is an obligation to take special care. Grayson Ltd., v.

Ellerman Lines Ltd., 1919 2k. B. 514 at p. 543, 1920 A.C. 466."

Then as to the duty of a jury. Chief Justice Tindall in 4 Scott, 254, says:

"It is for the jury to say whether the party has conducted himself with

such care and precaution as might be looked for in a prudent man."

So I have to determine whether "reasonable precautions" were taken

by the defendant company, assuming that the fire was properly set out, on

the 17th of September.

What are reasonable precautions, to my mind, depends upon the circum-

stances of each case. The situation here was one, in which the defendant
company must have been aware a large area was intended to be burned
over, and I take it the debris or slashing was the result of considerable oper-

ations on its part. Then the fire being set out on the 17th of September,
under what appeared to be favorable auspices as far as the weather was
concerned, and having spent its force, with a fairly satisfactory result,

covering three or four days, did the responsibility cease? I think not. In

my opinion until the fires, thus set out by the defendant company, especially

during September, were, beyond peradventure, extinguished, responsibility

still rested upon the defendant company. It was still required to take

reasonable precautions and exercise due care in dealing with the dangerous
element brought on the land under its control. It should watch and see

that fires should spring up afresh they did not spread to the neighboring
property.

The defendant company was well aware that these fires were not extin-

guished, and Maclnnes, its bush foreman, was candid enough to say, that he
saw evidence of fires. Sometimes smoke would appear for a day or two,
then disappear, and then re-appear, so that he could not say that on the

morning of the 27th of September all these fires were even apparently

The Rat Portage Lumber Co., Limited, Vancouver

WE SPECIALIZE IN 1/4

SCANT SIZED DIMEN-

SION, ALSO DIMEN-

SION AND BOARDS IN

THE ROUGH.

Manufacturers of

DOUGLAS FIR, SPRUCE AND HEMLOCK
FLOORING, CEILING, SIDING, INTERIOR AND EXTERIOR

FINISH OF ALL KINDS INCLUDING MOULDINGS

Rough Kiln Dried and Green Clear Fir in All Sizes
Boards, Shiplap and Dimension

ROUGH TIMBERS UP TO 90 FEET LONG
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extinguished. He doubtless is a man well versed in the manner in which

bush fires will remain dormant for a time. He should not have overlooked

as well the chance, even although there was no smoke appearing, that still

there might be fire at the roots of some of the many trees which it had cut

down in times past.

So I think the duty of the defendant company was plain
;
they should,

as I have mentioned, have taken precautions, by having parties on the

gi-ound watching the course of the fire, and ready, should the fires spring

up at any point, to extinguish them. Above all it should have exercised a

strict, constant and cautious supervision over the fires. I think on the

contrary that the precautions taken were perfunctory—they were totally

inadequate in view of the situation. Even when the wind freshened on the

morning of the 27th of September, it does not seem to have concerned

the employees of the defndant company. It was only when the wind got

stronger and fires burst forth and got out of control that any eff'ort was

made, at a time which was futile, perchance, to avoid the results of the

negligence. So I find that through lack of reasonable precautions the fires

set out by the defendant company spread on the 27th September from its

property to the adjoining property and thence to the land owned by the

plaintiff.

The defendant company then contends that even if this were assumed

—and when I say "assumed," I might draw attention to the view that Mac-

Innes, the bush foreman had, as to where the fire went—-he was asked a

question as to the condition on the 27th of September, and he answered:

"That was the morning of the big fire?

"Q. Yes. A. Well, everything seemed pretty quiet when I went out

in the morning.

"Q. What do you mean by that? A. There was a little more smoke
than other mornings.

"Q. What did you consider about the safety or not of the situation,

before the 27th? A. I figured it was safe.

"Q. What do you mean by safe? A. That there was not any danger.

I never thought of the fire going down there in the dii-ection it did."

He was quite satisfied, apparently, that the fire went "down in the

direction" of the plaintiff's property.

Then, returning, the defendant company claims that even with this

assumption, no liability attaches, because I must accept evidence that there

were other fires which joined the fire on the defendant's property, and then

together spread and did the damage.

In the first place, it is worthy of mention that the plaintiff was not

aware, through the pleadings, as to the likelihood of this defence developing

at the trial; there was no pointed reference in the pleadings, I am not

deciding that it required that the defendant company should outline a defence

of this nature; that is, that other fires which I will term for the sake of

brevity the Thompson fire to the north, the Wood fire to the northeast, the

Prasloski fire to the south of its property, contributed to cause the fire

resulting in the destruction. Still, the plaintiff" had to meet this situation at

the trial and principal" witness produced by the defence to support this

position was the Fire Warden Vanetta. He sought to convince the Court

that these three fires contributed in the manner I have outlined.

As to the Thompson fire, the party who had control of the piece of

property where this fire was said to have originated, was not available. As

to the Wood fire, Mr. Wood was produced as a witness. He satisfied me,

beyond question, that the fire he set out under permit issued on the 12th

of September, while it got out of his control on the 27th of September, did

not in any way contribute to the fire which swept to the southwest and did

the damage.

Now Vanetta as a man conversant with the path of the fire could have

easily satisfied himself as to whether the Wood fire joined, what I will term,

the defendant company's fire. He either knew as a fact that it did not or he

was careless in giving his evidence. The impression sought to be conveyed

was as I have intimated.

As to the Thompson fire, the plaintiff could not obtain any evidence to

controvert the statement made by Vanetta in this respect. As to the Pras-

loski fire the wife, Mrs. Prasloski, gave evidence of a negative nature as to

there being any fire on her property or the property under the control of

her husband. I did not understand Vanetta to be very positive in his evi-

dence as to the actual existence of a fire on the Prasloski place. As I

recollect it, he stated that the information he had in this respect was

gained from statements made by Prasloski as to back-firing and thus causing

fire on his property. If the back-firing were done on the 27th it would be

a precaution against the impending fire coming from the north. So that the

only fire then left to be considered in connection with this contention on the

part of the defendant company is that known as the Thompson fire. The

evidence as to the existence of this fire and it crossing over to the south is

not very satisfactory. Maclnnes spoke of the smoke obscuring his powers

of observation. I think Vanetta showed an inclination, not to treat the

matter from a neutral standpoint, but to show considerable feeling in favor

of the defendant company, both before the trial and during the trial, and I

cannot overlook the effort made on his part to try and convince the Court,

that the Wood fire joined with the fire on the property of the defendant

company. I do not feel disposed, however, notwithstanding this situation,

to hold that Vanetta is stating what is untrue as to the existence of the

Thompson fire, but as to wether it crossed and joined with the fire on the

company's property, I have some considerable doubt. It may in the course

of that afternoon have crossed to the south, over the Huntingdon road, but

if the wind was, as described by Vanetta, the great volume of the fire had

then swept to the southwest.

Assuming, however, for the moment, that the Thompson fire did cross

over and join the fire of the property of the defendant company, then we
have a condition where one fire has negligently been allowed to escape and

join another fire which was not properly safeguarded. Both the defendant

company and Thompson, if he be responsible, were at fault, and thus two

joint tort feasers are responsible for a fire causing damage. In view of the

law, in that event, the responsibility might rest upon both or either of them.

There might be a different situation as to liability created if defendant's

fire on the 27th September had spent itself as to be only a condition and not

a cause before the Thompson fire reached it. There is, however, no evidence

to support such a contention. It is not necessary for me, however, to

further consider nor decide the question of joint and several liability, because

when I consider the extent of the fires set out by the defendant company,

the area intended to be covered by the burning, and the fuel that still

remained—according to the defendants, on this property to be burned—

I

am quite satisfied that the preponderating fire that really caused the damage
was the one for which the defendant company was responsible.

The plaintiff has thus established negligence, for which the defendant

company, if damage resulted to the plaintiff, should make amends. The
question then arises, as to the extent of the compensation.

The amount of damages that should be allowed in a case of this kind

cannot be reckoned with any mathematical precision. As an evidence of

the wide diversity of opinion, the plaintiff seeks damages amounting to

$6,950.00. He alleges that his property was affected by this destructive fire

to that extent. Then on the part of the defendant company a witness was

produced who held a very poor opinion as to the value of the whole property,

and eventually came to the conclusion, as I understood him, that it was
worth nothing.

I accept the statements made by the plaintiff and his son, Charles

Stevens, that this property was bought so that they might, as time wore on,

have an additional piece of property in the family and obtain benefit from
it. It was bought at a time when property was more valuable than it has

proved since. They paid $4,000 and were able to pay for it in full by

industry and hard work. They found, when the time had arrived when they

could utilize the property, as they thought, and had sufficient money in hand
to do so, that it had been destroyed. It is then condition the fire had done

such damage that they could not obtain any benefit from the property. So,

since that event has occurred, they have not been able to turn it to any use

whatever. They say that the dwelling-house, the barn, the fencing, and the

fruit trees, as well as everything that pertained to improve property, has

been destroyed. It is quite apparent, however, that for years, while they

may have thought someone was looking after the property for them, that

neglect prevailed and to an onlooker the property was abandoned. It was
in such apparently abandoned condition in September, 1919, so that I must
view the property, as it stood at the time that damage was done.

It is contended that I am governed completely by statements made by
the witnesses for the defence, and that the value of the whole property, as

it stood at that time and as it stood after the fire should be taken into con-

sideration, and that the difference between these two values, if any, if solely

to be considered in arriving at the amount of damages. I think I have

placed the position of the defendant company fairly in so stating. I think

that considerable weight might be attached to this contention, but I also

bear in mind that there is evidence given on the part of the plaintiff, as to

the value of the house and barn for example. It is true that some questions

were submitted, that this was on the basis of replacement, but I cannot accept

the evidence, particularly as to the barn being of such little value, or the

suggestion that a similar barn could be built in that locality for so small an
amount, as has been stated by witnesses for the defendant. It may be right

in or adjacent to Abbotsford, but the evidence to the contrary satisfies me
that considerable more damage resulted than is submitted by one of the

counsel for the defence. He contended that I should accept the evidence of

one of his witnesses and thus that the whole amount of damages resulting

to the plaintiff would only amount to $200.00. I state this, so that he may
have the benefit of his contention, as thus outlined, in my reasons for

judgment.

I think a fair amount to allow for the damages suffered by the plain-

tiff, taking the different amounts as to the value of the property, but not

considering for a moment the loss of earnings or prospective profits from
the land, would be the sum of $1,800. Judgment accordingly against

defendant with costs.

Enforce Boiler Inspection Law
Prince George.—Martin Olsen, of the Northern Liinil)er Company,

was fined $100 by Stipendiary Magistrate Milburn, on Teusday, for a
breach of the Boiler Inspection Act, in operating his sawmill without
a certificated engineer. There have been a number of mills along the
line operating in tliis manner, and, as some one had to l)e made an
example of, it fell to Martin to l)ear the ])runt. Althongli it is not
generally known it is said to be as much an offense for the uncertifi-

cated man to serve in such a capacity as it is for tlie company to em-
poy him, and examples along this line may be expected.
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M^Clary's

NAVY" RANGE
Coal or Wood

Cooking Top, 73" x 31'.

Ovens, 24" x 21" x 14".

Fire Box, 26". Weight, 1,200 lbs.

Particularly suitable for use in lumber camps. The body is

built of best grade heavy steel plate, re-inforced with angle iron

and closely rivetted with steel-headed rivets, giving it great

rigidity and strength.

Other Well-known McClary Camp Ranges Are the "Algoma"
and the "Chef"

"See McClary's First" for Camp Ranges, Heaters and Kitchen Equipment

M^CIaiyS

London

305 Water Street - VANCOUVER, B.C.

Toronto Montreal Winnipeg Vancouver St. John, N.B.
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Busy Times at Pacific Mills

Ocean Falls continues to be one of the busiest industrial points on

the coast. The great new storage dam has been completed, which will

preclude the necessity of closing down in cold weather, or when there is

a prolonged dry spell.

The average daily output of paper is 250 tons, large amounts of

newsprint being shipped mainly to the United States market.

Steamers operate regularly to California. There is a growing
demand for kraft paper in Canada, as well as across the line. Ocean
Falls has a population of approximately 1,800.

Pulp Company Engineers Busy on Plans
E .. W. Bowness, of the Empire Engineering Company, of Edmon-

ton, who is also the consulting engineer for the hydro-electric plant which
the promoters of the pulp and paper mill have planned for the Isle Pierre

rapids, passed through the city recently. He was accompanied by Robert
Tyhurst, the local representative of the pulp and paper company, and at

this city picked up Jack Bremner, his local representative, and F. P.

Burden, of this city.

Mr. Bowness and Mr. Tyhurst instimated that something in the way
of an early announcement of the company's intentions in the matter of
proceeding with the big project might be confidently expected.

Island Timber Shipments Grow
VICTORIA,, July 26.—There is considerable improvement in the

shipments of lumber from Vancouver Island into the Middle Western
States, according to Frank W. Parker, of the Chicago & Northwestern
Railway, who has been a periodical visitor to the city for the past twenty
years.

Mr. Parker told The Times at the Dominion Hotel yesterday after-

noon that there had been remarkable improvement in the shipments from
mills served by the Canadian National Railways system on the Island,

and every prospect of expansion, as the territory served by the Chicago
and Northwestern Railway could absorb a very large increase in soft

woods.

PUT YOUR PROBLEM UP
TO US

We are specialists in building locomotives.

We build all types and sizes, also all kinds of

repair parts for locomotives and tenders.

Our experience puts us in a position to give

you expert advice as to what particular type

and size of locomotive is best suited to your
needs.

Put your locomotive problem up to us

MONTREAL LOCOMOTIVE WORKS, LTD.
DOMINION EXPRESS BUILDING

MONTREAL, CANADA

DEPENDABLE

POWER
EQUIPMENT

The boiler room of the Imperial Oil Co. at Dartmouth, N. S.,

equipped with 8 Double Drum G. & McC. Co. Sectional Water
Tube Boilers.

In addition to the Dartmouth plant we have sup-

plied the Imperial Oil Co. with Water Tube Boilers

for their Sarnia and Regina refineries. Repeat
orders such as these are not given unless the orig-

inal installation has thoroughly demonstrated its

efficiency in every particular.

G. & McC. Co. Sectional Water Tube Boilers pro-
vide positive and rapid circulation, increased
steaming capacity and maximum overload allow-

ance.

WE BUILD
Horizontal & Vertical Steam Engines, Return
Tubular & Water Tube Boilers, Steam Turbines,
Heaters, Tanks, Pumps & Condensers. Ask for
our catalog, plans, etc., if interested.

The Goldie & McCulloch Co.
LIMITED

GALT ONT. - CANADA
Western Branch: 248 McDermot Ave., Winnipeg, Man.

B. C. Agents :—Robt. Hamilton & Co., Vancouver, B. C.
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Here is a drawing of the famous assembly wharf at the Port of Tacoma, which has continued to prove, during its secondOi

great asset and benefit to the port in the increasing of water-borne commerce. Vancouver needs an assembly dock suclw

prosperity to the smaller mills along the Sound. The place for that wharf is the Port Moody district, according to some li*

Harbour Commission are at present having plans and specifications prepared for the construction of a similar public uiitj

quick dispatch of cargo, this pier is equipped with two hammerhead cranes, electrically operated,, with 90-foot booms, o S-i

cranes delivering cargo to ship's side and to storage, or vice versa. The Port Commission has at all times a 55-ton swit< e

the movement of cars directly to ship's side, as well as delivery of cars directly to and from railroad yards. Similar equipmet i
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Ceitnp Supplies
LUMBERMAN ATTENTION!

Waterproof
Scale and
Lumber

Tally Sheets
and Books.

WHEN ORDERING YOUR NEXT SUPPLY OF WATER-
PROOF TALLY BOOKS OR SHEETS—GIVE US A TRIAL.
WE ARE NOW IN A POSITION TO DO OUR OWN WATER-
PROOFING AND CAN GIVE YOU EXCELLENT SERVICE.

Special Forms or
Books can be made
to meet any re-

quirement at short
notice.

THE CLARKE & STUART CO. LIMITED
Wholesale and Commercial Stationers, Printers and Book Binders.

SEYMOUR 3000 550 SEYMOUR STREET VANCOUVER, B.C.

Established 1904

1^
Dimond Special

STEEL
FOR

Logging Camps
and Saw Mills

We can furnish testimonials from leading

lumber firms who have adopted the use of

our steel exclusively.

Neumeyer & Dimond
82 Beaver Street NEW YORK

Box Printing and Stencil

Inks and Rollers

INKS IN ALL COLORS
AND PERMANENT

ROLLERS
"Hercules" Brand

are Unequalled

THIS PUBLICATION PRINTED
WITH OUR INKS

THE

Columbia Printing Ink

and Roller Company
Manufacturers

1063 Hamilton St. Vancouver, B.C.

THE "ORIGINAL"

HARVEY
LOGGING BOOTS

Hand-made Boots for

I.OGGEBS, MINERS,
CBUISEBS AND

FBOSPECTOBS

FACTORY
58 CORDOVA
STREET WEST

VANCOUVER,
B. C.

Established in Vancouver Since 1897

TOILET PAPERS
MADE IN B. C.

Heather Brand and other good

toilet tissues are now made in

British Columbia.

The quality is superior to import-

ed papers and the prices are

better.

We shall be glad to submit samples and
quotations for your comparison and approval.

Smith; Davidson & Wright
I.IMITED

Manufacturers and Wholesale Paper
Dealers.

VANCOUVER VICTORIA

"The Pink" LoggingTools& Handles
MADE IN CANADA

Headquarters for British Empire for all Lumbering Tools. In every lum-
ber camp in Canada you'll find Pink's Famous Lumbering Tools. They are
the favorites there and have won the esteem of all woodsmen through
their superior merit. They are world-renowned and are extensively used
in Australia, New Zealand and other countries where the lumbering indus-
try thrives.

EXPORTERS TO EUROPE
We export the same good quality of lumbering tools that have made
Pink's Tools a by-word in the matter of good tools in all Canadian lumber
camps. Enquiries cordially solicited.

Thomas Pink Company, Limited
PEMBROKE, ONT., CANADA

B. C. Representatives: Geo. Cradock & Co. Ltd., Vancouver
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^hat Really Did Happen in This
Progressive Lumber Yard

By A. C. Coberley

"Yesterday as a customer left the yard with a load of lumber, I

>ked if he would be back to-morrow, and he said he would not. Mr.
ones at the implement store had been out to see him and he had
loniised him he would come in tomorrow and give him an order for

binder. His wheat looked fine and he was sure going to need the

inder. I went by the implement store that afternoon and asked
ones how many binders he had sold, and he said he had booked six

rders and had several more prospects. I asked him the price of his

inders, and he said $247.00, just the same price they were in 1919.

"Of course, I can't see into the future like some lumber managers
nd it usually takes a bump from someone else to jar me into an idea,

!ut that $1,482.00 of business the implement man had booked gave me
he necessary bump. "We hadn't built a grain rack this year, didn't

ave any on display, and, of course, hadn't sold any.

"The other day a gentleman was sitting at a table, waiting for his

upper, and said, ' I suppose everything comes to him who waits. ' Yes,

:uh,' said the waiter, 'but the gentleman what won't wait done got

is first.' And while we have been sitting around here waiting until

lie grain was ready to harvest before we commenced talking header
larges and grain racks, the other fellow wouldn't wait and has 'done

(it his first.' Maybe we will get some of the leavings. At least, we are
u ake now, and just as soon as the carpenters can build a grain rack

t s going to be placed in a conspicuous place where it will attract the

ttention of our customers, and we will also run an ad in our paper
vith a cut of a grain rack and price of same.

"And, Tom, let's not wait until harvest time to commence talking

rranaries that need new roofs, sills, floors, and a few boards on the

ides. I have had farmers to tell me after harvest. 'Well we should
lave repaired the old granary, but we just neglected it and forgot it

mtil we were ready to thresh. Then we had to rent sacks from the

'levator, or put our grain in the old granary because we didn't have
ime to repair it then, and we lost a lot from leakage and weather.'

t "s just as much our duty, as a building merchant and advisor of this

•oinmunity, to remind people of their neglect and advise them correct-

v and in plenty of time for them to repair their buildings, as it is the

,.ky pilot's duty down at lOur church to remind us every seven days, or

iftener if he can catch us, of our sins and neglect of our duties,

md do it in such a way that we will be glad to call again and let him
emind us of our transgressions.

"Tom, when we have that grain rack all built and another one
iiiilding—we might just as well build several of them, because we are

:oing to sell them, yes sir, you bet we are, because we are going to

tudy our grain rack and know just how its built— and when Mr.
^iiiith comes in we are not going to say, 'Are you going to need a grain

ack this harvest, Mr. Smith?' Not us, we are going to call Mr. Smith's
fittention to those straight grained, clear, sound, well seasoned sills,

iross pieces, stringers and side rails on our grain rack, and tell him
iiow well it is bolted and clamped together, and how we painted the

pieces of lumber before they were bolted on. Call his attention to all

pf these points just as though we knew he was going to buy it. Let
him do most of the talking, he will soon tell you how badly he needs

Boom of hemlock logs at Sydney Mills, Vancouver Island. B. C. hemlock is

rapidly gaining in popularity in the Eastern States, following extensive
advertising carried on by some of the larger coast mills, notable among whom

is the Vancouver Lumber Company.

the rack and also his neighbors who need one, and of course we will

put their names down on our grain rack mailing list and mail them a

copy of our ad.

"Sure, our grain rack business is flat on its back, but, say, have
you ever been on your back without looking up? And its the same
way with granary repairs. When Mr. White comes in, don 't ask him if

his granary needs repairing. Just say, 'Mr. White, I have some mater-

ial I want to show you.' And then call his attention to that short car

siding we just received and the first thing you know he will be warm-
ing up to that car siding, and will be telling you what good granary

material it will make. And that will remind him that he will need
a board or two himself.

"The same with the roofing. We will put a nice bunch of red

cedar shingles right out here in front where everybody can see them.

Why, sure, not many will notice the bunch, but we will fix them.

'10,000 bushels of grain lost from leaky roofs on granaries.' We will

put that nice, big, white lettered sign right up over that bunch of

shingles. No, it won't be necessary to ask Mr. White if his granary
roof leaks, he will remember that it does when he sees that sign.

Trying to sell grain racks and granary repairs is like pulling the

trigger of a gun. If you are not loaded nothing happens.

"The other day I was talking to a lumber yard manager, and he

said, 'This town and my territory are small, so there is not much doing
in my yard.' And there wasn't. There were empty cement sacks on
top of lumber piles. I wonder if he would have left one of his dimes
laying up there tempting folks? No display of material in his show
windows, no built up articles in the yard or in front, nothing to re-

mind folks that they need his merchandise. A good, live yard manager
could have found enough to do around that yard to have kept him
busy for several weeks. The weeds were growing in the driveway
and in front iof the lumber piles. No business—of course not.

"If a fellow in that yard's territory did find something in some
mail order catalogue that suggested building to him, and also read their

advertisement of the enormous amount of material they bought and
sold, therefore selling lower than his home merchant, and did take

a peep into that yard, he couldn't help but believe a part of their

story, because nothing looking like it had been moved for six months.
Lumber must be high in that yard because they didn't have enough
customers to keep the weeds tramped down. Something surely was
wrong. If your home town is small and uninteresting, are you helping

to make it that way ? Or are you studying how you can help your com-
munity by making your yard more attractive, giving your community
new building ideas, reminding them of the grain rack and granary
in time for them to buy of you and use them this harvest? Don't tell

them they must buy grain racks and granaries to save their grain.

Tell the average human being he ought to do something he instinc-

tively rebels. But make your yard full of life with something doing
all the time. As each season changes, change your doings, and they

will get in to the habit of coming to see what you're doing now. Try
to give them the come-and-join-us feeling. Make them feel that you
are trying so darned hard to earn something from their store of good
judgment and knowledge that you appreciate each visit they make to

your yard for what they give you and not what you sell them.

"If there is something doing in your town, tell the people the week
before how cool the big, well ventilated, covered driveway in your
yard is, and that you are going to feature a specialty of plenty of good
solid board tables and cool water, and that they are welcome to it all

in which to serve their lunch, pr ice cream supper, and don't try to

sell them something when they come, but 'jine 'em' by bringing a

well filled basket."

Seeks Specimen of B. C. Timber
VANCOUVER.—In the city of Bristol in England is a fine public

park containing many exhibits of permanent interest.

The aldermen of Bristol are exceedingly anxious to obtain a cross-

cut section of some large British Columbia Douglas fir, they told mem-
bers of the Board of Trade delegation who recently visited many cities

in England.
On October 20 the first Canadian Government vessel inaugurating

a service from Vancouver to Avonmouth, the port of Bristol, will leave

this city. The secretary of the board of Trade hopes to be able to arrange

for the freighting of the big-tree section if some sawmill in the vicinity

of Vancouver can produce an outstanding piece of timber for the

Bristol Park.
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BLOEDEL, STEWART & WELCH

CORPORATION, LIMITED

HEAD OFFICE

1501 STANDARD BANK BUILDING

VANCOUVER. B.C.

SEATTLE OFFICE

742 HENRY BUILDING

OPERATIONS

MYRTLE POINT. B. C.

UNION BAY. B. C.

BRITISH COLUMBIA TIMBER

LOGGERS OF

CEDAR FIR HEMLOCK

WE MAKE A SPECIALTY OF

Lath Yarn
Both tarred and untarred. Compare

our Lath Yarn with that of our com-

petitors for Strength, Length per lb.

and price and you will always ask for

the products of the

Canada Western Cordage
Company, Limited

Transmission Ropes
Cordage of All Kinds

City Sales Office J. C. THORN. Sey. 1151

311 Metropolitan Bldg. Vancouver, B. C.

Plant: NEW WESTMINSTER, B. C.

THE

J. C. McLaren Belting Co.
Limited

Pioneer

Manufacturers

of

English Oak
Tanned

Leather
Belting

Dealers in

MIZ.!^ StTPPIiIES

Agents for the

Famous

English Ferodo

Friction

Linings
for

Brakes, Clutches

Friction Wheels, etc.

MONTREAL
WINNIPEG

TORONTO
CALGARY

FERODO BONDED ASBESTOS
is Standardized on

70% OF THE BEST ENGLISH CARS

Wholesale Grocers
LOGGING AND LUMBER CAMP SUPPLIES

We carry a complete stock of

every pure food product for log-

gers, lumbermen, mills and mines.

Prompt service.

KELLY, DOUGLAS & COMPANY, LTD.
MANUFACTURERS OF NABOB PURE FOOD PRODUCTS.

VANCOUVER, B.C.WHOLESALE GROCERS

THE

GALBRAITH LUMBER COMPANY
H. S. Y. GALBRAITH, Manager.

706 Electric Chambers, Winnipeg.

Coast and I ¥ JMBERMountain I^^iVtPJ^J^
Everything in Lumber from a Fence Post to a B. C.

Toothpick.

PROMPT SERVICE

Representing

The British Columbia Mills Timber & Trading Co., Ltd. -

"THE MILL OF QUALITY" f

THE GALBRAITH LUMBER COMPANY ^

^1
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EMPLOYMENT
SERVICE OF

CANADA
Provincial Government Offices

Absolutely Free to Employer and Employee.

Sixteen Offices in British Columbia.

Eighty Offices in Canada.

Our offices in the interior, northern and
eastern portions of the Province handle the

employment business in their respective

districts exclusively, and most of the larger

concerns operating in coast area secure

their help through this service.

With the close co-operation existing be-

tween all our offices and with the reduced
fares on the railways for employees pro-

ceeding to employment, which rate is only

available to help secured through this

Department, we are in a position to offer

a far better service than a single office,

and when a shortage of labor exists bring

help from other parts of the Dominion.

Vancouver Offices:

714 Richards St.

Handling Skilled

Help Only.

53 Powell St.

Handling Loggers,

Miners, Section Men.

PHONE: SEYMOUR 2583

Private Exchange Connecting All Branches.

B. C. Edgrain Red Cedar Shows Up Well
Under Test

A red letter day for British Columbia Red Cedar Shingles was
August 1st, when fire chiefs from the principal cities of the Dominion
gathered at the University of British Columbia to witness fire tests of

various roofings which come under the "C" classifications laid down by
the underwriters.

Perfection edge-grain British Columbia shingles proved their fire

resistant qualities when brands were applied to the various roofs.

Under the direction of the Dominion forests products department,

severe tests were made yesterday on the ground behind the university

buildings of the fire-resisting qualities of various patented roofiings and
red cedar. The result in every test showed the great superiority of the

latter.

The tests were part of a series of experiments being made by the

department with a view to ascertaining the best way to lay shingles, the

best material to use and other matters, pertaining to roofing, and the

finding of methods to remedy the present system. Yesterday's tests were
made to show the relative fire-resisting qualities of various roofings and,

for the purpose, the department had obtained samples of ten "fireproof"

roofings and a similar number made of red cedar. For the purpose of

the test these miniature roofs were built 3 feet square.

Fire Chiefs of Canada were witnesses at tests at University of B.C., where
Patent Shingles and Edgrain B.C. Red Cedar Shingles were placed side by-

side. This cut shows a Patent Roof in flames while the Cedar Shingle surface
was but slightly injured from the brands ignited upon it.

Six tests were made with one "firebrand," placed in the centre of the

roof. The brand was saturated with paraffin, and when this was lighted

it was apparent to the spectators that the fire travelled much slower on
the cedar roof than on the others. Many of the fire chiefs present

examined the miniature roofs carefully and expressed surprise at the

result. The under part of the roof in the case of the cedar was com-
paratively cold as compared to that of the patented roofings.

"That is the chief danger in fire hazards," said one of the fire chief

delegates. "The main object in preventing fire should be to be sure that

the fire is prevented from spreading. When the flames drop down like

they are doing in the present test it is obvious the danger is enhanced
very materially."

After the single-brand test had been made similar roofings were
subjected to the fire of five brands. There was a steady wind blowing
and in a few seconds the flames were playing over all the roofs. For
six or eight minutes the miniature fire continued, and when they had
subsided it was found that the cedar roofings had escaped damage to a
far greater degree than the others. It was very noticeable in one of the

patented roofings that the pitch had carried the flames a considerable

distance across the material.

Still a further test was made when an electric fan was applied to

the different sample roofs. In one of the patented roofs the brand was
blown out almost at the start, the waste apparently not being soaked
sufficiently with paraffin to allow it to burn. The other roofs, however,
received the full force of the breeze and burned steadily. As in the
other tests, it was found that the cedar again came ofi best.

Not content with these demonstrations, the officials of the depart-
ment saturated further samples of roofings with water for 15 minutes,
each roof receiving the same amount of water. A brand was then placed
on the material, with curious results. In the case of one of the patented
roofs the fire seemed to find no difficulty in overcoming the natural off^set

of water. The second one also soon succumber to the heat ; while the
cedar roof showed little, if any, effect of the fire. It .seemed that the
space around the fire dried up, leaving the rest of the roof almost
intact from any ill effects.
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A Good Value - - Good Service

Planer and Matcher
The construction and performance of Yates A-4 Planer and Matcher

has satisfied the most critical purchasers; and does satisfy them always.

This machine clearly has demonstrated its superiority by producing

wonderfully fine work at high speeds.

One feature alone makes Yates A 4 desirable as regular equipment;

the quick lowering device. Through this quick lowering device the

machine can instantly be changed from double to single surfacing. The
A-4 is equally efficient on beaded ceiling, plain-surfaced stock and fine-

matched flooring.

Maybe you are considering installing a Planer and Matcher. It will

prove worth while to investigate the A-4 fully before purchasing a

machine of this kind.

PB.yaiesMachineGoMd.
HAMILTON^ ONTARIO

WESTERN REPRESENTATIVE

V. C.VOUNG
716 DOMINION BLPG. B.C.

WORLD'S LARGEST MANUFACTURERS OF WOODWORKING MACHINERY
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Empire Forestry Conference
OTTAWA].—A dinner in honor of Lord Lovatt and other delegates

attending the British Empire Forestry conference, was given by Premier

King, at his residence, Laurier House, Wednesday night. The guests

included the following members of the conference: Lord Lovatt, chair-

man of the conference; Sir James Calder, Lieut.-Col. Courthope, M.P.,

chairman of the British Empire Forestry Association ; Owen Jones, chair-

man of the Forest Commission of Victoria, Australia ; Prof. R. S. Troup,

of Oxford University
;
Captain Mcintosh, director of State Forests,

New Zealand; C. E. Legat, Chief Conservator of Forest, South Africa;

G. C. Trevor, Officiating Conservator of Forest, United Provinces of

India; A. C. Forbes, Forestry Branch, Dublin; Major R. D. Furdsee,

Colonial Office, London, and E. H. Finlayson, Acting Director of For-

estry for Canada.

That one-third of the forests of the world were in the British Empire
was the statement made by Lord Lovatt, chairman of the association, at

its second convention here Wednesday. Lord Lovatt stated that the

timber resources of the British Empire were better known now than ever

before but that a great deal had yet to be learned about the annual

destruction of forests through consumption, pests and fire. At his sug-

gestion the papers presented at the convention will be placed in the

Dominion archives for future reference.

The party of delegates left via the Canadian National Railway for

its trip through Quebec and the maritime Provinces. Following this they

will proceed on August 11 to Western Canada to inspect lumbering con-

ditions in British Columbia. The closing session will be held in Victoria

on September 7.

A visit to British Columbia late in August will be made by delegates

to the British Empire Forestry Conference, which will open in Ottawa
in August. After travelling through the interior, the party will reach

Vancouver on August 30, where they will be banquetted at the Hotel

Vancouver by the Provincial Government. The following day the

delegates will pay a visit to Fraser Mills, where General Manager H. J.

Mackin will have some specially selected sticks to put through the main
mill. On September 1, the party will be the guests of the Bucklin Devel-

opment Company on a trip to the company's operations at Jervis Inlet.

Western Itinerary

^ . The following is the tentative programme of the British Columbia

^
trip of the Imperial Forestry Conference

:

Saturday, August 25, Jasper-Kamloops.
August 26, Lake Louise and Banfif.

August 27, Sicamous and Shuswap Lake.

August 28, Mara Lake ; demonstration of effect of fires and evidence

of fire fighting methods ; dinner at Chase by Mountain Lumbermen's
Association, and inspection of Adam's River Lumber Company's plant.

August 29, trip through Nicola Valley Pine Company's operations.

August 30, arrive Vancouver early morning ; visits to local plants

;

banquet under auspices of B. C. Government at Hotel Vancouver, at

7:30 p.m.

August 31, visit to Fraser Mills, lunch at New Westminster.
September 1, visit to Bucklin operations at Jervis Inlet; afternoon

trip to Powell River.

September 2, leave Powell River for Campbell River
;
night trip to

Read Bay.

September 3, visit to Wilson Brady operations ; arrive Alert Bay in

evening.

September 4, visit tO' Nimpkish Logging Company, Nimpkish Lake.
September 5, Union Bay motor trip through Nanaimo to Victoria.

September 6, final meeting in Victoria, presentation of resolutions

and closing of the conference.

0

Box Making Is at Capacity
vSPOKANE.—Box making is running at full tilt among the Spokane

box manufacturers, according to reports from the various managers.
Estimate figures place the production of boxes at 60,000 a day for the city.

Sseveral of the manufacturers are hampered because of recent fires

or uncomplted improvements, but all are running full time with their

present equipment.

"Business is fine," said G. H. Medcalf, sales manager of the Wilson-
Cahill Box Company. "Our production is sold out for four months in

advance and at present we are using more than 30,000 feet of lumber
daily.

"At this time last year sales were very poor. We kept the plant

open, but we hardly sold a box. This year, however, we have more
orders than we can handle."

Other manufacturers report that their plants are running to capacity
and need greater facilities for taking care of the orders. They are nearly

all sold in advance and those who are not are finding a ready market for

their product.

Associated Timber Exporters

of British Columbia, Ltd.

Loading Ports:

Vancouver, B.C.

Victoria, B.C.

Genoa Bay, B.C.

Chemainus, B.C.

Nanoose Bay, B.C.

Fraser Mills, B.C.

SALES MEDIUM
for

EXPORT OUTPUT
of

LUMBER MILLS
of

BRITISH COLUMBIA

Principal Products

Douglas Fir
AND

Pacific Hemlock

Main Office

909 METROPOLITAN BUILDING

VANCOUVER, B.C. CANADA

WE HAVE AND WANT YOU TO KNOW WE HAVE

FAMOUS COWICHAN TIMBER
FROM THE FOREST HEART OF VANCOUVER ISLAND

FIR AND HEMLOCK LOGS—QUALITY IN EVERY FOOT

JAMES LOGGING COMPANY, LIMITED

Phone Sey. 1545

H. a. JAMES, MANAOIira SIBECTOB

508 Bank of Nova Scotia Bldg., Vancouver, B.C.
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B. C. Current Lumber Market Review
The following direct quotations on important British Columbia Lumber and Shingle items represent

approximately prevailing prices F.O.B. mill in carload lots in this market. These prices, of course, are not

universal and merely indicate the prevailing trend and the basis on which orders have been negotiated.

Flooring

1x4 No. 1 E.G $59.00 to $60.00

1x4 No. 3 E.G 41.00

1x3 No. 2 & Btr 62.00

1x3 No. 3 - 40.00

1x4 No. 2 & Btr. S.G. 42.00

1x6 No. 2 & Btr. S.G 42.00

Stepping

No. 2 & Btr. E.G 77.50

No. 2 & Btr. F.G 67.50

Finish

lx8-10-in. No. 2 & Btr.

Case:, and Bas —
60.00

70.00

Ceiling

34x4 No. 2 & Btr 42.00

5/8x4 No. 2 & Btr 38.00

5/8x4 No. 2 & Btr., Hem 35.00

5/8x4 No. 3 27.00

1x4 No. 2 & Btr 42.00

1x4 No. 2 & Btr., Hem : 40.00

1x4 No. 3 33.00

1x6 No. 2 & Btr 42.00

Partition

1x4 No. 2 & Btr ..$43.00

Drop Siding

1x6 No. 2 & Btr 42.00

I:<6 No. 3 39.00

Boards and Shiplap

1x6 SIS o. 1

1x6 D. & M
IxS-lO-in. SIS
Ixl2-in

Ix8-10-in. SIS, No. 2

17.50

20.00

20.00

20.00

15.00

Dimensions S. & E.

2x4, 12-14, No. 1 20.50

2x4, 12-14, lA-in 22.50

2x4, 16 22.00

2x4, 18 23.00

2x4, 18, 14-in 25.00
2x4, 20 23.00

2x6-8, 22-24 25.50

2x6-8, 22-24, 14-in 26.00

2x6-8, 26/32 27.00

2x4 R/L, l^, No. 2 25.00

Shelving

1x4 to 12-in. 6 ft. to 18 ft.

Fir 29.00

Cedar 50.00

Spruce 50.00

Hemlock 35.00

Resawn Boards

In 8, 10 and 12-in. widths. About %-in. thick.

(Surface measure)
Fir $10.25 to 12.50

Planks and Small Timbers

4x4, 12/16, S4S 24.00

4x4, 12/16, Rgh 24.00

3x10-12, 12/16, S..S 24.00

3x10-12, 12/16, Rgh 24.00

Timbers, 32 Ft. and Under

6x6/8x10, S4S 1 24.00

6x6/8x10, Rgh 24.00

Lath

Fir 5.50

Cedar Siding

1/2x4, Cir

1/2x6, Cir. A.
.$40.00

. 42.00

ABBOTSFORD LUMBER, MINING & DEVELOPMENT CO.
President, J. O. Trethewey. Vice-Pres., S. D. Trethewey. Secy, and Sales Manager, J. A. McGowan. LIMITED

MANUFACTURERS OF DOUGLAS FIR,

HEMLOCK AND CEDAR LUMBER
Timber, Dimension, Flooring, Ceiling, Siding, Inside and Exterior Finish, Mouldings,

Lath and Cedar Shingles. Grades Unexcelled.

Mills at Abbotsford, B. C. Prairie Representatives: Cuddy-Nelson Lumber Co., Calgary, Saskatoon and Winnipeg.

Specialty : Timbers and Heavy Dimension. Prompt Shipments.

Crow's Nest Pass Lumber Company
Manufacturers of

LIMITED

Soft Pine Finish and Shelving, Mountain Fir and Larch,

Dimension and Timbers, Ceiling, Siding, Floorings,

Moulding, Lath and Piling

Saw Mill, Planing Mill and Head Office at WARDNER, B.C.

CLIFFORD M. PENNOCK, Vice-President and Manager, WARDNER, B. C.
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Showing the Amount oi Timber Scaled

Douglas Red
Fir Cedar Spruce

Cranbrook 4,434,456 36,345 3,540,211

Prince George 897,208 128,050 2,109,721
Kamloops 6,530,867 1,107,828 309,922
Nelson 1,210,478 4,306,941 159,114
Vernon 1,216,106 876,275 518,445
iTotal Interior 14,289,115 6,455,439 6,637,413
Prince Rupert 44,885 1,401,016 12,315,938
llVancouver 117,181,193 58,349,825 3,740,770

liTotal Coast 117,226,078 59,750,841 16,056,708

Total for B. C 131,515,193 66,206,280 22,694,121

ITotal, All Species, 281,850,210 ft. b.m.

in British Columbia During the Month of
(FEET, B.M.)

Hemlock
43

2^224i295

2,224,338
4,525,596

29,452,939

33,978,535

36,202,873

Balsam
249,446
97,757

20,124

Yellow
Pine

1,768,997

351,542
4,706,702
6,827,241

White
Pine

197,501

881,088
1,328,012

2,406,601367,327
685,042

4,206,892 1,326,031

4,891,934 1,326,031

5,259,261 6,827,241 3,732,632

Jack
Pine

712,352
2,675,435

75,996
3,463,783
2,059,686

2,059,686

5,523,469

Larch

2,741,911

585,304
143,832

3,471,047

3,471,047

June^ 1923

Cotton- Other
wood Species

''^^^ 363
2,021 1,099

390,277 24,333

392,298 25,432

392,298 25,795

, Lumber Trade at Los Angeles

For the year ending June 30, 1923, more than 1,600,000,000 feet

of lumber were received in the Port of Los Angeles, according to fig-

ures compiled by the California Lumber Merchant. June shipments

were estimated at 150,000,000 feet. For the other eleven months, the

following figures and cargoes are gi ven

:

Cargoes Feet

!

July, 1922 110 111,670,000

August, 1922 116 122,625,000

September, 1922 130 130.415,000

October, 1922 130 130,960,000

November, 1922 127 134,495,000

December, 1922 ..125 129,955,000

January, 1923 145 162,320,000

February, 1923 .....138 147,495,000

March, 1923 164 179,795,000

April, 1923 155 178,075,000

May, 1923 124 149,295,000

The Government Forest Service shows 381,000,000,000 feet of

commercial timber standing in the State of California according to

computations of nearly two years. It has been estimated this timber

has been cut at a staggering rate. Between January 1 and July 1 of

this year, approximately 305,500,000 feet of redwood were felled in

this State.

The total California lumber production for the first six months of

this year is placed at 760,636,118. Itemized, the figures, not including
redwood, are as follows :

White pine 298,050,630
Sugar pine 60,436,825
White pine 50,800,525
Red fir 21,077,224
All others 24,770,914

Aetna Saw Works Strengthens Organization
Cliff Welsh, late of the Vancouver Cedar Mills, has joined the staff

of the Aetna Saw Works. Mr. Welsh will be in charge of sales, his

comprehensive knowledge of saws and saw filing gained through practical

experience in a number of large mills, making him a valuable acquisition

to the firm.

Joe Whitten will continue in charge of the manufacturing end. His
capabilities as a superintendent are well known to local mill men, who
voice appreciation of the high standard of workmanship adhered to in

the Aetna plant.

October let, 1919

S. A. Woods Uaohlne CompaLny>

Boston. Uass

Gentlemen:

About the best tnlng we can eay for your
machine is that during the past two yeats we have
operated this machine almost continuously twenty-
fovoc hours a day and have put through over 100,
000,000 feet of Itimber. We recently examined
this machine very carefully all the way through
and it is in Just as good shape as the day we
bought it. We have never had a moment's trouble
and we consider it the best planer we have.

Yours truly,

GRAY; ER CO

CGB.L

2 Years' Continuous Operation,

24 Hours a Day ™ and Still

As Good As New
This machine is constructed for the heaviest

duty and the longest service. Letters like this one
prove that it actually stands up to its high
reputation.

WOODS NO. 404-B. FAST FEED
SIX-ROLL PLANER AND MATCHER

WITH DOUBLE PROFILER
A machine for variety as well as straight work.
A mill unit of the largest productive capacity.
A producer of the highest quality of finish.

Capacity 100 to 300 lineal feet per niinnte depending
on .stock and feeder.

For complete specifications write •

—

THE CANADIAN

FAIRBANKS -MORSE
COMPANY, LIMITED

St. John Quebec Montreal Ottawa
Toronto Wind.sor Winnipeg

Regina Calgary Vancouver Victoria
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V. HYDE BAKER President. C. BURGESS, Sec.-Treas. C. D. McNAB, Manager.

Baker Lumber Company, Limited
WALDO, B.C.

QUALITY

PINE — LARCH
Lumbery Lath, Mouldings— Quality Unexcelled

OUR SPECIALTY

High Grade Pine SERVICE

I

»4-0.000,000r-

The National Life zz=z
Assurance Company ^^^poq^ooq-

of Canada zzzurz
3

Head Office: Toronto < 30,000.000.

"PERMANENT
AS THE

PYRAMIDS"

i
$25,000,000

$2Oj00Oj00Q-

BUSINESS IN FORCE
1899-1922

$15,000,000.-

$10,000,000.

SEE US $5,ooopoa-
ABOUT YOUR —
INSURANCE ~

I I

I I I

I

1899 1903 I908 1913 1918 1922

R. G. MACPHERSON
PROVINCIAL MANAGER

211-214 Rogers Building Vancouver, B.C.

iilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllillilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllillllli

= (6EMPIRE
LOGGING
ENGINES

99

ARE BUILT BY

1

1 The Empire Manufacturing
|

I COMPANY, LIMITED 1

I AT I

I VANCOUVER 1

I B. C.
I

HiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiin

MOUNTAIN
LUMBER

Careful Grading

Prompt Shipment

Perfect Manufacture

FIR, CEDAR,
PINE

We are specially well

equipped to handle

Mixed Car Orders

EDGEWOOD LUMBER CO., LTD. CASTLEGAR, B.C.



We specialize in printing

for the Lumber and

Shingle Trades.

WITH WHICH IS INCORPORATED JAS. F. MORRIS CO.

Our representative will gladly call at any time to

give you samples and prices on any or all of your
printing work.

SEYMOUR

<^ (rS') (rT) ffr'

426 Homer Street Vancouver, B. C. ASK FOR SERVICE DEPT.

Seed Extracting Plant Re-opens
NEW WESTMINSTER.—The Seed-extracting plant, established

in this city by the Dominion Government in 1921, and which was idle

last year, may resume operations this fall. Last year there was practically

no cone crop in the Eraser Valley, but reports received from the forest

rangers by Crown Timber Agent E. Walmsley, indicate that there will

be a good harvest this year.

The seeds from the cones are used for re-forestation schemes. In

1921 the British Government received 4,000 pounds of fir, 3,000 pounds

of spruce and 100 pounds of hemlock seed. Smaller quantities were
shipped to Scotland, United States, Quebec, New Brunswick, Newfound-
land, New Zealand, Australia, Tasmania, New South Wales, Peru, Chile,

Iceland, Sweden, Norway, Finland, Russia, Denmark, Erance, Belgium

.^nd Germany.
New Westminster is the only place in the world where seed extrac-

tion is done on a commercial scale, and during the first season's operations

the local plant was operated continuously on a 24-hour shift from
October 1, 1921, to March 31, 1922. During this period 3,646 sacks of

Douglas fir cones and 353 sacks of Western Hemlock cones were collected

in the Eraser Valley, while 3,237 sacks of Sitka spruce cones came irom
the Queen Charlotte Islands. The local plant extracted 4,500 pounds of

fir, 440 pounds of hemlock and 8,125 pounds of spruce seeds from these

cones.

TRACTORS FOR HAULING LUMBER IN BRITISH HONDURAS
Tractor are being used in increasing numbers in the mahogany

industry in British Honduras, says the United States Commerce Re-
ports. For over 200 years there has been a more or less successful

exploitation of the mahogany and cedar forests by means of primi-

tive although expensive methods, due to the fact that a considerable

quantity of timber was growing within a short distance of the long
coast line of the colony and the numerous rivers which ti'averse its

territory. However, the timber near the water has now been depleted
and more modern methods of logging are required for the profitable

exploitation of the stands of timber located at some distance from the

water.

The result has been an increase in the use of tractors for haul-
ing logs. The largest mahogany contractor in British Honduras has
invested nearly $100,000 in tractors manufactured in the United
States during the present mahogany season. Although this contrac-
tor is operating across the Hondo river in Yucatan, all the logs are to

be towed to Belize for shipment. With the use of about 70 tractors

this operator expects to get out about 5,000,000 feet board measure.
Two British companies are making larger use of tractors in conjunction
with logging railways and several smaller contractors are also using
tractors. Statistics of imports are not available, but it is estimated
that about 75 tractors have been imported in the past twelve months
for hauling logs.

The Finest Fresh Milk at a
Moments Notice even if Camp is Miles

from a Cow.
Good food makes good work—and more of it. Give your

cook a chance to prepare a variety of wholesome, satisfying
meals. See that he has always a sufficient supply of Trumilk
and Milkstock.

C. M. P. Powdered Milk is convenient—a pound makes
nearly a gallon of pure liquid milk, either whole milk or
skimmed as ordered.

WRITE FOR SAMPLES AND GIVE THEM A THOROUGH
TEST — THEY WILL GLADLY BE SENT FREE.

Canadian Milk Products, Ltd.
347 ADELAIDE STREET WEST, TORONTO, ONTARIO

365 St. Paul Street West 428 Main Street,

MONTREAL, QUE. WINNIPEG, MAN.

Briti.sh Columbia Distributors:
Eirkland & Rose, 130 Water, Vancouver, B.C.

"Trumilk"
Powdered full cream
milk packed in 45 lb.

and 90 lb. drums.
Used in any way in

which pure fresh
liquid milk would be
used.

"Milkstock"
Powdered skimmed
milk in 50 lb. and 100
lb. drums. Used for
all cooking- purposes.

TRUMIUp
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Lumber Dealers Want B. C. Fir

Officials of the National American Lumber Wholesalers' associa-

tion arrived in Vancouver over the Canadian Pacific railway and went on

to Seattle to attend a conference in that city.

"This visit to British Columbia is just to get in touch, as we have

to do business here in the future and we want to know the men and the

firms we are dealing with," said W. H. Schuette, president of the associa-

tion. "Look at the enormous immigration we are getting in the States,"

said F. D. Jones, counsel of the association. "These people must all be

housed and we want your lumber and your shingles to do it."

The party spent one afternoon on the Burquitlam golf links.

Members of the party expressed admiration at the advanced stage

the lumber industry has arrived at on the Pacific coast. Great interest

was shown in the modern sawmill methods employed at Vancouver
mills, especially in the manufacture of shingles, also in the vast timber

reserves of the coast.

Inflation Ended
F. S. Underbill, second vice-president of the association, said, "That

notwithstanding the scate of depression of trade for the last month due

to the action of financial interests seeking to avoid inflation in the price

of materials and labor cost, there has been a fair call for material for

work that had already started and the easing up in demand for labor

has had a wholesale effect upon the situation. The people who are inter-

ested in the construction programme will fully realize that all that could

be desired in the way of inflation in material and labor will have been

accomplished by the middle of August, and from then on will be a gradual

resumption of demand, and improvement of conditions throughout the

fall and winter months."

Charles Hill, of the Southern Pine Sales Corporations, stated "that

the lull in buying that began 60 days ago seems to have come to an
end." We find that many of our customers who have been putting oft'

purchases are now again coming into the market, with the result of a 20
per cent increase in our sales, more than in the month of June, and many
eilquiries are in the market.

Look to West
W. W. S. Chupner, association secretary and directing manager,

stated that the East is looking to the West for lumber more and more,

as the eastern forests are getting depleted, and cargo shipments from the

Western States and British Columbia to the Atlantic seaboard will be on
the increase from now on.

It Will PayYou

TO CABBY

Timberland

S4S Dimension
AND

Yard Timbers

The Best in the West

THE

Timberland Lumber Co.
NEW WESTMINSTER, B. C.

Protect Your Hands
With

WATSON'S
HORSEHIDE

GLOVESMade in Vancouver.

JOHN WATSON
127 DUFFERIN E. PHONE FAIR. 3988

E.tabiisfced 1841 jij^ Mercantile Agency ^so Branch.*

R. G. DUN & CO.
Head Office : 290 Broadway - - New York

"For the Promotion and Protection of Trade"

CANADIAN BRANCHES
Offices in Western Provinces:

BRITISH COLUMBIA ALBERTA
Vancouver Victoria Calgary Edmonton Lethbridge

SASKATCHEWAN
Moose Jaw Regina Saskatoon

EASTERN OFFICES
Winnipeg, Man. Fort William, Ont. Halifax London Ottawa

St. John Hamilton Montreal Quebec Toronto

Collection Dept., Vancouver Office: 402 Pender Street W.
J. B. GIFPEN, Dist, Mgr.

SAVE MONEY!
Lumbermen's Outfitters
Buy Your Clothing Direct From the

Makers—IT PAYS
LOOK AT THESE SPECIALS AND

THE PRICES

ENGLISH FLANNEL SHIRTS—Reinforced
seams and wide roomy sleeves; the body
is extra large. Sizes, 141/2-17. Khaki,
$19.50 per doz. Army Gray, $18.00
per doz.

LUMBERJACK BREECHES—Heavy 32 oz.

Government frieze, 21 inches long, straps
and buckles, five strong pockets, belt loops
and buttons. Made in navy blue or brown
at $3.50 and $2.75 per pair. Sizes, 32 to 42.

We are offering these extraordinary prices

to introduce our lines to the lumbermen's
trade, and you can profit by ordering a few
dozen each for your Fall needs.

When ordering be sure to specify
sizes and shipping instructions. Order
by dozen lots, as these prices are quoted
on that basis.

MILLER MEN'S WEAR, LIMITED
48 YORK STREET TORONTO, ONT.
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British Made Truck Is Popular in B. C.

British Columbia logging operators will be interested in the opening

in Vancouver of a factory branch of Leyland Motors, Limited, of Lanca-

shire, England. Mr. M. E. Bradley, factory representative, at 940

Richards Street, Vancouver, proudly exhibited to lumbermen this week

the company's latest motor truck, built for operation among the big

timbers of British Columbia. This truck, manufactured according to

Old Country standards, is said to be the most powerful ever built, and

has already established itself with large logging operators, on the Coast.

Six machines have been sold in the past few weeks, another six have

been ordered and twenty-seven are now on the ocean, and will reach

Vancouver by September 1st. Among the concerns who have so far

]iurchased the Leyland motor truck are the T. A. Ross Logging Com-
pany, of Ladysmith

; J. Milligan, Sooke, B.C., the Campbell Logging
Company, and the Rivers Logging Company.

Coming as they do through the Panama Canal, these motors can be

shipped from Liverpool, England, to Vancouver, at a cost less than from
Calgary to Vancouver. Coming i nunder the British preference tarifT,

the buyer is given an advantage on each truck of some hundreds of

dollars in value.

Mr. Bradley's establishing of a factory branch here may mean the

beginning of important trade developments between Vancouver and the

Old Country. Ships which come here for wheat, have ample space and

a cheap freight rate to offer the British manufacturer, and it is predicted

that a wide exchange of Canadian products for British manufactured
goods, is bound to develop, with the establishing at this port of a great

grain export business.

The Leyland Motor is mounted on a tremendous steel chassis of

great beauty of finish, and is one of the most striking examples of the

motor truck builders' skill. This motor, tested throughout the war and
long tried out for heavy service in England and abroad, stands up under
all conditions and under the most severe trials. The Vancouver branch
carries on hand a full line of accessories and parts. Mr. Bradley promises

that a fair trial of the Leyland motor in logging operations in British

Columbia will so effectually reduce the cost of getting out logs that

there is already assured for the British company tremendous success in

this Province.

Cost of This Donkey Amounts to Thousands
BUCKLEY.—The Buckley Logging Company received a new

donkey engine this week for the use of their camp which is the largest

and strongest on Puget Sound. It is especially adapted for logging in

rough country and across chasms. When fully equipped with lines, sled

and water tank it will weigh about 100 tons. Its cost was $30,000.

Communications from McNair's mill and the Seaport Shingle

Company advised the council that sawdust burners were under construc-

tion at both these plants. The clerk was instructed to advise the fire

department of this fact and also the Army and Navy Veterans who have

complained to the council of the sawdust nuisance.

New Logging Machinery for Oyster River
COURTENAY, July 14.—Last Monday Courtenaians were given a

sight of the latest in logging machinery when a ten ton tractor and
trailer, both of the caterpillar type, arrived in town on the way to Oyster

River district, where it will be used at the new camp of Munn & Com-
pany, Vancouver logging operators. Machinery of this type has been

successfully used in the logging industry across the border, and it is

particularly efifective in small and medium sized tracts of timber where
the expense of putting in a high lead equipment is out of proportion to

the value of the timber to be taken out. The operation of this tractor will

certainly be watchew ith the greatest interest as there are numerous
small and medium sized tracts of timber in the valley in the logging of

which machinery of this type can be advantageously used.

Large Alaska Timber Tract Will Be Sold
WASHINGTON, D.C.—Two large timber sales are now pending

according to an announcement made by the forest service.

One of the sales involves about 2,000.000,000 board feet of pulp

wood in Alaska. Bids will be received for this timber by the district

forester in Juneau up to July 31. The prospects that this timber will be

sold and a pulp mill established are reported to be very good.

The second sale now pending involves about 121,000,000 board feet

of the sugar and yellow pine type on the Plumas national forest in

California. The advertising period for this sale expires August 1.

HERE IT IS

!

THE EASTHOPE PATENT

Gasoline
Swifter Puller

Fitted With Pulley for Running Boring Machine.

IT WILL PAY YOU TO GET ONE

COSTS 4%9CZA And Only Fifty

ONLY ^ V Cents a Day to Run.

EASTHOPE BROS.
MANUFACTURERS

1729 GEORGIA ST. VANCOUVER, B.C.

Make lighter,

sturdier veneer panels
serve instead of
hardwood

IlamatcG
JaPLY COTTOMWOOD VEMEER PAAIELS)

"THE UNIVERSAL WALLBOARD"

does more to give modern homes the

utmost in finish at the lowest cost for

both the material and the finish than can

be had in any other way. We gladly

send you convincing proof.

Laminated Materials Co., Ltd.
Head Office and Factory:

NEW WESTMINSTER, B. C.
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President: H. W. HUNTER.

Treasurer: T. A. HUNTEB.
Vice-President: F. O. FOX

Secretary: C. K. HUNTER.

Campbell River Lumber Co.
XiHoited

White Rock, B. C.

Capacity of Sawmill, 150,000 feet per day.

Capacity of Shingle Mill, 200,000 Shingles per day.

"Our Manufacture is handled by experts and a trial order will con-

vince you that we deliver LUMBER OF THE BETTER KIND."

MIXED CARS OF COAST LUMBER OUR
PROMINENT SPECIALTY

Sales Office:

706 McArthur Bldg., Winnipeg
R. J. CRAWFORD, Manager.

SPRUCE SPRUCE SPRUCE

NORTHERN MANITOBA & SASKATCHEWAN

WHITE SPRUCE
LUMBER AND LATH

BRAND NEW STOCK NOW AVAILABLE

RED DEER LUMBER COMPANY, LTD.

BARROWS, MANITOBA

Owners and Sales Agents

Union Lumber Co., Ltd.
502 Huron and Erie Building

WINNIPEG - - MANITOBA

Write or Wire This Address

A Good Woman Is Mourned
j

Sympathy of the entire lumber industry of the Pacific Coast will be
extended to that veteran lumberman, Mr. J. D. McCormack, of the Can-
adian Western Lumber Company, in the loss of his wife at Vancouver, ;!

on Friday, July 20th.

Mrs. McCormack passed away at the family home, 1247 Burnaby
Street, Vancouver. She was entering the prime of her life, being 53

years of age. Mr. and Mrs. McCormack were married in Minnesota 36
years ago.

Mrs. McCormack was a retiring woman who loved her home and
her family. She did not like display of any kind, and took a small part in

social activities. She was known for her charity. She is mourned by all

the poor people in the parish in which she worshipped, who \oi\'ed her for

her many good works.
Honorary pall bearers were six prominent men of British Columbia:

J. D. Byrne, J. A. Tepoorten, Mr. Saunders, Edward Douglas, W. P.

Tierney and Fred Baker.
Aictive pall bearers were the two sons : Frank D. McCormack, of

Fraser Mills ; Paul J. McCormack, R. H. Underbill, a son-in-law ; R. J.

Filberg, a son-in-law ; R. A. Dailey, Seattle, a son-in-law ; Mr. Ways,
Mr. McCormack's private secretary.

At the Pro-Cathedral the Archbishop of Vancouver, Most Reverend
Timothy Casey, pontificated. There were at the altar eight clergj'men,

the Rev. Father O'Boyle, Rev. Father McNeil, Rev. Father Welch, Rev.

Father Yahner, Rev. Father O'Neill, Rev. Father Coghlan, Rev. Father

La Montaigne, Rev. Father Thayer.

The Sisters of St. Paul's Hospital kept vigil over the remains of

their good friend and all the honors of the church and of the community
were shown.

Though Mrs. McCormack had been ill for over eight years she had
borne up with patience, and few were aware that she had been a

sufferer.

INSPECTOR FOR B. C. L. INSPECTION BUREAU.
R. E. Cughan and George Leavotte have been appointed to the

position of inspectors at Regina and Toronto of the B. C. Lumber In-

spection Association. These two gentlemen possess the highest quali-

fications for the posts they will occupy.
Mr. Cughan, formerly mill superintendant of the Straits Lumber

Co., Limited at Red Gap and a practical himberman with extensive

experience, will be in charge of all inspections West of the Great

Lakes. Mr. Leavotte with headquarters at Toronto will have Ontario

and Quebec as his territory. Mr. LeaA'otte who has had long experi-

ence with the Pacific Lumber Inspection Bvxreau is very Avell known
on the Coast Mdiere he has been connected with the lumber industry

for the last 15 years in different responsible capacities. Previous to

their departure Messrs. Cughan and Leavotte spent several days with

Mr. N. McNair, official inspector for the B. C. Shingle Assn. and Mr.
A. E. Beaulieu, chief grading inspector of the B C. Lumber Manu-
facturers' Assn., giving satisfactory proof of their fitness for their

new appointments.
made to Mr. E. M. Deariing, secretary of the B. C. Lumber Inspection

All requests for the services of the new inspectors should be

Association at 1015 Rogers Building, Vancouver, B. C.

The benefit of the Association Inspection service to both buyer

and seller is quite obvious. The lumber manufacturer anxious for

his reputation is always keen to know that his shipments are up to

grade and if not, in what particular item they fall down so that future

mistakes may be guarded against. On the other hand every reputable

dealer and line yard manager is opposed to careless or doubtful action

by his agents in reporting offgrade and shortage complaints that have

no justification in fact.

As mentioned in our last announcement, the terms of sale by
members of the Association include a recognition that in the re-inspec-

tion of any shipment in dispute the ruling of the inspector is binding

on both parties.

As regards the charges, the customs of the older Associations,

namely, the Pacific Coast Shippers' and the Pacific Lumber Inspec-

tion Bureau are adopted. The charges for re-inspection will be $15.00

per day, plus expenses and hotel charges of the Inspector and the cost

of manual labor necessary to the examination of the shipment. This

amount is payable by the losing party in the dispute. A variation of

5 per cent is allowed between the two inspections. That is to say, if

the lumber shipped as No. 1 Common or any other specified grade is

found to be more than 5 per cent undergrade, the shipper stands the

expense. If, on the other hand, the variation is less than 5 per cent,

the buyer is liable for the cost of re-inspection.

The benefit of this undertaking to the lumber and shingle trade

is so obvious that the co-operation of every branch would seem assured.

Apart from the services they will render as inspectors, many
opportunities will be given Messrs. Cughan and Leavotte in the

course of their duties for educatioonal work amongst factories and
retail lumber yards, which should prove of considerable value to

the industry.
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Larger Farm Storage May Help Wheat
Market

Recent drops in the price of wheat have been discouraging to a farm
)opulation that already was suffering from a disparity between the cost

)f goods bought and the prices of farm products sold. Always in such a

iituation the politicians are the promptest with proposals for relief
;
and,

lowever ineffective the remedies they propose, many of them will ride

nto office on a wave of agricultural resentment. Fortunately, recent

experience in price fixing has made everybody wary of that remedy, but

)thers no more promising of real help may be expected.

One fact appears to be quite clear, and it is that the vagaries of

luman appetite are a considerable factor in determining the demand for

food crops. Wheat may still be the "staff of life," but at times many
people manage to limp along pretty well without it. Apparently, in stress

)f war's necessities many people learned to eat less wheat bread and
;hey have persisted in the habit. Evidently also, wheat growers got the

habit of producing in larger quantities owing to the stimulus of war
prices and they ha\e persisted in the habit since war demand has been

cut off.

I Methods of marketing wheat are admittedly unscientific, the greater

part of the crop leaving the producers' hands long before it is needed by

the ultimate consumer. For transportation reasons as well as for

financial reasons, it would be better if producers themselves could hold

their wheat until consumers' demand began to be felt. If fed into the

market as actually needed the avenues of transportation would not be

congested by the movement and producers might expect to get some of

the margin that now goes to other holders.

What really is required to insure rural prosperity is diversified farm-

ing, and the inadequate return from wheat ought to convince wheat
growers of the folly of neglecting other crops and livestock. Wheat
growing always has been a story of progressive soil depletion, as indeed

has been the story of all agriculture unaccompanied by stock-raising and
the application of commercial fertilizers. The cure for most of the

farmer's troubles is a balanced agriculture as well as a balanced market.

Every producer, whether he be farmer or manufacturer, must produce
for a market, by either restricting or adapting his product to the demand.
Under most moderrv co^nditions it is practicable to do both. As the

farmer can not know in advance of production what the demand will be

for any given crop, his best recourse is to produce a variety of crops so

that he may profit by varying demand.

Of course the wheat grower must cut his production cloth to fit the

market pattern. But consumption is not like the laws of the Medes and
Persians; it varies with the whims of custom and appetite. Consumption
of nearly every other product })as at times been vastly increased by
advertising, and if the wheat growers of the country can get each person

in the United States to take the Carpenter's advice to the Walrus and
"cut another slice" of bread, the demand for bread will soon wipe out

the wheat surplus. There may be some merit also in the proposal that

consumers buy flour by the barrel.

It is pretty generally recognized that the most promising way for

the farmer out of his present dilemma is in larger storage of wheat and
grains on the farm. It is neither practicable nor necessary to hold an
entire wheat crop on the farms; a relatively small part withheld from
sale would prevent a market glut. Holding any kind of farm crop involves

a financial problem that may not be readily solved by every farmer ; but

with the co-operation of the bankers a way can be found in most cases

to keep the wheat crop on the farm for a short time at least. Facilities

for storage larger than usual would be required, and lumbermen from
enlightened self interest as well as from public spirit ought to strain a

point if need be to enable their farmer friends to build the bins and
granaries needed to store their what until it can be profitably marketed.

In the long run lumbermen and other merchants as well as the community
as a whole will prosper with the farmers and because the latter prosper.

Hence the sane marketing of farm products should be made a com-
munity affair.

FORESTRY.
PEKIN.—Good results have been achieved by the local officials

of Shantung in reafforestation in the past few years. According to a

report submitted by the Shantung Industrial Commissioner to the

Ministry of Agriculture and Commerce, during the three years ended

1921, 34,366,134 young trees were planted and are growing well in the

one hundred and seven hsien districts of the province.

Last year an attempt was made by Hupeh officials to plant trees

along the city streets and country roads in Hanyang, Wuchang and
Hankow. Over one hundred thousand young trees were planted, of

which about nine-tenths failed to grow owing to the long drought spell

which prevailed in those localities during the later part of last year.

The Hupeh Industrial Commissioner is planning to plant more tree"

this spring and has applied to the Hupeh Civil Governor for funds to

carry out the work.

AETNA
PERFECTION BRAND

SAWS
ARE GUARANTEED

Made in B. C. by B. C. Workmen

We manufacture Circular Saws for

every purpose at our factory in

Vancouver, B. C, of the finest

Jessop Steel.

Tlie raw plate is punched, tem-
pered, ground and finished by
experts.

Every order is filled under bond of
Guaranteed Satisfaction.

SAW REPAIRING A SPECIALTY

AETNA SAW WORKS Ltd.
CIiIFF WEZiSH, Sales Representative.

JOE WHITTEN, Superintendent.

GRANVILLE ISLAND VANCOUVER, B.C.
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British Columbia Forest Products at the
Canadian National Exhibition,

Toronto, 1923
By LoREN L. Brown.

Herewith is shown a cut illustrating the front elevation and plan

of the British Columbia exhibit.

Cottage built by the Government of British Columbia at the Canadian Na-
tional Exhibition at Toronto, Ont. The Forestry Branch will also have an
elaborate display of B. C. woods at the Imperial Exposition, in London.

A small bungalow about 14x20 will be shown having Royal Shingles

on the side walls and 5X Shingles on the roof. The exterior trim and

sash will be of British Columbia white pine.

The three rooms will be finished as follows

:

The room on the left will be panelled with cottonwood veneer panels,

haviiig cedar stiles and rails ; the floor will be of edge grain western

larch, and the ceiling of cottonwood panels.

The central room will be panelled with western hemlock, solid flat

grain panels with edge grain stiles and rails ; the floor will be of edge

grain fir, and the ceiling beams of cedar.

The room on the right will be panelled with Douglas fir veneer

panels, having edge grain stiles and rails ; the floor will be of edge grain

western hemlock.
This exhibit will be finished in very effective stains which have been

developed by Mr. A. Edward Roberts, at Toronto, and finished with the

very best workmanship.
The exhibit should be very effective, as it will enable the visitors to

get a very strong impression of the beautiful effects obtainable with our
British Columljia woods. As more than one and a quarter million people

visited the Canadian National Exhibition last year, excellent returns

should be obtained from such a display.

No Western Branches This Year
The news that the National Railways will not construct any branch

lines this A-ear is a hard blow to the entire West. For years settlers have
hung on in the hope that some day the coming of the railroad would save

them a haul of an}-thing from ten to sixty miles with grain and other

produce, and now by the action of the Senate to see their hopes dashes
to the ground will be the last .straw. It is freely predicted that migration,

rather than immigration, will be the topic in many sections of the Prairie

Provinces from now on. Lack of railroad facilities being one factor.

Just what reasons there were for killing the entire railroad extension
programme will probably never be known. All we are interested in is that

the extensions in entirety were killed. The Government is blamed for

unloading upon the Senate a vast mass of last minute legislation, including

the railroad extensions bill. Had this measure—calling for an expendi-
iture of $28,000,000 over a three year period—being put forward in

separate items instead of in one measure, no doubt a certain amount of

branch line work would have been authorized. Even had the require-

ments for one year been put forw'ard they might have passed, but every-

thing was thrown out.

Wheresoever the fault lies, the fact remains that it is the West
which suffers, as practically all the extensions were for the Western
Provinces. The progress of the country apparently carries no weight
when set in the scale with political differences. Western Canada, how-
ever, will remember that the new branch lines, in spite of fervid promises,

were not forthcoming. Meanwhile our political leaders pass the buck
back and forth in an endeavor to cover up the reason for what, to the

West, is a calamity.

If we had less politics, and less legislation, and a little more regard

for the country's welfare, perhaps Canada would be a bigger factor in

world affairs. Our trouble is that we are misgoverned ancl overgoverned
by men whose slogan appears to be, "Ourselves and party before

country."
—

"Western Canada Contractor."

Robert C. Galbraith Will Manage Business
Necessity of paying wage cheques to the amount of $5,000 in con-

nection with the lumber business of Galbraith & Sons, New Westminster
resulted in Mr. Justice Gregory's appomting Robert Chalmers Galbraith,

.succes.sor to George D. Brymner, who died recently, in the management
of the firm. The company assigned to the late Mr. Brvmner several

years ago. Mr. Robert Braden made the application.

Lumber Firm Insures Staff

More than 100 employees of the Winslow Lumber Companv, of
Orin, Wash., have been insured by the company under the group insur-

ance plan. Each married man is insured for $1,000 and each single man
for $500. The total amount approximates $80,000.

"Some of our employees have been with us since the company was
organized in 1900," said B. F. Pierce, president and general manager of
the company. "Many are sons of our older employees and virtually all

live within 10 miles of our plant. In taking out this policy I was parti-

cularly interested for the sake of the men who have been with us 20
years and more. All of our employees over 21 are covered for either

$500 or $1,000 and this coverage continues so long as they remain in our
employ." '

May Embargo Canadian Wood Pulp
The lumber division of the Tariff Commission, Washington, D.C.,

has been instructed to investigate the situation growing out of the passage
by the Canadian House of Commons of a bill which would empower the

governor general by order in council to embargo the exportation of pulp-
wood to this country.

The measure must receive the approval of the Canadian Senate, but
the debates at Ottawa are construed as meaning that the Canadians are
bout determined to go ahead with the embargo legislation, which is

designed primarily to compel American pulp and paper mills to move
omic benefit resulting from a virtual monopoly of the pulpwood,

'
pulp

and paper business so far as the United States is concerned.
Officials here do not relish the idea at all. At the same time they

realize that the present tariff law does not clothe the President with
power to declare embargoes, for example, upon the exportation of Ameri-
can cotton and hardwood, both of which Canada needs. In fact, there is

little the President can do except to increase duties on Canadian products
entering this country, thus shutting off the American market in whole
or in part.

The reason given in Canada for the proposed wood pulp embargo
is to conserve national resources. Everybody understands, however,
that the real purpose is to develop manufacturing industries on the
Canadian side.

Plant Resumes
PRINCE RUPERT.—The saw mill plant at Bucklev Bay is to

resume cutting within a few das, after three weeks' shutdown, during
which time all the old machinery has been overhauled and a planing and
resaw plant added. This means that in future part at least of the lumber
will be finished at the mill instead of being sent to Los Angeles to be
finished.

The new equipment arrived recently from Hamilton, Ont. In addi-
tion a new boiler has been installed and increased production, as well
as finishing, will be made possible by the changes.

ni order that repairs may be made on the spot, a complete machine
shop has been installed in charge of C. Poole, formerly of Prince Rupert.
While the mill has been shut down for a short time, none of the men
were laid off and the logging camps are getting out timber just as fast
as pos.sible.

FOURTEEN "14" VESSELS
OF THE

UNION STEAMSHIP COMPANY of B.C. LIMITED
Sail regularly from the Company's wharf, Vancou-
ver, B.C., calling at Sechelt, Powell River, Campbell
River, Alert Bay, Ocean Falls, Surf Inlet, Bella
Coola, Prmce Rupert, Anyox and all Northern B.C.
logging camps and canneries.

For Information as to Sailings, Fares and Freight Rates
APPLY TO

Head Offices on Wharf,
foot Carrall Street, VANCOUVER, B.C.

TELEPHONE SEYMOUR 306
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Your Barn as an Investment
Take the number of years that you think a good barn

would last and divide the original cost by that number.

For an example. If. in your opinion, a barn well built

of good material would last twenty-five years, and it took

$1,000.00 to build, your barn would cost you $40.00 a year

for twenty-five years.

If you paid annually about. $10.00 for insurance and
depreciation, a $1,000.00 barn would stand you about $50.00
every year. If you purchased a $1,000.00 Victory Bond it

would pay you approximately the same amount.

The Victory Bond is as good as gold. It's a cracker-jack

investment, but how does it work out in the case of a man
who has no barn?

Which should he buy with his $1,000.00 to be
richer at the end of the year?

Let's see what the average barn would do for you.

—

It makes a good home for your stock, which will be

healthier, work better and sell for more than those unfortunate

critters housed in a stuffy, unventilated, tumble-down barn.

You will save about 36,000 steps each year and make feeding

easier. You'll finish your chores ahead of time instead of

trudging around the barn when your neighbor is scott free to

do what he pleases. You don't want to be tied at home when
everybody's going out some evening for a good time. Children

could do up the work more easily when Dad's away.

You wouldn't have broken bags of oats lying
around to dig into or tip up. You'd just pull the slide and
out would come your oats. Both oats and hay would be
cleaner and there would be no waste.

You'd have a harness room with plenty of bright,

clean pegs for harness not in use and being repaired. You'd
have windows that would make this room as light as day.

Keeping your harness repaired, oiled and "rubbed up"
wouldn't be a bore. You'd like to do it in a bright, clean place

where you wouldn't get covered with mud and manure when
it was raining pitch-forks outside.

All these things are fine for your comfort and conven-
ience, but unless a modern barn will earn more than $50.00
each year for you, you aren't ready for one. Your barn must
earn that $50.00 each year on your investment and enough
over during a period of 25 years to buy one or more bonds.

Our manager will cheerfully answer your ques-
tions. Ask him.

(Fiom the House Organ of Rogers' Lumber Yards, Moose Jaw)

Correct designs—The best of material

—

Skilled workmanship—Completely equip-

ped plant—Large production—Economical
distribution

The Combination That Makes

Logging Equipment
The Best in the Woods, and the Lowest in Price

Sold Direct

"FROM THE WORKS TO THE WOODS"

OPSAL STEEL COMPANY
LIMITED

Vancouver, B. C.
Works and Office:

Dufferin and Quebec Sts.

Phone:

Fairmont 280

LillllllllllllllllllilillllllllllllllllllllllllilllllllllllllllllllllilillllllllllllllllliMllllllllilllllii

R. BRUCE ABEL
INSURANCE IN ALL ITS BRANCHES

Representing: ~

PHOENIX ASSURANCE COMPANY, LIMITED, OF |
LONDON, ENGLAND, (Fire). |

COLUMBIA INSURANCE COMPANY, OF NEW JERSEY, |
(Fire). I

IMPERIAL UNDERWRITERS CORPORATION OF |
CANADA (Automobile). 1

EAGLE, STAR AND BRITISH DOMINIONS INSURANCE |
COMPANY, LIMITED, (Marine). =

= PHONE SEYMOUR 3247 E

= SUITE 501-502-503 BOWER BUILDING =

i 543 GRANVILLE STREET VANCOUVER, B.C.
|

rilllllllllllllllllllllllMIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIMIIIIIIHIIMMIMIIr
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This Graffinberger Valve Fits Your Old

Type AUis-Chalmers Cylinders

Pats. Pending. All
Rights Reserved.

and it can be attached without
removing the cylinders.

IT STOPS THE WASTE OF
AIR AND STEAM

No leaks; no reboring. The more
they are used the tighter they fit.

Quick acting.

Put "GRAFFINBERGERS on your
EDGERS, TRIMMERS, GANG SAW,
SKID LIFTS and all other quick acting-

cylinders.

Graffinberger Valve Company, Inc.
East 10th and Taylor Street, FOBTIiAND, ORE.

Disti-ibiitors for British Columbia. WRITE FOR CATAIiOGTTE "W".

MARSHALL-WELLS B.C.. LTD., Vancouver, B.C.

Canadian Government
Merchant Marine Limited

Monthly Freight Service to

Australia and New Zealand

Regular Sailings to India, Japan and China
Limited Passenger Accommodation All Routes

For rates and information apply to

B. C. KEELEY, General Agent

C. N. R. Depot Vancouver, B. C.

PHOTO-ENGRIWERS
CONNERCIAL ARTISTS
COLORS SIECTRO

TYPERS^^^-TVPERs

10

TOWER BLDG ,= PHONE- 5EY. 7169

WNCOUVER.
B.e.

GULF OF GEORGIA TOWING CO., LTD.

1199 SIXTH AVENUE W., VANCOUVER, B.C.

Specializing in Towing, Lighterage, Camp Moving, etc.

Rates Furnished on Application.

WE OWN AND OPERATE
4 TUGS AND 30 SCOWS

for reliable equip-

ment look for

on side of Tug
or ScowG G

Phone Bayview 806 Night Phone: High. 1923

SAFETY FIRST!
Prince Rupert, July 19.—Lauchlin W. McKenzie, a

sawyer employed in the Red Mountain Lumber Com-
pany's mill at Penny, met a shocking death just before
noon on Saturday, when he was thrown upon the saw
and had his body severed from the top of his head to
his hips... The accident was witnessed by the mill crew,
but they were powerless to render any assistance.
McKenzie was an old sawyer. There was a lever lock
on the carriage which he was using, but McKenzie
frequently neglected to use it. Shortly before noon
on Saturday he undertook to adjust the feed i na water
pipe used for the cooling of the saw, and while he
was so engaged the carriage started, McKenzie moved
back and stopped the carriage, but failed to use the
lock. He then engaged himself again with the water-
pipe, and while so employed the carriage started a
second time. He was struck by the carriage and
thrown by it against the saw sideways. It was all over
in an instant, as the head and torso were divided into
halves, the saw passing just in front of the backbone,
severing all the ribs and arms.

New Westminster, July 21.—Otto Anderson, 15,
240 Pembina Street, Queensboro, was instantly killed

today at 1 p.m., when he attempted to jump on a truck
near the Westminster Shook Mills, according to the
police.

The truck was driven by Cecil Coe, Jardine Street
and Ewen Avenue, whosaid he brought it to a stop in

6 feet. Chief Bradshaw stated that the driver did
everything possible and that no blame was attached.

Lumberton, B.C., July 21.—On Thursday last,

while engaged in blasting stumps at Camp 3 of the B.

C. Spruce Lumber Company, Joe Patz was blown into

eternity without a moment's warning.

It appears that Patz had loaded two holes under a
large stump for the purpose of removing it for road
grading. He hred both holes and retired out of reach
of flying debris. In a few moments an explosion
occurred and Patz, thinking both blasts had gone off,

went forward to ascertain the effects of the shots. It

would seem, however, that one of the charges had
hung fire for the unfortunate man had barely reached
the scene of the explosion when a second blast went
off, killing him instantly.

Yahk, B.C., July 27.—The milling town of Yahk was the
scene of a fatal accident on Friday last, when Jean Daigle, a
workman in the employ of the Natural Resources Department
of the C.P.R., came to his death in a manner most unusual.
Daigle, with some other men, was engaged in loading a car
with railway ties. To facilitate the work a gang plank had
been rigged up upon which the laborers were carrying tke ties

into the car. Daigle was mounting this plank with a heavy tie

on his shoulder when the gangway broke in the middle, precipi-
tating him with his load to the ground. The height of the fall

did not, perhaps, exceed five feet; but Daigle fell, it appears,
under the burden he was carrying, with the result that the
heavy timber crushed his head against the ground.

Office and Bunkers: Foot of Burrard St.
West of C.P.R. Oil Tanks

Phones: Sey. 6894 and 2200

B. W. B. NAVIGATION COMPANY LIMITED
/ Successors to

Progressive Steamboat Co. Ltd and C. S. Thicke Towing Co Ltd.

TUGS— Projective
Coutli Pronative
Phoenix Pro.sperative
Maagen Prospective No. 2

P. O. Box 311

Vancouver, B. C.
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Fir - - Western Hemlock

Flooring

Ceiling

Siding

Finish

Timbers up
to 90 feet

Besides operat-

ing a 100,000 feet

capacity we pos-

sess a modernly
equipped planing

mill and door fac-

tory, latter with
capacity of 200

doors per day.

Shiplap

Siding

Dimension

Boards

Robertson & Hackett Sawmills Ltd.
Est. 1888 Office and Mills, False Creek, Vancouver, B. C.

GUARANTEED
We gruarantee the
VAUGHAN Pond
Gasoline Drag'-saw
against defects of
workmanship and
material, and also
to give
complete
satisfaction
when
properly
installed.

She's a Worker!

VAUGHAN POND
Gasoline DRAG SAW

ENGINE—4-6 H.P. Improved VAUGHAN Type. Fuel consumption 2

gals, gasoline per day, battery ignition, water cooled.

FRAME—Built of seasoned straight grained fir, braced and made to
stand extra heavy work.

COUNTERSHAFT ASSEMBLY—This part of the machine has been made
considerably heavier to stand the heavy work the machine is intended
for. The countershaft bearings and sprocKet have been increased
in size.

SIDE ASSEMBLY—Eccentric strap, double the size that is used on the
Standard Machine. Size of guide rods, top 1", bottom IM", Pitman
heads and rods much larger. Sawplate equipped with Patented saw-
bolt to protect saw from falling in water.
This machine will handle sawblades ten foot long.

This machine is capable of cutting fifty thousand to seventy-five
tliousand feet of exportable logs, or eighty to one hundred thousand feet
of mill logs in one day.

Write Us.

DOMINION DRAG SAW COMPANY
104 MAIN STREET - - - VANCOUVER, B.C.

Poles

Piling

Logs
m

Fir

Cedar

Hemlock

Cedar Telegraph Poles, Cedar Foundation

Piling, any Length

CapilanoTimber Co. Limited
Head Office at Booming Ground, Pemberton Avenue

and P.G.E. Tracks, North Vancouver, B.C.

Phone No. Van. 306 and 307

WHITE CEDAR FENCE POSTS
Spruce, Tamarack

Cedar Piling

We can furnish anything that you require in green cut,

live peeled, White Cedar Posts. We ship from the Rainy

River District of Ontario and Minnesota with yards at

the following points:

EiAINY RIVER) fBEAUDETTE
SLEEMANS \ Ontario Minn. \ ROOSEVELT
PINEWOOD J I WILLIAMS

Cedar Posts,

Poles, Ties

Let us quote you delivered prices—F.O,B, cars any railway station in Canada

T. M. PARTRIDGE LUMBER CO., LTD.
Sales Office: MINNEAPOLIS, MINN. Main Office: RAINY RIVER, ONT.
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CHAIN
MADE IN B. C.

Standard or special sizes,

conveyor and log haul-up,

coil, log, BB, BBB, crane

and dredge chain ; also

chain to special measure-
ments as well as boom
chain.

Manufactured with latest

equipment by chain makers
of lifetime experience,

from specially made chain

bars. Welds, measure-
ments and gauges guar-

anteed.

Canada Chain &
Forge Co., Ltd.

Granville Island

VANCOUVER B. C.

I

Purchased by E. W. Baker, of Terrace, B.C., property which is

located one mile from Woodcock Station, across Skeena River, at a cost

of $1,491.20, which includes 40,000 lineal feet cedar poles, 15,785 lineal

feet cut poles, and 10,000 lineal feet piling.

Whalen Pulp and Paper Mills, Vancouver, have made a purchase at

Ellerslie Lake, of waterfront unit, at an estimated value of $4,948.45.

This property includes 1,160,000 b.f. spruce, 610,000 b.f. cedar, 140,000

b.f. hemlock, and 115,000 b.f. balsam.

Purchased by Bashaw Lumber Co., Dewey, B.C., a good logging

chance on River near Hutton, at a cost of $1,540.20. This property in-

cludes 448,000 b.f. spruce and 76,000 b.f. balsam.

A. Alexander, of Dewey, B.C., has purchased property near Dewey,
on river bank, at an estimated value of $4,088.80, which includes 1,430,-

000 b.f. spruce, and 46,600 b.f. balsam.

E. Bashaw Lumber Co., of Dewey, B.C., has made a purchase of a

good logging chance near Longworth, on river, at an estimated value of

$5,805.25, which includes 1,815,000 b.f. spruce, and 118,000 b.f. balsam.

F. Fitzsimmons, of Arrowhead, B.C., has purchased waterfront

unit on Upper Arrow Lake, or $1,716.40. This property includes 100,-

000 b.f. white pine, 20,000 b.f. fir, 5,000 b.f. hemlock, and a quantity of

cedar poles and ties.

Purchased by J. Schilling & Sons, of Chinook Cover, B.C., near

Chinook Cove (5 mile haul to station) property valued at $1,306.45.

which includes 290,000 b.f. fir, 191,000 b.f. cedar, 11,000 b.f. spruce, 9,-

915 lineal feet cedar poles and 3,460 ties.

Sure Service Prompt Shipment

Planing Mill

Modern Machinery
and

Dryingf Facilities

Our

Douglas Fir
Specialty—Mixed Cars Retail Trade

Modern Mill

Band Saw Equipment
througfhout

Capacity 80,000, 9 hrs.

Eburne Sawmills Limited Marpole, B. C.

Report of Timber Sales Made During the

Month of May, at Victoria

Mr. A. J. Prendergast, of Church House, has purchased property

at Bute Inlet for $5,598.25. This is considered an average logging chance

and contains 502,000 b.f. cedar, and 881,000 b.f. fir.

Mr. H. Caspar, of Pender Harbour, has purchased property at

Princess Louise Inlet, at an estimated value of $1,758.30. This property

contains 400,000 b.f. fir, and 100,000 b.f. cedar.

Mr. Sigurd Ellingsen, of North Vancouver, has purchased property

at Ramsev Arm (continuation of operation x2076) at an estimated value

of $14,169.85, which includes 1,475,000 b.f. fir, 1,944,000 b.f. cedar, and
171,000 b.f. hemlock.

Purchased by the Loughboro Cedar Co., Ltd., Vancouver, B.C.,

property at Mayne Passage, (area partly logged) at an estimated value

of $1,442.60, which includes 90 acres shingle bolts.

Fulton & Sumner, of Jervis Inlet, have made a purchase at Jervis

Inlet, half a mile to waterfront, of property valued at $3,372.75. In-

cluded in this property is, 456,000 b.f. fir, 424,000 b.f. cedar, and 70,000

b.f. balsam.

\\'hitman Log Co., of Vancouver, B.C., has purchased property at

Hevdon Lake (part of existing operation) at an estimated value of $1,-

753',000, which includes 225.000 b.f. cedar, and 410,000 b.f. hemlock.
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When Forest Fires Nearly Wiped Out

Anyox, B.C.

ANYOX, B.C.—Recent forest fire at Anyox was more serious than

the general pubHc, without detailed information, supposed it to be.

Every able bodied man in the camp had to work, and work hard, to

check the spread of flames, and head off what easily might have been

a most disastrous conflagration.

Near Coke Plant

Originating in the woods surrounding the town, the fire neared the

coke plant. As this was a most dangerous point, special and strenuous

efforts were made to prevent the fire from reaching it at all costs. The
plant contained certain chemicals and explosives, and the prospect of the

place becoming ignited made the outlook one of great danger. Embers
from high ground overlooking the plant were carried by wind, right over

the coke plant buildings, and away into the harbor.

Mine Is Isolated

Gradually, the fire was beaten back, but only to spread in other

places. The Union church and parsonage were destroyed, also a stretch

of trestle work. The mine was isolated from the town.

The flames fastened on the powder house. Soon dynamite was
burning, but lacking the necessary concussion, there was no explosion.

However, that soon came. The moment fire reach the black powder, the

house blew up, the shock shaking the townsite, and being heard by

vessels away down Portland Canal, and even as far as Alice Arm, 18

miles away, the concussion also broke numerous windows.

Women and Children Placed in Mine

Prior to this the women and children in that part of Anyox known
as the mine, had been placed in the mine tunnels for their own safety.

At the beach the women and children were also assembled, ready

to go out on gas boats, should such be necessary.

The Anyox fire brigade, assisted by practically everyone in town,

performed good work, Mr. H. L. Munroe, general manager, not sparing

himself in the struggle to save the town.

It is said that $50,000 will cover the loss, but those who witnessed

the fire doubt if this amount will really make up for the damage that

has been caused.

VANCOUVER.—Too full praise can not be given to the men and
women of Buckley Bay, Masset Inlet, for their devotion and courage in

fighting the fire which threatened the settlement last week, according to

Mr. F. L. Buckley, president of the Masset Timber Company, who
arrived lately from the Islands. Had it not been for the rugged pertin-

acity of the people, and the proper organization of the fire-fighting equip-

ment available, the entire plant, valued at over $1,500,000 in mills and
logging apparatus, would have gone like tinder.

Be civil to all; sociable to many; familiar with few; friend

lo one; enemy to none.—Benjamin Franklin.

WIRE ROPE

For LUMBERMEN, ENGINEERS and

CONTRACTORS
"We have the Right Rope for every purpose**

We solicit your enquiries. Write for our catalogue.

Stock carried in Montreal by J. H. HANSON CO. LTD., Agent

Canada Wire & Iron Goods Co., Hamilton
Stock carried in Edmonton and Calgary

N. F. Judah, McLeod Building, Edmonton, Agent

BELTING

DUNLOP Gibraltar Red Special

Belting has a friction of special

Dunlop Rubber which retains its

life indefinitely.

This Belt is built to meet the con-

ditions existing in the lumbering
industry,

TRY IT

It Will Save You Money.

Save by Mail
With the Good Old

CANADA PERMANENT
Savings Department
4% Paid or Compounded Half Yearly

Sixty-eight years of successful saving service

with the Company's Assets standing at Forty Mil-

lions of dollars as a protection to our Savings
Department patrons. It's no trouble to open an
account. Simply register your money with the

coupon below and we'll send you your pass book
by return mail. START TO SAVE NOW!

Send This Coupon Back With Your
First Remittance

Canada Permanent Mortgage Corporation

432 Richards Street, Vancouver, B.C.

Please open my account with the enclosed $ , and
send me my pass book and check book. I expect to deposit
$ monthly. My regular signature follows:

Name

Address
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oecond xiand Positions

Machinery & Wanted
Equipment TT 1 11T J_ 1Help Wanted
Wanted & Business

For Sale LITTLE ADVERTISEMENTS FOR QUICK ACTION Chances

The

Peter Hay Knife Co,
GALT, ONTARIO Limited

MACHINE KNIVES
of Every

Description for
Paper Cutting,
Bark and Rag
Knives, Shear

Blades
Send for Price

List

We will be pleased to

undertake special enquiries

on behalf of advertisers.

Information or other
assistance gladly given.

Western Lumbermzm
519 Winch BuildlniT

TAKCOUVEB - B.C.

For "20 Years the Authority"

A Telephone Personality

In your face to face contacts with
people, your appearance, your bear-
ing and many other things help you
to make the right impression. But
in your telephone contacts, there is

only one thing by which you can be
judged—your speech.

Do you cultivate an effective tele-

phone personality? Your voice is

you. In the intimate contact which
the telephone gives, let your voice

express all those qualities which will

induce favorable action on the part
of the listener. It is worth while.

British Columbia

Telephone Company

PUBLISHERS' NOTICE
Advertisements other than "Employment Wanted" or "Employees

Wanted" will be inserted in this department at the rate of 25 cents per agate
liii3 (14 agate lines make one inch). $2.80 per inch, each insertion, payable
in advance. When four or more consecutive insertions of the same adver-
tisement are ordered a discount of 25 per cent will be allowed.

Advertisements of "Wanted Employment" will be inserted at the rate
of one cent a word, net. Cash must accompany order. If Western Lumber-
man box number is used, enclose ten cents extra for postage in forwarding
replies. Minimum charge 25 cents.

Advertisements of "Wanted Employees" will be inserted at the rate of
two cents a word, net. Cash must accompany the order. Minimum charge
50 cents.

Advertisements must be received not later than the 10th of each month
to insure insertion in the subsequent issued.

We Solicit Enquiries on the

Following List of

MACHINERY
2 13 by 8 Cowan molders.
1 10 by 6 McGregor Gourlay

moulder.
1 24 by 6 4-side McGregor Gour-

lay planer and matcher.
1 No. 10 10 by 30 4-side Berlin

sizer.

1 Allis-Chalmers heavy log haul
up.
Numerous small vertical steam
engines.

1 8 by 5 Sturtevant twin vertical

automatic steam engine.

1 9 by 8 Westinghouse twin ver-

tical automatic steam engine.
1 12 by 6 H. S. & G. side-crank

steam engine.
1 66 by 16 H. T. boiler, Dutch

oven fittings, 150 lbs.

1 6 h.p. Cook Gasoline engine.

1 8 h.p. Fairbanks Morse gaso-
line engine.

1 20 h.p. Foos gasoline engine.

1 25 h.p. Fairbanks Morse Semi-
Deisel.

1 3 ft. Cube contractor's mixer.
2 St. Clair roof derricks.

2 No. 3 St. Clair single purchase
hand winches.

1 6 by 8 Clark & Chapman fric-

tion hoist.

2 Hood (Ford engine) tractors.

W. M. C. sawmills, etc.

We have a complete stock of
transmission. Also a large assort-
ment of machinery not listed here.
We have a first-class machine shop
and make a specialty of sawmill
repairs.

Complete Sawmills
Designed and Erected

WEIR MACHINERY CO.
LIMITED

1396 Richards Street

Vancouver

An experienced yard and mill super-
intendent, with sales ability, now em-
ployed, desires to make change. Can-
not be available for one month. Ad-
dress BOX 43, WESTERN I-TTIVIBEB-

aiAN.

Hecate Straits Towing
Co., Ltd.

OPERATING SEA-GOING TUGS

"LORNE," 1,000 I.H.P.

"CAPE SCOTT" 500

I.H.P.
(EQUIPPED WITH WIRELESS)

Heavy and Long Distance
Towing a Specialty

850 Hastings Street West
Seymour 7147

FOB SAZ.E
One rebuilt S. A. Woods 6x15 Fast-

Feed Planer and Matcher, double pro-
file, one set matcher heads, one set
jointer heads, 6 profile heads for ceil-
ing, 3 profile heads for Dropsiding, 6

knife round cylinders. Can make very
attractive price for immediate shipment.
Northern Machinery Company, Spokane,
Wash.

SAWMILL FOR SALE
Well equipped plant

capable of cutting 125 M.
feet per day. Double cut
band, large edger, 9 inch
Mershon resaw, etc., four
boilers, two large engines,
fully equipped machine
shop, electric light plant,
two large dimension ma-
chines, two moulders, and
double exhauster in plan-
ing mill.

Full Particulars Upon
Request.

BOX NO. 46.
Western Lumberman

FOR SALE

One first class Cedar claim, 12
million feet; on tide water up the
coast; easy logging-. Price, $17,500.

One claim Hemloclc, Xiarch and
Cedar; 18 % million feet; Al tim-
ber: well situated on tide water;
good logging conditions. Price,
$27,000.

One Cedar Pole claim on coast;
10,000 poles and 4% million cedar.
Price, $8,500.

T. MATHEWS
517 Fender W. Vancoaver, B.C.

CLARK & LYFORD
FOREST ENGINEERS, LTD.

Judson F. Clark P. L. Lyford

J. E. Tucker

920-25 Vancouver Blk. Vancouver, B.C.

Ryaiiy Mcintosh

Timber Co., Ltd.

TIMBER BROKERS, CRUISERS,
SURVEYORS AND VALUATORS.

CONSULTING ENGINEERS.

701-704 Belmont House

VICTORIA, B.C.

W. B. Ryan R. W. Hibberson, F.E.

W. L. Mcintosh McC. P. Blair, C.E.

BELTING FOR SALE
We have a large quantity of Second-
Hand Rubber and Leather Belting in
all sizes and plys up to 24 inches in

width, which we can sell at Interest-
ing prices. Send us your requirements.

N. SIKIITH
138 Vork St. Toronto, Out.

LET US FINANCE YOU
If you are planning on enlarging your

business and need new financing we can
lielp you. Unless you have a proposition
that would stand bonding up to at least
$300,000.00, please do not correspond.

C. C. Garland, Gravelly I^ake, Tacoma,
Wash.

TIMBER CRUISER
logging engineer, topographer and in-

strument man, able to do all drafting
and figuring. Requires permanent posi-
tion. Thoroughly practical and exper-
ienced in all logging methods on coast
and interior. At present employed, but
requires change with good progressive
company, where energy would be appre-
ciated. Apply Box 47, Western Iium-
herman.

Phone Your Want

Ads to Sey. 2013
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SNAPSHOTS

It Is Understood That
the G. P. R. has decided to change

their policy with regard to the

use of poles. Heretofore the road

would accept nothing but cedar

poles. Mr. R. D. Pretty, of Cal-

gary, representing the Forest

Branch of the C. P. R., has given

the authority for the statement

that they will in future use fir,

and other vai'ieties of poles. The
company is establishing a great

ereosoting plant at Calgary, for

the treatment of ties, poles and
bridge timbers.

* # *

Jap Continues to Buy
cedar squares. "The time will

come when all this cedar now go-

ing to Japan will come back in

manufactured form to compete
with B. C. products," says a busi-

ness man recently returned from
the Orient. # * #

B. C. Maple Called for

recently by Japanese buyers has

puzzled some of the brokers.

There is some maple in B. C. of

merchantable size, but it is to be

found in limited quantities. The
clever Japanese likes to manufac-
ture small things ike lead pencils

and fans and small cabinets. He
desires the maple for small orna-

mental work and for the manufac-
ture of dowels and toys and mis-

cellaneous woodenware.
* * *

Activity in B. C. Forests

is indicated in the many large

orders for equipment recently

placed. Vancouver Engineering
Works are building 32 cars for

Alberni-Paci^c. Orders have re-

cently been placed for several

yarders. The Grassy Bay Timber
Company have installed a new 12

by 17 two speed yarder, a forty-

ton machine, turned out by the

Washington Iron Works.
* * *

Abemethy and Lougheed
have added one Heisler Locomo-
tive to their equipment at the

operations being carried forward
back of Maple Ridge.

* * *

Georg-e Fuller Says
that the crop prospects on the
Canadian prairies are better than
they have ever been. Mr. Fuller
represents the Reliance Lumber
Company, at Saskatoon, and
makes his statement after a most
minute survey of the northwest.

'* * *

When the Canadian National Ry.
meets the competition of other

roads they will give some atten-

tion to the needs of small sawmill
operators along the B. C. section.

Jim Hill built the Great Northern
by co-operation with the produc-
ers of wealth. It is said to be very
difficult to secure switching facil-

ities along the Canadian National,

anxious as the road is to secure

further tonnage. The people's
road must co-operate with the

people who are prepared to pion-

eer in developing the nation's

latent resources.

AUSTRALIAN IMPORTS OF TIMBER
The importation of timber into Australia in 1921-1922 amounted to

22,900,609 feet of dressed timber and 168,976,596 feet of undressed

timber, or 191,877.205 feet, combined. In undressed timber, Canada is

credited with 17,579,302 superficial feet, which is greater by over 5,000,-

000 feet than such imports from the Dominion in any previous year.

New Zealand supplied 47,234,577 feet, and the United States 94,129,093

feet of undressed timber, but the imports from both countries were

considerably less than in the previous year. In dressed timber, Norway
and Sweden suppHed almost the whole of the importations, which were

less than half the quantity imported in the previous year.

In 1914-15 the importations of timber were valued at £2,153,469,

and dechned to £1,722,035 in 1915-16, to £1,490,025 in 1916-17, and to

£1,412,119 in 1917-18. The value substantially increased to £1,850,544

in 1918-19, to £2,478,315 in 1919-20. and to the highest amount yet

recorded, £4,920,292 in 1920-21. In the year under review (1921-22),

the value fell to £2,473,705, or less than for any year since 1918-19.

While the imports of timber from Canada in 1921-22 were considerably

larger in quantity than in the previous year, owing to lower prices ruling

the value was £82,408 less.

The trend of the importations from Canada and the United States

is shown thus

:

1919-20 1920-21 1921-22
Canada .-- £ 111,602 £ 285,138 £ 202,730
United States 1,129,510 2,196,341 1,071,784

The Australian importations of timber during the last two fiscal

years, for which particulars are available, are shown thus :

—

Country of Origin 1920-21 1921-22

United Kingdom £ 16,365 £ 5,046

Canada 285,138 203,730

India -- - 62,094 471

New Zealand 879,981 662,597

Straits Settlements 5,936 1,944

China - 476 889

France - 7,878 5,266

Japan -.. 210,141 86,686

Norway - 811,828 256,382

Sweden 383,105 130,804

United States 2,196,341 1,071,784

East Indies 46,486 33,006

Pacific Islands 13,230 9,121

Other foreign countries 1,293 6,979

£4,920,292 £2,473,705

Imports of Articles of Wood

This miscellaneous classification includes wooden split pulleys, win-

dow screens and frames, wash boards, staves, etc., wholly or partly

finished. The imports from Canada were valued at approximately

£44,748, to which can be added ply-woods and veneers to the value of

£1,735. The total importations under this schedule are shown thus:

1920-21 1921-22

Articles of wood, n.e.i £393,654 £178,461
Barrels, casks and vats, n.e.i 2,517 3,659
Brushmakers' woodware 1,273 279
Buckets and tubs 203 133
Washing machines, wringers and mangles 19,201 9,523
Doors (including screens) 1,159 1,225
Tool handles (axe, etc.) 87,902 39,535
Elm hubs 10,084 3,046
Last blocks, rough 11,975 6,431
Lasts and trees 13,141 5,025
Oars and sculls 9,373 3,824
Picture and room mouldings 6,125 990
Picture and photograph frames, wood 5,334 2,750
Hickory felloes, rough 6,700 275
Shaft poles and bars 5,147 3,100
Shocks 3,868 191
Timber bent and cut to shape 1,210 128
Timber box cut to size (undressed) 3,171 61,892
Timber box cut to size (dressed or partly dressed) 65,592 50,730
Hickory, undressed 15,583 8,036
Veneer, 3-ply 103,618 12,881
Veneer, n.e.i 10,898 10,176
Churns, etc 4,818 4,846
Pickets, undressed 10,686 1,341
Shingles 11,573 592
Staves, undressed 24,532 13,095
Hickory spokes, dressed 29,830 4,892
Laths 47,000 24,873
Wood pulp 226,373 105,418

Star Machinery Co.
SEATTLE, WASH.

WOOD WORKING MACHINERY
1—Wysong & Miles lioUow chisel mor-

tiser,
1—New Britain frame machine.
1-—Railway Box board cut-off.
3—Two Spindle Shapers.
1—32-in. Silver Band Saw.
1—36-in. Siver Band Saw.
1-—22-in. Sidney Universal Woodworker.
1—American Relisher and Mortiser.
1—Hayes sash sticker with routing and

boring attachment.
1—36-in. Berlin 3 drum sander.
1—6x24 Crescent single surfacer.
1—8x24 Graves & Klushman single sur-

facer.
1—6x30 "Buss" divided roll single sur-

facer.
1—No. 108 Berlin outside moulder.
1—Hall and Brown Power Ripper.
2—Irvington floor swing cut-offs.
1— 16-in. round head jointer.

wood turning lathe,
wood turning lathe.

1—30-in. American Circular Resaw.
1—54-in. McDonough Band Resaw.

Connell & Dengler Band Re-

-14-in.
-20-in.

1—66-in.
saw.

1—16x27-in.
facer.

1—6x26-in.
facer.

1—6x26-in.
matcher.

Endless Bed Single Sur-

Hall & Brown double sur-

Curtis 4-side planer and

IRON WORKING TOOI.S
1—36-in. X '36-in. x 0 ft. Miles Ma-

chine shop planer.
1—30-in. Cincinnattl Shaper.
1—18-in. x 8-ft. South Bend engine

lathe.
1—14-in. X 6-ft. Walcott Engine Lathe.
1—13-in. X 6-ft. South Bend Engine

lathe.
1—14-in. X 3 ft. 6 in. American Engine

lathe.
2—Small power hack saws.
1— 14-in. Warner & Swazed Turrett
1—6-in. Oster pipe threading machine.
1—48-in. Mueller radial drill press.
1—22-ft. Rickford drill press.
2—Champion hand & power drill

presses.

BIiOWERS
1—Size 3 Roots high pressure blower.
1—Size SV2 Roots high pressure blower.
1—No. 7 Sturdevant blower.
1—24 No. 4 Buffalo Forge Blower.
1—24 Western Planing Mill Blower.
1—No. 400 Champion Brand blower.
1—30-in. American Planing Mill Blower
1—40-in. National Planing Mill Blower.
1—45-in. Sturdevant Twin Planing Mill

Blower.
1—45-in. Sturdevant Twin Planing Mill

Blower.
1—48-in. Sturdevant Twin Planing Mill

Blower.
1—60-in. Western Planing Mill Blower.
2—60-in. Western Planing Mill Blow-

ers.
direct connected to 50 H.P. motors.

1-—70-in. Sturdevant Twin Planmg Mill
Blower.

SRII.I. PRESSES
—20-in. Rockford back geared.—22-in. Barnes back geared.—30-in. Canedy-Otto radical.—No. 203 Champion combination hand
and power press.—22-in. Hamilton with sliding head.—28-in. Baines with sliding head.—26-in. Sibley.

CANNERY MACHINERY
2—3 car cannery retorts.
1—Seattle Astoria double seaming ma-

chine.
1—Fish cutter.
1—Can Laquering machine.

ENGINES
1—16x32x36-in. Hamilton Corliss.
1—20x24-in. Erie Ball Automatic.
1—14x28-in. Buckeye K. H. Automatic.
1—Pr. 14xl6-in. Brownell Twins.
1—Pr. 11x16 H. S. & G. Twins.
1—14xl8-in. Vim Center Crank.
1—14rl8-in. Erie City Side Crank.
1—14x20-in. Atias Side Crank.

SHINGI.E HIXJ.J, MACHINERY
1—Sumner Gold Medal Upright.
8—Standard Sumner Uprights.
1—Small Belted drag saw.
10—Bbls. %-in. X 10-in. New Acme

Shingle Bands.
10-—Shingle Packing Frames.
50—6-in. 6-in. Roller bearing dry kiln

trucks.
1—Hand Shingle Saw Gummer.
1—72-in. Inserted Tooth Cut-off Saw.

Star Machinery Co.

Seattle Wash.
Shop and Yards
207 Horton St.

Office & Salesroom
1735 Ist Ave. S.

r
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Lumbering on the

Saskatchewan

Though still light hearted and
care-free, it is inadvisable to ask any
of Eraser's lumberjacks "How's she

loggin'." As a matter of fact she

isn't logging- at all, and after a

month's enforced holiday on the up-

per reaches of the river, the men
who have just returned to the city

though still possessed of a forceful

flow of "language" about the river

and all her works, are not prone to

discuss the matter in words which
may be set down here.

Logs "All Over"

For one hundred and twenty-five

miles up stream from Edmonton the

recent floods have scattered thous-

ands of logs all over creation; the

waters carried the timber back to

its native woods, on top of cut banks,

and piled them up in confusion on
bars and points, where mixed with

trees and wood debris of all kinds it

will be a job for a magician to ex-

tract them, and send them down to

the pocket boom at the high level

bridge.

On June 1st the lumberjacks left

the railroad at Seba for the log

brows piled upon the river bank in

the vicinity of Rocky Rapids and up
to a few days ago there they have
remained loafing around and spin-

ning yarns of other days on other

streams, from the Restigouche to the

Eraser. It was a dreary month. Be-

ing an enforced "'holiday" here

wkere no funds were available for

the purchase of Copenhagen snuff",

the adequate galloping of the frisky

cubes or legitimate desires in the

line of "Black Jack," hence Five
Hundred and other tame recreations

were the order of the day, with hour-

ly visits to the bank to see if "she

was dropping."

The river had to be crossed, and to

save a ten mile detour some of the

bolder spirits decided to allow Sir

John Jackson to assist them. In the

days of the hydro-electric schemes
the big English engineering company
had strung a cable across the river,

on which the engineers swung while

measuring the current.

It is built in two sections, the first

cable reaching to an island in mid-
stream, from where a second section

connects with the other shore. It

is high, wide and a first class sport-

ing chance Some of the boys de-

cided that the crossing of the muddy
torrent in boats was a less risky

operation, but Dick Sandilands, the

local heavyweight boxing champion,
and Warren Harvey decided to "give

it a whirl." The cage, which is sus-

pended to the wire cable, is a simple

affair—just a box with a seat in it,

a two-by-four nailed on for a foot

rest and no bottom, thus enabling

the voyageurs to obtain a fine view

of the river underneath.

ly until the edge of the bank was
passed, when they paused to drink

in the scenery beneath. It was a

varied panorama of boiling waters,

poplar trees being torn and chewed

up, logs, and derelict timber of all

descriptions tearing downwards.

Back went the cage to the bank
again, when watches and other im-

pedimenta" were deposited with sar-

castic friends, and again with part-

ing salutations of "It will save funer-

al expenses," and "Kiss me good-bye,

sergeant," once more the cage went
down and out, and letting the lever

go the wooden bucket flew across to

the island.

Arrived at the second section, the

travellers found that this was se-

curely fastened with a stout chain

and padlock, so once more they

made the aerial trip back, having

gained nothing but some experience.

Nothing remained but to leisurely

hike down the river and cross in the

boats and after a strenuous row the

sixteen men finally got over the

river, one boat being swept down
about three miles before its occu-

pants managed to beach it.

Then, as a suitable wind-up, the

lumberjacks built a raft, and piling

their dunnage aboard, with a supply

of bread and butter set sail on Tues-

day at 6 a.m. from Edmonton.

—

Edmonton Bulletin.

THIS CRANE PIPING CONTRIBUTES TO THE SAFETY AS WELL AS THE WORKING EFFICIENCY OF A LARGE CENTRAL STATION

INSURING SAFE HIGH PRESSURE PLANTS
Meeting the need of the modern power

plant for piping equipment to handle

high pressure superheated steam,

Crane Ltd. has produced a complete

line of valves, fittings and steam spe-

cialties of cast-steel and monel metal.

The use of these materials overcomes

the "growth" or permanent expan-

sion encountered with cast iron,

malleable iron or semi -steel units

which are subjected to wide tempera-

ture variations. Crane cast-steel

equipment retains its original size and

strength under the most severe con-

ditions, insuring permanently tight

connections and maximum safety.

CRANE
CRANE LIMITED, GENERAL OFFICES: 386 BEAVER HALL SQUARE, MONTREAL
CRANE-BENNETT, LTD., HEAD OFFICE: 4S-51 LEMAN STREET, LONDON, ENG.

Branches and Sales Offices in 31 Cities in Canada and British Isles

Works: Montreal, Canada, and Ipswich, England

Crane '"Bartficks" Lavatories

Sandilands and Harvey climbed

aboard and cranked the cage ginger-
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RELTING
BRANCHES:

Toronto, Ont 194 West King Street
St. John, N.B 90 Germain Street
Calgrary, Alta Gorman's Limited

D, K. McLaren limited
Head Office and Factory

351 St. James St., Montreal

BRANCHES:

Edmonton, Alta Gorman's Limited
Vancouver, B.C. T. M. Grindley Co.,

1158 Homer Street.

CLIMAX EXTRAS
Locomotive Supplies of

all kinds. Oil and
Acetylene Headlights,

Lubricators and Injec-

t o r s, Westinghouse
and New York Air

Brake parts.

CLIMAX
Gear Grease

Is the BEST
and Cheapest

Try It and Know
for Yourself

Sales for 1923 of CLIMAX LOCOMOTIVES on the Pacific Coast

DELIVERED
80-ton to The Pacific Lumber Co., Scotia, Calif.

80-ton to Bloedel Donovan Lbr. Co., Saxon, Wash.
70-ton to McCuish Logging Co., Prairie, Wash.
70-ton to Bloedel, Stewart & Welch Corporation, Vancouver,
45-ton to California Peach & Pig Growers, Fresno, Calif.

45-ton to Shawnigan Lake Lbr Co., Vancouver, B.C.

B.C.

ON ORDER
1 80-ton to North Bend Tbr. Co., North Bend, Wash.

1 80-ton to Mutual Lbr Co., Bucoda, Wash.

1 80-ton to Campbell River Lbr Co., Blaine, Wash.

1 70-ton to Bloedel Donovan Lbr. Co., Skykomish, Wash.

1 70-ton to Crown Willamette Paper Co., Astoria, Oregon.

We are Pacific Coast

Agents for

LOCO CLIMAX LOCOMOTIVE CO.
ELECTRIC
HEADLIGHT

and
Okadee Blow-off

Valves

PACIFIC COAST BBANCH OF CXiIMAX MFG. CO., COBBY, FA.

623 Western Ave., SEATTLE, WASH. Phone Elliott 2968 D. M. Miller, Manager

Vancouver Machinery Depot, Ltd., Vancouver, B.C. F. B. Mallory Company, Portland, Ore.

E. S. Sullivan Co., San Francisco, Calif.

Agents for

The

G. White Axe Co.

Stub and Twist

AXES



IS IT WORTH WHILE
KEEPING TIMBER FOR B. C. INDUSTRIES?

KEEPING ALIVE A PROSPEROUS PAYROLL?

KEEPING FUR AND FEATHER IN B. C?

KEEPING TIMBER FOR MANUFACTURE?

KEEPING A GREEN FOREST FOR POSTERITY?

THEN—

PREVENT FOREST FIRES

IT PAYS

Absolute Satisfaction Guaranteed

TISFACTION is a big word with a big

meaning. A satisfied customer is a

first essential to business success. A
GENUINE HOE SAW gives the kind

of satisfaction that brings you back

when you need another. Our best

advertising is built into our product.

R. HOE & CO. :: NEW YORK
America's Oldest Saw Manufacturers
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ATTENTION I B. C. LOGOERS
WE CARRY BIG STOCKS OF HEAVY EQUIPMENT

''^o- ^e- ^e- ^<

EVANS, COLEMAN & EVANS, Ltd.
VANCOUVER, B.C.

PHONE: SEY. 2988

Will Pulp Embargo Invite Reprisals?

NEW YORK, July 18.— (Canadian Press.)—A "war of trade
reprisals" between Canada and the United States is predicted by the

New York World if the pulpwood embargo authorized by the Canadian
Parliament is put into force.

The World declares the embargo would mean the closing of many
United States mills along the border, curtailment of production in other
mills and the transfer of "another big fraction" of the paper industry to

Canada, as well as "war time prices" for paper, and continues

:

"It would mean more than this. Enforcement of the embargo would
undoubtedly start a new war of trade reprisals between the two countries.

Retaliatory measures from this side could begin with coal, oil, sulphur
and other necessary supplies for Canadian mills and extend beyond. No
one would be helped in the end. Both sides would be hurt and ill-will

engendered all around."

The newspaper declares the situation calls for reconsideration of the

whole trade situation as between Canada and the United States.

"We have to remember that the Fordney-McCumber tarifif hits

Canada a hard blow and is largely provocative of Canada's present
action," it asserts. "Concessions are called for from our side as well as

from the Dominion."

OTTAWA, July 18.—It is understood that regular cabinet council
meetings will not be resumed until Monday, July 30, when one of the
matters to be dealt with is the appointment of the commission to investi-

gate the pulpwood industry throughout Canada. The report of this

commission, it is understood, will be awaited before the Government
takes any action on the recent legislation giving the Governor-in-Council
the power to prohibit the exportation of pulpwood.

Appointment Officially Confirmed
KAMLOOPS, July 7.—Mr. James Bannerman, acting agent of

Dominion Lands and Crown Timber at Kamloops since the promotion of

Mr. W. C. Cowell to the New Westminster agency, has been definitely

appointed agent, it was recently announced. The new agent has been a

resident of Kamloops for more than twenty years in the service of the

Department.

Detroit Party Marvelled at Eraser Mills Plant

Mr. George Buchanan's Detroit boys not only saw giant fir trees

felled and logged on cars ready for the sawmill at the King-Farris limits

in the Eraser Valley, but they saw similar logs hauled up at the big

sawmill plant of the Canadian Western Lumber Company at Eraser

Mills, tossed with almost human dexterity onto carriages by the

"niggers," carried back and forth as the big double cut saws sliced otf

planking, then solid timber stufif cut into inch lumber by the Wicks Gang,

and the finished product piled on the 1,000 foot wharf ready for

export. Or they saw three-ply fir veneer manufactured by many interest-

ing operations, and finally the planed panels with the beautiful grain

worked into doors, one thousand per nine-hour day, all ready for ship-

ment by sea or rail. They saw, too. Circle E shingles being manufac-
tured from huge cedar logs, every part of the process in the mill of

fifteen machines driven by directly connected motors, the capacity being

450 thousand shingles per day.

If there were no ocean steamer obligingly at the wharf on the Eraser

River loading for overseas ports, or little old New York, they learned

from the printed dinner programme that thirty-one ocean-going vessels

loaded thirty thousand million feet at this wharf last year, and Manager
Mackin could have told them that as many will load this year if the

present export movement of lumber continues.

Mr. H. J. Mackin and members of his office staff who assisted in

conducting the large party of over two hundred through the big plant,

had not a little difficulty in keeping the procession on the move, so

interested were youths and adults in the various operations. The boys
could have watched the sawing of the big logs—and they were real giant

butts, one measuring 51 inches and another that following being still

larger—for hours, but they had to pass on, until the veneer and door
plants were reached, when their curiosity and inquiring interest in the

details of operations were again excited.

It is certain that when they see a panelled door of fir on their return

East, it will have a new interest for each of them, and they will not soon

forget the afternoon they spent in one of the biggest lumber mills of the

world, on the banks of the Eraser, when it was running full blast, truly

a hive of brisk industry.

SEY. 280 Established 1860 SEY 279

R. V. Winch & Com pany, Limited.

Shipping, Insurance, Financial & Estate Agents

SALMON BROKERS

VANCOUVER Winch Building VICTORIA
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The Resaw: A Producer

The value of a Lumber Producing Machine hinges on QUALITY and COST PER
THOUSAND.
The low labor cost, accurate product and thin saw kerf of the Resaw are points

worthy of consideration.

On the "LONG" Resaw, the little things that give trouble, the bearings, saw guides,

feed mechanism, have been the subjects of long study and experiment. We present

a machine that is remarkably trouble proof. Ask for Bulletin

The E. Long Manufacturing Co., Limited
j

OriUia
The A. R. Williams Machinery Co. of

Vancouver, Ltd.

Gorman's Ltd., Calgary and Edmonton

Canada
The A. R. Williams Machinery Co.

of Winnipeg, Ltd.
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Waterous Engmes
^ They are built for the work.

Strong and simple and on the job every minute.

There is nothing to get out of order.

Parts are few—materials are the very best

—

workmanship, highest grade throughout.

Jlj An occasional wipe down and a dose of oil on the

wearing surfaces will keep them running right

along without a hitch.

([[
If you want an engine that will give you perfect

service, that you can rely on at all times, that

will save coal and curses when the going is

hard—write us.

^ They're built in sizes up to 600 h.p.

As a Sample of Construction
'look at this crank bearing.

Notice the two quarter boxes, one on each side with
the lifting wedges adjusted through the heavy cap.

All these parts are machined, and are iron on iron
bearing full length of the box.
A bearing like this makes shaft adjustment easy
and a shift in alignment impossible.
It's typical of the whole engine. Get the other
details—Bulletin 501.

The Waterous Engine Works Co., Limited
BRANTFORD, CANADAVancouver — C. E. KENDALL,

Molson's Bank Bldg.
Branch—Winnipeg, Man.



KEEPING THEIR
SHIRTS ON

!

Some people heard of ovir Pants, of how well

made they were, and the real class to the

material, and they wondered that we didn't

say much about Shirts.

Of course we make Shirts. We keep good

Shirts on the broad back of many a fine logging

gentleman who knows a good Shirt.

UNION .

We make Twin Bute

>\ MADE Shirts, Twin Bute Pants
hi'
^ and Twin Bute Overalls.

Ask for this brand.

Jas. Thomson & Sons, Ltd.
OVERALLS, SHIRTS, UNDERWEAR, SOCKS

VANCOUVER, B. C.

YOU ARE ALWAYS

Correctly
Dressed

When You Wear

Clothes for Men
They Also Give Satisfaction.

BURBERRY AND DURWARD OVERCOATS

THOS. FOSTER & COMPANY, LIMITED
514 Granville Street Vancouver, B.C.

ONE STORE ONLY

MAIL ORDERS GIVEN PROMPT ATTENTION.
CHARGES PREPAID.

"King of the Woods Jr"

STRONG POWERFUL DURABLE

DOES THE WORK OF TEN MEN
Designed Specially for B. C. Loggers

4 H. P. GUARANTEED—6
1/2 H. P. ACTUAL TEST

Made in Vancouver by

Geo. Cradock & Co., (B.C.) Ltd.
GEO. S. FETTAFIECE, nCANAGIITG SIBECTOR PHGNE: SEY. 1-156

175 CORDOVA ST. W. VANCOUVER, B. C.

Branches

—

PORTLAND, ORE.
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

CHICAGO, ILL.

Duncan Lumber Co., Ltd.
Manufacturer* and Wholesalers

VANCOUVER - BRITISH COLUMBIA





Made in Canada

STERLING
QUALITY

A Reputation for QUALITY

The progressive up-to-the-minute mill man
knows that

ATKINS
STERLING

STEEL SAWS
Machine Knives and Tools have achieved their reputation

because of their high quality and dependability.

If you have not read The Story of Sterling Steel, and all

that it implies in the manufacture of our Sav^^s, clip this

advertisement, ask for catalog, sign your name and ad-

dress, and mail it to us at Hamilton.

If you want us to give you the names of some of the

largest and most successful lumber producers w^ho are

using Atkins products, we will be glad to do so.

"A Perfect Saw for Every Purpose"

Leading manufacturers of Saws, Saw Tools and
Machine Knives; also Atkins-Coleman Feed Rollers.

Use Aerolite and Ferrolite Wheels for your saw
gumming and knife grinding. Increase your belt

efficiency by using Cantol Belt Wax.

E. C. ATKINS & CO.
Established 1857.

Canadian Factory

The Sterling Qualify Saw People

Branch House

HAMILTON, ONT. VANCOUVER, B. C,
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British Columbia Red Cedar
for Interior Decorative Ceilings

Sproat & Rolph Archts.,

Toronto.

-for Roofs

For Further Particulars Apply to

B. C. Lumber Commissioner,

51 Yonge St., Toronto.
Chief Forester, Victoria, B.C.

Agent General for B. C,
1-3 Regent St., London,

S.W. 1, England.
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The EASTHOPE
PATENT

Booming Winch

and Swifter Puller

COSTS d^QCO
ONLY N^WWV And Only Fifty

Cents a Day to Run.

EASTHOPE BROS.
MANUFACTURERS

1729 GEORGIA ST. VANCOUVER, B.C.

BLOEDEL, STEWART & WELCH
CORPORATION, LIMITED

HEAD OFFICE
1501 STANDARD BANK BUILDING

VANCOUVER. B.C.

SEATTLE OFFICE

742 HENRY BUILDING

OPERATIONS

MYRTLE POINT. B. C.

UNION BAY. B. C.

BRITISH COLUMBIA TIMBER

LOGGERS OF

CEDAR FIR HEMLOCK

EMPLOYMENT
SERVICE OF

CANADA
Provincial Government Offices

Absolutely Free to Employer and Employee.

Sixteen Offices in British Columbia.

Eighty Offices in Canada.

Our offices in the interior, northern and
eastern portions of the Province handle the

employment business in their respective

districts exclusively, and most of the larger

concerns operating in coast area secure

their help through this service.

With the close co-operation existing be-

tween all our offices and with the reduced
fares on the railways for employees pro-

ceeding to employment, which rate is only

available to help secured through this

Department, we are in a position to offer

a far better service than a single office,

and when a shortage of labor exists bring

help from other parts of the Dominion.

Vancouver Offices:

714 Richards St.

Handling Skilled

Help Only.

53 Powell St.

Handling Loggers,

Miners, Section Men.

PHONE: SEYMOUR 2583

Private Exchange Connecting All Branches.
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L tmrnuNiuuiuas l« the comvawt a<)» nvr to Mtnivwus

AsHEYiLLE. North Carolina,

S. A. Woods Machine co.

,

Boston, Uass.

Gentlemen :-

We are operating your fast feed planer
and matcher B type #400 Series. We are extremely
well pleased with this machine and have had little
or no trouble since we purchased it some three years
ago.

Where we used to operate a machine ten
hours a day it is only necessaxy for us to operate
this machine about half the time with double pro-
duct i on

.

Yours very truly,

CAROLINA WOOD PRODUCTS CO.

DBM:MK
^

''Half the time - - -

double production"

WOODS
Fast Feed Planer
and Matcher

This letter is absolute proof of the supreme efficiency
of the Woods Fast Feed Planer and Matcher.

A machine for variety as well as straight work. A Mill

Unit of the largest Productive Capacity. A Producer
of the Highest Quality of Finish.

Capacity: 100 to 300 lineal feet per minute, depending
on stock and feeder.

For complete specifications write:

THE CANADIAN

FAIRBANKS - MORSE
COMPANY, LIMITED

ST. JOHN QUEBEC MOITTBEAIi OTTAWA
TORONTO WINDSOR WINNIPEG

REGINA CAI;GARY VANCOUVER VICTORIA
164

PUT YOUR PROBLEM UP
TO US

We are specialists in building locomotives.

We build all types and sizes, also all kinds of

repair parts for locomotives and tenders.

Our experience puts us in a position to give

you expert advice as to what particular type

and size of locomotive is best suited to your

needs.

Put your locomotive problem up to us

MONTREAL LOCOMOTIVE WORKS, LTD.
DOMINION EXPRESS BUILDING

MONTREAL, CANADA

BELTING

DUNLOP Gibraltar Red Special

Belting has a friction of special

Dunlop Rubber which retains its

life indefinitely.

This Belt is built to meet the con-

ditions existing in the lumbering

industry.

TRY IT

It Will Save You Money.
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Buy$ Brand
Products

Always up to Grade

Shippers of:

Commercial Woods
of Pacific Coast

By Vessel:

Douglas Fir (Oregon
pine)

Sitka Spruce

Pacific Hemlock

Western Red Cedar

To Foreign Markets
and Atlantic Coast

By Rail:

Sitka Spruce

Clear Lumber

Factory Shop

Kiln Dried or Green

XXXXX No. 1 and No.
2 Shingles

To United States and
Canadian Markets

Topping off Spar Tree for High Lead
Logging.

Canadian Robert Dollar
Company, Limited

402 Pender Street West

VANCOUVER, B.C.

For Real Comfort and Lasting Satisfaction

WEAR

"ROSE CITY^^
Raintest Clothing
SHIRTS, PANTS, HATS, JACKETS

28 WATER STREET

It is the most satisfactory

clothing on the market for the

Logging Trade. This has been

demonstrated time and again, so

why experiment with new brands?

Stick to the "Rose City" and you

will be getting the best in service

and value.

Write for Price List

C. H. JONES & SON
Limited

VANCOUVER, B.C.

Wholesale Grocers
LOGGING AND LUMBER CAMP SUPPLIES

We carry a complete stock of

every pure food product for log-

gers, lumbermen, mills and mines.

Prompt service.

KELLY, DOUGLAS & COMPANY, LTD.
MANUFACTURERS OF NABOB PURE FOOD PRODUCTS.

WHOLESALE GROCERS VANCOUVER, B.C.

Established 1841 j^e Mercantile Agency Branches

R. G. DUN & CO.
Head Office : 290 Broadway • - New York

"For the Promotion and Protection of Trade"

CANADIAN BRANCHES
Offices in Western Provinces:

BRITISH COLUMBIA ALBERTA
Vancouver Victoria Calgary Edmonton Lethbridge

SASKATCHEWAN
Moose Jaw Regina Saskatoon

EASTERN OFFICES
Winnipeg, Man. Fort William, Ont. Halifax London Ottawa

St. John Hamilton Montreal Quebec Toronto

Collection Dept., Vancouver Office: 402 Pender Street W.
J. B. GIFFEN, Dist. Mgr.
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THE

J. C. McLaren Belting Co.
Limited

Pioneer

Manufacturers

of

English Oak
Tanned

Leather
Belting

Dealers in

MII.I. SUFFZiIES

Agents for the

Famous

English Ferodo

Friction

Linings
for

Brakes, Clutches

Friction Wheels, etc.

MONTREAL
WINNIPEG

FERODO BONDED ASBESTOS
is Standardized on

70% OF THE BEST ENGLISH CARS

LOGGERS
HAMMERS
WEDGES
MAULS

HAND FORGED FROM CRUCIBLE CAST STEEL

YOUR DEALER HAS THEM

MADE IN VANCOUVER
—BY—

B. C. Marine Engineers & Shipbuilders,
LIMITED

Here's the Famous Shimer Cutter Head
The "SHIMER" stands out above all others as the most efficient, the most
economical and the longest-lived Expansion Head on the market. That fact

is being proven day after day in thousands of mills where they are in

constant use. In design and construction they are unsurpassed and for ease

of adjustment there is nothing to equal them.

SHIMER
FOR FAST CUTTING

—and here's the machine
that keeps it in shape
This machine has been designed to grind Shimer

Cutter Heads in a most perfect manner. It is fast and
accurate and cannot get out of order because of the few
working parts. It is supplied with electric motor attached
or with pulley.

Have you a copy of our catalogue? It is almost
indispensable for the many valuable ideas it contains. We
will gladly send one to you on request. Write for it NOW.

SHIMER CUTTER HEAD CO.
GALT

of Canada, Limited
ONTARIO
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THURSTON-FLAVELLE LIMITED
Office and Mills Port Moody, B.C.

Our Specialty

RED CEDAR
CLEAR "A"

BEVEL SIDING

EXTRA XXX
SHINGLES

FOR PART CAR SHIPMENTS STOCKS OF SIDING CARRIED AT:—

Winnipeg, c/o The Empire Sash & Door Company, Ltd.

Saskatoon, c/o Security Lumber Company, Limited.

Edmonton, c/o The Atlas Lumber Company, Limited.

Calgary, c/o Revelstoke Sawmill Company, Limited.

Swift Current, c/o Revelstoke Sawmill Company, Limited.

Regina, c/o Security Lumber Company, Limited.

Moose Jaw, c/o Security Lumber Company, Limited.

Dauphin, Man., c/o J. J. Crowe Co., Limited.

Brandon, Man., c/o A. R. McDiarmid Lumber Co.

Prairie Representative, J. O. THORPE, King George Hotel, Saskatoon, Sask.

' ^ ^ V» M VYiiV\' UYV KV, „y< ..Y^ ,.Y^ V »V>

1

QUALITY and CUTTING EFFICIENCY are factors which have always contributed toward the
great success of all SIMONDS SAW STEEL PRODUCTS. The Finest Steel and skillful

workmanship make Simonds Saws, Machine Knives and Files the best that can be
obtained. Write for new catalogue and prices. •

SIMONDS CANADA SAW CO., LTD
"THE SAW MAKERS"

St. John, N.B. MONTREAL, QUE. Vancouver, B.C.
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She's a ho^-^GfX^r

ELIMINATE

EXPENSIVE SWITCHBACKS

You can speed up your logging operations and
save unnecessary construction costs by using a

Washington Incline Engine
Built for lowering logs down steep mountain
sides, these powerful engines have always met
every requirement. Recent improvements, in-

cluding our Automatic Variable Pressure Brake
Control Valve (patents pending), make them
more efficient than ever.

Axaong the recent purchasers of Incline Eng'ines are:

TTnion Ziumber Co., Fort Brag'g', California

—

Three (3).

Dempsey Ziumber Co., Hamilton, Washington

—

One (1).

Pacific National Iiumher Co., Tacoma, Wash.

—

One (1).

Clear ]^ake Iiumher Co., Clear i;ake, Wash.

—

One (1).

Mineral Iiake Ziog'g'ing- Co., Tacoma, Wash.

—

One (1).

Our Engineers Will Gladly Consult With You,

on Your Problem

WASHINGTON IRON WORKS
SEATTLE, WASH.

AGENTS:

Vancouver Machinery Depot, Ltd. Vancouver, B.C.

1)

.p.

Jm

m

WASHINGTON
ENGINES
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\

SEY. 280 Established 1860 SEY 279

R. V. Winch & Company, Limited-

shipping, Insurance, Financial & Estate Agents

SALMON BROKERS

VANCOUVER Winch Building VICTORIA

=!llliillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllirillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllii:

R. BRUCE ABEL
INSURANCE IN ALL ITS BRANCHES

President: H. W. HUMTES.

Treasurer: V. A. KTTNTEB.

Ice-Presldent: F. O. FOX
Secretary: C. Z. HUNTEB.

^ Representing: ~

I PHOENIX ASSURANCE COMPANY, LIMITED, OF |
I LONDON, ENGLAND, (Fire). |

= COLUMBIA INSURANCE COMPANY, OF NEW JERSEY, |
I (Fire). I

= IMPERIAL UNDERWRITERS CORPORATION OF |
I CANADA (Automobile). =

I EAGLE, STAR AND BRITISH DOMINIONS INSURANCE |
I COMPANY, LIMITED, (Marine). =

= PHONE SEYMOUR 3247 |

E SUITE 501-502-503 BOWER BUILDING |

I 543 GRANVILLE STREET VANCOUVER, B.C. |

TllllllllilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllilllllllllllllllllilllllllllllllllllillllllllllllF

Campbell River Lumber Co.
XiZMZTSD

White Rock, B. C.

Capacity of Sawmill, 150,000 feet per day.

Capacity of Shingle Mill, 200,000 Shingles per day.

"Our Manufacture • handled by expert* and a trial order will con-

vince you that we deliver LUMBER OF THE BETTER KIND."

MIXED CARS OF COAST LUMBER OUR
PROMINENT SPECIALTY

Sales Office:

706 McArthur Bldg., Winnipeg
B. J, CBAWFOBS, Manager.

WHITE CEDAR FENCE POSTS
Spruce, Tamarack

Cedar PiUng

We can furnish anything that you require in green cut,

live peeled, White Cedar Posts. We ship from the Rainy

River District of Ontario and Minnesota with yards at

the following points:

RAINY RIVER^ fBEAUDETTE
SLEEMANS \ Ontario Minn. \ ROOSEVELT
PINEWOOD J [WILLIAMS

Cedar Posts,

Poles, Ties

Let us quote you delivered price§—F.O.B, cars any rtUlway station in Canada

T. M. PARTRIDGE LUMBER CO., LTD.
Sales Office: MINNEAPOLIS, MINN. Main Office: RAINY RIVER, ONT.
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Canadian Government
Merchant Marine Limited

Monthly Freight Service to

Australia and New Zealand

Regular Sailings to India, Japan and China

Limited Passenger Accommodation All Routes

For rate* and information apply to

B. C. KEELEY, General Agent

C. N. R. Depot Vancouver, B. C.

You Don't Need New

Cylinders Because

of Poor Valves

We make them new by fitting

them with

Graffinberger

Valves

ThiF is how we fit them to the Little Sumner Cylinders.
Perfect Cushion—No Sticking—No Repairs—No Waste.

Write for Catalogue "W".

Graffinberger Valve Co.> Inc.
East 10th and Taylor Streets POBTLAND, OBEaON

Marshall-Wells, B.C., Ltd., Vancouver, B.C.

EDDYS MATCHES
The Lumberman's Favorite

AS SAFE IN THE FOREST AS IN THE HOME

Because

there is no afterglow

ALWAYS EVERYWHERE IN CANADA
ASK FOR EDDY'S MATCHES

E. B. EDDY CO., LIMITED HULL, CANADA

PHOTO-ENGRAVERS
CONNERtlAL ARTISTS
COlOU- ELECTRO

TYPERS^I^^»TVPtRs

10

TOWER BLDG VANCOUVER,

PHOHE- 5tY. 7169 ^

GULF OF GEORGIA TOWING CO., LTD.
1199 SIXTH AVENUE W., VANCOUVER, B.C.

Specializing in Towing, Lighterage, Camp Moving, etc.

Rates Furnished on Application.

WE OWN AND OPERATE
4 TUGS AND 30 SCOWS

for reliable equip-

ment look for

on side of Tug
or ScowG 0' G

Phone Bayview 806 Night Phone: High. 1923

11
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Ross & Howard Iron Works Co., Ltd.
Iron & Brass

Founders

Blacksmiths

Boilermakers

Bolts and Nuts, Sleigh Shoeing, Smokestacks, Bridge Rods, Logging and Lumber Trucks, Shafting,

Transmission, Etc., Marine, Logging and Sawmill Machinery, Structural Steel.

Foot Woodland Drive VANCOUVER, B.C. Telephone: Highland 106

Correct desigrns—The best of material

—

Skilled workmanship—Completely equip-

ped plant—Large production—Economical
distribution

The Combination That Makes

Logging Equipment
The Best in the Woods, and the Lowest in Price

Sold Direct

"FROM THE WORKS TO THE WOODS"

OPSAL STEEL COMPANY
LIMITED

Vancouver, B. C.
Works and Office:

Dufferin and Quebec Sts.

Phone:

Fairmont 280

SPRUCE SPRUCE SPRUCE

NORTHERN MANITOBA & SASKATCHEWAN

WHITE SPRUCE
LUMBER AND LATH

BRAND NEW STOCK NOW AVAILABLE

RED DEER LUMBER COMPANY, LTD.

BARROWS, MANITOBA

Owners and Sales Agents

Union Lumber Co., Ltd.
502 Huron and Erie Building

WINNIPEG - - MANITOBA

Write or Wire This Address

V. HYDE BAKER President. C. BURGESS. Sec.-Treas. C. D. McNAB, Manager.

Baker Lumber Company^ Limited
WALDO, B.C.

PINE — LARCH
Lumber^ Lath, Mouldings— Quality Unexcelled

OUR SPECIALTY

QUALITY High Grade Pine service
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CRANE EQUIPMENT GIVES THE ASSURANCE OF UNFAILING SERVICE FROM THESE
PIPE-LINES OF A LARGE FURNACE PLANT

WHEN DEPENDABLE STEAM PIPING COUNTS
Steam pipe-lines located in tunnels or

basements or buried in the ground

must give dependable service at all

times. Crane valves, fittings and pipe

bends for such installations are

designed and produced to stand up

under the most extreme conditions.

Only selected materials are used in

the manufacture of Crane equipment.

Production operations are checked

by rigid inspections, and searching

factory tests guard uniform quality

in the finished units. This careful

factory practice gives exceptional en-

durance to Crane piping equipment.

CRANE
CRANE LIMITED, GENERAL OFFICES: 386 BEAVER HALL SQUARE, MONTREAL
CRANE-BENNETT. LTD., HEAD OFFICE: 45-51 LEMAN STREET, LONDON, ENG.

Branches and Sales Offices in 21 Cities in Canada and British Isles

fVorks! Montreal, Canada, and Ipsivich, England

Efficiency ll aih Hiiik xult Fcdal yuhe
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WE HAVE AND WANT YOU TO KNOW WE HAVE

FAMOUS COWICHAN TIMBER
FROM THE FOREST HEART OF VANCOUVER ISLAND

FIR AND HEMLOCK LOGS—QUALITY IN EVERY FOOT

Phone Sey. 1545

JAMES LOGGING COMPANY, LIMITED
H. O. JAKES, MANAGING- SIBECTOB

508 Bank of Nova Scotia Bldg., Vancouver, B.C.

Established 1878

TRADE

jfjomon/
MARK.

^

Made in Canada

HANSON'S
Pure Wool Socks and Mitts

The name "HANSON" on socks and mitts has
been famihar to lumbermen for over forty years.

To men who desire the best grade of wool to wear,

we say: "Ask for HANSON'S."

It pays to handle them. Samples on Request.

Often Imitated. Never Equalled.

Hanson Woolen Mills - Hull, Que.
AGENTS

Archibald & McDougall, 570 Donald St., Winnipeg.
^r\r^ TRADE

mmon/
MAR/L

M. R. McArthur, Birks Building, Vancouver, B.C.

Fir - - Western Hemlock

Flooring

Ceiling

Siding

Finish

Timbers up
to 90 feet

Besides operat-

ing a 100,000 feet

capacity we pos-

sess a modernly
equipped planing

mill and door fac-

tory, latter with

capacity of 200

doors per day.

Shiplap

Siding

Dimension

Boards

Robertson & Hackett Sawmills Ltd,
Est. 1888 Office and Mills, False Creek, Vancouver, B. C.
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BUY YOUR EQUIPMENT IN BRITISH COLUMBIA

WE BUILD

LOGGING ENGINES
LOGGING CARS

WE REPAIR

KINDS OF MACHINERY

BOILERS

TANKS

FORGINGS

IRON CASTINGS

STEEL CASTINGS

BOLTS

RIVETS

VISIT OUR

WORKS.

TELL US YOUR

PROBLEMS.

INQUIRE ABOUT

OUR NEW

LOGGING CARS.

WE PRODUCE

STEEL CASTINGS
MILD, NICKEL, CARBON, MANGANESE AND SPECIAL STEEL

CASTINGS TO ORDER

Vancouver Engineering Works, Ltd.

519 SIXTH AVE. W. PHONE: FAIR. 240
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A Good Value - - Good Service

Planer and Matcher
The construction and performance of Yates A-4 Planer and Matcher

has satisfied the most critical purchasers; and does satisfy them always.

This machine clearly has demonstrated its superiority by producing

wonderfully fine work at high speeds.

One feature alone makes Yates A 4 desirable as regular equipment;
the quick lowering device. Through this quick lowering device the

machine can instantly be changed from double to single surfacing. The
A-4 is equally efficient on beaded ceiling, plain-surfaced stock and fine-

matched flooring.

Maybe you are considering installing a Planer and Matcher. It will

prove worth while to investigate the A-4 fully before purchasing a

machine of this kind.

PB.yatesMachineQoMd.
HAMILTON^ ONTARIO

WESTERN REPRESENTATIVE

V. C.YOUNG
716 PQMINIQN BLE7Cj. U/qNCQUI^ER B.C.

WORLD'S LARGEST MANUFACTURERS OF WOODWORKING MACHINERY

J
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CM.P.
POWDERED

MILK
It Pays to Supply

the Cook With Milk
Milk bread is one of the greatest muscle builders. See that the cook
has plenty of "Trumilk" and "Milkstock" and he can easily prepare
this most wholesome food. It will pay. Your men will work better

and accomplish more; they will be more cheerful and contented.

CM.P. powdered milk is convenient. It is pure, fresh, country milk or

skimmed milk (as ordered) in its handiest form. Enables the cook
to serve the same foods in a dozen different forms!

Write today for samples and prices.

CANADIAN MILK PRODUCTS LIMITED
347 Adelaide St. West, Toronto, Ontario

366 St. Paul St. West, Montreal, Que. 428 Main St., Winnipeg, Man.

British Columbia Dealers: Kirkland & Rose, 130 Water St., Vancouver, B.C.

"TRUMILK"
Fresh, full cream milk with only the water removed. Packed
in 45 and 90-pound drums.

"MILKSTOCK"
Powdered skimmed milk, contains all the milk solids except
the fat. Packed in 50 and 100-pound drums, and in barrels.

WE MAKE A SPECIALTY OF

Lath Yarn
Both tarred and untarred. Compare

our Lath Yarn with that of our com-

petitors for Strength, Length per lb.

and price and you will always ask for

the products of the

Canada Western Cordage
Company, Limited

Transmission Ropes
Cordage of All Kinds

City Sales Office J. C. THORN. Sey. 1151

311 Metropolitan Bldg. Vancouver, B. C.

Plant: NEW WESTMINSTER, B. C.

Save by Mail
With the Good Old

CANADA PERMANENT
Savings Department
4% Paid or Compounded Half Yearly

Sixty-eight years of successful saving service

with the Company's Assets standing at Forty Mil-

lions of dollars as a protection to our Savings

Department patrons. It's no trouble to open an
account. Simply register your money Avith the

coupon below and we'll send you your pass book
by return mail. START TO SAVE NOW!

Send This Coupon Back With Your
First Remittance

Canada Permanent Mortgage Corporation

432 Richard* Street, Vancouver, B.C.

Please open my account with the enclosed $ , and
send me my pass book and check book. I expect to deposit

$ monthly. My regular signature follows:

Name

Address



Interior of modern barn, showing concrete floor and walls.

Farmers Are Using CONCRETE
more and more to modernize their Farms

Practically every Farmer in your District knows the Money-Saving possibilities

of Concrete on the Farm. It will pay you to get in touch with them.

This free book has made "Canada" Cement a leading Farm-dealer line by
telling over 200,000 Canadian Farmers how to build with Concrete. With its

aid, they are rapidly renovating their farms with Concrete Barn Floors and
Foundation Walls, Concrete Silos, Manure Pits,

Poultry Houses, Troughs, etc.—adding other con-

veniences and buildings from time to time, and,

always using "Canada" Cement.

Let our Service Department help you get this

business. Write for copies of "What the Farmer
Can Do With Concrete," and other valuable helps,

and become the Farm-modernizing headquarters of

your District.

CANADA CEMENT
CONCRETE
FOR PERMANCNCe

CANADA CEMENT COMPANY, LTD.
4052 Canada Cement Company Building

PHILLIPS SQUARE - MONTREAL
Sales Offices at:

MONTBEAIi TORONTO WINNTFEG CAIiGARY

I

:
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Bepresentatlves in Eastern Canada—B. Ii.

Smith, 208 King St. West, Toronto; W. J.

Crowley, 208 St. Nicholas Bldg"., Montreal.

Winnipeg'—T. S. McOirr, 302 Travellers Bldg.

Chicago—Mclntyre & Simpson, 14 W. Wash-
ington Street.

New York—Mclntyre & Simpson, 296 Broad-
way. Phone Worth 248.

"Recognized Authority for Nineteen Years"

STEWART M. BEAD, General Manager.

Published Monthly by

BUSINESS PUBLICATIONS OF B. C,
Limited

519 Winch Building

Member Audit Bureau of Circulations

1923

Subscription Price: $2 per year in advance;
United States and foreign countries, $2.50 per
year. Single copies, 20c.

Address all communications, and make
cheques, drafts, P.O. and express orders pay-
able to the Western Iiumberman.

Advertisements, to insure insertion in the
issue of any month, should reach the office of
publication not later than the 22nd of the
month preceding.

GEO. M. MURRAY, Editor.

Volume XX. VANCOUVER, B.C., SEPTEMBER, 1923. Number 9.

British Empire Forestry Conference Leader Welcomed to

British Columbia by Minister of Lands

HON. T .D. PATTULLO,
Minister of Lands in the Government of British Columbia.

When Major General Lord Lovat and hits distinguished company of

forestry experts from all parts of the British Empire arrived at Van-

couver, they were welcomed by the Hon. T. Dufferin Pattullo, Minister

of Lands in the Government of British Columbia, and administrator of

the great forest wealth of the Province.

The meeting of these prominent figures in the world of forestry on

British Columbia, soil draws more closely the bonds of Empire. The Hon.

Mr. Pattullo is one of the most active workers on this continent for the

conservation of the forest wealth. Like the Hon. Gifford Pinchot, in the

United States, Mr. Pattullo has been outstanding in Canada as an

advocate of reafforestation.

-Photo by Leonard Frank MAJOR-GENERAL LORD LOVAT,
Head of British Empire Forestry Conference.

Hon. Mr. Pattullo and Lord Lovat met years ago in England during

a visit there of the Minister of Lands In shaping the forest policy of
this Province the Minister has been influenced in no small measure by the

advice and information received while travelling in Great Britain and on
the Continent of Europe.

Lord Lovat and the members of the conference are receiving a

whole-hearted welcome to British Columbia. They were entertained

by the Government of British Columbia at a dinner at Victoria after

they had visited the larger logging and manufacturing operations on

Vancouver Island and the Mainland.
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Chase, B.C., a centre of lumber production in Interior British Columbia. Inthe foreground is the plant of the Adams River Lumber Company, where

perfect lumber is made from timbers of ftr, cedar, pine and spruce which are cut high up on the slopes above Shuswap Lake and connecting waters.

ADAMS RIVER MILLS
OFFER PERFECT LUMBER
Big Interior Plant Serving Inland

Trade is Model of Efficiency

IX early August the fields are yellow with the harvests at Chase, B.C.

As the train from the coast slows down at the station, to the left a

vast field of ripe wheat delights the eye. Beyond this field, blending

in with the precious yellow of the grian, are orderly piles of the golden
hued fresh sawn lumber, the product which has made the name of the

tiny town of Chase well known throughout America.

In developing the industry at Chase, the Adams River Lumber
Company met and overcame many difficulties. Today they carry their

logs forty miles to the big mill and cut up enough lumber to send to the

farming areas of Eastern Canada and the Middle States a full trainload

every second day. While they employed a double shift in the mills this

summer the output was 7,500,000 feet per month.

W. F. LAMMERS,
Managing Director.

It is altogether in keeping that a

great wheat field should bound the

premises of the company to the

west. For wheat and lumber are

good companions, and the output of

this interior mill gg»es chiefly over-

land to furnish material for barns

and houses for the tillers of the

land in the wheat and corn areas

of America, and when all the de

mands for barns and houses and

corncribs are met, they have the

soft, lovely, straight grained, in-

viting white pine for making seed

drill boxes, tops for hay racks and

for tight wagon boxes. Perhaps

the people who buy it may think

white pine too good for the outside

needs, and if so they can use it

inside in the form of tubs and

churns and kitchen table tops or

shelves for the full pantries of the

Middle Western farmer.

Few mills can of¥er a better variety of woods than the Adams

River Lumber Company. They have perhaps the largest remaining stand

of white pine in the interior of British Columbia, and they take from
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the steep slopes, high above Shuswap and Adams Lakes, spruce and yel-

llow pine, fir and cedar. Only a few years ago men trained in the logging

business said that much of the timber the company is now marketing had
;little commercial value. Experts shook their heads and said that the job

3f getting out the logs was too difficult, but the men behind the Adams
River enterprise have found a way. They navigate the Adams River,

Little Shuswap and Shuswap Lake proper, with powerful towboats.

They have along these interior waters a coast line of some hundreds of

miles in length. There is a single flume five miles long, built at a cost

)f $80,000, which conveys logs down a mountainside 2,500 feet high,

where the drop is 500 feet to the mile. Powerful motor trucks are now
used in the woods along with horses. The logs are drawn over trails

and costly motor roads, and are dropped in this flume. They take their

lightning plunge down the flume to the waters of Adams Lake
;
they are

towed 25 miles to Adams River, driven up 7 miles of river into Little

(Shuswap and are then towed 5 miles to the mill.

Motor Truck* are being introduced in Adams River logging operations.

In the interior of British Columbia the atmosphere is bracing and

men, women and children have much vitality and energy. This is per-

haps one reason why ihe industrial town of Chase is the scene of much
activity. For speed one will travel far to see anything surpassing the

operation of sawing logs at Adams River. The small, but straight and

[beautiful timber is shot from both sides onto the carriage. At a terrific

speed the saws receive their prey. Working on these timbers which seem

so small to the man familiar with the mammoth logs sawn at the Coast,

the action is sufficiently rapid to turn out about 325,000 feet each day,

when two shifts are working. An expert like Tom Gehan, mechanical

superintendent, will tell you that at the speed set for the sawing of a

single log at Adams River, it would be impossible to handle the Coast

giants. The big fellows cannot be jerked about as can the mountain

timbers; their immense weight would .smash to pieces the mightiest saw-

carriages were they to be given the cyclone rush common at the Adams
River plant.

Up in the interior of British Columbia the people move rapidly and

speak rapidly. At the big mill the main thought is for the safety and

comfort of the employees. W. F. Lammers, the managing director, and

his associates, insist that every possible care be taken to save the men
from accident and to preserve health.

There is an artist somewhere in the mill who has caught the spirit

of the place, for he has painted above a danger place in the mill, where

the low shafting and belting might interfere with the safety of an un-

usually tall person, this terse warning

:

"Duck yer nut."

"This sign may not be couched in elegant words," R. R Mason,

secretary-treasurer of the company observes, "but it accomplishes the

ertd desired."

Mechanically the Adams River Lumber Company's mill is one of the

most modern in the Province of British Columbia. Waste is reduced to

a minimum, sawdust being the fuel used in a power plant which never

fails, and which is always capable of bearing a greater load than is

placed upon it.

From the mountains the mill receives a bountiful sup])Iy of water.

About the premises, like machine guns trained on an enemy, are mounted

great monitors and should fire break out, setreams of water under tre-

mendous pressure may be shot upon any part of the mill. With a
complete sprinkler system, further helps to make the property almost
fire-proof.

The Adams River ])eople have jirovided for the safety of their men
along modern lines. They have at the plant a first aid ward and dispen-

sary, such as one might find in a modern hospital. There every provision

is made for the care of men who may be injured.

Few mills turn out a more diversified assortment of woods. Orders
for cedar, fir, yellow pine, spruce, hemlock and white pine, in almost any
quantity, can be quickly filled by the Adams River Lumber Company.
They turn out more white pine than any other mill in that part of British

Columbia. This wood, so popular in interior finishing, forms 10 per cent

of their output. The awakening jjrairie market has recently created a

big demand for fir, and the amount of elevator cribbing being shipped by
the company, tells in eloquent words of the bountiful harvest which the

Canadian prairies are producing for 1923. Cedar leaves the mill chiefly

in the form of shiplap, and for this product of the interior forests, an
ever-increasing market is ofi^ering beyond the mountains on the American
and Canadian sides of the International Boundary.

In developing their limits, the Adams River Lumber Company has
kept abreast with the atest features in logging equipment. Where the

company ufed horses exclusively some years ago, they are today intro-

ducing motor trucks. On the steeper slopes they have so far put into

operation two big motor trucks with trailers. Mr. Lammers believes

that the motor truck is bound to simplify many of their problems, point-

ing out, however, the need for improved braking devices, which will

make for safety on the very steep grades in that part of the country.

Trackage must be built for the motors, and those who have observed
closely the experiments at the company's operation, state that the exper-

ience there definitely proves the efficiency of the motor truck. Three
miles of trackage was recently built of the usual small timbers, hewn
flat and placed end to end, a system of road construction which is stated

to be most economical at the Adams River operation. The company is

introducing automotive equipment in the woods following lengthy exper-

ience at the mills, where a fleet of cars is engaged in trailing lumber
about the yards and in general hauling.

Some idea of the value of intelligent development of the lumber
industry in British Columbia, to the entire community, may be gained

from a visit to Chase, one of the most attractive and best groomed of the

smaller towns of interior British Columbia. In its development the

Adams River Lumber Company has played a big part. The company

Horses may be forced to give way to automotive equipment in interior camps.

has financed the water system and is interested in the electrical develop-

ment. It owns its own store at the mill, a store which compares favor-

ably with many mercantile establishments in the large cities. Despite the

large business carried on by the company's store, there are many other

stores in the town of Chase, which do a thriving business. A conspicuous

buiding there is a model hotel, one of the best hotels in all the interior of

Briti.sh Columbia, capably conducted by Mr. Underwood. The lumber

company brought prosperity to the valley, and its officers take a keen

l)ersonal interest in everything making for the welfare of that part of

British Columbia.

The W W Powell Company operating a match and box factory at Among the many prosperous lumber companies of the mtenor is

Nelson with an output of 30 000 per day, has temporanlv closed down the Edgewood Lumber Company, of Castlegar, with an output of 80,000

for repairs.
h

>
f .r

. m,000.
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The Second British Empire Forest

Conference
The second British Empire Forestry Conference was opened in the

Royal Victoria Museum at Ottawa, on July 25, by the Honorable Mr.
Mackenzie King, Premier of the Dominion. Before moving the appoint-

nent of General Lord Lovat, K.T., K.C.M.G., D.S.O., etc., as chairman

jf the Conference, Mr. King conveyed to the delegates from the various

Dominions, India, the Crown Colonies and the Protectorates, a cordial

welcome on behalf of the Dominion of Canada.

In commenting on the fitness of selecting Canada as a meeting place,

Mr. King said, "Next to agriculture, the wood industries constitute the

most important source of our national income. How rapidly this source

is being depleted by fires, by insect pests, by export of raw products, by

undue exploitation and unnecessary and often wanton destruction, few
of us, if any, have begun to appreciate. Nothing but a knowledge of the

facts, on which to base a wise forest policy and authority, can save the

situation, and for both of these an aroused and informed public opinion

is essential. We recognize that in the past we have been profligate with

our forest wealth; that we have wasted our heritage; that while we have

been proficient in utilization, we have been deficient in preservation.

Whilst we have talked in terms of quantity we have lost sight often of

the importance of quality, not without its cost to our trade. Some of

these evils, and some of the misconceptions and false impressions which
have grown out of them, we hope that this Conference will go far to

remove.

"In nothing, it seems, to me, are the advantages of our common
allegiance, our common aims and purposes, as constituent elements of

the British Empire, rendered more apparent than in the gain to one and
all of consultation, conference and co-operation in the matter of the

Ijreservation and development of our forest wealth.

"Whether it be Britain of which we are thinking, or whether it be the

self-governing Dominion, India, the Crown Colony or the Protectorate,

we can truly say, giving to Kipling's words in their application to our
forest resources, an application more apt than Kipling himself, foresaw

:

" 'For this is the law of the jungle.

And it runneth both forward and back.

The strength of the pack is the wolf.

And the strength of the wolf is the pack.'
"

Mr. King's motion that Lord Lovat be appointed chairman of the

( onference was seconded by Major Furse, D.S.O., Assistant Secretary

lor the Colonies, and was unanimously adopted by the delegates.

Before Lord Lovat assumed the chair, the Premier called upon the

Honorable Dr. Beland, Minister of Soldiers' Civil Re-establishment, and,

when the Commission of Conservation was in existence, a member of

that Commission, to address the gathering. Also Mr. E. H, Finlayson,

manager of the Conference, was given an opportunity to detail the work
it was the intention of the Conference to cover.

The first business session of the Conference was held that afternoon,

Lord Lovat in the chair. In addition to the chairman the following are

delegates to the Conference: Mr. R. L. Robinson, O.B.E., Commissioner

of the United Kingdom Forestry Commission ; Dr. A. W. Borthwick, Mr.
Fraser Story, and Dr. J. W. Munroe, of the Forestry Commission; Prof.

R. S. Troup, CLE., of Oxford University; James Calder, C.B.E., Lieut.-

Colonel Courthope, M.P., chairman of the British Empire Forestry

Association ; Mr. Owen Jones, chairman of the Forests Commission, of

Victoria, Australia ; Mr. W. A. Robertson, deputy conservator of Forests,

Burma ; Mr. C. G. Trevor, officiating conservator. United Provinces,

India; Mr. A. C. Forbes, O.B.E., Forestry Branch, Department of Agri-

culture, Dublin; Captain L. Mcintosh Ellis, director of State Forests for

New Zealand; Mr. C. E. Legat, chief conservator of forests, and Mr. W.
S. Johnstone, Associated Chambers of Commerce, South Africa, and the

following representatives from the Crown Colonies: Major Furse, D.S.O.,

assistant private secretary, London, England ; Mr. J. R. Ainslie, senior

conservator of forests, Nigeria; Mr. E .Battiscombe, conservator of

forests, Kenya; Mr. R. White, deputy conservator of forests, Ceylon; Mr.
C. E. S. Cubitt, conservator of forests. Straits Settlements and Federated
Malay States, and Mr. L. S. Hohenkerk, forest officer from British

Guiana. The Dominion of Canada was represented by Mr. E. H. Finlay-

j

son and Mr. D. Roy Cameron, of the Dominion Forestry Service, and

the various Provinces by Mr. P. Z. Caverhill, British Columbia; Mr. C.

H. Prince, New Brunswick; Mr. J. A. Knight, Nova Scotia; Mr. E. J.
Zavitz, Ontario, and Mr. G. C. Piche, from Quebec.

Honorary and associate delegates to the Conference included Mr. A.
Bedard, Assistant Chief of the Quebec Forest Service, and Dean of

Laval Forest School; Mr. Robson Black, Canadian Forestry Association;

Mr. W. C. Cain, Deputy Minister of Lands and Forests, Ontario; Mr.
Roland D. Craig, Dominion Forest Service ; Dr. C. D. Howe, Dean of

the Toronto Forest School; Mr. Clyde Leavitt, Chief Fire Inspector;

Board of Railway Commissioners of Canada ; Lieut.-Colonel T. G.

Loggie, Deputy Minister of Lands and Mines, New Brunswick ; Mr. G.

R. Naden, Deputy Minister of Lands, British Columbia ; The Earl of

Trafford, England; Mr. Ellwood Wilson, Forester of the Laurentide
Pulp and Paper Company ; Mr. E. Beck, Secretary, Canadian Pulp and
Paper Association ; Dr. F. C. Craighead, Entomological Branch, Depart-
ment of Agriculture, Canada ; Mr. W. Kynoch, Superintendent of
Forest Products Laboratories of Canada ; Mr. A. C. Manbert, Canadian
Lumbermen's Association; Mr. A. W. McCallum, Forest Pathologist,

Department of Agriculture, Canada; Brig.-General J. B. White, Canadian
Pulp and Paper Association; Dr. J. M. Swaine, Associate Entomologist,

Department of Agriculture, Canada Mr. B. L. York, Controller of Timber
and Grazing, Department of the Interior, Canada, and others.

The afternoon session was devoted to receiving reports from the

representatives of the different Colonies and Dominions, on the status of
forestry work in their own countries, an inventory of resources as they

are today with an outline of future possibilities and a report on the

progress that has been made since the first Conference held in the

Guildhall, London, England, in 1920.

The following morning, July 26, the Conference left on an extended
tour of Quebec and New Brunswick, travelling by special train, over the

Canadian National Railway, and visiting various pulp and paper, and
lumbering operations in these two Provinces.

On the morning of August 6, the Conference reconvened in Ottawa,
and opened discussion on the various resolutions passed by the first

Empire Conference, in 1920. These resolutions dealt with the desirability

of drawing up a permanent forest policy, making a survey of resources,

developing a constitution and status in the form of legislation, organizing

of forest industries, adopting and encouraging of methods of education
and publicity, distributing of forest plants for reforestation purposes,

drawing up a satisfactory and permanent system of terminology and trade

nomeclature, carrying out extensive research experiments, establishing

forest schools for the training of technical officers, establishing an
Imperial Forest Bureau and holding future Conferences. In the latter

connection, it was decided that a three year interval was too short and
as an alternative a five year interval between Conferences was proposed.

A decision on this point will be reached before the final adjournment of

the Conference at Victoria, B.C., on September 7th. The desirability of

continuity in the personnel of the officers of the Conference was pointed

out by Mr. Finlayson, of the Doiminion Forest Service, Canada, and Lord
Lovat was unanimously appointed as permanent chairman of the Imperial

Forest Conferences.

The afternoon of August 6 was devoted to a review of the softwood
resources of the Empire and Europe. Mr. Roland D. Craig, Forest

Resources Specialist, of the Dominion Forestry Branch, read the first

paper. He stated that statistics were very incomplete and the primary

need in forest policy in Canada was a proper stock-taking in timber

resources. The Commission of Conservation, during its existence, had
made an inventory of the resources of British Columbia and Nova Scotia,

and had commenced work on Ontario. This latter work was now being

completed by the Dominion Forest Service in co-operation with the

Provincial authorities. He estimated the total stand of merchantable

softwood saw material in Canada at four hundred billion board feet, or

a total of ninety-six billion cubic feet, and the total stand of all classes,

including saw material, pulp wood, ties, poles, etc., as one hundred and

ninety-eight billion cubic feet. During 1920, stated Mr. Craig, over two

(Continued on Page 42.)
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William McNeill, Orator and Salesman

William McNeill, snapped while addressing the fire chiefs of Canada, during

a demonstration at the University of British Columbia, where it was proved

that B. C. red cedar shingles are less susceptible to fire than patent roof

products. Mr. McNeill has steadily refused to have a photograph taken.

This picture was the result of a clever stategic move by Leonard Frank,

fkmous forestry photographer of Vancouver.

William McNeill, manager of the Timber Industries Council, is one

of the best known men in Western Canada. He has been identified with

the industrial development of British Columbia for twenty-five years.

When the late John Hendry, pioneer lumberman and capitaHst, was
doing big things in British Columbia, Mr. McNeill was one of his right

hand men.

In the early days Mr. McNeill was for a time Deputy Minister of

Lands at Victoria, and in that position he received a wide training in the

administration of the forestry resources of British Columbia.

There are few men more gifted than Mr. McNeill. He
possesses the poetic soul of the Celt, and though he has spent over 30

years in British Columbia, he has never lost his Scottish accent, or his

love for his native heath. If it were announced tomorrow in a two line

notice in the press that William McNeill would address a meeting at the

Orpheum Theatre, there would be no vacant seats. Representatives of

the Scottish clans from all parts of British Columbia would be on hand

early to secure admission. Though a silver-tongued orator, Mr. McNeill

is most retiring and refuses many invitations to appear upon the public

platform. In this respect he resembles another famous orator in the

lumber industry of British Columbia, A. L. Clark, of the Vancouver

Lumber Company, a southerner with a great gift of eloquence.

In his work in promoting the welfare of the timber industries of

British Columbia, Mr. McNeill has thrown in all his energy and

enthusiasm.

To him the sale of lumber in a distant land is not a mere business

transaction, but rather means that some place people are going to have

better homes and happier firesides because British Columbia is able to

produce good building material.

To Mr. McNeill the business of selling red cedar shingles, for in-

stance, is one in which those concerned should take the greatest pride.

He believes that the industry, in turning out a better and cheaper roof

than has ever been made anywhere else in the world, is rendering a

distinct service to the Empire and to humanity.

He looks back upon the scenes of his childhood and recalls in his

mind the thatched roofs beneath which men great in his country's history

were born. And he believes that even a greater race of men and women
may be reared in the years to come if the great institution of the family

circle is kept sacred. Around the chimneys in| days gone by parents

drilled into the hearts of boys and girls the ideals which made an Empire
mighty. Mr. McNeill, of British Columbia, believes that when better

and bigger homes, floored with the fir and roofed with the sweet cedar

of British Columbia, are within the reach of all the people, there will be

ushered in a better day for the British Empire and for all the nations.

William McNeill's greatest work in British Columbia was carried out

during the war period when his services were wholly placed at the dis-

posal of the country. On one occasion he toured British Columbia rous-

ing the people to the need of subscribing for Victory Bonds. Through
his efiforts millions of dollars were raised for the fund.

R. Kerr Houlgate & Summerfield, Limited

Announcement is made of the amagamation of business interests of

R. Kerr Houlgate and J. T. Summerfield, the firm name being R. Kerr
Houlgate & Summerfield, Limited.

Mr. R. Kerr Houlgate has been a resident of Vancouver for over

twenty years and has been closely identified with the business and public

life of the city and Province. A past president of the Vancouver Board
of Trade, councillor for many terms in this important body, and an

appointee in a number of the most important company liquidations, his

life is rich in experience in the field of finance.

Mr. J. T. Summerfield has had over eighteen years of active business

life in Vancouver, devoted to finance and insurance. He is a past

Councillor of the District of North Vancouver, and has given unstint-

ingly of his time in all matters in the public interest.

The company will specialize in log tow insurance, a departnicnt of

the business which assures prornpt, efficient and expert service tr iho."e

who entrust their business to it. Offices have been established in th-'

Yorkshire Building.

HAZELMERE, Aug. 4.—The Hazelmere .shingle mill has been
completed and will commence operations next week.

J. B. Sutton and associates are building up a splendid organization

at their new mill in Kamloops. Hosts of friends will remember Mr.
.Sutton in the days when he was with the Revelstoke Lumber Company.
They have a contented bunch of men at their new operation in Kamloops
~and a wide connection in the Western country assures the firm of success.

^ S)f ^ 3jC ^

Lindsley Brothers are crcosoting cedar ])oles at Nelson, and are

building u]j a large business.

Interested in Skeena Lumber
Japanese Magnate Marvelled at Natural Wealth of North—To Advertise

Resources Across Pacific.

PRINCE RUPERT.—The presence, in Prince Rupert recently, of

Mr. C. Fukukawa, Japanese millionaire and owner of very large timber

and forestry interests in Japan, may have some future bearing on the

industry in Northern British Columbia.

He studied forestry conditions on the Queen Charlotte Islands, was
in Prince Rupert for a while, and went as far north as Yukon. He was
mightily impressed with the scope of local lumber resources. During
his travels, he took moving pictures of the lumber industry, and forests.

The film will take about three hours to show.

While visiting the Queen Charlottes, he caused to be cut down a

large spruce tree. This, he had cut int ocross sections, and shipped to

Japan. It will be donated to the Museum and Forestry Association of

Japan. He also bought a totem pole, in the north, and will have it erected

in Hibiyua Park, Tokyo.

Two mills are operating at Nakusp, B.C., with a production of

30,000 feet each.
:K ^ 4^ 3|e

The mill at Slocan City operated by Dingle & Johnson, is turning out

blocks for the match factory, the output being 20,000 feet a day.

:): 4: *

Running a day and night shift, the Nicola Pine Mills, of Merritt,

B.C., have been turning out 300,000 feet per day.

^ ^ ifL ifi if.

The Brunswick Lumber Company, M'hich has taken over the Des-

champ mill in the interior, is operating at full blast.
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The Pulp and Paper Industry
Rapid Growth During Last Two Decades—Products Constitute Large Part

of Canada's Exports.

One of the outstanding features of Canada's manufacture and com- OpCU ExpOrt Not Policy
merce in the last two decades has been the rapid growth of the pulp and

paper industry. This growth resulted primarily from the juxtaposition VICTORIA, Aug. 4.—Of the 2,000,000,000 feet of timber cut in

of large supplies of suitable pulpwood timber and cheap electrical energy: British Columbia during the last year, ony 151,000,000 feet was exported

Large areas of coniferous forest traversed by rushing streams and rivers, for manufacture, according to an announcement by Hon. T. D. Pattullo,

providing water power, from the basis upon which the industry has been Minister of Lands.

built up. "For some time there has been considerable discussion on the ques-

Forty years ago there were only 5 mills in operation in Canada; tion of export of unmanufactured timber from the Province, and from
today there are more than 120 consuming o\er two million cords of pulp- a number of representations made to me some people have an impression

wood per annum, and using hydro-power to the extent of 637,000 h.p. that a somewhat open poicy of export is permitted," Mr. Pattullo said.

In 1921 the capital invested exceeded 380 million dollars, while the value "j wish to correct this impression.

of products was over two. hundred million dollars.
, ^ ^ i ^ • u o i

• ^ o nnn aaa" ^ The total cut in the Province last year was approximatey 2,000,000,-
Export Trade 000 feet. Of this amount, approximately 500,000,000 feet was from

From the point of view of the Dominion's export trade the pulp and Crown-granted lands and 1,500,000 feet from licensed lands. The total

paper industry holds a position that is second only to that of agriculture. export was approximately 151,000,000 feet. Of this amount, approxi-

The figures below give a comparison of the exports of the products mately 103,000,000 feet was from Crown-granted lands and 48,000,000

(animal and vegetable) of Canada's farms with pulp and paper exports, feet from icensed premises under permit from the government,

for the years indicated
.

Parm Pul and
"With regard to the export operations which have taken place from

Yg^j, Produce Paper Crown-granted lands, there is no Provincial authority to prohibit.

(Millions of dollars) "With respect to the 48,000,000 feet exported from other areas, a
^^14

1 199 A ^^^y careful scrutiny is made before export is allowed. A committee
1923 -- -- -

^^^-J- consisting of loggers on the one hand and manufacturers on the other
The rapid progress of the pulp and paper industry as a contributor to

^j^j^ officers of the department of lands, and their recommendation is

Canada's trade is shown in the following table of the exports of pulp and ^-^^^^ allowed or disallowed by the Government,
paper for the past twelve years : r , • , n •

i t ,, ,

Paper Ihe policy of the Government is that all timber should be manu-
Year Products Woodpulp Total factured within, the confines of the Province. Cases arise, however,

(Millions of dollars) where timber adjacent to the boundary line can only be taken out by
1912 3.y 0.1 y.U

crossing the line. Other cases arise were a major operation for one
1913 0.3 o.b ll.o

species involves the taking out of another species for which there is no
1914 12./ 0.4 ly.l

local market, and in such event, after the most careful examination of
1915 --- 15.5 9.3 24.8 market conditions and conditions surrounding the oeration, export of
1916 --- 20.0 10.4 30.4 ^j^^ unmarketable species is permitted.
1917 26.1 20.4 46.5

, ^

igig 37 7 25.6 63.3 "There has been from time to time very great pressure brought to

Yg-[g 47 9 34 7 82 6 hear upon the Government to permit export of raw material from parts

ig20 63 2 41 4 104 6 the Province which, by reason of existing economic conditions, are

ig2l 92 1 71 6 163.7 unable to carry on lumber manufacture at a profit at the present time.

2^22 69 5 35 9 105.4 The Government is consistently resisting these importunities in order that

2^23 79 6 43 0 122 6 the life of the industry may be indefinitely preserved for the manufacture

The great fluctuations'in 'pri'ce in the years 1920-22 affected to some oi timber products within the confines of the Province.

extent the generally steady increase in production. Since that period, "I am making this statement in order that the public may have a

however, it will be noted that the increase has been resumed. clear conception of the policy that is being pursued."

Figurs of the total production of wood-pulp are available for a

number of years back. Those for newsprint paper (which forms from HastiugS Mill BUVS BarQUeutine Tolmie
80 to 85 per cent of the total) are available for certain years and these

tell the same story of progress as the exports. VICTORIA, Aug. 4.—The Victoria-built barquentine "S. F. Tolmie"

Year Woodpulp Newsprint has been sold by the Federal Government to the Hastings Mill Company
(tons) (tons) of Vancouver, and will be used in the lumber-carrying trade.

1917 1,464,308 689,847 t^u , , u , • ,u ri ik \ l m- . rr>

Ygig I 716 089 794 567 '^ lolmie was built here in the Cholberg yard by the Victoria (B.

jg2]^ 1549 082 805 114 Shipowners Limited. When that concern became involved in serious
' "^ ' y ' financial difficulties, the Federal Government, which had advanced $700,-

Subsidiary Industries 000 for the work of the Shipowners, took over the Tolmie, which was
Although large supplies of pulpwood and lime are readily available the only vessel completed of the four planned by the co-operative ship-

in Canada, the pulp and paper mills are at present importers of many of building company.

the raw materials entering into the manufacture of chemical pulps and
Federal Government has been operating the Tolmie. She has

paper. In the fiscal year ending March 31, 1923, sulphur valued at ?1,- ^^^^ ^ another to Australia.
673,662 was imported chiefly from the extensive Louisiana sulphur de- r

j
r

posits; of this amount about three-fifths was used in the pulp and paper
r'o^vi^i*.^*! T olr^^'cj Ti»«Ko».c IVTo^r

Industry. Sulphur can be produced from the domestic deposits of CamCrOn Lake S Big limberS May Be
pvrites, but under present conditions canno compete with the imported Logged SOOU
brimstone. Imports of alum and salt cakes amounted to over $1,000^0, VICTORIA, July 26.— (Canadian Press)—The big timbers of the
of which seven-tenths was used in the manufacture of kratt pulp. Lan-

(-^j^g^on Lake region, which stretch awav to Mount Arrowsmith and
ada's dependence upon outside sources for this chemical will probably

^^^^ ^^^^ regarded as the most magnificent scenic asset of Vancouver
diminish as the sodium sulphate deposits of the 1 rairie Provinces are

j^^^^^^ threatened with destruction within the next two vears, as a
gradually developed. Again, though kao in or China clay is produced in

^^^^j^ American interests taking an option on a large section of the
small quantities in the Province of Quebec, the value of imported clay

^ for logging purposes,
used in the pulp and paper industry amounts to about $200,000 yearly. i

^ ,
. ^ . ^

Other products which are imported include resin, alum, pulp-stones, acid Realizing that logging of this timber area would convert the verdant

proof refractories, and soapstone linings. Some of these are being pro- valley into a desolation of charred stumps and underbrush, E. J. Palmer,

duced in Canada and as the pulp and paper industry grows, a large enough manager of the Victoria Lumber & Manufacturing Company, offered to

market will become available to warrant the development of Canada's dispose of the tract to the Provincial Government. The price asked was

resources for these commodities approximately $500,0(X), to be paid for at the end of 20 years, the taxes,

The facts are another reminder of the importance of Canada's amounting to about $10,000, to be remitted in the meantime. This pro-

forests and of the need for the adoption of all possible measures for their position was rejected by the Government, and a few days ago the lumber

conservation company granted American interests an option on the property.
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opportunities for manufacturing

Logging Supply House Makes History

in Developing Modern Logging Equipment
"Improvements are every day being introduced in equipment for

logging operations," said Mr. C. S. Rollston, of Gibson's, Limited. "We
have seen tremendous advances made in the manufacture of motor cars

with particular reference to the introduction' of features which eliminate

friction and simplify the system of oiling. We have endeavored to

apply to the manufacture of logging equipment the most modern ideas

which have been applied to the improvement of automotive equipment,

and in our new Timken block, have produced a product of which we are

justifiably proud.

"Recognizing that in the old type of pin and bushing block, friction

plus lack of oil, were a cause of constant annoyance and expense to

loggers, Gibson's, Limited have for over a year been devoting time and
money to solve this vexatious problem, and to give the loggers of British

Columbia logging blocks designed to meet their most exacting require-

ments, and which would give the utmost in service with the least possible

attention and cost," continued Mr. Rollston.

"Early in 1922 our mechanical department took up the subject of

using Timken roller bearings in logging blocks with the engineering de-

partment of the Timken Company ,and after a thorough examination of

all the factors developed what is now known as the 'Gorilla'. Timken
block.

"The use of Timken bearings confine the friction to the case hard-
ened rollers enclosed in the bearing, which constantly revolve on their

own axis, lubricated with a heavy grease, which reduces friction and
wear to a fractional basis. Under a heavy load, an ordinary pin will

wear and bend, while in a Timken block the pin merely functions as a
guide for the bearings, and an agent to hold the sides securely in place.

Heavy loads on the sheave, whether in motion or stationary, keep the
rollers in constant motion, and relieve the pin of any tendency to bend.
End play or thrust is taken care of by the adjusting nuts on each end of
the pin, and the tapered formation of the cone. On a side pull, where
the rope crowds the sheave over to one side of the shell, the tapered cone
fitting snugly in the cup takes up the strain and keeps the bearing firmly
in place. Ajiy wear taking place in the cone is sure to be equally distri-

buted over each roller so that a slight turn on the adjusting nut will

effectively take this up.

"In a series of exhaustive tests," said Mr. Rollston, "it has been
clearly proven that on the most severe service a 'Gorilla' Timken block
will run for an entire season without any appreciable wear or need of
adjustment.

"The manner of retaining the bearing grease tight will appeal to all

users of these blocks.

"A felt annualar ring is securely pressed into place on each adjusting
ring, around which the sheave revolves, and after the first revolution
becomes a perfect fit, enclosing the lubricant and excluding dirt and
dust, the sworn enemies of all bearings.

"The brass bushing in an ordinary block will sometimes develop a

soft spot and wear to one side. A Timken bearing cannot wear unevenly
and will always run true, no matter how the load is applied.

"The Timken Company work to a standard in quality and size, and
Gibson's, Limited, as the pioneers of roller bearing blocks in British

Columbia are carrying out the same plan by placing an oversize bearing

in every block, to make their product an assured success.

"The design of the shell and pin attachment will commend itself to

the discerning buyer as embodying all the features insuring long life and
good service."

Expert and experienced logging operators declare that the general

appearance of the blocks suggest strength, speed and quality Much credit

is due to the firm of Gibson's, Limited, for their pioneer work in bringing

their experiments and tests Jo such a satisfactory conclusion, and they

can be well excused a justifiable pride in their remarkable achievement of

developing an idea and manufacturing so successfully in the short space

of one year, an article which will be of great benefit to our largest basic

industry—logging.

Lake Logs Lead to Complaints

NELSON—The Kootenay Launch Club has asked the city to take

action regarding logs which, it is said, are creating inconvenience at the

boothouses. It claims that an agreement it has with the W. W. Powell

Company and the Johnson Sawmill Company is not being honored. The
city clerk will communicate with these firms.

Match Maker Praises British Columbia Pine

NELSON^—Every match produced by the Canadian Match Com-
pany, Limited, at its big plant at Pembroke, Ont., is being made out of

British Columbia white pine, manufactured at Nelson by W. W. Powell

Company, Limited, stated George C. Cummins, sales manager, who was
in conference with W. W. Powell recently. Mr. Cummins is making a

tour of Canada, studying the market for matches.

He is looking forward to an increased demand for white pine from
this district for matches. It is already being shipped to match concerns

in the United States as well as to the Canadian Match Company. The
reason for the popularity of British Columbia white pine are that the

wood is tougher than eastern pine; its grain is longer, and it burns longer.

Eight or nine lumber mills of from 15,000 to 30,000 feet a day ^

capacity are cutting for the Powell Company, which sells white pine in the

fork of lumber as well as manufacturing it at Nelson into match blocks

for shipment east.



Lumber and Building Costs in the American
Market

Is It Wise to Bu'M at Present Low Prices as Compared With 1920

—

Lumber Bill for a Lumber House Less Than a Third

of the Total Cost.

WASHINGTON—Years ago, when the "high cost of living" was

a bagatelle compared to what it is now, the late J. J. Hill said, that after

all the problem was not the high cost of living, but the cost of high living.

Studies of the building situation in the various parts of the country in-

dicate strongly—according to a review by the National Lumber Manu-
facturers' Association—that a substantial proportion of the increased cost

of construction nowadays as compared with that of ten years ago, is

due not so much to the high cost of materials and labor as to the cost of

luxuries in both.

The New Jersey Lumbermen's Association, members of which are

heavy buyers of British Columbia lumber and shingles, after a survey

of comparative building costs in that State, points out that there really

is no parallel between the cost of dwelling house now and of the corres-

ponding house ten years ago. "As a matter of fact," says that Associa-

tion, "such comparison is not possible because an entirely difYerent type

of house is being constructed at the present time. You will find in the

most unretentious housep that is being built today many or all of the fol-

lowing: Sun parlor, window seats, open fireplace, plate rail and panels,

kitchen cabinet, expensive electric and bathroom fixtures, combination

ranges, beam ceilings, built-in bookcases, colonnades, breakfast nook, oak

flooring, hardwood trim. All, or many of these items, were considered

luxuries or fixtures even ten years ago, and were not considered a part

of the construction cost ; and yet today they are considered to be a neces-

sity and add very materially to the construction cost."

However, there has not been such a change in housing standards

in the last four or five years as to make comparisons of costs impossible.

The New Jersey Association points out that when the actual cost of

lumber entering into the construction of a house is considered in relation

to the total cost, and there is further taken into consideration the marked

reduction in lumber prices since the spring of 1920, there is no justifica-

tion for the cancellation or postponement of home building projects.

The Association found that the lumber for a house bill, which cost

$1,775 at Atlantic City in April, 1920, cost in April of this year, $1,325.

Lumber for a typical small house bill in Newark, which amounted to

$1,201 in 1920, now amounts to $877. Altogether the Association com-

pared prices in 1920 and 1923 on 33 identical bills in as many different

cities. The smallest showing in favor of 1923 was a reduction of 17 per

cent at Perth Amboy and the most favorable showing was 34 per cent

at Rutherford ; the average was 27.4 per cent. The New Jersey Associa-

tion puts the lumber cost of a frame house at less than 30 per cent of the

whole.

In Wisconsin a lumber dealer at Fox Lake finds that a house there

which cost $7,828 in 1920, can now be built for $5,278—a complete home

with seven rooms and bath, front and rear porches. The lumber cost of

this house in 1920 was $3,600, replaceable now for $2,450. Comparative
lumber bills for May, 1920, and May, 1923, were estimated by 39 lumber
dealers in as many different Wisconsin cities and villages, with the

reduction in favor of 1923 ranging from 10 per cent to 33 per cent.

The Northwestern Lumbermen's Association, of Minneapolis, had
ten different bills in as many different cities and towns in Minnesota, Iowa
and South Dakota, figured for May, 1920, and May, 1923. The estimates

for the latter year average 26.4 lower than for the former year.

Tha Cleveland Board of Lumber Dealers calculates that a small

house of six rooms requires 17,820 feet of lumber. In March, 1920, this

amount of lumber cost $2,023.48. In May, 1923 (and it would be some-
what less today), it cost $1,370—a decline of $653.48, or about 32 per

cent. The total cost of this house—22x26, full two stories, with slate

roof, furnace and wash trays, etc.—was $6,012 in 1920, and $4,940.05
in 1923.

In fairness it should be pointed out that back in 1914 the lumber
in this house would have cost only $648, but it is not to be expected that

such a house will ever again be built in America at such a lumber cost.

In the first place the general average of all building materials is about
twice as high in price as it was nine years ago, an dlabor about the same.
No economists hold that the general price level of nine years ago will ever
be regained—at least not in this generation. The general average of all

commodities is now about 50 per" cent higher than in 1914, but with
respect to lumber the situation is unique, for, while its price fluctuates

from year to year according to varying conditions of supply and demand,
its inevitable general trend is toward higher prices over a period of years.

This is chiefly due to tlie facts that the basic supply—the forests, are
ever dwindlying in the face of increasing population—and that the main
lumber supplies are now many hundreds, even thousands, of miles distant

from the centres of consumption. The increasing length of lumber hauls,
as well as the increasing railway rates in recent years, have been such
that the cost of transportation of lumber is now, sometimes, more than
the entire delivered cost not many years ago.

The figures quoted above show that lumber is retailing, on the aver-
age, at around 25 to 35 per cent under the peak prices of 1920. While
no one is competent to look into the future and say that lumber may
not go lower, yet, in view of the increasing costs of lumber production
and transportation, it is considered doubtful whether lumber will ever
again in this country descend to the level of the spring of 1919, when
the bill for the Cleveland small house amounted to $1,087. Should it do
so the saving would be about $300 in a total cost of $4,940 at- present
prices. This raises the question of whether a person desiring and being
in a position to build now, cares to defer indefinitely the occupation and
enjoyment of a home of his own for the sake of gambling on a possible

saving of about 7 per cent on the total cost of the house, and at the same
time taking the risk that present prices are at the bottom of a new rise.
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Takoradi Harbour Works
Where British Columbia Builders Are Engaged on Work of Extending the

Trade and Power of the British Empire.

A remarkably interesting collection of machinery is being employed
in connection with the important harbor construction which is being

carried out at Takoradi in the Gold Coast Colony. This machinery
includes the three largest steam shovels ever built in this country, in

addition to four other excavators of special type, sixty 16-cub. yard
automatic air-dumping cars, 100 hand dumping cars, 54 light tip wagons,
for 25-ton railway wagons, 18 locomotives of various types, etc. The
purpose of this article is to describe the 3V2-cub. yard shovels, but in

order to explain the work required from these machines, it will be well

briefly to indicate the general nature of the Takoradi works.

The littoral of the Gold Coast Colony is remarkably dficient in

natural harbors or deep bays of any kind, and at the present time steam-

ers visiting the principal ports, Accra and Seccondee, have to lie some
distance from the shore and receive, or deliver, cargo to small craft.

Surf boats capable of carrying about 1% tons each are mainly used,

although a certain amount of lighter transhipment takes place, more
especially at Seccondee. The small harbor at Seccondee connects with

the more important railway of the colony, as was explained in our article

on the Gold Coast Colony which appeared in our issue of December 29
last, but the harbor is badly silted, and in any case does not offer the

deep-water facilities which are necessary if the colony is to develop in

the way that is desirable.

With a view to the better opening out of the country, the Crown
Agents for the Colonies in 1919 instructed Messrs. Stewart and Mc-
Donnell, consulting and constructional engineers, of 6 and 7, Cowley
Street, Westminster, to survey the coast with the view to the formation

of a deep-water harbor. Messrs. Stewart and McDonnell proposed a

scheme for a port at Takoradi, which is about five miles southwest of

Seccondee and consequently may be connected up with the Seccondee-
Coomassie Railway without difficulty. This scheme proposed a series

of tidal basins and piers protected by a breakwater at a total cost of

some £5,000,000. In view of financial conditions, this scheme was modi-
fied to the extent that the cost was reduced to £1,600,000. This modified

scheme is now in hand, and involves and outer curved breakwater some
7,500 feet long, forming the eastern boundary to a large deep-water
sheltered area. The basin will be further protected by a second straight

breakwater, about 3,000 feet long, lying to the northwest of the outer

structure. Quay space and storage room will be provided in connection
with the scheme, special provision being made for handling manganese
ore, which is one of the important exports of the country.

The coast formation in the neighborhood of the new harbor is

sandstone rock and the breakwaters will be built practically directly on
this formation. The breakwater will be of the rubble type with the
smaller material in the centre and faced with large pieces. The material
will be a hard granite, and it is hoped that sufficient large pieces will be
obtained from the quarry to obviate any necessity for concrete facing
blocks. The whole of the works are being carried out by Messrs. Stewart
and McDonnell, and it is in connection with the quarrying of the granite
for the breakwater that the three large steam shovels will mainly be
employed. Suitable material has been found at a site along the railway,
and the material will be brought to the harbor along the new line which
connects Takoradi with the Seccondee Coomassie Railway. The Gold
Coast Railways are of 3 foot 6 inch gauge, and the fact that these large

machines have had to be built by Messrs. Ruston and Hornsby, Limited,
of Lincoln, to travel on such a gauge, adds to the interest of their design.

One of the 3V2-cub. yard steam shovels is illustrated here. As will

be gathered, it follows the general lines of earlier shovels by the same
builders, but is naturally heavier and more powerful to cope with the

extended duty. Special arrangements have also had to be made to ensure
proper stability for the machine while at work, and yet at the same time

to allow it to travel over the 3-foot 6-inch gauge railways.

The bogies are of the standard arch bar type, and have wheels 30-

inch in diameter arranged to run on the 3- foot 6-inch gauge. The journals

are 5-inch by 9-inch with cast-steel axle boxes. In order that the bogies

may resist lateral loading, large collars are formed on the axles, and the

top arch bar works in guides. A telescopic joint is also arranged between

the bolster and spring plank. Brakes are fitted to the rear bogie only,

and may be operated either by steam or hand. Taxoradi couplers are

fitted to conform with the regulations of the Gold Coast Railways, while

the bufifer at the digging end of the machine is fitted so that it can be

easily detached. To stabilize the machine while digging, jack arms are

fitted. These ars are of the swinging type, with cast-steel struts and
mild-steel tension members. By disconnecting the side braces and tension

links, these arms may be swung to one side. Owing to the size of the

machine, however, even in this position they will not clear the loading

gauge, and if it is desired that the shovel should travel on the railway, the

side braces, tension links and brakets and jack arms and brackets have

to be removed. They are made detachable for this purpose.

The jib is of the combination oak and steel type. It is 30 feet 3

inches long from the heel to the centre of the upper sheave, and is built

up of two parallel timbers armored inside and out. There are heavy steel

top and bottom bars and reinforcing angles run along the lower outer

sides of the jib. An upper casting carries the sheave pin and acts as a

separator and tie between the jib members. It butts against the ends of

the timbers and is secured to the plates. At the lower end of the jib there

is a cast-steel swing circle on which the swinging ropes work. This swing

circle is bolted to the trunnion which swings on the base plate pintle. The
trunnion is provided with a heavy cast iron bushing for the pintle-bearing

and is arranged with sockets to take the jib feet. Adjustable side braces,

anchored to the swing circle, are provided to hold the jib in place and

take swinging strains, while diagonal tie-bars extend from the side anchor

points to the bottom of the trunnion casting.

The shovel is provided with three operating engines, a main hoisting

engine which is also used for travelling, a swinging engine and a thrust

engine. The hoisting engine operate the 22-inch diameter steel hoisting

drum through a machine-cut single reduction gear. It has two horizontal

cylinders, 12-inch bore and 15-inch stroke, and is fitted with Stephenson

link motion reversing gear. The hoisting drum is fitted with a lowering

brake race at one end, and a clutch race at the other. Both races are

fitted on spigots to ensure concentricity, and bolts taking the drum are

fitted. The brake race is specially designed from the point of view of

allowing expansion when it heats up. Both the brake and clutch bands

are lined with Ferodo fibre and are adjustable. The brake is operated

by pedal, but a steam cylinder is fitted for the operation of the clutch.

The arm which carries the bucket is composed of two oak side

timbers with steel top, bottom and side bars. The side bars are rivetted

and the top and bottom bars are bolted on. Two steel racks shrouded to

the pitch line, are bolted to the lower side and engage with the gearing

carried near the centre of the jib.

(Continued on Page 82.)
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This caterpillar tractor, which has been such an unqualified succes in the rough country of Eastern Canada, is now being introduced into the logging

operations of British Columbia by the firm of Mussens, Limited. It has tremendous power, on one occasion having hauled 180 logs daily on a four

mile haul over an 18 per cent grade.

Caterpillar Tractor Which Maintains
Efficiency in Woods Under

Gruelling Tests
In placing the Linn Tractor upon the British Columbia market,

Messrs. Mussens, Limited, have brought forward a machine which prom-

ises much as a cost reducer in logging operations in this Province.

Charles B. Huyck, manager of Mussens, Limited, was enthusiastic

when asked to make a statement regarding the tractor.

"The Linn tractor," said Mr. Huyck, "should prove a boon to British

Columbia lumbermen. It is a heavy duty, heavy hauling machine of the

track-laying type.

"Its similarity to a heavy truck in design, control and upkeep makes

it practical for operation and care by the ordinarily intelligent automobile

man without special training.

"Its traction member, of unmatched flexibility, gives traction over

any unevenness in the ground, and hence fits it for the roughest territory.

"The materials which enter into its construction are the finest, with-

out regard to cost.

"It is safe an dcontrollable under all circumstances.

"It is a well balanced, rugged, honest, common-sense machine, free

from minor troubles, durable and probably harder pulling than any

hauling-machine of its type yet produced.

"At Englehart, Ontario, the Linn has stood up under the most exact-

ing tests. It has hauled as much as seventy-four cords of pulp timber

on one load—the tractor and ten sleighs getting away easily with this

huge burden.

"It has a sixty horse-power engine," continued Mr. Huyack, "and

of that power ninety-five per cent goes directo to the tractor and is applied

to the driving sprocket. There is little waste energy, and I believe I am
safe in saying that it is the most powerful tractor ever built to burn

either gasoline or oil.

"The tractor has four speeds, of one, two, four and six miles per

hour. It is especially equipped for the stif¥ British Columbia grades, and

possesses braking advantages which will especially recommend it to log-

gers in the Interior of the Province where the hills are so .steep that other

automotive equipment could not be successfully employed."

Discussing recent tests of the Linn, Mr. Huyck referred to the work

at St. Maurice Paper Company, at St. Donat, P.Q., where over a four

mile haul and 18 per cent grade, making four round trips each day, the

tractor moved 180 logs each trip. Of course these logs were not so large

as those common on the British Columbia coast, but the test would be

similar to one which might be carried out in the Kootenay or in the Shu-

swap Lake districts.

When asked particularly as to the holding capacity of the truck on

a stiff grade, Mr. Huyck stated

:

"The truck will easily carry seventy-five tons to the load on a down
grade of 25 per cent, with absolute safety, the speed being wholly under
the control of the driver.

"The Linn Tractor was developed through twenty years of exper-

ience in year-round heavy hauling over every kind of terrain. Thus the

tractor as a whole, and every part of it, has been tried out under arduous
service. The Linn tractor of today is a completely developed product

from which the element of experiment has been eliminated," concluded

Mr. Huyck.

Appointment to Pulp Commission

British Columbia lumbermen, paper manufacturers and business men
generally have expressed pleasure at the appointment of W. A. Anstie

to the com.mission which is investigating the pulpwood situation.

Upon the finding of this commission the Dominion Government may
be influenced in its policy with regards to the export of raw forest

products from Canada. There is an agitation in the East to have an

export embargo placed upon logs for the manufacture of pulp. Such a

policy might also include restrictions upon log exports from British

Columbia.

In Mr. Anstie the Government have secured the services of a lumber-

men well versed in all angles of the subject which he and his brother

commissioners will endeavor to enquire into. Associated with Mr. Anstie

on the commission are the following gentlemen : Joseph Picard, manu-
facturer, Quebec City, is named chairman of the commission, and the

other members are : Apollos Bamber Kerr, barrister, Toronto ; R. W.
Keller, barrister, of Fredericton

; J. G. Sutherland, lumberman, Clyde

River, N.S.

W. A. Anstie was for several years secretary-treasurer of the Moun-
tain Lumber Manufacturers' Association, with headquarters at Nelson,

and for a time at Calgary. He organized the Forest Mills, Limited, with

English capital, taking in mills at Nelson, Cascade, Taft and Three Valley,

with headquarters at Revelstoke. He was trying to interest English

capital in Kootenay pulpwood fully 10 years ago. On various occasions

Mr. Anstie was nominated for a Liberal nomination for Kootenay, and
later West Kootenay riding.

Mr. Anstite has also acted as secretary of the B. C. Lumbermen's
Association. Among other enterprises in which he is interested are sev-

eral newspaper properties in the Interior.

H. H. Ross, formerly of the Ross-Saskatoon Company, has taken

over the bush superintendency of the Nicola Pine.
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Electric Power in Lumber Industry
Never Before Have There Been So Many Changes From Steam to Electric Drive

—

Entire Electrification of New Lumber and Shingle Mills.

By J. MuNRO, Power Agent, B.C.E.R. Co.

We consider the present issue an opportune and timely occasion to

briefly record the present stage in the rapidly increasing use of central

station light and power in the lumber mills of British Columbia. Lum-
bermen, it may be said with no disrespect to them, are somewhat con-

servative and ultra cautious and many have been reluctant to acknowledge

and utilize the manifold advantages and superiority of the electric drive.

While formerly all mills, large and small, used the old-fashioned

steam engine drive entirely, now only small mills, either unable to finance

the up-to-date equipment or outside the reach of a reliable light and power

company, follow this old and wasteful practice. Indeed it can now be

safely asserted that any mill within the distribution area of an electric

system which neglects to utilize its services wholly or partly, is placing

itself at a disadvantage compared with its rivals in this now highly

specialized industry.

Formerly it was thought that because a mill had the advantage of

waste wood to use as fuel for the steam boilers any alternative source of

motive power was not worth considering. Today it is fully recognized

bv the really efficient lumber mill designer or executive that this advan-

tage of so-called free fuel for a private steam plant is only a minor phase

of the problem of how to operate a modern lumber mill most economi-

cally, efficiently and successfully.

Utilizing the By-product

The ideal lumber mill of the future is one designed to burn up the

smallest possible amount of so-called waste material and to utilize the

maximum quantity of the same to produce by-products convertible into

a saleable and commercially valuable form.

Some present day mills are designed so that (1) Sawdust is separ-

ated from shavings and graded into bins, the saw dust sold for use in

drying and sweeping floors, while the shavings in excess of those sold are

fired in a boiler for air heating and kiln drying purposes ; and (2) Edg-
ings and rough ends are taken from the machines and sorted into sizes

to be later made into such articles as crate sticks, surveyors' stakes, flor-

ists' or gardeners' sticks for plants, etc., and the balance sold as fire

kindhng wood.

It is on record that mills have been known to have an income from
sawdust and shavings more than twice the cost of their light and power
bills on central station service.

Electrical equipment has played a large part in speeding up produc-
tion and cutting down maintenance and operating costs. The analytical

study given to the«necessary power applications has developed a number
of special motor drive schemes not previously used and which have all

tended towards elimination of waste motion and power and the conse^-
quent saving of repairs and upkeep costs.

Mills Abandon Private Power

The advantages of central station electric drive in lumber mills may
be summarized briefly as follows :

1. A steadier drive compared with the speed variations due to

private plant steam engine.

2. Resultant cleaner, better and larger cut of lumber.
3. Better cut enables higher gradmg and secures higher selling

prices for various classes of lumber.

4. Almost complete elimination of stoppages of mill compared with
private plant operation.

5. Through continuity of operation the workmen's time is entirely

utilized and no idleness takes place.

Never before has the lumber industry in and around the larger cities

of British Columbia seen so many changes from steam to electric drive
and the electrification of entirely new saw and shingle mills.

In and around the cities of Vancouver and New Westminster alone
we find the B. C. Electric Railway Company Light & Power Department
serving the undernoted larger mills of the district. Indeed the light and
power department of this company claim that in some measure they serve
every mill within the boundaries of their territory.

Standard Mill With an Average Output of 120,000 ft B.M. Per Day of 9 Hours

Mill

Hammond Cedar Company, Hammond
Campbell Riber Lumber Company, White Rock
Westminster Shook Company, New Westminster
Pacific Box Limited, Vancouver
Robertson & Hackett, Vancouver
King Farris Lumber Company, Kings Station, Surrey ..

Cedar Cove Operations, (Heaps Mill) Vancouver
McNair Lumber Company, Limited, North Vancouver
Restmore Manufacturing Company, Vancouver
Laminated Materials Limited, New Westminster
Seaport Shingle Mills, Limited, North Vancouver
B. C. Mills Timber Company, Hastings Mill, Vancouver
Eraser Valley Hemlock, South Vancouver
Walsh Lumber Company, Limited, North Vancouver
B. C. Fir & Cedar Lumber Company, Vancouver
Arbuthnots Sash & Door Company, Vancouver
John Hanbury & Company
Ladner Lumber Company
Webber Lumber Company, Port Haney
Stewart Company, South Vancouver
Eburne Saw Mills Limited, Marpole
L. H. Collins, Dominion Lumber Company, Surrey
B. C. Box Company, Marpole
Robert McNair .Shingle Company, Port Moody
H. M. Ellis Ltd., Whonnock
B. C. Box Company, Limited, Vancouver
Dixon & Murray, Vancouver
False Creek Lumber Company, Limited, Vancouver
McLeods Sash & Door Company, Vancouver
Hobson Shingle Company, North Vancouver
Bailey Lumber Company, North Vancouver
Hunting Merritt Lumber Conipany

Load
1,340 h.p.

1,03/1/. h.p.

965 h.p.

828 h.p.

8151/2 h.p.

7621/2 h.p.

600 h.p.

515 h.p.

4791/2 h.p.

4481/2 h.p.

439 h.p.

403 h.p.

400 h.p.

4021/2 h.p.

345 h.p.

365 h.p.

3041/2 h.p.

300 h.p.

219 h.p.

215 h.p.

200 h.p.

200 h.p.

190 h.p.

170 h.p.

1571/2 h.p.

145 h.p.

130 h.p.

110 h.p.

1071/2 h.p.

108 h.p.

100 h.p.

100 h.p.

100 h.p.

Operating
Saw, planing, lath and shingle mills.

Saw, planing and shingle mills.

Saw and planing mills.

Box factory.

Log haul and head saw, box factory.

Saw, planing and lath mills, sash and door factory
Saw and planing mills.

Planing and shingle mills.

Saw and planing mills.

Furniture factory.

Lumber products.

Shingle mill.

Planing mill, hogger and multiple saw.
Saw and planing mill.

Saw and planing mill.

Saw and planing mill.

Saw, sash and door plant.

Planing mill.

Saw and planing mill.

Saw and planing mill.

Saw and planing mill.

Planing mill.

Saw and planing mill.

Log haul, head saw and box plant.

Log haul and head saw.
Saw and planing mill.

Box factory.

General wood working, show case makers.
Sawmill machinery.
Sash and door plant.

Shingle mill.

Shingle mill.

Three machine shingle mill with fan and conveyor.
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200 Motors in One Mill

One of the largest electrically equipped lumber mills in the world is

located at Eraser Mills, New Westminster, belonging to the Canadian

Western Lumber Company. There ai^e over 200 motors, up to 250 h.p.,

in size in this mill. Individual drive is used except where fluctuating

load conditions on several machines of a kind make grouping advisable

to maintain a stead load on the motor. The connected motor load is as

follows :

—

Saw mill - 9181/2

Two planing mills 1,4611/^

Finishing shed 395

Shingle mill 4801/2

Sash and door factor)' SlSVo

Veneer plant -- 1531/2

Yard and isolated machinerv 571

Lighting 467 4,7621/2 h.p.

A Model Mill

A typical example of a first class moderate sized mill is that belong-

ing t oRobertson & Hackett Saw Mills Limited, which shows the fol-

lowing details

:

Saw Mill-
Log haul and head saw 250 h.p. steam engine

Edger and trimmers .-

Burner conveyor 40 h.p.

Bandsaw 8x54 inches 75

Small edger 25

Machine shop 10

Filing room -.. 5

Set works on travelling log carriage 7i/> 162i/> h.p.

Lath Mill—Output 25,000 per day 75 h.p.

Planing Mill

—

No. 24 S. A. Woods planer

6 inch Band saw
No. 107 S. A. Woods Sticker 125 h.p.

Berlin Rip Saw
Fan 50

No. 94 Berlin Planer _ 50

Planer and Fan - 50

Conveyors 2x10 h.p 20
Grinding room 5

Trim saws 3x5 h.p 15

Air compressor - 3

Portable Grinder 1 319 h.p.

Sash and Door Factory

—

Capacity output say 100 doors per day.

Planers, stickers, mortisers, double end tenoners 40
Blower, 2 sanders, cramp 50

Buzz planer, band saw, circular saw 10

Planer 25

Fan 20
Window framer machine 5

Rip saw 5

Belt Sander, jeg saw sander 3

Grinder 1

Pump 1

Cut off saw 5

Door making machinery—7i^—3 and 3 131/2 1781/^

Yard Derrick

—

20 h.p. and 71/2 h.p., 500 d.c 271/2

Gross total 7621/2 h.p.

This mill, along with other large mills like the Rat Portage Lumber
Company's mill and the False Creek Lumber Company, take their energj^

for illumination from the central station company, thus saving capital

expenditure equal to the value of a private generator, and the capitalized

value of its depreciation, repairs and maintenance, besides practically

eliminating the risk of being in darkness through generator trouble or

breakdown.
One of the finest and latest built shingle mill on the Pacific Coast is

that of the Hunting Merrit Lumber Company, Marpole, Vancouver.
This mill is entirely electrically operated, each of the seventeen shingle

machines having a 20 h.p. or 3 h.p. motor attached.

Space does not permit us giving a detailed statement of all the advan-
tages of electricity in the lumber industry, but we hope the foregoing brief

sketch will convince the reader that the lumber and electrical industries

in British Columbia are united in the closest bond of co-operative effort to

improve the efficiency and success of what is British Columbia's premier
industry.

Resolution Aimed at Orientals in Mills

Is Defeated

Esquimau's resolution aimed against the employment of Orientals in

the lumber mills of Vancouver Island failed to secure endorsation of the

Associated Boards of Trade at the Nanaimo convention. That is was
impossible to secure white men w^ho would stay in up-island camps and
mills for twelve months in the year was the objection raised to the resolu-

tion. The white men, it was asserted, eventually felt the call of the city

too strong to stay with the work, while the Oriental remained on the job
for the full period of employment. The resolution before the meeting was
as follows

;

"That the convention of the Associated Boards of Trade of Van-
couver Island send a petition to the Provincial Government urging that

legislation be enacted which will compel manufacturers of lumber to

curtail the employment of Chinese labor in the mills."

Staff Changes at Port Moody
PORT MOODY.—Several changes have been made in the personnel

of the Thurston-Flavelle mill. Mr. J. N. Jolly, of Clear Lake, Wash.,
has been appointed mill superintendent ; Mr. Corbett, of the same place,

is to be sawmill foreman, and Mr. Dan Carr is to be foreman of the

planer mill.

Mr. Jolly comes from the Clear Lake Lumber Company, which is

one of the largest mills in Washington. He will move his family here
at an early date.

Young Fellow ! Are you after Grouse

or after LogsP
Robert Dollar, veteran lumberiiian and shipping magnate, was exploring his logging .

operations at Union Bay, B.C. He had climbed into the cab of a locomotive on the Dollar

railway. There were some grouse feeding alongside the right-of-way of the road.

"See," said the engineer, "if we had a gun we could get some of them without much

trouble."

"Never mind the grouse," came back Robert Dollar, "I'm after logs; not grouse!"
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Half Million Dollar Sawmill of Brunette

Company Operated by Electricity
Wheels of Modern Lumber Plant at Sapperton Turning—Principal Machines Are
Installed—Force of 225 Men on Construction—Sawmill Capacity Is Over 150,000
Feet Per Nine-hour Shift — Shingle and Box-making Plants Are Improved.

The new Brunette sawmills at New Westminster have been opened.

Electric power will drive the wheels of the magnificent industrial plant.

Waste has been eliminated at this big mill and the sawdust and refuse

go to the boilers where they produce steam from which 1,000 horse power
of electrical energ}- is derived.

George W. Beach and his associates in the company have expended

$500,000 in the rebuilding of the Brunette mills.

During the past few months the company has had engaged a force

of 225 men—perhaps one of the largest forces of millwrights and
carpenters ever gathered together on one job in British Columbia

—

working on a lumber plant which, when in operation, will represent the

most modern cutting concern in the Province. The saw mill capacity

with the present equipment, is over 150,000 feet per nine-hour shift.

Plans have been incorporated in the building to instal machinery to

increase this output considerably.

Between three and four hundred employees will be engaged by the

concern when in full operation, these turning out finished lumber, box
shooks and shingles. As far as possible, white labor is engaged, the

officers of the company being anxious to give the white employees the

preference over the Oriental.

Change of Site

When the new interests took over the mill site and existing buildings

left from the disastrous fire which practically gutted the main plant some

fifteen or eighteen months ago, work of reconstructing the mill was

already under way. This was immediately halted in order to give the new
owners a chance to look over the situation, and as a result, the main

buildings have been located in a more westerly position, the sawmill,

shingle plant and box-making plant now being congregated in a compact

group which will thus call for a minimum amount of lumber handling

from the time the logs leave the Fraser River to the finished artiicle. The
buildings formerly used by the Iowa Lumber Company have been turned

into a box-making plant and are considered ideal and roomy for this class

of business. The shingle mill is located slightly to the rear of the main

mill, but machinery has been installed for conveying logs not suitable for

finished lumber to the battery of eleven machines.

Ocean Charters

One of the new features at the Sapperton concern is the construction

of docks alongside the Fraser River which will enable the company to

install a broad gauge track, for loading operations, especially for heavy

timbers. These docks are being extended on the waterfront so that water

shipments can be handled efficiently. The company expects to cater to

the wheat trade, as well as to the rail trade, and believes it has arrange-

ments that will enable it to take full advantage of its location on the

Fraser River.

The main sawmill is 90x390 feet. The frame is very heavy and well

reinforced with iron. No expense has been spared for strength and length

of life. The foundations of the -whole property are laid on cedar piles.

From the foundation up construction has been carried on with the idea

of handling efficiently the largest fir and cedar logs. The head saw is a

10-foot double cut band mill made by the Canadian Allis Chalmers
Company. Supplementing this is one of the heaviest and most complete

steam log turning devices on the Pacific Coast. Another new feature is

the installation of an all-steel carriage built by the Heaps Engineering

Works, of New Westminster. This firm also supplied the large motor
driven 12x72 inch edger as well as considerable other machinery. A
14x42 gang, a 6-inch roller band resaw, air trimmers, cut-off rigs, split-

ters, etc., make up some of the other special machines in the sawmill.

The planing mill contains a full complement of planing machines

—

resaws, box machinery, etc., for handling the finished lumber and box
material. Two of these fast machines are equipped with automatic feed

tables. This plant has ample working and storage room for the company's
box business, as well as retail and wholesale lumber trade. The planing

mill is electrically driven throughout, the electric work having been in-

stalled by Hume & Rumble, of New Westminster.

New Shingle Machines

The shingle plant has been completely overhauled and made into an
11 machine mill in place of 6 machines as formerly. These shingle

machines were supplied by Webb & Gififord, of New Westminster, and
represent the very latest equipment for sawing shingles. Large brick and
tile dry kilns have been built, giving a larger drying capacity for the

additional output. These new kilns are unusual in that the roof is tile

instead of wood crib as commonly used. All machines in the shingle mill

are electrically driven.

The power plant is made up of three 72x18 return tubular boilers,

and two 250-h.p. water tube boilers. These latter are the first of their

kind to be installed in British Columbia, and are considered better

"steamers" than the return tube type of boiler. As stated, all the machines
of the various plants will be driven by electricity, most of the power for

which will be produced by the company's own turbines. A large power
house has been built to house this electrical machinery and sufficient room
has been provided for additional machinery that may be necessary later.

Officers of the Brunette Lumber Company are : G. W. Beach, Presi-

dent ; W. F. Ingham, Vice-president ; C. J. Cutler, Secretary-treasurer.

Mr. B. J. Parker, who was superintendent of the plant under the former
owners, will continue in that capacity with the new concern.

Discussing the electrical equipment at the mill, C. J. Cutler drew
attention to the fact that while immediate expenditures for plant were
large, the company hoped as time went on to work a great saving over

steam power.

With the electrical "Juice," the mill will have an ever constant

power sufficient to drive the saws through the heaviest work without

any slackening.

Should the power plant built in the mill fail for a brief period, the

company are hooked up to the high tension wires of the B. C. E. R.

Company, from whom they have arranged to secure an emergency power
supply.

Here are the savings which the company believe will be effected

through electrical equipment

:

A saving in oil.

Cutting down in belting needs.

Cutting down of accident possibilities.

Saving in upkeep of plant.

Decided saving in man power.

Should it be decided at any later time to build a planing mill near

at hand, to further extend the plant in any direction, the matter of secur-

ing power is made simple for a copper wire will carry the energy to any
point within reach of the mill, thus cutting out entirely the expense of

building further expensive steam plants.

Reforestation For California Redwood
SAN FRANCISCO.—California's giant redwoods, some of which,

still standing, were saplings when the Vikings first sighted the coast of

North America, and were good-sized trees when William the Conqueror's

Norman hordes landed on the shores of England a thousand years ago,

will have been entirely destroyed within a short time, according to the

California Redwood Association here, unless measures now being under-

taken for their reforestation prove successful.

Nurseries for young redwoods have recently been established by
two lumber companies in Northern California. At Fort Bragg, Mendo-
cino county, 800,000 young redwood trees are now growing from seed,

a sufficient number to reforest 2,800 acres a year. Enough additional

young trees to reforest 4,600 acres annually will be supplied by this

company in the near future.

Another company, at Scotia. Humboldt county, has a redwood
nursery of 500,000 trees, while a number of the twenty-two redwood
companies in California have taken a practical interest in the reforestation.

Besides the nursery trees, about one-fifth additional second growth

lumber is expected to sprout from the stumps of old trees.
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Planting Forests in New Zealand is a

Business Proposition
From New Zealand comes the first practical scheme for the planting,

at a profit, of forest areas. Few men will plant trees if they have to

wait from 50 to 100 years to secure a return upon the investment.

Idealists have advanced splendid theories for the propogation of new
forests, but it has remained for the Dominion of New Zealand to perfect

a plan of reforestation under private ownership, which actually places

the whole business on a sound commercial basis.

W. McArthur, lumberman, of Auckland, New Zealand, told the

"Western Lumberman" of the plan which has been introduced in his

home Dominion. The New Zealanders have formed joint stock com-

panies, shares in which may be obtained at a par value of $1,000, to

carry out the work of planting new forests. It is figured that redwoods

will reach a merchantable size there in 50 years, and the Douglas fir in

45 years.

"Supposing an area is planted to Douglas fir," said Mr. McArthur.

"and one purchases a share or shares at $100. By the time the trees will

ba ready to cut, the original investment will have increased in value

perhaps 10 or 20 times, and the investment of $100 may return at the end

of say 40 years, from $1,000 to $2,000.

"Now the trees will mature if the forest is protected, and protection

against fire is not likely to cost a great deal. It is possible to secure an

insurance on the growing timber as a protection to the owners against

finst, thus it is possible to place the business of reforestation on an actu-

arial basis at the end of say 10 years, so that stock in a reforestation

society might be realized upon at any time by the investor. Of course

this sort of an investment would be made for the benefit of one's sons or

daughters, and those investing would not expect to reap a return within

a short time.

"In our country the trees mature very rapidly and I have seen

specimens of the redwoods at 30 years of ago, two feet six inches in

diameter.

"Meantime," said Mr. McArthur, "we are making large imports of

timber from the Province of British Columbia, and in return we are

sending you the products of our dairies and of our grazing lands. We
bought last year over $5,000,000 worth of timber from British Columbia,
and I regret to say that you did not buy that much butter from New.
Zealand, your imports from our country being but 2,533,408 pounds."

Concerning timber resources of New Zealand, Mr. McArthur said:

"Timber there is very expensive, as we have less of it than you have in

America, and it grows more quickly in our climate than in most places

—

an dfor these three reasons the policy of planting a forest is a national

need of the Dominion and one which we are not neglecting there."

Mr. McArthur, who is accompanied by his charming wife, while in

Vnacouver, will join the Imperial Forestry Conference. During his stay

here he was a guest of the Vancouver Lumber Company, the Canadian
Western Lumber Company, and of others prominently identified with the

lumbering industry.

He was particularly anxious to make arrangements with Vancouver
concerns looking to the importation of lumber, on his own account, and
before leaving the city will likely enter into definite arrangements with

one of the British Columbia mills to supply his needs.

The Northern Construction Company's mill at Kamloops, on the

North Thompson River, engaged chiefly in supplying the railroad con-

struction trade, is under the direction of A. P. Bolland. They are meet-

ing the Western demand for ties and bridge timbers and are sending

considerable fir, spruce and pine to Ontario points. Mr. Bolland has 75

men at work. *****
Companies buying large amounts of match blocks in the Kootenay

country are the E. B. Eddy Company, Hull, and the Maple Leaf Match
Company. White pine, is .so desired by the match manufacturers, is

becoming a scarce article in the Kootenay.

*****
The Summerland Lumber Company, near Brookmere, in the Kettle

Valley, is turning out 35,000 feet a day.
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(The Gwilliiims Service, New York)

THINK OF TURNING WOOD IN THIS WAY IN AMERICA
It is so common in this country to turn wood by machinery in vast quantities,

for various building operations and for furniture, that to many it will seem
almost impossible that in India, the land of cheap labor, most all wood for
both furniture and house building, is turned by hand. This picture shows a
native wood turner of Balasore, Bengal, Orissa, with his youthful helper and

apprentice at work.

Government Sells Two Billion Feet Timber
JUNEAU, Alaska.—F. C. Dougherty, of Sutton-McNear & Dough-

erty, San Francisco brokers, who on August 2 submitted a bid for 2,-

000,000,000 feet of Sitka spruce, hemlock and other timber, comprising

the Thomas Bay pulp timber unit, states that plans have been made for

constructing ground, sulphite and pulp mills and a paper mill of 300
tons capacity will be completed within 30 months from June 1. On
about the first of the year development of the 30,000-horsepower hydro-
electric project starts coincident with the installation of a sawmill and
the building of a dock. As evidence of good faith in their bid the San
Francisco firm deposited $10,000 and the tender was drawn by District

Forester C. H. Flory.

This unit is the greatest amount of timber ever sold in one deal by
the United States forest service from the national forest. The unit is

allocated to the water power site at Cascade Creek, 90 miles south of

Juneau in the Tongas national forest an dcomprises 343,000 acres.

Figures Show Big Growth of Timber Industry
VICTORIA.—Figures showing the timber resources of Vancouver

Island were presented by George I. Warren, president to the delegates

to the annual conventions of the Associated Boards of Trade recently at

Nanaimo

:

"In 1922, 1,899,158,273 board feet was scaled in British Columbia,
and the estimated value of production was $59,447,000, while the payroll
of the timber business on Vancouver Island alone last year amounted to

$6,243,971," Mr. Warren reported.

"A large portion of Vancouver Island is forested and a considerable
portion is mountainous. Lands which contain timber in excess of 8,000
feet, board measure, to the acre, are not open for pre-emption, being
reserved as timber lands by the Crown. Lumbering is one of the most
important island industries and the forests are a great potential resource.
On the east some 1,350 square miles of forest carry 30,000 feet or more
to the acre—some stands being so dense that they cruise 100,000 feet to

the acre. One thousand seven hundred square miles carry from 10,000
to 30,000 feet to the acre, and 2,290 square miles have young, forest

growth carrying about 10,000 feet per acre. On the west 1,035 square
miles carry 30,000 feet or more to the acre; 1,515 square miles, from
10,000 to 30,000 feet; and 1,535 square miles, under 10,000 feet per acre.

Raw Material

"The timber industry on Vancouver Island is largely developed, some
fifty mills being operated, including shingle mills, and sixteen mills have

an output of over 7,000 carloads. There is also a large pulp mill at Port
Alice on Quatsino Sound and a pulp mill was built on Beaver Cove on
Johnson Strait. The saw material available on Vancouver Island has been
estimated as follows in thousands of feet, board measure:

Douglas fir 43,511,365
Red cedar 27,884,450
Hemlock 28,095,435
Balsam 11,027,805
Spruce ,.. 3,781,990
White pine 761,785
Lodge-pole pine 16,445
Yellow cypress 1,833,645

"This added to the 3,915,000 which is available for piling and poles,

and the 3,345,000 which is available for pulpwood, makes a total estimated
timber resources standing of 124.182,900 thousands of feet, board
measure."

President of Association Recommends
Operators to Close Temporarily

VICTORIA, Aug.—"Approximately 40 per cent of the Mainland
and Island logging camps are now shut down on account of the present

extensive fire hazard," said Goodwin G. Johnson, President of the B. C.

Loggers' Association to The Times. Mr. Johnson was in the city from
Vancouver with P. A. Wilson, of the McCoy, Wilson Logging Company,
George Moore, of Merrill King & Moore Lumber Company, and George
W. Muddiman, secretary of the B. C. Loggers' Association.

Discussing the present situation, Mr. Johnson says he is strongly of

the opinion that wherever it is possible to do so, operators would be well

advised to shut down rather than continue to operate during the fire

season. He pointed out that a shut down at the present time would not

cause any hardship to the tidewater mills, as there was a sufficient surplus

of all species in the water to provide possibly six weeks to two months'
cutting.

Log Prices
In regard to log prices he said fir was selling fairly well to list price

of $14, $20 and $27. Hemlock was selling readily at from $14 to $14.50.

Regarding cedar he observed that demand was not keen, owing to the

falling ofl^ in the call for red cedar shingles. Mr. Johnson noticed with a

good deal of pleasure that several other uses were being found for low

grade cedar, pointing out that this material was being used now by rail-

ways for culvert timber and mud-sills, and some mining companies in

Eastern Canada were now specifying cedar for use underground, it having

been found to be an ideal wood for this purpose.

Cascade Sawmill May Reopen Soon
NELSON.—An inspection of the sawmill at Cascade owned by the

Forest Mills Lumber Company, of Nelson, which has been closed down
for some time, has been made by Manager Pendleton, who has returned

to the city. It is likely that operations will be renewed at the Cascade

plant in the near future.

Heaps Engineering Company Entrusted With
Important Contracts

When the Colby Steel & Engineering Company received contracts to

go ahead with the construction of many large cargo cranes in British

Columbia, they made arrangements with the Heaps Engineering Com-
pany of New Westminster, to manufacture machinery parts for all

equipment being installed.

Mr. Colby stated:

"We are very pleased indeed that we found a shop so well suited

to our work as the Heaps Engineering Company, at New Westminster.

We investigated this plant very carefully on its past record and on the

type of sawmill machinery which they are now manufacturing. Our
engineers surveyed their plant carefully and the report was entirely

satisfactory in every way, so we have completed these arrangements and

the Heaps Engineering Company, is now constructing the equipment for

us here to our specifications and under our supervision. We are confident

they will be able to turn out the same class of work and meet the high

standards for workmanship and material that we require in the States,

and which has been the basis of the success we have had in our work.

The Colby Company has recently completed construction of a large

crane at the Alberni Pacific Lumber Company, Port Alberni, B.C. An-

other is under construction at the Rat Portage Lumber Company aand the

company is starting upon a "modern method" at Dominion Mills on the

north arm of the Eraser.
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—I'hoto by American Lumberman, Chicago

Specimen of Giant Virgin Growth Sitka Spruce on Queen Charlotte Island limits,

Los Angeles Lumber Products Company, a company controlled by Frank L. Buckley,

of Vancouver, British Columbia.



f

Forests of Queen Charlotte Islands Yielc

Frank L. Buckley is one of the most enterprising operators on the Pacific Coast. As a young man his ability was
recognized by James J. Hill. He was associated with Mr. Hill in various enterprises and when the Hill lines acquired

extensive interests in British Columbia, Mr. Buckley was invited to become a director of the Great Northern Railway.

Mr. Buckley is shown in this picture standing beside a giant spruce log. He is the man wearing the long coat.

THE British pound has joined hands with the American dollar in

developing the tremendous forest wealth of the Queen Charlotte

Islands. It is unfortunate that the members of the British Empire
Forestr)^ Conference will not be able to personally visit operations in the

Queen Charlotte group, carried on by F. L. Buckley and his associates,

who have incorporated under the name of the Los Angeles Lumber
Products Company. Development of the timber berths on the Islands

could not have been carried out by anyone not endowed with the courage

and optimism of Mr. Buckley. During the war he operated there on a

large scale and succeeded in supplying to the allied armies unlimited

quantities of aeroplane spruce, a wood which could not have been secured
in any other part of the world.

Mr. Buckley's success in turning out timber for the winning of the

war, inspired him to undertake extensive peace-time operations on the

Islands. He crossed to England and there interested Sir Basil Zarahoff
and a number of distinguished British capitalists. At Los Angeles he
perfected arrangements for the financing of the $10,000,000 corporation

36

which now controls large sawmills on Puget Sound, and a great industrial

and steamship terminal at Los' Angeles. They also own large saw and

shingle mills at Btickley Bay, B.C. Subsidiary companies controlled by

the Los Angeles Lumber Products Company are the following : Masset

Timber Company, Limited, Los Angeles Shipbuilding & Drydock Corpor-

ation, Los Angeles Lumber Products Steamship Company, Puget Sound

Lumber & Box Company, Pacific Wirebovtnd Box Company, Western

Marine Supply Company.

The Los Angeles Lumber Products Company has been organized

along comprehensive lines to provide a wide range of materials and of

distribution, for the users of lumber and its products.

Herein are presented views with brief descriptive facts concerning

the properties and plants of the company and of its subsidiary companies.

Through the extensive and unique facilities thus provided and with

its Pacific Coast properties and plants connected by the fleet of steam-

ships of its subsidiary steamship company, this organization is in a most

advantageous position to make prompt deliveries of a greatly diversified



World's Most Magnificent Aeroplane Spruce

Ell CXCVTA

In its connection with our National development, lumber production has grown to be our greatest single manufacturing
industry, and its manner of operation marches closely with this development as it constantly invades new territory on
an ever-changing front. Most modern equipment serves to send its supplies back, these being typical lumber-carriers

from Masset Bay, unloading at Los Angeles.

output with the minimum of freight charges to all destinations.

Prominent among its products are : Lumber for all buildmg purposes.

Box shook for every industry where boxes and packing cases are requir^^d,

for domestic and export shipments. Wire-bound packing cases, for rail

and overseas shipments. Minimum weight ; maximum strength
;
great

freight savers. A wide range of unitized products for the deciduous and

citrus packers. Rotary cut lumber and veneers for the manufacturing

trade in general.

Graham Island, of the Queen Charlotte Group, of¥ the coast of

British Columbia, about opposite Prince Rupert, and 1,500 miles north of

Los Angeles Harbor, enjoys ideal climatic conditions for the development

of the finest grades of timber.

From the entrance of Buckley Bay, through the Masset Inlet and

along approximately 240 miles of shore line of this and other tributary

waterways of the Island, the Los Angeles Lumber Products Company

owns logging rights to what is recognized as the finest single tract of

spruce on the North American continent.

It was from this tract that during the late war, Frank L. Buckley

supplied over 50 per cent of the Sitka Spruce used by the British and

French armies in aeroplane construction.

Original growth Giant Spruce, Western Hemlock and Red and White

Cedar are cut and towed to the company's .sawmills at Buckley Bay from

the various logging camps. Thence after conversion into squares they are

shipped to the company's sawmills, box factories, and finishing and

re-manufacturing plants in the company's own steam lumber schooners.

Unique in its marketing system, the L. A. Lumber Products Company
maintains its re-manufacturing and box factory plants right at the

markets for its products, and transports to those plants the raw material

in large dimensions from its forest.

On substantially one-half of the 70 acre site of its subsidiary ship-

building and drydock corporation in the West Ba.sin of Los Angeles

Harbor, the L. A. Lumber Products Company has built the first unit of

its main sawmill, finishing plant and box factory.

This plant, which is in effect a reduction or refining plant, comprises

37
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SEPTEMBER, 1

Sawmills at Buckley Bay, Graham Island Entrance of Masset Inlet, G-raliam Island, B.C.

"Logging is one of the most picturesque and diversified of all man's struggles to make earth yield him the means of life

and comfort. The forest is still the foster-mother of thousands of workers and their families, whose toiling gains,

redistributed through all the arteries of commerce, at least in some part contribute to our own livelihood."—E. T. Allen.
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"There is no chapter in the epic of civilization more eloquent of the hardihood, courage, and inventiveness of man
than the history of the lumberman's contest with nature." This photograph shows virgin growth of giant Sitka

Spruce, Graham Island, B.C. From trees of this kind material for manufacturing aeroplanes was taken out during

the war by F. L. Buckley and associates.

a seven-band sawmill electrically operated, with planing mills, box shook
and wirebound box factory, dry kiln and storage yards.

Equipped with the most modern of machinery throughout, the Los
Angeles Harbor plant will handle timbers of full log lengths, 4 and 5

feet square, and reduce and finish in sizes as called for by the market,
also providing box shook and wirebound boxes for the general packing
trade, red cedar shingles, cedar poles and piling.

Virgin growth Giant Sitka Spruce, Western Hemlock and Red and
White Cedar matured under conditions which have resulted in timber of

exceptional quality and size, after being cut into long lengths and con-

verted into squares at the Buckley Bay headquarters' mills of the com-
pany, are set up in cribs whence they are loaded ont to the company's
lumber schooners for transportation to the re-manufacturing, finishing

or reduction plant at Los Angeles Harbor.

To effectively handle the transportation of lumber squares from
Graham Island to the L. A. Lumber Products Company's main plant at

Los Angeles Harbor, a subsidiary steamship company, the L. A. Lumber
Products Steamship Company, was organized.

Three steel steam schooners were purchased to form the first of the

company's fleet and are known as the EL line. These have been converted

into oil burners, entirely reconditioned and adapted to the needs of lumber

carriers. Named El Abeto, El Cedro and El Cicuta, each vessel has

capacity for approximately 1,750,000 feet of timbers, and is operating

under regular schedule carrying fuel oil to Anyox, Prince Rupert, Van-
souver and other Northern points, and returning with lumber squares

from Graham Island.

At the head of Lake Union, Seattle, the Puget Sound Lumber & Box
Company, the Seattle subsidiary company of the Los Angeles Lumber
Products Company, has just completed the construction of one of the

best equipped sawmills and largest box factories in the Northwest. This

plant with an approximate capacity of 75,000,000 feet per annum, will

co-operate with the Los Angeles Harbor plant of the Los Angeles Lumber
Products Company in supplying the markets of the Pacific Coast and of

the Atlantic Seaboard, which latter has been opened to the lumber

industry of the West Coast by the advantageous shipping conditions made
possible through the Panama Canal. ]
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The British Columbia Pulp and Paper

Industry in 1922
Ottawa, Aug. ll.

—

a preliminary report on the pulp and paper

industry for the calendar year 1922 shows a satisfactory recovery from
the unfavorable conditions prevailing throughout 1921. The industry

has increased steadily in importance up to 1920 when the total net value

of production reached $236,420,176. During the period of reconstruction

in 1921 the production fell to $151,003,165. The total of $155,785,388

for 1922 shows a tendency toward the normal progress of this industry.

There were 104 mills in operation in 1922, as compared to 100 in

1921. Of these mills, 43 manufactured pulp only, 33 manufactured paper

only, and 28 were combined pulp and paper mills. The total production

of pulp in the 71 mills engaged in its manufacture was 2,150,251 tons,

valued at $84,947,598, as compared to 1,549,082 tons, valued at $78,338,-

278 in 1921, representing an increase of 38.8 per cent in quantity.

Of the 1922 total for pulp, 1,188,581 tons valued at $36,247,976 were
made by the 28 combined pulp and paper mills for their own use in man-
ufacturing paper. The remaining 961,670 tons, valued at $48,699,622

were sold in Canada or exported.

The 61 mills manufacturing paper produced 1,366,815 tons of paper,

together with certain miscellaneous pulp products, with a total value of

$107,085,766, an increase of 34.1 per cent in quantity over 1921. News-
print paper forms annually about 80 per cent of the paper production in

Canada. In 1922 this class of paper amounted to 1,081,364 tons, valued

at $75,971,327, an increase of 34.3 per cent over 1921. With the installa-

tion of several new newsprint machines during 1923 there is a reasonable

possibility that Canada's newsprint production will exceed that of the

United States during 1923 or 1924, making Canada the world's greatest

producer of newsprint paper.

The total number of employees on salaries and wages in 1922 was
25,830, and their total payroll $32,918,955.

The capital invested in the industry increased from $379,812,751 in

1921 to $381,006,324 in 1922.

The total cut of pulpwood in Canada in 1922 was 3,923,940 cords,

valued at $50,735,361, and of this total, 74.2 per cent was used in Cana-
dian pulp mills, the remaining 25.8 per cent, or 1,001,332 cords, valued

at $10,359,762, being exported unmanufactured to the United States.

In 1921 the total cut was 3,273,131 'Cords, of which 67 per cent was
consumed in Canada, and 33 per cent exported. No pulpwood is imported

into Canada.

The exports of pulp during the calendar years 1922 were 818,247

tons, valued at $41,037,849, as compared to 527,222 tons, valued at $33,-

133,675 for 1921. Imports of pulp during the same periods were 17,300

tons at $1,008,527 for 1922, and 17,354 tons at $1,683,041 for 1921.

Exports of newsprint paper were 959,514 tons at $68,362,817 for

1922, and 709,241 tons at $69,786,317 for 1921.

British Columbia pulp sold in Canada or exported

:

Kind of Pulp

Groundwood

Sulphite, bleached ....

Sulphite, unbleached

Sulphate

Made for Sale in Canada
•lling

Quantity

2,858

526

Value

$53,616

16,426

Quantity

$ 225

24,077

30,524

110

Made for Export
Selling
Value

$ 6,758

1,547,963

1,717,366

7,480

Totals $3,384 $70,052 $54,936 $3,279,567

The following table shows the wood pulp production in l?rilish

Columbia

:

Groundwood 100,483

Sulphite, Bleached .... 24,077

Sulphite, Unbleached 63,997

Sulphate 9,869

$1,771,178

1,547,963

2,999,699

663,285

97,400 $1,710,8W

32,947

9.759

1,265,897

655,805

The production of paper and other pulp products in British Columbia
is shown in the following table

:

Newsprint 124,555

Wrapping 6,045

8,842,350

627,201

Total 130,600 $9,469,551

The following table .shows the wood used in British Columbia pulp

mills by kinds of wood and by processes

:

'O o
c o

i5p:

Sis
O 3

Cords

» t3
O

Spruce 70,136 891,284

Balsam Fir 35,843 383,420

Hemlock 155,481 1,727.090

Cedar 115,510 175,320

Poplar 454 3,870

Douglas Fir ... 1,219 18,599

J> m t.
> O 01

<0(k

12.71

10.70

11.11

15.23

8.52

15.26

-; PROCESSES

Cords

46,241

16,345

21,648

454

Cords

23,895

19,498

129,837

1,219

Cords

4,002

11,510

All Kinds 274,649 $3,199,583 $11.65 84,688 174,449 15,512

The various items of capital investment in the industry in Canada

are shown in the following summary table by Provinces

:

u

03 3 c

Machinery

and

Tools

Materials

on

Hand.

Stocks

in

Process,

et^

Cash

Tradi

Operating
Accounts,

e

Total

Capital

British Columbia.... $ 14,749,545 $11,708,271 $ 4,294,554 $ 2,011,595 $ 32,763,965

New Brunswick .... 7,370,081 2,559,610 2,568,485 3,812,776 16,310,952

Nova Scotia 5,654,407 270,057 409,011 327,699 6,667,234

75,327,429 24.278,885 19,720,552 14,422,498 133,749,364

Quebec 109,578,090 38,211,996 28 901,486 14,823,237 191,514,809

Canada 212,679,612 77,034,819 55,894,088 35,397,805 381,000,324

The number of persons engaged in the industry in British Columbia

is shown by classes of employment, sex and amounts paid to each class

:

EMPLOYEES Total

Salaried Officers

Superintendents, etc

Technical Experts

Clerical Staff

Employees on Wages 2,067

Male
No.

8

Female
No.

Total
No.

8

Salaries
and Wages

$ 77,200

34 34 160,545

44 44 83,875

97 21 118 117,961

2,067 54 2,121 3,138,929

2,250 75 2,325 $3,578,510Totals ... 2,250

This table shows the (luantitics of pulpwood used in British Columbia

pulp mills, together with the quantities exported. As no pulpwood is

imported this represents the total i)r()duction of i)ulpw()od from British

Columbia's forests during the year:

ValueQuantity
Cords

Total 198,426 $6,982,125 100,106 $3,632,50)

Production 283,421

Manufacture 274,649

Export 8,772

$3,257,437

3,199,583

57,854
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billion cubic feet were cut, the value of which was $312,680,000. Such
utilization, however, represented only a portion of the drain on the forest
resources of this cofuntry. Fire, insects, fungi and wasteful operations
resulted in the destruction of several times the amount of timber annually
used by the industries. For the last five year period the average loss by
fire had amounted to 790 million cubic feet per annum. Insects alone
had destroyed pulp wood in Quebec and New Brunswick sufficient to
suijply the present needs of the pulp and paper industries for a period of
29 >ears. Mr. Craig said: "It is but natural that with the apparentlv
unlimited forest resources with which nature endowed this country, we
should have been wasteful in their exploitation. But the time is not far
distant when it will be no longer possible to move to new virgin tracts,
when the old ones are exhausted. Provision must be made now for the
future supply."

Mr. Fraser Story, of the British Forestry Commission, detailed the
forest resources of Europe. Owing to chaotic post-war conditions in
continental Europe, exact figures were difficult or impossible to obtainA tabular statement presented by Mr. Story demonstrated that only two
countries in Europe, Sweden and Finland, were in a .sound position with
respect to their timber supplies. In all other countries the annual con-
sumption far exceeded the annual growth, the difference being made up
by importations u.sually, .so as not to impair the capital stock and even
prior to the war, Europe in its entirety annually consumed three billion
cubic feet more timber than it produced. Great Britain alone imports 95
]jer cent of its softwood needs, the home growth being sufficient for
less than three weeks' supply during the year.

Indicating the extent to. which the Empire depends on Canada for
softwood lumber produced in the Empire, delegates from other parts
announced deficiencies of softwood in their own countries to meet their
own requirements.

The hardwood resources of the Empire were also reviewed following
the papers from Mr. Craig and Mr. Story.
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Tuesday Meetings

The morning of Tuesday, August 7th, was devoted to a discussion

of the regeneration of the Empire's forests. Conditions in each country

were outlined by the respective delegates. The different reports brought

out the great divergence in methods obtaining in the different Dominions
and Colonies, due to climatic and other governing factors. In the debate

which followed the relative merits of natural and artificial regeneration

were discussed pro and con. Dr. C. D. Howe contributed the first paper

of the afternoon session, on silvicultural conditions in Canada. He
exposed the past indiscriminate exploitation of the great natural resources

of this country where in a land Off plenty we have helped ourselves with

prodigality and no concern for the future, and have been particularly

wasteful of our forest resources. "In Canada," said Dr. Howe, "atten-

tion is paid to quantity and not to quality. The result is, among other

things, that little can be said about forestry methods in Canada, because

such methods scarcely exist. Our problems are many and their solution

is urgent. It is true that diameter limit regulations enforced for many
years have had a direct influence on the composition of our natural

forests, but the results secured have been often unpremeditated. It is

a poor agent, in that while abundant young growth may be secured, such

young growth is generally of inferior species or inferior quality on

account of the fact that the trees left to produce seed have been those

which were stunted, undersized or diseased. Nevertheless, the diameter

limit has served a good pui-pose in that it has saved the forest capital of

Canada from utterly vanishing. With decreasing supplies of timber and

with greater transportation costs the time is now coming when forestry

will pay better, particularly on lands situated close to a market. Fire

protection must, of course, be assured."

Mr. R. L. Robinson, of the British Forestry Commission, in com-
menting on Dr. Howe's paper, stated that the outstanding point which

struck him about the foresti^y in Eastern Canada, was the lack of forest

reserves. European experience had shown that it is in the forest reserves

that the practise of forestry can best be developed. The forests of

Eastern Canada have been degraded, that is, they have been reduced in

productive capacity. Fires have been almost universal and only the

t
I
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splendid climatic conditions atfording ample reproduction have prevented

utter destruction.

The Conference spent Wednesday, August 8, in a tour of inspection

over the Dominion Forestry Branch's experimental plot station at Peta-

wawa, Ontario. At this point the Dominion service has established a

small nursery for producing their own tree seedlings. Numerous sample

plots have also been established in an effort to determine the effect of

thinning on growth and reproduction on varying sites.

Thursday Sessions

On Thursday morning, August 9, the Conference devoted its atten-

tion to. the problem of fire protection. Mr. Owen Jones, representing

Australia, was the first to report. He stated that in Australia, fire was
the forester's biggest problem, and greatest enemy. Every year, many
thousands, and sometimes many millions of acres are fire swept. Fires

result from three causes: Accident, carelessness and deliberate design.

Accident, unfortunately, is responsible for only a very few of the fires,

carelessness on the part of the settler, the camper, and others being

responsible for about 70 per cent. There are three remedial measures

:

Legislation, publicity, and correct forest practice. Owing to difficulty

of enforcement, legislation may be considered the weakest of these, and

against deliberate design forest practice cannot prevail. In the end,

publicity and education of the offenders seems to be the most effective

means of combatting fire dangers.

Mr. Trevor, Officiating Conservator, reporting for India, stated a

fair degree of fire protection had been secured by the Indian Forest

Services in the coniferous forests of the Himalayas. In the more tropical

forests a curious condition existed. Fire protection permitted the growth

and even facilitated it, of certain undesirable species to the detriment of

the more valuable species, which were fire resistant. Even here, how-

ever, fires had to be kept under strict control or disaster resulted.

The formal paper for the morning was presented by D. Roy Cam-
eron, of the Dominion Forest Service. Mr. Cameron said, in part: "The

drain on the wealth oi this country occasioned by forest fires is not

recognized by the man on the street, who does not realize that in the

final analysis it is not trees but pay-rolls that are burning up. Public

opinion must underlie Government action in any democracy if permanent
results are to be secured. The solution of the fire problem rests finally

in the people themselves.

"During the five-year period from 1918 to 1922 inclusive, 28,896

fires were reported in Canadian forests, an average of 5,779 per year.

One-third of these fires exceeded ten acres in extent each."

Mr. Cameron emphasized the point that the problem of proper slasii

disposal must be solved if Canada is ever to attain any degree of adequate

fire protection. He said: "No forestry is possible where slash exists. No
expenditure of money on fire protection will avail in the long run in this

country where slash exists. There is no hope for the permanent str\bility

of our forest industries while slash exists."

During the past five years over ten million acres of forest lands have
been burned over, resulting in a loss of timber and property exceeding

$72,000,000 in value. And this does not nearly represent the economic
loss to the country through loss of means of livelihood to an impoitant

part of the country's population, or through soil deterioration following

forest fires.

Mr. Cameron estimated that private and public forest protective

organizations, in comparison with a po,ssible and desirable degree of

effectiveness, were working at an efficiency of only about fifty per cent,

due to the indifference of the public and tlie hazard of undisposed slash

in the woods.
Mr. Cameron enumerated the work now being done by the Dominion

Forestry Branch in the way of fire protection, including the maintainence

of an air patrol for detection and fire control purposes in Alberta and
Manitoba.

Representatives from the various Provinces, various lumber and
pulp and paper companies, and the Canadian Air Board, entered the dis-

cussion which followed the reading of Mr. Cameron's paper. The general

trend of all discussion was to the eifect that there were three great

sources of fire : Accident, carelessness, and wanton incendiarism. The
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need for an adequate system of slash disposal was endorsed by all

speakers, and the suggestion embodied in Mr. Cameron's paper that any

legislation enforcing slash disposal should be made common to all the

Provinces east of Manitoba, and as a result of concerted action on the

part of the Provincial Legislatures was thoroughly approved. Only in

this way, stated Mr. Cameron, will slash disposal be possible, for if one

Province adopts and enforces a law without similar conditions being

imposed on operators in the adjoining Provinces, it will mean an economic

handicap to those who work under such a law.

The afternoon session on Thursday was devoted to three papers on

insect pests and destructive fungi. The first paper, on insect pests pre-

sented by Dr. Munro, entomological expert to the United Kingdom For-

estry Commission, was prefaced with a brief historical account of the

progress of the scientific study of forest insects during the past.

Dr. Munro went on to a detailed account of the various individual

problems which now face the European entomologist, first among which

he placed the nun-moth, which is devastating the spruce forests and

which, fortunately, is not yet evident in Canada. The bark bettle problem

is only a secondary one in Europe, stated Dr. Munro. He discussed, too,

the Hfe history and methods of control of cock-chafers, plant lice, and

pine weevil. The methods of controlling this latter pest, which is also

rife in North America, are three in number

:

(1) By destroying the stumps in which they breed—a costly and

not particularly effective method.

(2) By delay in replanting clear cut areas—which is bad from a

silvicultural standpoint and wrong in principle.

(3) By trapping of adults. This last method he characterized as

the most effective.
.

,

Dr. Munro pointed out that forest entomology is no longer a side-

line in forestry, but a very necessary function in forest management,

requiring the undivided attention of a specialists and the closest co-oper-

ation between such specialists and the silviculturist and operator.

The second paper, also on insect pests, by Dr. Swaine, of the Depart-

ment of Agriculture, Canada, dealt with the situation in Canada, today.

Dr. Swaine stated that in recent years there had been two great forest

insect outbreaks—the spruce budworm, which in the last few years has

swept across the Maritime Provinces, Quebec and Ontario, and which, it

has been estimated, has destroyed 30 years' supply of pulpwood, and the

larch saw-fly, which a generation ago desti-oyed all the larch from the

Atlantic' seaboard to the head of the great lakes.

The spruce budworm epidemic he described as "the greatest injurious

insect epidemic in North America, of which we have any record. It has

destroyed," he said, "150 million cords of pulpwood."

The larch saw-fly is now spreading westward over Manitoba and

Saskatchewan and one of the great problems of the forest entomologist

was a means of combatting it. An insect which parasitizes on the saw-

fly is known, but unfortunately, supplies of infested cocoons cannot be

obtained for distribution through the affected areas in Canada.

Dr. Swaine outlined the damage done by the bark bettles in British

Columbia, one genus of which has destroyed many million feet of the

valuable western yellow pine.

He discussed the ifse of poisonous dust as a method of insect control

but stated that at present it was only feasible on isolated shade and

orchard trees, owing to the prohibitive cost of treatment. Distribution

of poisonous dust from aeroplanes will be an effective and feasible

method of control so soon as aeroplanes can be flown within an effective

distance of the ground—say 100 feet—in safety. This is now possible

where landing grounds are convenient and frequent as over orchard

areas, but over forest areas where there are often no landing grounds

within 15 or 20 miles, is at present impracticable.

The ravages of injurious fungi in the forest was discussed in a paper

delivered by Mr. A. W. McCallum, Forest Pathologist of the Canadian

Department of Agriculture. He described the heart rot of balsam,

which has occasioned great loss, producing cull logs and causing the sink-

ing of logs' during driving. "Present day logging," said Mr. McCallum,

"takes the healthy trees and leaves stunted and diseased specimens to

produce seed for the growth of the next crop. Forest management.

aiming at increasing the general health of the forest, is of first import-

ance in Canada."

Friday Sessions
m

On Friday morning, the Conference considered the question of

Empire trade in forest products. Sir James Calder, C.B.E., one of the

British delegates and largely interested in the timber trade in that country,

presented the opening paper. Sir James states that the proportion of

Canadian timber used in the British Isles had fallen from 16 per cent

of the total imports prior to the war to 10 per cent post-war, due to the

high freight rates on Canadian timber, and the favorable exchange exist-

ing between Britain and the European timber producing countries. "In

future," said Sir James, "Russia will be the biggest single factor in

European softwood supply, as there are tremendous areas of valuable

coniferous forests in that country which are still unexploited.

He stated that due to the scarcity of coal in certain of the Baltic

countries, there was a greater demand for wood for steam-producing

purposes, and in consequence the Baltic foresters were not confronted '

with such a grave problem of slash disposal as were the foresters in

Canada.

Mr. A. C. Manbert, of the Canadian Lumbermen's Association, pre-

sented the second paper of the day, concerning prospects of trade .between

Canada and Great Britain in forest products. After describing the. early

development of the timber trade in Eastern Canada, Mr. Maanbert men-

tioned the insistence of the British importers on specific sizes and quality

of product; "There is a saying," said Mr. Manbert, "that 'He who buys

meat, buys bone.' There are poor cuts in timber the same as there are

in the herds on our hills. British trade requirements had not been low-

ered to seek our poor qualities of lumber. High freight charges had
'

naturally had a considerable ef¥ect in producing this attitude. On the

other hand, rapidly expanding American markets had permitted the Can-

adian lumbermen to dispose of all grades of lumber, and the natural

tendency had been for the Canadian trade to seek this market. In the

matter of the extension of trade in forest products between Canada and

Great Britain, sentiment and economics were in opposition. Proximity

and Siptablished understanding claimed their own. The same conditions

are reflected in Canada's timber trade, and while we have a trade prefer-

ence with England, yet we buy most from the United States.

The discussion concluded with reports from individual representa-

tives on the possibilities of trade within the Empire, including a short

account of the products each country could supply.

The question of Forest Products research was opened by a paper

from Mr. W. Kynoch, superintendent of the Forest Products Labora-

tories of the Dominion Forest Service, at Montreal. He reviewed the

work being done there, at the Vancouver laboratory, in each case in con-

junction with the local university, such as mechanical timber tests, the

preparation of a series of microscope slides for the identification of the

woods of the world, wood preservative treatments and wood chemistry.

Mr. Kynoch stated there were 100 million ties in use on Canada's railway

lines. These, when left untreated, last only six or seven years, whereas

treated ties retain their usefulness for a much longer time.

Colonel H. S. Graves, Director of the Yale Forest School, presented

a paper on the same subject, prepared by Colonel VV. B. Greeley, Chief

Forester of the United States. The paper outlined the three measures

needed in the United States to meet the timber requirements of that

country, these being : First, adequate forest protection
;
second, increased

timber production; and, third, reduction of waste in the use of timber,

to a minimum, the last point forming the subject under discussion.

Twenty-two and a half billion cubic feet of timber are cut in the United

States each year, of which over nine billion cubic feet are wasted. It is

estimated that savings from increased efficiency in manufacture can

enormously reduce this waste and have a very important bearing on the

duration of the American timber supply. The Forest Products Labora-

tories, at Madison, Wisconsin, were established fifteen years ago to study

this question.

Colonel Graves again took the floor at the opening of the final Ottawa

session of the Conference on Saturday morning, with a paper reviewing

the timber, and particularly the softwood, resources of the United States.

He stated that although three-fourths of the original softwood forests of

the United States had been cut over, it had been estimated that that

country still contained more softwood timber than any other country,

except Russia. The country contained, he stated, 225 million acres bear-
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ing pure softwood forests, or forests, in which softwood predominated.
In addition the country had 70 miUion acres of denuded lands which
formerly bore softwoods, but are now largely unproductive, and 12 million

acres of the southeast coast of Alaska, also bore virgin softwood forests.

Colonel Graves estimated that, in all, the country contained 1,830 billion

board feet of timber suitable for the manufacture of lumber, and 940
million cords of pulp wood. Of this immense total, Douglas fir leads

with a total stock of 595 billion board feet, followed in order of quantity

by the western yellow pines, the southern pines, the spruces and firs.

The Pacific coast region, stated Colonel Graves, is the last great

virgin timber region of the United States, containing some 1,214 billion

feet. It contains more than half of the total stumpage of the United

States, and more than two-thirds of this is coniferous. Although the

industry in this region is only in its infancy, it already supplies one-third

of the United States timber demands. The annual consumption of the

United States is 35 billion feet.

Following the inauguration meetings on July 25, the delegates spent

ten days in an extensive tour of Quebec and New Brunswick. The Con-
ference proceeded by special Canadian National Railway train to Mont-
real, on July 26, and spent the morning in inspecting the Forest Products

Laboratories there. At luncheon the delegates were the guests of the

Canadian Pulp and Paper Association. In the afternoon a tour of the

mountain was made and a visit paid to MacDonald Agricultural College.

Friday, July 27, was spent inspecting the nurseries and plantations

of the Laurentide Pulp and Paper Company, at Proulx, under the direc-

tion of Mr. EUwood Wilson, the Chief Forester of the company. The
party also inspected the pulp and paper mills at Grand Mere, and the

power plant at that point.

The next day the Conference spent on a tour of inspection of the

Pride Brothers operations at Hebertville, including the Grand Decharge,

the Kenogami Mills, Chicoutimi and other features. That evening they

embarked on the steamer "Richelieu," proceeding down the Saguenay and
up the St. Lawrence rivers to Levis to rejoin the train there.

Monday morning the Conference arrived at Campbellton, New
Brunswick, where they were officially welcomed by Premier Veniot, and
Lieut.-Colonel Loggie, Deputy Minister of Lands and Forests, to the

Province. At this point the sawmills of the Stetson-Cutler Company, the

Eraser Company, and others were inspected, and a visit paid to the rafting

and sorting booms. The afternoon was spent at Bathurst, N.B., in

inspecting the mills of the Bathurst Pulp and Paper Company, and local

sawmills.

From Bathurst the delegation proceeded by motor to Chatham for

an inspection of the J. B. Snowball Company's mill, and other features.

The trip en route afforded an excellent opportunity for a study of New
Brunswick forest conditions, and included a trip to a forest fire lookout,

and an inspection of insect control operations in the bud-worm ravaged

region.

From Chatham the Conference proceeded to St. John, and thence

to Salmon River to visit the sawmill and limits of the Pejepscot Lumber
Company. Several stops were made en route to inspect sample plots,

various stages of reproduction on burned over land and abandoned farm
land and planted areas, under the guidance of Mr. D. E. Lauderburn,

Chief Forester of the company's limits.

Tuesday ,August 2, was spent on a tour of Fredricton, Mavis Mills

and Grand Falls. The Mavis Mills are engaged in the operation of pro-

ducing wooden shoe blocks from green hardwoods. These are subjected

in the rough, to a seven weeks kiln-drying process, and then shipped, still

in the rough, to the European markets.

On Wednesday the Conference members were the guests of the

Quebec Forest Service, in the historic old capital of the Province. The
day was given over to a sight-seeing tour of the city and vicinity, the

Conference proceeding the next day to the Provincial Forest Nursery at

Berthierville, P.Q. At this point, in addition to seed and transplant beds

the Provincial service have a number of experimental areas which are

being managed on a scientific cutting basis for research purposes.

Southern Ontario Tour

Following the week devoted to business discussion which was spent

in Ottawa, the conference entrained for a tour of the hardwood regions

of Southern Ontario, Monday, August 13th. The party proceeded by

boat from Toronto to Niagara and spent the day reviewing the scenic

beauties of the district as guests of the Queen Victoria Park Commission.

On Tuesday, the members of the conference visited the Ontario

Provincial nursery at St. Williams, Norfolk County, under the guidance

of members of the Provincial forest service. This nursery, the first in-

augurated in Canada, now produces over six million seedlings annually

for distribution to those who wish to establish plantations and for the

regeneration of denuded areas of Provincial lands. Several experiments

are also under way at this station to determine the effect of under-planting

softwoods under hardwoods. The nursery possesses a representative

stand of the rare southern hardwoods, which find their northern limit in

Canada about this point.

On Wednesday the Conference was officially welcomed to Ontario,

in the Provincial legislative buildings, at Toronto, by the newly-elected

Premier, the Honorable Howard Ferguson. Following an inspection of

the University buildings and city, and a visit to the Forest Products

Exhibition of the British Columbia trade commission, the party proceeded

to Algonquin Park. On Thursday, the entire party was taken on a canoe

trip through the park by the park rangers and senior boys from Taylor

Statton's boys camp, on Canoe Lake. The afternoon was spent at Mr.
Statton's camp, Ahmek.

Friday, August 17, was spent as guests of the Ontario Provincial

Forest Service at Timagami, Ontario. A demonstration of the use of

radiophones in reporting the detection of forest fires from aeroplanes

was given. The remainder of the day was spent in a motor-boat tour of

the lake and islands, and inspecting one of the few virgin white pine

stands left in the country.

On Saturday afternoon the Conference arrived at Iroquois Falls,

Ontario, where are located the nurseries and pulp mill of the Abittibi

Pulp and Paper Company, and here these were inspected under the guid-

ance of Mr. Zchanke, Chief Forester of the company.

Forest Fires This Year Are Not Costly

The cost of fighting British Columbia forest fires so far this year has

amounted to $20,000, as against $343,000 at this time last year, it was
learned at the Lands Department. This is the result of a small number
of serious fires this year, and increased efficiency in handling, it was
explained.

So far this year 954 forest fires have occurred in British Columbia.
Reports of the district foresters' main office of the forest branch of the

Lands Department here show, last, year, at this time, 201 fires had broken
out. While there have been relatively few fires this year, conditions all

over British Columbia are reported as being still hazardous.* Recent
rains, however, is expected to relieve the situation in many districts.

Canadian Timber Trade Suffers From
Dock Strike

LONDON.—It is estimated that the fruitless dock strike, which
ended August 21, cost England £400,000 in wages and rates, increased

the price of butter by two pence a pound, and cheese a penny half penny,

while great loss was caused by damage to perishable cargoes which were
held up, the grain and timber trade suffered most heavily and Canadian
cargoes were among those affected.

Shingle Mill Burns

NORTH VANCOUVER.—Fire, believed to have originated in the

motor-room, completely destroyed the Hobson & Hobson shingle mill, at

the foot of Bewicke Avenue. The mill, 100,000 shingles and all the

machinery were destroyed and the loss is estimated, by officials of the

company, at $20,000.

CAMPBELL LAKE.—Frederick C. Hutchinson was convicted of

•neglecting a camp fire at Campbell Lake, when he appeared before

Stipendiary Magistmte J. H. Walker at Campbell Lage on August 15th

and was fined $50 and costs.

Pulp Company Ensures Water Supply

PRINCE RUPERT.—The Whalen Pulp & Paper Company has

engineers at work making a rock cut from the sulphite mill at Swanson
Bay to the lake above, in order to insure that there will be no future

shortage of water at the plant. There is still plenty of water in the lake,

but there, is no channel through which to bring it to the plant. Ordinarily

there is plenty of water there, but the pre.sent dry season has caused a

shut-down. It is expected the mill will reopen early in September.

Fined For Failure to Assist at Forest Fire

QUESNEL.—G. W. Armstrong and W. G. Bradshaw were fined

the costs of the court here by Justice of the Peace Holt for faiUng to

assist in fighting a forest fire, in contravention of the Forest Act.
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On the Firing Line with B. C. Edgrain
Red Cedar Shingles

Cleveland, Ohio

Steps were taken to ban 6-2 wood shingles from the Cleveland mar-

ket at a meeting of the board of directors of the Cleveland Board of

Lumber Dealers, Tuesday, July 10th. The resolution passed at that

time is :

"\\'hereas, in our opinion, the use of a six-two wood shingle upon a

roof is against the interest of the public, and of the yards in this territory,

which aim to handle first class merchandise, and

"While six-two shingle as a house siding might be approved, it has

been found in practice that a large misuse of it is made by contractors

and builders desiring to cheapen their construction;

"Be it resolved, therefore, that we recommend to the members of

this Board that they discontinue the use and sale of six-two shingles and

oft'er in their stead a shingle not less than five-two in thickness ; and

"Resolved that a copy of this resolution be forwarded to the shingle

branch of the West Coast .Lumbermen's Association, at Seattle, as ex-

pressive of the sentiment of this body."

Wholesalers Fall in Line

Immediately upon the passing of this resolution Mr. J. V. O'Brien,

secretary of the Reserve Lumber Company, the leading wholesale yard,

announced that, effective July 15th, this company will buy no more 6-2

shingles, as they believe it to be against the interests of the public that

they be handled at all in this territory.

This is something new. Note carefully the comment regarding the

use of 6-2 shingles for siding. As you know the Shingle Association

has been advocating the use of 5-2 shingles for roofing purposes as one

means of combating ordinances, at the same time we have advocated the

use of 6-2 shingles for siding purposes where they are entirely practical

and satisfactory. We must provide a market for the lower grades of

shingles and it is our aim to create a demand for these grades for side

walls.

Newark, New Jersey

The Fidelity Union Trust Company, of Newark, N.J., do a large

business in mortgages and loan on homes. We were informed that they

preferred to make loans on houses covered with wooden shingles. We
wrote them regarding this and here is their answer

:

"In cases where the building law allows, we consider wood shingles

preferable to the use of many so called composition shingles. There are

various shingles on the market today which probably serve the purpose of

a wood shingle and are also fireproof."

South Bend, Indiana

South Bend has an ordinance, which will take effect January 1st,

1924. Mr. Whiting has visited this city several times. He reports this

is a growing industrial city and an important market. Local lumbermen
are willing to support any effort on our pail to put shingles back on the

map. Mr. Whiting spent July 26th and 27th here and plans are being
\

laid to put on a campaign to have the ordinance repealed. We expect to

meet serious opposition, but with continued effort hope to be successful.

Toledo, Ohio
Mr. Whiting visited Toledo July 30th and 31st. As you know, an

ordinance was suggested here last Fall but was killed at that time and
no further agitation has taken place. This is a good shingle town.

Washington, D.C.

Mr. Whiting is on his way to Washington, D.C, to look into the fire

tests being made by the Bureau of Standards, and also for a conference

with the Standardization Committee of the Department of Commerce.

Cedar Rapids, Ohio

No ordinance. There is a new building code that has been drawn
up for some time but the Anti-shingle clause has been successfully elimin-

ated. We quote from Col. Warden's report: "I found the best grades of

shingles here compared to other centres, and all dealers very satisfied.

(Not much trouble to kill agitation where good shingles are sold.) The
Colonel also reports that he was unable to make out the stencil on some
of the shingles. This is a common occurrence and should be carefully

watched by the manufacturers. If you were buying package goods you
would most certainly buy the brand with the neatest appearance and also

you would expect to find the maker's name neatly printed so you could

read it. If you couldn't read it you would probably buy some other

brand. Apply these principles to your product—see that you have a neat

package and that the bundle is carefully stenciled. It will help sell your
shingles and help the work of the Bureau. Don't be ashamed of your
product. }

Kalamazoo, Michigan i

Has had an ordinance for the past two years which prohibits all

except Class "F" roofing. This was nothing more than a joker in the

code and no one is paying any attention to it. The lumbermen are well

organized.

Territories \

For the present Mr. Whiting will work at large, wherever necessary.

Mr. Marsh will cover the states of Michigan, Illinois, Indiana, Kentucky
and Tennessee, and Colonel Warden will handle Iowa, Nebraska, Mis-

souri, Kansas and Arkansas.

Nakusp Lumber Company Builds Road
NAKUSP, B.C., July 31.—The Nakusp Lumber Company is making

great preparations for an increased supply of logs in order to put on an
extra shift in its mills here, thereby doubling its capacity for the remain-
der of the season. Between 40 and 50 men, with six teams, with wagons,
scrapers, plows, etc., have been engaged during the past week or two
constructing a road from Glenbank to its large limits northeast of the

town and near Kuskanook creek, from which it expects to cut at least

20,000,000 feet of logs.

In addition to its teams, the company is bringing into Nakusp from
Nelson two five-ton motor trucks to convey the logs to the mill, a haul
of about three miles. E. Carlson went to Nelson to make this purchase.

When the whole is in running order a night shift will be started.

Additional storage grounds for the cut lumber are being negotiated
for, in order to be prepared for any car shortage which may be exper-
ienced during the fall months, due to the heavy movements of grain
from the prairies.

A. V. Carlson, the managing director, is kept busy getting all these
preparations in working order.

Wireless Operator Missing From Ship
NEW WESTMINSTER, August 2.—The police were advised last

evening that Wilbur C. Boston, wireless operator on the steamer Brook-
ings, loading lumber at Eraser Mills, has been missing since Sunday, and
it is feared that some mishap has befallen him. He is described as 31

years of age, 5 feet 10 inches in height, an American, with brown hair,

blue eyes and fair complexion, wearing a blue suit and a straw hat.

The Brookings sailed August 2nd for San Pedro, Cal.,, with 1,404,-

000 feet of fir lumber aboard. It is possible that the operator may have
rejoined his ship since the skipper reported him missing at 5 :30 last

evening, and that the latter neglected to report. Boston did not take his

kit with him, so it was evidently not a desertion. Desertions from ocean-

going vessels are frequent, but it is not usual for an officer to desert.

New Mill Operates
PORT ALBERNI—The Spratt mill, at the head of the canal, has

commenced operations. The product of the mill, which is about 18,000,-

000 feet a day, is being used entirely for further construction work,
which is to bring the mill up to a capacity of 125,000 feet in one shift.

Sawdust Turned Burbank to Farm
NEW YORK, August 2.—Sawdust in a wood-turning factory where

Luther Burbank was working, together with the death of his father, were
responsible for the Plant Wizard's taking up plant breeding.

The dust in the factory impaired Burbank's health so that he had to

give up that work and turn to gardening and fruit growing on his father's

farm. He was twenty-one years of age at that time. Shortly afterwards
he developed the Burbank potato.

Attracted by the .reports of the great fertility of California soil and
the mildness of its climate, Burbank sold his personal property and set

out for the Pacific Coast w-ith a small capital and ten Burbank potatoes.

The soil and climate were all he hoped for, but his finances were low. It

was necessary for him to work as a carpenter during the day so as to be

able to devote the long evening hours to the preparation of a small nursery

on a few acres of rented land.
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California Redwoods for the Cut-over Lands
of the British Columbia Coast

Giant California Redwoods from Muir Woods, Near Oakland, California., which it is suggested might be grown on
the logged off lands of British Columbia.

Can the giant redwoods of California be successfully grown in

British Columbia? The question has an interest for those who are con-

cerned with the conservation of natural resources.

In a recent report the Chief Forester of the United States makes
it clear that Washington Oregon and California are rapidly depleting

their forests. In other words the forest wealth is being consumed
much more rapidly than nature can replace it, with the ultimate result

that in a comparatively short time the Pacific slope of the United
States will be cut as bare as the prairies of its merchantable timber.

In this respect British Columbia is not yet on the down grade.

Indeed it is quite possible with a far-seeing forest policy to ensure to

posterity a perpetual resource equal to the present capital stock of

saw-timber, which by the way represents one half of all the saw-
timber in Canada.

In his vigorous way Roosevelt once said that deforestation was
national suicide ; that there was no more important domestic problem
than the conservation of the timber resources of the land, and that

there was no more reason for a wood shortage than there was for a

famine in food-stuffs, and that if a little intelligent statesmenship had
been devoted to the question fifty or seventy-five years ago the United
States would not only be the leading producer of wood to-day, bat

would have ensured to posterity a perpetual asset of incalculable value.

In view of the rapid depletion of timber, the question arises as to

the manner in which the damages can best be repaired, and I think it

will be agreed that redwood cultivation may be made an important fac-

tor in helping to stave off the wood famine that looms ahead.

The following regarding this tree will make it apparent that the ex

periment of growing redwoods on Vancouver Island and the lower
mainland may well be taken up by the authorities.

Pacific coast from
Canyon, Monterey
It rarely extends

s autliority for the

edwoods, give us a

But silviculturists

may be considered

At present the redwood is found along the

Chetco River in Southern Oregon to Salmon Creek
County, California, a distance of five hundred miles
more than thirty miles from the sea. Stefansson i

statement that the rings of annual growth in the r

chronology that goes back three thousand years,

have recorded the opinion that five hundred years
its mature age.

The Sequoias belong to the pine family, the genus including only
two species, the redwood (s. sempervirens) and the mammoth or "Big
Tree" (S. washingtoniana,) both natives of California and Southern
Oregon. They are the sole survivors of a genus once widely distributed
Fossil specimens of the sequoias have been found in northern and
southern Europe as well as in northern Canada.

A Californian member of the "Save the Redwoods League" saj^s

of them: "Far back in that pre-glacial era when the sabre-toothed
tiger hunted the dinosaur and strange saurians wallowed in the ferny
jungles of a country very different from the California we know, the
redwood forests were widely distributed over the northern portion of

the earth. Then Spitzbergen had its redwoods. They flourished
well in Italy, Greenland and Alaska, while the entire Pacific coast
from Vancouver to Santa Barbara supported a luxuriant growth of
the genus sequoia. Next the glaciers came down and after centuries
retreated, the dinosaur and the sabre-toothed tiger vanished, but the
Redwoods live on."
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The United States Forest Service is authority for the statement
that there is still seventy billion feet of virgin redwood timber in Cali-

fornia ; that it is being cut at the rate of five hundred million feet a
year and unless conserved will have entirely vanished in two or three

generations.

The retreat of the ice-sheet left one and a quarter million acres of

redwood forest and to this day seven-tenths of that total remains
intact. '

The normal mature tree has a straight clear length of more than
one hundred and fifty feet. It is the tallest tree in America and
reaches a height of three hundred and fifty feet and a maximum
diameter of twenty feet. These dimensions are not unusual on the

coastal flats, but on the slopes the tree is rarely more than two hundred
and twenty-five feet high and ten feet in diameter. Some of the euca-

lyptuses of Australia attain a greater height but have a much smalle?

girth.

The wood has many valuable qualities ; its resistance to insects

and fungi; its lightness; ease of working, straight, fine, even grain,

handsome color, and slowness in burning make it peculiarly adapted
to a large number of uses, especially house construction, interior finish,

shingles, railroad ties, posts poles, shakes and staves.

Pure stands of redwood cover an aggregate area of less than fifty

square miles, occupying low, level, protected situations. On the slopes

it is found associated with Douglas fir, oak, white fir, arbor vitae,

hemlock, and madrona. In the descent of the mountains towards the
ocean as the atmosphere becomes more humid and the soil deeper and
fresher, redwood steadily gains on the other species and the forest

becomes denser until on the rich river flats the trees reach the maxi-
mum in size and density in practically pure stands with only occasional
scattered trees of Sitka spruce, cedar, hemlock and fir. In such loca-

tions the yield is as high as a million feet per acre. These thick for-

ests contain little undergrowth except moss, oxalis and bracken fern.

On the slopes where the stands ai-e sufficiently open to admit light

there is usually a dense growth of huckleberry, salal, Oregon grape,
thimbleberry and fern. Here the yield runs from ten thousand as

high as four hundred thousand feet per acre.

Of all the associates of redwood Douglas fir is the most abundant
and important and grows with it everywhere.

Redwood is closely confined to humid regions with frequent and
heavy ocean fogs. By hindering evaporation and transpiration the
fogs conserve the moisture in the soil and in the trees, so that the soil

of the redwood forest is fresh and the air about it moist at a time
of the year when these conditions are most required.

The temperature of its habitat rarely goes below fifteen degrees
Fahrenheit or above one hundred and the 'average yearly temperature
is from fifty to sixty degrees. The annual precipitation varies be-
tween twenty and sixty inches, mostly in the form of winter rains.

Snow lies onlj^ on the tops of the highest ridges.

In fact redwood is very exacting in its moisture requirements.
While it prefers well-drained situations rather than boggy places,

nevertheless the clayey soil has a sandy consistence with a capacity

for holding much water, feels greasy when Avet, and is yellowish in

color.

Redwood is peculiarly free from enemies. It is rarely wind,-

thrown, and the older trees are so covered with fire-resistent bark that

that they are damaged by fire less than their associates. The tree is

singularly free from fungous diseases and it is because of this quality

largely that it is able to reach siich great age. The tree is furthermore'
not subject to serious attack by any insect.

The redwood has one characteristic which is unique among coni-

fers—it sprouts vigorously. This makes it an easy tree to manage for

in securing good seedling reproduction there should with proper care

be no difficulty in perpetuating it. In its sprouting capacity it even
excels most hardwoods for the sprouts grow rapidly and are long-

lived, become very large and of good form and develop very dense
stands . The tree is peculiar in its ability to produce sprouts from
very old stumps as well as from the root-collar.

The vitality of the stumps is phenomenal, their life seeming with-

out end; facts which explain, perhaps, the profusion and the rapid

development of that which is to-day forming second growth redwood
forests. Professor Willis J. Jepson states that young redwood often

'

attains a growth of from four feet to six feet in a single year. The
Forest Department of the University of California has of record second
groAvth redwood stands of thirty thousand feet per acre in thirty-

three years, while one area averages the enormous total of one hundred
and thirty-seven thousand board feet per acre at an age of fourty-

eight years—a second growth forest five times as heavy as the aA'ei'age

virgin forest of California pine. As it is naturally a fire-resistent

wood, the forest fire danger is exceedingly slight. Without doubt
nature intended the magnificent redwoods to survive.

Professor Woodbridge Metcalfe, Silviculturist in the University "

of California, addressing the Avriter states that in as much as the sil-

vical requirements for redwood and Sitka spruce are somewhat similar

since the Sitka spruce grows in mixture Avith the redwood, he is of ,

the opinion that redwoods may be successfully grown on the lower i

mainland of British Columbia and throughout Washington provided
the young trees are not subjected to too severe frosts during the first

year or two. The minimum winter temperature Avould be the controll-

ing factor in the case.

It would seem from the facts set forth above that climatic and soil

conditions in British Columbia are favorable for the groAvth of red-

woods. In fact, from the point of view of forest ecology the redwood

forests destroyed by the last ice-invasion have not yet had time to

become re-established. Man however may step in and shorten the pro-

cess by introducing the tree to his own aesthetic commercial advan-

tage thus forestalling nature by some ages.

J.
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The High Cost of Cheap Construction
Article No. 3 of a Series. Dealing with Supporting Timbers, Their

Size and Spacing to Support the Necessary weight. Touching also

Upon Floors and the Shrinkage of Lumber when Built into a House.

MOST home builders have never heard of a house collapsing or of

floors suddenly giving way, and, therefore, there is a rather

general impression that all houses are strong enough. Nor is he

wrong in the feeling of security which he harbors, for few indeed are the

houses whose supporting timbers are not sufficient to carry even heavier

loads than they will ever be called upon to bear.

"Why, then," the builder is quick to ask, "must I especially interest

myself in' the supporting timbers of a new home?"

The answer is simple. Many house annoyances are caused by cheap-

ening the construction through the use of undersized supporting members.

Hbw to determine the size and spacing of supporting timbers, in-

volving as it does engineering problems, will not be treated at length in

this article, especially since every house presents problems which must be

treated on their own individual merits. For the owner whose home is

designed by a capable architect and built by a conscientious contractor,

"it is safe to assume that this matter will be taken care of satisfactorily.

The function of the supporting timbers is not merely to prevent the

house from tumbling down. Many a house is cheapened by the use of

undersized or too few supporting timbers, and yet has strength enough

to support any ordinary load. But these houses lack stiffness. And

stififness is vital to the satisfactory house. Its absence leads to the

hundred and one house ills that result in constant annoyance, innumer-

able repair bills and shortened life.

Posts and Girders

The outer ends of the

joists which support the

first floor rest directly upon

the foundation wall, or on

a sill which, in turn, rests

upon the foundation wall.

The inner ends of these

joists rest upon girders

which are supported by

bearing posts.

These girders and bear-

ing posts support the main

bearing partitions as well

as a part of the weight of

the floors, and the contents

of the house. They should,

therefore, be of a size

sufficient to support this
' weight. What has been

said about determining the

size and spacing of sup-

porting timbers applies, of

course, to the posts and

girders.

The sill furnishes a

means of securing the

superstructure to the foun-

dation and provides a nail-

ing surface for the joists.

There are several types of

sills in use which have the

approval of good builders.

If a house is to be firmly

anchored to the foundation

(and it surely should be for

a number of reasons), the

sill must be more than

merely set on the founda-

tion. The solid or timber

sill should be anchored by

means of bolts, and the box
sill by concrete, known in

this use as "beam-filling."

This beam-filling also seals the joint between the framework and the

foundation. When a solid sill or a combination sill is used, the joint

between it and the foundation should be sealed by placing the sill, or the

plate, on a bed of mortar.

In the hurry-up kind of construction, this anchoring and sealing is

often neglected, or done in such a haphazard manner as to be worthless.

Good workmanship in such places as this costs no more, and you will

find it worth while to see that you get it. With good foundations and
footings, and with the primary supporting members of the house properly
taken care of, you have a good start on a substantial house.

The joists furnish the support for the floors. Joist sizes, like girder

sizes, are dependent upon the length of the span they bridge, and upon
the load they are required to carry. Failure to use joists of sufficient

size is sometimes the cause of sagging, squeaking floors that seem inse-

cure underfoot, rattling light fixtures and cracked plaster in the ceilings

underneath.

Floor joists are often seriously weakened by mechanics when they
are installing the plumbing and heating systems. It is highly important
that the carpenters, who are familiar with the requirements of these

framing members, do whatever cutting and notching of framing members
as may be necessary in this connection. It also becomes necessary to cut

away joists for stairways, chimneys and other floor openings. This
obviously weakens the floor structure, and this lost strength must be

regained. Just how it is

done is illustrated in this

section.

Bridging Floor Joists

By bridging is meant
small braces that extend
crosswise from the top of

one joist to the bottom of
the next, and in a straight,

continuous line the length

of the house. A trip to the

basement should reveal one

or more rows of bridging.

It may be difficult to real-

ize the value of these small

braces, but their import-

ance can hardly be over-

emphasized.

The purpose of bridging

is to keep the joists in

alignment and to distribute

to all of the joists any ex-

ceptionally heavy, concen-

trated loads or sudden jolts

that may be applied direct-

ly above one or two of

them. Tests have shown
that it requires three times

as much weight to cause a

certain amount of deflec-

tion in a bridged beam as it

does to cause the same de-

flection in one that is not

bridged. The cut illus-

trates one good method of

doing this bracing. Bridg-

ing is just as necessary be-

tween the second floor

joists, though of course, it

is not visible in the com-
pleted house.

It is difficult to remedy
defects due to poor bridg-

Another stage in construction of the house, shown in June and July issues, sub-floors are laid. For the sake of

simplicity inside bearing partitions are shown resting on them. Actually, they would be run down between the joists

and resting directly upon the girders below. Studs and top plates for first floor bearing partitions are cut and nailed

together and door openings framed before being raised into position. Top and bottom plates and ribbon boards are

then cut to exact length and position of outside wall studs marked on each. Outside wall studs are cut to length and

notched to receive ribbon board. Corner studs are then framed, raised and braced, followed by ribbon boards and

remaining studs.
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ing. or lack of bridging, once the

house is built, but a simple matter to

check during construction.

Proper Laying of Floors

Few houses are free from creaking,

buckling and altogether unsatisfactory

floors. Some of the causes for this

condition have been pointed out, such,

for instance, as uneven settling, due

to faulty footings or insufficient size

of joists and girders. Even though

all of these points are properly taken

care of, distressing floors can still re-

sult from the improper laying of the

floors themselves.

The sub-floor, if laid diagonally

over the joists, gives a better founda-

tion for the finish floor, and especially

on the upper floors also adds consid-

erable stiffness to the structure. On
the first story in some types of fram-

ing, and on the upper stories in most

tvpes, it is a trifle more difficult to

lav the sub-flooring diagonally, as this

requires headers in between the joists

to provide a nailing surface for the

ends of the floor boards. However,
since these headers, when properly

fitted and nailed, are valuable as fire-

stops, there should be no objection to

the slight additional material and

labor necessary to lay the sub-floors in

this wav.

The importance of properly nailing

the floors can hardly be overstated.

Many people are surprised to learn

that it is the working up and down of the nails in

their sockets that causes the annoying creaking and
squeaking of floors when they are walked over.

Bulging, humpy floors are also often the result of

too few nails, or of improper nailing. A nailing

schedule for the laying of sub-floors is shown here:

For 4-inch boards, use 2 nails per board per joist.

For 6-inch boards, use 2 nails per board per joist.

For 8-inch boards, use 3 nails per board per joist.

For 10-inch boards, use 3 nails per board per joist.

For 12-inch boards, use 3 nails per board per joist.

Since the finish floors are almost the last thing

to go into a house, they will be dealt with in a later

article.

No flooring receives harder wear than that on
the porch. Exposed alike to rain and snow, wet
one minute and subject to a hot sun the next, re-

ceiving little attention or care, the porch floor has
much to contend with. Attention to the following

points, however, will add materially to its life.

1. The porch floor should have ? slight pitch,

so that water will run off quickly. .Substantial

piers and footings are necessary to assure an even
floor year after year.

2. Porch flooring should be dry when laid. If

laid when wet, the consequent shrinkage will open
the joints, not only marring the appearance of the

floor, but also forming innumerable dust and dirt

collectors.

3. The joints of the porch flooring should be
given a coat of white lead and oil just before the

flooring is laid, and the whole floor, particularly

under columns, should be painted immediately after

being laid. A fresh coat of paint each year will

greatly increase the life of the floor.

4. Circulation of air under the porch should be
provided, so as to protect the joists, sills and floors

against decay.

Building Against Shrinkage

Shrinkage is the natural result of the drying of

wood. While certain difficulties in many houses

LEFT— Proper bridging of floors insures good construction—an item often overlooked, or only

superficially attended to. The sudden dropping of a heavy load, such as a trunk, over an

unbridged joint may cause it to give sufficiently to crack the plaster underneath, or loosen a

floor board. On the other hand, a load suddenly applied to a bridged floor, the shock is absorbed

by the neighboring joists. Bridging tends to hold all floor joists in alignment, but must ha

properly fitted and nailed. When joists exceed eight foot, span bridging should be used every

six feet. When a bearing partition runs parallel to the joists, i(t should b braced with solid

bridging. To get the best foundation for finish floor, and to stiffen framework, sub-floor boards

should be laid diagonally.

RIGHT—When necessary to cut away one or more floor jo'Sts as in an opening for stairway, the

strength lost in cutting them must be regained. Good practice calls for framing around such

openings as shown in cut. Loose joist ends are secured to a header, composed of lumber of the

same dimensions as joists. These in turn are supported by double or triple joists, depending

upon the amount of material cut away. The framework is thus tied together and lost strength

regained. When headers are longer than six feet they should be fastened to their supporting

jo sts by means of stirrup irons or jo'st hangers. The illustration brings out clearly the members

needing reinforcing. The amount of added material in each case has been designated. Following

these suggestions will insure satisfactory construction in and around the stairway openings.

One method of building against shrinkage by equaliz-

ing to some extent the amount of lumber in both

inside bearing partitions and outside walls. The

members involved in this consideration appear in

solid black in the illustration. In the inside wall

any settlement due to shrinkage in box sill and plate

could be offset by an equal shrinkage in the plates

upon which the second floor joists rest.

Note that the first floor bearing partition studs are

brought down between the joists and rest directly

on the girder, also that second floor hearing partition

studs rest upon top plates of first floor partition.
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are traceable directly to it, it does not

follow that these defects need be a

part of the wood house. How, then,

is it possible to build so as to eliminate

the evils of wood shrinkage?

The answer involves, first, the use

of air-dry lumber, and second, a few
simple construction methods very gen-

erally overlooked by the average house
builder.

Water exi.sts in wood in two condi-

tions—as free water contained within

the cell cavities, and as water absorbed

in the cell walls. Removal of the free

water merely reduces the weight of

the wood
;
shrinkage begins with the

removal of the absorbed water and
the amount of shrinkage that will

take place in a piece of wood is di-

rectly proportionate to the amount of

moisture which the cell walls have

absorbed.

Therefore, since green lumber with

a moisture content of 25 or 30 per

cent will shrink much more than air-

dry lumber with a moisture content of

only about 15 per cent, the wisdom
of using air-dry lumber only in the

framework of a house is immediately

apparent.

.Shrinkage of wood, however, like

the expansion and contraction of iron,

cannot be entirely eliminated. Tu.st

as iron expands under heat and con- i

tracts when cooled, so lumber, unpro-

tected by paint, takes on and gives off

moisture, according to the variations

in the humidity of the surrounding

atmosphere. As a house ages, the lumber in its

framework, subjected to the dry artificial heat in

winter, may, over a period of years, dry to a mois-

ture content as low as 8 or 10 per cent, and may
shrink accordingly. It is not practical to use fram-

ing lumber in the building of a house with as low a

moisture content as this, since, even though the

lumber were dried to this state in the beginning, it

would during its process of building absorb enough

atmospheric moisture to bring it back to air-dry

condition.

This additional shrinkage must, therefore, be

taken care of in the manner in which the house is

built. And this is rendered easy by the fact that

lumber in drying shrinks mostly across the grain

(in cross section), and .only infinitesimally length-

wise (with the grain), making it necessary in de-

signing the frame of a house merely to minimize

and equalize as far as possible the amount of hori-

zontal framing lumber appearing in cross section

in the outside walls and bearing partitions.

In the properly designed house frame, then, the

horizontal framing members in the outside walls

and partitions—which are the only members in

which wood in cross section is used, and so the

only members subject to shrinkage—are minimized

and equalized so far as it is possible without sacri-

ficing the strength and rigidity of the structure.

This may sound a bit complicated and involved,

but reference to the illustration will help to clarify

the matter. The same principle can, however, be

applied to other types of frames.

Good builders everywhere are recognizing how

easy it is to build against shrinkage, and so are

avoiding the numerous house ills that might other-

wise result from the uneven settling of walls and

partitions.

Here again we have an illustration of how simple

it is to see that one's house is substantially built, if

one will take the trouble to study the working plans

and then check up the various details as the house

is being built.
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At the New Westminster Marine Ways tug boats for use chiefly in the lumber trade are regularly launched. Photograph shows a boat for Nevil Preston,

tugboat owner, taking the water. Preston is the son of Bob Preston, pioneer lumberman, one of the men who logged Vancouver townsite.

NEW WESTMINSTER
Can Fill

the Order

Fraser River, Logical Site for New Mills Locating in British Columbia

—

Great Fresh-water Highway of the West.

Along the banks of the Fraser River, the fresh water highway of

British Columbia, is sufficient land to furnish sites for all the new mills

which will be needed in the years to come to sefrve the timber industry of

the Lower Mainland of British Columbia.

Operators who are looking towards investment in British Columbia

sawmills will find on the Fraser River the ideal location for their

industries.

New Westminster is the established industrial centre of the Fraser

Valley. The great basic industry of British Columbia, the manufacture

of lumber, finds its natural location on the Fraser River, in and around

New Westminster, where there are numerous sawmills, shingle mills,

and other plants engaged in the manufacture of lumber products.

The list includes the plant of the Canadian Western Lumber Com-

pany at Fraser Mills, just outside the city's easterly limit, which has a

capacity of 350,000 feet every ten hours.

Plants within and immediately adjoining the city limits include the

new Brunette Sawmills, the Small-Bucklin Lumber Company, the Tim-

berland Lumber Company, the Lumber Products Limited, the Laminated

Materials Company, the British Columbia Manufacturing Companv (a

concern whose export of boxes has so increased that it recently built a

second unit with a capacity double that of the first) ;
the Westminster

Mill Company ,the Dominion Shingle and Cedar Company's Mill, the

Independent Shingle Mill, and others.

With the enormous demand for lumber for reconstruction, practically

all over the worid, this industry promises unparalleled expansion in the

next few years.

The Fraser River is the logical location for the lumber plants of

the lower mainland, for several reasons. It of¥ers sites of sufficient area

for this purpose, at a cost not prohibitive as in centres where the

industrial areas are already congested with plants requiring less elbow

room; and it oft'ers adequate space for booming grounds in fresh water,

free from the teredo which infests the salt water of the Pacific. This

immunity from the teredo alone is a factor of much importance to mill

men.

In bidding for new industries, W. H. Keary, secretary of the New
Westminster Board of Trade, makes the following statement as an out-

line of the advantages which New Westminster and the Fraser River

have to offer

:

"Shipping facilities by ocean and rail.

"Advantages of an industrial centre on a fresh water harbor.

"Industrial sites with deep water frontage, which may be acquired

from the city or from private owners on most favorable terms.

"Electric power from the civic operated electric plant at low rates.

"Water for manufacturing purposes at favorable rates.

"Consideration as to taxation of new industries, there being no tax

on improvements.
"Advantages which accrue to industry in a community possessing

superior educational facilities. In addition to public and high schools, a

technical school has been established.

"Advantage of a city having a larger body of resident labor, pro-

portionately to population, than other coast centres. The majority of

workers own their own homes.

"A convenient location for factories as to chief consuming centres

and to the most compact, well settled agricultural area in the province,

thus providing profitable home markets for locally manufactured com-
modities."

New Westminster is fortunate in having at the head of affair's a

group of enterprising and progressive men, many of whom are prominent

in the lumber world. The community is undertaking at the present time

a vigorous campaign to bring the possibilities of the centre to the attention

of the outside world. New Westminster is going to "sell" its harbor

possibilities to the world. And the first class of people who are to be

interested are the investors in sawmills and wood-working industries,

who must in the course of the next few years move their manufacturing
base north towards the last remaining great stand of merchantable timber

on the North American continent.

Prominent among the men working to increase the manufacturing
power of* the Fraser River are such well-known men as J. G. Robson, of
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Some specimens of bridge timbers, magnificent, knotless material, leaving Timberland Lumber Company yards,

on Fraser River, New Westminster. 4

the Timberland Lumber Company; J. H. MacDonald, of the B. C. Manu-
facturing Company

;
George W. Beach, of the Brunette Mills ; H. J.

Mackin, of the Canadian Western Lumber Company; C. A. Welsh, suc-

cessful merchant of the city; F. R. Leyland, of the Laminated Materials

Company; J. J. Herb and H'tarry Lord, of the New Westminster Paper
Mills; Major T. D. Trapp, of T. J. Trapp & Company; Pi-esident E. A.
Riddel and Secretary W. H. Keary, of the Board of Trade, and Mayor
Annandale.

Of recent years American interests have been quick to realize the

advantages of locating on the Fraser River and many millions of dollars

have been invested in mills along the main channel and the North Arm.

Abundance of rail transportation is provided by the railways. The
Canadian Pacific, following the north shore of the Fraser, and the Cana-
dian National, on the south shore, give connection with their transcontin-

ental systems, while the Pacific Coast line of the Great Northern, with

which the Northern Pacific has an operating agreement, gives access to

the great transcontinental systems of the United States. In addition, the

Fraser Valley branch of the B. C. Electric Railway taps the rich farming
community of the Fraser Valley.

Recently the Port of New Westminster has been placed on a modern
basis by vesting in the Harbor Board the revenues from waterfront grants

and leases from the Crown. This system is in force in Vancouver and
other Canadian ports, and ensures efficient administration of the harbor
from the viewpoint of industrial and commercial development.

The Fraser River ship channel, on which the Dominion Government
is carrj-ing out a coherent scheme of permanent improvement, gives an
outlet to plants whose product is water-borne.

There are already several large plants in the city and immediate
vicinity, on the Fraser River, whose business is largely an export one,

and vessels of large cargo carrying capacity load at their wharves, thus

demonstrating that New Westminster's claim to be the fresh water port

of the Pacific Coast, for the export of manufactures, is already proved.

Within the environs of the city, most of the waterfront is owned by
the municipality ,and a portion of this waterfront was, some years ago,

extended to the official harbor line at a cost of close on a half million

dollars. In the rear of the establishments located in this improved area,

a system of industrial tracks has been laid.

A factor of ifnportance to many manufacturing plants is the water
supply. New Westminster draws a supply from Lake Coquitlam, and
the municipal distribution system includes reservoirs with a total storage

capacity of 8,750,000 gallons.

Under successive civic administrations, which have consistently

pursued a policy of fostering industrial development, generous treatment

has been accorded plants using large quantities of water.

Electric power generated from water powers is admittedly the cheap-

est in the world, and the manufacturer gets full benefit from the fortunate

position of New Westminster in this respect.

The proximity of New Westminster to the coal mines of Vancouver
Island provides another source of power, and fuel oil is readily available

from the refinery of the Imperial Oil Company at loco and that of the

B. C. Refining Company on Burrard Inlet.

The river and the railways, which provide the fullest facilities for

shipping the finished product, are equally available for bringing raw
material to the plants which draw their supply from sources at a distance.

The following extract from the report of C. D. Howe shows how
the Fraser River is the ideal location for grain terminals. Cheap indus-

trial sites, ideal for the lumber industry, are available on the river.

Every advantage shown by the engineers for prospective grain industies

is an advantage of equal interest to sawmill men looking for locations.

The Fraser River is by far the greatest highway in British Columbia
for fresh water shipping. It is navigable at low water for a distance of

60 miles from its mouth, and at high water more than 100 miles from
its mouth. The river is tidal for 55 miles. The average rate of current

on the lower 50 miles is about three miles per hour during the freshet

season (June and July).

The lower 25 niiles of the river has a natural depth at low tide

approximating 35 feet, as is shown by soundings on old charts of the

river. As in the case of all rivers flowing through alluvial deposits, delta

formations accrue at the mouth, and the current has meandered through

these formations to form several outlets. As a consequence shoal water
is encountered at the mouth of the river, and occasional bars have formed
in the river.
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Selected "Timber Sticks"—All 60 to 90 Feet

TIMBERLAND
S4S

TIMBERS
and

YARD
STOCK

LONG TIMBERS
DEEP AND HEAVY JOISTS

SPECIAL INDUSTRIAL ITEMS
ROUGH, ANY SIZE UP TO 110 FEET.

S4S, UP TO 16 X 20 — 100 FEET.

The Timbeiland Lumber
Company, Limited

NEW WESTMINSTER, B.C.
LOGGING CAMPS:

LADYSMITH, VANCOUVER ISLAND
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Saw Mill and Docks, as Seen from Fraser River
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Choicest industrial property in British Columbia, between the main line of the Canadian National Railway and the deep water harbor at New Westminster.

Opposite are the big plants of the Canadian Western Lumber Company and the new Brunette mills. Millsites here can be bought at reasonable prices.

This picture was taken from a point near the Pacific Highway, which links Vancouver and Mexico.

Some fifteen years ago the Dominion Government adopted a pro-

gramme for improving the depth of the river by confining it to a single

channel of width such that its volume of flow and current would be

maintained into the deep water of the Gulf of Georgia, where coastwise

currents would prevent accumulation. While the programme for im-

provement then laid down has not been completed, excellent results have
been obtained. Expenditures for this purpose to date total about $750,-

000.00, a very small amount considering the importance of the under-

taking. The fact that the mouth of the river is fully protected from
storm action is largely responsible for the small expenditure required.

The brief work now completed is a jetty about three miles long, at

the mouth of the river. Small jetties and protection works have been
constructed at points along the river where bars had formed. An im-
portant jetty about 4,100 feet in length is now being constructed above
Steveston.

The river today has a limiting depth of 26 feet at minimum high
tide from the mouth of the river to Douglas Island, which is about 25
miles from the mouth. The district engineer of the Public Works De-
partment who has charge of the river improvement, and the captain of
Eraser River pilots, both have given assurance that on completion of
the jetty now under construction the limiting depth will be increased at

least to 29 feet, this within four months from date. There appears to be
no reason why a continuation of improvement work cannot result in a

limiting depth of at least 35 feet, and this with expenditure that will be
very moderate in proportion to the importance of the result.

In connection with depth of the channel, the report of the Public
\\'orks Department engineers acting as a committee to investigate pros-
pective trade on the Eraser River, is of interest. The report was made
in 1919, when the controlling depth was 26 feet as at present. The
report was adverse to further deepening of the channel until more
trade developed, and the following paragraph is quoted as illustrating the
views of the Committee:

"Any improvements in the channel and the river for this particular
trade (grain trade) should not be undertaken until such time as it is

found advisable to have elevators built on the Eraser River, which is not
likely to occur until the elevator at Vancouver is taxed to its capacity,
apparently at a time still in the distant future."

One would conclude that the Government will deepen the channel
when trade requirements make such steps necessary.

A controlling depth of 29 feet will permit the safe navigation of the
river by boats with a draft not over 26 feet. Such boats must enter and
leave the river at high tide. To accommodate all classes of grain carriers

the controlling depth should be increased to 35 feet, as the latest C. P. R.

Empress boats have a maximum draft of 31 to 32 feet. A study of

drafts of grain carriei's entering Vancouver Harbor during 1922 would
indicate that 95 per cent of grain was exported in boats that could safely

enter the Eraser River when depth of 29 feet is maintained.

During 1922 thirty-five large ocean liners entered the Eraser and
loaded with lumber. Most of these boats loaded at the Eraser Mills,

opposite Port Mann. The deepest draft leaving the river was 22 feet,

10 inches. No navigation difficulties were encountered. A record of

boats entering the Eraser during that period is attached.

The distance from Quarantine to Port Mann is practically the same
as from Quarantine to the Government elevator at Burrard Inlet.

Insurance rates are the same for the Eraser River as for Burrard
Inlet. Pilotage fees are practically the same, and port dues are much
lower on the Eraser. Eog conditions are no worse on the Eraser than
on Burrard Inlet, and are possibly somewhat better. Eurther aids to

navigation, such as fog bells and lights are required to permit navigation

of the Eraser River by night.

The writers of this report travelled the river channel from Douglas
Island to the mouth, in company with Captain Eord, captain of Eraser
River Pilots, and Mr. C. C. Worsfold, district engineer, Department of

Public Works, who is in charge of river improvement and maintenance.
We found the channel varying in width from 800 to 1,000 feet easily

navigable, and well protected. We interviewed prominent shipping men
whose boats had loaded at Eraser River points, and all agreed that assum-
ing a depth of 29 feet at the entrance of high tide they would have no
hesitation in loading the boats at Port Mann docks or any docks below
that point to a draft of not more than 26 feet. Boat owners and captains

are favorably disposed to sending their boats to a fresh water harbor such
as the Eraser River, as two or three days in fresh water kills marine
growths on the hulls of their boats.

Available sites for grain terminals are indicated in red and numbered
on the attached small scale plan of the Eraser River, and may be briefly

described as follows : A. Port Mann : This townsite was originally located

as a deep water terminus for Canadian National Railways. It is about
21 miles from the river mouth, and above the New Westminster bridge.

About 21/^ miles of river frontage is available. Eoundation conditions

are favorable for piling. The river channel is from 30 to 45 feet in

depth, opposite the property at low tide, and of ample width for a turning
basin. The property has been developed by Canadian National Railways
to the extent of a timber dock 1,000 feet in length, and a terminal yard
with several miles of trackage. A car ferry service is now maintained
between this dock and Vancouver Island. The dock could be developed
for grain berths without interfering with its purposes.
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OUTSIDE CASE

Our ratchets are so constructed

that they will produce the most
perfect shingle manufactured.
No backlash or play to vary the

thickness. They are standing

up to the test, and are proving

INTERNAL CONSTRUCTION

invaluable to the manufacturer.

Let us solve your ratchet

troubles by putting on a set

of perfect ratchets on your

machines.

222-228 FRONT STREET

WEBB 8c GIFFORD
Shingle Mill Specialists NEW WESTMINSTER, B.C.

HEAPS
Machinery

Saves Money for

Lumbermen

Heaps Engineering Co., Ltd.

NEW WESTMINSTER, B.C.

British Columbia
Manufacturing Company

• Limited

MANUFACTURERS

BOXES

LUMBER BASKETS VENEER

CRATES

SOLICIT YOUR ENQUIRIES FOR

Boxes, Shocks
Crates, Etc. Etc.

EXPORT BUSINESS A SPECIALTY

Phone 304 Cable Address: "BOXES"

NEW WESTMINSTER BRITISH COLUMBIA
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MAJOR T. D. TRAPP

Active member of the New Westmin-

ster Board of Trade, who, like his

father before him, has persistently

fought for the development of the

Fraser River and the building up of

New Westminster as an industrial

centre.

MAYOR ANNANDALE

of New Westminster, for years a

prominent merchant in the city.

Mayor Annandale realizes that the

prosperity of the whole community

is wound up with the development of

the Fraser River and the securing of

additional industries.

H. McDonald

c.One of the members of the B.
Manufacturing Company, which is

doing an extensive export business in

box shooks. Last fall Mr. McDonald,
accompanied by Mr. R. L. Cliff, vis-

ited Australia with a view of picking
up first hand information of trade
conditions in the southern hemi-
sphere.

E. A. RIDDELL
President of the New Westminster
Board of Trade, points to the Cana-
dian Western Lumber Company, the
Brunette Mills, the Bucklin Lumber
Company, the Timberland Lumber
Company and many other successful
enterprises operating in a big way as
an indication of the possibilities of
the city as an industrial centre with
special attractions for the lumber
industry.

HARRY LORD

of the New Westminster Paper Mills,

a prominent manufacturer. During

1923 the mills sold enough paper to

fruit grower's to wrap up 37,100,000

apples.

F. R. LEYLAND
and his associates in the Laminated
Materials industry have brought the

once despised cottonwood tree to be
an important factor in the timber
industry of British Columbia. Its

transition from its first discovered
usefulness to a place alongside its

more highly prized fellow trees of

the hardwood variety, makes inter-

esting reading and supplies one more
proof of the tremendous possibilities

yet unfound among the natural re-

sources of the Province.

J. J. HERB

President and manager of the

Westminster Paper Mills, Ltd., one

of the newest industries in the city,

situated on the North Arm of the

Fraser. Since arriving here, Mr.

Herb has taken an active interest in

board of trade and industrial matters.

J. G. ROBSON

Head of the Timberland Lumber

Company, and a prominent member

of the New Westminster Board of

Trade, Mr. Robson has taken an

active interest in securing further aid

from the Federal Government toward

deepening the channel of the Fraser

River at its mouth.



W. H. KEARY
who has charge of the publicity de-
partment of the New Westminster
Board of Trade, points out that with
the diminishing of timber resources
of Washington and Oregon, the move-
ment of the lumber interests must of
necessity be across the line into
British Columbia, where the last

great forest reserves are. In this

connection he urges the claim of the
Fraser River as the centre for new
sawmill operations.

Trackage facilities from C. N. R. would be ideal, as its main line

traffic passes through the property and suitable supporting yards are now
available. The C. P. R. branch to New Westminster passes north end

of the Government bridge, and no serious obstacle prevents delivery of

its traffic to this site.

Best traffic to the site must pass through the Government bridge.

This has a draw span with tv^^o channels 165 feet wide on either side of a

centre pier. The channels are well protected, and further protection to

the centre and end piers could be provided without great cost. The draw

is operated by electric power from a single source, which opens the bridge

in four minutes. The chief danger from navigation is that power supply

might fail as a boat approaches. This could be remedied by installing a

second source for power. Frequent opening of the draw would cause

interruptions to rail traffic over the bridge, but as a grain terminal above

the bridge would greatly lessen C. N. R. traffic over the bridge, such

delays would probably be no more serious than at present.

Site B below the Fraser Mills, is suitable for a private grain terminal

development. Suitable trackage from C. P. R., C. N. R. and G. N. R.

can be arranged. Conditions of development are similar to those at

Site A.

Site C comprises 1,800 feet of water frontage owned by the City of

New Westminster, and is favorably located for a private grain terminal

development.

Site D comprises 3,000 feet of waterfrontage owned by the C. N. R.,

C. P. R. and City of New Westminster. This property could be devel-

oped as a grain terminal, but its location in the City results in somewhat

restricted rail traffic facilities.

Property immediately below the bridge on the south bank of the

river, while favorably located from a railroad standpoint, is not suitable

for development, owing to impossibility of making permanent deep water

loading berths at that point.

Office and Bunkers: Toot of Burrard St.
West of C.P.R. Oil Tanks

Phones: Sey. 6894 and 2200

B. W. B. NAVIGATION COMPANY LIMITED
Successors to

Progressive Steamboat Co. Ltd and C. S. Thicke Towing Co Ltd.

TUGS— Projective
Coutli Pronative
Phoenix Prosperative
Maagen Prospective No. 2

P. O. Box 311

Vancouver, B. C.

pamatco
JaPLY COTTONWOOD VEAIEER PAMELS)

"THE UNIVERSAL WALLBOARD"

GETTING A SHARE
OF THE OTHER

MAN'S BUSINESS

THERE is a profit known as "velvet"— a popular

hunting ground for lumber dealers generally ! I*"

usually comes, not from taking a more than legitimate

margin on your regular business, but by routing your mer-
chandise into new fields of consumption. At one time

practically every building was finished on the exterior with

lumber—and the roof shingled. Today they are plastering,

the walls inside and out and using ready roofing. The
first syllable of the word "Stucco" seems to refer to the

lumberman. There is a chance today to get some of those

lost profits back.

HOW TO DO IT

(1) Talk ^ inch Lamatco over shiplap to

take the place of lath and plaster inside.

There's more money in shiplap than in lath.

(2) Sell Lamatco for use over shiplap or
V-joint which already exists in old construc-
tion. (3) Sell ^4 inch Lamatco to cover old
cracked plaster. Make Lamatco jobs out of

plaster jobs — and keep talking lumber.

The surface of Lamatco is so adaptable as to make pos-
sible the finishing of the lower panels in an exact reproduction
of costly hardwood, the upper wall may be wall-papered with-
out using size—and the ceiling tinted with either kalsomine or
flat wall paint. When finished you have a perfect job, that will

neither buckle, shrink, chip or require to be renewed.

If for nothing else than service to your customers and the
"velvet" in it for yourself—boost Lamatco.

IVe gladly scud you full information,

color chart and sample panels on request.

Laminated Materials Co.
LIMITED

NEW WESTMINSTER B.C.

Manufacturers of

Lamatco Panels and Lamatco Natural Grain

Finishes

amatco
3 PLYCOTTONWOOD VENEER PANELSj
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A Fraser River product, 100 per cent, clear. The most sought after material
for building construction.

Lulu Island. The river frontage of Lulu Island and Annacis Island
is very favorably situated for grain terminals from a shipping and
structural A'iev^^point. The C. N. R. own a right-of-way along the entire

waterfront, but the connection through New Westminster and bridge
across the North Arm has not been completed. Track known as the

Lulu Island branch, 11 miles in length, is laid along the river front, but
is in poor state of repair. To complete the gap through New Westmin-
ster, including bridge over North Arm, and to complete and repair

existing 11 miles, with facilities at New Westminster and Woodward's
Landing, would cost about $1,000,000, as shown in detailed estimate of
cost attached herewith.

.Site S. Completion of C. N. R. Lulu Island line and the building of
a short spur from same will make available 21/2 miles of desirable river

frontage on Annacis Island. C. P. R. connections can be obtained over
C. N. R. line from New Westminster or over C. P. R. line from Van-
couver now leased to B. C. Electric.

Site F. Four miles of water frontage very favorable for grain
terminals or industrial development is available in this location. C. P. R.
connections are same as for Site E.

The Fraser River is a fresh water harbor, where timber construction

below the water line is permanent. Tides vary from 4 feet at Port

Mann to 7 feet at Woodward's Landing. Inexpensive dock construction

can be used, and the cost of a grain terminal on the Fraser would exceed
that of a terminal of similar sizes at Fort William only by the cost of
providing and serving more than one loading berth. It would appear that

private enterprise can build a grain terminal on the Fraser at a cost that

would permit a reasonable return on the investment.

C. N. R. Grain Traffic at Vancouver

The Canadian National Railways line from Alberta to Port Mann
yards has favorable grades, and trains of fifty cars of grain can easily

be hauled. Grain delivered from Port Mann to the present Governmen|
elevator must be hauled in a train of not more than twenty cars up th

1 per cent grade approaching the New Westminster bridge, hauled ove
the Great Northern track to the C. P. R. transfer, and delivered to thi

C. P. R. for switching to the elevator. The cost of this movement fo;

an average carload weighing 81,000 pounds, is as follows:

Bridge toll, cars $ .58

Bridge toll, engine, charge per car .06

Great Northern Railway, wheelage 3.00

C. P. R. switching charge ..- 8.10

Average car mile hauling cost 12 cents, distance 17 miles 2.04 '

$13.78

The maximum movement possible over this route would not exce^

300 cars per day. The fact that C. N. R. cars are switched to the elevat

by the C. P. R. has worked to the detriment of C. N. R. traffic durin]

the past year ,as evidenced by the record of unloads at the Governme:
elevatoi", as follows: C.N.R. C.P.R.

September, 1921, to August 31st, 1922 2351 2250
September, 1922, to April 1st, 1923 3034 5862

Thus the C.N.R., with grades especially favorable for a westwan
movement of grain, is severely handicapped by lack of proper access to -

a grain terminal at Vancouver. The proposed new Government elevatqj

at the Ballantyne Pier will be equally difficult of access for C. N.
traffic. It would appear that the Government would be well advised

consider, the expenditure of $2,000,000 suggested for this purpose in

constructing a grain terminal on the Fraser River, rather than a second

elevator on Burrard Inlet, and thus provide an adequate grain terminal

for the C.N.R. as well as for the C.P.R.

Private interests building the first grain terminal on the Fraser River

will be pioneering to a considerable extent. The matter of freight sheds

for general cargo space, fitting out berth, and matters affecting cargo

handling other than for grain exclusively, can be worked out much more
effectively by a railroad or Government. The Government has already

pioneered in establishing the grain trade at Burrard Inlet, and similar

pioneering work on the Fraser would be even more effective, in that it

would encourage immediate development by private interests in a location

suited for such private development.

While an initial private development on the Fraser River would
have no difficulty in obtaining boats for charter cargoes, part cargoes

might be difficult to arrange, particularly if the same boat must obtain

the balance of the cargo at Burrard Inlet A railroad or Government
could arrange facilities for assembling a general cargo at a Fraser River

terminal, while an initial private development would be less well able to

do so.

Giving due weight to favorable and unfavorable conditions affecting

various available sites, it would appear that Port Mann offers the most
favorable location on the Fraser River for an initial grain terminal

development, as railway and partial dock developments are now available

to assist such a project. The necessary railway extension to serve Lulu

Island can be constructed after sites more easily served from existing

railway trackage have been utilized.

i
Ships carrying the flags of many nations call at Fraser Mills, above New Westminster, to haul to world ports the 350,000 feet of material which this

plant turns out daily.
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The Linn Logging Tractor is completely equipped. It is shown above, with both wheel and sled steerage, and double bolsters.

INTRODUCING THE

Linn Logging Tractor
TO THE WESTERN LUMBERMAN

The Linn Logging Tractor needs no introduction to the Lumberman in Eastern Canada, where 90%
of the Saw Logs and Pulpwood—hauled mechanically—is hauled by the Linn Logging Tractor.

The Linn Logging Tractor has a carrying capacity on itself of ten tons—or seventeen hundred
feet—or three and one-half cords. Its haulage capacity varies with the conditions over which it is

operated. Linn Logging Tractors in Ontario last winter were hauling as high as 36,000 feet of logs per

train—or from 250 to 280 tons per train.

For the portaging of supplies to camps nothing can compare with the Linn—for this service the

bolsters are replaced by a platform—and thus equipped it easily displaces eighteen teams of horses.

We will gladly mail a descriptive catalogue—photographs and, best of all, the names of Canadian
operators using them.

"Ask Any Logger Who Uses One"

LOGGING DEPARTMENT

MUSSENS LIMITED
PHILIPS PLACE BLDG. MONTREAL, QUE.

BRITISH COLUMBIA BRANCH
515 ROGERS BUILDING, VANCOUVER, B.C.
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Attention ! B. C. Loggers
We Carry Big Stocks of Heavy Equipment

TESTED BOOM CHAINS

NEW RAILS

RELAY RAILS

WIRE ROPES

FROGS AND SWITCHES

We Are Selling Agents for

CALEDONIAN BEST PLOW
STEEL

LOGGING WIRE ROPES

Evans, Coleman & Evans
LIMITED

VANCOUVER, B.C. PHONE: SEYMOUR 2988

Los Angeles Lumber Products CO:
CAPITALIZATION, $10,000,000

FRED Ii. BAKSK, President
FRANK L. BUCKLEY,

ARNO MEREEN, Vice Fresident in Charg-e of Operations

rAURENCE MACOMBER, Secretary

OFFICERS
ERIiE M. IiEAF, First Vice-President

Vice-President and General Manag'er
G. K. WENDLING, Vice-President in Charge of Sales

Ii. V. HEDRICK, Comptroller

MANUFACTURERS OF

Sitka Spruce, Western Hemlock
and Red Cedar Lumber

BOX SHOOK for every industry where boxes and pack-

ing cases are required, for domestic and export shipping.

WIRE-BOUND PACKING CASES, for rail and overseas

shipments. Minimum weight, maximum strength. Great

freight savers.

ROTARY CUT LUMBER AND VENEERS for the man-

ufacturing trade in general.

COMPLETE AND EXTENSIVE EQUIPMENT—Modern
saw and planing mills, dry kilns and box factories are

maintained as follows:

TIMBER PROPERTIES

—

Graham Island, Queen Charlotte Group, B.C.

SAW MILLS AND BOX FACTORIES—
Seattle, Washington.

SAW AND SHINGLE MILLS

—

Buckley Bay, B.C.

SAW AND PLANING MILLS AND BOX FACTORY—
Los Angeles Harbor, San Pedro, Calif.

SUBSIDIARY COMPANIES:
Massett Timber Company, Ltd.
Los Angeles Lumber Products Steamship Co.

Puget Sound Lumber and Box Company
Pacific Wirebound Box Company

Prices and Complete Details Furnished on Request

General Sales Offices: W. I. Hollingsworth Building Los Angeles, California

Main Offices : Los Angeles Harbor, San Pedro, Calif.
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Engineering Care Forestalls

Customer Problems

Such detailed care is essentially a Cutler-

Hammer characteristic. It is proved in the

neat design of Cutler-Hammer Drum (Con-

trollers, providing simple removal of contact

parts and thorough engineering, insuring the

smooth and correct operation that features
all control apparatus bearing this name.

It is just such perfection of engineering
detail that has placed Cutler-Hammer pre-

eminent in their special field.

CUTLER - HA
DRUM CONTROLLERS

The removal of the segment cylinder only
requires the taking out of four cap screws as

illustrated, an extremely simple operation.

Call on lis for your requirements on any
motor drive proposition, however special.

Nofff/grn Efectnc CompariY
LIMITED

mONTBEAI. HALIFAX QUEBEC
OTTAWA LONDON HAMILTON
TORONTO WINDSOR WINNIPEG
CALGARY REGINA EDMONTON

VANCOUVER
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"Gorilla" Timken
IT

is our ambition to produce the most efficient logging

equipment on the North American Continent.

As the pioneer Logging Supply House of British Columbia,

catering exclusively to needs of the loggers, we have consistently

worked to that end.

NOW after more than a year's continuous effort, with all

the experimental work finished, we offer the Loggers of British

Columbia a complete line of thoroughly tested, tried, and proven

in the woods, Haulback, Beceding, Loading, Skyline and High

Lead "Gorilla" Timken Boiler Bearing Blocks.

Into these Blocks is built the best in modern engineering

practice, and without stint, the best of material and skilled

workmanship.

Here are logging blocks worthy of the much envied

"Gorilla" trademark — sturdy and strong, with complete

lubrication — a real advancement in modern logging equipment.

In offering these new "Gorilla" Timken Boiler Bearing

Blocks, we confidently make the ])rediction that they will

immediately take their rightful place as Leader of Logging

Blocks in British Columbia.

Specify "GORILLA" and You

GIBSON'S
"77z^ Logging Supply House

Head Office: 1 Alexander St.

Factory: Granville Island VANCOUVER,
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[Roller Bearing Blocks
PERFORMANCE COUNTS

Read what actual users of the "Gorina" Timkens say:

"Referring to ilie two 'Gorilla' Ti))i.ken Roller Bearinn Blocks with 12 x IV2

incli Hard Steel Sheares piircliased hy us in Janitai ij of this year, we ivish to

state that these blocks have been in continuous operation as Tree Blocks on a

3,500-foot Haulback Line. Tliey have given us perfect satisfaction and we have

not found it necessary to even adjust or refill these Blocks with grease."*****
"We have used this Haulback Block, since we got it from yon and I will say

that it stands up good, and is giving ns entire satisfaction anyway we use it, in

fact, I consider it to be the best Haulback Block we have ever had on the job, and

I am pleased to give it a deserving boost
, for it is worthy of it."

^ ^ )( 'K- "]f-

"Re IV2 X 12 incJi Timken Roller Bearing Block shipped liere March 13th.

"We are very glad to report that the service given by this Block so far has

been very satisfactory.

"One instance is that ive have just taken this Block down from the yarder

tree after being in use for twenty days straight on long yarding. There tvere no

signs of wear and this tvas done on the first greasing.

"Our foreman states that this is the hardest work on the job for a Haulback

Block.

"Thanking you and your company for your service."

Will Get the Best--Absolutely

LIMITED
of British Columbia

- CANADA

J9

Exchange Connecting All Depts.

Telephone: Seymour 8151
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The Port of Tacoma operates four of these five-ton Colby "Modern Method" Cranes as a part of the Port's lumber and freight
handling equipment.

Colby Modern-MethoD Crancs
PATENTED

THESE CRANES ARE NOW BEING BUILT IN CANADA

Five of these cranes are under contract and are now being built for British Columbia

interests under our patents and supervision — and will help British Columbia make lumber

handling records when they are in service.

The Colby "MODERN METHOD" Crane is not a new product, but the latest development

of our lumber handling equipment. We have been building lumber handling cranes for many

years. Our original cranes are still in commission, still rendering excellent service. Step by

step we have improved every feature of our cranes, through the intervening years, until today

Colby "MODERN METHOD" Cranes win merited praise from every quarter for their

reliability and consistent service.

We shall he pleased to survey your requirements and hair our expert engineers

auhmit specifications and prices for handling equipment to seri'e your needs.

Colby Steel & Engineering Co.
HOME OFFICE: 446-447 CENTRAL BUILDING, SEATTLE, U.S.A.

IN CANADA: CARE CANADIAN NORTHWEST STEEL CO., FOOT PRINCE EDWARD ST.,

VANCOUVER, B.C.
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W^stinghouse
TypeHS Motors for Lumber Mills

Westinghouse Type HS Motor

Every mill, large or small, can be profitably

operated by Westinghouse drive, which pro-

vides motors of all sizes suitable for all mill

machines.

We gladly offer our engineering services to

mill owners and consulting engineers on all

electrical problems.

Westinghouse Products for the Luniber Mill. Motors and
control of all sizes for the log haul, head saw, edger, slasher,

trimmer, cut-off saw, planer, tenoner, etc.

Westinghouse Electric Drive is the most
flexible and economical system of operating a

lumber mill because, when production varies

from one-fourth to full capacity, electric drive

will operate with no appreciable loss of power
economy.

There are Westinghouse Motors and control in

some of the smallest as well as the world's
largest mills.

Westinghouse ControIJers in a Large Lumber Mill

Canadian Westinghouse Company, Limited, Hamilton, Ontario
TORONTO—Bank of Hamilton Sldg.

HAI.IFAX—105 Kollis St.

CAIiGABY—Canada Life Bldg.

MONTBEAIi—285 Beaver Hall Hill.

VANCOUVER—Bank of Nova Scotia Bldg-.

FORT WII.I.IAM—Cuthbertson Block.
OTTAWA—Aliearn & Soper, Ltd.
WINNIPEG—158 Fortagre Ave. E.

EDMONTON—211 McLood Bldff.

Repair Shops:

MONTREAL—113 Dagfenais St. TORONTO-
WINNIPEG—158 Fortagre Ave. E. CALGARY-

VANCOUVER—lOOO Mainland St.

-366 Adelaide St.

-316 3rd Ave. E.
W.
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Proper Factory Reflectors,

Properly Installed, Mean
Better Factory Lighting.

Greater production.

More skillful work.

Improved quality.

Less spoilage and waste.

Better working conditions.

More contented employees.

Fewer accidents.

Better "over-time" production.

Correct factory lighting is business for an expert. Get expert
advice from our illuminating engineer, FREE OF CHARGE. We
have an interesting revelation
illumination pays.

to make to you on how proper

IN YOUR NEW MILL USE
B. C. ELECTRIC POWER

Cut your costs. Do away with all the bother,

dirt and expense of boilers. We have three

hydro-electric plants, constantly generating elec-

tricity day and night. We'll gladly estimate your
requirements and submit installation costs and
approximate monthly current consumption. Then
you will see the economy of using B. C. Electric

power.

LOCATE YOUR MILL ON
B. C. ELECTRIC LINES

Mills on our lines enjoy connections with ALL
steam lines. We have interchange connections
with C.P.R., C.N.R., G.N.R., and CM. and St.

P. R. Hundreds of good sites available in the

vicinity of Vancouver and New Westminster,
with both water and B. C. Electric rail frontage.

Such sites also are served by B. C. Electric power
lines.

Let us advise you on your mill problems. No
obligation. Write Sales Engineer, Vancouver.

British CoiuMBm
VANCOUVER

ElectricMiw^Co.

VICTORIA
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August Lumber Exports Near 10,000,000 Mark
VICTORIA, Aug. 20.—Orders being placed at local mills are steadily

bringing the total volume of lumber export for the month of August to

10,000,000 feet. New orders placed here have swelled the last total from
6,190,000 feet to 8,000,000 feet.

Two more lumber vessels are expected at Victoria next week. They
are the Circanus, which is due to load 1,500,000 feet of lumber! here

for New York and Boston, and the Skagway, which will take on some
500,000 feet here for California ports.

The Canadian Puget Sound Timber Company has secured the largest

orders for lumber on the new ships. On the Circanus they will load some
800,000 feet, while on the Skagway they will load some 300,000 feet, mak-
ing a total of 1,100,000 feet altogether.

August promises to be a prosperous month for Victoria mills. Orders
are coming in fast and new boats are expected before the month is out.

Vessels Delayed

The Notre Dame D'Fourirer, which was scheduled to arrive next

Tuesday, will not dock until the following Tuesday, August 28. She
will take out 1,076,000 feet of lumber, comprised of shipments from all

the mills.

Some 320,000 feet of lumber has already been .shipped from Victoria

to Port Alberni and placed aboard the Elswick Park, which was loading

lumber there.

At Nanoose
The Canadian Britisher, which is at present loading lumber at

Nanoose for Bombay, India, has already taken out some 400,000 feet

from Victoria, but will return here next week to load some 1,440,000 feet

of lumber.

The Circanus, which is due to load 1,500,000 feet of lumber here,

will make port on Monday and will tie up in the Inner Harbor. The
Skagway, which is by no means new to Victoria millmen, will also tie up
in the Inner Harbor, being due here the latter part of next week.

Shingle Mill at Squamish Burns

SQUAMISK.—The Stuart Lake Shingle Company's mill at this

point was totally destroyed by fire today, only the strenuous efiforts of

the Squamish volunteer fire brigade saving the blaze from spreading

further over the town.

The damage is estimated at about $25,000, only partly covered by
insurance.

The outlook for the tie industry along the line of the G. T. P. is said

to be particularly bright for the coming winter. The head of the tie

department of the Canadian National predicts there will be fully as many
ties purchased in this district as formerly and there are numerous enquir-

ies on the part of tie contractors for crown timber.

Fire Destroys Nolan Company Mill

FERNIE, Aug. 13.—Fire of unknown origin broke out in the small

sawmill of the Nolan Lumber Company, operating at the Indian village

four miles east of Flagstone, on the international boundary, at about

midnight Saturday, and totally destroyed the plant.

The loss, estimated at well over $10,000, is partially covered by
insurance.

be prepared
for all emergencies. Even with

every modern safeguard

accidents will

happen
Protect your employees by install-

ing a

First Aid
Kit

that complies with the re-

quirements of the B. C.

Workmen's Compensation

Board.

We can Supply

YOU WITH

REFILLS AND MEDICAL REQUIREMENTS

FOR YOUR CAMP.

J.A.TEPOORTEN
Limited

Vancouver British Columbia

FOURTEEN "14'' VESSELS
OF THE

UNION STEAMSHIP COMPANY of B.C. LIMITED

Sail regularly from the Company's wharf, Vancou-
ver, B.C., calling at Sechelt, Powell River, Campbell
River, Alert Bay, Ocean Falls, Surf Inlet, Bella

Coola, Prince Rupert, Anyox and all Northern B.C.

logging camps and canneries.

For Information as to Sailings, Fares and Freight Rates

APPLY TO

Head Offices on Wharf,
foot Carrall Street, VANCOUVER, B.C.

TELEPHONE SEYMOUR 306
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This Canadian Industry Thrives with

Development of Land and Forest Wealth
The gear cutting plant of the Hamilton Gear & Machine Company

at Toronto, Ontario, was visited recently by a representative of "West-

ern Lumberman," who found there many things that should be of interest

to readers of this paper. The amount of westei-n work going through

this shop at the time was rather- a surprise to the "W. L." man, and

shows to what an extent a factory which specializes strictly on one Hne

can spread its services—literally from coast to coast ni this instance.

The Hamilton Gear & Machine Company started in 1911 to offer

to users of gears a specialized engineering service and the product of a

thoroughly equipped gear cutting shop. Mr. Chester B. Hamilton is a

technically trained mechanical engineer with long experience in this

branch of the profession, and he has surrounded himself with a staff of

technical experts arid gear specialists that enables his company to ofifer an

extremely valuable engineering service to its customers.

The plant itself is of unusual interest and, while many of the pro-

cesses are such as one would find in any large modern machine shop,

there are operations, machines and methods here which are quite out of

the ordinary. These have each been installed or developed with some
special point in view of service to the gear using customer.

In this plant cut gears of every class and kind are made, and from

every sort of material suitable for gear work, from hard alloy steel to

silent rawhide pinions and aluminum for patterns, though of course the

main volume of work is on steel castings and "high-test" cast iron. An
equally wide variety was noted in the applications for the gears produced

and in the range of sizes which the machines are capable of handling.

Some of the principal jobs in process at the time of the writer's visit

were destined for grain elevators, pulp mills, mine hoists and ball mills,

electric washing machines, farm tractors, motor trucks, hydro-electric

plants and pumps. Their size ranged from washing machine worm drives

of three-quarters of an inch diameter, up to huge spur gears eleven feet

across, for ball mills for ore reduction which were being cut on a machine
with a capacity of over fifteen feet diameter by three feet face of teeth.

The department producing double helical gears, also called herring-

bone gears, was very busy with a large order for grain elevator head
drives, which must be finished and installed at the head of Lake Superior

in time to handle the east bound fall rush of wheat, and the machines
were steadily at work twenty-four hours a day, six days a week. These
double helical gears are almost always of steel; the pinions are forgings

and the gears electric furnace steel castings.

The teeth are cut by the bobbing process at an angle to the direction

of the shaft and in two sections, a right hand and a left, both of course

in the one solid piece of metal. With this helical form each tooth engages

gradually, starting at one end, smoothly and without vibration, and this

permits higher speeds and heavier loads than are possible with other types

of gearing.

The only competitor of the double helical gear, so far as speed is

concerned, is the rawhide- pinion running with a metal mating gear. This
firm makes a specialty of supplying silent pinions made from the hide of

the water buffalo of the Dutch East Indies. This hide is strong and
dense and much superior to the ordinary cowhide on the American
market.

There is a well equipped hardening and heat treating department in

connection with this plant for the case hardening and heat treatment of

steel gears. This is a very important phase of modern gear manufacture,

for heat treated gears, and especially pinions, are coming more and more
into use. Mr. Hamilton is the chairman of the Metallurgical division of

the American Gear Manufacturers Association, and this part of the work
receives his careful atten-

tion.

The firm operates its

own pattern shop, making
the built-up pine or ma-
hogany patterns from
which the metal castings

are made, and it is interest-

ing to note that these are

painted according to the

modern three color system
which enables the foundry-

men to distinguish which
parts are to be machined
and which left rough. The
machined parts are painted

red, the unfinished parts

yellow or natural wood
color under shellac, and the

core prints are black. The
improved results in the

foundry justify the pains

taken.

It is interesting to note

that the Hamilton Gear &
Machine Company is mak-
ing a special effort to train

apprentices and keep up
their own supply of skilled

men. If more factories

would take these pains we
would not hear so much
about the old time skilled

mechanic becoming extinct.

However, it may be easier

to hold and train young
men in such interesting en-

vironment than in the aver-

age factory.

Horne Lake Timber Limits Purchased
NANAIMO.—The Esaray Timber Company, a Canadian and Am-

erican syndicate, backed by Seattle capital, has recently purchased ex-

tensive timber limits from the land department of the Canadian Pacific

Railway Company, located at Horne Lake, on Vancouver Island. These
limits, which are located about 6 miles west of Dunsmuir station, on the

E. & X. branch of the C. P. R., and about 38 miles north of Nanaimo,
have been carefully cruised and found to contain some of the largest

cedar and fir on the Island.

The company plans to spend approximately $750,000 in the erection

of a mill, logging railway and other development within the next two
years.

Jury Certify Logging Brakie Broke His Neck

FERNIE, Aug. 14.—The following is the verdict of the coroner's

jury touching the death of William Stanwick, instantly killed on Aug. 3:

"We, the jury empanelled to inquire into the cause of the death of

William Stanwick, are unanimously agreed that the said William Stan-

wick came to his death while following the occupation of brakeman at

Camp No. 14 of the White Spruce Lumber Company, on or about 2 p.m.

on the afternoon of Friday, the 3rd day of August, 1923, by accidentally

losing his balance, and falling under car, breaking his neck, causing

instant death,"
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The Rat Portage Lumber Co., Limited, Vancouver

WE SPECIALIZE IN 1/4

SCANT SIZED DIMEN-

SION, ALSO DIMEN-

SION AND BOARDS IN

THE ROUGH.

Manufacturers of

DOUGLAS FIR, SPRUCE AND HEMLOCK
FLOORING, CEILING, SIDING, INTERIOR AND EXTERIOR

FINISH OF ALL KINDS INCLUDING MOULDINGS

Rough Kiln Dried and Green Clear Fir in All Sizes

Boards, Shiplap and Dimension

ROUGH TIMBERS UP TO 90 FEET LONG

You Will Welcome this New Marion Shovel
If you are not acquainted with the new Marion "21" it is our

hope—and our expectation also—that you will carefully investi-

gate its superior qualities. We are convinced that its performance
will give you a new conception of power and speed, by which all

%-yard shovels (steam, gasoline or electric) will be judged from
this on.

Compare it with all other %-yard shovels and you will find

ample proof that here is the real leader in its class. This leader-

ship rests not alone upon the natural development of the model
itself, but more specifically on its abundance of practical, useful

features invented by Marion and found only on Marion Shovels.

We not only ask but we urge you to investigate this new Model.

See one at work. We know you will say that our every promise
has been fulfilled—that we have met in a full-measure way all the

requirements of a quick-acting and powerful excavator.

The Marion Steam Shovel Co.
Marion, Ohio

Our Vancouver Representative will

be glad to tell you of the many
advantages of the New 21.

Greater bail pull at dipper
Faster dipper speed
More powerful hoisting' eng'ines

Rigid connection of dipper to handle
Manganese front dipper
Electrically welded tubes in boiler

Three bearings on driving axle

Annealed open hearth steel truck
frame

Blgld or flexible crawler trucks

See

Vancouver Machinery

Depots Limited

1155 Sixth Ave. W.

VANCOUVER, B. C.

Crow's Nest Pass Lumber Company
Manufacturers of

LIMITED

Soft Pine Finish and Shelving, Mountain Fir and Larch,

Dimension and Timbers, Ceiling, Siding, Floorings,

Moulding, Lath and Piling

Saw Mill, Planing Mill and Head Office at WARDNER, B.C.

CLIFFORD M. PENNOCK, Vice-President and Manager, WARDNER, B. C.
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Dealers, Attention!

Certain British Columbia
Shingle Manufacturers

are making

100% Edge-Grain Shingles

"Shingles that can't warp, cup or curl

JUST as a chain is only as

strong as its weakest link,

so is a roof only as strong

as its weakest shingle. Con-

sequently, certain British Co-

lumbia shingle manufacturers

have eliminated the flat-grain

shingle, because it warps, cups

and curls. These manufactur-

ers now offer the trade a 100

per c e n t. EDGE - GRAIN
SHINGLE that mil tightly

hug the sheathing for forty

years and more.

THESE British Columbia manufacturers, whose names are listed

herewith, have adopted and registered the trade-mark "EDG-
GRAIN," which will appear on all their 100 per cent. Edge-grain

Shingles. All "EDG-GRAIN" SHINGLES are subject to an independ-
ent inspection service. This inspection, orders a 100 per cent. EDGE-
GRAIN SHINGLE strictly clear, free from knots, shakes, worm-holes
and sap, with smooth surface and butt. "EDG-GRAIN" SHINGLES
are manufactured from the famous British Columbia stand of red cedar

—unquestionably the highest -grade shingle that it is possible to manu-
facture.

Write for further information

Drop us a line indicating that you are interested in "EDG-
GRAIN" SHINGLES. We will he glad to place your
name on our mailing list and also hand your name to the

mills who manufacture •'EDG-GRAIN" SHINGLES. You
will then receive price list and other information that will he

mailed from time to time regarding "EDG-GRAIN"
SHINGLES.

Shingle Manufacturers' Association

of British Columbia

Metropolitan Building
Department W-L-I

VANCOUVER, CANADA

Edge-Grain Shingle

We illustrate here an EDGE-GRAIN
SHINGLE. You will note that the

grain of the wood is vertical and

parallel. The result is that when

an Edge-Grain Shingle becomes moist,

then dries, all stresses and strains

are absolutely parallel and equal,

with the result that an Edge-Grain

Shingle cannot warp, cup, curl or

split.

1

Flat-Grain Shingle

We illustrate here the ordinary flat-

grain shingle, which will warp, cup

and curl. The reason for this is

explained by the fact that when a

cedar log absorbs moisture, then

dries out, it shrinks more than twice

as much in the direction of the cir-

cumference as it does in the direction

of the diameter. Likewise, when a

shingle cut with flat-grain becomes

moist and dries, it, too, shrinks more
than twice as much in one direction

as in another. The result of these

UNEQUAL stresses and strains causes

warping.

ABBOTSFORD LUMBER, MINING &
DEVELOPMENT CO., LTD.

Abbotsford, B.C.

BROOKS-IOWA LUMBER COMPANY
1605 Georgia W.. Vancouver. B.C.

CANADIAN WESTERN LUMBER CO.
Fraser Mills, B.C.

CEDARS, LTD., Lynn Creek, B.C.

EDGECUMBE-NEWHAM CO., LTD.
Ft. Renfrew St., Vancouver, B.C

HAMMOND CEDAR MILLS, LTD.
Hammond, B.C.

HASTINGS SHINGLE MFG. CO.,

LTD.
1355 Powell St.. Vancouver, B.C.

HUNTTING-MERRITT LBR. CO.,

LTD.
Ft. Granville St., Vancouver, B.C.

ROBERT McNAIR SHINGLE CO.,

LTD.
670 Thurlow St., Vancouver, B.C.

McNAIR LUMBER & SHINGLE CO..

LTD.
Esplanade Ave., N. Vancouver, B.C.

INLET TIMBER CO.. LTD.
P"t. Victoria Dr., Vancouver, B.C.

RAINBOW SHINGLE CO., LTD.
Port Coquitlam. B.C.

STOLTZE MANUFACTURING CO,
LTD.

912-91.S Dominion Bldg..

Vancouver, B.C.

THURSTON-FLAVELLE, LIMITED
Port iMoody, B.C.

VANCOUVER CEDAR MILLS, LTD.
South Connaught Bridge,

Vancouver, B.C.

WESTMINSTER MILLS, LIMITED
New Westminster, B.C.
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Vancouver

Fig. 65, "BULLPUP"

Maple Ridge Lumber Co., Ltd.

FIR TIMBERS
OUR SPECIALTY

Quick Cutting Orders
C'P.R. Main Line-

Maple Ridge Lumber Co.
PORT HANEY, B.C. Limited

McLaren Lumber Company
BLAIRMORE, Alta.

Manufacturers of superior grades of

Spruce Lumber

Dealers in all kinds of Mining Timbers,

Corral and Fence Poles, etc.

Our Specialty : QUALITY and SERVICE**

Dependable Gasoline Pumpers for Donkey Feeding

Fig. 65, Special High Duty Type for pumping through
miles of pipe to high elevations.
Made by us in several sizes for up to 400 lbs. pressure.

Have stood the severest test in the woods for several
years.

Ask for descriptive literature and prices, stating your require-

ments. We have every other kind of pump.

UMPS&IOWER
40 Cordova East (Opp. McL.-McF.) formerly Abbott St.
Phone Sey. 8110 VANCOUVER, B.C.

Our Motto—Quality First, Then Reasonable Prices

"EMPIRE" BRAND
HARDWOOD FLOORING
—^ ALSO

HARDWOOD DOORS AND HARDWOOD
TRIM

Get Our Price List and
Let Us Quote You on Your

Special Requirements

J. R. Eaton & Sons
LIMITED

ORILLIA - - - ONTARIO

Our Specialty — Work to Architects' Details

Sure Service Prompt Shipment

Planing Mill

Modern Machinery
and

Drying Facilities

Douglas Fir
Our Specialty—Mixed Cars Retail Trade

Modern Mill

Band Saw Equipment
throughout

Capacity 80,000, 9 hrs.

Eburne Sawmills Limited Marpole, B. C.
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SHIPMENTS FROM FRASER RIVER — 1922

DRAUGHT CARGO
Name Enter Leave Nature Amount Value Origin Destination Date

ft. in

.

ft. in.

LJinadian bkirmisner

—

17 7 19 6 1 088 096 feet All cl'TQ 1

1

Tan 18

2 S'^9 cu feet

OlllllglCs 125 M.
L^aliaQicin 1 iclx ciici 16 6 1 "7

1/
o
b T iimnP'T 1 149 150 feet Canada I ndi a Jan. 23

19 6 zz lU T iimn^^T 260 00 feet T^prlm ( ^1Odll X t*Jl'Jj \_-dl. Tan 30

Laths 1 000 000 feet X dV^Wilid^ V> doll* Feb. 2

vuiuuriti 18 0 OOzz 4 T nmhpr 495 446 feet $11 686 68 San Pprlrn (^a) Feb. 1

1

T iimnPT* 1 565 948 feet 23 291 78

Challambra 20 3
O 1Zl 6 T iimhpr 362 347 feet \0 084 871 t\y/ U. S. A. Spn Ppflrn (^^1

Cl 11 XV. VX I W
J

V -d 1 • Feb. 19
T fll Q 327 900 bundles

C^anadian inventor 16 5 17 1 T IITTlnPr 951 657 feet 22 400 00 V_-a.llcHJ.Cl Japan Feb 27

16 4 19 8 T n tn v 1 000 000 feet 16 303 20 U.S.A. Ixfpw V^nrlr Mar R

Canadian Prospector.... 1 4- Qo 1 u 0 Lumber 701,334 feet 15,429.35 Canada China Mar. 18

Erie Maru — 15 7 15 10 Lumber 894,583 feet 20,160.00 Japan Japan Mar. 24

Lillico No. 2 (3 scows) Lumber 14,488.82 U.S.A. Seattle Mar. 31

Lehigh 14 9 17
9

Lumber 1,004,886 feet 12,718.17 U.S.A. Seattle Mar. 31

Canadian Transporter.. 12 3 17 4 Lumber 1,297,053 feet 26,538.79 Canada Australia Apr. 1

Fir Ven 1,590 c.f. 4,448.43

Laths 324,000 pieces 915.50

8,437 feet b.m. 337.50

Doors 1,335 c.f. 1,470.00

33,710.22

on o 1 o c
J Lumber 500,780 feet 7 500 00 U.S.A. New YorkJ- 1 v.- VV J- WX 1\. Apr.- 8

O.O. \V dUdsU IV O Zi 1 nlU r .limber 534,148 feet 6 756 62 U.S.A. New York Anr 14

Beef 4,129 pounds
Pork 500 pounds 690.00

\\ £>c1" T cl ^^to 1 71/
/r

(D
1 71/ 0 Lumber 490,605 feet 6,156.06 U.S.A. New York Apr. 25

1 114 O 1 Q 0 T .limber 1,434,666 feet 25^600.00 Japan Yokohama lanan Mav 9
15 U 1 Qlo U T nmhpr 1,964,074 ieet 12 975 76 U.S.A. T OS AtTCrplpc C:^!,l-^\J J 1 l.llg d I . Mav 23

anacnan jnigiiiaiiLici lo c OOzz 0Z
.

T nrnViPt*
1

'487 344 feet 40 076 00 r^a HaCt i 1d vJ.CL Auckland N 71 1. LX V..i\.ldllvX
J

Is .1-^. Mav 27ivi d V

L anciQiau itivculoi
0 1 U OOzz 0z T .iimhpr 652 721 feet 14 855 70 (q nana Y oWnliPina T^^rianX WIVWl idlXldj IdlJdIl xvi ct y o\j

v.anauian j^rcigULci
1 olo 4 lo 0 T .iimlipr 586 123 feet 1 2 892 00 \^ cx 1 icivJ.d S n a n o"1t a i H i n alidilglldlj 1 1 1 1 Id T 1 1 tif»— /

1 UllC /

Nitrate of Soda.. 140,000 pounds 4,445.00 Canarl?!V_. CI. I id ViCl T~)iir)ont Wasli June 16

16
"6

17 2 T nmHpr1

—

i\A\.\l\J\^\. ... 1 601 650 feet 22977 09Uj£,i^y/ / ,\J

y

U.S.A. X>ltVV XUljV June 17

Canadian Skirmisher.... 16 0 18 3 Fir Veneer 30,240 sq. feet 1,537.43 Canada Sydney, Aus. June 29
Fir Veneer 62,073 sq. feet 3,155.35 Sydney, Aus.
Douglas Fir 452,776 feet b.m. 10,413.85 Melbourne, Aus.
Fir Lath 572,000 pieces 1,029.60 Melbourne, Aus.
Douglas Fir 570,012 feet b.m. 13,110.27 Adelaide, Aus.
Fir Lath 55,600 pieces 100.08 Adelaide, Aus.

Bermuda 18 5 21 7 Shingles 2,530.8 M. 11,660.00 London Charlestown, S.C. July 26
Pork Casings / 0.ju New York
Lumber 516,544 feet 9,188.79

on 00 c 00zu,yzo.zy

Canadian Freighter .... 14 10 15 8 Lumber 00 oon on Canada T T Q AU. o. rV. Aug. lo

Chattanooga City 15 5 15 6 Lumber ... 1,096,638 feet 17,859.57 U.S.A. U. S. A. Aug. 28

Fred Baxter 18 0 18 6 Fir Lath 270,000 pieces 875.00 U.S.A. San Francisco Sept. 6
rir Lumber or»r> rvnn f^^^^fzuu,uuu leet 0 onn r>r>ZjZUU.UU

'5 r^7 C C\f\
3,0/5.00

F. S. Loop - 16 4 18 6 Lath 550,000 feet 2,625.00 U.S.A. San Francisco Sept. 15

Dressed Lumber ±'^c\ nnn foot-+ju,uuu leei C 1 7C An
J, 1/ J.UU

7,800.00

Margaret Coughlan 16 6 17 6 Rough Lumber.- 678,227 feet Canada Montreal Sept. 27

Canadian Britisher 16 7 21 8 Doors 2,539.45 Canada
Lumber 25,123.23 New Zealand Oct. 19

Boxes 8,047.00 Australia

Veneer 9,124.97 Australia

44,834.65

Canadian Highlander.... 19 6 19 10 Box Shooks 21,800 bundles 12,717.50 Canada Australia

Camilla Gilbert 12 6 16 0 Fir Lumber 1,100,000 feet 22,000.00 Norway Australia Nov. 1

Canadian Skirmisher .... 16 10 19 2 Fir Veneer 8,397 feet 19,805.60 Canada New York Nov. 13

Lumber 718.063 feet 16,908.66 Australia Nov. 15

City of Vancouver 12 6 19 0 Fir Lumber 2,629,650 feet 50,590.00 Canada Australia Nov. 25

S.S. Hallg\'n 14 0 20 9 Lumber 3,098,807 feet 53,067.00 Norway New York City Dec. 22

Canadian Traveller ...... 16 1 16 9 Douglas Fir 1,114,477 feet 22,843.75

Veneer 292,637 feet 16,833.91

Shingles 125,000 feet 625.00
Fir Doors 100 pieces 310.10

40,612.76 Canada New Zealand Dec. 31

(Continued on Page 80.)
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Ceimp Supplies
LUMBERMAN ATTENTION!

Waterproof
Scale and
Lumber

Tally Sheets
and Books.

WHEN ORDERING YOUR NEXT SUPPLY OF WATER-
PROOF TALLY BOOKS OR SHEETS—GIVE US A TRIAL.
WE ARE NOW IN A POSITION TO DO OUR OWN WATER-
PROOFING AND CAN GIVE YOU EXCELLENT SERVICE.

Special Forms or
Books can be made
to meet any re-

quirement at short
notice.

THE CLARKE & STUART CO. LIMITED
Wholesale and Commercial Stationers, Printers and Book Binders.

SEYMOUR 3000 . 550 SEYMOUR STREET VANCOUVER, B.C.

Established 1904

< TBAOE MARK >

Dimond Special

STEEL
FOR

Logging Camps
and Saw Mills

We can furnish testimonials from leading

lumber firms who have adopted the use of

our steel exclusively.

Neumeyer & Dimond

82 Beaver Street NEW YORK

Box Printing and Stencil

Inks and Rollers

INKS IN ALL COLORS
AND PERMANENT

ROLLERS
"Hercules" Brand

are Unequalled

THIS PUBLICATION PRINTED
WITH OUR INKS

THE

Columbia Printing Ink

and Roller Company
Manufacturers

1063 Hamilton St. Vancouver, B.C.

THE "ORIGINAL"

HARVEY
LOGGING BOOTS

Hand-made Boots for

IiOGGEBS, MINERS,
CRUISEBS AND

FBOSPECTOBS

FACTORY
58 CORDOVA
STREET WEST

VANCOUVER,
B. C.

Established in Vancouver Since 1897

ATLASTIC MAKES
TIGHT ROOFS

This roofing- is a British Columbia
product, especially desifcned to meet
the requirements of the Pacific Coast.
It is fire resistent to a remarkable
degree, being entirely free from tar
or tar products.
It lays quickly and easily, requires
no attention and keeps out the ex-
cessive rains. It is guaranteed.

WRITE FOR SAMPIiES AND
THE LATEST QUOTATIONS

Smithy Davidson & Wright
LIMITED

Manufacturers and Wholesale Paper
Dealers.

VANCOUVER VICTORIA

"The Pink "LoggingTools& Handles
MADE IN CANADA

Headquarters for British Empire for all Lumbering Tools. In every lum-
ber camp in Canada you'll find Pink's Famous Lumbering Tools. They are
the favorites there and have won the esteem of all woodsmen through
their superior merit. They are world-renowned and are extensively used
in Australia, New Zealand and other countries where the lumbering indus-

try thrives.

EXPORTERS TO EUROPE
We export the same good quality of lumbering tools that have made
Pink's Tools a by-word in the matter of good tools in all Canadian lumber
camps. Enquiries cordially solicited.

Thomas Pink Company, Limited
PEMBROKE, ONT., CANADA

B. C. Representatives: Geo. Cradock & Co. Ltd., Vancouver
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CHAIN
MADE IN B. C.

Standard or special sizes,

conveyor and log haul-up,

coil, log, BB, BBB, crane
and dredge chain ; also

chain to special measure-
ments as well as boom
chain.

Manufactured with latest

equipment by chain makers
of lifetime experience,

from specially made chain
bars. Welds, measure-
ments and gauges guar-
anteed.

Canada Chain &
Forge Co., Ltd.

Granville Island

VANCOUVER B. C.

British Effort at Reforestation
Lord Lovat, chainnan of the British Empire Forestry Conference

now touring British Columbia, speaking before the Canadian Club in

Vancouver of the manner in which reforestation had been handled in

Great Britain, said in part:

"Forestry. commissions, like other commissions, as a rule, do nothing.

But at this time of crisis, the commission not only made a suggestion, but
the Government acted upon it. I think it might be interesting if I should
recount some of the things which resulted from the efforts of the com-
mission. In the fii-st place, I might say for the first time in Great Britain,

the forestry commission set before it a definite objective. Upon this

occasion we definitely set out with the objective of making Great Britain

safe for a three-year period of war or for three years' stringency in

trade.

"It was decided that sufficient trees should be planted, and sufficient

aid given to private landowners, municipalities, etc., to make the carrying
out of this programme possible. We received a ten-year block grant. At
the end of the ten years, they are going to look around and see what we
have done with the money help thus given.

Independent of Politics

"It was arranged that the whole scheme should operate independently
of politics. I think this policy was good. There was another principle

.of ours, which was accepted by the Labor, as well as the Conservative
and Liberal parties. That was, that in view of the crisis in the timber
production of Great Britain, municipalities and even private landowners
might receive subsidies where it was shown that they had managed their

woods in a proper way. We had the warm support of all parties, not only
in the legislation passed in 1919, but in another bill which we got through
the house just before we left on our present tour.

"We think that both the idea of starting out with a definite objective,

and that of having a trial period, like our block grant for ten years, were
good. As to results in Great Britain, we have planted for the state some
28,000 acres of land, and we have got private enterprise to either plant or

prepare for planting 40,000 more—or some 70,000 acres looked after, in

all. This may seem small, but in the approximate period it is more than

the whole continent of America, including the United States, has done.

Over-burdened as we are by taxation, we have been able to accomplish

this, to harden our hearts and get this amount of work done.

"I would say this," the speaker concluded, "If you believe you are

drawing on your capital, you should ascertain at what rate you are

drawing on )our capital. If the rate is high, you must take immediate

steps ; if it is low, you may still have time to think. This is not a point

for a visitor to decide. But while you yourselves have to make this great

decision, we can come in and help you if you decide to take action.

Accumulated Knowledge

"We have the accumulated knowledge of 200 years of similar prob-

lems in Europe, and thirty years in India. I do think, therefore, that one

can offer one or two remarks which might be of suggestive value to you.

"First, that principle we accept in Great Britain—that you must
know the amount of your timber and whether or not you are living inside

your increment—is a good one. Second, I would like to say that the

state forest idea is one which has been accepted in Great Britain, even

though they have refused to have anything to do with the state-owned

railway, etc. They have accepted the principle of a state forest and state

forestry because they believe that without a continuation of efficient

management of forests throtighout a period of years, you cannot get

your maximum yield. They have also accepted the principle of providing

for the assistance of municipal and private enterprise."

MOUNTAIN
LUMBER

Careful Grading

Prompt Shipment

Perfect Manufacture

FIR, CEDARi
PINE

We are specially well

equipped to handle

Mixed Car Orders

EDGEWOOD LUMBER CO., LTD. CASTLEGAR, B.C.
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A. K. Leitch Interested in Creosoting Plant

Mr. A. K. Leitch. of the East Kootenay Lumber Company, gave
out some intere.sting information relative to the operation of the plant

for the creosoting of timbers in which he has been interesting himself for

some months. The plant is situated near the city o'f Calgary and vv'as

originally a sand brick proposition. Mr. Leitch and his associates have
reconverted the factory to the requirements of their wood creosoting

Jsusiness and are now in a position to treat telephone poles and ties. The
capacity of the plant can take care of two car loads of timber per day.

[n speaking to the question of the industry's future success, Mr. I,eitch

expressed the opinion that plants for the preservation of woods are

entering on a successful career. Wood products have practically doubled
in value in the last decade, making their preservation imperative.

Treated timber has a lasting quality easily double that of the same
species of woods which have not passed through the preserving fluids.

In addition to the saving effected by lengthening the life of a tie or pole

the cost of reinstallation will be reduced to a minimum, said Mr. Leitch.

Added to the primary cost of a tie or pole is the expense of reinstallation,

which, particularly in the case of poles, far exceeds the initial charge of

delivering the timber to any given point.

Fire Prevention Is Sweden's Aim

STOCKHOLM, Sweden—The "$2,000,000 cigarette" is one of the

main arguments advanced in the campaign launched by the Fire Preven-

tion Society of Sweden to prevent fires caused by the careless throwing

away of cigarettes. A lighted cigarette, thrown down by a youth in a

saw mill, started a fire which was not extinguished until nearly $2,000,000

worth of property had been destroyed. Other large fires have been

started in the same way.

The Fire Prevention Society suggested to the Swedish tobacco mon-
opoly, which controls the output of cigarettes in Sweden, to print the

warning "Kill your cigarette when you have done with it" on every

package, and the executives of the company immediately agreed to adopt

the suggestion.

Protect Your Hands
With

7 WATSON'S
HORSEHIDE

Made in Vancouver.
GLOVES

JOHN WATSON
127 DUFFERIN E. PHONE FAIR. 3988

WIRE ROPE

For LUMBERMEN, ENGINEERS and

CONTRACTORS
"We have, the Right Rope for every purpose**

We solicit your enquiries. Write for our catalogue.

Stock carried in Montreal by J. H. HANSON CO. LTD Agent

Canada Wire & Iron Goods Co., Hamilton
Stock carried in Edmonton and Calgary

N. F. Judah, McLeod Building, Edmonton, Agent

Bruises, Sores

Rheumatism
Soothe the sore muscles or liga-

ments by rubbing in Minard's

Liniment. It penetrates, relieves

and heals. It eases inflammation

and restores the injured part to

health.

Splendid for cuts and sores,

sterilizes and heals quickly.

It

Minard's is an efficient remedy for every

pain. If your feet are sore, tired or blis-

tered, bathe them with Minard's in warm

water. It relieves and heals burns and

eases all forms of inflammation. It is

recommended by doctors everywhere.

Minard's is also an

efficient remedy for

Coughs, Colds and

Grippe.

Poles

Piling

Logs

Fir

Cedar

Hemlock

Cedar Telegraph Poles, Cedar Foundation

Piling, any Length

CapilanoTimber Co. Limited
Head Office at Booming Ground, Pemberton Avenue

and P.G.E. Tracks, North Vancouver, B.C.

Phone No. Van. 306 and 307
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Second Hand Positions

Machinery & Wanted
Equipment L><lassinea oection Help Wanted
Wanted & Business

For Sale LITTLE ADVERTISEMENTS FOR QUICK ACTION Chances

The

Peter Hay Knife Co.
GALT, ONTARIO Limited

MACHINE KNIVES
of Every

Description for
Paper Cutting,
Bark and Rag
Knives, Shear

Blades
Send for Price

List

We will be pleased to

undertake special enquiries

on behalf of advertisers.

Information or other
assistance gladly given.

Western Lumberman
519 Winch BuildiniT

VANCOUVER - B.C.

For "20 Years the Authority"

" 'Tis the heart's voice alone can

reach the heart."—De Mussett.

The invention of the telephone re-

sulted, not from an effort to find a
means of communication, but from
the deep pity in the heart of the
inventor for those without the ability

to hear the human voice.

The range of the unaided voice is

only a few feet; but the same voice
speaking into the telephone may be
heard a mile, or three thousand miles
away. The inflections, the accents,
the individuality, are all transmitted
faithfully.

The telephone stands ready day or

night to transmit your voice to rela-

tive, friend, or anyone with whom
you have need of speech. The tele-

phone is the universal instrument.

British Columbia

Telephone Company

PUBLISHERS' NOTICE
Advertisements other than "Employment Wanted" or "Employees

Wanted" will be inserted in this department at the rate of 25 cents per agate
lina (14 agate lines make one inch). $2.80 ^er inch, each insertion, payable
in advance. When four or more consecutive insertions of the same adver-
tisement are ordered a discount of 25 per cent will be allowed.

Advertisements of "Wanted Employment" will be inserted at the rate
of one cent a word, net. Cash must accompany order. If Western Lumber-
man box number is used, enclose ten cents extra for postage in forwarding
replies. Minimum charge 25 cents.

Advertisements of "Wanted Employees" will be inserted at the rate of

two cents a word, net. Cash must accompany the order. Minimum charge
50 cents.

Advertisements must be received not later than the 10th of each month
to insure insertion in the subsequent issued.

We Solicit Enquiries on the

Following List of

MACHINERY
2 13 by 8 Cowan molders.
1 10 by 6 McGregor Gourlay

moulder.
1 24 by 6 4-side McGregor Gour-

lay planer and matcher.
1 No. 10 10 by 30 4-side Berlin

sizer.

1 Allis-Chalmers heavy log haul
up.
Numerous small vertical steam
engines.

1 8 by 5 Sturtevant twin vertical

automatic steam engine.
1 9 by 8 Westinghouse twin ver-

tical automatic steam engine.

1 12 by 6 H. S. & G. side-crank

steam engine.
1 66 by 16 H. T. boiler, Dutch

oven fittings, 150 lbs.

1 6 h.p. Cook Gasoline engine.

1 8 h.p. Fairbanks Morse gaso-
line engine.

1 20 h.p. Foos gasoline engine.
1 25 h.p. Fairbanks Morse Semi-

Deisel.

1 3 ft. Cube contractor's mixer.
2 St. Clair roof derricks.

2 No. 3 St. Clair single purchase
hand winches.

1 6 by 8 Clark & Chapman fric-

tion hoist.

2 Hood (Ford engine) tractors.

W. M. C. sawmills, etc.

We have a complete stock of
transmission. Also a large assort-

ment of machinery not listed here.

We have a first-class machine shop
and make a specialty of sawmill
repairs.

Complete Sawmills
Designed and Erected

WEIR MACHINERY CO.
LIMITED

1396 Richards Street

Vancouver

WANTED
Foreman for planing mill in Ottawa,

Ontario, must be familiar with the
mechanical parts and operation of
matcher.s, planers and resaws, also saw
filing and knife grinding. Permanent
position to right man. State experience,
give references and salary expected, to
Box 48, Western Iiumberman.

Hecate Straits Towing
Co., Ltd.

OPERATING SEA-GOING TUGS

"LORNE," 1,000 I.H.P.

"CAPE SCOTT" 500

I.H.P.
(EQUIPPED "WITH WIRELESS)

Heavy and Long Distance
Towing a Specialty

850 Hastings Street West
Seymour 7147

SPRUCE TIMBER
LIMITS

FOR SALE

The undersigned offer for
sale by tender to be received
up to October 1st, 1923, their

entire holdings, consisting of

about one hundred and eighty

(180) square miles in Saskat-
chewan, Canada. Estimated to

average one and one-half mil-

lion spruce and one million

poplar, per square mile.

Description, terms and con-
ditions of sale on application.

Tenders accepted for the whole
or seperate blocks.

Saskatchewan

Lumber Co., Ltd.

Ottawa, Canada

LONG PILING

Douglas Fir and Western
Hemlock

Quick Delivery
Any Quantity

Domestic and Export.

Burns & Jackson
Fhone: Bayview 1218

Grace Harbor B.C.

CLARK & LYFORD
FOREST ENGINEERS, LTD.

Judson F. Clark P. L. Lyford

J. E. Tucker

920-26 Vancouver Blk. Vancouver, B.C.

Ryan, Mcintosh

Timber Co., Ltd.

TIMBER BROKERS. CRUISERS,
SURVEYORS AND VALUATORS.

CONSULTING ENGINEERS.

701-704 Belmont House

VICTORIA, B.C.

W. B. Ryan R. W. Hlbberson, F.E.

W. L. Mcintosh McC. P. Blair, C.E.

BELTING FOR SALE
We have a large quantity of Second-
Hand Rubber and Leather Belting in
all sizes and plys up to 24 inches in
width, which we can sell at interest-
ing prices. Send us your requirements.

N. SMITH
138 York St. Toronto, Ont.

LET US FINANCE YOU
If you are planning on enlarging your

business and need new financing we can
help you. Unless you have a proposition
that would stand bonding up to at least
$300,000.00, please do not correspond.

C. c. Garland, Gravelly Iiake, Tacoxua,
Wash.

TIMBER CRUISER
logging engineer, topographer and in-

strument man, able to do all drafting
and figuring. Requires permanent posi-
tion. Thoroughly practical and exper-
ienced in all logging methods on coast
and interior. At present employed, but
requires change with good progressive
company, where energy would be appre-
ciated. Apply Box 47, Western Iium-
berman.

WANTED
Second-hand platform, wagon scale.

8x14 feet. Must be in good repair and
loaded F.O.B. point of shipment. State
price. Box 59, Western Lnmberman,
Winnipeg.
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Lake Cowichan News
The Lake Logging Company has purchased the timber on the pen-

insular, block 32, a part of the Oliver Estate. This company will be able

to continue operations throughout the dry weather, as they are using the

caterpillar tractor in place of donkey engines.

'Frisco Brokers Bid for Timber Limits

JUNEAU, Alaska, Aug. 2.— (By Associated Press)—Hutton, Mc-
Near & Dougherty, brokers, of San Francisco, Wednesday submitted to

the Government a bid for two billion feet of Sitka spruce, hemlock and
other kinds of wood, composing the Thomas Bay pulp timber unit,

depositing $10,000 as surety.

The unit is allocated to a water-power site at Cascade Creek, ninety

miles south of Juneau, in the Tongass national forest, on the mainland, on

the shore of Frederick Sound. The situation is almost directly on the

main steamer route to the Pacific coast of the States. The timber covers

340,000 acres.

The district forest service here approved the tender, telegraphing it

to Washington, with a recommendation that a contract be made with the

bidders.

F. C. Dougherty, a member of the firm bidding, announced plans for

constructing sulphite pulp mills and a 300-ton paper plant within thirty

months of next January, when the development of a 30,000 horsepower
hydro-electric project is to be started if a contract with the Government
is obtained. Installation of a sawmill and erection of a wharf would
begin with work on the hydro-electric plant.

The tender is for a contract for thirty years, with price reappraisal

by the Government every five years.

The King Storm
Lantern

Has only one mantle

and gives same power

as two-mantle lan-

tern.

Cheaper than coal

oil, more light than

20 ordinary coal oil

lamps.

Storm proof for in-

door or outdoor. It

is equipped with
automatic cleaner,

and this is the rea-

son why it is in

great demand. Price

$12.50. In lots of

6 Lanterns, $10.00.

each.

Our 2,000 candle

power lamp for mills,

rinks, large halls,

streets, etc., has

been considered the

best manufactured. If

interested shall be

pleased to send all

particulars regarding

same.

PORT HANEY, Aug. 6.—At a regular meeting of the Maple Ridge
Municipal council an offer of $1,500 from the Laboo Shingle Company
for a parcel of timber belonging to the municipality, was accepted.

The Capital Gasoline Light
COMPANY

SPARKS STREET OTTAWA, ONT.

NOTICE: We do all kinds of repairing in gasoline

lighting systems and lamps, and have in stock acces-

sories for all makes, such as mantles, generators, etc.

NEW HEAVY FLOAT SAW
BUILT BY US IN VANCOUVER FOR BOOM WORK

Extra heavy frame and fittings.

Two flywheels make for steadiness,

speed and clean work.

Carries

Our Regular

Guarantee

Cooling tank

and batter

box suspended

from top of

float.

Place Orders Early

Because these are built only

to order, we ask for as much
time as possible on deliveries.

Every part of this machine is

reinforced and mechanically

perfect. Write us for full

details.

DOMINION DRAG SAW CO., LTD.
104 Main Street Vancouver, B.C.

Star Machinery Co.
SEATTLE, WASH.

WOOD WOBKINa MACHZNISRY
1—Wysong & Miles hollow chisel mor-

tiser,
1—New Britain frame machine.
1—Railway Box board cut-off.
3—Two Spindle Shapers.
1—32-in. Silver Band Saw.
1—36-in. Siver Band Saw.
1—22-in. Sidney Universal Woodworker.
1—American Relisher and Mortiser.
1—Hayes sash sticker with routing and

boring attachment.
1—36-in. Berlin 3 drum sander.
1—6x24 Crescent single surfacer.
1—8x24 Graves & Klushman single sur-

facer.
1-—6x30 "Buss" divided roll single sur-

facer.
1-—No. 108 Berlin outside moulder.
1—Hall and Brown Power Ripper.
2—Irvington floor swing cut-offs.
1—16-in. round head jointer.
1—14-in. wood turning lathe.
2—20-in. wood turning lathe.
1—30-in. American Circular Resaw.
1—54-in. McDonough Band Resaw.
1—66-in. Connell & Dengler Band Re-

saw.
1—16x27-in. Endless Bed Single Sur-

facer.
1—6x26-in. Hall & Brown double sur-

facer.
1—6x26-in. Curtis 4-side planer and

matcher.

IBON WORKING TOOI.S

0 ft. Miles Ma-1—36-in. x 36-in. x
chine shop planer.

1—30-in. Cincinnatti Shaper.
1—18-in. X 8-ft. South Bend

lathe.
X 6-ft. Walcott Engine Lathe.
X 6-ft. South Bend Engine

engine

X 3 ft. 6 in. American Engine

1—14-in.
1—13-in.

lathe.
1—14-in.

lathe.
2—Small power hack saws.
1—14-in. W^arner & Swazed Turrett
1—6-in. Oster pipe threading machine.
1—48-in. Mueller radial drill press.
1—22-ft. Rickford drill press.
2—Champion hand & power drill

presses.

bz.owz:ks
1—Size 3 Roots high pressure blower.
1—Size SVz Roots high pressure blower.
1—No. 7 Sturdevant blower.
1—24 No. 4 Buffalo Forge Blower.
1—24 W^estern Planing Mill Blower.
1—^No. 400 Champion Brand blower.
1—30-in. American Planing Mill Blower
1—40-in. National Planing Mill Blower.
1—45-in. Sturdevant Twin Planing Mill

Blower.
1—45-in. Sturdevant Twin Planing Mill

Blower.
1—48-in. Sturdevant Twin Planing Mill

Blower.
1—60-in. Western Planing Mill Blower.
2—60-in. Western Planing Mill Blow-

ers.
direct connected to 50 H.P. motors.

1—70-in. Sturdevant Twin Planmg Mill
Blower.

J>BII.X. PRESSES
—20-in. Rockford back geared.

22-in. Barnes back geared.—30-in. Canedy-Otto radical.—No. 203 Champion combination hand
and power press.—22-in. Hamilton with sliding head.—28-in. Baines with sliding head.—26-in. Sibley.

CAITITERY MACHINERY
2—3 car cannery retorts.
1—Seattle Astoria double seaming ma-

chine.
1—Fish cutter.
1—Can Laquering machine.

ENGINES
1—16x32x36-in. Hamilton Corliss.
1—20x24-in. Erie Ball Automatic.
1—14x28-in. Buckeye R. H. Automatic.
1—Pr. 14xl6-in. Brownell Twins.
1—Pr. 11x16 H. S. & G. Twins.
1—14xl8-in. Vim Center Crank.
1—14rl8-in. Erie City Side Crank.
1—14x20-in. Atlas Side Crank.

SBINOI.E UIZ.I. MACHINERY
1—Sumner Gold Medal Upright.
8—Standard Sumner Uprights.
1—Small Belted drag saw.
10—Bbls. %-in. x 10-in. New Acme

Shingle IBands.
10—Shingle Packing Frames.
50—6-in. 6-in. Roller bearing dry kiln

trucks.
1—Hand Shingle Saw Gummer.
1—72-in. Inserted Tooth Cut-off Saw.

Star Machinery Co.

Seattle Wash.
Shop and Yarda
207 Eoirton St.

Office & SaleBroom
1736 lit Ave. S.
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TrendofLumberProduction andPrices during
past decade with especial reference to B, C,

By Honorable T. D. Pattullo, Minister of Lands.

In "Saturday Night."

A study of the accompanying drawings showing graphically the

decrease of lumber production in Eastern Canada and the increase of

British Columbia production, with the resultant increase of prices, should

cause Canadians to give more serious thought to our present forest situa-

tion. A parallel condition is found in the United States. The great

lumber-producing centres in North America have in the past twenty
years moved by successive stages from East to West, until today, British

Columbia possesses, to-

gether with the Pacific and
North - western United
States, the last great stand

of soft woods in America
from which an increasing

annual lumber cut is pos-

sible !

Canada produced in 1921

less lumber than she had
produced in any year since

1908. Even the unprece-

dented prices o f 1920

could not produce a cut

equal to those of 1910, 1911

or 1912. Ontario's 1920

lumber cut was 37 per

cent less than he maximum
during the preceding de-

cade, and Quebec's 1920

cut was 28 per cent less

than her maximum during

the same period.

The lumber cut of the

United States has decreas-

ed from 46,000,000,000 in

1907 to 33,800,000,000 in

1920; a decrease of 27 per

cent, in spite of very high

lumber prices during 1920
and an increase in popula-

tion of 15 per cent during
the past decade.

Notwithstanding the ab-

normally high lumber
prices of 1920, only one
Eastern State of the United
States was able to increase

its cut, whereas production

was increased in eleven

Western States.

The trend of lumber pro-

duction in both Canada and
the United States is un-
mistakably downward and
the trend of prices is as

certainly upward. This in-

creased cost is due in the

main to the following

causes

:

1. The decreased value

of the dollar.

2. The remaining stands

in the East are of poorer

quality and are not as ac-

cessible as those which
have been exploited.

3. The Western supply

must be hauled from 2,000 to 3,000 miles by rail, or else several thousand
miles by water through the Panama Canal to the Eastern seaboard of
North America.

This increasing cost of lumber will cause a decrease in its use and
consequently a lower standard of living. It will, on the other hand, make
it profitable to gro wtimber in the East near the large centres of popula-
tion, and the steadily mounting prices of lumber will make more easy

the task of convincing the public that Canada's great forests should no
be so ruthlessly exploited as they have been, but should be so worked as
to produce a permanent crop. In this connection it is interesting to note
that Sweden, with standing timber but little excess of that of the Province
of British Columbia, enjoys an annual lumber export equal to double the
present British Columbia production. This after centuries of exploitation
of Swedish forests. It has been established that the present cut of

Swedish timber, 16,000,-

BRITISH COLUMBIA LUMBER
STATISTICS
1912-1922
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000,000 feet per year, can
be maintained indefinitely.

British Columbia pro-
duced in 1921, the last year
for which data for the

whole Dominion are avail-

able, 35 per cent of the

sawn lumber production of

Canada, exceeding the next
largest Provincial cut. that

of Ontario, by 36 per cent.

The 1922 production of

sawn lumber in British Co-
lumbia was approximately
1,100,000,000 board feet;

this will at the present rate

of cutting be greatly ex-

ceeded during the current

year.

The British Columbia
lumber industry is today on
a much sounder and safer

basis than heretofore, on
account of the fact that its

markets are now world-
wide. The export lumber
trade up to 1918 hovered
at about 50,000,000 board
feet per year, but since that

year has grown rapidly,

until last year it totalled

273,000,000 board feet, or,

roughly, 25 per cent of the

total lumber cut. This
trade is still increasing

very rapidly, the 1922 re-

cord being 45 per cent

greater than that of 1921.

This chief markets to which
these export shipments are

going are t h e Atlantic

Coast of the United States,

Japan, Australia, China,

California, and the United
Kingdom.
The large volume of ex-

port to the Atlantic Coast
of the United States has

been especially attractive

business" for the British

Columbia lumbermen, as it

takes a high percentage of

common lumber, which,

with the exception of spe-

cial items, such as long

joists and timbers, it is not

profitable to ship from the

Coast by rail to the Eastern Canadian and American markets. The
following data show the great advantage of the water over the rail-haul

to these markets

:

Approximate rail rate on timbers per M. feet B.M. to Montreal
and New York $30.00

Approximate water rate on timbers per M. feet B.M. to New
York and Montreal $14.00 to $16.00

20^

0
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TO 0)
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o
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Includes posts, poles, piling, ties,cordvvood, etc.
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THERE IS A

REES RoTURBo
PUMP

FOR EVERY PURPOSE

Rees Roturbo Pumps are the last word in

Engineering Science. For efficiency and long

life under continuous operation they are unsur-

passed. If you are interested in pumps, it

would pay you to get our catalogue.
"V" Type, Built in All Size* Up to 1,500 Gallons

Per Minute

Other Typea in Single and Multi-stage Designs, 40,000

Gallons Per Minute

GOLDiE & Mcculloch products
Horizontal and vertical steam engines. Heaters and tanks. Steam turbines.

Return tubular and water tube boilers. Pumps and condensers.

WRITE FOR CATALOGUES ON ANY LINE

The Goldie & McCuUoch Company, Limited
HEAD OFFICE AND WORKS GALT, ONTARIO

Western Branch

:

248 McDERMOT AVENUE,
WINNIPEG, MAN.

B. C. Agents:

ROBERT HAMILTON & CO.,

VANCOUVER, B.C.

Uniform inQuality
DOUGLAS FIR

SPRUCE

HEMLOCK
CEDAR

Our Modern Electric Mill is Situated in

the Heart of the "Green Timber," one of

the Finest Stands in British Columbia.

WRITE US YOUR ENQUIRIES

Telegram.: NEW WESTMINSTER, B. C.

KING-FARRIS LUMBER CO., LTD.
Mill: KINGS, B. C. Office: NEWTON, B. C.

Prairie Representative

:

J. O. Thorpe, Fort Garry Hotel, WINNIPEG
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Rough green dimension lumber sawn to Eastern

standard, which inchides 2 by 4 joists and planks, costs

approximate!}- $24 to ship to New York by rail, whereas

it can be sent by water for approximately $12. Thus the

haulage charge by rail is, roughly, twice that by water

on common lumber. The difference is not so great on

kiln-dried clear lumber, on which the weight is greatly

reduced, as the railroad charge is on the basis of weight,

whereas the water rates are based on cubic contents.

However, the rail rate on rough kiln-dried clear lumber

is about $25 to New York, as against approximately $14

by water. This difference has been effective in building

up the lumber export trade to the Eastern United States

Coast and is now very rapidly building up a large trade

to Montreal, which it is predicted will soon be taking

40,000,000 to 50,000,000 feet per year from this Coast.

Shipments to Montreal will no doubt find their way by

barge up the St. Lawrence and Lake Ontario to Toronto

and Hamilton. Pacific Coast lumber shipments are being

made this year to New York, and from there by barge

up the Erie Canal to Oswego, on Lake Ontario.

Water shipments have revolutionized the marketing

of British Columbia lumber. Prior to the war the

Canadian Prairies consumed 60 per cent of our produc-

tion; now, although that market is comparatively quiet,

British Columbia mills are operating at more than normal

capacity and new mills are being erected. Our eggs are

no longer all in one basket—as our markets are world-

wide, we can always trade in those markets which are

active at the time.

The construction of the projected lumber-assembling

wharf in Vancouver Harbor will tend to greatly increase

the water-borne export trade, as it will enable the more
economical assembling of cargoes and also make it pos-

sible for small mills with no export facilities to engage

in this business. The new $5,000,000 Ballantyne pier in

Vancouver Harbor is already in use in connection with

this traffic.

The lumber industry in British Columbia is today

in a very healthy condition, as is evidenced by the great

activity of logging operations and sawmills, and the

present prosperity is on a much sounder basis than ever

before, due to the rapid cutting-out of other softwood

sources, and, more important, due to the fact that our

markets are now world-wide.

The near future will no doubt see considerable ex-

pansion in the lumber industry of the Province.
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Showing the Amount of Timber Scaled in British Columbia During the Month of July, 1923
(FEET, B.M.)

Prince George
Williams Lake .

Kamloops
Nelson
Vernon
Total Interior
Prince Rupert

Douglas
Fir

395,286
1,079,106
602,687

1,116,150
1,083,662
4,266,891

22,255

Red
Cedar

157,650
'

'720','oi5

2,479,773
39,050

3,396,488
3,048,833

49,947,412

Spruce

3,154,909

453,258
322,045

3,930,212
8,830,289
3,461,820

Hemlock

956,849

'95M49
6,219,085

22,923,106

Balsam
137,180

"43,161

"l80,341
841,591

5,745,376

Yellow
Pine

461,305
4,263,670
4,724,975

White
Pine

1,429,072

i,"429,"072

"
634i247

Jack
Pine

860,699

860,699
758,281

Larch

423^546

423i546

Cotton-
wood

4,200

4,200

387;967

Other
Species

15,823Vancouver 81,314,836
. .

Total Coast - . - 81,337,091 52,996,245 12,292,109 29,142,191 8,586,967 634,247 758,281 387,967 15,823

Total for BTC 85,603,982 56,392,733 16,222,321 30,099,040 8,767,308 4,724,975 2,063,319 1,618,980 423,546 392,167 15,823

Total, All Species, 206,324,194 ft. b.m.

SHIPMENTS FROM FRASER RIVER — 1923 (Continued from Page 72 )

DRAUGHT
Name

Canadian Transporter.

Enter
ft. in.

14 5

Leave
ft. in.

17 3

Herman Frasch 22 0 22 4

CARGO
Nature Amount Value Origin Destination

Fir Lumber 753,179 feet 15,176.00 Canada Australia

Veneer 135,856 feet 7,829.98

Lath 64,000 feet 738.50

Boxes 100,100 14,585.00

Lumber 2,640,409 feet

38,329.48

52,815.38 U.S.A. New York

Date

Jan.

Feb. 2
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We make every class of

Cut Gear, in any kind of

material, and offer, as

well, a real engineering

service.

Capacity of Plant

Spur Gears up to 15 feet diam.

Internal Gears 26 Vz inches diam.

Bevel Gears 62 inches diam.

Worm Wheels 52 inches diam.

Helical, Spiral or

Double Helical 51 inches diam.

Racks up to 45 feet long

Hamilton Gear and Machine Co.
76 VAN HORNE STREET TORONTO, ONT.
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Timberland Lumber Co 53
Thomson & Son, Jas Back Cover

Union Lumber Co., Ltd 12

Union Steamship Co. of B. C, Ltd. 67

Vancouver Engineering Works, Ltd. 15

Walsh Construction Co., Ltd 96

Washington Iron Works 9

Waterous Engine Works Co., Ltd. ..90-91
Watson, J 75

Webb & Gifford, Engineers and
Machinists 55

Weir Machinery Co., Ltd 76
Winch & Co., Ltd., R. V 10

Wrigley Printing Co., Ltd 74

Opsal Steel Co., Ltd 12 Yates Machine Co., P. B 16
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Takoradi Harbour Works
(Continued from Page 28.)

The bucket is on 3l/^-cub. yards capacity. Its front face consists of

a single piece of manganese steel, and is fitted with four teeth, which have

mild-steel shanks fitted with renewable manganese steel points. All

castings connected with the bucket are of steel. As already stated, the

shovels are intended to work in a granite quarry, and the material is of a

nature such that it cannot be dug directly. It will be broken up by

blasting and the broken material will then be dealt with by the shovels.

For use in this connection, to supply power to drills a steam-driven air-

compressor is fitted to the shovel. The compressor, which was manu-
factured by the W'estingliouse Brake & Saxby Signal Company, Limited,

has a piston displacement of 50 cub. feet to 60 cub. feet of free air per

minute and discharges at a pressure of 80 pounds to 100 pounds per

square inch. A further auxiliary is fitted in the shape of a 1-kw. electric

lighting set which supplies current at 110 volts. Two large flood lights

are fitted on the jib, one to show the bottom of the excavation and the

other to illuminate the discharging point. Lights are also fitted inside the

house to allow the -machinery to be operated or repaired during the

hours of darkness.

The machine is travelled by the main hoisting engine, which acts

through a spur wheel carried at the end of the drum-shaft. This wheel,

which is thrown in and out of operation by a dog clutch, gears with

another spur-wheel carried by a cross-shaft running below the main
frame. This shaft carries chain pinions, which drive chains connecting

to pinions on the bogie axles. Both the front and rear bogies are driven

in this way, and the two axles of the front bogie are positively driven by
a subsidiary chain. The chains are of the pin and bar type, while the

sprocket wheels on the axles are made on halves for ea.^e of fitting and
removal. The boiler, which is fitted to the machine, is of the locomotive
type, 50 inches in diameter and 16 feet 6 inches long. It has 109 2-inch
tubes, each 9 feet 8 inches long. The firebox is 4 foot 2 inches long by
4 foot 3 inches wide. A cinder-sifter is fitted in the smokebox to keep it

clear of cinders, which are drawn through the tubes when the machine is

working fast. The ashpan is of steel, with a damper underneath, which
can be operated from te firing platform. A feed pump and injector are
fitted in connection with the boiler. There is also a feed heater. The
water tanks, which are placed on each side of the boiler, have a capacity
of 1,700 gallons. They are made from Armco iron and are galvanized
mside and out, while the inside is also coated with bitumastic solution.

The boiler and machinery are covered by a house, built of rolled sections
and with roof and sides of Armco iron. The roof is lined with tongued
and grooved boards with an air-space of 3 inches between the boards and
the roof. The sides are hinged at the top, so that they can swing out to

form sunshades.

"iiiiiiiiiiiniiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^

TEA
COFFEE
BAKING POWDER

None Better

niiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiy

H. R. MacMillan Export Company's Letter

"The Western Lumberman,
"Vancouver, B.C.

"Dear Sirs :—I have been interested in reading the articles in you
August 3rd issue regarding a lumber assembling wharf.

"It does not say definitely what the advantage of this wharf if, but
presume that the idea is that goods brought in by rail or scow for expo
can be discharged on a lumber assembling wharf at a lower cost th
would accrue to the shipper if they are unloaded direct from the car o
scow into the outward carrying ship.

"If this is the only possible advantage of a lumb^ assembling whar
and it is the only advantage that I can imagine, then I have no hesitatio

is saying that a lumber assembling wharf is unnecessary.

"We buy export lumber from every mill that can afford to ship t

Vancouver, both from all over Vancouver Island and the Fraser Vail
and up the Coast, and we find that there is no difficulty whatever in ge
ting our shipments to our boats without accumulating either appreciab
car or scow demurrage or incurring any handling charge whatever.

"Certainly no lumber assembling wharf can be so cheap as to avoi
all handling charges, therefore, on this basis I beheve a lumber assemblin
wharf unnecessary, and further, that any public money expended on an
lumber assembling wharf will sooner or later result in an increase i

taxation or an increase in harbor dues. The only costs that a mill u
the Fraser Valley or up the Coast or on Vancouver Island must meet i

shipping its lumber for export via Vancouver are the following : Railroa
freight rates, Vancouver Harbor dues, Vancouver wharfage, and i

appears that a lumber assembling wharf will not reduce any of the
charges.

The mill up the Coast which does not pay railroad freight rates pay
somewhat the equivalent in tow bills and scow hire or maintenance, an
a lumber assembling wharf would evidently not reduce these charges.

"Yours very truly,

"H. R. MACMILLAN EXPORT CO., LTD..

"H. R. MACMILLAN, President."

Moisture Contents Determination
By T. A. McElhanney.

Representations have been made to the Forest Products Laboratories

at Vancouver that many of the lumber mills are experiencing difficulty

in drying their product, and that considerable loss is suffered through

degrade in kiln-drying. It has also been brought to our attention that

many mills operating dry kilns have not the facilities for determining the

moisture content of their product, and consequently have only an indefin-

ite idea of the efficiency of their drying process.

In view of these facts the Forest Products Laboratories take this

opportunity of announcing to those interested in the drying of wood, that

they have facilities and are prepared to make accurate moisture determin-

ations on air-dried or kiln-dried material free of charge. The results of

such tests will, of course, be considered as confidential. Tests of this

nature already carried out have indicated mistakes in operation, and have

suggested changes which have greatly increased the efficiency of the

kilns.

Samples for moisture determinations should be six or eight inches in

length, cut from the board at least one foot from the end. For best"

results not less than nine samples should be selected from average mater-

ial, taken from near the top, middle and bottom of each kiln charge or

pile, and from three or more rows across the charge. The samples should

be given an identifying mark, and it is suggested that the under-noted

method be followed in order that confusion due to different methods may
be avoided.

lA - 2A 3A
IB 2B 3B
IC 2C 3C

Face of Charge.

Where mill sat a considerable distance from Vancouver wish to send

samples for testing, these should be carefully wrapped in several thick-

nesses of heavy paper, or, when the weather is damp, in an interior

wrapping of waxed or oiled paper, in order to prevent any absorption of

moisture from the air during transit.

As this laboratory proposes in the near future undertaking the

investigations of the kiln drying of soft woods, any data which you may
care to send regarding the make and size of your kilns, also temperature,

humidity, period of drying, and difficulties encountered, will be of interest

to us.

The aim is to assist the industries in producing better products.



HEAPS
AND SONS LIMITED

METROPOLITAN BUILDING VANCOUVER, B.C.

BRITISH COLUMBIA

Lumber Shingles Timbers
STRAIGHT OR MIXED CARS

Special Prices on Straight Cars of
Fir Mouldings - Fir Uppers - Rough Clear Fir

Dimension - Timbers - Shingles
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THE

WM. KENNEDY & SONS, UMITED
OWEN SOUND, ONTARIO

MANUFACTURERS OF

PULLEYS, GEARING, BRIDGETREES
AND OTHER TRANSMISSION MACHINERY

"KENNEDY" TURBINES
STOPLOG & HEADGATE WINCHES

PROPELLERS in ANY SIZE and ANY MATERIAL

cYc^O'^E
THE IDEAL DUST COLLECTING SYSTEM

ensures fresh air and health to the operator, a reduced fire risk

and satisfaction and economy to the manufacturer. Let us ex-

plain the system fully to you.

We Specialize in

FIiANING iyiIZ.1. EXHAUSTERS
SHINGI.I: lailiZ. EXHAUSTERS
BI.OW FIFE WORK, AI^Ii KINDS
HEAVY Mil,!. ORDERS
OILY WASTE CANS
MIIiI, SMOKESTACKS
EXHAUST HEADS

JOHN K. MILLER CO. Limited
Manufacturers in SHEET METAL

580 Sixth Avenue West
Engineers & Contractors

VANCOUVER, B.C.

CYCLONE VEGETABLE
PEELING MACHINE
INVESTIGATE THIS

It will pay for itself within a year by
saving" from 25 to 40 per cent on mater-
ial, and 90 per cent on labor.
Among present users are Canadian Pa-
cific Steamships, Canada Steamship
Lines, principal hotels and restaurants,
institutions, mines logging camps, lum-
ber mills in Canada and United States.
It's a Canadian product throughout, and
on the market over 16 years.

Write for Circular "Q"

Made in Pour Styles
Two Hand Operated and 2 Power

Manufactured only by

John Burns & Company
Largest Machine

Showing No. 1 Power

5 BI.EURY STREET MONTREAI.
Makers of Steel Ranges and General Kitchen,

Equipment.

THE

GALBRAITH LUMBER COMPANY
H. S. Y. GALBRAITH, Manager.

706 Electric Chambers, Winnipeg.

Coast and I IJMBERMountain l-^-^iytPJ^I^-

Everything in Lumber from a Fence Post to a B. C.
Toothpick.

PROMPT SERVICE

Representing

The British Columbia Mills Timber& Trading Co., Ltd.

"THE MILL OF QUALITY"

THE GALBRAITH LUMBER COMPANY
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MXIary's "Chef"
Range

BURNS COAL OR
WOOD

Cooking top,

1081/4x371/4 ins.

Ovens,
24x28x17 ins.

Fire Box,
23x12x18 ins.

Shipping weight,
4,100 lbs.

^HE "CHEF" Range is constructed to give unlimited en-

durance and baking results to satisfy requirements of

the most exacting nature. Built of the finest materials

available which undergo rigid tests before use. The

entire fabric of the "Chef" Range enables it to with-

stand the heaviest strain. The body is of highest-

grade steel i/g inch thick, lined with pure fire-

brick. The top is of heavy cast-iron, burnish-

ed to a smooth surface by a special process.

Firebox lined with firebrick.

These bricks are standard size and

can be replaced by any bricks

available locally.

Write for Descriptive

Booklet

See McClary's First
For Camp Ranges, Heaters and

Kitchen Equipment

Made in Two Sizes,

Nos. 38 in. and 50 in.

Made Also With One or Two Ovens

McClary's
"Camp Comfort"

BURNS WOOD ONLY

ESPECIALLY constructed to meet the re-

quirements of lumbering or other large

camps.
Heavy construction throughout. Large

capacity, with big feed door. A real stove and
never-ending source of comfort.

305 Water Street - VANCOUVER, B.C.

London Toronto Montreal Winnipeg Vancouver St. John, N.B.

Calgary Saskatoon Edmonton

Hamilton
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Bncan Lumber Company
LIMITED

CAR MATERIAL
RAILROAD LUMBER

TIMBERS

VANCOUVER BRITISH COLUMBIA

PORTLAND, ORE.

{RANCHBSf

MONTREAL, P.Q. TORONTO, ONT. CHICAGO, ILL.

I
lliii |i|lll| i| ln>rfi Bp
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BRUNETTE LUMBER CO., LTD
NEW WESTMINSTER, B.C.

Lumber and Shingles

WILL RESUME OPERATIONS

SEPTEMBER, 1923

The large new mill, just completed, will have double the

capacity of the old mill.

»4-0.000,OOOr

The National Life
Assurance Company

of Canada
Head Office: Toronto

S 3 5,000,000.- 3

'PERMANENT
AS THE

PYRAMIDS"

$ 30.000.000.—

H

$25,000.000 lU

$20000jOOQ-

BUSINESS IN FORCE
1899-1922

$ 1 5,000.000.-

1 1 0,000,000.-

SEE US $5,ooopoQ—

•

ABOUT YOUR ~
INSURANCE

I

I I I

III
l899 1903 I908 1913 I9i8 1922

ijiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiii^

R. G. MACPHERSON
PROVINCIAL MANAGER

211-214 Rogers Building Vancouver, B.C.

EMPIRE
LOGGING
ENGINES

99 =

ARE BUILT BY

I
The Empire Manufacturing |

I COMPANY, LIMITED 1

I AT I

I VANCOUVER I

I B. C. I
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SHAY
GEARED LOCOMOTIVES

MADE IN ALL SIZES AND FOR ALL CONDITIONS OF SERVICE

THEY DELIVER THE GOODS!

The "Shay" Locomotive has for years been rendering maximum service to British Columbia logging
operators. Its lines of sturdy construction insure all year round efficiency. No

service too severe for the "Shay."

KALAMAZOO RAILWAY MOTOR CARS

"SUNBEAM" ELECTRIC HEADLIGHTS

LOGGING TRUCKS---RAILS---FLAT CARS

FABRICATORS OF STRUCTURAL STEEL AND SWITCH MATERIAL

Hofius Steel and Equipment Company

"°""'-'"s^.^lT'r'"^'°- Seattle, Wash. STEWART BROS. CO.
Portland, Ore.

Representatives for Western British Columbia

Tyee Machinery Company, Ltd.
VANCOUVER BRITISH COLUMBIA
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RELTING
BRANCHES:

Toronto, Ont 194 West King Street
St. John, N.B 90 Germain Street
Calg'ary, Alta. Gorman's Limited

D. K. McLaren limited
Head Office and Factory

351 St. James St., Montreal

BRANCHES:
Edmunton, Alta Gorman's Limited
Vancouver, B.C. .T. M. Grindley Co.,

1158 Homer Street.

CLIMAX EXTRAS
Locomotive Supplies of

all kinds. Oil and
Acetylene Headlights,

Lubricators and Injec-

t o r s, Westinghouse
and New York Air

Brake parts.

CLIMAX
GearGrease

Is the BEST
and Cheapest

Try It and Know
for Yourself

Sales for 1923 of CLIMAX LOCOMOTIVES on the Pacific Coast

DELIVERED
1 80-ton to The Pacific Lumber Co., Scotia, Calif.

1 80-ton to Bloedel Donovan Lbr. Co., Saxon, Wash.
1 70-ton to McCuish Logging Co., Prairie, Wash.
1 70-ton to Bloedel, Stewart & Welch Corporation, Vancouver, B.C.

1 45-ton to California Peach & Pig Growers, Fresno, Calif.

1 45-ton to Shawnigan Lake Lbr Co., Vancouver, B.C.

We are Pacific Coast

Agents for

ON ORDER
1 80-ton to North Bend Tbr. Co., North Bend, Wash.

1 80-ton to Mutual Lbr Co., Bucoda, Wash.

1 80-ton to Campbell River Lbr Co., Blaine, Wash.

1 70-ton to Bloedel Donovan Lbr. Co., Skykomish, Wash.

1 70-ton to Crown Willamette Paper Co., Astoria, Oregon.

LOCO CLIMAX LOCOMOTIVE CO.
ELECTRIC
HEADLIGHT

and

Okadee Blow-off

Valves

PACIFIC COAST BRANCH OF CIiIMAX MFO. CO., COBBY, FA.

623 Western Ave., SEATTLE, WASH. Phone Elliott 2968 D. M. Miller, Manager

Vancouver Machinery Depot, Ltd., Vancouver, B.C. F. B. Mallory Company, Portland, Ore.

E. S. Sullivan Co., San Francisco, Calif.

Agents for

The

G. White Axe Co.

Stub and Twist

AXES
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SAW MILL EQUIPMENT
The name of "WATEROUS" has estabHshed itself in the minds of saw mill

men the world over as the last word in modern mill equipment, and as an
indisputable guarantee of maximum efficiency and long life.

Over three-quarters of a century ago "WATEROUS" made their first piece

of saw mill equipment, and so constantly have their engineers labored to

produce the utmost in service that today the name of "WATEROUS" is

always mentioned when new equipment is considered.

In the design and construction of every "WATEROUS" machine, rigid precautions

are taken to produce equipment that is unsurpassed in efficiency and economy of

operation. New designs are thoroughly tested under prolonged working conditions;

materials are selected with painstaking care; and the workmanship is supervised

and carried out by experts.

"WATEROUS" equipment will always justify the confidence you place in it.

The Watcrous Engine Works Company, Limited

Moison's Bank Building Bfaiitford, Ontario
Vancouver, B.C. Winnipeg, Manitoba
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II

I

W W brantford,ontario,canadA

The STANDARD for 80 YEARS
"WATEROUS" equips the mill complete—from the boiler to produce the

motive power to the latest devices in sawyers' equipment. The same

capacity for hard work and long life is built into every machine. It is

because of this fact that most mills are "WATEROUS" equipped.

II

I

Here is a partial list of

"WATEROUS" Products:

Log Deck Equipment
Sawmill Carriages

Refuse Conveyors

Band Mills, 6-7-8-9-10

Circular Saw Mills

Edgers, All Sizes

Filing Room Tools

Lath Mills and Bolters

Log Chains

Log Jacks

Log Slashers

Planers

Saw Mill Engines

Power Plants

Complete Boilers

Refuse Burners

Etc., Etc.

The Waterous Engine Works Company, Limited

Moison's Bank Building Braiitford, Ontario
Vancouver, B.C. Winnipeg, Manitoba

HI
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LOON
ABERNETHY, LOUGHEED

LOOGING COMPANY, LIMITED
PORT HANEY |

~— ~~—
j British Columbia
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If in the market for Spruce, do not forget that

Golden Spruce
stands out supreme among Mountain Woods.

We are still manufacturing upon the basis of the old Mountain Grading

Rules and maintaining our REPUTATION for GRADES and SER-

VICE.

We also manufacture FIR and CEDAR. The quality of our FIR

DIMENSION is well known. We have a considerable quantity of one

inch

NO. 1 COMMON CEDAR
This we can strongly recommend, as it is a SMALL-KNOTTED type and

makes excellent Boards and Shiplap. It also has the added advantage

of being CHEAPER than other woods, and we confidently believe a trial

car will make you a permanent user.

No. 1 Spruce, Fir and Cedar Lath

All our stock is run through planing mill at time of shipment, so always

reaches you bright, clean and newly milled.

Send your Enquiries to

Columbia River Lumber Co., Ltd. Golden, B.C.
Affiliated with and Represented Jointly by Salesmen of

Canadian Western Lumber Co., Ltd., Fraser Mills, B.C.

Eastern Sales Office—TORONTO—L. D. Barclay, and E. C. Parsons

MANITOBA ALBERTA SASKATCHEWAN
Hugh Cameron and D. T. McDowall Heffernan-Griffith Chas. R. Skene

1659 Portage Ave., Winnipeg. Edmonton P.O. Box 526, Moose Jaw.
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Associated Timber

Exporters of British Columbia
SALES MEDIUM FOR

EXPORT OUTPUT OF LUMBER MILLS OF BRITISH COLUMBIA

NANOOSE BAY, B.C.

FRASER MILLS, B.C.

Fir and Pacific Hemlock
909 METROPOLITAN BUILDING VANCOUVER, B.C.
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FIRE

"P.M.S."
TRANSMISSION BELTING

Unequalled !

Others Have Tried

hone:
UNDERWRITERS MILL HOSE

SUCTION AND DISCHARGE FOR WATER,

OS6 STEAM, AIR, FIRE PROTECTION, ETC.H
Packing

Valves - GASKETS, SPRINGS
BAND SAW BANDS, ETC.

RUBBER GOODS FOR ALL MECHANICAL PURPOSES

"REDSTONE" & CLOTH INSERTION
SHEET BLUVIC AND "SUN" SPIRAL

GUTTA PERCHA & RUBBER, LTD.
564 YATES STREET, VICTORIA 526 BEATTY ST., VANCOUVER
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Walsh Construction Co.
Limited

Vancouver, B.C., and Seattle, Wash.

Sprinkler Systems

APPROVED BY

Lumberman's Indemnity
Exchange

PROTECTS MILLIONS AGAINST FIRE LOSSES

GENUINE HOE SAWS
Made from special High Grade Alloy

Steel—the finest and most expensive

saw steel ever formulated—un-

equalled in edge holding and tension

holding properties.

R. HOE & CO., NEW YORK
AMERICA'S OLDEST SAW MANUFACTURERS

95^ YEAR
_. _ _A . . . . . .. . .. . .
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CANADIAN TURBINES

HORIZONTAL SHAFT PAIR—CENTRAL DISCHARGE

BIG BAY LUMBER COMPANY
Georgetown Mills, B. C.

THE
CANADl
TURBIN
WATER
WHEEL//,!

TRADE MARK.
(Registered)

WATER

POWER

EQUIPMENT

ONLY
STANDARD RUNNER

STEPLESS VERTICAL TURBINE

The Working Qualities of our Canadian Turbines are
unsurpassed.

Absolute satisfaction is assured and guaranteed to every
purchaser.

We Fill Our Guarantees to the Letter

Chas. Barber& Sons
MEAFORD, ONTARIO, CANADA

Established 1867.



A thoroughly up-

to - date design,

this machine is

equipped with
every device that

has proved suc-

cessful in Band
Mill operation.

Among these

might be men-
tioned the steam

cylinder for oper-

ating the upper

saw guide, with

adjustable c o n-

trol for prevent-

ing violent ac-

tion, and the
Dake engine for

raising and low-

ering the upper

wheel.

WRITE US
TODAY FOR
FURTHER
DETAILS

The E. Long Manufacturing Co., Limited

OriUia
The A. R. Williams Machinery Co. of

Vancouver, Ltd.

Gorman's Ltd., Calgary and Edmonton

Canada
The A. R. Williams Machinery Co.

of Winnipeg, Ltd.



KING & JARDINE, LIMITED
LUMBER MANUFACTURERS:

SOUTH SHORE MILL VANCOUVER, B.C.

Perfect Lumber
Manufactured From

HIGH GRADE PACIFIC COAST TIMBER

ROM the cutting of the log lo the deliv-

ery of the finished product, the most
careful attention is given to every detail.

Our lumber is especially well manufac-

tured and liberally graded.

You will find the prices right and prompt
delivery of your requirements a guar-

antee of our service.

Your enquiries will receive every con-

sideration and our best attention.

FIR, SPRUCE AND HEMLOCK IN ALL GRADES

OUR

PRODUCTS
Include:

Timbers, up
to 65 Feet

Dimension
Shiplap

Shelving

Well Curbing

Flooring

Ceiling

Siding

Stepping

Casing and Base
Mouldings, etc.

Mill and Sales Office:

1 FIRST AVENUE WEST
VANCOUVER, B.C.



''King of the Woods Jr

STRONG POWERFUL DURABLE

DOES THE WORK OF TEN MEN
Designed Specially for B. C. Loggers

4 H. P. GUARANTEED—6
1/2 H. P. ACTUAL TEST

Made in Vancouver by

Geo. Cradock & Co., (B.C.) Ltd.
GEO. S. FEXTAFIECE, MANAGING DIKECTOR FHONE: SEY. 1456

175 CORDOVA ST. W. VANCOUVER, B. C.

R. Kerr Houlgate & Summerfield

LIMITED

BROKERS

INSURANCE, FINANCIAL AND ESTATE AGENTS
NOTARIES PUBLIC

LOG TOW
INSURANCE
A SPECIALTY

PHONE, SEYMOUR 4800

YORKSHIRE BUILDING, VANCOUVER, B.C.

SHEDS IT LIKE A SHINGLE

These good, snappy-looking loggers' shirts we make

for winter and rough weather, makes a logger laugh

at rain. They shed water like a shingle roof, and as

for wear—well, if we told you exactly how long they

do wear, you might think we never went to Sunday

School.

Good tough cloth ; sound workmanship ; buttons that

sta}' on ; double sleeves and shoulders
;

big, roomy,

comfortable and most reasonable in price.

UNION

Manufactured by

Jas. Thomson & Sons, Ltd.

VANCOUVER, B. C.

Fall Showing
OF

Suits and Overcoats

THEY GIVE SATISFACTION FOR
MONEY SPENT

BURBERRY AND DURWARD OVERCOATS

THOS. FOSTER & COMPANY, LIMITED

514 Granville Street Vancouver, B.C.

ONE STORE ONLY

MAIL ORDERS GIVEN PROMPT ATTENTION.
CHARGES PREPAID.



Pacific Logging Congress :

OCTOBER 24 AND 25

AT SPOKANE, WASH.

Representing the Manufacturing, Wholesale and Retail Interests of
_

British Columbia. Alberta, Saskatchewan and Manitoba.

VOLUME TWENTY VANCOUVER, OCTOBER, 1923 NUMBER NINE

HEAPS
AND SONS, LTD.

SHINGLES
Metropolitan Bldg. VANCOUVER, B. C.

Walsh Construction Co., Ltd.
VANCOUVER, B.C., AND SEATTLE, WASH,

Sprinkler Systems
APPROVED BY

LUMBERMAN'S INDEMNITY EXCHANGE
PROTECT MILLIONS AGAINST FIRE LOSSES

6i

PMS The Superlative in RUBBER

TRANSMISSION BELTING

Hos

Packing

Valves

^ SUCTION AND DISCHARGE FOR WATER,
e STEAM, AIR, FIRE PROTECTION, ETC.

"REDSTONE" & CLOTH INSERTION
SHEET BLUVIC AND "SUN" SPIRAL

GASKETS, SPRINGS

BAND SAW BANDS, ETC.

RUBBER GOODS FOR ALL MECHANICAL PURPOSES

GUTTA PERCHA & RUBBER, LTD.
564 YATES ST., VICTORIA 526 BEATTY ST., VANCOUVER
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Made in Canada

STERLING
QUALITY

A Reputation for QUALITY

The progressive up-to-the-minute mill man
knows that

ATKINS
STERLING

STEEL SAWS
Machine Knives and Tools have achieved their reputation

because of their high quality and dependability.

If you have not read The Story of Sterling Steel, and all

that it implies in the manufacture of our Saws, clip this

advertisement, ask for catalog, sign your name and ad-

dress, and mail it to us at Hamilton.

If you want us to give you the names of some of the

largest and most successful lumber producers who are

using Atkins products, we will be glad to do so.

"A Perfect Saw for Every Purpose"

Leading manufacturers of Saws, Saw Tools and
Machine Knives; also Atkins-Coleman Feed Rollers.

Use Aerolite and Ferrolite Wheels for your saw
gumming and knife grinding. Increase your belt

efficiency by using Cantol Belt Wax.

E. C. ATKINS & CO.
Established 1857.

Canadian Factory

The Sterling Qualify Saw People

Branch House

HAMILTON, ONT. VANCOUVER, B. C,
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Immense Fir Timbers from British Columbia will be Exhibited

at British Empire Exposition, Wembley Park, London

Lieonaid Frank.

At Frederick Arm, 135 miles from Vancouver by Union Steamship

Company, this magnificent fir was cut by the Peck Logging Company.

Here it is on the ways at Hastings Mill. Out of this stick were

sawed 2 pieces ^4 inches square and twelve feet long.

At the Empire Exhibition at London these squares will be exhibited.

They will form part of an arch and will support timbers 61 feet long.

directed the work of gathering the exhibits for the London Exhibition.

He expressed through the "Western Lumberman" his thanks to the mills

for their co-operation in cutting the timbers. In order to get the giants

sawn properly much care had to be exercised.

One of the features of this log is that it is exactly seven feet at

either end. It is the second tog of a mammoth tree zvhich contained in all

T. A. McElhanney, of the Forest Products Laboratory at Vancouver, over ^0,000 board feet.
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British Columbia Forest Products

Exhibit at the Canadian
National Exhibition

By A. Edward Roberts.

British Columbia Lumber Commissioner, Toronto.

When the gates were closed on the last day of the Canadian National

Exhibition 1,493,000 people had attended the fair in thirteen days. This

was 120,500 more than attended the Exhibition last year, and a record

attendance over the forty-four previous exhibitions.

Visitors not only came from all over Ontario to this, the world's

largest annual exhibition, but they gathered from all over Canada and

the United States, in fact this year might have been termed International

Year, judging by the large number of visitors from all over the globe.

This year saw a great number of exhibits from countries other than

Canada. British industries were well represented by large and beautiful

exhibits, and the British Trade Commissioner took increased space in the

Government Building this this year, taking over the space occupied last

year by the British Columbia Forest Products. Mexico, the United States,

Cuba and the West Indies were also well represented.

In the Government Building the Ontario Government had large and

costly exhibits relating to mining, fisheries, forests and game, etc. It was

in this building that the British Columbia Forest Products Exhibit was

located. This year a new and larger space was taken and an entirely new
and unique exhibit was built.

Feeling that the best way to interest prospective builders to use

British Columbia woods was to show them just what could be done with

them, it was decided to erect a small bungalow which would be built and

finished with British Columbia woods.

The exterior was sided with Royal Shingles, 91/^ inches to the

weather, with a XXXXX roof, laid 41/2 inches to the weather. The
exterior trim was of western white pine.

The interior was divided into three sections. One was panelled in

fir plvwood, with edge-grain stiles, rails and mouldings, edge-grain west-

ern hemlock floor, and painted cottonwood ceiling panels. The fir panels

in this section were finished with a dark fumed oak acid stain, with a

satin brown toner over, and finally finished with a thin coat of white

shellac. This finish though simple, was much admired and the formulae

given to many interested visitors.

Another section was panelled with cottonwood plywood, with Red
Cedar trim, and western larch floor. This section was treated with a

special cottonwood stain, and given finishing coats of white shellac and
flat varnish.

The other section of the bungalow was panelled in western hemlock
in solid material. This section had an edge-grain fir floor. The hemlock
panels were treated with a thin coat of fumed oak acid stain, and then

sanded with 00 sandpaper. This gives a soft neutral effect which will

harmonize with almost any scheme of decoration. This section was much
admired.

The ceiling beams were of western red cedar, as were the ceiling

battens and mouldings. In this case the wood was left in the natural.

The ceihng panels were painted with three coats of oil paint to an egg
shell finish of soft cream tint.

The exterior of the bungalow was stained in grey for the side walls,

and brick red for the roof. The western white pine trim was painted in

a light grey, with the doors and windows painted in dull ivory. This
color scheme fitted in well with the rough stucco chimneys, which were
finished in white. Surrounding the exhibit was a fence of western red
cedar, stained-a russet brown, with gateways of stucco over lath to form
a contrast.

In addition to the large bungalow there was a small model house
loaned by an American firm, who are large users of British Columbia
red cedar shingles, and then there was a wooden pipe exhibit, a door

exhibit, a box exhibit, a shingle exhibit and a finished sample exhibit. All

of these received their share of interest and attention. All of the com-
mercial woods of British Columbia were worked into this exhibit.

An indication of the number of people who passed through this

exhibit could be vigilized by considering that three rugs were worn to

shreds by the constant passing of the crowds through the exhibit.

One rush day two thousand people entered the exhibit in less than

half an hour, and several other checks showed from four hundred to

eight hundred per hour.

Those interested in building would linger and ask questions and

receive literature, and from early morning to ten o'clock at night for

thirteen days the attendants at the exhibition gave out information relative

to British Columbia woods.

The exhibit was greatly admired by all classes, and was sketched by

artists and architects, photographed, and blue prints were requested for

reproduction for week-end cottages in many places. It was a revelation

to many that British Columbia woods could rival the more costly imported

hardwoods in beauty of finish, and the fact that all of the material was

purchased locally by th ebuilder in the retail lumber yards, showed that

it would be possible for anyone interested to get the same results.

The Ontario Architects' Association exhibit was immediately next

to the British Columbia exhibit, and many architects studied the effect

produced. On one occasion a prominent architect from Toronto brought

a client to see the exhibit, and a choice of trim was selected from the

woods shown. It was notable that they made a selection of trim and floors

for their entire home from British Columbia woods, and this was a case

where price was of secondary consideration. The woods were selected

because of their beauty, enhancd by simpl finishes which were obtainable

by the architect.

The British Columbia Forest Products exhibit at the Canadian Na-

tional Exhibits is further proof of the value of finished room exhibits,

and it is worthy of notice that the number of visitors at the permanent

exhibit of the British Columbia Lumber Commissioner's office at Toronto,

is as great today as when first opened, considerably over a year ago. The
idea is abroad that prospective builders can obtain service on how to finish

British Columbia woods, what kind of nails to use with red cedar roofs

and similar details, and a great many architects and prospective builders

are taking advantage of the service ofifered.

Every retail lumberman can increase lumber sales by having a service

room showing various finishes on the woods he sells, and the more pro-

gressive firms are thinking along these lines, as is evidenced by the

enquiries being received at the British Columbia Lumber Commissioner's

office, Toronto, for finished samples with easily duplicated formulae for

finishing on the reverse side.

That the finished sample will help to sell lumber ca nbe proved by

many homes trimmed in Ontario this year, through a house to house

canvas of builders made right on the jobs, by the British Columbia Lum-
ber Commissioner and the representative of the Forest Products Market

Extension Bureau during the past building season. In this case about a

dozen finished samples were taken to the builders, and methods of finish

explained, etc. A follow up of jobs visited has proved that a great many
builders were influenced to use British Columbia woods in this way.

The accompanying photos show exterior and interior views of the

British Columbia Forest Products exhibit at the Canadian National

Exhibition, Toronto, and the general lay-out of the exhibit. The exhibit

was designed by Mr. W. L. Sommerville, a Toronto architect, who has

specified British Columbia woods in almost every work carried out by

him this year, amounting to many thousands of dollars.
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Thousands of visitors at the big Eastern Canada Exhibition at Toronto saw the exhibit from the Forestry Department, Government of British Coium-

bit. British Columbia wood products in all their forms were displayed at Toronto, the central feature being a snug shingle bungalow. Good work
was done for the B. C. red cedar shingle, for Western hemlock, for the wall board products, for all the many products of the forest industries of B. C.

Port Moody Gets Back Old-time ''Pep.

PORT MOODY, B. C.—The recent passing of a by-law giving

the Vancouver Board of Harbor Commissioners the right-of-way

on the north side of Murray Street for trackage purposes, has stimulated

interest in Port Moody's waterfront. Long before the port of Vancou-
ver was known the bay at the head of the Inlet was an important shipping

point. When the railway was extended to Vancouver, most of the ship-

ping went there and the rapid growth of that city was a check on the

progress of the former terminal town. Now, as the present terminal

city has only one direction in which it can expand, and that towards the

head of the Inlet, Port Moody is once again looking forward to a period

of growth.

The district all around the Bay is well suited for the establishment of

mills and factories, and the harbor is of the best. The bay is a widening
of Burrard Inlet at its head and is about two miles long by a mile in

width. The channel is deep enough for large ocean-going vessels. The
deep water extends to the north and south shores but on the east side

there is a mud flat several hundred yards wide exposed at high tide. At
the present time large oil tankers come to the Union Oil Company and the

Imperial Oil Company wharves and are able to navigate without difficulty.

The mills established on the waterfront are looking forward to the time
when an assembly wharf can be built so that boats loading for foreign
ports will be able to load direct instead of from scows as is necessary at

present. This would greatly decrease the cost of handling and would
make it possible to build up a great export business.

Today the head of the Inlet presents a busy appearance with two oil

refineries, two sawmills and a number of shingle mills operating at full

capacity. On the south side the Union Oil Company have their plant

which has been rapidly built up in the last two years and now employs

some 40 or 50 men. Here gasoline, kerosene, naptha, distillate and
various machine oils and grease are prepared for the market.

Across the Inlet is the huge plant of the Imperial Oil Company which
is the largest refinery in Western Canada. In connection with the plant

there is a modern town built on plans drawn up before the work was
ever commenced. In it there are almost 100 houses, modern in every
respect, and equipped with running water, electricity and all other up-
to-date conveniences. In the town there is a general store with a stock
almost as complete as any city departmental firm, and large commuiiity
hall, and a fine four-roomed school with attendance of over 125 pupils.

The two sawmills are both working at full capacity, and furnish
employment for about 300 men. The Port Moody Lumber Company
started only recently after taking over the old C. P. L. mill that had
been closed for some years. They are now turning out 150,000 feet of
fir lumber per day, all which is for purpo.ses of export. The Thurston-
Flavelle Lumber Company cut nothing but cedar and their products are
almost entirely absorbed by the Canadian markets. Besides 125,000 feet
of lumber per day they ship 100,000 shingles and 15,000 laths.

There are three other shingle mills. One of them is temporarily
closed, but the other two, the McNair Shingle Comi)any and the Sardis
Shingle Company are both operating to capacity. The McNair mill is

one of the largest on the Coast and its 12 machines cut about four car-
loads per nine-hour shift. The Sardis mill is smaller but is producing
about four cars per week.

The Bay is also the booming ground for the Hage Timber & Invest-
ment Company, who are cutting logs about two miles back in the hills.

This company has been steadily increasing its output .since it started and
now it is dumping 3,000,000 feet per month in the waters of the Inlet.
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The experienced logger has only to put "Gorilla" Timken Roller Bearing Blocks to the test to fully

realize their pronounced advantages.

WHEN we say that "Gorilla" Timken Roller Bearing Blocks are unsurpassed for quality and service

we hope you will challenge our statement. We want you to closely check them with other blocks of
similar type, feeling sure that measured by comparison "Gorilla" Timken Roller Bearing Blocks are
supreme.

THEY offer the utmost in dependability.

REMEMBER, the success of any mechani-
cal device in which roller bearings
ifunction depends upon the bearing used
teing of the proper size, and having the

necessary factor of safety to withstand

the maximum load to be applied.

OUR mechanical staff have counted no
labor too great to expend in developing
"Gorilla" timken Roller Bearing Blocks
to their present enviable position.

EVERY roller bearing used has been
officially passed by the Engineering De-
partment of the Timken Roller Bearing
Company.

THE fact that "Gorilla" Roller Bearing
Blocks are the choice of the leading loggers

of British Columbia means more than
mechanical perfection, li means confi-

dence in a product well qualified to

maintain our guarantee of absolute

satisfaction, and its own reputation for

long, hard continuous service.

Specify "Gorilla" and You Get the Best—Absolutely

GIBSON'S LIMITED
HEAD OFFICE:

1 ALEXANDER ST.

FACTORY:
GRANVILLE ISLAND

The Logging Supply House
of British Columbia."

VANCOUVER

TELEPHONE
SEYMOUR 8151

TELEPHONE EXCHANGE
CONNECTING ALL DEPTS.
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Demands from Japan hai'c caused tremendous activity

alone/ the Vancouver waterfront. Shipment of relief supplies

to the Far East foUoivcd almost iinmcdiatelv upon the nezvs of

the disaster.

In this p'\cture is shown the loadi)uj of tzvo I'e.s'sels for

the Pacific trade. The schooner in the foreground takes lumber

to Homuhdii. Back of the "
I

'ancouver" is the huge hulk of

the "Indian City," chartered by H. R. McMillan to rush lumber

to the ruined cities of the Japanese Empire.

Cancda's (jcncroiis gift of 4,000,000 feet of lumber and a

million shingles for good measure places a further demand

upon the already busy British Columbia mills.

—By Lfoiuird Frank

JAPAN RECEIVES AID
from CANADIAN PEOPLE

i Four million feet of lumber is the gift of Canada U) Japan.

: . During the last week of September at Vancouver the "Canadian

j
Exporter," Canadian Government-owned vessel, took on two million feet

I

given by the Dominion Government and two million the gift of the

i

Province of British Columbia.

t British Columbia adds to her gift one million cedar shingles.

;
- Japan's disaster means a great upturn in British Columbia lumber

'. prices and a wonderfully increased consumption of our products,

j

Early statements of the generous gifts of mill operators in Washing-
' ton and Oregon have been exaggerated, it would seem. And Canadians

;

may be rightly proud of the fact that they have quietly gone ahead and

! have definitely agreed to the delivery of a vast cargo of material to the

stricken Japanese without "money and without price."

Reports that the lumber interests on Puget Sound had made a free

.,'ift of 5,000,000 feet to the Japanese are unfounded.

No such gift has been made by the indu.stry in the neighboring State,

although the American Red Cross, representing the entire United States,

will give some ten million feet of lumber.

Detailed news of the exact needs of the Japanese is, even after a

lapse of thirty days, meagre. Through the various bureaus at Washing-
ton, D.C., it is learned that the following statement sets out the needs of

the people beyond the Pacific

:

"Cable orders from Kobe, Japan, for approximately 500,000.000 feet

of lumber for use in the rebuilding of Yokohama, Tokio, and other

Japanese cities laid in waste by earthquake and fire, were received here

recently, according to statements made by representatives of steamships

and northern Pacific mills.

"Orders from Japan for Douglas fir and cedar logs brought demands
to the British Columbia and northern Pacific mills for more than a half

billion feet alone, it was stated.

"This new demand comes at a time when the world lumber demands
were slackening, lumbermen stated. A sharj) rise in the price of Pacific

lumber will follow the huge demands, it was. predicted.

"Every available freight steamer on the Pacific will be pressed into

.service to handle the lumber traffic, shipping men stated."

With the larger mills in British Columl)ia already three months
behind in deliveries to Jai)an, the holocaust has placed a further demand
upon the industry which will call for a speeding up in all departments for

many months to come.

J. A. McConville, of the Associated Timber Ex])orters. .says that the

first cargo of lumber will not reach the scene of trouble for perhaps three

or four weeks.

After that time the industry will better understand the exact needs of

the Japanese. Financial arrangements for the handling of normal require-

ments in Japan continue satisfactory and so far as Mr. McConville knew,
there was no danger that the financing of lumber needs there would not

continue satisfactory.

Lumber producers in British Columbia will undoubtedly be the

greatest beneficiaries in any line of .shipping industry which has any
interest at all in the Jai)an trade.

All of the Japanese towns that were affected were very much over-

built in the use of iron and brick and stone and general tile and steel

construction.
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CANADA CEMENT
CONCRETE
FOR I^ERMANENC^^

A Typical Concrete Tank

Every Farmer Wants CONCRETE

Buildings and Conveniences

You, Mr. Dealer, can acquire a steadily increasing volume of profitable busi-

ness by actively identifying yourself with this rapidly-growing movement for

farm betterment.

Already, over 200,000 Canadian farmers have learned that concrete is easily

handled, is absolutely fireproof. Concrete barn, foundation walls and floors,

manure pits, feeding pits, tanks, troughs and walks are being built every day
by these men.

Our Dealer Service Department
offers you every assistance to get your share of this business. Write for copies

of "What the Farmer Can Do With Concrete," and other valuable helps that

will enable you to successfully co-operate with every farmer in your district.

CANADA CEMENT COMPANY LIMITED
4052 Canada Cement Company Building
PHILLIPS SQUARE - MONTREAL

MONTBEAIi
Sales Offices at:

TORONTO WINNIPEG CAXKJABY
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So wonderfully had Japan progressed in the last ten years in the use

of the classes of building material mentioned that American writers were
just about beginning a line of general comment on the subject. W. A.

Starrett, in the September issue of "Scribner's Magazine," tells under the

general caption of "New Construction in an Ancient Empire," a wonder-
ful story of this so-called progress in building in Japan, wherein it was
shown that the modern skyscraper was coming into use in those cities

where now the greatest devastation exists. And now, before the ink is

scarcely dry on this particular article, the great earth upheaval and
attendant fires of September 1 prove that the plan in no way registered

progress; for buildings of great resistance in their construction suffered

most, both in a financial way and on account of the added horrors that

come to a people in great cities when buildings of that sort collapse, topple

over, burn and disintegrate.

Japan will go back to its building methods of Old Peoples, and again

return to the use of lumber, lumber—everywhere lumber, shingle roofs

and the simple construction which prevailed in Japan before that great

country began to be seized with the jazziness of the necessity of putting

on altogether a "civilized life."

The great need for lumber for reconstruction in the Japanese earth-

quake area continues to be emphasized in reports received from both

American and Japanese official sources.

An official report from the Japanese foreign office, made public by

the embassy states that up to September 7 the police of Tokio had counted

316,000 houses destroyed by fire, 71 per cent of the dwellings of the

capital city. In Yokohama the police up to September 8 had counted

70,000 houses destroyed out of a total of 85,000. The number of houses

destroyed in other Japanese communities has not yet been officially

announced here.

Indications are that the Japanese people, while preferring to build

one-story frame houses on the ruins of their homes, wish to make them
more substantial than heretofore, which would call for more lumber
rather than less.

In a dispatch Monday Admiral Anderson, commander in chief of

the Asiatic fleet, pointed out that food and materials, rather than person-

nel, are the great needs of the Japanese situation.

One of the early cargoes to leave the west coast for Japan will consist

of materials for the construction of rough warehouses to cover Red Cross

relief supplies when they reach Japanese ports. This, of course, means
more lumber. One warehouse. Secretary Hoover told the Red Cross,

should have a capacity of 10,000 tons and another 5,000 tons.

It is estimated that five years will be required to lay the foundations

for a new and better Tokio and Yokohama and from ten to fifteen years

to complete construction. However, it is confidently predicted that the

larger part of the charred cities, notably the residential sections, will rise

again much more quickly than the outside world expects. This will be

due in large part to the fact that lumber is to be used in construction of

dwellings, that it is available for prompt shipment and easy to handle

once it is on the ground in the hands of skilled workers.

No pessimism is expected here concerning the recuperative powers
of Japan. The fact that the five largest banks of Tokio and Yokohama,
after conferences with the minister of finance, resumed operations on

September 8, is a clear indication that Japan's credit is sound and that

her financiers are confident that it will stand any strain that may be

placed upon it.

In a joint statement issued Sunday Chairman Payne of the Red
Cross, and Secretary Hoover, speaking of the economic side of the

Japanese problem, said

:

In order to expedite recovery from this disaster it is necessary on

one side to recognize the economic strength of Japan, the solidity of her

credit, for American merchants and business men to extend to Japan
the usual and normal facilities of trade; and on the other hand, it is

imperative for American charity to respond with the generosity which is

befitting to our people in their fortunate situation to a great friendly

nation that has met so appalling a human problem in the loss of life and
suffering and destitution.

Notwithstanding news reports, no Japanese orders for lumber have

been placed since the earthquake. Exporters have offered upward of

200,000,000 feet as against probable future demand ; but commitments are

not being made.

The Japanese government already has commandeered, for food and

other relief, ships under government subsidy, chartered for October,

November and December lumber loading.

Ten such ships with approximately 32,000,000 feet of squares are

due off Yokohama within the next week. They will be diverted to Kobe.

Tlie harbor at Yokohama has shoaled so under earthquake action as to

make navigation dangerous if not impossible for deep sea shipping.

Ajiy figures as to future lumber requirements in Japan are mere

guesswork. There is no information on which to base accurate conclu-

sions other than the broad statement that the demand will be heavy.

It is assumed that the Japanese government will temporarily suspend
prohibitive import duties on yard stock sizes. Jap squares, duty free,

are therefore not likely to be the dominant schedule when the buying
movement starts. The principal Japanese remanufacturing plants are in

the vicinity of Yokohama and are probably out of commission.

Lumber stocks in Japan are lower than a year ago. During the first

six months of this year the export shipments of squares amounted to

246,000,000 feet as against 381,000,000 feet for the same period in 1922.

As to the financing of reconstruction, representative Japanese in

coast commercial and banking institutions are of the opinion that under
their form of government the necessary financing can be accomplished
much sooner than was the case in the San Francisco fire. Thev point out
that with cold weather coming on, quick shelter is almost as imperative
as other forms of relief.

It is very important to the lumber industry that Japan plans to buy
lumber cut according to American specifications, instead of waiting for

squares. It probably would be impossible for the Japanese to remanu-
facture the lumber after it reaches Japan and the consequence may be the

erection of modern American homes, built on the American plan, in the

chief cities of the Island Empire.

Labor is undoubtedly cheaper in Japan than it is here and the cost

of remanufacture ordinarily much less, but in this emergency the Japan-
ese will hardly take time to make the lumber over. The demand that has
already arisen for dimension stock indicates the Japanese are going to

adopt new methods of construction immediately. It is the first time Japan
has bought sizes used in this country to any great extent.

Sailings From Vancouver to Japan
To Yokohama and Kobe—Hakata Maru, Nippon Yusen Kaisha Line,

October 9 ; Tokiwa Maru, Nippon Yusen Kaisha Line, October 26.

To Yokohama, Kobe, Shanghai and Hong Kong—Empress of Cana-
da, Canadian Pacific Steamships, Ltd., October 18.

To Yokohama, Kobe, Nagaski, Shanghai and Hong Kong—Hawaii
Maru, Osaka Shosen Kaisha Line, October 3 ;

Empress of Asia, Canadian
Pacific Steamships, Ltd., October 4; Empress of Russia, Canadian Pacific

Steamships, Ltd., November 1.

To Yokohama, Kobe, Hong Kong and Manila—Achilles, October
1 1 ;

Philoctetes, October 27—both Blue Funnel Line.

To Yokohama, Kobe, Moji, Shanghai and Dairen—Arabia Maru,
Osaka Shosen Kaisha Line, October 25.

To Yokohama, Kobe, Hong Kong, Manila and Cebu, P.E.—Phil-

octetes, Blue Funnel Line, November 2.

To Yokohama, Kobe, Nagasaki, Shanghai, Hong Kong and Dairen,

Manchuria—Arizona Maru, Osaka Shosen Kaisha Line, November 7.

From Victoria

To Yokohama, Kobe, Hong Kong and Manila—Achilles, October

25; Philoctetes, November 15—of the Blue Funnel Line.

To Yokohama, Kobe, Shanghai and Hong Kong—Empress of Can-
ada, Canadian Pacific Steamships, Ltd., October 18.

To Yokohama, Kobe, Nagasaki, Shanghai and Hong Kong—Shid-

zuoka Maru, Nippon Yusen Kaisha Line, October 16.

To Yokohama, Kobe, Shanghai, Hong Kong and Manila—President

Grant, October 5 ; President Madison, October 17—Admiral Oriental

Line.

To Yokohama, Kobe, Nagasaki, Shanghai and Hong Kong—Yoko-
hama Maru, November 3; Kaga Maru, November 27—both of the Nippon
Yusen Kaisha Line.

Langley Bush Fire Burns Shingle Bolts
LANGLEY PRAIRIE, B. C—A bush fire has broken out

in Langley between the Biggar and Towline roads, about one mile .south

of the Yale, and already has spread over a considerable area. As yet,

however, beyond the loss of a few cords of shingle bolts which were cut

and lying on the ground, no serious damage has been done. There is no

standing timber in close proximity to the outbreak, but there are several

trestles on Galbraith's logging railroad close by and fire rangers are

endeavoring to prevent the flames spreading. There are also several

residences close to the fire.

Malicious Destruction

HAMMOND, B. C.—Some mean spirited creature mali-

ciouslv destroyed several of the punch clock time records of the men
cm])loycd at the Hammond Cedar Mill on Thursday night or Friday

morning when the mill was closed. Torn i)ieces scattered about a neigh-

boring orchard told its own tale. The police are investigating the matter.

Meantime inconvenience to employers and employed is inevitable.



A Good Value - - Good Service

Planer and Matcher
The construction and performance of Yates A-4 Planer and Matcher

has satisfied the most critical purchasers; and does satisfy them always.

This machine clearly has demonstrated its superiority by producing

wonderfully fine work at high speeds.

One feature alone makes Yates A 4 desirable as regular equipment;

the quick lowering device. Through this quick lowering device the

machine can instantly be changed from double to single surfacing. The
A-4 is equally efficient on beaded ceiling, plain-surfaced stock and fine-

matched flooring.

Maybe you are considering installing a Planer and Matcher. It will

prove worth while to investigate the A-4 fully before purchasing a
machine of this kind.

PB.yatesMachineQoMd.
HAMILTON— ONTARIO

WESTERN REPRESENTATIVE

V. C.VOUNG
I

716 DOMINION BLPG. l//qNCQUl/ER B.C.
|
I'

1

WORLD'S LARGEST MANUFACTURERS OF WOODWORKING MACHINERY
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British Columbia Western Hemlock
—the Wood De Luxe

THE above picture shows a portion of British Columbia's display at the Canadian National Exhibition at Toronto, where thousands of people

were shown for the first time the possibilities of British Columbia Western Hemlock for interior finishing. This beautiful wood is now coming
its own after having been neglected for generations.

This picture is an inspiration for several reasons. First it shows that the timber department at Victoria is alive to the best interests of the

Province of British Columbia and is firmly behind the industry.

vSecondly, it is an inspiration to others to get out and merchandise their products. British Columbia's display at Toronto was in every way a

credit to the Province and was commented upon by many of the great Eastern papers and journals.

This exhibit offered a suggestion to the people of the East who are likely to build this fall or next spring, which will save them actual money
and will enable them to add to the beauty and comfort of their homes by including this excellent Canadian wood in their s]:)ecifications for

interior finishing.

The Western Lumberman asked Mr. N. S. Lougheed for a message regarding British Columbia Western Hemlock to be sent out to the

retail dealers. This prominent logger, whose operations on the Lillooet River are extensive, was enthusiastic.

"Put British Columbia Western Hemlock in your yard— tell \()ur customers about it and get them to buy the first time. The rest is easy.

They'll all come again and again," Mr. Lougheed said.

".Since British Columbia Western Hemlock possesses so many elements of good wood without t\ing up an excessive amount of either the

dealer's or the user's capital, there can be little or no reason why there are still a few dealers who do not handle it."

British Columbia Western Hemlock makes a beautiful material for interior finish, and the increasing demand for this wood indicates that it

has been found to possess the qualities sought for in high-class lumber. Its popularity is indicated in the fact that mills are being operated

exclusively for the cutting of Hemlock, one of them being the Western Hemlock, Limited, on the Norh Arm of the Eraser River.
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Why Pay Twice?
THE EMPLOYMENT
SERVICE of CANADA
maintains a system of employment offices from ocean to ocean to
supply employers with workmen. Do you utilize this service or
pay a private employment agent to look after your requirements?

The British Columbia Government Operates Offices at

VANCOUVER (3), NANAIMO, NEW WESTMINSTER, VICTORIA
(2), PRINCE RUPERT, CRANBROOK, FERNIE, KAMLOOPS,
NELSON, VERNON, REVELSTOKE, PRINCE GEORGE, PENTICTON.

An Order Placed in Any of These Offices Makes the Whole Labor Supply
of the Province Available to You. Why Not Try It?

714 Richards Street
Skilled Help Only.

VANCOUVER, B. C. 53 Powell Street
Loggers, Grades, Sectionmen, Miners, etc.

PHONE SEYMOUR 2583—Private Exchange Connecting all Branches

BRING YOUR

Timber Transportation
Problems to the Pacific Logging Congress

Spokane, October 24 to 27

Attendance at this important annual event has always
proved profitable to Northwest logging operators. With defin-

ite prospect of unusual activity during the coming year, many
vital problems of logging operation will undoubtedly be brought
before the assembled delegates and your presence at the

sessions of the Pacific Logging Congress will prove of great
mutual value.

Not the least of the problems to be discussed will centre
around the matter of timber transportation, some of general
application, others covering conditions of individual camps.

Engineers of the Pacific Car & Foundry Company, who
for many years have helped Pacific Coast operators in meeting
their problems of hauling and have devised equipment which
has brought greater efficiency and economy, will be in attend-

ance at the Congress and be ready to counsel with any logger

regarding his particular needs.

The co-operation of this company and its engineers with

the logger has resulted in working out many vexing difficulties

which have not only been of advantage to the latter, but proved
a distinct contribution to the industry as a whole. Our
standard skeleton logging cars, our swivel bunk cars for long

log hauling, the famous lOO-ton donkey engine moving car, our
high-lead car and the Sessoms Lowering Car are conspicuous

examples of equipment items that have become standard

throughout the Norhwest for their specific purposes.

How we have met a particular log transportation problem
recently will be shown in a motion picture to be presented

during the Congress.

PACIFIC CAR & FOUNDRY CO.
General Offices: Alaska Bldg., Seattle, U.S.A.

VANCOUVER EQUIPMENT CO., Canadian Representative, Bank of Nova Scotia Bldg, Vancouver, B. C.
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CABLEWAY SKIDDER
An Article on Practical Log-getting

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

By Asa Williams

The general principle of the cableway skidder, otherwise known

I

variously as the overhead, suspended, swamp, cypress, Lidgerwood, and

j

high-ball skidder, has perhaps been gathered from the previous mention
' of the early form, the "Butters-Miller." The subsequent development
has been mainly in the line of greater portability, and in detail devices for

slack pulling, guy tightening, main cable tension and in general engine
efficiency.

To trace broadly this development to the most efhcient type yet

,

designed, the Portable Spar Skidder, with swinging boom or with self-

propelling device, may be of interest.

The first cableway skidding engines, for railroad logging, were

1
mounted on a flat car which, as with the semi-portable snaker, was run

I

off at each setting on short spurs beside the main line. This obviouslv

j

entailed considerable expense, but with properly trained construction

I

gang, less than would seem on casual consideration. The steel car with

j
swivel trucks an dratchet jacks reduced the expense greatly. The method

I of operation with it is, to lay at the selected setting, short lengths of rails

properly spaced at right angles to the main line ; the skidder on arriving

j
at the setting is jacked up until the wheel flanges are above the rail face,

I

the trucks are then turned at right angles and the machine pushed on to

the short rail lengths to position in front of the spar tree. Obviously,

considerable time is required to rig the head spar tree and furthermore,

I

care must be used in its selection. The second step, therefore, towards

i
portability was the placing on the skidder car of a steel tower or spar to

{

replace the spar tree. This tower carried the several skidding blocks in

permanent position, suitable support for the main cable, and bearing for

the necessary guys to properly carry them to auxiliary drums or winches

j

for tightening. Thus, with this spar skidder, the labor of rigging was

j

eliminated, and the time required to make a setting greatly reduced.

The strictly portable spar skidder practically skids a continuous strip

;

0 fconstant width along the railroad, as it remains on the main line during
operations, requires no prepared setting, and from the short time required

to make settings they can take place at very short intervals. Various
forms of portable cableway skidders have been designed; those with

:

loading boom provide for the passage of the empty log cars, as do the

[

portable snakers, by jacking up and allowing them to pass underneath.

i The first important development in the cableway skidder engine

1

design since the Butters-Miller conception was the introduction of the

j
inter-locking and reversing device. This is a system of duplicate gears

I
by which while the engine runs in positive direction only, and while at

' practically constant speed, the loaded carriage is brought into the machine
i
at a slow speed, suitable for proper skidding, and having been unloaded,

i

returns to the stump at a high speed, thus avoiding unnecessary loss of

time in operating. As the positions of the load and of the carriage at

;

any moment are controlled by the tension of two lines, it is imi)ortant that

these lines be under delicate control, and at the same time act in harmony.
so that one is paying out automatically as fast as the other is reeled in

;

; this is accomplished by the friction drums with the interlocking device.

I
Slack pulling, that is pulling the skidding line towards the carriage

)

so that the tongs may be carried to the stump free of the entire weight

I

of the skidding line, has been the subject of much experimentation, and

j

is. now accomplished by two similar methods. Both of these require an

j

extra or slack pulling drum on the skidding engine ,this should have an

automatic slipping friction so that while inter-locking with the other two
drums it slips on excessive line tension.

In both systems of slack-pulling this drum carries a light slack-

i
pulling line. In the spliced line system, the line passes from the spar

block to the carriage of the Butters-Miller type, in which is placed an
extra sheave, the line passes over this and thence is placed back the

distance of the maximum length of slack required, at which point it is

spliced or swiveled to the skidding line. It will be seen that if the skidding

line bereleased and the slack pulling line reeled in, the tongs will drop
to the ground, and be carried to the stump free of all weight or strain

other than the length of line between the splice and the tongs.

The second method makes use of the Miller-Dickinson slack-pulling

carriage. This patented carriage has a small drum in the rear provided

with three line compartments of different diameters. Here the receding

line is attached to the end of the carriage as usual, but the skidding line

proper passes around the drum a number of times in its compartment

;

the slack-pulling line in its compartment is in the opposite direction, while

in the third a skidding extension line is wound, so that if the slack-pulling

line be pulled the drum ^ill revolve, thus winding in the skidding line and
unwinding the extension or tong line ; and inversely the pulling in of the

skidding line winds up the extension line.

In the complete cableway skidder of the moi"e portable forms, as

previously mentioned, additional engines or drums for loading locomotion,

guy tightening, main cable automatic tension and general utility purposes

are provided. In a paper of this nature it would avail nothing to go into

their details, and the knowledge of their existence is perhaps sufficient.

Nearly every logging propostion presents peculiar difficulties or

dif¥erences of its own, not only physical but due to labor conditions, or

methods of general management or procedure ; each presents a special

engineering problem, and new features or combinations must be incor-

porated in a plant suitable for the work.

The suspended system of logging has its limitations and suitability to

various conditions ; the system is, to be sure, a short haul system, its

length depending on the height of the head and tail spars, and the maxi-

mum load; practically the working length is 800 to 1,000 feet on level

ground, and increasing to a maximum of 1,600 feet in regions of broken

topography.

As it is operated in the air it is independent of ground conditions

absolutely ; and is therefore eminently suitable to all rough or broken

bottom, to woods with thick and tangled undergrowth, or covered with

mud or water, to other conditions rendering the ground impassable. In

practice, it reduces the expense for swamping to a negligible amount.

As a conveying or carrying system it is especially suited to exploita-

tion where small products like tan bark, pulp wood, cord wood and fag-

gots are to be gotten out.

Under conditions where a snaking system might be used it is often

to be chosen; where the timber is small, where the stumpage is heavy,

that is over 10,000 feet to the acre, and where logs free of dirt or grit

are necessary.

Considering its actual used and suitability to conditions, it might be

.saaid that it is the method almo.st universally used in logging the southern

sypress and juniper swamps; there it will .skid and load logs otherwise

practically unavailable, for a contract price usually less than one dollar

l)er thousand feet. In the Louisiana cypress belt the tree-rigged skidder,

as usually operated, is exjjected to log a million feet a month, with an

average crew of seventeen men, additional cx])cnses being fuel, oil and

general repairs. The best machine record for a day's operation for this

tree-rigged type the writer has in mind was 119,000 feet in timber that

averaged over 500 feet to the log. It is here cited as a most exceptional

showing.
(Continued on page 50)

i
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The Rat Portage Lumber Co., Limited, Vancouver
Manufacturers of

DOUGLAS FIR, SPRUCE AND HEMLOCK
FLOORING, CEILING, SIDING, INTERIOR AND EXTERIOR

FINISH OF ALL KINDS INCLUDING MOULDINGS

Rough Kiln Dried and Green Clear Fir in All Sizes
Boards, Shiplap and Dimension

ROUGH TIMBERS UP TO 90 FEET LONG

WE SPECIALIZE IN 1/4

SCANT SIZED DIMEN-

SION, ALSO DIMEN-

SION AND BOARDS IN

THE ROUGH.

PHOTO-ENGRAVERS
CONNERCIAL ARTISTS
C01OR-- ELECTRO

TYPEftS^^S.TVPERs

\0
m

TOWER fllDG

PHONE- 5tY. 7169

VANCOUVER.

FOURTEEN "14" VESSELS
OF THE

UNION STEAMSHIP COMPANY of B.C. LIMITED

Sail regularly from the Company's wharf, Vancou-
ver, B.C., calling at Sechelt, Powell River, Campbell
River, Alert Bay, Ocean Falls, Surf Inlet, Bella
Coola, Prince Rupert, Anyox and all Northern B.C.
logging camps and canneries.

For Information as to Sailings, Fares and Freight Rates
APPLY TO

Head Offices on Wharf,
foot Carrall Street, VANCOUVER, B.C.

TELEPHONE SEYMOUR 306

GULF OF GEORGIA TOWING CO., LTD.

1199 SIXTH AVENUE W., VANCOUVER, B.C.

Specializing in Towing, Lighterage, Camp Moving, etc.

Rates Furnished on Application.

WE OWN AND OPERATE
4 TUGS AND 30 SCOWS

for reliable equip-

ment look for

on side of Tug
or ScowG G

Phone Bayview 806 Night Phone: High. 1923

Established 1841 The Mercantile Agency 250 Branches

. G. DUN & CO.
Head Office : 290 Broadway - - New York

"For the Promotion and Protection of Trade"

CANADIAN BRANCHES
Offices in Western Provinces:

BRITISH COLUMBIA ALBERTA
Vancouver Victoria Calgary Edmonton Lethbridge

SASKATCHEWAN
Moose Jaw Regina Saskatoon ^

EASTERN OFFICES
Winnipeg, Man. Fort William, Ont. Halifax London Ottawa

St. John Hamilton Montreal Quebec Toronto

Collection Dept., Vancouver Office: 402 Pender Street W.
J. B. GIPFEN. Dist. Mgr. i

SEY. 280 Established 1860 SEY. 279

R. V. Winch & Com pany, Limited.

Shipping, Insurance, Financial & Estate Agents

SALMON BROKERS
VANCOUVER Winch Building VICTORIA
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WIRE ROPES
NON-KINKABLE
TESTED AS TO
QUALITY AND
DURABILITY

FREW
SCOTCH
WIRE
ROPES
FOR
ALL

PURPOSES

99

6 Strands, 37 Wires Each
The working conditions met with in logging are acknowledged
to be the most severe to which wire ropes can be put, and
"frew's" Special Improved Plough Steel Quality wire which
combines great strength with wearing qualities, has proved in

all logging operations an unqualified success. "Frew" wire ropes

are of the famous Scotch manufacture and are known the

World over. For their all round use and absolute reliability they

are not equalled.

FREW
SCOTCH
WIRE
ROPES
FOR
ALL

PURPOSES

4»

99

The Canadian Fairbanks - Morse
VANCOUVER CO., LIMITED

B. C. Agents for Frew Bros. & Co., Glasgow, Scotland

VICTORIA

Demonstrating What a McLaren Sleigh Has Done

The McLaren Sleigh

Is Under the Load

Our Logging Sleighs are built to stand up under .any and all

conditions which may arise in logging operations. Nothing but the

best materials are used, which, coupled with the best workmanship,

enable us to absolutely guarantee our product.

Mamifacturcd in All Sizes

and for All Purposes.

Heavy Logging Sleighs

Light Logging Sleighs

Tie Camp Sleighs

Tote Sleighs

SPARE FABTS
Including Runners, Shoes, Knees, Poles, etc., Carried in Stock.

Gregg Mfg. Co.
Iiimited

Winnipeg, Man.
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Dealer, Focus in Shingle Battle

Two billion two hundred and fifty million British Columbia
Red Cedar Shingles like this one, went out of British Columbia
in 1922 to the roofs of the North American continent.

YET ONLY TWENTY-FIVE PER CENT. OF THE ROOFS
OF THIS CONTINENT ARE MADE FROM WOODEN
SHINGLES.

There is a vast market awaiting development which will
bring wealth to British Columbia.

In 1922 our shingles brought us $9,000,000.

In a year an average wage of $17,500 is paid out daily to
shingle workers.

Approximately 400 machines, each costing $10,000, have
been installed to make this superior edge-grain product.

Loggers get for raw material $3,750,000 from the shingle
makers.

Will increased taxation on the forest industries of British
Columbia help the shingle industry?

Will increased taxation add to the cost to the consumer of
British Columbia shingles and thus hurt our natural market,
reduce payrolls, shut off mills and unduly cripple the shingle
industry ?

These are questions which are today facing the people of
British Columbia, all of whom are bound to share in a prosperous
shingle industry.

We reproduce an editorial from the "Building Supply News,"
a trade journal printed in Chicago, Illinois. This is an unbiased

opinion from a disinterested party, and every manufacturer should

read this article as we did several times. The italic is ours and is

for your special notice. Thits editorial bears out our statements that

quality of product will do more to zvin back our market than any-

thing that can be done. If you believe in the Red Cedar Shingle

Bureau, you shoidd make sure of its success by making the best

shingles possible, not just "up-to-gradc."

We honestly believe that a ivonderfid opportunity awaits the

shingle industry. The door iis opening—put your foot in it with
quality and merchandising.

Once more the retail dealer is proving the deciding factor in the

development of one of the biggest fields of building supply production.

This time it is the shingle and roofing market of America that is

involved.

A merchandising battle, involving tens of millions worth of dollars

of business and soon destined to spread to every city, town and hamlet of

the continent, is already gathering headway, and the full force of the

attack made by at least one group of contestants will soon be felt in every

local yard.

That this spirited and militant campaign is certain to benefit the pro-

gressive dealer wherever he is, makes the outlook one of immediate
importance and significance to him.

Starting a Battle Royal for Dealer Market

As is natural, a battle royal is being precipitated by the producers

and manufacturers of West Coast wooden .shingles. For several years

the asphalt prepared roofing interests have apparently been sweeping
everything before them. Their business, growing up almost over night

from a cipher, to a magnitude that alTorded them the right to boast of

their capture of at least 70 per cent of all roofing business being done in

the country, seemed on the verge of mounting still higher and faster to-

ward the 100 per cent mark—when something happened!

This "something" was nothing less than a sudden attack of self-

complacency induced by over-confidence. Because their business after

the first spurt had seemed to develop without either effort or vigilance,

the prepared roofing interests for the most part seemed to take for granted

that everything would continue to come their way, willy-nilly, and to all

intents and purposes, went .sound asleep so far as ordinary conservation
of their good-will and general reputation were concerned. In many cases,

moi'eover, carelessness in manufacture began to make its appearance, and
an increasing number of complaints have been coming in to dealers' yards
regarding the practical qualities of quite a number of kinds of asphalt
roofing products.

Dealers Swinging Away From Prepared Shingle

In fact, an investigation, conducted by the editorial stafif of Building
Supply News has revealed the startling circumstance that there are whole
communities and these increasing in numbers, where the retail dealers
have recently come out as a unit, bristling with hostility to and condemn-
ing the prepared shingle without discrimination.

There are two reasons for this, one being that there are some manu-
facturers who have been playing fast and loose with the confidence of
their cu.stomers zvith regard to quality of product, but on the other hand
even the thoroughly reliable manufacturers of a.sphalt roofing have sat

back, without making the slightest attempt to defend their own product
or cultivate the dealers' good-will in an effective fashion.

West Coast Shingle Men Launch Hot "Offensive"

Discovering this laxity and negligence on the part of their competitors
the wooden shingle people, already aroused by the startling inroads made
upon their former business, have lost no time in marshalling their forces

for a thorough-going and sustained programme of publicity and campaign
of education to win back lost prestige, and as some have expressed it,

"explode the day-dreams" of the prepared roofing crowd.

The producers and manufacturers of wooden shingles for instance

have recently organized what is called the Red Cedar Shingle Bureau for

the avowed purpose of not only boing after the business which this indus-

try once enjoyed, but taking the aggressive in reaching out for an
increasing proportion of new business all along the line.

So far as Building Supply News has been able to discover, the Red
Cedar Shingle people deserve to be commended for their perfectly legiti-

mate and high-grade argument they are putting out for their product.

They are si)otting every .state and county fair, where exceedingly

attractive exhibit are focusing new interest and enthusiasm for their

output.
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PERFECT LUMBER
"Our Customers Are Satisfied."

Is promptness and exactness

important to you ?

UR organization prides itself

on its efficiency.

You may rely on our ability

to ship promptly and may
rest assured that your order

will be filled according to

specifications.

Mistakes are expensive. Our
aim is to avoid and prevent

them.

"Our Customers Are Satisfied"

OUR

PRODUCTS

Include

:

Timbers, up
to 65 Feet

Dimension
Shiplap

Shelving

Well Curbing

Flooring

Ceiling

Siding

Stepping

Casing and Base

Moulding^, etc.

KING & JARDINE
LIMITED

MILL AND SALES OFFICE: 1 FIRST AVENUE WEST.

SOUTH SHORE MILL VANCOUVER, B. C.

I
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If in the market for Spruce, do not forget that

Golden Spruce
stands out supreme among Mountain Woods.

We are still manufacturing upon the basis of the old Mountain Grading

Rules and maintaining our REPUTATION for GRADES and SER-

VICE.

We also manufacture FIR and CEDAR. The quality of our FIR

DIMENSION is well known. We have a considerable quantity of one

inch

This we can strongly recommend, as it is a SMALL-KNOTTED type and

makes excellent Boards and Shiplap. It also has the added advantage

of being CHEAPER than other woods, and we confidently believe a trial

car will make you a permanent user.

No. 1 Spruce, Fir and Cedar Lath

All our stock is run through planing mill at time of shipment, so always

Columbia River Lumber Co., Ltd. Golden, B.C.

Canadian Western Lumber Co., Ltd., Fraser Mills, B.C.

NO. 1 COMMON CEDAR

reaches you bright, clean and newly milled.

Send your Elnquiries to

Affiliated with and Represented Jointly by Salesmen of

Eastern Sales Office—TORONTO—L. D. Barclay, and E. C. Parsons

MANITOBA
Hugh Cameron and D. T. McDowall

1659 Portage Ave., Winnipeg.

ALBERTA
Heffernan-Griffith

SASKATCHEWAN
Chas. R. Skene

P.O. Box 526, Moose Jaw.Edmonton
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They are pointing out the fact that a large number of fires hereto- _
fore attributed to wooden shingles are really caused by defective flues =
and not to so-called unsafe roofs. E

In addition to this, the wooden shingle people are taking steps to =
assure their customers of consistently high-grade materials, and are E
educating them to use nothing but the best ty])e of zinc coated nails in =
their application. =

Where the Battle Must Benefit Dealer =

All of this is of the highest interest and pratical importance to the E
retail dealer. For in the first place, the whole roofing industry, both

~

prepared (asphalt) and wooden shingle manufacturers, is daily coming E
to recognize the retailer with his well equipi)ed yard as the one logical E
channel of distribution for its i^roduct. E

The benefit of such a frank and spirited competition is self-evident. E
It will serve to get all facts, whatever they are, before the construction E
world. It will help to improve quality of all the contesting brands of E
roofing. It will increase the respect of the manufacturer for the dealer, E
and it will inevitably expand the market and enlarge the range of interest E
in the best products, by the prospective building public. E

In other words, roofing material in the future zvill he sold more and =
more strictly on MERIT. E

What Are the Prepared Roofing Folks Going to Do? E
What the prepared roofing manufacturers are going to do to offset E

the work of the wooden shingle producers is not yet in evidence. Within E
recent months the industry as a whole has apparently "laid down," resting E
on its oars, as it were. In the face of the campaign now being conducted E
in behalf of the wooden shingle does it seem reasonable that this state of =
inertia should continue, or are the manufacturers of asphalt shingles going E
to admit by their silence that they have crept in while other fellows were E
oiif their guard, and run for cover the moment that they were attacked? E

The greatest trouble with the prepared roofing industry of today is E
over-production. Within the past few years practically every manufac- E
turer has either doubled or trebled his capacity. This has naturally E
resulted in keen competition for business and in some instances in E
unethical business practices. The industry is still suffering from this E
condition. E

Retail dealers of the country will await with a great deal of interest E
developments of the immediate future.

^iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii[iiiiiiiiii!£

Gas Pumps in Forest Fire Protection
A forest fire, cause at present unknown, swept two hundred acres of

timber slash near Lumberton recently. The location of the blaze was on
the divide between the Moyie River and Weaver Creek in the vicinity

of camps 1 and 2 of the B. C. Spruce Mills, Limited, or about nine miles

from the mill. The fire was confided to old slashing and as two powerful
gasoline pumps with 3,000 feet of hose have been brought into play by the

Forest Service. Mr. Norman Moore, chief district forester, had 100

men fighting the fire with 250 men available.

SHE WASN'T A 1923 FLAPPER
Long before the age of the flappers there lived in a prairie town a girl

who might have been pretty if she did not have the habit of going about with
her mouth wide open.

Her mother tried to cure the girl of the habit. She urged her daughter
when going into church to keep her lips together.

"Maw," said the girl, "just how do you mean me to hold my mouth?"
"Hold the lips together," said the mother, "hold them and say to your-

self as you go down the aisle, 'B. C. spruce, B. C. spruce.' "

The next time they went to church, the poor girl forgot just what sort
of a tree her mother had mentioned. She knew it was a B. C. tree of some
kind, so she blurted out, "hemlock, hemlock."

Needless to say her jaw fell and she was more awkward looking
than ever.

R. BRUCE ABEL I

INSURANCE IN ALL ITS BRANCHES

Representing: E

PHOENIX ASSURANCE COMPANY, LIMITED, OF 1
LONDON, ENGLAND, (Fire). =

COLUMBIA INSURANCE COMPANY, OF NEW JERSEY, =

(Fire). I

IMPERIAL UNDERWRITERS CORPORATION OF =

CANADA (Automobile). |

EAGLE, STAR AND BRITISH DOMINIONS INSURANCE |
COMPANY, LIMITED, (Marine). |

5 PHONE SEYMOUR 3247 =

i SUITE 501-502-503 BOWER BUILDING =

I 543 GRANVILLE STREET VANCOUVER, B.C. |
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Protect Your Hands
With

WATSON'S
HORSEHIDE

GLOVESMade in Vancouver. — w ^ w

JOHN WATSON
127 DUFFERIN E. PHONE FAIR. 3988

COMPAIMT II taimmmm
WITH WHICH IS INCORPORATED JAS. F. MORRIS CO.

Our representative will gladly call at any time to

give you samples and prices on any or all of your
printing work.

426 Homer Street Vancouver, B. C.

We specialize in printing

for the Lumber and

Shingle Trades.

SEYMOUR

33

ASK FOR SERVICE DEPT.
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V. HYDE BAKER President. C. BURGESS, Sec.-Treas. C. D. McNAB, Manager.

Baker Lumber Company, Limited
WALDO, . B.C.

PINE — LARCH
Lumbery Lathj Mouldings— Quality Unexcelled

OUR SPECIALTY

High Grade PineQUALITY SERVICE

SPRUCE SPRUCE SPRUCE

NORTHERN MANITOBA & SASKATCHEWAN

WHITE SPRUCE
LUMBER AND LATH

BRAND NEW STOCK NOW AVAH.ABLE

I _

RED DEER LUMBER COMPANY, LTD.

BARROWS, MANITOBA

^ ^ Owners and Sales Agents

Union Lumber Co., Ltd.
502 Huron and Erie Building

WINNIPEG - - MANITOBA

Write or Wire This Address

i!lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllli||||||>^

EMPIRE
LOGGING
ENGINES

99 =

ARE BUILT BY

I The Empire Manufacturing 1

I COMPANY, LIMITED |

I AT I

I VANCOUVER I

I B. C. I

nllllllllllllllllllllllllllMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIillllllllllirilllllllin

MOUNTAIN
LUMBER

Careful Grading

Prompt Shipment

Perfect Manufacture

FIR, CEDAR.
PINE

We are specially well

equipped to handle

Mixed Car Orders

EDGEWOOD LUMBER CO., LTD. CASTLEGAR, B.C.
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Mill Shuts Down
PORT COQUITLAM.—The slump in the price of shingles has

forced the Pitt River Shingle Company, Limited, to shut down their

plant. The mill closed on Saturday and will not reopen until the market
strengthens.

Shoreacres Notes
SHOREACRES, B. C. — Bill Marken, who has been working

at the Watts & Company's lumber camp at Evans Creek, was
recently taken to the Nelson hospital, having a broken bone on the instep,

which was caused by the falling of a log.

Half Interest Sold in Erie Property
ERIE, B.C.—Messrs. Holm, Benson & Linsteum, contractors, are in

Erie after spending three weeks up the north fork, hauling shingle bolts

into the river. They will commence loading cars of bolts for export,

out of the Erie Lumber Company yards here.

Ontario Matches to Be Made of B. C Wood
NELSON, B. C.—^That every match now produced at the plant

of the Canadian Match Company at Pembroke, Ont., is being turned out

of w^hite pine made in match blocks at the Nelson plant of the W. W.
Powell Company, Limited, is the interesting declaration of George C.

Cummins, .sales manager i)f the match company, who has been visiting

the West.
The interesting sequel is that matches used in British Columbia are

made of match blocks which are shipped from Nelson, clear across the

Dominion, and then purchased back as matches. All the match blocks are

white pine.

Serious Fire on Island Injures Two
Firefighters

VANCOUVER.—Two men have been injured and a logging camp,

including bunkhouses and rigging, together with a considerable quantity

of fell and bucked timber, has been destroyed by a forest fire at Menzies

Bay, near the mouth of Seymour Narrows, about 150 miles north of

Vancouver.

WE MAKE A SPECIALTY OF

Lath Yarn
Both tarred and untarred. Compare

our Lath Yarn with that of our com-

petitors for Strength, Length per lb.

and price and you will always ask for

the products of the

Canada Western Cordage
Company, Limited

Transmission Ropes
Cordage of All Kinds

City Sales Office J. C. THORN. Sey. 1151

311 Metropolitan Bldg. Vancouver, B. C.

Plant: NEW WESTMINSTER, B. C.

BLOEDEL, STEWART & WELCH
CORPORATION, LIMITED

HEAD OFFICE
1501 STANDARD BANK BUILDING

VANCOUVER. B.C.

SEATTLE OFFICE
742 HENRY BUILDING

OPERATIONS

MYRTLE POINT. B. C.

UNION BAY, B. C.

BRITISH COLUMBIA TIMBER

LOGGERS OF

CEDAR FIR HEMLOCK

Wholesale Grocers
LOGGING AND LUMBER CAMP SUPPLIES

We carry a complete stock of

every pure food product for log-

gers, lumbermen, mills and mines.

Prompt service.

KELLY, DOUGLAS & COMPANY, LTD.
MANUFACTURERS OF NABOB PURE FOOD PRODUCTS.

WHOLESALE GROCERS VANCOUVER, B.C.

THE

GALBRAITH LUMBER COMPANY
H. S. Y. GALBRAITH, Manager.

706 Electric Chambers, Winnipeg.

Coast and I UMBERMountain '-*-^iV"->I^lv

Everything in Lumber from a Fence Post to a B. C.
Toothpick.

PROMPT SERVICE

Representing

The British Columbia Mills Timber & Trading Co., Ltd.
"THE MILL OF QUALITY"

THE GALBRAITH LUMBER COMPANY
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R. Kerr Houlgate & Summerfield
Limited

BROKERS
INSURANCE, FINANCIAL AND ESTATE AGENTS

NOTARIES PUBLIC

LOG TOW INSURANCE A SPECIALTY

PHONE, SEYMOUR 4800

YORKSHIRE BUILDING, VANCOUVER, B.C.

Canadian Government
Merchant Marine Limited

Monthly Freight Service to

Australia and New Zealand

Regular Sailings to India, Japan and China

Limited Passenger Accommodation All Routes

For rates and information apply to

B. C. KEELEY, General Agent
C. N. R. Depot Vancouver, B. C.

Tlie EASTHOPE
PATENT

Gasoline Booming Winch

and Swifter Puller

COSTS
ONLY $350 And Only Fifty

Cents a Day to Run.

EASTHOPE BROS.
MANUFACTURERS

1729 GEORGIA ST. VANCOUVER, B.C.

BRITISH
COLUMBIA

"EDG-GRAIN" SHINGLES
Can't Warps Cup or Curl

A roof is only as strong as its weakest shingle. BRITISH
COLUMBIA "EDG-GRAIN" INSPECTED SHINGLES

100 per cent, edge-grain—they can't warp, cup or
inspection is based on the

are
curl. An independent
following standard:

All "EDG-GRAIN" SHINGLES must be
100 per cent, edge-grain — free from
knots, shakes, worm-holes and sap, with
smooth surface and butts.

A national advertising campaign is familiarizing the home builders

with the superior qualities of British Columbia's 100 per cent.

"EDG GRAIN" SHINGLE. Dealers who stock BRITISH COLUMBIA
"EDG GRAIN" SHINGLES will reap the results of this advertising.

Send us your name and address. We'll be glad to place you on our
mailing list, supplying you with information from time to time
regarding BRITISH COLUMBIA "EDG GRAIN" SHINGLES.

Shingle Manufacturers' Association of B. C.
DEPARTMENT W.L. 2.

VANCOUVER CANADA
Ahbotsford Lumber, MiniiiB & Development

Co., Ltd.

.MjhotsfiiKl, B.C.

Brooks- Iowa Lumber Company
11105 (ieiirsin Street West.

Canadian Western Lumber Co., Ltd.

Fr.iser Mills, B.C.

Cedars, Ltd.

Lynn Creel;, B.C.

Edgecumbe-Newham Co., Ltd.

Foot Renfrew St., Vancouver, B,C,

Hammond Cedar Mills, Ltd.

Hiiramond. B.C.

Hastings Shingle Mfg. Co., Ltd.

l:i.'i."> I'ouell St.. Vancumer, B.C.

Huntting-Merritt Lumber Co., Ltd.

Foot (iranville St., Vancouver, B.C.

Robert McNair Shingle Co., Ltd.

G70 Tliurlou St.. Vancouver, B.C.

McNair Lumber & Shingle Co , Ltd.

Esplanade Ave.. North Vancouver, B.C.

Inlet Timber Co., Ltd.

Foot Victoria Drive. Vancouver, B.C.

Rainbow Shingle Co., Ltd.

Port Coiinitiam. B.C.

Stoltze Manufacturing Co., Ltd.

H12-913 Dominion Bldg., Vancouver, B.C.

Thurston-Flavelle, Limited

Port Moocl.v. B.C.

Vancouver Cedar Mills, Ltd.

South End Connauglit Bridge. Vancouver. B.C.

Westminster Mills, Limited

New Westminster. B.C.

I
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^HE CALL of the FORESTS
Some Unvarnished Notes for

the Benefit of Empire Visitors

DELEGATES to the British Empire Forestry Confer-

ence no doubt learned a great deal during their

» stay on the Coast regarding the ownership and

operation of timber industries in this Province.

They found, for instance, that the majority of the

operators who are making a success of their undertakings

are not Englishmen or Canadians.

They found the energetic American building up

huge enterprises where British capital was lost on the

pioneer work. They found that Canadian money fights

shy of British Columbia timber development.

It may be painful to patriotic British people who

would like to see the Empire, so far as forest products

are concerned, self-supporting, to find the industry

dominated by other than British or Canadian money.

The fact remains that the American comes in, takes his

money in one hand and an axe in the other and makes for

himself an opportunity.

Our big trees are beautiful in the virgin forest; but

allowing them to stand there in their majestic glory will

not help the British Empire or anyone else.

So the Yank comes in, spits on his hands, and cuts

down the big timber.

Incidentally he pays into the public treasury millions

each year.

How many sawmills and logging companies in British

Columbia are financed by British capital?

How many financed by United States capital?

How many financed by Japanese capital?

What supplies and equipment for carrying on the

cutting and manufacture of timber in British Columbia

originate in Great Britain?

What number of motor trucks used in the woods and

yards of British Columbia are made in Great Britain?

To what exent is British capital interested in the

manufacture of pulp and paper in British Columbia?

Here are ([uestions which members of the British

Forestry Conference no doubt have asked. And back to

London, Brisbane, Auckland, Delhi or Cape Town they

should carry the answers.

Perhaps beneath the British flag the bulk of British

Columbia's timber goes to market. Britannia rules the

waves, but the forests of British Columbia are ruled by

the bold hearts from the Gatineau, the Richibucto, the

Saginaw, the Red River, California and Puget Sound.

There is opportunity for British money in the devel-

opment of these resources. There is an opportunity for

Canadian money and for Canadian brawn and brains.

It will be a great day for British Columbia when all

the forest products of the Province are manufactured

right here. This article is being corrected with a blue

pencil made in Japan and sold by a Vancouver tradesman.

The wood in that blue pencil is British Columbia cedar.

It went out of the Port of Vancouver a short time ago in

the shape of a log in the hold of a tramp schooner. The

Jap has secured wood for thousands of pencils out of

that one log. Some day he will come back into the

Canadian and American market and will compete with us

selling shingles and other articles manufactured from B.

C. woods which he takes away in the raw.

There is one British firm making wire rope in Van-

couver, accord to old British standards, and is prospering

selling it to the loggers.

The man that makes that good wire rope is doing a

great deal to tie the British Empire together in a practical

and intelligent manner. He has British money behind

him and good British, Canadian and American brains in

his employ.

There is room on the F'raser River and on other

harbors in this Province for many additional industries

for the finishing of British Columbia forest products.

Never was there an opportunity so good as thai which still

offers for participating in the development of the timber

wealth of British Columbia.
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OUTSIDE CASE INTERNAL CONSTRUCTION

Our ratchets are so constructed that they will produce the most

perfect shingle manufactured. No backlash or play to vary the

thickness. They are standing up to the test, and are proving

invaluable to the manufacturer. Let us solve your ratchet

troubles by putting on a set of perfect ratchets on your machines.

WEBB 8c GIFFORD
222-228 FRONT STREET Shingle Mill Specialists NEW WESTMINSTER, B.C.

It Wai PayYou

TO CABBY

Timberland

S4S Dimension
AND

Yard Timbers

The Best in the West

THE

Timberland Lumber Co.

NEW WESTMINSTER, B. C.

HEAPS
Machinery

Saves Money for

Lumbermen

Heaps Engineering Co. .Ltd.

NEW WESTMINSTER, B.C.
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The High Cost of Cheap Construction
Article No. 4 of the Series. Correct Method of Wall and Partition Framing. Framing
Around Door and Window Openings. Strengthening Weakened Frame Members.

Reprinted by courtesy of Weyerhauser Forest Products, St. Paul, Minn.

It is c|uite obvious that included in the essentials of wall framing" must be strength and
rigidity, for the walls are not only required to carry a large part of the weight of the house,

but must also resist pressure from occasional high winds.

Wall and partition framing consists of studs, usually 2x4's, top and bottom plates, and
the necessary bracing and fire stopping. Careful cutting, fitting, nailing, bracing and fire

stopping are all essential to sound substantial walls and partitions.

There are two kinds of walls and partitions, bearing and non-bearing. A bearing ])artition

or wall is one which runs at right angles to and supports the ends of the joists. In other

words, a bearing wall or partitin is one which bears or supports a load from above. A non-
bearing wall or partition acts only as a screen or enclosure.

As has been pointed out in earlier articles of this series, non-bearing partitions should be

supported by double-bridged joists. The studs which support the framing around stairways

should also be doubled. Bearing partitions require special support when these partitions do
not occur directly over the partition below. In such cases the studs in the bearing partition

below, which support the offside bearing partition, should be reinforced with two rows of

bridging.

In all cases bearing partitions should have double top plates and should be braced with solid

bridging not less than two inches in thickness and not less than the full width of the studs.

In newly built houses cracks running from a large double door opening, such as leads from
the hall, are often noticed, while the trim or woodwork frequently sags. This is due to

insufficient framing around the opening. A single plate and header are not sufficient to carry

the overhead load without sagging, which results in cracked plasted and distorted woodwork.

With a little additional time and material used, such a condition could be avoided. In

This illustration shows the proper framing around
a window opening. Double thickness members re-

place the strength lost in cutting away studs for the
opening. Cracks are caulked and the frame is held
rigid by stiffeners.

guarding.

Showing further development in the construction of house pictured in earlier

issues of this journal. Second floor joists and wall openings are laid and framed as

already described. Joists are doubled under partitions, which run parallel to them.

Outside wall studs are capped with double top plates and temporary braves inserted

as shown. All necessary cutting, doubling and trussing in the outside wall for the

first floor window and outside doors and the fire-stopping in the second floor line is

then done, after which the wall sheathing is put on up to the second floor line. The
outside walls are straightened and the bridging is then put in between the second

floor joists. Headers between the joists are also put in.

The second storey sub-floor is then laid diagonally as in the case of the first

floor, but running in the opposite direction.

The second floor inside partitions are built in the same manner as those on the

first floor.

against this fault, the headers over a large

o])ening should be doubled and set on edge, as also

should be the plate and door studs. Truss members
and 2x4 blocking might also be added to give strength

and rigidity to the frame.

Window and Door Openings

The ]iartitions in which the main soil pi]ie is ])laccd

also require .special framing to ensure a ])roperly built

house. Lack of sufficient framing in such cases of the

bathroom floor joists and the partitions in which water

and heating pipes are to be placed, or the careless

notching or cutting of members to allow passage of

pipes are often responsible for many faulty bathroom
doors and walls. One method recommended for build-

ing a strong partition is to have the 2x6 partition studs

continuous from first floor to attic. This allows am])lc

room for pipes and leaves a partition which loses no

strength by the installation of j)lumbing systems. The
joists at each side of the partition are nailed to each

stud, thus assuring ample support for the floor, while

the joist notched to allow the passage of a pipe should

be cut out the opening with a rounded top and a flat

bottom with the piece replaced after the pipe is inserted

to i^rovide a nailing surface for the floor.

It becomes necessary in the construction of the

house to cut away part of the framing in the outside

walls for door and window openings, and in the inside

walls, or |)artitions, for door oi)enings. Naturally this

weakens the framework as a whole and the lost

strength must be regained by rcinorcing the frame-

work around these openings. Failure to do so inevit-

ably results in the sagging of the adjacent and over-

head framing. This, in turn, will result in sagging
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MADE IN CANADA

DEPENDABLE

ne OmpkteElectricUyit^PimerPlsjit-

For Lumber Camps

The wonderful testimonials written by lum-

bermen for Delco-Light in their camps is strong

proof of its convenience and labor saving.

No more matches or oil lamps and lanterns.

No more glasses to clean—but instead a steady

glow of clear, bright light at the touch of a

button. No more grindstones to turn by hand.

No more water to pump. Delco-Light will not

only pump the water, but it will keep a supply

on tap in the cookhouse, bath-house or any place

you want it.

This means a lot—to you and your men. It

means more because you can get it at surprising-

ly low cost. The upkeep is a trifle. Delco-

Light runs on kerosene and takes but a few
minutes' care a month.

Delco-Light plants are made in 25 styles and
sizes. There's a style to fit your requirements

without shortage or waste of power. Let us tell

you all about it, without putting you under the

.slightest obligation to buy. We will send you
catalogues and complete information on request.

Send a postcard today.

Ereen Motor Com-
pany, Winnipeg'.

Bruce Boliinson, Dis-
tributors, Calgary.

Brnce Robinson Sup-
plies, Moose Jaw.

Brnce Robinson Elec-
tric, Vancouver, B.C.

Delco-Light Co. of Canada, Limited, Toronto, Ontario

A Product of General Motors

OVER 180,000 SATISFIED USERS

and creaking floors, balky windows and doors and may cause joints to

open in both the inside and outside woodwork.

One good method of framing around an outside wall opening is

illustrated herewith. Far too often the plan adopted is to use only single

framing members which does not replace the strength lost in cutting

away the studs. The cut shows how the framing should be done... Note
the frame stiffeners, which help to keep the frame straight and eliminate

one cause of binding windows.

Many Poles to Be Taken Out

Thirty thousand poles and a considerable quantity of white pine logs

are to be taken out of his timber limits up Kokanee Creek, states S. P.

Pond, of Nelson, who has already 19 men on the ground carrying out

the preliminary work preparatory to the big cutting of timber.

It is Mr. Pond's intention to put in a pole yard at Five-Mile Point,

adjacent to the Great Northern Railway, to facilitate the shipment of

poles to the United States.

Mr. Pond is making arrangements to secure several heavy trucks for

the purpose of hauling timber out at Kokanee, as the road is in excellent

shape for the handling of timber by motor.

Owing to the prevalence of snowslides in winter the Kokanee limits

will not be worked during that season, but it is Mr. Pond's intention of

opening his limits up Red Fish Creek, across from Harrop on the West

Arm. Poles and white pine logs will also be taken out of these limits,

and will be towed down to the pole yard at Five-Mile for shipment.

Logger Dies on His Way to Hospital

Vancouver, Oct. 4.—D. P. Wyres, seventy-three, a logger, died

aboard the steamer "Chilco" last night from injuries received earlier in

the day at Lee's logging camp, Buccaneer Bay. He was being brought

to this city for medical attention, but died before the boat docked.

Correct designs—The best of material

—

Skilled workmanship—Completely equip-

ped plant—Large production—Economical

distribution

The Combination That Makes

Logging Equipment
The Best in the Woods, and the Lowest in Price

Sold Direct

TROM THE WORKS TO THE WOODS"

OPSAL STEEL COMPANY
LIMITED

Vancouver, B. C.
Works and Office:

Dufferin and Quebec Sts.

Phone:

Fairmont 280
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Government Employment Service
Catering to both employer and employee, absolutely free to both,

the Government of British Columbia, in conjunction with the Federal

Government, operate a system of employment offices, situated in the

important centres throughout this Province and co-operating with the

offices of the Employment Service of Canada, numbering eighty in all,

located respectively in the cities and towns where their activities can be

more greatly appreciated, and where both employer and workmen can be

given a free service, that is offices are situated in all places where the

necessity justifies their existence.

All these offices are in daily communication. A very satisfactory

co-operation exists between them all, and by keeping each office supplied

with reports showing the activities, etc., iiv the respective districts

throughout the Dominion, an office catering to a district where a

shortage exists or is likely to exist, can immediately get in touch with an

office catering to a district where there is a predominance of labor, and

have the required number shipped into that district.

The service has the privilege of issuing to workers secured through

the service a certificate entitling them to a reduced fare on the railways

when proceeding to employment in any part of the Dominion, providing,

of course, that the class of worker required cannot be secured locally.

Every facility is given the employer to secure skilled workmen not

able to be secured locally. The particulars of the vacancy are bulletined

throughout the Dominion, and if meeting with no success the service will

co-operate with the employer should he desire to import the labor he

requires from another country.

Numbers of such cases are handled every day, to the entire satisfac-

tion of the employer. The two largest mining companies in this Province

.secure their help through the Employment Service, and with both the

service has co-operated with them in securing technical men and skilled

workmen from the United States, the class of men required being

absolutely unobtainable in Canada, tl\e reason being that no other

companies were engaged in treating a similar ore in Canada, and the

process utilized by the B. C. companies being the same as the process of

concentrating and treating the ore as that employed at the Anaconda
plant at Butte, Montana, and other large operations in the United States

of a similar nature. The same applies to the logging and lumbering

industries. The Employment Service has rendered very excellent

service in securing for some of the largest operators, such men as logging

superintendents, foremen, sawyers, etc., who were unobtainable in Can-

ada. The operators effected by a shortage were not inconvenienced at all,

and the service very expediently satisfied the requirements of the

employer.

The employers in Northern British Columbia, along the route of the

Grand Trunk Pacific Railway, in Central British Columbia and in the

southeastern portion of the Province rely absolutely on the Employment
service to secure for them the help they require, and they are receiving

the best service it is possible to secure.

The logging and tie-making camps in the north, central and south-

eastern portions of the Province secure practically all their men through

the Employment Service, and it is only along the Pacific slope west of

the Cascades in the southwestern part of the Province that the logging

operators are still patronizing private agencies ; that is, operators using

power yarding and skidding methods are patronizing these agencies.

Lately, however, one of the largest logging concerns has turned its

employment question over to this service, and claim that they are perfectly

satisfied with the service they receive. There is absolutely no reason

why all employers should not take advantage of a service that is free.

An employer might place an order with a private agency for a hook

tender. The hook tender he receives and pays for could be secured 4)y

the Employment Service, very likely the same man, as they are practically

all registered in the Government offices and shipped out free to the

employer, and a man from the Employment Service seeing that he arrives

with his blankets, etc., if required, at the boat or train.

The question that employees of the service are incapable of selecting

the right men for the job is absolutely untrue, as they have all worked

themselves in the industries to which they are securing and shipping help.

In the Vancouver offices catering to the logging industry they have

a logging camp foreman, thoroughly cognizant with the different jobs in

the woods, and logging methods, and they are all conscientious and fully

realize the importance of adhering absolutely to the requirements of the

employer they are catering to. The rate of wages offered by the

employer is not criticized in any way, but if it is found that for this

reason men cannot be secured, it is of course necessary to advise the

employer of the reason of the difficulty in inducing the worker to

accept the employment, but nevertheless the service still endeavors to

fill the vacancies listed with them under the latter conditions.

The service can be more thoroughly appreciated during an acute

shortage of labor in a particular district, when the employer then has

by co-operating with the service, all the available labor supply of not

only the Province, but of the whole of Canada at his disposal, together

with the assistance the service can render him by importing sufficient

help from other provinces or countries to take care of his needs, either!

permanently or temporarily as the case may be.

Absolute co-operation between all the employers and the service

would be beneficial for a number of reasons. The service could advise

the employer regarding any likely shortage of labor effecting his industry.

He would then have sixteen offices in this Province and eighty in the

Dominion, ready to co-operate with him and extend every eff'ort within

their power to satisfy his requirements. Greater co-operation would also

mean a saving of time should the required help not be securable in this

Province or in the Dominion.

It is not good business to pay twice for an article of any description,

particularly if that article can be had free. A free, efficient service can

help to widen the margin of profit between the cost of production and

the selling value of the product.

Showing Amount of Timber Scaled in British Columbia During the Month of August, 1923

Douglas
Fir

Cranbrook 19,308,468
Prince George 230,712
Cariboo 23,063
Kamloops 8,049,576
Nelson 957,525
Vernon 709,222
Total Interior 29,278,566
Prince Rupert 202,683
Vancouver 108,271,026

Total Cost ~. 108,473,709

Total for B. C 137,752,275
Total, all species, 299,961,575 ft. b.m.

Red
Cedar
65,024

407,900
18,000

2,379,621
1,735,738
792,525

5,398,808
2,875,089

57,400,647

Spruce

7,340,237
2,767,544

1,429,674
398,273
60,621

11,996,349
6,930,906
4,446,774

Hemlock
24,599

134,420

376,384
253,920
789,323

4,205,484
33,999,777

Balsam Pine
Yellow

Pine
White

Pine
Jack

Larch

459,155 1,769,767 1,071,570 2,562,028 5,184,278
226,301 154,969

1,955,668 1,036,891
5,194 776,266 1,555,286

3,415,635
690,650 7,917,336 3,663,747
933,391

7,581,272 1,373,939

86,742
2,803,739
2,504,731

548,861

51733^139

wood Species
Cotton- Other

3,055

3,055
79,228 753

840,312 40,851

60,275,736 11,377,680 38,205,261 8,514,663 1,373,939 2,504,731 919,540 41,604

65,674,544 23,374,029 38,994,584 9,205,313 7,917,336 5,037,686 5,308,470 5,733,139 919,540 44,659
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MXIary's "Chef"
Range

BURNS COAL OR
WOOD

Cocking top,

1081/4x371/4 ins.

Ovens,
24x28x17 ins.

Fire Box,
23x12x18 ins.

Shipping weight,
4,100 lbs.

'HE "CHEF" Range is constructed to give unlimited en-

durance and baking results to satisfy requirements of

the most exacting nature. Built of the finest materials

available which undergo rigid tests before use. The

entire fabric of the "Chef" Range enables it to with-

stand the heaviest strain. The body is of highest-

grade steel i/g inch thick, lined with pure fire-

brick. The top is of heavy cast-iron, burnish-

ed to a smooth surface by a special process.

Firebox lined with firebrick.

These bricks are standard size and

can be replaced by any bricks

available locally.

Write for Descriptive

Booklet

See McClary's First"
For Camp Ranges, Heaters and

Kikhen Equipment

Made in Two Sizes,

Nos. 38 in. and 50 in.
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Made Also With One or Two Ovens

McClary's
Camp Comfort"

BURNS WOOD ONLY

Tj SPECIALLY constructed to meet the re-

quirements of lumbering or other large

camps.

Heavy construction throughout. Large
capacity, with big feed door. A real stove and
never-ending source of comfort.

305 Water Street - - VANCOUVER, B. C.

London J Toronto Montreal Winnipeg Vancouver St. John, N.B.

Calgary Saskatoon Edmonton

Hamilton
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Mr. Ralph Lepine Appointed Agent
PRINCE RUPERT, September 10.—Mr. R. G. V. LePine has been

appointed agent of the H. R. McMillan Exporting Company, Vancouver,
which concern does a big business in the lumber trade.

The next C. G. M. M. vessel to load for Japan is due September
17th. Already 125,000 feet of hemlock and spruce from up-river have
been delivered here. A carload came in last night. The Georgetown
Lumber Company will ship 30,000 feet of clear cedar and spruce by the

next sailing from here, to Japan.

NICHOL.—A tie-loading gang, with Scaler Campbell in charge, are

busy loading the ten thousand ties that have been laying at Nichol siding

since the spring. The men are quartered at Bedford ranch.

NICHOL, B.C.—Preparations are well under way already for the

tie-cutting this winter. The Byers Brothers' camps will operate to full

capacity at Isle Pierre. At Nichol a couple of camps will operate also.

These will be the DeLong outfit and the Edwards & McKim i)eoi)le. At

Bednesti the Hadderland brothers and Wolk & Fender will cut, the latter

piling at Nichol siding as last year. In addition to the Byers, at Isle

Pierre, the Fort Garry have acquired a strip of timber in a recent bid and

will take out a nice amount this year. Just across the river, many of the

settlers are planning to cut on their own land as they did last year.

Big Power Plant to Be Built at Chemainus
VICTORIA.—To increase the capacity of its big sawmill at Che-

mainus, the Victoria Lumber & Manufacturing Company is about to

instal a big power house that will develop 4,600 horse-power. Construc-

tion of this power-house will be in preparation for extensions to the

sawmill that will double its present capacity of 200,000 feet a day and

make it the heaviest Canadian lumber producer West of Ottawa. At

present, however, the power-house is the only unit that will be built.

THE

J. C. McLaren Belting Co.
Limited

Pioneer

Manufacturers

of

English Oak
Tanned

Leather
Belting

Dealers in

MII.1^ SUFFZiIES

Agents for the

Famous

English Ferodo

Friction

Linings
for

Brakes, Clutches

Friction Wheels, etc.

MONTREAL
WINNIPEG

TORONTO
CALGARY

FERODO BONDED ASBESTOS
is Standardized on

70% OF THE BEST ENGLISH CARS

AETNA
PERFECTION BRAND

SAWS
ARE GUARANTEED

Made in B. C. by B. C. Workmen

We manufacture Circular Saws for

every purpose at our factory in

Vancouver, H. C, of the finest

Jessop SteeL

The raw phite is punched, tem-
pered, ground and fuiished by
experts.

Every order is filled under bond of

Guaranteed Satisfaction.

SAW REPAIRING A SPECIALTY

AETNA SAW WORKS Ltd.

CZiIFF WEIiSH, Sales Representative.

JOE WHITTEN, Superintendent.

GRANVILLE ISLAND VANCOUVER, B.C.



Lumber Industry of British Q
Upward Trend; 55^ Increa.

Information made public b}^ the Pacific Lumber Inspection Bureau indicates that 1922

will be one of the biggest years in history for the lumber industry on the Pacific Coast.

British Columbia in the first six months of 1923 adds 55 per cent, to the good record
of 1922.

Phenomenal increases are shown in domestic and foreign shipments from the Province
of British Columbia.

For the six months period to June 30, 1922, British Columbia's waterborne commence
in lumber reached 142,628,779.

For 1923, up to June 30, the figures jump to 220,824,894.

This increase is ai)proximately 55 per cent.

PACIFIC LUMBER INSPECTION BUREAU, INC., CIRCULAR

Total amount of cargo shipments, "domestic" and "foreign," for the

first six months of 1923, as reported to this bureau. Lumber, lath, pickets,

feet b.m.

BRITISH COLUMBIA:— Foreign

Australia 43,378,656

China 12,485,038

India .._-...( 2,787,940

Japan 24,929,354

Mexico
New Zealand :

South America, East Coast .

South America, West Coast

South Africa —
South Sea Islands

U. K. and Continent

Siberia

Atlantic Coast

California

Hawaiian Islands

California

11,285

5,064,688

529,171

3,125,525

2,679,958

5,810,216

19,667

Total 100,821,498

WASHINGTON :—

Australia 61,632,165

China 9,212,260

Cuba 8,569,109

Cuba 8,569,109

India 4,022,993

Japan 144,379,506

Mexico 2,143,743

New Zealand 173,283

South America, East Coast 5,749,322

South America, West Coast 20,651,421

South Africa

South Sea Islands ....

U. K. and Continent

Germany
Export Unclassified .

AWtlantic Coast
California

Hawaiian Islands

West Indies

Alaska
Philippine Islands ....

Panama Canal Zone .

7,536,286

786,824

8,853,234

368,895

385,185

Domestic

90,191,176

1,621,679

1,621,679

28,190.541

120.003,396

Total 274,464,226

337,889,876

520,800,570

23,362,031

55,943

2,114,480

1 ,866,056

1,391,248

887,480,204

OREGON :-

Australia 24,315,759

Chma 27,658,346

India 1,550,980

Japan 76,420,084

South America, East Coast
South America, West Coast
South Africa

U. K. and Continent
Korea
Export Unclassified

Atlantic Coast
California

Hawaiian Islands

Alaska
Philippine Islands

Domestic Unclassified

4,640,565

6,275,062

2,052,622

6,503,558

125,081

798,048

Total 150,340,105

58,302,42

224,022,46,

1

1,042,02 !

174,48

1,222,32

268,12

285,031,85

Comparative statement of waterborne shipments for the first si

months of 1923 from British Columbia, Washington and Oregon.

Total feet, b.m., lumber, lath and pickets:

CALIFORNIA:— 1922 1923

Total 703,578,510 773,013,571

Gain, 69,435,068.

Alaska
Atlantic Coast
Hawaiian Islands

Panama Canal Zone ...

Philipine Islands

West Indies

Domestic Unclassified

2,189,540

274,157,791

28,654,692

458,321

656.302

2,288,96

486.383,4/

26,025,73

1,391,2-1

3,088,3^

55,9^

268,12

Total ,

Gain. 213,385,228.

Australia

Central America
China
Cuba -

Egypt
India

Japan
Mexico
New Zealand
South Africa
South America, East Coast

South America, West Coast

South Sea Islands

306,116,646 519,501,8/

79,200,574

1,321,714

83,119,831

2,176,295

2,084,744

8,316.399

381.019,667

2,073.158

1,801,891

9,012,768

2,323,883

29,643,813

397,295

129,326,5^

49.355,6^
,569,1(^

8

245
2

5

12

10

27
3

361,9!

,728,9-

155,0:

,237,9;

.714,4;

,389,«

.455,6!

466,7i
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imbia Enters Period of Steady
Shown in Half-yearly Review

Our waterborne commerce for the six months to June 30, 1923, exceeds the figures for
the entire year of 1921 by nearly 40,()()0,()()0 feet.

In the boom 3^ear of 1920, the total waterborne commerce was 74,200,000 feet less than
for the first six months of this year.

Experienced men in the industry believe that the lumber business will steadily improve.
Revival of a great home market in the Dominion of Canada, bound to occur with the
harvesting of immense crops, makes doubly sure that the remainder of 1923 at least offers
ever}^ evidence of stability.

Following statement given the Western Lumberman by the Pacific Lumber Inspection
Bureau, offers an array of ligures of much interest to business men generally:

Straits Settlement ....

U. K. and Continent

Germany
Siberia

Korea
Export Unclassified ..

Total

Loss, 98,741,580.

California

Domestic
Foreign

"Foreign

71,072

21,804,305

Domestic

21,167,008

368,895

19,667

125,081

1,183,233

624,367,409 525,625,829

703,578,510

306,116,646

624,367,409

773,013,578

519,501,874

525,625,829

Total

Gain, 184,078,716.

British Columbia

1,634,062,565 1,818,141,281

Summary, 1923

Domestic

120,003,396

Puget Sound 566,644,465

Grays Harbor
Willapa Harbor
Columbia River
Coos Bay

249,283,051

71,552,688

230,999,225

Foreign

100,821,498

176,113,204

96,205,571

2,145,451

136,279,529

Total

220,824,894

742,757,669

345,488,622

73,698,139

367,278,754

54.032,627 14,060,576 68,093,203

Total 1,292,515,452 525,625,829 1,818,141,281

Comparative British Columbia, Washington, Oregon
Total Waterborne

1922 1923

British Columbia 142,628,779 220,824,894 78,196,115*

Washington 878,212,106 1,182,768,073 304,555,967*
Oregon 578,016,265 414,548,314 163,467,951°

Total 1,598,857,150 1,818,141,281 219,284,131

*—Gain. °—Loss. **—Net Gain.

Total logs and bolts inspected,
'

but not the total shipped.

81.171,992—Logs
6,749,527—Bolts

1923

Report of shipments inspected for the first six months of 1923.

Lumber, lath, pickets, feet b.m.

Cargo

Alaska 1,738,966 2.288,965

Atlantic Coast 369,515,699 486,383,479

Foreign Domestic

California 585,681,648 773.013,578
Hawaiian Islands 25,888,624 26,025,734
Panama Canal Zone , 1,163,958 1,391,248

Philippine Islands 3,088,381 3,088,381

West Indies 55,943 55,943

Domestic Unclassified 268,124 268,124
Australia 128,697,181 129,326,580

Central America
China 48,520,367 49,355,644

Cuba 8.5b9,109 8,569,109

India 8,361,913 8.361,913

Japan 241,851,120 245,728,944

Mexico 1,571,315 2,155,028

New Zealand 5,222,971 5,237,971

South America, East Coast 10,389,887 10,389,887

South America, West Coast 27,455,654 27.455,654

South Africa 12,233,288 12,714,433

South Sea Islands 3,466,782 3,466,782

U. K. and Continent 20,660,022 21,167,008

Germany 368,895 368,895

Siberia 19,667

Korea 125,081 125,081

Exported Unclassified 1,093,233 1,183,233

Total 1,505,988,161 1,818,141,281

Summary

Total Foreign inspected 518,586,818

Total Domestic inspected 401,719,695

Total California inspected 585,681,648

Total Cargo inspected 1,505,988,161

Rail Shipments Inspected :

—

Eastern Points 49,747,855

California Rail 14,244.184

Local 31,225,822

Total Rail inspected 95,217,861

Sundry Shipments

Logs inspected 81,171,992

Bolts inspected 6,749,527

Total Logs and Holts insi)ccted 87,921,519

Grand Total inspected 1,689,127,541

Total inspected 1923 1.689.127.541

Total Inspected, 1922 1,525.931.056

Gain, 1923 163,190,485

Poles and Piles inspected (lineal), 307,936.
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W E S T E R N L U M B E R M A N October. 1923.

1

Automatization as the Solution to the'

Labor Shortage
By RussEL B. Williams, Link-Belt Company, Chicago.

In a recent issue of a Chicago newspaper there appeared what
seemed to me the outstanding cartoon of the year. Divided into two parts,

the upper portion of this cartoon illustrated a manufacturer standing
in the door of his busy factory, arms outstretched, beseeching the Gov-
ernment to let down the bars to immigration and provide him with more
labor. The second portion showed a vast army of unemployed men (the

result of unrestricted immigration) over which walked a red propagandist
showing the seeds of discontent and revolution.

And so it is. Sufficient labor in times of prosperty and progress

react upon their former employers in times of depression. And while

there are admittedly two sides to the question, there is at the present time

a surplus of 500,000 jobs, and all the evidence in the world that the

existing labor shortage will continue for some time to come—if not

actually grow. However, that same labor shortage may be a blessing m
disguise by way of acting as a stem to the flood of communistic propa-

ganda that is growing day by day throughout the country. An army of

unemployed men can do more damage in one week, socially, politicalh^

and materiall)', than an acute labor shortage will throughout the course
of a year. And if that statement is doubted, just look to our mother
nation—England—where there are a million and a half men without
even the prospect of gainful employment—where labor forms a real

poHtical party (as powerful in England as the Democratic party is in the

United States), and where that labor element holds a recognized and
important place in Parliament. Nor is the red complexion altogether

lacking in that English Labor party.

But all of this is aside the point. The real problem is : how can we
overcome our labor shortage without letting down the bars to undesirable

aliens and unassimilable foreigners who come to our shores with one of

but two ideas—that of fattening their pocketbooks or agitating and pro-

moting the cause of bolshevism. There is a way to accomplish this

desired end, and, as in the case with so many perplexing problems, the

solution is simple. It is merely—machines instead of men.

Nor is there, because of present labor union and governmental
policies, any other way whereby this end may be attained. The automa-
tization of industry, or the development and improvement of such auto-

matization as has already been made, is the one solution. Returning to a

prosperous period always necessitates an increase in our productive

capacity and the expansion of our distribution systems. And if men are

not to be had the only way in which these things can be accomplished is

through the introduction of more and more machines.

Economists agitating a "perfection" in our monetary system ; theore-

tical salvation in the form of new laws or consuming the midnight oil in

a vain endeavor to better industrial relations, seldom if ever assists in the

solving of this problem. There lies before us but one way as the solution

for high wages, reduced hours and efficiency, increased production or a

lack in the supply of common labor, and that solution is—machines.

It is an American characteristic to boast of our super-ingenuity. We
heard much of what this ability was going to do for us and the world in

general back in the warring days of 1916 and 1917. Yet the fact remains

that we have scarcely begun complete industrial adaption or application

of labor saving and labor aiding machines. I find no hesitancy in saying

that eighty per cent of all the manufactories in the country could save

the time of from one to twenty-five men through the installation and use

of better designed and more efficient machinery. And while such mach-
inery efifects a downward trend in prices (or an upward curve in profits)

it does not decrease wages. And it is seldom, if ever, that such application

of machinery fails to effect somie economies or reduce some costs.

Evidence of this is on every hand, for although our mills and factories

have not installed one-tenth of the mechanical substitutes needed, few
are there that have not had some experience with bettered mechanical

methods.

I have in mind a coal mine operator in central-southern Illinois who,

beginning immediately after the in.stallation of a gasoline crawler type

crane, effected the saving of fifty men a day for a period of ninety days.

And fifty men a day at six dollars a day for that length of time meant
a very great, deal to him. And another instance is of a manufacturer of

automatic telephones, who, through the installation of several motors and

an equal number of direct, silent-chain drives, effected an economy in

labor costs alone of over eighteen hundred dollars a year—or something

like a return of one hundred and twenty-five per cent on his investment.

Says the Chief Engineer for one of Michigan's largest public service

companies : "The economy we have effected in the loading of coke with
our portable wagon loaders furnishes striking evidence which proves that
men and shovels are a modern luxury which should be avoided wherever
possible.

"Teams and trucks make money only when performing actual work.
Consequently we are always anxious to reduce idling time to the mini- ^
mum, and here is one of the big advantages of wagon loaders. We figure *|

conservatively that ten minutes is required to load a 4-ton truck when %
the portable loader does the work. One-half hour would be consumed t|
by four men with shovels in accomplishing the same work. This repre- «
sents a loss in idle time of twenty minutesp er load. With a motor truck f
running up costs of at least $16.00 a day, that loss in time amounts to |'

66 cents a load, or 16.5 cents per ton delivered. The equivalent idling

time of a team would mean an added delivery cost of about 10.5 cents

per ton.

"Let me list a few figures which show what these loaders are doing
for us on a yearly basis. I will figure the hand shovel loading costs with
four men on the job, in ofder to make the possible number of loads some-
where near reasonable in the light of our present deliveries. The loading
time would be thirty minutes for each four-ton load, or 8 tons per hour.
Figured against our annual tonnage of 60,830, the total hours required
would equal 7,603.7 at 55 cents an hour for the four men and 70 cents

and hour for the yard foreman, whose time would be entirely chargeable
in this case, the total cost per hour would be $2.90; or 36.25 cents per
ton. Consequently to move our 60,830 tons a year, we would have to

meet a total cost of $22,050.88. This figure includes no consideration of
the motor truck idling time contingent with this method."

Saving over $17,000 annually through the use of two or three wagon
loaders is worthy of anyone's consideration. However, such instances

are not rare. I know of another Michigan public service company who,
through the use of elevating and conveying machinery, has in the first

three years of its operation, eliminated a payroll of $89,856.

But such figures are beyond the comprehension of "the likes of you
and me." We had better climb down from the umpty-steen thousand
dollar shelf before we get dizzy and fall off. And I imagine the quickest

way to get back to earth is to talk about packing houses. .

Overcoming a 37.5 Per Cent Loss in Sausage Machine Production
Through Change in Power Transmission.

"Just because the rawhide from which leather is made happens to

come from a plant like ours doesn't necessarily mean that leather belt

drives are the most efficient for transmitting power to our machines," ..

says the Consulting Engineer of a large packing company in the Chicago
district.

"I imagine it would be extremely difficult to find conditions more
severe on leather belts than those which prevail in our plant. Water, ,'

grease and acids are encountered at every turn, and it is impractical to

try to protect leather belts from these ruinous agents. Even so, we have
battled our way through a good many years of leather belt usage. The
reason for this, of course, was the lack of a better means for meeting our

requirements during that period.

"We operate a large sausage cutting machine with a guaranteed

capacity of 100 pounds of sausage a minute. During the days when we
used leather belts this machine never reached more than the 65 pound

mark. It was an easy thing to check, inasmuch as we could always time

the machine and knew the exact amount of sausage turned out. The
average production ran about 621/2 per cent, or a loss of 371/0 per cent

below capacity. It was not the fault of the motor. Ample power was "

being generated, but it never reached the machine. I have seen the time

when the belt .slippage was so great that the sausage machine would not

turn out 100 pounds in five minutes. With a production problem such as

this on our hands, we were ready to welcome a practical solution of the

problem. Consequently we installed a Lmk-Belt Silent Chain Drive.

Since then we have been able to obtain full capacity from the machine at

any time desired. Fortunately, our requirements during the time we

used leather belts very seldom demanded a production equal to the capac-

ity of the machine. When full capacity was required, however, overtime

(Continued on page 39)
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No. 1 Link-Belt Crawler Crane saving the labor of
fifty men a day at the mine of the O'Gara
Coal Company, Harrisburg, Illinois.

No. 2 "Cub" Portable Belt Conveyor loading a two-
ton truck in five minutes, with one man. The
economy so affected, day after day, soon
justifies that $585 initial cost.

No. 3 Changing from overhead line shafting and
leather belt drives to individual motors and
Link-Belt Silent Chain Drives, netted this

spinning frame room a saving of over $1,900
annually. Pacolet Manufacturing Company,
New Holland, Ga.

4—This gondola car dumper, equipped with a 35
h.p. motor and with the assistance of one man,
can unload forty gondola cars of coal an
hour.

No. 5 If this 2,800 pound casting had to be mounted
on skids and shoved along the floor on rollers,

with from four to ten men, its progress would
be slower and far more expensive. The Link-
Belt Electric Hoist shown is handling the

material with a minimum of time and labor

costs.

No. 6—The Orient is noted for its cheap labor. A few
pennies a day will buy the labor of a coolie

for an entire day. Yet even in competition

with such labor, mechanical means has proven
the economical way of handling materials.

Link-Belt portable belt conveyors are here

shown moving coal for the Kobe Gas Com-
pany, Kobe, Japan.

I
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Cei/np ^applies
LUMBERMAN ATTENTION!

Waterproof
Scale and
Lumber

Tally Sheets
and Books.

WHEN ORDERING YOUR NEXT SUPPLY OF WATER-
PROOF TALLY ROOKS OR SHEETS—GIVE US A TRIAL.
WE ARE NOW IN A POSITION TO DO OUR OWN WATER-
PROOFING AND CAN GIVE YOU EXCELLENT SERVICE.

Special Forms or
Books can be made
to meet any re-

quirement at short
notice.

THE CLARKE & STUART CO. LIMITED
SEYMOUR 3000

Wholesale and Commercial Stationers, Printers and Book Binders.

550 SEYMOUR STREET VANCOUVER, B.C.

Established 1904

< TRADE MAPtt >

Dimond Special

STEEL
FOR

Logging Camps
and Saw Mills

We can furnish testimonials from leading

lumber firms who have adopted the use of

our steel exclusively.

Neumeyer & Dimond

82 Beaver Street NEW YORK

Box Printing and Stencil

Inks and Rollers

INKS IN ALL COLORS
AND PERMANENT

ROLLERS
"Hercules" Brand

are Unequalled

THIS PUBLICATION PRINTED
WITH OUR INKS

THE

Columbia Printing Ink

and Roller Company
Manufacturers

1063 Hamilton St. Vancouver, B.C.

THE "ORIGINAL"

HARVEY
LOGGING BOOTS

Hand-made Boots for

I^OGQEBS, MINEBS,
CBUISEBS AND

FBOSFECTOBS

FACTORY
58 CORDOVA
STREET WEST

VANCOUVER,
B. C.

Established in Vancouver Since 1897

ATLASTIC MAKES
TIGHT ROOFS

This roofing is a British Columbia
product, especially designed to meet
the requirements of the Pacific Coast.
It is fire resistent to a remarkable
degree, being entirely free from tar
or tar products.
It lays quickly and easily, requires
no attention and keeps out the ex-
cessive rains. It is guaranteed.

WBiTi: FOB samfi.es and
THE Z.ATEST QUOTATIONS

Smith; Davidson & Wright
Z.IMITED

Manufacturers and Wholesale Paper
Dealers.

VANCOUVER VICTORIA

"The Pink" LoggingTools& Handles
MADE IN CANADA

Headquarters for British Empire for all Lumbering Tools. In every lum-
ber camp in Canada you'll find Pink's Famous Lumbering Tools. They are
the favorites there and have won the esteem of all woodsmen through
their superior merit. They are world-renowned and are extensively used
in Australia, New Zealand and other countries where the lumbering indus-

try thrives.

EXPORTERS TO EUROPE
We export the same good quality of lumbering tools that have made
Pink's Tools a by-word in the matter of good tools in all Canadian lumber
camps. Enquiries cordially solicited.

Thomas Pink Company, Limited
PEMBROKE, ONT., CANADA

B. C. Representatives: Geo. Cradock &. Co. Ltd., Vancouver
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Forest Chief Says Lumber Being Wasted
Timber is being destroyed faster than it is bein<; rciilaced

;
qualil\

depreciating ; smaller and poorer houses are being l)uill
; and prices are

coming higher, says Col. William B. Greeley, chief of the United States

ureau of Forestry, in a statement concerning national consequences of

Tiber depletion issued for the guidance of the t\vent)-eight member
i^'anizations of the Federated Engineering societies.

Originally the United States contained five trillion board feet of

unipage ; now only 1,600 billion feet of virgin timber and 600 billion

:et of culled and second growth remain.

Timber is being cut or destroyed at the rate of 60 billion board feel

year. Soft wood is being cut eight times as fast as it is being rejilaced,

id hardwood three times as fast. Seventy-five per cent of all timber

it is not being replaced.

Removal of the timber supply from points of consumption has

eated retail prices so high, because of transportation charges, that man\'

emands for lumber cannot be satisfied. Twenty-eight States produce

ss lumber than they consume. Only five States in 1920 produced more
mber than they could use. In the space of seven years the average

imber haul between sawmill and consumer has increased 34 per cent.

In 1870 the per capita consumption was 345 board feet; in 1900 it

as 516 board feet; in 1920 it had dropped to 315 board feet.

Timber famine, as to east and central United States, is not hypotheti-

d or distant ; it is here. That is evidenced by smaller and poorer houses

id by reduction in the number and maintenance of farm buildings,

umber and paint for ready-cut one-storey five-room house was listed in

?15 at $883, and today at about $2,900, an increase of over 200 per cent.

Scarcity and high price of good lumber has led to increased use of

porer quality. There is probably not a single wood fabricating industry

ist of the Mississippi and Northern Ohio and Potomac Rivers which

pes not today use wood distinctly inferior in quality to that used twenty

ars ago. There is necessity now for teaching a needed lesson of

:onomy and of adapting new woods to old uses. This is especially true

f structural timbers because depletion of high-grade timber seriously

ireatens the quality of the product. Tremendous opportunity is offered

1 adapting inferior woods within reasonable cost limits.

"Grading of lumber must cease to be a matter of custom and become
matater of science," states Col. Greeley. "The consuming public must
: furnished with exact knowledge of quality and what forms of service

jrest products can render. The United States consumes about two-

fths of the forest products manufactured in the world. Our per caj^ita

msumption of paper and other materials made from wood fibre has

icreased from 30 to 149 pounds in forty years. It about doubles that

f England, the nearest competition. National habits in the use of wood
ill have to be changed."

U. S. Firm Get Canada Pulp Mill Rights

TORONTO.—As part of an agreement with the Provincial Govern-

lent of Ontario for certain timber rights, an American concern is to

uild and operate a kraft pulp mill with a minimum daily capacity of 75

ms. The plant, according to a report by Vice-Consul H. S. Tevvell, is

) cost at least $1,500,000, one-third of the construction to be complcled

y June 1, 1924, and the plant to be in operation one year later. The

iovernment reserves the right to require the construction of a kraft

aper mill with a minimum capacity of 50 tons per day.

The manufacture of kraft pulp will be a new development in this

ommunity and will bring into use a \\ ider \ariety of woods than has

een previously used in the local paper industry. The success of this

istallation mav bring a further development in the production of kraft

lulp and paper in Canada.

Fined for Not Fighting Fire

FERNIE, B.C., Aug. 31.—The bush fire in the Cedar Valley ncigh-

Orhood which was reported last week, resumed headway again a couple

if days ago, with the result that George Schupe, forest ranger, cominand-

Jred almost all the able-bodied men available in this city. Out of the

ores ordered to assume these forced duties only two men—A. Bell and

V. Foster—balked and refused to respond. Accordingly, last evening

liey were brought up before the magistrate, pleaded guilty to the charge

nder the Forest act, wdiich compels anyone ordered to fight fire to do

V and each was fined $25 and costs.

HAND-MADE LOGGERS

This is the age of quality. Not "How cheaply can I buy a

boot? but "How can I buy the BEST boot?" .should be your

thought when you are thinking of buying your next pair of boots.

The name M. T. on your
logger boots is your guide-mark
for uniform quality.

M. T. Logger Boots have back

of them over twenty years' ex-

perience.

M. T. Boots are made from
the best material procurable.

Men, see that the M. T.
trade mark is on your next
pair of Logger Boots.

Mail this with name
and address and re-

ceive our Catalogue
by return mail.

Expert
Repairing

MacLachlan -Taylor Co.
63 Cordova Street West Vancouver, B.C.

For Real Comfort and Lasting Satisfaction

WEAR

"ROSE CITY
Raintest Clothing
SHIRTS, PANTS, HATS, JACKETS

28 WATER STREET

It is the most satisfactory

clothing on the market for the

Logging Trade. This has been

demonstrated time and again, so

why experiment with new brands?

Stick to the "Rose City" and you

will be getting the best in service

and value.

Write for Price List

C. H. JONES & SON
Limited

VANCOUVER, B.C.
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THERE IS A

REES RoTURBo
PUMP

FOR EVERY PURPOSE

Rees Roturbo Pumps are the last word in

Engineering Science. For efficiency and long

life under continuous operation they are unsur-

passed. If you are interested in pumps, it

would pay you to get our catalogue.

GOLDIE & McCULLOCH PRODUCTS
Horizontal and vertical steam engines.

Return tubular and water tube boilers.

Heaters and tanks. Steam turbines.

Pumps and condensers.
Illustration Shows a "V" Type Rees ROTURBO Pump With Gasoline

Engine Drive.

WRITE FOR CATALOGUES ON ANY LINE

The Goldie & McCulloch Company, Limited
HEAD OFFICE AND WORKS

Western Branch:

248 McDERMOT AVENUE,
WINNIPEG, MAN.

GALT, ONTARIO
B. C. Agents:

ROBERT HAMILTON & CO.,

VANCOUVER, B.C.

(S.M.IP
IPlDJWIEffilM)MILK

Keeps Fresh Indefinitely
When the water is removed from milk its souring

qualities are suspended—until the powdered milk is

again mixed with water.

C. M. P. Powdered Milk has the same taste, and
consistency, as cow's milk. Requires only a cool,

dry place for storage; bulks small and is easy to

transport. Can be used as required—the last tin will be
as good as the first.

Write Us Today for Free Samples

CANADIAN MILK PRODUCTS, LIMITED
347 Adelaide Street We3t, Toronto, Ont.

366 St. Pan! Street West
MONTREAL, QUE.

428 Main Street

WINNIPEG, MAN.

• British Colunihia Distributors :

Kirkland & Rose 130 Water Street Vancouver, B.C.

"Trumilk"
Full cream milk in
powder form. Packed in
45 and 90 lb. drums.

"Milkstock"
Fresh separated milk in
powdered form. Packed
in 50 and 100 lb. drum.s.

"Klim'
(Hotel size) Powdered Skimmed Milk in 10 pound
tins, with the Ijlue and white label.

(
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To Cut Down Menace of Sawmill Fire
VICTORIA.—Plans for reducing the fire menace created by saw-

mills in the business districts of British Columbia cities were mapped out

here at a conference between Fire Marshall J. A. Thomas, Mayor
Reginald Hayward and Fire Chief Vernon Stewart. After this meeting

it was announced that a further conference of mayors and sawmill

operators from cities all over the Province will be held in Vancouver to

consider methods of reducing the fire hazard.

"The purpose of the round-table conference in Vancouver is to find

a way to reduce the fire hazard created by sawmills without interfering

seriously with sawmill operations," the Mayor explained after he had
talked for some time with the fire marshal. "It is proposed that the

sawmills install more effective screens to prevent sparks and'chari'ed

embers from being emitted. .

The Fire Marshal's plan to call municipal leaders and sawmill opera-

tors into conference was prompted by recent sawmill fires in Vancouver,
the Mavor explained. These fires, according to Mr. Thomas, menaced a

large part of the sawmill district of Vancouver.

The Mayor announced that he would recommend that Victoria be

represented at the fire conference in Vancouver and had no doubt that

this recommendation would he adopted. "If we can get results on this

matter the small expense of sending a delegate will be well worth while,"

the Mayor declared.

Victoria sawmill operators also will be asked to attend the conference

and advance plans for cutting down the fire hazard without interfering

with mill operations.

Half as Many Fires as Last Year Reported
VICTORIA.—Half as many forest fires have broken out in British

Columbia so far this season as last year, according to figures given out

at the Parliament Buildings recently. 1,123 outbreaks had been reported

to forestry officials here as against 2,209 at this time last year. Condi-

tions throughout the Province had been regarded as hazardous, but rain

improved the situation in many districts.

Conditions in Cranbrook district are highly dangerous the weekly

fire report says. All other districts, including Vancouver Island were

"hazardous" last week.

So far this year the Vancouver district, including Vancouver Island,

has sufl:'ered most from forest fires. No less than 431 outbreaks have

been reported in this area. Nelson comes next with 180, then Prince

Rupert with 155, Cranbrook 91, Prince George 79, Vernon 74, Cariboo

58, Kamloops 55.

Sawmill at Duncan Burns
VICTORIA, September 10.—Fire comj^letely destroyed the sawmill

of the Yellow Fir Lumber Company, seven miles from Duncan, on

Saturday, and as a result of the fire, freight and passenger service on

the Cowichan Lake line of the Esquimalt & Nanaimo Railway was held

up all day.

The loss will be about $50,000, partly covered by insurance.

The fire originated in the mill about 11 :15 a.m., and spread rapidly

after igniting five drums of gasoline, which were exploded. All the

bunkhouses, the office and other buildings, including the whole of the

mill plant, were gutted. Four Canadian Pacific Railway cars standing

on the rails, were destroyed, as well as a section of the track.

The company will rebuild at once.

E. C. Alkins & Company, Incorporated, home office and factory,

Indianapolis, Ind., announce the appointment of Mr. John P. O'Connor
IS manager of their branch house at 510 First Street, Seattle, Wash.,

effective August 1st, 1923. The trade is invited to call on them or to

send inquiries and orders for saws, saw tools and saw speecialties.

Sawmill Firm Assigns
PRINCE RUPERT.—Mitchell Brothers, who have been operating

sawmill at Hutchison, have made an assignment to H. G. Perry,

authorized trustee in bankruptcy. The liabilities are said to be between

f$4,000 and $5,000, which include Government claims of relatively large

amounts. The estate may pay thirty cents on the dollar, but this will

depend upon the price realized for the small mill, which represents the

greater part of the partnership assets.

Operate Sawmill
MURRAYVILLE.—A new concern, known as the Langley Timber

Products, Limited, was recently organized for the purpose of operating

the sawmill formerly known as Huggarad's in the Fern Ridge district.

The new company, the principals in which, it is understood, are Messrs.

Damaske and Walker, of New Westminster, will manufacture principally

railroad ties and dimension lumber, and will immediately begin operations.

VanDonK
Stake Pockets

have splendid new features

No waste stakes. No trouble. Absolute safety as

the pockets may be opened from side of the car

opposite the operating shaft. The cost is low

—

the saving tremendous. Get the particulars today.

/^WmKennedij fr Sons- Limited

OWEM SOUND • ONTARIO
Cobalt

M. P>. SAUNDERS
8 Silver Street,
Phone 153.

BEFBESENTATIVES

:

MontreaJ.
H. C. KENNEDY,

232 St. James Street,
Phone Main 394.

Halifax
C. A. FOWLER,
Tramway Bldp;.,

Phone SackviUe 170(1

NEW No. 4 GRINDER
A Machine Especially Adapted for Sash and Door and

Furniture Factory Requirements

A SMALL MACHINE WITH A BIG CAPACITY

The SHIMER CUTTER HEAD CO.
OF CANADA, LIMITED

GALT - - - ONTARIO
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BUY SUPPLIES MADE IN B. C.

We Build

Logging Engines Logging Cars
WE SPECIALISE IN REPAIRING
ALL KINDS OF MACHINERY

Locomotives Engines Boilers

USE V.E.W. STEEL CASTINGS
If they are not V. E. W. Castings they are not B. C. Product, as we are the

only plant in B. C. producing Steel Castings. Mild, Chrome, Nickel,

Carbon, Manganese or any Special Steel Castings Made to Order.

Vancouver Engineering Works, Limited
VANCOUVER, B. C.519 6th AVE. WEST Phone Fairmont 240

/

The thousands of Simonds Saws (Band, Circular,

Crosscut and Drag) which are being used throughout the

United States, Canada, and in fact all over the world,

testify as to their popularity in the lumber industry. This

is due to their exceptionally high-grade steel and accurate

construction. Simonds Saws hold their edge and retain

their tension on all kinds of cutting jobs.

All kinds of saws for mill, timber operation or wood-
working shops are manufactured by Simonds, and

guaranteed.

Write for Catalogue and Prices.

Simonds Canada Saw Co., Limited
"The Saw Makers."

St. John, N.B. VANCOUVER, B.C. Montreal, Que.

J
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GOODHUE'S
LEATHER
BELTING

GOODHUE Special Planer Belting.

GOODHUE Extra Quality Leather Belting.

GOODHUE Acme Waterproof Leather Belting.

GILT EDGE ROUND Leather Belting.

Round LEATHER BELTING

ROUND LEATHER BELTING on spools made from choicest

Centre stock, firm and solid, thoroughly stretched, well rounded,

full size.

Put up on spools containing 100 to 500 feet.

Stock sizes M-in-i 5/16-in., %-in. and ^-in.

Sole B. C. Agents

Fleck Bros. Ltd.
Mill and Mine Supplies

110 Alexander St., Vancouver, B. C.

Phones Seymour 4592, 4593, 4594

(Continued from page 'A2)

was necessary. Tliis, of course, represented an illegitimate expense and
one which we have eliminated by the installation of silent chain drives."

Increasing production is equi\ alent to overcoming labor shortage.

Restricted production means additional investment in labor if only to

maintain a level that should be had through the regular equii)ment. This

point was very well brought out some three years ago l)y the Pacolet

Manufacturing Com])any in New Holland, (Georgia. For several years

that company (manufacturers of textiles) had been maintaining losses in

production through their type of power transmission. Finally, this type

was changed—a change from leather belts to silent chain. A single

installation of silent chain covering one spinning frame room meant an
increased production equivalent to the addition of 12.7 .spinning frames
to the floor. And 12.7 spinning frames (at a cost of $150 the frame)
realized something over $1,900 annually. This was an annual investment

return of 27 per cent.

Not long ago I happened to be talking to a chap from East St. Louis

who, during the course of our conversation, waxed eloquent regarding a

new gondola car dumper they were about to install at their plant. It

seems that this car unloader will accept any gondola of standard design,

regardless of its height, width, weight, capacity—that it can be operated

by the most unskilled labor—that it requires but a 35 h.p. motor for

power, and that it can unload such gondola cars, filled with coal or like

material, at the rate of forty an liour! Shades u{ needless persi)iration !

Well do I remember the days when I sweat and swore while shoveling

coal from a gondola car at the rate of fifteen cents a ton, and by dint of

hard work and much backache, doing about one car a day

!

W ithout doubt there are many, many more such instances of labor

economy. These are just a few that have come to our notice, and they

are set here as examples showing the justifiability of substituting machines
for men wherever possible. But all of us know something of the value

of labor-saving and labor-aiding machinery and equipment. W e know
that when wheelbarrows replaced the loads on the backs of men that

humanity was benefited immeasurably. And we know that with the

electric trucks and tractors which are rapidly supplanting the wheel-
barrows, or "Irish buggies," as they are affectionately known to the heavy
muscled chaps who run them, the human race will be still more benefited.

We know that should we wipe from the face of the earth all of our
power driven machines we would find it impossible to exist, for we could

not crowd onto this globe enough men to jiroduce even the barest essen-

tials. But, as said before, we have only begun the application of machin-
ery to industry. W^e are at least 80 per cent behind our own ability. Let

us make use of the machines and devices at hand. Automatization will

alleviate the labor shortage, tend to level wages, increase production,

better the quality of our product and reduce prices. In the words of

K. K. Condit, in a recent issue of the "American Machinist," here is the

situation

:

"The industries of the United States are certain to be faced with

a shortage in the supply of common labor. * * * It is obvious that

if this country is to continue to expand industrially, means must be found
for doing b}' machinery the work done in the past by hand labor. The
men to operate the machines are at hand, and the capital to purchase them
will be found when it is needed. It remains for the * * * manufac-
turer to install the machinery to do the work of industry. A great duty
and a great opportunity lie before them."

Preliminary Study by Commission on Pulpwood
OTTAWA.—The Royal Commission investigating the pulpwood

resources of Canada is now engaged in preliminary study of the situation

on material which has been ])re])ared for it by Assistant Secretary E. H.
Byshe, of the forest branch. Interior Department.

Preparations are being made to circularize various interested organi-

zations throughout Canada with a \ iew tf) giving them an oi)|)ortunitv to

l)repare their cases for .submission when the commission Iiolds public

hearings. No itinerary has yet been announced.

Pole Business Active
CRANBR(X)K.—The pole industry occupies most of the conversa-

tion in Lumby just now. The .Sugar Lake drive from Tracey's camp is

held up at the .Shuswap I'alls until the river rises. Meanwhile a number
of private ])eo])le are moving poles out from Mabel Lake and Squaw
Valley districts as well as Suga-r Lake by heavy imported trucks working
day and night.

WEST VANCOUV'I^R—A nasty accident occurred recently when
the logging train to the Shield's mill from the upper camp jumped the

track and injured young Hermon McMillan. Young McMillan was taken

to the North Vancouver Hospital suffering from a broken leg and arm
and other injuries, but is doing very nicely.
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Second Hand Positions

Machinery & Wanted
Equipment Classmed Section Help Wanted 1

Wanted & Business 1

For Sale LITTLE ADVERTISEMENTS FOR QUICK ACTION Chances

The

Peter Hay Knife Co,
GALT, ONTARIO Limited

MACHINE KNIVES
of Every

Description for
Paper Cutting,
Bark and Rag
Knives, Shear

Blades
Send for Price

List

We will be pleased to

undertake special enquiries

on belialf of advertisers.

Information or other
assistance gladly given.

Western Lumberman
519 Winch Buildingr

VANCOUVEB - B.C.

For "20 Years the Authority"

"The living voice affects men
more than what they read."

—Pliny, the Younger.

Your voice conducts your busi-

ness. Directions that you give
personally are quickly and accur-
ately executed, because your
associates cannot fail to under-
stand. Each inflection has a
meaning for them.

Hememljer the telephone when
you would confer with those in-

terested with you in business. Do
not trust the cold, written word
—send your voice, yourself by
long distance telephone.

British Columbia

Telephone Company

PUBLISHERS' NOTICE
Advertisements other than "Employment Wanted" or "Employees

Wanted" will be inserted in this department at the rate of 25 cents per agate
lhi3 (14 agate lines make one inch). $2.80 per inch, each insertion, payable
in advance. When four or more consecutive insertions of the same adver-
tisement are ordered a discount of 25 per cent will be allowed.

Advertisements of "Wanted Employment" will be inserted at the rate
of one cent a word, net. Cash must accompany order. If Western Lumber-
man box number is used, enclose ten cents extra for postage in forwarding
replies. Minimum charge 25 cents.

Advertisements of "Wanted Employees" will be inserted at the rate of

two cents a word, net. Cash must accompany the order. Minimum charge
50 cents.

Advertisements must be received not later than the 10th of each month
to insure insertion in the subsequent issued.

We Solicit Enquiries on the

Following List of

MACHINERY
2 13 by 8 Cowan molders.
1 10 by 6 McGregor Gourlay

moulder.
1 24 by 6 4-side McGregor Gour-

lay planer and matcher.
1 No. 10 10 by 30 4-side Berlin

sizer.

1 Allis-Chalmers heavy log haul
up.
Numerous small vertical steam
engines.

1 8 by 5 Sturtevant twin vertical

automatic steam engine.

1 9 by 8 Westinghouse twin ver-

tical automatic steam engine.

1 12 by 6 H. S. & G. side-crank
steam engine.

1 66 by 16 H. T. boiler, Dutch
oven fittings, 150 lbs.

1 6 h.p. Cook Gasoline engine.

1 8 h.p. Fairbanks Morse gaso-
line engine.

1 20 h.p. Foos gasoline engine.

1 25 h.p. Fairbanks Morse Semi-
Deisel.

1 3 ft. Cube contractor's mixer.

2 St. Clair roof derricks.

2 No. 3 St. Clair single purchase
hand winches.

1 6 by 8 Clark & Chapman fric-

tion hoist.

2 Hood (Ford engine) tractors.

W. M. C. sawmills, etc.

We have a complete stock of

transmission. Also a large assort-

ment of machinery not listed here.

We have a first-class machine shop
and make a specialty of sawmill
repairs.

Complete Sawmills
Designed and Erected

WEIR MACHINERY CO.
LIMITED

1396 Richards Street

Vancouver

WANTED
Foreman for planing mill in Ottawa,

Ontario must be familiar with the
mechanical parts and operation of
matchers, planers and resaws, also saw
filing and knife grinding. Permanent
position to right man. State experience,
give references and salary expected, to

Box 48, Western Iinmberman.

Hecate Straits Towing
Co., Ltd.

OPERATING SEA-GOING TUGS

"LORNE," 1,000 I.H.P.

"CAPE SCOTT" 500

I.H.P.
(EQUIPPED WITH WIRELESS)

Heavy and Long Distance
Towing a Specialty

850 Hastings Street West
Seymour 7147

SPRUCE TIMBER
LIMITS

FOR SALE

The undersigned offer for

sale by tender to be received
up to October 1st, 1923, their

entire holdings, consisting of

about one hundred and eighty

(180) square miles in Saskat-
chewan, Canada. Estimated to

average one and one-half mil-

lion spruce and one million

poplar, per square mile.

Description, terms and con-
ditions of sale on application.

Tenders accepted for the whole
or seperate blocks.

Saskatchewan

Lumber Co., Ltd.

Ottawa, Canada

LONG PILING

Douglas Fir and Western
Hemlock

Quick Delivery
Any Quantity

Domestic and Export.

Burns & Jackson
Phone: Bayview 1218

Grace Harbor B.C.

CLARK & LYFORD
FOREST ENGINEERS, LTD.

Judson F. Clark P. L. Lyford

J. E. Tucker

920-25 Vancouver Blk. Vancouver, B.C

Ryan, Mcintosh

Timber Co., Ltd.

TIMBER BROKERS, CRUISERSj
SURVEYORS AND VALUATORS!

CONSULTING ENGINEERS.

701-704 Belmont House

VICTORIA, B.C.

W. B. Ryan R. W. Hibberson, F.E
W. L. Mcintosh McC. P. Blair. C.E

BELTING FOR SALI
We have a large quantity of Second
Hand Rubber and Leather Belting i

all sizes and plys up to 24 inches i

width, which we can sell at interest
ing prices. Send us your requirement!

K. SMITH
138 York St. Toronto, On-

LET US FINANCE YO i

If you are planning on enlarging y(
business and need new financing we (

help you. Unless you have a proposit
that would stand bonding up to at lei i

$300,000.00, please do not correspo

C. C. G-arland, Gravelly Ziake, Tacoi
Wash.

TIMBER CRUISER
logging engineer, topographer and
striiment man, able to do all draft .'

and figuring. Requires permanent pc

tion. Thoroughly practical and exp •

ienced in all logging methods on co
and interior. At present employed, L
requires change with good progress
company, where energy would be app
ciated. Apply Box 47, Western liB

berman.

WANTED
Second-hand platform, wagon sg

8x14 feet. Must be in good repair
loaded F.O.B. point of shipment. St

price. Box 59, Western liumberm >

Winnipeg'.
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Note and Comment

By R. B. D., in Victoria, B.C.,

"Colonist."

A very noteworthy and very extra-

ordinary thing- has happened at

Washington, D.C. The thing is all

the more extraordinary inasmuch as

it has happened under a Republican

and therefore a strongly protection-

ist administration. The Tariff Com-
mission has met and decided to

recommend a reduction in certain

duties on logs imported into the

country. Logs of fir, spruce, cedar

and hemlock are henceforth to be

admitted into the United States upon
payment of a duty of fifty cents per

thousand feet. The former duty was
one dollar per thousand feet, board

measure.
* * *

The dispatch which contains this

interesting news naively remarks

that this reduction will prove an ad-

vantage to the export trade of New
Brunswick and British Columbia. Of
course the artless, not to say simple,

-

statesmen at Washington, D.C, gave

no consideration whatever to the ad-

vantage the increased importation of

Mew Brunswick and British Columbia

logs would be to the manufacturers

of the United States. They probably

have become philanthropists, and are

thinking only of measures likely to

he of benefit to their neighbors.
* * *

Still it may be opportune for our

statesmen, if they can overcome their

timidity, and possiblly some other

considerations, to note the fact that

the announcement from Washington
is coincidental with an increased de-

mand from the other side for our

logs. It is, therefore, just possible

•that United States mill men have

made representations to Washington

that an abundance of raw material

would be of some advantage to them.

They could cut it up, put the finish-

ing touches upon it, and sell it at

some profit as a perfect article.

Therefore the unusual spectacle

of a Republican administration of

lextreme protectionist proclivities

moving in the direction of a reduc-

^tion in duties upon anything is not

jsuch an extraordinary phenomenon
after all. There is no doubt that an

i£§iiimproved market for logs would be

of considerable benefit to a certain

inumber of people in New Brunswick

land British Columbia; but the matter

our statesmen should give their most

iCrious consideration is whether sell-

g manufactured lumber instead of

s would not be of greater benefit

a much larger number of the

leople of Canada. American states-

men are doing well in trying to de-

vise measures for the benefit of the

United States. That is what they

are elected for and why they are

elected. Our representatives, if they

are endowed with resourcefulness

worthy of their position, will follow

the example of their wideawake
Eoiasins.

*

if

It

RED CEDAR SHINGLE BUREAU BULLETINS
St. Joseph, Mo.

Colonel Warden has been successful in getting the assurance of the
officials sponsoring the anti-shingle ordinance that nothing will be done until

the lumbermen have had an opportunity to present their case. The hearing-

will probably be given in October. Warden reports that good shingles are
used in this district, which should make our task easier.

Leavenworth, Kans.

Visited by Colonel Warden who reports the "dealers are definitely out
for cedar shingles, but the public is very indifferent, in fact, partial to patent
roofing." There are plenty of rumors of trouble with these roofs (asphalt)
so the dealers report, but they cannot persuade owners to re-roof with wood.

Forest Lake, Minn.

One of the originators of patent roofing has invented a treatment to fire-

proof shingle. We contend that good edge grain shingles don't need any
fire-proofing, but we think you would be interested in the last paragraph of
his letter:

"I do know many brands of asphalt shingles are a detriment to the
business, and that in some localities they are losing favor."

Fort Smith, Arkansas.

The new building code has been passed at Fort Smith, but we are glad
to state that we were successful in retaining shingles in this city. The
building code prohibits the use of shingles in the fire zone, but permits the
use of 5/2 edge grain shingles for roofs in the other districts.

This is another case where quality shingles received the recognition they
are entitled to. This city would have been lost to wood shingles entirely if

thy had not been sold on the merits of edge grain.

Louisville, Kentucky

Mr. Marsh reports a splendid attendance at the Kentuck State Fair at
Louisville, and that excellent results have been obtained with our exhibit.
Mr. Marsh's report is most interesting and we would suggest showing your
lumber and logging friends the following:

"There seems to be plenty of work to be done here since the State Fire
Commissioner feels as he does. They burn a frame house here each fair
night on the grounds to show how wood will burn. Shingles are simply the
forerunner of killing lumber for construction, sure as you are a foot high."

The State Fire Marshal of Kentucky made the statement to Marsh that
"all wood shingles must go." We expect to have something to say about this.

SHINGLE BRANCH, WEST COAST LUMBERMEN'S ASSN.
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LOGS
Abernethy, Lougheed

LOGGING COMPANY, LIMITED

Port Haney British Columbia

Office and Bunkers: Foot of Burrard St.

West of C.P.R. Oil Tanks
Phones: Sey. 6894 and 2200

B. W. B. NAVIGATION COMPANY LIMITED
Successors to

Progressive Steamboat Co. Ltd and C. S. Thicke Towing Co Ltd.

TUGS— Projective
Coutli Pronative
Phoenix Prosperative
Maagen Prospective No. 2

P. O. Box 311

Vancouver, B. C.

I.OGGING AND HOISTING
MACHINERY

1 9x10 Tacoma compound yarder.
1 12x14 Tacoma reader.
3 11x14 Washington D.D.D.C. donkey

engines.
1 G%x8 I^idgerwood D.D.C. steam hoist.
1 7x10 U.n.D.O. O. & S. steam hoist.
1 7x12 Washington D.D.t', .steam hoist.
1 6x6 D.C.S.D. reversihle steam hoist.
1 4>i.x6 S.L). steam hoists.
6 No. 222 Sasgen double geared winches.
2 Worm geared belted hoists.

SAWMII.1^ MACHINERY
1 Dixie "C" Hill Curtis sawmill.
1 Lane sawmill.
1 I'ortland Iron Works 3-saw power

trimmer.
1 Sumner jump saw rig.
1 Sumner power set works.
2 4x42 "Dixie" Hill Curtis edgers.
38 inch to 72 inch head blocks, standard

makes, screw types and rack and
pinion.

BOII.ERS
2 72x18 Casey Hedges butt strap boiler

with steel casings.
1 72x16 H.R.T. butt strap boilers.
1 60x16 H.R.T. butt strap boilers.
2 .'>4xI6 Atlas butt strap boilers.

STEAM ENGINES
1 7x10 C.C. horizontal engine.
1 10x13 Chandler & Taylor S.C.
1 10x12 Chandler & Taylor R.H.S.C.
1 10x14 Brownell L.H.S.C.
1 11x14 Chandler Ik Taylor D.H.S.C.
1 12x16 Nagie centre crank.
1 13x15 Ames "Vim" C.C.
1 13x16 Brownell R.H.S.C.
1 16x18 Ames "Regal" R.H.S.C.
1 16x18 Ames "Vim" C.C.

WOODWORKING MACHINERY
1 60 inch Connell & Deiigler band re-

saw.
1 ."il inch McDonough band resaw.
1 4 4 inch Berlin band resaw.
1 36 inch band .saw.
1 26 inch Silver band saw.
1 Oliver wood boring machine.
1 Gawley column boring machine.
1 16 inch Round head jointer.
1 12 inch Creaves & Klushman
1 Hall & Brown chisel mortiser.
1 Gould footpower mortiser.
1 12 inch Rowley & Hermance outside

moulder.
1 10 inch Berlin outside moulder.
1 SMiXS Rowley' & Hermance outside

moulder.
Circular resaws 40 inch to 25 inch.
1 60 inch American hollow arm sander.
1 54 inch Berlin "Invincible" 3-drum

sander.
1 36 inch Berlin

sander.
1 10 inch Wysong & Miles belt sander.
1 Bentell Margedant Co. all metal rail-

way cut-off saw table.
2 American cut-off saw tables.
1 American rip-saw table.
1 Hall & Brown No. 17 4 2-saw power

ripper.
1 8x10 Gidding & Lewis gang saw.
1 8x30 Gidding & Lewis gang .saw.
1 Greenlee self feed rip saw.
1 Hall & Brown self feed rip saw table.
1 Combined rip-saw table and single

spindle shaper.
1 Crescent tilting top-saw table.
1 Worth roll top-saw table.
1 Hall & Brown all metal under-table

swinging saw table.
1 Berlin self feed rip-saw table.
Irvington swing-saws, 72 to 26 inch.
1 40 inch American swing .saw.
1 12 inch American 4-side sticker.
1 12 inch Hall & Blown 4-side sticker.
1 8 inch Plall & Brown 4-side sticker.
1 6 inch McGregor Gourlay sash sticker
1 4 inch Frank sticker.
1 Cordesman & Meyers double spindle

shaper.
1 Hall & Brown single end tenoner.
1 New I!ritan single end tenonei-.
1 McGregor-Gourlay single end tenoner.
1 Sidney universal woodworker.
1 Combined .sash and door clamp, foot

power.
1 D. F. Walker panel raiser.
1 American dove-tailing machine.
1 Dauber & Kratsch dowel machine.
1 Hall & Biown power feed rod machine.
1 Power picket pointing machine.
1 36x36 2-section glue press.

jointer.

"Invincible' 3-drum

SPECIALS
24 gfa. g'asoUne1 ton Plymouth

locomotive.
8 IVi yard metal frame 24 ga. cars.
1 150 K.V.A. Ridg'eway engfine grenera-

tor set.
1 50 K.V.A. Ridg'eway eni^ine gfenerator

set.
1 Iialley ligrhtingr plant, complete.
2 25 h.p. type "Y" Fairbanks Morse

semi-diesel eng-ines.
1 14 foot span travelling' hand crane.
1 30 foot span travelling' hand crane.
1 No. 55 Hendley Whitmore punch and

shear.
3,300 feet 4 inch black pipe.
50 built up lumber trucks.

One of the Largest Stocks of Machinery
in the Northwest. Write for Stock IJst.

Star Machinery Co.
SEATTLE, WASH.

Shop and Yards
207 Horton St.

Office & Salesroom
1735 iBt Ave. S.
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B, C, Current Lumber Market Review
^ The following direct quotations on important British Columbia Lumber and Shingle items represent

approximately prevailing prices F.O.B. mill in carload lots in this market. These prices, of course, are not

universal and merely indicate the prevailing trend and the basis on which orders have been negotiated.

Flooring Resawn Boards Timbers, 32 Ft. and Under

1x4 No. 1 E.G $59.00 to $60.00 In 8, 10 and 12-in. widths. About %-in. thick. 6x6/8x10, S4S 24.0(

1x4 No. 3 E.G

41.00

.

(Surface measure)
_ 6x6/8x10, Rgh 24.0{

1x3 No. 2 & Btr. 62.00

1x3 No. 3 40.00

1x4 No. 2 & Btr. S.G. 42.00

- .....$10.25 to 12.50

Planks and Small Timbers Lath
Fir

1x6 No. 2 & Btr. S.G 42.00

Stepping

No. 2 & Btr. E.G 77.50

No. 2 & Btr. F.G 67.50

Finish

lx8-10-in. No. 2 & Btr. 60.00

Casg. and Bas 70.00

Ceiling

34x4 No. 2 & Btr 42.00

5/8x4 No. 2 & Btr 38.00

%x4 No. 2 & Btr., Hem 35.00

5/8x4 No. 3 27.00

1x4 No. 2 & Btr 42.00

1x4 No. 2 & Btr., Hem 40.00

1x4 No. 3 33.00

1x6 No. 2 & Btr. 42.00

4x4, 12/16, S4S 24.00

4x4, 12/16, Rgh 24.00

3x10-12, 12/16, S..S 24.00 1/2x4, Cir

3x10-12, 12/16, Rgh 24.00 1/3x6, Cir. A.

5.5(

Cedar Siding

-$40i

. 42I

Partition

1x4 No. 2 & Btr. .$43.00

Drop Siding

1x6 No. 2 & Btr 42.00

1x6 No. 3 39.00

Boards and Shiplap

1x6 SIS o. 1 17.50

1x6 D. & M 20.00

lx8-10-in. SIS 20.00

lxl2-in 20.00

lx8-10-in. SIS, No. 2 15.00

Dimensions S. & £.

2x4, 12-14, No. 1 20.50

2x4, 12-14, 14 -in 22.50

2x4, 16 :. 22.00

2x4, 18 23.00

2x4, 18, l^-in. : 25.00

2x4, 20 23.00

2x6-8, 22-24 25.50

2x6-8, 22-24, l^-in 26.00

2x6-8, 26/32 27.00

2x4 R/L, l^, No. 2 25.00

Shelving

1x4 to 12-in. 6 ft. to 18 ft.

Fir : 29.00

Cedar : 50.00

Spruce 50.00

Hemlock 35.00
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CAMPBELL RIVER MILLS, Limited
(Formerly Campbell River Lumber Company, Limited)

SOFT OLD GROWTH YELLOW FIR
WE LOG IT WE MANUFACTURE IT WE SELL IT

Represented by

R. J. CRAWFORD,
706 McArthur Bldg-.

Winnipeg', Manitoba.

Try a Car of Our Kiln Dried Rough Clears and Be Convinced

STRAIGHT OR MIXED CARS OF YARD STOCK.
Mill and Head Office;

WHITE ROCK,
British Columbia

Maple Ridge Lumber Co.^ Ltd.

FIR TIMBERS
OUR SPECIALTY

Quick Cutting Orders
C.'P.R. Main Line-

Maple Ridge Lumber Co.
PORT HANEY, B.C. Limited

McLaren Lumber Company
BLAIRMORE, Aha.

Manufacturers of superior grades of

Spruce Lumber

Dealers in all kinds of Mining Timbers,

Corral and Fence Poles, etc.

Our Specialty : **QUALITY and SERVICE''

LOGGERS
HAMMERS
WEDGES
MAULS

HAND FORGED FROM CRUCIBLE CAST STEEL

YOUR DEALER HAS THEM

MADE IN VANCOUVER
—BY—

B. C. Marine Engineers & Shipbuilders^

LIMITED

Sure Service Prompt Shipment

Planing Mill

Modern Machinery
and

Drying Facilities

Douglas Fir
Our Specialty—Mixed Cars Retail Trade

Modern Mill

Band Saw Equipment
throughout

Capacity 80,000, 9 hrs.

Eburne Sawmills Limited Marpole, B. C.
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Nineteen Years
Ago

From the columns of Western
Lumberman of Feb. 1904

The following gentlemen have

returned from Winnipeg, where

thev conferred with the Retail

Dealers' Association of Manitoba

and Northwest Territory : E. H.

Heaps, of the E. H. Heaps Co.

;

P. D. Roe, Canadian Pacific Lum-
ber Co., Port Moody; H. de Pen-

cier, North Pacific Lumber Co.,

Barnet; C. M. Beecher, B. C.

Mills, Timber & Trading Co., and

L. A. Lewis, Brunette Sawmills,

Ltd. While in Winnipeg the dele-

gation met and discussed freight

problems with Wm. Whyte, Vice-

president of the C. P. R.
* * *

Foreign shipments from Hast-

ings Mills during 1903, totalled 30,-

045,107 feet b.m., valued at $473.-

289.
* * *

Retail lumber dealers of West-
ern Canada condemn the Canadian
Pacific Railway for engaging as

manufacturers of lumber, thus

competing with private enterprizes.
* * *

War between Russia and Japan
will injure the lumber industry, ac-

cording to John Hendry, a prom-
inent lumberman of Vancouver.

* * *

B. C. shingle men are organizing

a pool to control shingle prices.
* * *

The Bonners Ferry Lumber Co.

is getting out 3,000,000 feet of logs

in the East Kootenay district.

* * *

MacLean Brothers, Vancouver,

buy 27.000 acres of timberlands on

Kiaanch River, Vancouver Island.

At a meeting of the mountain

lumbermen at Cranbrook, among
others, the following attended : T.

Ludgate, Big Bend Lumber Co.,

Arrowhead; Geo. C. Wells, W. C.

Wells Lumber Co., Palliser ; Peter

Lund, M. B. King, C. D. McNab,

J. Gennette and Hugh Cameron.
* * *

James Dunsmuir appeals against

the act of the legislature, imposing

a tax upon timber cut within the

railway belt. He will go to the

Privy Council with his appeal.
* * *

During 1902 total exports from
British Columbia were 57,121,435.

During 1903, 57,869,875.
* * *

For the half year ending Decem-
ber 31, 1903 the B. C. Government
received a total of $228,808 for

rents, timber royalty and licenses.

The Coast cut for 1903 ran as fol-

lows: Wa.shingto, 1,800,000,000;

British Columbia, 500,000,000;

Oregon, 1,200,000,000; California,

1.000,000,000, and Idaho and Mon-
tana, 400,00,000.

* * *

H. L. Jenkins, of Wisconsin,

buys the Ross-McLaren mill at

Sapperton.
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NO, 7 ANGLE CHECK VALVE, CHECK V.'^LVE AN'D BRASS GLOBE VALVE

TO RENEW A VALVE DISC IN SIXTY SECONDS
With an extra disc holder at hand,

you can put a new disc in any one of

these valves in less than a minute.

The bonnet ring of malleable iron af-

fords a sure grip for your wrench^

The holder slips right off the stem.

Another holder and the nev? disc re-

places it. The bonnet goes on again

in a jiffy and the valve is in service.

Persistent hard usage will not destroy

these valves. The heavy bodies are

ofnon-corroding brass and ring nuts are

malleable iron to give extra strength

and lasting quality. As with Crane
valves for every purpose, each No. 7
valve is tested before shipment.

CRANE
CRANE LIMITED, GENERAL OFFICES: 386 BEAVER HALL SQUARE. MONTREAL
CRANE-BENNETT, LTD., HEAD OFFICE: 45-51 LEMAN STREET, LONDON, ENG.

Branches and Sa/es Offices in 21 Cities in Canada and B'itish Isles

Works: Montreal, Canada, and Ipswich, England

Eficiincy IVash Sink with Pedal Vahes

E. A. James, General Manager
of the C. N R., says the company
v\'ill build yards at Edmonton.

* * *

The Iroquois Theatre fire at

Chicago, started against wood con-

struction, Baltimore burnt out,

making heavy demands for lumber.
* * *

Workmen file liens against logs

in W. H. Higgins camp. B. G.

Marshall, solicitor, gets $500 out

of share of sale, to pay workmen.
* * *

California man invents steam

elephant, a sort of tractor, which
he says will drive horses out of the

woods.
* * *

Present prices for shingles are

given as follows: $2.30 for Stars,

and $2.70 for Clears.

Building

Vancouver.
boom predicted fo^

Hon. W. C. W^ells, and Hoi.

Carter-Cotton place resolution be-

fore B. C. Legislature, demanding
heavy duty on lumber from the t

.

S. coming into Canada. Resolutio i

passes ;
representations are to b

;

made to the Federal Government
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Pulp Interests Look Into Water Storage in

New British Columbia

VANDERHOOF, B.C.—Robert Tjhmst, representative of the

ulp and paper company that is interested in this section of the Fort

jeorge district, E. W. Bowness, of the hydrauHc plant which the pro-

tioters of the pulp and paper mill have planned, John Breenner and F. P.

Jurden, engineers of Prince George, have just returned from Stuart Lake

nd Trembleur Lake, where they have been investigating the feasibility

storing the v\'aters to ensure an even flow of the Nechako river during

he low water stage. They also took a trip to the watershed at Francois

^ke, west of here.

The engineers have come to the conclusion that if the project is to

o ahead sixty thousand horsepower will be required, which is about

ve times the power that was estimated in the original plans.

While Mr. Tyhurst is not in a position to give out any definite

tatements his remarks upon his return from the northern waters created

lie most optimistic conclusions for the early commencement of a pulp

nd paper mill somewhere along the Nechako river.

Menzies Bay Fire Subdued
VANCOUVER, B. C—Following a three-day battle with a forest

fire at Menzies Bay, the flames have been controlled, according to word
received here today.

The fire spread over several hundred acres and destroyed bunkhouses
and other buildings, together with carloads of logs, donkey engines, rig-

ging and bridges, the property of the Rat Portage Lumber Company. The
loss has been placed as high as $200,000.

Rebuild Mill if Market Improves
P(3RT COQUITLAM, B.C.—The McLean shingle mill, which

was destroyed by fire about a month ago, will probably be rebuilt in ihc

near future, according to Mr. Jack McLean. Just when he is not

prepared to state, as the shingle market is rather dull just now, and it

would cost $50,000 to replace the old mill. However, plans are being
laid for building operations to start as soon as conditions are more
favorable.

No matter where a Marion 21 goes, the same reports come back—Marions
everywhere are proving for their owners that they are without competition.

The low up-keep charges, the continuous operation, and the very satisfactory
capacity are Salient features why such Companies as the following pin their
faith to Marions:

Capilano Timber Company, Iiimited Government of British Columbia
Bloedel, Stewart & Welch Corporation Victoria Lumber Manufacturing' Co. Ltd.
Abernethy & Long^heed, Limited Canadian Pacific Kailway

Canadian National Railways

These are just a few of the many lumber and logging companies who have
learned that dependable Marion equipment means more profits. Are you not
convinced that the Marion is the real leader and is worthy of your investigation?
Its many superior points of construction are plainly evident. Write any of the
above owners—or better still see their machines in operation—then send for
the new catalogue of bulletins.

1155 Sixth Avenue, West
• • Vancouver, B.C.Vancouver Machinery Depot, Limited ::

Representing the Marion Steam Shovel Co. - Marion Ohio

Crow's Nest Pass Lumber Company
Manufacturers of

LIMITED

Soft Pine Finish and Shelving, Mountain Fir and Larch,

Dimension and Timbers^ Ceiling, Siding, Floorings,

Moulding, Lath and Piling

Saw Mill, Planing Mill and Head Office at WARDNER, B.C.

CLIFFORD M. PENNOCK, Vice-President and Manager, WARDNER, B. C.
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Uniform inQuality
DOUGLAS FIR

SPRUCE

HEMLOCK
CEDAR I

Our Modern Electric Mill is Situated in

the Heart of the "Green Timber," one of

the Finest Stands in British Columbia.

WRITE US YOUR ENQUIRIES

Telegrams: NEW WESTMINSTER, B. C.

KING-FARRIS LUMBER CO., LTD.
Mill: KINGS, B. C. Office: NEWTON, B. C.

Prairie Representative

:

J. O. Thorpe, Fort Garry Hotel, WINNIPEG

THURSTON-FLAVELLE LIMITED
Office and Mills Port Moody, B.C.

Our Specialty

RED CEDAR
CLEAR "A"

BE VEL SIDING

EXTRA XXX
SHINGLES

FOR PART CAR SHIPMENTS STOCKS OF SIDING CARRIED AT:

Winnipeg, c/o The Empire Sash & Door Company, Ltd.

Saskatoon, c/o Security Lumber Company, Limited.

Edmonton, c/o The Atlas Lumber Company, Limited.

Calgary, c/o Revelstoke Sawmill Company, Limited.

Swift Current, c/o Revelstoke Sawmill Company, Limited.

Regina, c/o Security Lumber Company, Limited.

Moose Jaw, c/o Security Lumber Company, Limited.

Dauphin, Man., c/o J. J. Crowe Co., Limited.

Brandon, Man., c/o A. R. McDiarmid Lumber Co.

Prairie Representative, J. 0. THORPE, Ring George Hotel, Saskatoon, Sask.
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Talking Facts With Farmers

appreciation of Their Problem is

Shown in a Form Letter Sent Out by
an ylmerican Retailer

Some two or three years ago an eloquent lawyer in discussing the

"farm problem"—the same then as it is now—before a convention of

retail lumbermen said: "The farmer is a very peculiar individual in that

he is just like the rest of us." And he said a mouthful in that one
sentence

!

Ralph E. Wagers, secretary of Kellogg Brothers Lumber Company,
Wisconsin Rapids, Wisconsin, evidently shares the opinion of the lawyer

that the farmer is "just like the rest of us" for he recently sent a form
letter to the farm trade surrounding the Kellogg Company's several yards

in which he talked with the farmers just as if he was one of them. In

that letter Mr. Wagers shows sympathetic appreciation of the farmer's

problem while not letting him overlook the fact the lumber merchant who
serves farmers has a problem or .so of his own ; all in all a frank dis-

cussion of building materials facts and the farmer's interest in them
which is calculated to inspire confidence and thereby stimulate trade

where prospects are none too good.

The letter, sent to 2.000 farmers who have money with which to

buy or whose credit is good with the Kellogg Company, follows in full

:

"High Cost of Building" Talk

To Our Customers

:

Perhaps you have noticed items different papers lately about the

"high cost of building." Statements made in some papers would almost

make one believe that it would be the height of extravagance to build

now. The attitude of some of our customers has been changed by some
comparisons we have made to them personally. It is for this reason that

we are taking this means of discussing this proposition with you and
listing a few facts.

In the big cities the labor cost on buildings has become almost prohi-

bitive. We have been reliably informed that lathers in Chicago are, in

several instances, getting as high as $136.00 per week. This is only one

item. You can guess what the results are on a large job. However, this

is not true in smaller places.

A few days ago we sold material to build a garage 10x16. The ma-
terial amounted to $85.86 exclusive of the floor. We were interested in

comparing this with prices in 1920 and also in 1922. In 1920 this same

material would have cost the cu.stomer $119.62. This is a saving of 28

per cent over war time prices. A year ago the material would have cost

him $74.89. The present i)rices are shown, in this instance, to be about

13 per cent higher than last year at this time.

Materials for Other Purposes

Comparisons on material for other buildings run approximately the

same. This does not mean, however, that every item has decreased or

advanced in the .same proportion. Some items are higher in proi)()rtion

and some lower.

Take roofing for instance : We have some favorable contracts for

roofing and our prices are actually lower than last year. Cement is some

lower. Cedar .shingles are about the same; hemlock lumber is a little

higher, and so in pine.

We are not trying to justify ])rcsent prices or to say that they are

too high or too low. PersonallyWe would like to see prices of building

material in proportion to prices our customers are getting for their

produce, etc., but we don't see how building material i)rices can be much

lower when we take into consideration the wages and other expenses the

manufacturers have to contend with.

We know we are handling building material as economically as

possible. Our employees are getting fair but not fancy wages. All

expen.'-e is cut to the minimum. We Iniy in large quantities, insist on
getting good grades, and know we are giving as good values as any one
possibly can.

We make these explanations because we believe many of our cus-

tomers would like to do some building or make some repairs this fall

—

but they don't know whether to go ahead or not. We don't want to

mislead you in any way, and don't want you to get "scared out" of

building or repairing just because "somebody said" or "somebody wrote"
that everything is too high.

Our advice i.s—don't splurge, but keej) your property in good shape,

and if you actually need new buildings, build them.

Value in a Paint Can

There is one place where a little money wisely spent will yield

returns in eliminating wa.ste and deterioration. This is in buying and
using GOOD paint. Buildings that are kept protected from the weather
by an application of GOOD paint every once in a while last almost

indefinitely. Not only that, but if you want to sell, the resale value of

your property is increased.

Some people hesitate to buy "high j^riced" paint because they think

they can buy paint just as good, or that will answer the same purpose, for

less money. This line of reasoning may work out all right on some
things, but it doesn't on paint. You can't get out of a can of paint any
more than the manufacturer puts into it.

There are only a few materials that do make good paint. They have
a certain value. The only way to cheapen paint is to substitute some
cheaper material. For instance, ground chalf or calcium carbonate as it

is called to disguise it, costs practically nothing as compared with white

lead and zinc, and is only put in the paint to cheapen it.

We have about the highest priced house paint on the market—that

is, it costs more than most any other paint by the gallon—yet, because

the body of it contains only pure lin.seed oil, protects the surface better.

In fact, for the same number of dollars that you would pay for cheaj)

paint you can get GOOD paint to paint your buildings. The only differ-

ence is that you won't have to take home so many gallons, ^'our buildings

will then have a real coat of paint.

Paint is also quite a little cheaper than during the war. During 1920
the paint for a home we have in mind cost $57.50. Today the same
paint would cost only $40.00.

Possibilities in Hay Crop

With the backwardness of the .season and the dry weather there are

prospects for a short hay crop. Corn looks as though it would come
along all right. Some farmers are guessing that hay will be worth $15.00
to $20.00 per ton this winter. It doesn't take many tons of hay saved

to pay for a silo.

We have a few full-lenglh clear fir stave silos left from last year, and
which we are selling at last year's prices. These prices are about 12 to

15 per cent less than they would be if we had to buy the stock now.

We vvill allow a liberal discount for cash or give satisfactorv terms
to res])onsible parties, even making it possible, where a fair sized payment
is made this fall, to pay the balance in monthly payments out of vour
milk or cream checks.

.See our nearest manager. Let him hel]) you select the right material

to use for any job.

Yours very truly,

KELLOGG BROTHERS LUMBER COMPANY.
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A Tentative List of Subjefts for the Pacific

Logging Congress

The following is a skeleton list of subjects

for the programme of the next Pacific Log-

ging Congress, October 24-27, at Spokane,

Washr. In most cases a list is given of indi-

viduals (or institutions) assigned for discus-

sion of the subject, though complete selections

have not been made:

FIRE FIGHTING ORGANIZATIONS IN

LOGGING CAMPS—Capt. C. S. Cowan,
British Columbia Forest Service, Victoria, B.

C; G. C. Joy, Washington Forest Fire Asso-

ciation, Seattle, Wash.; Dr. J. V. Hofman, U.

S. Forest Service, Stabler, Wash.; Goodwin G.

Johnson, Capilano Timber Co., Ltd., Vancou-

ver, B.C.; J. L. Bridge, Darrington, Wash.

YARDING AND LOADING MACHINES—
Electric Division R. C. Richardson, The

Pacific Lumber Co., Scotia, Cal.; W. H.

Weber, Hutchinson Lumber Co., Oroville,

Cal.; Mr. Wright, Sugar Pine Co., Fresno,

Cal.; Andrew Bloom, Potlatch Lumber Co.,

Elk River, Idaho; Cutler Lewis, Snoqualmie

Falls Lumber Co., Snoqualmie, Wash.

Steam Division—W. W. Peed, Hammond
Lumber Co., Samoa, Cal.; Minot Davis,

demons Logging Co., Tacoma, Wash.; Peter

Shafer, Shafer Bros. Logging Co., Buckley,

Wash.; Ed. Murphy, Murphy Timber Co.,

Portland, Ore.; J. C. Flora, Flora Logging

Stewart & Welch, Ltd., Myrtle Point, B.C.;

Co., Portlang, Ore.; Sidney Smith, Bloedel,

Wm. Irwin, Big Creek Logging Co., Knappa,

Ore.; A. W. Callow, Winooche Timber Co.,

Hoquiam, Wash.

TRACTbR LOGGING. Pine — Elmer I.

Stoddard, Grand Ronde Lumber Co., Perry,

Ore.; Frank Gardiner, Baker White Pine Co.,

Baker, Ore.; W. D. Humiston, Potlatch Lum-
ber Co., Potlatch, Idaho; C. A. Hosner,

Seattle, Wash.; Fir—Ernest Meiklejohn,

Sound Log Sales Co., Seattle, Wash.; Don
Plummer, Geo. H. Plummer, Tacoma, Wash.

OVERHEAD SYSTEMS (with Stereopticon

slides) A. S. Cargill, Cargill Co., of Canada,
Vancouver, B.C.; Craig Spencer, Bigelow
Logging Co., Seattle, Wash.; Sidney Lewis,

Clear Lake Lumber Co., Clear Lake, Wash.

DIESEL TYPE OF LOGGING ENGINE

—

J. J. Donovan, Bloedel-Donovan Lumber
Mills, Bellingham, Wash.; A. G. Luetgert,

Seattle, Wash.; Gerald Fii-ink, Washjington
Iron Works, Seattle, Wash.; Imperial Gas
Engine Co., Oakland, Cal.

PLUMING LOGS—Allen DeWolf, Cran-
brook, B.C.; Mr. Gaffrey of Rutledge Co.

SPARK ARRESTERS—John Peck, Boiler
Inspector, New Westminster, B.C.; William
Ray, Locomotive Inspector, Vancouver, B.C.

OPENING UP NEW TIMBER TRACTS

—

Walter Ryan, Logging Engineer, Weyerhaeus-
er Timber Co., Snoqualmie, Wash. Discussion
by L. T. Murray, West Fork Logging Co., Ta-
coma, Wash.; W. W. Peed, Hammond Lumber
Co., Samoa, Cal.; James O'Hearne, English
Lumber Co., Mount Vernon, Wash.; J. A.
Meister, Shevlin-Hixon Lumber Co., Bend,
Ore.; T. B. Brown, Thomas & Meservey and
others.

LOGGING RAILROAD BRIDGE CON-
STRUCTION (with Stereopticon views) —
James O'Hearne, English Lumber Co., Mt.
Vernon, Wash.

OVERHEAD SYSTEMS—H. A. Moore.

MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS FOR RE-
FORESTATION—P. Z. CaverhiU, Chief For-
ester of British Columbia; D. T. Mason, for-

ester, Portland, Ore.; E. T. Allen, Western
Forestry and Conservation Association, Port-
land, Ore.; George R. Cecil, District Forester,
Portland, Ore.

TRUCK LOADING (with moving pictures)—R. F. Blackwell.

PROGRESS IN LOGGING ENGINEERING
TRAINING AT THE UNIVERSITIES—Dis-

cussion by representatives of western univer-
sities.

MECHANICAL FELLING AND BUCKING—F. G. Smith, Bloedel, Stewart & Welch,
Ltd., Myrtle Point, B.C.

TOWING LOGS IN CHUTES WITH
TRACTORS AND DONKEY ENGINES.

FIRE PREVENTION IN PINE DIS-
TRICTS— (See also subject No. 1.)

SLEIGH HAULING—W. D. Humiston, Pot-
latch Lumber Co., Potlatch, Idaho.

OPERATING LOGGING TRAINS AT
NIGHT.

DEVICES FOR FIRE FIGHTING. (See
also subject No. 1.)

SPECIAL LONG HAUL SKIDDER. (In-
clude in subject No. 4) H. A. Moore, Lyman
Timber Co., Hamilton; Geo. Webb; W. A.
Irwin, Big Creek Logging Co.

NEW AIR VALVE ON SAW—Chief En-
gineer, Washington Iron Works, Seattle.

ACCIDENT PREVENTION EDUCATION

NEW SKYLINE OPEN FACE CARRIAXIE—George Webb, Seattle, Wash.

HORSE LOGGING VERSUS SKIDDERS

—

E. C. McGregor, Boise-Payette Lumber Co.,
Boise, Idaho.

SATURDAY SCHEDULE

8:00 a.m. Leave Spokane via Inland Elec-
trict.

Distance from Spokane to Coeur
d'Alene, 32 miles.

9:30 a.m. Arrive Edw. Rutledge Timber
Co., Coeur d'Alene, Idaho. (Visit
sawmill).

11:00 a.m. Board steamer for trip on Coeur
d'Alene Lake, visiting St. Joe
Boom Co.'s sorting works, dis-

tance, 20 miles.

3:00 p.m. Arrive Coeur d'Alene.

4:30 p.m. Arrive Spokane.
Music.
Luncheon on boat.

Committee: Huntington Taylor, chairman,
Edw. Rutledge Timber Co.; J. P. McGoldrick,
McGoldrick Lumber Co., Spokane; Walter
Rosenberry, Rose Lake Lumber Co., Gibbs,
Idaho; E. P. Carter Van Dissell, Phoenix,
Idaho; J. C. H. Reynolds, Employers' Associa-
tion, Spokane, Wash.; Fred Herrick, Milwau-
kee Lumber Co., St. Maries, Idaho; A. H.
Leuthold, Deer Park Lumber Co., Deer Park,
Wash.

SUGGESTED MOVING PICTURES

Operations of Union Lumber Co.

Bucyrus Company's moving picture of
shovel.

Fageol Motor Co.'s picture, "Evolution of
Transportation."

Operations of Hutchinson Lumber Co.,
Oroville, Cal.

Edw. Rutledge Timber Co., Coeur d'Alene,
Idaho, (showing operation of American Hoist
& Derrick Co.'s Logging Equipment.)

Development of the Axe. Fayette R.
Plumb, Inc., Philadelphia, Pa.

Lidgerwood Skidders.

Spanish Peak Tramway, United Steel Pro-
ducts Co. (Air Leak Control).

Diamond Match Co., Spokane, Wash.
Stereopticon slides of Philippine scenes.

Pacific Northwest Inspection Bureau, Limited
SPECIFY

CERTIFICATES

A Canadian Company operating throughout

British Columbia, Washington and Oregon.

CERTIFICATES OF GRADE AND TALLY

LOGS—LUMBER—CANTS—PILING—POLES

PHONE
SEYMOUR

1063

HEAD OFFICE: 912 BIRKS BLDG. VANCOUVER, B. C.
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Fir - - Western Hemlock

Flooring

Celling

Siding

Finish

Timbers up
to 90 feet

Besides operat-

ing a 100,000 feet

capacity we pos-

sess a modernly
equipped planing

mill and door fac-

tory, latter with

capacity of 200

doors per day.

Shiplap

Siding

Dimension

Boards

Robertson & Hackett Sawmills Ltd.
Est. 1888 Office and Mills, False Creek, Vancouver, B. C.

Associated Timber Exporters

of British Columbia, Ltd.

Loading Ports:

Vancouver, B.C.

Victoria, B.C.

Genoa Bay, B.C.

Chemainus, B.C.

Nanoose Bay, B.C.

Fraser Mills, B.C.

SALES MEDIUM
for

EXPORT OUTPUT
of

LUMBER MILLS
of

BRITISH COLUMBIA

Principal Products

Douglas Fir
AND

Pacific Hemlock

Main Office

909 METROPOLITAN BUILDING

VANCOUVER, B.C. CANADA

Poles

Piling

Logs

Fir

Cedar

Hemlock

Cedar Telegraph Poles, Cedar Foundation

Piling, any Length

CapilanoTimber Co. Limited
• Head Office at Booming Ground, Pemberton Avenue

and P.G.E. Tracks, North Vancouver, B.C.

Phone No. Van. 306 and 307

WHITE CEDAR FENCE POSTS
Spruce, Tamarack

Cedar Piling

We can furnish anything that you require in green cut,

live peeled, White Cedar Posts. We ship from the Rainy

River District of Ontario and Minnesota with yards at

the following points:

RAINY RIVERl TBEAUDETTE
SLEEMANS \ Ontario Minn. \ ROOSEVELT
PINEWOOD J I WILLIAMS

Cedar Posts,

Poles, Ties

Let us quote you delivered price§—F.O,B, cars any r€Ulway station in Canada

T. M. PARTRIDGE LUMBER CO., LTD.
Sales Office: MINNEAPOLIS, MINN. Main Office: RAINY RIVER, ONT.
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Ross & Howard Iron Works Co., Ltd.
Iron & Brass

Founders

Blacksmiths

Boilermakers

Bolts and Nuts, Sleigh Shoeing, Smokestacks, Bridge Rods, Logging and Lumber Trucks, Shafting,

Transmission, Etc., Marine, Logging and Sawmill Machinery, Structural Steel.

Foot Woodland Drive VANCOUVER, B.C. Telephone: Highland 106

(Continued from page 13)

A light form mounted on suitable sleds or runners in broken topo-

graphy will secure logs usually considered inaccessible ; it is specifically

of value in securing the scattered remnants in the mountains of New
England, the Adirondacks and the Appalachian region, standing on broken
rough bluffs, and by the usual local methods unobtainable.

In more permanent form it is extremely serviceable in transferring

logs across ravines, gorges, streams and other breaks in topography!

Slack Rope Skidders

Slack rope skidding, as briefly mentioned in speaking of the early

development, is not in extensive use in the East and South ; in the West
it is practically the only system used.

The complete skidder for this system varies in its form very much,
as does the cableway skidder ; it may be merely the bare engine with the

necessary blocks, cables and small fittings, or it may be completelv
portable, on self-propelling car with spar and loading Ijoom.

Slack rope skidding is primarily a long distance system ; thus on tlie

coast it is used for yarding tot extreme hauls of 2,500 feet, in pull bcNat

logging for long hatils of one mile, and in mountain roading for several

thousand feet.

Required capacity in a slack rope system is obtained by hauling
large loads rather than by making many trips; for the purpose of gather-
ing suitable loads, side lines of various lengths, rope slings, chains with
dogs or shaw sockets, and similar devices, are used. Another interesting

detail device that has been used for swamp slack rope work, is the Baptist
cone. This fits over the front end of a log and serves the same purpose
as snipping, that is preventing the log from catching or hanging up on
ground obstructions.

The Road Engine
The road engine is a slack rope machine, but must not be confounded

with the slack rope skidder, for it does not go to the stump direct or by
side lines, but simply hauls logs brought to it by other means, as teams,
men, or the yarding engine. It is a main haul engine, that is, it takes the
place of tram, or slide, or flume, or sled road, and as such is seldom
shifted, but is semi-permanent. In its largest and most permanent form
it is the bull-donkey of the Coast, and is often placed at the mill itself,

thus rendering railroad unnecessary, or is placed at the main rai^oad
and replaces the usual spur road.

In such cases, it is an equi])ment of some pretensions. Fine slides of
fore-and-aft skid roads are built, and where large log quantities are to
be moved the road mileage construction cost may approach that of a

branch railroad in similar conditions. The cost of the road will general!

be in proportion to the amount of timber to be hauled over it. If only

small stumpage be tributary, only impassable places in the selected righ

of-way will be bridged, skidded, or corduroyed ; if a large amount is

be moved ground conditions may be harmfully disturbed by repeati

hauling, and a continuous slide be desirable.

Generally the bette rthe road is the longer the possible haul, tl

greater the possible load, and the larger the number of trips ; all facte

in the capacity achieved. It will be seen, therefore, that a high constru'

tive cost may mean proportionally a low operating one, per thousand fee

The road engine is generally a long haul engine, that is for hau

from twenty-five hundred to seven thousand feet ; if longer pulls be nece

sary, a battery of engines should be used.

As with other wire rope engines it is the length of haul rather the

the payload that influences the required engine power. Capacity shoul

wherever possible, be secured by increasmg the load rather than tl

number of trips. Here the excessive rope weight and friction, the largr

size of drums required to hold the rope, the large boiler capacity requisi:

for long hauls, are all factors necesistating great size and power (

machine.

The running expenses will vary primarily with the suitability of tl

road, or slide provided, and with the size and quantity of the I

naturally cheapest logs are secured when a plant is operated to its

capacity. It is useless to attempt without careful survey of spedf

conditions, even an approximation of cost of hauling, but where cond

tions are suitable a saving oVer other methods will almost without excei

tion be effected.

As to results achieved, as before stated, they would depend prim;

on the length of haul, nature of road and size of timber. For
efficient work a mile haul engine should pull at least 5,000 feet

measure per trip, for shorter hauls smaller loads may be pulled an
good capacity still kept up.

The out-haul line, as in other slack line machines, must pass throu^

tail blocks
;
furthermore, it will often leave the course of the road ai

pass through the woods at some distance, thus to be out of the way •

oi)erations or to secure a better or (in the event of curves in the ma
course) a shorter line. A number of snatch blocks suitably slung (

trees will in such event keep it in position and prevent entanglement (

ground obstructions. The pulling line and load are kept in the prop

route by suitable skids, shear logs, curve rollers or road spools.

{J
WE HAVE AND WANT YOU TO KNOW WE HAVE

FAMOUS COWICHAN TIMBER
FROM THE FOREST HEART OF VANCOUVER ISLAND

FIR AND HEMLOCK LOGS—QUALITY IN EVERY FOOT

JAMES LOGGING COMPANY, LIMITED

Phone Sey. 1545

H. a. JAMES, MANAGIITO DIKECTOB

508 Bank of Nova Scotia Bldg., Vancouver, B.C.
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The load is composed of logs dogged in tandem; especially large,

raight, and smooth logs, usually being chosen for front and rear.

I hether the front or rear logs or both be attached to the pulling line will

jpend on the smoothness of the road, and whether the logs tend to run

ivay whenever a down grade occurs. All dogs, chains, slings, hooks,

c, are sent back to the woods on a smaller boat or pig.

In regions, as from Peimsylvania south along the Appalachians,

here the gravity or partial gravity slide or skid road is vised, the light

[)ad engine is a satisfactory substitute. The constrictive cost is lessened

P
such a careful continuous road is unnecessary ; it need not be built to

rade, therefore there is less ribbing, it may be straighter and therefore

(lorter, tow paths not being required further expense is saved, and
here rough ground conditions occur that would be impassable for

(limals, small difficulty is met.

It is satisfactory substitute for the branch railroad in small valleys

other tributary areas where stumpage is found in such small amounts
to render allotted cost of such branch excessive; or where extreme

trades are encountered, or where ground conditions render railroad con-

ruction over-expensive.

Compared with the spur or branch railroad or tram the road engine
non-destructive. The amount of small timber or low grade timber

sed in the construction of the requisite trail or road is far less than with

le spur railroad ; this in a day of high values of even the poorest of

brest products is of import. Further, the necessary right-of-way is

luch narrower and consequently there is less merchantable or growing
ock destroyed.

Inclines

The use of wire rope haulage on incline is one very familiar to

Iining
engineers ; in logging it is being used to a rapidly growing extent

the mountainous regions.

What is an incline? Simply a track up which a car is hauled by a

)pe wound on a drum. In very primitive form it is found in the South-

ern Appalachians, with wood rails, Manila rope and a wooden drum
turned by animal power; thus pulling logs out of coves, gullies and over

low ridges.

The incline for logging purposes has generally regular steel rails

laid as for a railroad^ although general construction need not be so heavy,

as the weight and pounding of locomotives has not to be provided for.

Usually at the height to which the load is to be pulled a hoisting engine

of special design, large drums, etc., is placed. As resistance to wear is of

greater import for this purpose then flexibility, a wire rope of six strands

of seven wires each, is generally u.sed for haulage; to reduce the friction

and wear on the rope, rollers are best placed between the rails for the

rope to run on. But, as the wear is great, in any event a factor of safety

of at least five on the maximum working incline where the grade is slight,

that the empty cars in themselves have not sufficient weight to return to

the end ; in such cases a return line is necessary, passing from the engine

to the incline and, through a block and thence to rear empty. This line

obviously must be twice the length of the incline, but may generally be
smaller than the in-haul line.

It is possible to haul almost any load up any grade by this method,
engine of requisite power bein'g provided ; but it is the length of the haul

with apparatus now used, that presents the difficulty. It will be seen

that there are three separate loads, i.e., the paying load, the logs to be
moved; the constant deadload, being the car-weight and friction, and the

varying loads, being the weight and friction of the rope. When it is

considered, that one mile of one inch wire rope weighs over 4 tons, some
idea of the difficulty of long hauls is gained.

By the present method it may be said, that, with the semi-permanent
logging incline, one one-half miles of in-haul is the practical limit; the

distance the load is moved, when it is dropped on the further side of the

height as jnilling over a ridge, may be of course double. The longest

logging incline the writer has in mind has a loaded in-haul of 8,000 feet,

and lowers on an incline of 4,000 feet. Longer inclines are best operated
by a relay of engines.

M B KING MMMmOwcnM.

THE Ki:%[o -E4.RRIS Lumber CortiPAixv^imTED
i>ianufacti;rebs op pacific coast forest pRooiiCTs

Nkwtoih.B.C. Soptambor 13, 1928.

MILLS AT KINGS B C

NEW VVt5rMINSTER.BC
TCLEPMONL

KIN«9 LONG DISTANCE

CilUDA LIAIBSQIAII,

347 Adelaide St. West,
Toronto, Ont,

Dear Slre:-

I have just returned from making a trip throu^

Western Ontario, calling on retail lumbenoen with one of our

local representatives, and have been iiqiresaed with the von-

derfal thoroughness of your oirculation among the dealers In

that territory. In practically every dealer's office I saw

the distinctive "CAMAIIA UJMBERUAN" cover, and, what is per-

haps more important, I found that the paper was very carefully

read and highly spoken of,

I was particularly interested In this because of a

recent order placed with you for an advertisement for our

firm. It certainly looks as if the lumber manufacturer will

have to use CANADA HTMSSBIUII to get his message to the retail

dealer.

OGGK/l

Very truly yours.

East of the Prairies

there s a Bigger Market
Waiting for the Advertiser

in the

@nadalumberman

Its the Dominion's Biggest Lumber
Paper and reaches every two weeks
four thousand lumbermen in Canada,
United States, Britain and twelve
foreign countries. If you want to

reach this big market write us for

advertising rates and data.

^odaTumberman
^ ybundcd 1660

349 West Adelaide St. Toronto
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Changes in gradient are undesirable, but of no serious import unless

sufficient to stop" the returning car, and thus render a return line neces-

sary. Curves, especially sharp ones, are very undesirable, changing the

direction of the pull, thus rendering curve rollers necessary and increasing

the required engine capacity.

There has been produced very recently an engine that eliminates

several of the drawbacks of the present drop rope incline. This engine

winds itself up the incline, pulling the load after it; the cable fastened at

both ends being laid permanently between the tracks, passes around

specially designed drums and is dropped behind. By this method wear

and tear on the rope is reduced to the possible minimum
;
rope of much

smaller size can be used for long hauls ; less power, hence lines are never

required, and almost any length of incline is possible.

In a general way it may be said, that, the operator having any large

body or bodies of timber lying on the further side of a ridge hill, moun-
tain or other divide, or in a gulch, ravine, sag or deep valley, or any

other similar site from which it cannot be hauled, without prohibitive

expense by the ordinary methods of animal, steam skidder, or locomotive;

if this timber can be reasonably yarded at one or several places in large

quantities, or along given lines, the incline ol¥ers a possible and often

cheap method of securing it.

Furthermore, with a logging railroad, the practical operator finds 6

per cent an unpleasant working grade, 10 per cent very undesirable, and
anything over fifteen per cent an impossibility. In many mountain regions

there will be found breaks in the natural lines of right-of-way, that will

give these excessive or impossible grades that cannot be reduced without

prohibitive expense. By creating an incline on this portion of the line,

this difficulty is inexpensively overcome.

Again, in small brook valleys, it is generally the custom to push back
spur tracks as far as the grade will permit. This often leaves an unde-

sirably long haul for the skidders, teams, or road engine in order to reach

the extreme timber. If an incline were made of a further portion of the

spur track this haul could be reduced to a suitable length, the empties

pulled up and when loaded lowered to the locomotive waiting below.

The man in the woods often finds his conditions producing difficulties

often not duplicated elsewhere. The above generalities may perhaps
serve as suggestions for practical application ; and a thorough knowledge
of the possibilities of the incline must strengthen the opinion becoming
general, that there is no tree that cannot be secured, and no timber that

has not a stumpage value.

The following table is appended for reference in computing the

strength of rope or engine capacity necessary for incline work, allowing
for rolling friction; additional allowance must of course be made for

weight of rope used. A factor of safety of six or seven should be
allowed for use in inclines, as wear is usually great.

Elevation m Correspond angle Strain in pounds on 100 feet. Corresponding angle Strain in pounds on
100 feet. of inclination. a rope from a load Elevation In of inclination. rope from a load

of 2.000 pounds. of 2,000 pounds.

5 2 7/8° 112 95 43 1/2° 1,385
10 5 1/2°

81/3°
211 100 45° 1,385

15 308 105 46 1/2° 1,457
20 11 1/5° 404 110 47 3/4° 1,487
25 14 1/12° 497 115 49° 1,516
30 16 3/4° 586 120 50 1/4° 1,544
35 19 1/5° 673 125 51 1/2° 1,570
40 21 5/6° 754 130 52 1/2° 1,592
45 24 1/4° 832 135 53 1/2° 1,614
50 26 1/3° 905 140 54 1/2° 1,633
55 28 5/6° 975 145 55 1/2° 1,653
60 31° 1,040 150 56 1/4° 1,671
65 33 1/12° 1,100 155 57 1/4° 1,689
70 35° 1,156 160 58° 1,703
75 37° 1,210 165 58 4/4° 1,717
80 38 2/3° 1,260 170 59 1/2° 1,729
85 401/2° 1,304 175 60 1/4° 1,742
90 42° 1,347 1,742

Log Loaders

The log loader has resulted from the conditions attendant on railroad

logging, in a measure to overcome physical difficulty, but more perhaps

to save time and money.

To Goodyear, of Pennsylvania, is owed the credit of producing the

machine known as the Barnhart Loader, the first of its kind to quickly,

cheaply and properly load logs.

There are now made a number of kinds of loaders; they may be

considered in three groups according to their manner of locomotion:

Sell to

New Zealand
A New Zealand firm of merchants wishes to buy from a

Canadian house supplying

1

mm Tmlb(

A very profitable business awaits a firm of good standing,

which is prepared to quote current market rates and
abide by quotations.

This off"er is not confined only to large manufacturers,

but correspondents must be financially sound and
thoroughly reputable.

Advertiser's credit standing is of the highest and the best

of references can be furnished.

Write

:

"NEW ZEALAND"
c-o A. McKim Limited,

Montreal.

PUT YOUR PROBLEM UP
TO US

I

We are specialists in building locomotives.

We build all types and sizes, also all kinds of

repair parts for locomotives and tenders.

Our experience puts us in a position to give

you expert advice as to what particular type

and size of locomotive is best suited to your

needs.

Put your locomotive problem up to us

MONTREAL LOCOMOTIVE WORKS, LTD.!
DOMINION EXPRESS BUILDING

|
MONTREAL, CANADA |

I
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(1) Those passing from car to car on the bunds or platforms as

each succeeding car is loaded. Of this type are : The Barnhart and the

Marion, the American, the Rapid, and many of the "home-made" loaders.

(2) Those remaining stationary on ties or rails and allowing the

empty cars to pass through or under them, among this class are the

Decker, the McGiffert and the Parker.

(3) Those self-contained on their own cars and having no provi-

sion for the passage of empty cars. There are several types of the

American built this way, and for divers reasons some of the lighter cranes

are often used in this connection.

Before reviewing the major points of construction and operation of

the various log loaders individually, a number of fundamentals besides

the method of locomotion, should be recognized. They are of vital im-

portance in considering the selection of a loader for work of a certain

class or kind, and briefly and generally are

:

(1) The length of the logs to be loaded. Seemingly a truism that

long heavy logs will require a long boom to do proper loading, and
obviously impossible to load eighty foot logs with a twenty-six foot

boom. Swinging boom loaders with base control are not suitable for long

heavy timbers ; the longer the boom is the greater the strain with such

control, and the limit of most machines is soon reached. On the other

hand, a swniging boom is the greater the strain with such control, and the

limit of most machines is soon reached. On the other hand, a swinging

boom with end guy control the longer the boom, the less the strain is in

swinging and the better the work achieved. For very long logs, there-

fore, as the seventy-foot spruce of Maine, of the eighty-foot of the long-

leaf pine belt, a suitable loader must have swinging boom with end guy
control, or a stiff boom.

On the contrary, for short, light logs the most rapid and efficient

work is done with a quick swinging boom of the Earnhardt type.

(2) Is the loader to unload also? If this be the case a swinging

boom machine with base control is requisite ; thus with the American or

Earnhardt a skillful operator can place logs accurately thirty-five feet

each side of the track, and can unload roughly to dump or pond seventy-

five feet on either side. As loader and unloader also, there is evidently

change of base between operations, threfore the machine should be one

that can be readily shifted to said bases of operation.

(3) The kind of cars to be loaded is of importance. If the cars are

built for the operation inquestion, a loader which requires track on the

car top can be provided for, but if public railroad stock were used, this

would be otherwise. Where long logs are cut, generally cars with long

reaches between trucks are used, here unless special provision were made
an over-passage loader would be undesirable if not useless.

I (4) The nature of the ground is a strong factor determining the

proper selection; thus on rough, rocky or swampy ground where logs are

lying promiscuously along the right-of-way, and can be dragged with

difficulty, a stiff boom is a great drawback, and under such conditions

should be avoided. Again, rough ground generally means an uneven,

crooked track, and a stiff boom is again undesirable, as this irregularity

is magnified in proportion to the length of the boom ; the boom block and
consequently the suspended load, will, instead of hanging over the car

centre, be to one side or the other, making loading impossible.

WIRE ROPE

For LUMBERMEN, ENGINEERS and

CONTRACTORS
"We have the Right Rope for every purpose"
We solicit your enquiries. Write for our catalogue.

stock c.m«d in Montreal hj J. H. HANSON CO. LTD Asent

Canada Wire & Iron Goods Co., Hamilton
Stock carried in Edmonton and Calgary

N. F. Judah, McLeod Building, Edmonton, Agent

BELTING

DUNLOP Gibraltar Red Special

Belting has a friction of special

Dunlop Rubber which retains its

life indefinitely.

This Belt is built to meet the con-

ditions existing in the lumbering
industry.

TRY IT

It Will Save You Money.

Say, Buddy

!

How much have you
saved since you came here?

Nary a nickel!

Want to?

Sure, but what's the use—it just

spills out o' my pockets like water!

Well, Here's a Gilt-Edge Tip I

Canada
Permanent
Mortgage
Corporation

IS 68 YEARS

OLD AND HAS

43 MILLIONS

OF SECURITIES

TO BACK UP

YOUR

ACCOUNT WITH.

I send a few plunks out of every pay

to the Canada Permanent, 432 Richards

Street, Vancouver. They've grot a snappy

saving's department and they give me 4

per cent on my money.' You just send

them anything: from one berry up and

tell 'em your name and address. They'll

open an account for you and keep that

money to your credit. Then they'll send

you a little pass book and cheques and

everything:. Start it g:oing: next pay day!
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(5) Slackpulling. that is. returning the hne and tongs to the ground,

is an important point with loader as well as with cableway skidders, and

one on which rapid loading largely depends. The methods of accomplish-

ing this are several, and are briefly treated under the individual machme
descriptions.

(6) General utility innposes, that is, building tracks or bridges,

wrecking, short distance skidding, shovel work, etc., are all functions that

loaders can perform with varying efficiency, and are points to be con-

sidered in the equipment of an operation.

(7) Without going into detail description, it is evident to anyone

experienced in the use of steam machinery, that the greatest difference

can occur in two machines designed for the same work and superficially

the same. Logging machinery is generally subject to excessive strains

and accidents ; too much care cannot be taken in the selection of any

such machinery, be it loader, skidder, or traction engine, log hauler or

locomotive, from the point of view of efficiency in detail design.

It is difficult to give briefly a comprehensive description of the

various loaders most commonly used, but the following may perhaps bring

out their major dififerences. All the present loaders as are the skidders,

etc., are simply modified friction drum hoisting engines, double cylinder

and with the drums varying in number, size, speed, etc. ; as their specia'

functions may require ; additional devices for locomotion, jacking and
slack-pulling vary in the different types.

Planing Mill Runs Overtime
Thurston-Flai'cUc Lumber Company Had Banner Month in Production—A^ew Storage Shed.

PORT MOODY—The Thurston-Flavelle Lumber C(Kn]»ny had a

banner month for production in July. The mill is now turning out about

125,000 feet of lumber per day. This is cedar and is all kiln dried, as it

is fine lumber, mostly finishing stuff. The sawmill is operating nine hours

per day and the planing mill is running overtime to. keep up.

Shingles and lathes also are turned out as by-jiroducts, the shingle

mill producing half a car load per dav and the lathe mill running out

15,000 laths per day.

The logs are purchased, in part, on the open market, the rest are

supplied by the Hage Timber Company who are cutting on the Thurston-

Flavelle limits.

Most of the finished product is shipped to. the Prairies. The pros-

pects of bumper crops there has boosted the building and already there

has been a sharp demand for lumber. A good crop on the Prairies will

stimulate the lumber market considerably.

Another new storage shed has just been completed and two mf)re

are under construction. These sheds will have a capacity of 1,000,000

feet of siding. With the completion of the new sheds the building pro-

gramme that was adopted after the first last winter, will be complete.

Extensive Fire Damage at Nelson
NELSON, N.B.—Damage, estimated at $250,000, was done here by

fire which originated in the planing mill of William Sullivan, Limited,

and fanned by a strong wind, jumped the road, swe]:)t several buildings

out of exi-stence and destroyed from five to nine million feet of dressed

lumber. At one stage the adjoining villages of Newlandsville and Graigs-

ville appeared doomed, but a change in the wind worked their salvation.

Among the buildings destroyed were the .Sullivan Planing Mill,

offices, boarding hou.se and cook-house, a dwelling and two barns.

Lumbermen in Washington Want Lower
Log Tariff

A.SHIXGTON.—Following ])reliminarv hearings on the question

of the United States Tariff Commission to revise the tariff on logs, the

Commission is expected to make an early decision on jurisdiction. If it

decides it has jurisdiction, then it will later hoeld hearings on the merits

of the matter.

The question is before the Commission on application of the Wash-
ington Lumber Company, the Lumbermen's Association of Seattle, and
others for a fifty per cent reduction in the tariff' of $1.00 imposed on logs

of Western hemlock, spruce, cedar and fir.

The petitioners are interested in sawmills on Puget Sound which
import logs from British Columbia. They are opposed by the Loggers'
Information Association .of Seattle, which desires to have the duty
maintained.

The latter Association while prepared, if necessary, to maintain that

the duty is necessary for protection, contends the Tariff Commission has

no authority over this particular duty.

The New Float Saw
is Proving O.K.

Every point that a boom saw-

needs is found on our new heavy

machine. Extra heavy in frame

and fittings. Two flywheels.

There's years of

solid satisfaction

here because it's

built steady and

does its w o r k

speedy and clean.

104 Main Street

PLY COTTONWOOD VENEER PANELS 1^^^

The Lumberman's Friend

There are man\' ways in \vhich \ou can make a Lamatco
sale when your customers had figured on using material you don't

sell. For instance :

—

Talk 1-8 inch Lamatco over shiplap to

take the place of lath and plaster inside.

^ There's more monev in shiplap than in

lath.

Sell 1-8 inch Lamatco for use over

shiplap or V-joint which already exists

in old construction.
We willingly give
you every assist-

ance. Send for
information
—sample panels and
color chart.

Sell 1-8 inch Lamatco to cover old

cracked plaster. Make Lamatco jobs

out of plaster jobs—and keep talking

lumber.

Laminated Materials Co., Ltd.

NEW WESTMINSTER, B. C.

Cooling tank
and battery
box suspended
from top of
float. Fully
guaranteed.
Write us for
prices and
specifications.

IVe carry a full line of
spare parts for Wee Mac-

(jreyor Drag Saws.

Drag Saw Co.
Limited \

Vancouver, B.C.

i
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RELTING
BRANCHES:

Toronto, Ont 194 West King Street
St. John, N.B 90 Germain Street
Calerary, Alta Gorman's Limited

D. K. McLaren limited
Head Office and Factory

351 St. James St., Montreal

BRANCHES:
Edmonton, Alta Gorman's Limited
Vancouver, B.C. .T. M. Grindley Co.,

1158 Homer Street.

CLIMAX EXTRAS
Locomotive Supplies of

all kinds. Oil and
Acetylene Headlights,

Lubricators and Injec-

t o r s, Westinghouse
and New York Air

Brake parts.

CLIMAX
GearGrease

Is the BEST
and Cheapest

Try It and Know
for Yourself

Sales for 1923 of CLIMAX LOCOMOTIVES on the Pacific Coast

DELIVERED
1 80-ton to The Pacific Lumber Co., Scotia, Calif.

1 80-ton to Bloedel Donovan Lbr. Co., Saxon, Wash.
1 70-ton to McCuish Logging Co., Prairie, Wash.
1 70-ton to Bloedel, Stewart & Welch Corporation, Vancouver, B.C.

1 45-ton to California Peach & Pig Growers, Fresno, Calif.

1 45-ton to Shawnigan Lake Lbr Co., Vancouver, B.C.

ON ORDER
1 80-ton to North Bend Tbr. Co., North Bend, Wash.

1 80-ton to Mutual Lbr Co., Bucoda, Wash.

1 80-ton to Campbell River Lbr Co., Blaine, Wash.

1 70-ton to Bloedel Donovan Lbr. Co., Skykomish, Wash.

1 70-ton to Crown Willamette Paper Co., Astoria, Oregon.

We are Pacific Coast

Agents for

LOCO CLIMAX LOCOMOTIVE CO.
ELECTRIC
HEADLIGHT

and
Okadee Blow-off

Valves

PACIFIC COAST BRANCH OF CI.IMAX MFG. CO., CORBY, FA.

623 Western Ave., SEATTLE, WASH. Phone Elliott 2!168 D. M. Miller, Manager

Vancouver Machinery Depot, Ltd., Vancouver, B.C. F. B. Mallory Company, Portland, Ore.

E. S. Sullivan Co., San Francisco, Calif.

Agents for

The

G. White Axe Co.

Stub and Twist

AXES
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66Shay" Geared Locomotives
THEY DELIVER THE GOODS"

The "Shay" Locomotive has for years been rendering maximum Service to British Columbia logging operators. They have
found its lines of sturdy construction insure all year round efficiency.

YOUR NEXT LOCOMOTIVE-"SHAY"
Hofius Steel and Equipment Company
HOFIUS-FERRIS EQUIPMENT CO. Seattle WasH STEWART BROS. CO.

Spokane, Wash. ' Portland, Ore.

Representatives for Western British Columbia

Tyee Machinery Company, Ltd.
VANCOUVER BRITISH COLUMBIA

Made from special High Grade Alloy

Steel—the finest and most expensive

saw steel ever formulated—un-

equalled in edge holding and tension

holding properties.

R. HOE & CO., NEW YORK
AMERICA'S OLDEST SAW MANUFACTURERS
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CHAIN
MADE IN B. C.

Standard or special sizes,

conveyor and log haul-up,

coil, log, BB, BBB, crane
and dredge chain ; also

chain to special measure-
ments as well as boom
chain.

Manufactured with latest

equipment by chain makers
of lifetime experience,

from specially made chain

bars. Welds, measure-
ments and gauges guar-

anteed.

Canada Chain &
Forge Co., Ltd.

Granville Island

VANCOUVER B. C.

Jones & Deschamps to Get Out Poles

ROSSLAND, September 20.—Robert Jones, of lone, Washington,
and Edward Deschamps, of this city, have acquired a timber area north

of Rossland about four miles and will start at once to remove from the

tract a large amount of cedar poles of the finest quality.

Mr. Jones arrived here from lone several days ago, and has been

busy with his partner making all arrangements for starting the work,

which will be continued throughout the approaching winter and for some
time. About fifteen men will be employed in the beginning, but a larger

force will be required after the preliminary work gets out of the way.

Fire Destroys Logging Camp of Frank Beban

NANAIMO.—A bush fire which started at the rear of the Chase
River settlement recently, fanned by the strong winds, spread rapidly,

and is at present raging unchecked in the vicinity of Extension. The
logging camp of Mr. Frank Beban was consumed, the donkey engines,

equipment and some two million feet of fallen timber being entirely

destroyed.

Logger Drowned at Blind Bay
KAMLOOPS, September 22.—Tom Hache, a French-Canadian

logger, was drowned at Blind Bay on Tuesday evening last.

Together with the two Reedman boys the unfortunate man was in

a motor boat which took fire from some unknown cause. All three were

forced by the flames to jump overboard, and the two boys made the shore

without much difficulty, but Hache, for some reason, sank before reaching

shallow water.

British Columbia sawmills have orders for 44,000,000 feet of lumber
to be cut by the middle of October, and 90 per cent of this has been
booked for several months. Vancouver Island mills are working on an
order for 21,000,000 feet for the United Kingdom, in addition to which
they expect to share in an 8,000,000 contract for Australia. Boats of

regular steamship lines have been unable to handle all the business offer-

ing, making it necessary to secure special charters.

A new mill has started operations near Kennedv station on the

B. C. E. R.

PRINCE GEORGE.—The tie contractors along the line of the G.

T. P. are getting ready for the coming season's cut which it is anticipated

will be fully as large, if not larger than last season. New arrangements

have been made by the railroad company for the acceptance of ties along

the right-of-way which will be of considerable convenience to the small

contractor.

WASA, September 21.—The sawing of lumber at tiie plant of ti e

Lovering Lumber Company, is about completed. Some 25,000 pieces

remain in the woods to be hauled, which may be left over till winter,

when they can be hauled in on sleighs, however it is cxjiected that an-
other season's cut is available.

ATTENTION I B. C. LOGGERS I

WE CARRY BIG STOCKS OF HEAVY EQUIPMENT

t^** J* ^ jS? ^

EVANS, COLEMAN & EVANS, Ltd. ^'slv. ^ss
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A Real "Coast'' Edger

-^ftV-Ji -^J^ a

PACIFIC COAST EDGER (Built in 60", 66" and 72" Sizes) Cylinder Side

On the Coast, where machinery has to be as heavy as possible, "and then some," these

Edgers have made good.

To preserve ahgnment, the entire frame, including the housings, is made in one solid

casting.

The easy shifters, positive saw locks, and handily operated press rolls are familiar to

the trade, and appeal to mill men.

The Bulletin Contains Full Information. May We Send It?

The E. Long Manufacturing Co., Limited

Orillia
The A. R. Williams Machinery Co. of

Vancouver, Ltd.

Gorman's Ltd., Calgary and Edmonton

Canada
The A. R. Williams Machinery Co.

of Winnipeg, Ltd.



Waterous "Trouble-ProoP^

Haul-up Chains
The efficiency of your haulup depends directly on the strength and the wearing
qualities of your log chain. Waterous Chains have more than their share of
both. They are built of selected materials. The shop work on them is of the
very best. They are tested and inspected before shipment.

Next time you order—think of "Trouble Proof"—and specify "Waterous."

Waterous Forged Bull Chain

This chain is forged from the best refined

wrought iron. It is 6 inch pitch and is built

in seven sizes, ranging in weight from 21/2

pounds to 15 pounds per foot. Iron, steel and
wood specials of various forms are supplied

with this chain. It can be used on all size

Bull Wheels and is also adapted for Rough
Wood and Refuse Convevors.

Short Link and Long Link Coil Chain

For strength and general usefulness this chain

is hard to beat. Fifteen sizes are built, rang-

ing in weight from 150 pounds to 2,335

pounds per 100 feet. Only the best chain iron

is used in its manufacture, welds are excej)-

tionally long and carefully made, and all links

are tested for size and uniformity before

leaving the shops.

Waterous All Steel Haul-up Chain
The heaviest, largest logs can be handled on

this chain. It is the longest lived and cleanesi

chain we build. It is 8 inch pitch throughout

and carries a heavy cast steel special spaced

everv ') feet. Side bars, centre links and con-

necting pins are all of steel, the links and bars

being drilled for the rece])ti()n of th.e piiT-.

We also build Malleable Log Chain, Roller Haulup Chain, Chain for Pulpwood
and for Saw Dust Conveyors.

Any length can be supplied.

Our list of Specials, Sprockets, Idlers and Spools is exceptionally complete.

These are illustrated and described in our Chain Catalogue No. 108, which we
will be glad to supply on request.

WRITE

The Waterous Engine Works Co., Ltd.
Brantford, Canada

AGENCY—Molson's Bank Bldg., Vancouver, B.C. BRANCH—Winnipeg, Man.



"King of the Woods Jr"

STRONG POWERFUL DURABLE

DOES THE WORK OF TEN MEN
Designed Specially for B. C. Loggers

4 H. P. GUARANTEED—6
1/2 H. P. ACTUAL TEST

Made in Vancouver by

Geo. Cradock & Co., (B.C.) Ltd.
aZiO. S. PETTAFIZICE, UANAGING DIBXCTOK FHONZ:: SEV. 1456

175 CORDOVA ST. W. VANCOUVER, B. C.

Branche*

—

PORTLAND, ORE.
MONTREAL, QUE.

CHICAGO, ILL.

Duncan Lumber Co., Ltd.
Manufacturers and Wholesalers

VANCOUVER - BRITISH COLUMBIA

You Gotta

Have 'Em!

We said a mouthful about the TWIN
BUTE Work Shirt, in fact we can't say

too much about that wonderful garment.

But some people asked us about our

Pants. They said did we make TWIN
BUTE Pants. Do we? Does Nanaimo

sell coal ? You bet we make a peach of a

Pant with twin-needle stitching,

rivetted buttons, out of strong,

tough cloth, that surely stands the

gaf¥. You sure gotta have 'em,

and might as well ask for 'em

by name — TWIN BUTE.

Jas. Thomson & Sons, Ltd.

OVERALLS, WORK SHIRTS, SOCKS AND PANTS

VANCOUVER, B. C.

Win
UNION

APPRECIATION
of QUALITY
is one of the surest evidences of a

well - groomed man. We develop
quality here to make it apparent by
its own elegance. Our prices are also

right.

Clothes for Men

THOS. FOSTER & COMPANY, LIMITED

514 Granville Street Vancouver, B.C.

BURBERRY OVERCOATS, KENNETH DURWARD

ONE STORE ONLY



XViic Tcciio* Typical B. C. Logging Operation: "Sig" Hage at Work in Heart of
llllS Italic . the Douglas Fir Belt at the Old Thurston-Flavelle Limits, Port Moody.

Representing the Manufacturing, Wholesale and Retail Interests of

"'nilish Columbia. Alberta, Saskatchewan and Manitobi

VOLUME TWENTY VANCOUVER, NOVEMBER, 1923 NUMBER TEN

HEAPS
AND SONS, LTD.

SHINGLES
Metropolitan Bldg. VANCOUVER, B. C.

PATENTED PATENTED

Walsh Construction Co., Ltd.
VANCOUVER, B.C., AND SEATTLE, WASH.

Sprinkler Systems
APPROVED BY

LUMBERMAN'S INDEMNITY EXCHANGE
PROTECT MILLIONS AGAINST FIRE LOSSES

P.M.S
The Superlative in RUBBER

TRANSMISSION BELTING

Ho
Packing

Valves

SUCTION AND DISCHARGE FOR WATER,
STEAM, AIR, FIRE PROTECTION, ETC.

"REDSTONE" & CLOTH INSERTION
SHEET BLUVIC AND "SUN" SPIRAL

GASKETS, SPRINGS

BAND SAW BANDS, ETC.

RUBBER GOODS FOR ALL MECHANICAL PURPOSES

GUTTA PERCHA & RUBBER, LTD.
564 YATES ST., VICTORIA 526 BEATTY ST!, VANCOUVER



Made in Canada

STERLING
QUALITY

A Reputation for QUALITY

The progressive up-to-the-minute mill man
knows that

ATKINS
STERLING

STEEL SAWS
Machine Knives and Tools have achieved their reputation

because of their high quality and dependability.

If you have not read The Story of Sterling Steel, and all

that it implies in the manufacture of our Saws, clip this

advertisement, ask for catalog, sign your name and ad-

dress, and mail it to us at Hamilton.

If you want us to give you the names of some of the

largest and most successful lumber producers who are

using Atkins products, we will be glad to do so.

"A Perfect Saw for Every Purpose"

Leading manufacturers of Saws, Saw Tools and
Machine Knives; also Atkins-Coleman Feed Rollers.
Use Aerolite and Ferrolite Wheels for your saw
gumming and knife grinding. Increase your belt
efficiency by using Cantol Belt Wax.

E. C. ATKINS & CO.
The Sterling Qualicy Saw People

Branch House

Established 1857.

Canadian Factory

HAMILTON, ONT. VANCOUVER, B. C
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way. Phone Worth 248.
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BUSINESS PUBLICATIONS OF B. C,
Limited

519 Winch Building
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year. Single copies, 20c.

Address all commnnlcations, and make
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publication not later than the 22nd of the
month preceding.

GEO. M. MUBBAY, Editor.
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Sane Legislation Needed
WHY can a mill operating in the State of Washing-

ton get more production from a given plant and

a given force of men than a mill operating in

British Columbia?

Why can a mill on the other side of the line command
the continued services of a gang of men while a Canadian

mill often has to depend upon a floating class of work-

men?

There are many reliable sawmill operators in British

Columbia who will tell you at once that one of the great

troubles is the present instability of the whole industry in

British Columbia, which results from the present hap-

hazard method of collecting Government royalties on

the timber crop of the province.

So long as there is no certainty of a fair break on the

question of future imposts upon the industry the opera-

tors are forced to follow a day-to-day policy. They are

forced to hire men for the periods of great activity and

turn them away when things slacken up. They are forced

to take what labor can be picked up at the moment.

Instability in the business drives many reliable, ener-

getic and loyal mechanics across the line to American

towns where they can be assured of steady, profitable

employment at wages perhaps a trifle higher than in B. C,

and where they can buy food and the necessities of life at

a great deal lower cost than in B. C.

Before the British Columbia Legislature this month

will come several matters of vital interest to the lumber-

ing industry.

The eight-hour-day bill is being presented to the

house. Further attack upon the employment of other than

white labor in industry is to be made by Major R. J.

Burde and others. Discussion of the question of royalties

upon timber cut on provincial lands will perhaps be the

biggest question to be discussed by the Legislature.

Prosperity of the lumber industry is the foundation

stone of the prosperity of the entire community in British

Columbia. Continuing of an unfair taxation of that

industry, therefore, is a blow at progress. It will be
notice to the men who are prepared to invest their money
in British Columbia timber industries that they and their

millions are not wanted in B. C.

In Washington, in Oregon- operators may own their

holdings outright and may safely plan today for many
years ahead. In B. C. conditions are such that the indus-

try becomes more or less of a lottery proposition. Banks
and financial houses do not consider B. C. timber lands as

good security.

Just what sort of a "bonanza" the lumber industry,

even in the present favorable market, is up against may
be indicated from a list last week of failures of logging

companies. Some of these are small companies, it is true,

but five or six firms in one week disappear from business

with consequent heavy loss to tradesmen, workmen and

manufacturers.

The story of British Columbia timber is a story where
failure and ruin appear more often than success and
achievement.

An eight or a six-hour day will be of little value where

mills are silent. Where a man's job is only good for an

uncertain period he cannot do his best work. While his

wife and family see the spectre of unemployment at the

doorway they, too, lose confidence.

There is a chance for the big men at Victoria to assert

themselves in dealing with the lumber industry at this

session and to so draw up remedies for the present unsatis-

factory situation that the entire province may perma-

nently benefit and Canada as a whole may also reap good

results.
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—By lA'onard Frank

Remarkable photograph of a Douglas fir cut on the Hage operation at Coquitlam. Sig Hagc is shown in the picture,
seated below. With him is his old friend and employee, Mr. Olie Hoist, who is sage, historian and philosopher of the
Hage camp. Above is Mr. Hage's accountant, "Tommy" Dickinson.

Sig Hage is meeting with success in his large logging operations in the heart of the fir belt. His men are getting out
lovely timber from limits almost in sight of the City of Vancouver. High up on the lands overlooking the Coquitlam
River the old growth firs have ever since the white man started to log these parts, defied the hand of progress. Securely
behind the immense ravines, snugly crowding together in the deep hollows, these great trees have stood while operators
went far north and inland in search of good limits.
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—By Leonard Frank

At the present thne on the Hage operations no men arc employed, J5 of whom are loggers. They are ahead one
year on railway construction and six months on falling and bucking. It is estimated that there are three years cut ahead

of the gangs at the present speed of production.

Trees containing more than 18,000 feet are common. Haijc will log / 5,000,000 feet on this tract which his corporation,

the Hage Timber and Investment Company, following a deal with Thurston and Flavelle, Port Moody, and began to-

develop early in the year. Across the Coquitlam River the Dollar interests operated, and when they finished the Hage
interests took over some of their trackage and equipment.

Mr. Haqe's men are putting is as high as 100,000 feet daily at Port Moody, and month by month average two and a

half million feet. The man whose fame as a logger was made at Campbell River, Vancouver Island, is making new
records at his Coquitlam operations.
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Some

LOGGING

IN B.C.

Scenes at

HAGE'S

CAMP

A gigantic pile of firs on the Hage operation. Mr. Leonard Frank,
Forest Photographer, snapped this picture while considerable distance away.
Standing on the top log is Clarence B. Dougan, foreman of the Hage Timber
& Investment Co. Mr. Dougan is 6 feet tall, so that the reader may have
some idea of the contents of this giant wood pile.

Here are the "Grade Cats" who are laying steel ahead of the Hage
operations. One of the achievements of the bridge gang has been to build six
bridges, each 325 feet long and 55 feet high. These bridges were built at the
remarkably low cost of $1,200 each. The length of time taken was 18 days
on each bridge, four mechanics, a donkey engine and two other men working.

This is the pullman car setting out from the lower camp after lunch.

These gentlemen are referred to as among the most expert loggers on the

Coast. At the cook-house, presided over by Bill Smith, the fare is of a sub-

stantial quality. At all seasons a great variety of the freshest and mosi
palatable food tempts the appetite of the hard-working lumberman. Mr
Hage takes considerable pride in the fact that the camp sets a very fair table

Picture of the duinp at Port Moody, where every train carries
about 50,000 feet of logs. In this picture Mr. Hage himself is seen standing
on the bridge. Three fast-working gentlelmen below, declared to be the
swiftest boom casts in B. C, are herding a bunch of giant logs, which have
just been dumped and which shortly will be manufactured by the Thurston-
Flavelle mill, a short distance away, into a superior quality of lumber.

This trainload of lumber represents a half-day's production of the crew

working up in the hills. Two trains a day usually come down to th<

terminus of the railway built by the Company. In the foreground is showi
some shingle bolts owned by the Robert McNair Shingle Company, whos<

mill immediately adjoins.



—By Leonard Frank.

This is a corner in the cedar forests being logged by the Hage interests at Coquitlam. It is in such timber as this that "quality begins." These
magnificent cedars stand thick as hair on a dog's back. They are the raw material for vast quantities of British Columbia Red Cedar shingles,

•iding and interior trim.

|llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll^

I I
1^: g This Coquitlam operation is located back from the C. P. R. tracks but a short distance. Hage has found favorable g

1 grades into the green timber, and pushed construction right into the heart of the most desirable stand of timber. Here fir 3
1 grows under most favorable conditions, some of the big fellows going as much as ten feet in diameter, trunks straight |
1 and clean. There the cedar grows alongside of the fir, in some cases chumming it so closely that two giants, one a fir |
1 and one a cedar, seem to grow out of the same stump. |

1 Remarkable progress which has been made at the Hage operations at Coquitlam is credited to the good understanding

1 which exists between all members of the organization. The crews seem anxious to eclipse the records of any |
I competitors. H

1 At the salt water, the "boom cats" are Tom and Ed. Lynch and Joe Nadeau, the latter having a coast-wide reputation g
as a hook tender. 1

1 "The Dingbat" is the affectionate nickname of the locie which hauls the big trains down to the dump. "Spooky"
1 Kusha is the engineer of "The Dingbat," his associates say that he handles the sturdy locie up the grades with all the

1 skill of a trained expert. Fred Wilson, Jack Morgan, section boss, and Fred Arsenault, are other members of the

S transportation department.

I Clarence B. Dougan has the honor of being woods foreman, and has spent a lifetime in the timbers, his father before

1 htm being a lumberman well known on the coast in his day.

I // the Hage organisation get out their y^,ooo,ooo feet in the next three years, much of the credit will likely to to the

I "eats" department, where at the lower camp "Bill" Smith is chief cook, and at the temporary camp, a noted chef by name

i of Ed Ericsson presides over the culinary department.

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
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Injecting New Blood into the Bui/ding Industries

of British Columbia

Boys learning carpentry at the Vancouver Technical School under the direction of E. W. Parker, director of
Structural Woodworking. At this institution boys .ire given an opportunity of vocational training in the great
natural industries of British Columbia. Day and night classes are held.

In huge workships flooded with light from numerous windows,

reflected from whitewashed walls and ceilings, groups of boys from 16

to 21 years of age are busily engaged in sawing, planing, chiseling and

nailing bright new lumber into various shapes and forms, such as

stairways, window and door frames, trestles and staging, pergolas and

other specimens of woodwork. Others are building a brick wall four

or five feet high—which is destined to be immediately torn down, and

rebuilt over and over again. Another group is working at benches,

cutting threads into pipes, making couplings, wiping joints or per-

forming other tasks pertaining to the plumber's craft. Off at one

side several boys are painting a wall to simulate the side of a house,

and the slap-slap of their brushes mingles with the clink of trowels

and sound of saws. Another small group is engaged in cutting out

and putting together sheet metal work.

The setting described is that of a school room of a decidedly

unusual type, and the boys are students, who are "learning by doing."

This is the Vancouver Technical School for tlie training of boys who

may some day work in the building trades. It occupies what was

formerly the Labor Temple on Dunsmuir and Homer Street, Vancouver,

a large modern building. The school is under the supervision of J. G.

Lister, educational director, aided by competent instructors in car-

pentry, painting, plumbing and sheet metal working. The present

attendance in each of the classes averages a dozen boys.

The Vancouver Technical School, althougli a comparatively recent

establishment, has had a rather interesting history, even so far. This

school was opened in the fall term of 1916, under the direction of J.

6. Lister, and a staff of three teachers. The school consisted of one

class-room, a science laboratory, a woodwork shop, a forge, and tin-

smith shop, in the basement of King Edward High School. It was

then known as the King Edward High School Technical Department,

and remained so until moving into their new premises in 1921.

Fostering and controlling the destinies of an absolutely new depar-

ture was no easy task, but through the untiring efforts of Mr. Lister

and the trusty few men who were Avith him from the start, the school

has developed from a basement to a five-storey building ; and from a

small school of three teachers and 54 students, to an institution of

over 400 students and a staff of 18.

The faciOiities include a well-equipped lecture room ^pi^bvided

with chairs and blackboards for presenting the theoretical aspects of

the several trades, unon which questions are invited by the instructors

and discussed until thoroughly graspel by the students. There also

is a drafting room, furnished with drawing tables for use of the

students.

The instructors raakiaig up the faculty of this unique school are not

only craftsmen of special al)ility and long experience in their several

trades but each one has himself been a contractor at some time.

As stated at the beginning, the ages of the students range from

16 to 21 years, it having been determined from experience that boj-s

taken at those ages learn more rapidly and develop into better crafts-

men than older men. The instruction is entirely free to the boys, no

tuition being charged.

(Continued on page 52.)
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PACIFIC LOGGING CONGRESS
The fourteenth annual session of the Pacific Logging Congress convened

at Spokane, Wash., October 24th, for a four-day session, three of which
were devoted to discussion of technical subjects in connection with logging
operations, fire prevention and kindred topics. The fourth day, as is custom-
ary, consisted of a field trip to the logging camps of the Deer Park Lumber
Company, Deer Park, Washington, where a modern pine logging operation
was witnessed.

The registration at the Congress totaled about four hundred, and
interest was intense. A special Great Northern tran carried the excursionists
to Deer Park. The Y. M. C. A. welfare dinner, an annual occasion in

connection with the Congress, was largely attended. Huntington Taylor,
manager of the Edward Rutlidge Timber Company, Coeur d'Alene, Idaho,
was the toastniaster at the welfare dinner, with Kenneth Ross, manager of
the uniberl department of the Anaconda Copper Mining Company, Bonner,
Mont., as principal speaker, whose subject was "Value of the Library in the
Logging Camp."

President L. T. Murray, of the Logging Congress, who is completing his

second year of service in that capacity, presided over the deliberations of
the Congress. George M. Cornwall, of Portland, is completing the fifteenth
year as secretary of the Congress. Mr. Murray made the following annual
address:

PRESIDENT'S ADDRESS
During the past year great trides have been made in the lumber and

logging industry of the Pacific Northwest. Shortly after the beginning of
this year our industry was called upon to meet a demand, the volume of
which has been the greatest ever recorded in these regions. In a great
many cases capacities of existing operations have had to be increased and
many new ones have been created. Along with this needed increase in

production has been the ever present need of greater efficiency.

More efficiency in log production is what we are here for, and, like

the logging congresses of the past, we are meeting the other fellow in the
hope that we may learn something that will help us solve our own problems.

The number of prepared papers on the programme has been cut down
and no lengthy papers are to be read, so that most of the time can be given
over to discussion. There are a number of subjects listed but not allotted
any time, and these, together with further additions, will be taken care of to
the extent permitted by the time available.

I want to reiterate what I said at the opening of the Congress last year,
which was that many have been coming to congresses for years and have
never taken part in discussions, at least in the convention hall. The logging
that goes on in the obbies and rooms and other places is perfectly all right
and is one of the advantages of the Congress, but during the session hours
want you all to be doing your logging in here so that we may all get the
benefit of it.

LOGGERS
HAMMERS
WEDGES
MAULS

E.&S.LTD.

HAND FORGED FROM CRUCIBLE CAST STEEL

YOUR DEALER HAS THEM

MADE IN VANCOUVER
—BY—

B. C. Marine Engineers & Shipbuilders,
LIMITED

There are subjects that will be discussed pertaining to the different
regions of the Northwest and I think those coming from the Coast can well
afford to remain in the sessions when discussions pertaining to the Inland
Empire are going on, and vice versa. Last spring I had the opportunity of
making a trip to the South, taking in a number of logging operations, and
though conditions were naturally entirely different from anywhere on the
Pacific Coast, I feel that the trip was well worth while, and I came back
with quite a number of ideas whch I hope some day may be used in connec-
tion with our ogging out in this part of the country. One of the greatest
impressions that I received on this trip South was the rapidity with which
they are cutting out their timber and the preparation that is being made by
some for reforestation. We have a great opportunity for reforestation out
in this country, and it is only a question of time until we shall be at it in

some form or another. I am very glad to say that we are fortunate in having
with us several of the most practical foresters, who will tell us something
that I am sure will be interesting to the hard-headed logger.

I shall leave the rest for Mr. Cornwall to tell you, except to say that I -

am very glad to pay a visit to Spokane again after ten years, my last trip

here beng while attending the fifth session of the Congress, and the royal
treatment accorded to us at that time has not been forgotten.

SECRETARY'S REPORT
It is very fitting that the 14th session of the Pacific Logging Congress

should be held in the Inand Empire, of which sunny old Spokane is the
lumber capital. Ten years ago the Congress convened here and concluded
its session with an interesting trip to the mills and camps of the Potlatch
Lumber Company. This year the Congress will be guests of the Deer Park
Lumber Company, Deer Park, where a modern Inland Empire logging opera-
tion will be inspected. I hope everyone in attendance will make this trip. It

helps folks to get better acquainted and cements the friendships which have
been made in the days that have gone by.

With the passing of the years, the Congress grows. It is a live, vital

part of the logging business of the great West. It keeps step, stride for
stride, with the development of this mighty industry. It carries its influence,
its desire to help, into the remotest camp ; it is the aid of the small logger and
of the large operator; its mission is to help the man in the woods and the
student who is earnestly preparing to take his place in the industry.

Therefore it s only natural that since the last Congress at Tacoma
there has been a consistent advance in both methods and systems. Likewise,
the Congress has grown in membership and its sphere of influence has
increased. Its financial situation is satisfactory.

The Congress is unique in that it has no salary roll to meet. Its

officers and directors contribute their labors without recompense and feel

(Continued on page 41.)
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1 R. BRUCE ABEL
INSURANCE IN ALL ITS BRANCHES

^ Representing: ^

1 PHOENIX ASSURANCE COMPANY, LIMITED, OF =

I LONDON, ENGLAND,. (Fire). |

i COLUMBIA INSURANCE COMPANY, OF NEW JERSEY, =

I (Fire). I

I IMPERIAL UNDERWRITERS CORPORATION OF |

I CANADA (Automobile). |

I EAGLE, STAR AND BRITISH DOMINIONS INSURANCE 1

I COMPANY, LIMITED, (Marine). =

= PHONE SEYMOUR 3247 i

S SUITE 501-502-503 BOWER BUILDING E

1 543 GRANVILLE STREET VANCOUVER, B.C. |
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BAND RESAW

The 341 is a sturdy medium capacity re-saw which will handle all the resaw work of the average
mill or factory. Takes stock up to 30 inches wide, 12 inches thick.

Can be used for straight re-sawing, or by tilting the feed rolls, will saw bevel siding. Is an ideal

machine for this purpose.

The yield rolls are at the left or outer side of the machine. The first infeeding roll at the left has
an independent yield, which allows a thick board following a thin one, to be properly presented to

the blade.

Eight rates of feed, 25 to 185 feet per minute, are instantly available.

Upon your request we will mail you circular which illustrates and outlines this machine fully.

PB,yatQSMachineQoMd,
HAMILTON^ ONTARIO

WESTERN REPRESENTATIVE

V. C.VOUNG
716 DOMINION BLPG. U/^NCQUL/ER B.C.

WORLD'S LARGEST MANUFACTURERS OF WOODWORKING MACHINERY
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Fraser River Offers Ideal Location

for Central Assembling Point

JVill Serve Smaller Mills of the Valley
By Staff Correspondent.

"\\'e have already demonstrated that the waterfront accommodation

for lumber shipments fi-om New Westminster is perfectly suitable to

fulfil the needs of any vessel in the lumber trade," said Chairman F. J.

Coulthard, of the New Westminster District Harbor Commissioners.

"What is required chiefly is direct trackage to connect the wharf with

the railway lines which extend almost to the boundaries of the wharf

area. That is in reality a very small matter, and if the need of a lumber

assembling wharf were duly impressed on the management of the Cana-

dian National Railways, which controls the greater portion of the area

in question, there would be no difficulty in providing connecting tracks.

"In the area I have been speaking of these is almost eighty acres of

space, now ready for use. It has a frontage of 2,400 feet on deep water

on the river. Piling has been driven and a reaining wall built which

provides a wharf front to which almost any vessel can now approach.

Very little dredging would be needed to make the depth sufficient right

at the wharfside sufficient for vessels of the deepest draft," stated Mr.

Coulthard. "What we have been doing as harbor improvements and

channel deepening progress is to have the spoil from the suction dredges

pumped on the area, which has thus gradually become solidly filled and

settled. The sand, being carried at about 15 per cent of the total volume
pumped is carried down through the understrata and the fill thus becomes

very compact. '

'i

"When the dredge is being used in the North Arm of the Fraser

River and along the main waterfront opposite the city, all the sand thus

pumped out of the channels is available and has been regularly deposited

on this area. There is a portion of the waterfront adjoining that owned
by the Canadian National Railways," remarked Mr. Coulthard, "which
is owned by the City of New Westminster and was intended for a new
market site. That, too, is available for all terminal and shipping needs

of the harbor, and can be developed in conjunction with the other portion.

Really all that is required at the moment is sufficient trackage to accom-
modate lumber cars arriving for transfer to steamers. Storage space for

piling lumber accumulated in advance of the arrival of a ship is a trifling

matte rto arrange. All that would be required is piling bottoms on which
to lay such shipments. The Harbor Commissioners have the power to

deal with the securing and operating of any plant necessary to transfer

lumber either from storage piles or direct from cars to ships. For the

lightering of lumber scows no equipment is necessary. It might be a

development of the future that a pier would have to be built out to deeper

water from the present front, but that can be dealt with when it

comes up.

"The main thing is that we are ready to go ahead with providing a
lumber assembly wharf at any time," was Mr. Coulthard's final remark.

Everything in Favor of Providing Assembling Wharf

Mr. C. A. Welsh, prominent business man of the Royal City, and
also a member of the Harbor Commission, expressed himself as unre-
servedly in favor of a lumber assembling wharf in order to attract and
encourage both lumber shippers and lumber ships to come to the big
fresh water port of New Westminster.

"We have everything that should meet with the approval of both
shippers and shipowners," he said, in discussing the subject. "I see no
reason why such facilities should not be provided. There is absolutely
no obstacle in the way from the point of view of the Board. And as I

see it, there is a distinct advantage for all mills on the Fraser, which
have not their own deep water docks to make use of the accommodation
so easily provided if the demand is shown. One of the most attractive
considerations is that the charges for wharfage would be at a minimum.
The Harbor Board would be able to provide all necessary accommodation
with a very small capital investment.

"Every one is familiar with the benefits vessels derive from a sojourn.

however brief, in fresh waters. The Fraser River would be a real

economy to sea-going vessels in the way of clearing their bottoms of

marine growth, and thus saving drydock costs in many instances. As far

as the navigation of the river is concerned, it is perfectly easy and safe

from the mouth to and above the Fraser bridge. The actual cost for

pilotage is extremely low, and other charges are also at a minimum.
Hence there is no handicap in that direction. For my own part, both

as a citizen and business man of New Westminster," said Mr. Welsh, "I

would urge most strongly that immediate steps be taken to provide a

lumber assembling wharf and to press its advantages on both lumber
shippers and owners of vessels. As a member of the harbor commis-
sioners I certainly am ready to co-operate heartily with any action taken.

Board of Trade Has Been Active

"We are waiting for the Canadian National Railways," said Mr. J.

R. Grant, chairman of the harbor and industries committee of the New
Westminster Board of Trade, when approached on the subject of estab-

lishing a lumber assembling wharf in the Fraser River. "Some months
ago the Board took up the matter with the management of the Canadian
National, which owns the major portion of the waterfront between the

Tenth Street market site of the city, and the entrance of the North Arm
of the river. We asked for any equitable arrangement whereby the

Harbor Commissioners might go ahead with such wharfage accommoda-
tion. There has been some correspondence, and we have hopes of early

results. The railway authorities have other questions to settle before

they can decide on their own final plans for development on this side of

the Fraser. Hence the delay in giving a definite reply to the Board of

Trade."

When the waterfront property now owned by the Canadian National

Railways was first bought, it was then on the cards that entry to Van-
couver should be by a line extending down the north bank of the North
Arm to South Vancouver, thence by tunnel under than municipality to

the head of False Creek, in the heart of the City of Vancouver, where
the railway terminals now are. That proposal has not been heard of for-

a long time, and it is more than presumable that it is now in the very

distant future, if seriously considered at all. That is one of the grounds
on which the New Westminster Board of Trade has been urgent to have
a lease or other similar arrangement executed whereby the Harbor Board
could make use of the property now lying idle. It is also pointed out that

the work of the Harbor Commissioners in improving this area has been

without cost to the railway, because the board has been working in

harmony with the Public Works Department of the Dominion, in having
the fill improved with the spoil pumped from the channels of the main
river and the North Arm. This work alone has added thousands of

dollars to the immediate value of the property and it has also had the

effect of putting the land in readiness for the very purposes for which it

is sought.

At any time the Board of Trade of New Westminster may be in

position to announce conclusion of the negotiations with the management
of the government railways. As soon as that occurs, the Harbor Board
will undoubtedly take steps at once to provide the desired facilities for

assembling and shipping lumber. Much of the lumber exported from
mills on the North Arm and lower main river could be brought to this

wharf, which is now going elsewhere. It is also pointed out that all the

mills down river which require to load their parcels for exportat on scows

to be sent to Vancouver harbor, could send them up-river to the New
Westminster wharf- at a lower cost. All mills which would load into

cars for delivery to the proposed assembling wharf would have the

advantage of being linked with every railway in the lower mainland

converging on the north bank of the Fraser at New Westmmster. In

other words, any mill with rail facilities could ship direct to the proposed

assembling wharf.
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PERFECT LUMBER
"Our Customers Are Satisfied.

What about your customers,

Mr. Dealer?

HE difference in grade in any one grade of lum-

ber is not disclosed through the quoted price.

J Genuine satisfaction to yourself

and to your consumer public is assured

when you buy our fineft grade old

growth fir and it co^s no more.

Quality produdion is our aim and a

rapidly increasing dealer intere^ is sig-

nificant of its appreciation.

A trial order will convince you.

"Our Customers Are Satisfied"

OUR

PRODUCTS
Include

:

Timbers, up
to 65 Feet
Dimension
Shiplap
Shelving
Well Curbing
Flooring
Ceiling
Siding
Stepping
Casing and Base
Mouldings, etc.

KING & JARDINE
LIMITED

MILL AND SALES OFFICE: 1 FIRST AVENUE WEST.

SOUTH SHORE MILL VANCOUVER, B. C.
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DON'T BE A QUITTER

When you meet a stoue wall go through it or over it,

around it or under it, but don't turn back.

^ Learn to get "mad" when you're confronted with some-

thing that seems to want to stop your progress or interfere

Avith your plans.

^ If you're not naturally a fighter, cultivate it.

^ The lighters win—nobody else can win.

^ There are two kinds of business men—fighters and

quitters..

^ Don't be a quitter—it doesn't pay—there's no money

in it.

—Spencer Welton.

East Awakens to High Quality of B. C. Lumber
Eastern Canada is beginning to realize as never before the higb

qualities of British Columbia timber products, according to reports

received by Hon. T. D. Pattulla, Minister of Lands, from officials,

who are carrying on market extension work from Ontario.

The management of the Canadian National Railways, Mr. Pattullo

announces, has decided to use British Columbia Douglas fir extensively ^

for a variety of pui-poses. The railway company also has purchased
recently several cars of clear edge-grain cedar for passenger car sid-

ing. It is also finding a use for Cottonwood veneer plywood for ceil-

ings in passenger ears.
'

' There is no reason why the railways should not use an increasingly

large quantity of our timber," Mr. Pattullo said. "In other directions'

the demand is increasing for British Columbia products. Our high-

grade B. C. shingles are rapidly gaining a market. Architects and
builders are beginniiug to realize the great value of the B. C. shingle

in house building.

"British Columbia product is now being used for trellis-work,

arbors and such work, and is beginning to replace Eastern white and
Norway pine."

Mr. Pattullo states that the B. C. exhibit thirs year at the Canadian
National Exhibition was exceptionally good. One builder who saw
the exhibit telephoned to the British Columbia office in Toronto a

half hour later and ordered fir trim for four houses.

"We must keep extending our market," said the minister. "It

will make for a constant and continuous output. While we may have
our problems, I see nothing but prosperity ahead of British Columbia."

Timber Hauling is Strictly an FWD Job

The superiority of the FWD under all

conditions of road and load, goes un-
questioned—still its big outstanding feature

is economy.

The dependable power and strength of the standard 3-ton

chassis plus its adaptability to all forms of time-saving equip-

ment make it the ideal truck for heavy logging work. It keeps

on working when ordinary trucks are stalled.

Quick service on repair parts is an FWD pledge.

WESTMINSTER IRON WORKS, LTD.
PHONE 53 - NEW WESTMINSTER, B.C.

B. G. Distributors for

THE FOUR WHEEL DRIVE AUTO CO.
CLINTONVILLE, WIS.
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W^stinghouse

Westinghouse Type HS Motor

Type HS Motors
and Starters for
Lumber Mills

Every mill, large or small, can be
profitably operated b}^ Westinghouse
drive, which provides motors of all

sizes suitable for all mill machines.

Westinghouse Electric Drive is the
most flexible and economical system
of operating a lumber mill because,
when production varies from one-
fourth to full capacity, electric drive
will operate with no appreciable
loss of power economy.

There are Westinghouse Motors and
control in many of the smallest as

well as the world's largest mills.

en.aineermg

Westinghouse Controllers in Large Lumber Mill

We gladly offer our
services to mill owners and consulting
engineers on all electrical problems.

Westinghouse Products for the Lumber Mill.

Motors and control of all sizes for the log haul,

head saw, edger, slasher, trimmer, cut-off saw,

planer, tenoner, etc.

Canadian Westinghouse Company, Limited, Hamilton, Ont.

Toronto Montreal Ottawa Halifax Pt. William Winnipeg Edmonton Calgrary Vancouver
Bank of Hamilton 285 Beaver Ahearn & Soper 105 Hollis Cuthbertson 158 Portage 211 McLeod Canada Life Bank of Nova

Bldg. Hall Hill Ltd. Street Block Avenue E. Bldg. Bldg. Scotia BIdg.

WESTINGHOUS3E: REPAIR SHOPS

MONTREAI.—512 William Street WHTNIPEO—158 Portage Avenue E.

TORONTO—366 Adelaide St. W. VANCOUVER—1090 Mainland Street CAIiOARY—316 3rd Ave. E.

I
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J^ancouver and New Pf^^.stminster are the Shingle

Capitals of the ff^orld

"I can give the cedar shingle people an idea worth $25,000," said a

prominent business man in Vancouver to the Western Lumberman.

"Here is the big idea : Let them go out and sell their product, mer-

chandise it
!"

"What does selling it mean ? What does merchandising it mean ?

"It means displaying it properly.

"It means advertising it abroad.

"It means putting a great deal of enthusiasm into the selling of the

product.

"It means the selling of the most beautiful roofing material, the most

serviceable and the most economical.

" 'Pigs is pigs' as the old saying goes, but all roofing material does

not of necessity require to be made of cedar."

Just then the Vancouver business man picked up a periodical which
is the organ of a retail lumber dealers' association, and running through

it picked out a flock of advertisements of sul)stitute roofings.

Here is the list of substitute roofings as advertised in a regular

edition of the journal

;

Metallic Roofing Cornpany—One-quarter page.

Rub-beriod Shingles—One page.

Western Steel Products—One-quarter page.

Barret Roofing—One-half page.

Manitoba Gypsum Company—One page.

Brantford Roofing—One-half page.

Jubilee Roofing Paper—One-half page.

Bird's Paroid—One-half page.

Canadian Roofing Company (asphalt)—One page.

Beaver Board—One page.

"To sell your product you must convert the retail dealers to it first,"

observed the Vancouver business men.

"Sitting idly by and neglecting to even awaken the interest of the

retailer in the product is to invite disaster.

"The retailer holds the key to the situation and the makers of sub-

stitute roofings damn well know and make every effort to gain his favor-

able opinion.

"If you could get every retailer in the business to speaka good word
for the British Columbia product, there would never be an idle shingle

mill on this coast.

"Our people do not display their product even at home," he went on.

"They do not tell the hundreds of thousands of tourists who come up
here to visit us a single word about B. C. shingles. That is just one oppor-

tunity they lose. There were armies pf American travelers through Van-
couver this year. Of these, how many sSw the making of cedar shingles?

How many had their attentions directed to beautiful displays of cedar

shingles ?

"Chicago is famous as a packing town. This is a lumber and shingle

town, and our products can be made as famo.us as those of Chicago

—

but we must merchandise those products," concluded the speaker.

Demonstrating What a Mcliaren Slelefh Has Done

The McLaren Sleigh
Is Under the Load

Our Logging Sleighs are built to stand up under any and all

conditions which may arise in logging operations. Nothing but the

best materials are used, which, coupled with the best workmanship,

enable us to absolutely gtlarantee our product.

Manufactured in All Sizes

and for All Purposes.

Heavy Logging Sleighs

Light Logging Sleighs

Tie Camp Sleighs

Tote Sleighs

SPARE FASTS
Includingr Runners, Shoes, Knees, Poles, etc., Carried in Stock.

Gregg Mfg. Co,
Iiimited

Winnipeg, Man.



B.C. Red Cedar Shingles UnderFire
The following' table shows the Are resistance of B. C. Bed C :dar Shingrles, as compared with that of the patent roofing's
These figures were gleaned at a recent experiment carried on at the University grounds, Vancouver. The various roofings
were subjected to fire, intensified by a blast of -wind made b/ an electric apparatus supplied by the Forest Products
Iiaboratory. The experiments were watched closely by a n-amber of executives of Canadian Fire Departments, who were
In convention at Vancouver at the time. The results amply bear out the claims of shingle manufacturers in Bri-tish

Columbia of the quality of their product.

PANEL
NO.

ROOFING
DIRECTION AND
VELOCITY OF

WIND

TIME TO
IGNITE
ROOFING

ROOFING

BURNS

TIME TO
IGNITE

SHEATHING
TIME ROOF
BURNED

DEPTH OF
CHARRING

AREA OF
SPREAD.
SQ. INS.

2 AAAAA Jiiag-grain iveu

Cedar Shingles mile.
2 min. Slowly No 5 min.

30 sec.

Second row
Shingles

4 rsarrett Multi-
Shingles

b. W. %
mile.

2 min. Fast 3 min.
30 sec.

11 min.
30 sec

Well into
sheathing

10x18

12 Ruberoid
Roll

O. W. 14

mile.
1 min.
30 sec.

Fast 2 min.
30 sec.

7 min.
30 sec.

Well into
sheathing

12x18

5 Canadian Twin
Shingles

JN. isiigntly w.
7 miles.

50 sec. Fast No 7 min.
30 sec.

Sheathing
just charred

8x10

13

4

Certain teed
Shingles

ibiigntiy w.
7 miles.

30 sec.
ITVery
Fast

4 min. 12 min.
30 sec.

Into
sheathing

13x16

Barrett Multi-
Shingles

Blower.
11 miles.

1 min. Fast 3 min. 8 min. Into
sheathing

9x11

1 XXX Edg-grain Red
Cedar Shingles

W. 0 miles. 1 min. Slowly No 4 min. Second row
shingles

8x9

6 Sidney
Roll

W . 6 miles. 30 sec. Fast 1 min.
30 sec.

6 min. Half way
thru sheathing

10x18

9 Johns-Manville
Roll

W. 3 miles. 45 sec. Fast No 12 min.
ou sec.

Sheathing
just charred

10x12

8 Perfection Edg-grain
Red Cedar Shingles

N. W. 1/4

mile.
1 min. Slowly No 7 min. First row

shingles
8x9

3 Toronto Asphalt
Shingles

N. W.
mile.

1 ftnin.

50 sec.

Fast No 8 min.
ou sec.

Two rows
shingles

11x11

7

10

Barret 2-ply

Roll

N. W. 1/4

mile.
30 sec. Fast 3 min. 8 min. Deeply into

sheathing
16x22

XXX Cedar Shingles,

Coated with fire-resist-

ant paint

N. W.
mile.

2 min. Medium
blowly

No 6 min. Two rows
shingles

7x7

14 Brantford Slab
Slates

IN . W

.

mile.
1 min.
30 sec.

r ast 3 min. 9 min. into
sheathing

lUXio

11 Barrett Green
Roll

\T \K1 1/

mile.
1 min. r ast 1 min.

30 sec.

Xo Illlll. A^' ell into
sheathing

1 V 1 0loxio

9 Sidney
Roll

Blower.
6 to 7 miles.

30 sec. Very
Fast

4 min. 7 min. into
sheathing

1 0 V 0 A

3 Perfection Edg-grain
Red Cedar Shingles

Blower.
6 to 7 miles.

1 min.
15 sec.

Medium
Slowly

IN 0 8 min. Third row
shingles

QV 1 1yxx 1

^ Canadian Twin
Shingles

(Panel placed so that Blower
hour blew

and wind v>

out brand.)
ere in same direction, a pproximately 1 3 miles per

1 XXX Edg-grain Red
Cedar Shingles

N. W. 5 to
6 miles.

2 min. Very
Slowly

No 9 min. Second row
shingles

^5x6

4

13

Barrett Multi-
Shingles

N. W. 5 to

6 miles.

45 sec. Very
Fast

8 min. 17 min.
30 sec.

Well into
sheathing

*9xl2

Certain-teed
Roll

JN. W. 0 to

6 miles.

30 sec. Very
Fast

6 min. 14 min. w eii into
sheathing

* 1 ^V *> A

1 XXX Edg-grain Red
Cedar Shingles
(Tight boarded)

N. Slightly W.
7 miles.

1 min. Slowly 5 min.
oU sec.

Put out
30 min.

Burned thru
sheathing, 20

min.

7x8

1 XXX Edg-grain Red
Cedar Shingles
(2" open boarded)

W. 6 miles
per hour.

1 min. Medium
biowly

No 7 min. Second row
shingles

10x10

2 XXXXX Edg-grain
Red Cedar Shingles
(2" open boarded)

W. 6 miles
per hour.

1 min. Medium
Slowly

No 7 min. Second row
just charred

8x9

3 Perfection Edg-grain
Red Cedar Shingles
(2" open boarded)

W. 6 miles

per hour.
1 min. Medium

Slowly
No 7 min. Second row

just charred
8x9

1 XXX Edg-grain Red
Cedar Shingles
(Tight boarded)

Blower.
11 miles.

1 min. Medium
Fast

6 min. Put out
20 min.

Sheathing
burned

7x14

3 Perfection Edg-grain

Red Cedar Shingles

(Tight boarded)

Blower.
11 miles.

1 min.
30 sec.

Medium
Fast

7 min.
30 sec.

Put out
20 min.

Through
sheathing

8x12

* Sprinkled before burning, 20 minutes, with garden hose.
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THERE IS A

REES RoTURBo
PUMP

FOR EVERY PURPOSE

Rees Roturbo Pumps are the last word in

Engineering Science. For efficiency and long

life under continuous operation they are unsur-

passed. If you are interested in pumps, it

would pay you to get our catalogue.

GOLDIE & McCULLOCH PRODUCTS
Horizontal and vertical steam engines.

Return tubular and water tube boilers.

Heaters and tanks. Steam turbines.

Pumps and condensers.
Illustration Shows a "V" Type Rees ROTURBO Pump With Gasoline

Engine Drive.

WRITE FOR CATALOGUES ON ANY LINE

The Goldie & McCuUoch Company, Limited
HEAD OFFICE AND WORKS GALT, ONTARIO

Western Branch:

248 McDERMOT AVENUE,
WINNIPEG, MAN.

B. C. Agents:

ROBERT HAMILTON & CO.,

VANCOUVER, B.C.

a
Pure, Fresh Milk
Powdered for
Convenience and
to Retain the
Freshness Indef-
initely

"Trumilk" is milk in its most
convenient form. Keeps fresh in

the original drum for months. To
bring again to liquid form simply

mix with water. When re-liquified

"Trumilk" has ALL the charac-

teristics of FRESH full-cream

liquid milk. You mix only what
you need at the moment.

Hi
mm
ii

r

W( ill

Write for free samples

Canadian Milk Products
Limited

347 Adelaide Street W. Toronto
365 St. Paul St. West, 428 Main Street,

Montreal, Que. Winnipeg, Man.
British Columbia Distributors:

Kirkland & Rose, 130 Water St., Vancouver, B.C.
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General View of Our Mills at Port Moody, B.C.

Superior British Columbia Red Cedar

Logged by Sig Hage

For Part Car Shipments—Stocks of Siding

Carried at

Winnipeg, c/o The Empire Sash & Door Company, Ltd.

Saskatoon, c/o Security Lumber Company, Limited.

Edmonton, c/o The Atlas Lumber Company, Limited.

Moose Jaw, c/o Security Lumber Company, Limited.

Dauphin, Man., c/o J. J. Crowe Co., Limited.

Brandon, Man., c/o A. R. McDiarmid Lumber Co.

Calgary, c/o Revelstoke Sawmill Company, Limited.

Swift Current, c/o Revelstoke Sawmill Company, Limited.

Regina, c/o Security Lumber Company, Limited.

goes into our mills to be manu-
factured into the highest grade

CEDAR BEVEL SIDING

CEDAR FINISH

EXTRA XXX SHINGLES

EXCLUSIVELY

For Beauty, Warmth and Durability

specify

B. C. RED CEDAR

THURSTON-FLAVELLE, LIMITED
Head Office and Mills: Port Moody, B.C.

Prairie Representative: J. O. THORPE, King George Hotel, Saskatoon, Sask.
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CAMPBELL RIVER MILLS, Limited
(Formerly Campbell River Lumber Company, Limited)

SOFT OLD GROWTH YELLOW FIR
WE LOG IT WE MANUFACTURE IT WE SELL IT

Represented by

R. J. CRAWFORD,
7C6 McArthur Bldif.

Winnipeg', Manitoba.

Try a Car of Our Kiln Dried Rough Clears and Be Convinced

STRAIGHT OR MIXED CARS OF YARD STOCK.
Mill and Head Office:

WHITE ROCK,
British Columbia

McLaren Lumber Company
BLAIRMORE, Alta.

Manufacturers of superior grades of

Spruce Lumber

Dealers in all kinds of Mining Timbers,

Corral and Fence Poles, etc.

Our Specialty : **QUALITY and SERVICE*'

Canadian Government
Merchant Marine Limited

Monthly Freight Service to

Australia and New Zealand

Regular Sailings to India, Japan and China
Limited Passenger Accommodation All Routes

For rate* and information apply to

B. C. KEELEY, General Agent
C. N. R. Depot Vancouver, B. C.

FIR
TIMBERS

OUR SPECIALTY

Quick Cutting
Orders

C. p. R. MAIN LINE

Maple Ridge Lumber
Company Limited

POIT HANEY BRITISH COLUMBIA

Sure Service Prompt Shipment

Planing Mill

Modern Machinery
and

Dryin^r Facilities

Douglas Fir
Our Specialty—Mixed Cars Retail Trade

Modern Mill

Band Saw Equipment
throughout

Capacity 80,000, 9 hrs.

Eburne Sawmills Limited Marpole, B. C.
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CANADA CEMENT
CONCRETE A Typical Concrete Tai>k

Every Farmer Wants CONCRETE

Buildings and Conveniences

You, Mr. Dealer, can acquire a steadily increasing volume of profitable busi-

ness by actively identifying yourself with this rapidly-growing movement for

farm betterment.

Already, over 200,000 Canadian farmers have learned that concrete is easily

handled, is absolutely fireproof. Concrete barn, foundation walls and floors,

manure pits, feeding pits, tanks, troughs and walks are being built every day

by these men.

Our Dealer Service Department
offers you every assistance to get your share of this business. Write for copies

of "What the Farmer Can Do With Concrete," and other valuable helps that

will enable you to successfully co-operate with every farmer in your district.

CANADA CEMENT COMPANY LIMITED
4052 Canada Cement Company Building

PHILLIPS SQUARE - MONTREAL

Sales Offices at:

MONTREAI. TORONTO WINNIPEG CAI.GABY
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V. HYDE BAKER President. C. BURGESS, Sec.-Treas. C. D. McNAB, Manager.

Baker Lumber Company, Limited
WALDO, B.C.

QUALITY

PINE — LARCH
Lumber, Lath, Mouldings— Quality Unexcelled

OUR SPECIALTY

High Grade Pine SERVICE

SPRUCE SPRUCE SPRUCE

NORTHERN MANITOBA & SASKATCHEWAN

WHITE SPRUCE
LUMBER AND LATH

BRAND NEW STOCK NOW AVAILABLE

RED DEER LUMBER COMPANY, LTD.

BARROWS, MANITOBA

Owners and Sales Agents

Union Lumber Co., Ltd.
502 Huron and Erie Building

WINNIPEG - - MANITOBA

Write or Wire This Address

iillllllllilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllilllllllllllllllllllllllliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!:

= (4EMPIRE
LOGGING
ENGINES

9J =

ARE BUILT BY

3
3

I The Empire Manufacturing I

I COMPANY, LIMITED |

I AT I

I VANCOUVER I

I B. C. I

Hiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiir

MOUNTAIN
LUMBER

Careful Grading

Prompt Shipment

Perfect Manufacture

FIR, CEDAR)
PINE

We are specially well

equipped to handle

Mixed Car Orders

EDGEWOOD LUMBER CO., LTD. CASTLEGAR, B.C.
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NEW PRAIRIE RETAIL LIST

The Western Retail Lumbermen's Association have pre-

pared a new list of retail lumber dealers operating in Western
Canada and that same can be secured by communicating with
F. W. Ritter, 407 Scott Block, Winnipeg. Price of same is

$1.00 each.

EASTERN LOGGERS ARE IN DEMAND

OTTAWA.—Lumber jobbers in Gatineau Valley are now offering
heretofore the unheard-of wage of $100 a month and board to the
woodsmen for their services during the coming winter. Jobbers'
bushmen last year were paid l)etween $40 and $45 a month, with board,
which is the wage being paid by lumber companies this year. The
advance is due, according to local employment agents, to the scarcity
of bush labor in Gatineau. At present it is estimated 10,000 more
lumber-jacks could be employed by various lumber companies which
operate in Gatineau and Ottawa Valleys.

Good Advice to Salesmen
You can't afford to l)e like the farmer who was driving

along a muddy country road with a wagon-load of potatoes.

Unknown to him there was a hole in the bottom of the

wagon and as he drove along the potatoes fell out one by
one.

The road grew muddier and muddier until finally after

one last despairing yank the horses stopped dead with the

wheels sunk in the mud up to the hubs.

The farmer turned around to throw off the potatoes and
discovered that they had all leaked out. In tones of deep
disgust he said, "Stuck, by heck, and not a gosh darn thing

to unload.

"

Some salesman get themselves into a position just like

that when they call upon an intelligent buyer and don't
know the facts about their own proposition.

—From "Getting 'Ein on the Dotted Line."

Los Angeles Lumber Products Co.
CAPITALIZATION, $10,000,000

OFFICERS
FRED L. BAKER, President EARIiE M. I.EAF, First Vice-President

FRANK Ii. BUCKIiEY, Vice-Pr osident and General Managrer
ARNO MEREEN, Vice-President in Chargre of Operations G. X. WENDIiING, Vice-President in Charge of Sales
XiATTRENCE MACOMBER, Secretary I,, v. HEDRICK, Comptroller

MANUFACTURERS OF

Sitka Spruce, Western Hemlock and

Red Cedar Lumber
BOX SHOOK for every industry where boxes and pack-
ing cases are required, for domestic and export shipping.

WIRE-BOUND PACKING CASES, for rail and overseas
shipments. Minimum weight, maximum strength. Great
freight savers.

ROTARY CUT LUMBER AND VENEERS for the manu
facturing trade in general.

COMPLETE AND EXTENSIVE EQUIPMENT—Modern
saw and planing mills, dry kilns and box factories are
maintained as follows:

TIMBER PROPERTIES

—

Graham Island, Queen Charlotte Group, B.C.

SAW m:lls and box factories—
Seattle, Washington.

SAW AND SHINGLE MILLS—
Buckley Bay„B.C.

SAW AND PLANING MILLS AND BOX FACTORY—
Los Angeles Harbor, San Pedro, Calif.

SUBSIDIARY COMPANIES;
MASSETT TIMBER COMPANY, LIMITED
LOS ANGELES LUMBER PRODUCTS STEAMSHIP CO.

PUGET SOUND LUMBER AND BOX COMPANY
PACIFIC WIREBOUND BOX COMPANY

Prices and Complete Details Furnished on Request

General Sales Offices: W. I. Hollingsworth Building Los Angeles, California

Main Offices: Los Angeles Harbor, San Pedro, California

WRIGLEY P: TING
COMPANY II :: Lumhttee)

WITH WHICH IS INCORPORATED JAS. F. MORRIS CO.

Our representative will gladly call at any time to

give you samples and prices on any or all of your
printing work.

426 Homer Street Vancouver, B. C.

We specialize in printing

for the Lumber and

Shingle Trades.

SEYMOUR

ASK FOR SERVICE DEPT.
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THE IDEAL DUST COLLECTING SYSTEM

ensures fresh air and health to the operator, a reduced fire risk

and satisfaction and economy to the manufacturer. Let us ex-

plain the system fully to you.

We Specialize in

FI.ANING MII.I. EXHAUSTERS
SHINGIcE MILI. EXHAUSTERS
BXiOW FIFE WORK, AIiI. KINDS
HEAVY MILI. ORDERS
OILY WASTE CANS
MILL SMOKESTACKS
EXHAUST HEADS

JOHN K. MILLER CO. limited
Manufacturers in SHEET METAL

580 Sixth Avenue West
Engineers & Contractors

VANCOUVER, B.C.

FORTY-SEVEN YEARS
devoted to credit ratings and reports in

the lumber and woodworking industries
makes

CLANCY'S RED BOOK
SERVICE

indispensable to the manufacturer and
wholesaler of lumber and similar pro-
ducts.

Write for Pamphlet No. ^-S

LUMBERMEN'S CREDIT ASSOCIATION
Lumber Collection Specialists

Suite 1746-63, 608 S. Dearborn St. Chicago, IlL

Eastern Headquarters: 157 East 44th Street, New York City

R. Kerr Houlgate & Summerfield
Limited

BROKERS
INSURANCE, FINANCIAL AND ESTATE AGENTS

NOTARIES PUBLIC

LOG TOW INSURANCE A SPECIALTY

PHONE, SEYMOUR 4800

YORKSHIRE BUILDING, VANCOUVER, B.C.

PUT YOUR PROBLEM UP
TO US

We are specialists in building locomotives.

We build all types and sizes, also all kinds of

repair parts for locomotives and tenders.

Our experience puts us in a position to give

you expert advice as to what particular type

and size of locomotive is best suited to your

needs.

Put your locomotive problem up to us

MONTREAL LOCOMOTIVE WORKS, LTD.
DOMINION EXPRESS BUILDING

MONTREAL, CANADA

ATTENTION I B. C. LOGGERS T

WE CARRY BIG STOCKS OF HEAVY EQUIPMENT

EVANS, COLEMAN & EVANS, Ltd.
VANCOUVER, B.C.

PHONE: SEY. 2988
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TREES
By Geo. W. Hoag.

A great many peoyle are of the opinion that lumberman lool^

upon trees with only one idea—destruction. They lieleive lumberman

are devoid of sentimentt and consider trees only from the point of

profit.

The truth is, lumberman spend more time, money and construc-

tive energy in the care, protection, conservation and reforestation of

the forests than any other interested classes. If you will consult with

officers of the Foresty Department of the State and Federal Govern-

ment you will be surprised to learn that lumberman render greater

assistance to them than any othed persons. This is just as it should

be, because trees are the raw material for lumber and if the supply

becomes exhausted, the business of the lumbermen is at an end. Can

you for a moment imagine lumberman (who are generally considered

of average intelligence) being so shortsighted as to give no thought

to the propogation and production of their only source of supply, or

wlliingly creating a condition which would make it impossible for

them to remain in business?

The very life of the lumber industry depends upon the careful

conservation and protectiion of the forests. When a tree is fully ma-

tured it should be cut, because if allowed to stand after it has attained

its full and complete growth, it begins slowly to deteriorate, die and

return to the earth from whence it came.

Trees are created for the benefit of man and if a tree that is useful

for lumber be allowed to live and die without being transformed into

that economic commodity, that tree has failed of its full purpose.

Because of this fact the government, in its endeavors to protect and

perpetuate the forests and at the same time give to the people the

benefits accruing therefrom, disposes wherever possible of its matured

timber only ; timber or trees suitable for lumber, which if allowed to

stand would, in a few years, not only deteriorate to the extent that

they would be worthless for lumber, but also a menace to the rest of

the growing forest, for it is the dying trees that become infected with

. all manner of plant diseases and wood destroying insects.

One bad tree may cause the death of one hundred good trees while

one hundred good trees are powerless to destroy one bad tree.

Once little or no attentioji was paid to thebi'ush or tree tops left

in the woods after the timl)er and logs had been removed and this

carelessness resulted in the most disastrous fires, the economic losses

could not be estimated.

Luinl)erman were the first to recognize the necessity of preventing,

as far as humanly possible, such tragedies and gecause of their efforts

every timbered state in the Union has passed laws compelling owners

of land, where timber has been cut and removed, to pile and burn the

brush at a time when it can be done safely and failure to do it is punis-

able by both fine and imprisonment.

In addition lumberman have organized timber protective associa-

tions and employ large luimbers of men to patrol the fore^^ts during the

dry seasons.

I wish eveiy man who smokes would read the Fii-e Warden's

report of the causes of forest fires and I hope the day is not far distant

when it will be a criminal offence for a man to be caught smoking a

cigar or cigarette in the woods between June 1st and November 1st of

each year. I don't blame a man for smoking if he can get any comfort

out of it, but there are two places where "NO SMOKING ALLOWED"
signs should be visible, the sawmill and the forest.

Go into the woods and get acquainted with the trees and you will

love them as I do, for they are the best friends men possess. Plant

a tree—one every year and by so doing stimulating a love for the

most beautiful of all friends—the trees.

GIVES MILLION TO CHARITY
Wm. Buchanan, Texarkana, Tex., one of the most widely known

lumbermen in the country, recently gave the state of Texas the sum
of $1,000,000 as a trust fund, the income from which is to be used for

charitable purposes. The fund, which will be known as the William

Buchanan Foundation, is to be administered by sixteen trustees.

In addition to his very extensive lumber holdings in the south,

Mr. Buchanan also owns the Louisiana & Arkansas Railroad, of which

he is president. The Louisiana & Arkansas runs from Hope, Ark., to

Minden, Shreveport and other Louisiana points.

Mr. Buchanan is 74 years old and has been a resident in Texar-

kana for nearly 50 years.

Washington Log Rate Is Standardized
OLYMPIA, Wash.—The uniform distance scale of log rates with

Washington intrastate transportation of logs has been in litigation for

more than a year, is made effective by decision of the supreme court

sustaining the order of the state department of pul)lic works establishing

the uniform distance scale for the experimental period of one vear. This
is regarded as one of the most far-reaching orders of the dc])artment,

since it wipes out of existence practically every rate under which logs

are being moved intrastate trade and substitutes therefor a uniform basic

scale from which all rates will be figured on what is known as the

"service plus distance" basis.

Since the beginning of rail trans])ortation of logs in tlic state, the

movement has been governed by a s])ecial rate of some kind, usually a

point-to-point rate perthousand feet, and with no uniformilv as to rates

for ecpiivalent hauls even over the same roads.

With no uniformity or standards of rates, supervision by the state

department was practically impossible and to secure such uniformity

the department filed complaint against the various railroads jointly,

charging that the rates, rules, regulations and charges were unreason-

able, unjust and discriminatory, and ordered a hearing. The depart-

ment's order was subsequently issued, eft'ectivc 20 days after service,

or approximately March 1, 1922, establishing for a 12 months trial

period the uniform distance tariff, based on a mininuun mileage service

basis and a schedule of additions for mileage.

The roads objected and secured a writ of review from the Thurston
county su])erior court, which court, after bearing, affirmed the order

of the department from which judgment the railroads appealed to the

supreme court.

Once She Rejected Him, Later She Nursed Him

Now She Marries Him
WYNNDEL, B. C.—The good people of Wynndel have

watched with interest the development of a romance in the

younger circle here, which is to have its culmmation m Nelson,

when Cecil Moore, whose foot was torn off by a belt at the J. B.

Winlow sawmill at Duck Creek some months ago, and Miss Borg-

hild Hagen are to be united in wedlock.

The young man i sof English stock, while his intended bride

is of NoA-egian ancestry. Both are very popular here Their

afafir progressed to the engagement stage, and benevolent match-

makers were delighted. Thes transports turnd out to be pre-

mature, for the ring disappeared from the engagement finger of

the fair one, the explanation being that there 'had been a mis-

take " Well-wishers of the young couple, after six months or so,

noted a revival of interest on the part of the two principals, and

a second ring, it is reported, was sent for.

On this Very morning fate decreed that the young man

should step on the belt that tore off his foot and smashed his

ankle The train being an hour late that day, it was possible to

get him immediately aboard it, and off for the Branbrook hos-

pital under favorable circumstances.
, . , ,

One month later his fiancee assited in bringing him back

here to recuperate. Then she accompanied him to his mothers

home in Nelson, as, being on crutches, he still needed care.

Under the Workmen's Compensation act Cecil, as he is

known to everyone here, gets $2000 for his injury, and now the

wedding bdls Le to ring, Mr. and Mrs. Matt Hagen, the bride's

parents-famed for their family of 15-going over to Nelson for

the ceremony.
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BUY SUPPLIES MADE IN B.C.

We Build

Logging Engines Logging Cars
WE SPECIALISE IN REPAIRING
ALL KINDS OF MACHINERY

Locomotives Engines Boilers

USE V.E.W. STEEL CASTINGS
If they are not V. E. W. Castings they are not B. C. Product, as we are the

only plant in B. C. producing Steel Castings. Mild, Chrome, Nickel,

Carbon, Manganese or any Special Steel Castings Made to Order.

Vancouver Engineering Works, Limited
519 6th AVE. WEST Phone Fairmont 240 VANCOUVER, B. C.

SINONDS
Inserted Tooth

CUT-OFF SAWS

It pays to use the best saws. That is why many large saw
mills, shingle mills and stave mills are equipped with the SIMONDS
Inserted Tooth Cut-off Saws.

This type of Saw has proved the most efficient for cutting-off
work. Besides being economical to maintain, it requires less fitting

to keep it running. Consequently the production is greater.

Write for Catalogue and Prices

SIMONDS CANADA SAW COMPANY, LTD.

St. JoKn, N.B.

"The Saw Makers"

Montreal, Que. Vancouver, B.C.
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Hundreds of Dealers are Selling Our
3-ply Cross Banded

Fir Veneer Panels

HEY have found the
value of handling a
hi^h §rade panel

which ^ives their trade
entire satisfaction.

^ Your interest in more
business and added profits

should prompt you to

write for pamphlets
illustrating

"The panel with a velvet finish

Canadian Western Lumber Co.,
FRASER MILLS, B. C. Limited

Eastern Sales Office: Toronto—L. D. Barclay, J. A, Stewart

WINNIPEG, MAN.
Hugh Cameron

BRANDON, MAN.
D. T. McDowall

MOOSE JAW, SASK.
Charles R. Skene
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Efficient lielp increases your capacity I
and decreases your operating expenses

You can secure competent help of every description to run
your operation absolutely free. Every effort made to secure

and ship you the best help procurable.

The Employment Service of Canada, with its eighty offices located

at all the principal points throughout the Dominion, caters to YOU.

Offices in British Columbia: Vancouver, 3; Victoria, 2; Nanaimo,
New Westminster, Prince Rupert, Prince George, Kamloops, Revelstoke,

Nelson, Cranbrook, Fernie, Vernon, Penticton.

Employment Service of Canada
714 Richards Street
Skilled Help Only.

VANCOUVER, B. C. 53 Powell Street
Trackmen, Graders, Laborers.
Loggers, Miners and Muckers,

PHONE SEYMOUR 2583—Private Exchange Connecting all Branches

Oldest

and

Best

Recognized Lead
Over 150,000 in Use

Every Kind of Tim

Absolute

Satisfaction

Guaranteed

R. Hoe & Co.
NEW YORK

America's Oldest Saw Manufacturers
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Local Lumber to Orient

Reconstruction of the cities of Tokyo and Yokohama is giving
Canadian manufacturers and industrial interests some concern. It

is expected that several divisions of exports will be accelerated, when
the exactt requriements are made known.

Douglas fir is one of the materials already conceded to be a neees-

siity i nrebuilding the great cities. Cedar piling and cedar logs will

also be in keen demand.

Lumber Sales

in the twelve months ended March 31 last Canada shipped 30,000

M. bd. ft. of cedar logs, valued at $275,000 ! 2000 cords of shingles,

valued at $40,000
;
18,000 M. bd. ft of fir planks and boards, valued at

$532,000; 4000 M. bd. ft. of hemlock planks and boards, valued at

$98,000 ; six M. bd ft. of spruce planks and boards, valued at $560, and
2900 M .bd. ft. of other planks and boards valued at $74,000. There
were also shipped to Japan from Canada 13,000 M. bd. ft. of Douglas
fir spruce timbers, valued at $292,000; and 3400 M. bd. ft. of other
square timbers, valued at $86,000. This represents a very substantial

source of revenue to the Canadian timber industry, and the effect of

the earthquake on this trade will be watched with interest.

Paper Piirchases

Canada sold $385,000 worth of wrapping paper in the twelve
months ended March 31 last. In addition, $736,000 of bleached sul-

phite pulp and $730,000 of unbleached sulphite pulp was sold to Japan
in the same period. The Wayagamack Pulp & Paper company had an
extensive Japanese trade in kraft wrapping paper, and the Whalen
Pulp & Paper Mills sold large quantities of bleached and unbleached
sulphite pulp in the flowery kingdom.

Logging at Prince Rupert

On the limit just across from Kaien Island, near Galloway Rapids,

W. T. Muse has a logging crew at work. Mr. Muse sent a raft of

spruce an dhemlock, totalling more than a quarter million feet, to

the Georgetown mill. Since he started operations, a few months ago,

about 700,00 Ofeet have been handled.

WE MAKE A SPECIALTY OF

Lath Yarn
Both tarred and untarred. Compare

our Lath Yarn with that of our com-

petitors for Strength, Length per lb.

and price and you will always ask for

the products of the

Canada Western Cordage
Company, Limited

Transmission Ropes
Cordage of All Kinds

City Sales Office J- C. THORN. Sey. 1151

311 Metropolitan Bldg. Vancouver, B. C.

Plant: NEW WESTMINSTER, B. C.

BLOEDEL, STEWART & WELCH
CORPORATION, LIMITED

HEAD OFFICE
1501 STANDARD BANK BUILDING

VANCOUVER. B.C.

SEATTLE OFFICE
742 HENRY BUILDING

OPERATIONS

MYRTLE POINT. B. C.

UNION BAY. B. C.

BRITISH COLUMBIA TIMBER

LOGGERS OF

CEDAR FIR HEMLOCK

Wholesale Grocers
LOGGING AND LUMBER CAMP SUPPLIES

We carry a complete stock of

every pure food product for log-

gers, lumbermen, mills and mines.

Prompt service.

KELLY, DOUGLAS & COMPANY, LTD.
MANUFACTURERS OF NABOB PURE FOOD PRODUCTS.

WHOLESALE GROCERS VANCOUVER, B.C.

EASTHOPE SWIFTER PULLER AND
BOOMING WINCH

Patent Gasoline

EASTHOPE BROTHERS
1729 GEORGIA ST. W. VANCOUVER, B.C.
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i6Shay" Geared Locomotives
"THEY DELIVER THE GOODS"

The "Shay" Locomotive has for years been rendering maximum Service to British Columbia logging operators. They have
found its lines of sturdy construction insure all year round efficiency.

YOUR NEXT LOCOMOTIVE "SHAY"
Hofius Steel and Equipment Company
HOFIUS-FERRIS EQUIPMENT CO. Scattlc, WasH.

Spokane, Wash.

STEWART BROS. CO.
Portland, Ore.

Representatives for Western British Columbia

Tyee Machinery Company, Ltd.
VANCOUVER BRITISH COLUMBIA

THE Kin[G-E%.RRis Lumber Compaxv
MANUFACTtlBEBS OP R^PIC COAST rORECTT PRODtlCTS

NEnTOK.B.C ScpUDber 13, 19£S.

HILLS AT KINGS a.

C

HtW WE5miNSTXII.B.C

IUN«S LOMa OI9TAMCC \

OUIAIU UMSRMAM,
S47 iLdelald* St. Wait,
Toronto, Oat.

Dear Slrt:-

I havo Just r*turn*d from BcOclng a trip througb

W**t*ra Ontario, calling on retail luabsinsil «l$h On* of our

looal representatives, and have been li^ressad with the won-

derful thorou^iness of your olrculatlon aaong the dealer* In

that territory. In practically every dealer's office I saw

the dlstlQCtlTe "CANAHA UJUBSjUAH" cover, and, what Is per-

haps more In^rtant, I found that the paper was very oarefUlV

read and hl^ly spoken of.

I was particularly interested In this beoause of a

recent order placed with you for an advertisement for our

firm. It certainly looks as if the lumber manufacturer will

have to use CAHABA UniBSBUiS to get his message to the retail

dealer.

East of the Prairies

there's a Bigger Market I

Waiting for the Advertiser
in the

@iada[umberman

Its the Dominion's Biggest Lumber
Paper and reaches every two weeks
four thousand lumbermen in Canada,
United States, Britain and twelve |

foreign countries. If you want to

reach this big market write us for

advertising rates and data.

^adaTuinbmn
^ M ^ ybundcd 1860

349 West Adelaide St. Toronto
B. C. REPRESENTATIVE: GEO. A. BEATTIE, 519 WINCH BUILDING, VANCOUVER, B.C.
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CHAIN
MADE IN B. C.

Standard or special sizes,

conveyor and log haul-up,

coil, log, BB, BBB, crane
and dredge chain ; also

chain to special measure-
ments as well as hoom
chain.

Manufactured with latest

equipment by chain makers
of lifetime experience,

from specially made chain
bars. Welds, measure-
ments and gauges guar-
anteed.

Canada Chain &
Forge Co., Ltd.

Granville Island

VANCOUVER B. C.

Another Federal in the Big Timbers
The utility of the motor truck in bringing out the wealth of British

Columbia's great forests has been conclusively demonstrated during the

past few years.

Before the advent of the motor truck it was a very tedious process

to get timber and lumber from the interior where the forest growths now
exist and which, owing to inaccessibility it has been almost unprofitable

to market.

Jrivately owned rairoad lines had to be built at great expense and
owing to the inability of the tracks to cover many parts of the forest,

the expense of horse-drawn haulage had to be entered into. Therefore
the timber from such sections never did reach the big production that

has been forthcoming since the motor truck has shown how it could be
done.

The increasing demand and use of the motor truck in lumbering and
other "wild and rough" regions—in work heretofore deemed impractical

for the truck—is proof conclusive that the lumbermen have learned the

lesson of the motor truck.

The above illustration shows one of the big Federeals owned and
operated by McNair & Ciraham Limited, of Rosedale, B.C.

DAD GETS STUCK
Dad Smith was fond of trying to catch Johnny in spelling long

words, but Johnny was usually able to hold his own, so Dad decided
to try a few monosyllables for a change.

"Johnny," he said, "I'm going to give you some easy ones this

evening. Spell 'dumb.'"
"D-u-m."
"Ha, 1 caught you that time. It's d-u-m-b.

"

"Well, didn't I say that?"
"I didn't hear the b, Johnny."
You're not supposed to hoar it, Dad; taeeher said the b was silent

in that word.'"

Crow's Nest Pass Lumber Company
Manufacturers of

LIMITED

Soft Pine Finish and Shelving, Mountain Fir and Larch,

Dimension and Timbers^ Ceiling, Siding, Floorings,

Moulding, Lath and Piling

Saw Mill, Planing Mill and Head Office at WARDNER, B.C.

CLIFFORD M. PENNOCK, Vice-president and Manager, WARDNER, B.C.



TO OXYGEN AND ACETYLENE USERS

ANNOUNCEMENT
CANADIAN LIQUID AIR COMPANY, LIMITED

wish to announce that they have acquired the Oxygen

and Acetlyene Business hitherto conducted by

THE COMPRESSED GAS CO., LIMITED
VANCOUVER

This arrangement cannot fail to have a favorable

influence on the Gas Business in British Columbia
which will work materially to the advantage of Gas
Consumers, especially in-so-far as it will assure

stabilization of products and prompt and efficient

service.

It will further enable the Canadian Liquid Air Co.,

Limited, to give closer attention to the advancement
of the Oxy-Acetylene Process in British Columbia,
particularly in giving practical and technical advice

and assistance to users of the process, in conformit^^

with the policy in force in all other branches of

Canadian Liquid Air Company, Ltd., throughout the

Dominion.

Canadian Liquid Air Company's facilities for giving

prompt service in delivery of gases are placed at the

disposal of all customers of the Compressed Gas Com-
pany, Limited, and all orders for Oxygen and Acety-

lene should be forwarded to

CANADIAN LIQUID AIR CO.
LIMITED

Cor. Fifth Ave. and Yukon St. - - -

Phones Fair. 3060 and 3061

VANCOUVER, B. C.

HALIFAX WINNIPEG
Other Branches at

MONTREAL CALGARY TORONTO
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Rich Timber on Line of P. G. E.

VICTORIA.—Timber cruising carried out during the summer
has shown that important timber areas tributary to the Pacific Great

Eastern Railway are capable of supporting a big pulp and paper enter-

prise, Hon. T. D. Pattullo, Minister of Lands, announced.

One party of cruisers was sent to Horse Fly Lake and River dis-

trict, which is tributary to the Pacific Great Eastern Railway, and
reported a cruise of one and one-quarter billion feet. There are also

large quantities of timber in a tributary valley which was not cruised,

but there is no question that there is an ample body of timber to sup-

port a large pulp and paper project, Mr. Pattullo said.

The preliminary report on the Cottonwood district also indicates

a large body of government timber in that district. It is planned to

cruise this next year.

"The work of ci'uising in the country tributary to the Pacific

Great Eastern Railway is being carried out in order to ascertain

definitely our timber resources along the route of that railway," Mr.

Pattullo explained.

Canadians Seek Removal of Log Embargo
CLOVERDALE.—The Surrey Board of Trade has endorsed a

petition to be presented to the government protesting against the

embargo placed on B. C. logs. J. A. McMillin, past president of the

Vancouver board, in bringing the matter up, stated that it is the

intention to approach the government to remove this duty from logs

on lands owned by bona fide settlers over which the government has

no priority or other rights. These logs are deadwood and there is no

demand for them in Canadian mills, he said, but if the present embargo
was raised a good market could be found in Blaine mills. In a market

for the logs a strong incentive would be given to settlers to clear the

waste lands in the valley, it was stated.

Only 6,000 Acres Timber Planted in Dominion

OTTAWA.—Those who believe that the timber supply of Canada
will be replenished by the planting of trees artificially Avill be sur-

prised to learn from figures just issued by the Canadian Forestry

Association that during the past five years Canadain citizens, through

their own recklesssness, have destroyed over li,600,000 acres of mer-

chantable timber growing on public-owned land, while in the Do-

minion only 6000 acres have yet been artificially planted in forest

trees. No "figures could more graphically indicate the hopelessness of

catching up with the forest tire los sin the Dominion by any pro-

gramme of reforestation. As if the Canadian people are not content

to wipe out more than three million acres of merchantable timber by
human-set fires, an additional four million acres of young growth was
also put out of existence by fire in the same period.

The replanting of forest trees, however, bids fair to show a higher

ratio to fire losses in the future, particularly if these fire losses can be

held to their present proportions. The province of Ontario has now
in its provincial nurseries twenty million seedlings to be utilized in

reforesting 10,000 acres of waste land in Old Ontario each year for at

least six yeai's. The forest nursery establishment in the province of

Quebec at Berthierville has distributed four million seedlings for

private plantiiug and has reclaimed more than three hundred acres of

shifting sand by the use of trees from the nursery. This is but the

beginnmg of the Quebec Forest Service programme of reforsting as

muc has possible of the thi'ee million acres of waste land in the pro-

vince. Quebec also has under consideration the establishment of

communal forests.

LUMBER CONCERN ERECTS NEW OFFICE
WHITE ROCK.—The (Jampbell Lumber Co. Ltd. is removing to

the new office which was recentl yerected. The new bui/lding, which
is 38 feet wide by 54 feet long, is equipped v/ith all modern office

equipment and has been termed one of the most up-to-date business

offices in the province.

Used
achinery

1—72 X 16 H.B.T. Boiler, 125 lbs.

2—60 X 16 H.B.T. Boilers, 125 lbs.

2—72 X 18 H.K.T. Boilers, 120 lbs.

1—16 X 20 Side Cran^ Trost Steam En-
gines.

1—14 X 20 Side Crank Steam Engine.

1—Pair Twins 9 x 12 Steam Engine.

1—10 X 12 Sawyer Massey Steam Engine.

1—7 X 10 Petri© Steam Engine.

1—8 X 10 "Waterous Steam Engine.

1—Marsh Elec. Hoist, D.D. and Slneing
(rear.

1—American Elec. Hoist, D.D. and Blue-
ing Gear.

1—10-ton Guy Line Derrick with D.D.
and S. Gear.

1—6x8 Washington Single Drum Hoist.

1 D.D. Priction Hoist, Belt Driven.

1—12" American Sticker.

1—10" Rowley & Hermance Sticker.

1 10x30 Berlin No. 177 Double Sur-
facer.

1—6 X 24 Three Side Planer.

1—No. 94, 6x9 Berlin Planer and
Matcher.

1 32 K.W. Lighting Plant, direct con-
nected to 8 X 10 Ideal Steam En-
gine.

1—6x5x6 Duplex Steam Pump.
1—36" Three Head Block Sawmill.

1 44" Three Screw Head Block Sawmill.

1—McGregor Gourlay Automatic Knife "

Grinder.

Also large stock of Transmission and

other Machinery to choose from.

Dominion Machinery Co.
LIMITED

SEY. 7030 GBANVIIiliE ISLAKD

VANCOUVER, B. C.

i

LOGS
Abernethy, Lougheed

LOGGING COMPANY, LIMITED

Port Haney British Columbia

Office and Bunkers: Poot of Bnrrard St.
West of C.P.R. Oil Tanks

Phones: Sey. 6894 and 2200

B. W. B. NAVIGATION COMPANY LIMITED
Successors to

Progressive Steamboat Co. Ltd and C. S. Thicke Towing Co Ltd.

TUGS— Projective
Coutli Pronatlve
Phoenix Prosperative
Maagen Prospective No. 2

P. O. Box 311

Vancouver, B. C.

ALWAYS REMEMBER THAT IT IS
UNLAWFUL

TO use any automatic, swivel, or ma-
chine gun or battery, or any gun
larger than a 10-gauge, or a pump-
gun without a permanent plug.

TO hunt game of any kind from one
hour after sunset to one hour be-
fore sunrise.

TO carry loaded firearms in or dis-

charge same from an automobile or
any other vehicle.

TO carry firearms in an automobile
during the close season on game
birds without being in possession of

a permit issued by the Game Con-
servation Board.

TO kill golden or silver pheasants.
TO hunt quail, pheasants, prairie-

chicken, or partridge when snow is

on the ground.
TO use pit-lamps or lights of any des-

cription at any time for the purpose
of hunting game animals or birds.

TO carry firearms or traps without a
licence.

TO hunt game birds from any sailboat,

power-boat or aeroplane.
TO use any other person's licence or

to loan or transfer any licence un-
der any circumstances.

TO trap bear.

TO hunt on game reserves, bird sanctu-
aries, or other prescribed areas.

TO hunt game birds from an automo-
bile or any other vehicle either on
or off a highway.

KEEP TO THE RIGHT

There's a smooth, long trail winding
from B. C. to U. S. A.,

Where one can stop at any spot to camp
or lunch or play.

The tall, tall trees are shady and many
spots abound,

As smooth and green as can be seen for
many miles around.

You can stand on any land and none
will say thee nay;

Only keep to the right with a bright
tail light,

When the night shades dim the way.
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LUMBER
All Lumber Markets, Prices, Volume of Sales, Movement in Rail, Domestic

and Foreign Trade; Shingles and Logs and Freight Rates.

By CHARLES E. HUNT

Special to Western Lumberman.

While association reports for the week show satisfactory rail loadings,

there has been no immediate proof that the spring inquiry has begun.

Wholesalers make the statement that the yare doing 50 per cent, less yard

and shed business than customary or would be warranted by the prosperous

condition of the nation. At the same time it is everywhere conceded that

the market has ample support at this level.

The mills, when taking business at all, are quoting from list to $4 over

on uppers in mixed cars, and $1 over list for straight cars. The indications

today are that little new business will be asked for to the end of the year.

Conditions have made such radical changes that, while the volume of business

is very light, there are a dozen buyers for one mill that will accept offers

for rail shipment. This is said to be due to the steady tendency of nearly all

the mills to go into the cargo trade, with absorption of the rail haul to

tidewater in order to share in either the domestic or export trade with plants

located at seaboard.

Rail wholesalers are not at all satisfied with the present water outlook,

fearing that all but a few mills will ultimately be dragged into the water

trade, bringing corresponding difficulty in picking up rail sizes. So true

has this appeared that a number of rail wholesalers will switch to the water
business within the next six months.

ment at $30 f.o.b. cars. Inter-coastal

steamship space is steady at $10.50
to $11 for October and November,
with some of the lines asking $12.

New York back-haul territory buyers
are able to get Wisconsin hemlock
at $34 mill against a water and rail

delivery from the West Coast of $36

to $37.50, No. 1 common at $36 and
specified lengths at $37.50. Fir
common is being quoted by the mills

to shippers at $23 and $24.

Jap Buying Erratic

West Coast mills are uncertain as

to when the heavy Japanese demand
may appear, although a hundred
million feet could be placed any day
for that account. Delay to the
Douglas Fir Exploitation & Export

Company last summer in making
delivery of lumber that had been
sold to Japan because of scarcity of
large logs has induced that organi-
zation to adhere to its announced
policy through the Japanese emerg-
ency straits of buying the lumber
and seeing to it that it is in its own
hands before making sales, a reversal
of the customary process that has
gradually been forced by the light

Shingle Prices Break
A number of the shingle mills in

the Edmonds and Everett district

have closed down as a result of los-

ing prices at which their product
has been selling, and production is

expected to fall to 50 per cent of

normal within the coming week un-

less the demand picks up. Prices

have slumped 20 cents per thousand
within a week. Two weeks ago
wholesalers found it difficult to get

clears at the mill at $2.85 to $2.90.

Today the mills will sell willingly

at $2.60. Offers have been made at

the Detroit, Mich., dumping ground
on the basis to the trade of $2.75, or

only 10 cents above the minimum
price of last summer.

Eastern buyers, fully conscious of

the best buying period, started to

take on stock at this juncture.
Wholesalers found it difficult to get
transits, and when they were able to

do so loaded up the line and held for
further advance. The shingles went
on demurrage and dumping began.

Through this period mills and
wholesalers anticipated the South-
western inquiry on the reduced
freight rates, with the result that
that section is now well supplied.
Shippers took the chance of getting
reparations on this business on the
lower rates effective October 6 last

to make a profit.

The cedar siding market is steady
with light inquiry at $37 for 1/2x6

clear and $36 V2X6 clear "A" stock.
The most active inquiry is from Penn-
sylvania and New York, where the
high-grade stock is best seller.

There is no demand for royal
shingles, in which the mill base is

$10. A little royal selling is being
done in Pennsylvania.

California Easier
California inquiries for dimension

have eased off at $23 for surfaced
common and $21 to $22 for rough
random. Rough random can be
bought as low as $20. San Pedro
reports a slow market on surfaced
common at $30 and $31, with $28
and $29 for rough on an average
coastwise freight rate of $7.50.
The experience of West Coast

shippers for the week is that Los
Angeles buyers are waiting for fur-
ther price developments and are in-
quiring only for bargain lots of No.
3 boards and odd lots of 2x4 random
while marking time. California got
into the bullish atmosphere set up
by the prospective Japanese demand
and bought heavily, following the
market upward through September.
That such a speculative move was
unwarranted is now seen in the lack
of confidence in the market.

Shippers operating in the Atlantic
trade are getting quotations of $1
to $2 lower than a week ago on No.
2 vertical grain flooring for rail ship-

Protect Your Hands
With

WATSON'S
KORSEHIDE

GLOVESMade in Vancouver.

JOHN WATSON
127 DUFFERIN E. PHONE FAIR. 3988

Red Cedar
SHINGLES
—that can't warp,

cup or curl

BRITISH COLUMBIA "EDG-GRAIN"
INSPECTED RED CEDAR SHINGLES
are cut from the world's finest stands of

Red Cedar; soil, climatic and drainage
conditions are responsible for the
superiority of BRITISH COLUMBIA
CED CEDAR. Certain mills are manu-
facturing a 100 per cent. EDGE-GRAIN
SHINGLE. The grain of the wood in

every shingle is vertical and parallel,

which prevents warping, cupping or
curling. It is good busines son your
part, Mr. Dealer, to sell the world's
best shingle — BRITISH COLUMBIA
"EDG-GRAIN" INSPECTED.

We will gladly put your
name on our mailings .lists

for price lists and other
informatio nwhich the asso-
ciation of mills who manu-
facture "EDG-GBAIN"
Shingles are mailing from
time to time. Simply send
us your name and address.

Shingle Manufacturers'
Association

of British Columbia

Department WL-S

Metropolitan Building

Vancouver, Canada
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CRANETILT NON-RETURN TRAPS USED TO DRAIN THE STEAM MAINS IN A LARGE POWER PLANT

CRANETILT STEAM
Boiler room economy largely depends

upon efficient feed-water heating.

Cranetilt Direct-Return Traps accom-

plish this economy by returning water

to the boiler at a higher temperature

than any other device. Cranetilt Non-
Return Traps will handle ten times

TRAPS SAVE COAL
more water than bucket, pot or float

traps with equal pipe-size connections.

Cranetilt Three -Valve Lifting Traps

are especially adapted for use on return

lines handling condensation where the

pressure will vary from a vacuum to

the highest working pressure.

CRAN E
CRANE I_l M ITED. GENERAL OFFICES: 386 BEAVER HAUU SQUARE, MONTREAL
CRANE-BENNETT, LTD., HEAD OFFICE: 45-51 LEMAN STREET, LONDON, ENC3.

Branches and Sales Offices in 21 Cities in Canada and British Isles

}Vorks; Montreal, Canada, and Ipswich, England

Crane" Telsa" Waili Sinli Faucet

percentage of large and medium
squares that are being sawed by the
mills.

In taking this position the Douglas
Fir group of mills has been compelled
to decline considerable Japanese
business awaiting placement by in-
dependent shippers. The position of
the Japanese government in defining
its requirements and what it is will-
ing to pay is also a factor that is

holding export sales figures that
would make a splendid showing in
the weekly barometer of association
mills. Japanese buyers are slow also
about closing when firm off'ers are
made from this side. Frequently
prices of $45 c.i.f. for large squares
have been quoted, with Japanese
buyers counterinjg- with bids of
$42.50.

The Douglas Fir group has noiv
covered on business that was on its

books before the earthquake, totaling
some 60,000,000 feet. This will be
delivered before emergency orders
are placed on the books of the
Douglas Fir Company. This group
will accept West Coast specifications,
but is not selling squares, and reports
that none have been sold for Novem-
ber or December shipment.

Specifications furnished by Jpan-
ese buyers show a steady invasion
of American standard domestic sizes.
These include rough and surfaced
common, slash grain uppers and No.
2 hemlock common and fir boards.
Information is at hand to show that
some of the mills outside the big
group have been quoting $2 higher
on large, medium and baby squares,
and that the tendency of prices is

steadily upward.

Rail Mills Get in

So-called rail mills have been
drawn into the export trade by the
outlook in the Orient, and by early
spring it is believed that a majority
of these mills will have decided to
absorb the rail haul to tidewater in
order to, enter the offshore demand.

Australia is slowly coming into the
market for November delivery.
China is inquiring for common, on
which a price of $25 f.a.s. has been
named. Australia's offers for large
lots of merchantable are based on a
freight rate of $14, but shippers are
unable to locate any space at that
level and are quoting on a basis of
$15. Bolivia is inquiring for 2,400,-
000 feet of 6x8 six-foot railway ties
with a million feet of merchantable
for delivery at Callao.

Kobe cables a quiet demand there,
with an easier freight outlook on
forward months, due to the strike at
Vancouver. This phase of the
transportation problem was discussed
at the Tuesday meeting of the Ex-
porters' Association, and it was the
opinion of shippers that ocean vessels
will not care to call at Vancouver if

the strike is prolonged, and that the
tonnage will come here. It was also
the opinion of members of the asso-
ciation present that prices of Japan-
ese squares will be lower before they
are higher, due to the uncertainty
of the Japanese demand.

Business accepted by the associa-
tion mills for export this week
totaled 35,819,718 feet, as compared
with 18,266.965 feet a week ago.

Declaration of Open Shop
NEW WESTMINSTER.—The declaration of an open sliop by the

Shipping Federation of the Lower Mainland, and the announcement

that any man will l)e given employment in the loading and unloading

of ships both in Vancouver and on the Eraser River, may mean much
to New Westminster residents, according to one of the largest lumber

shippers on the rwer.
"A fair day's work for a fair day's pay" is the announcement

of the federation. The head officials of this organization state that

the open shop declaration is not against unionism but against the

present officials of the International Longshoremen's Association at

Vancouver, because the association has in the past repeatedly broken
its pledges and its agreements, they allege, and as a consequence any
new agieement with the present officials would only last so long as it

was convenient for the association.

Of the .scores of men who have l)een loading lumber carriers on
the P'raser River during the past few months, only an average of

thi.rty a day have been residents of New Westminster. Eighty per
cent of the payrol has been going to Vancouver, according to figures

compiled I)y the lumbei- firms that have been loading in the river

during 1923.

"The payroll to longshoremen fi-om New Westminster and vicin-

ity will reach $100,000 this year," stated this leading shipper. "And
w'lth two carloads of men coming over from Vancouver each morning
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WIRE ROPES
NON-KINKABLE
TESTED AS TO
QUALITY AND
DURABILITY

6i

FREW
SCOTCH
WIRE
ROPES
FOR
ALL

PURPOSES

J9

6 Strands, 37 Wires Each
The working conditions met with in logging are acknowledged
to be the most severe to which wire ropes can be put, and
"frew's" Special Improved Plough Steel Quality wire which
combines great strength with wearing qualities, has proved in

all logging operations an unqualified success. "Frew" wire ropes

are of the famous Scotch manufacture and are known the

World over. For their all round use and absolute reliability they

are not equalled.

ii

FREW
SCOTCH
WIRE
ROPES
FOR
ALL

PURPOSES

J9

The Canadian Fairbanks - Morse
VANCOUVER CO., LIMITED

B. C. Agents for Frew Bros. & Co., Glasgow, Scotland

VICTORIA

Uniform inQuality
DOUGLAS FIR

SPRUCE

HEMLOCK
CEDAR

Our Modern Electric Mill is Situated in

the Heart of the "Green Timber," one of

the Finest Stands in British Columbia.

WRITE US YOUR ENQUIRIES

Telegrams: NEW WESTMINSTER, B. C.

KING-FARRIS LUMBER CO., LTD.
Mill: KINGS, B. C. Office : NEWTON, B. C.

Prairie Representative

:

J. O. Thorpe, Fort Garry Hotel, WINNIPEG
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gELTING
BRANCHES:

Toronto, Ont 194 West King Street
St. John, 1I.B 90 Germain Street
Calg'ary, Alta Gorman's Limited

D. K. McLaren limited
Head Office and Factory

351 St. James St., Montreal

BRANCHES
Edmonton, Alta
Vancouver, B.C

....Gorman's Limited
T. M. Grindley Co.,

1158 Homer Street.

CLIMAX EXTRAS
Locomotive Supplies of

all kinds. Oil and
Acetylene Headlights,

Lubricators and Injec-

t o r s, Westinghouse
and New York Air

Brake parts.

CLIMAX
GearGrease

Is the BEST
and Cheapest

Try It and Know
for Yourself

Sales for 1923 of CLIMAX LOCOMOTIVES on the Pacific Coast

DELIVERED
1 80-ton to The Pacific Lumber Co., Scotia, Calif.

1 80-ton to Bloedel Donovan Lbr. Co., Saxon, Wash.
1 70-ton to McCuish Logging Co., Prairie, Wash.
1 70-ton to Bloedel, Stewart & Welch Corporation, Vancouver, B.C.
1 45-ton to California Peach & Fig Growers, Fresno, Calif.

1 45-ton to Shawnigan Lake Lbr Co., Vancouver, B.C.

We are Pacific Coast

Agents for

ON ORDER
1 80-ton to North Bend Tbr. Co., North Bend, Wash.

1 80-ton to Mutual Lbr Co., Bucoda, Wash.

1 80-ton to Campbell River Lbr Co., Blaine, Wash.

1 70-ton to Bloedel Donovan Lbr. Co., Skykomish, Wash.

1 70-ton to Crown Willamette Paper Co., Astoria, Oregon.

LOCO CLIMAX LOCOMOTIVE CO.
ELECTRIC
HEADLIGHT

and
Okadee Blow-off

Valves

PACIFIC COAST B&ANCH OF CI.IS1AZ MFO. CO., COBBY, FA.

623 Western Ave., SEATTLE, WASH. Phone Elliott 2968 D. M. Miller, Manager

Vancouver Machinery Depot, Ltd., Vancouver, B.C. F. B. Mallory Company, Portland, Ore.

E. S. Sullivan Co., San Francisco, Calif.

Agents for

The

G. White Axe Co.

Stub and Twist

AXES
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Ceitnp Supplies
LUMBERMAN ATTENTION!

Waterproof
Scale and
Lumber

Tally Sheets
and Books.

WHEN ORDERING YOUR NEXT SUPPLY OF WATER-
PROOF TALLY ROOKS OR SHEETS—GIVE US A TRIAL.
WE ARE NOW IN A POSITION TO DO OUR OWN WATER-
PROOFING AND CAN GIVE YOU EXCELLENT SERVICE.

Special Forms or
Books can be made
to meet any re-

quirement at short
notice.

THE CLARKE & STUART CO. LIMITED
Wholesale and Commercial Stationers, Printers and Book Binders.

SEYMOUR 3000 550 SEYMOUR STREET VANCOUVER, B.C.

Established 1904

<^TRADEMARK>

Dimond Special

STEEL
FOR

Logging Camps
and Saw Mills

We can furnish testimonials from leading

lumber firms who have adopted the use of

our steel exclusively.

Neumeyer & Dimond
82 Beaver Street NEW YORK

Box Printing and Stencil

Inks and Rollers

INKS IN ALL COLORS
AND PERMANENT

ROLLERS
"Hercules" Brand

are Unequalled

THIS PUBLICATION PRINTED
WITH OUR INKS

THE

Columbia Printing Ink

and Roller Company
Manufacturers

1063 Hamilton St. Vancouver, B.C.

THE "ORIGINAL"

HARVEY
LOGGING BOOTS

Hand-made Boots for

Z.OGGEBS, MINEBS,
CSUISEBS AND

FBOSFECTOBS

FACTORY
58 CORDOVA
STREET WEST

VANCOUVER,
B. C.

Established in Vancouver Since 1897

ATLASTIC ROOFING
IS WEATHER PROOF

Among patent roofings on sale
in this market, Atlastic stands
supreme.
Combined in its structure are
absolutely waterproof qualities
which no amount of Coast rains
can penetrate—and it is fire-
resistant to a remarkable degree,
which is protection against sum-
mer bush fires. .

Contains no coal tar or tar products. Easy to
lay—inexpensive to buy. We shall be glad to

submit samples for tests.

Smith, Davidson & Wright
z.xmiti:d

Manufacturers and Wholesale Paper
Dealers.

VANCOUVER VICTORIA

"The Pink" LoggingTools& Handles
MADE IN CANADA

Headquarters for British Empire for all Lumbering Tools. In every lum-
ber camp in Canada you'll find Pink's Famous Lumbering Tools. They are
the favorites there and have won the esteem of all woodsmen through
their superior merit. They are world-renowned and are extensively used
in Australia, New Zealand and other countries where the lumbering indus-
try thrives.

EXPORTERS TO EUROPE
We export the same good quality of lumbering tools that have made
Pink's Tools a by-word in the matter of good tools in all Canadian lumber
camps. Enquiries cordially solicited.

Thomas Pink Company, Limited
PEMBROKE, ONT., CANADA

B. C. Representatives: Geo. Cradock & Co. Ltd., Vancouver
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(Continued from page 10.)

well repaid by the continually increasing attendance and the opportunity to
servie the logging industry of the great West. In 1922 over 13 billion feet
of lumber were produced in the territory of the Congress, which embraces
British Columbia, Montana, Idaho, Washington, Oregon, California, Nevada,
Arizona and New Mexico.

Importance of Logging Industry-

One hundred thousand men are engaged in the production of logs. It
will thus be seen that the Pacific Logging Congress covers not only a wide
field, but serves the second largest lumber-producing section of North
America. Each year the volume of lumber production grows and the Con-
gress is modestly proud of its accomplishments in helping harvest the lumber
crop more economically.

Railroad Mileage

Logging railroad mileage of the various districts is 5,192. The distri-
bution of mileage and number of roads follow:

Mileage No. Roads
Washington 2,010 195
Oregon *. 2,010 101
California 786 48
British Columbia 558 67
Idaho 289 11
New Mexico 169 6
Montana 100 9
Arizona 89 6
Nevada 66 1

Total 5,192 444

The statistics show that 745 geared and 289 direct connected locomotives,
a total of 1,034, are employed; 10,005 trucks and 5,522 flat cars are in use,
as well as 151 shovels and 65 cranes.

Evolution of the Big Wheel

The evolution of the design of the big wheel is interesting. The substi-
tution of the slip for the stiff tongue was a forward step. The use of the
tractor in place of horses was another stride. The next step was the use of
hydraulic jacks actuated by an oil pump located on the tractor for lifting

and controlling the loads.

Now we have arrived at the stage where a four-wheeled type is driven
by a gasoline motor. Engineers have successfully developed the self-

propelling big wheel, which gives promise of efficiency. The wheels can be
driven at a maximum speed of five miles per hour under load. Every pine
logger who is operating on ground where big wheels can be successfully
employed will be interested in the power-driven big wheels. The Fruit
Growers Supply Company, Susanville, Cal., are operating one of these power-
driven big wheels, and the Congress will hear of the results obtained and a
"movie" will show the wheels in action.

New Mexico Deserves Representation

The topics for this Congress have been apportioned as far as possible

to meet the requirements of every timber section. It is to be hoped that a
director may be chosen for New Mexico, which up to this time has not been
officially represented on our board of directors. This state is growing in

importance as a timber-producing section.

Membership

The membership of the Congress numbers 261. It grows steadily. We
invite you to become a member. Application cards will be found on your
seat. We hope everyone who has not joined the Congress will fill out an
application card and hand it to Miss O'Connor, who is in charge of the
registration desk. We want you and we need your co-operation.

Distribution of Reports

The most valuable service probably the Congress performs is the wide
distribution of its reports. Through the kindness of John P. Weyerhaeuser,
Tacoma; Robert Poison, Hoquiam, and John W. Blodgett, Grand Rapids, a
contribution is made which makes it possible to put a copy of the annual
report in the hands of every forest school student in the United States and
Canada. These reports are used as text books. The influence exerted in the
training of young men along practical lines is valuable to the industry.
Recently a letter was received from a British logging engineer in India.

He said: "The reports of the Pacific Logging Congress are carried by me
from one part of the country to the other until they are in danger of being
worn out. The ideas gained have helped me to crack many hard nuts." This
letter is typical.

The Welfare Dinner

There is no single feature of the Congress that is more worth while than
the welfare dinner, held under the auspices of the industrial branch of the
Y. M. C. A. The programme will be found interesting and instructive. The
address by Kenneth Ross, manager lumber department Anaconda Copper
Mining Company, Bonner, Montana, on the subject of "Libraries in Logging
Camps," will be well worth while. The influence which good reading has
on the minds of men cannot be estimated. Other speakers have been assigned
to discuss live topics which affect the lives of men in the camps. It is hoped
that there will be a large attendance this evening.

Logging Flumes

The Inland Empire lends itself very admirably to the use of the log
flume. The size of the timber and ability to secure the necessary water has
made the use of the flume practical. The Congress is privileged to hear a
very able presentation of the subject of logging flumes.

Air on Detached Trucks

Several years ago the Congress took up the subject of helping to find a
practical method for equipping detached trucks with air. Nothing definite

has been accomplished, but the steady, recurring need for air on detached
trucks brings the subject frequently to the front. Here is an opportunity for

THE

J. C. McLaren Belting Co.

Pioneer

Manufacturers

of

English Oak
Tanned

Leather
Belting

Dealers In

MII^i; STTFFUES

Agents for the
Famous

English Ferodo

Friction

Linings
for

Brakes, Clutches

Friction Wheels, etc.

Limited

i

MONTREAL
WINNIPEG

TORONTO
CALGARY

FERODO BONDED ASBESTOS
is Standardized on

70% OF THE BEST ENGLISH CARS

Correct Designs

—

Best Material

—

Skilled Workmanship

—

Completely Equipped Plant

—

Large Production

—

Economical Distribution

—

The Combination That Makes

LOGGING EQUIPMENT
The BEST in the WOODS

and

The LOWEST in PRICE

Sold Direct

"From the Works to the Woods"

OPSAL STEEL COMPANY
LIMITED

Vancouver, B. C.
Works and Office: Phone:

Dufferin and Quebec Sts. Fairmont 280
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HAND-MADE LOGGERS

This is the age of quality. Not "How cheaply can I buy a

boot? but "How can I buy the BEST boot?" should be your

thought when you are thinking of buying your next pair of boots.

The name M. T. on your
logger boots is your guide-mark
for uniform quality.

M. T. Logger Boots have back
of them over twenty years' ex-

perience.

M. T. Boots are made from
the best material procurable.

Men, see that the M. T.
trade mark is on your next
pair of Logger Boots.

Mail this with name
and address and re-

ceive our Catalogue
by return mail.

Expert
Repairing

MacLachlan -Taylor Co.
63 Cordova Street West Vancouver, B.C.

For Real Comfort and Lasting Satisfaction

WEAR

"ROSE CITY'^
Raintest Clothing
SHIRTS, PANTS, HATS, JACKETS

It is the most satisfactory

clothing on the market (or the

Logging Trade. This has been

demonstrated time and again, so

why experiment with new brands?

Stick to the "Rose City" and you

will be getting the best in service

and value.

Write for Price List

Jm C. H. JONES & SON
Limited

28 WATER STREET VANCOUVER, B.C.

the air brake companies to supply a real need. The Congress will learn of a
new air valve which has been designed by Mr. Berger, Seattle, and also a
system of air cab control by Mr. Myers, of Portland. The subject of air is

one of importance to the logging industry and the discussion of this topic
will be helpful. A moving picture illustrating the use of air in different
industries will be shown.

Opening New Timber Tracts

The length of logging railroads in the West increases each year as the
timber line recedes. At the present time 80 miles of logging road are being
constructed by Fred Herrick, St. Mariez, Idaho, at Burns, Oregon, to open
up a pine tract on the Malheur National Forest. The Long-Bell Lumber
Company, Longview, Washington, is building 30 miles of double-track logging
railroad in the West. The Sugar Pine Lumber Company, Fresno, California,
completed this season 50 miles of logging railroad. The Ohio Match Com-
pany, Spokane, is constructing 23 miles of logging road. These instances
serve to show the growing importance of employing the best engineering
knowledge. The Congress is very fortunate in having the subject, "Opening
Up New Timber Tracts," presented by Walter Ryan, logging engineer for the
Weyerhaeuser Timber Company, who is at present building a logging line

for his company. The importance of selecting the proper route, with' a
minimum of grades and curvatures and a low maintenance cost, are matters
of a great deal of moment, and the Congress will be edificed by Mr. Ryan's
presentment. The opening up of each tract requires, however, special

consideration, dependent upon conditions.

Mechanically Operated Saw

The need of a thoroughly practical mechanically operated saw is pressing,
and a very large field is open to the inventor who can place on the market
a simple, portable saw. During the past year a number of inventors have
been busy helping to solve the problem. The Congress will have a demon-
stration of a power Arseneau saw.

Accident Prevention

The toll of life and limb in the logging industry is naturally very heavy.
It is an inherently dangerous occupation. The constant training of men to

exercise caution in the prevention of accidents is the only effective means
which can be employed. Every safety device which can be thrown around
logging machinery should be employed and men penalized by dismissal who
remove them; but safety educational talks, which, in case of accident, will

give the cause, help very materially. The safety work in camps already
carried forward has been helpful and should be encouraged. There is no
financial return which can be made which liquidates the loss of life and
limb. This interesting, humane and economic subject will be discussed at

the Congress by safety engineers.

Camp Water Supply

Supplying camps with water each year becomes a more serious problem,
as the operations get farther back and the elevations become greater. A
water wheel to supply water has been invented and is now in use at the

camp of the Schafer Brothers Logging Company, Montesano, Washington,
and we hope to learn something of the value of the new system.

Moving Pictures in the Camp

There is no investment which pays better than one which keeps the men
interested in their spare hours. The moving picture offers the best educational
factor today. Every camp should have a moving picture machine and a

suitable room for exhibiting pictures and holding meetings. Pathe Exchange
Incorporated, has a leasing plan whereby they will loan for a comparatively
small sum a very large range of pictures, including educational, travel,

religious and comic films. By this plan every camp may secure pictures

which would be enjoyed by the men.

Cable Tramways

The cable tramway for lumber transportation has been adopted by the

Diamond Match Company, Spokane, Washington. The Spanish Peak Lumber
Company, San Francisco, is successfully using a cable tramway for trans-

porting lumber a distance of seven and one-half miles. The Potlatch

Lumber Company, Potlatch, Idaho, installed a cable tramway at Bovill a

few years ago and demonstrated its practicability. Tom Jones was the chief

designer and logging superintendent. There is undoubtedly a place for the

cable tramway for handling timber under certain conditions where the volume
of the stand and the contour of the country will not admit the building of a-

railroad. Through the courtesy of .0. C. Haslett, of San Francisco, president

of the Spanish Peak Lumber Company, the Congress is privileged to witness

the operation of his successful cable tramway.

The power is derived from a waterwheel. The Congress will hear dis-

cussion of various phases of tramways, slack and tight-line logging systems,

as well as talks on various types of open-faced carriages for successfuUy

negotiating curves on supported tramways. Wire rope has made possible

and profitable the logging of many a tract of timber which would otherwise

have remained inaccessible. The industry owes much to the wire rope

engineer.
Electricity in the Woods

During the past year there has been a very great impetus given to. the

utilization of electricity in logging operations. The Sugar Pine Lumber Com-
pany, Fresno, California, electrified its entire logging system. The Pacific

Lumber Company, Scotia, California, has pioneered electric logging in the

redwoods. Hutchinson Lumber Company, Oroville, California, who were

the original pine operators to test out electric logging, have added to its

extensive equipment. Long-Bell Lumber Company, Longview, Washington,

will utilize electric donkeys in its operations. Snoqualmie Falls Lumber
Company, Snoqualmie Falls, Washington, were the pioneers in the use of

modern electric donkeys in fir logging. But it will be remembered that in

the Inland Empire at the camps of the Potlatch Lumber Company, Potlatch,

Idaho, the first real test of the adaptability of the modern electric donkey
was undertaken by that old master logger, William Deary, whose name will

always be coupled with electrical development in the woods.

Credit must be given to C. A. Smith, Coos Bay Lumber Company,
Marshfield, Oregon, for the preliminary investigations he made in electric

haulage. In 1903 the use of electric power in hauling logs was commenced
(Continued on page 45.)
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OUTSIDE CASE INTERNAL CONSTRUCTION

Our ratchets are so constructed that they will produce the most

perfect shingle manufactured. No backlash or play to vary the

thickness. They are standing up to the test, and are proving

invaluable to the manufacturer. Let us solve your ratchet

troubles by putting on a set of perfect ratchets on your machines.

WEBB 8c GIFFORD
222-228 FRONT STREET Shingle Mill Specialists NEW WESTMINSTER, B.C.

It Will PayYou

TO CABBY

Timberland

S4S Dimension
AND

Yard Timbers

The Best in the West

THE

Timberland Lumber Co.

NEW WESTMINSTER, B. C.

HEAPS
Machinery

Saves Money for

Lumbermen

Heaps Engineering Co..Ltd.

NEW WESTMINSTER, B.C.
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Second Hand
Machinery &

C^ilpissified Section Wanted
Equipment Helo W^antpH

Wanted & Business
For Sale LITTLE ADVERTISEMENTS FOR QUICK ACTION

Chances

The

Peter Hay Knife Co.
GALT, ONTARIO Limited

MACHINE KNIVES
of Every

Description for
Paper Cutting,
Bark and Rag
Knives, Shear

Blades
Send for Price

List

We will be pleased to

undertake special enquiries

on behalf of advertisers.

Information or other
assistance gladly given.

Western Lumberman
519 Winch Buildlner

VANCOXrVEB - B.C.

For "20 Vears the Authority"

"Wonderful indeed Is the power

of the voice." — Cicero.

The power of the voice is the

success of the telephone. It was in

the endeavor to transmit sound that

the telephone was invented, and the

great factor of its development into

an article of very common use is

that direct conversation may be

carried on.

Because it enables one's personal-

ity to be sent is the reason that the

telephone promotes friendships and
intimacy, and brings about closer

relations between those in business.

The pleasure of hearing the voice

you know makes long distance the

casual practice of every one.

British Columbia

Telephone Company

PUBLISHERS' NOTICE
Advertisements other than "Employment Wanted" or "Employees

Wanted" will be inserted in this department at the rate of 25 cents per agate
lina (14 agate lines make one inch). $2.80 per inch, each insertion, payable
in advance. When four or more consecutive insertions of the same adver-
tisement are ordered a discount of 25 per cent will be allowed.

Advertisements of "Wanted Employment" will be inserted at the rate
of one cent a word, net. Cash must accompany order. If Western Lumber-
man box number is used, enclose ten cents extra for postage in forwarding
replies. Minimum charge 25 cents.

Advertisements of "Wanted Employees" will be inserted at the rate of
two cents a word, net. Cash must accompany the order. Minimum charge
50 cents.

Advertisements must be received not later than the 10th of each month
to insure insertion in the subsequent issued.

We Solicit Enquiries on the

Following List of

MACHINERY
2 13 by 8 Cowan molders.
1 10 by 6 McGregor Gourlay

moulder.
1 24 by 6 4-side McGregor Gour-

lay planer and matcher.
1 No. 10 10 by 30 4-side Berlin

sizer.

1 Allis-Chalmers heavy log haul
up.
Numerous small vertical steam
engines.

1 8 by 5 Sturtevant twin vertical

automatic steam engine.

1 9 by 8 Westinghouse twin ver-

tical automatic steam engine.

1 12 by 6 H. S. & G. side-crank
steam engine.

1 66 by 16 H. T. boiler, Dutch
oven fittings, 150 lbs.

1 6 h.p. Cook Gasoline engine.

1 8 h.p. Fairbanks Morse gaso-
line engine.

1 20 h.p. Foos gasoline engine.

1 25 h.p. Fairbanks Morse Semi-
Deisel.

1 3 ft. Cube contractor's mixer.
2 St. Clair roof derricks.

2 No. 3 St. Clair single purchase
hand winches.

1 6 by 8 Clark & Chapman fric-

tion hoist.

2 Hood (Ford engine) tractors.

W. M. C. sawmills, etc.

We have a complete stock of
transmission. Also a large assort-

ment of machinery not listed here.

We have a first-class machine shop
and make a specialty of sawmill
repairs.

Complete Sawmills
Designed and Erected

WEIR MACHINERY CO.
LIMITED

1396 Richards Street

Vancouver

FOB SAIiB—Sawmill property on Na-
naimo Harbor, including waterfront-
age, building, engine and boiler, with
some other machinery. For quick sale
at a sacrifice to close an estate.
Apply William W^arner, Barrister, etc.,

41.3 Granville Street, Vancouver.

Hecate Straits Towing
Co., Ltd.

OPERATING SEA-GOING TUGS

"LORNE," 1,000 I.H.P.

"CAPE SCOTT" 500

I.H.P.
(EQUIPPED WITH WIRELESS)

Heavy and Long Distance
Towing a Specialty

850 Hasting* Street West
Seymour 7147

LOG DUMPS
BOOMING GROUNDS

MILLWORK
GIVEN SFECIAI. ATTENTION

Fraser River

Pile Driving Co., Ltd.

150 FBONT ST. PHONE 1015
NEW -WESTMINSTEB, B. C.

Fairmont 3873 Main and Front

Canadian Machinery and
Salvage Co., Ltd.

Dealers in Engines, Pumps and Boil-
ers, Saw, Planing and Shingle Mill
Machinery, Transmission Machinery
of all kinds. Pipe and Fittings.

Metals and Scrap Iron, Etc.

VANCOTTVEB, B. C.

PHONE IN YOUR COPY.
SEYMOUR 2013.

LONG PILING

Douglas Fir and Western
Hemlock

Quick Delivery
Any Quantity

Domestic and Export.

Burns & Jackson
Phone: Bayview 1218

Grace Harbor B.C.

CLARK & LYFORD
FOREST ENGINEERS, LTD.

Judson F. Clark P. L. Lyford

J. E. Tucker

920-26 Vancouver Blk. Vancouver, B.C.

Ryan, Mcintosh

Timber Co., Ltd.

TIMBER BROKERS, CRUISERS,
SURVEYORS AND VALUATORS.

CONSULTING ENGINEERS.

701-704 Belmont House

VICTOBIA, B.C.

W. B. Ryan R. W. Hibberson, F.E.

W. L. Mcintosh McC. P. Blair, C.E.

BELTING FOR SALE
We have a large quantity of Second-
Hand Rubber and Leather Belting in
all sizes and plys up to 24 inches in
width, which we can sell at interest-
ing prices. Send us your requirements.

N. SMITH
138 York St. Toronto, Ont.

W. H. BIRD
Forestry Eng'ineer

Timber Estimates, Plans. Topography,
Reconnaisance. Preliminary and Loca-
tion Surveys for Logging Roads. All
work guaranteed, personal supervision.

EDMONTON
9555 103id Avenue.

and VANCOUVER
610 Credit Fonder BIdg.

TIMBER CRUISER
logging engineer, topographer and in-

strument man, able to do all drafting
and figuring. Requires permanent posi-
tion. Thoroughly practical and exper-
ienced in all logging methods on coast
and interior. At present employed, but
requires change with good progressive
company, where energy would be appre-
ciated. Apply Box 47, Western Zitun-
berman.

SAY THAT YOU SAW IT

IN THE
WESTERN LUMBERMAN
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I^OGGING AND HOISTIira
MACHINERY

] 914x10 Tacoma compound yarder.
1 9x10 Washington D.D.D.C. donkey.
3 11x14 Washington D.D.D.C. roaders.
1 12x14 Tacoma roader.
1 10x12 Smith & Watson air snubber.
1 7x12 Wa.shington D.D.D.C. steam hoist.
1 714x10 Lambert D.D.D.C. steam hoist.
1 7x10 Flory D.D.D.C. steam hoist.
1 6x8 Lidgerwood D.D.D.C. steam hoist.
1 6x6 D.C.S.D. rever.sible steam hoist.
1 4Vix6 S.D. steam hoist.
2 Worm geared belted elevator hoists.
1 Plymouth 24 ga. 31/2 ton gasoline log-

ging locomotive.
1 lot of 12 lb. relaying rail, Al condition.
1 lot of 20 lb. relaying rail, Al condition.

SAWMII.I. MACHINERY
1 Hill Curti.'? "Dixie C" sawmill, No. g-
1 Russell sawmill. No. 2or 3.

Our "Star" No. 3 portable sawmill, built
to order.

1 Portland Iron Works 3-sa\v power
trimmer.

1 Sumner jump saw rig.
1 Sumner power set works.
38 inch to 72 inch headblocks, screw and

rack and pinion, standard makes.
1 No. 6 48 inch Mitts & Merrill fuel hog.
1 No. 65 Diamond fuel hog.
4x30 to 8x60 edgers, standard makes.

MINING MACHINERY
1 Allis Chalmers gyratory ore crusher.
1 Vulcan 8x9 jaw crusher.
1 Brauns No. 4 ore pulverizer.
1 N.W. Iron Works 7x10 Blake type jaw

crusher.
1 Moyle No. 3 roll jaw force feed

crusher.
1 Sturtevant rotary crusher.
1 Jefferey pulverizer.
1 Denver fire burr jaw crusher.
1 Hardinge ball mill.
1 W. W. Slye Mfg. Co. ball mill.
1 Denver 4 Mueller quartz mill.
1 Ingersoll air drill
1 Joshua Hendy 4 ft. steam bottom

amalgamating pan.
1 Plymouth 24 ga. SVz ton gasoline loco-

motive.
8 1% yard 24 ga. metal frame wood box

dump cars.
3 24 ga. all-metal side dump cars.
4 1 yard Bagley scrapers.
1 steam shovel bucket with bull wheel

and mast.
15 10x6vl0 Buffalo duplex steam pumps,

new.
1 Lalley lighting plant.

AIR COMPRESSORS
1 16x10x14 "Imperial" Ingersoll Rand,

belt driven.
1 9%xl3xlO AVestinghouse lomomotive

type, steam driven.
1 8x71/2x9 Westinghouse locoinotive

type, steam driven.
1 71/4x7x7 Westinghouse locomotive

type, steam driven.
1 12x8 IngersoU-Rand "Sargent," belt

driven.
1 10x10 Chicago Pneumatic, belt driven.
1 8x8 Ingersoll Rand, belt driven.
1 6x6 Fairbanks Morse, belt driven.
1 5x5 single plunger, upright.
2 3%x6 air compressors.
1 3x4 vertical, belt driven.

GENERATORS
1 150 K.V.A. Ridgeway engine generator

set.

1 4 K.W. General Electric generator set.
1 250 K.W. Thompson Houston genera-

tor.
1 100 K.W. Stanley generator.
1 35 K.V.A. Westinghouse generator.
1 12% K.W. Westinghouse generator.
1 12 K.W. Electric Machy. Co. generator.
2 7% K.W. General Electric generators.
1 5 K.W. Fairbanks Morse generator.
1 4 K.W. Westinghouse generator.
1 3 K.W. New England generator.
I 2 K.W. Fairbanks Morse generator.
1 1 K.W. Erickson & Wyman generator.

MACHINE SHOP TOOZiS
2 22 inch Bickford drill jiresses.
1 Canedy bench type sensitive drill press.
1 20 inch Champion hand and power

post drill.
1 30 in. x 14 ft. Putman lathe.
1 14 in. X 6 ft. Walcott lathe.
1 14 in. X 6 ft. Springfield lathe.
1 13 x 6 ft. South Bend lathe.
1 10 in. x 6ft. 6 in. Meyers lathe.
1 25 in. Le Blonde heavy duty turret

lathe.
1 No. 2 Niagara hand punch.
1 No. 5 Janesville power punch.
1 No. 55 Hendley & Whitemore punch

and shear.
1 California power hack .saw.
1 Robertson power hack saw.
1 14 in. John Steptoe shaper.
1 16 in. John Steptoe shaper.
1 16 in. double head Fitchburg shaper.

One of the larg-est stocks of Boilers,
Bngrines, Saw Mill, Shingrle Mill, Wood-
worrlng', Log-gring, Hoisting- and Indus-
trial Machinery in the Pacific Northwest.

Advise us of your requirements
or write for a Stock Iilst.

Star Machinery Co.
SEATTLE, WASH.

Coachwork Development

The Weymann type of lightweight

closed bodies, described in detail in

The Autocar of March 23rd last,

which combine the characteristics of

extreme lightness with an entire ab-

sence of noise, are about to make their

appearance in England. The Rover
Company recently acquired a license

for the construction of the.se bodies in

Great Britain, and the sample models,

built at the home factory in France,

have just been sent across the Chan-
nel. It might be recalled that with

this type of construction the passen-

gers are seated on cushions mounted
directly on the frame members, the

body, built of wood and fabric leather,

being a light housing around the seats

and independent of them.

—

The Auto-

car.

(Continued from page 42.)

by T. H. Brew, then manager of the Morse Manufacturing Company,
Puyallup, Washington, with a single-drum engine. From this beginning it

is quite a long jump to the modern electric logging machine, and yet only
a beginning has been made in electric haulage in the woods. With the steady
extension of commercial power lines, the securing of power will become a
very simple matter. Logging provides a day load and the power companies
can afford to make very low service rates.

There have been some distinct steps taken in the evolution of the electric

donkey, and the Congress will learn of these developments. The independent
unit electrically operated logging engine which could secure its power from
a Diesel type engine is one of the ideas advanced to make the electric unit
more flexible. This plan is now used by steam shovel builders.

The electrification of several logging roads is now being considered.
The Congress has consistently championed the utilization of electric haulage
in the woods, believing it a natural step. This Congress will have the subject
of electrical development in logging operations brought prominently before it.

Tractor Logging

Among the pioneering achievements of the Congress is the use of tracto»-

in pine logging. The practicability of the idea gradually spread until today
the tractor is becoming a recognized factor in some Douglas fir operations.
A substitution of the Diesel type for the present type of internal combustion
engine is being considered. It is also believed that a steam tractor employing
the Baker or Dobel type of boilers used in steam automobiles might be
substituted for the gasoline motor. The addition of two drums for skidding
would be helpful. The need of a light, specially designed tractor for chute
logging will be the subject of a discussion led by Mr. Donlan, of Missoula,
Montana, a well-known logger. The tractor has a field in logging and there

Shop and Tarda
307 Horton St.

Office b Salesroom
1735 lat Ave. S.
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IO?niiedi| iDincfi

JUW90 Ion?/

AT the Kananaskis
Dam on one oc-
casion, a 27-ton

motor driven Kennedy
Stoplog Winch was
called upon to lift a
90 ton mass of ice,

snow and log.

This Kennedy equip-
ment was equal to the
occasion.

You will be safe when
you get Kennedy
Water Power Plant
Machinery—for it will

do a little more than
you expect. Send
your specifications for
prices and particulars.

Wni'KQnnedu tr Sons iwed
OWEN SOUND • ONTARIO

ALIFAX—C. A. FOWLER. Tramway Building. Phone. Sackville 1700

MONTREAL—H. C. KENNEDY, 232 St. James S. Plione, Main 394.

COBALT—M. B. SAUNDERS, 8 Silver Street. Plione 1.53.

1

Sawmill and Burner

FOR SALE
Refuse Burner, first-class condition, 20 ft. diameter, 60 ft. high,

with 12 ft. screen, two rows common brick, and one row fire

brick, and grates.

Sawmill, complete, capacity, 65,000 to 100,000 ft. per ten hour
shift, consisting of:

3 Goldie & McCulloch boilers, 100 h.p. each.

2 Goldie & McCulloch engines, 16x16.

2 other engines, log chain and bull wheel.

Hill nigger. Phoenix carriage, with three head blocks.

4 Disston inserted tooth saws, Diamond re-saw. No. 5, L.H.

Phoenix five saw inserted tooth edger.

Trimmers and slashers, Hanchett hand gummer.

Large Prescott pump, chain belting, pulleys, shafting.

Leather, baletta and rubber belting.

1 9 K.W. 1650 R.P.M. generator, switch board complete.

1 5 h.p. 110 volt motor.

5 set log sleds, 7-6 run, with McLaren castings.

12 set log sleds, 7-6 run, without McLaren castings.

THE SASKATCHEWAN LUMBER CO.,

CROOKED RIVER, SASK.

will be a very full discussion of this important subject. The caterpillar
donkey may yet prove to be one of the evolutions of the modern tractor.

Fire Prevention in Logging Camps
Experience has proven that the losses due to fires originating in the

camps are very heavy. The camp fire warden is the best investment that
can be made to lessen these losses. He must be a man of good judgment,
who understands how to co-operate with the superintendent and secure the
sympathy of the men in preventing fires. In British Columbia the plan of a
camp fire warden was first put in effect. Captain C. S. Cowan, of the B. C.
Forest Service, Victoria, who presented the necessity of the camp fire warden
so logically at the last Congress, will lead the discussion on fire prevention
in logging camps.

Motor Truck Logging

The steady increase in the use of the motor truck in logging has demon-
strated its value. Some of the large operators in the Inland Empire are using
motor trucks as a very important auxiliary to other equipment and in some
cases are using trucks exclusively for logging. In the Douglas fir belt there
has been a constantly increasing use of the motor truck. Experience has
proven the necessity of building good roads upon which to operate trucks
in order to get the best results. The subject of motor truck logging will be
discussed at some length at the Congress. It would seem that the steam-
operated motor truck may eventually be found to have a place in the industry.

Hordes of trucks now remind us
we should build our roads to stay.

And departing leave behind us
Kind the rains don't wash away.

When our children pay the mortgage
Father's made to haul their loads,

They'll not have to ask the question,
"Here's the bonds, but where's the roads?"—Melton, Dallas.

Forestry and Logging Engineering Schools

The logging industry owes a great debt to the forestry schools of
Montana, Idaho, Washington, British Columbia, Oregon and California for
their hearty co-operation in the training of young men as logging engineers,
who find their place in various branches of the lumber industry. It is very
proper that the Congress should extend every assistance in its power to the
forestry and logging engineering schools, and assist, through personal visits,

by delivering talks to the coming logging engineers, by helping to formulate
courses of study so as to make the subjects taught as practical as possible and
in every way to encourage both the instructors and the students in constantly
advancing the standards of logging engineering. The results which have
been obtained, as measured by the men who have taken their place in the
logging industry, amply justify the existence of these schools and entitle

them to every consideration.
At the Congress the deans of the various logging schools will hold a

group session and outline the work which has been accomplished and plan
for the future. The application of practical forestry methods must come
very largely through the young men trained in logging engineering, who
blen the theoretical with their later practical training.

The Diesel Logging Engine

At the Tacoma Congress, J. J. Donovan, vice-president of Bloedel
Donovan Lumber Mills, Bellingham, Washington, suggested the probable
adaptability of the Diesel engine as a source of power for logging engines.

As a result of Mr. Donovan's idea, several Diesel engine manufacturers and
engineers have given the subject consideration, and the Congress will hear
a paper dealing with the subject. Undoubtedly progress has been made in

the contemplated adaption of the Diesel type of engine to logging service.

The low fuel cost, reduced fire hazard and the small amount of water
required are the outstanding advantages claimed for the Diesel engine. The
Diesel engine in shovel service is employd satisfactorily by shovel builders.

Conclusion

We want everyone to feel at home. Turn to the neighbor who is sitting

on your right or left, shake him by the hand and say, "Bill, old boy, mighty
glad to see you!" If that salutation does not bring an immediate response,

punch him in the ribs and wake him up. Each delegate is to constitute him-
self a committee of one on entertainment—so get busy and have a good time.

Take an active part in the discussion. This is your Congress. Enjoy it to

your heart's content. Go home feeling glad you came and be ready to attend
the next one.

The philosophy of the logger is well exemplified in the poem,
A-goin'," by Frank L. Stanton:

KEEP A-GOIN'!
If you strike a thorn or rose.

Keep a-goin'!

If it hails or if it snows,
Keep a-goin'!

'Taint no use to sit an' whine.
When the fish ain't on your line;

Bait your hook an' keep on tryin'

Keep a-goin'!

If the weather kills your crop,
Keep a-goin'!

When you tumble from the top,

Keep a-goin'!

S'pose you're out of ev'ry dime,
Gettin' broke ain't any crime;
Tell the world you're feelin' prime,

Keep a-goin'!

When it looks like all is up.
Keep a-goin'!

-Drain the sweetness from the cup.
Keep a-goin'!

See the wild birds on the wing.
Hear the bells that sweetly ring.

When you feel like sighin'—sing,

Keep a-goin'!

(Continued in next issue.)

'Keep
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What of the Future in Lumber
NOTHING NOW IN THE ECONOMIC OUTLOOK THAT IS

PECULIARLY ADVERSE TO GOOD TRADE CONDITIONS

By Theodore M. Knappen,

Research Bureau of the National Lumber Manufacturers' Association.

Editor's Note : Theodore M. Knappen is a former British

Columbian who is closely in touch with conditions in this

Province. He has won a high place in the lumber zvorld in

the United States and is one of British Columbia's best friends

in the fight to build up bigger and better markets for the pro-

ducts of these forests.

Relatively, there has been something more of a recession in the lum-
ber business during the dog days than usual. While it is true that the

general lumber movement of the country has been on a higher level this

summer than that of last summer, which was itself extraordinarily high,

there has been a considerable decline since the middle of the Spring, and
even since last winter. In fact, the lumber buying movement of last

winter reversed traditions, and January became the banner lumber activity

month of 1923, instead of May as normally. With intermediate ups and
downs, lumber sales at the mills have declined from 340,000,000 feet in

the week ending January 20, to 200,000,000 feet a week in the middle

of August. There has been some disorder, and a general decline, in

prices. Now everybody in the lumber trade is asking: is the curtailment

of lumber demand to continue until we reach an abnormally low level

or may we soon expect some revival of activity and a considerable period

of prosperous business ?

The answer is to be found in the answers to two other questions

:

First, assuming that general business is to be at

least normally active for some years to come, is there

anything in the outlook to indicate that lumber will

be a disappointing exception?

Second, are we in for a period of rather rapidly

falling prices and general dullness throughout the

business world?

The answer to both questions depends very largely on whether the

volume of building and construction in the United States is to continue

on a large scale. Artificial efforts have been made to check building

activity for the time being. Large contractors inaugurated a movement
some months ago to postpone all but emergency projects, and some of

economic services have given similar advice. The contractors desired to

stop a dangerous boom and prevent a runaway market, in the interests of

continuation of a steady volume of business. The economic services,

largely because of a blind faith in the theory of regular business cycles,

have been predicting a period of declining prices and have advised con-

sumers to defer satisfying their requirements as long as possible. The
worst thing about these predictions is that it is possible for them to be

realized simply because they are made. Business activity is very largely

a matter of human psychology. If any large number of business men
become pessimistic and convinced that there is trouble ahead, the trouble

is almost certain to follow. The apprehensive man meets his future

demands with timorous caution. If a large part of the business men of

the country begin to feel apprehension, the volume of buying will be

reduced, production will be accordingly checked, unemployment will

increase, wages will fall, the purchasing power of the country will be

correspondingly reduced, and so apprehension will have vindicated itself

—though only by creating what it hoped to avoid—by getting us into a

vicious circle of doing little instead of much.

Where Pessimism Works Most Harm

It is in regard to production of durable goods, houses for instance,

that the doubting pessimistic frame of mind can work the most harm. It

makes very little difference to the consumer in groceries whether the

prophets of the grocery trade are convinced that groceries are going to

be much cheaper six months from now. The consumer of groceries

wants his groceries now, and can and must let the future take care of

itself. But the builder and buyer of homes is properly perturbed when

the "authorities" tell him that "if he will wait a few months he can get

his home considerably cheaper, and that if he will wait four or five years

he can get it very much cheaper. That is because he is not gomg to

consume his home as soon as he gets it, but it is going to be an asset for

the rest of his life, and he would much rather acquire it at the botto.m

instead of the top of the market.

Now there is no doubt that between the voluntary restriction of

building activity and bearish prediction there has been a certain falling

off in housing operations.

Will it continue?

The writer thinks not, for he believes that the basic conditions are

such that it will be impossible for the prophets of woe to maintain a

psychology of gloom very long.

Some Encouraging Factors

In the first place, we got by what was probably the peak of the

present building era without a runaway market. There were no such
excesses as in 1920, and we may philosophically consider such recessions

as there have been since last spring as in the direction of welcome stabil-

ization, rather than of depression. The fact that lumber prices have
gone down somewhat from last spring's peak will encourage prospective

builders when they have had time to reflect and consider the prices that

prevailed in the first part of 1920—about 35 per cent higher than now.
There is little prospect that wages will decline very much—and they

constitute the chief element in building costs.

On the other hand, the country is still under-built by at least a full

year's building on the old normal scale, to say nothing of meeting the

higher normal occasioned by a much larger population. Also, so far as

lumber enters into the building problem, the prospective builder will

understand that from time to time lumber must necessarily attain higher

levels, for the simple reason that the available supply is decreasing while
the potential demand is increasmg.

We are producing in this country only about as

much lumber as was produced in 1890, and yet we
have 35,000,000 more people to cai^e for, to say
nothing of over-seas needs. In that period the stand-
ing timber of the country has not only decreased
from about three thousand billion feet to a little more
than two thousand billion, but what remains is now
much farther away from the centre of gravity of
consumption. These lumber facts are going to be
pretty well understood by the people, and the man
who wants to build a frame house or a house of

some other construction into which wood largely
enters, will feel that considering that his house will

last a generation or longer, he can hardly make a
mistake in buying lumber now.

There is little doubt that in the case of a hou.se erected now, if

wrecked ten years hence, the salvaged lumber would be worth consider-
ably more than its present cost price. This is a fact that does not apply
to any other building material. Now the desire for homes is going to

keep up and is going to become stronger and stronger. And that, too,

will tend to offset and also to negative apprehensions of a pessimistic
nature. If we can manage to keep price of labor and materials from
ballooning and can keep their common product, in the .shape of buildings,

from getting out of balance with the general run of i)rices, we shall l)e

able to enjoy a satisfactory volume of building for an indefinite period.

But all who have at heart the real interests of their business, will labor
to keep the costs of building from getting out of line with income. For
then there will come a .sharp slump in building which will be hard not
only on lumbermen but on all industry and commerce.
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Farmer Coming Into His Own

The foregoing has been written with urban and suburban building

in mind. But there is an unknown factor in the general situation which

may operate to offset such shrinkage as there may be in the present

building wave, which has been largely a city rather than a rural affair. It

must not be forgotten that the price of farm products has been subnormal

since the fall of" 1920. The result is that the farmers, speaking generally,

have not shared in the prosperity of the last two years. In fact, their

purchasing power has been reduced. There are indications now that the

farmer is coming into his own again. The Department of Agriculture

estimates that this year's crops will be worth between $15,000,000,000

and $16,000,000,000, as compared with $12,000,000,000 in 1921 and

$10,000,000,000 in 1914. The farmer is coming into this increased

income at a time when general commodity prices are receding somewhat.

He has been paying off" his debts during the recent hard years. He has

denied himself much and his requirements are now large. The moment

he gets on easy street again he is going to be a very heavy purchaser.

And counting the villagers who depend directly on him there are 50,-

000.000 of him. He has denied himself new or old remodeled homes and

has put oft" building and rebuilding barns, granaries, silos, fences, sheds,

etc. Ninety-eight per cent of all farm buildings are lumber. It is a

material the farmer much prefers to any other, and it is always cheaper.

It is, therefore, probable that during the next two or three years there

will he a very large expansion of lumber demands from the farmers.

There is too, a phase of evolution in city building that tends to

make for satisfactory urban lumber business. I refer to the manifestly

growing desire for individual homes as against apartments. The small

house, whether wholly a frame structure or not always requires a very

large proportion of lumber ; and a smaller total of building, measured in

building permit valuations may, therefore, easily foot up bigger lumber

bills.

General Economic Situation

Now as to the general economic position, some of the business cycle

sharps and economic wise-acres seem to infer that because—after brief

periods of prosperity—the Napoleonic and civic wars were followed by

long periods of depression, there must be such a period for us after the

world war. It may be that history will repeat itself in this particular, but

not because such repetition is inevitable in the nature of things. There

are great differences in the state of the world now and as compared with

1820 and 1870. The world has much more capital than formerly; and

there are no great resources of virgin land or natural wealth tending to

easy over-production of commodities. On the other hand, the 400,000,000

people of Europe have been stinting themselves and getting along with

under-consuming and under-buying for nearly ten years. As soon as

they come into full economic activity again, their requirements will be

abnormally large in order to make up for lost time. The very desperate-

ness of the situation in Europe at present constitutes the best of reasons

for beheving that it will soon be over. I think we have come to the last

chapter in the book of post-bellum drifting and perplexity. It is darkest

just before dawn, and I beUeve that twelve months from now Germany,

understanding to the last man that she was defeated in a wanton war,

and must pay the price, will be ready with a will to begin to pay and

that the allies will make the price within her power to pay. When that

is done—and concurrently with it we are going to see reform and stabili-

zation of Europe's fantastic currencies—it will be possible for people

everywhere in the old lands to get to work. And when they get to work,

they will all get to consuming, and our export surpluses will be liquidated.

It seems, then, fairly safe to predict that there

is nothing in the outlook peculiarly adverse to the

lumber business, and that there is good reason to

East Kootenay
Although the output of sawn lumber in the East Kootenay forestry

district this year may be as much as 40,000,000 feet less than last year,

due to an increased "cut of ties and mine props, the value of the year's

foi^estry output will most likely equal the figures of 1922, according to

Norman Moore, of Cranbrook, district forester for East Kootenay.

Last year East Kootenaay sawmills had a total output of 168,000,000

feet, and had it not been for the later season experienced this year, alaong

with labor shortage, that figure would have been equalled this season, with

21 mills in operation, now sawing about 12,000,000 feet a month.
For the first time in some years there is a decided improvement in

the prairie lumber market, which is taking a considerable quantity of

lower grade lumber for granaray and such-like construction, and is leav-

ing the millmen the better grades, for which the Eastern Canada demand
is excellent.

There is a very light demand for the 20 and 25-foot poles, but the

market was never better than at present for poles 30 feet and over.

Busy Industry Extends Plant
Canada Chain & Forge Co. Ltd. are doubling the size of the plant

on Granville Island. This will entail the installation of five more fires

and hammers, enabling them to make all size sin chain from % inch
to 2V2 inch stud anchor chain.

Since beginning operations last year this plant has been running
up to its limit, quality product resulting in rapi/dl.y increasing business

and necessitating extensive additions.

believe that the world, instead of entering upon a
period of decadence and degeneration is only on the
eve of a general reaction of prosperity, production
and consumption from a period of destruction, and
restriction of consumption, which has prevailed over
so large a part of it since 1914. Archbold, the
Standard Oil Magnate, used to say the way to malie
money was to save it and bet it on the prosperity of

the United States. To that advice might be added
now the advisability of betting on the ensuing
prosperity of the world.

I

Whatshan Lake Flume Completed
NEEDLES, B. C.—Work on the Edgewood Lumber Company's

flume from Whatshan Lake to the Arrow Lake at Needles, is being
pushed ahead very fast. One gang of men under W. L. Affleck is

doing the actual construction work, while another gang under A.
Larsen is clearing the right-of-way and building cribbing and making
cuts.

Laxmber for the construction work is sent down the flume as com-
pleted, from Mr. Coleman's mill near the Whatshan Lake. The mill

has cut nearly a million feet since it began operations. Mr. Coleman
expects to finish cutting here very soon and wil Ithen take his mill

bac kto Deer Park.
W. Shiell is doing great work getting out large quantities of logs

for the Edgewood Lumber Company under very difficult logging con-

ditions. He has built a floating camp on the Whatshan Lake and a
log slide some 1500 feet long up the mountain side, down which logs

are now travelling into the lake every few miriutes. He has 15 men
working in the camp.

I

•I

i

Pacific Northwest Inspection Bureau, Limited
SPECIFY A Canadian Company operating throughout

British Columbia, Washington and Oregon. PHONE

CERTIFICATES OF GRADE AND TALLY

CERTIFICATES LOGS—LUMBER—CANTS—PILING—POLES

SEYMOUR
1063

HEAD OFFICE: 922 923 BIRKS BLDG. VANCOUVER, B. C.
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Associated Timber Exporters

of British Columbia^ Ltd.

Loading Ports:

Vancouver, B.C.

Victoria, B.C.

Genoa Bay, B.C.

Chemainus, B.C.

Nanoose Bay, B.C.

Eraser Mills, B.C.

SALES MEDIUM
for

EXPORT OUTPUT
of

LUMBER MILLS
of

BRITISH COLUMBIA

Principal Products

Douglas Fir
AND

Pacific Hemlock

Main Office

909 METROPOLITAN BUILDING

VANCOUVER, B.C. CANADA

Fir - - Western Hemlock

Flooring

Ceiling

Siding

Finish

Timbers up
to 90 feet

Besides operat-

ing a 100,000 feet

capacity we pos-

sess a modernly
equipped planing

mill and door fac-

tory, latter with

capacity of 200

doors per day.

Shiplap

Siding

Dimension

Boards

Robertson & Hackett Sawmills Ltd.
Est. 1888 Office and Mills, False Creek, Vancouver, B. C.

Poles

Piling

Logs

Fir

Cedar

Hemlock

Cedar Telegraph Poles, Cedar Foundation

Piling, any Length

CapilanoTimber Co. Limited
Head Office at Booming Ground, Pemberton Avenue

and P.G.E. Tracks, North Vancouver, B.C.

Phone No. Van. 306 and 307

WHITE CEDAR FENCE POSTS
Spruce, Tamarack

Cedar Piling

We can furnish anything that you require in green cut,

live peeled, White Cedar Posts. We ship from the Rainy

River District of Ontario and Minnesota with yards at

the following points:

RAINY RIVER) fBEAUDETTE
SLEEMANS [ Ontario Minn. \ ROOSEVELT
PINEWOOD J I WILLIAMS

Cedar Posts,

Poles, Ties

i| PINKWOOL) J \ VViL,JL,iAraa i
'

Let us quote you delivered prices—F.O.B, cars any railway station in Canada

T. M. PARTRIDGE LUMBER CO., LTD.
Sales Office: MINNEAPOLIS, MINN. Main Office: RAINY RIVER, ONT.
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Ross & Howard Iron Works Co., Ltd.
Iron & Brass

Founders

Blacksmiths

Boilermakers

Bolts and Nuts, Sleigh Shoeing, Smokestacks, Bridge Rods, Logging and Lumber Trucks, Shafting,

Transmission, Etc., Marine, Logging and Sawmill Machinery, Structural Steel.

Foot Woodland Drive VANCOUVER, B.C. Telephone: Highland 106

Millworkers of the North-

west Meet
Mutual problems of planing mill men—the men who provide the

interior woodwork finishings for the homes of the American continent
—were discussed at .th efirst international convention embracing the
members, of the Pacific Northwest Millworkers' Association and the
B. C. Woodworkers' Association held at Vancouver during October.
A business session was followed by a banquet and dance. One of the
principal events of the gathering was the extending of an invitation
from the Pacific Northwest Millworkers' Association to the B. C.

association to affiliate with their to affiliate with their organization,
which embraces the planing mill men of Oregon and Washington and
has branches in Seattle, Taeoma, Portland, Spokane and other large

centres.

E. ( '. Chrystal, president of the B. C. association, was in the chair.

L. C. Thomas, secretaiy of the Vancouver Lvimber Company, gave an
address on uniform cost accounting, while Mr. Chrystal spoke on
apprenticeship. With regard to the latter problem one of the plans
which met with favorable consideration was the laying out of a
schedule for boy workers whereby they would start out at a reasonable
wage which would be graduated upwards for four years at the end
of which time a bonus of $500 would be given provided the service
proved satisfactory. The object of this scheme would be to encourage
young men to make a life profession of woodwork designing.

Clark W. Tliompson of Tacoma, president ; E. C. Bullock of Port-
land, secretary, and G. A. Brown, treasurer of the American associa-

tion, took a prominent part in the convention. The banquet was
attended by 120 millworkers and their wives. Toasts were proposed to

the King and the President by E. C. Chrystal and R. D. Helmer
respectively, while the visitors' health was proposed by B. Cornish.

W. H. McLeod proposed "The Ladies." G. Donald Gray rendered
solos.

A feature of the convention were the identification labels made of

three-ply Cottonwood veneer which each of the delegates wore on their

coat lapels. Menu cards of the same material added a unique touch to

the banquet.

The following programme Avas carried out

:

Address of welcome, Geo. Bearing, secretary of B. C. Wood-
workers' Association; address. President Clark W. Thompson; address

upon aims and objects of the Northwest Association, C. E. Cowden,
president Nicolai-Neppach Co., Portland, Oregon ; address upon uni-

form cost system, L. C. Thomas, secretary Vancouver Lumber Co.,

Vancouver, B. C. ; "A Practical Apprenticeship Plan for Planing
Mills," E. C. Chrystal, president B. C. Woodworkers, Vancouver, B.C.;

"Glue and Its Characteristics," N. J. Sorenson, Casein Glue Manufac-
turing Co., New York.

The list of delegates to the convention included the following:

M. P. Anthony, Seattle, Wash. ; 0. K. Palmer, Chehalis, Wash. ; Emil
Benson, Tacoma, Wash. ; W. H. Borrow, Seattle, Wash., secretary

Listing Bureau ; H. E. Emmons, Tacoma, Wash. ; Oscar Engstroni,

Seattle, Wash.; K. C. Haper, Seattle, Wash.; F. E. Acheson, Seattle,

Wash. ; C. E. Cowden, Portland, Oregon ; Clark W. Thompson, Tacoma,
Wash. ; E. J. Strunt, Portland, Oregon ; Claude Wood, Aberdeen,

Wash. ; Carl Neppoch, Portland, Oregon ; H. W. Hansen, Aberdeen,

Wash. ; C. 0. Cooper, Hoquiam, Wash. ; E. C. Bullock, Portland, Ore-

gon, secretary Pacific Northwest Millworkers" Association; Geo. A.

Brown, Everett, Wash., treasurer Pacific Northwest Millworkers'

Association ; Frank Tregoning, Seattle, Wash. ; C. F. Erickson, Tacoma,

Wash.: E. E. Vogue, Seattle, Wash.; 0. Palmer, Seattle, Wash.

WE HAVE AND WANT YOU TO KNOW WE HAVE

FAMOUS COWICHAN TIMBER
FROM THE FOREST HEART OF VANCOUVER ISLAND

FIR AND HEMLOCK LOGS—QUALITY IN EVERY FOOT

JAMES LOGGING COMPANY, LIMITED
H. G-. JAMES, MANAGHTG- DIBECTOS

Phone Sey. 1545 SOS Bank of Nova Scotia Bldg., Vancouver, B.C.
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The Rat Portage Lumber Co., Limited, Vancouver
ivl £1 ¥111 fn /^f"!! t*01*Q /^ff*
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WE SPECIALIZE IN 1/4

SCANT SIZED DIMEN- FLOORING, CEILING, SIDING, INTERIOR AND EXTERIOR
FINISH OF ALL KINDS INCLUDING MOULDINGS

SION, ALSO DIMEN-

SION AND BOARDS IN Rough Kiln Dried and Green Clear Fir in All Sizes

THE ROUGH. Boards, Shiplap and Dimension

ROUGH TIMBERS UP TO 90 FEET LONG

PHOTO-ENGRAVERS
CONNERtlAL ARTISTS
COlOlt- ^» ElECTRB

m

TYPERS

TOWER BLDG

-TYPERs

PtlOHt- 5EY. 7169

VANCOUVER,

FOURTEEN "14" VESSELS
OF THE

UNION STEAMSHIP COMPANY of B.C. LIMITED

Sail regularly from the Company's wharf, Vancou-
ver, B.C., calling at Sechelt, Powell River, Campbell
River, Alert Bay, Ocean Falls, Surf Inlet, Bella
Coola, Prince Rupert, Anyox and all Northern B.C.
logging camps and canneries.

For Information as to Sailings, Fares and Freight Rates
APPLY TO

Head Offices on Wharf,
foot Carrall Street, VANCOUVER, B.C.

TELEPHONE SEYMOUR 306

GULF OF GEORGIA TOWING CO., LTD.

1199 SIXTH AVENUE W., VANCOUVER, B.C. .

Specializing in Towing, Lighterage, Camp Moving, etc.

Rates Furnished on Application.

WE OWN AND OPERATE
4 TUGS AND 30 SCOWS

for reliable equip-

ment look for

Phone Bayview 806

on side of Tug
or Scow

Night Phone: High. 1923

Established 1841 250 BranchesThe Mercantile Agency

R. G. DUN & CO.
Head Office : 290 Broadway - - New York

"For the Promotion and Protection of Trade"

CANADIAN BRANCHES
Offices in Western Provinces:

BRITISH COLUMBIA ALBERTA
Vancouver Victoria Calgary Edmonton Lethbridge

SASKATCHEWAN
Moose Jaw Regina Saskatoon

EASTERN OFFICES
Winnipeg, Man. Fort William, Ont. Halifax London Ottawa

St. John Hamilton Montreal Quebec Toronto

Collection Dept., Vancouver Office: 402 Pender Street W.
J. B. GIFFEN, Dist. Mgr.

SEY. 280 Established 1860 SEY 279

R. V. Winch & Company, Limited.

Shipping, Insurance, Financial & Estate Agents

SALMON BROKERS

Winch Building VICTORIAVANCOUVER
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(Continued from page 9.)

The fact that after intensive training under capable instructors a

boy Avho shows aptitude for his chosen trade is competent to go out

and perform useful work—as the carpenter apprentices are doing

—

knocks iuto cocked hat the old theory that a boy had to "tote" water

to the Avorkmen, carry tools or do other inconsequential work for

from six mouths to a year before he could be of any use on actual

coustructi.ou. Ae a matter of fact, the boys sent out from the Van-

couver Technical School are useful from the very beginning, and their

usefulness increases steadily as their experience grows.

Such work as is being done by the vocational training schools and

similar iustitutiions in other cities where this idea has been tried and

found effective, may not fully solve the difficult problem of the

shortage of skilled craftsmen in the building trades, but it is at least

blazing the way toAvard a solution.

"British Columbia Avill see its greatest days of presperity when
the immense Avood products of the province are Avholly manufactured

Avithin the boundaries of the province and then shipped out ready

for use," said E. W. Parker in an iutervicAV Avith "Western Uumber-

man" at the Technical School.

"We are trying here to teach the young men of the city the rudi-

ments of AvoodAvorking. We are endeavoring to shoAv them Avhat can

be done Avith Douglas fir logs and Avith cedar and hemlock and those

other woods for AA^hich this province is famous.

"The manufacture of these Avoods here Avill mean building up in

years to come of immense payrolls, of vast factories, providing a

market for woodworking tools and machinery of a magnitude not

today dreamed of b ymanufacturers of this equipment."

Mr. Parker is devoted to the Douglas fir Avood. In it he sees

immense possibilities for the buiWing up of industry. He believes

that its use in furniture, interior fittings, in cabinet making generally,

has but been begun.

Referring to this Avood, in Avhich students at the school _have

Avorked so successfully in making articles for display at the Vancouver
and other exhibitions, Mr. Parker said:

"Of late years fir has gained in popularity for interior decorative

work 0 naccount of its pleasing grain and figure. It is very suitable

for all kinds of joinery work, such as store and office fittings, interior

fittings of churches, etc., and Avhen the Avood is properly finished and
decorated has a A^ery artistic appearance.

"In Vancouver factories have been established which specialize in

fi.r furniture and a ready market is found for their i^roducts. Its use

for cabinet making has certain limitations, as it is not a suitable Avood

for embellishing, such as carving, etc., OAving to the somewhat coarse

texture of the grain of the Avood. HoAvever, I have seen some very
artistic pieces of furniture beautifully finished, and in my opinion far

superior to some of the imiported liardAvood furniture, which is 75 per
cent more expensive.

"We have the raw material at our door and there is a good opening
for factories prepared to turn out good work. Fir is looked upon by
a good many people as only being suitable for kitchen and bathroom
fittings, to be painted or enameled, but Avith specially selected fir,

Avorked by skilled craftsmen and finishers, furniture that would grace

the dining or draAving-roora can be made at less than half the cost of

fin-niture made in expensixe hardAvoods.

"

WIRE ROPE

For LUMBERMEN, ENGINEERS and

CONTRACTORS
"We have the Right Rope for every purpose
We solicit your enquiries. Write for our catalogue.
Stock carried in Montreal by J. H. HANSON CO. LTD., Agent

Canada Wire & Iron Goods Co., Hamilton
Stock carried in Edmonton and Calgary

N. F. Judah, McLeod Building, Edmonton, Agent

]

DUNLOP

BELTING

DUNLOP Gibraltar Red Special

Belting has a friction of special

Dunlop Rubber which retains its

life indefinitely.

This Belt is built to meet the con-

ditions existing in the lumbering

industry.

TRY IT

It Will Save You Money.

Look
What's Here

!

A Canada Permanent Savings

Bank Pass Book! 'Member
that ten bucks I sent down?
Well it's where I can't get

at it till I really need it!

Canada
Permanent
Mortgage
Corporation
IS fS YEARS
OLD AND HAS
43 MILLIONS

OF SECURITIES

TO BACK UP

YOUR

ACCOUNT WITH.

I send a few plunks out of every pay

to the Canada Permanent, 432 Bichards

Street, Vancouver. They've got a snappy

saving's department and they give me 4

per cent on my money.' You just send

them anything from one berry up and

tell 'em your name and address. They'll

open an account for you and keep that

money to your credit. Then they'll send

you a little pass hook and cheques and

everything:. Start it going' next pay day!
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I
Conserve Canada's Water

I Powers

We take pleasure in presenting to our readers the above cut of the

1923 model, Standard Canadian Turbine, designed and manufactured by

Charles Barber & Sons, of Meaford, Ontario.

This native Canadian firm has been working on the design and

improvement of Turbine Water Wheels since 1867, constantly supple-

menting their practical tests with instrumental experiments at Holyoke,

Mass. The turbine shown is the finished product of 55 years of honest

and intelligent effort to produce for the public a Water Turbine perfect

in operating qualities and structural details.

The motto of this firm is "Conserve the Water Powers" and it is a

duty incumbent on all water power owners to assist in the practical fulfil-

ment of so beneficial an ideal.

Before purchasing a turbine, the relative merits of the different

designs and makes for the conditions to be met should be most carefully

analyzed. The whole investment and future of the enterprise depend,

upon the proper selection of the turbine.

Artificial Lumber Is a Success

WASHINGTON.—Experiments in the making of "artificial" lum-

ber are arousing increasing interest among Government officials and

leaders in the lumber industry.

Although none of the product has been marketed, officials of the

National Lumber Manufacturers' Association declare that tests already

made of a synthetic composition produced by Minnesota lumber interests

show it possesses many quahties making it available for structural

purposes.

The experiments are based on somewhat the same princijile as that

employed in the manufacture of paper from wood pulp. In the process

not only the trunks and branches of young trees, but the leaves and smaller

parts as well are ground up and mixed with other substances, virtually

eliminating waste. The resulting compound is capable of being moulded

into sizes and shapes of almost any description needed in buildmg.

A Float Saw Built for the Work
Many of our "Li'l Huskys" have made good on boom work, but

they were a little tod light. Now we make this Float Saw on

"Li'l Husky" principle but much heavier.

We carry a full line

of Spare Parts for

Wee Macffregor
Drag Saws

Dominion Drag Saw Co.

Cooling tank
and battery
50X suspend-
ed from float

roof

We are building these

machines here and
guaranteeing them.
Extra flywheel, heavy
frame and fittings

make for good work.

104 Main street

Vancouver, B. C.

Make lighter,

sturdier veneer panels
serve instead of

hardwood

amatco
'3 PLY COTTONWOOD VENEER PANELS

'THE UNIVERSAL WALLBOARD"

does more to give modern homes the

utmost in finish at the lowest cost for

both the material and the finish than can

be had in any other way. We gladly

send you convincing proof.

Laminated Materials Co., Ltd.
Head Office and Factory:

NEW WESTMINSTER, B. C.
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LOG DECK EQUIPMENT

NIGGERS
as illustrated, with cylinders

6 and 8

8 and 10
10 and 12
12 and 14

KICKERS
in 8-in., 10-in., and 12-in. size

LOADERS
for single and double cutting mills,

with cylinders and number of arms to

suit Your plant.

All Steam Cylinders equipped with new
style valve, perfectly balanced, knickless,

and requiring no packing. Many mills are
installing our valves on their old cylinders,

and finding the change very profitable.

CATALOGUE 101

DESCRIBES LOG DECK MACHINERY
ASK FOR IT

The E. Long Manufacturing Co., Limited

OriUia
The A. R. Williams Machinery Co. of

Vancouver, Ltd.

Gorman's Ltd., Calgary and Edmonton

Canada
The A. R. Williams Machinery Co.

of Winnipeg, Ltd.



Waterous "Trouble-Proof"

Haul-up Chains
The efficiency of your haulup depends directly on the strength and the wearing
qualities of your log chain. Waterous Chains have more than their share of

both. They are built of selected materials. The shop work on them is of the
very best. They are tested and inspected before shipment.

Next time you order—think of "Trouble Proof"—and specify "Waterous."

Waterous Forged Bull Chain

This chain is forged from the best refined

wrought iron. It is 6 inch pitch and is built

in seven sizes, ranging in weight from 21/2

pounds to 15 pounds per foot. Iron, steel and
wood specials of various forms are supplied

with this chain. It can be used on all size

Bull Wheels and is also adapted for Rougli
W ood and Refuse Conveyors.

Short Link and Long Link Coil Chain

For strength and general usefulness this chain

is hard to beat. Fifteen sizes are built, rang-

ing in weight from 150 pounds to 2,335

pounds per 100 feet. Only the best chain iron

is used in its manufacture, welds are excep-

tionally long and carefully made, and all links

are tested for size and uniformity before

leaving the shops.

Waterous All Steel Haul-up Chain
The heaviest, largest logs can be handled on
this chain. It is the longest lived and cleanest

chain we build. It is 8 inch pitch throughout

and carries a heavy cast steel special spaced

every 6 feet. Side bars, centre links and con-

necting pins are all of steel, the links and bars

being drilled for the reception of the i)ins.

We also build Malleable Log Chain, Roller Haulup Chain, Chain for Pulpwood
and for Saw Dust Conveyors.

Any length can be supplied.

Our list of Specials, Sprockets, Idlers and Spools is exceptionally complete.

These are illustrated and described in our Chain Catalogue No. 108, which we
will be glad to supply on request.

WRITE

The Waterous Engine Works Co., Ltd.
Brantford, Canada

AGENCY—Molson's Bank Bldg., Vancouver, B.C. BRANCH—Winnipeg, Man.



"King of the Woods Jr"

STRONG POWERFUL DURABLE

DOES THE WORK OF TEN MEN
Designed Specially for B. C. Loggers

4 H. P. GUARANTEED—6
1/2 H. P. ACTUAL TEST

Made in Vancouver by

Geo. Cradock & Co., (B.C.) Ltd.
aEO. S. FETTAFIXSCE, KAXTAGING SIBECTOR

175 CORDOVA ST. W.
FHOITE: SEY. 1456

VANCOUVER, B. C.

Branches

—

PORTLAND, ORE.
MONTREAL, QUE.

CHICAGO, ILL.

Duncan Lumber Co., Ltd.
Manufacturers and Wholesalers

VANCOUVER - BRITISH COLUMBIA

Fashion says:

Nice Bright Checks

UNION

In Mackinaw Coats, Shirts, Pants, the

logger's fancy turns to nice bright

checks in subdued tones. And we make

'cm the way they ought to be made,

from the finest of materials by

highest-skilled labor.

This month our plant is turning

out some corking good water-

proof Shirts and Pants for

logging gentlemen.

"Twin Bute Products—You Like to Wear 'em"

Jas. Thomson & Sons, Ltd.

OVERALLS, WORK SHIRTS, SOCKS AND PANTS

VANCOUVER, B. C.

wm

Suits
and

Overcoats
are correct in every detail.

THEY GIVE SERVICE AND SATISFACTION.

$30.00
and up.

THOS. FOSTER & COMPANY, LIMITED

514 Granville Street Vancouver, B.C.

BURBERRY OVERCOATS, KENNETH DURWARD

ONE STORE ONLY



IN THIS ISSUE A LOGGING MAP OF VANCOUVER ISLAND
AND B. C. MAINLAND COAST CAMPS
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HEAPS
AND SONS, LTD.

SHINGLES
Metropolitan Bldg. VANCOUVER, B. C.

PATENTED PATENTED

Walsh Construction Co., Ltd.
VANCOUVER, B.C., AND SEATTLE, WASH.

Sprinkler Systems
APPROVED BY

LUMBERMAN'S INDEMNITY EXCHANGE
PROTECT MILLIONS AGAINST FIRE LOSSES

PM.S
99

The Superlative in RUBBER

TRANSMISSION BELTING

_ ^ SUCTION AND DISCHARGE FOR WATER,
SC STEAM, AIR, FIRE PROTECTION, ETC.Ho

Packing

Valves

"REDSTONE" & CLOTH INSERTION
SHEET BLUVIC AND "SUN" SPIRAL

GASKETS, SPRINGS

BAND SAW BANDS, ETC.

RUBBER GOODS FOR ALL MECHANICAL PURPOSES

GUTTA PERCHA & RUBBER, LTD.
564 YATES ST., VICTORIA 526 BEATTY ST., VANCOUVER
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A Reputation for QUALITY

The progressive up-to-the-minute mill man
knows that

ATKINS
STERLING

STEEL SAWS
Machine Knives and Tools have achieved their reputation

because of their high quality and dependability.

If you have not read The Story of Sterling Steel, and all

that it implies in the manufacture of our Saws, clip this

advertisement, ask for catalog, sign your name and ad-

dress, and mail it to us at Hamilton,

If you want us to give you the names of some of the

largest and most successful lumber producers who are

using Atkins products, we will be glad to do so.

"A Perfect Saw for Every Purpose"

Leading manufacturers of Saws, Saw Tools and
Machine Knives; also Atkins-Coleman Feed Rollers.

Use Aerolite and Ferrolite Wheels for your saw
gumming and knife grinding. Increase your belt

efficiency by using Cantol Belt Wax.

E. C. ATKINS & CO.
Established 1857.

Canadian Factory

The Sterling Qualicy Saw People

Branch House

HAMILTON, ONI. VANCOUVER, B. C,
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PERFECT LUMBER

Our Customers are

Satisfied

—and that, in a nutshell, tells the whole story

of our lumber and service.

Satisfaction to our customers is the one

thought kept always in mind. Not only is

the lumber manufactured to the highest

standards, but it is offered to the merchant

at prices which allow a very substantial

margin of profit.

Your inquiries will receive prompt and

courteous attention.

King & Jardine, Limited
Mill and Sale Office: 1 First Avenue West

SOUTH SHORE MILL VANCOUVER, B.C.

OUR PRODUCTS INCLUDE:

Timbers, up to 65 Feet, Dimension, Siiiplap,

Shelving, Well Curbing, Mooring, Ceiling,

Siding, Stepping, Casing and Base, Mouldings, etc.

n



et tfje Ms! ring out!

In the Christmas Season, all men who
toil in woods or mill, who earn their

bread helping to create the supply of

lumber to building the homes of the world, have
an especial interest.

It was in timber that the Man of Nazareth
wrought. His hands carried the blisters which
come from working at the whip-saw.

^He knew the use of square and mitre and
chisel and plane.

He was a sawyer and a builder, come to the
earth with a new message of home making and
community building.

He hewed to the line and allowed the chips

of hypocrisy and vanity to fall where they might

^ The age old story is one in which the pro-
ducts of the forest are honored by receiving re-

peated references.

In the manger, the crude boards were made
to shine forth in rare beauty as the anthems of
the First Christmas were sung.

He grew up in the carpenter's trade, and
learned of all manner of woods and their uses,

an experience to enrich the mind of any man.

He spoke in a parable of the House Builded
upon a Rock and thus brought clearly to the minds
of the most lowly an understanding of His
Message.

^ "Send me fir trees and cedar trees and al-

gum out of Lebanon," was the royal order of a
Prince who lived thousands of years before Christ.

"Prepare me timbers in abundance for the
house / shall build will be wonderfully great." And
four score thousands were hired in the mountains
in this vast logging operation

Solomon's Temple these many centuries has
mingled in the dust; but the workmanship of The
Carpenter of Nazareth will stand for all time.



to tf)e i^oggers^

^ When He preached to the people it came
naturally to Him to talk of things pertaining to
the builder's trade.

Most of the houses of His time were little bet-

ter than one room huts. So the Man of Nazareth,
knowing that the people longed for better houses
in which to live, told them of great mansions which
the poorest and lowliest might claim as his own
by putting away selfishness and embracing the
Gospel of Brotherly Love.

The birds of the air had nests; but This Man
had no place to lay His head. He lived on the
seashore and the mountain side often, the kindly
branches of the trees being His only protection.

In the great tragedy of His death again the
products of the forest form the background of the
picture. As He suffered the agony of torture, the
blood which stained the cross thenceforth made
all timber sacred property to be protected and re-

newed and used for the benefit of the world He
died to save.

^ The Christmas Story translated into all the

languages has been printed by millions of copies

on paper made from the pulp of logs. In books
made from ground-up wood, the works of science

of literature and song in the billions of copies go
forth to enlighten and liberate the minds of the

people. -JSIS
No class of men serve more faithfully than the

army of loggers and manufacturers and merchants
who distribute abroad the treasures of our wooded
country.

Throughout the land the Yule log burns upon
many a contented hearth and in ten thousand
homes the lights upon the Christmas Tree make
glad the hearts of children.

So long as time shall last the ringing of the

Christmas bells must have an especial significance

to all men who earn their bread in the forest in-

dustries of the land.
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TimberhasNo Representation in Provina

where it Pays nearly Halfthe Taxes
It would now appear that the British Columbia legislature wishes to

put a penalty on anyone trying to save British Columbia forests from fire.

The latest plan of the government is to set a tax of half a cent a

gallon on fuel oil.

Logging operators burn fuel oil because it is more safe than any

other fuel. Fuel oil costs money but does not throw out sparks and does

not burn up the bush.

Last vear the government spent nearly half a million dollars

preventing forest fires.

Now they propose a tax which will penalize public spirited operators

for co-operating in forest protection work.

This new law to impose taxation on burning of fuel oil really

amounts to taxing a man or firm for being progressive and wide awake.

To please a small section of the population on Vancouver Island,

v.here coal is mined, it is proposed to put a burden on the shoulders of

everyone in the Province.

Some of the larger companies in the logging field will pay an extra

$6,000 or $7,000 a year because of this foolish tax.

One industry in the province built up on the forest resources will

be taxed a further $50,000 a year.

This new tax is a straight effort to turn back the hands of the

industrial clock. It is as ridiculous as the old English tax which was

placed on people who put glass windows in their houses. It is an age of

oil and soon we enter the age of electricity. The time will come when
coal will be out of it entirely and the present plan of trying to revive

interest in coal by taxing a product which is more economical, easier and

cleaner to handle, more safe and in every way more desirable, is not one

which will be popular with the people.

It is not surprising that legislators thus interfere with the progress

of the lumber industry of the province. Not one man in the House at

Victoria is identified with the basic British Columbia industry.

On the other hand there has been little effort on the part of the men
in the industry to keep the legislature informed upon the needs of the

industry.

In other days the big men of the industry went personally and dealt

as man to man w'ith premiers and cabinet ministers. In these days im-

portant bu.^iness is left to persons who command little attention at the

hands of the governmental authorities. A policy of drifting along with

the hope that something will turn up is not good for British Columbia's

greatest industry.

Here are the matters now before the Legislature seriously affecting!

the lumber industry

:

The fuel oil tax.

The eight-hour day.

The proposed embargo on logs entering the United States from]

British Columbia.

The adjustment of ro3'alties.

In all these problems the people of British Columbia as a whole are

vitally interested. The men from abroad who have their money tied uf

in British Columbia timber are entitled to a fair deal. The employees

and the employers in the industry and the business community general!)

all have a good reason to see the lumber industry of the province flourish]

It is no secret that the negotiations on behalf of the industry wit

reference to these important matters have been carried on up to tb

present time in a most unsatisfactory manner..

There has been much procrastination and passing of the buck bac!

and forth, much moving of resolutions and nominating of committees,

There has been much talking and planning and there have been no satiS'

factory results.

The disposition of the leading men at Victoria of all parties is to

fair and honest with the industry.

These men, however, are arrayed against others who to gain a few

votes in this or that district, will not hesitate to introduce and support

radical legislation. They are arrayed against others who from honest

conviction may have radical view^s vipon questions affecting the industry'

welfare.

That there is a remedy is plain to all business men who have beeil"

successful in the past in dealing with the public. That remedy is the

bringing of truthful information regarding the magnitude of the industry

to the rank and file of the people of the province who elect parties and

governments.

The trouble just now is too much organization and too few results.

The industry carries along too many frills and decorations.

To put the whole thing in a nutshell : Unless the men now carrying

the responsibility for the success of the industry win better terms for

themselves, the next big complaint will come from the people who have

put their hard earned money into the development of British Columbia

timber.

I
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You can depend on Frew Brothers Wire Rope made in Scotland.

Generations of scientific development, improved methods of manufac-
ture and practical working tests briefly describe how this celebrated

brand of Wire Rope has gained a world-wide reputation for durability

and satisfactory service. Ask us for prices and particulars the next
time you are in the market.

174
^

^lie Canadian FAIRBANKS-MORSE Co., Limited
VANCOUVER. AND VICTORIA

Uniform inQuality
DOUGLAS FIR

SPRUCE

HEMLOCK
CEDAR

Our Modern Electric Mill is Situated i>i

the Heart of the "Green Timber," one of

the Finest Stands in British Columbia

WRITE US YOUR ENQUIRIES

Telegrams: NEW WESTMINSTER, B. C.

KING-FARRIS LUMBER CO., LTD.
Mill: KINGS, B. C. Office: NEWTON, B. C.

Prairie Representative

:

J. O. Thorpe, Fort Garry Hotel, WINNIPEG
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Preventing: Band-Saw Accidents
Note:—This article is reprinted by courtesy of "The Traveler's

Standard," a magazine issued by The Travelers Insurance Company, of

Hartford.—G. M. M.

Fig. 1. A Well-designed Inclosure for a Band-saw.

(1) Solid sheet-metal doorsi (2) sheet-metal back and sides; (3) sliding guide

carries guard; (4) metal bottom for top frame; (5) rear-blade guard.

Circular saws are the most dangerous of all power-driven wood
working saws, and they produce the most accidents,—perhaps because

they are more commonly used than those of any other type. Statistics

show, however, that many injuries are caused by the other kinds of

saws that are used in woodworking plants, and band-saws occupy a

space near the top of the list among machines of this class.

A band-saw is merely an endless belt of flexible steel, having

sharp teeth cut in one edge and traveling over two wheels or pulle.ys

at high speed,—in some cases at considerably more than a mile a

minute. It i sevident that a serious accident would be quite likely to

result, if this belt should break while in motion unless some means were

provided to prevent the separated ends from flying about. Therefore,

it is of prime importance to inclose the machine so that an accidwent

of this kind cannot occur. An inclosure of proper design also serves

other purposes which will l)e discussed later.

In manufacturing a band-saw blade the ends of the blade are

brazed together. The joint should be carefully made, and at the

point where it occurs the ])lade should be ground and finished so that

it will be everywhere of uniform thickness, it is important, also, to

avoid overheating the blade when doing the brazing; but if careful

an dexperienced men are employed for this work the danger of over-

heating need not be serious. The users of band-saws should invariably

inspect new saw blades before putting them into service, to make sure

that they are perfect in every way, and especially that the joints are

sound and well made, so far as an examination can show.

Accidents are more likely to occur when using dull tools than

when using tools that are sharp and in good condition in other respects.

Band-saw blades should be sharpened and set by expert workmen, and

should be kept .sharp. The blades become heated when in use, but they

cool down rather quickly after a cut is finished. These temperature

changes tend to cause variations in the tension of the blades, due to

the expansion and contraction of the metal. It is important to keep

the tension constant, however, in order to prevent the blades from

breaking, and automatic tension-control devices are often employed

for this purpose, particularly on machines using large and heavy

blades; and some authorities recommend the use of these devices on all

band-saws. These straining devices are also effective, to a certain

extent, in taking care of sudden stresses imposed on the band-saw

blades by improper feeding or in other ways. Counterweights, springs

or a combination of the two ai'e the means employed for maintaining

the necessary tension.

The temperature of the workplace must be taken into considera-

tion when operating band-saw.s, because if the room is too cold the

saw blades may break when the machines are started. To avoid danger

from this cause it is advisable to keep the temperature of the work-

room above 45 degrees Fahr.

Reference has already been made to inclosures for band-saws, to

prevent injuries resulting from accident of other kinds. For example,

if the lower wheel is unguarded the operator's foot may become

jammed between the wheel and the floor, or his feet, hands, arms or

knees may be caught in the spokes of the wheel ; or the suction pro-

duced by the rapidly-revolving wheel may draw in the operator's

apron (if he wear's one) or other loose clothing ; or pieces of Avood may
be struck by the spokes and thrown to one side with great violence.

These things cannot happen if the wheel is properly inclosed.

(Continued on page 47.)

Fig. 2. An Inclosure of Expanded Metal.

A removable attachment has been placed on this machine, to allow special work
to be done more conveniently.
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To the

Public

The Shipping Federation, in order to keep the

Public informed of what is transpiring, publish

below the nine conditions under which they agreed,

in conference with a Committee of the Trades and

Labor Council and the Inspector of the Dominion

Department of Labor, to re-employ longshoremen,

as work becomes available.

1. No further negotiations or agreements with

International Longshoremen's Association.

2. On application former employees to be given

such work as is available, married men being given the

preference, under the wages and conditions of work as

contained in schedule dated April 7th, 1923.

3. Former foremen who may desire to return to

work to make application to the stevedoring contractors.

4. Checkers to be appointed as heretofore by the

employers.

5. Coastal steamship lines which are not members
of the Shipping Federation are not to be included in thi3

arrangement.

6. Men at present employed on the waterfront to

be retained as far as suitable.

7. Shipping Federation to agree to discuss with

committee of their employees any grievances that may
arise, or any change in conditions which the latter may
desire to present.

8. Notice of work available to be given to th

Powell Street office of the Employment Service of

Canada, and men to be sent from there to the ship's side

or dock, where they will be picked.

9. It is understood that during the period of

readjustment following the re-engagement of former

employees a committee of the Trades and Labor Council

will be available for consultation should any unforeseen

difficulty arise in connection with this scheme of re-

employment.

EVERY DEALER should have one of these

books, "Shingle Suggestions in Home
Building." Its 100 pages contain many

interesting and instructive facts regarding

British Columbia Edg-Grain Inspected Red
Cedar Shingles—the shingle that can't cup,

warp or curl. It gives illuminating figures re-

garding the durability and cost of Edg-Grain

Shingles as compared to substitute roofing; its

chart shows the comparative fire hazards between

Edg-Grain Shingles and Patent Roofing;

supplies information which every lumber dealer

should have at his command ; it gives definite

plans and instruction in the construction of

thatched roofs; it contains dozens of actual

photographs of beautiful homes that have used

Edg-Grain Shingles for roofs and side walls.

We are sending thousands of these books to

prospective home-builders—some of them live in

your community. You should have one of these

books on your desk. We will gladly mail you a

copy upon receipt of request on your business

stationery.

Trade Extension Bureau of

Shingle Manufadurers Association

of British Columbia

DEPT. W. L. 4.

Metropolitan Building Vancouver, Canada
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^ INDUSTRIAL SNAPSHOTS «

Showing the confidence they have in the future of the red cedar

shingle, the Creo-Dipt Company Inc., North Tonawanda, New York,

pioneers in the stained shingle business, have extended their oper-

ations to Vancouver.

In the discussion of the 8-hour day proposal, no one has yet

come forAvard to ask that the members of the British Columbia Legis-

lature be put on an 8-hour day basis.

Employees of the big Chemainus mill opposed the plan to bring

about an eight-hour day in the British Columbia lumber industry.

Four hundred employees passed resolutions at a Mass Meeting, that

the Provincial Legislature be petitioned not to pass the bill. "I
liquor,'' said an old time logger, "I have heard of men going to their

have heard of men going to their graves through drinking too much
graves as the result of unfortunate accidents in the woods, and in the

mills, but I have never yet heard of any man in the lumber industry

dying from overwork."

A gentlemean exporting luml)er from British Columbia, who rec-

ently wrote to the Western Lumberman opposing the idea of building

an Assembly dock, either at Vancouver or New Westminster, has since

been forced to organize a minature Assembly dock on the Eraser
River to take care of small shipments from which will combine to

make a big cargo for the Par East.

The building of a $1,000,000 mill at Chemainus, will depend upoJi

the outcome of legislation now before the British C-olumbia Legis-

lature, according to E. J. Palmer.

The Restmore Company of Vancouver, manufacturers of furniture,

are shipping B. C. made furniture as far East as Manitoba, and are

using almost exclusively, B. C. woods.

George P. Challenger at Loughboro Inlet, is revolutionizing log-

ging by the use of motor trucks under conditions which would per-

haps baffle operations using any other sort of equipment.

Due to advertising carried on by progressive B. C. firms, the

market for hemlock is good, and stocks of hemlock logs are now
far below normal, and are quoted at $14.00, $14.50, and 14.75.

The owners of the big lumber mill at Chemainus, Vancouver Is-

land, intend to double the capacity of their former plant and to build

a logging railway into the Quatsino district. The Weyerhaeuser in-

terests, owners of the plant, announce that they will Spend $1,500,000
on the mill.

The Dominion Government forestry branch through E. Walmsley
Dominion timber agent, shipped yesterday to the British forestry com-
mission at London, England, 2100 lbs. of Douglas fir seeds collected

from the Eraser valley. To secure this quantity of seed about 2000
sacks of cones was required.

The collection of seed from coniferous trees has created world-
wide interest, enquii'ies for seed and general information reaching
Mr. Walmsley from many Ifinds, particularly European countries.

Men who are making the lumber business a life work should be fully

informed upon the subject of trees. Many of the successful operators in

British Columbia have excellent libraries in which the industrv which
touches everyone in the world so intimately is given an honored place.

To lumbermen who delight in gathering books which deal with their

business, we recommend a volume just off the press entitled, "Tree
Ancestors," by an American, Edward W. Berry, published by WiViams
& Wilkins, of Baltimore, Md.

•
"Tree Ancestors" contains a story of the ages. In it is given the

pedigree of every tree that grows on this continent. Men who make
their daily bread working in the big timber, should read this book. It

will give them a new slant on the humble alder, the lovely dogwood an
'

will reveal the inside story of the ancestry of the might aristocrats of

the forest.

£niiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

I
R. BRUCE ABEL

|

I INSURANCE IN ALL ITS BRANCHES |

^ Representing: ^

i PHOENIX ASSURANCE COMPANY, LIMITED, OF =

I LONDON, ENGLAND, (Fire). |

= COLUMBIA INSURANCE COMPANY, OF NEW JERSEY, |
I (Fire). I

I IMPERIAL UNDERWRITERS CORPORATION OF |
I CANADA (Automobile). |

I EAGLE, STAR AND BRITISH DOMINIONS INSURANCE f
= COMPANY, LIMITED, (Marine). =

= PHONE SEYMOUR 3247 S

E SUITE 501-502-503 BOWER BUILDING E

I 543 GRANVILLE STREET VANCOUVER, B.C. |

TilllllllllllilillllllllllllllilllllllllllllllllllllllllMllfllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllli^

LOGGERS
HAMMERS
WEDGES
MAULS

E.&S.LTD,

HAND FORGED FROM CRUCIBLE CAST STEEL

YOUR DEALER HAS THEM

MADE IN VANCOUVER
—BY—

B. C. Marine Engineers & Shipbuilders^

LIMITED



A Double Surfacer
you can depend on

We believe there are more Yates 177 Double Surfacers in

operation than any other machine of this type. So successful
has been their performance that practically all users of the
machine, when in the market for additional surfacers of this

type, have re-ordered 177's. This is a gratifying fact.

Here is an important detail of its construction. Eight-inch

feed rolls, exceptionally large for a surfacer of this type, arc
furnished on the 177 and make possible a very powerful feed.

These rolls successfully will feed to any cut which the machine
might be called upon to take.

Then too, Yates 177 has various other exclusive features which
make it exceedingly accessible and easy to operate. We suggest

that you request full particulars of the machine.

PB.yatesMachineGoMd,
HAMILTON — ONTARIO

WESTERN REPRESENTATIVE

V. C.VOUNG
716 PQMINIOri BLPG. U/qNCQUL/ER B.C.

WORLD'S LARGEST MANUFACTURERS OF WOODWORKING MACHINERY
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Imperial Forestry Conference

Silviculture in Canada

The committee of the Imj^erial Forestry Conference appointed to

report on Silviculture in Canada reported- as follows

:

1. By silviculture we ixnderstand the treatment of forests in such

manner as to ensure continuous production of timber and other forest

products for the uses of trade and industry. It includes not only the

common conception of planting, but also the direction of natural

regeneration and the tending of the timber crop to maturity. Its

objects and processes are parallel with those of agriculture, both turn-

ing to account the productivity of the soil.

2. Silviculture and protection against fire, insects and fungi

obviously go hand in hand. Without adequate protection it is a waste

of money to practice silviculture on a given area. On the other hand,

correct silvicultural methods facilitate protection against such enemies.

3. A for mof silviculture has been practiced in Canada for several

decades. In imposing a diameter limit on licence holders, the provin-

cial governments and others doubtless had in mind that forests were

not mines to be exploited once and for all, but that by intelligent treat-

ment they could be made to yield continuous supplies. "We have seen

enough of the ways in which this treatment of the forests has worked

to feel justified in stating that it has not produced the results antici-

pated. It has led, f6r example, to the depletion of the more valuable

and the predominance of inferior species.

In other words, the development of silviculture in Canada has not

kept pace with the reqiairements of continuous production.

Conditions Precedent to the Practice of Good Silviculture

4. To secure good results in silviculture, definite objectives, fixity

of purpose and sustained effort are required. In effect this means
that the state must commit itself to a definite forest policy, and hav-

ing so committed itself be content to leave that part of policy which

deals with timber growing to the expert silviculturist.

5. Before the silviculturist can practice his work successfully,

certain steps dependent on forest policy have therefore to be taken.

The procedure has already been successfully worked out in a number
of countries, on the following lines, viz.

:

(1) Classification of forest areas into those which are to remain

forest and those which are suitable for other purposes;

(2) Dedication to forestry of those parts which are to remain

forest

;

(3) Demarcation of the dedicated parts so that they are definite

and tangible areas known to all men

;

(4) Regulation of the demarcated forests under definite plans of

management (working plans).

6. It is in the regulated forest that silviculture finally becomes
most effective, and the rate of production of timber reaches the maxi-

mum. The forest is divided into units of convenient size, processes of

treatment are devised, put into operation, improved as experience

directs, and intensified as the economic conditions permit.

7. In detailing the procedure which leads up to the regulated for-

est, we do not intend to imply that silviculture cannot be practiced in

a preliminary way without going through all the steps in order, or that

for adequate reasons the steps may not be retraced. But we do insist

that they represent the logical order of development and that the last

stage—the regulated forest—is that to which the forest must finally

come if continuous production of timber is to be secured.

Application of General Principles to Canada

8. We now proceed to consider to what extent these principles

are applicable at this stage to Canadian conditions. It appears to us

highly desirable in the firet place that the principle of classifying lands

should be put into operation without delay. We have not failed to

observe in every province the bad effects of attempting to farm lands

unsuited to agriculture. Further, the mere fact of classifying land as

permanent forest should have a moral effect in indicating that the

forest is a thing of value and something to be respected.

9. The classification of land Avill lead to the differentiation of

large amorphous masses of forest, held partly by the Crown, partly by
lessees and partly by freeholders. The last constitutes a very small

pai't and may for that and other reasons be disregarded for the

present. With regard to the remainder, we see no reason w^hy the

process of dedication and demarcation should not be applied in due

course to the whole; to such areas we would apply the term "reserved

forests." From this stage onward we envisage two lines of procedure:

:(1) The constitution within the reserved forests of regulated

state forests, and, on licensed areas, co-operation with the licensees

under conditions determined by the government

;

(2) The balance of reserved forest developed and protected, and
portions thereof brought under regulations as economic conditions

justify.

Regulated State Forests

10. By the term "Regulated State Forests" Ave mean forests

managed by the state for the production of timber and other forest

products. The essential part of a state forest is that all the operations

which affect the silvicultural development of the crop should be under

the direct control of technical forest officers. The question as to

whether the timber is sold on the stump or logged by state agency is

immaterial to the final conception and we can cite examples where
both methods have been followed with success.

11. It will be observed that our conception of the Regulated State

Forest involves far more than the ordinary conception of the terms

"Forest Reserve" in this country. We can illustrate the difference

by referring to Timagami Forest Reserve, which impressed us very

strongly with its potentialities if worked as a Regulated State Forest.

Here is an area of more than three million acres stocked with much
over-mature pine and with young and intermediate growth of different

kinds. At present the area, doubtless, produces nothing; the mature

pine is gradually dying and decaying on the stump and this loss, which

is just as real as if the timber were burned, probably offsets the

increment on the immature timber. We are prepared to state from
our knowledge of similar type of forest in Europe that the lowest yield

capacity of thi sland under systematic management would be forty

cubic feet per acre per annum in timber and pulpwood. This yield

of 120,000,000 cubic feet per annum for the total area would obviously

not be secured at once, but the presence of so much mature timber

makes the problem of working up to this figure in a comparatively

short time unusually easy. It may be objected that the area has been

reserved as a national playground. We reply that this restriction is

not inimical to good silviculture, and can cite numerous examples
from the Vosges, Black Forest and the Alps where the two have been

successfully combined.
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WIRE ROPE
Made in our own British Columbia Factory for British Cohimbia Loggers from the finest Britisli Steel

procurable—under the constant personal supervision and inspection of men trained from boyhood in the art of

Wire Rope making.

One of the "Gorilla" Wire Rope Stranding Machines, Granviile Island Factory, Vancouver, B.C.

Specify Gorilla and you get the best - - Absolutely

GIBSON'S LIMITED
Head Office:

Alexander Street

ractory:

Granville Island

The Logging Supply House
of British Columbia''

VANCOUVER, B. C.

Telephone:

SEYMOUR 8151

Telephone Exchange connecting
all departments.
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Co-operation Between the State and Limit Holders

12. As we see the position in Canada it will be economically impos-

sible, even if otherwise desirable, to embrace within a system of Regu-

lated State Forests the whole of the area which should be dedicated

to forstry. There are, however, larg tracts of forests on which it

appears absolutely necessary that better methods of silviculture should

be practiced. How is this end to be achieved? We suggest that it can

be brought about only by co-operation between the two parties inter-

ested in the timber, viz., the state and the lessees or licence-holders.

At the present time there exists undobutdly a large gap btween the

demands of rational silviculture and those of the lumbering interest.

If it is not bridged the production of timber must decline in due course,

and with this diminished out-turn very important industries will pass

into decay. "We suggest that it is urgent and no timpossible to find a

compromise between the two parties. We do not feel competent to

advise as to the form which it should take, but we think it reasonable

to start from the assumption that if the state concedes something tlie

timber and pulpwood operator should be prepared also to help in secur-

ing the permanency of his industry.

Silvicultural Methods

13. With regard to the silvicultural methods to be applied in the

Regulated State Forests we desire to point out that while very many of

the proWems of Canadian silviculture differ in degree from those of

countries where systematic silviculture is being successfully practiced,

they do not differ in general character. We see no reason, therefore,

why Canadian officers trained in the principles of silviculture should

not begin at once to take charge of operations without waiting until

an exclusively Canadian technique can be laid down. Obviously, how-
ever, time is required fully to effect the necessary changes—time for

the forest officer to study conditions, to try out and perfect his pro-

posals, time for the results of investigative work to become apparent.

By reason of the importance of the time element it is the more neces-

sary to make a beginning and thus to permit the full organization

which will ultimetly be required to develop steadily and naturally.

Western Canada

22. The spruce-balsam fir forests of the middle and upper slopes of

the Rocky Mountain region, and of the northern interior of British

Columbia, although of different species composition, are practically

the same in silvicultural requirements, as are the spruce-balsam fir

forests already mentioned for Eastern Canada and apparently the

same treatment will hold good for this type.

23. The lodgepole pine forests are very extensive in western Can-
ada and are beginning to be extensively exploited. The facility with
which this pine reproduces and the rapiditv with which it attains

merchantable size makes its silvicultural treatment fairly easy. These
forests present an immediate opportunity for profitable silvicultural

management.

24. The yellow pine of all the interior region is the only three of

commercial importance in the dry belt, where the rainfall is limited to

ten or fifteen inches a year. The forest of this type is being rapidly

exploited, and at the present rate of cutting it is estimated that the

supply will be exhausted within twenty years, and this period is being
materially shortened by such causes at she ravages of bark beetles.

The method of clear-cutting now employed is not conducive to the

success of natural regeneration, and we believe from experience with
a similar tree abroad that an adequate regeneration could be secured
by leaving a proper number of suitable seed-trees.

25. The coastal forests, consisting of Douglas fir, cedar and hem-
lock are being chiefly exploited at present under the "high lead"
type of logging, which results in' the practically complete destruction

of the small trees, and leaves on the ground an enormous amount of

debris which, though it gives a certain amount of beneficial shade and
shelter to the seedlings, on the Avhole is detrimental to the re-establish-

ment of the forest by natural process. This is due partly to the fact

that in places it covers the ground too completely but chiefly to the

fact that it remains inflammable for many years and constitutes a
dangerous fire risk in the application of any method of regeneration.

It appears quite evident that so long as repeated fires are probable,

little dependence can be placed upon seed stored in the soil, and there-

fore the logging methods should make provision for other methods of

regeneration, such as the leaving of individual seed-trees or logging
in compartments small enough to permit seeding from adjacent .stands.

We have seen many illustrations of magnificent regeneration of

Douglas fir on burned logged-over areas where seed-trees Avere left.

We may say in connection with the debris that we have geen
greatly impressed by the waste in logging operations in this region
and others we have visited. We realize that this is largely the result

of economic conditions, but still it represents an enormous loss in the
timber supply, and in the interests of the Empire, as well as Canada,
it should be reduced to a minimum.

Experiment and Research

26. In beginning systematic silviculture in Canada it is o])viously

not to be expected that detailed systems can be laid down with final

precision. The fundamental principles of silviculture are sufficient

lo ensure a good start. On the other hand, in experiment and research,

there exist two powerful aids, to practice which will eliminate much
waste and avoid large-scale disappointment. We wish to emphasize
in the business of forest production the necessity of research and
expernment which have proved their efficiency in all the industries

to which they have been applied.

Reafforesting

B.C.

Good Reproduction

Under Seed Trees—
This Photograph

IVas Supplied by the

Department of

Forestry, Victoria,

British Columbia.
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Linn Logging Tractor in operation by Austin & Nicholson Limited, in their limits near Esher, Ont.

Above illustration shows Linn Logging Tractor with train of eight sleds of 16 ft. green Jack Pine logs.

THE LINN LOGGING TRACTOR
Austin & Nicholson Limited commenced operation with their Linn Logging Tractor about
January 20th. Their haul was about 6i/^ miles long and their daily average was about 112,000
feet. Mr. Nicholson claimed that their daily total was limited through delays in loading and
forwarding out of sleds to tractor. He figured that during their first month's operation, they
had saved approximately $85.00 per day over their previous year cost of haulage with horses.

They went through their entire haul without any mechanical adjustment whatever — and
previous to entering their service—their operator had never seen a Linn Logging Tractor.

This is the second of a series of photographs of Linn Logging Tractors in operation
by Loggers in Ontario and Quebec.

We have claimed much for the Linn Logging Tractor—but its performance has in many
operations far exceeded our claims.

"Ask the logger who uses one"

—LOGGING DEPARTMENT

MUSSENS LIMITED
Phillips Place Building Montreal

British Columbia Branch: 515 Rogers Building, Vancouver, B.C.
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Co-operation Between State and Limit-Holders—Cont'd from p. 14.

AVe would urge in tliis foiiiu'otiou that work he proceeded with,

along two main lines

:

(1) Research wor kof a fundamental nature into the silvicultural

characters and requirements of the principal species of trees, includ-

ing their regeneration

:

(2) The practical application on a I'ommercial scale of the results

ohtained under (1).

27. The agency for securing progi'ess on these lines should he (1)

a staff of research investigators and (2) an adequate staff of trained

forest officers placed in charge of definite areas of forest of manage-

alile size; such trained officers should be in a position to carry out, as

part of their regular duties, large-scale experimental operations with

the object of evolving silvicultural systems l)est adapted to local

conditions.

28. We have seen enough of the conditions after logging, of the

ravages of fire, insects and fungous diseases to convince us that with-

out a definite objective toward continuous forest production one of

the largest Canadian industries will inevitably decline. Therefore,

our oppeal is for decisive action. The matter is of such importance

that the state is justified in making expenditures for the perpetuation

of the wood-using industiies. We believe that the ultimate results of

an investment in such an objective would lie to the great advantage of

the state, in the increase of forest revenues, in" permanency of effort,

and in stability of social and political conditions in the forest regions

of the country.

Signed—C. D. Howe (chairman), A. Bedard, P. Z. Caverhill,

R. L. Robinson, R. S. Troup, L. S. Webb, E. J. Zavitz.

SOFTWOOD RESOURCES

The committee on softwood resources reported as follows

:

The committee begs to report that the data submitted to the con-

ference revealed the fact that a very serious situation exists in regard

to the softwood supplies of the world. Europe and North America are

the princii)al sources of the commercial supplies of softwoods, and 'u

both these regions it would appear that the aiuuial growtli is by no

means keepiiig pace with forest depletion.

Europe

The European forests, amounting altogether to 787,332,000 acres,

or 33.4 per cent of the total laud area, are located principally in the

north, some three-fifths of the softwoods being foun din Nortli Russia,

Finland, Norway and Sweden. Apart from this northern region,

conifers are mos tabundant in the sandy plains south of the Baltic and
in the Alps, Balkans and Cari^athians.

The area under softwoods is approximately 520,000,000 acres, and
under hardwoods about 267,000,000 acres. Of the softwoods it is

estimated that there are about 240,000,000 acres of merchantable forest

bearing approximately 285,000,000,000 cubic feet of timber, and about

280,000,000 acres of non-merchantable forest containing 130,000,000,000

cubic feet.

The annual increment of merchantable softwoods is as I'ollows for

the different districts in Europe:

Northern Europe, 21 cubic feet per acre per aninim.

Southern Europe, 22 " " "

Central Europe, 37

Western Europe, 41

The average annual increment for the whole of Europe works out

at about 28 cubic feet of softwoods per acre. Many areas at present

unmarketable owing to difficulties of access will doubtless gradually
become available as means of transport improve and as market prices

for forest products rise. This applies particularly to north Russia,

which has fully four times as great "an area of undeveloped softwood
growth as it has of merchantable forest.

A comparison between annual growth and annual consumptiou
of softwoods shows that oidy three countries in Europe, namely,
Sweden, Finland and Montenegro, have a credit balance. Othei-

countries, although some of them may temporarily appear as expoi-ters

of timber, do not even produce enough for their own domestic re((uire-

ments, and most of the mare rapidly diminishing their forest- capital.

The home utilization of softwoods in Europe exceeds the annual incre-

ment by about 2,250,000,000 cubic feet. In the table which accom-
panies the repoi't on the softwood resources of Europe particulars are

given showing, as far as existing data permit, how each country stands
in regard to forest growth and timber consumption.

The following table shows the position in respect of the four
geographical regions into which Europe may be divided

:

Canada

For a large portion of Canada there is very little definite infor-

mation available as to the extent and nature of the forest resources,

but from the investigations that have been conducted by the Dominion
and provincial forest services an estimate has been prepared for the

Dominion as a whole.

Of the total area of 3,600,00 Osquare miles, 1,195,925 square miles

should be classified as forest land, 900,000 square miles of which bears
chiefly coniferous or softwood timber. Of the forest land only 456,800
square miles carry tind)er of merchantable size at the present time,

and on only 240,000 square miles is it of saw-timber size. On 60 to

65 per cent of the forest land the timber of commercial size has been
cut or burned—chiefly burned. Eighty per cent of the standing tim-

ber and 95 per cent of the huiiber cut is softwood.

Estimated Stand of Softwood Timber of Merchantable Size in Canada by
Species

Pulpwood,
Saw Fuel-wood,

Species. Material. ties, poles, Total
posts, etc.

1,000 Cu. Ft. 1.000 Cu. Ft. 1,000 Cu. Ft.

Spruce 25,264,715 44,783,154 70,047,869
Balsam Fir 10,516,820 19,203,440 29,720,260
Jack Pine 3,996,530 25,254,492 29,251,022
Cedar 17,979,240 4,065,761 22,045,001
Douglas Fir 16,512,600 374,400 16,887,000
Hemlock 14,879,518 1,265,136 16,144,654
White Pine 3,827,025 4,559,958 8,386,983
Red Pine 866,145 1,632,535 2,498,800
Larch 732,115 710,184 1,442,299
Western Yellow Pine 876,000 117,000 993,000
Yellow Cypress 876,000 117,000 993,000

Total - 96,326,708 102,083,260 198,409,968

The supplies of softwoo( . are distributed in the three principal

I'egions as follows

:

Softwood Resources of Canada

Saw Pulpwood,
Region. Material. ties, poles, Total

etc.

r.ooo Cu. Ft. 1,000 Cu. Ft. 1,000 Cu. Ft.

Eastern Provinces 16,666,115 64,700,590 81,366,705
Prairie Provinces 3,938,715 31,825,170 35,763,885
British Columbia 75,721,878 5,557,500 81,279,378

96,326,708 102,083,260 198,409,968

It is very difficult to determine what proportion of this timber
should be considered as accessible since accessibility depends on con-

ditions which are constantly changing, such as transportation facilities,

methods of exploitation, market requirements, and the price of forest

products, but it is estimated that at present approximately one-half

could be profitably operated.

The amount of softwood used annually for all purposes is about
900,000,000 cubic feet, but owing to the wasteful methods of exploita-

tion this entails the destruction of 1,700,000,000 cubic feet of standing
timber. Ouring the last five years the annual loss of merchantable
timber from fire has amounted to 790,000,000 cubic feet, and during

the last ten years destruction by the spruce budworm has averaged
1,345,000,000 cubic feet per annum. Other insects and fungous diseases

have also caused serious losses in the forests, so that the annual drain

on the softwood resources of the Dominion is probably not less than

4,000,000,000 cubic feet. At this rate the accessible stands of virgin

softwood will last twenty-five years.

Increment

Of the softwood area 365,000 square miles are under virgin stands,

in which there is little or no net increment. On a considerable pro-

portion of the remaining 535,000 square miles, natural reproduction

has been established but on the large areas repeated fires have so

reduced the recuperative powers of the forest that only scant and
infrior stands can be secured by natural means. On much of the

burned-over land the hardwoods (especially poplar and birch), which
reproduce more readily under such conditions, are greatly retarding

the growth of the softwoods. About 2,000 square miles of this land are

Continued on page 18.
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Soft Wood Resources of the World

Reg-ion.
Total
Forest
Area.

Per cent
of Land
under
Forest

Area of
Mer-

chantable
Soft-
woods.

Area of
Non-Mer-
chantable

Soft-
woods.

Volume of
Merchantable
Softwoods.

Volume of
Non-Mer-
chantable
Softwoods.

Total Net In-
crement of

Merchantable
Softwoods.

Net Consump-
tion of

Softwoods.

Net Increment
Compared

with Net Con-
sumption of
Softvvood.s.

North Europe .

Central Europe
West Europe ...

South Europe .

Total

1.000
Acres.

409,000
286,220
30,728
61,384

54.6
33.4
13.1
11.9

1,000
Acres.

127,000
97,910
7,179
8,200

1,000
Acre.s.

189,000
76,094

354
14,300

1,000
Cubic Feet.

92,500,000
170,751,200
15,322,000
6,970,000

1,000
Cubic Feet.

75,000,000
49,114,200

89,700
5,558,000

1,000
Cubic Feet.

2,346,000
- 3,299,500

265,000
160,050

1,000
Cubic Feet.

2,182,300
5,320,500
1,058,000
870,800

787,332 33.4 240,289

l.OUU
Cubic Feet.

+ 163,700— 2,021,000— 793,000— 710,800

279,748 285,543,200 129,761,900 6,070,550 9,431,600 3,361,100

(Continued from page 16.)

burned over annually, destroying the young growth. In the northern

forests growth is very slow. Under these conditions it is evident that

the increment is insufficient to meet the annual depletion of the forests.

There is every reason to expect an increased utilization of Cana-

dian softwoods. The export trade in forest products is increasina',

especially the trade with the United States, whose markets can be

reached by rail or water at a comparatively lov*^ cost. It is therefore

imperative, in order that the industries dependent on the forests may
be maintained, that Canada should take the necessary steps to consei ve

and augment its resources of growing coniferous timber. n

United States

The reports of the United States Forest Service indicate that

similar conditions exist in that country. Their original forest area oi'

822,000,000 acres has been reduced to 463,000,000 acres ,of which only

137,000,000 acres carries virgin timber. This is being cut at the rate of

5,500,000 acres per year, so that, exclusive of growth, there is only

25 years' supply in sight. The standing timber is being cut at tlie

rate of 26,000,000,000 cubic feet per year, which is more than four

times the estimated annual growth ; the timber of saw-material size 's

being cut at the rate of 56,000,000,000 feet boai-d measure per yeni-,

and the growth of such material is estimated at !»,500,000,000 feet

board measure per annum. Already the TTnited States is dependent

on Canada for two-thirds of its newsprint, and Avitli tiie growth of

population and depletion of home supplies of timber, the demand for

forest products from outside sources is bound to increase.

Signed—Eraser Story, Roland 1). Craig.

THE FUTURE OF RADIO

This fall finds radio moi-e popular than ever IxM-ause tlie I'adi )

listener is becoming more expert in the handling of his receiving set

and is able to instruct new "listeners" in building and luiiulling i-adio

apparatus; also the class of broadcasting is greatly improved and we
are certain of always tuning in on one of several stations that provide
entertainment of a high standard. Officials of broadcasting stations

have certainly spared no energy in endeavoring to give the public

what it wants in the way of programmes.

In England broadcasting is fast becoming a "national" service

and broadcasting stations in the last stages of completion will bring
a population of 31,700,000 within a thirty-mile receiving radius.

Imagine the audience that could listen in on an important debate in

the Ilouse of Commons, and try and conceive the value of the broad-

casting as a political organ. This is only a single example of what
will be done, and still there are some who make statements regarding
radio as a fad which will die out. Remarks of this kind, however, are

usually from lack of knowledge on a subject which requires a careful

study.

In Canada at the present time broadcasting programmes scarcely

provide more than an alternative for other methods of providing
amusement or entertainment. However excellent the musical pro-

gramme broadcasted, this never will, and never should, supersede the

l^ublic performances given in theatres and concert halls. It does, how-
ever, pi-ovide a substitute in lumi)er camps and other isolated areas

where the public is not in the position of l)eing able to attend concerts

and other forms of entertainment.

In localities where broadcasting stations ai-e few the listener in

the uppei' country requires a radio receiving set of high quality. In

many cases receiving sets have been shipped to points far north which
could not be expected to bring the results expected. This condition

keejjs many from purchasing sets who would like to listen in on radio

concerts during the long wintei' months. The solution to this situation

is, for those contemplating the purchase of radio receiving sets to look
at the nameplate before making a selection. If you know the name of

the firm aiul their reputation for high-grade goods it is your guai-antee

for satisfaction and many happy hours in Radio Land.

Organizing for Japanese Building
A report received by the Far Eastern Division, Department of

Commerce, states that a huge building construction company is being

organized in Tokyo for the purpose of undertaking the construction

of commercial and industrial buildings on the unit basis.

The company plans to specialize on 4-story reinforced concrete

buildings designed to withstand earthquake shocks. Such material

as can not ])e oi)tained locally or which can not be supplied in stan-

dard specifications will l)e obtained abroad, according to the an-

nounced plans.

The company is to be financed in large part by the Japanese Gov-

ernment at a low interest rate. For the present its officers are mai'k-

ing time awaiting the announcement of the capital restoration l)oar(l

as to the areas set aside for industrial and business purposes.

The announcement of the Department of Commerce says further:

The announcement of the general plans for reconstruction as

worked out by the reconstiniction board are expected any day. Mean-

while temporary construction is in progress in a big way in Tokyo and

Yokohama, but permanent building, is, of course, being delayed until

after promulgation of regulations designing industrial and commer-

cial zones, height of buildings, materials to be used etc.

It appears at present that in addition to securing abroad a large

part of the iron and steel and lumber that goes into the permanent
reconstruction, considerable quantities of cement will have to be

imported as well. Ordinarily Japan exports considerable cement but
the enormous demand that is bound to come with the commencement
of permanent building activities, coupled with the destruction of about
8 per cent of Japan's cement production will be greater than the

industry can meet.

The annual capacity of Japan's cement mills was, before the

earthquake, in the neighborhoo.d of 14,000,000 barrels and plans are

under way which will, within six months' time, bring this up to 17,000,

000 barrels, notwithstanding the losses suffered by the earthquake.
TTnti] such time as this increased output is brought about, it is ex-

pected that the domestic supply will be inadequate and that consid-

erable cement will have to be imported. In anticipation of this need,

the (jrovernment has placed cement on the free list effective until

]\Iarch 31, 1924.

Conservative bankers in Tokyo are advocating a program of re-

constiuction spread over a period of twenty years and financed in

most part through the flotation of domestic loans. In order to keep

the yen on an even keel, however, they favor the flotation of foreign

loans sufficient to cover all purchases made abroad.
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The High Cost of Cheap Construction
Article No. 5 of the Series. The Chimney as a Fire Hazard. Eliminating

Fire Danger by Proper Construction. Making the Fireplace Safe.

Reprinted by Courtesy of Weyerhauser Forest Products, St. Paul, Minn.

To state that a faulty chimney constitutes a grave fire hazard does

not fully convey the significance of poor construction of this essential

part of any house. Even though it may never be the actual cause of a

fire, a poorly built chimney can be a source of much trouble through-

out the entire building.

The actual purpose of a chimney is to carry off smoke and fumes
from the heating apparatus, though many builders seem to think that

it is another prop for the house and a common plan is to fasten fram-

ing members to it. This is a bad practice, for two reasons. The best

chimney built will settle somewhat. If framing members are attached

they must settle with it, and sagging floors, cracked plaster and the

other evils of uneven settling are the logical result. Framing directly

to the chimney also constitutes a fire hazard. Brick is not classed as

should be at least 2 inches away from brick or masonry walls, unless

protected by 8 inches at least of brickwork, or 12 inches of masonry
and the intervening space filled with such materials as mineral wool,

concrete or mortar.

The framing at the back should be at least 4 inches away, and each
floor filled wiith incombustible material. The brick should be at least

8 inches thick and lined with fire brick.

The header joist, or beam supporting the trimmer arch in front of

a fireplace, should not be less than 20 inches from the chimney breast.

The hearth should extend at least 20 inches in front of the fireplace,

and be not less than 4 inches thick, while no woodwork should be

nearer than 8 iinches at the sides at 21 inches at the fop.

Outside Wall-

BrKK CARRltO OUT OvtR SHEATMinS

TO FORM WUTHtR PROOf JOIHTS

Joist"

2'&PACt FILUPWdH
inCONWSTlBLt MATIRIAL

, _5pa« riLLtP WITH
OUTSIfE WALL-i 3TUP'. /inCOMBUSTiaLE mTLRIAL

_?ap»c[ naa» wirx

inCbrlBUSTWa mTtBAL

J0I3T_

Hahser

4'SPACE niLEP KITH

r»?OnBU^mE MATERIAL

Space fllEp mth
)TIBI.E rVkTIRW,

Fig. 1.—Fireplace partly exposed on Fig. 2.—Built against outside wall, Fig. 3.—Inside house and having wood
outside of building. but not exposed. floor framing on all sides.

a non-conductor of heat, and as long as we have combinations of zero

weather, hot fires and framing attached to the chimney, our fire depart-

ments wlil have work to do.

The chimney ,then, should be self-supporting, and so constructed

as to be absolutely independent of the house framing. First of all, it

should have a goocj solid foundation. Soil conditions, of course,

govern the size of the chimney footings, but they should never be less

than 12 inches deep, and should always extend at least 8 inches beyond
each face of the chimney. The under surface of the footings should
always be flat, not round or wedge-shaped.

The walls of a chimney with terra cotta flue lining should not be

less than 4 inches thick, if built of brick; nor less than 8 inches it"

built of stone. If the flue lining is omitted brick walls should be at

least 8 inches thick, and stone walls at least 12 inches thick.

All combustiible materials, such as framing members, should be at

least two inches from the chimney wall. The open spaces between the
floor framework and chimney should be filled with mortar, mineral
wool, or other incombustible material.

While it is permissible, from the standpoint of fire haziard, to

plaster directly on the briiekwork of the chimney, the practice should
be discouraged, because plaster cracks are certain to develop. "When
plaster is applied in this manner, however, the furring strips placed
around the chimney to support the base or other interior should be
insulated from the masonry by asbestos paper at least i/8-inch thick.

A better practice is to box iiU the chimney with studs, set two inches
from the brickwork, an on these to apply the lath and plaster.

It may seem superfluous to advise the builder to see that all smoke
pipes are fitted tightly into the chimney, but the number of fires

caused by lack of proper fitting of smoke pipes indicates that this

wor kis frequently slighted.

The chimney should be capped with stone, terra cotta, concrete or
cast-iron, and should extend at least three feet above a flat roof, or
two feet above a ridge roof. This lessens the danger of fire from
sparks, and assures a good draft for the heating plant.

Any increase in the wall thicknes sof the chimney should be made
at least 12 inches above the rafters, and not be made above the roof,

except for capping.

The common difficulties with chimneys are due largely to faults in

theiir construction. They are entirely unnecessary in the light of

approved methods of construction in use today.

Construction of Fireplace

The three small illustrations show the method of floor framing
around fireplaces ljuilt under different conditions. The principle is

the same in each case. All framing members on the sides of a fireplace

Incombustible material used for filling between framing members
and brickwork should be supported by strips of sheet metal lath set

into brickwork and nailed to the joists with a buckle joint, to allow
for the chimney settling. Note the method of weatherproofing the

joint betwen brickwork and frame and wall in Fig. 1.

A properly built fireplace and chimney

which has one flue for the furnace and one

for the fireplace. Note the chimney stands

practically independent of the framing

around it.

The following points are essential to

good chimney construction: a footing of 8

inches and a depth of 12 inches at least.

Do not use a foundation wall as one wall

of ash pit. A fireplace opening of 3 feet

by 2 f^et high, and a depth between 16

and 24 inches is usually large enough for

the average room. The area of the cross

section of smoke flue should not be less

than one tenth the area of the fireplace

opening.

The fireplace should reflect heat into

the room by making the back two-thirds

the width of the front, and by sloping the

back and splaying the sides as shown. The

iron throat and damper should extend over

the entire width of the fireplace, and a

properly constructed smoke shelf and

chamber be constructed. A smoke shelf is

formed by setting back the brickwork at

top of throat to the full widh of the throat

and not less than 4 inches wide. Its pur-

pose is to deflect any down draft. The

smoke chamber is th espace from the top

of throat to the bottom of flue, and serves

to hold the smoke temporarily should wind

blow acros sthe top of chimney, cutting off

the draft, in which case the smoke would

blow back into the room. The walls of this

chamber should be plastered smooth.
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Modern Methods Fire Stopping Construction
Fire Stopping Construction Is Receiving Much Attention from Builders and Architects.

Outside Wall Treatment Does Not Stop Fire. Method for Retarding Spread of Flames.

The subject of fire-resistive construction is

little understood by the average house oAvner,

and is seldom given the attention so important a

subject deserves by most builders. This, possibly,

may be due to an imperfect understanding of the

best methods of retarding the spread of a fire.

In the home of the future, we venture to predict,

fire-stopping methods will receive as much study

and consideration as its insulation against cold,

or any other vital part of the construction.

Not an uncommon belief is that when a house

receives a thin coating of brick or stucco applied

to the exterior, such a house becomes practically

immune to fire, though nothing is further from
the truth. This country will not reduce its large

per capita fire loss on dwellings until house

builders learn the actual facts about the causes of

fires and then take the proper precautions to

eliminate them.

The establishment of fire limits in cities is

necessary in an effort to prevent great conflagra-

tions, which, even in spite of these regulations,

occasionally destroy congested districts. Yet it

would be uneconomic and absurd to limit the use

of lumber in the building of houses in towns
and the open residence sections of our cities.

Look into this question of fire hazard in houses

and see how quickly it explodes the common im-

pression that outside walls and roof of incom-

bustible material makes a house fireproof.

First, it would be absurd to attempt to l^uild

houses that would protect against conflagrations,

for where conflagration sweeps the whole neigh-

borhood it makes little difference of what ma-
terial the buildings are built, for a conflagration

will destroy them all alike. The great conflagra-

tions of history have demonstrated that even the

most fireproof building is no barrier to fires of

this type.

Second, it should be realized that no building,

regardless of the material of which it is built, is

fireproof so long as its contents are inflammable.
The many large fires in which so-called fireproof

buildings have been completely destroyed, fur-

nish ample proof of this statement.
The masonry walls of a so-called "firepx-oof"

structure confine the heat of the fire, creating a
veritable furnace in which concrete disintegrates,

and even the supporting steel beams and columns
twist and fail and fall into a heap of ruins.

Therefore, since all buildings of whatever
nature are subject to destruction by fire as long
as their contents are inflammable, the important
con.siderations for the house builder are merely
these:

1. How can fires be prevented.
2. In the event of a fire starting how can it

be confined through the manner of construction
in a building so as to make its spread difficult,

and so as to allow ample time in which to get to

it and extinguish it?

Only when it is realized that 96 per cent of
all dwelling house fires originate inside the house, and that practically
every dwelling house fire is due to carelessness or defects in the
internal construction of houses, will the importance of these two con-
siderations be fully appreciated.

Major Caiises of Fires

Investigations have shown that the five major causes of fires are:
Matches and smoking; electricity; stoves, furnaces, boilers and their
pipes; defective chimneys and flues; spontaneous combustion.

Obviously, fires from burning matches and smoldering tobafeco are
the result of carelessness, and this is true, to a large extent, of spon-
taneous combu.stion fires, most of which start in piles of rubbish in the
basement, or from oily rags stuffed away in some corner. Proper
attention to these things will eliminate the starting of fires from these
sources.

The principle of fire stopping illustrated
apply to all houses, regardless of their ex-
terior covering, and calls for stopping all

flues, not just a few of them. It is appar-
ent from the cut how the wall plate and
box sill at "A," the top plates at "C,"
and the careful fitting of 2-inch lumber
between the outside wall studs at "G" and
"B" have broken into compartments the
flue-Iike openings between the studs, which
otherwise would extend from first floor to
roof.

Incombustible material is also packed
into the box at "C." Note these wall com-
partments are also cut off from the spaces
between the floor joists by means of head-
ers fitted between the joists at "B," "C,"
"D," "E," and "F." This stops the spread
of iire and makes it possible to get at and
extinguish it before the house is com-
pletely destroyed.

The installation of electric wiring and fixtures

by experienced electricians leaves little chance
for fires ffora this source. Neither is it difficult

to so construct the chimney and the framing
around it so as to eleminate the chimney as a
cause of fire.

'

Carelessness in construction—and later the
carelessness on the part of the house occupants

—

is to blame for fires from stoves, furnaces, boilers

and their pipes, for proper construction provides
for protection from heating equipment.

In addition to eliminating, so far as possible,

the causes of fires, the house should be so con-
structed as to confine to a limited area any fire

that might start within the house. This is done
not by covering the outside walls with fire-resis-

tant materials, but by the use of fire-stopping at

the vital points •within the frame of the structure

—a matter of established practice among better

builders throughout the coimtry today.

Methods of Fire Stopping

To get a clear idea of the purpose of fire-stop-

ping construction, imagine the ordinary house
with the lath and plaster torn away from the

inside of the walls, which would reveal a series

of open spaces, in many cases running from base-

ment to attic. If the floors were removed there

would be found the same condition, with the

exception that here the openings run horizontally

between the joists. In ease of fire, these com-
partments act exactly as a series of chimneys or

flues, and actually aid the rapid spread of the

fire throughout the house. For instance, suppose
a fire starts in the basement, near the wall. It

soon burns its way into these openings and is car-

ried up to the floors above, possibly to break
forth simultaneously on everj^ floor.

Fire-stopping dams these flue-like- openings
and thus confines the fire to one section, giving

the occupants and firemen a much better chance
to extinguish it. Considering the value of this

work and the slight additional cost, what a sur-

prise that it is ever neglected.

There are thi-ee methods of fire-stopping

:

1. Two-inch lumber fitted in betw^een the

studs and joists.

2. The vital points boxed in Avith 1-inch

boards and the boxes filled with incombustible

material, such as loose mortar, concrete, mineral
wool, etc.

3. Metal lath, bent and nailed into space
between the studs and joists. This lath is then
plastered and the box thus formed filled with in-

combustible material.

Fire-stops are put into a building to prevent
the passage of flames, hot air and gases. All

joists should be tight, otherwise hot gases will

pass through them and ignite the wood above.

Poorly fitted fire-stops are little better than
none.

The slight additional expense involved in fire-

stopping a house cannot rightfully be charged to fire prevention alone,

since mue hof it serves as bracing in the frame of the house. Fire-

stopping more than pays for itself in the additional strength and
rigidity it gives to the entire structure.

Thus, it is seen that next to the elimination of the causes of fires,

right construction is of first importance in increasing the fire safety

in houses—nor ca nany house, regardless of its outsi<de wall and roof

covering, be considered a reasonable fire risk unless fire-stopping is

made an integral part of its internal construction. By proper appre-

ciation of the points brought out in this chapter, it is possible to

build an all-wood house that will be in every way fire-safe.

Eliminate carelessness in the construction and use of buildings

and your fire insurance could be bought with a few German marks!
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BUY SUPPLIES MADE IN B.C.

We Build

Logging Engines Logging Cars
WE SPECIALISE IN REPAIRING
ALL KINDS OF MACHINERY

Locomotives Engines Boilers

USE V.E.W. STEEL CASTINGS
If they are not V. E. W. Castings they are not B. C. Product, as we are the

only plant in B. C. producing Steel Castings. Mild, Chrome, Nickel,

Carbon, Manganese or any Special Steel Castings Made to Order.

Vancouver Engineering Works, Limited
519 6th AVE. WEST Phone Fairmont 240 VANCOUVER, B. C.
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The Employment Service of Canada List of Logging Camps on

the Mainland and Vancouver Island

Explanatory Note:—The detailed information given below follows in consec-

utive order in this form: Firm name, Camp Location, Office, Camp Manager,

Sides, High Leads, Railway, Capacity, Employees.

Abbotsford Lbr. & Mining Co.,—Abbotsford—Abbotsford—S. D. Trethe-

way—2—2—Yes—120M—120.

Abernethy & Lougheed—Pt. Haney—Pt. Haney—A. J. Morris—4—4—Yes

—

250M—150.

Aitken, W.,—Thurlow l.land—903 Birks Bldg.—G. Aitken—1— 1—NO.—30

M—30.

Alberni Pacific Log Co.,—Pt. Alberni—Pt. Alberni—2—3—Yes—lOOM

—

70.

Anderson, P. B.,—Knox Bay—325 Pacific Bldg.—C. F. Anderson—2—2—
Yes—150—80.

Andrene Logging Co.—Jervis Inlet.

Baxter, J. H. Co.,—Potlach Creek—Standard Bank Bldg.—L. Littlefield

—

2—No—Poles—50.

B. C. Mills Tbr. & Trdg. Co.-—Rock Bay—Dunlevy Avenue—P. Des Brisay

—

4—4—Yes—4 0OM—3 50.

Beaton &. Hemsworth—Kenneth Passage—905 Credit Foncier Bldg.—Camp
Manager— 1— 1—NO—30M—25.

Bendickson Log. Co.,—Hardwicke Is.—1214 Stan. Bk.—J. D. Mather— 1

—

1—No—45M—44.

Bernard Timber Co.,—OxfordBay—Eburne, B. C.—T. Bernard—3—3

—

Yes—lOOM—100.

B. F. & C. Logging Co.,—Brittel Point—Office—B. E. Boone

Bloedel, Stewart & Welsh.—Myrtle Point—1212 Stan. Bk.—S. G. Smith—
3—5—Yes—300M—300.

Bloedel, Stewart & Welsh—Union Bay—1212 Stan. Bk.—Camp Mgr.

—

3—3—Yes—100—135.

Bloomfield, D. E.,—Deserted Bay—820 Rogers Bldg.—A. B. Pleas.—1—
l_No—50M—40.

Bluebird Logging Co.

Bowness Logging Co.

Brooks, Scanlon, O'brien—Stillwater—1222 Stan. Bk.—0. M. Rosseau—
2—3—Yes—160M—175.

Bucklin Development Co.,—Jervis Inlet—New Westminster—L. L. Tyler

—

2—3—No—70M—50.

Burne, H. A. E.,—Camden Bay—906 Dom. Bldg.—J. Burnett— 1—2

—

No—40M—45.

Campbell Logging Co.—Hernando Is.—1404 Dom. Bldg.—R. D. Campbell

—

1—2—Yes—35M.—40.

Campbell River Logging Co.,—White Rock—White Rock—C. D. Boardman- -

1— 1—Yes—120M—100.

Canadian Logging Co.—Toba Inlet.

Canadian Robt. Dollar Co.,—Union Bay—402 Pender W.—Westover—3

—

3—Yes—175M—90.

Canuck Log. Co.,—Jervis Inlet.

Capilano Tmbr Co.—Capilano—North Vanc.—Goodwin G. Johnson—3—3

—

Yes—lOOM—100.

Cargill Co.,—Broughton Is.—505 Vanc. Block—A. S. Cargill—2—2—No

—

50M—56.

Cathels & Sorenson—Jordan River—1221 Govt. St., Victoria—C. Sorenson

—

1—1—No—60M—70.

Cedar Creek Log. Co.,—Woodfibre—311 Carral St.—F. Buck— 1—2—No

—

50M—45.

Cedars Ltd.,—Lynn Creek, North Van.—509 N. West Bldg.—A. McGougan

—

1—1—No—25M—40.

Challenger Log. Co.—Loughboro Inlet—311 Pac. Bldg.—G. P. Challenger

—

l_No—75M—70.

Channel! Log. Co.,—Cowichan Lake—707 N. West Bldg.—P. Oulette— 1

—

1—No—30M—30.

Cheakamus Tbr. Co.,—Cheakamus—909 Dom Bldg.—Frank Walker— 1—2

—

No—40M—50.

Coast Timber Co.,—Hotham Sound—1329, 510 Hast. W.—W. J. Walker

—

1—1—No—50—40.

Comox Log. Co.—Comox—1014 Vanc. Blk.—R. J. Philbur—6—Yes—400

M—325.

Copley & Kennedy—Jervis Inlet—Office—Camp mgr.—1—1—No—20M

—

15,

Crawford, E. H.,—Swanson Bay—Swanson Bay—Crawford— 1—1—No

—

25M—25.

Dahl & Undine—Call Creek— 14 Bk. Ham. Bldg.—Undine—2—2—No

—

50M—50.

Deep Cove Log. Co.—Deep Cove—311 Carrall St.—A. M. Adjar—1—2

—

No—45M—45.

Dempsey, Ltd.—Carriden Bay—610 Pac. Bldg.—Pat. E. Maloney— 1—2

—

No—50M—70.

Dominion Log. Co.—Boundary Road—New Westminster—G. Wideman—1

—

1—No—40M—40.

Dumaresq, S. J.,—Hardwicke Is.—505 Hast. W.—Sam Dumaresq—2—2

—

No—80M—80.

Eastern Lumber Co.,—Ladysmith—Ladysmith—Sorair Singh— 1—2—Yes

—

50M—50.

Elder, E.,—Vedder Crossing—Office—E. Elder—1—1—No^35M—30.

Elk Bay Timber Co.,—Elk Bay—River Road—J. Phelps—2—2—Yes—100

M—50.

Eng. Chas.,—Rock Bay.

Esray Timber C,—Deep Bay—1318 Stan. Bk.—Esray.

Euclalaup Timber Co.,—Yucalta—416 Pacific Bldg.—E. F. Mosher—1—2—
No—30M—30.

Forward Logging Co.,

Fox, Guy.

Galbraith Log. Co.,—Murrayville—New Westminster—J. L. Galbraith— 1

—

1—Yes—40M—45.

Genoa Logging Co.,—Cowichan Lake—P.O. Box 662, Victoria—Alex Mc-
Donald—1—1—No—lOOM—70.

Gibson Lbr. & Shingle Co.,—Ahousat, Van. Is.—Office—Gibson.

Gonzales & Pratt—Pt. Hardy—929 Stan. Bk.—Joe Gonzales— 1— 1—No

—

30M—25.

Grassy Bay Timber Co.—Grassy Bay—820 Rogers Bldg. C. 0. Anderson

—

2—3—Yes—120M—95.

Gustofson Bros.—Jervis Inlet—at camp—Gustofson— 1— 1—No—15M—18.

Gwilt Lumber Co.,—Courtnay—at Camp—Thos. Gwilt— 1—2—Yes—30M

—

50.

Hage Timber Co.—Coquitlam and Port Moody—Sig. Hage—3—2—Yes

—

lOOM—125.

Haney Logging Co.,—Pt. Haney—51 Davis Chambers—H. P. Band— 1—1

—

No—30M—20.

Hanna, Robert,—Frederick Sound—at camp—Robert Hanna— 1—No—30
M—20.

Hanson Logging Co.,—Chancellar Channel—1205 Dom. Bldg.—G. Craig

—

2—2—No—75M—60.

Helen Bay Logging Co.,—Helen Bay—790 Howe St.—E. Laufman—1—1

—

No—30M—35.

Hemmingsen Logging Co.,—Cowichan Lake—office—J. J. Macheil—1—1

—

No—70M—40.

Heriot Bay Logging Co.,—Heriot Bay.

Hlllcrest Lumber Co.—Duncans—Duncans—Joe Kerrone—1—1—Yes—60
M—50.

Hoard & Flaherty—Bainbridge—Bainbridge—J. W. Flaherty—1—1—Yes

—

lOOM—50.

Horsfall & Jordan—Cowachan Lake—214 Birks—camp mgr.— 1— 1—Yes

—

40M—30.

Inlet Timber Co.,—McNab Creek—913 Dom. Bldg.—E. H. Anderson— 1

—

l_No—50M—75.

International Tmbr. Co.—Campbell River—Credit Foncier Bldg.—N. J. Mc-
Arthur—3—3—Yes—2 5OM—16 5

.

Island Logging Co.—Duncan—Victoria—camp mgr.— 1—1—Yes—50M—45.

James Logging Co.,—Cowichan Lake—602 Hast. W.—W. D. Anderson—4

—

2—Yes—250M—200.

Johnstone, J. E.,—Jervis Inlet—at camp—Johnstone, J. E.—1—1—No—40
M—40.

K. & K. Timber Co.—Union Bay—Everett, Wash.—G. L. Hemert—1—1

—

No—Poles—20.

Continued on page 31
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ATTENTION I B. C. LOGGERS I
WE CARRY BIG STOCKS OF HEAVY EQUIPMENT

E:VANS, COLEMAN & EVANS, Ltd.
VANCOUVER, B.C.

PHONE: SEY. 2988

FORTY-SEVEN YEARS
devoted to credit ratings and reports in
the lumber and woodworking industries
makes

CLANCY'S RED BOOK
SERVICE

indispensable to the manufacturer and
wholesaler of lumber and similar pro-
ducts.

Write for Pamphlet No. j-S

LUMBERMEN'S CREDIT ASSOCIATION
Lumber Collection Specialists

Suite 1746-63, 608 S. Dearborn St. Chicago, 111.

Eastern Headquarters: 157 East 44th Street, New York City

R. Kerr Houlgate & Summerfield
Limited

BROKERS
INSURANCE, FINANCIAL AND ESTATE AGENTS

NOTARIES PUBLIC

LOG TOW INSURANCE A SPECIALTY

PHONE, SEYMOUR 4800

YORKSHIRE BUILDING, VANCOUVER, B.C.

PUT YOUR PROBLEM UP
TO US

wL
^-

.
.... .-^'^

We are specialists in building locomotives.

We build all types and sizes, also all kinds of

repair parts for locomotives and tenders.

Our experience puts us in a position to give

you expert advice as to what particular type

and size of locomotive is best suited to your

needs.

Put your locomotive problem up to us

MONTREAL LOCOMOTIVE WORKS, LTD.
DOMINION EXPRESS BUILDING

MONTREAL, CANADA

WRIGLEY PRINTING
COMPANY s :: Limited

WITH WHICH IS INCORPORATED JAS. F. MORRIS CO.

Our representative will gladly call at any time to

give you samples and prices on any or all of your
printing work.

426 Homer Street Vancouver, B. C.

1

We specialize in printing

for the Lumber and

Shingle Trades.

SEYMOUR

33

ASK FOR SERVICE DEPT.



The Outlaw
By ROBERT W. SERVICE
(From "Ballads of a Bohemian." Copyright by Barse £ Hopkins. Published by special

arrangement with The Wheeler Syndicate, Inc.)

ILLUSTRATED BY HUBERT MATHIEU

A WILD and woeful race he ran

Of lust and sin by land and sea;

Until, abhorred of God and man.
They swung him from the gallows-tree.

And then he climbed the Starry Sts^ir,

And dumb and naked and alone.

With head unbowed and brazen glare,

He stood before the Judgment Throne.

The Keeper of the Records spoke:

"This man, O Lord, has mocked Thy Name
The weak have wept beneath his yoke.

The strong have fled before his flame.

The blood of babes is on his s-word;

His life is evil to the brim:

Look down, decree his doom, O Lord!

Lo! there is none will speak for him."

The golden trumpets blew a blast

That echoed in the crypts of Hell,

For there was Judgment to be passed.

And lips were hushed and silence fell.

The man was mute; he made no stir.

Erect before the Judgment Seat . . .

When all at once a mongrel cur

Crept out and cowered and licked his feet.

/

It licked his feet with whining cry.

Come Heav'n, come Hell, what did it

It leapt, it tried to catch his eye;
Its master, yea, its God was there.

Then, as a thrill of wonder sped
Through throngs of shining seraphim.
The Judge of All 16oked down and said:

"Lo! here is ONE who pleads for him.

"And who shall love of these the least.

And who by word or look or deed
Shall pity show to bird or beast,

By Me shall have a friend in need.

Aye, though his sin be black as night.

And though he stand 'mid men alone.

He shall be softened in My sight.

And find a pleader by My Throne.



Hundreds of Dealers are Selling Our
3-ply Cross Banded

Fir Veneer Panels

HEY have found the
value of handling a
high grade panel

which gives their trade
entire satisfaction.

^ Your interest in more
business and added profits

should prompt you to

write for pamphlets
illustrating

The panel with a velvet finish

Canadian Western Lumber Co.,
FRASER MILLS, B. C. Limited

Eastern Sales Office: Toronto—L. D. Barclay, J. A. Stewart

WINNIPEG, MAN. BRANDON, MAN. MOOSE JAW, SASK.
Hugh Cameron D. T. McDowall Charles R. Skene
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A Free Service!
We are interested in your operation, its success is advantageous to us both, consequently

we ship only capable help, fully realizing the distance you might be situated from town, and
the tremendous inconvenience you might be put to through incapable help being sent you.

Your Orders Received at Any of Our Offices, Expediently and
Efficiently Handled

SIXTEEN OFFICES IN B. C. EIGHTY OFFICES IN CANADA
Vancouver, 3; Victoria, 2; Nanaimo, Prince Rupert, Prince George, Fernie, Cranbrook,

Nelson, Revelstoke, Vernon, Penticton, Kamloops, New Westminster.

We Are Particularly Well Placed to Cater to Power Logging Operators

Employment Service of Canada
PROVINCIAL GOVERNMENT OFFICES

714 Richards Street
Skilled Help Only.

VANCOUVER, B. C.

PHONE SEYMOUR 2583—Private Exchange Connecting all Branches

53 Powell Street
Loggers, Miners, Graders, etc.

Oldest

and

Best

Recognized Leader
Over 150,000 in Use

Every Kind of Timber

Absolute

Satisfaction

Guaranteed

R. Hoe & Co.
NEW YORK

America's Oldest Saw Manufacturers
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THE EMPLOYMENT SERVICE OF CANADA LIST OF LOGGING Regina Timber Co.—Sechelt— 1003 Dom. Bldg.—J. R. Meehan—1—1—
CAMPS ON THE MAINLAND AND VANCOUVER ISLAND Yes—60M—75.

Continued from page 24. Reliance Logging Co.—Rock Bay—829 Stan. Bk.—J. S. Ney— 1— —
^ , ^ ' No—50M—35.
Explanatory Note:—The detailed information given below follows in consec- ..x^.^
„+^,r^ +1,;^ , V T ^- r^r^- ry tit Rcme, A. A., Lumber Co.,—Aldergrove—Aldergrove—A. A. Rerrie— 1

—

utive order m this form
: Firm name, Camp Location, Office, Camp Manager, 35M 15 •

Sides, High Leads, Railway, Capacity, Employees.
^ ,

Rivers Logging Co.—Sointula— 116 Crown Bldg.—John Rivers— 1— 1—No

—

Kelly, T. A.,—Cumshewa Int.—305 Credit Foncier—John McMillan—3—3— ^^.M 30
No—120M—100.

Ruskin Operations —Ruskin—Pt. Haney—D. Lougheed—Shingles.—No

—

Keystone Logging Co.—Loughboro Inlet—Sold to James Logging Co. 125M
King Farris Lumber Co.—Newton—Newton—M. B. King—2—1—Yes- Saginaw Log Co.—Saginaw Lake—6, 924 Hast W.—camp mgr.—1—1—

^0^—25- No—20M— 15.

Kirkpatrick T.,—Roberts Creek—2164 Powell St.—Joe Vasseur—Bolts— Scottish Logging Co.—Mile 64. C.N.R., Van. Is.—Victoria—E. G. Morrison—
None—No—20 cords—20. _ _No_No

Kitimat Logging Co.
Sechelt Logging & Shingle Co.—Sechelt—527 Stan. Bk.—camp mgr.—ced-

Lake Lumber Co.,—Qualicum Beach—304 Pacific—0. B. Manuel— 1— 1— ar bolts— —40.
Yes 45M 65. Seymour Logging Co—Seymour Narrows—Lund—S. Vaughan— 1— 1—No

—

Lamb Lumber Co.,—Menzies Bay—602 Hast. W.—T. A. Lamb—2—2— 50M 40.
Yes 150M 125. Shawnigan Lake Lumber Co., —Shawnigan Lake—Box 298 Victoria—T.

Lapan Logging Co.—Hotham Sound—736 Granville St.—E. L. Kinman—2— Dawe— 1— 1—Yes—50M—40.

Larsen & Olson—Call Creek—office—Olson— 1— 1—No—40M—30. Shields, Robt.,—West Vancouver—West Vancouver—Ross Shields— 1— 1

—

2—No—75M—55.
. Yes—50M—40.

Laviolette & Mclntyre—Broughton Is.—at camp—A. W. Mclntyre— 1—2— Sidney Logging Co.—Loughboro Inlet—408 Pacific Bldg.—P. R. Grain—1—
No—40M—35. l_No—40M—35.

Loughboro Cedar Co.,—Green Point Rapids—1522 Stan. Bk.—camp mgi.— silverdale Logging Co.,—Mission—820 Rogers Bldg.—D. E. Bloomfield—1—2—No—50M—50. 1— —No—30M—20.

Lyon Lumber Co.—Maguiie, B. C—505 Hast. W.—A. J. Small—1—1— c -.u t- u ^ q t i ^ t. t, ei
Yes 35M 20

Smith Dollar Timber Co.,—Seymour Inlet—408 Pacific—B. M. Skidmore

—

Mc & Mc Logging Co.,—Loughborough Inlet—509 Richards—H. J. McDon-
J 1 Yes 40M 40 Stave Falls Log Co.,—Stave Falls.

McDonald & Murphy—Campbell River—609 Vane Blk.—Neil McDonald— Straits Lumber Co.—Nanoose Bay—837 Hast. W.—E. W. Haskell—sides

—

2—2—Yes—lOOM—65. High Lead—Rly.—IOOM— 100.

McGregor Logging Co.—Crofton—Crofton—J. S. McGregor—2— 1—No— Stoltz Mfg. Co.,—Gibson's Landing—913 Dom Bldg—L. A. Rhodes— 1— 1

—

60M—40. No—40M—40.

Mainland Timber Co.—Jervis Inlet—Vane. Lumber Co.—A. Bloomberg— stoltz Mfg. Co.,—Stave Falls—913 Dom. Bldg.—H. A. Stoltze—sides—high
5—5—Yes—165M—165. lead—Rly.—200M—250.

Massett Timber Co.—Buckley Bay—708 Pac. Bldg.—F. L. Buckley—8—8— _ . , , _ nr ir * w n- ^ u- 11Superior Lumber Co.—Wellington—Wellington—Chinese owners— 1— 1

—

No—300M—450.
Ŷes—40M—25.

Mayo Lumber Co.—Duncans—Duncans—Doman Singh— 1— 1—Yes—70M—

:

25 Tack Logging Co.,—Call Creek—707 N. West Bldg.—E. Tack—2—2—No-
Merrill Ring & Moore—Duncan Bay—510 Hast. W.—Geo. Moore, jr.—4

—

Yes 200M 160. Tahkina Timber Co.—Heydon Lake—336 Pender W.—M. Macaulay— 1—6

—

Milligan J. & W.—Shirley—501 Sayward St. Victoria—W. J. Milligan—1— No—40M—35.

1—No—25M—30. Tildon Logging Co.,—Rock Bay—RockBay.

Moore, Jud.—Frederick Arm—at camp—Jud Moore—1—1—No—20M—15. jimberland Dev. Co.,—Ladysmith—Ladysmith—D. E. Stewart—2—H. L.—
Morgan J. R.,—Surf Inlet—Prince Rupert—J. R. Morgan—3—2—No— Yes—125M—165.

75M—45. Valdez Logging Co.,—Valdez Island—Stuart Is. P.O.—Emil Tack.

Munn & Hicks-Wellboro Channell-607 Vane. Blk.-S. J. Dumaresq-2-
^.^^^^.^ dumber & Mfg. Co., -Chemainus-Chemainus-Pendleton-5-

2_No-100M-100. H.L._Yes-250M-200.
New Ladysmith Lumber Co.,—East Wellington—Nanaimo—camp mgr.—2— r^, ,

2 Yes 50M 45 Whalen Pulp & Paper Co.,—Quatsino (5 camps) Cumshewa Inlet—Bk. of

„ , , ^ X. , , Nova Scotia—Henry Phelan—16—16—Yes—500M—400.
Nimpkisk Timber Co.,—Alert Bay—Stan. Bank Bldg.—C. M. English—

4 4 Yes 275M 300. Whitman Logging Co.,—Heydon Lake,—631, 11th Ave. W.—J. W. Whit-

Northern Cedar Log Co.,—Drury Inlet—1016 Rogers—Ben Willett—1—1— man—1—1—No—75M—55.

No—40M—30. Williams Logging Co.,—Broughton Is.—330 Seymour—C. S. Seeley—3—3

—

Northern Pac. Log Co.,—Greenway Sound—608 Vane Blk.—T. W. Murphy— No—50M—60.

3— —No—150M—150. Wilson & Brady—Reid Bay—415 Winch Bldg.—Wade B. McCoy, supt. How-
O'Brien Logging Co.,—Rock Bay—office—O'Brien— 1— 1—No—20M—20. ard Hughey, foreman.—2—2—Yes—125M—140.

O'Connor Logging Co.,—Bute Inlet—707 N. West Bldg.—P. O'Connor—1— Wilson J. C. Lumber Co.—Qualicum Beach—office—G. H. Stempes—1—
1—No—60M—35. 1—Yes—35M—40.

Pacific Mills, 4 camps—Ocean Falls—Stan. Bank Bldg.—camp mgr.— — ^^^j^jj Bros.—Carriden Bay—office—Woolridge—2—H.L.-No—50M—
None—Yes—300M—400.

^ 5q
Pacific Shingle Co.—Pt. Coquitlam—Pt. Coquitlam—camp mgr.—1—1—Yes ^ Logging Co.,—Loughboro Inlet-camp—H. Huland-l-l-No—30
Palmer Owen Log Co.—Homfray Chan.—1026 Stan. Bank—Albert Palmer— jyj 30.

1—1—No—75M—75.

Peck Logging Co.—Frederick Arm—503 N. West Bldg.—Geo. Peck—2

—

2—No—75M—75
n.v, riho^ w TT^nH^r^nn 1 New Service from Vancouver to Manchester

Plummer, A. A.,—Oke-over-Arm—811 Dom. Bldg.— W. Henderson— 1

—

None—No—50M—60. A. new service between Vaneonver and Manchester by the Fnrness
Powell River Co.—Powell River—510 Hast W.—A. W. De Land—3—None— Lines will be inaugurated by the departure of Mongolian Prince

No—300M—300. from Vancouver on or about December 15. It is hoped to maintain

Qualicum Lumber Co.—Qualicum Beach—512 Stan. Bk.—C. E. Stewart— sailings at monthly intervals. Success to the enterprise!

1—1—No—20M—20.

Rannie & McGilUvray—Pitt Lake—519—Pacific Bldg.—C. W. McGillivray

—

1— 1—No—60M—40. Our friends the B. C. Manufacturing Co., Ltd., of New Westmin-
Rat Portage Lumber Co.—Menzies Bay—1815 Granville St.—D. Robertson— ster, exporters of box shocks, and the Pacific Milk Co., Ltd., Vancou-

4— — —200M—200. ver, producers of Columbia evaporated milk, have decided to exhibit

Redonda Logging Co.— at the British Empire Exhibition next year.
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Unloading Cars of Lumber

Reiluciny the time element in labor is equivalent to reducing the
aiumlier of men employed, by reason of the fact that more work is

accomplished by the same number of men.
Formerly the National Lumber and Timber Company, 5601 Cleton

Avenue, Chicago, unloaded their ears of lumber by hand. Under this

method it required the time of three good men fully eight hours to

complete the unloading of one car. In other words, three men could
unload one car a day.

Now them employ a crawler crane which, although it does not
reduce the number of men on the pay roll, it does reduce the time
element from eight hours to three and one-half hours—a reduction of
over fifty per cent. With the gasoline crawler crane, therefore, these
same three men can unload considerably more than two cars per day.

Mr. Behan, the general manager of the National Lumber Company,
expects to still further reduce the imloading time—he believing that
it will not be long before the men will be able to complete the unload-
ing of a car in two hours. And at such a time he thinks that it will

be possible to release a few engaged in this work for other and more
profitable labor around the yard. This will not only affect a time
saving but a labor economy as well.

WE MAKE A SPECIALTY OF

Lath Yarn
Both tarred and untarred. Compare
our Lath Yarn with that of our com-

petitors for Strength, Length per lb.

and price and you will always ask for

the products of the

Canada Western Cordage
Company, Limited

Transmission Ropes
Cordage of All Kinds

City Sales Office J. C. THORN. Sey. 1151

311 Metropolitan Bldg. Vancouver, B. C.

Plant: NEW WESTMINSTER, B. C.

in Three and a Half Hours
The big advantage of this crane, aside from its ability to handle

heavy material easily and speedily, is that it is not restricted to rail-

road tracks—that it lays its own track and goes anyvphere at the will

of the operator.

The illustration shows the crane at work handling heavy dimen-
sion stock. It was built by the Link-Belt Company of Chicago.

Lumbermen Take Stand
British Columbia lumbermen took a stand with the shipowners

in the present strike of the International Longshoremen, when the

following resolution was passed at a meeting of the manufacturers

:

"In view of the demands made by the longshoremen for working
conditions and wages which would result in placing British Columbia
ports at a serious disadvantage with competing ports on the Pacific

Coast, the ultimate effect being to seriously curtail lumbering and
logging operations, therefore vitally affecting every industry depend-
ent upon, or allied with, the lumbering industry, the lumber manu-
facturers at a meeting held on October 17 decided by resolution to

heartily support the action taken by the shipping interests, as

announced in the press of 17th inst, and to stand firmly behind prin-

ciples set forth in said announcement."

Big Month For Island Mill.

Construction of the new shingle mill and dry kilns adjacent to

the present buildings of the Canadian Puget Sound Lumber Co. is

already under way. The four machines will have a capacity of 120,

000 shingles in a nine-hour day, while about thirty men will be em-
ployed. Mr. J. D. Kissinger, manager of the company said that he
hoped to have the mill running by the first of the year. The lease of

the foreshore desired by the company in connection with the new
mill has not yet been secured, but work is proceeding in anticipation

of this.

Last month the mill had the biggest cut in its history since the

present interests commenced operation five years ago ; four and a

half million being sawn.

BLOEDEL, STEWART & WELCH
CORPORATION, LIMITED

HEAD OFFICE
1501 STANDARD BANK BUILDING

VANCOUVER. B.C.

OPERATIONS

SEATTLE OFFICE MYRTLE POINT. B. C.

742 HENRY BUILDING UNION BAY. B. C.

BRITISH COLUMBIA TIMBER

LOGGERS OF

CEDAR FIR HEMLOCK
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TALKIN' HOSS
Rememberf On the deacon scat

We didn't used to set around
Engaged in argument profound

;

At night we didn't used to meet
And talk about the movie stars

Or latest makes of certain cars,

No, nothin' like it. I suppose

You'd think our talk a total loss

;

I guess that ev'rybody knows
That what we talked was mostly hoss.

Now people talk of other things:

If 4-wheel brakes are good or bad.

The Stillman case, the latest fad

;

Each day the daily paper brings

The world the very latest noos

Concernin autos, jazz a)id booze.

But it was different wiith us;

The things we tried to figure out.

The things we used to try discuss.

Was mostly thijiqs we kneiv about.

And men knew hosses. For the man
Who ran the bank he had a pair.

High-steppers, too, with silky hair,

And ev'ry farmer had a span.

And ev'ry decent man alive

Knew how to doctor, 'tend and drive—
Yes, men and hosses, weak and strong.

Was sort of partners, so to speak.

And helped the old world roll along.

And worked together, strong and weak.

Well, now we have the motor-truck,

And now we have the motor-car

;

The world has moved, moved purty far

;

Yet, there are moments, darn the luck,

I wish that I could find a place

Where I could set and work my face,

Where I could set and talk and chin,

The way we used to, man and boss—
Some bunk-house I could happen in

And set around, just talkin hoss.

The Lumberman Poet in "American Lumberman.

RADIO IN KOOTENAY CRAN-
BROOK, B. C.

One of the finest radio receiving

sets anywhere in the country is

located at WycHffe, where Mr. El-

more Staples has equipped a

Northern Electric set with all the

latest attachments, such as loud

speakers and amplifiers. On sev-

everal occasions dances have been

held, the music being supplied either

from Calgary or San Francisco.

Wednesday evenings have been

made interesting, listening in o.n

the conversations between Chicago-

and the McMillan party frozen in

in the Arctic. This week a num-
ber of McMillan's friends were to

gather in Chicago to speak to him.

Listeners can get but one side of

the conversation as the messages

from the north are in code. With
the Eskimo coming out to McMil-
lan's ship to see the moving pictures

and listen to orchestras from New
York or Chicago it looks as though

it will be necessary to go much
farther afield than the poles for

romance.

Crow's Nest Pass Lumber Company
Manufacturers of

LIMITED

Soft Pine Finish and Shelving, Mountain Fir and Larch,

Dimension and Timbers, Ceiling, Siding, Floorings,

Moulding, Lath and Piling

Saw Mill, Planing Mill and Head Office at WARDNER, B.C.

CLIFFORD M. PENNOCK, Vice-president and Manager, WARDNER, B.C.
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President of Chemainus Company Reaches
Victoria

The policy of the Victoria Lumber & Manufacturing Company with

respect to reconstruction of the mill at Chemainus, which was de-

stroyed by fire recently, has not been decided upon yet. T. J. Hum-
bird, of Spokane, president of the Weyerhauser interests which control

the business, arrived at Victoria and met Mr. E. J. Palmer, the manag-
ing director of the company.

Speaking of the loss and the insurance, Mr. Palmer was unable

to say just what the loss would reach until the matter was more fully

gone into. It would be very considerable, he said, and would not be
covered by insurance by any mean. The insurance had been reduced
from time to time with the depreciation in the value of the plant, so

that with the destruction of the works they are left with a very con-

siderable loss upon the mill.

Pending the visit of the president everything will stand in abey-

ance.

Men thrown out of employment by the mill disaster started to

drift into Victoria yesterday. The number rendered jobless will pi'ob-

ably be much greater than 400 originally estimated, owing to the en-

forced shut-down of some of the camps that have been supplying the
mills with logs. Q^g^ ^ Mystery

The origin of the fire which burned down the Victoria Lumber &
Manufacturing Company's mill on Saturday is a mystery. Employees
say that a cloud of black smoke came through the floor near the edger,

which immediately burst into flames, reaching the roof. Owing to the

heroic efforts of the white faction of the employees and nearby resi-

dents, the fire was got under control in the early evening.

In the afternoon a locomotive, to which a wire cable was fixed, tore

down connections between the mill and sorting table. The dry kilns,

machine shops, boiler room and offices were saved; also the lumbei*

yards and storing sheds.

Guides and Scouts Help
In tlie evening a lot of lumber on the wharf caught fire. The Girl

Cameron Lumber Company Extends Operations
The Canadian National Sooke-Cowichan line, announces that the

Cameron Lumber Company is opening up a new camp at Mile 54.

The Cameron Lumber Company already operates a large camp at

Mile 53, where caterpillar tractors and other new devices for handling
logs speedily and with the utmost efficiency are at work. But the
company intends to enlarge the scope of its activity and now proposes
to open up a new tract containing about 45,000,000 feet, mostly fir with
several large stands of cedar. A complete unit of yarders and loaders
is being installed, and the first gang of men went up to the new camp
yesterday.

The three logging camps operating on the Canadian National are

now shipping into Victoria an average of about twenty-five carloads

daily. This means a revenue to the railroad of around $6,000 a week
in log freight. A few months ago the railroad was getting no revenue
whatever from that source, for the logging industry of that region is

a development of very recent origin. In addition to the log freights,

provided by the Cameron camps and the Scottish and Channel Logging
Companies, lumber is being shipped daily from the sawmills of the

Deerholme, National, Copeman and Napier mills. The Scottish com-
pany is now shipping about ten cars of logs a day; the Channel Com-
pany eight ears and the Cameron Company six cars. This output will

be substantially increased when the new Cameron camp starts pro-

ducing and the Scottish secures railroad equipment ordered sometime
ago. All the logs manufactured in Victoria, the Cameron Lumber
Company and the Canadian Puget Sound Lumber & Timber Company
taking most of it.

Guides, Scouts and Cubs, under the direction of Mr. H. Dobinson and
Mrs. Pritchard, formed a bucket brigade and put the fire out. The
hose was playing on smoking remains all day on Sunday. The heavy
rain at night made that unnecessary. On Sunday a continual stream

of visitors from long distances came to look on.

Used
achinery

1—72x16 HJt.T. BoUer, 125 lbs.

2—60x16 H.S.T. Boilers, 125 lbs.

2—72 X 18 H.B.T. Boilers, 120 lbs.

1—16 X 20 Side Cran'^ Frost Steam Bn-
grines.

1—14 X 20 Side Crank Steam Bng'ine.

1—Fair Twins 9 x 12 Steam Engine.

1—10 X 12 Sawyer Massey Steam Bng'ine.

1—7 X 10 Fetrle Steam Bngine.

1—8 X 10 Waterons Steam Bngine.

1—Harsh Blec. Hoist, D.D. and Slneing'
Gear.

1—American Blec. Hoist, S.D. and Slne-
ing- Gear.

1—10-ton Guy Ziine Derrick with S.S.
and S. Gear.

1—6 X 8 Wasbington Single Drum Hoist.
1—D.D. Friction Hoist, Belt Driven.
1—12" American Sticker.
1—10" Bowley & Hermance Sticker.
1—10x30 Berlin JXo. 177 Double Sur-

facer.
1—6 X 24 Three Side Planer.
1—No. 94, 6x9 Berlin Planer and

Matcher.
1—32 K.W. Xiighting Plant, direct con-

nected to 8 X 10 Ideal Steam Bn-
gine.

1—6 X 5 X 6 Duplex Steam Pump.
1—36" Three Head Block Sawmill.
1

—

H" Three Screw Head Block Sawmill.
1—McGregor Gourlay Automatic Knife

Grinder.

Also large stock of Transmission and
other Machinery to choose from.

Dominion Machinery Co.
LIMITED

SEY. 7030 OSANVXI^ZiE ZSZiAirD

TANCOU7BB, B. C.

1

LOGS
Abemethy, Lougheed

LOGGING COMPANY, LIMITED

Port Haney British Columbia

OfSce and Bunkers: Foot of Bnrrard St.
West of C.P.R. Oil Tanks

Phones; Sey. 6894 and 2200

B. W. B. NAVIGATION COMPANY LIMITED
Successors to

Progre*sive Steamboat Co. Ltd and C. S. Thicke Towing -Co Ltd.

TUGS— Projective
CoutH Pronative
Phoenix Prosperative
Maagen Prospective No. 2

P. O. Box 311
Vancouver, B. C.

Prince Rupert
to get Pulp

Mill
PRINCE RUPERT, Nov. 27.—Plans
have been prepared and machinery

ordered for a ninety-ton bleached

sulphite pulp plant, the building and
machinery for which will cost from

$800,000 to $1,000,000. This plant

will be erected at Prince Rupert by

the Prince Rupert Sulphite Fibre Co.,

Limited, which has recently pur-

chased the Emerson mill and timber

limits. The proposal is to erect at

Prince Rupert eight concrete build-

ings, the plant being just twice the

size of that at Swanson Bay, and the

whole to employ from 600 to 700

men. It will take seven or eight

months to get tht machinery, some

of which has had to be ordered in

Europe. In the meantime, the site

will be prepared and the buildings

erected, and the work on this is to

start in a short time.

If sufficient orders can be secured

the present sawmill will be started

up at an early date, as it is in such

shape that it could be got ready for

operation in a month. It is expected

that the capacity of the sawmill will

be increased so that it may carry

out the idea of manufacturing the

better grade of lumber into high-

grade lumber and using the lower

grade timber for pulp.

The erection of a new wharf is

part of the plan of the company,

there being no dock at present at

the mill. It is prposed to use city

water and power in the earlier stages

of the work.
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6^Shay" Geared Locomotives
THEY DELIVER THE GOODS'

The "Shay" Locomotive has for years been rendering maximum Service to British Columbia logging operators. They have
found its lines of sturdy construction insure all year round efficiency.

YOUR NEXT LOCOMOTIVE "SHAY"
Hofius Steel and Equipment Company
HOFIUS-FERRIS EQUIPMENT CO. Seattle Wash STEWART BROS. CO.

Spokane, Wash. ' Portland, Ore.

Representatives for Western British Columbia

Tyee Machinery Company, Ltd.
VANCOUVER BRITISH COLUMBIA

9t B HIM MMMiMOiawna & H, FAIWCS.a

THE KixG -E4.RRIS Lumber Gomipaxvlimited
MANUEACniREBS OT mClFIC COAST rORE^TT PRODUCTS

MILLS AT KINGS B C
T tL IC AOOMCSS

N£w wumiHSTtn.ac

K|N«9 LON« DISrANCC

East of the Prairies

there's a Bigger Market
Waiting for the Advertiser

in the

CANADA UAiBSIQU}).

347 Adal&id* St. W««t,

Toronto, Out.

Dear Slrc-

I hava Just ratumad from making a trip throned

Waatarn Ontario, calling on ratall lunbarmaii muh ona of our

looal rapresantatlTes, and hava baan liqiraaMd with ttaa woa-

darfal tborougtmeia of your olroulatlon aaoog tba daalara In

ttaat territory. In practically avary daalar'a office I aa»

tba dlatlnctlTe "CANADA uniflaaiAS" oorar, and, what la par-

hape Bora important, I found ttaat ttaa paper was vary carefully

read and highly apoken of.

I vaa particularly Intareated In thla becauaa of a

recent ordor placed with you for an advert Isement for our

firm. It certainly looka aa If the lumber manufacturer will

have to use CASACA imiSEBUAB to get hia meaaage to the retail

dealer.

aoax/k

Very truly yonri.

©Bdalsmberman

Its the Dominion's Biggest Lumber
Paper and reaches every two weeks
four thousand lumbermen in Canada,
United States, Britain and twelve
foreign countries. If you want to

reach this big market write us for

advertising rates and data.

^idaknbernKin
^ ybundcd 1880

349 West Adelaide St. Toronto
B. C. REPRESENTATIVE: GEO. A. BEATTIE,^ 519 WINCH BUILDING, VANCOUVER, B.C.
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Forest Branch Collections for the Month of
October, 1923.

TIMBER LICENSES

:

Renewals $111,750.57
Transfer Fees 215.00
Penalty 4,497.17

$116,462.74
HANDLOGGERS' LICENSE FEES 125.00
TIMBER LEASES

:

Rentals $ 7,789.91
Transfer Fees
Interest on Leases 8.13

7,798.04
TIMBER SALES

:

Rentals $ 1,769.37
Stumpage 60,067.01
Cruising 980.40
Advertising 421.22

63,236.00
SCALE AND ROYALTY:

Timber Royalty $133,404.25
Scaling Fees 59.13
Scaling Expenses 33.25
Timber Tax 18,697.19
Trespass Penalties 1,089.44

153,283.26
GRAZING 350.30
MISCELLANEOUS 352.22

$341,607.56
FOREST PROTECTION FUND:

Timber Licenses $ 12,808.80
Timber Sales : 453.87
Timber Leases 810.70
Crown Grant Lands 10,640.45

* 24 713 82
SCALING FUND COLLECTIONS 12!250 56
REFUND TO VOTES _ 4 654 90
FOREST PROTECTION FUND SPECIAL LEVY 5[820.50

$ 47,439.78

Sawmill and Burner For Sale
Refuse Burner, first-class condition, 20 ft. diameter, 60 feet high, with

12 ft. screen, two rows common brick, and one row fire brick, and
grates.

Sawmill, complete, capacity, 65,000 to 100,000 ft. per ten hour shift, con-
sisting of:

3 Goldie & McCulloch boilers, 100 h.p. each.
2 Goldie & McCulloch engines, 16x16.
2 other engines, log chain and bull wheel.
Hill nigger. Phoenix carriage, with three head blocks.
4 Disston inserted tooth saws. Diamond re-saw. No. 5, L.H.
Phoenix five saw inserted tooth edger. _

Trimmers and slashers, Hanchett hand gummer.
Large Prescott pump, chain belting, pulleys, shafting.
Leather, baletta and rubber belting. ^
1, 9 K. W. 1650 R.P.M. generator, switch board complete.
1, 5 h.p. 110 volt motor.

The Saskatchewan Lumber Company
CROOKED BIVEB, SASK.

Protect Your Hands
With

WATSON'S
KORSEHIDE

GLOVESMade in Vancouver. ™ w - « w

JOHN WATSON
127 DUFFERIN E. PHONE FAIR. 3988

20 Used Standard Connected Trucks

offered at attractive prices

Lot includes ten cars of our standard skeleton connected type, 80,000

capacity, with "Hercules" Bunks, and air-equipped ; and ten standard cars,

of 100,000 capacity, with "Rainier" Bunks and I. C. C. Safety Appliances.

All are 42-foot cars.

The cars offered are in splendid condition, having been used but a

relatively short time.

They are for sale by an operator whose logging conditions, since he

purchased these cars, have altered and he has now need for longer cars. He
is therefore changing to 48-foot cars of the same types, and wishes to dispose

of his present equipment.

If you have need for such standard trucks and wish to make an

economical investment, we shall be pleased to put you in touch with this

operator.

PACIFIC I CAR & FOUNDRY CO.
General Offices: Alaska Building, Seattle, U.S.A.

VANCOUVER EQUIPMENT CO., Canadian Representative, Bank of Nova Scotia Bldg., Vancouver, B.C.
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LUMBER
All Lumber Markets, Prices, Volume of Sales, Movement in Rail, Domestic

and Foreign Trade; Shingles and Logs and Freight Rates.

By CHARLES E. HUNT
Special to Western Lumberman.

Seattle, Nov. 24—Outstanding
features of the present lumber
market distinguish it from all oth-

ers in the Japanese emergency de-

mand, the switching from rail to

cargo cutting by many interior

mills, the singular effect of weak-
ness on domestic sizes, and the

confusion as to what will be the

ultimate pressure of yard, shed,

and domestic prices as a result of

the new sales outlook in the Ori-

ent. There is no lack of confi-

dence in the market by the mills

who feel that the finish will be

wholly gratifying, but while such

confusion prevails all are looking

for light, nor have they been able

to find it in checks and balances

heretofore established.

If the Japanese reconstruction

order were to be placed to the full

and the volume known the unset-

tlement would clear overnight.

The proportion of domestic sizes

would then be established and the

mills could reckon with it. Con-

ciderable credence was given dur-

ing the week to reports that the

Japanese Government is about to

let loose another hundred million,

but lacking specifications there is

no method of arriving at the seg-

regation of squares and side cuts.

There is some distrust of pri-

vate buying by Japan on the part

of rail mills that have been cut-

ting baby squares and by whole-

salers who have mixed it with Ja-

panese credits. Many operators

have ventured into the Japanese

trade for the first time, and they

are running into complications of

M'hich they were never before

aware. Older dealers and mills

have encountered no obstacles to

successful negotiations although

it is admitted that individual cred-

its in Japan are not what they

were before the temblor. There

has been considerable exploitation

among the uniniated over the 9.5,

400,000 order, but there is noth-

ing in it to get excited about when
it is recalled that the Douglas Fir

Exploitation group can cut the en-

tire order in 30 days should the

occasion arise by the addition of

a few night crews to the group

of mills participating. However,

another hundred millions broad-

casted over the territory on the

"dog-eat-dog" basis would un-

doubtedly have a startling effect

on both the export and domestic

trade.

Some mills doubt whether the

Japanese will incorporate Ameri-

can standards into their recon-

struction work. Others, as wit-

ness the special exploitation com-

mittee from the West Coast now
in Japan, feel that under the emer-

gency and in view of the diffi-

culty of filling orders for big

squares because of the big log

shortage Nippon will be induced

to see how well its building will

progress with sawed lu ra b e r.

These are features, however, that

must be worked out during the

next two years.

Australia is slow with its in-

quiries . Probal)ly not to exceed

five million feet of new nierch is

now before mills and wholesalers

here. The Douglas Fir group was
certain that the Antipodes would
be stimulated into action as soon

as the Japanese angle became
known, but aside from a sprt at

Los Angeles in early September
there has been no stampede in

any of the domestic or world mar-
kets.

Many shippers beieve that con-

ference line steamships are hast-

ening the demise of the bird that

laid the 24-carat egg. Jf there is

any stampeding over the Japanese
situation it has come from the

transpacific carriers, who have al-

lowed themselves to hoist freights

to $15 deckload and $16 tramp
from $11.50 to 13.50 that pre-

vailed up to the time of the earth-

quake. Tramp steamships are fol-

lowing the same lead l)y quoting

ALL PIPING REQUIREMENTS SUPPLIED
Crane standard proportions and regular be used. The Crane plants are equipped

Crane methods ofconstruction, followed to make bends of any size of pipe in

in the making of this huge 1 2-inch any required shape. Crane's broad ex-

expansion bend, satisfied every re-

quirement of the engineers of the

Ford works at Toronto, where it will

perience in planning piping equipment

is always at your command to help

you solve your particular problems.

CRAN E
CRANE LIMITED, GENERAL OFFICES: 386 BEAVER HALL SQUARE, MONTREAL
CRANE-BENNETT, LTD.. HEAD OFFICES: 45-51 LEMAN STREET. LONDON. ENG.

Pranchcs and Sales Offices in 21 Cities in Canada and British Isles

IVorks! Montreal, Canada, and Ipswich, England

'IP

"Luxlon" Drinking Fountain
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GOODHUE'S
LEATHER
BELTING

GOODHUE Special Planer Belting.

GOODHUE Extra Quality Leather Belting.

GOODHUE Acme Waterproof Leather Belting.

GILT EDGE ROUND Leather Belting.

Round LEATHER BELTING

ROUND LEATHER BELTING on spools made from choicest
Centre stock, firm and solid, thoroughly stretched, well rounded,
full size.

Put up on spools containing 100 to 500 feet.

Stock sizes ^-in., 5/16-in., %-in. and %-in.

Sole B. C. Agents

Fleck Bros. Ltd.
Mill and Mine Supplies

110 Alexander St., Vancouver, B. C.

Phones Seymour 4592, 4593, 4594

A Sermon on Steam Shovels
(By Ralph L. Gooding)

Tlie fundamental principles of all power shovels are .just the

same. Each involves three motions. The first is the advancing or

crovi'ding motion which brings the excavating tool into contact with

the surface to be removed. Then the second jnotion lifts and loads

the container. Both of these motions are in the vertical plane, as

their ultimate object is to lift. After the material has been dug out, it

must be swung around horizontally, to be piled up or to be loaded into

the empty conveyors. Crowding, hoisting and swinging are to be

found in every power in the creation of the necessary forces, that

the designers have met with trouble. Shall there be one, two, three

or four separate and distinct power units, and what shall propel them?

That has long ])een a problem, one of which is each year becoming

more acute.

. 1.1

One of the famous electrically driven steam shovels of the Marion Steam
Shovel Co., which does as much digging in a day as 1,000 workmen

The Marion Steam Shovel Company, Marion Ohio, four years ago
developed a type of excavator known as the Gasoline Electric. This

type was built as a follower of the steam machine in principle, having
a motor for each operation. This was to get away from the immense
waste caused by using a straight gasoline shovel transmitting its

power through clutches, gears, lines and frictions; in all such straight

gasoline somewhere i-ound 40 per cent of the total available power is

used up in overcoming transmission losses before any real effort is

communicated to the excavating parts of the machine. So Marion
contends that it shall l>e three separate motors, one for each motion,
Crowding, Hoisting and Swinging. ,

The Marion Gasoline-Electric shovel equipment consists of a main
gasoline engine driven generating set which maintain constant speed
and power irrespective of the load on any part or all parts of the

operating mechanism. Current from this main set is supplied to the

individual motors which control the three main motions of the machine.

By reason of the use of electrical transmission all power losses

caused l)y the use of mechanical transmission are avoided and current
is paid out to the main motions of the machine without any loss of

energy. The motors, when completely over-loaded, slow up and
finally stall in the same way as the steam engine on a steam shovel.

The poM'er of the Gasoline-Electric is rather better than the power
of the equivalent size steam shovel; its speed and handiness are many
per cent greater. Its tractive possibilities are practically unlimited;
it requires no certificated operator; it reqiiires no fireman. It is con-

trolled as easily as a street car; it consumes gasoline as fuel, which
is easily transportable. It uses no more than one pailful of water a

day, and this only to make up evaporation loss ; there is no danger
of freezing in cold weather for the radiator can be quickly and easily

drained. All expense stops Avhen the engine stops. It can be oper
ated in inoccessible places where it would be impossible and imprac-
tical to attempt to take any other type machine.

The Marion Gasoline-Electric Shovel is meeting with decided suc-

cess and owners and operators in all industries are indorsing the

Marion idea of three separate motors. The Marion Company has built

both the friction type and the three separate motor types and have
abandoned the friction type because of the many costly and unnec-
essary evils attending. A very interesting booklet can be obtained
on the construction and performance of the Gasoline-Electric shovel

by simply dropping a card to the Marion Steam Shovel Company,
Marion, Ohio.
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5ELTING
BRANCHES:

Toronto, Ont 194 West King Street
St. John, N.B 90 Germain Street
Calgary, Alta Gorman's Limited

D. K. McLaren limited
Head Office and Factory

351 St. James St., Montreal

BRANCHES:

Edmonton, Alta Gorman's Limited
Vancouver, B.C T. M. Grindley Co.,

1158 Homer Street.

CLIMAX
Gear Grease

Is the BEST
and Cheapest

Try It and Know
for Yourself

Sales for 1923 of CLIMAX LOCOMOTIVES on the Pacific Coast

DELIVERED
1 80-ton to The Pacific Lumber Co., Scotia, Calif.

1 80-ton to Bloedel Donovan Lbr. Co., Saxon, Wash.
1 70-ton to McCuish Logging Co., Prairie, Wash.
1 70-ton to Bloedel. Stewart & Welch Corporation, Vancouver, B.C.

1 45-ton to California Peach & Fig Growers, Fresno, Calif.

1 45-ton to Shavvnigan Lake Lbr Co., Vancouver, B.C.

ON ORDER
1 80-lon to North Bend Tbr. Co., North Bend, Wash.

1 80-lon to Mutual Lbr Co., Bucoda, Wash.

1 KO-ton (o Campbell River Lbr. Co., AVhite Rock, B. (".

1 7 0-ton to Bloedel Donovan Lbr. Co., Skykomish, Wash.

1 70-ton to Crown AVlllamette Paper Co., Astoria, Oregon.

We are Pacific Coast

Agents for

LOCO CLIMAX LOCOMOTIVE CO.
ELECTRIC
HEADLIGHT

and
Okadee Blow-off

Valves

PACIFIC COAST BBANCH OF CI.IMAX MFO. CO., COSSY, PA.

623 Western Ave., SEATTLE, WASH. I'hone Elliott 2968 D. M. Miller, Manager

Vancouver Machinery Depot, Ltd., Vancouver, B.C. F. B. Mallory Company, Portland, Ore.

E. S. Sullivan Co., San Francisco, Calif.

Agents for

The

G. White Axe Co.

Stub and Twist

AXES
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C^/np Supplies
LUMBERMAN ATTENTION!

Waterproof
Scale and
Lumber

Tally Sheets
and Books.

WHEN ORDERING YOUR NEXT SUPPLY OF WATER-
PROOF TALLY BOOKS OR SHEETS—GIVE US A TRIAL.
WE ARE NOW IN A POSITION TO DO OUR OWN WATER-
PROOFING AND CAN GIVE YOU EXCELLENT SERVICE.

Special Forms or
Books can be made
to meet any re-

quirement at short
notice.

THE CLARKE & STUART CO. LIMITED
Wholesale and Commercial Stationers, Printers and Book Binders.

SEYMOUR 3000 550 SEYMOUR STREET VANCOUVER, B.C.

Established 1904

Dimond Special

STEEL
FOR

Logging Camps
and Saw Mills

We can furnish testimonials from leading

lumber firms who have adopted the use of

our steel exclusively.

Neumeyer & Dimond
82 Beaver Street NEW YORK

Box Printing and Stencil

Inks and Rollers

INKS IN ALL COLORS
AND PERMANENT

ROLLERS
"Hercules" Brand

are Unequalled

THIS PUBLICATION PRINTED
WITH OUR INKS

THE

Columbia Printing Ink

and Roller Company
Manufacturers

1063 Hamilton St. Vancouver, B.C-

THE "ORIGINAL"

HARVEY
LOGGING BOOTS

Hand-made Boots for

I.06GEBS, MINEBS,
CBVISEBS AND

FBOSFECTOBS

FACTORY
58 CORDOVA
STREET WEST

VANCOUVER,
B. C.

Established in Vancouver Since 1897

ATLASTIC
RESISTS FIRE

Atlastic Roofing is so completely im-
pregnated with waterproofing, fire-re-
sisting compounds that it becomes the
most practical covering for buildings
here on the Coast, where winter rains
are excessive and summer bush fires
dangerous.

Under the extremes of cold and heat Atlastic

remains pliable and will not become sticky.

li'e will be glad to submit sam-
ples for fire and zvater tests

Smith, Davidson & Wright
Z.TD.

Manufacturers and Wholesale Paper Dealers

Vancouver Victoria

"The Pink" LoggingTools& Handles
MADE IN CANADA

Headquarters for British Empire for all Lumbering Tools. In every lum-
ber camp in Canada you'll find Pink's Famous Lumbering Tools. They are

the favorites there and have won the esteem of all woodsmen through
their superior merit. They are world-renowned and are extensively used
in Australia, New Zealand and other countries where the lumbering indus-

try thrives.

EXPORTERS TO EUROPE
We export the same good quality of lumbering tools that have made
Pink's Tools a by-word in the matter of good tools in all Canadian lumber
camps. Enquiries cordially solicited.

Thomas Pink Company, Limited
PEMBROKE, ONT., CANADA

B. C. Representatives: Geo. Cradock & Co. Ltd., Vancouver
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Control of Fire Fighting Organizations

in the Logging Camps
By C. S. Cowan, before Pacific Logging Congress.

The title of this paper is the offspring: of the fertile brain of our
energetic secretary, Mr. George Cornwall. It is not a particularly popular
subject to deal with, because the text of my subject is not quite so well

understood as the matters discussed by the advocates of this or that particular
kind of tightline, donkey or slackline system, but am forced to stand here
in the light of an expert (who is always a suspiciously ignorant and loud-
voiced individual, in the eyes of those who disagree with him), and state
very definitely MY views on how YOU should run your organization, that
indefinite mechanism which provides you with the necessities of life and
not a few of its luxuries.

Before I go further, I might state that I personally feel that the defini-
tion of an expert might be one who thinks, or acts, as if he had nothing
further lea learn, and therefore stands still. There is so much to be studied
in regard to the proper handling of fire, that my own mind is as open as I

hope yours is, and if you do not agi-ee with the conclusions I draw, there
can be no better place than this meeting to say so, for it is by discussion
that advance can be made.

If then, I am to deal with how YOU should control YOUR organizations,
if I am to tell you how much money, as an industry you are burning up
every year by causes which are preventable, then I must state at once that
to my knowledge, I do nob know of any single industry which puts its

production machinery in such hazardous places, and then pays so little

attention to it, nor any industry which pays so little attention to the safe-
guarding of its raw material.

It was my privilege last year to read a paper to the Congress on an
allied subject, entitled "Fire Prevention in Logging Camps," and in that
paper, I stressed the necessity for a fire organization. At that time, I drew
a comparison between the skipper of a ship and the superintendent of a
logging camp. I pointed out that the skipper is charged with the full

responsibility of navigation, the efficiency of the crew, the comfort of his
passengers, and more particularly, their safety. In other words, he is wholly
and absolutely responsible for the vessel and all therein.

The logging superintendent is responsible for the efficiency of his

crew, the well being (or good feeding, for that helps the log output), as well
as the safety of the means of production and the raw material.

The ship's captain, however, entrusts the care of the ship in case of
fire, to one particular officer. This official looks after the fire fighting and
fire preventative equipment, details the members of the crew to their fire

stations, and in case of an outbreak of fire, knows how to proceed, because
in the organizing, he has become somewhat of a specialists and knows what
steps to take; because he knows that when a fire has broken out in a certain
place, that it is surrounded by such a class of material as well lead it in a
certain direction, and therefore he gets to that "direction" before the fire

does. In ring parlance he beats it to the punch.

Take any logging concern, does the superintendent look after the book-
keeping, or the purchasing of supplies? Both these are specialists jobs, and
the superintendent is content to leave it to them. He has other and more
irflportant work to attend to. If supplies do not come in when ordered, the
man concerned soon knows about it, and rectifies matters without delay and
as little lost time as possible, and without bothering the superintendent. I

mention lost time because the failure of certain supplies may cause a hold-
up of work, and lost time is one way of eating the profits of logging; an
insidious foe to successful operation. Lost time is too often reckoned into
the profit and loss account in the shape of overhead, but it is a loss on
OUTPUT. The point I am making is that "lost time" is one form of fire

loss that is not reckoned with, but it is there just the same.

Now to get back to the skipper, when we left satisfied with his organiza-
tion, especially as he has handed his fire troubles to another officer.

The maojrity of logging operators take it for granted that when a fire

breaks out, it is a job for the superintendent. What chance has he? His job
is to keep his crew going, prevent the works jamming up and to keep logs
moving. The cry for logs is simply a translation of the cry "profits." He
must produce a profit, and has not time to bother with such things as finding
out definite prevailing winds, moisture content of soil, humus and air,

weather warnings, the organization of the crew, the drawing up of a fire

plan, and the construction possibly of fire breaks. These little details are
left until a fire does break out, because it is taken for granted that every

THE

J. C. McLaren Belting Co.

Pioneer

Manufacturers

of

English Oak
Tanned

Leather
Belting

Dealers In

Vai.1. SXTPFXiIES

Agents for the

Famous

English Ferodo

Friction

Linings
for

Brakes, Clutches

Friction Wheels, etc.

Limited

The

Accepted

Leather

Belt

Of
To-Day

MONTREAL
WINNIPEG

TORONTO
CALGARY

FERODO BONDED ASBESTOS
is Standardized on

70% OF THE BEST ENGLISH CARS

Correct Designs

—

Best Material

—

Skilled Workmanship

—

Completely Equipped Plant

—

Large Production

—

Economical Distribution

—

The Combination That Makes

L0C6INC EQUIPMENT
The BEST in the WOODS

and

The LOWEST in PRICE
Sold Direct

"From the Works to the Woods"

OPSAL STEEL COMPANY
LIMITED

Vancouver, B. C.
Works and Office: Phone:

Dufferin and Quebec Sts. Fairmont 280
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HAND-MADE LOGGERS

This is the age of quaUty. Not "How cheaply can I buy a

boot? but "How can I buy the BEST boot?" should be your
thought when you are thinking of buying your next pair of boots.

The name M. T. on your
logger boots is your guide-mark
for uniform quality.

M. T. Logger Boots have back
of them over twenty years' ex-

perience.

M. T. Boots are made from
the best material procurable.

Men, see that the M. T.
trade mark is on your next
pair of Logger Boots.

Mail this with name
and address and re-

ceive our Catalogue
by return mail.

Expert
Repairing

MacLachlan -Taylor Co
63 Cordova Street West Vancouver, B.C.

For Real Comfort and Lasting Satisfaction

WEAR

"ROSE CITY^:
Raintest Clothing
SHIRTS, PANTS, HATS, JACKETS

28 WATER STREET

It is the most satisfactory

clothing on the market for the

Logging Trade. This has been

demonstrated time and again, so

why experiment with new brands?

Stick to the "Rose City" and you

will be getting the best in service

and value.

Write for Price List

C. H. JONES & SON
Limited

VANCOUVER, B.C.

logger is a good fire fighter and ever ylogging superintendent knows exactly
how to handle a crew and where to put fire lines, and how to set and control
back fires. He has, of course, gained this knowledge through long experience
with other fires and therefore—leave it to the superintendent. His knowledge
is therefore, when analyzed, gained from the fact that in the school of his
experience, the experience of the average logger, he has fought fire.

But the point is, what school of thought has until very lately, sent out
graduates of the School of Forest Fire Prevention and Fire Organization?
Possibly some camps have notices posted giving instructions as to what
different whistles mean and that men just respond instantly to an alarm of
fire, but what are they going to do when they get there?

In any operation, there are certain places of high hazard, around the
boneky, along the railroad and with the fallers and buckers.

Men do not work haphazard nowadays, a certain area is being grated,
and other is being felled and bucked, another yarded and loaded, all being
part of a definite and systematic plan.

Each of these arease has an individual fire problem, on each a fire might
break out and a knowledge of the ground, wind direction and humidity at
such a time may save thousands of dollars in attacking the fire in the manner
which circumstances will force you to do ultimately.

Let me digress once more, enlarging on a minor point perhaps, in order
to emphasize a major one. Every man who owns a house in a city, naturally
wants to feel secure in case of fire. He has the biggest financial interest
in the preservation of the property, the house possibly contains articles of
great sentimental as well as monetary value; it may even contain a wife
or so, but the owner does not rely on his OWN efforts to preserve the building.
He relies on the fact that when the house is being built, the municipal
authorities will see that the electric wiring is installed in a certain way,
that certain features such as chimneys, fireplaces, etc., conform with the fire

regulations and that if the house is of frame construction, insurance com-
panies place a higher premium on it that if it were of stone or brick. In
other words, the city authorities realize there is a risk and take steps to mini-
mize that risk when the house is being built and the insurance companies
recognize it in the form of premiums. Not only this, but the municipal
authorities realize that although you are interested in the preservation of
your property, you have not the specialized knowledge or equipment for
fighting fire if it does break out.

Now this is the whole matter in a nutshell—the risk is there, the owner
wants the property protected, but he himself is not the best man to protect
it. Consequently, we have fire brigades, and in some cities, at least, in

British Columbia, we have fire marshals, who report on dangerous buildings
and give advice or orders as to how to diminish the risk. YOU pay for this,

as taxpayers.
Who have you got to look after your fire prevention and suppression?

Let me tell you of the organization of one big concern, a camp which
has suffered much by fire. This year, the manager decided that the was
going after fire prevention in a way that would, so far as humanly possible,

make the operation fireproof. There were three tank cars put on the job,

two eight thousand and one ten thousand capacity, each with a three way
pump. The locos themselves carried some few thousand gallons of water;
there were ten portable pumps on the layout, each donkey was equipped with
a steam pump and during the height of the fire season, some nineteen patrol-

men were employed. In addition, the company paid a bonus to the men if

no fires broke out on the operation during the fire season. The total expendi-
ture here, I should judge, was around $75,000. The camp had an output of

sixty million a year, or a tax of a dollar and a quarter a thousand. With
all this equipment, with all the details on the ground of an organization,
there was no one in charge of this. It was a matter for the superintendent.
No one man to see that the watchmen on the donkeys were really on th job
watching, no one man to see that the patrolmen were on the job, no one to

draw up a plan of what should be done if a fire did break out; it was a side

issue for the superintendent, to supervise nineten men and possibly $30,000
worth of equipment.

I am, however, very pleased to know that some camps are employing
camp fire wardens—that is a big step in the right direction. What results

have you secured from this employment? Did you have a greater feeling of

security? Did you check up hs work? Did you know what he was doing or

trying to do? Or did you merely shift responsibility? Did he outline for

you what equipment was necessary in case of fire? Did he recommend rules

which would help to make the operation a little more fireproof? Did he put
on intensive patrol on what Dr. Hoffman told you last year were fire days,

when humidity was low? Did he keep in touch with weather reports and
conditions? These are some of the things you require to know in order to

build and kep a fire prevention organization. Did he have crews selected

and named to the foremen and hooktenders, stating which crew would be
the day crew and which crew would form the relief? These are matters
which can be attended to without the drawing up of any elaborate plans

which might merely create a smile on the face of the average logger. But
I would ask you to consider this fact closely: any advance that has been made
in logging, in getting results, has been made through yoking the discoveries

made by science to your work. The modern duplex, simplex, single-speed,

two-speed donkeys are the result of scientific struggles with the logging
problems. If you are to adopt science to secure your results in getting out
logs, surely you vdll not hesitate in adopting scientific methods of preventing
loss by fire.

So I am again pleading for the specialist, for the man whose job it is

to pay his whole attention to thefi re problem, a problem far too big to be
made a side issue.

I recently went over a fire line which cost several thousands of dollars

to construct. Water-holes were dug every half mile and a gasoline pump
stationed at each water hole; every snag within one hundred feet of the

line was felled and all this was done after the fire had done practically all

thefi re it could. It would have been immeasurably cheaper to have fallen

every snag whilet he operation was being conducted; water-holes could have
been dug whilet he operation was in progress if a small crew had been on
fire prevention work alone, and possibly a great deal of equipment and logs

would have been saved and thousands of dollars in wages would have given

a return instead of going up in smoke.
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OUTSIDE CASE INTERNAL CONSTRUCTION

222-228 FRONT STREET

Our ratchets are so constructed that they will produce the most

perfect shingle manufactured. No backlash or play to vary the

thickness. They are standing up to the test, and are proving

invaluable to the manufacturer. Let us solve your ratchet

troubles by putting on a set of perfect ratchets on your machines.

WEBB 8c GIFFORD
Shingle Mill Specialists NEW WESTMINSTER, B.C.

A HEAVY SAW FOR HEAVY WORK

This Float Saw
is made right here in Vancouver to meet the kind of work found in

B. C. Fully tried and tested for float work. It has the weight and
reinforcing necessary for continuous hard sawing.

Strong

Speedy

Efficient

Get full

details.

Battery Box
and cooling'

sus p e n d e d

from top of

float.

Notice the extra heavy
frame and fittings

—

each part thoroughly
tested. Two fly wheels
give steadiness and ex-

tra power. A guaran-
t eed machine all
through.

Ask us about "Li'l Husky" the
light weight machine. We also
have Wee Mac parts.

Dominion Drag Saw Co.
104 Main Street

Vancouver, B. C.

ItWaiPayYou

TO CABBY

Timberland

S4S Dimension
AND

Yard Timbers

The Best in the West

THE

Timberland Lumber Co.

NEW WESTMINSTER, B. C.
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Second Hand Positions

Machinery & Wanted
Equipment Help Wanted
Wanted & Business

For Sale LITTLE ADVERTISEMENTS FOR QUICK ACTION Chances

The

Peter Hay Knife Co,
GALT, ONTARIO Limited

MACHINE KNIVES
of Every

Description for

Paper Cutting,
Bark and Rag
Knives, Shear

Blades
Send for Price

List

We will be pleased to

undertake special enquiries

on behalf of advertisers.

Information or other
assistance gladly given.

Western Lumberman
519 Winch Bnlldlntr

VANCOUVEB - B.C.

For "20 Years the Authority"

"How wonderful is the human voice.

It is indeed the organ of the soul."

—Longfellow.

"It is indeed the organ of the

soul!" Each inflection of your
voice has a meaning for those who
know you. Nothing may substi-

tute for it. Your voice is you!

When you have news for a

friend—when a business matter
needs attention—when you wish
to bring joy to those at home

—

send your voice—yourself—on the

errand.

All this company's telephones
are available day and night.

British Columbia

Telephone Company

PUBLISHERS' NOTICE
Advertisements other than "Employment Wanted" or "Employees

Wanted" will be inserted in this department at the rate of 25 cents per agate
line (14 agate lines make one inch). $2.80 per inch, each insertion, payable
in advance. When four or more consecutive insertions of the same adver-
tisement are ordered a discount of 25 per cent will be allowed.

Advertisements of "Wanted Employment" will be inserted at the rate

of one cent a word, net. Cash must accompany order. If Western Lumber-
man box number is used, enclose ten cents extra for postage in forwarding
replies. Minimum charge 25 cents.

Advertisements of "Wanted Employees" will be inserted at the rate of

two cents a word, net. Cash must accompany the order. Minimum charge
50 cents.

Advertisements must be received not later than the 10th of each month
to insure insertion in the subsequent issued.

We Have in Stock the Following

MACHINERY
For Which We Solicit Enquiries

3 60x16 Boilers, 125 lbs.

1 36x10 Tubular Boiler, 125 lbs.

1 6' Phoenix Band Mill.

3 Letson & Burpee Iron Frame
Shingle Machines.

1 48", 16' Saw Mill Carriage.

1 38", 22' Saw Mill Carriage.

1 Portable Saw Mill Rig.

1 6 h.p. Gasoline Engine and
Hoist.

1 95 h.p. 3 phase 60 cycle 850
R.P.M. Motor.

200' 8" Iron Pipe.

1 3 Saw Edger.

Very Large Stock of Transmission

U'c Build Power Drag Saws, Saws

and Tie Mills of Any Sice. Saw Mill

Refair Work Our Specialty.

WEIR MACHINERY CO.
LIMITED

1396 Richards Street

Vancouver

J. Edward Bird H. I. Bird
V. K. Collins B. M. MacDonald

BIRD, MACDONALD,
^

BIRD AND COLLINS
Jiarri^tecg, ^olicitorK,

Sttornepe at ILatu

Solictor for "Western Lumberman,
Bank of Toronto.

401-408 Metropolitan Bldg.
837 Hastiners St., West,
VANCOUVER, B. C.

Hecate Straits Towing
Co., Ltd.

OPERATING SEA-GOING TUGS

"LORNE," 1,000 I.H.P.

"CAPE SCOTT" 500

I.H.P.
(EQUIPPED WITH WIRELESS)

Heavy and Long Distance
Towing a Specialty

850 Hastings Street West
Seymour 7147

LOG DUMPS
BOOMING GROUNDS

MILLWORK
GIVEN SFECIAIi ATTENTION

Fraser River

Pile Driving Co., Ltd.

150 FRONT ST. PHONB 1015

NEW WESTMINSTER, B. C.

Fairmont 3873 Main and Front

Canadian Machinery and
Salvage Co., Ltd.

Dealers in Engines, Pumps and Boil-
ers, Saw, Planing and Shingle Mill
Machinery, Transmission Machinery
of all kinds. Pipe and Fittings.

Metals and Scrap Iron, Etc.

VANCOUVER, B. C.

PHONE IN YOUR COPY.
SEYMOUR 2013.

LONG PILING

Douglas Fir and Western
Hemlock

Quick Delivery
Any Quantity

Domestic and Export.

Burns & Jackson
Phone: Bayview 1218

Grace Harbor B.C.

CLARK & LYFORD
FOREST ENGINEERS, LTD.

Judson F. Clark P. L. Lyford

J. E. Tucker

930-36 Vanconver Blk. Vancouver, B.C.

Ryan, Mcintosh

Timber Co., Ltd.

TIMBER BROKERS, CRUISERS,
SURVEYORS AND VALUATORS.

CONSULTING ENGINEERS.

701-704 Belmont Honse

VICTORIA, B.C.

W. B. Ryan R. W. Hibberson, F.E.

W. L. Mcintosh McC. P. Blair. C.E.

BELTING FOR SALE
We have a large quantity of Second-
Hand Rubber and Leather Belting in
all sizes and plys up to 24 Inches in
width, which we can sell at interest-
ing prices. Send us your requirements.

N. SMITH
138 York St. Toronto, Ont.

W. H. BIRD
Forestry Eng'ineer

Timber Estimates, Plans, Topography,
Reconnaisance. Preliminary and Loca-
tion Surveys for Logging Roads. All
work guaranteed, personal supervision.

EDMONTON
9555 103id Avenue.

and VANCOUVER
610 Credit Foncier BIdg.

TIMBER CRUISER
logging engineer, topographer and in-

strument man, able to do all drafting
and figuring. Requires permanent posi-

tion. Thoroughly practical and exper-
ienced in all logging methods on coast
and interior. At present employed, but
requires change with good progressive
company, where energy would be appre-
ciated. Apply Box 47, Western Iiuni-

berman.

OFFICE MGB, ASST. GBNI. MGB, SEC-
TBBAS. wishes position. Experienced
in sales office and road. Expert ac-
countant, specializing on costs, with
operation experience. Now employed
Ontario operation, which is closing.
Best references and bond furnished.

—Apply BOX 49, Western Xiumberman.
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iMOaaiSG AND HOISTING
MACHINERY

1 9%xlO Tacoma compound varder.
1 9x10 Washington D.D.D.c' donkey.
3 11x14 Washington D.D.D.C. roader.s.
1 12x14 Tacoma reader.
1 10x12 Smith & Watson air snubber
1 7x12 Washington D.D.D.C. steam hoist
1 7y4XlO Lambert D.D.D.C. steam hoi.st.
1 7x10 Flory D.D.D.C. steam hoist.
1 6x8 Lidgerwood D.D.D.C. steam hoist.
1 6x6 D.C.S.D. rever!?ib!e steam hoist.
1 4%x6 S.D. steam hoist.
Lot of 12 lb. relaying rail,

dition.
Lot of 16 lb.

dition.
Lot of 20 lb.

dition.

A-1 con-

relaying rail, A-1 coii-

rolaying rail, A-1 con-

SAWMII.I. MACHINERY
1 Hill Curtis No. 6 sawmill, new.
1 No. 2 sawmill.
1 No. 3 sawmill.
Our "Star" No. 3 portable sawmill built

to order.
1 No. 65 Diamond fuel hog.
No. 45 Diamond fuel hog.

1 No. 20 Mitts & Merril fuel hog.
1 No. 6 Mitts & Merril fuel hog.
1 12x14x6 Hill-Curtis oscillating steam

nigger.
1 60in. Connel! & Dengler band resaw.
1 54in. McDonough band re-saw.
2 36in. Friction drag saws.
1 8x60 6-sa\\ Waterous edger.
1 8x66 Vulcan steam lift edger.
1 6x42 McDonough 4-saw edger.
2 4x42 Hill-Curtis edgers.
1 4x30 American 2-saw edger.
2 6x36 "Star" 3-saw edgers.
1 4x32 Tower 3-saw edger.
1 78in. swing saw.
2 72in. swing saw.
1 Portland 3-saw power trimmer.
1 Sumner jump saw rig.
1 Sumner power set works.
25 Built up roller bearing lumlier trucks
Large stock filing room equipment.

SHINGIiE MII.I. MACHINERY
14 "Standard" Sumner upright shingle

machines.
1 "Gold Medal" Sumner upright shingle

machines.
200 6ft. 6in, roller bearing, dry kiln

trucks.

XiATH MACHINERY
2 6-saw lath machines.
1 American 4-saw lath machines.
1 Mereen Johnson lath bolter.
1 American gang lath machine.
1 New Portland Iron Works 6-saw lath

machine.

WOODWORKING MACHINERY
1 Sidney Universal woodworker. No. 30.

3 36in. band saws.
2 Column boring machines.
1 24in. Fay & Egan round head jointer.
1 Hall & Brown chisel mortiser.
1 6x30 Berlin 4-side planer.
1 14x30 Fay & Egan 4 side planer.
1 8x24 Hoyt 4-side planer.
1 6x30 Buss single surfacer.
1 6x15 American 4-side planer.
1 6x9 Stetson & Ross 4-side planer.
1 6x24 Fay & Egan 4-side planer.
1 6.x24 Hall & Brown single surfacer.
1 Combination disc and spindle winder.
1 lOin. Wysong & Miles belt sander.
1 8x30 Giddings & Lewis gang saw.
1 Hall & Brown force feed rip saw.
1 Greenlee self feed rip saw table.
1 Worth Roll top saw table.
1 12in. ;U1 & Brown sticker.
1 8in. Hall & Brown sticker.
1 6in. McGregor-Gourlay .sash sticker.
1 New Britan single end tenoner.
1 Dauber & Kratsch dowel machine.
1 Hall & Brown power feed rod ma-

chine.
1 Power picket pointing machine.
2 Excelsior machines.
1 36x36 2-section glue press.

STEAM ENGINES
5x5 to 20x40 liorizontal engines, stan-

dard makes.
3%x3V2 to 12x12 upright engines, stan-

dard makes.

BOXBOARD MACHINERY
1 Bentle Margedant all metal railway

box factory cut-off.
1 Cyclops box board printer.
1 Fay & Egan box board glueing ma-

chine.
1 Fisher box board jointer.
1 Doig 12-spindIe box nailing machine.

We Have One of the Iiar^est Stocks
of Industrial Machinery in the North-

west;

Advise Us of Your Requirements.

Star Machinery Co.

SEATTLE, WASH.

"GOOD OLD DAYS"

He who would go back to the

old-fashioned methods of tiaiis-

portatioii wouhl also find satisfai'-

tion in copper-toed leather hoots

instead of shoes ; would prefer

cart patius to smooth highways

;

would do without modern plumb-

ing, and in all probability would

take pride in raising a. full set

of "beavers" to save buying ;i

necktie. We know that kind of

man—lie who deplores the increas-

ing use of motoi- trucks and pass-

enger autonmbiles.

Say you saw it in the Western
Lumberman.

I am by no means trying to be wise after the event, but I am trying
to bring before you, as forcibly as I can, that there can be no good and
valid reason for your repeating the mistake of your fellow operator. Rather
should you profit by them.

If your advance in logging has ben due to science, or the harnessing of
scientific forces so that you, as operators, benefit in the use of more power-
ful and efficient machines, why not harness science to the prevention of
fires. We have been told, even if we did not already know and realize, that
we have fire day smore often than fire seasons. We know that we can ascer-
tain when these fire days are upon us, by the use of a very efficient and
low-price instrument called a psychrometer, and forewarned being fore-
armed, an intensive patrol can be instituted or even perhaps logging shut
down for the fire day or days. This is but common sense, taking advantage
of known facts. On account of log haul or other reasons, certain companies
are, I believe, now hauling their log trains at night. This is, perhaps unwit-
tingly, a step forward, for owing to atmospheric conditions, fires but rarely
are set at night, at least by chance sparks. Hauling by night will also give
you the opportunity of seeing how efficient your spark arrester is, for I

believe that it is impossible to tell if an arrester is arresting sparks until you
se it at work under load at night. The same thing applies to donkfleys; no
spark arrester should be put to work in the woods until it has been tested
under load at night. You may learn under these conditions that the escape
of fire can be traced to a machine you thought fire-proof, or, contrariwise,

you will feel assured that you have an arrester that is doing: its work.
Is not this a job for your camp warden? The advance in wireless tele-

phony has been such that instruments are cheap, and fairly reliable; weather
conditions areb roadcasted during the summer; are you taking advantage
of the knowledge so disseminated? You must have more than a mere
watchman at your camp; there is too much to be done and too much organiza-
tion work to be inaugurated for any other man but one of a high mental
calibre.

LOGGING TRUCK
Operating at McNair & Graham's Camp,

Rosedale, B.C.

All over the Pacific Northwest Federal Motor Trucks are

in the forefront in the Logging and Lumbering industry. The
Giant Logging Federal is built like a battleship.

Send for Information and Terms.

Federal Motor Co., Limited
1295 Seymour Street Vancouver, B.C.

Shop and Tarda
207 Korton St.

Office ft Salesroom
1736 iBt Ave. S.
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KEMXrEDY
GEARS
PULLEYS
BEARINGS
BRIDGE TREES

Large, small, any
shape or size, from

your standard pat-

terns, ours, or from

new patterns w e

may make for you.

Cut. bevel and spur gears up to 100 inches in diameter

in iron or steel, ^^'e specialize on mortise wheels having

cut wood and iron teeth for use in water power driven

mills.

Ihe Wm •KENNEDY & Sons Limited
OWEhf SOUND • • OMTARIO

COBAXiT
M. B. SAUNDERS,

8 Silver St.,

Phone 153.

H. C. KENNEDY
232 St. James St.,
Phone Main 394

HAI.IFAX
C. A. FOWLER
Tramway Bldg..

Phone SackviUe 1700

NEW No. 4 GRINDER
A Machine Especially Adapted for Sash and Door and

Furniture Factory Requirements

1

A SMALL MACHINE WITH A BIG CAPACITY

The SHIMER CUTTER HEAD CO,
OF CANADA, LIMITED

GALT ONTARIO

I do not want to weary you, but I would like to state that my idea of a
firep revention man is not one who would draw up useless charts whose
principal value is the establishing on paper of facts already established on
the ground, or whose principal work is the putting on paper of facts that
have no constructive value, but a man who has time to study fires and what
they will do, to study the ground and think out the proportion of risks that
are carried thereon and to think of and to put into effect such measures as
will minimize, if not altogether eliminate acicdental fires.

The causes of fires are not so numerous that it requires a very deep
study to find outw hat they are; wek now that already, and only too well.
There are a number of camps that advocate, or at least put into practice,
the payment of a bonus to their men if they go through the season, or a
part of it, without any fire breaking out on their territory. This is simply
an acknowledgement of the fact that you already know the most prolific

source of fire, and you take this method of abating it. Did you ever look
at the matter in this light. You, the operator, provide tools, pumps, tele-

phones, spark arresters and patrolmen on your operation. This is your side
of safeguarding the area and the rest now is up to the crew. Your crew is

only valuable when employed at their indiviuual callings—bucking, hooking,
loading, etc. When a fire breaks out, they are not worth in labor the same
amount per day as before, for in fire fighting, the high-lead man is no more
valuable than a grader when it comes to swinging a mattock or performing
with a shovel. The B. C. Forest Service recognized this fact and we decided
to adopt the system of award also, for preventing fires, only it was done in

this way—we said in effect that so long as there are no fires, we are pleased
to see you earn, or receive, your miserable fifteen dollars a day, but as soon
as a fire breaks out and we need your services, your pay is 25 cents per
hour and board. Of course, we pay foremen and strawbosses much more,
going up as high as forty cents and board. In other words, we say that our
service and the operator have taekn their share of the load in organizing
fire prevention and suppression forces, the operators in providing equipment,
etc., as I have already outlined and the rest is up to you as a crew. . If you,
the crew, want to take the same amount of care to prevent fire as you did
to e arn your bonus, you will continue to draw the princely salary that is

offered to you as a professor of the falling saw, the choker or the climbing
irons. If you are not careful, and fire breaks out, you cannot earn for us
any profits as a fire fighter, even paying you two bits an hour is dead loss

to us as a firm, and anyway, we did not start the fire.

How can you get away with this line of reasoning? By putting the
rule into effect through the whole Pacific Northwest.

I feel now that I have, with this last shot, given you enough matter, I

might say, contentious matter, to arouse a feeling of joy within the heart
of our worthy secretary, who is doubtless saying to himself, here's food for
discussion.

There are but a few points now to be briefly touched on, and these will
outline my ideas of any plan of fire fighting organization in logging camps.
Th^y may be summarized briefly thus:

1. Fall all snags as the operation proceeds.

2. Inspect spark arresters at night and under load.

3. Have a number of pumps, preferably portable pumps to each side,

and know where you can get water for them.

4. Keep a number of buckets, filled with water at each donkey, but
preferably five gallon tank pumps.

5. Keep a watchman at each machine during the noon hour and for
two or more hours after it closes down for the day.

6. Equip each camp with sufficient fire fighting tools for each man.

7. Wet down during the noon hour.

8. Move machines only in the evening, if possible.

9. Have a patrolman follow each train in a speeder during the daylight
hours.

10. Equip with telephones to each side, or at least along the main
track.

11. Forbid smoking in the woods and see that your instructions are
carried out.

12. Put every available man on the moment a fire occurs and keep
them on until the fire is out.

13. Burn your slash in the spring and fall.

14. Have one man in control whose business it is to prevent fire and
organize to fight it.

Surely this is enough for one man to do, it is a full size man's job. He
can keep track of such things as the humidity content of both air and soil,

and should be the final judge of when a fire is completely out.

If this is done, and well done, the earth will not be left as a sepulchre
of where trees once stood but a living remembrance that a very vital problem,
a very big problem has been met in a very big way. Prosperity will then be
free, with the freedom that is the sure possession of those who have had the

courage to defend it.

Kraft Paper Manufacture in Japan.

Two Japanese companies have erected mills for the manufacture

of kraft paper, which hitherto Japan has obtained entirely from Can-

ada and other countries. The capacity of the new mills is reported as

from 6,000 to 10,000 tons each per annum.

Campbell River Busy.

CAMPBELL RIVER.—The Wilfert Lumber Company is operating

again. Previous to the opening of this mill all lumber to Campbell

River and adjacent points was shipped in from Vancouver at high

rates, an anomalous state of affairs; the mill cut 330,000 feet in the

month of October.



(Continued from page 8.)

The upper wheel slioukl be inclosed for similar reasons, and also

to protect the operator in ease he should slip or make a misstep and
fall against the machine.

The up-travel of the blade should be covered in to prevent j)ersons

from coming in contact with it, and also to prevent the l)lade from

being pushed off the wheels if anything should strike it.

The inclosures may ])e of heavy sheet metal, expanded metal, close

wire mesh, or wood. Metal is preferable because wooden guards

increase the fire hazard which, in woodworking establishments, is

always present and usually serious. The inclosures should have hinged

doors or removable sections, to facilitate cleaning and adjusting. The

inclosure should not be fitted too closely about the peripliei-y of the

wheels, because if the space here is insufficient a broken blade would

be likely to become jammed and cause unnecessary damage to the

blade and to the machine.

The exposed portion of the blade between the top of the saw

guide and the bottom of the inclosure for the upper wheel s}u)u]d be

Fig. 3. A Well-guarded Band Re-saw.

This is it rear view of miu'liini-. Si" also Fig. -t.

guarded to prevent the operator's head from coming in contact with

it. This guard may be attached to the saw guide and arranged to

move with it.

Band re-saws and other special tyi)es of band-saws should also

be guarded as described above, as nearly as this may l)e practicable.

The feeding-rolls of self-fed band-saws should be guarded to prevent

the operator's hands from being drawn into them, and the mechanism

for driving the rolls should be completely inclosed. Exposed belts,

pulleys and other moving parts should be completely and effectively

guarded on all saws; exhaust ducts should be provided to remove the

sa\ydust ; and the floors near the machines, and particularly where the

operators stand, should have non-slip covering, or other appropriate

means should be employed to prevent slipping.

Fig. 4. A Well-guarded Band Re-saw.
Tliis is aiintluT \ ievv of llu' nuu-hiiu' sliow n in I'Mi;. :i, Willi the door of the

inclosure open.

Fig. 5. A Wooden Inclosure for a Band-saw.
Th<' guard for tlu' lower wheel has been ri-movd. Tlu> small, open door Just

helow the .saw talile forni.s one side of the exhaust doct. and the saw blade passes
throuKli a slot in the duet.

47
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Government of B. C. Loans to Woodworking
Industry Discussed at Victoria

On the whole, loans made by the provincial government to the

woodworking and lumber industries under the Department of Industries,

have not turned out badly.

Major D. B. Martyn submitted a report recently at Victoria of the

operations of the department over which he presides.

His reports showed that The Acme Box Company had, a few days

before, been sold by Major Martyn to Mr. Fritz Smith and Mr. E. P.

McLeod for the sum of $5,033.27. The government had received $533

in cash and the remainder was secured by chattel mortgage.

In the case of the Alberni Shingle Mills the commissioner said that

nothing had been repaid. The mill had been closed down since July. It

had been sold to the Rex Shingle Company for the $14,000 involved.

The Aetna Saw Works, of Vancouver, were described by the com-

missioner as an excellent industry and in magnificent shape.

The Canada Western Woodworkers was making money, said the

commissioner. This was largely run by returned soldiers.

The Cut-to-Fit Buildings had, according to Major Martyn, gone

back into the hands of the board. It was carrying charges of about $8,-

205 to date. Over $100,000 had been spent in the industry. There was
an interest of about $40,000 in land.

The Diamond Lumber & Shingle Company, of Revelstoke. was not

operating this year. A box factory had been operated in connection with

it. The company, said the commissioner, was keeping up the insurance.

P. E. George, of Victoria, in the making of victrolas, was doing well,

according to the Major.

The Great West Manufacturing Company, of Vancouver, engaged

in making sectional houses, was not operating, said Major Martyn.

The Green River Lumber Company, on the P. G. E. at Rethel, was
operating with forty men. The company, said the Major, had paid

nothing on principal or interest. The mill would cut about 30,000 feet a

day with some small improvements. The mill was making money.

Lyford to Discuss Forest Wealth of B. C.

Vancouver business men will have the pleasure of hearing Percy

Lyford, of the firm of Clark & Lyford, forest engineers, ' deliver an

address upon "The Timber Resources of British Columbia as a Facto.'

in the Permanent Prosperity of the Province."

Mr. Lyford has been invited to address the Kiwanis Club, arrange-

ments for the occasion being in the hands of the Business Standards and
Alethods Committee.

BRITISH MONEY
While well-intentioned people speak eloquently of the glories of

inter-Empire trade, cable reports indicate that the Britisher is not content

to buy his lumber wholly within the Empire.

In the past there has been little money for the development of British

Columbia's forest resources available in England. Today the prosperity

and activity in the British Columbia lumber industry is due to the enter-

prise and confidence of American investors. While British Columbia
could use at this time, some idle British capital, this province does not

have as much chance of securing financial support from the Old Land as

Soviet Russia. The following from the Manchester "Guardian" tells of

the investment by Britishers, in timber concessions in Russia, of several

millions of dollars.

"Apart from the C. W. S., the three firms of May & Hassell, Ltd.

(West Hartlepool), Marshall, Knott & Barker, Ltd. (Grimsby), and
Jewsons & Sons, Ltd. (Norwich), have made an extensive timber pur-

chase from Russia, reported to be one of the largest deals ever made by
British importers.

"The three firms have bought all the sawn wood stocks at present

lying at Petrograd, the timber having to be removed before the end of

next month. It is stated that 22,000 standards are involved in the trans-

action. The shipments will be distributed between West Hartlepool.

Grimsby, Hull, Blyth, Great Yarmouth and Garstang. The purchase

consists of deals, battens and boards of red and white softwoods.

"The Central News says the timber is valued at between £300,000
and £400,000, and that already 15 steamers have been chartered to convey
it to this country."

A review of the lumber conditions in Russia in a recent issue of the

Commercial Intelligence Journal published by the government at Ottawa,
points out that the forests of Russia are the most extensive in the world.

Those in European Russia cover an area of about 445 million acres, those

in the Caucasus 20 million acres, and those in Asiatic Russia 893 million

acres. The area of unexploited forest land is estimate dat 256 million

acres. The wood-working and saw-milling industries have been organized

into a series of trusts, some of which have the monopoly of exploitation

of huge area of forests. The most important of these trusts from the

point of view of export are the "Severoles," with 65 million acres of

limits and 180 saw-mills in the White Sea area; the "Petroles," exploiting

over 10 million acres adjacent to Petrograd; the "Dvinales," with over a

million acres along the Western Dvina ; the "Zapadoles," operating the

state forests of West Russia and exporting down the Niemen ; the

"Dnieperles," exploiting the forests along the Dnieper in the Ukraine;
the "Verkhne Volgoles," exploiting the forests of the Upper Volga and
exporting through Petrograd ; and the Plywood Trust, operating all the

veneer factories in Northern Russia. The exports of these trusts

amounted to 545 thousand tons of timber for 1922, and other exports

brought the total for Russia for that year to 617 thousand tons of timber

valued at $7,575,500. Nearly half the exports were to Great Britain.

Showing Amount of Timber Scaled in British
Douglas Red

Fir Cedar Spruce Hemlock
Cranbrook 6,288,332 2,280 2,743,045
Fort George 71,186 101,875 2,510,220
Cariboo 22,000
Kamloops 2,394,781 738,308 312,331
Nelson 695,064 1,227,564 168,053 499,864
Vernon 1,472,164 258,015
Total Interior 10,943,527 2,328,042 5,733,649 499,864
Prince Rupert 1,175,227 3,258,366 18,025,477 6,064,189
Vancouver 84,315,957 40,322,122 3,332,855 21,462,887
Total Coast 85,491,184 43,580,488 21,358,332 27,527,076
Total for B. C - 96,434,711 45,908,530 27,091,981 28,026,940
Total, all species, 218,229,087 feet b.m.

Columbia During October, 1923, in Feet B.M.
Cotton- Other
wood Species

10^058 Z"....

10,058
140,836 2,302
456,428 22,077
597,264 24,379
607,322 24,379

Balsam
148,696
209,993

358,689
2,060,574
4,055,142
6,115,716

Yellow
Pine
687,140

1,289,848
4,221,001
6,197,989

White
Pine
95,670

451,368
926,241

1,473^279

Jack
Pine

1,382,552
87,000
72,500

1,542,052
91,609

676,601
768,201

Larch
2,947,886

619,778
111,625

3,679,289

6,474,405 6,197,989 1,473,279 2,310,262 3,679,289

Pacific Northwest Inspection Bureau, Limited
SPECIFY

CERTIFICATES

HEAD OFFICE; 922 923 BIRKS BLDG.

A Canadian Company operating throughout

British Columbia, Washington and Oregon.

CERTIFICATES OF GRADE AND TALLY

LOGS—LUMBER—CANTS—PILING—POLES

PHONE
SEYMOUR

1063

VANCOUVER, B. C.
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Associated Timber Exporters

of British Columbia^ Ltd.

Loading Ports:

Vancouver, B.C.

Victoria, B.C.

Genoa Bay, B.C.

Chemainus, B.C.

Nanoose Bay, B.C.

Fraser Mills, B.C.

SALES MEDIUM
for

EXPORT OUTPUT
of

LUMBER MILLS
of

BRITISH COLUMBIA

Principal Products

Douglas Fir
AND

Pacific Hemlock

Main Office

909 METROPOLITAN BUILDING

VANCOUVER, B.C. CANADA

Fir - - Western Hemlock

Flooring

Ceiling

Siding

Finish

Timbers up
to 90 feet

Besides operat-

ing a 100,000 feet

capacity we pos-

sess a modernly
equipped planing

mill and door fac-

tory, latter with

capacity of 200

doors per day.

Shiplap

Siding

Dimension

Boards

Robertson & Hackett Sawmills Ltd.
Est. 1888 Office and Mills, False Creek, Vancouver, B. C.

Poles

Piling

Logs

Fir

Cedar

Hemlock

Cedar Telegraph Poles, Cedar Foundation

Piling, any Length

CapilanoTimber Co. Limited
Head Office at Booming Ground, Pemberton Avenue

and P.G.E. Tracks, North Vancouver, B.C.

Phone No. Van. 306 and 307

WHITE CEDAR FENCE POSTS
Spruce, Tamarack

Cedar Piling

We can furnish anything that you require in green cut,

live peeled, White Cedar Posts. We ship from the Rainy

River District of Ontario and Minnesota with yards at

the following points:

RAINY RIVER) fBEAUDETTE
SLEEMANS [ Ontario Minn. \ ROOSEVELT
PINEWOOD J [WILLIAMS

Cedar Posts,

Poles, Ties

Let us quote you delivered price§—F.O,B. cars any railway station in Canada

T. M. PARTRIDGE LUMBER CO., LTD.
Sales Office: MINNEAPOLIS, MINN. Main Office: RAINY RIVER, ONT.
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Ross & Howard Iron Works Co., Ltd.
Iron & Brass

Founders

Blacksmiths

Boilermakers

Bolts and Nuts, Sleigh Shoeing, Smokestacks, Bridge Rods, Logging and Lumber Trucks, Shafting,

Transmission, Etc., Marine, Logging and Sawmill Machinery, Structural Steel.

Foot Woodland Drive VANCOUVER, B.C. Telephone: Highland 106

LUMBER ASSEMBLING DOCK
Advocacy of a public assembling wharf, either in Burrard Inlet or

on the Eraser River, to serve the smaller mills, brought down on the

head of the W'estern Lumberman much criticism.

Following the publishing of the article dealing with the matter of

a lumber assembly wharf, Mr. H. R. MacMillan addressed a stinging

letter to the Editor condemning the idea as being extravagant and uncalled

for. The letter received wide attention because of the high standnig of

Mr. MacMillan in the lumber industry, and there were many who heartily

endorsed his views. On the other hand, owners of smaller mills continued

to urge the need of a lumber assembling wharf.

That the Western Lumberman was on solid ground in advocating

a lumber assembly wharf is indicated in an article published in the organ

of the timber industry council.

It is there pointed out officially that there is need for a lumber
assembling wharf. The article which appears in the December issue

follows

:

Need for Lumber Assembling Wharf
"New Westminster, November 21, 1923.

"Indicating the real need of a lumber assembling wharf,
and its usefulness if established, the H. R. MacMillan Export
Company, Limited, of Vancouver, are at present making tem-
porary use of the Northern Pacific Railway wharf on the river-

front here, to assemble lumber shipments from up-river mills.

This lumber is being stacked in convenient form for rehandling

on to cargo vessels which it is intended to bring into this port

to load for export.

"No action has yet been taken by the Canadian National

Railways toward turning over the waterfrontage and wharf
owned in this port and not at present in use. This sit,e large

enough for a very large assembling plant, is also conveniently

located for loading deep-sea vessels. Some months ago the

Board of Trade of New Westminster made representations to

the Canadian National authorities looking to some arrangement
whereby the New Westminster Harbor Commissioners might
assume charge of this property and develop it both as a lumber
assembling wharf and for handling cargo both in and out. The
railway people have not yet given any direct statement as to

what their decision will be. There yet remains some filling in

to do on the area, which covers about eighty acres, and the

dredge is to be available for this work in the early future.

Meantime there is nothing to hinder its use for receiving lumber

by scow from any point on the river. One vessel took on lumber
there earlier in the year. If taken over permanently the harbor
commissioners could, by a very short railway siding, connect

up with all the railways centering at this port."

In the September issue of the Western Lumberman Mr. Mac-
Millan's letter protesting against the building of a lumber assembling
wharf was given due publicity. In a conversation with the publisher of

the Western Lumberman, Mr. MacMillan pointed ou that the idea of put-

ting public money into an assembling wharf was ridiculous. The personal

interview was followed by a letter, copy of which is herewith published:

"The Western Lumberman,
"Vancouver, B.C.

"Dear Sirs :—I have been interested in reading the articles in your
August 3rd issue regarding a lumber as.sembling wharf.

"It does not .say definitely what the advantage of this wharf is, but I

presume that the idea is that goods brought in by rail or scow for export
can be discharged on a lumber assembling wharf at a lower cost than

would accrue to the shipper if they are unloaded direct from the car or

scow into the outward carrying ship.

"If this is the only possible advantage of a lumber assembling wharf,
and it is the only advantage that I can imagine, then I have no hesitation

in saying that a lumber assembling wharf is unnecessary.

"We buy export lumber from every mill that can afford to ship to

Vancouver, both from all over Vancouver Island and the Eraser Valley
and up the Coast, and we find that there is no difficulty whatever in get-

ting our shipments to our boats without accumulating either appreciable

car or scow demurrage or incurring any handling charge whatever.
"Certainly no lumber assembling wharf can be so cheap as to avoid

all handling charges, therefore, on this basis I believe a lumber assembling
wharf unnecessary, and further, that any public money expended on any
lumber assembling wharf will sooner or later result in an increase in

taxation or an increase in harbor dues. The only costs that a mill up
the Eraser Valley or up the Coast or on Vancouver Island must meet in

shipping its lumber for export via Vancouver are the following : Railroad
freight rates, Vancouver Harbor dues, Vancouvef wharfage, and it

appears that a lumber assembling wharf will not reduce any of these

charges.

"The mill up the Coast which does not pay railroad freight rates pays
somewhat the equivalent in tow bills and scow hire or maintenance, and
a lumber assembling wharf would evidently not reduce these charges.

"Yours very trulv,

"H. R. MACMILLAN EXPORT CO., LTD.,
"H. R. MACMILLAN. President."

WE HAVE AND WANT YOU TO KNOW WE HAVE

FAMOUS COWICHAN TIMBER
FROM THE FOREST HEART OF VANCOUVER ISLAND

FIR AND HEMLOCK LOGS—QUALITY IN EVERY FOOT

a

Phone Sey. 1545

JAMES LOGGING COMPANY, UMITED
R. a. JAMES, MAN-AGIirO SIBECTOB

508 Bank of Nova Scotia Bldg., Vancouver, B.C.
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The Rat Portage Lumber Co., Limited, Vancouver
ManiifMctmrei's of

WE SPECIALIZE IN 1/4

SCANT SIZED DIMEN-
FLOORING, CEILING, SIDING, INTERIOR AND EXTERIOR

FINISH OF ALL KINDS INCLUDING MOULDINGS
SION, ALSO DIMEN-

SION AND BOARDS IN Rough Kiln Dried and Green Clear Fir in All Sizes

THE ROUGH. Boards, Shiplap and Dimension

ROUGH TIMBERS UP TO 90 FEET LONG

Stocks : Bonds : Grain
Our private wire connections enable us to offer our clients

the fastest private direct wire service in the Pacific North-
west. The recent strength in New York stocks suggests the
wisdom of carefully considering the purchase of such in-

vestment stocks as C.P.R., Union Pacific, American Tele-
graph & Telephone, Pullman and AtchisOn. We will gladly
give full details upon request.

British American Bond Corporation, Ltd.

Seymour 7620-1-2-8125

Bank of Montreal Bid?. 640 Pender Street W.
VANCOUVER, B. C.

FOURTEEN "14" VESSELS
OF THE

UNION STEAMSHIP COMPANY of B.C. LIMITED

Sail regularly from the Company's wharf, Vancou-
ver, B.C., calling at Sechelt, Powell River, Campbell
River, Alert Bay, Ocean Falls, Surf Inlet, Bella
Coola, Prince Rupert, Anyox and all Northern B.C.
logging camps and canneries.

For Information as to Sailings, Fares and Freight Rates
APPLY TO

Head Offices on Wharf,
toot Larrall Street, VAJNCOUVEK, B.C.

TELEPHONE SEYMOUR 306

GULF OF GEORGIA TOWING CO., LTD.

1199 SIXTH AVENUE W., VANCOUVER, B.C.

Specializing in Towing, Lighterage, Camp Moving, etc.

Rates Furnished on Application.

WE OWN AND OPERATE
4 TUGS AND 30 SCOWS

for reliable equip- _ on side of Tug
ment look for or Scow

Phone Bayview 806 Night Phone: High. 1923

E.t,bH.i..d 1841 tij^ Mercantile Agency "°

R. G. DUN & CO.
Head Office : 290 Broadway - - New York

"For the Promotion and Protection of Trade"

CANADIAN BRANCHES
Offices in Western Provinces:

BRITISH COLUMBIA ALBERTA
Vancouver Victoria Calgary Edmonton Lethbridge

SASKATCHEWAN
Moose Jaw Regina Saskatoon

EASTERN OFFICES
Winnipeg, Man. Fort William, Ont. Halifax London Ottawa

St. John Hamilton Montreal Quebec Toronto

Collection Dept., Vancouver Office: 402 Pender Street W.
J. B. GIFFEN, Dist. Mgr.

SEY. 280 - Established 1860 SEY 279

R. V. Winch & Company, Limited.

Shipping, Insurance, Financial <^ Estate Agents

SALMON BROKERS

VANCOUVER Winch Building VICTORIA
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THURSTON-FLAVELLE LIMITED
Office and Mills Port Moody, B.C.

Our Specialty

RED CEDAR
CLEAR "A" EXTRA XXX

BEVELSIDING SHINGLES
1

FOR PART CAR SHIPMENTS STOCKS OF SIDING CARRIED AT:—

Winnipeg, c/o The Empire Sash & Door Company, Ltd.

Saskatoon, c/o Security Lumber Company, Limited.

Edmonton, c/o The Atlas Lumber Company, Limited.

Calgary, c/o Revelstoke Sawmill Company, Limited.

Swift Current, c/o Revelstoke Sawmill Company, Limited.

Regina, c/o Security Lumber Company, Limited.

Moose Jaw, c/o Security Lumber Company, Limited.

Dauphin, Man., c/o J. J. Crowe Co., Limited.

Brandon, Man., c/o A. R. McDiarmid Lumber Co.

Prairie Representative, J. O. THORPE, King: George Hotel, Saskatoon, Sask.

^^^^^^^

.-^ '-4

MR. MARKLE SAYS:—
The only shut-down we had in three years was caused
by a temporary suspension of our work, due to state
legislation—otherwise our Model 21 has been going
strong for three years, without a shut-down, in some
of the toughest and hardest road work in the state.
For the past six months we have been crowding our
work exceptionally hard, worklngf double shift, 20 hours

a day.

No matter where a Marion 21 goes, the same reports come back—Marions
everywhere are proving for their owners that they are without competition.

The low up-keep charges, the continuous operation, and the very satisfactory
capacity are salient features why such Companies as the following pin their
faith to Marions:

CapllaTio Timber Company, i;imlted Government of British Columbia
Bloedel, Stewart tt Welch Corporation Victoria Iiumber Manufacturing' Co. litd.

Abernethy & Iiougheed, Iiimited Canadian Pacific Railway
Canadian National Railways

These are just a few of the many lumber and logging companies who have
learned that dependable Marion equipment means more profits. Are you not
convinced that the Marion is the real leader and is worthy of your investigation?
Its many superior points of construction are plainly evident. Write any of the
above owners—or better still see their machines in operation—then send for
the new catalogue of bulletins.

1155 Sixth Avenue, West
Vancouver, B.C.Vancouver Machinery Depot, Limited

Representing the Marion Steam Shovel Co. - Marion Ohio
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(Continued from page 37.)

ialists in these lines can see little

hope for a car-building program
during the common year and the

general sales of steel in the Pitts-

burg and Chicago territorj^ for

the same purpose back up this

opinion.

A careful look into the Cali-

fornia situation shows that there

has been over-confidence in the

demand for transits. It has
reached the West coast buyers on
what is regarded as best author-

ity that Los Angeles can absorb

150,000,000 feet per month, but
not 200,000,000 feet, such as now
threatens. A number of the mills

are reducing their San Pedro tran-

it list in view of the present dan-
ger of overloading. It must be in-

timated by buyers in that teri'i-

tory that buying here uuist be
done so- that sui'faced and sized

common will sel 1 at $24to $25.

Plenty of coastAvise space is now
offering so that steamship lines

evidently do not feel any too con-

fident of a volume movement up
to the end of the j^ear. New York
and Philadelphia are buying a lit-

tle 4x4 and 4x6, added to 2-incli

dimension but make the provision
that none of it shall reach desti-

nation until after Jan. 1.

Sales for middle western rail ac-

count for the past week at an av-

erage of 12 to 13 carloads for the
week for each association mill i-e-

porting and an unfilled order file

of only 8, 872 cars makes it look

scanty for the wholesaler, as it is

conceded that the bulk of the rail

business for several months has

been going to the mills direct.

British Columbia mills are of-

fering bugalow siding at a dollar

under the Puget Sound market,
and local mills have been forced
to meet the figure.

There is no chance in log prices

of $15, $21, and $28 for fir, ,$14

and $18 for hemlock and $20 base
for cedar. There is a surplus of

cedar in the water but no of stan-

dard fir.

Individual names cannot yet be
used in connection with the pro-

ject, but loggers generally are

said to be behind the movement
to ask Congress to pass a laAv fix-

ing a "tax" of about $1. on lum-
ber aiui to either increase the log

tariff or divert its revenue to a

fund for buying logged-off lands,

young trees and to pay for the
work of planting and for fire pro-

tection while the trees are matur-
ing. It is asserted that 200,000,000
feet of logs, despite the present
duty, will be bought from British

Columbia in 1923, or a revenue of

$200,000, which would mean a

very nice nucleus for such a fund.
"Granger" members of Congress,
it is believed, who oppose a lum-
ber tariff would allign themselves
with a "tax" at least in those
states that have been denuded of
timber and still feel that they
would like to produce a perennial
crop.

Plan to Unite Island Mills
The Victoria "Colonist" says

:

"That the early establishment of a big lumber assembly plant at the

Ogden Point piers, with railroad slips for car ferries, will be a natural

aftermath of the success of the present attempts to incorporate the smaller

Vancouver Island mills into a closely-knit association for the co-operative

marketing of their lumber, is the confident assertion of members of the

industrial group of the Chamber of Commerce, who are at present work-
ing on the project.

"It was stated at the Chamber of Commerce recently that large orders

for Island lumber are on the horizon, and that, if it were possible to

estimate the contributions that could be made by the various small mills,

it would be possible to till them. Individual mills are unable alone to

supply a full ship's cargo of lumber. It is believed that if they were to

unite in their efforts to market their product, the volume of their business

would be tremendously increased by the ability to fill large consignments
in concert.

"The plan under consideration is to establish a central marketing
office, after the style of the selling agencies of the fruitgrowers' co-

operative associations. This would enable the owners to avoid the pay-

ment of brokerage on their lumber, at present no inconsiderable item of

expense.

"It is thought that the ability of Vancouver Island mill owners to

attract large orders will have the effect of hastening the plans to establish

an assembly plant at the Ogden Point piers. The increased business that

would be rendered possible by the organization of the owners, it is pointed

out, would justify the expense entailed in the installation of the plant.

A conference was held in the city by a number of the sawmill men,
under the chairmanship of Mr. M. P. Blair, head of the industrial group
of the Chamber of Commerce. A course of action was discussed at

length, but no definite steps were taken because of the absence of a number
of the interested owners, whom Mr. W. D. Trenholme, of Chemainus, is

now interviewing up-Island.

"Every hope for the success of the scheme is entertained by those

actively engaged in it."

PRINCE RUPERT SHIPS LUMBER
PRINCE RUPERT.—The C.G.M.M. Steamship Highlander loaded

at Prince Rupert with lumber for Japan. The shipment was assembled
by the H. R. McMillan Co.

Wholesale Grocers
LOGGING AND LUMBER CAMP SUPPLIES

We carry a complete stock of

every pure food product for log-

gers, lumbermen, mills and mines.

Prompt service.

KELLY, DOUGLAS & COMPANY, LTD.
MANUFACTURERS OF NABOB PURE FOOD PRODUCTS.

WHOLESALE GROCERS VANCOUVER, B.C.

WIRE ROPE

For LUMBERMEN, ENGINEERS and

CONTRACTORS
"We have the Right Rope for every purpose**

We solicit your enquiries. Write for our catalogue.

Stock carried in Montreal by J. H. HANSON CO. LTD., Agent

Canada Wire & Iron Goods Co., Hamilton
Stock carried in Edmonton and Calgary

N. F. Judah, McLeod Building, Edmonton, Agent

A Savings Account

is a Friend in need

There isn't much to having a lot of

money in your jeans when you can't

spend it—but the first time you

come to town—BANG! And you're

stony broke again.

Canada
Permanent
Mortgage
Corporation
IS 68 YEARS
OLD AND HAS
43 MILLIONS

OF SECURITIES

TO BACK UP

YOUR
ACCOUNT WITH.

Better slip a few dollars into an en-

velope and mail it to the Canada

Permanent Mortgage Corporation,

432 Richards Streeet, Vancouver,

They'll start an account for you and

send you a pass book and a batch

of cheques and everything. Then

you'll have something to go on!
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HeavyDutyCarriages

No. 40 Heavy Duty Steel Saw Carriage
40 IN. OPENING

No machine in the mill has to stand

such abuse as the carriage, and no

carriage is better able to stand such

abuse as the "LONG."

Log seats and knees of heavy cast

steel.

Heav}^ steel wearing strips, renew-

able and reversible.

Steel wheels, steel quadrants, extra

heavy set works, improved dogs.

Ask for Catalogue 100

The E. Long Manufacturing Co., Limited

Orillia
The A. R. Williams Machinery Co. of

Vancouver, Ltd.

Gorman's Ltd., Calgary and Edmonton

Canada
The A. R. Williams Machinery Co.

of Winnipeg, Ltd.
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Why Have These Firms Purchased

255 Waterous Band Mills?
1 Anderson Furniture Co 1896
2 Arrowhead Lumber Co 1904
3 Austin & Nicliolson 1921
4 John W. Buchanan 1892
5 Baker Lumber Co 1893
6 J. R. Booth & Son 1894
7 J. R. Booth & Son 1895
8 C. Beck Mfg. Co 1895
9 M. Brennan & Sons 1896

10 Blind River Lumber Co 1896
11 S. P. Benjamin & Co 1897
12 J. R. Booth & Son 1899
13 J. R. Booth 1900
14 Bristol Tramways & Carriage Co 1901
15 M. Brennan & Sons 1902
16 H. J. Bird 1902
17 Booth & Shannon 1903
18 British Columbia B. & L 1903
19 Buckman Bros. Co 1904
20 Bytton Bros 1905
21 Big Bend Lumber Co 1906
22 Theo. A. Burrows 1906
23 Baker Lumber Co 1906
24 Bowman Lumber Co 1907
25 Bavless Pulp & Paper 1907
26 Bayless Pulp & Paper 1907
27 Buckman & Lahey 1908
28 Butler Bros. Ltd 1908
29 J. R. Booth 1910
30 Theo. A. Burrows 1910
31 Theo. A. Burrows 1910
32 Theo. A. Burrows 1911
33 C. Beck Mfg. Co 1913
34 Blue River Lumber Co 1914
35 J. R. Booth 1914
36 Geo. Burchill & Sons 1914
37 British War Office Service 1917
38 John Breakev Reg'd 1920
39 R. & W. Conroy 1892
40 Campbell Lumber Co 1893
41 Warren Curtis 1894
42 Warren Curtis 1894
43 Chew Bros 1895
44 Carling Lumber Co 1900
45 Conger Lumber Co 1900
46 Geo. Chew & Sons 1900
47 J. & P. Charlton 1900
48 Conger Lumber Co 1901
49 J. & T. Conlon 1902
50 Cook Bros. Lumber Co 1903
51 Crows Nest Pass Lumber 1903
52 Crows Nest Pass Lumber 1904
53 Campbell Lumber Co 1906
54 Conger Lumber Co 1907
55 Columbia River Lumber Co 1907
56 John Carew 1909
57 Crowe Lumber Co 1910
58 S. Cole 1910
59 Campbell & Stearnes 1911
60 Crowe Lumber Co 1911
61 Wm. Copping 1913
62 Colonial Lumber Co 1919
63 Davidson & Haye 1893
64 Davidson & Haye 1893
65 Dick Manning &• Co 1893
66 J. H. Dansereau 1899
67 Dominion Lumber Co 1902
68 Wm. M. Drader 1905
69 Geo. Danserea^u 1908
70 Dalhousie Lumber Co 1908
71 J. & W, Duncan Ltd. 1912
72 Dominion Mahogany & Veneer 1912
73 Dyment Mickle Lumber Co 1913
74 E. B. Eddy Co. Ltd 1897
75 E. B. Eddy Co. Ltd 1900
76 Emmerson Lumber Co 1909
77 W. C. Edwards & Co 1919
78 W. C. Edwards & Co 1919
79 Empire Lumber Co 1905
80 G. & G. Flewwelling 1894
81 Wm. Fleming 1896
82 Wm. Fleming 1899
83 Wm. Fleming 1902
84 Firstbrook Box Co 1902
85 Firstbrook Box Co 1902

86 J. S. Findlay 1906
87 Donald Eraser & Sons 1906
88 Wm. Fleming 1901
89 AVm. Fleming 1907
90 Donald Fraser & Sons 1908
91 Donald Fraser & Sons 1909
92 Wm. Fleming 1910
93 A. & F. Fraser 1910
94 Donald Fraser & Sons 1912
95 Fraser Lumber Co 1913
96 Donald Fraser & Sons 1913
97 Donald Fraser & Sons 1914
98 Firstbrook Box Co 1907
99 W. S. Greenside 1891

100 Graham Horne & Co 1894
101 Gillies Bros 1895
102 Goderich Lumber Co 1896
103 J. & F. Gunn 1902
104 Geo. G. Gladman 1903
105 Geo. Gordon & Co 1905
106 Great West Lumber Co 1906
107 Gordon Pulp & Paper 1907
108 Gilmour & Hughson 1911
109 Great West Lumber 1911
110 T. M. Goddall & Co 1913
111 T. M. Goodall & Co 1913
112' Cres Falls Co 1915
113 Geo. Gordon & Co 1916
114 Geo. Gordon & Co 1916
115 Gloucester Lbr. & Trad 1919
116 Huntsville Lumber Co 1894
117 James F. Hamilton 1895
118 F. L. & A. Heidretter 1896
119 J. T. Harvie 1897
120 Hull Lumber Co 1898
121 Hull Lumber Co 1900
122 Huon Timber Co 1903
123 Huon Timber Co 1903
124 Hurdman & Elmitt 1904
125 Hastings Shingle Mfg 1907
126 J. T. Harvie 1907
127 Hope Lumber Co 1910
128 John Harrison & Sons 1912
129 B. C. Howard & Co 1915
130 J. Elbert Hayden 1917
131 Jones Bros 1892
132 J. & T. Jardine 1897
133 J. & T. Jardine 1903
134 Chas. Kruetziger 1892
135 Keewatin Lumber Co 1899
136 Kauri Timber Co 1902
137 Kauri Timber Co 1906
138 Kauri Timber Co 1908
139 Kauri Timber Co 1909
140 Knight Bros. Co. Ltd 1912
141 Kamloops Lumber Co 1905
142 H. Scott Lowndes 1891
143 W. D. Lummis 1899
144 Long Lake Lumber Co '. 1906
145 Loveland & Stone 1911
146 W. S. Loggie & Co 1912
147 Louison Lumber Co 1914
148 Long Lake Lumber Co 1909
149 Mickle Dyment & Co 1893
150 James MacLaren Estate 1895
151 Wm. Mason & Son 1895
152 Wm. Mason & Son 1895
153 Mickle Dyment & Co 1896
154 James MacLaren Estate 1901
155 Mickle Dyment & Son 1904
156 Department Marine and Fisheries 1905
157 Mickle Dyment & Son 1906
158 Wm. Milne & Son •. 1907
159 Mundy Lumber Co 1909
160 Wm. Milne Sz Son 1910
161 Wm. Milne & Son 1910
162 Wm. Milne Son 1910
163 Wm. Milne & Son 1910
164 Miramiclii Tjiiniber Co 1918
165 Muskokii Wood Mfg 1919
166 Miramichi Lumber Co 1920
167 Miller & Gordon Mfg 1920
168 Mundy Lumber Co 1905
169 McBurney & Laycock Lumber 1893

170 James McBurney 1895
171 T. G. McMullen 1895
172 McLachlin Bros 1900
173 A. McFaul Bros 1905
174 Jas. McBurney & Sons 1906
175 McMaster Lumber Co 1910
176 J. D. McArthur 1911
177 H. H. McNairny 1911
178 J. D. McArthur 1914
179 New Zealand Timber Co 1901
180 Nipissing Lumber Co 1903
181 Nicola Valley Pine Lumber 1915
182 Okanagan Lumber Co 1904
183 Owens Lumber Co 1921
184 Wm. Peter 1895
185 Wm. Peter 1895
186 Parry Sound Lumber Co 1900
187 Parry Sound Lumber Co 1901
188 Pigeon River Lumber Co 1903
189 Sem Pacaile 1904
190 Pedwill & Lenicke 1908
191 Patrick Lumber Co 1908
192 Patrick Lumber Co 1908
193 Pine Lumber Co 1911
194 Pembroke Lumber Co 1913
195 Pembroke Lumber Co 1913
196 P. Q. Lumber Co 1919
197 Price Bros. & Co. Ltd 1920
198 Price Bros. & Co. Ltd 1920
199 Price Bros. & Co. Ltd 1920
200 Price Bros. & Co. Ltd 1920
201 Price Bros. & Co. Ltd 1920
202 Rathburn Co. Ltd 1898
203 Rat Portage Lumber Co 1899
204 Rat Portage Lumber Co 1903
205 River Quelle Pulp & Lumber Co 1904
206 Revelstoke Sawmill Co 1906
207 Rat Portage Lumber Co 1909
208 Rat Portage Lumber Co 1909
209 Rat Portage Lumber Co 1910
210 Rat Poi-tage Lumber Co 1911
211 Riordan Paper Co 1912
212 River Valley Lumber Co 1920
213 J. D. Shier 1893
214 St. Anthony Lumber Co 1895
215 Savanne Lumber Co 1895
216 Spanish River Lumber 1896
217 St. Maurice Lumber Co 1896
218 St. Maurice Lumber Co 1898
219 St. Maurice Lumber Co 1898
220 Saxton & Binns 1902
221 South River Lumber Co 1903
222 Shepard & Morse Lumber 1903
223 Shepard & Morse Lumber 1903
224 Suzare & Whitney 1904
225 Geo. St. Pierre & Co 1906
226 Saginaw Lumber & Salt 1907
227 Saginaw Lumber & Salt 1910
228 Shepard & Morse Lumber Co 1910
229 Shepard & Morse Lumber Co 1910
230 M. L. Stearnes & Sons 1914
231 Spanish Mills Co 1915
232 Spanish Mills Co 1915
233 Sayre & Holly Lumber Co 1919
234 R. Thackeray 1892
235 T. G. S. Train 1895
236 Tracadie Lumber Co 1898
237 Tanner Bros 1901
238 Trois Pistoles Lumber Co 1903
239 Tanner Bros 1904
240 Geo. Thompson Lumlser Co. 1912
241 Trout Creek Logging Co 1917
242 The United Grain Growers 1917
243 J. K. AVard 1893
244 N. N. Wright ' 1»02
245 Wynn & Co. 1902
246 Williams & Wilson 1909
247 Williams & AVilson 1911
248 Warren Lumber Co 1912
249 Wayagamack Pulp & Paper 1912
250 Wayagamack Pulp & Paper 1912
251 Yale Columbia Lumber Co 1905
252 Continental Wood Products 1922
253 Pratt & Shanacy 1923
254 John Harrison & Sons 1923
255 B. C. Fir & Cedar Co 1923

The Mill Itself is The Explanation

BRANTFORD,ONTARIO,CANADA
AGENCY—Molson's Bank Bldg., Vancouver, B.C. BRANCH—Winnipeg, Man.



Silk Pants in a

Logging Camp
are as out of place as a bottle of lemon-

ade in a rum pirate's galley.

Of course we make silk pants, though not for loggers, who are

not interested in them. But we do make

—

UNION MADE

PANTS
OVERALLS
MACKINAWS

and we make 'em right. They are made of the finest materials to

stand the rough usage of sturdy men in the woods. That is why
all Twin Bute Work Clothes are so popular. They are so good.

"Twin Bute Products—You Like to Wear 'em"

Jas. Thomson & Sons^ Ltd.
OVERALLS, WORK SHIRTS, SOCKS AND PANTS

VANCOUVER, B. C.

Branche*-

PORTLAND, ORE.
MONTREAL, QUE.

CHICAGO, ILL.

Duncan Lumber Co., Ltd.
Manufacturers and Wholesalers

VANCOUVER - BRITISH COLUMBIA

"King of the Woods Jr"

STRONG POWERFUL DURABLE

DOES THE WORK OF TEN MEN
Designed Specially for B. C. Loggers

4 H. P. GUARANTEED—6
1/2 H. P. ACTUAL TEST

Made in Vancouver by

Geo. Cradock & Co., (B.C.) Ltd.
GEO. S. PETTAPIECE, MANAGING DIBECTOB PHONE: SEY. 1456

175 CORDOVA ST. W. VANCOUVER, B. C.

The Man who is

Particular

Wears

pSSHfoH-PRAFt
Quality Clothes

THOS. FOSTER & COMPANY, LIMITED

514 Granville Street Vancouver, B.C.

ONE STORE ONLY

Mail Orders a Specialty—Charges Prepaid
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